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Who is a Philadelphian?
BY HARRISON RHODES

A STRANGER recently in Phila- what seemed an odd query, that of his

delphia on business bethought hotel. He explained that the shortness

himself, in his friendless state, of his stay in Philadelphia was the reason

of a one-time casual acquaintance who of his anxiety to know whether he was

had given as his address a Philadelphia likely to get hold of Mr. Doe during it

club. From his

hotel the visitor

telephoned the
club and asked

if he might speak

with Mr. John
Doe. The tele-

phon e - clerk
asked the in-

quirer's name,
and after a de-

cent interval re-

plied that Mr.
Doe was not in

the club. The
inquiry was then

made whether
Mr. Doe was in

town and likely

to be reached by
a note sent to

the club. The
clerk politely re-

gretted that he
was not allowed

to give any such

information con-

cerning a mem-
ber of the club.

The visitor pro-

tested, and was
finally allowed to

speak to the
secretary's office.

He gave his
name again and,
in answer to AN EARLY MORNING RITE
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or not. The
secretary also

politely regret-

ted his inability

so to violate the

privacy of any
member's life.

The visitor, now
vaguely feeling

that he was be-

ing treated like

a dun or a de-

tective, protest-

ed in slight ex-

asperation that
his designs upon
Mr. Doe were
honorable and
purely social —
that indeed he

felt so sure of Mr.
Doe's desire to

welcome him to

Philadelphia as

to be inclined to

insist upon some
disclosure of
even a club-
member's where-

abouts. The sec-

retary now grew

the least bit

weaker, moved
either by an in-

ner kindliness or

by some note of

social authority
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in the visitor's voice, and at last grudging-
ly said that although the rules of the club

were perfectly clear upon the point, he

would as a courtesy consult one or two
members of the hoard of governors who
happened at that moment to be in the

smoking-room. I here was again a de-

cent if tedious interval, and the secre-

tary's voice was once more heard. He
reiterated that it was contrary to the

rules of the club to give information as

to the whereabouts of any member, but

that it had been decided that, in this

special case, an exception might be

made. He was pleased to inform tin

visitor that Mr. John Doe had died in

December of the preceding year!

The hist comment to be made upon
this authentic anecdote is that, in spite

of the secretary's courteous pretense,

tin rules of the club were not violated by
the disclosure of a member's where-
abouts, since tlu inquirer after Mr. John
Dor was still [eft, theologically speak-

ing, with a choice between two possible

addresses. 1 he second observation, per-

haps more profoundly significant, is that

death scarcely increases the inaccessi-

bility of a well-born Philadelphian.

The tradition of exclusiveness is one
of the most striking features of the
Philadelphian picture. And if this ex-

clusiveness, which keeps the well-born

safely apart from the not well-born,

makes it difficult for even a Philadel-

phian to know Philadelphia, how much
more nearly impossible does it render
such a task for the un-Philadelphian,

who must depend upon occasional visits

and casual gossip for his information.

However genial Philadelphian hospital-

ity may have been, the stranger will find

that whatever "set" he may be in, it

is, as it were, the wrong set for any gen-

eral survey of the great town. The alien

must frankly preface his impressions of

Philadelphia and its people with a con-

fession of foredoomed ignorance of his

subject.

Long our second largest city, and even
now our third, Philadelphia is neverthe-

less, in the strangest fashion, for most
Americans a terra incognita. It is con-

veniently situated, and yet, almost svm-

j
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on "opera-night" supper and dancing have become the fashion

bolically, the through trains run round
it and not into it. It makes no effort to

attract the stranger. It advertises no
historic attractions,' it sets no Broadway
ablaze, it beats no tom-toms. Of all our

American towns it is the most self-con-

tained. It has almost none of our tradi-

tional eagerness for and sensitiveness to

criticism. There is in it nothing of the

hurrah-boys' braggadocio which so often

marks our American "civic spirit."

Philadelphia does not assert that it is in

any way an admirable town; it merely

feels that Philadelphia exists, always has

existed, and always will exist, and that

in a confused, tumultuous, and vulgar

world this is the one uncontrovertible

fact, the one solid rock where there is a

sure foothold.

The true Philadelphian neither ad-
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mires not dislikes New 1 oik; he simply

does not know tli.it New i oik exists.

The gre£t lady who managed with difH-

culty to remember tin metropolis ;is

"the place when one i:n ( s to take the

steamei for Europe" was expressing

with a conscious, satirical exaggeration

tin- actual Philadelphian feeling. \nd a

pretty, morocco-bound set of address-

books, purchased l.it<l\ .it the besi

Philadelphia stationer's, gives .1 charm-
ing concreteness to tins same point of

view; t Ik thre< littl< v< »lum< s are la-

bel* (1
" Philad* Iphia," "

I »ondon," and
" Pai is" this is th< world as Phila-

ilt Iphia s( es it!

1 hough t he s< >cial reo >gnit l< >n t hus

grac< full \ ( \t. nd< d to 1 ondon and Paris

is ch nit il to K' >ston and New ^ oik. it

might possibh be gi ant< d to the anci< nt

aristocracy of th< South. 1 ou fe< I in-

stincth 1 1\ that lovely, proud, faded

Carolinian Charh ston is p< rhapstheonh
American town with which Philadel-

phia would feel at 1 as< Hei St. G cilia

Ball might rank with tin Philadelphia

Assemblies of an earlier, happier day,

before Pittsburg nnd North Broad Street

had fought their way into the once
sacred lists. And it is pleasant upon
investigation to discover corroborative
traces of an agreeable earlier connection.

The Philadelphia Club is domiciled in

the stately old mansion which a rich

Charlestonian built that he might pass

the winter seasons in the Northern city,

and the famous Madeira which hears his

name is ottered you in the houses where
the Philadelphian tradition still beauti-

fully lingers. You have only to try vain-

l\ to Imagine this gentleman of the old

regime settling upon the Bostonian

Beacon Hill to realize how far toward
the S.»uth the Pennsylvanian metropo-
lis In 5.

[nd< ed, the Sout Ik ra note in Phila-

delphia is unmistakable. It is to be

found in the spacious look of the old

houses, and in .1 certain l.i\ ishnt ss of

architectural design in the public edi-

» of ( Colonial da\ s. Indep< nd< nee

1 1. ill is sumpt nous; you h.i\ e onlt to

compan it with Boston's Old State

House and its frugal, chastened beauty
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to realize that Philadelphia is by com-
parison a rich, care-free city upon a fat

Southern soil. This softer note is to be

found, too, in the gay chatter of the

Philadelphian ladies, and in the pleasant

presence of a well-mannered black popu-
lation, and a generous, fat cuisine. The
local darky has the look of having been
established for generations by the

Schuylkill, and of having devoted a

great deal of that time to the prepara-

tion of terrapin and the decanting

of vintage wines. He concerns himself
naturally with food. In the eighteen-

forties, when dashing resorts known
as "oyster-cellars" were introduced, it

is to be noted that the proprietors were
blacks. And even now the caterer who

has, as it were, the inherited right to
direct the entertainments of the real

Philadelphians is an ancient, white-
haired gentleman of color.

Food is always the fashion in Phila-

delphia. The Philadelphian air is every-
where redolent of good living; even the
stranger arriving at the railway station

instinctively thinks of the nearest good
restaurant and the next meal. It is true

that Benjamin Franklin, who is almost
tutelary in Philadelphia, proudly said,

"My friends, any one who can subsist

upon sawdust pudding and water, as I

can, needs no man's patronage," and it

is possible that the philosophical gentle-

men who still meet in his quaint old

red-brick house, far down-town, may be

EVEN THE DAILY MARKETING IS CONDUCTED WITH DECORUM
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nourished by some such sparse diet, as

dry as their discussions. But, in spite

of Dr. Franklin, nowhere else in the
country is good eating so ancient and
stately a tradition. Nowadays, of

course, all our grill-roomed towns strug-

gle for a culinary standing, hut it is

well to remember darker national days;
a Philadelphian writer in the early part

of the last century tells of barbarous re-

gions of America where a favorite dish

was sausage stewed in chocolate!

Against such gastronomic abominations
Philadelphia has through the years
stood firm. To-day the proudest host-

esses of America have their terrapin

brought from Philadelphia. Even the

metropolis, greedy and luxurious at ta-

ble, speaks with bated breath of the

feasts of Lucullus spread by the Dela-
ware; it is left for Baltimore, sitting in

the profusion of tribute which her great

W I IRD1 K! V PR1 ( [SION M \KK>
IHI Bl -I\l SS OF IIII II

bay of Chesapeake pours upon her,

alone to dispute culinary pre-eminence.

Tradesmen throughout the country rec-

ommend their establishments as "Phil-

adelphia Markets," while "Philadel-

phia Chickens" and "Philadelphia Ice-

Cream" are terms used as a guarantee of

excellence and richness. Marketing is a

serious affair where eating is serious; it

is not so long ago that the most dignified

Philadelphian gentlemen, top - hatted
heads of households, themselves accom-
panied the market-basket on its morning
round.

With the alarming increase of non-
alcoholism in the country, it has of

course become possible nowadays to

speak in praise of a rich, groaning, and
teetotal table. But the Philadelphia

epicure has not yet moved the whoie
distance with the times. The bouquet
of Madeira still ling- rs faintly around

the local mahogany tree.

At the "English Rooms"
in Funchal—as the club

there is quaintly called-

-

it is still a matter of serious

discussion whether the taste

for the island's wine will

ever revive in Philadelphia

or is slowly dying. Almost
anywhere else in the world
such talk would seem like

a labored reconstruction of

the eighteen t h crntun ;

even in Philadelphia itself

the courteous ceremonials

of Madeira-drinking have
a 1 w a v s somet hing of
autumn's loveliness about

them; you feel that such

customs in u si with t lu-

years pass it, ind( ed, any-
thing can quite pass in

Philadelphia.

1 hen- has bee n no Ma-
deira since t86i, so the

pink - faced, v. hite - haired

g< ntlemen oi tin old school

till you; and since you
cannot l.i\ down vim
and thus continue your
cellar, it is small w< >nd< r

that a pn-ti \ taste in w ine

1^ lu coming ran i . But In re

ami tin it in tin old hous< S

famous old w ines, w uh la-
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bels written in a cramped, old-fashioned

hand hung upon the bottles, are still put

upon the table after dinner, and stories

are told of famous old gentlemen who
could by tasting tell nine out of eleven

strains of wine which had gone into

a blend. In such mellow atmosphere
the years seem to slip quietly back, and
even the outer barbarian catches some-
thing of the Philadelphian content—

a

little of the Philadelphian feeling that

the world outside Philadelphia must be

an odd place into which it could be

neither very safe nor very pleasant to

venture; that when the right Madeira

is upon the sideboard, the fire and can-

dles lit and the curtains drawn, that

outer world is a world well lost.

The traditions of the Philadelphian

cuisine are not only preserved around

the sacred kitchen-ranges of the best

families, but are kept up by various

public organizations ostensibly devoted

to other purposes. There is something

suggestive of the banquets of the London

City Companies in the dinners, for ex-

ample, of the Philadelphian insurance

companies. And pleasant customs have
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grown up through the long Philadelphian

years. I In insurance company which
is popu .nl\ and prettily called "The
Green i n i was dining and dining

well when the news came of the death
of Washington, and to this day a toast

to his memor} is drunk each month by
the assembled company.

In Phil. uli Iphia one is not displeased

that even the memor} of the first Presi-

dent is fragrant of good cooking. I In

nit moil s <>t th< il.i\ s w hen 1 he t«»w n w .is

the n.it ion's capital are \ ( r\ consider-

.ihK conc< i in d w ith Mi. W ashington's

dinnei s, served .it four pn cisel} , at .1 ta-

bl( d< corated m it h sih ( 1 sah ( rs and ala-

h.istt 1 m\ thological figures two fe< I high!

are in Philad* Iphia \ arious so

1 1.1I and club organizations d< v oted al-

most ( xclusn el) to culinan aims. \t

1 m< ol tin se .1 tlmiit i cooked l>\ 1 In

nit mb( is t Ik nisi K 1 s is t In gn at< sr trib-

ute w hich can be paid to .1 lovel} lady

\ isiting tin cit \
. \ ml the "

F ishing

Company on the Schuylkill," now com-
pelled h\ tht pollution of that once
limpid st k .mi to eat fish onl} . n< >t to

catch them, is .1 historic institution, no

mere club. Most of ns remember some
blithe collegiate indiscretion, committed
under the influence of "Fish -house
Punch." But not all know the pleasant

history of the organization from which
the beverage takes its name, which has

so long existed with almost extra-terri-

torial rights, a corporation vying in

pride and dignity with the common-
wealth of Pennsylvania itself. I here is

.in incredibly fat and serious volume
giving the annals tA' tin Fish-house

through the long, peaceful Philadelphian

years. Reading it vou are not surprised

.it the serious wa) in which membership
in such an institution is regarded. I In re

is .1 period of novitiate, during which
I- ish-lioust rs-to-lu must humblj appear
.it .1 certain number of fix* d f< astings of

the eonip.im .1 genuine Philadelphian
sr.1nd.1l ol .1 year 1 u s< 1 ago w .is of .1

wayward young gentleman who, having

started round the world, brazenl} re-

fused to come back to th< Schuylkill

from C 'ochin China to att< ml .1 \ early

fish-eating, and thus lost tin member-
ship which would havi been the crown
of sti .idit 1 .nnl maturer \ i ars.
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Here is an admirable example of

Philadelphian valuations; until you can

see the boy's behavior as criminal folly

you are unqualified for any profitable

study of the Philadelphian social struc-

ture. However fantastic the local cus-

toms or prejudices may seem to the

stranger, they are genuine to the native.

A famous and agreeable example of

Philadelphianism is the geographical re-

strictions as to the district where polite

life may be led; you may search the

world without finding anything com-
parable to the feeling in Philadelphia

concerning the regions north of Market
Street. To the dweller in the permitted
quarter of "Chestnut, Walnut, Spruce,

and Pine" Streets, the mere existence of

creatures in that outer darkness seems
incredible—with the one curious excep-

tion to be noted, that if you belong to

certain old Quaker families you may live

in Arch Street, just over the border.

Otherwise the northern districts might
be desert land where a colony of rich

lepers have built their palatial marble
huts. When the Philadelphian opera
was transferred from the delightful old

red-brick Academy to the vulgar new
structure in North Broad Street there

were gallant ladies of the old school who
swore roundly they would never attend
it, and high-bred creatures who, though
weak enough to go to the opening per-

formance, nevertheless fainted away as

they, for the first time in their lives,

crossed Market Street and breathed this

vile new air.

There is an apocryphal story of a de-

lightful and famous old lady who had
seen here and there at afternoon parties

a younger woman whose look somehow
seemed to win friendliness. Finding her-

self one day descending some of the best

white-marble door-steps in company with
this agreeable stranger, the elder lady
suggested driving her home, and they
stepped together into the snug brough-
am, drawn by a sleek, fat horse, and
driven by an equally sleek, fat coach-
man.

"James, we will drive Mrs. X home,"
was the only order given.

The brougham started, and for a

period, while its occupants chatted pleas-

antly, wandered somewhat aimlessly
through the very best streets. At last

Vol. CXXXIIL—No. 793.-2

its owner, vaguely disturbed, said, apolo-
getically:

"I am afraid James doesn't know
where you live. It is annoying; he al-

ways knows where everybody lives. I

apologize for having to ask such a ques-
tion, but where do you live, my dear?"
Her charming companion smiled, and

then mentioned a number in North
Broad Street—it may even have been
Spring Garden Street—an address in the
unmentionable regions. The Phila-
delphian—for we can no longer so desig-
nate the younger woman—took the blow
gallantly. The pleasant chat was re-

sumed, but for at least a quarter of an
hour more the sleek, fat horse still am-
bled aimlessly through the very best
district. At last the elder lady rose to
the situation. She tapped the glass,

and, as the sleek, fat coachman halted,

said:

"I wonder if you would mind telling

James yourself where to drive us, dear?
I'm afraid he would think it very odd
if I myself were to give him an address
north of Market Street!"

The one thing unforgivable in Phila-

delphia is to be new, to be different from
what has been. North Broad Street, for

example, may be in every way a better

place to live in than Walnut Street, but
no one has ever lived there. Hence, no
one ever can. The Philadelphian likes

to know what to expect; novelty dis-

turbs his contentment, ruffles him. A
"society circus," for example, was sug-

gested a few years ago, but given up.

"It would be extremely amusing" was
the dictum of a social arbiter, "but it

would be too new to please Phila-

delphia."

A lady once asked why it was that

she always saw just the same peo-

ple at the windows of a certain club.

"People! Those are not people," was
the gravely ironic reply. "They are

painted on the glass of the windows!"
It is even possible to imagine this an

ideal arrangement for a Philadelphia

club—that as young men attain the age

at which they come into their congenital

right to sit at windows the club artist

should install their portraits in correct

and easy attitudes.

Of course, the look of the town has

perforce changed somewhat with the
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years; near the center Chicagoesque

buildings rudely scrape the serene, ex-

clusive Philadelphian sky. But there

are streets and squares in plenty where
old red-brick houses with white-marble

steps keep affectionate hold upon the

past. Only lately some of the quieter

bywa} s were utilized by moving-pic-

ture actors for a drama of London life

—

a most authentic proof of the continuity

of the English tradition. Is it fantastic

to wonder if the day may not soon be

here when the British "movies" them-
selves will be forced to go to Philadelphia

to find London streets, unchanged and
unvexed by modernization? The link

with the Colonial days is never obtrusive

in Philadelphia (nothing is obtrusive

there), but you can still find elderly

people who speak of the voyage west-

ward from England as "going out" to

America. Only this year a negro boot-

black in a barber-shop spoke of a gentle-

man's silk hat as a "beaver"! And a

mere debutante, a child in white tulle,

enthusiastically pro-Allies and pro-Eng-
lish, said this winter that she hoped
people now saw what a mistake they
made in 1776!
The only thing that can wholly go out

of existence in Philadelphia is Phila-

delphia itself—if one may venture on
paradox. This, some pessimists say, is

happening in the tremendous exodus to

country homes in the fat, well-groomed

country that lies correctly along the

Main Line. Hie trolley-cars have made
th« narrow old streets of the town pan-
demonium. But the motor arrived just

in the nick of time to keep country life

from b< ing really country life. These' so-*

called country people think nothing of
(ln\ ing twenty miles to town to dine and

the tune being at least,

it is only .is if Chestnut, Walnut, Spruce,
and Pine Streets had been t \ tended into

tin lovelj green suburbs. There their

solid elegance and their grave decorum
still hold sway, and Philadelphia is still

Philadelphia.
\ot even youth prevents .1 Phila-

delphia's being Philadelphian. It was
v young dog who commented upon

a painting exhibited at tin academy:
"

1 don't think it is worth much as a por-

trait. No Philadelphian ever s.it with

her legs crossed.'
1 And Inn may In-

considered boards of censors of moving
pictures, the newest and most ridiculous

gauges of public morality. It is signifi-

cant that a hero w7ho in other towns had
roguishly put a wet head from between
the curtains of a shower-bath was not
permitted to do so before Philadelphian
audiences. The example is taken at

random out of probable hundreds. The
point is that the note of Philadelphian
decorum is strongly struck.

But Philadelphian decorum requires

explanation. It derives, of course, partly

from the Quaker tradition. But even in

the eighteenth-century days there were
what were quaintly called "Wet Qua-
kers," ladies who wickedly wore laces and
ribands. And as to Church-of-England
circles, it is well to remember that the

funds for the lovely steeple of Christ

Church were the product of lotteries.

Even now the town has, as it were, the

paradoxical reputation of being both

fast and slow. Its inner circles are un-

derstood to be committed to friskiness

and agreeable devilments of all kinds.

But it is also understood that all this

liveliness must be kept, as it were, in

the family. Misconduct of all descrip-

tions is quite permissible, but only

among the well-born and in the hal-

lowed privacy of the home.
There is, of course, a certain amount

of publicity even in the best Phila-

delphian lives. Noblesse oblige. It is,

for example, the fashion to sup and
dance on "opera night" at the restau-

rant of the newest and smartest hotel.

But the care with which the tables are

assigned to the well-born, and the deco-

rous, gilded elegance of the whole scene,

rob the occasion of that welcome vulgar-

ity which «.lst when in the world makes
restaurants preferred to homes.

Whatever may be the vivacity of

small, discreet parties given for well-

seasoned women of tin- world, the great

balls ari' always for debutantes, to honor

sweet, girlish life in white muslin and

blue ribbons. Hen again tin "Southern
noti "

is evident. It is true that often

these innocently aimed functions are

done upon a scale of splendor which re-

calls Imperial Rome To celebrate the

entrance of a young Philadelphian maid-

en into society orchids bloom, tropic

birds warble in expensive jungles, and
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rare butterflies are released to flutter

through one mad night. Such events,

duly recorded in the nation's press, are

public testimony to the city's wealth,

its ability to compete in magnificence

and lavishness with the wanton metropo-

lis itself. But having occasionally dur-

ing the winter season thus combined

civic duty with pleasure, Philadelphian

liveliness resumes its deep, dark flow.

The natural result of this guarding of

gaiety like a sacred flame is the Sabbath

calm which both traditionally and actu-

ally broods over the great city. For the

stranger this is most to be noted in the

deserted evening streets. Philadelphians

will promenade no nocturnal sidewalks.

When they venture forth to places of

entertainment they scurry as if to cover;

and if, upon the return, they stop for

supper, they take to restaurants as to

the trenches. The town, in short, does

not approve of darkness—it would take

a midnight sun to make midnight popu-
lar in Philadelphia.

Perhaps the most significant thing

about the one great Philadelphian revel,

the New Year's " Mummers' Parade," is

that it takes place at eight in the morn-
ing! Elsewhere in the country exhausted

millions are still faint and wan from the

pleasures of the night before, but Phila-

delphia, having already passed the night

in revels, goes forth like a somewhat dis-

sipated lark to celebrate a festival of

Dionysus at the crack of dawn. Between
eight and nine thousand take part,

members of various Mummers clubs,

" Silver Crown," "Lobster," "Charles
Klein," "Sauerkraut Band," "D. D.
Oswald," "Zuzu," "Jack Rose Accor-
dion Band," and a dozen other as fan-

tastically named organizations. The
amount spent on rich and elaborate cos-

tumes runs into the hundreds of thou-
sands. The result is a popular rejoicing

both spontaneous and gay. This year
the railways began to advertise it, and
ran special trains even from New York
for it. But even so, it is still true, broad-
ly speaking, that no one outside of Phila-

delphia has ever heard of it. Why, pray,

should any one? Philadelphia would
ask. This obscurity is the Philadelphi-

anishness of it—unless you can here

also vaguely discern some philosophic

truth concerning the wild follies of a

quiet community, once the bridle is

loosed.

Of course, in so great a population
there are a certain number of graceless

pleasure-seekers. But in spite of them
public amusements languish. The char-

acteristic aspect of a Philadelphia the-

ater is gloom until the end of the week
comes, when the whole town with its

wife or its best girl goes forth for a tra-

ditional Saturday night's pleasure. Until

then the home holds undisputed sway.
Indeed the Philadelphian boasts, or

confesses, if you prefer the word, that

his is a "city of homes." And the

"homes" look very snug, very homelike
indeed, especially at dusk as one strolls

through the red-brick streets and sees

the lamps lit and the curtains drawn
upon comfortable, old-fashioned rooms.

But the impertinent curiosity of the un-

Philadelphian insists on wondering what
a Philadelphian home, more accurately

and spiritually, is. Is it, for example,

devoted to the carpet slipper and the

good book? Or is it a center from which
radiate moral forces making for private

or public virtue? The foreign observer

must reluctantly confess that neither

literary and artistic culture nor a high

civic standard seems very obviously to

be the characteristic Philadelphian note.

If people read books in those com-
fortable homes by those pleasant fire-

sides, you somehow suspect that they fall

asleep over them. There is, of course,

nothing low-bred about Philadelphian

ignorance; it is rather like the gay, cour-

teous lack of education which distin-

guishes the South. Every one who is

any one has learned what might be

termed the necessary elegancies—as one

learns good table-manners. And it is

quite possible that Shakespeare and Jane

Austen—to choose at random—may be

better known in Philadelphia than any-

where else in the country. But pas-

sionate and omnivorous general reading

there is not. Book-shops are few and

far between, libraries are half deserted,

and the great university of the state

seems to have no integral part in the

Philadelphian social structure.

There is, in consequence, no social

obligation to be cultivated and artistic

—

as there is to be well-born, well-bred, and

well-dressed. Philadelphian good taste
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can be genuine and modest—a thing not

always possible in more self-conscious

centers of culture. To take but one

example, the town possesses some of-the

most notable private collections of paint-

ings in the country, but they are, as it

were, little known and not much con-

sidered in Philadelphia. The most re-

markable—probably the most remark-

able in America—for years existed in

confused and picturesque superabun-
dance in every nook and corner of its

owner's dwelling; priceless masterpieces

hung about the shaving-stand, stood on
the floor by the coal-hod, and, one sus-

pected, lay hidden underneath the beds.

They were incredibly ill-arranged for the

visitor—but it was just this that some-
how convinced him that they were not
primarily intended for his pleasure, but
for the owner's own. The fantastic,

dusty disorder was a guarantee of the
genuine love of beauty which had gath-

ered these treasures, quite unvexed by
what the town, streaming indifferently

by, would think. Even when Phila-

delphia paintings are painstakingly and
palatially housed, it is still true that one
feels that the collecting must have been
done for collecting's sake.

Art is more unconsidered than de-

spised i 1 Philadelphia. Good taste is al-

lowed to grow wild; it is never actually

rooted our. It is true that the local

artists huddle together in rather fright-

ened fashion in the artistic and literary

clubs In the pleasant, quaint Phila-

delphian alleys, but this is more a tribute

to <>ur ingenuous American belief that

art can, so to speak, be "clubbed" into

existence, than a real proof that the ar-

tists are treated as outcasts. They are

nntii\ judged along other lines, and
their artistic achievements are no real

handicap if' they are will-born, well-

dn ss< d, and well-bred.

1 In re have been, perhaps oddly, a

considerable number of distinguished
practition< rs of tin arts who hav< orig-

inated in Philadelphia. But they have
g< nerally practise d i ls< * h» re. \ml hav-
ing thus transferred their artistic activ-

ities to more suitable settings, Phila-

delphia warms with a certain pridi in

them. \ portrait - painter who lan-

guished at home reports thai since he

moved his studio to Ne^ York he

spends all his time in Philadelphia exe-

cuting the commissions he could not se-

cure while domiciled there.

So long as it can keep Art in its place,

the town pays it a certain decent tribute.

There has long been an Academy of the
Fine Arts, and Miss Agnes Repplier de-

lightfully records that when it first

exhibited "imported statues" (plaster

copies of those in the Parisian Louvre),
one day a week was set apart for ladies,

and the statues were then draped! Now
—just to prove that Philadelphia does
move—the annual show of paintings is

one of the most important in the coun-
try. The opening reception is of a defi-

nite social value (just to show that so-

ciety is willing to give art a leg up now
and then), but it would be considered

odd to look at the paintings that eve-

ning; indeed, no one but eccentric, and
possibly socially doubtful strangers from
other cities does so.

So much for a home-keeping commu-
nity and art! We may now ask what con-

nection there is between the quiet life

and public morality. It is a puzzle to

the stranger that the peaceful town has

so often been politically so corrupt.

Indeed, Philadelphia is quite as bad as

New York at its Tammany worst; it

sometimes seems as if it took a quiet

pride in being as dishonest as the me-
tropolis, but without any fuss and feath-

ers, any vulgar notoriety in the news-

papers. The Philadelphian home is the

shrine of comfort and the altar of the

graces, but upon it there burns no fierce

moral flame. Philadelphia did its duty

during the Revolution, but the young
ladies had some very pleasant dancing

parties with the British officers. To the

mind nourished upon terrapin and Ma-
deira there is something not quite good

style in enthusiasms, especially grim

moral enthusiasms. William Maelav,

writing wittily early in the last century,

betrays some of these native character-

istics in what he means as acid criticism

of New England -spiritually the verj

antipodes of his own town. Hie Bos-

tonian, so he says, "excludes good hu-

mor, affability of conversation, and ac-

commodation of temper and sentiment

as qualitu s too vulgar for a gentleman."

The Philadelphian, even when he dies

for a cause, must do so "affably"
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It may seem that such a picture of

genial unmorality cannot be an authen-

tic one of the so-called Quaker City.

Indeed, it is perhaps astonishing that

talk of Quakers and Quakerishness
should have been put off till so late in

the Philadelphian discussion. Quakers
still exist; there are several prosperous

id th" meetings" in the region, and tnere are

even to be seen Friends who still wear
the sober, rich garb of the sect. When
charity at home or abroad is asked of

the town, these quiet, half-forgotten peo-

ple come unobtrusively but generously
forward. To the dim shadows of the

Philadelphia picture they lend a soft,

rich color. But somehow to the stranger

the Quaker aspect of the town is too shy
for capture; the Society of Friends
seems only part of its gentle history.

Rather, perhaps, they go to make up the
larger Philadelphia—the great, indus-

trious, quiet, thrifty town which knows
little of genealogy or Madeira, except by
hearsay; which contains the largest body
of skilled artisans in the world, and is the
ideal home of the magazines of largest

American circulation, the happy, pros-

perous, unvexed, average American city.

With some such thoughts you look out
over the long stretches of the great city
and see the smoke from ten thousand
factory chimneys lightly stain her sky,
or watch the majestic Delaware stream
by carrying its traffic to the sea. You
stop thinking of the Philadelphia of fan-
tastic restrictions and queer codes, and
see only the metropolis of the great com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania. Sometimes
on the Philadelphian streets you see
sturdy young women—with cheeks like

scrubbed red apples—wearing the garb
of some of the various religious commu-
nities which still flourish in the state's

rich farm-lands. Rich corn-fields, burst-

ing barns, autumn fruit, all come into

the imagination, and you see Philadel-

phia as an easy-going, unemotional,
comfortable, well-fed, but still solid and
dependable city. You begin to believe

that simple happiness averages high
along the red-brick streets and in the far-

scattered, trim suburbs. You ask your-
self whether contentment, Philadelphia's

contribution and example to the nation,

is not as proud and worthy an achieve-

ment as any other of which an American
town might boast.

Song of the Daughters of Celeus

BY LOUIS V. LEDOUX

DEEP the well and dark the water,

Far we let our pitchers down.
Prisoned water, prisoned water,

Fill the gleaming pitchers brown;
Fill and brim and sparkle after;

Pools of sunlight edged with laughter

Wait their guest in Celeus' town.

When we lean above the water,

Imaged in the twilight lies

One who comes for Celeus' daughter,

Kindly brave and kindly wise.

Shadowy layers of darkness cover

Him, the coming lord and lover;

Hers who has the brightest eyes.
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that she next write on, "What My Toes
Mean to Me." Her toes really must
mean something—dancing like that. He
was about to chuck all the themes into

his portfolio and start for home when
his eyes fell upon a blotted page in a

rather childish hand, and he was startled

by the heading, "On the Pain of Teach-

ing Dolts/'

He read it through; he'd started to

smile—he'd frowned. He colored; he

chuckled. "There is an acute anguish

in teaching dolts," he read. "One gives

one's best—and leaves them dolts.

Dolts will be dolts. Why should a noble

soul unveil itself to dolts? 'Tis hard,

and yet the pain is not without its edge

of ecstasy. Is giving less because it

leaves the giver dumb ? All is not beau-

tiful—but beauty lives. The God who
gave us many dolts gave a few noble

souls."

A girl had written it! There was a

girl in 'his class who actually had the

face to write this thing and sign it and
hand it in! Brenda Munroe. Never
heard of her. Munroe—Munroe; he
fairly agonized in the effort to recall a

student by the name of Munroe. He
forgot all about his engagement to play
tennis, and sat there telling himself he
didn't care a hang who Brenda Munroe
was. Munroe? — Munroe? Brenda.
Queer name, He again read, "On the

Pain of Teaching Dolts." Certainly he
had not acted like that!

That night he had dinner with Mrs.
Shields—wife of the head of his depart-

ment, a woman wiser in the ways of the
world than most of the faculty wives.

Ina Gilson was there. It appeared that
Mrs. Shields was much attached to this

daughter of the influential regent. She
was also attached to the idea of making
her husband president of the university.

After dinner he very casually asked
Ina, "Oh, by the way, is there anybody
named Munroe in our theme class?"

"Why, yes," replied Ina; "there's
Brenda."
Her blue eyes were upon him in in-

quiry, so he lightly asked, "What's
Brenda like?"

"Poor Brenda," murmured Ina—and
just then they were interrupted.

Poor Brenda? Why poor? He didn't

see why anybody as brazen as that need

be poor. Very well fitted indeed, he
should say, for coping with the world
in which she found herself. He took
Ina home and was particularly nice to
her; after all, she was a lady. But after
he had left her at her sorority house
and was cutting across the campus to
his own apartment—a studio-like affair

which he had astounded university cir-

cles by fitting up over a tailor-shop—

a

sentence from Ina's theme hit him
square in the face. "It is indeed impos-
sible," Ina had written, "for me to tell

all that my books mean to me." He
went home and re-read poor Brenda's
theme—and he laughed. But after he
was in bed he tossed about and couldn't

go to sleep. He had not acted like that!

A very business-like instructor en-

tered the class-room of English 13 next
afternoon. He was distinctly curt as

for the first time that term he called

the roll. As in quick staccato he pro-

gressed through J's and K's and L's, stu-

dents sat up straighter, stopped rolling

lead-pencils and twisting paper. "James
Milligan?"—and then, "Brenda Mun-
roe?" called the brisk instructor—and
looked up. There came a "Here," but
he didn't locate it. "Miss Munroe?"
he repeated, incisively, and an equally

incisive "Present" was returned from

the rear of the left wing.

He spoke of the mediocrity of all the

themes; he discoursed loftily upon the

cheapness of trying to pass off imperti-

nence for ideas. He could see that on

the lim of that left wing there were

brown braids above a green waist, and

across the area of moving heads two
curiously grave eyes fixed him steadily.

He found himself flushing under that

speculative look, and telling himself he

wasn't going to have any ridiculous

thing lurking beneath the surface, "Just

a moment, please, Miss Munroe," he

said, as the class was leaving. The girl

in the green waist—it turned out to be

a whole green dress—sat down on a

front seat. He was irritated by Ina Gil-

son's look of surprise as she passed out.

"I would be interested in knowing

what governed your selection of a sub-

ject.

She looked up in a startled way that

lighted her whole face. He found a

peculiar satisfaction in noting that she
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didn't have a very good nose. It wasn't

perfectly straight—Mr. Root himself

had an amazingly straight nose. But
there was none of that satisfaction to be

had from her eyes. They were queer

eyes—lights in them like the sun on old

copper. She was looking at him now in

an earnest, troubled way, brows knitted.

But he had an uncomfortable feeling of

an imp trying to break loose in those

grave eyes.

"I thought we were to write of the

things that interested us/' she said, in

a perplexed voice.

"Why, certainly!" he snapped. He
couldn't very well say, "Why did it

interest you?"
"I thought," she went on, as if want-

ing to be put right if wrong, "that we
were just to write of what was in our
minds."

"Certainly," he said, stiffly.

"I suppose, then—it shouldn't have
been in my mind?"

"I think you must know," he began,

huffily, but checked himself and said,

with dignity, "That is all, Miss Mun-
roe."

She got up. "I will try to write with

more restraint," she said.
u

I n \ 1 1 said I wanted restraint!" he
retorted, heatedly.

She took a step or two. "I will try

to wrife more conventionally," she mur-
mured, contritely—and passed out be-

fore he could say anything.

She left him fuming. He—Peyton
Root -put in the position of wanting
one of Ins students to write more con-

ventionally!

He met [na Gilson and walked
through the campus with her. "I'm
so glad you're taking an interest in

Bn nda," she said, gently.

"I'm not taking an interest in her,"

h< n plied, peevishly.

"I beg pardon," murmured Ina.

lit colored. 1 had something to say
to hei about her theme," he explained.

'* But that n .is what I meant," said

In. i, with patient sweetness. '"
\ little

special interest will mean so much to

Brenda."
"

I don't kn<>v. thai tin re's any special

intrust," he muttered. Irritated, he

said brusqu< ly to tins author of " \\ hat

My Ho,»ks Mean to Me," "She writes

more interestingly than the rest of the
ass.

"I suppose she would," murmured
Ina.

He gave her a sharp look. Now what
did she mean by that? It was in the

"Poor Brenda" tone. But she was talk-

ing football and he didn't want to turn

her back—thus fostering the idea of

"special interest."

That evening was again disturbed by
this Brenda Munroe. He had not acted

in accordance with his ideal as a teacher.

He had found a spark and, instead of

breathing upon it, he had put it out

—

because it was a gibe at himself. He tried

to read Santayana, but was too dis-

tressed by the idea that Brenda Munroe
might think he had no sense of humor.
At four o'clock next afternoon he im-

patiently turned over the newly received

themes until he came to that queer,

childish little hand. He read it through
with a puzzled look, then re-read it with

a smile. It was as prim and immature as

the handwriting that set it down. It

was on "Trees." "Trees," wrote Bren-

da, "are an inestimable blessing to the

human race." She enumerated the

utilitarian and the esthetic reasons

which indebted us to trees. It might
have come from the author of "What
My Books Mean to Me." Across this

the cultured young instructor blue-pen-

ciled: "Cut it out. Be yourself."

Then he went over to have tea with

Mrs. Shields, and boldly asked her who
Brenda Munroe was. "What do you
want to know for?" inquired this breezy

lady, tantalizingly. He said that natu-

rally he was interested in knowing about

his students. "Then," said Mrs. Shields,

"I will begin by telling you about

Abigail Sears." After exhausting Abigail

she began on Jimmie McGuire, saying

she could see it was absolutely essential

he know about all his students. And so

she forced from him the admission that

the student he particularly wanted to

know about was Brenda Munroe. "She's

original," he explained.
1 loo original for university circles,"

replied the wife of bis elm t.

"Now what do you mean by that:"

demanded the young man.

"She doesn't fit in," said the U. of I.'s

social leader. "There's a reason."
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"What reason ?" impatiently pressed

Peyton Root.

"Oh— 7 said Mrs. Shields, vaguely,

and fussed with the tea things. "Her
father's a milkman," she observed, and
it might or might not be related to what
went just before.

Peyton Root set down his cup. "Well,

is this such a bourgeois place that a girl

—a clever girl—an attractive girl— Good
heavens!" he exploded, "what stan-

dards! What's the difference between a

milkman and a wholesale grocer?"—the

latter was the occupation of fair Ina's

father, influential regent.

Instead of telling him the difference

between a milkman and a wholesale

grocer, Mrs. Shields observed, "Ina has

lovely hair, hasn't she?"

"Is Brenda left out?" he demanded,
waving aside Ina's hair.

"She doesn't go about it right to get

in. She would have made a sorority all

right, but just at the critical moment
she handed in to the Iodian a silly little

skit which the editor was unwise enough
to print

—
"Suppose They Left Me Out !"

—the tenor of which was that she might
as well seek death then and there. Need-
less to add, she didn't get in."

"How corking!" cried he. "Why, the
girl's a rebel!"

"Naturally," murmured the social

leader.

"Oh, I suppose there have been milk-
men's daughters who haven't been
rebels," observed the delighted young
instructor.

"Oh—milkmen's daughters," mur-
mured Mrs. Shields.

He looked at her inquiringly. She
seemed about to say something—but
didn't.

"I am surprised," he bantered, "at
your attitude toward milk—beautiful,

wholesome, indispensable milk!"
"I confess I don't care for the girl,"

she said shortly, and added, in that vein
which made him like her: "This uni-

versity's no place for a rebel. Just take
my word for that," she finished, dryly

—

"needn't try to find it out for yourself."

But the talk had fired all the rebel

that was in him. He read Nietzsche till

2 a.m., and next day told his American
literature class that American literature

was a toddy with the stick left out.

Vol. CXXXIIL—No. 793.-3

This a student reporter sent to his Des
Champs paper, where it made the front
page. Mr. Root was advised by his

chief of department to be less epigram-
matic and more reverent. The crabbed
old regent from down-state wrote up
saying that the University of Ioda was
maintained by the tax-payers of that
state for the purpose of training Amer-
icans, and that the way to do it was not
to teach them to despise their own litera-

ture. The secretary of the prohibition-
ists wrote in, deploring the content of the
figure of speech; a newspaper para-
grapher said that possibly the stick had
not been left out of the toddy young Mr.
Root had before entering the class-

room; and the influential regent—fair

Ina's father—wrote that while he hoped
they would one day sit over a toddy
themselves, he did feel that all reference

to these questionable things must be
kept from the class-room. And as to

American literature, why not speak of

that which was worthy, and not too

much emphasize the shortcomings? He,
as a true American, would greatly prefer

this course, and he felt he voiced the

sentiment of many other patriotic tax-

payers.

But Instructor Root was not greatly

perturbed—instructors with incomes can
afford their little fling in rebellion—and
Brenda Munroe, who was in "Am. Lit."

as well as English 13, had taken to

smiling at him, and it was amazing what
a long way that went in his general

feeling of well-being.

But for a young man who brought to

the university the fruit of a rich social

experience he was finding it singularly

hard to advance his acquaintance with

the milkman's daughter. She wasn't at

the places where acquaintances are ad-

vanced. And while there was between

them a delightful little class-room un-

derstanding, as between two lively souls

in a world of dolts, it didn't seem to have

any tendrils out into the wide world

beyond the class-room. This Instructor

Root one day decided was a state of

things which had existed long enough.

So when he was in the grocery-store

buying some apples he suddenly de-

manded of the clerk, "Do you know
where a milkman named Munroe lives?"

"Joe!" the clerk bawled out to the
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driver at the curb, "know where a milk-

man named Munroe lives?"

Some of the college boys were going

by; one of them stopped and respect-

fully told his teacher that a milkman
named Munroe lived about a mile out

on the Duck Creek road.

Red in the face, Mr. Root grabbed his

bag and strode away, so upset he told

himself he didn't care where the devil

a milkman named Munroe lived. He
went home and looked over the themes,

and he wrote upon Brenda's: "Too
loosely constructed. Watch your Eng-
lish. Only the writer who has mastered

it has any right to take liberties."

Then he wished he hadn't written it,

and tried to rub it off, making a fearful

smudge. For ten minutes he sat looking

at the smeary theme in deep discontent.

Then he started for the Duck Creek
road.

He had no business to be doing any-
thing of the sort. It was the day before

Thanksgiving, and he was going home to

Des Champs. He ought to go and see

Mrs. Shields, who wanted him to do
something in town for her. This was
playing off. For that—or some other

on- -he was much keyed up by what
he was doing. It was one of those bully

days of late fall. He liked the day. He
liked the world.

After he had gone what he thought
was about a mile he was on the watch,
looking for a place with a lot of cows

and a girl With brown braids wound
round her head. A fat, yellow dog with

a corkscrew tail who was sitting by the

roadside accosted him agitatedly.

"Hello, Apollo!" replied Mr. Root.

"kn<>w where a milkman named Mun-
ro< lives?"

A man with a spade in his hand
ttepped out from behind some trees.
"

I am a milkman named Munroe," said

he.

Nothing in Peyton Root's social ex-

perience told him what to say next. So
he had to invent something. It was,
M Hi. I v .is thinking of buj ing .1 c<

Hie milkman named Munroe looked
thi young man up and down. "

I hat

he said, in sui prise.
u

I heard," lit d Instructor Root, "that
you had a cow for sale."

Milkman Munroe leaned Ins spade

against the tree. "Well," said he, "I
have."
The young man who had announced

his quest for a cow w-as silent.

"Want to come up and look at her?"
suggested the milkman.
A cow! But he looked at the dingy

browm house set well back from the
road. He thought he could see some one
moving about in there. He said he'd

like to see the cow.

So Mr. Munroe picked up his spade.

"Comin' along, Scraps?" he said to the
dog.

Scraps, too, appeared to be dealing

with a conflict, but decided for staying

by the road. "He's waiting for my
daughter," said Brenda's father. "You
can't budge him till he spots her down
the road."

At this it suddenly occurred to Mr.
Root that the cow was for a friend, and
he might as well wait till his friend was
with him. Milkman Munroe grew a

little peevish, and went back to digging.

Instructor Root wanted to wait with

Scraps for the person Scraps was waiting

for, but he felt he had made no hit with

that person's father and had better move
on. Perhaps he would meet her; he

went over the conversation that would
take place if he did meet her, but it was
one of those brilliant conversations

doomed to remain in the land of the

spirit.

Back in town he met his friend Billy

Enright from Des Champs. Billy and
his big car were in front of the building

which domiciled the tailor and Mr. Root.

"Hello there. Peyt!" called Billy.

"Been lookin' all over for you. We've
come to take you home, (join' to drive

home by moonlight."

Peyt brightened. Fact is, he was glad

to sec Billy. Intellectually, Billy simply

wasn't there, as Peyton in an expansive

moment had explained to him, but, as

he had further made clear, he likeel him,

anyhow. They nut on a gay-young-

blade basis, and Billy secretly scorned

Peyton for what he was that Billy

wasn't, quite as much as he himself

was scorned for not being that thing.

Il< was now explaining that there w

"whole bunch" had come to take Peyt

home'. They were over at Mrs. Shields's.

Mrs. Shields couldn't understand where
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he was—she'd been expecting him there.

He wound up with, " Where can we get

a drink?"
"We can't," said Peyt.

Billy looked pained. "I know where
we could get a drink of milk," his friend

observed.

For the instant Billy was speechless.

Then, "Milk?" he breathed in such an
outraged tone, with such a "I-ask-for-

bread-and-you-give-me-a-stone" look,

that Peyton went on:

"Milk, Billy, is very nourishing. It

is simple. It is beautiful. It is good."
Billy's face was all screwed up.

"Say, Billy," Peyton burst out, ani-

matedly
—

"tell you what! Why don't

you buy a cow?"
Billy now grinned sheepishly for not

having at once perceived the joke.

"I mean it!" pursued his friend.

"Never have I been more serious than
at this instant. I was just looking for a

friend who would buy a cow. I've been
out seeing about it. I've got the cow
all engaged—all I need is the friend.

You can well afford to buy a cow, Billy,

and it will-—it will give you an interest

in life. Come on! Let's run out there

now!" His eyes were dancing. He had
stepped into the car.

Just then a gay crowd turned the
corner, and, "Here they are!" called a

girl's voice.

"We've come not a minute too soon,"
darkly pronounced Billy. "Peyt has
about gone off his head in this God-
forsaken place. I ask him for a drink
and he talks about milk. Says it's nour-
ishing. Wants me to buy a cow. He
says he's been out looking at the cow.
He was insisting we shake you all now
and go back to the cow. That's why he
didn't come to your house," he told
Mrs. Shields.

Peyton looked up to find that lady's
eyes upon him in a very queer way.
"I see," said she.

It seemed the cow had only led him
into a blind alley, but the alley was not
totally blind, after all, for a few weeks
after Thanksgiving Brenda handed in a
theme entitled:

ON THE PLEASURE OF BUYING A COW FOR A
FRIEND

One should have every possible experi-

ence, not overlooking the experience of
buying a cow for a friend. To be sure,

one may have no friend, but one must
not be so easily cut off from experience as

to let this stand in the way. It is beau-
tiful to buy a cow for a friend. One dwells
upon what the cow is going to mean to the
friend. Will she kick? Does she hook?
There is splendid adventure in it, for little

does one know whether one's friend will love
one more or less after the cow has come into

his life. In buying a cow one always won-
ders why the other person is selling the cow.
There is infinite field for speculation here.

But the timid soul halts midway in the
robust experience of buying a cow for a

friend.

"Well, I'll be darned!" was the low-

breathed comment of the instructor

upon this effort.

He arose and started for the library.

He told himself he was now going to

take the bull by the horns—perhaps the

cow Suggested the figure. Timid soul?

Timid soul

—

nothing! He had at other

times seen Brenda Munroe sitting in the

library7 after class. He would go up to

her now and say, "How did you know
it was I?" Or he would say, "Does she

hook?" or, "Well, why does he want to

sell her?" He would say something. One
would think he had been raised in the

backwoods!—or in a monastery.
But how say something to a girl who

wasn't there? He looked the library

through in high expectation; he looked

it through in determination which

petered out to disappointment; he

looked it through in the sulks. Sulking,

he went and stood by a window, and

from that window he saw Brenda Mun-
roe crossing the campus in the direction

of the Duck Creek road. She was not

alone. With her was a boy—Harry
Baker, who lived out in the country

somewhere, doubtless on the Duck
Creek road. Undoubtedly, Instructor

Root reflected, with a pang for which

he did not try to account, they were boy

and girl sweethearts. They stood still

looking at something. Ah!—a kodak.

Baker— a stupid fellow, a jay— was

taking her picture. She was laughing.

Then he gave the kodak back to her and

she took his picture. Silly performance.

He intensely disliked that kodak.

He met Mrs. Shields and she asked

him where he was keeping his cows. He
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didn't think it at all funny, and made it

plain to her he didn't. He sat up very

late writing a poem about love. It dealt

with disappointed love and the consola-

tions of the spirit. Next day he was very

sleepy. And,beingsleepy,heyawned. He
yawned in class, having leisure to do so

because he had put them to writing dur-

ing the hour; they were writing against

time—as they would have to do on a

newspaper. Interesting experiment

—

especially valuable to sleepy instructors.

He made decent attempts at suppressing

his yawns, but sometimes they got the

start of him. He noticed that Brenda
Munroe had come down to the diction-

ar\ -stand at the front of the room. He
was seeking for something clever to

write upon the margin of "On the Pleas-

ure of Buying a Cow for a Friend," but

the effort was too much for him. He
yawned. It was an awful yawn—

a

writhing, twisting, tortuous yawn. It

was holding the apex of its tremendous
up-curve when something turned his

to the dictionary. On the diction-

ary sat a little black box. Upon the

box moved the hand of Brenda Mun-
A picture of him with his mouth

sprawb d open like that!

In a quick wave of anger: "Miss
Munroe/ he said, "you may bring that

!"

The class sat at attention. The girl

at the dictionary did not move.
Anger mounted with the realization

of tin position he was in. "I think you
heard me, Miss Munroe," he said, icily.

A queer little smile on her lips, she

walked slowly to the desk and handed
him tin cam* ra.

i hat smile haunted him all through
th- Christmas holidays. It was a mock-
ing smile a madd< ningly understand-
ing little smile. And something else

hauim d him the look in her ey< S when
sin handed over the little black box

—

tin l<>ok m a child's eyes when you take

a toj away. Perhaps she didn't have
much to amuse m rs< It" with; doubt-

h ss she lo\ t d ht r little kodak. 1 1c

wished he had been a better sport, hut

it is hard t<> be .i good sport .it tin very

instant .i mil who peculiarly interests

you has snapped von with your face

all distorted In a sprawling yawn. Vnd
it" vou haven't been one on tin dot. it is

hard to know how to slide into being
one later. So you retire into profes-

sional dignity.

Not knowing how to make a graceful

return, he took the kodak home and
through the gay two weeks he thought
a great deal about that little black box
and its owner. He considered the grave
ethical problem of whether it would be
honorable to have the films developed.

Could developing another person's films

be classed with reading another person's

letters? Curiosity settled this question

in ethics, as it has many another, and

—

also far from unprecedented—he per-

suaded himself that what he wanted to

do was the decent thing to do. To de-

velop the films before returning the ko-

dak would be in the nature of a light

little apology. And he would showT that

he was, after all, a good sport by not

suppressing the one of himself.

But this became a terrible test. The
picture was a complete success—the

acme of ridiculousness. Peyton Root
looked long and ruefully at that picture.

Not a bit did he like the idea of Brenda
Munroe looking at it; but still less did

he like the idea of that speculative look

in her eyes as she contemplated the

absence of it. He was on the rack of

indecision. He went about to all the

parties with Isabel Stephens — Des
Champs reigning girl. But the night he

came home from the Christmas-eve

dance he sat a long time over the fire in

his up-stairs library, thinking, not of

Isabel Stephens, hut of the milkman's

daughter. He looked over the other

pictures the kodak yielded. There ware

two of the fat, yellow dog with the cork-

screw tail. In one he blissfully gnawed
a hone; in the other he was looking up

at some- one, quivering with happy ex-

citement. The purloiner of the picture

was pretty certain it was not Milkman
Munroe Scraps was looking up at. I he

longer he looked the stronger became
his desire to he sharing Scraps's experi-

ence, lb- thought hack to the parry

that night, ami told himself that Brenda

Munroe somehow made other girls like

that toddy with tin- unfortunate omis-

sion. He wrote a poem on the brutalities

of confiscation, and mailed it to Brenda

with her pictures and kodak, keeping

out a COpy of the one' of herself, and
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burning the film of that stupid jay of a

Baker—who would want such a picture

as that?

That she had forgiven him was early

apparent by her re-opening fire through

the themes. Through English 13 she

attacked his teaching of "Am. Lit."

Not being interested by American litera-

ture, he had used it as little more than

a peg on which to hang such things as

did interest him. Hence this:

THE OBLIQUE METHOD

Great are the opportunities afforded by
the teaching of American literature, for one
can consider everything that American lit-

erature is not—a field practically inexhausti-

ble. Greek literature—the road to learning

American literature does not have beauty.

Russian literature—road to the knowledge of

American literature is not serious. Shelley

—

for would it not have been an excellent thing

for America to have had a Shelley? Milton
—for did not Milton very nearly sail in the

Mayflower and found American literature?

. . . Pleasant indeed to teach American lit-

erature, for the French poets are unfailingly

interesting to survey.

» This theme met with an accident
which advanced a romance. He some-
times gave the themes out to fellow-

students for criticism. After class he
couldn't find "The Oblique Method,"
which he thought he had put aside for

private comment, and next day it was
handed in by Ina Gilson—and with it

a most self-contained look from that
young lady.

"Not serious work," Ina had written.

"Not carefully constructed and not in

good taste. One is tempted to say, im-
pertinent. Evidently written with the
idea of drawing attention to the writer
rather than the legitimate idea of ad-
vancing in the writing of English."
He was furious at himself and furious

at Ina. He had meant to go and see her
that night and ask her to go to the Pan-
Hellenic, the big dance of the year.
Now came the idea of asking Brenda
Munroe instead. He didn't know why
he shouldn't ask Brenda Munroe if he
wanted to! He'd like to know why
Brenda Munroe shouldn't go to that
dance as well as any one else! He'd
show some people a thing or two about
who was interesting and who was not!

So he wrote Miss Munroe a quite cor-

rect ^iote, asking if he might have the
pleasure, etc. And back came a primly
written little missive, saying she would
be pleased—and so on.

There was no theme-sparring in those
next two weeks. Brenda was shy. He
was shy himself—shyly excited, after

the manner of a boy who for the first

time in his life has asked a girl to go
somewhere. He kept living it all over
ahead.

About a week before the big night
Mrs. Shields one afternoon asked him to

come in and have tea with her. And as

they drank their tea she told him, with
the deftness of managing matrons, that
Ina had not yet decided whom to go
with to the party.

"That so?" he replied, with mild in-

terest.

"I thought," she went on, "that some
of us might have dinner here and go over
together."

"It's a nice idea," he said, guardedly.

"Got your girl?" she asked, bluntly.

"Got my girl," he answered.
She looked a little dashed. Then,

"Who?" she plumped at him.
"Brenda Munroe," he plumped back.

As there was silence, he looked up.

"What was it about dinner?" he asked,

pleasantly, as if remarking nothing un-

usual in the way she was looking at him.

"Nothing about dinner," she an-

swered.

The night came. He was ready to

start for his girl. It wasn't quite time

to go, and he found it hard to put in the

minutes. It must be confessed that he

put in some of them looking in the glass

—seeing himself as Brenda Munroe
would see him. As is sometimes said of

the other sex, he was " all of a flutter."

There came a knock. "Carriage for

me?" he demanded of the boy at the

door.

"My sister said to give you this," re-

plied the youngster, and fled.

The young man who had been about

to step into his carriage then read the

following:

Dear Mr. Root,—I am sorry, but I can't

go to the party with you, after all.

Brenda Munroe.

Perhaps the less said about dear Mr.

Root's state of mind that night the bet-

ter. A record of it would not make him
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appear an amiable young man. He was
staggered. He was outraged. He told

himself it was too much. He told him-

self it was not amusing. He passionately

affirmed that no girl in the world could

treat him like that!

He did not go to the party. How
could he ? He took off his gorgeous rai-

ment and fumed and sulked and swore.

He thought of Mrs. Shields. He thought

of Ina Gilson. He thought of Brenda

Munroe! He was still awake when he

heard them coming home from the

party.

That was Friday night; Saturday and

Sunday passed with nothing by way of

explanation. Mrs. Shields said they

missed him at the dance. He replied

with dignity that there had been a

change of plan. Monday he never

looked at Brenda Munroe—addressed

no word to her in class. Further, she

addressed no word to him—not even

after class. Rage mounted.
( )n Wednesday she handed in this

theme:

WHEN SOME ONE YOU LOVED IS NOT THERE
ANY MORE

Everything is different. Things the one
who is gone had nothing to do with are

different"; Things look different. They are

dimmer, You know that you are alone.

You do not want to go home. . . . You do
alone things you used to do together. That
is lonesomeness.

He did not read it until evening—too

lat< for seeing her that night. He was
instantly melted to contrition, to ten-

derness. Someone had died. It sounded
like her mother. Her mother had died

tin very night of the party—and he

railing at her like that! 1 le found a keen

satisfaction in telling himself he was a

v. in, vapid cad. lie longed to be with
her and comfort her. How tender she

was, aft< r all. Poor, lonely little girl!

A long tmn he sat dreaming of her.

Winn English i; broke up next day
he went up to her and asked, quietly,
" May 1 w alk home w ith you :"

"1 wish you would," she said, simply.

I In y r< maim d quiet as they \\ alked

through the campus and down the street

that led to the Duck Creek road. Sin-

was like a hurt child. Hiey had crossed

the bridge which left town behind be-

fore he gently ventured, "I am afraid

you have had trouble.

"

She nodded, mute sorrow in her

strange eyes.

"I am sorry," he said, softly. "I

—

of course I wondered the night of the

party," he went on; "and then your
theme—

"

"I was sorry about the party. I—

I

had wanted to go." She said it wist-

fully. "And I was afraid you might
not understand." She looked at him
shyly.

"I do now," he said.

"I suppose some people would think

it strange to care so much," she said, a

defiant little quiver in her voice.

"Well, they must be queer people!"

he retorted.

They walked a way in silence. Then,
"Perhaps you have had a dog of your
own?" she suggested.

"A— I beg pardon?" stammered the

young man.
"A dog of your own," she repeated,

now wrapped in her own thought.

"I—oh—certainly—many dogs," he

found himself mumbling.
She began talking about Scraps. He

tried to make certain adjustments. A
dog! . . . She had picked him up in

town. Nobody wanted him. He was

—

well, a waif. Some people would hold

that against him, she said, with a singu-

lar intensity—but there never lived a

more loving or a smarter dog! Every
afternoon he watched for her. That was
what did it. He saw her coming way
down the road—came running. An
automobile—she saw it with her own
eyes!

He drew nearer and took her arm
and held her hand tight in his. They
walked on like that to the place where

Scraps used to sit waiting for her.

The upshot of it was that he was to

try to take Scraps's place. He smiled

over that as he sat alone that night

before work he should be doing and

wasn't smiled an intimate little smile

at that thought of himself taking the

place of a fat, yellow dog with a cork-

screw tail. It had come about quite

simply. She dreaded coming to the

place where Scraps was no longer wait-

ing for her, dreaded the place where she

had seen it happen. He suggested that
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perhaps if he came with her it wouldn't

seem so bad. He said that company did

help. She accepted it in a grateful little

way that moved him more than he tried

to understand.

And so all the rest of the term he

went on trying to fill Scraps's place.

Almost every afternoon he walked home
with her. He did not stay in Scraps's

place, but made a place of his own.
She was not like any girl he had ever

known. He told himself that was what
interested him. He liked the way her

mind worked—her flashes, her unex-

pected little turns. He loved her gay
scorn. What he himself had been theo-

retically he felt in her as an emotional

reality. Defiance played through her

like a lovely flame, lightly; for the most
part, gaily. Well, he got on with her;

after all, that was chiefly it. Before this,

girls had been something apart from
what he really was. She somehow
cleared up what he really was. And
nothing in his whole life of pleasant

things had pleased him as her liking

of him pleased him.
Spring came, and the homeward walks

took longer. There were lingering mo-
ments .still longer lingered over after he
left her. It was amazing how an hour
could get away from him!
And all this time university social

life was not profiting by the fruit of his

rich social experience. Brenda made
university social life very flat. His
friendship with Ina Gilson had not
advanced.
One day in "Am. Lit." they were

talking about Poe, and Ina made a

smug remark about his heredity, which
inspired her instructor to a defense of

foundlings. Almost flamboyantly well-

born himself, he had long cherished a

romantic feeling about waifs. Indeed,
he had once written a poem about them.
And as he that day wanted to give

English 13 a subject for the fortnightly

theme, he told them to write on Waifs.
Brenda was subdued going home that

night. He found her looking at him in

a way that puzzled him. She remained
different all that week. She was shy,

and yet her eyes were warm with a

deepened friendliness. She was more
gentle, more pensive, but with it all

that strange intensity, that thing mys-

teriously potent—sometimes her eyes
would flame in a way that quickened his

sense of the whole life of the world.
The Waif themes were handed in the

next week. There were a few laggards,
and, strangely enough, Brenda Munroe
was among them; usually her themes
were right on the dot. He said that all

of them must be in by the next day.
And next day all of them came in save

Brenda's. Because of his friendship with
her—naturally not unknown to the class

—he was always anxious not to show
favoritism, and so now quite welcomed
this opportunity for public mention of
her shortcoming.

"Miss Munroe," he said, "I haven't
your theme on Waifs."

Instantly the room was singularly quiet.

He felt it was related to gossip about
him and Brenda. In order to display a

lack of self-consciousness he added,
pleasantly, "I am expecting something
particularly good from you on that."

Again utter stillness; and then he had
the sense of something like a collective

gasp. How absurd of them! And
when he went down to the library to

meet Brenda he found no Brenda; and
when he went out on the steps, thinking

she had sauntered along through the

campus, as she sometimes did, he saw
her on the front seat of a wagon being

driven rapidly toward the Duck. Creek
road.

He was disappointed and a good deal

hurt, So that evening he thought he

would go and see Mrs. Shields—he

hadn't been there for a long time.

"I'm glad you came," she said. "I

was thinking of sending for you."

He murmured some inanity of appre-

ciation.

"Do you want to know something for

your own good?" she demanded.
"No," he replied, promptly, but sat

down and waited for it.

"If you are fond of Brenda Munroe,"

she began, bluntly— "and goodness

knows y<3u appear to be—don't talk to

her in public about waifs."

He stared at her.

"Because she is one," she finished.

He could only sit there, staring.

Mrs. Shields went on to tell him what

she knew. A couple of years before

there was a girl in the university named
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Mary Greene, who came from Annis-

ville, a town where the Munroes had
once lived. It seemed they had moved
around several times—Mr. Munroe ap-

parently being one of those farmers who
always thought there was better land

somewhere else. Mrs. Munroe herself

told some one in Annisville that Brenda
was adopted. And Mary Greene said

the idea was current there that Brenda
had something to do with a band of

gipsies. She didn't know the story defi-

nitely, as the Munroes got Brenda when
they lived in Dakota. So whether she

was gipsy, or a child the gipsies had
stolen— Anyway, the Munroes got her

from a band of gipsies. "I had an im-
pulse to tell you once before," she con-

cluded, "but I decided it would just

make her picturesque to you — well

knowing what fools men are."

He got away as soon as he could and
started for the Duck Creek road. Amid
much confusion of feeling stood out the

impulse to see Brenda at once. His
strange girl!—his dear, wonderful little

imp girl! How this explained her!—in-

tensified her. He wanted to be with her
instantly and tell her he loved her. He
knew now that in all the world this was
the woman soul for him. Strange, wild

little thing! Dear little outsider! There
was so nething about her gallant gaiety,

something in the thought of her strange,

bright aloneness made his throat
tight. 1 low he loved the untamed thing
in her! IK- must hear her say that she

loved him; her eyes let him believe she
did. He wanted to talk to her about
what life- together was going to mean

—

tin- perpetual freshness, tin- spirited ad-

vent ure.

Hut tin- house of Milkman Munroe
w .is dark. I [e st ruck a match and looked
at bis watch. Vfter tin. Stealthily he
went nearer. If only be could call to
Ho ml.!, gel bt r to come out. I h
couldn't get up tin- nerve to go and
knock at tin- door .it that hour. I le did

whistle faintly, but no response.

\ long time be- sat <>n a big stone- at

tin- sub- of tin- road -thinking, pro-
foundly stirred, lb' saw Brenda as the
determining thing in bis life. Because
of her be felt many obi things slipping

away; because of her he sa^ new things
opening, lie- was happy, but very seri-

ous. He felt the stir of all the unknown,
of all that was mysterious and wild and
beautiful. It reached him through her.

She made life like that.

Next morning Brenda's place in "Am.
Lit." was vacant. In the afternoon she
did not appear for English 13. So he
set out to find her.

He had not come to know the Munroe
family. Brenda had seemed to want to

limit it to the homeward walks; he
rather liked that, too—it somehow kept
them more poignant. So he had to ask
the blank-looking woman if she was
Mrs. Munroe. And then he asked for

Brenda.
" She's gone away," he was told.

"Gone away!" he gasped.
"On the morning train."

"But where? Where's she gone?"
"She's gone to Dakota—where we

lived once." •

"But why?" he demanded.
She looked at him warily then. "I

don't know what you want to know for."

So he told her who he was and why
he wanted to know. He told her that

he cared for Brenda and must know.
She looked a good deal awed. "Well,"

she said, "Brenda left a note. She says

she's gone to find out. Why, I never

knew she knew. I meant to tell her, but

I just never got around to it—and,

anyway, what was the use? I thought

it might just make her feel bad. But
she says in this note she's known since

she was seven years old. She heard me
telling a woman. And then afteiward

a boy at school told her something—

I

don't know what. I couldn't make out

what she was driving at last night when
she asked me those questions about

Waterburg—that town in Dakota where

we lived when we got her. And I don't

know yet what's Stirred it up all of a

sudden, and what she's run off like this

for—spending all that money for noth-

ing -when all she's loot's what she- makes
on the eggs. I'd have told her every-

thing there is to tell."

lb was on tin- point e>f asking her to

tell him, but something checked him.

He wanted to know only what Brenda

wanted him to know.
lb left a note' for Dr. Shields saying

be bad been called away. He took the

night train for Dakota.
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It was a horrible trip—changes and
waits, and miserable, jolting ears. He
thought about what he was doing: The
board of regents!—his mother; his sister

Margaret. He thought about the whole

world he knew. He knew that every-

thing he had been part of would be

pitted against what he was doing now.

And with all of that in the scale against

Brenda — well, it weighed about a

feather.

The middle of the next morning he

saw, far across the prairie country, a

town which the conductor told him was
Waterburg. Sight of it flamed his imag-
ination anew. Perhaps he was following

the very path a wild, wandering little

band had followed about twenty years

before. He wanted to tell Brenda how
he loved her for the immensity and mys-
tery of her background. The essence of

all the uncaptured life of the world
reached him through her.

Then he got off, and for the first time
confronted the problem of finding her.

It hadn't seemed there would be any
difficulty about finding any one—par-

ticularly Brenda!—in a little town in

Dakota. He walked up and down the

streets, and Waterburg grew larger and
larger. He asked at the hotel. No such

person there. He asked in a store

—

never heard of such a party. The post-

office—a new name to them. And then,

after two anxious hours, on an outer

street that marked the town off from
the prairie, he saw, walking slowly tow-
ard him, head down, the girl he had
come to find.

He knew at once that she had had
some kind of a blow. The buoyancy
seemed struck out of her. What had
she heard? What could there be that

was worse than she had suspected?

How fortunate that he had come!
She looked up and saw him, and she

didn't seem particularly surprised. She
held out both hands to him. Without a

word he took them, and then, after a

hesitating moment, she turned and they
walked slowly back in the direction she

had come.
"Brenda," he asked, softly, "do you

care for me?"
She looked up into his face and

nodded. Then her eyes filled. "I did,"

she said. "I—I don't know now. I
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seem a different person." Her voice

broke, and yet she laughed a little.

"Dearest," he hurried on, "don't you
know that you can't be a different per-

son to me? Don't you know that you
are you? What do I care about anything

else?"

"Are you sure of that?" she asked, in

a queer little way.
"Oh, sweetheart— sure of it!" he

scoffed. "And if you could know how
I love the idea of what is behind you!

Life that was never caught! A people

of romance who wandered the earth and
remained outside!"

Her face was strange. She looked a

little as if she were going to cry. They
turned off on a path that ran along under

some willows.

"Don't you see?" he persisted. "How
it's all a part of you? How it sets you
apart? How it lights you up?"
For answer she sat down on a fallen

tree and burst into tears.

"Brenda, dearest" he murmured, and

tried to comfort her.

She lifted her face, and dabbed at her

eyes with a handkerchief. "That's what
I thought, too," she choked—"that it

set me apart; that it lighted me up."

She pulled at her handkerchief, and

then after a moment grew quiet. Her
eyes were as if fixed on something away
across the prairie; she began speaking

as if reading it off there. "I was about

seven. We moved from here to Annis-

ville. One day I was in the back kitchen

and I heard my mother say to a woman
who was making jelly with her in the

kitchen: 'Well, now, I'll tell you—
though I wouldn't want you to say any-

thing about it—but Brenda isn't our

child. She's adopted.' I went out into

the back yard. I couldn't stay to hear

the rest. I thought about it all the time.

I wondered, 'If I'm not their child,

whose child am I ?' But I couldn't ask.

Maybe you don't understand—I sup-

pose you wouldn't."

His arm went about her, and he

pressed her shoulder in token that he

did understand.

"Even that made me different—that

wondering. And then one day, a year

or so later, a boy at school said, 'Hello,

gipsy!' I said, 'I'm not a gipsy! He

said: 'You are, too! You're adopted.
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They got you from the gipsies."' She
paused. "Well, it changed me—that's

all. I felt that I was different. I felt

that I wasn't in my place—that I didn't

belong. W hen I was little"—her lip

trembled—" I was very lonely when I

was little."

He tried to draw her a little nearer,

longing to make her feel she was never
point: to be lonely again.

"But I came- to like it," she went on.

with more spirit. "1 came to like the

feeling that I didn't belong—that I was
outside—by myself. It- -it made me
w hat I am."
"Thank Heaven!" he murmured.
"And then—you," she said, softly.

"And I wasn't alone. And—1 liked that,

"Sweetheart!" he murmured, in a

rush of tenderness.

"And then, when you said that in

class"-—his arm tightened
—

"I got a

feeling that I had to know. I remem-
bered this woman—Mrs. Dott, a friend

<>t ours here in this town. I've always
had a queer feeling about her— a notion

that she somehow connected me up with
what I came from. So I wanted to get

t<> her. I was afraid my mother wouldn't
tell it all—and. anyhow, I didn't want
it from my mother. Oh, I was sort of

•.
, I suppose. I wanted to get as

far back as I could. So I got up in the

ni<:ht and ran away." Her face tight-

ened. "Well." she said, in a practical

little voice, "I knew now. I know all

there is to know."
'b was smoothing her shoulder, as if

issure her again that nothing slu-

knew could make any difference.

"I was right about Mrs. Di.tr. I was
with her first. My mother and father

died ot typhoid fever the same week.
She took me till she could rind a home

he had pieked up a branch
from the fallen tree and was stirring the

ground with it. 'Now that I come to

think of it." she said, meditatively,

''that boj alw; an awful liar."

She threw away her stick, straightened,

as if to get it over with. "I have noth-
ing to do with any gipsies." She
brought it out sharply. " Airs. Dott was
scandalized at the idea. My father

mended boilers." A silence. "I sup-
pose he mended other things, too"

—

drearily. "He had a little shop. They
say there never lived a kinder or a bet-

ter man."
Their eyes met, and for one instant

fun threatened to run round their dis-

may as a tiny sprite of a blue flame will

rim the decorously burning log. But
Brenda hurried on:

"And my mother—my mysterious,
romantic, uncaught mother!—she taught
in Sunday-school. They say they never
had a more faithful teacher." It gave
pause. "Of course they were legally

married," Brenda pursued, bravely. "In
church. By the Baptist minister." She
jumped up. "And my name!—my
strange name that I thought proved it

—

do you want to know how I came by
that name: My mother named me
after a missionary her church helped
support! She hoped I'd grow up and be

as good as that missionary." He was
standing beside her. "So you see I'm
not what you thought I was." She
would not look at him.

His arms went round her. " Dearest,"

said Peyton Root, "you're you. Do you
think boilers could unmake you now;
Do you think all the Baptist min-
isters in the world could come between
lis

:
"

I heir eyes met and laughed at them,
and brought them together—that per-

vasive sharing of amusement which had
done- so much in finding them for each

other.

But Brenda could not at once give

it over to amusement. '"Beautiful, un-

captured life!" was wrung from her.

He StOOped and kissed her. Then he

looked into her eyes. "Beautiful, un-

captured lib'" said he ami not in

bittenu ss.

•



PASSING INTO COLOMBO HARBOR IS LIKE ENTERING ANOTHER WORLD

Coaling-Ports of the World
BY GEORGE HARDING

^^T Port Said, a

gp| bare - shouldered coal

crowd
egged.

Kjyf passers, savage enough
8fct to look at, and swarm-

ing like ants in the

i torchlight, as though
life were as cheap as the coal they han-
dled, stirred me with interest to explore

that quarter of the town which was
given over to their habitation, and next

morning I set out upon this quest. It

was a ramshackle quarter, indeed. I

have seen no more haphazard array of

tottering buildings than the shelter of

the thirty thousand Levantines of Port
Said. Low frame shacks and wretched
mud contraptions, with latticed addi-

tions in mid-air, were crowded in the

shadow of plastered buildings; the

barred windows and shutters of all were
out of line, and the roof-tops irregular.

From the evil-looking cafes a picturesque
mob overflowed the sidewalks. Narrow,
shadowy alleys, with a suspicious

glimpse of unkempt Arabs and Bedouins
and the suggestion of a cowled woman
in a black veil behind the slatted win-
dows, led from the crowded streets. A
turbaned. barefooted crowd of many-
colored skins swarmed the streets, some
in grimy black, others in filthy white;

water-carriers, bread-sellers, peddlers of

sugar-cane, and crawling beggars on all-

tours, surged to and fro. Groups of coal-

passers, shovel over shoulder, passed on
their way to the harbor, a continual

stream, going and coming, for the ships

coal both day and night. Port Said is

unlike any other port in that it lacks

longshoremen and stevedores. To no
other port of the world do so many ships

come without discharging or taking on
cargo.

The position of Port Said at the

entrance to the Suez Canal, with a hun-
dred trade-routes gathering from even-

point of the compass—from the coasts

of Africa, Asia. Australia, and Eu-
rope—has given Port Said her rank as

chief coaling-port of the world. It is

not a resting-place for steamers; they

coal ship and are on their way in less

than a day. There moves along the

canal a singular variety of traffic. I saw

a deep-laden freighter from Sumatra and

Borneo which had the right of way.

Copper-colored Malay sailors were chat-

tering at her hatch-covers, and under

the deck-awning was a group of Dutch

colonials, dressed in helmet and duck,

who had lived for years in outlandish

ports of Sumatra that tobacco and rub-

ber might be shipped home. In her
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wake crawled a P. & O. liner from

Australia. Pajamaed figures on deck,

scoops out at the port-holes, deck-awn-

ings over all, betokened the blistering

heat of the four-day passage of the Red
Sea. Then came a Norwegian tramp
from Hong-Kong and Manila with a

Chinese crew. Bad weather had listed

her, and the long voyage had covered

her sides with rust. Moored to the

bank of the canal, while this fleet passed,

was a British India boat bound to the

date ports of the Persian Gulf, before

she arrived at her destination in Cal-

cutta. At intervals this international

fleet moved through the canal. Each
vessel flew a different flag, was hound to

a different port, and came horn a differ-

ent sea. They traveled the long trails

i

:

*

Am

a ru iiKi-

from everywhere to anywhere, and now
for the moment were on the great com-
mon highw aw
A cloud of coal-dust from the cluster

of lighters about a vessel in New York
Harbor conjures up for the seafaring

man visions of coaling-ports elsewhere.

To him it speaks multitudinously of

ports from Gibraltar to Nagasaki. The
picture takes me back to a swarming
horde of brown men coaling ship at

Aden in the glare of flaring torches, and
to the babble of many savage voices; to

a blistering anchorage in the yellow-

roadstead of the sugar-port of Soera-

baya, where we lay for a day and a night

with fever-ships as neighbors; to uneasy
moorings in typhoon weather, alongside

a battered hulk, anchor out at the bow
and stern-line fast to

a palm-tree in a re-

more South Sea Island

port; and. above all,

to the port I conceive
to be the most won-
derful port of all, where
picturesque little Jap-
anese wonun pass the

coal aboard ship so

deftly and so rapidly

that Nagasaki has the

reputation of being

the fastest coaling-

port in the East.

There are about one
hundred and forty

coaling-portsscattered

over the seven seas,

from Panama, lying in

strategic position at

the Canal entrance, to

tin- remote South Sea

^fT ft™ Island port of Apia,

but there arc noin

i ssential to shipping,

ami none so celebrated

on all the w at< r-fronts

of the world as ( libral-

tar, Port Saul. Colom-
bo, Singapore, and

Nagasaki, en the mam
t r a d e rou r i t<> the

I
>•

i< nt. 1 01 ships Lon-
don bound on the long,

i K ven-thousand -mile

gi from the Far
Last, necessary stops
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TRANSPORTING CARGO FROM SUEZ TO CATS. I IV THE 3VERLAN1 I

are regularly made at these ports by : t

:: ss-sea liners and plodding cargo-car-

riers. Port Said -."as unheard of. and
Nagasaki was urrvisited by the seafaring

men of the full-rigger age, for ti

routes and ships have changed since the

tea-clipper left Whampoa and made
London without calling at a port. The

ent-day mail-steamer, making eigh-

teen knots an hour, is unable to carry

sufficient coal for an eleven-thousand-

mile passage without renewing the sup-

ply in way ports; and the modern tramp
steamer, built to carry as much carg

can be stowed, and barely enough coal

to drive the engines from one coaling-

port to the next, is in the same pre.; -

ment. Huge supplies of coal are kept in

all these ports for the needs -
- living

shipping. At Port .
v aid. for instance, a

million tons ot coal are landed each
year from colliers which daily arrive

from England to supply the ship-;

which passes through the Suez Canal.
"v\ herever there is a coaling-port, there

the trade routes gather. On the " Track
Chart for Full-powered Steam Vessels/

3

published by the Hydn - ' nice,

W ashington, the trade routes which
cross the great expanse of the Pacific ra-

diate in all directions, like the spokes of

2 gantic wheel, from each of the island

ports of Honolulu, of Apia, and of Ta-

hiti. Shoreward they are directed to

to Panama, and to \ al-

and on the Asiatic side of the

P:^cinc all routes le; I t Nagasak
the north, and to Sydney in the south.

Similarly, in the South Atlantic Ocean
there are established, for toe use

steamers plying toe routes o^ those wa-
ters, . ling-stations of large importance
at the otherwise rera t rts f "anta

Cruz de TenerifFe. at the Cape \ erde

Islands, at Ascension Island, and at .

v
t.

Helena, all of them island ports lying

-.veil away from the African coast. Tene-

rifFe is a regular coaling-port on the

route to all African pc rts from the Ivor}"

C ast to Cape Town; and the Cape
Verde Islands—where four thousand
steamers call for cc a: ir. a single year

—

are on the main route from the English

Channel to the ports : S : uth .America.

These ports are on the cross-sea high-

- of the world's commerce; from

them stretch the by-paths and to them
come the ~ ise notes.

I have watched the process :f coaling

ship in all the principal coaling-ports of

the world. It is not the simple ;

com:: t idsman.

It is, n the tt . r and", a subject f:

much consideration as the determining

le trade rou - ' follow.

Whil is coal to be had in almost



AT GIBRALTAR A GREAT FLEET OF COAL-HULKS IS STATIONED

every port, it is not always the part of

wisdom to stop and get it. In other

words, the price of coal varies so much
in tin- ports of the world that it is the

custom of ships' engineers, hound on

long voyages, carefully to prepare coal-

ing schedules and keep a daily record of

the amount of coal consumed. This is

o the utmost importance on voyages
such as that regularly maintained from
Plymouth, calling .it 1 eneriffe, Cape
I own, and Sydney, on the voyage
around the Cape of Good Hope to New
Zealand, and on the return trip of the
vini' Plymouth by \\av of

the >f Magellan. I In- coal pur-

chased tor i ight shillings a ton at

PI) mouth, the engineer of a l\ & ( >.

liner told me, o>sts three times as much
.n reneriffe; at Montevideo it has risen

to seven times as much as in Plymouth;
ami at Punta Arenas, tin- coaling-port of

the Strait ot Mag< llan, it h. d to

tin price ot a luxury at nearly twenty
dollars a ton. Vnotner considerable dif-

ference ot price exists .ir tin- two ends

of the Suez Canal, due to the fact that

colliers from Cardiff are required to pay
canal dues before discharging cargo at

Suez, while at Port Said they do not

enter the canal. It is the difference be-

tween nearly nine dollars at Suez and
five dollars at Port Said.

"Do you know what that means to

us : " said the P. & (). engineer.

1 did not.

"The English mail lines," he ex-

plained, "take nearly two hundred thou-

sand tons aboard in a year. Figure it

out tor yourself."

\atuiall\ tin- price of coal in the dif-

ferent ports of the world depends on how
far the coal has to In- freighted from the

port ^\ supply. 1 ake tin- ease ot the

navy supply of coal at Manila. '1 he

coal from Newport News has a better

reputation for steaming qualities than

[apanese coal; therefore it is used by
rln- navy. 1 have been told that a mem-
ber of a new administration at \\ ashing-

ton was outraged at the price- charged

by private ship-owners to deliver New-
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port News cowl at Manila. He therefore

carefully figured out the expense ol

transporting it by a naval collier, lie

arrived at figures far below those sub-

mitted by the shipping-men. At ;i con-

ference lie attempted to prove his con-

tentions. The shipping-men agreed with

every item wages, length of voyage,

and coal consumption to Manila. Mis

elation was short-lived, however.

"Quite so," said the shipping-men,
"but bow about the expense of bringing

that collier back to the Atlantic coasi ?"

The new official had overlooked tins

factor. He learned that return cargoes

as well as outgoing cargoes are ;i factor

in determining ocean freight rates on

coal.

The liner carries tint mail on ;i cut-

and-dried route. A government subsidy

pays the way; she burns as much coal

on a five-day trip across the Atlantic as

would carry a merchantman around the

world; slut takes the short cuts through
Suez and Panama, buys Newcastle coal

at fancy prices, and, if she needs an

extra coaling-port, "the company buys
an island and makes one," an engineer

of the China Mail told me. The freight-

ers, however, that course the seven seas,

wherever a charter oilers, figure out to

a mathematical certainty the amount of

coal required on the voyage, and where

t hey can buy it most < < onomi( ally, for

their own pocket-book pays the bill.

I hey fill the holds with cargo, the bunk-
ers with coal, and pile on deck as much
more coal as can be carried. All goes
well, according to the tale of the engineei

of a tramp ship at Shanghai, till the un-

foreseen happens, sometimes in shape
ol a heavy sea, which washes it over-

board. Ihen captain and engineei con

suit. They reduce the speed, look for

favoring winds and currents, and finally,

when at their wits' end, frequently re-

sort to burning anything aboard ship,

from cargo, such as raw sugar, to wood
fittings. There are voyages which are

real bogies to tramp captains; on some
routes, according to these skippers, coal-

ing-ports are "as scarce as icebergs in

the Red Sea." Often their charters take

them to outlandish ports or remote
islands in tin; Indian or Pacific Ocean.

At Thursday Island 1 heard the story of

a captain who, at a little-visited island

iii that part of the world, was seriously

delayed in loading his cargo of phosphate
1>\ continued bad w cat her, and, through

no fault of his, ran short of coal. lie

attempted to buy a hundred tons of

coal from the company owning the is-

land. His efforts were of no avail.

"We're not in the coal business," said

t he company in a (puck, high way.

The captain was in a dilemma; he

/

Sr*

SINGAPORE SHELTERS EVER} rYPE OE CRAFT IN THE EAS1
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faced two alternate es. Either he must

steam nine hundred miles out oi his

course to .1 coaling-port, and then retrace

the same distance before beginning the

voyage to the port of discharge; or he

must start out, short oi coal, and take

chances on the South Indian Ocean

t rade route, probably the least used in

the world, \\ h< re

ships are almost an

unknown quantity

and no land is to

b« sighted sa> e t he

unexplored and un-

inhabited Crozet
and Kerguelen Is-

lands. I le decided

to t .ike his chances
w ith ;i sin. ill SUppl)

ofcoal. 1 1 happened
th.it w ith t'.i\ orable

w inds, tin- .ml tit .1

couple <>t sails, and
.1 sprinkling <>f ml

on the daily pick-

ingsofthe fire-room

ashes, he fortunate*

K uist made Cape
Town, burning his

last w herlh.ilTow oi

hul 1 1 tin effoi t.

and s< cured an .mi

pie suppk oi co; il.

1 1 had b< en .1 nai

I I >\\ escape t< >r I m >t h

capt mi and engi

neer. Had the>
t.nlt d to accomplish

th< ft .it. had the) M
In 1 11 foi a il to a<

1 « pt assist ance in m
n aching poi 1

, 1 hen
would have been

salvage to pa)

.

m
1 lad tney talc en
tin course oi cau-

tion, the) k ould m cessai il\ ha> t

tin prevailing high prici

III tin nearest coaling-port, in

tion to adding eighteen hundred miles

and .it h -i^t t< n da) s' time to the

long joui n< >nsidei abl< it< m in

these da) s 1 >1 time < hai ters. In such

cast s*it is
*'

d< 11 di<
'

I ith< 1 failui

caution brings on the unfortunate fel-

lows the wrath and disgust oi owners,

and sometimi s tin loss oi tin ii ship.

p. Mi!

coal

addi-

" \\ hat's the worst thing that can hap-

pen?" I asked the chief of an \ustralian-

bound liner.

"Coal strike m Sydney!" he replied]

prompt l\ .

Of all the misfortunes that can befall

.111 engineer and there are many, vary-

ing from running short ofcoal at se;i to

disabled engines

there is none that

engineers t he world

over so much fear

.is being caught
w ith empty bunkei s

m .1 coaling - port

during .1 coal st rike.

I he coaling - poi l s

oi the world ile-

pend, generally
speaking, on t h e

coal exported from
t he E nglish fields,

from the Atlantic

seaboard oi Ameri-
ca, from Australia,

t rom \ .1 ga s.i k 1

,

Japan, and some
from the Baj o(

Bengal fields in In-

dia. I h< se sources

oi supply are scat-

tered m the four

(|iii arters of the
globe, except in the

case of the North
'*

'

Atlantic, w here, in

time oi .1 st 1 ike in

I ngland, coal can

be obtained from
m ar-b) Continental

ports, "i shipments

rec< i\ i d from Amer-

ica. Iii ii<. . 1 1 1 \ 1 \ 1 1 \

i >t In 1 case, » >nce t he

11 1 .1 1 s u p p I \

c< .1st s. t In it is no

such read) remedy, and shipping in man)
poi t s is uu.ihli to obtain t In m c< ssai \

fuel. I ht \ust i.ih.m tu IJ.s. foi 1 xample,

.is t In 1 ngin< t 1 obs< rved, are t In soun i

of SUppl) of .ill t lit South l\u ihe pOItS.

I ht u< .10 st coal district is Nagasaki,

[apan, .1 long six thousand mil< s awa)

.

irding to si afai ing \^u n, S) dn< y, oi

.ill the poi ts .itf't ct< d, is th< worst one

in that part of th< world in w hich to b<

Jit during .1 coal sti ike in the V w

\ I'i'KI \l
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South Wales fields. It is the last port of

call from England by way of the Suez

Canal, or around the Cape of Good
Hope, and also on the long voyage

across the Pacific. One and all, the

steamers arrive with bunkers empty,

counting on ample supplies. When trou-

ble develops—and there are strikes in

Australia as elsewhere—hundreds of

helpless steamers are eventually tied up
in the harbor. Once the stock of coal in

reserve is disposed of at fancy prices,

the sole source of supply is the accumu-
lated scrappings of years. Culm-banks
and coal-piers are swept clean and the

sweepings offered for sale.

"Everything that is black is not coal,"

becomes a proverb with Sydney engi-

neers.

The steamers need fuel, not only to

drive the engines, but also to operate the

cold-storage plants for the huge cargoes

of frozen meat leaving Sydney. Many a

captain, counting himself fortunate in

securing coal and planning to leave port,

finds the prized fuel of such poor steam-
producing qualities that it requires four

boilers to operate the ship's refrigerating

plant, and he is therefore unable to turn

a propeller. During the last strike one
mail-steamer attempted to keep her

schedule and left Sydney for England.
She made thirty-four miles a day on the

run to Melbourne, burning what was
aptly described in the chief engineer's

log as "dyed dirt."

Having fallen in with the chief of this

ambitious craft at Menzies, in Mel-
bourne, I demanded to know what had
happened, and he told me:
"Give me more steam," yelled the

irate captain down the tube to the chief

engineer.

"Can't do it," answered the disgusted
chief; "I'm boiling the coffee for the

cook."

Panama changed the trade route from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, did away
with the long course through the Strait

of Magellan and the menace of Cape
Horn. Now one of the largest coaling-

ports on the whole Pacific is at the

Panama end of the Canal, and in the
future the flaring old town of Panama,
looted long ago by the pirates under
Morgan, may outrival Port Said as the
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largest in the world. In the old days,
before the Suez Canal opened, the route
to the East around the Cape of Good
Hope rivaled the Cape Horn voyage for
discomforts and time consumed. The
East - Indiamen, frigates and convict-
ships alike, blistered and lay becalmed
off the Gold Coast and dipped their rails

to the storms of the Cape. Instead of
sweepstakes on the day's run, which en-
livened us between Port Said and Fre-
mantle, passengers gambled on the
length of the voyage. Then came the
"overland route"—through the Med-
iterranean by steamer and transfer over
the desert to the Red Sea, where a con-
necting steamer completed the voyage
to India. In those days the P. & O.
used three thousand camels in a single

caravan to transport mails and cargo
between Suez and Cairo. Even the coal

for the steamers at Suez had to be
transported in this fashion. The second
stage of the journey was accomplished
by river packet from Cairo down the
Nile to Alexandria, where the Mediter-
ranean steamer was boarded. A passing

acquaintance with this undoubtedly pic-

turesque method of transport across the

desert discloses the fact that the traveler

met with more adventure in encounters
with dragomen and guides than with
roving bands of tribesmen. It is appar-
ent that the voyage around the Cape of

Good Hope was almost preferable to the

annoyance of landing at Suez.

An English officer from India, return-

ing home to England on the S.S. Hin-
dostan in 1843, inserts in the columns of

a London paper of that date advice for

any contemplating the journey.

The traveler from India or vice versa [so

this authority states] is advised to shun the

tempting advertisements of the outfitters of

Suez and Cairo as he would a pestilence, and
distrust the hand-books and guides as en-

tirely as he would a matrimonial advertise-

ment. All the urgent recommendations from

guides that people should provide them-
selves with a bodyguard, tents, braces of

pistols, camel-saddles, canteens, bottles of

water—a bottle of spirits is not amiss—car-

pets, parasols, and green veils, are like the

seasick remedies.

Continuing, the same traveler de-

scribes the journey across the seventy-

mile strip of desert:
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At Suez we were not long in swallowing a

breakfast at the hotel, a breakfast in which

coarse and bitter bread was accompanied by

coffee boiled in brackish water. Immediately

after our luggage was weighed and sent for-

ward to Cairo on camels, we prepared to

cross the desert. Thanks to the exertions of

the British Agents who make it their busi-

ness to promote intercourse with India, there

is little difference now between traveling

seventy miles over a post-road in England

and going over the same space of ground on

the Isthmus of Suez. Forty vans, each drawn
by four good horses and carrying from four to

six passengers, transport the living contents

of two crowded steamers across the desert

which divides Cairo from the Red Sea. The
vans have arched roofs and are water-proof

and painted green. The passengers sit omni-

bus-fashion at the sides of the vehicles, en-

tering at the back, an arrangement that is

unavoidable from the height of the wheels

—

a single pair, which reach half-way up the
body of the van. At the end of every tw-elve

miles horses are changed at a roadside

stable inn, at tw7o or three of which travelers

will get a capital luncheon of roast pigeon. At
one of these inns, it is as well to sleep a few
hours, for sixteen hours' continuous travel-

ing in the vans will be found de trop by peo-

ple unaccustomed to fatigue. Put a tooth-

brush, a clean shirt, and a couple of guineas

into your pocket and you are completely
equipped for the trip.

Later, a railroad across the isthmus
simplified the transfer of passengers and
cargo. And in 1869, with the opening of

the canal, Port Said displaced both Alex-
andria and Suez as the port of call on the

way to India.

Th<

PASSERS A I Wi'Kk

harbor, that most landsmen
know, is one of great piers

with hydraulic cranes lifting

and lowering cargo between
sheds and open hatches

—

with powerful tugs, floating

derricks, steam-lighters, and
ferry-boats. This is astonish-

ingly unlike the harbors I

saw east of Port Said, where
native lighters and native

labor perform the work of

steam. It seemed to me that

I was suddenly entering

another world when we
passed from the open sea into

Colombo harbor. Once inside

the breakwater, the ship be-

came the motionless center

of a seething mass of hu-

manity. The variegated
hoi ile arrived aboard a pic-

turesque fleet. A chugging

quarantine launch with a

gnat shrill whistle wormed
and shoved its way through

the press of native boats of

strange models, outrigger ca-

noes, and lighters piled high

w ith luggage, and landed the

port doctor. Me alone, of

all that howling mob, was

.ill,.wnl aboard by the sturdy

quartermaster, miauling the

landing - board. I. ooki ng
down from the ship's rail,

I s.iw .i mass i)\ astonish-

ing color. In the canoes
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were vociferous sellers of carved ele-

phants, canes, and inlaid boxes. Each
man feverishly bargained and displayed

his ware on the end of a long pole which
almost reached the ship's rail. In the

long, narrow boats, with small flush

decks fore and aft, were Hindu figures

with white coats and skull-caps, awaiting

the opportunity impartially to recount

the merits of the particular hotel they

represented, and ready to make wTay
with the luggage before declaring its

name. With them were other white-

clad, languid figures, carrying small

hand-bags, the only quiet members of

the mob. I was informed they were
tailors, ready to seize me and to measure
me and to deliver by nightfall, at a price

less than summer underwear at home,
one or a dozen linen suits. On the lug-

gage-lighters, perched on the pile of

trunks, steamer-chairs, and hampers,
were gaudily dressed Singalese salesmen

of embroideries and laces. Innumerable
small boats crowded about the ship,

waiting for fares to the quay. Beyond
these came the lighters with coal, and

others with cargo, such as tea, or empty,

to take aboard merchandise from the

ship. Cumbersome under sail, like ele-

phants they stumbled into the fleet of

small boats, spreading mingled anger

and terror among the excited crews and

threatening to crush them against the

ship's side. In a few minutes the serious

business of the ship's stay in port began.

Until the anchor-chain again rumbled in

the hawse-pipe and the ship was under

way, there was always a fleet of venders

alongside.

Five days beyond Colombo was Singa-

pore, the midway port from India to

China, and the center of all the great

island trade from the southern Philip-

pines to remote New Guinea. Singapore

harbor shelters all types of craft of the

East. This variety of style of shipping

makes an unusual appeal to one fond of

things maritime. It is perhaps the most

picturesque conglomeration of native

rigs, antiquated ships of the Atlantic

trade, and modern steamers to be found

in the East. I saw huge, unwieldy

cargo-lighters, propelled by heavy
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ing of riveting-machines, and the pass-

ing of overhead cranes carrying tons of

structural material; and near by, a

crowd of coolies, by sheer man power,

sinking piling for a new pier. The great

weight was hauled up by a hundred
coolies and dropped with a thud. And
a few hundred yards away the merchant
ships were coaled by the Japanese
women. It is this that makes Nagasaki
Japanese to the backbone and unlike

any other port in the world.

I have heard the gossip of the water-
side places in the coaling-ports of all the

world. No matter in what tongue it

may be told, it records the happenings of

the seven seas. Strange and jovial tales

abound, whether the bottle goes around
or not, when captains in for coal fore-

gather in a sort of dignified seclusion in

the resorts from Port Said to Singapore.

There was the French mail-steamer, for

example, bound from Aden to Colombo.
At Cape Guardafui, that bald headland
of the African coast at the entrance to

the Red Sea, the liner went aground.
The natives from shore quickly drove
off, at the point of the sword, all the

passengers and crew, crowded them into

the ship's boats, and pursued them far

out to sea. All the while the looting of

the cabins and cargo proceeded. Before
leaving the ship the wireless operator
succeeded, as I was told, in sending a

message describing the situation. By
good fortune it was picked up by a Brit-

ish gunboat bound to Aden. In the end,

when passengers and crew were picked
up, the gunboat had excellent target

practice with the astonished Arabian
dowhs as they attempted to escape.

Sometimes these adventures are out of

the common, even in the uncommon
careers of seafaring men. For instance,

I was told of a pilgrim funeral ship

ashore on a reef in the Red Sea, with the
waves all dotted with bodies wrapped
for burial, washing to and fro in the
breakers over the reef. A steamer draw-
ing near to investigate discovered on the
part of the wreck above water a lone
faithful one facing Mecca in attitude of
prayer. A boat was lowered and as-

sistance attempted, but the faithful one
remained impassive to all offers of res-

cue, and there the story ends.

Many of the chief coaling-ports of the

world were closed to the German cruis-

ers that raided English and French ship-

ping at the beginning of the war.
Gibraltar, Port Said, Aden, Colombo,
Singapore, Hong-Kong, Sydney, Cape
Town, Vancouver, Bermuda, Halifax,
Kingston, and scores of other English
ports, as well as Japanese, French, and
Russian ports, were bases for the Allies'

cruisers engaged in guarding the cross-

sea highways. Neutral ports were few,
where the raiders could with safety put
in harbor long enough to coal. Seldom,
except in the case of Santiago in the
South Pacific, was it attempted. For a

time they subsisted on coal shipped to

them from neutral ports or captured
from merchantmen. Eventually, even
if successful in escaping capture, the coal

question would have ended their useful-

ness to Germany. Every world power
casts covetous eyes on available sites for

coaling-ports for its naval and mercan-
tile fleets. On the confined shores of the

Yellow Sea three great powers estab-

lished coaling-bases at Port Arthur, at

Wei-hai-wei, and at Kiao-chau. Our
own government, with an ear open to

faint sounds, keeps an eye peeled on St.

Thomas and the coast of Mexico, ever

watching for mysterious doings, or

slightest suspicion of transfer of domain
to another power. To guard the trade

routes and approaches to the Gulf of

Mexico the Navy Department at Wash-
ington has established a most important
coaling-base at Guantanamo, Cuba. Thus
all three routes to the Gulf—through the

Florida Straits between Key West and
Cuba, through the Windward Passage

between Guantanamo and Haiti, and the

passages either side of Porto Rico—are

now controlled by American bases. In

the Pacific, the coaling-station Hono-
lulu, with a storage capacity of one hun-

dred and sixty-five thousand tons, pro-

vides ample supplies for the needs of

war - ships guarding the approaches

across the North Pacific. In contrast to

the Gulf of Mexico and Pacific routes,

and those to South American ports, the

trade routes of the world are practically

dominated in time of war by English

coaling - ports—an essential ownership

to England, for of the forty-seven impor-

tant steamship companies of the world

to-day thirty-two of them are British,



The Mysterious Stranger

A ROMANCE

BY MARK TWAIN

PART II

SYNOPSIS 01 PART I.—The scene of the story is a village in the heart of Austria about the

year 1590. Three boys in one of their rambles are approached by the Stranger—a youth

of winning face and friendly demeanor. He startles them by lighting a pipeful of tobacco

by breathing upon it, and by doing other miraculous things-, which he says are natural, for
he is an angel—a relative of the fallen archangel, Satan, and named after him. The boys,

fascinated by his enchantments and his ingratiating ways, are held spellbound while he

suddenly creates a multitude of midget people who set about building for themselves a castle.

HE Stranger had seen

everything, he had been
everywhere, he knew
everything, and he for-

got nothing. W hat
another must study, he
learned at a glance; there

were no difficulties for him. And he
made things live before you when he told

about them. He saw the world made;
he saw Adam created; he saw Samson
surge against the pillars and bring the

temple down in ruins about him; he
saw G tsar's death; he told of the daily

life in heaven; he had seen the damned
writhing in the red waves of hell; and he
math us see all rinse things, and it was
as it we were on the spot and looking at

them with our own eyes. And we felt

them, too, but there was no sign that

they wen anything to him beyond being

mere entertainments. I hose visions of

hell, those poor babes and women and
girls and lads and nun shrieking and
supplicating in anguish why, we could

hardly bear it, but In w.is as bland
about it .is if it had In t n so many imita-

tion rats in an artificial fire.

\nd always when he was talking

about men and worm n In re on the earth

and theii doings even their grand-
est and sublimest we wen secretl)

ashamed, for his mann< i show< d that to

him the) and theii doings were of pal-

n\ p<m>i consequence; often you would
think In was talking about flies, if you
didn't km w .

< >na he even said, in s< i

many words, that our people down here

were quit* interesting to him, notwith-

standing they were so dull and ignorant
and trivial and conceited, and so dis-

eased and rickety, and such a shabby,
poor, worthless lot all around. He said

it in a quite matter-of-course way and
without bitterness, just as a person

might talk about bricks or manure or

any other thing that was of no conse-

quence and hadn't feelings. I could see

he meant no offense, but in my thoughts

I set it down as not very good manners.
'Manners!" he said. Why, it is

merely the truth, and truth is good man-
ners; manners are a fiction. The castle-

is done. Do you like it?"

Any one would have been obliged to

like it. It was lovely to look at, it was
so shapely and fine, and so cunningly

perfect in all its particulars, even to the

little Hags waving from the turrets.

Satan said we must put the artillery in

place now, and station the halberdiers

and display tin cavalry. Our men and

horses were a spectacle to see, they were

so little like what they were intended

for; tor, of course, we had no art in

making such things. Satan said they

were tin worst In bail seen; and w Inn

he touched them and made them alive,

it w as just ridiculous the w ay they acted,

on account of their legs not being ol

uniform lengths. They reeled and

sprawled around as if they were drunk,

and endangered everybody's lives

around th< m, and finally f< II over and

lay helpless and kicking. It mack' us

all laugh, though it was a shameful

thing to see, Th< guns were charge d

with dirt, to hie a salute, but they wen
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so crooked and so badly made that they

all burst when they went off, and killed

some of the gunners and crippled the

others. Satan said we would have a

storm now, and an earthquake, if we
liked, but we must stand off a piece, out

of danger. We wanted to call the people

away, too, but he said never mind them;

they were of no consequence, and we
could make more, some time or other, if

we needed them.

A small storm-cloud began to settle

down black over the castle, and the

miniature lightning and thunder began

to play, and the ground to quiver, and the

wind to pipe and wheeze, and the rain

to fall, and all the people flocked into

the castle for shelter. The cloud settled

down blacker and blacker, and one could

see the castle only dimly through it; the

lightning blazed out flash upon flash and
pierced the castle and set it on fire,

and the flames shone out red and fierce

through the cloud, and the people came
flying out, shrieking, but Satan brushed

them back, paying no attention to our

begging and crying and imploring; and
in the midst of the howling of the wind
and volleying of the thunder the maga-
zine blew up, the earthquake rent the

ground wide, and the castle's wreck and
ruin tumbled into the chasm, which
swallowed it from sight and closed upon
it, with all that innocent life, not one of

the five hundred poor creatures escap-

ing. Our hearts were broken; we could

not keep from crying.

"Don't cry," Satan said; "they were
of no value."

"But they are gone to hell!"

"Oh, it is no matter; we can make
plenty more."

It was of no use to try to move him;
evidently he was wholly without feel-

ings, and could not understand. He was
full of bubbling spirits, and as gay as if

this were a wedding instead of a fiendish

massacre. And he was bent on making
us feel as he did, and of course his magic
accomplished his desire. It was no trou-

ble to him; he did whatever he pleased

with us. In a little while we were danc-
ing on that grave, and he was playing to

us on a strange, sweet instrument which
he took out of his pocket; and the music
—but there is no music like that, unless

perhaps in heaven, and that was where

he brought it from, he said. It made one
mad, for pleasure; and we could not take
our eyes from him, and the looks that

went out of our eyes came from our
hearts, and their dumb speech was wor-
ship. He brought the dance from heav-
en, too, and the bliss of paradise was in

it.

Presently he said he must go away
on an errand. But we could not bear

the thought of it, and clung to him, and
pleaded with him to stay; and that

pleased him, and he said so, and said

he would not go yet, but would wait a

little while and we would sit down and
talk a few minutes longer; and he told

us Satan was only his real name, and he

was to be known by it to us alone, but

he had chosen another one to be called

by in the presence of others; just a

common one, such as people have

—

Philip Traum.
It sounded so odd and mean for such

a being! But it was his decision, and we
said nothing; his decision was sufficient.

We had seen wonders this day; and

my thoughts began to run on the

pleasure it would be to tell them when I

got home, but he noticed those thoughts,

and said:

"No, all these matters are a secret

among us four. I do not mind your try-

ing to tell them, if you like, but I will

protect your tongues, and nothing of the

secret will escape from them."
It was a disappointment, but it

couldn't be helped, and it cost us a sigh

or two. We talked pleasantly along,

and he was always reading our thoughts

and responding to them, and it seemed

to me that this was the most wonderful

of all the things he did, but he inter-

rupted my musings and said:

"No, it would be wonderful for you,

but it is not wonderful for me. I am
not limited like you. I am not subject

to human conditions; I can measure

and understand your human weaknesses,

for I have studied them; but I have

none of them. My flesh is not real, al-

though it would seem firm to your touch;

my clothes are not real; I am a spirit.

Father Peter is coming." We looked

around, but did not see any one. "He
is not in sight yet, but you will see him

presently."
" Do you know him, Satan ?"
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"No."
"Won't you talk with him when he

comes? He is not ignorant and dull,

like us, and he would so like to talk with

you. Will you?"
"Another time, yes, but not now. 1

must go on my errand after a little.

There he is now; you can see him. Sit

still, and don't say anything."

We looked up and saw Father Peter

approaching through the chestnuts. We
three wen sirring together in the grass,

and Satan sat in front of us in the path.

Father Peter came slowly along with

his head down, thinking, and stopped
within a couple of yards of us and took
off his hat and got out his silk handker-
chief, and stood there mopping his face

and looking as if he wrere going to speak
to us, hut he didn't. Presently he mut-
tered, "

I can't think what brought me
here: it seems as if I were in my study
a minute ago—but I suppose I have been
dreaming along for an hour and have
come all this stretch without noticing;

for I am not myself in these troubled

days." I hen he went mumbling along
to himself and walked straight through
Satan, just as if nothing were there. It

made us catch our breath to see it. We
had the impulse to cry out, the way you
nearly always do when a startling thing

happens, but something mysteriously
restrained us and we remained quiet,

onl\ breathing fast. Then the trees hid

Father lVter after a little, and Satan
s;iid :

"It is as I told you I am only a

spii u."

"Yes, one perceives it now," said

Nikolaus, "but we are not spirits. It

i, plain he did not see you, but wen- we
mi\ isible, t"" : lb looked at us, but he

didn't seem t-
. see us."

'No, non< oi us was visible to him, for

I W lslu d It s< -."

It seerm d almost too good to be true,

th.it w e wen act u.ilK s< i ing these ro-

mantic and wonderful thm^s, and th.u it

w.is not .i dream. \nd then In sat,

looking just like an) body so nat ural

and simph and charming, and chatting

along again th< sam< as ever, and well,

words cannot mak< \ ou und< rstand
w hat wi felt. 1 1 w as an i cstasy; and
an ecstas} is a thing that will not go into

words; n feels bk< music, and oin can-

not tell about music so that another per-

son can get the feeling of it. He was
back in the old ages once more now, and
making them live before us. He had
seen so much, so much! It was just a

wonder to look at him and try to think
how it must seem to have such experi-

ences behind one.

But it made you seem sorrowfully
trivial, and the creature of a day, and
such a short and paltry day, too. And
he didn't say anything to raise up your
drooping pride—no, not a word. He
always spoke of men in the same old

indifferent way—just as one speaks of

bricks and manure - piles and such
things; you could see that they were of

no consequence to him, one way or the

other. He didn't mean to hurt us, you
could see that; just as we don't mean
to insult a brick when we disparage it;

a brick's emotions are nothing to us; it

never occurs to us to think whether it

has any or not.

Once when he was bunching the most
illustrious kings and conquerors and
poets and prophets and pirates and beg-

gars together— just a brick-pile— I was
shamed into putting in a word for man,
and asked him why he made so much dif-

ference between men and himself. He
had to struggle with that a moment; he

didn't seem to understand how I could ask

such a strange question. Then he said:

"The difference between man and me?
The difference between a mortal and an
immortal: between a cloud and a spirit?"

He picked up a wood-louse that was
creeping along a piece- of bark: "What
is the difference between Caesar and
this?"

I said, ''One cannot compare things

which by their nature and by the inter-

val between them are not comparable.'
1

"You have answered your own ques-

tion," he said. "1 will expand it. Man
is made of dirt I saw him made. I am
not made of dirt. Man is a museum of

diseases, a home of impuritit s; he conns
to-d.i\ and is.gone to-morrow; he begins

as dirt and departs as stench; I am of

the aristocrac) of tin Imperishables.

\nd man has tin- M \tal \ OU

undei stand
:

1 le has tin \

That would seem to be difference enough
b< tween us, all by itself."

lb stopped there, as if that settled
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the matter. I was sorry, for at that

time I had but a dim idea of what the

Moral Sense was. I merely knew that

we were proud of having it, and when he

talked like that about it, it wounded me
and I felt as a girl feels who thinks her

dearest finery is being admired and then

overhears strangers making fun of it.

For a while we were all silent, and I, for

one, was depressed. Then Satan began

to chat again, and soon he was sparkling

along in such a cheerful and vivacious

vein that my spirits rose once more. He
told some very cunning things that put

us in a gale of laughter; and when he

was telling about the time that Samson
tied the torches to the foxes' tails and
set them loose in the Philistines' corn,

and Samson sitting on the fence slapping

his thighs and laughing, with the tears

running down his cheeks, and lost his

balance and fell off the fence, the mem-
ory of that picture got him to laughing,

too, and we did have a most lovely and
jolly time. By and by he said:

"I am going on my errand now."
"Don't!" we all said. "Don't go;

stay with us. You won't come back."
"Yes, I will; I give you my word."
"When? To-night? Say when."
"It won't be long. You will see."

"We like you."
"And I you. And as a proof of it I

will show you something fine to see.

Usually when I go I merely vanish; but
now I will dissolve myself and let you
see me do it."

He stood up, and it was quickly fin-

ished. He thinned away and thinned
away until he was a soap-bubble, except
that he kept his shape. You could see

the bushes through him as clearly as you
see things through a soap-bubble, and
all over him played and flashed the deli-

cate iridescent colors of the bubble, and
along with them was that thing shaped
like a window-sash which you always
see on the globe of the bubble. You
have seen a bubble strike the carpet and
lightly bound along two or three times
before it bursts. He did that. He
sprang—touched the grass—bounded

—

floated along—touched again—and so

on, and presently exploded—puflP! and
in his place was vacancy.

It was a strange and beautiful thing
to see. We did not say anything, but
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sat wondering and dreaming and blink-

ing; and finally Seppi roused up and
said, mournfully sighing:

"I suppose none of it has happened."
Nikolaus sighed and said about the

same.
I was miserable to hear them say it,

for it was the same cold fear that was in

my own mind. Then we saw poor old

Father Peter wandering along back,

with his head bent down, searching the

ground. When he was pretty close to

us he looked up and saw us, and said,

"How long have you been here, boys?"
"A little while, Father."

"Then it is since I came by, and may-
be you can help me. Did you come up
by the path?"

"Yes, Father."

"That is good. I came the same way.
I have lost my wallet. There wasn't

much in it, but a very little is much to

me, for it was all I had. I suppose you
haven't seen anything of it?"

"No, Father, but we will help you
hunt."

"It is what I was going to ask you.

Why, here it is!"

We hadn't noticed it; yet there it lay,

right where Satan stood when he began

to melt—if he did melt and it wasn't

a delusion. Father Peter picked it up

and looked very much surprised.

"It is mine," he said, "but not the

contents. This is fat; mine was flat;

mine was light, this is heavy." He
opened it; it was stuffed as full as it

could hold with gold coins. He let us

gaze our fill; and of course we did gaze,

for we had never seen so much money
at one time before. All our mouths

came open to say "Satan did it!" but

nothing came out. There it was, you

see—we couldn't tell what Satan didn't

want told; he had said so himself.

"Boys, did you do this?"

It made us laugh. And it made him

laugh, too, as soon as he thought what

a foolish question it was.

"Who has been here?"

Our mouths came open to answer, but

stood so for a moment, because we
couldn't say "Nobody," for it wouldn't

be true, and the right word didn't seem to

come; then I thought of the right one,

and said it:

"Not a human being."
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"That is so," said the others, and let

their mouths go shut.

"It is not so," said Father Peter, and
looked at us very severely. "I came
by here awhile ago, and there was no
one here, but that is nothing; some one

has been here since. I don't mean to

say that the person didn't pass here

before you came, and I don't mean to

say vou saw him, but some one did pass,

that I know. On your honor—you saw
no one?"
"Not a human being."

"That is sufficient; I know you are

telling me the truth."

He began to count the money on the

path, we on our knees eagerly helping

to stack it in little piles.

"It's eleven hundred ducats, odd!"
he said. "Oh, dear! if it were only mine
—and I need it so!" and his voice broke

and his lips quivered.

"It is yours, sir!" we all cried out at

once, "every heller!"

"No- it isn't mine. Only four ducats

are mine; the rest . . .
!" He fell to

dreaming, poor old soul, and caressing

some of the coins in his hands, and for-

got where he was, sitting there on his

heels with his old gray head bare;

it wars pitiful to see. "No," he said,

waking up, "it isn't mine. I can't ac-

counr for it. 1 think some enemy . . .

it in, ist be a trap."

Nikolaus said: "Father Peter, with
tin exception of the astrologer you
haven't a real enemy in the village—nor

Marget either. And not even a half-

en- my that's rich enough to chance
n hundn d ducats to do you a mean

t nn. ['11 ask you if that's so or not?"
He couldn't gel around that argu-

ment, and n cheered him up. "But it

isn't i: in. . i >u si i n isn't mine, in any

1 1« said it in a wistful way, like- a per-

son that wouldn't be sorry, but glad,

if .m\ body would cont radict him.
"It is yours, Fathei Pet< r, and we are

witm ss to u. Vren't we, bo]

"^s. we are and w< 'II stand by it,

I

" Bl< ^s \ our hearts, \ ou do almost

persuad< nu ; you do, Indeed. It' I had
<..d\ .i hundred odd ducats of It ! I lu-

ll, e is mortgaged for it, and we've no
h m In .ids if we don't pay

to-morrow. And that four ducats is

all we've got in the
—

"

"It's yours, every bit of it, and you've
got to take it—we are bail that it's all

right. Aren't we, Theodor? Aren't we,
Seppi?"
We two said yes, and Nikolaus stuffed

the money back into the shabby old

wallet and made the owner take it. So
he said he would use two hundred of it,

for his house was good enough security

for that, and would put the rest at in-

terest till the rightful owner came for

it; and on our side we must sign a paper
showing how he got the money—a paper
to show to the villagers as proof that

he had not got out of his troubles dis-

honestly.

It made immense talk next day, when
Father Peter paid Solomon Isaacs in

gold and left the rest of the money with
him at interest. Also, there was a

pleasant change; many people called at

the house to congratulate him, and a

number of cool old friends became kind

and friendly again; and, to top all, Mar-
get was invited to a party.

And there was no mystery; Father
Peter told the whole circumstance just

as it happened, and said he could not

account for it, only it was the plain hand
of Providence, so far as he could see.

One or two shook their heads and said

privately it looked more like the hand
of Satan; and really that seemed a sur-

prisingly good guess for ignorant peo-

ple like that. Some came slyly buzzing

around and tried to coax us hoys to

come out and "tell the truth"; and
promised they wouldn't ever tell, but

only wanted to know for their own satis-

faction, because the whole thing was so

curious. They even wanted to buy the

secret, and pay money for it; and if we
could have invented something that

would answer— hut we couldn't; we
hadn't the ingenuity, so we had to let the

eh. huh- go by, and it was a pity.

We carried that secret around without

any trouble', but the other one, the big

one, the splendid one, burned the very

vitals of us. it was so hot to get out and

we so hot to let it OUt and astonish peo-

ple with u. Hut we had to keep it in;

m fact, it kept itself in. Satan said it

would, and it did. We went off every
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day and got to ourselves in the woods
so that we could talk about Satan, and
really that was the only subject we
thought of or cared anything about;

and day and night we watched for him
and hoped he would come, and we got

more and more impatient all the time.

We hadn't any interest in the other

boys any more, and wouldn't take part

in their games and enterprises. They
seemed so tame, after Satan; and their

doings so trifling and commonplace after

his adventures in antiquity and the

constellations, and his miracles and
meltings and explosions, and all that.

During the first day we were in a state

of anxiety on account of one thing, and
we kept going to Father Peter's house on
one pretext or another to keep track of

it. That was the gold coin; we were
afraid it would crumble and turn to dust,

like fairy money. If it did— But it

didn't. At the end of the day no com-
plaint had been made about it, so after

that we were satisfied that it was real

gold, and dropped the anxiety out of

our minds.
There was a question which we

wanted to ask Father Peter, and finally

we went there the second evening, a

little diffidently, after drawing straws,

and I asked it as casually as I could,

though it did not sound as casual as I

wanted, because I didn't know how:
"What is the Moral Sense, sir?"

He looked down, surprised, over his

great spectacles, and said, "Why, it

is the faculty which enables us to dis-

tinguish good from evil."

It threw some light, but not a glare,

and I was a little disappointed, also

to some degree embarrassed. He was
waiting for me to go on, so, in default

of anything else to say, I asked, "Is it

valuable ?"

"Valuable? Heavens! lad, it is the

one thing that lifts man above the
beasts that perish and makes him heir

to immortality!"
This did not remind me of anything

further to say, so I got out, with the
other boys, and we went away with that
indefinite sense you have often had of
being filled but not fatted. They
wanted me to explain, but I was tired.

We passed out through the parlor,

and there was Marget at the spinet

teaching Marie Lueger. So one of the

deserting pupils was back; and an in-

fluential one, too; the others would
follow. Marget jumped up and ran and
thanked us again, with tears in her eyes

—this was the third time—for saving

her and her uncle from being turned into

the street, and we told her again we
hadn't done it; but that was her way,
she never could be grateful enough for

anything a person did for her; so we let

her have her say. And as we passed

through the garden, there was Wilhelm
Meidling sitting there waiting, for it

was getting toward the edge of the eve-

ning, and he would be asking Marget to

take a walk along the river with him
when she was done with the lesson. He
was a young lawyer, and succeeding

fairly well and working his way along,

little by little. He was very fond of

Marget, and she of him. He had not

deserted along with the others, but had

stood his ground all through. His faith-

fulness was not lost on Marget and her

uncle. He hadn't so very much talent,

but he was handsome and good, and

these are a kind of talents themselves

and help along. He asked us how the

lesson was getting along, and we told

him it was about done. And maybe
it was so; we didn't know anything

about it, but we judged it would please

him, and it did, and didn't cost us any-

thing.

[to be continued.]



The Far Traveller

BY ELIZABETH DEWING HUTCHINSON

|Y one real memory of

Elihu Smith - Hollins

stands plain. I remem-
ber him against a back-

ground of turrets and
marble steps, a sleek,

light man of noticeable

eyes, basking in an Eastern sun; and I

remember wondering then, as I wonder
now, whether the very charming lady

with whom he was talking and smiling,

and whose parasol he was delicately

fingering, was planning to reform him, or

what. This was the one sight I had of

Elihu Smith-Hollins in the flesh. The
story I am about to tell deals with him
in a difFerent aspect altogether.

1 had come to the sea to aid my re-

covery from an illness; and there still

remained with me an abnormal super-

si nsitiveness to impressions. Common
things took on significances ordinarily

foreign. It surely was a significance of

some sort which met me there at the

threshold of Mrs. Buckles's house, clung

fast while I knocked and waited, and
followed close as I finally walked in.

In the little sitting-room it seemed to

gatlur with the gathering dusk. Strange-

ness infolded me in lieu of welcome. It

ded me so close on Mrs. Buckles's
.it last there was hardly room

for tin easy bulk of John Sykes who
had come with me. I didn't know
whether he too was aware of being
haunted, but he must have grown used

in w .is Mrs. Buckh s's nearest

neighbor. He interrupted my medita-
i t< 11 me he w as in the habit

unning in upon her and that she

wouldn't at all mind our making our-

S .it borne.

"Is that wh} she leaves her door un-
locked?" 1 asked.

No on< In 1 1 i \ n locks their doors."
"

I b< li< \ e th( 1 \ i n-

tured, "about tin free reception of the

Holy Spirit."

Sykes looked at me. " I've heard
many things about Mrs. Buckles, but
I've never heard anything like that!"

"She's something of a character?"
" Every woman is." Sykes's glance

shifted from me to the window which
faced the brown bleakness of the sea-

coast. The ground was corrugated with
frost, bushes stood bare, the gleam of an
iced pond reflected the winter sunset.

"A character? Yes, indeed," he finally

agreed.

"An odd woman," I again ventured.
"All of that!" Sykes's speech seemed

to block itself in hearty acquiescence.

There were mysteries that stifled and
had to be thrown off. "Now what might
she be doing out on a day like this?"

"She isn't doing anything out," said

Sykes. "She just walks. She goes down
to the beach and over the dunes and
back through the village—anywhere and
everywhere. Some of the neighbors

don't think it right for a woman to be

so free; but as long as it's true, what she

told my wife, that it helps her trouble,

why, I can't see the harm. You know-

she lost her husband
—

"

His news I might have surmised, but

his statement of it served to relieve a

little my disquiet. I might have sur-

mised it, I say, and this—working deep

—might have already been at work upon
my fancy. In a widow's house one

should expect to be so beset, though
this surely was in itself a commonplace
dwelling enough.

In coming up the road I had taken it

in casually, noted its white- painted

walls, shabby blinds, and weather-

stained roof. The barn and outbuild-

ings, the straggling privet hedge, the

cinder path leading to the door—all

these had little to mark them from a

hundred other of tin same accessories.

The effect produced la\ between pros-

perity and meanness; then was nothing

either to attract or to repel. Within

there were stairs, closed doors on either
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side, and back of that the kitchen,

breathing odors of hot coal and cooking

and the soapy boiling of linen. The
room we sat in lay beyond the kitchen.

I remember the rag carpet of a dingy

stripe, and the sewing-machine whose
extended leaf was overburdened with

unfinished garments. There was a cheap

metal lamp on the table. At our en-

trance a cat had made her exit.

This aspect, which I've tried to con-

vey, is all of a piece quite unrelieved by
individual light; by this Mrs. Buckles's

house reached the dead levels of human
habitation; upon this stable foundation

there rests what little there is that is

tangible and at the same time unac-

counted for. I've spoken of something

like an unseen presence. And it was as

if that presence—itself invisible—had
scattered about certain visible signs.

There were objects of learning and orna-

ment wholly at variance with anything
else. There were books on the table by
the lamp—a thumbed Shakespeare, Mil-

ton, Karl Marx, the earlier work of Ber-

nard Shaw, some text-books on trigo-

nometry, Rabelais in English. There
was food for sight also—photographs of

the Sphinx and the pyramids, an en-

graving from the portrait of Napoleon
at St. Helena, photographs of classic

sculpture, and one or two humorous
sketches torn from the pages of Punch.
I divined a roving mind, a roving eye.

The thought on such a day set me to

shivering; I glowed at notice of a curi-

ously colored shell; it was a thing abor-

tive, spiked and speckled, wrought in

the curves and surfaces of its native seas.

"Mr. Buckles had lived in the trop-

ics?" I asked, For the presence loomed
for me as the haunting spirit of Buckles.

There could be no doubt.
My companion turned. "He'd lived

everywhere, I guess. But as a matter of

fact there wasn't any Mr. Buckles."

Sykes paused, and seemed to smile at

my being disconcerted. "If you mean
the husband of our friend who's out," he
said, "why, his name was Smith."
"A good substantial name," I com-

mented, to hide my further lack of

comprehension.
"Good enough." Sykes leaned con-

fidentially near me: "You see, Mrs.
Buckles was a figure here; this is the

third house her people have built on
this site—goes back a couple of hundred
years or so—while Smith was what you
might call temporary."
"He wasn't a native?"
"He was an event."

I could understand that, for it had
struck me as an eventful fur cap which
hung, as it were in memoriam, on a hook
beside the door, and as even venturesome
the rack of pipes above the mantel. " He
came and went?" I asked. "He didn't

stay long enough to leave his name?"
"He did, in a manner of speaking,"

Sykes hastened; "they were married

tight enough! That was something no
one could ever say. ..."

Sykes was lost in some thought of his

own. And then: "It's true, he came
and went. In one door—out the other

—

he went. He disappeared."

"There was mystery?"
"All you want of it. He walked out."

We bid fair never to get beyond the

signal fact of his departure. Sykes once

more was luminous: "It was a short

while, altogether."

"So you've said. A matter of

months?"
"Midwinter to spring."

I suggested he had hibernated like a

beast in a hole, and brought denial.

Sykes seemed ever to defend him
against possible question, and then, as

if to sanction his own bias, he announced

a similar one on the part of Mrs. Sykes.

"In fact," he said, "it wouldn't have

meant near so much to me—the whole

affair—if my wife hadn't been in on it.

She was on the spot at the crucial mo-
ment. She saw his coming."

"She saw with her own eyes?"
" Whose eyes would she see with?"

"And his going?"

"No, she didn't see that."

Before Sykes settled to his story I

picked up one of the books upon the

table. The fly-leaf was torn out. Sykes's

glance followed mine as I looked about

the room. "Oh, yes," he said, "those

are all his. He had a lot of odd things;

he brought them with him in his trunk."

I was reassured, almost calmed, by

the trunk. The thought of it pleased

me, and I should have tried to find out

more about it save that I had no wish

to interrupt whatever Sykes had to tell.
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I felt he would tell his story in his own
order. He was for the time occupied

with the part his wife had played. It

seemed to him important.

"Yes, indeed, she was on the spot.

She had come over for a friendly chat

and found Mrs.—Miss Buckles making
cake. A transaction where my wife is

of considerable help
—

"

"So I can vouch
!"

"Well, they made the cake, and the

two women talked as women will, you
know, when they're alone together.

They gossiped a bit in a general way,
and then they got down to cases, and
then they talked about themselves. Miss
Buckles wasn't feeling just right—she

said she was tired—you know the sort

of tired when there isn't any use? Every-
thing looked black to her. You can
hardly blame her. There she was, living

with her old mother who had come to

be forgetful
—

" Sykes tapped his brow.
"It was a relief when the old woman
died. There she was, as I say, with
nothing ahead of her but years and
years of the same. She must have put
it to my wife pretty straight."

"I hadn't seen her," I said, "as the
woman to air her troubles."

"S ie's not; but then she would talk

to Mrs. Sykes. She thinks more of my
wife, you know, than she does of any
one—any one living." Sykes paused.
"It might, of course, have been the

weather. A day a good deal such as this

—sharper perhaps—and nothing to look

at but ice and frozen ground, and noth-
ing to listen to but the wind howling in

from the sea. As I understand it, they
had cleared up after the cake was made
and were coming in here to sit down
for .1 bit when there was a knock at the

wash-house door. You know the- wash-
house is built out to one side of the
kitchen, and to enter the kitchen from
the side door you have to go through
that tnst. Well, Miss Buckles went to
answer the knock, and my wife waited.
She says she was sure then something
was going to happen; she had no reason
to be sure she just felt it. Mywifehas
it—a sort of second sight. 1 don't think

1 ever told you about the time our o i r 1

Lucy was lost, and after the- whole town
had searched all night sin said she would
try, and walked straight to the place

—

said she heard the child calling to her.

Well, Mrs. Sykes waited, a long time
she said it was, feeling as she did, and
when Miss Buckles returned she brought
Smith with her. He followed her direct

into the kitchen, and she had to shut
the door to keep out the cold."

I asked about Mrs. Sykes's first im-
pression.

"She didn't like him—not then. She
didn't trust him. She said if it had been
her house and business she would have
turned him out then and there. I think
it was why she liked him so much after-

ward; she always was apologizing in her
mind for the way she felt at first. She
wouldn't have cared to meet him on a

dark night, she said. I think both the
women were a little scared but didn't

see any use in showing it. They stood

about waiting, trying to be natural,

while he warmed his hands over the

stove. He wore woolen gloves, which
he drew off, quite at home. My wife

noticed how white and fine his hands
were, considering he was dressed so

rough. You see, she had time to notice,

because he wasn't saying anything. She
wondered why Miss Buckles didn't ask

him what he wTanted."

"He kept them there, waiting?"

"Yes, just waiting, with their cour-

age going up and down; and at last he

turned—full at them—and asked if he

could have board and lodging. His

voice was better than his looks. Miss
Buckles explained she didn't take board-

ers, and started to direct him to some
one who did. But he only stood and
smiled. That smile went gunning for

Miss Buckles, but caught my wife, too;

her fear all left. You know some men
have a way with women; it isn't what
they say or do, either. He had his then.

Ik- settled down, bag and baggage; he

had a horse outside and a buggy, and

a foreign-looking, brass-bound trunk.

Within the week he and Miss Buckles

drove over to Eastport and were mar-

ried."

Sykes again pointed to this incident

of marriage; it was a precious balance

for much evil. For there- had been evil

—

that was clear—and Sykes tried loyally

to make it less.

" Mil can say is," he went on, "Smith
never did anv harm to anv one about
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here, and that's what you judge people

by, isn't it—what you see them do?

Some might think he took advantage of

a helpless woman, but it doesn't seem
so to me; he gave more than he took.

She would be the first to admit it.

Didn't he make her happy? And there

are plenty of men who don't, and stick

to a woman all their lives—men, I mean,
who in other ways are first-class citi-

zens." Sykes counted to the man's credit

a provision of comforts—even luxuries

—

unaccustomed delicacies from Eastford,

fruits, a wheeled chair for the old moth-
er. "And then one day—just turned
spring it was—he walked out. He said

he was going to the village; he must
have gone on to the station, for it was
known that he took the noon train

West."
"Was that the end?"
Instead of answering, Sykes drew a

newspaper cutting from his pocket and
began to read. I could see the glaring

head-lines, and as he evidently preferred

their narrative to his own I found myself
left to my own thoughts; I could figure

for my own light a little of what he had
already told me.
Again the strangeness and its attend-

ant presence hovered near. For a while
mystery had been dimmed by the sim-
plicity of fact, but now even fact took
on a fullness and a sharpness of its own.
It began with the woman's rebellion

against her lot, which must have been a

matter of years, culminating at last in

her outbreak to her friend. There was
her friend's foreboding sense, and then,

for the woman, the supreme adventure,
the coming of her lord in the guise of a
wayfarer.

I was reminded of old tales—the rich

man turning the beggar from his door,

the poor man welcoming him with his

last crust, the beggar proving to be
quite other. Those were the days when
gods visited mortals to learn that which
in their omniscience they should have
known already. This was one side, this

touch of the divine, and the other was of
the animal who tracks out food and shel-

ter and stays near for so long as these
are life-giying, or until such mildness as

can permit again of the hunt. The last

was a comparison refuted by Sykes. I

had meant no disrespect, but rather had

pointed to something big and fine and
usually free. A great bird, I named him,
coming with strong wings from over the
sea and being tamed to a perch and a

cage. At night I have sometimes heard
the cry of wild geese and the beat of
their flight. If one of these had faltered

to leave marked in the sand the web
of his feet? . . . The track was plain in

the softness of domesticity, print of
flesh and spirit. My sense of it was
strongly with me, my sense of a way-
farer who had traveled far through colds

and winds more bitter than the sharp
sea weather—heats, too, and I looked at

the spiked shell.

And what of the woman? I knew
her, a spinster with matrimony superim-
posed. Hers was a life condensed, a life

measured in days, and in those she had
gone her pace, the man halting and find-

ing respite. And yet there had been
happiness—I was in a room where peo-

ple had lately risen from a feast; crumbs
were about and stains of wine and the

held echoes of music. I brought myself
to realities. At least I could guess at his

scattered books, and perhaps her cat

unfrightened from the hearth. I saw
them all in the pleasant warmth, and
heard his voice pealing and hushing

with the recountal of his fortunes. She
would listen, well content. Had she a

premonition that her time was short, or

—further—could it have been that she

had known? I credited her with pe-

culiarity enough for that, and asked a

question.

"I never could make out," said Sykes,

"that she knew anything at all." And
again—this in answer to a query near

forgotten
—"No, that wasn't the end!"

"I didn't think it was," I said.

Sykes was still reading his newspaper.

I followed over his shoulder and saw

that what so absorbed him was an ac-

count of the final pursuit and capture 'of

him whom I have named at the outset

of my story.

"Elihu Smith-Hollins," Sykes com-

mented; "he's been wanted for every

crime there is. But he's been too smart

for them. Compared with him, why,

an eel would be sticky and slow. Even

now, when they thought they had him

safe, in his own way he managed to give

them the slip!"
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"I see; he shot himself!" I was read-

ing over Sykes's shoulder and noted,

too, a photograph whose familiarity I

couldn't at first place. "So that's Hol-
lins?"

"Smith-Hollins."
"I think I've seen him; I'm not sure.

It was at Shepheard's Hotel in Cairo."

I recalled the gilded turrets, the glare

of marble in the sun, and the sort of

light, fluttering beauty of Elihu Smith-
Hollins's companion. The photograph
recalled him, the noticeable eyes, the

irredeemable mouth, and from this the

scar diagonal and upward.
"He managed to blow out his brains,"

said Sykes. Something in his tone brought
me short. And then, "You were asking

of the end—well, there's the end."
The full wonder was too much, though

my lack of any sharpness of surprise was
but part and parcel of the strangeness.

"Did you bring the paper to show to

Mrs. Buckles?" I asked.

Sykes pitied me. "I'd rather eat it!

I brought it to keep it out of harm's way
—though he would hardly be recognized

from this."

"Yon knew."
"I knew Smith better than most

—

and in a bright light I've noticed the
scar through his beard."

)id you ever hear how he got it

—

the revolution in Sicily, and the arms
and ammunition he smuggled across?"

"He told me a dog bit him. But his

history's all in here"—Sykes tapped the

paper
—

"as much as is known of it. I

never believed the dog story. But I

think In- liked me; he said something
t<> me once which I've often thought of

sin<

"Go On," 1 said.

I had a new respect for Sykes, who
could In with a circumstance so

rare. 1 was myself but a poor sight-seer

after tin- event. He had watched it day
by day, had known Smith-Hollins as no
one else had ever known him. as a friend

and neighbor. While I. save from a dis-

tance, remote m>w in every way, knew
him only with the earthly veil In tween

—

felt him as a desperat< . clinging pn s< nee

in a place where he had once found
pea<

"I've often thought of what he said."

Sykes repeated. "It wasn't much. Just

a request I shall never have the chance
of following out. He asked it one day
when he was fixing some new shingles
where the roof had gone bad, and I

chanced by with a team. To look at
him you wouldn't think he'd do odd jobs
about a farm, but he had a knack for

anything. I told him to be careful, as
I noticed he hadn't nailed down any
cleats to hold him if he fell. 'Oh, I'm
safe,' he said; 'nothing ever happens
to me.' And then he gave me a sort of
stare—my wagon-seat was high and we
were close

—
'Sykes/ he said, 'if some-

thing ever should happen—I don't mean
falling—try and make it easy for my
wife. She couldn't do a damn bit of
good; keep her out of the way.' I

didn't pay much attention at the time

—

he was always taking chances, and you
know how little use women are in an
accident—but since he went away I've

often wondered."
Sykes again indicated the printed nar-

rative. "He may have left because of

this—to keep his wife out of it—for, as

I say, I never could make out that she

knew anything. His idea would have
been to protect her. It may have been

why he killed himself at the last."

"You give him credit for virtues."

"I judge by what I see. Here he was
decent."

"It very well suited his book to be

decent."

"Well, what if it did?"
There were sides to that I couldn't

render.

The hall door was opened, letting in

great gusts of wind. A firm step re-

sounded, and we rose to receive the wel-

come of the woman for whom Elihu

Smith-Hollins had in a manner stooped

and by whom he had been in a manner
exalted. In her service, he had per-

formed homely tasks, roughened his

light, cunning hands, and bent his de-

ceitful hack. His neighbors had com-
mended him for virtues. It was not

for me to say they ware those he did

not p<>ss<.ss. I was humble. I judged,

. by what 1 saw—the books, the

pipes, the {prints upon the wall, the

tangible reminders (^\ his spirit.

I found his deeper memory safe in the

keeping of his wife. Her return had
cleared away the strangeness.



The Downfall of the Home
BY W. L. GEORGE

HERE is something the

matter with the home.
It may be merely the

subtle decay which, in

birth beginning and in

death persisting, escorts

all things human and
perchance divine. It may be decay as-

sisted by the violence of a time unborn
and striving through novelty toward its

own end, or toward an endlessness of

change. But, whatever the causes,

which interest little a hasty generation,

signs written in brick and mortar and
social custom, in rebellion and in aspira-

tion, are not wanting to show that the

home, so long the center of Anglo-Saxon
and American society, is doomed. And,
as is usual in the twentieth century, as

has been usual since the middle of the

nineteenth, woman is at the bottom of

the change. It is women who now make
revolutions. A hundred years ago it was
men who made revolutions; nowadays
they content themselves with resolu-

tions. So it has been left for woman,
more animal, more radical, more divine-

ly endowed with the faculty of seeing

only her own side, to sap the founda-
tions of what was supposed to be her
shelter.

I do not suppose that the household
has ever been quite as much of a shelter

for women as the Victorian philosophers

said, and possibly believed; an elemen-
tary study of the feminist question will

certainly incline the unprejudiced to see

that the home, which has for so long

masqueraded in the guise of woman's
friend, has on the whole been her enemy;
that instead of being her protector it has
been her oppressor; that it has not been
her fortress, but her jail. Woman has
felt in the home much as a workman
might feel if he were given the White
House as a present, told to live in it and
keep it clean without help on two dollars

a week. If the home be a precious pos-

session, it may very well be a possession
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bought at too high a price—at the price
of youth, of energy, and of enlighten-
ment. The whole attitude of woman
toward the home is one of rebellion—not
of all women, of course, for most of
them still accept that, though all that is

may not be good, all that is must be
made to do. Resignation, humility, and
self-sacrifice have for a thousand gen-
erations been the worst vices of woman,
but it is apparent that at last aggressive-

ness and selfishness are developing her
toward nobility. She is growing aware
that she is a human being, a discovery
which the centuries had not made, and
naturally she hates her gilded cage.

Woman is tired of a home that is too
large, where the third floor gets dirty

while she is cleaning the first; of a

home that cannot be left lest it should

be burglared; of a home where there is

always a slate wrong, or a broken win-

dow, or a shortage of coal. She is tired

of being immolated on the domestic
hearth. One of them, neither advanced
nor protesting, gave me a little while

ago an account of what she called a

characteristic day. I reproduce it un-

touched:

THE DAY OF A REALLY NICE ENGLISH-
WOMAN

8 a.m.—Early tea; rise; no bath. [The

husband has the only bath, and the boiler

cannot make another until ten.]

9 a.m.—Breakfast. [The husband takes

the only newspaper away to the office.]

9.30 a.m.—Conversation with the cook:

hardness of the butcher's meat; difficulty

because there are only three eatable animals;

degeneration of the butter; grocery and

milk problems.

Telephone.—A social engagement is made.

Conversation with the cook resumed: re-

port on a mysterious disease of the kitchen

boiler; report on the oil-man; report on the

plumber.
Correspondence begun and interrupted by

the parlor-maid, who demands a new stock

of glass.

Correspondence resumed; interrupted by
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the parlor-maid's demand for change with

which to pay the cleaner.

Rush up-stairs to show which covers are

to go.

Correspondence resumed, and interrupted

by the telephone: the green-grocer states that

some of the vegetables she wants cannot be

procured.

Correspondence resumed; interrupted by
the nurse, who wishes to change the baby's

milk.

Three telephone calls.

Correspondence resumed, and interrupted

by the housemaid, who wants new brooms.

ii a.m.—The children have gone; the ser-

vants are at work. Therefore:

1 1— 1 1 . 15 a.m.—Breathing space.

1 1. 1
5-1 1.45 a.m.—Paying bills—electrici-

ty, gas, clothes; checking the weekly books,

reading laundry circulars.

12 m.—Goes out. It is probably wet
[this being England], so, not being very

well off, she flounders through mud. Inter-

view with the plumber as to the boiler; shoes

for Gladys; glass for the parlor-maid; brooms
for the housemaid; forgets various things she

ought to have done; these worry her during

lunch.

I.30 p.m.—Lunch.
2.30 P.M.—Fagged out, lies down, but

—

2.45 p.m.—The husband telephones to tell

her to go to the library and get him a book.

3.15 p.m.—Is fitted by the dressmaker.

Feels better.

4.30 p.m.—Charming at tea.

5.45 p.m.—Compulsory games with the

childr n.

6.1| p.m.—Ultimatum from the servants:

the pappy must be killed for reasons which
cannot be specified in an American magazine.

> 6.35 P.M.

—

Literature, art, music, and
sci< nee. I In n dress for dinner.

7.30 p.m.—Charming at dinner. Grand
sia to ent< rtain the male after a strenu-

ous day in the city. Conversation: golf,

business, cutting remarks about other people,

and 1 contradicting,

1 5 p.m—Literature, art, music, and
s< i< nci .

I ast p<»st: Circulars, bills, invitations to

be answered; requesi from a brother in

India to send jam which can be bought only
in .! suburb fourteen miles distant.

icmo p.m. Attempted bath, but the

plumber lias not mended the boiler, after all.

II p.m.— Sleep . . . up to tin beginning
of anothi 1 nici Englishwoman's da

She may exaggi rate, but I do not

think so, for as 1 write these Inns three

stories of a house hang over my head,

and 1 hear culinary noises below. Being
a man, I am supposed to rule all this.

but, fortunately, not to govern it. And
I am moved to interest when I reflect

that in this street of sixty houses, that
which is going on in my house is prob-
ably multiplied by sixty. I have a

vision of those sixty houses, each with
its dining-room and drawing-room, its

four to eight bedrooms, and its base-
ment. There are sixty drawing-rooms
in this street, and at 11 a.m. there is not
a single human being in them; and at

3 p.m. there is nobody in the sixty dining-

rooms, except on Sunday, w^hen a few
men are asleep in them. And I have
horrid visions of our sixty kitchens, our
sixty sculleries, our sixty pantries; of
our one hundred and fifty servants, and
our sixty cooks (and cooks so hard to

get and to bear with when you've got
them!). And I think of all our dinner-

sets, of the twelve thousand pieces of

crockery which we need in our little

street. To think of twelve thousand
articles of crockery is to realize our re-

moteness from the monkey. And the

nurses, as they pass, fill me with wonder,
for some of them attend one child, some
two, while sometimes three children

have two nurses—until I wonder what
percentage of nurse is really required to

keep in order an obviously unruly gen-

eration.

Complex, enormous, it is not even
cheap. Privacy, the purest jewel human-
ity can find, seems to be the dearest.

This inflated individual home, it is

marvelous how it has survived! Like

most human institutions, it has probably

survived because it was there. It has

taken woman's time; it has taken much
of her energy, much of her health and
looks. Worst of all, it seems to have
taken from her some of the considera-

tion to which as a human being she was
entitled. Let there be no mistake about

that. In spite of proclamations as to

the sacredness of tin home and the dig-

nity of labor, the fact remains that the

domestic man, the kind that can hang

a picture straight, is -generally treated

by male acquaintances with sorrowful

tolerance; should he attempt to wash
the baby, he becomes the kind of man
about whom the comic songs arc- written.

(1 may seem rather violent, but I once

tried to wash a baby.) So that appar-

ently tin dignified occupations of the
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household are not deemed dignified by
man. This is evident enough, for office-

cleaners, laundresses, step-girls, are nev-

er replaced by men. These are the

feminine occupations, the coarse occu-

pations, requiring no special intelligence.

The truth is that the status of domes-
tic labor is low. An exception is made
in favor of the cook, but only by people

who know what cooking is, which ex-

cludes the majority of the world. It is

true that of late years attempts have
been made to raise the capacity of the

domestic laborer by inducing her to

attend classes on cooking, on child-nur-

ture, etc., but, in the main, in ninety-

nine per cent, of bourgeois marriages,

it is assumed that any fool can run a

house. It matters very little whether a

fool can run a house or not; what does

matter from the woman's point of view
is that she is given no credit for efficient

household management, and that is one
reason why she has rebelled. It does

not matter whether you are a solicitor,

an archbishop, or a burglar, the savor
goes out of your profession if it is not
publicly esteemed at its true worth. We
have heard of celebrated impostors, of

celebrated politicians, but who has ever
heard of a celebrated housekeeper?
The modern complaint of woman is

that the care of the house has divorced
her from growing interests, from litera-

ture and, what is more important, from
the newspaper, partly from music, en-

tirely from politics. It is a purely
material question; there are only twen-
ty-four hours in every day, and there

are some things one cannot hustle. One
can no more hustle the English joint

than the decrees of the Supreme Court.
Moreover, and this is a collateral fact,

an emptiness has formed around woman;
while on the one side she was being
tempted by the professions that opened
to her, by the interests ready to her
hand, the old demands of less organized
homes were falling away from her. Once
upon a time she was a slave; now she
is a half-timer, and the taste of liberty

that has come to her has made her more
intolerant of the old laws than she was
in the ancient days of her serfdom. Not
much more than seventy years ago it

was still the custom in lower middle-
class homes for the woman to sew and

bake and brew. These occupations
were relinquished, for the distribution
of labor made it possible to have them
better done at a lower cost.

In the 'fifties and the 'sixties the
great shops began to grow, stores to rise

of the type of Whiteley and Wana-
maker. Woman ceased to be industrial,

and became commercial; her chief occu-
pation was now shopping, and if she was
intelligent and painstaking she could
make a better bargain with Jones, in

Queen's Road, than with Smith, in Port-

chester Street. But of late years even
that has begun to go; the great stores

dominate the retail trade, and now,
qualities being equal, there is hardly
anything to pick between universal

provider No. I, at one end of the town,
and No. 2, equally universal, at the

other. Also the stores sell everything;

they facilitate purchases; the house-

keeper need not go to ten shops, for at

a single one she can buy cheese, bicycles,

and elephants. That is only an indica-

tion of the movement; the time will

come, probably within our lifetime,

when the great stores of the towns will

have crushed the small traders and
turned them into branch managers;
when all the prices will be alike, all the

goods alike; when food will be so graded

that it will no longer be worth the house-

keeper's while to try and discover a

particularly good sirloin—instead she

will telephone for seven pounds of qual-

ity AF, No. 14,692. Then, haying less to

do, woman will want to do still less, and

the modern rebellion against house and

home will find in her restlessness a

greater impetus.

When did the rebellion begin? Al-

most, it might be said, it began in the

beginning, and no doubt before the ma-
triarchate period women were striving

toward liberty, only to lose it after

having for a while dominated man. In

later years women such as Mary Woll-

stonecraft, but more obscure, strove to

emancipate themselves from the^ thral-

dom of the household. The aspiration

of woman, whether Greek courtesan,

French worldling, or English factory in-

spector, has always been toward equal-

ity with man, perhaps toward mastery.

And man has always stood in her path

to restrict her, to arrest her develop-
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ment for his pleasure, as does to-day the

Japanese to the little tree which he

plants in a pot. The clamor of to-day

against the emancipated woman is as

old as the rebukes of St. Paul; Moliere

gave it tongue in "Les femmes sa-

vantes," when he made the bourgeois

say to his would-be learned wife:

Former aux bonnes moeurs l'esprit de ses

en fants,

Faire aller son menage, avoir l'oeil sur ses

gens

Et regler la depense avec economie

Doit etre son etude et sa philosophic

Man has laid down only three occupa-

tions: kirche, kiiche, kinder.

Hence the revolt. If man had not so

much desired that woman should be

housekeeper and courtesan, she would

not so violently have rebelled against

him, for why should one rebel until

somebody says, "Thou shalt!"? At
the words "Thou shalt," rebellion be-

comes automatic, and, so long as woman
has . . . virility in her, so will it be.

Still, leaving origins alone, and consid-

ering only the last fifty or sixty years of

our history, it might be said that they

are divided into three periods:

(a) The shiny nose and virtue period.

(b) The powder-puff and possible vir-

tue period.

(c) The Russian ballet and leopard-

skin period.

There are exceptions, qualifications,

occasional retrogressions, but, taking it

roughly, that is the history of English

womanhood from wax fruit to Bakst

designs. There were crises, such as the

early 'eighties, when bloomers came in

and women essayed cigarettes, and felt

very advanced and sick; when they

joined Ibsen clubs and took up Bernard
Shaw, and wore eye-glasses and gener-

ally tried to be nun without succeeding

in being g< ntlemen. There was another

crisis about [906, when suffrage put

forward in England its first violent

claims. That, too, was abortive in a

si nsi . as is ironically r< corded in a comic

song popular at t he time:

Back, back to the office she went:

I he s< cretary w as .1 p< rfi ct gent.

Hut still, in a rough and general way,

there lias been .1 continual and growing

discontent with tin- heavy weight <»l tin-

household, the complications of its ad-

ministration. There has been a drive

toward freedom which has affected even
that most conservative of all animals,

the male. There have been conscious

rebellions as expressed, for instance, by
Nora who " slammed the door"; by the

many girls who decide to "live their own
lives," as life was expounded in the yel-

low-backs of the 'nineties; by the grow-
ing demand for entry into the profes-

sions; for votes; for admission to the

legislatures. There is nothing irrelevant

in this; given that by the nature of her

position in society and of the duties

intrusted to her in the household, she

was cut off from all other fields of human
activity, it may be said that every at-

tempt that woman has made to share

in any activity that lay beyond her

front door has been revolutionary and
directed at the foundations of the Eng-
lish household system. Whether this

has also been the case in America, where
a curious type of woman has been

evolved—pampered, selfish, intelligent,

domineering, and wildly pleasure-loving

—I cannot tell. Nor is it my business;

like other men, the Americans have the

wives they deserve.

But behind the conscious rebellions

are the subtle and, in a way, infinitely

more powerful unconscious rebellions,

the dull discontents of overworked and

over-preoccupied women; the weariness,

the desire for pleasure and travel, for

change, for time to play and to love, and

—what is more pathetic—for time just

to sit and rest. The epitaph of the char-

woman—
Weep for me not, weep for me never,

I'm going to do nothing, nothing forever

—

embodies pains deep-buried in millions

of women's hearts. Most people do

not know that, because women never

smile so brightly as when they are un-

happy. Sometimes I SUSpect that public

pronouncements and suffrage manifes-

toes have had very much less to do with

modern upheavals than these slumbrous

protests against the multiplicity of er-

rands and the intricacies of the kitchen

range.

Even man has been affected by the

change, has begun te realize that it is

quite impossible to alter custom while
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leaving custom unaltered, which, as any-

body knows who reads parliamentary

debates, is mankind's dearest desire.

Changes in his habits and in his sur-

roundings, such as the week-end, the

servant problem, the restaurant, the

hotel; all these have been separate dis-

ruptive factors, have begun to bring

about the downfall of the English house-

hold. I do not know that one can assign

a predominant place to" any one of these

factors; they are each one as the drop

of water that, joined with its fellows,

wears away stone. Moreover, in socio-

psychologic investigation it is often

found that what appears to be a cause

is an effect, and vice versa. For instance,

with regard to restaurant dining, it may
be that people frequent restaurants be-

cause the home cooking is bad, and, on
the other hand, it may be that home
cooking has become bad because people

have neglected it as they found it easier

to go to the restaurant. This attitude

of mind must qualify the conclusion at

which I arrive, and it is an attitude

which must be sedulously cultivated by
any one who wants to know the truth

instead of wishing merely to have his

prejudices confirmed.

But, all allowances made, it is per-

fectly clear that the first group of dis-

ruptive factors, such as the restaurant

dinner, the week-end, the long and fre-

quent holidays, the motor - car, the
spread of golf, is inimical to the home
idea and, therefore, to the house idea.

(Home means house, and does not mean
flat, for which see further on.) The
home idea is complex; it embraces pri-

vacy, possession; it implies a place

where one can retreat, be master, be
powerful in a small sphere, take off one's

boots, be sulky or pleasant, as one likes.

It involves, above all, a place where one
does not hear the neighbor's piano, or
the neighbor's baby, or, with luck, the
neighbor's cat; but where, on the other
hand, one's own piano, one's own baby,
and one's own cat are raised to a high
and personal pitch of importance. It

involves everything that is individual

—

one's own stationery block, one's crest

or, if one is not so fortunate, one's
monogram upon the plate. If the
S.P.C.A. did not intervene, I think one
might often see in the front garden a

cat branded with a hot iron: " Thomas
Jones. His Cat." It is the rallying-

point of domestic virtue, the origin of
domestic tyranny. It is the place where
public opinion cannot see you and where,
therefore, you may behave badly. Most
wife-beaters live in houses; in flats they
would be afraid of the opinion of the

hall porter. And yet the home is not
without its charm and its nobility, for

its bricks and mortar enshrine a spirit

that is worshiped and for which much
may be sacrificed. Cigars have been
given up so that the home might have a

new coat of paint; amusements, holi-

days, food sometimes—all these have
been sacrificed so that, well railed off

from the outside world by a front gar-

den, if possible by a back garden, too

—

or, still more delightful, far from the

next house—a little social cosmos might
be maintained. So far has this gone
in the north of England that many peo-

ple who could well afford servants will

not have them because, as they say,

they cannot bear strangers in the house.

And very desirable houses in the sub-

urbs of London, with old, walled gardens,

have been given up because it was un-

bearable to take tea under the eyes of

passengers on the top of the motor-buses.

The home spirit, however, is not con-

tent merely with coats of paint and
doilies; it demands mental as well as

material worship. It demands impor-

tance; it insists that it is home, sweet

home, and that there is no place like it

(which is one comfort) ; that it is the last

thought of the drowning sailor; that the

trapper, lost in the deepest forests of

Canada, sees rising in the smoke of his

lonely camp-fire a delicious vision of

Aunt Maria's magenta curtains. It lays

down that it is wrong to leave it, quite

apart from the question of burglars;

it has invented scores of phrases to

justify otherwise unpleasant husbands

who had "given a good home" to their

wives; phrases to censure revolting

daughters "who had good homes, and

what more could they want?" It has

frowned upon everything that was out-

side itself, for it could not see anything

that was not itself. It has hated thea-

ters, concerts, dances, lectures, every

form of amusement; and, as it has to

bear them, likes to refer to them archly
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as debauches, 01 going <>u th< razzle- same terms as the diatribes in the

dazzle, 01 the ran-dan, according to American papers of [914 against the

period. It has powerfully allied itself turkey-trot and the bunny-hug. Winn
wnli the pulpit and, in impious circles, the polka came In, in the middle of the

whIi inn \ work and crochet; 11 has nineteenth century, good people clus-

enlisted .1 considerable portion <>l the tered to see it danced, just like the more
Royal Academy to depict it in various recent tango, and it was considered very

enes foi which the recipe is: One tired fast. All this may appear somewhat
in. in wnli .1 sunny smile returning t<> irrelevant, I > u 1 my case is mainly that

his home; one delighted wife; suitable the old attitude, now decaying, is that
iiuiiiIm 1 of ebullient children and, inev- anything that happened outside the

11 tbly, .1 dog. The dog varies. In Eng- home, whether sport or amusement, was
land the} generally put in .1 terrier, in anything between faintly and violently

w.n time a bulldog; in Germany it may evil. The old ideal of home was con-

be .1 dachshund; and in other countries centrated in Sunday: ;i long night;

11 is anothei kind of dog, bul it is always heavy breakfast; church; walk in the

the same idea. park; heavy dinner, including roast

\nd so it is not wonderful that the beef; profound sleep in the dining-room;

home has looked censoriously upon heavy tea; then nothing whatever;

everything that took people away from chinch; heavy supper; nothing what-
11. orbit. Likewise it is not wonderful ever; then sleep. There is not much of

ih. it people have fled to anything avail- this left, and from the moment when
able so as to escape the charmed circle. Sunday concerts began and the picture-

I Ik week < rid is in general a verj over- galleries were opened, when chess was
rated amusement, foi it consists mainl) played and the newspaper read, the- old

in packing and preparing to catch :i solidities oi the home trembled, for the

train, then thinking of packing and home was an edifice from which one

catching .1 train, then packing and could not take one stone,

catching a train; but still the week end In chorus with the cry lor new pleas-

amounts to .1 desertion, and hardly .1 ures, the- reaction against the old dis-

monjth passes without ;i divine laying comfort, came a more powerful influence

savagt hands upon the excursion. There still, because it was direct the servant

was .1 time when holidays themselves problem. The America/is know this

wti looked upon as audacious breaches question, I think, better even than the

of the conventions. In the early nine- British, for in their country ;i violent

teenth centurj nobody went to Brighton democracy rejects domestic service and

except th< Regent and the smart set; compels, 1 believe, the use- oi recent

even in the Hiackerayan period people emigrants from old enslaved Europe

did not think it necessar) to leave Lon- who have not yet breathed the aggres-

(I .n in Vugust, and when the) took the sive and ambitious ;m that has touched

Grand roui the) were bent on improv- the Stars and Stripes. In Great Britain

ing their minds. Hie Kickleburys could the crisis is not yet, and it ma) never

not go up ih« Rhine without .1 powerful come, foi this is not the English way. In

feelins ol self-consciousness; I think England we are aware oi .1 crisis only

the) I'll that the) were outraging the fift) years later, because foi that half-

Victorian virtues, so they had to make centur) we have successful!) pretended

up foi 11 b) taking .1 guide, who for that there was no crisis, Sowecomein
foui "i five weeks lectured them da) just in tune foi the reaction, and Bay:

and night upon the ruins of Godesberg. "There you are. 1 told you nothing

\ll this was opposed to tht spirit of 1 lie was changed." Yet, so persistent is the

home, just as anything which is outside sei vant problem that even I ngland has

tin holm is opposed to tin spirit oi the had to take some notice oi it. As Mr.

lollli .is w .is. foi instance, ever) dance Wells said, the suppl) ol* rough, hai

that has evei been known. In the working girls began to shrink. It shrank

in 1 . appeared .1 poem ex because so man) opportunities foi the

ing horroi and disgust ofth< waltz, employment oi women were offered by

and, curioush enough, ven much in the tht factories which arose in England in
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the 'forties and the 'fifties, by the de-

mand for waitresses, for shorthand-

writers, typists, shop-girls, elementary

school-mistresses, etc. The Education

Act of 1870 gave the young English

girls of that day a violent shock, for it

informed them of the existence of Paris,

assisted them toward the piano. And
then came the development of the fac-

tory system, the spread of cheapness;

with the rise in wages came a rising

desire for pretty, cheap things almost

as pretty as the dear ones; substitutes

for costly stuffs were found; composi-

tions replaced ivory, mercerized cotton

rivaled silk, and little by little the young
girl of the people discovered that with

a little cleverness she could look quite

as well as the one whom her mother
called "Madam"; so she ceased to call

her "Madam." Labor daily grows more
truculent, so there is no knowing what
she will call the ex-Madam next; but
one thing is certain, and that is that she

will not serve her. She will not, because
she looks upon service as ignominious;
she has her own pride; she will not tell

you that she is in a shop, but that she is

"in business"; if she is "in service,"

often she will say nothing about it at

all, for the other girls, who work their

eleven hours a day for a few shillings a

week, despise her. They at least have
fixed hours and they do not live in;

when they have done their work they
are free. They may have had less to

eat that day than the comfortable par-

lor-maid, and maybe they have less in

their pockets, but they are free, and they
do not hesitate to show their contempt
to the helot. I think that new pride has
done as much as anything to crush the
old, large, unwieldy home, for its four

stories and its vast basement needed many
steady, hard-working slaves, who only
spoke when they were spoken to and al-

ways obeyed. It is not that mistresses
were bad; some were and some were
not, but from the modern girl's point of
view they were all bad because they
had power at any time of day or night
to demand service, to impose tasks that
were not contracted for, to forbid the
house to the servant's friends, to make
her loves difficult, to forbid her even to

speak to a man. Whether the mistress
so behaved did not matter; she had

the power, and in a society growingly
individual, growingly democratic, thai
was bound to become a heavy yoke.
And so, very slowly, the modern evo-

lution began. The first to go were the
immense houses of Kensington, Pad-
dington, Bayswater, Bloomsbury—those
old houses within hail of Hyde Park
which once held large families, all of
them anxious to live not too far from
the Court. They fell because it was
almost impossible to afford enough ser-

vants to keep in order their three or
four reception-rooms and their eight,

ten, twelve bedrooms; they fell because
the birth-rate shrank and the large fami-

lies of the early nineteenth century be-

came exceptional; they fell also because
the old rigidity, or rather the stateliness,

of the home was vanishing; because the

lady of the house ventured to have tea

in her drawing-room when there went
no callers, and little by little came to

leave newspapers about in it and to

smoke in it. With the difficulties of the

old houses came a demand for something
smaller, requiring less labor. This ac-

counts for the villas, of which some four

hundred thousand have been built in

the suburbs of London, in the villages

London has absorbed. They are atro-

cious imitations of the most debased

Elizabethan style; they show concrete

where they should use stone, but, as their

predecessors showed stucco, they are

not much worse. They exhibit painted

black stripes where there should be

beams; they have sloping roofs, gables,

dormer-windows, everything cunningly

arranged to make as many corners as

possible where no chair can stand. They
have horrid little gardens where the

builder has buried many broken bricks,

sardine tins, and old hats; they rep-

resent the taste of the twentieth cen-

tury; they are quite abominable. But

still the fact remains that they are in-

finitely smaller, more manageable, more

intelligently planned than the spacious

old houses of the past, where every black

cupboard bred the cockroach and the

mouse. They are easy to warm and easy

to clean; their windows are not limited

by the old window tax; they have bath-

rooms even when their rent is only

one hundred and fifty dollars a year; and

especially they have no basement. The
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disappearance of the basement is one of

the most significant aspects of the down-
fall of the old household, for it was
essentially the servants' floor, where
they could be kept apart from their mas-
ters, maintaining their own sports and
the mysterious customs of a strange

people; when the door of the kitchen

stairs was shut one could keep out every-

thing connected with the servants, ex-

cept perhaps the smell of the roast leg

of mutton. That did not matter, for

that was homelike. The basement was
a vestige of feudal English society; it

was brother to the servants' quarters

and the servants' hall. Now it is gone.

In many places the tradesmen's en-

trance has vanished and the cabbage
comes to the front door. The sacred

suppressions are no more, and in a devel-

oping democracy the master and mis-

tress of the house stately dine, while on
the other side of a wall about an inch

thick Jane can be heard conversing with
the policeman.

The growth of the small house has

never stopped during the last forty or

fifty years. A builder in the southwest
of London, of whom I made inquiries,

told me that he had erected four hundred
and twenty houses, and that not one of

them had a basement; this form of

architecture had not even occurred to

him. I have also visited very many
homes in the suburbs of London, and I

have looked in vain for the old precincts

of the serving-maid. The small house
has powerfully affected the old indi-

vidual attitude of home, for the hostile

dignity of the past cannot survive when
one man mows the lawn and the other

clips the roses, each in his own garden,

separated only by three sticks and some
barbed wire. In detached houses it is

worse, for they are now so close together
that in certain architectural conditions

preliminaries are required before one can
take a private bath. The whole direc-

tion of domestic architecture is against

the Individual and for the group. The
modem home takes away even the old

stores there are no more pickle-cup-

boards and jam cupboards, and hardly
linen cupboards; why should there be
whin jam and pickles come from the

grocer, and few nun have more than
twelve shirts: There is not even a store

for coal. Some years ago I lived in a

house that was built in 1820, and its

coal-cellar held eight tons; I now in-

habit one, built in i860, in which I can
accommodate four tons; the 1915 house
now being built in the suburbs cannot
receive more than one ton. The evolu-
tion of the coal-cellar is a little the evolu-
tion of English society from the time
when every man had to live a good deal
for himself, until slightly better distribu-

tion made it possible for him to combine
with his fellows. He need not now store

coal, for there is a service of coal to his

door-step. Besides, the offspring of coal

are expelling their ancestor—gas and
electricity, both centrally supplied from
a single source, are sapping the old

hearthstone that was fed by one small
family, and for that family alone glowed.
A continual socialization has come about,
and it is not going to stop. What is done
in common is on the whole better done,
more cheaply done. But what is done
in common is hostile to the old home
spirit, because the principle of the home
spirit is that anything done in common
is—well, common!
As for the old houses of fifteen to six-

teen rooms, they have had to accommo-
date themselves to the new conditions.

First they tried to maintain themselves
by reducing their rents. I know of a

case, in Courtfield Gardens, where a

house leased twenty-six years ago at

$1,000 a year, was leased again about
ten years ago at $750 a year, and is now
being offered at $500 a year. The owner
does not want his premises turned into

a boardrng-house, but he cannot find a

private tenant, because hardly anybody
nowadays can manage five floors and a

basement. In my own district, where
the houses tower up to heaven, I see the

process at work—rents falling, pitiful

attempts of the landlords to prevent

their houses from turning into maison-

nettes and boarding-houses, to prevent

the general decay. But they are beaten.

The vast Victorian houses within three

miles of Charing Cross are, one by one,

being cut up into Mats; in the unfashion-

able districts they are being used for

tenements; and there are splendid old

houses in the neighborhood of Blooms-

burv, where in the day of Dickens lived

the fashionables, which now house half
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a dozen working-class families and their

lodgers. There is one of these old glories

near Lamb's Conduit Street, where a

Polish working furrier and his six un-
washed assistants work under a ceiling

sown with sprawling nymphs, while

melancholic and chipped golden lions'

heads look down from either side of a

once splendid Georgian mantelpiece. It

is very reactionary of me, I am afraid,

but I cannot help feeling it a pity that

this old house, where would suitably

walk the ghost of Brinsley Sheridan,

must be one of the eggs broken to make
the omelet of the future.

But these old houses must go. Why
should one preserve an old house? One
does not preserve one's old boots. The
old houses have been seized by the cur-

rent of revolt against the home; they
have mostly become boarding and apart-

ment houses. This is not only because
their owners do not know what to do
with them; one does not run a boarding-

house unless it pays, and so evidently

there has been a growing demand for

the boarding-house. Boarding-houses
fail, but for every one that fails two rise

up, and there is hardly a street in Lon-
don that has not its boarding-house, or

at least its apartment-house. There are

several in Park Lane itself; there is even
one whose lodgers may look into the

gardens of Buckingham Palace. I do
not know how many boarding-houses
there are in London, for no statistics

distinguish properly between the board-
ing-house, the apartment-house, the pri-

vate hotel, the hotel, and the tavern.

But, evidently, the increase is continu-

ous, and part of the explanation is to be
found elsewhere than in the traveler.

Of course, the traveler has enormously
increased, but he alone cannot account
for the scores of thousands of people
who pass their years in apartment and
boarding houses. They live there for

various reasons—because they cling to

the old family idea and think to find

"a home from home"; because they
cannot afford to run separate establish-

ments; and very many because \hey
are tired of running them, tired of the

plumber, tired of the housemaid. There
are thousands of families in London,
quite well-to-do, who prefer to live in

boarding-houses; they hate the board-
Vol. CXXXIII—No. 793.-8

ing-house, but they hate it less than
home. They feel less tied; they have
less furniture; they like to feel that
their furniture is in store where they
can forget all about it. They have lost

part of their old love for Aunt Maria's
magenta curtains—the home idea has be-
come less significant to them. And this

applies also to hotels. The increase of
hotels in London, in every provincial
city, all over the world, is not entirely
explained by the traveler, though, by
the way, the increase in traveling is a
sign of the decay of the home. The old
idea, "You've got a good home and
you've got to stay there," suffers when-
ever a member of the home leaves it for

any reason other than the virtuous pur-
suit of his business. All over the center
of London, in Piccadilly, along Hyde
Park, in Bloomsbury, hotels have risen

—the Piccadilly, the new Ritz, the Park
View, the Coburg, the Cadogan, the
Waldorf, the Jermyn Court, the Marble
Arch, so many that in some places they
are beginning to form a row. And still

they rise. An enormous hotel is being
built opposite Green Park; another is

projected at Hyde Park Corner; the

Strand Palace is open, and at the Regent
Palace there are, I understand, fourteen

hundred bedrooms. The position is that

a proportion of London's population is

beginning to live in these hotels without
servants of their own, without furniture

of their own, without houses of their own.
A more detached, a freer spirit is invad-

ing them, and a desire to get all they

can out of life while they can, instead of

solemnly worshiping the Englishman's

castle.

It does not come easily, and it does

not come quickly. During the last

twenty-five years most of the blocks of

flats to be found in London have risen,

with their villainously convenient lifts

for passengers and their new-fangled

lifts for dust-bins and coal, with their

electricity and their white paint, and

other signs of emancipation. They were

not popular when they came, and they

are disliked by the older generation;

it is still a little vicious to live in a West
End flat. And when the younger gen-

eration points out that flats are so con-

venient because you can leave them, the

older generation shakes its head and
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wonders why one should want to. In a

future which I glimpse clearly enough,

I see many more causes of disquiet for

the older generation, and I wonder with

a certain fear whether I, too, shall not

be dismayed when I become the older

generation. Eor the destruction of the

old home is extending now much further

than bricks and mortar. It is touching

the center of human life, the kitchen.

There are now in London quite a number
of flats, such as, I think, Queen Anne's

Mansions, St. James's Court, Artillery

Mansions, where the tenants live in

agreeable suites and either take their

meals in the public restaurant or have
them brought up to their flat. The diffi-

culty of service is being reduced. The
sixty households are beginning to do
without the sixty cooks, and never use

more than a few dozen at a time of

their two hundred pieces of crockery.

There are no more tradesmen, nor is

there any ordering; there is a menu
and a telephone. There are no more
heated interviews with the cook, and no
more notices given ten minutes before

the party, but a chat with a manager
who has the manners and the tact of an

ambassador. There is no more home
work in these places.

I think these blocks of flats point the

way to the future much more clearly

than the hotels and the boarding-houses,

for those are only makeshifts. Generally

speaking, boarding-houses are bad and

uncomfortable, for the landlady is some-
times drunk and generally ill-tempered,

the servants are usually dirty and al-

ways overworked; the furniture clam-

ors for destruction by the city council.

The new system—blocks of flats with a

central restaurant will probably, in a

more or less modified form, be the home
of new British generations. ' conceive

the future bonus of the people as sepa-

rate communities, saj blocks of a hun-

dred Hats or perhaps more, standing in

a common garden which will be kept up
by the estate. Each flat will probably

have oiu room for each inhabitant, so

as to secure the privacj which is very

necessary even to those who no longer

believe in the home \diA\ it will also

have a common room wh< re privacy can

be dispensed with. Its furniture will be

partly personal, but not very, for a

movement which is developing in Amer-
ica will extend, and we, too, in England
may be provided, as are to-day the more
fortunate Americans, with an abundance
of cupboards and dressers ready fixed to

the walls. There will be no coal, but
only electricity and gas, run from the

central plant. There will be no kitchens,

but one central kitchen, and a central

dining-room, run—and this is very im-
portant

—

by a committee of tenants.

That committee will appoint and
control cooks and all servants; it will

buy all provisions, and it will buy
them cheaply, for it will purchase
by the hundredweight. It will con-

trol the central laundry, and a paid

laundry-maid will check the lists—there

will no longer be, as once upon a time
on Saturday evenings, a hundred per-

sons checking a hundred lists. It is

even quite possible that the central

organization may darn socks. The ser-

vants will no longer be slaves, person-

ally attached to a few persons, their

chattel; they will be day-wrorkers, labor-

ing eight hours, without any master save

their duty. The whole system of the

household will be grouped for the pur-

pose of buying and distributing every-

thing that is needed at any hour.

There will be no more personal shop-

ping; the wholesale cleaner will call

on certain days without being told

to; the communistic window-cleaners

will dispose of every window on a given

day; there may even be in the garden a

communistic system of dog kennels. I

have no proposal for controlling cats,

for I understand that no man can do

that, . . . but then there will be no mice

in those days.

I think I will close upon that phrase:

There will be no mice in those days.

For somehow the industrious mouse,

scuffling behind the loose wainscoting

over the rotten boards, is to me cu-

riously significant of the old, hostile

order, wlnn every man jealously held

what was his own and determined that

it should so remain dirty, insanitary,

tiresome, labor-making, dull, inexpress-

ibly ugly, inexpressibly inimical to any-

thing fresh and free, providing that it

was wholly anil sacredly his own.



The Assistant Secretary

BY MARGARITA SPALDING GERRY

HE chief done require

yo' suhvices, Miss Ma-
vis."

The old office-build-

ing in which we were
did not boast of coldly

mechanical innovations

like electric call-bells. Henry was call-

bell, messenger, flunkey, "three in one,"

under the guise of his official status of

doorkeeper. Unctuous African smiles

usually swathed in cheer the summons
of duty. But to-day a strange solemnity

engulfed Henry.
I must admit I was a little nervous

myself. Even if it does occur frequently,

it is not every day that a new Assistant

Secretary takes possession of the inner-

most room in the suite of offices. What
if the head of our department doesn't

ever make much difference with the

work, he can make a great deal of differ-

ence in your comfort. He can be a

chronic grouch or a petty tyrant, or in

other ways make the situation rather

difficult for a girl. Or he can just be
nice and easy-going, and let you run
things the way you always have.

But this time I had hoped that the

politicians might, for once, have put in

a man with some knowledge of the work
of the department. It was getting be-

yond me. You see our status was rather

unusual. We had originally been a tiny

offshoot of one of the big government
departments, of so little importance that

we boasted only a chief clerk and half a

dozen women stenographers, all under
the Assistant Secretary, who was the

titular head. Actually, as is apt to be
the case, the chief clerk, being a fixture

where the Assistant Secretary changed
more often than the administrations,

ran things. Now, because of the pe-

culiar attitude of Mr. Redlands, who
drew the salary of chief clerk, most of

his work fell on me, who am supposed to

be his stenographer and secretary! To
complicate matters, because of recent

developments, our work had become
more and more technical. In any gov-
ernment but ours the head would have
been a scientific expert. As it was

—

well, it would be a little too humorous to
be politic if I gave the reasons for the
appointment of the three Assistant Sec-
retaries ofwhom I had had experience!

My own qualifications for my post
were not exhaustive. I had had a dab
at a science or so in my two years at

college before the bottom dropped out of
my fortunes ; I had picked up stenography
and typewriting in preparation for a

government office. I managed to ac-

quire a little technical knowledge by
cramming at the Congressional Library
in the evenings. But I would really have
liked to be sure that the letters we sent

out, to be accepted as gospel truth by
our correspondents, hit the high places

of plausibility once in a while. So I

had hopes of the new incumbent.
But I knew, as soon as I had caught

up my dictation-pad and got myself into

the presence, that here was no scientific

student. I found out afterward that he
owned a stock-farm in the nearer West.
He had qualified for office by doing a

rattling round of stump speeches.

Mr. Harris was a big man with huge
hands and feet, buttoned rather too

closely for classic lines into the frock

coat that he seemed to consider the

proper garb for his first official appear-

ance. His skin had the burnt-in red

that years of city living cannot bleach,

and no manicure would have under-

taken his hands in an optimistic spirit.

He sat very stiffly on his chair, as if he

were not altogether sure it would not

buck under him.

He eyed me in some surprise. "I
asked for the chief clerk, ma'am," he

said.

I jumped at the title of respect. I

had known plenty of Westerners, but

it was at the stage when they had

evolved from that pioneer deference to
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women thai prompts the "ma'am" at

anything reputably feminine in long

skirts. Hut I recovered in time to reply

to the question.

"Mr. Redlands is nor here this morn-

ing." I knew he'd find out soon enough

about the chief clerk. "Meantime, I

am Ins secretary and in charg<
."

"Oh, I see; of the routine work," lu-

said, stiffly.

"Certainly—of the routine work," I

said, meekly. He'd find out by degrees

just like the others.

"Verj will, ma'am," he said, pom-
pously. "It will take me a few days, I

suppose, to learn all the details."

I registered, as they say in film-land,

my fixed conviction that, while the work

ofour department was of* an ex ae fineness

not to be equaled in the government

service <>r elsewhere, he was the one per-

son who could dispose of its intricacies

in a day.

"Very well, then," said the Assistant

Secretary in this case. "Before we get

down to business I'll just dictate a few

personal letters."

The next day he was hack at sharp

9 \.M., asking for the chief clerk. You
could see that having a woman work for

him made him uneasy. He would have

been more comfortable giving orders to

.1 whole army of cow-punchers. Of

COUlfce it w. isn't for me to enlighten him
about the chief clerk, but a few days

later, when he asked me point-blank

ho\ man) days a month the gentleman's

attendance averaged, 1 had to answer.

I lun he got the whole story political

appointment, bucket-shop in New 1 ork,

and all.

"It's outrageous," he fumed, and was

.ill foi put ting an end to such a state of

.iff .ins. In pursuance thereof he began
to dictate a lett< i

to tin Secfetan • 1

took it d<>w n, sib ntl\ .
^\' course. W hen

he was parti) through it began to dawn
upon bun tb.it the young woman who
was taking down tin dictation was not

t nthusiast i< . You knov \ ou onl) b.i\ e

to ; ;,; '' hard enough to ha\ i it pi m
trat< in som< ( sp< ciall) s< nsith e cas< s.

\\ it h Mi. I l.ii iiv however, I bad to ask

bun, in a dubious sort of v\ a) , to n peat

sevei al s< nt< n< ( s before he became u all)

uneas)

.

I b didn't like to ask me point-blank

what I thought of his letter; that

wouldn't have been dignified. And yet

he just couldn't bear to exist one mo-
ment longer in an atmosphere that im-
plied that he was not unqualifiedly ap-

proved of—worshipfully approved of.

Most men, of course, are like that. He
fidgeted around for a time, and finally

came out with the question:
" Don't you think this is—hmmm

—

the most forcible way in which to state

the matter?"
"Oh yes, it's forcible

—

"

"Well, then, what's the matter?" It

had occurred to him that I was a woman
and a subordinate, so his tone was sulky.

"Why, Mr. Redlands is a nephew of

Senator Richardson, vou know."
"Well, well, what of that?" he blus-

tered. "If I had a cow-rustler who
wasn't onto his job, I'd pry him loose

from the pay-roll so suddenly—
"Yes, that would do on your ranch.

And, of course, if you expect never to

have a favor to put through where the

Senator will have a say—and I've no-

ticed that what he says goes pretty much
in this branch of the service—it's all

right to take the matter up now. It's

straight graft, of course, and short-

sighted. Nobody could run a private

business successfully on such terms.

Hut-"
He sat for a time in frowning silence.

"Well we'll take that up later," he

said, finally, uneasily shuffling over the

morning's correspondence that I had

sorted and brought to him. It was evi-

dent that hi' didn't like dropping the

matter at all. No honest man would

enjoy such a situation. Hut I took it

that be did want to bold his job.

The Assistant Secretary really did

make an effort to earn bis salan . Morn-
ing after morning be plowed through tin

correspondence, asking questions of me
when he was absolutely put to it, but

moii often spending hours puzzling over

wb.it could have bun explained m five

minutes, Ins thick, stubby brows frown-

ing, and bis lips unconsciousl) framing

silent words as one sees a child doing

o\ ei a hard reading-lesson.

1 didn't much wonder. It bad taken

me tin five years I had been in tin

Bureau to work up tin- little 1 knew.

\nd I. at least, was fanl\ flesh from
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study when I came in, and had some
little foundation to go on, whereas Mr.
Harris had had the most meager of

educations—in school, that is. He had
begun to be confidential with me about
his early struggles. His career had been
that typical one of the man of the

United States; the organization of a big

industry by hard work coupled with a

shrewd grasp of the immediate circum-
stances.

Whenever he forgot me enough to

really let himself loose on the subject of

these early activities the transformation
in the man was astounding. It hap-
pened only once or twice when some-
thing in his correspondence suggested it,

but I never have forgotten. The big,

red features took on force and blunt

directness; the glance of his small,

deeply bedded black eyes became pierc-

ing, the big figure had a splendid poise

and force. It needed but little imagina-

tion to picture the frontiersman, tense

hand on his horse's neck, eyes watchful,

and yet unafraid, on the horizon. And
when one glimpsed that, the burly figure

in the yet undiscarded, tightly buttoned

frock-coat, the big, red, aimless hands,

the confusion of his face as he pored

over tables which a moderately intelli-

gent high-school boy could have mas-

tered with ease, all this became rather

pitiable. I was haunted by a fear that

some day I might forget myself and ask

him how he had been willing to occupy

that desk.

One morning I did it, interrupting his

floundering amid a mass of bygone

reports. Then I tried to soften my too-

evident incredulity by adding, "I should

think it would have been difficult to

arrange to have your home interests

cared for."
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His face certainly clouded. There was

a sort of big simplicity in the man that

made you have a curious mixture of

feelings about him, an indulgence that

you might have had for a child, tem-

pered with respect—that is, if it wasn't

fear. You were ignorant of just what

forces were under that almost childish

perplexity. You couldn't tell what

might happen if you prodded just a little

too much. You can lift a stick of dyna-

mite and carry it wherever you will,

but you don't pound it with the careless

gaiety that you do an English walnut.

Still, in this case, he answered my ques-

tion with the utmost frankness and

without the slightest feeling that I was

taking a liberty.

"Oh—I don't know, ma'am. I'd

worked mighty hard for the election and

it seemed like I ought to have something.

Then, my wife she thought she'd like a

few winters in Washington for Mattie

—

that's our girl. It's kind of rough where

we live for Mattie, I guess; at least it has

been since she went East to school and

saw something different. They think

there aren't many people out home for

her to associate with. And I guess my
wife is right, and it's time for me to have

some position of authority."

"I understand, Mr. Harris," I said.

And of course, anybody could see the

whole thing. The meetings of the Con-
gressional Club are jammed with just

such mothers and daughters. I gave a

minute's thought to wondering how the

ambition of this mother and daughter

were destined to be realized; and "au-
thority," when you thought of our office

with its half-dozen anxious tame rab-

bits of women!
Nobody could say Mr. Harris \\ us ;i

quitter. Even if lu- did mix things up

and make my work twice as hard, the

way lu- struggled to be efficient deserved

admiration. But it nor so 1 often had
to come down to tin- office after dinner

and, like Penelope, unravel at night

What had been done by day! Hut it \\ .is

hopeless. 0n< doesn't adapt oneself to

a new profession after on< is fifty. More-
over, 1 had a suspicion th.it his women-
folks were worrj ing him.

One morning In- came to tin- other

with care enthroned upon his brow. By
this time he had learned to discard the

frock-coat, and wore quite "snappy"
ready-made business clothes. We had
plodded along through our correspon-

dence for a time when he began to drop
into long pauses and play absent-mind-

edly with the letter-opener on his desk.

After a few minutes I grew restless.

"Is that all, Mr. Harris?" I prodded
him.
"Oh no—that is— You have always

lived in Washington, I believe you told

me:
"Except when my father was sta-

tioned at Annapolis. When he had sea-

duty we lived in Washington. When
my mother went to Japan with him I

was in school." I wondered, of course,

what was coming.
"Oh, then you belonged to what the

women-folks are always calling 'The
Army and Navy Set'?" He looked at

me with—-it would not be true to say

—

"new respect." He was far too much of

a man to have the rudiments of snob-

bishness. It was rather with a hopeful

gleam in his eyes.

"Why, yes, naturally."

"What was your father's rank?"
"Admiral."
"He is dead, I believe you told me?"
"I wouldn't be here if he were not

—

five vears ago." I couldn't keep the

quiver out of my voice. It was stdl with

me, that frightful time. I could feel

again the sick terror and loneliness.

He speculated a little. "Why, then,

you ought to be able to help us out.

You sec, the wife and daughter are a

little upset
—

"

I thought I knew what was coming.

"Of course they expected to mix with

this here Washington society that we
hear so much about. In fact, I guess 1

told you that's about why they did want
to conn-, especially on Mattie's account,

you know. Not that 1 like to think

about Mattie's marrying any one,

but— "

1 nodded intelligently. Hut you

couldn't help laughing a little to your-

self and yet feeling sorry. Good heav-

ens! tin irony of bringing a girl to

Washington to marry her with a whole

State full of real men wln-re she came
from'

"Well, we've been here about a

month now, and the wife figures that
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things ought to be beginning; the papers

have .1 whole lot oi doings in them; they

say iln - 'season has begun with great

brilliancy.' I >u t we haven't seen any

thin^ (A it. We had oui recepi ion put

lished in the paper, and they well, they

jusi stayed .it home
the last two weeks .ill

dressed up and nobody
came .it all. Blamed
if I can see whai they

care for, anyway, I

told them pe q p I e

didn't fairly know we
were here yet. I>nt

it docs seem kind ol

queei thai not even .1

neighbor called

Oh no, neighbo 1

hood people don't call,

That's entirely gone
out except in the sub-

urbs, you know, where
it's more as it would
be in .1 village, I > n

t

have t hey made theii

calls?"

"Why, no. The}
haven't told me any-

thing about it, But

We didn't suppose it

was our place to make
the first call, ( )ut

where we came from
people expect to kind

of welcome st i angers,

von know, and make
them feel it home."

"( )h, dear no, N<>-

body does that hen,
nobody except subor-
dinates. Everybody
calls lust on t he person
higher up, you know.
So that Why, if

\on can led it on (low n,

t he elei ks here would
be t he ones 1 ca II 1 in

Mrs. Harris, But I

don't know th.it .my one wants US

particularly. We don't < ount sot ially,

von see." I bent my he. id to hide the
smile ih.it would come.

" But ( Congressmen and Senators'
wives!"

" Mrs. 1 1. 11 ris will have to make the

first call there. The idea is, sin< e the

Assistant Secretaries are appointed by
( Congress, they are subordinatt 1

I le looked l.ilhel < | est l.i I h n . Kill

covei in!-, he said, with .1 kind gallant! \ :

" I'm Mne Mrs, I ho 1 is would he might \

glad to see .ill \ou ladies. Km

in 1

HhAN
IIDN'T LIKE TO v.k mi POI] I

1. \\ 11 \ 1 1 1 Hi m (.11 r Or in S 11111 R

" But what \ on w .ml is I he I'd offi( i.d

sot iet y 9 of course," I said, soothingl}

"Well, then, the ladies will have to go

to work. It's .1 winter's undertaking, I

tell you, to gel around, < >f course the

( '.ihinei ladies don't ret urn t alls."
1 Km I didn't thmk so< iet \ was just

calling on .1 lot of people," he said,
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plainly bewildered. " It all ought to

work up to something. Young people

like parties, balls, things like that. I'm

sure I don't believe Mattie
—

"

"Well, all that will develop," I re-

assured him, although I wasn't free from

misgivings myself. "After they have
worked up a set of acquaintances other

things will follow."

"Oh, I see. They'll have to make
friends first

—

"

"Oh, as to friends! Enough acquain-

tances, anyway, to invite to dansants

or dinners, most of them people who
happen to be making the rounds the

same year. Then some of the other

people entertain in exchange."

He shook his head. "Looks like

toadying to me—courting those higher

up. And / don't want any favors from

anybody. And I don't like to have

anybody think my women-folk have to

kotow to anybody. But, I say, Miss
Mavis, suppose you do just call on my
wife and daughter and say all this to

them. I guess it would help them to

know the i uh s of this society game here.

Don't seem to me 's if there ought to be

rules about how you enjoy yourself;

and that's what society's supposed to

be, isn't it
:"

"Oh no, Mr. Harris; not in Washing-
ton, if it is anywhere. It's just hard

kit
.

I dutifully called on the Harris ladies

one afternoon soon after that. They
w ere as simple types, in their way, as the

Assist. mt Secretary; they were large

women tin mother tat, the daughter
raw-boned. I hey had been in Washing-
ton long enough to have good clothes.

Clothes are tin simplest problem always

with women. With department stores

and specialty shops and .1 little money
tlun is no reason wh} every woman
sh< »uld not be .is accurate a cop} of the

prevailing insanit} in dress as an} other,

and on shoi t n< >t ic< , too. 1 he days
when the beaut} from tin backwoods
electrified societ} h\ appearing in garb

outlandish and in st \ le an- past. 1

1

is h\ otln 1 things th.it on< judg< s the

w a\ tin cloi hi s .iu worn, tin- w .1 \

muscles flow or jerk under supple sur-

face s, tin qualit \ of voice, ami rh.it

indescribable something th.it testifies

win tin 1 or not it 1^ an evolved pi 1
ton-

ality, sufficiently free from awkward
egotism to make its instant sortie in

search of its like. And of these finer

qualities the dear ladies had not one
atom. They hadn't even a whiff of an
understanding of what they lacked.

They were merely avid for social distinc-

tion. I have often thought that that is

the thirst that most pitifully transforms
women into shapes as gross and gro-

tesque as did Circe's brew. One could

see that these had been honest friends,

kind neighbors. But now they stood

ready to crawl or toady or knife

—

quite in the approved style— any
who stood in the way of their climbing.

They were very business-like, espe-

cially the daughter, and accepted what
information I could give with directness.

We made a list of the ladies who were
their immediate superiors in administra-

tive circles, and of the Congressional

people whom they might or might not

call on as they wished— I could hazard

a guess that they would wish. When I

left them it was plain to be seen that

their social campaign was being mapped
out. I had some difficulty in being

sufficiently blank to suggestions that

they would not object to introductions

to some of the Navyr people. They were
too new to conditions to understand how
completely I had dropped out.

It wasn't many more weeks before the

Assistant Secretary's industry began to

flag. I suppose that wasn't surprising.

The languor in our air here makes activ-

ity against the current, not with it.

The mental exertion was necessarily irk-

some. When he came into office he

found everything running smoothly, and

satisfactorily as far as he knew. He
knew that, whether he attempted to get

tin subject through his head or not,

letters would <m> out with regularity.

He finally came to tin conclusion, as he

said to me, that "his end of the job"

w .is something else.

( Gradually it became e\ ident that "his

end" was perhaps not as wholesome an

end as it might ha\ e been. 1 Inn
s, emed to be an endless chain of visiting

politicians from his state in town, ami

they all had to he entertained, usually

;it lunch. There wen s< veral occasions

when tin Assistant Secretary came in,

Liu m tin afternoon, obviously fuddled
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by too many cocktails. He wore bet-

ter and better clothes; but the brick-

red tan of the prairies began to be mot-
tled with a more uneven red, and
coarsened layers of fat blunted the

strength of his face. And his manner to

me, to all of the women in the office,

changed.
I suppose that wasn't to be won-

dered at. You take a man from a place

where he has had to contend with other

men to keep his footing, and put him
down in a ready-made position where,

even if there are many over him, there

are also many under him to whom his

small office seems little short of omnipo-
tence—especially helpless, rather ineffi-

cient women whose position is depend-
ent on him—it isn't wonderful that his

chief diet, voluntarily or not, is flattery.

Just for the sake of keeping things

smooth so that I could carry on the

Vol. CXXXTIL—No,. 793..—9,

office I had to treat him "tactfully."

And what is tact but a tacit assurance

that the object of it is great and wor-

shipful, to be propitiated? And just

below me w7as Miss Allen, who had con-

stituted herself the understudy to my
position—although she probably did not

admit it to herself—and was devoutly

hoping that I might be caught napping

so that she could step into my place and

salaryv My manner to the Assistant

Secretary was insulting compared with

hers. One and all made the chief con-

scious that the little world of our office

revolved around him. The darky door-

keeper, who openly exchanged smiles and

full-bodied compliments for tips and

cigars, was merely a simpler practitioner.

In a surprisingly short time Mr. Harris

passed through all the degrees of initia-

tion into little officialdom until he came

to a point where he considered it almost
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too much for the government to ask him
to sign the correspondence that was sent

out in his name.
I hardly know how to express the

change in his manner to us all, hut it

altered. That fine mixture of comrade-
ship of the- mind with simple deference

to the beneficent possibilities of woman-
hood, which the pioneer woman won for

all women from the man by whose side

she worked, was gone. In place of it

were alternations of an almost contemp-
tuous negligence with that uncomfort-

ably personal emphasis that implies

that the mere fact that you are a woman
is. in some way, of extraordinary signifi-

cance. 1 hat is known, I suppose, as

the "knowing" manner, and it is some-
thing that stirs an undercurrent of indig-

nation with every woman who has a

sense of personal dignity. .And yet, in

place of indignation, I watched him
sometimes with real regret. It was all a

part of a flabbiness of character that

w as creeping over him.

The Assistant Secretary's personal

mail began to take up a large part of his

attention. Soon alter his Washington
advent he was induced to open the

usual accounts with tradespeople. All

of his hills were sent to tin- office; it was

evidently his habit to keep a tight grip

on expenditure. At the beginning In- was

almost laughably anxious to get hills

paid tlu- very day of then receipt. As
time went on tin- number <»t accounts

increased; florists, caterers, garages, all

testified to tin zest with which tin ladies

• it' his household were pursuing their

-lust. Then 1 couldn't help observ-

ing, suna in had me make tin checks
o ir for hmi i" sign partial payments
were in order, then lapses. I hi sum-
mer campaign on tin- Northern oust
foi t h< Lulu s pr< f< i r< d n< >i to go home

proved expensive. I he usual scrupu-

lously polite prot< sis h< gan to appt ai

.

then, down through all tin descending
d( gre< s ot c( 'ino sy, to sharp insis-

tences. About this time tin Assistant

Secreta i j b< gan to dictate anxious oi

angi \ letters to tin t< >reman w hom he

had left in charge ol his cattle business.

Funds were evidently not coming in fast

enough to finance tin social crusad< tin

ladies wen pursuing. B3 tin < nd ol the

year \u\ chiel was plainl) embarrassed

by dehts. Most of his energy was ab-

sorbed in making the various shifts by
which one wards off immediate unpleas-

antness by mortgaging the future.

There had even been a suggestion made
about raising money on his ranch.

For some time he had been getting

down just before luncheon, so I was able

to get off all the strictly office mail

before having to take up his personal

correspondence. One morning he came
down earlier than usual. He looked at

once glum and feverish. Apparently he

had been drinking, and he didn't usually

do that before lunch. That probably
accounted for his being more confidential

than usual.

"Well, what do you think's up now:"
he demanded, a fixed grin upon his face

that was painful because, while it meant
to be facetious, there was undoubted
alarm behind it. "Footer's after my
scalp!"

I expressed my proper indignation

while I was getting ready to take his

Utter. I didn't know who "Footer"
was, but Mr. Harris had got into a way
of assuming that we were contempora-
ries and that he had been associated

with me since the beginning. And 1

knew the letter would tell me who
Footer was and how he was trying to

get my chiefs scalp.

I didn't have to wait long. Footer

was a politician "up-state" who, having

been disappointed in the juicy plum he

had been promised, had fixed upon Mr.

Harris's position as his due. There was
an additional motive sunt tin Assistant

Secretary and he had locked horns ovei

various local affairs. Mr. Harris not

unnaturally regarded him as .i "skee-

/uks," and I think, from later develop-

ments, that the term applied. He cer-

t.nnh <u\ i us .i li\ ely time ot it. I [e

attacked tin \ssist.mt Secretary's rec-

ord. Some scientific expert discovered

flaws m the information the other sent

out I'm sun 1 don't wondc i at that.

Still, as this really hit m< harder than it

did tin chief, 1 became as vindictive

toward "Skeezicks" as was m\ superior

offia I . 1 0Ot< i also got hold ^\ the fact

that the Harrises were splurging socially;

ht w .is ( \ ( n on tin t iaek of tin debts.

h w.is a loathsonu enough busim sy,

and it made things pic 1 1 \ unpleasant.
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This made much extra work, and we
were thrown together .1 good deal. 1

often Stayed utter office hours to help

him, sometimes until six o'clock. And.
of course, that kind of propinquity does

have an effect, Perhaps 1 was nicer to

him than I would have been if 1 hadn't

begun to think it might not he a bad
thing it I did have some sort of an influ-

ence over him. Also, he was "bracing

up" with cocktails and highballs more
than was really good tor him, and they

had their effect. It was the not unusual

situation when a girl who isn't exactly

ancient although, 1 assure you, she

feels sometimes as it she were a hundred
or positively repulsive in appearance,

is thrown with a man who in fact,

almost any kind of a man. I fancy it de-

pends on what sort you are yourself

what you make out of it. But, anyway,
things had been going on like this for

some weeks, and I couldn't help seeing

the hints and looks going on around the

office, and the girls were always putting

me up to ask him for things they wanted.
1 hadn't been paying much attention to

them, except that I couldn't help realiz-

ing that I did have a sort o( ascendency
over him, and wondering. . . . Then
one evening he asked me if 1 would work
overtime for him that night meet him
there at seven o'clock. He looked a

little queer, and 1 thought hard a tew

seconds before I answered. 1 said 1

would come. What 1 was thinking was,

that it might be my opportunity.
1 le was ;it the office before me. When

I opened the door his eyes were on me
waiting. 1 lis face lit up rather wistfully,

but he said nothing beyond his usual,

somewhat ungracious greeting. 1 got

my hat and coat off, feeling that 1 was
being uncomfortably scrutinized. 1

hadn't realized just what it would mean
to be alone with him. Hut 1 tried to

seem natural as 1 settled down to take
his dictation.

\\ e had got off several letters when he
stopped. lie had evidently not had
anything to drink that evening, and his

face, revealed pitilessly by the circle of
electric light, was pale. There were
worn lines on it, too, lines that had not
been there a few months before. The
hues and the pallor made him, all at

once, look like an aging man and a little

sad. Hut i In- sigh t hat lii :m\ e .is he
Stretched his arms out luxuriously was
not sad, but recklessl} full of content-
ment.

"
1 tell you this Is great!" he said. Ami

his eyes quickened wickedlj as they met
mine.

I said nothing, glad that I hail the
pretext o( turning over a sheet of paper
to see what the last words of the dicta-

tion were. Hut 1 wasn't sure what was
coming.

"House lull ot a lot of people that I

don't cart' a hang tor!" he went on,

rather savagely. "What's more, thej

don't give a hang tor us except the

ones that think they're going to make
something out o( us. You can't make
ht'r believe that, though. We wouldn't
waste time on them out home, rheonlj
reason they pass here Is that the\ \e got

a lot ot queer clothes that some scissors-

Johnny has said is the right thing, and
a kind ot patter that makes \ on feel

like you must be Rip Van Winkle when
he first waked up. And the same people
who learned the lingo day before \ es-

terdav try to disguise their amusement
at your being so ignorant that you pre-

fer to speak English. Hut, anyway,
they're always at the house ami we're

feeding them, or Mrs. Harris and Mattie
an. 1 out meeting a lot more oi' the same
pattern. They don't care whether 1 go
with them or not. All I'm good tor is

to give them my name to have engraved
in such fashionable letters that 1

wouldn't recognize it myself it 1 hadn't

been told, and pay the bills. Ought to

be grateful, I suppose, to be oi use

somewhere, but there just isn't am
place where 1 tit in." He laughed an

awkward little laugh, realizing that he

had been rather over-communicative.

The code seems to be that other women
can know pretty much everything about

a man except his family. I hen his eyes

rested on me again, changed again in

expression. "Hut here I'm S01

count here, don't [? Voti think what I

saj 's worth listening to: And you must

have had a chance to know plenty oi

men, too a handsome, well-grown girl

like you. Yon care just a little bit

—

don't you? Don't you—?" His voice

had sunk into a fatuous murmur, and his

big hand fell heavily on mine.
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It had come sooner than I ex- ous mess I had to do. Oh, why hadn't
pected. And I wasn't quite ready. "I I said what I was planning to say a

suppose it isn't to be wondered .it," I minute earlier! Then she would have
was thinking. Wh.it can Nature ex- heard something that would have backed
pect, aftei .ill? \ man finds himseli me up. Hut now could you expect any
in that bare desert in the middle of life woman to believe you? Uur I had to

there is the sudden assurance of one's make her believe me.
essentia] loneliness the good one has Perhaps my desperation pur some-
gained seems .1 little shop worn. And thing authoritative into my voice when
\ ou have the daily association with I said, "Wail .1 minute, Mrs. Harris."
some one whose job it is to please you, She halted. "Won't vou sit down"'
and whose smiles vou don't know by Bui that apparently was presuming-too
rote, the reason for them oi what they much.
lead to." Was I getting blunted, vulgar- "No, I'll not sit down," she rapped
ized? I wondered, in sudden alarm at out, as if I had suggested the final indig-

myself. Would the women ol my race, nity. "I'll not w7."

m\ high headed father, blush for me Then, absurdly enough, I fired, too.

because I was not ready with .1 whole All at once a wave of red rage came over
conflagration oi virtuous resentment? me. Mow dared she, just because I

But what should I say to him? was a clerk in her husband's office, earn
I don't know how long n was that my ing my living unprotected just because

thoughts took then twisting course, I was in a position where a thing like

how long u was that we sat there in the that could occur insult me! I hat a

intense circle oi light from the electric great, middle-aged, dull materialist

lamp. Hut u was too long. One oi whom chance had put into a position oi

those lagging instants had marked the cheap authority ovei me all the while

division between comedy and some- I was doing his work foi him could put

t ling very like tragedy foi the door had that coarse, heavy hand of his on mine,

opened so noiselessly that neirhei oi us and so thrust me into a humiliating posi-

I1..11 In. Mrs. Harris stood on the thresh- tion where I had to bet foi mere belief!

old I »oking .it us. I must have looked positivelj venomous,
I don't know whethei I had expected foi she shrank from me.

Mi. Harris to prove .1 red faced, berat "But vou will sit down," I said, when
ing virago, but I do know I had a mo I had mastered myself. "And vou will

mi 'it oi genuine surprise when she listen while I clear up this absurd situa-

didn't. She merely stood there silentl} tion. And vou will understand also that

w hilt ( \ ( 1 \ particle oi coloi faded from it is an additional affront put upon me
hei face. The onl} motion that she |>\ yroui husband that I should have to

ii,. uh was i" duw Ik 1 resplendeni ev< mak< an explanation."

ning wrap about hei mote closely, as il I imagine that tins was, after all,

shi had suddenl} been chilled. Vs foi about the most useful tone I could have
th< \ 1 1. mt Secretary, he was so ut- taken with her, although I didn't know
teil\ paralyzed that h< made no effort anything .it the tune but thai I was

to remove that culpablt hand oi Ins. utterrj furious, so furious th.it. when I

\ikI when I got mini awai he rammed was aloni that night, I found myseli

both of his into his pockets with an being glad I hadn't had anything in m\

audibli sigh oi relief. Apparent!} he hands that I could have struck out with,

felt that th<\ would b< saf< there, .it I felt I couldn't hav< trusted myself,

least. I in h«.i\\ silenci finall} con \i all events I made hei listen, and,

\ ( \ ( (I to him th( idea that speech was though sh< couldn't b< expected to ad

necessary. What he evoked was a feeble, mit it, I suppose, she mon than h.ilt

"Oh, sei here, Mamie; vou mustn't believed me. Perhaps m3 pitching into

!-, 1
'" Ik 1 husband h< lp< d things out ; it gave

With .1 fierce, intolerant sound she .1 sort ol home} atmosphere. I he

turned to ko aghast, end-oi the-world has-come ex-

mo 1 Ii 1 .mt s< iund 1 she

lip \\ hat( vei 1 ould
ollt oi .1 sordid, hid.

I Ik n I waked up Whatevei could pression faded from hei face, to be re-

lift this situation out of a sordid, hide- placed bj determined resentment. When
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I came to ;\ pause she said, in a voice so

hateful that it w;is funny:
"Of course we ;ill know how weak men

arc. And what c;in ;i man do when ;i

woman throws herself at his head espe-

cially when he h;is to sec her (very day ?"

Can any one tell me how I managed
to keep from saying absolutely scorching

things especially when I had such a

lar^e vocabulary? As if I would have
tolerated th;it hulking, half-evolved As-

sistant Secretary if it hadn't been my
job to do so, after But I knew wh;it

I had to do was to stnii^hten things out,

and fireworks wouldn't h;ive helped that
end. Moreover, she was much more apt
to he sensible after she had had time to

spit out ;i few more thoroughly nasty
and unjust remarks. And that proved
to be so, lor after ;i little more she began
to look more amiable. Still she wouldn't
look at her husband, and he began to

look absently around for his hat and
overcoat. The big stack of unpaid bills

he gathered together with a rubber band
and slipped into his pocket.

I suppose I ought to have let it go at

licit. But something in the forlornness

of the big, red-faced thing who had

come into the office little more than ;i

year ago so full of blustering self-confi-

dence got ;it my sympathy. Just why 1,

;it twenty-five, late on trial for my repu-

tation, should have constituted my sell

the guardian of a middle-aged man and

his wife somebody else will have to de-

cide. Possibly it was because I had

planned to say something of the same
sort to Mr. Harris before the advent of

tin lady had complicated things. But

it seemed, all at once, ;i great pity that

the two of them, whom one felt to be so

adequate in that wholesome environ-

ment of work and neighborliness from
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which they had come, should be warping
from the straight line because here they

were such piteous misfits. And I seemed
to see that, with the dawning of a cer-

tain regret for her harshness on Mrs.

Harris's face, the time had come when
she might be in a receptive condition.

So I took the bull right by its still pug-

nacious horns:

"Why don't you go back home?"
It took a good deal of assurance to go on
after that. They were both of them
staring at me with stupefaction. "What
can you do here but mark time and so

let all the splendid muscle, physical and
moral and mental, that have been built

up by years of whole-hearted effort, grow
flabby and diseased? Surely you've

both been here long enough to see the

wicked loss and failure and heartburning

of being where you're not needed. The
only man who can be anything but a

pensioner on the government in this

department is some one with a technical

equipment who can build up the Bureau
to give the country what it needs. And
the only people who get good out of the

social life in Washington are the ones

who don't need it; men and women who,
having won position, need recreation.

These can give themselves to it for an

e^ ening, a month, a year, as one looks

01 at a play, and relax from the tense-

ness of effort. But for the others, the

( limbers, cringing to those above them
and, in turn, being victimized by other

climbers who think the first have
achieved what are they but a colony of

ants building up, with painful effort, the

atoms of their ant-hill, only to have it

scattered by the foot of a passer-by on a

worthier errand? The changes of one
season ought to prove it to you.

You conic back, after the absence of

one summer, to find a new colon} of

ants building and the old horde with
whom you thought you had achieved a

sure position gone for the most part.

Drop out for .1 season, or just fall hack

a little, and see how many remember
your nanu- when you come hack."

I he woman's fac< was \ » r\ r< d.

"There is an old saying about sour-

grapes," sin said.
"(

)\ . m\ grap< s an soui . No-
body has evolved an abstract, imper-

sonal philosophy at twenty-five. 01

course I speak out of my own life. What
argument is there that is more forcible?

We were Navy people. We were con-
nected with all that was best of the old

Washington families—those who had
not disintegrated. I had a cousin or so

who married into the diplomatic set.

My brother was naval attache, and I

stood behind the line at White House
receptions. There wasn't anything in

the city that was called or called itself

'smart' that wasn't open to me. No
girl in Washington had a better time
than I had the year I came out. Then

—

at my father's death it all fell away.
The suttee at the death of a naval officer

in the United States is more complete
than that of the most exalted Brahman
of India; it's not the widow only who is

sacrificed, it is the man's whole family
that go into eclipse. My mother had
gone before, so I made suttee. Out of a

whole city full of friends I can count
hardly a dozen that I see more than once
a year. My own special set has scat-

tered to the four winds. It isn't that

Navy people are afraid of the undesirably

poor; they are too utterly sure of their

own position for that. It's just that it

takes every ounce of energy they have
to keep up with the crazy pace. That's
what five years have seen happen in

the case of some one who was born in,

not an outsider trying to climb in. And
there was a time that I cared. But
that was before I learned that all that

counted absolutely nothing."

Nothing could stop me in my tirade

once I had started. All that had been

gathering in me during years of search-

ing loneliness some things that I did

not know I had ever said to myself—
came tumbling OUt, full-formed. It was

not the Harrises I was enlightening;

it was myself. This was my emancipa-
tion proclamation, setting me free from

the' stupid conventions, the cramping
regrets that had held me. Mrs. Harris

was aghast; the Assistant Secretary's

fac( I couldn't see. He' was looking at

his wife'. But I went on; I couldn't stop.

"The' only people' in this incoherent

lanel of ours that count in these' fearful

years of struggle are the oiks that an

making things building, not destroy-

ing. There never was a time when it

w as w ritt< n In such fiery letters that the
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masters are the men who work. But
their women! The smug, sleek, care-

fully corseted, idle women that make an

obstructive delta wherever the tide of

prosperity is lush with spoils — what
have they not to answer for? Turning
their backs on all that really calls them,

vapid with pleasure or gripping their

hands raw climbing the senseless heights

that lead to nowhere, stripping the men
who feed them of the only armor that

always shelters—that armor that the

love of home masks—and then sending

them out where at the first step stands

an enemy, and the next, a Circe! And
whose moans are louder than one of

these when her man comes back to her

with a festering arrow in him—and the

memory of arms that are more eager

than her own to cling! What are they

thinking of, those well-fed, complacent
women, that they hug to themselves

the assurance that theirs is the one job

that can be neglected and still go on
eternally yielding them comfort and
plenty and domination!"
The utter stupefaction that con-

fronted me in the eyes of the woman
who still huddled her handsome cloak

around her brought me back to my
senses. And with that sudden softening,

some fictitious strength gave way in

me.
"I beg your pardon. You must think

that I am crazy," I said, not finding it

easy to get the words out without a

tremor. "But you see—when one has

lost it, when you haven't any home but
a square space between walls in a board-

ing-house, when there isn't one soul but

yourself left of what has been a family
in a whole great city

—

"

I couldn't manage my voice, so I

stopped until I could get my calmness

back. Then I saw the Assistant Sec-
retary still humbly staring at his wife,

not hearing a word I said, for all my
hectic eloquence. It almost sent me off

into hysterical laughter. It didn't need
a word to prove how superficial had been
the stirring of his senses that could be
laid to my account. Then it occurred
to me how to remove whatever piece of

the barb still remained in Mrs. Harris's

substantial bosom. So I said, this time
calculating my pathos a little, "You
see—whatever / might do, there is

nobody to look at me as Mr. Harris is

looking at you."
The next minute I was wondering

whether I had told the strict truth or

not. But the Assistant Secretary batted

his eyes that had been so forlornly plead-

ing with his incensed lady. And she,

after one glance at him, averted her

eyes suddenly. The grim corners of her

mouth quivered, bent into an involun-

tary smile. She settled the wrap on her

shoulders.

"Come, come, Sam," she said. "I
was on my way to get Mattie. Ralston

won't like to be kept waiting so long."

When the Assistant Secretary had
hurried guiltily out ahead of her, she

paused a moment at the door, fixing me
with eyes that scorned any sentimental

softening. "I suppose you don't expect

me to be obliged to you, do you?"
That grim, unwilling humor cleared

the air. I laughed. "I happen to be a

woman, too," I said.

One week afterward the resignation of

the Assistant Secretary was announced,

to take effect the following month.

It really was more decent of me than

they knew. It's going to make a lot

more work for me. I'll have to break in

a new Assistant Secretary.



Henry Wolf

1852-1916

HENRY WOLF had the distinction of being one of the most
brilliant members of the School of American Engraving,
which from 1875 onward for some twenty years created

virtually a new art. Though devoted to the self-renouncing labor

of reproducing the pictures of others, he nevertheless impressed his

work with the authority and charm of his own personality. For,

while he added to the resources of the art of engraving by repro-

ducing the effects of tone and brushwork and the feeling of the

original, the result was in no sense a mechanical reproduction,

but rather an intelligent and sympathetic translation. It was the

product of a veritable genius for divining the motive and essential

qualities of the original picture and inventing the fittest means of

interpreting them. It represented, in fact, a high degree of crea-

tiveness, born of insight and imagination.

In continuing to practise wood-engraving long after the mechan-
ical processes of reproduction had ousted it from large commercial
profitableness, Wolf made a great sacrifice to his ideal. How-
ever, as he used to say, one can only think of money at the expense
of one's art. And he loved his art and lived in it. He has related

how he would stand in front of a picture longing to have the

chance of engraving it, that through the patient hours of studying

it he might live in the joy of it and giv: expression to the fullness

of his appreciation.

One secret of Wolf's genius was that the man in him was in-

grown, fiber to fiber, with the artist in him; and his qualities both

as artist and man may be summarized in the trinity: sensitiveness,

integrity, and poise. An Alsatian, driven from his motherland by

the sorrows of 1870, he came to this country at the age of eighteen

and found here new inspiration to hope and life. The poignancy
of the old and new experience may well have quickened his natural

sensibility. At any rate, he developed a quite extraordinary
faculty of penetrating to the essentials of a picture, possessing

himself of its most intimate feeling and attuning his technical

resources to us expression. In the zeal of the craftsman striving

ever for technical perfection, he displayed tin honesty of his

soul, while the poise th.it crowned the modest manliness of his

character w.is ;i habit of spiritual fineness that helped him to hold

the balance true between the interpretation of another's work and

Ins own feeling for beauty.
Charles 11. Caffin.
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Business and Philanthropy
BY ROBERT W. BRUERE

>T is a truth on the way
to being generally ac-

cepted that poverty is

a disease of the whole
social body instead of a

local affection of that

portion of the commu-
nity called the poor.

When the world determines to cure

itself of this general sickness, how shall

it go about it? Not by the giving ot

alms certainly, for though contributions

of a million, five millions, ten millions

have become as common as gifts of

scraps or old clothes, not only do the

numbers of the depauperate, both actu-

ally and in proportion to the whole
population, increase, but philanthropy
is put to a strain it can by no means
support. The remedy of alms has been
tried and has failed.

The New York Association for Im-
proving the Condition of the Poor,
which during its seventy-two years of

existence has probably investigated

more applications for aid and distributed

material relief—food, fuel, clothing, rent

—to a greater number of destitute fami-

lies than any other private charity in

America, is shifting its attack upon pov-
erty from the poor and their personal

frailties to the technical organization of

the economic life of the community.
Persuaded that poverty is principally a

by-product of industrial mismanage-
ment, it has entered the field of business;

and by a series of practical demonstra-
tions is attempting to teach the public

that the cure of poverty is not in charity,

organized or unorganized, but in social-

ized business efficiency.

These demonstrations owe their in-

ception, they were touched off, as it

were, by the revolt against sacrificial

pauperization of one Buonocore, an
Italian carpenter, whose case record is

an epitome of prevailing charitable prac-
tice.

At the time when Buonocore first

Vol. CXXXIII.—No. 793.—11

" became known" to the Association he
was a victim of tuberculosis and his

family were starving. When last em-
ployed he had been earning three and
a half dollars a week. Then he was
forced to quit work entirely. When
employers rejected him as unfit, he
doubted their candor and persisted in

going from place to place peddling his

skill. Convinced at last that no one
would have him, he resolved to starve

in protesting silence. And at first his

wife honored his pride. But there were
children. The benefits due from the
carpenters' union ran out. Then the

mother went to the priest, and the

priest referred her appeal to organized

charity.

Whereupon the shining gates of good-
will flew open. The Association sent a

visitor with a full purse to meet the

immediate needs—a charwoman to do
a day's cleaning, a dietitian to teach the

woman what foods to buy and how to

prepare them scientifically. A nursing

agency sent a trained nurse, "for all

the children looked sick"; a settlement-

house sent a neighborhood worker in

token of the friendship which the pros-

perous keep for the tenement neighbors

whom they never see; the district school

interested a lady of means. There are

thousands of charitable agencies in the

city, representing millions of capitalized

good-will, and at the cry of distress they

swarm

!

But instead of kissing the helping

hands, Buonocore was outraged. Why
brand him as a pauper in the sight of his

neighbors ? Had he worked unshirkingly

all his life only to deserve for himself

and his children the stigma of alms?

He railed at the agents of charity as

though they represented the intangible

injustice of which he felt himself the

victim.

Patient under rebuff, the missionaries

of good -will presented their time-ap-

proved plan of rehabilitation. They ex-
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plained to Buonocore that he must go to

a free hospital, since in his tenement he

was a burden to himself and a menace
to the health of his family and his neigh-

bors; and that, since his family could

not possibly manage without his wages,

it would have to be ''broken up" and

the children removed to various benevo-

lent institutions. Then Buonocore's

sense of injustice flared into rebellion.

He protested that he would neither lie

apart in a pauper's bed nor tolerate the

commitment of his children to homes
for juvenile paupers. He would rather

die than abandon his family!

Old in experience, charity pronounced

the customary warning: either Buono-
core would obey the plan, or further

relief must be withheld from him and

his household. This chapter of the

record closes with the following entry:

Visited family twice to-day. First time

visitor was told that no one was in; later

found boy, Frank, in street and was imme-
diately surrounded and followed by a num-
ber of children up tu family's rooms, and one

of them, a large boy, tried to snatch her bag

and used most abusive language. Woman
answered knock this time, but was far more
abusive than lad had been, and pushed her

out of the room, without giving her an op-

porturity to say one word in explanation of

her crll, and shouting abuse of her as she

left. Case Closed. Recommendations: Re-
lid, Temporary. Permanent Defects: T. B,

Strange ingratitude of the receivers

of gifts! Individuals representing mill-

ions of capitalized good-will, and sin-

ly cimn to help, had called, advised,

umed, pleaded — still Buonocore re-

mained obdurate: he would have noth-

ing to do with the plan.

After an interval, during which the

family was left to the chastening disci-

pline of hunger, the ease was reopened.

in relief was given, food supplied,

rent paid: again a host of agents tried to

ie the jettisoned family. Vgain the

plan, the same time-tested plan, was pre-

sented. Again Buonocore revolted. He
shifted his reside no :• nts

of charity. When they rediscovered

him, he disappeared entirely, and was
marked for court judgment . iter.

Yet relief was continued to his family

—

always backed by the plan. When the

children cried for hunger, the mother

agreed to obey; the moment groceries

came and the landlord was appeased,
she honored her husband's defiance. Re-
lief was given and withheld in long-

sufFering effort to persuade the family

to "co-operate in their own rehabilita-

tion." Two of the children died under
this discipline. The eldest son, after

being haled to court and put on proba-
tion for selling newspapers in contraven-

tion of law, was later sent to the reforma-

tory for picking pockets in an errant

attempt to rescue his mother from char-

ity. And finally the carpenter returned

to die at home, and was buried by the

carpenters' union.

There are thousands of records similar

to this in the files of any organized

charity. The plan of rehabilitation has

become an unquestioned convention, an

established institution. Sometimes it

fails, sometimes it succeeds. But I have
told Buonocore's story because, though
while living the carpenter was merely an

atom of tribulation, dead he took pos-

session of the soul of the Association's

director and became a force for the

rehabilitation of charity itself. When the

director asked himself what more he

could do in cases like Buonocore's, there

came the protest of the carpenter, "At
least you might keep our families to-

gether!"

"I couldn't help sympathizing with

the man," the director told me. "His
passionate pride in his economic inde-

pendence and his devotion to his family

appealed to me as the essence of good

citizenship in our democracy. Our at-

tempt to beat it down had resulted in

complete failure, and I wondered if

there was not some way to help the vic-

tims of combined poverty and tubercu-

losis without breaking up families and

making paupers of them. It is to Buo-

nocore's revolt that the Home Hospital

IS due.

The Home Hospital, which opened the

way for the campaign against poverty

through business efficiency, is nothing

but a high-class tenement under medical

supervision. It is chiefly interesting as

a half-way station between philanchro-

pv and business. Its immediate philan-

thropic purpose is to cure tuberculosis

among the poor without either breaking

up their families or making them entirely
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dependent. In this its success has been
unqualified. During the first two years

of its existence it housed seventy-five

families on the economic level of Buo-
nocore's, containing two hundred and
twenty - six tuberculous individuals.

They were required to follow certain

rules as to ventilation, diet, and clean-

liness, but everything was done to keep

the families together and to preserve

their sense of economic independence.

They were made self-supporting, so far as

possible, and charity, instead of frankly

just tiding them over a crisis, started

to work out their problems with them.
During this period forty-seven per cent,

of the patients were cured, thirty-five

per cent, had their disease arrested, and
eighteen per cent, showed improvement.
Only one died, a patient who was far

gone when he entered the hospital. Not
a single child or adult has contracted the

disease.

There has been much rejoicing over
the result. The demonstration that

tuberculosis can be cured under tene-

ment conditions without creating cen-

ters of infection is considered a valuable
contribution to medical and social sci-

ence—and indeed it is. The fact that
there are tens of thousands of tubercu-

lous patients in New York City alone,

and hundreds of thousands in the

United States who are dying because
there are not sanatoria enough to receive

them, and because it has been consid-

ered impossible to cure them under city

conditions, shows the extent of the tri-

umph. And yet there is nothing here
that our experience with tuberculosis

among the well-to-do had not made plain

long ago. Given a decent home to live

in, sunlight, and abundance of nourish-
ing food, leisure to take life easily for a
space, and freedom from financial worry,
ninety cases in a hundred will make a

good recovery. For those who can com-
mand these resources at home, with-
drawal to a sanatorium in the moun-
tains, by the seashore, or in the dry
Western plains is only an added luxury.
We know that tuberculosis works its

greatest ravages among the poor, not
because they are peculiarly susceptible
to the disease, but because they are

attacked also by hunger, overcrowding,
and dirt. They die primarily not be-

cause they are individually smitten with
tuberculosis, but because the whole com-
munity is sick with poverty.

But is poverty incurable? Can we not
afford the luxury of a healthy and pros-

perous citizenship? Or does it continue
to exist because we as a community fail

to apply our best intelligence to the use
of our resources and are indifferent to

the waste of human life? What is the
real cause of our poverty?
But it was not to answer these ques-

tions that the Home Hospital was estab-

lished. Its object was, as I have said,

the simple one of discovering whether
tuberculosis among the poor could be
cured without the breaking up of fami-

lies. When the enterprise was launched,

however, there were those who protested

that the cost of keeping families to-

gether under city conditions would be

prohibitive. Somehow the venture had
to be made a practical success, because

there is, in spite of the enormous gifts

of recent years, a distinct limit to what
the charitable want to give. All the

published gifts to organized charity in

New York City, including those of less

than a dollar, come from less than

one per cent, of the population. The
limit of benevolence has been reached

more than once. One of the great chari-

ties went bankrupt a few years ago

because of its inability to raise sufficient

alms to carry on its work. And public

charity is in no better case; the tax-

payers are clamoring for the reduction

of the charities budget, and indeed if

it is not reduced taxation must be

increased to meet it, and the burden

will fall exactly in the spot where the

heaviest contributions come from now.

It was imperative that the Home Hos-

pital should be able to cure the poverty

that manifested itself in tuberculosis

cheaply, if it was to cure it at all.

The largest single item in the family

budget is food, and in the cure of tu-

berculosis neither the quantity nor the

quality can be skimped. The burden of

this expenditure on philanthropy could

not be lightened by teaching the people

thrift, for too rigorous economy in the

matter of food would endanger the

whole experiment. But it occurred to

the director of the Association that it

might be well to ascertain whether the
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families in the Home Hospital were
getting a good quality of food at a fair

price. To this end an experimental food-

store was opened within the hospital

itself, and the surprising discovery was
made that food could be bought at

wholesale and distributed for twenty-
five cents less on the dollar than the

hospital families were paying at the cor-

ner groceries. What was there in the

food-selling business to account for this

enormous difference between the whole-
sale and retail price? Might there not
be some connection between the manage-
ment of the community's commissariat
and the prevalence of combined tuber-

culosis and poverty?
Philanthropy has had very definite

limits set for it. It is not expected to

interfere with business or with industry,

but it has always been allowed to try

to improve the environment of the

poor, and to busily concern itself with
the endeavor to make a ten-dollar-a-

week income do the work of a twenty-
dollar-a-week one. The problem of buy-
ing adequate food for a price that could

be paid for it was a question quite

as pertinent to the legitimate work of

charity, and quite as significant, as the

earlier question of the breaking up of

families raised by Buonocore's revolt.

There followed an investigation of the

food-supply of Manhattan, which began
at the city receiving-terminals, followed

the food to the stores and through the

stores to the consumer, testing the cost

of distribution, the efficiency of the

dealers — all the elements that con-

tributed to the retail selling-price. The
investigation showed that there are some
forty thousand food - distributing agen-

cies in the city, about one to every thirty

families. With few exceptions each of

these forty thousand maintains some
sort of delivery system—thousands of

horses dragging thousands of wagons
after one another through the streets,

thousands of delivery-boys following one

another up and down the tenement
stairs, a costly reduplication for which
the consumer pays. It was found that

of each dollar the consumer spends for

food, sixty-six cents represents its cost

at the city terminals and thirty-four

cents the cost of retail distribution,

whereas the Home Hospital was able to

meet the entire cost of distribution for

nine cents on the dollar. And the ab-
surdity of this situation appears in the
fact that this high cost of distribution

is in no way accounted for by the store-

keeper's profit. The great majority of the
dealers are men ignorant of the simple
elements of business management, who
have become storekeepers for lack of
anything better to do, with the result

that very few among the forty thousand
make more than a bare subsistence, and
bankruptcy is far more frequent among
them than conspicuous success. More-
over, while the gross profits are ex-

travagantly high, the net profits are

only about half those made by the As-
sociation's own store, and to eke out
even such meager profits as these the
storekeepers are pushed to all manner
of shifts. To label goods of the same
quality as different grades and sell them
at different prices is a common practice,

and that lure to buy—the trading-stamp
—is used to increase the prices of food

from two and one-half to three per cent.;

weights and measures are tampered
with, and bargain sales are used to dis-

pose of spoiled goods at an advance
over the original selling-price.

Their discovery of this state of anar-

chy in the commissariat of peace, which
the poor are no more able to meet single-

handed than any individual is able to

meet an epidemic, committed the Asso-

ciation to the novel theory that the food-

supply business ought not to exist to

give a host of ignorant amateurs an op-

portunity to exploit the necessities of the

community, but is an essential public

utility like the water-supply, to be con-

ducted as a social service. They had re-

duced by twenty-five per cent, the cost

of food to the families with whom they
co-operated, by merely substituting

business efficiency for the disorganiza-

tion of the retail trade. In their attempt
to make it possible for the poor to " man-
age " on what they earned, and also to

reduce the cost of caring for the families

in their charge and lighten the burden
on philanthropy, they found themselves

forced into the field of distributive busi-

ness, and opened their food-supply store

to the general public.

These stores —there are three of them
now are not conducted on charitable
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lines, but on sound business principles.

In addition to honest labeling, perfect

sanitation, and a scale of wages based on

a liberal living wage for their employees,

they operate on a ten-per-cent. margin

of profit—almost twice that now made
on the average by commercial dealers.

These stores are in charge of experienced

business men instead of ignorant ama-
teurs, and are supervised by a physician

who is a trained expert in hygiene and
food values. They do, however, per-

form one function that has been im-
memorially turned over to charity—they
attempt to teach the poor how to " man-
age." Permanent exhibits are main-
tained showing graded qualities of food;

foods which are artificially colored and
foods which are not; the common adul-

terants and their effects. The managers
never try to persuade their customers to

buy what they do not want, but they do
try to induce them to buy what is best

for the money. Not through any wish
to enter business, but through the need
to make it possible for the poor to man-
age on what they have—to eliminate

the ailment of poverty, or to reduce it

so that the community can carry it

—

they have made themselves the center

of an educational campaign, and begun
to organize a commissariat of peace to

promote the health and efficiency of the
whole industrial army.
But to lift the burden of ill-fed people

from the shoulders of charity means
much more than to give them a chance
to buy their raw food cheap. In an
industrial system that drafts an increas-

ing number of the tenement mothers into

the workshops, who is going to cook
even the best and cheapest of food so

that the children can eat it? A decade
ago a great hubbub was raised in the
press by the statement of a settlement
worker that ten thousand New York
children went hungry to school every
day. Coming as it did at the time when
muckraking was a popular diversion,
the statement was largely discredited.
It happened, however, that at this time
England's experience in the Boer War,
when volunteers had been rejected
wholesale because of physical disability,

had led to the establishment of an Eng-
lish school service where the children
of poverty were fed at the public ex-

pense. Our own chanty workers were
well aware that hungry children tend to
become dependent adults and increase
the acuteness of poverty, but the intro-

duction of charity into our public-school
system was repugnant to the democratic
sense of our boards of education. Inves-
tigation did show that the settlement
worker's estimate was more than justi-

fied—that not only in New York City,
but all over the country, thousands of
children were habitually underfed and
undernourished, but it was felt that
starvation was better than pauperiza-
tion. They could not countenance a

paternal public mind toward all chil-

dren. They left it to private charity to
take up the work of school lunches till

the need and the feasibility were both
fully demonstrated.

But here again was the old problem:
to feed the hungry was the recognized

function of charity, but it did not want,
nor was it able to carry, the burden of

feeding the school - children. And yet,

might it not be possible to reorganize the

business of furnishing food so that nei-

ther would the children have to go hun-
gry nor would so much have to be spent

in uncertain plans of family rehabilita-

tion? The experience of the food-supply

stores was brought into the field, and the

effort to serve a nourishing portion of

food for one cent became not an oppor-

tunity for alms, but a demand upon
business efficiency.

It was found that, in the most highly

organized system of chain restaurants,

all the buying and most of the cooking

was done by a central agency. Fifty

restaurants in Manhattan, Brooklyn,

and Newark were operated from a single

kitchen which distributed cooked food

before the city was awake. Following

this plan, central kitchens were installed,

each of which could supply four or five

schools, and during the winter of 1914-

15 twenty-five thousand school-children

were served with one million and a

quarter penny-portions of food. This

food actually cost one and one-third

cents a portion, though it was sold for

one cent, so that up to the present time

there has been a money deficit to make

up; but this deficit is not being regarded

as a permanent opportunity for the char-

itable, but as a call for better business
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management, and the same methods are

being taken as would be used in a factory

that did not pay—the plant is to be
worked to capacity and the market for

the product is to be increased.

The school kitchens could easily serve

other meals besides lunch, and inquiry

among the families of the school-children

showed that many of their mothers were
employed in factories and not only were
unable to cook the children's lunch, but
returned home too late to cook the

family dinner. This led them to rely

on delicatessen-stores and other places

where cooked food was sold, from which,
investigation showed, the purchasers got

the least return for the money either in

quantity or quality. To take advantage
of this wider market and also to meet the

wider social demand, the school-lunch

service has opened an experimental res-

taurant in a factory district from which
cooked food is sold to be taken home.
For why should not business which was
drafting the women into industry turn

its efficiency to doing some of the work
which they were forced to leave undone,
especially since the neglect of it had
added to the burden on philanthropy
which business and industry must sup-
port ?

And there was still in the mind of the

director the persistent question of what
mi<;ht have happened to the family of

Huonocore—now unhappily caught in

the whirlpool of poverty, crime, and
death—if the children had been assured

a wholesome and sufficient meal in the

middle of the day for a price they could

pay, if the whole family could have had
a proper dinner at night for far less than
they must pay for the ingredients at the

corner store, prepared by trained cooks
with due attention to dietetics and with
no labor on the mother's part but to

bring it home and serve it? Might not
this good food at a low price have turned
the tuberculosis microbe from the door
and helped the carpenter to keep himself
in shape to tain more than three dollars

and a half a week? Might not the fact

that this saving food could he bought
at a profit to the seller have satisfied

that pride ot independence which char-

ity had tried in vain to break down:
Still struggling with the problems of

the dead carpenter, the Association

found itself increasingly concerned with
the affairs of housekeeping. It had al-

ways tried to teach home economics to
the poor; the care for the sanitation and
ventilation in the Home Hospital, the
establishment of the food-supply stores,

were merely extensions of this function.

It had always preached cleanliness at

the same time that it gave alms for the
cure of the diseases of dirt. The success-

ful experiment in organizing the food-

buying business led the Association on to

the consideration of the modern mechan-
ism for the washing of clothes. An in-

vestigation of the commercial laundry
business showed a state of disorganiza-

tion similar to that uncovered in the
retail selling of food—no standards of

price or quality or in the wages paid

to employees. And their investiga-

tion showed further why the time when
every housewife washed the family linen

at home is as far past for the poor as for

the rich. In one typical tenement dis-

trict they found forty per cent, of the

homes to be without wash-tubs; in an-

other district, fifty-nine per cent.; and
even hot water was not usually avail-

able. Under such circumstances the

family clothes wTere either not washed at

all, or were sent to the commercial laun-

dries at extreme intervals, excessive cost,

and with unsatisfactory results.

The first plan wras to establish what
nearly every other large city both here

and in Europe has—a public wash-
house. This it was intended to equip

with hot water and steam, soap and dry-

ing facilities, so that men and women
might bring their clothes and wash them
without charge. But before establishing

the first wash-house a canvas was made
of the district where it was proposed to

place it. The investigators found, as

when they looked for a wider market

for the product of the school -lunch

kitchens, that an increasing number of

the housewives were wage-earners em-
ployed away from home six days in the

week. They were no more able to do the

family washing than they were to cook

the family dinner. If they did it at all

it was at the cost of excessive fatigue

after the day's work was done. I he best

wash-house that could be established

was no solution of their problem. And,

besides, why should the old, slow, costly
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methods of washing by hand be counte-

nanced in a world full of laundry ma-
chinery? It was decided to try to save

to the community things quite as impor-

tant in the elimination of poverty as

money—the time and strength of the

I women. Accordingly a wet-wash laun-

I dry has been established which washes

!

the clothes, dries them, and returns

them to the owner ready for ironing

—

this, not from any prejudice against

ironing the clothes, but because being

I so much cheaper it is more likely to be

I

patronized by the very poor. This ex-

I

perimental laundry has a capacity of

five hundred washes a week. All the

work is done by machinery, which washes
! each family's bundle in a bronze com-

I

partment without direct contact with
any other family's clothes. What no

|

tenement woman could command, a

I
hundred gallons of water with live steam

i and half a pail of soap are used for the

clothes of each family. The process oc-

cupies thirty minutes instead of a day.

The clothes are then dried in centrifugal

hydro - extractors in ten minutes and
returned to the owners the same day
they are received. Bacteriological tests

made by the Department of Health de-

monstrate that this washing process com-

J

pletely sterilizes the clothes as no hand-

;

washing at home can do. The charge is

twenty-five cents for thirty pounds, a

good-sized family wash, if it is brought
and taken away by hand, and fifty cents

if it is called for and delivered.

Now there is nothing of alms in this

model wet-wash laundry, although char-
ity established it. It is merely an ex-

periment in business efficiency to bring
order out of anarchy in the clothes-

washing business for the benefit of
the community. It is an enterprise so
well managed that it can pay living

wages, operate under sanitary condi-
tions and reasonable hours, and pay a
good dividend on the investment while
offering the consumer a good product.
But the most significant part of all

these experiments is that none of the
employees in the Home Hospital, the
food-supply stores, the school-lunch and
restaurant service, or the wet-wash laun-
dry receives less than a generous living
wage. These experimental businesses
keep within the legal hours of employ-

ment and obey far higher sanitary regu-
lations than are set by law; at the same
time they reduce the cost of their output,
raise its quality, and assure a ten-per-
cent, profit. And all this through no
other means than efficient business or-

ganization! Those who are helped are
more likely to become social assets

than economic liabilities; and this be-
cause, in its effort to teach the poor
how to make one dollar do the work of
two, the Association has had to reor-

ganize the businesses on which the poor
depend, and in the process of reorganiza-

tion has discovered the efficiency of
making that one dollar of wages two.

But the things actually accomplished
by these experiment stations in living,

the light they throw on the relation of

anarchy in business to the problems of

the poor, is not by any means so impor-
tant as the point of view through which
they have brought about the applica-

tion of business intelligence to the prob-
lem of poverty. The evils of poverty
are not primarily to the poor, but to

the national stamina. Poverty, which
is only one segment in the circle, means
hunger and disease; and sick and hun-
gry men are neither good workers nor
good citizens. Poor workmen drive the

wheels of industry awry and hamper
business. Inefficient business and bad
government are the roots of modern
poverty. It is a well-proved cycle.

Philanthropy, catching the coil at the

point where inefficient business creates

the poor and the sick, is beginning to

discover how the basic needs of living

—

shelter, food, clothes—may be supplied

so as to lift the burden of poverty from

the whole community and the shame of

charity from the poor. The experiments

themselves are all small things—seven-

ty-five out of thousands of tuberculous

families decently housed in the Home
Hospital, three food - supply stores

among the forty thousand in the city

making private property subsidiary to

public health, twenty-five thousand

school-children fed out of eight hundred

thousand, the clothes of five hundred

families out of three-quarters of a mill-

ion washed in the wet-wash laundry

—

but they are unmistakable signs of a

change from alms and welfare work to

socialized business efficiency.



Simeon Small—Dress Reformer
BY CLARENCE BUDINGTON KELLAND

lp\ DO not know why I ac-
- cepted Mrs. Whittier-

Knowles's invitation to

dinner. Generally I do
not attend such affairs;

in fact, I may say I am
not generally invited to

do so. This is due to my well-known
disinclination to participate in the mean-
ingless functions of society, and not, I

hasten to make assurance, because of

any social unfitness on my part. Indeed,

I have a peculiar aptitude for mingling
with my kind. I have chosen to exer-

cise this aptitude rather in a sociological

than a—shall I say frivolous?—manner.
I have endeavored to trace the mental

processes which led to my acceptance in

this instance, and I confess that I must
have acted hastily—on impulse rather

than with the mature deliberation which
is one of my salient characteristics.

It became my duty—I cannot charac-

terize it as a pleasure—to take out to

dinner a young woman, an over-young
woman, named Rogers. Her discourse

was without form and void. Afterward
I asked Mrs. Whittier-Knowles, casual-

lv. why she had imposed this vapid
individual on me. She replied that it

had not been her intention to impose on
myself, but, on the contrary, her thought
had been to mete out punishment for

some offense upon Miss Rogers. I was
unable to perceive how she hoped to

attain her object. I doubt if Miss Rog-
ers ever passed a more delightful or

profitable hour than in my company at

the table. 1 was able, in that short

time, to impart to her fully my theories

regarding the comparative values of the
contributions made to human speech hv
tin dialects of the Aleutian Indians and
the t the rural classes in central

Indiana.
\s we rose from the table a part ^'i

Miss Rogers's skirt entangled itself with
my feet. I am not familiar with the

terminologyofdress-making, but 1 fancy

the thing was a flounce or a bias. The
skirt was redundantly equipped with
them. It was not a long skirt, but its

circumference was considerable. As I

have said, a piece of its floppiness en-
tangled itself with my feet—an inex-

cusable bit of clumsiness on Miss Rog-
ers's part—with the result.that when she

stood up a considerable piece of cloth

was left between the rug and the sole of

my shoe.

"Miss Rogers," said I, with no inten-

tion to rebuke, but simply to give her

the advantage of my mature observa-
tion, "no young lady should wear a

skirt which so resembles the spread of

the banyan tree."

"The spread of my skirt, Mr. Small,

is dictated by the prevailing style," she

said. "Will you pardon me if / make
an observation about yourself?"

"I shall welcome it," I told her, sur-

prised that she should be capable of

making an observation.

"It is my judgment, then," said she,

"that you have over-educated your head
at the expense of your other extremi-

ties." She said this with so charming a

smile as to remove from it any semblance
of discourtesy or vulgar personality.

I bowed. "What you say regarding

the dictation of prevailing style is inter-

esting. Miss Rogers. Am I to under-

stand that the length of your skirt—in-

deed, the whole character of your habili-

ments—is imposed upon you by some
quasi-legislature of modistes?"

"You put it very clearly," said she.

And who," I asked, "form this gov-

erning body:"
"You may as well ask me who is

public opinion," she said.

Her rejoinder showed her to be pos-

sed of a higher form (^" intellect than

1 supposed. There was something akin

to acutetiess in what she said. It was
a point that never had presented itself

to me before. Who, indeed, is public

opinion: At my leisure I shall arrive at
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the answer, and possibly prepare a paper

embodying my conclusions.

My attention having been forcibly

attracted to the mode of costuming of

our women by the inexcusable length of

Miss Rogers's skirt, I began, with my
accustomed promptitude and thorough-

ness, to give the matter what I deemed
to be the first intelligent, quasi-scientific

scrutiny it had ever received. In order to

begin the compilation of data, I removed
myself from Miss Rogers's immediate
vicinity and found a place where the ex-

panse of the room was under my eye. I

admit I was astounded. How a phe-

nomenon of such significance could have
escaped my observation thus long is a

question I shall not attempt to explain.

It must have been due to one of those

inexplicable lapses to which even sucn
acute mentalities as my own are some-
times liable.

I have observed the dress of many
primitive peoples, of many races and
colors. On every continent and even
the islands of the sea I have taken note
of body-coverings, but never have I seen

the female human figure clothed with
such—shall I say eccentricity?—as was
manifest in that drawing-room.
Where the need of clothing was most

imperative to resist the inroads of influ-

enza and related ailments, it was utterly

lacking. Where the free movements of
the nether extremities should have been
provided for by elimination, there, if I

may be permitted the expression, an
Ossa of fabric was piled upon a Pelion

of superstructure. Had my good fortune
led me into the secret recesses of a bar-

barous temple I should not have been
astounded to see the high-priestess ac-

coutered as these women were. Yet we
are accustomed to pity what we term
the poor, naked savages of the South
Sea Islands! Upon that point let me
observe that I have seldom seen dresses

which so combined the qualities of orna-
mentation and hygienic perfection as do
those of the Papuans.

I sought out my hostess, Mrs. Whit-
tier-Knowles. "I expected," said I,

"and not without reason, to spend a
profitless, not to say futile, evening here.

But I am happy to inform you that even
in these unpromising surroundings I

have been able to interest myself in a
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phase of our civilization which, in all

modesty I say it, has escaped the eyes of
other of our foremost savants."

"Indeed," said she, "I fancy you are
more adapted to the social life than you
believe. Your tact and graciousness
alone assure me of that."

"Ah," said I, "to be a scientist one
need not also be a boor."

"I presume it is true that he need
not," she replied, with singular emphasis
on the word "need."
"You will be surprised to learn what

has so profoundly interested me," I said.

"I am prepared to believe I shall be,"

she replied.

"It is the dress of our women," I told

her, conscious that my words would
cause a mild sensation. "For instance,

I have been observing that—gown, is it?

—which you are wearing. Do you real-

ize that a Maori savage would be much
hampered by such a garment? Do you
yourself realize that even in the decadent
modern descendant of the dance you
would be more seemly to the eye, be

able to reach a greater perfection of

movement, and enjoy a sense of freedom
were your skirts to cease some inches

above the knee?"
Mrs. Whittier-Knowles was of rotund

build; her cheeks were semi-globular

and of a noticeable color. This color

heightened, and she stared at me with

what I took to be amazement. Her fig-

ure seemed to quiver. Without a word,

she turned her back upon me and retired

in ungraceful haste. Apparently my
words had impressed her as much as the

subject-matter deserved.

Presently I took my departure, but

not before I had determined to perform

a notable service for the women of our

country. I, in person, would take up

the subject of their wearing-apparel,

would study it as it had never been

studied before. I would, in short, work
a revolution. With me, as my friends

are assured, to determine is to act.

Of course I had in mind the unfortu-

nate fate of Brother Thomas Connecte,

a Carmelite monk of Rennes, who in

the Middle Ages did much as I proposed

to do to-day, except that his propaganda

was directed solely against that form of

feminine headgear known as the great

hennin. He preached through Brittany,
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lie de France, Anjou, so chat rude per-

sons pursued women so clad, shouting,

"Down with the hennins!" Owing to

the ill feeling caused among the women
by his action, it befell that he was ac-

cused of heresy and burned. I believed

it possible unpleasant consequences
might ensue for myself, though, of neces-

sity, they would fall short of burning.

But when has the true mind of science

dreaded persecutions?

Next morning I began the attack on
my problem by visiting the most patron-

ized of our modistes. She was known as

Madame Rafferty. Inasmuch as I have
never found mention of a French branch
of the Rafferty family, I was somewhat
at a loss to account for the "Madame."
She received me with notable affability.

"Madame," said I, "I have come to

invoke your expert assistance in the in-

vestigation of the subject of clothing for

women."
"And it's no mistake you've made,

sir; be sure of that," she told me.
"I am," said I, "comparatively famil-

iar with the garments of other days
and countries. For instance, I know the

bleaunts, surcoats, cottes hardies, escof-

fions of the Middle Ages; I am not un-

acquainted with sleeves a mitons, nor do
I lack information regarding the houp-
pelande. The hocheplis and farthingale

of the Renaissance, guipures, fanfre-

luches, steenkirks, and such matters I

have studied, but the garment of to-day
presents a Held wholly uninvestigated."

"
1 [eavens above us!" said Madame.

"Will you be so good as to exhibit to

me some of your most—modish—is that

tin word?—gowns? Also to explain to

me, if possible, their origin and reason

for being?"

Madame did so. The hist dress ex-

hibited was termed by her a frock of

Georgette crepe and charmeuse, with a

new -newest, she expressed it —circular

Bounce on skirt and sleeve. It was ab-

surd. Hie flounces of which she boasted
as oi something peculiarly desirable, re-

quired tin- use of double tin amount of

cloth necessary to construct tin- di

otherwise, and served no purpose what-
ever, n«>t even that most inconsiderable

one of ornamentation. Another gown
was made singularly objectionable by
what she termed a "bouffant skirt."

Frankly, it seemed to be the result of
accident rather than design. I admit I

was soon confused. I may be said to
have been buried under an avalanche of
such terms as "chic," "basque,"
:

'failh pout-de-soie," and the like.

"Madame," I interrupted, "where is

the source of these—pardon me if I

speak to the point—monstrosities?"
"They come direct from Paris, sir."
" Paris ? Ah ! Are you aware that two

thousand years ago, in this Paris, ladies

walked the forests upon the River Seine
clad much as female Sandwich-Islanders
are to-day? Are you aware that they
daubed their faces with paints, and even
tattooed themselves? What right, there-

fore, has Paris to tyrannize the styles of
the earth?"

"Lord love us!" said Madame.
"These dresses are hideous," said I.

"Saints defend us!" said Madame.
"They are inutile, cumbersome, inex-

cusable. They are wasteful, absurd,"
said I.

"Patrick!" said Madame, in a loud

voice.

"Why women, otherwise moderately
intelligent

—
" I began, but paused at

the entry of a bulky individual with red

hair of a type I cordially despise.

"Patrick," said Madame, "it's a nut.

Put it outside, but don't hurt it. It

ain't doin' no harm—but, mercy, how it

does go on!"
Patrick advanced toward me. I arose.

"Am I to understand," said I, "that
you are about to use force in ejecting me
from this establishment?"

"No more'n necessary," said Patrick.

"None will be necessary, " said I, mak-
ing what I considered to be a neat, suc-

cinct, and not unwitty answer. In a

dignified manner I withdrew.

My next step was, of course, logical;

it is my invariable rule to proceed in a

logical manner. I retired to my library,

there, by the aid of reference books and

mv not inconsiderable creative imagina-

tion, to design a costume such ;is would
meet the requirements o( society, and

would, at the same time, embody those

Sterling improvements which I had in

mind. It was no easy task. 1 he labor

entailed brought me to a frame of mind
where 1 could look with lenience upon

those who made drawings for the gowns
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I had taken notice of. I was better able

to understand the reason for their lack

of coherence, their general chaotic ap-

pearance. My conclusion was that,

either worn out by repeated efforts, or

utterly lacking in that high form of men-
tality required in creative work, they

had despaired, and, despairing, had let

pencil or brush proceed undirected—at

random, as it were—thus achieving the

results I noted.

However, I succeeded. The garments
I designed met with my unqualified ap-

proval. When I should present them to

the world I had little doubt they would
meet with the approval of the world.

They would, in short, bring about a sar-

torial revolution such as I had deter-

mined upon. Women's apparel would
be standardized. My garments were
calculated alike to be worn at the wash-
tub, so to speak, or at the opera, on the

golf-course, or in the ball-room.

My idea was an adaptation of the

costumes of many nations—the short

skirt of the male Albanian; the trousers

of the Turkish woman, much abbrevi-

ated and shortened, combined with the

hunting or cycling or riding trousers of

the English gentleman. The costume,
from the waist upward, was my own
invention. Nothing like it had before

been worn by any race or age. It was
new, and in its way perfect.

Before the day ended I proceeded to

my tailor with my sketches, had myself
measured, and gave orders for the con-
struction of a suit, answering in every
way to my specifications, which would
fit myself. For demonstration purposes
I determined to wear the garments in

person, and, as their inventor, to offer

convincing proof of their desirability—

I

do not say necessity.

But this alone would be insufficient.

While I might make some small impres-
sion by an appearance in the costume,
it would not be sufficiently far-reaching.

Accident placed it in my power to make
just such a demonstration as my heart

most desired.

This accident was no less than a visit

to a place of amusement where was
presented something surely not opera or

drama—indeed, not to be classified by
me. It was called the " Sunrise Gambol.'*
A youthful nephew led me to attend by

his assurance that it was a sociological

manifestation worthy of my attention.
The entertainment started just at sun-
rise, the idea being, I judge, that those
whose day was otherwise full might rise

a trifle early, be amused for a time, and
proceed thence to their labors.

The place was thronged. As for the
entertainment offered, I was at a loss to
comprehend its motif. There seemed no
coherence, no plot, if you will. One
thing happened after another, and with-
out reference to any other thing. Vul-
garly speaking, it was a jumble. But it

was not without profit to me, for there
were some score of young women who
wore costumes of a bizarre, not to say
outre, character, but who, nevertheless,

because of their physical pulchritude,

grace of movement, and a certain air of

light-heartedness, made even their habil-

iments seem attractive for the moment.
There was born my idea. I would

learn from the proprietor of the so-called

theater where to obtain the services of

half a dozen young women of the variety

he displayed. I would clothe them in

the garments I had described, and I

would exhibit them to the circle of my
acquaintances. It was a plan that could

not fail of success.

It appeared, drolly enough, that my
nephew had some acquaintance with

the manager of the " Sunrise Gambol."
Through him we learned that young
women of the kind we desired were to be

obtained from institutions called agen-

cies. In other words, you hired them as

you would a cook. We obtained the

address of such a place and went thither.

The person in charge was remarkably

tall. He wore a vest which greatly ex-

cited my interest. I wcndered if it were

a sort of uniform worn by his profession,

as, for instance, street-car conductors

wear uniforms, and put the question to

him.
"Cheese it!" said he, rather gruffly.

"Uniform! Nix. There ain't the mate

to it, not if you fine-combed Broadway."

"Cheese it!"— a truly remarkable

ejaculation. Doubtless it was not with

out meaning to the class to which the per-

son belonged; to me it signified nothing.

An article of food had been transmuted

into a verb! Truly, the day of miracles

is not departed.
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"I desire," said I, "to employ a num-
ber of young women- let us say six

—

of the species which disports itself in

the indescribable theatrical enterprise

known as the 'Sunrise Gambol.'"
"

I lull!" he said, "want 'em for school-

mams? 'Cause it you do it ain't in theirInme.
" No," said I; "I wish to employ them

in a scientific demonstration of the hy-
gienic qualities and utility—not to say

beauty of a costume I have designed.

'

"Clothes-horses, eh ?"

"Young women," 1 corrected him.

"Girls, to speak colloquially. J desire

them assorted."

"Assorted?" he said. "Oh yes, as-

sorted. As how ?"

"As to size, complexion, and so forth.

Some tall, others short. Some sparsely

Covered with flesh, others amply, and
one or two of intermediate height and
weight

."

"
I make you," said he. " I'll get 'em

for \ou, and leave it to me, mister,

the) II In sonic dolls."

The man's conversation was beyond
me. However, his suggestion that I re-

turn .it three o'clock was perfectly in-

telligible. I did return at the designated
hour.

I found six young women waiting for

me. i In \ wire not as 1 had expected to

see tl em; indeed, they looked like any
six young women you might select from
a number, with the possible exception of
a pulchritude above the average. 1

commented on their attire.

I luitk a chorus-girl wore- tights to

breakfast ?" the agent demanded, elis-

COUrteOUsly. "How'll these do?" he

added.
I Kcellent l\

," said 1. " Aic you open
In, engagement, young women

It mi med the} were, hut were curious
as t<» its nature.

" It \ on w ill accompan} me t<> m\
hotel," said I, "

I v ill not <>n!\ explain,

hut demonst rate it t<> \ ou."
\t t ht hotel I seat< d them in the par-

loi ami nt Mi (1 t<> in\ hi drOOITt, t Inn to

don t lii cost iiiip t he t ailoi had prepai ed
loi iin. With the long stockings I had
some difficult \ , <>\\ ing to unfamiliai it \

.

1 1 has not been mj custom t<» w eai such
hosier} since earl} \ out h. I he but-

toned cull ot t he t k >us< i s came just b< -

low my knees. Ahove that was the coat,

jacket, waist, or whatever it may prop-
erly he termed. The skirts of it

did not conceal the hagginess of the
trousers ahove the cuffs. My toilet com-
plete, 1 surveyed myself in the mirror,

and had not from that moment the
slightest dubiety regarding my success

in making a lasting impression on those
who should behold me. I was myself
impressed. Did 1 neglect to state that
tin color of the garments was lavender,

a shade of which 1 am extremely fond.

I Stepped through the door and bowed
to the young women. "You see me,"
said I, "clad in a costume which is to

become general among tin women of

this country. It was designed by my-
self, not with the puerile idea of creating

a style, hut with the lofty hope of bring-

ing about a lasting reign of sanity in

dress among our women. I pause to ask
you, young women, if this costume has

not the effect of impressing beholders
with the sanity of its wearer?"

"Is that one of them hypothetical

questions we read about?" asked a tall

young woman with hair of a shade I had
not previously noted on any head.

"Why hypothetical?" I askeel her, not

at all understanding her allusion.

"Why," saiel she', "in them brain-

storm cases where- the' jury has to guess

if you're crazy or if you ain't crazy and
why, they always ask hypothetical epies-

t ions."

"You are' not here," I informed her,

with reproving dignity, "to inquire into

my sanity. The condition of my mind
is perfectly known by the country at1'

'

arge.

( )h," said the young woman with the

peculiar hair, "then we- ain't the only

ones that's wise- to it. Say, what's the

idea, anyhow ?"

I explained it to her in simple terms

suited to her intelligence. " Vnd," saiel

I, "1 shall demonstrate the- virtues of

tins moele- of wca I ing-a ppa n I."

Fortrm ith I proceed* d to <1»> so. " Lei

us considei tin dance," said I ;

" let \ out

eyes follow mj movements. Note- how

tin from restraint, how graceful thev

.in . how unhampered." Before their

i \ is I i xecuted a number ot dancing-

sti ps; I i viii went so far as to attempt
to reproduce some of the moo acrobatic
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1

movements I had seen during the per-

formance of the "Sunrise Gambol."
The young women huddled together

I and hacked toward the door, evidently

I to give me more room for my demon-
stration. It proved to me they were
interested, and encouraged me to con-

!
tinue even more energetically than be-

fore.

As I stopped, owing to the shortness

of my breath, a young woman whispered

to another: "Don't be scairt. I guess

j
the six of us can handle him if he starts

anything."

Doubtless the expression had some
meaning, but it was dark to me.
"Now," said I, "I shall show you the

utility of this dress for the more for-

I mal gathering, the dinner, the drawing-
room."

I proceeded to do so, walking among
;

them as a lady of breeding would do,

i deporting myself with stately dignity

and an air of distinction.

"You perceive?" I asked.

They looked at one another, stared at

I
me, giggled.

"Mister," said one of them, "take us
into the secret. We dun'no' how to act.

. If you're tryin' a comedy sketch, why,
i
say so. For one, I'll say it's a scream.
Keith's '11 grab for it."

"I beg your pardon," I said.

"'Tain't no comedy sketch," said the

I one with the incredible hair; "he means
it in earnest. He's one of these here

! what-d'ye-call-'ems. . . . Say"—she
turned to me—"what's our part in the
sketch?"

"Your part," said I, "comes later. I

wish to retain your services to demon-
strate this costume. I wish to hire you
to accompany me home, and there to
wear garments similar to these in a pub-
lic, not to say ostentatious, manner. I

wish to bring the design to the popular
notice."

"You don't need us," said a stout one.
'

1 ake a walk down Broadway yourself
and you'll get all the pop'lar notice
that's comin' to you."

Patiently I explained the matter to
them again. They were singularly dense.
"I'm game," said the one with the

hair I have referred to, " pervidin' you're
there with the price. I'd do it for fun,"
she said, "or because I like the color of

your eyes, but I'm gettin' tired of fryin
1

a sausage over a gas-jet and elnwin'
gum for lunch. Eh, girls?"

It seemed they were in accord. The
only thing that stood between us seemed
to be a matter o( money, and on this

point 1 was speedily able to satisfy them.
The result of the matter was that they
accompanied me to a certain mod
with whom 1 left them and my designs.

The real work of my campaign was safe-

ly begun.

After a few days I was able to return
to my home with my party. As we
alighted at the station, ami as 1 mar-
shaled my young women across the
platform to my waiting cars, 1 was not
unaware that we were noticed. 1 do not

believe I go beyond the bounds of Strict

accuracy when I state we created a

mild sensation. As I stepped into mv
car I heard an individual make the fol-

lowing remark, apparently disconnected
with the circumstances, without con-

text. I cite it merely as an example o\'

the quaint, not to say barbarous, phrase-

ology of the lower strata of American
society:

"It's dollars to doughnuts, " said this

person, "that our little village cut-up

has busted out in a new place."

How is it possible, 1 ask you, for such

an agglomeration oi' words to convey
thought?

I had the young w^omen taken to my
home. They seemed somewhat sur-

prised—why, I do not know. I may
even say that their new environment
subdued them a degree for a time. I low-

ever, they were speedily themselves

again. It appeared that their own homes

were on a somewhat smaller, possibly

less luxurious, scale than my own. In-

deed, one of them stated this as a fact.

It had been my plan to invite to my
home a large number of my friends, and,

when they were assembled, to give them

my own ball-room—an apartmentin

seldom if ever used for that purpose—

a

demonstration of my garment. How-
ever, an invitation lying on my desk

caused a modification in my intention.

I found that I was requested to take

part in a reception to be given by Mrs.

Rragwine-Alleyn to the young Duke of

Peatbogs and his mother, the Dowager

Duchess. I took it to be an Irish title.
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Immediately, with the keenness of pene-
tration which must be a part of the
equipment of the scientific mind, I saw
in this circumstance an unusual oppor-
tunity.

It is a matter of common knowledge
that persons of title are aped by their

inferiors; that the manners, bearing,

dress—especially dress—of such persons

are copied and regarded as models for

the rest of the world. I would, there-

fore, avail myself of this Heaven-sent
opportunity to convince the Duke and
his mother, and to enlist them with me
in my campaign against uncouth cloth-

ing for women.
I spent the day with my young

women in my ball-room, drilling them,
if I may use that military term, for the

evening. I may say I devised some ex-

cellent exercises to show clearly the

superiority of my garments. I did not
tell the young women where they were
going, or whom they were about to

meet; nor did I inform Mrs. Bragwine-
Alleyn of my purpose. I desired it to

have the free, graceful appearance of a

spontaneous occurrence.

By intention I arrived somewhat late

at the reception with my party, they
wearing my costumes, I in ordinary
evening dress, for it did not seem wise

for me to wear the clothing at this event.

We entered the house. I waved aside

the servants, who would have taken our
outer garments, and proceeded directly

to the ball-room.

I paused a moment in the door, ob-
served at the remote end a small group
composed of Mrs. Bragwine-Alleyn, our
Secretary of State, an extraordinarily

tall and masculine-appearing old wom-
an, and a young man not half her size.

1 hese must be the guests of tin- evening.
"^ oung women," said I, "throw aside

your w raps."

1 hey obeyed.
"Form the first figure," said I.

They did so. It was a simple figure.

"Advance," said I.

I took my place at their head; they
followed me two by two, dancing with
free, careless, light-hearted movements
to the music of the orchestra. 1 did not

dance myself. Thus we went forward.
I was overjoyed, for conversation

ceased; every eye in the room was di-

rected upon us. With the perfect sem-
blance of unconsciousness, due to my
habitual poise, I proceeded to lead my
young women the length of the hall. As
we arrived beforethe Duke and Duchess,
I clapped my hands once as a signal.

The young women spread, fanlike, and
formed a single line behind me. I bowed.
"Mr. Small!" said Mrs. Bragwine-

Alleyn, not seeking to conceal her aston-
ishment.

I bowed again. "Present me, I beg
you," said I.

Mrs. Bragwine-Alleyn seemed ill at

ease; indeed, I fancied the warmth of
the room affected her, and it was only
with difficulty she accomplished the
presentation.

"My dear Duchess—and Duke," said

I, "I am rejoiced at this opportunity of
meeting you and of converting you to

my cause. You perceive these young
women, no doubt." I waved my hand
toward them. "You will observe with-

out difficulty that they are not clothed

as are. the other women in this room.
Their costume is of my own designing."

I proceeded briefly to outline my be-

liefs and hopes. "Now," said I, "fancy
yourself in this costume. Fancy the

freedom, the comfort. Picture to your-
self your unencumbered appearance."
The Duchess appeared about to speak,

but did not do so for an instant. Then
she turned to Mrs. Bragwine-Alleyn and
said, irrelevantly, "I did not know, Mrs.
Bragwine-Alleyn, that America had re-

vived the court-jester and given him
the old license of tongue."

I turned to the Duke, who appeared
more than ordinarily interested. He
was of aristocratic type; his manner,
his face, his person presented that ap-

pearance which, singularly enough, is

shared by young men selling ribbons or

neckties in our department-stores. His

Wicc was round, pink. His eyes were
round, blue. It appeared to me he

would have some difficulty in following a

demonstration of the fourth dimension.

He advanced with hand outstretched.

"Present me." he said. "Introduce me
to tin- ladies."

"Mane Roche Yves Brian de Bois!"

said his mother, harshly, reciting the list

of his given names.
"Yes, mother." said he, without turn-
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ing his head. "Introduce me, old

top/'

I did so. The young women sur-

rounded him instantly.

"Sir," said the Duchess to me, "who
are these young women? Assure^ me,
sir, that they are not music-hall young
persons. Assure me they are not pro-

fessional dancers, for my son has an inex-

plicable weakness for such individuals."

"They have," said I, "certain con-

nections with theatrical life."

"Mr. Small!" said Mrs. Bragwine-
Alleyn, that being her second contribu-

tion to the conversation.

"It is an outrage!" the Duchess said,

furiously. "I assured my son we would
be subject to annoyance, dangers, out-

rage, if we came to this barbarous coun-
try. . . . Marie Roche Yves Brian

—

"

she began again, but, to my astonish-

ment—and to hers, I fancy—the young
Duke was moving slowly but steadily

away in the midst of my young women.
Thereupon the Duchess addressed me.

Her language was clear, succinct,

pointed—if marred somewhat by excite-

ment. Her vocabulary was excellent,

and excellently used. From me she

turned to Mrs. Bragwine-Alleyn, with
the result that our hostess was speedily

in tears and apparently drawing near to

hysteria. I looked about for the Duke.
He had vanished with my young women.
"The Duke!" said I.

His mother looked about for him.
Then she did a singularly unaristocratic

thing. She struck me soundly upon the
left ear with the palm of her hand, so

forcibly, indeed, that I had difficulty

regaining a stable equilibrium. She
went past me toward the door with un-
seemly haste—much hampered by her
garments. I made a note of it. At some
more propitious moment I would bring
the fact to her attention, and point out
to her how vastly superior my garments
would be if she were in the habit of pur-
suing her son about in this headlong
manner.
The Duchess created no small uproar,

but apparently to no purpose, for the
Duke was not to be found. He had van-
ished as had my six young women. The
episodes which followed rapidly were
exceedingly trying. I found myself the
target for much complaint, not a little

vituperation, with the possibility of per-
sonal violence. I noted the presence of
our Secretary of State and appealed to
him as a diplomat of training to inter-

vene, but it seemed he was disinclined

to do so.

"I've prevented his eloping with no
less than fourteen music-hall persons,"
wailed the Duchess. "Now he is ab-
ducted by six of them."
The duke seemed to me an exceed-

ingly impressionable young man.
Mr. Bragwine-Alleyn, who occupies

the position of husband to Mrs. Brag-
wine-Alleyn, touched me on the arm.
Quietly, but with restraint apparent in

his voice, he suggested that I withdraw.
I did so.

My car was gone!
I did not find it again until three

o'clock in the morning. It stood before

a hall over a place where spirituous bev-

erages were sold. The sound of revelry

was audible above. There we found the

Duke, still surrounded by my six young
women in costume. The event in prog-

ress was the Iron Molders' Ball, Local

No. 167.

The Duchess, Mrs. Bragwine-Alleyn,

the Secretary of State, and sundry others

arrived almost simultaneously with my-
self. The young Duke was in the act of

umpiring a singular game of chance.

He held a silk hat—battered—in his

hand. He was standing on a chair. One
after another, my young women would
step forward and essay to kick the hat.

"Elimination tests," said the young
Duke. "Couldn't make up my mind
which of 'em to pick, so I'm goin' to

elope with the one that can kick the

highest. . . . Sportin' proposition

—

what?"
The Duchess pushed through the

crowd. I have said she was a large,

apparently muscular person. She justi-

fied my estimate, for she seized the

young Duke in her arms and bore him

complaining and writhing out of the

place. . . . That made, if I do not err,

his fifteenth rescue. . . .

Next day I received requests from five

clubs to favor them with my resignation.

I understand our local society is arrayed

against me. Yet I have no regrets,

but share the fate common to all great

reformers.



Weather and the Sky
BY WALTER PRICHARD EATON

T is surprising what a

large number of us

never see the sky, never

see it intimately, that

is to say, if such a word
may be applied to our
relations with immen-

sity. Dwellers in cities or towns, travel-

ers of illuminated highways, we never

hobnob with Orion nor feel the earth

ball swinging east below the still proces-

sion of the stars. We make our plans for

the morrow, when they depend on the

weather, not by consulting the heavens,

but the newspaper. The sunset means
little to us, and the sunrise we never

see. A high flotilla of little wind-
clouds on a summer day, a vast Hima-
laya of cumuli piled against the blue, a

scudding cloud-wrack where the moon
rides like a golden galleon in a heavy
sea, the great downward swoop of the

Milky Way, are magnificent handiworks
of i-pace we do not know, meaningless

and unobserved. Poor bond-slaves to

our canon walls and municipal illumina-

tion, we yet walk in our pride and have
quaint pity for the plainsman, the sailor

ringed by the vast horizon, the Yankee
farmer who watches the clouds after

sunrise, the action of the mist curtain

on the mountainside, to see if he shall

cut his hay that morning. Yet those of

us who dwell in the open have our pride,

too, and our pity for those who do not

know how the firmament showeth His

handiwork, those to whom the simple

question, ''Well, what's it going to do
to-morrow?" is not fraught with pro-

found importance.

In the old daws before the government
took a hand at prophecy and gave its

weather reports each day to the papers,

everv rural community boasted its own
"weather prophet," who read the heav-

ens for signs and very often displayed

an uneannv shrewdness in prediction.

Such a one was Levi Beebe, who lived on

Bear Town Mountain in western Massa-

chusetts, and whose fame is still per-

petuated by a tablet beside the Berk-
shire County street railroad. These old-

time prophets shared, of course, in the
common weather lore of the countryside,
some of it borrowed from the Indians,
some of it no doubt brought from Eng-
land by the early colonists, but still more

|

of it the slow accumulation of rural

American observers. Not a little of it

persists to this day, and the farther back
you get into the country the larger it

bulks in the speech, even in the belief, of

the natives. Was there ever an Amer-
ican boy who did not learn that

Mackerel sky
Never leaves the earth dry?

Is there a country child, even to-day,

who does not hope to see the new moon
over his right shoulder, which will bring

him good luck, and, if he makes a wish,

will cause that wish to come true,

especially if it is a wish for money and
is accompanied by the jingling of some
loose change in the pocket? Weather
superstitions are no less deeply ingrained

than this one.

The moon, indeed, is vastly impor-

tant. Not only was it once supposed

that all crops, especially onions and

beans, did better when planted in the

old of the moon (the beans, otherwise, as

I recall, would run to vine), but even in

this day of popularized science you will

hear farmers say, as they look at the

young crescent, "It's gohV to be a dry

month," or "It's goin' to be a wet

month." In the city you will never see

the new moon; some tall building will

always hide it. But in the country, as

the sunset glow is dying out, as the bird

songs are hushed and the night insects

have iy>t begun their antiphonal chorus,

in "the still time of the world," you will

suddenly become aware in the west of

that sweetly curved, golden crescent,

dropping down, perhaps, into a feathery

tree -top, or hung over quiet water, or
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poised on the tip of a pointed fir. It

was "an old Injun sign" that if you can
hang your powder-horn on the new
moon, it is going to be a dry month.
If you can't, it will be a wet one. Doubt-
less this superstition goes back to some
primitive belief that rains come from the
moon. If the crescent were tipped up
enough to hold the powder-horn on one
point, it meant the crescent would hold
water, too; otherwise, the water would
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spill out. Though nowadays this primi-

tive prediction is made with a smile, as

I listened to the farmer who made it I

have more than once been reminded of

a little cousin of mine who stoutly af-

firmed there were no fairies, but wThen she

went to "Peter Pan" she applauded as

loudlyasanyatMissAdams'sappealfor all

who believed in fairies to clap their hands.

"But I thought you didn't believe in

fairies?" said her mother.
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"I don't," she answered. "But I thiek atmosphere, and the thicker it is,

don't want linker Bell to die." the fewer stars will be visible inside it

The skipper of the Hesperus was wise (or, for that matter, anywhere else!).

to another belief about moon signs. The moon ring is still used by country

weather prophets as a basis of predic-

"Lust night the moon had a silver ring, tion, and in this past winter I have

To-night no moon we see." several times seen it prove a reliable

prognosticator of

snow. How7ever, I be-

lieve the scientists now
say that if the storm
comes, it is merely a

coincidence.

When the moon is

riding high and small

through a driving
cloud-wrack, the far-

mer, on his way in

from his last trip to

the barn, pauses to

contemplate it, and is

aware of the curious

alternation of moon-
light and shadow over

the landscape, almost

like slow lightning

flashes indefinitely
prolonged. The dis-

tant fields, the tim-

bered mountainside,

come into dim view,

and then slowly they

are obliterated again

as a dark cloud sweeps

across the moon, and

the world seems t<i

shiver. Then the far-

mer says to himself.

"Open and slut.

Is ;i sign of wet,"

and looks, perhaps, to

see if the spout is

adjusted over the

MM ,
,. ,, u rain-barrel, or thinks

of tin hay he had to

have out in the field.

Or is ir only in the morning that this

sign holds? Opinions differ in different

sections.

Whether "open ami slut" is a sign of

wet depends, <;t" course, on the qualit.3

of tin clouds and tin direction of the

wind, whether b\ night <>r morning, and

to read these mort- intricate m-hs .night

w.is tin province once <>t the weather

nluts. That they could tell so un-

\ 1 1 1« .1 1 l I "l Ml \ "i WIND"-CLOUDS ON \

Therefi >re, h< ai gu< d, t h< \ \\ ere in for

.i storm, and events certainl} proved

him right. It has alwa) s been a common
belief that a ring around the moon por-

tends \^\d weather, and it used to be

further added that the number of stars

\ isible inside the moon ring indicat< th<

number oi d.i\ s In fore tin storm will

come. Then is a good deal ol s< ns< to

this belief, of course, for the ring means prop
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erringly, as many of them often did,

whether the clouds were "wind clouds,"

or were shredded off from some storm

that would not advance farther, whether

they threatened actual precipitation, or

whether changes of temperature were

due which would alter the meteorolog-

ical conditions, was
truly a remarkable
proof of their powers
of observation and de-

duction. I once knew
an old woman who
lived underthe shadow
of the White Moun-
tains, and whose in-

stinct for weather
changes was almost
uncanny. She did not

have barometrical
bones, either, as so

many old people
maintain they have.

Her deductions were
all based on observa-

tion. Once, I recall,

she was taking in some
clothes from the line

at ten o'clock at night

—a still, starlit night

without a cloud. I

saw her shadow bob-
bing about huge and
fantastic on the barn
wall, thrown from the
lantern she carried in

her left hand, and
went out to ask her
why she took the
clothes in.

"There wa'n't a

cloud in the sky all

day," she said, "and
to-night the moun-
tain's talkin'."

I listened carefully,

and, sure enough, in

the silence I could hear, three thou-
sand feet above us, the steady rush of

wind through the stunted spruce forest

at timber-line. Up there the wind was
roaring, then! I thought of Martineau's
words, that the noisy hurricane rushes

silently through the upper spaces where
there is nothing to oppose it—that force

by itself is silent. There seemed to me
something almost Celtic, too, in this

old Yankee woman's imagery. And her
prediction proved correct; the next day
came a deluge.

In this connection, I wonder how-
many boys used to do what we lads did
twenty-five years ago in eastern Massa-
chusetts. We would lav our ears to the

LITTLE FLECKS OF CLOUD TOUCHED BY THE SUN AT DAWN

telegraph-poles, and if "the wires were

buzzing," as we put it, we felt sure we
were in for bad weather. This quaint

superstition could not have had an

ancient origin, surely, for the telegraph

is a nineteenth-century creation. Yet it

is equally certain that we did not invent

the superstition for ourselves. It was

handed down to us from our elders.

Akin to the saying that "open and
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shet is a sign of wet" is the ancient saw
that if you can see enough blue sky to

make a pair of Dutchman's breeches it

is going to clear up. I have found this

saying almost universally familiar to

young and old, in various parts of the

country. How well I remember, in my
childhood, the wide divergencies of opin-

ion which used to develop between me
and my parents regarding the exact

amount of material required for a

Dutchman's nether garments ! Standing

at the western windows, or on the ve-

randa, I would gaze hopefully at the

cloud dome overhead, looking for a rift,

and when one appeared I would rush to

my mentors with the information. It

did no good to look for it in the east, for

unless the west cleared my father af-

firmed that no dependence could be

placed even on the bluest sky. Dragging

my parents back to the window, I would
point to my rift of blue, and triumph-

antly affirm it would make at least six

pairs of breeches, only to be told that I

hadn't the most rudimentary knowledge

of Dutch fashions. Before I was allowed

to venture forth on my fishing-trip or

hunting expedition, it seems to me now
that acres of blue had to be revealed

through the parting cloud-wrack. Never
did proverb have a more annoying flexi-

bility of interpretation than that one!

The farmer, the dweller in the open,

rises early and looks at once to the sky.

Quite aside from any material considera-

tions, indeed, the weather to each of us

seems of as much importance as the

temper of our companions, and almost

as intimate. We look at the thermome-
ter as soon as we descend the stairs, just

as we look at it the last thing before

going to bed. We gaze at the eastern

horizon, at the portent of the sky, and
often take our mood therefrom. We
step out, perhaps, to see if the "cob-

webs" are on the grass, or if there has

been a heavy dew (both prophecies to

the weather-wise), and in the freshness

of the new-waked world we lift our heads

to the great dome of the sky—felt only

as a dome when the eye can rove the

full horizon—and see there the little

flecks and streamers of cloud, touched

WINTF.R TW1I ICUT
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rosy by the sun which has not yet chased

the shadows from the world about our

feet, riding to meet the dawn. The sun

heaves up above the world rim, the

shiver of night chill suddenly departs as

the long, golden rays stream over the

mountains and across the valley to our

feet, the birds redouble

their song, and, look-

ing aloft again, we see

the army of little

white clouds, like

spirits of the night,

vanishing mysterious-

ly away as if they
melted into the blue.

Such is the dawning
of a fair summer day.

But there are other

mornings when the

clouds hang heavier,

and low in the heavens,

and those of us who
are not weather-wise
are in doubt, asking

the first neighbor we
meet, "Weil, what's
it going to do to-day ?"

Invariably, then, both
questioner and ques-

tioned come to a

pause, and both lift

their faces and study
the sky, once more
aware of it as some-
thing near and in-

timate. If the sun
goes into a cloud soon
after rising, or if the
day starts fair and
rapidly "clouds up,"
we are told that the
rain is certain to ar-

rive, and most of us
have come by experi-

ence to believe the
saying. Connected
with this bit of weather-lore, of course,

is the familiar rhyme:

Rainbow in the morning,
Sailors take warning;
Rainbow at night,

Sailors' delight;

Rainbow at noon,
Rain very soon.

Another early-morning sign to look
for is the action of the cattle. If they lie

down as soon as they are turned out to
pasture, they are supposed to feel rheu-
matic weariness in their bones, like the
old folks, due to an approaching storm.
However, this superstition about the
cattle is not confined alone to their early

morning actions. If at any time of the

THE VAST MASS SEEMS TO SWELL AND GROW FROM WITHIN ITSELF

day the cows are seen lying down, some

one is sure to say, "It's going to rain."

But the true weather prophets know
that only in the first hours of the day is

the sign significant.

Parenthetically, we might suggest

that a delightful essay is yet to be writ-

ten on "Bones as Barometers." Almost

every family has at least one member
who feels the coming of bad weather
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"in his bones," the fact that rheuma-
tism is now known to be a muscular
complaint having no effect on the hal-

lowed phraseology. And in my boyhood
there was not a village so small but it

boasted a veteran whose honorable bul-

let-wound throbbed at the approach of

a storm.

V GOLDEN CRESCENl POISED ON III l I II' <M *. POINTED FIR

During tin daj I h< r< are .1 thousand
signs to observe, it you are wise in

weather-lore, quite too numerous to

mention here. I here is, for instance . the

whirlwind, a little spiral of dust and dr\

leaves which so often springs up mys-
teriously and goes waltzing across .1 road

or field. It it n \ olv< s from right to

left, the weather will continue fair, but

if it revolves the other way, rain will

soon. follow. Then, too, if you see the
sheep feeding more eagerly than usual,

look out for rain, or if the frogs are jump-
ing with unwonted liveliness in the
meadowr

s. If the chimney-swallows flock

high and dart about excitedly, watch
for thunder-showers or high wind, while

if the barn-swallows
fly very low, rain is

coming. If it is already
raining, watch the
chickens. If they stay

under cover, the storm
will not last long. If,

however, they go out
into the yard or run-

way, in spite of the

wetting, the storm
may be expected to

continue for some
time. Evidently the

theory here is that

they say to them-
selves: "Oh, what's

the use? It's going to

last all day!"— and
plunge out into the

rain.

The heavens, too,

must be constantly
observed . Select a

single cloud for ob-

servation, and if it

grows larger, that is

a bad sign. If it di-

minishes, fair weather
may be expected. ( )n

the other hand, it is

very suspicious it the

sky is absolutely
cloudless all day. Per-

haps there is a hint of

Puritan pessimism in

this belief; nothing so

perfect can long en-

dure in this vale of

tears' Vgain, watch
the direction tin- clouds are taking, or

keep an e \ e on the vane, and, if the wind
is backing around into the fair-weather

quarter, don't let it deceive you. It has

to go around into the west by the full

route before fair weather can be hoped

for.

When sunset conns, tin summer
boarders go out on the pasture knoll to
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rhapsodize, the farmer scans the west

carefully to predict therefrom to-mor-

row's weather. A red sun-ball means a

hot day coming. If the westering sun is

"drawing water," look out for rain.

Drawing water, perhaps we should ex-

plain, is the Yankee phrase to describe

the shining of the sun through distant

clouds so that it sends

down fanlike ribs of

light toward the hori-

zon. As a matter of

fact, it is a bad sign in

general if the sun sets

in a cloud. (In New
York State, I have
been told it is a bad
sign if the sun sets

clear.) Certain other

sunsets are portentous

of cold, perhaps be-

cause they look so

cold. It is chiefly in

winter that the sun

sinks through a belt

of pure, cool amber,
leaving a still cooler

green above, which
melts into the night

sky. Ag,ainst this
western light some
naked tree will stand
out in startling, lacy

silhouette, disclosing

all the intricate beauty
of its limbs, but look-

ing chill enough the
while. Such a sunset,

for all its loveliness,

makes us turn grate-

fully to the red win-
dow squares in the
house behind, and
snifFthe pungent smell

of wood smoke from
the chimney. In au-
tumn, too, and more
rarely in summer,
when we see such a sunset we ex-

claim, "It's going to be a cold day to-

morrow"—and generally it is.

After sunset, the stars, as well as the
moon, may still tell you something of
the weather. A neighbor of mine who
used to be an almost unerring weather
prophet till he began taking the Federal
weather map and tried to predict scien-

tifically, since when he has been flagrant-

ly unreliable and has lost his former
delightful assurance, used to startle me
sometimes on a vivid, starry night by
gazing up into the spangled sky, through
an opening between our elms, and wisely
affirming that to-morrow the wind would
be southeast (a southeast wind meaning

1HE GREAT DOWNWARD SWOOP OF THE MILKY WAY

rain) . Time after time his prophecy was

fulfilled, to my admiration and wonder.

Finally he let me into the secret. He
always made the prediction when the

southeast branch of the Milky Way could

be plainly seen, in its great downward
swoop. After all, then, his lore was the

same as the common saying that a day

of unusual atmospheric clarity means
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foul weather ahead, for our rain-storms
come so generally from tin southeast
that he was nearly always safe in his

boastful little flourish about the direc-

tion of the wind, put on to increase my
admiration. I In- weather sharps in

old South County, Rhode Island, have
a similarly mysterious method of predic-

tion. Looking out across tin blue wat< r

to the line where it meets tin- paler sky,

on a brilliant, cloudless daj . they mourn-
fully predict rain, ami shake their heads

when you ask for an explanation. The
prediction is always based, however, on
the fact that Block Island can he seen

with unusual distinctness. I don't know
what tin percentage of error is, hut

many summers have taught me that it is

extremely low-.

OKI South County! The mere name
calls to my mind the pictures of wide
horizons and a great, blue, doming sky,

an "inverted howl" so spacious that not

even Omar could feel "cooped" or com-
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pelled to "crawl" beneath it, and out

over the sea to the eastward, in the level

light of afternoon, cloud ships of pearl

and sea-shell pink riding peacefully at

anchor. How good it is for the soul to

look into those deep sea spaces, those

leagues of upper air! How good it is for

the soul to look out into the open, any-

where, when the world is still and the

heavens imminent and familiar! I love

to go out to a point of vantage in our
mountain valley and watch the snow-
storm coming, wiping out the distant

summits first with its great white battle-

smoke, the upper edges of its clouds

feathery and vague so that they melt
into the silver-gray sky, and then push-
ing on to our nearer peaks, and finally

sweeping down upon us and hurling in

our faces the first cool, stinging shot of

its beneficent shrapnel. I love to watch
some great thunderhead, dark as a can-

non's mouth, mass behind a steep,

wooded mountain wall, a cloud with an
ominous glitter in its sharply defined

edges, edges so sharp at first that they
would seem almost cut out of sheet-

metal and laid against the blue were it

not for the fact that we are aware of the
immense aerial perspective behind them,
between the thunderhead and the roof

of the sky. Against such a cloud an
ancient white birch will often stand out
with startling distinctness, like a white
lightning stab. The vast mass seems to

swell and grow from within itself. The
ominously glittering rim moves up tow-
ard the sun, crosses it, wipes half the
light off the landscape, and then sud-

denly, from the under side, comes the

white mist of the rain, obliterates the
distant mountains, walks down their

slopes, marches up the valley, and we
dash for shelter, getting under the cover
of veranda or barn, perhaps, just as the

great drops hit the drive, kicking up lit-

tle puffs of dust.

I love—and only too well, I fear—to

sit in my garden summer-house, forget-

ful of the task before me, and gaze out
on a summer day over the beds where
the bees are busy in the blue veronica
and the goldfinches are swaying in the

cosmos, to the doming hardwoods on the

hill beyond, which throw their leafy

outlines against the lower slopes of vast

mountain ranges, mighty Himalayas
Vol. CXXXIIL—No. 793.—14

robed in eternal snow, but with no terror
in their billowy ravines—the ethereal
heights of the cumuli. A great, snowy,
pink-tipped cumulus cloud above a dom-
ing green hill, rising into the blue of the
summer sky, the hum of bees, the scent
of flowers, and far off, perhaps, the sweet
shrill of children at play—who for such a
picture would not neglect his work?
Who, indeed, but would let even his

imagination grow languid, and if Ham-
let were to say, "It is very like a
camel," would reply, "By the mass, and
'tis like a camel, indeed," and when he
said, "Or like a whale?" would answer
quite as cheerfully, "Very like a whale."
After all, camel or whale or Mount
Everest—what does it matter? It is a

great white cloud on a summer day!
But it is when we leave the city

abruptly, where we have scarcely been
aware of moon or stars, sunsets or sun-

risings, and go into camp, perhaps, on
the shore of some forest lake, or on the

shoulder of a mountain, that we become
most startlingly aware of the importance
of the weather and the beauty and
imminence of the sky. What camper,
rising in the night to poke a dying fire,

or waking on the ground with unaccus-

tomed aches, has not looked up in sud-

den astonishment to the vault of stars,

amazed at their number, and aware, too,

with a strange, new sensitiveness, that

they are shedding a perceptible radiance

around him which he had never detected

on his electrically illumined pavements?
What camper on the mountainside, as he

turned over on his back and looked up,

nothing in his field of vision but the

spire of stunted spruce and the great

garden of the stars, has failed to sense

with something akin to awe the eastward

swing of the earth ball, a sense so sharp

sometimes that all the stars seem the

torches of a great procession marching

by the other way, far aloft in the mid-

night? It is at such moments that the

little cares and perplexities and ambi-

tions of our human life seem most to fall

away, to shrink into insignificance, and

we feel new springs of power pouring in

from the silent places; or, at the very

least, we wonder if, after all, the life

which is lived close to the earth and the

sky does not hold something we have

lost in our hurry, our herding, our unrest.



A Worker in Fine Flax

BY MRS. HENRY DUDENEY

HEN a woman sits sew-

ing all day and all alone

there is time to think.

Her thoughts run
astray—they turn aside

into byways that are

sometimes dangerous.

Anne had thoughts that seemed to make
her heart stop. They made her world

swim. They made the color rush to her

face. She would put down her work and

walk to the glass and look at herself, in

a tumult.

She had handsome furniture—old-

fashioned, solid, and assertive. It had
belonged to Lambert's mother, and it ex-

pressed his life as it had been before his

marriage. He had this furniture from
his mother, and he had also a tiny sum
of money she left him at her death. For
the rest—Anne's needle, at present, sup-

plied it.

She used to stare at her face, walk
back to her chair, and pick up her beau-

tiful work. She rejoiced in it, abstract-

edly, and yet she was angry because she

had to do it. For she wanted to feel

proud of Lambert, and how can a woman
be proud of a man when he—weakly,

sweetly—lives upon her effort?

She did exquisite plain sewing. Deli-

cate cambric, cunning embroidery, cre-

ated an atmosphere, and no imaginative

person could have thought of Anne at

any time without seeing her enveloped

in a cloud of her own making. Her fin-

gers, etherealized, would move through

it all.

At hist she had been proud of helping

Lambert, because she felt that she was

tiding over their difficulty; but he had
come to take it all for granted.

She thought and thought. One day
she flung the work down and said to

herself, in bitter alarm, "I'm getting as

dever at thinking as I am at my needle."

Her instinct told her that it is dangerous

for any wife to think too far, and espe-

cially when she is married to a man of

Lambert's type. This was the day when
she found out that she could not stop

thinking; so she was* afraid. For you
cannot make a garment of thought; you
cannot put an end to thought, just by
wearing it, or by selling it for some one
else to wear. Thought marches on re-

lentlessly to fact, and she could not stop;

not by trying, not even by praying. She
did pray, for she was afraid to come out

into the clear light of that world into

which thought was leading her. She sat

there sewing, yet all the while she was
striding on to some dramatic end. This

sort of life had got to end, and her brain

was doing it.

She had more work than she could

manage, making trousseaux, making la-

yettes. She had skill and she had ideas;

she was getting known among exclusive

women, and they paid her well. One
customer said to her, "If you did it in

a big way you could make your fortune."

She knew that, for she had that clear

conception of her powers which the cre-

ative artist has. She was an artist, and

she made things which fastidious people

wanted. But she was not going to make
a fortune; she loved Lambert too deeply

for that. Thought had led her so far

—

she had learned to understand love. It

was a delicate craft, this relation be-

tween wedded man and woman—and

how you could wreck it by ignorant sea-

manship! She knew that the greatest

harm of all was done by mistaken self-

effacement. To live your own life: that

was the true secret of both denial and

accomplishment. To live your own life

—to give those you love the chance of

living theirs. She would have gloried in

going on sewing—for she loved it and she

had ambition—but she must think of

Lambert. In her mind she made a reso-

lution. There was no venom in it and

hardy a touch of the prig; it was all

pure, tender pain.

In a woman's mind are conceived all

sorts of things, and it takes the true ex-
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pulsive circumstance to give them birth.

So for many months she kept on sewing,

making money, keeping the home to-

gether, living in apparent amity with

Lambert.
He, meanwhile, hadn't an idea of her-

inward tumult. He had settled into a

hazy routine, and every morning after

breakfast he used to go off into town to

look for what she bluntly called a job,

but which he chose to call an " engage-

ment." Up to the time of their marriage

and for a year or two after, he had been

accountant in a good firm. Then the

head of the firm died, and changes were
made. He was dismissed—for no fault,

with good testimonials.

He went every day into town; he hung
about offices, chatted with men he knew;
went to his club, played games there and
read the newspapers. He was getting

slacker every day, and Anne, sewing and
thmking, watched his moral descent—

a

descent more sinister than any definite

wrong-doing would have provoked. It

was more sinister because it was so slug-

gish and so insinuating; it would never
give him cause for violent repentance

—

it carried no punishment. Yet he must
be punished. She was going to hurt him
horribly.

He came in one afternoon and she put
her work down. She lifted her face

mechanically for him to kiss. She
looked at his face, handsome, fair, kind-
ly; massive, eloquent of an easy hospi-

tality. But there was that same expres-

sion of failure; she was so sick of it!

She was so sick, also, of what he was"
going to say, for he said it every night:

"No luck, little girl! I don't know
where to look next nor what to try."

He was honest enough, and all he said

was true. Yet how could he drift on?
Why did he not do something—any-
thing? That fair ship, their married
love, must be saved. Anne looked out of
the window and down at the town. She
saw handsome buildings, saw the broad
river. There was plenty of work down
there for strong men. She felt sure of it.

Lambert touched her work as it lay
on her lap. "Pretty!" he said, tracing
the raised embroidery gingerly with a
forefinger. "Are those flowers?"

' 'After the fashion of almonds in one
branch/" she quoted, smiling, gently.

"The fashion of almonds? What's
that?" He looked at her affectionately.

He was genuinely proud of her skill,

and he was ready to exploit her.

"I got it from Exodus," she answered,
"where Bezaleel makes the altar candle-
sticks."

"Anne! You are so ingenious and so
devout." He appeared entranced.

She looked hard at him; he was so
good to look at, so sleekly affectionate,

so content with his life. Her look was
mystical—it was loaded. As if he di-

vined the drift of her thought and sought
prudently to stem it, he said:

"It is such a comfort to me to know
that you are doing work you love. When
I'm footsore and hot and discouraged

—

heart-broken, really— down there" (he

pointed through the window at the

blinding town that lay in the sun), "I
think, 'There's Anne, the darling, doing
the work she loves.

"

;

He picked up her forefinger, all rough-
ened with needle-pricks, and kissed it.

"I could make a funny little guard for

that finger so that you would never
prick it," he said with illumination.

He was always sweet of service, always

fertile in ideas. Once he had invented a

really useful thing for tracing patterns,

an improvement on anything of the sort

she had seen. She suggested that he

should patent it and perhaps make a

fortune; for this was a thing which most
women wanted. He returned, in a hurt,

quiet way: "I thought it out for you
and made it for you. What are other

women to me ?"

He was invulnerable. He took out

his pipe now, and puffed away serenely,

looking thoughtful. He was content for

hours to smoke at her side, to watch her

work, to tell her how clever she was and

how pretty she looked.

"If you started for yourself, with a

proper shop; calling yourself by some

queer, arresting name, putting your best

efforts in the window, you'd make pots

of money," he said. "And you would

not have to work. You could instruct

others, and do nothing yourself but see

customers and take orders."

Anne looked up with a passionate

flash; then she sat quiet, keeping si-

lence. He was trying to rob her of the

joy of work—he would take even that!
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Yet how did he know that she was suf-

fering? Her smile, full in his face, wa-
vered while he went on talking. She

only drew her work away from him, go-

ing on sewing, gathering it close, for she

was becoming subtle—with industry,

with solitude, with so much thinking.

She felt fastidiously that the touch of

this idle man was an assault upon the

work. There was no place left for Lam-
bert in her rich world of imagination.

"Why can't we plunge?" he flowed on,

unabashed. "I would lend you the bit

of capital my mother left. Quite a busi-

ness arrangement, so don't flush. I'm
prepared to swear you'd pay me back

with heavy interest in less than a year.

I could keep the books, for there must
be the business head behind all ventures.

Think it over."

"No time to think," she said, and
went on sewing.

Lambert walked to the window and
looked at the river rather sullenly, for

he was genuinely anxious to help float

her, and he had the capacity; yet she

would never take his lead.

"I half thought of looking in on Man-
veil this evening," he said, over his

shoulder. "He's a useful man and he's

asked me over and over again to drop in.

I might through him hear of an open-

"\es, you go, Lambert dear."

"You don't mind being left?"

He lounged from the window and
stood at her side, looking down from a

height, for he was a fine, big man. She
did hope he was not meditating any
small playful caress—one of those effete

and graceful acts of his which sickened

her heart, because they lacked solidity.

"I've got to get this done"—she held

out her work a little woodenly. "I shall

be better alone."
" Km a bride?" He touched it slyly;

and she drew the fine stuff softly away
again.

"It's a shroud," she said.

lie dropped Ins hand and stepped

back, for he hated ultimate tacts, hard

things, and terrors.

"Horrible! Why waste such lovely

work in a coffin? I hat< to mc you at

it."

"Sorry I shocked you." Her needle

flew in and out. "Nobody's dead. It is

a rich woman, with a whim to have one
lying ready; that's all."

" None the less horrible." He sounded
affronted. "How morbid people are!

And you work at it without feeling any-
thing! I don't suppose you'd even
thought."

"I hadn't thought of that. You go and
see Manvell. It may lead to something."

"I feel pretty sure it will, for he has
influence in all sorts of quarters. Good-
by then, dear one. Don't be anxious if

I stay late. He may keep me. You go
to bed. I've got my key."
He went out with the airy step of a

boy. He was beginning to find his home
nothing but a school. Anne was rigor-

ous, and also she was rather dull. That
came of sitting still so much.
When he was gone she watched him

from the window go down the street

—

his big swinging walk and proudly held

head. He expressed ease and the assured

livelihood. There was nothing hang-dog
about Lambert, and that was a comfort,

at least. Prosperity was his tradition,

and everything had gone well with him
until the senior partner died. Then he

found himself adrift and seemed consti-

tutionally incapable of making a new
start.

Yet Lambert was something more be-

yond all this: other things, rougher and
finer and stronger, were latent. Only the

determining touch was needed, she felt

sure; yet she knew that she might be

wrong, for when a woman loves a man
she is always too proud of him. To be

proud of him is an essential, and she

humbugs herself. But Anne had thought

things out through and through, beyond
all humbug. She might be wrong in her

solution of him, she thought. Yet he

looked like a soldier or a navvy, or any-

thing strong and simple; he ought to

be man enough to save himself and her.

God hadn't made him just to sit on a

stool all day, noi to read the newspaper
and nothing else. Her eye lighted. \\ hv

should he not do some thing strong? Her

eye dulled. Perhaps there was an incur-

able contradiction in him—the fine body

at variance with the tame soul.

After that night she sewed for six d*

thinking hard; full of decision, shrinking

from action. On the seventh day she

went to the other end of the town to see
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la new customer about a big order, the

biggest she had undertaken. It was
;work wanted in a hurry, so she must
have help. That would be the first step

! of the way—it meant laying the founda-

tions of a permanent business. Lambert
jwas excited about the order, and by
ievery word he said that morning before

jshe started he insensibly expressed him-
iself as being content to subside, to find

shelter in her shadow.
As she returned she felt dramatic

—

walking through the hot streets, treading

the pavements with a swing. For the

thing—in her mind—was done.

They had a little top flat in a great

building, and when she got to the corner

of the street she looked up. Lambert
was peering eagerly down from the open
window. As she entered the sitting-

room he came across it to greet her.

With the manner of a person expecting

to be praised he indicated the spread

table, saying, "You see I've got the tea

ready." When he did things he liked

her to mention it.

"Did you get the order, dear? It

means a big thing," he went on. "You
can't keep yourself back; you've got to

be, in the end, a thorough business

woman."
"I didn't accept. I could have it if

I liked. I said I must have time to

think."

"Was that wise? You may lose it."

"Very little risk of that, for nobody
can do my work." She spoke too proud-
ly, and he flinched.

"The misfortune with my work is that
everybody can do it," he retorted with
savage humility.

He went to the tray, rearranging their

two teacups, and she saw his hands
shake. Her face became reflective; he
was not wholly invulnerable—he could
be touched.

"This heat," he came petulantly back
to her, "does for me. Did you think to
bring an evening paper? Yes, there it is.

Good little girl! Shall I make the tea?
Three spoonfuls, isn't it? I'll clear away
when we've finished."

"Three spoons," she nodded, "and the
pot three parts full, Lambert."
He went through the door into their

little kitchen. She watched him with a
love and fire that might have amazed

him. Most men never know their wives
at all, and he was no exception to this
melancholy rule.

After tea they sat by the window; the
hot sun drooped, clatter came up from
the street and sweet country scents from
somewhere—the perfume that a summer
night secretes and flings over half the
world.

"Aren't you going to work, Anne? It

is odd to see you idle." He* tried to lift

her hands playfully from her lap and she
clawed quite desperately at her thin
skirt.

"Leave me alone!" she said, and in

the hot twilight her voice sounded queer
to him; it was hardly the voice of his

wife. "Aren't you going to Manveil to-

night?"

"That is unkind, for I only left you
alone once."

"I know"—her head dropped back
on the cushion he had slipped behind
it
—"but the visit led to nothing."
"It was only a chance, my dear, and

not a certainty. Do remember that."

The feeble dignity in his voice hurt
her more horribly than he supposed or

ever would judge. She blessed the room
because it grew so dark. He could not

see the torture of her face. She sat still,

gathering up her strength—for all her

thinking of the past few months should

fruit to-night. Bitter fruit for him, yet

salutary.

"How quiet you are!" he spoke again.

"I'm tired."

"Of course you are, my pet. But is

that all?"

"Nearly all."

"With a woman," he laughed uncom-
fortably, "it is never quite all. She's

deceitful."

"Deceitful!" She sat forward, blink-

ing at him.

"Well/ not deceitful, exactly," he

temporized, "but she keeps something

back."
"Yes, she does keep something back,"

Anne nodded.
"just as well," he nodded back. "Life

is so hard that there is no time for ideas,

unless they are business ones. If you

were a man, you'd understand. Men
are different."

"Oh, they are?" she returned, fer-

vently.
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ie future by happier looks—-when he is

*ee, when you have freed him."

"We shall starve, Anne. Surely it is

wife's duty to help her husband until

e can turn round."

"Turn round, then. It is time. And
re can't starve for a bit. There is your

lother's money, and there is the furni-

ure.

"Touch my capital! Are you mad?
t is our only provision for a rainy day."

"Lots of rainy days in our calendar

ately."

"You can joke, Anne!"
"I'm not joking; it's beyond that."

"You choose to starve?"

"No, I don't. Your responsibility is

o keep me. But I will go away and earn

ay own living, if you like."

He came to her; he took her wrists

etween his fingers and his thumbs until

he longed to scream.

"You'll stay where you are," he said,

tercely. Then he pulled her head to his

>reast, bending over her, taking a pose

hat was awkward and noble. "You
ire hard on me," he said; "very hard."

Ke certainly sobbed this time. She
vondered if it was merely at what he
vould have called her heartlessness or

vhether it expressed all the half-formu-

ated pain and shame of the last few
nonths.

"I'm tired," she said; "I'll go to bed."
He freed her at once and they stood

lp, stiff, strange, anguished, both of
hem.
"I'm going out," he said. "Don't

vorry. Of course you won't. Can't
;ay when I'll be back. Good-by."
As he went he banged the door. This

eassured her.

The mutual enmity, the horrid idle-

ness of the next few weeks, nearly broke
ler resolve. Lambert no longer went
lown into the town. He merely sat idly

round, smoking, reading, staring, not
raying much. Anne had nothing much
:o do, for she had locked her work-table.
They just drifted along, spending the
noney which he had inherited. And he
bad become extravagant. He bought
new clothes. Sometimes he would go
out and ostentatiously bring in luxuries
to eat and drink. He calmly suggested
little outings and seemed amazed when

she declined to go. There was very little

money, and at this rate it would not last

long. She assumed that he was trying
to wear her out. If he could have seen,

or, better, fathomed that look on her
face when she regarded her locked work-
table he would have known that such
strategy was hopeless.

Letters came in asking her for work;
customers called. She sent everything
and everybody away. He watched her
tear up letters, he listened quite frankly
when she talked to people at the outer
door. With all her heart and soul she

longed to thread a needle, and it was an
artistic relief one day to see him with a

coat-button loose. She unlocked the

work-table and came toward him, needle

and thread ready. He slipped away, go-

ing round the table. It was almost

laughable that they should chase each

other.

"I refuse," he said. "This button

hanging by a thread is my symbol; it

marks the beginning of our poverty.

I've got exactly ten pounds left of moth-
er's money. Are you going to leave the

work-table unlocked ?"

She shook her head, not able to speak.

"You are sure, Anne? Don't be

hasty."
"Hasty!" She laughed now. "I

haven't been." Then she locked the

table.

Lambert turned without another word,

got his hat, and went away. The whole

thing was like a dream, it was almost a

farce. She listened to him going. From
the window, she saw him go down the

street; and then she saw him no more for

nearly a week. Throughout the days she

sat sewing; only sewing—not thinking

any more, never daring to think. Lam-
bert had gone. She did not sew at work

that meant anything—no ordered gar-

ment, no definite shape—but just a strip

of stuff she took from the table at ran-

dom. She worked a design of almonds as

Bezaleel of old had wrought the altar

candlesticks.

All the days she sat sewing; nights,

she went to bed alone. Each dawn she

awoke and found herself alone.

Lambert had his key, and when she

fell asleep she hoped that in the morning

she might awake to find him, just as

usual, at her side.
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More than once a knock came at the
outer door. She would leave off sewing
and listen—but she would not move.
Then she would hear feet go away. The
work she did so fleetly, so exquisitely, so

uselessly, through these days, was her
consolation. It saved her.

On the sixth day she heard his key in

the door, and instantly she hid her work
away, locking the table. This was her
instinct—to hide her work. If he saw
her at it he might expect her to do it

again. And certainly he would never
understand why she did it; never could
Lambert measure the joy she found in it.

When he came into the room she tried

to rise. She tried to look, but her eyes
forbore.

"Anne!"
The joy, the strength, the masculine

assertion of that voice restored her. So
the thing was done. He had saved that
ship—their married life. He stood
spreading himself, smiling on her, frown-
ing at her, for he could not understand
her. He was not sure that he had for-

given her. She looked at him. How
handsome he was—more handsome than
ever! He was uplifted and aggressive;

he was in some state of physical glory.

She stood up and found herself clutch-

ing at the work-table. The next thing
she knew was that Lambert had her in

h's arms. He was kissing her, recklessly,

bringing the blood to her lips, making
her head spin more.
"Have you been anxious about me,

Anne? Did you care enough? Did you
think at all?"

"Oh, I'm sick of thinking. I've got

you back!" She tried to wriggle herself

closer into his embrace. "You—you
smell of the sun," she said

—
"sun, and

something more. It's delicious!"

"Sun and something more'! I should
think so. I've been working there." He
pointed out toward the other side of the
river where the wharf was. "They are

making a great new road there, Anne."
"That work! You did that?"
"I had to do something—anything.

You turned me away." He spoke with

immense good temper. ''I had to work
the devil out of me, for I was angry with
you. I was hurt. I kept away from you.

I would not come back until I felt sure

of myself. But I have forgiven you

now." He petted her head as it lay

limp, at his shoulder. "I tell you, Anne
swinging a pick is a joy such as wome?
never know. We are a poor lot, we men
but you've got to grant us something.'

She looked up, smiling in her funnj
way—the smile that now and then per
plexed him. He was holding her tight

looking triumphant, sheepish, tender
and assertive.

"You are so nice and dirty!" She put!

up a hand to touch his cheek. "I like it.

I love you, Lambert, as a laboring-man. ,);

Then she began to cry, shedding ar-

rears of tears, some of them dating back
many months—ever since she had sat

sewing and thinking.

"No, no," he was soothing her. "Look
here! Sit down. Hold out your hand

—

no; your lap's better, for your hands
shake so. You do look white. Then I

did mean something?"
He brought money out of his pocket,

made her sit down, and threw the coins

in her lap. He stood up, reveling in his

strength, his sunburn, his independence.
The money he had earned lay in her lap.

"Pick it up." He motioned to it, ca-

ressingly. "I can get more. It's an
immense road they are making, and they
can't get men enough. It's a good enough
job to go on with for a bit, and I really

enjoy it. I shall work with the herd for

a bit, and after a while something else

will turn up. They will get to know my
value and I shall find my true place. I

shall get something permanent. But this,

as I said, is good enough to go on with."

He flung himself heartily down in the

chair at the other side of the window,
beaming at her, while she listlessly

touched the money.
"I forgive you for being so cruel, my

darling. Women are full of moods," he

said.

He was obtuse to the last, and she

adored him for it. For she only wanted
his love and his strength. She was tired

of herself and tired of thinking.

She got up, feeling, in one sensation,

deliciously weak, utterly braced. She

sat down on the floor at his feet, holding

his money in her hand, resting her head

against his knee. His lazy arm stole

possessively round her. Sitting there,

so, on the floor and close to Lambert,

she could look at her work-table.



From Moccasin to Motor-Car
BY KEENE ABBOTT

E had stopped short, for

it was the part of pru-

dence to see whether
the bottom of our car

would clear the cush-

iony roll of wild grass

ridging the middle of

the trail. The engine, meanwhile, con-

tinued to throb, dripping grease, as if in

a great sweat over the immense labor

of lurching us up so many steep hills,

along this bad road which the Indians

call the Devil's Wash-board.
Our fellow-passenger, the newspaper

photographer, had from the first re-

garded our project with gloomy mis-

trust. Everything would go wrong; he
knew it. He had been up in this Indian
country before, and his experience of

that time he expressed with the one
word, "Rotten!" Frequently he re-

iterated his chief complaint: "They
won't stand for having a lens pointed at

them, these Injuns!"

Our destination lay far distant from a

railroad. We were on our way to attend

the first agricultural fair ever held by
the Omaha Indians.

Naturally it could not but seem very
strange to me that these aborigines of

Nebraska should have undertaken such
a project. How, in a single generation,

had it been possible for the dust of primi-

tive life to be shaken so completely from
their moccasined feet? I remember that

as a boy I had heard nothing but dis-

paragement of the Indians. They would
never amount to anything. They were
too lazy to farm. What a pity that

good, rich land should have been set

aside for them! They were only being
pauperized by the government.

So people said. But here, to-day,
among hazy green hills, rich in their

standing grain, what must one think of
these opulent corn-fields reaching far-

ther than eye could see ? At intervals we
had been passing comfortable farm-
houses, with outbuildings, machine-
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sheds, cribs, spacious barns. Glass balls

on the lightning-rods glittered in the
clear sun like sparks of silver fire. You
would never suppose these to be the
country places of Omaha Indians, if

each home had not had beside it another
cone-shaped abode—an aboriginal tepee,

with lodge-poles protruding at the
top.

"That's what they're like," said Pat,

when we had halted to take a photo-
graph. "I don't care what kind of a

house they have, they must always stick

up a tent, these Injuns. They cling to

ail kinds of tribal nonsense. They're
great on visions. Nothing pleases an
Injun so much as to peel off a vision with

as many layers to it as an onion. And
to help them with their visions they
have a bitter drink brewed from little

red beans that look like cranberries and
are called mascal. Plenty of kick to it,

that beverage." Pausing to light a ciga-

rette, Pat went on: "Maybe you think

Injuns are stolid and don't talk much;
well, sir, just wait till they've got some
visions worked up, and then see! Talk?
Oh, no! Why, they go gab-gab-gabbing

all night long."

While Pat fared forth with his camera
I looked with interest at the tepee stand-

ing beside the well-built and neatly

painted farm-house. Wise red man, I

reflected, to retain the lodge of his an-

cestors. It is his sleeping-porch; clear

sunshine and clean air, blessings of

Wakanda, still come to him there.

My opinion as to the Indians' good

sense I expressed aloud, when the pho-

tographer, wading more than knee-deep

in the wild prairie grass, had come back

with his camera. But his opinion of my
opinion he expressed by a derogatory

snort. He knew them, these Injuns!

Only see what had happened to a pioneer

uncle of his who had settled in Dakota.

Coming home one day from a hunting

trip, that frontiersman had found his

cabin reduced to a charred mass of
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smoking ruins; yes, and his wife and the

twins lay dead.
" H2 was provoked about it," said Pat.

"My uncle was so provoked that he

moved right out of that country."

We did not discuss the wisdom of

Pat's provoked uncle, for our attention

had been absorbed by what we saw away
off in a green hollow among the hills.

From a lofty crest of the trail we were
looking down into that verdant bowl,

where snowy flecks, gleaming white in

the sun, outlined a circle; they were
tepees of the Omaha Indians. For
many miles the native families had been
assembling there, to make that their

camping-ground, while they held this,

the first of their agricultural fairs.

Arriving presently among those tribal

tents, we found that modernity and the

old aboriginal life had curiously linked

hands. A foretaste of what it would be

like we had already received on the way;
for our car had passed a group of In-

dians, veteran members of the tribe,

each of them blanket-draped, his hair

in braids and gold circlets in his ears.

They were driving a smooth-running
limousine.

\ es, indeed, they knew the uses of the

automobile, and yet there was one
among them—the white-haired member
of the party—who was said to have
bee n expert, in the old days, with the

bow and arrow. He had hunted the

buffalo, we were told, in this very region

where now he was luxuriously speeding
along in that six-cylinder motor-car!
\\ hen we fell into conversation with him
and made occasion, later on, to complain
of the mud-holes we had slushed through
and the decrepit bridges we had crossed,

he said, with deliberate emphasis:
"Our county commissioners are white

men. They always promise better

roads. On their lips they say it, but in

their hearts they are—white men."
As we drew up in the central space of

the fair-ground, we saw much to recall

what Indian life must have been when
this same hollow among the hills first

became the site of an Omaha village, as

long ago as 1855. The earthen lodges,

to be sure, had disappeared, no one could

tell us when; but here were tepees

still adorned with tribal symbols; loose

ponies grazed in scattered groups; sliced

beef, hung upon poles, was drying in

the sun; brown-faced children were
quietly romping; and the pleasant, wild

aroma of camp-fires everywhere scented

the air.

Another conspicuous odor was the

sultry, resinous smell of sunflowers; for

an enormous yellow field of them had
been cut down and cleared away to make
room for the race-track. Intermittently,

from the direction of the live-stock pens,

you heard now the lowing of a prize

cow, now the plaintive bawling of a

- :i \- \ II : >IDE II
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calf, and sometimes the squealing dis-

tress of little white pigs being unloaded
from an exhibitor's wagon.

Presently people were seized with a

common impulse to close in about three

automobiles that had come whirring

into the fair-grounds. The musicians

had arrived. It was the Indian band, a

concert organization brought here all

the way from Pipestone, Minnesota,
and the flash of the sun on the bright

horns had created a lively interest.

Meanwhile the voice of the tribal crier

was lifted up. Resonantly his chanting
call arose; and several times, in the
melodious speech of the Omaha tongue,
he repeated that long-drawn call of his,

musically summoning people to prayer.

For this project of the Indians, this fair,

was neither a foolish show nor a mere
merry-making carnival; it was some-
thing serious; it had to begin with pub-
lic worship.

Under a large assembly tent a brief

service was held. The solo cornetist of

the band led the hymns, and the con-

gregation stood up while a venerable
Indian devoutly prayed. These religious

exercises, I recall, were the only part of
the programme that was carried out as

scheduled for the first day.
Much work still remained to be done,

we were told, before the fair would
properly be put in order; but if things
were not ready to-day, there was always
to-morrow. Why worry and fuss and
fume over the belated arrival of exhibits?

That Wednesday had been scheduled as

the opening day was, of course, unim-
portant; Thursday, or even Friday,

would do as well. Nobody cared.

I say nobody, but I am forgetting Pat.

He was one who cared. "Can you beat

it?" I heard him demanding with an

injured tone. He wanted to photograph
the Indian president of the Fair Associa-

tion, and had been told: "Not now, if

you please. Maybe to-morrow."
As it turned out, it was much better

to have waited, for on the day following

the president (whose native name, Ne-
ka-ga-he, signifies Head Man, or Chief)

brought with him his tribal costume, so

that the picture we wanted might have

the distinction of his ceremonial robes.

Now that the photographer had been

thus favored, we had thought to see him
turn cheerful at once; but no, we soon

afterward heard him inveighing against

the treatment of two visitors who had

come a long journey, all the way from

Oklahoma. Notables of the Osage peo-

ple we knew them to be, and yet they

were being given no more attention, Pat

said, than if they were wooden Indians

in front of a cigar-store. A nice way to

act! What kind of politeness did I call

that?

Courtesy of the plains is really what

it was. Any one should have known
that, seeing with what quiet dignity

the visitors were welcomed by their host,

the elder son of the late Chief Iron Eye.

Thev were received with no effusiveness,
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no airs, no artificial animation; for it is

Indian etiquette to assume that the

guest coming to your prairie camp has
traveled far and must be quite tired out
—as hungry, too, as he is fatigued. Very
well, then; get him food. Let him eat,

smoke, rest. For a generous period

silence must be his, before he is bothered
with talk and social attentions.

Not less interesting to us was the

meaning expressed in a tepee that we
saw two native women setting up. Fol-

lowing ancient tradition, the framework
of the lodge began with four poles—four

to symbolize the forces

of the Four Winds.
Then, the skeleton

cone having been
sheeted up, we noted
how the cover had
been decorated with

a scalloped circle of

yellow. This, they
told us, was emble-
matic of the Sun
Father, he whose
marriage with our
Mother, the Earth,

has brought forth life,

everything in life—fish

and flower, bug and
beast and bird, and
the generations of

man, from the first to

the last.

Said the venerable tribesman, when
consulted about his religion: "The
white people read of God in a printed

book; but we Indians see God. We see

Him in his wonder-working, in growing

i^rass and green trees, in the blue of tin

sky or the rain falling. Yes, and in the

breathing of the four winds He comes
to US."

I here again you have it - that mystic

number, four. The) are Wakanda's
spirit-strength, those Four Winds. They
are powers unseeable, incalculable

—

forces worthiest of all to in- conspicuous

in tin red man's sacred rituals'

In the beadwork embroidery displayed

within an exhibition u nt, gay with speci-

mens of careful needlecraft, we observed

that an embellishing d< sign much used

was ;i four-pointed leaf; in the shinny

game scheduled for tin Indian boys to

play, the ball, as usual, would represent
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An energetic promoter of" the Fair

the earth and the players the four winds;
we heard, besides, that in former days
when the soil was prepared for tribal

gardening, four in number were the
kernels of sacred red corn given to each
family.

For red, the symbol of life, betokens
fertility, and by its addition all the seed-

corn was made holy for the sacrament
of the planting, in that sweet time of

year when the oak-tree has uncurled the

tender green of his leaves "to a bigness

no bigger than a baby rabbit's ears."

Once an Irishman is told of these

things, even an ob-
stinate Irishman, you
may know his Celtic

imagination cannot be

kept from responding
to the lure of them.
"Poetic," said Pat,

but he still held to

the opinion that the

bluish tattoo spot
centrally adorning the

brown foreheads of

certain Indian women
was something as

queer, nearly, as the

styles of white wom-
en that you see in

the fashion maga-
zines.

Whatwas the mean-
ing, he asked, of the

blue polka-dot on a maiden's fore-

head? He insisted on knowing that,

and he kept up such a questioning about

it that finally we came to learn an aston-

ishing thing, which was this: in tribal

life it was not the man of wealth, but the

man ofunselfishness, who was In Id highly

in favor; be was esteemed not for what

he had, but for what be bad given away.

Let him distinguish himself as a gift-

giver and feast-maker, then might it be

the privilege of his daughters to wear

the symbol of the father's generosity.

To this day the round, blue spot on the

forehead, the honor-mark, is the detail

of persona] adornment most coveted by

women of the tribe.

Nor did it belong more properly to

anv woman, we learned, than to the one

with tin arrangement of agricul

displays inside the shed-like in-

husv
rural

closure of boards, the exhibition booth
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And to her, Mary Mitchell, credit was
also given for being the most energetic

promoter of the Indian fair.

Now, for a time, we watched her sort-

ing vegetable specimens on the shelves

and tables—corn, cabbages, beets, tur-

nips, squash, pumpkins, carrots, and
large, clean-washed, rosy potatoes. In

front of the booth she had ranged the

slatted crates from which chickens,

ducks, geese, turkeys, and guinea fowl

put forth their heads inquiringly, as if to

ask, "Oh, dear! what's all this about?"
Within the booth, by the way, were

Indian vegetables quite unfamiliar to

the white man's garden. First were tri-

bal specimens of corn in many hues

—

white, yellow, red, brown, blue, gray,

deep rose, blue-black, and speckled. Al-

ways this starchy maize has been much
valued by the Indians, for two reasons:

it is deliciously edible, whether ripe or

in the milky state, and it is a soft grain

easily ground to flour.

Other secrets of native food-supply
were likewise revealed to us. We saw
the tuber of the pond-lily, which the

muskrat, clever fellow, knows is good to
eat. The Indian housewife also knows
that. He harvests those tubers; she
helps herself to his harvest; under-
ground he hides away his winter store;
along comes she, shrewdly searching, un-
til she finds and pilfers all his hoard.
Later on these treasures of the earth
are dished up roasted, as toothsome as

they are rich in nutritive value.

The wood-rat, the field-mouse, the
vole, and the shrew were all creatures
whose garnering frugality the Indian
wife well understood. Let them beware,
these cunning rodents, how they hid
their supplies, lest she come searching
with her pointed stick. Through long
experience she knows where the rat will

be likely to tuck away his cache of wild

plums, grapes, and choke-cherries. The
vole — that wee, secretive meadow-
mouse—will also be obliged to surrender
the half-bushel of wild beans and hazel-

nuts he has neatly packed away into

the tunnels of his granary underground.
As for the shrew—that tiny, sharp-

nosed burrower—he need not suppose

AN OPEN-AIR DINING-ROOM FOR INDIANS ATTENDING THE FAIR
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that his provisions are undiscoverable.

Wild pease and artichokes he will have
to yield to the clay pot of the tepee-

dweller, and also the tuber of a certain

sedge, the delectable ground-nut which
may eventually become as popular as

that other native vegetable, the peanut.
Samples of the ground-nut, resembling

brown marbles, and likewise samples of

the w7ild bean, resembling brown peb-
bles, were on view in the exhibition-

booth; but these articles of Indian diet

were merely a souvenir of old tribal

days, before the Omaha people had de-

veloped, on an expansive scale, their

agricultural resources.

Originally, so I have been told, the
tribesfolk did not take kindly to the
white man's way of enormous crop pro-

duction; and of

the faction most
strenuously op-

posed to the new
order of life was
the famous old

hunter, White
Horse. What, wa >

it ordered that he

take to the plow

—he, too? Well,

he would do no
such thing. Nei-

ther would he go

to church.

At least, he had
at first been so re-

solved; but seeing

that Chief Iron

Eye had com-
manded every-

body to a!ttend
Sunday services

at Father Ham-
ilton's Mission.
White Horse did

not quite see fit to

ignore tin- injunc-

tion. I le grudg-

ingly obey* d; he

harkened scornfully

about the blessings

Sunday was set apart as a day ol rest, a

holy day. It' you worked on th.it day

you would not prosper; tin- devil would

make you trouble.

Now White I lorse, it is said, had n< v< r

been known to work; but coming home

I »\l OF I 111 l'KI/l -WINNI K-

to

of

the pulpit-talk

labor and how

from Sunday services at the Mission,
he immediately seized a spade, flung off

his blanket, and began to dig, laboring

with patience, diligently, until the sun
had gone down. Thus did he express

defiance. Every Sunday he expressed
it; he did nothing but toil and sweat.

Meanwhile he sawr no devil, nor bad
luck. He raised a better garden than
anybody. And oh, the joy of that!

Triumph unspeakable! So inordinately

proud was White Horse of his achieve-

ment that he could not help developing

agricultural ambitions. Afterward he

farmed not only on Sunday, but on
every day in the w7eek; it is even said

that among all the Omaha people there

was not a field laborer more zealous than
he, nor a farmer more successful.

This speaks
well for him, sure-

ly; for one has
only to see the

prodigality of
standing grain, in

this country of

green hills, to
realize that in all

the state of Ne-
b r a s k a (whose
yield of corn for

the past year was
estimated at 200,-

000,000 bushels)

there can be no
fields, anywhere,
more productive
than these of the

Indians in Thurs-
ton County.

At their fair,

before the exhi-

bition booth, as I

stood examining
the fruits ofthe red

man's toil and re-

flecting upon his

re m .1 1 k a b le ad-

justment to the

commercial expediencies of modern life,

my thoughts wen presently interrupted

bythe chuck-and-clack of a w agon slow ly

approaching. Near me the heavy vehicle

came to a halt, while the driver, a gray-

haired Indian, gave the reins a twist

about the handle of the brake, and de-

scended to tin mound in two deliberate
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steps, a moccasined foot treading first

on the tire of the front wheel and then

on the greasy hub. Having brought his

contribution of vegetables to compete
for prizes, he began at once to unload

them, when his work was stayed by his

friend, the son of the late Chief Iron Eye.

It was Mr. Francis La
Flesche, whose illuminat-

ing studies of Indian life,

made for the Bureau of

Ethnology, are widely

known; and when I saw
him putting a typewritten

communication into the

hands of that old man, I

was seized at once with

the liveliest curiosity.

Afterward Mr. La
Flesche made clear to me
the meaning of the letter.

First of all I learned the

name of the veteran far-

mer—Ma-ha-wa, the Con-
queror. Prejudice he had
indeed conquered—preju-

dice against the hard
manner of life that none
among his people had
wanted to accept. Long
ago, I was told, he was
among the first to see

the coming of the in-

evitable. Wild game would
vanish away, the bow
would be broken, the era

of the plow must come.
So, with a stout heart,

bravely, Ma-ha-wa had
put himself to learning the
labors of the field. What
matter that the snows of
many winters were on his

back? No, they did not count. It is

nothing at all that you have come down
to old age, if only you have a stout heart
and the willingness to toil!

Now the distinction of being a gift-

giver may have come to Ma-ha-wa in

the old days, years and years ago; but
if it came not then, I wonder who, among
all his tribe, is worthier to-day of that
honor. For this is what was told to me
by the chief's son:

Not many months ago the aged Indian
was informed of nations fighting beyond
the east wind, across the great waters.

He heard also of a peaceful people
brought low by mighty guns whose big-
ness of fire-speech is as a power to shake
the bones of the world. He learned of
them, and how the fields of the peaceful
people were laid waste, and their lands
taken, and their homes demolished. No
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good that their braves had fought

strongly! Only defeat had come of it

—

defeat and death and broken bodies

fluttering moldy rags.

Who better than an old Indian might

know the meaning of that? Ma-Jia-wa

knew. He knew, and pitied, and wanted

very much to show, somehow, that his

heart had gone out to those people in

their suffering. But what might he do

in kindness for them— he, an old man,

so far away?
He was informed, of course, that

might at least be sent; and
Le

money
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though his was not a fat purse, he

—

listening, while his friend, the chiefs

well, yes, there were two ten-dollar son, explained to him those words on!

notes that could very well be spared. the paper.

He was sure they could; and he did They were from the Minister of;

indeed spare them. Belgium, at Washington; they were

The typewritten letter attested that thanks, graciously expressed, not alone

he had. I saw his wrinkled fingers re- for the gift of dollars that had been sent,'

ceive the page cautiously, as if it might but more particularly for the kindness

get broken; I saw him stand motionless, and the pity of an understanding heart.

In Youth
BY AMORY HARE COOK

GOD, if I pray not yet to Thee
With pious eyes and sacred phrase

While thus my heart sings down the days

That Thou hast set aside for me

—

Forgive me, Master of us all;

The earth Thou gavest little men
Has caught me to its heart again,

And all my being is in thrall.

Bevond the dreaming purple hills

The sunny, silent meadows sleep,

And hurried little waters leap

And laugh, with murmurings and trills.

And all day long, O God, the sky

Has loosed its ships, until a fleet

Of iridescent squadrons meet,

Manoeuvering in majesty.

The stars have faded one by one,

\nd now some little, sleepy bird

The whisper of the dawn has heard

And hails the splendor of the sun.

Ah God! When grief with visage cold

Shall walk with me and blind my eyes

To all this glory of the skits

linn I will speak those phrases old.

So like cathedral altar-steps

\\<»rn smooth by countless reverent feet

Those ancient words so smoothly sweet

Win made by COUntleSS vanished lips.

1 am too joyous now to fear,

Inn humbl} happy to repent,

[00 dumbl) grateful I was sent

1 o live among the others hen



Boy Finanee
BY HOWARD BRUBAKER

UG WILTSHIRE, east-

warder and bookworm.,
was forever reading

things in papers and
magazines, and intro-

ducing disturbing ideas

into real life. The cus-

tom was to ridicule these notions first

and adopt them afterward. It was Tug
who organized a polar expedition, which
might have deprived society of one of

its chief ornaments but for the fact that

the water was only two feet deep at the

point where "Fatty" Hartman broke
through the ice. Tug was also responsi-

ble for the naval battle which was de-

signed to settle the ownership of the

"Frogtown" marsh, but which in reality

left geography singularly calm and un-
disturbed. He could be expected to

break out at any time without warning.
Therefore the select group of volunteer
walnut-hullers in the back yard belong-

ing to Randolph Harrington Dukes and
his parents were not greatly surprised

when Tug fell over the fence into their

midst and introduced philately.

"Lookee here what I got!" said Tug,
absently brushing the dirt from his

knee. He displayed a sheet of paper
upon which were loosely fastened a num-
ber of ridiculous alien postage-stamps.
"Fatty" Hartman, who yielded to

none in the speed with which he aban-
doned anything resembling work, took
the absurdity in his hand and left a

thumb-print in walnut stain.

"What is it, anyway?" he asked.

"It's called approval sheet,'" replied

Tug. You see them there? Them's
postage-stamps of all nations."

"What 're they good Pr?"
Tug tried to put the thing in such a

way as to appeal to "Fatty's" practical

nature. "S'posen you wanta write a

letter to somebody in them countries."

"Fatty" gave the paper another ex-

amination. "I don't know anybody in

Hellygoland," he said.
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In a short time all the fickle walnut-
hullers had grabbed the approval sheel
from one another and looked it o
If Tug Wiltshire had been don' a

with in Ranny's back yard that October
Saturday morning, a finger-print expert
would easily have identified as those
present "Fatty" Hartman, Burl Hicks,
and Tom Rucker—besides Ranny him-
self. As far as these characters wen-
concerned the approval sheet was badly
named; they all agreed that they had
never seen anything less important or
desirable.

_

"I answered a ad in a boys' maga-
zine," the owner thus explained his mis-
fortune. " I only had to send ten cents."
Tom Rucker's most sacred feelings

were outraged by this admission. "Ya
paid ten cents for them things?" he
asked. "Are ya crazy, or what? What
're ya goin' to do with 'em?"
"I'm goin' to sell 'em and make

money, like it said in the paper. Don't
you s'pose I can read?"
"Who ya goin' to sell 'em to?" asked

Ranny.
Although devoted to literature, Tug

was not without knowledge of practical

affairs. It was no secret in Lakeville

that Ranny was always more or less

capitalistic on Saturday forenoon—more
in the morning and less as the day wore
on. The weekly dime which Ranny ex-

torted from his mother for alleged work,
labor, and services was as much an
established institution as the thirty

cents which Arthur Wilson got every

week for sweeping out the First National

Bank—and was more accessible to the

masses. It was not ignorance, then, but

low cunning which prompted Tug's re-

ply :

"Well, I knew they wasn't nobody
here had any money."
Not only the "remittance man," but

his penniless friends as well, were angry

at this slander. In defense of his reputa-

tion for solvency, Ranny parted with
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his entire six cents for three canceled

stamps of nations for which he had only

distaste, because they occurred in ge-

ography.
"I'll learn him if I 'ain't got any

money—the ol' east-warder!" said Ran-
ny, after Tug had departed with his

humiliation and profits.

"I betcha," said Bud Hicks, "I can

get more stamps than Tug—er any-

body."
"I know a person that's got some

crazy stamps," put in Tom Rucker.

"Who?" came a chorus of young
voices.

"It's all right who. Mebbe I want
'em my own self."

"Does American stamps count?"

asked "Eatty," who had neither money
nor friends at foreign courts.

Ranny had some American stamps

that had been used only once, so he

ruled that thev did count; and as no-

l in ji NK-Dl \i I R ( OU1 1> PR< 'I" < I NOTH-
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body had information to the contrary,

it was so ordered.

Before three days had passed th

infant industry, which had been startec

for the purpose of putting Tug Wiltshire

into his proper place, was able to toddle

about on its own feet. Tug, having
made a quick "turnover," put his profits

back into the business and sent to the

nearest metropolis for more outlandish

stamps. Others dug up odds and ends)

of postage from amateur sources. Tom
Rucker' s sub rosa acquaintance proved;

to be Mrs. Thompson, whose New York^
son had once been to Europe and had
written home descriptions of the same
at the cost of various pence, centimes,

and pfennigs. Mrs. Thompson, torn

between love of Tom and duty toward
her son's historic trip, compromised by
giving away one stamp of each variety.

Tom brought back to general society

the idea that one must get as many dif-

ferent kinds as possi-

ble, and that extras

didn't count. This
principle, promptly ac-

cepted, led to violent

trading. Miss Mills,

who had sometimes
despaired of getting

the young idea to

shoot at geography,
might have been
cheered had she seen

Bud Hicks trying to

trade a " twenty-cent

Dutchland" to Ted
Blake for a "ten-cent
Sweden." The short-

sighted foreign policy

of marking s t a m p s

with "d." and "pf."
and "ore" had caused

such difficulties that

the boys had swept
;iw a\ these provincial

distinctions and made
the honest "cent" in-

t< rnational.

Although Mrs.
Thompson and other

owners of attics and
waste-paper baskets

had to incline some
noisy popularity in the

days that followed.
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their lot was happy compared with that of

the hyphenated citizens. Jacob Huffman,
junk-dealer and business associate of the

young, who was vaguely understood to

have hailed from "Europe or some-
where," was much sought after, and
choice rags and bones were dangled be-

fore him. But Jacob's friends in Europe
or somewhere must have been illiterate,

for he could produce nothing in the way
of postage-stamps. Mr. Engle, who
ministered to the inner public with
"Delicatessen and Lunch," parted first

with all his "twenty-cent Dutchlands,"
and, later, with his habitual good nature.

Toward the end of the week a boy
entering the delicatessen shop even
upon a commercial errand did so at his

own risk.

Ranny, who had begun to fall behind
in the race for philatelic prestige, decided
that he might recoup his fortunes by a

stroke of diplomacy. His plan was
based upon the radical theory that

Wung Lee would not cut off the ears of

any boy bearing business, and he got

permission at home to do his will with
father's collars which ordinarily went to

the patriotic laundry west of the livery-

stable. The Chinaman accepted his

patronage without offering physical vio-

lence, and Ranny was encouraged to

ask:

"Mr. Lee—h-have ya—could ya give

me any China stamps—you know, like

they come on letters." His gesture was
meant to illustrate stamps coming on
letters.

The Oriental made some remark
which Ranny did not catch, and disap-

peared into the back room, which was
known to hold some pretty dark secrets

as well as a trunkful of elegant brass

money. Not knowing whether the laun-

dryman had gone after stamps or some
Eastern instrument of torture, Ranny
retreated half-way to the door so as to

be prepared in either case. The story,

however, proved to have a happy end-

ing. The Chinaman gave him five utter-

ly unreasonable stamps. They were

alike, but the duplicates would have

high trading value because they came

from a country which, gossip said, was

directly underneath Lakeville and up-

side-down.

Toward the end of the week some-

body discovered that it was not neces-
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sary to pay Tug Wiltshire's excessive

prices, as any person who was in funds

could send ten cents to a stamp com-
pany and get an approval sheet of his

own. But boy finance was built upon
a copper standard, and dimes were
scarce. It was Arthur Wilson, financial

expert, who suggested a way out of the

difficulty. Arthur had already used his

bank connection to get permission to

examine the old letters in the cellar.

These had yielded chiefly three-cent

stamps of an ancient vintage. Arthur
had made the mistake of flooding the

market with these, and presently they
were so common that it was almost a

disgrace to own one.

Though Arthur held a thirty-cent

position at a tender age, he was not a

self-made boy. He had got his job be-

cause his uncle was bookkeeper in the

bank—a case of nepotism rather than
solid merit. Yet a person who daily

sprinkled and swept near so much
money, and who had once been allowed

to lift ten thousand dollars, could not

be disregarded when he said:

"I tell you what le's do. Le's organize

a company."
This was on Friday, after school, as

some prominent collectors and connois-

seurs were advancing toward Arthur's

place of wage-slavery. I nfamiliar words
alw ivs appealed to "Fatty" Hartman's
con iir spirit.

"Organize, organize," he said; "that's

a fancy word."
For a while- no serious thought was

possible, because "Fatty" was offering

ti "organize" everybody with pain.

"Every fellow puts in some money,"
Arthur explained "whatever they got.

W th n we'll send off and get a lot of

fine stamps an' sell 'em an' make money
an' buj some more an'

—

"

"Yeah, where'd we git anything to

put in?" I his cold water was supplied
1

. I om Rucker.

But loin's pessimism, "Fatty's" joc-

ularity, and Ranny's hazj suspicion of

k compani< s all fell in turn before

dreams of riches. I In \ deposited Ar-

thm .it his hank with the understanding

that th< organization would take place

tin next morning in th< furnace-heated,

brick-floored cellar oi the Wilson home,
and that nobody was to make too much

noise. All must shake savings-banks or

pester parents, for any person without
money would be put out of the cellar.

Meanwhile Arthur would ask his uncle

how companies were organized. The
only thing he was quite clear about was
that the one who "thought it up" must
be president.

Thus by one means or another funds
were raised and there was an impressive

gathering of the opulent at Wilson's
outside cellar-door Saturday forenoon.

Ranny had his week's wages, and two
cents in petty cash. Arthur Wilson
showed his faith in the future by display-

ing a quarter. Two and three cents per
capita were normal, and there was a

light sprinkling of nickels. "Fatty"
Hartman, who because of his appetite

for sweets was always in financial dis-

tress, tried to make a winning person-

ality serve as an entrance-fee, but busi-

ness was business, and he was refused

admittance.

"I tell ya," said Ranny; "I'll lend 'im

two cents. Is that all right?"

Arthur's uncle had not said anything
to prevent Ranny's lending to "Fatty"
Hartman, so it was permitted.

"Ya gotta pay it back," was Ranny's
hard condition, "an' ya gotta be on my
side—an' ever'thing."

" Fatty" cheerfully mortgaged his per-

sonal liberty and became a stockholder.

\\ hat by his entrance the meeting
gained in hulk it lost in decorum.
The Wilson basement was splendidly

equipped with boxes and hoards with
which to construct resting-places for

tired business nnn. Also there was a

table which came within one leg of
being perfect. A little carpentry made
this strong enough to bear pounding, and
\ithur elected himself president by
keeping possession of the hammer. He
advanced the opinion that he should
also be " treasury."

"
I oughta be t reasury !" shouted Ran-

ny. " I got ten cents." He repeated this

in even louder tones so .is to attract the

attention <»t his bondsman, who was com-
bining pleasure with business by pinch-

ing rom Rucker's knee. "Fatty" arose

en mc i

< and made .1 demonstration that

threatened to wreck the seating arrange-

ments he was always something of a

problem in a room containing furniture.
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"If ya don't make Ranny treasury,"

he shouted, " 111—I'll organize the whole
shebang!"
Ted Blake attached no importance

to this threat. "I'd like to see you try,"

he said.

There was a delightful uproar, and
Ted, aided by many will-

ing hands, was about to

throw "Fatty" out of the

stockholders' meeting,
when suddenly there was
an ominous thumping upon
the floor overhead indicat-

ing wrath on the part of

the Wilson family which
was still trying to live

there.

"Hey, sit down every-

body an' keep still," said

the worried chairman.
"It's all right; Ranny can
be treasury. I don't care."

Feeling that he had given

a generous two-cents'

worth of loyalty, "Fatty"
now subsided, and Ranny
relieved everybody of his

small change. Tug Wilt-
shire was elected secretary,

because of his knowledge
of the trade, and at Ran-
ny's demand "Fatty"
was chosen doorkeeper
and custodian of the peace.

Putting the peace in "Fat-
ty's" care proved to be
equivalent to a motion to

adjourn. In a sort of in-

formal inaugural address

he declared that if Ted
Blake, or anybody like

that, made any noise, he would be thrown
out. In the outburst that followed

Mrs. Wilson came down the inside

cellar steps and dissolved the meeting
sine die.

"Nex' Satu'day," Ranny announced,
"we can meet in our woodshed an' make
a store for our stamps. We can holler

there an' ever'thing."

To "The Lakeville Stamp Company"
—the name sprouted in Tug Wiltshire's

fertile brain
—

"hollering" rights were
extremely precious, so it was agreed that

the next meeting would be held at the

home of the treasury. Presently the

officers met and invested the capital;
this was arranged amicably and without
any quarrels whatever, except two.

Early in the following week Ranny
was approached by Clarence Raleigh,
who had thus far taken no part in the
stamp industry.

THEY
OUT

WERE ABOUT TO THROW " FATTY
"

OF THE STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING

"Let me be in your company?" said

this gilded youth. "I can get lots of

money. My father
—

"

"I tell ya what," Ranny interrupted,

so as to be spared the painful details.

Nobody would thank him for taking

Clarence into the company, but Raleigh

money was undoubtedly genuine. "You
come 'round nex' Satu'day morniri' and

bring a lot of money. We're goin' to

have some fine stamps to sell."

"Well, maybe," said Clarence, doubt-

fully.

"Don't tell anybody I told ya. It's a

kind of a secrut we got—me and you."
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"Well, all right," Clarence replied,

obviously pleased by this token of inti-

macy. Although excessively popular

with his mother and father, Clarence

had never made headway with the

younger and rougher set. Ranny's was
a reflex, defensive action based upon a

desire not to be associated with this

overdressed youth in the public mind.

Its only penalty was that throughout

a week of broad commercial afFairs, with

incidental school-work, he had to ex-

change winks of guilty knowledge with

Clarence Raleigh.

The davs were crowded with details

—

visiting the post-office with Tug until

the parcel of stamps finally arrived,

turning them over, with protests, to the

president, and discussing what each

shareholder would do with his profits.

Ranny had mentally spent his dividends

over and over for various goods, but

toward the end of the week he settled

down to spending them for a sled. His

former sled had collapsed beyond repair;

cold weather was coming on, and the

first snow-storm would find him utterly

unprepared. On Saturday morning
Ranny's modest hope was that he could

realize one dollar and thirty-seven cents

before the day was over; a small but

yellow sled was held at that price in the

ba ement of the Star Department Store.

\t the meeting which opened shortly

after breakfast, Ranny's invitation to

"holler an* ever'thing" was accepted al-

most too literally- For its size it was

probably the loudest stockholders' meet-

ing ever held in Lakeville. The only

business was to set out the stock in a

way supposed to he tempting to people

of means. This had to be done without

the- authoritative hand ofTug Wiltshire,

who was not present at the meeting.

The display was made upon the- coun-

ter which Ranny had hitherto devoted

to the sale of medicine. With stamps

upon tin counter, lithographic art upon
the walls, the rattle bones of the old

shd hanging upon a nail, and, further to

delight the eye, a pile of stove-wood, a

bag of walnuts, a hoop, a dismantled

clock, one stilt, and a cage of guinea-

pigs, Ranny's shop seemed to illustrate

tin- modern tendency of drug-stores to

sill everything with the possible excep-

tion ^\ drills.

For a while philately absorbed what
little attention there was; it was clearly

the finest aggregation of second-hand
stamps ever collected under one roof.

True, there was a rather too-generous

supply of such old friends as "twenty-
cent Dutchlands" and "ten-cent Neder-
lands," but there were also rarer birds.

Borneo was represented, and a country
called Norge, aiso several South-Amer-
ican republics with stamps of immense
denominations. The Straits Settle-

ments rubbed elbows with Heligoland

—

where "Fatty" Hartman had no friends.

Here w7ere arrayed the solemn visages

of half the world's potentates, pleasantly

relieved by kangaroos and dragons and
Egyptian pyramids. The exhibition

would have coaxed money out of any
pocket which contained any.

There, alas, lay the difficulty. The
stockholders had already strained their

resources; they were here not to buy,

but to "holler" and collect dividends.

"The Lakeville Stamp Company" had
no intention of prospering by selling

things to itself; it counted upon a trust-

ing, solvent public. Therefore the cor-

porate name was chalked upon the fence

where the alley joined the street, and an
arrow pointed the way to the open back-
yard gate. Once arrived at the wood-
shed, the customer had only to over-

power Doorkeeper Hartman and wade
through cheering stockholders to his

heart's desire. But though an hour had
passed since business opened, the only

person who had come near was a penni-

less "Frogtown" youth who had in-

serted his moon-shaped face into the

alley window and inquired, "What's
e\ ei 'body a-hollerin' Pr?" The pocket
of Randolph Harrington Dukes was still

innocent of all treasure except his own
Saturday-morning dime.

leil Blake was the fust to lose faith

in tin enterprise. "This ain't no good,"

he said. "Gimme back my two cents.

1 don't wanta belong to this here com-
pan\ any more."

"Ya gotta belong," Ranny replied.

"The treasury's got no regalar money

—

only st. mips."

Simultaneously patience ceased to be

a virtue with thru other stockholders

besides Fatty," who, being a pauper,

had no standing in the courts. The de-
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fection was rapidly approaching finan-

cial panic. Ranny, in desperation, was
about to risk ridicule and disclose his

secret information about possible orders,

when he was struck with a finer and
nobler idea. It had an element of specu-

lation because Clarence Raleigh, owing
to his mother's veto power, was unde-
pendable in his engagements, but it held

glittering possibilities, including a yel-

low sled.

"I tell ya," he said; "le's don't

organize a company any more. I'll take
all the stamps for my store."

Through cries of rage the idea final-

ly percolated that Ranny was pro-

posing to buy, not to steal, the com-
pany's assets. He escaped to the house,
and by patient probing withdrew from
his iron savings-bank its entire seven
cents. Furthermore, he suggested to

mother that she pay him his next week's
wages in advance.
"My goodness! what a racket they're

making," was mother's irrelevant com-
ment.

"If I had another ten cents," Ranny
replied, "mebbe I could make 'em go
'way."

Perhaps this possibility struck mother

as a good bargain; at any rate, Ranny
soon rejoined his business associates
jingling with copper.
"They ain't enough money to pay

ever'body back," said Ranny.
This announcement had a further de-

pressing effect upon the market, and in

the slump Ranny began to buy.
Ted Blake relinquished his claim for

one cent in cash and a handful of wal-
nuts; Tom Rucker sold his birthright
for a slightly bent jews'-harp, and
promptly began to render selections.

Cash, stamps, and walnuts in various
combinations secured the release of all

the minor claims against the company.
Books had been kept in the heads of the
stockholders, and adjustments were
made by disputation and personal
abuse. In the half-hour while the com-
pany was being unorganized, Ranny's
mother did not get even three cents'

worth of silence.

Arthur Wilson, who was sunk in

"Lakeville Stamp" to the depth of a

quarter, proved hard to buy off. Ranny
offered him stamps, also a guinea-pig;

but it seemed that the only thing the

outgoing president desired less than

stamps was live stock. Ranny called

ARTHUR WILSON, WHO WAS SUNK IN "LAKEVILLE STAMP "

TO THE DEPTH OF A QUARTER, PROVED HARD TO BUY OFF
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attention to the sled and the clock, but

Arthur had no taste for antiques. The
final settlement involved a small and

reluctant guinea-pig, four cents in cash

(all that remained in the treasury), and

a ruinous helping of walnuts. In return

Arthur gave up his official title, also a

^J>

Mil. EX-STOCKHOLDERS HAD TAKEN TO SHINNY

special revenue stamp which he had
found in the bank cellar and which thus

fa i had proved unique.

"Fatty" Hartman now came forward

demanding to be liquidated.
"1 lent \ ;i the money," said Ranny,

earnestly. "I don't owe \ a nuthin' an'

you don't owe me nuthin'. Everything's

all right."

Bui ev< rything, it appeared, was not

all right. Walnuts were being cracked

all over the floor of the stamp exchange,

and nobody gave " Fatty " anj walnuts.

He threatened Ranny with dire organi-

zation if something was not done- for Ins

Tom Rucker interrupted a rendition

of " In the Sweet Bye and Bye" to emit

humor. "You're the doorkeeper," he

said. "Put yourself out."

"Fatty" caught the subtle spirit of

the whimsy and grabbed himself by the

collar. Before an appreciative audience

he staged a contest between the official

and private sides of his nature.

Into this orgy of

feasting, music, and
high carnival there

now entered the most
innocent of all possi-

ble investors. Though
the weather was mild,

Clarence's form was
draped in a gray over-

coat of distinctive pat-

tern. His felt hat was
encircled by a daring

ribbon of robin's -egg

blue. Yet— so great

is the power of the dol-

lar— Ranny was ac-

tually glad to see him.

"Fatty" gave up
the struggle with his

lawless private self
and started to put

C 1 a rence out, as

against public policy.

"Leave 'im alone!"

shouted Ranny.
"Mebbe he's a cus-

customer." He spread

out his hands on the

counter as one who
strives to please.

"What '11 it be to-

day?" he asked.
"Look what I got this morning,"

Clarence replied. He drew from under
his coat a book of about the size of an
advanced geography.

'The Young Philadelphia/'
3

read
out "Fatty," ignorantly. "Wha's that

rr ?"

"That word is
'

• Philatelist'" said Clar-
ence. "It's a stamp-album. My father

got it in Chicago. It cost more than
two doll.ns and a half."

"Well," said Ranny, gleefully, "I
s'pose va wanta buy some stamps to

put in it."

Clarence opened The Young Philate-

list with a gloved hand. "
i es," he said,

sneeringl} ,

"
I wanta buy some stamps

—

like fun!" He dramatically turned over
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several pages. "It's got them all in

already—every stamp in the world
!"

Ranny saw with dismay that the

pages were filled with stamps. Mr.
Raleigh, with characteristic thoughtful-

ness, had bought a ready-made collec-

tion so as to save his son from mental
wear and tear. Ranny was angry at the

way he had been duped.

"Ya haven't either got all the stamps
in the world. I betcha ya haven't even

got that one." He picked up the por-

trait of a handsome pink kangaroo.

"What country?" asked the young
philatelist.

"Austria."
"Australia," corrected Arthur Wilson.

"Well, Australia, then," said Ranny.
"Same thing."

Clarence found the place, and not

only duplicated the pink kangaroo, but

showed other kangaroos in assorted

colors. A similar fate befell the pyra-

mid. Even Ranny's personal Chinese

dragon, acquired at the risk of life and
limb, was represented in this master-

piece of philately.

"I guess," said the desperate store-

keeper, "your ol' book hasn't got this."

It was the special revenue stamp which
he had acquired in trade.

Clarence did not have such a stamp,

but he had something just as good—

a

perfect defense.

"That isn't a regular stamp," he said.

"I wouldn't have a stamp like that.

My father could buy me—

"

"Who wants your oP stamps, any-
how?" said Ted Blake. "Stamps ain't

no good. Le's go out an' play shinny."

It was a minute before Ranny realized

the extent of his misfortune. The bot-

tom had dropped out of the market;
it was Black Saturday on the stamp
exchange. Any game in which Clarence
Raleigh could achieve perfection be-

came automatically not worth the can-

dle. Several former stamp-collectors

went so far as to toss insulting Dutch-
lands and Nederlands upon the counter.

The fickle population laughed at Ran-
ny's folly and trooped out in quest of

shinny.

Ranny sat alone in the great silence;

he had no heart for pounding a tin can
with a stick. He stayed in the wood-
shed because he could pity himself there
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better than in the open air. His walnut-
bag was depleted, his cash reserves gone,
his future mortgaged for a week—and
Tug Wiltshire still held an eight-cent
claim against the company. He was
out a guinea-pig and a jews'-harp, and
winter was coming on. All he had was
a lot of stamps, and to try to sell a stamp
in the present state of the public mind
was to invite assault and battery.

Presently, as if his troubles were not
already greater than he could bear, his

door was darkened by the person whom
he least desired to see, that outstanding
creditor and secretary, Tug Wiltshire.
Tug would be wanting cash, and there
was no cash. But since it is better to
accuse than to be accused, Ranny de-

manded:
"Why didn't ya come to the meetin'?

It's all over. Ever'body's gone away."
"I got a new book," the east-warder

explained. I had to finish it first. It's

all about a boy that had a aeroplane.

The boy—"
"Did ya come straight here after ya

got done?"
"Yes. The boy went—"
"Did ya see any of the kids?"

"No."
Ranny began to feel that life still held

some interesting possibilities. "I bet

ya don't know what happened — I

bought the stamp company."
He explained how he had satisfied all

claims, but made no mention of the de-

pressing Clarence Raleigh. If Tug
would sit in the east ward and read

books, let him take the consequences.

"What 're you goin' to do with all

them stamps?"
Ranny lovingly fondled a few of his

brightest animals and kings. "I'm goin'

to sell 'em." Then, as if stricken with

a fresh idea: "What'li ya give me for

the whole bunch? My own stamps, too?

An' this here—now—you know—special

rev'nue."

Tug examined the special revenue,

then, constant reader that he was,

peeped into a paper-covered booklet of

some sort.
}f

"I haven't got any money, hardly, he

said. "I'll give you— I tell you, I'll

trade you that there book. The boy

went up—"
"No, I don't want no book. Ranny
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felt that literature was poor equipment lous stamp business and at the same
for a hard, cold winter. "Have ya got time win his own way back into popular

a sled?" esteem.

"Yes." Tug brightened perceptibly. "The kids are playin' shinny," he

"I'll give you my sled. It's a good sled said. "Why don't ya go an' sell 'em
—not all busted like that one." He some stamps? They all got money

—

indicated the venerable reiic upon the 'cept 'Fatty,' a course." He pictured

wall. the joyful and violent scene when Tug
"Well, all right." Ranny tried to tried to sell stamps to those hardened

restrain the feverish joy in his voice, shinny-players, and then and there re-

"Take 'em an' I'll come an' get the solved to be present,

sled." "No," said Tug. "I can't now. I

As he helped gather up the stamps gotta go home an' send somethin' to

he conceived a bold plan by which he the stamp company. That special rev'-

could punish Tug for starting this ridicu- nue is worth a dollar an' a half."

The Superman

BY ALBERT BIGELOW PAINE

HE will come;
I know not when, or how;

But he will walk breast-high with God, stepping among the stars.

Clothed in light and crowned with glory he will stride down the Milky Way,
Creating with a thought, building with a word.

A hundred million ages it may be until he comes; what does it matter?
Cons der the deliberate stars—how eternity waits their fulfilments.

A hundred million ages, and yet, sometimes,

Here and now, in these small, primeval days—in this dull gloaming of creation's

dawn

—

Here and now, sometimes, there crackles out a tiny shimmering spark,

Son e hint in our blind, protoplasmic lives,

Of that far, infinite torch

Whose ray shall one day touch the utmost reaches of space

Where life is born.

One that has made brotherhood with the eagle and the hawk;
Oik that has made voices speak across the emptiness;

One that has laid cheer and comfort to the tired heart

—

These and a thousand others are the prophecy:
'I hese t< 11 of the day
When the poor expedient of birth and the sorry trouble of dying have been dismissed,

And all the sail adventures of the body are long forgot.

Walking as angels walk, but greater than the angels,

lb that will come will know not space, nor time, nor any limitation,

But will step across the sky, infinite, supreme—one with God.



The Submarine and the Torpedo in

the Blockade of the Confederacy
BY OSWALD GARRISON VILLARD

HOSOEVER has fol-

lowed the events in Eu-
rope since August ist,

1914, and is famillar

with the history of the

Southern Confederacy,
must have been struck

by the similarity of the situation of the

embattled German Empire and of the

Southern States during the first half of

their struggle for a national existence.

Both asserted the manifest destiny of

their civilization, and are recorded not

only as believing it superior to anything
else extant in the matter of social organi-

zation and culture, but as being con-

vinced that the world would be a sorry

loser if disaster overtook them. Both,
moreover, were certain at the outset

of their respective struggles that defeat

would spell extinction, or, at best, an
intolerable vassalage; both vaunted the

individual superiority of each of its citi-

zens to any three of their foes, and both
demonstrated, at the outset, a clear

military superiority over their enemies.

Both rejoiced in the unparalleled loyalty

and zeal and the devoted patriotism of

their citizens of both sexes, and were
convinced of the insuperable character

of their "will to conquer."
But the parallel extends still further.

Both belligerents at once found them-
selves blockaded by sea by an over-

whelmingly superior naval force. The
Confederacy was without ocean-going
ships save for a few commerce destroy-

ers, whose scourging wanderings over
the seven seas remained unapproached
in daring and effectiveness until the ca-

reers of the Emden and the Karlsruhe
turned the hands of time back for half a

century, and the marvelous Odyssey of

the prize schooner Ayesha surpassed the

exploits of Midshipman Easy and many
another hero of naval fiction in the days

when the oceans knew neither steam nor
electricity, nor cables nor wireless. The
German Empire is equipped with a bat-
tle fleet of varying dimensions, varying,
that is, from the viewpoint of the be-

holder and his relation to naval expendi-
ture within his own country; still it is a

fleet that after seventeen months of war
remains as securely bottled up as were
the James River flotilla and the iron-

clads of the Confederates by the Federal
blockade. Both belligerents had, there-

fore, to turn for defense and offense to

anchored or floating mines or submersi-

ble boats.

It is worth while, therefore, ere the

parallel fails, to recall that to the Con-
federates belongs the credit of the first

practical development of the floating

torpedo and of the near-submarine and

the submarine, precisely as they revolu-

tionized naval warfare by their intro-

duction of armor-plating. Americans

may well smile as they behold the trench

fighting in the west of Europe, which is

but a slight logical advance beyond the

trendies of Lee and Grant in 1864 and

1865, and of dismounted cavalry fighting

behind breastworks as did Stuart's and

Sheridan's, and recall the positive asser-

tions of haughty European militarists

that they had nothing to learn from the

warfare of our "irregulars" of 1861-

1865. On the sea the Germans are to-

day profiting largely not only by an

American invention, the submarine;

they are actually developing the as-

tounding possibilities of this craft, just

as the Confederates produced, by ex-

perimentation that cost them many

brave lives, a boat actually capable of

diving under the hull of the vessel it

sought to attack.

It is the under-dog in naval war-

fare, apparently, whose wits undergo the

greatest sharpening. The galling pres-
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ence of the Federal blockaders by day

and by night in good weather and in

foul, the ease with which they pene-

trated the South's inland waters, were

an ever-present challenge to the Con-

federates' inventive genius. Precedents

there were: Bushnell, Fulton, and oth-

ers had developed submarines many
decades before (the first submarine

seems to have been the invention of

Cornelius Van Drebel, a Dutch physi-

cian, in 1620), while stationary mines

were not unknown in naval warfare.

But just as Fulton's all-big-gun dread-

naught, with its double hull inclosing

engine and propeller, and its powerful

wooden armor, was discarded] by the

conservatism of our naval officers be-

cause it was eighty-five years ahead of the

times, so no one in our ante-bellum navy
concerned himself with anything but

the development of the steam warship

to which we came nearly thirty years

after Fulton showed the way and years

after the European navies had con-

structed ships of this type.

But the Confederates had their share

of gifted naval officers, and, once their

problems were clear before them, they
grappled with them with some skill and
much determination. On both sides there

was at first repugnance to turning to

torpedoes, but by July 22, 1861, floating

mines constructed by Confederates had
been found in the Potomac and at

Hampton Roads. In the North, the

news that the Confederates were using

them brought forth a storm of indigna-

tion of a character familiar to the reader

of oversea despatches in 1914-16. As one
writer has put it, torpedoes had hardly

yet come to be looked upon as a respec-

table mode of warfare, especially by
si ;imen, and the officer who laid the tor-

pedoes and was looking on when the

(^airo was sunk by them describes him-
self as feeling much as "a school-boy
might at seeing serious results follow

from something begun as sport." As
late as March 25, 1864, Admiral Farra-
gut, whose famous "damn the torpe-

does" gives little idea of the seriousness

of their menace to his fleet, wrote that
since torpedoes "are not so agreeable
when used on both sides, therefore I

have reluctantly brought myself to it.

I have always deemed it unworthy o{ a

chivalrous nation, but it does not do to

give your enemy such a decided superi-

ority over you." Yet he was more so-

licitous about the moral effect that tor-

pedoes might have upon his crews than
he cared to admit publicly.

In the previous November, 1863, the
feeling in the navy was still so bitter

that Commodore H. H. Bell, command-
ing the Western Gulf Blockading Squad-
ron ofF New Orleans, officially notified

his subordinates that "persons em-
ployed on torpedoes deserve no quarter

and none should be given them"—an
order paralleled March 20, 1864, at

Alexandria, Louisiana, by Rear-Admiral
David D. Porter, commanding the Mis-
sissippi Squadron. This officer in-

structed his crews to shoot "on the spot"
any one putting infernal machines into

navy coal-piles, or "caught planting tor-

pedoes or floating them down, or with
any of these inventions in their posses-

sion." This was despite the fact that in

the Crimean War contact torpedoes had
been freely used by the Russians against

the British. There is no record of either

officer having been rebuked for these

orders, which at once recall the 191

5

British demands that certain German
submarine officers be set apart as pris-

oners to be tried for piracy at the close

of the present struggle.

When Rear-Admiral Stephen P. Lee,

commanding the Federal fleet in the

James River, in the summer of 1864,

had declined at first to lay torpedoes in

front of his vessels, Gen. Benjamin F.

Butler, whose attack on Drury's Bluff in

April, 1864, failed by reason of the

Confederate torpedo service in the

James, replied to him, sarcastically

enough, that while he was quite "aware
of the delicacy naval gentlemen feel in

depending upon anything but their ships

in a contest with the enemy," he still

felt that in this case of " a contest against

such unchristian modes of warfare as

fire - rafts and torpedo - boats . . . all

questions of delicacy should be waived

by the paramount consideration of pro-

tection for the lives of the men and the

safety of the very valuable vessels of the

squadron." To this pointed argument

the conservative admiral promptly ca-

pitulated.

It is true that in 1862 some sporadic
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Federal attempts to use mines appear,

but not until 1863 did Federal naval
conservatism so far yield as to invite

plans for floating and stationary torpe-

does on a large scale. The Navy De-
partment appealed to Capt. John Er-

icsson among others, while it promptly
purchased many and used some in an
unsuccessful effort to keep the Confeder-

ate ram Albemarle from coming down the

Roanoke River. There was no attempt
to organize a special torpedo division

during the Civil War, just as the Navy
Department waited until 191 5 to estab-

lish a separate submarine organization.

With their talent for organizing, which at

so many military points was superior to

that of the Federals, the Confederates
created a Naval Torpedo Service as early

as June 10, 1861, placing the distin-

guished scientist Comdr. Matthew F.

Maury, C.S.N., in charge, the honor of

placing the first fixed torpedo or mine
in Confederate waters being variously

claimed for Gen. G. J. Rains and for

Lieut. Beverly Kennon, C.S.N., the last

named at New Orleans, where he, who
was familiar with the use of mines in

the Crimean War, had a number of

torpedoes ready for service by October,
1861.

Commander Maury found himself,

however, hampered at every turn by a
lack of interest in official circles and
particularly in the Confederate Con-
gress. A year slipped by before, by a
practical test in the James River, he con-
vinced the Secretary of the Navy and
other high officials of the importance
of his plans. But to him and to General
Rains belongs the credit for having mined
the James River at the suggestion of
Gen. Robert E. Lee, after the battle of
Seven Pines. By June 19, 1862, the day
before he was relieved and ordered to
Europe for other duty, Commander
Maury reported having laid fifteen boil-

er-plate tanks in the James River to be
exploded by means of an electrical cur-
rent, giving a detailed description in a
letter to the Secretary of the Navy in

Richmond. This work was then taken
over and perfected by his assistant,
Lieut, (later Commander) Hunter Da-
vidson, who was the first to injure or
destroy vessels by the use of electrical

torpedoes, although the fame of destroy-

ing the first Yankee craft, the ironclad
Cairo, in the Yazoo River, on December
12, 1864, by means of a friction primer
and a trigger line, belongs to two apt
scholars of Lieutenant Kennon.
Commander Davidson, an officer of

great daring and ability, as shown by
his attack upon the Minnesota with a
spar torpedo, was officially commended
by Secretary Mallory for his work in
this field, and remained in charge of the
special submarine and torpedo naval
force of the Confederacy until he, too,
was ordered to Europe in the fall of
1864. Gen. G. J. Rains, who had
devised a friction-torpedo, was put in

charge of a co-operating army Torpedo
Bureau at Richmond; by him stations
were established at Savannah, Wilming-
ton, Charleston, and Mobile, with sub-
stations elsewhere, the men of the corps
being sworn to secrecy and granted ex-

traordinary rights and privileges. The
Confederate Congress, if slow to appro-
priate large sums for this branch of war-
fare, at least provided by an act of
April 21, 1862, that the inventor of any
device by which a hostile vessel should
be destroyed should receive fifty per
cent, of its value and that of its arma-
ment. On May 1, 1863, it voted a
meager $20,000 for torpedo service, its

first direct appropriation of this kind;

February 17, 1864, it granted $100,000
for submarine batteries; June 13, 1864,

$200,000; and near the close of the war,

when it was too late, $6,000,000 at a

single time. None the less the work of

mining went on vigorously, beginning

with 1862, so that thereafter Federal

vessels entered no stream or river, how-
ever insignificant, save with the expec-

tation, usually realized, of encountering

some form of this "infernal machine."

To it, from first to last, four monitors,

three ironclads, nine gunboats, seven

transports, and six colliers and tugs fell

victims with the loss of many lives;

more or less seriously damaged were one

monitor, six gunboats, and one trans-

port; and, in addition, one transport was

blown up by an infernal machine placed

on board. The New. Ironsides, the pow-

erful iron -clad Federal flagship, was

rendered ineffective in the attack on

Charleston on April 7, 1863, because she

grounded on an upright steam-boiler
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planted in the channel for the express

purpose of blowing her to atoms—which

would probably have taken place but

for the accidental breaking of the wires.

Beer-kegs, soda-fountains, powder-boxes

on rafts, floating torpedoes, intrusted to

the current as have been the fateful

mines at Gallipoli that took their toll

in battle-ships, were employed, as well

as ground and percussion, turtle and
shell torpedoes, bombs that went off by
clock-work like the contrivance which
sank a number of vessels, destroyed

several large warehouses, and wounded
fifty men at City Point, and that

which destroyed an ordnance supply-

boat of Admiral Porter's fleet at

Mound City, Illinois. Finally, no one
knows the extent of the havoc of the

"coal torpedoes," a device smuggled into

piles of coal to which is attributed the

loss of General Butler's headquarters'

boat on the James River, November 27,

1864.

The destruction of sixteen men-of-war
on the coast and on inland waters is

eloquent testimony to the efficiency of

what was at best a hastily improvised

service lacking such necessary material

as wire and fuses. Not even the activi-

ties of the blockade-runners could com-
pensate for all the shortcomings of the

Confederacy in this respect, nor the zeal

of its purchasing-agents abroad, who,
as late as January, 1865, were shipping

torpedo-boats in parts by blockade-

runners, and in previous months were
bewailing the loss of submarine mate-
rials by a, for them, unfortunate wreck
in neutral waters. Commander Maury
had devoted nearly three years to study
abroad of the torpedo problem when he
set sail, on May 2, 1865, for home. A
large quantity of valuable torpedo mate-
rial, much of it the product of his own
inventive genius, had been shipped
ahead of him. It was a crushing blow to

him to hear of the end of the Confed-
eracy when he arrived at St. Thomas
and found himself without occupation
or opportunity to try out his devices.

Finally, an example of the military and
strategic value of mines appears from
the failure of an expedition to proceed
up the Roanoke River in December,
1S64, by reason of the loss of two gun-
boats and a launch, the objective being

the highly important cutting of the
Weldon Railroad, then a chief artery of
supply for Richmond.
However valuable the torpedo-plant-

ing work, in excitement, in extreme
danger, and in opportunity to strike a
swift, deadly blow at the enemy, the
Confederates who volunteered for tor-

pedo-boat service were at the forefront

of the defenders of the Confederacy.
None others took such desperate
chances, and none others showed greater

daring or courage. The lazily cruising

blockaders, who never left the horizon,

were an irresistible incentive to South-
ern men to risk their lives in the merest
cockleshells, beside which the submarine
of to-day is the safest of cruisers. Tor-
pedoes and mines were all very well as

defensive weapons, but ambitious spirits

sought to take the offensive and to break
the blockade. That was the great bait,

for, with the blockade raised, even tem-
porarily, the effect upon public opinion

abroad would be far-reaching. And
so men turned to boats awash and al-

most invisible—near-submarines—with
torpedoes attached to spars, and even
to submarines. For, besides the far-

distant precedents of Bushnell and Ful-

ton, there were others. Experimenting
with undersea craft had never stopped;

in 1 85 1, for instance, a Yankee shoe-

maker, Lodner D. Phillips, had con-

structed two boats each forty feet long,

and each equipped with a spar-torpedo.

In one, he and his wife and their two
children spent an entire day exploring

the bottom of Lake Michigan; the other

became his coffin when he ventured too

far under the deep waters of Lake Erie.

His fate deterred no one.

There is a statement that the Tredegar

Iron Works at Richmond, that great

arsenal of the Confederacy, turned out

early in 1 861 a submarine patterned

after a diving-bell, which speedily de-

monstrated its complete futility. Much
farther South, in the soon-menaced city

of New Orleans, early in 1862, three

men—Capt. W. L. Hunley, Capt. James
McClintock, and Baxter Watson—be-

gan building submarines.

After two attempts, the builders con-

structed, largely out of a cylindrical

boiler which happened to be on hand,

a boat thirty feet long, four feet wide,
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and five feet deep—a huge iron coffin

in looks, a huge iron coffin in her brief

career to fully thirty-two brave men, and
withal one of the most remarkable craft

that ever rode the waters. Her power
was that of eight men who turned the

shaft of an ordinary propeller, in default

of storage batteries and gasolene motors.

There were ballast-tanks to take in sea-

water, and a force-pump to eject it. She
submerged by taking in water and by
depressing external fins like those of a

fish, and traveled very slowly when sub-

merged, the men working in total dark-

ness save for the light of a single candle,

and so crowded together that no one
could leave his seat or his position—the

two navigators standing with their heads
in the two hatchways by which the boat
was entered and left. At first it was
planned to tow the torpedo, but experi-

ments in Mobile Bay, at first success-

ful in that boats were blown up after

the submarine had dived under them,
showed that that was too risky a pro-

cedure in rough water, and resort was
had to a torpedo at the end of a twenty-
two-foot boom containing ninety pounds
of explosive and operated by a percus-

sion and friction primer. With this

equipment this strange craft, the first

successful submarine, was shipped to

Charleston Harbor as a more suitable

and desirable place for her operations.

And in Charleston Harbor, in mid-
summer, 1863, her career of stark trag-

edy began. Lieut. John Payne, C.S.N.,
volunteered to take command, and there

was rivalry between this boat, the
Hunley, or the "American Diver," as

she was called, and the David, which
assailed the Federal Goliath, the New
Ironsides, and did her such serious in-

jury. The latter, the David, a razeed
launch, lying low in the water, was com-
manded by Lieut. W. T. Glassell, a
daring officer, who, early in 1863, organ-
ized a small flotilla of rowboats armed
with spar-torpedoes. With these he
attempted to attack the Powhatan, and
took part in a raid on Federal monitors
in the North Edisto, both of which
moves were rendered futile—by treach-
ery in one case, and terror among his

men in the other. But on October 5,

1863, with the David, he stole up along-
side the flagship and exploded a torpedo

under her, about amidships, killing the
deck officer, Ensign Howard, by a pistol-
shot, and being himself captured, al-

though his frail craft returned safely to
harbor. It was, all in all, a remarkably
daring exploit that narrowly failed to
sink the armor-clad.
To return to the Hunley, Lieutenant

Payne was getting ready for a first at-
tack with his submarine, after several
successful under-water plunges under
war-ships in the harbor, when a swell
swamped the boat, drowning eight men,
Lieutenant Payne alone escaping. In a
precisely similar happening soon after,

six more men were lost. Raised again,
this floating boiler was turned over to a
civilian crew headed by Captain Hunley
himself, under whom she practised for

many weeks, until, on October 15, 1863,
because of careless handling, probably
by Hunley himself, she once more dived
to the bottom and there remained for

nine days, with nine additional victims

drowned or asphyxiated within her. It

would seem as if that might have been
enough, but it was not for Confederates
while the enemy was in sight. Two sol-

diers from Mobile who had helped to

build her volunteered to operate her,

and she was raised once more.

Throughout November and Decem-
ber, 1863, and January and part of

February, this devoted crew practised

unceasingly under most trying condi-

tions; night after night they risked their

lives in vain efforts to reach the Federal

fleet, being driven back again and again,

for they could only make five knots at

best, by wind and tide and sea or the

coming of daylight—a story of amazing

endurance in midwinter and the rarest

heroism in a craftwhich might sink at any

moment. Once they remained on the

bottom for two hours and thirty-five

minutes as a test of endurance, precisely

as modern boats "go to sleep" on the

bottom to rest the crew. But the

Hunley had no oxygen-tanks or other

artificial ventilation; they breathed and

rebreathed the air of their thirty-five-

foot boiler. At last the night came when

conditions favored an attack. With

Lieut. George E. Dixon in charge, the

boat reached the Federal sloop-of-war

Housatonic. The deck officer hailed;

there were shots fired; but this extraor-
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dinary engine of death drove steadily on,

its hour come. The brave men within

steadily turned their crank-shaft, not

knowing what second their lives would
end, but prepared for the worst.

Five minutes after the officer of the

deck discovered "something like a plank

upon the water,
,,
the Housatonic was on

the bottom with the loss of two officers

and three seamen. Neighboring ships

sent boats' crews to the rescue, though
wondering whether they, too, might not

perish in the twinkling of an eye by this

same mysterious agency that had stolen

into the middle of the fleet like a thief

in the night. But no sign did they see

of the craft. Ashore, men strained their

eyes for sight of her, anxiously hoping
that the Hunley had floated out to sea on
the ebb-tide and would return in due
course. But no mortal eye was ever

again set upon the men who, in the dark-

ness of their boiler afloat, faced eternity

unwincing. For them the path of glory

had led but to death and fame. Several

years later divers found the Hunley in

the wreck of the Housatonic, either sunk
by the explosion or by being sucked into

the hole the torpedo had created; twen-
ty-two feet was not a sufficient distance

from her own engine of destruction. This
time the iron coffin was not raised;

she, the first successful submarine, is

still :he tomb of the men who paid nine
lives for a Yankee sloop-of-war, and now
have a share in the monument to those
heroes that stands on the Battery at

Charleston.

Their feat, coming after four attempts
upon the New Ironsides by other craft,

of which one, as stated, was successful,

caused consternation in the fleet by its

suddenness, mysteriousness, and com-
pleteness. "This fate of the Housatonic
troubles me very much," wrote Rear-
Admiral Dahlgren, commander of the
fleet, in his diary. "Torpedoes have
been laughed at, but this disaster ends
that. ..." He asked the Navy Depart-
ment to offer $20,000 or $30,000 prize

money for the capture or destruction of
a Diver or a David, adding, gloomily:
"The Department will readily perceive
the consequences likely to result from
this event; the whole line of blockade
will be infested with these cheap, con-
venient, and formidable defenses, and

we must guard every point. The meas-
ures for prevention may not be so obvi-

ous." Yet he requested a number of

forty-foot torpedo-boats with a small

engine and propeller and a quantity of
floating torpedoes as antidotes, saying:

"I have attached more importance to

the use of torpedoes than others have
done, and believe them to constitute the
most formidable of the difficulties in the
way to Charleston." All sorts of sug-

gestions poured in on Admiral Dahlgren
and the Navy Department, and in one
of these, forwarded by Gideon Welles
himself, there is again a forecast of com-
ing events: "The security of our ves-

sels against similar destroyers would be
much enhanced by having some small

steamers constantly steaming guard in

the vicinity of where the torpedo-boats
would come out, each steamer or tug
to be supplied with a powerful calcium
light, by which the enemy would be
discovered and run down." In suggest-

ing this predecessor of the modern
search-light (also put into use at other

places by the blockaders), Mr. Welles,

with real Yankee thrift, added, "Of a

bright, moonlight night, of course, the

light would not be needed." As a mat-
ter of fact, a number of steam-launches
did go into service on the blockade

thereafter.

Admiral Dahlgren's uneasiness was
not allayed, but increased, by other at-

tacks which followed in quick succes-

sion. Sixteen days after the loss of the

Housatonic, March 6, 1864, the David—
the same low-lying craft which had at-

tacked the New Ironsides, assailed the

blockader Memphis, in the North Edis-

to River. Under the command of her

daring engineer, J. H. Tomb (who still

survives in Jacksonville, Florida), the

David struck the Memphis twice despite

a hail of bullets, first on the port

quarter and next on the starboard.

Fortunately for the Memphis, the tor-

pedo in both cases failed to explode, and
the David returned safely, if discom-

fited. In the next month, April 18th,

Engineer Tomb ventured out again in

his launch, which was merely a steam-

propelled boat of such slight freeboard

as to be almost awash, only a steel plate

protecting the crew of four, whose heads

were just above the water. This time
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his prey was the Wabash, and a severe

fright he gave to her crew. Three times

he headed for her ; being discovered,

musketry and cannon-shot greeted him,

but again he and his men escaped unin-

jured, they being compelled to return,

not because of the hostile fire, but be-

cause "the heavy swell rolling over and
into the David" compelled a return to

harbor. But for this her spar-torpedo

might as easily have injured the Wa-
bash as it did the armor-clad New Iron-

sides, for the advantage appears to have
been with the attackers, as it had been
nine days earlier when Commander
Hunter Davidson torpedoed the U.S.S.

Minnesota at anchor off Newport News.
Naturally, these attacks caused great

wear and tear upon all the crews of the

blockaders through nervous anxiety.

Not until five months had elapsed (that

is, until September 14, 1864) was there

another attack, this time upon the gun-
boat Winona, off Breach Inlet, South
Carolina, when the torpedo-boat was
discovered in time for the ship to steam
ahead before a blow could be struck.

The following month the famous Federal
Lieutenant Cushing evened things up
by sinking the Confederate ram Albe-

marle, his weapon being the spar-torpedo
attached to an ordinary steam-launch

—

a gallant act, indeed, but one, as John
Ericsson said, which proved "great dar-

ing but nothing else." Not so the final

recorded attack of the war, that of the

St. Patrick, a David built at Mobile in

the fall of 1864, after an earlier craft had
been sunk with loss of life by the explo-

sion of her boiler. Again the attacker
remained unscathed by heavy artillery

and musketry fire, and returned safely.

With this the record of torpedo-boat
attacks on vessels ends. From that time
on the defense had improved so that
the Confederates desisted from further
attack, being also handicapped by dis-

sensions among the civilian commanders
of some of their torpedo-boats and their

marked inefficiency.

The speed with which the Federals,
after the attacks upon the Housatonic,
turned to torpedo-launches and torpedo-
boats of an armored type, and even fitted

out some of their monitors and gun-
boats with spar-torpedoes, is proof
enough of the effect created by the
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Rebel boats. The Northern press,
notably the Army and Navy Journal,
cried out in alarm; and Chief-Engineer
William Wood and Engineer Lay, the
latter himself the inventor of a torpedo,
were assigned to the task of developing
the Federal torpedo-boat service. One
of the many launches they equipped in

the summer of 1864 was used by Cushing
in sinking the Albemarle. During these
months there was also experimenting
with a submarine devised by Profi

Horstford, as there had been trials of
M. Vilberve's diving-boat in 1861,
while the Winans' (Thomas and EakinJ
submarine had been tried out under ser-

vice conditions at Fort Monroe in 1862
and found wanting. By the end of 1864
Messrs. Wood and Lay had also pro-
duced an armored torpedo-boat that
could be submerged until only a few
inches of her armored deck and a con-
ning-tower showed above water. This
craft, the Spuyten Duyvil, as she was
called, was by all odds the best torpedo-

boat built during the war, with her

length of eighty-four feet, breadth of

twenty, her armor-plating and her clever

mechanical devices for launching the

torpedo from the end of an operating

bar prior to the contact and explosion.

In many respects she was a forerunner of

the torpedo-boat of to-day, particularly

in that she was the first craft fitted to

launch several torpedoes in succession.

She, too, was never tested under service

conditions, though she was in the James
River at the time ofthe fall of Richmond.

If the Federal government was slow

to go on with torpedo experiments, and

did not organize for them until 1869, did

not construct another torpedo-boat, the

Alarm, until 1878, and did not build an

up-to-date one, the Cushing, until 1890,

this is probably due to the exhaustion

after the long Civil War and the inherent

conservatism of our naval officers. But

no one can trace the subsequent develop-

ment of torpedo-boats and submarines

without realizing that the Confederates

laid the foundations for this development

of naval warfare, and that the chapters

of submarine warfare now being so amaz-

ingly written on the other side of the

Atlantic belong in closest sequence to

the narrative, so full of dramatic inci-

dents, which has just been summarized.
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lightning flashed it revealed, right at the

left stirrup leather, a horrid chimera of

eyes—and horns like a moving thicket

oi' skeleton brush. Original clamped his

knees tighter for saving hold while his

hands went back and under the cantle

to fumble the knots binding his slicker

there. The stifF garment became loosed,

came away in his right hand, and was

carried trailing, against the moment for

its use.

"We're gettin' to the point, Nigger

Boy!" Original shrilled. "Ole Luke
hasn't begun to turn 'em, so we must 'a'

beaten him to the lead! Now—now,

crowd 'em, Nigger Boy; crowd 'em!

Yip— yip— yip! Turn, you damn'd
dogies! Over, you yearlin' idjits!"

Original, now racing neck and neck

with the leaders of the stampede, urged

his little horse in so close to the plunging

mass that hot breath was on his leg and

the smell of panic in his nostrils. His

slicker he used as a flail, bringing it down
with wide, overhead strokes into the

faces of the foremost steers. As he

flailed he shrieked bitter curses, know-
ing not what nor why he screamed at

the insensate mass. He felt a yielding

of the close-packed bodies. In the dark-

ness some sense of the cow-puncher's

art told him he was turning the leaders.

Old Shinnery Luke, somewhere off there

on the far flank, would feel the pressure,

know that Original was turning 'em, and
swing out to catch the drift and turn it

still closer in on itself. Together they

could change the stampede into a "mill,"

with the silly thousands racing in a

circle, and so save days of labor for the

rest of the outfit in rounding up a scat-

n red herd over a ten-mile front. Yes,

Shinnery Luke and he could do this

—

with luck.
" Keep your feet on the ground, lit-

tle boss," Original pleaded in low tones.

"Jest stay top side up until ole Luke
catches this point; 'cause if you fetches

a prairie-dog hole right now, you an'

me goes to glory."

Slowlv horse and boy crowded the

stampede leaders out of their course

—

Nigger Boy squealing and biting at

heaving flanks. Original whipping his

slicker down into the mass of horned

heads. Now they were directly in the

path of ten thousand hammering hoofs,

where a fall would have meant quick
obliteration for horse and rider equally.

Now back to the flank to urge and crowd
a thundering wall of maddened flesh

over in the changed direction. The boy
performed this strategy with veteran
skill; under all the heat of the exacting

moment ran clear, cool purpose. He
exulted in the opportunity to turn the
stampede single-handed; he, Original

Bill Blunt, the kid of the Hashknife out-

fit, was breaking the run right up at

the roaring front of three thousand crazy
steers.

"Yip — yip — yip! Split yourselves,

you loco longhorns! Original Bill's got

his war-paint on, an' he'll ride you—ride

you!"
Suddenly, from over to the left in the

direction of the turned point, came the

bang-bang-bang! of a six-shooter and
thin stabs of flame through the felt

blackness. Shinnery Luke was telling

Original he'd gained the front and was
taking the point. The boy dropped a

quick hand to his holster and wLiipped

out his gun—that dilapidated, loose-

pinned old Allen he'd swapped his new
hat for back in Dodge. Down went the

barrel viciously near the starting eyes

by the stirrup-leather, and bang-bang-
bang! the shots answered.

Somewhere very near at hand a split-

ting crash, the ping-ping of wire stressed.

"Fence!" the boy gasped, and at that

instant Nigger Boy left the earth, all-

fours, in a plunging somersault. Little

points of fire spit and crackled behind

Original's eyes; something below his

rain-plastered shirt gave away, and he

dropped, dropped to horrible depths.

Roaring, as of the herd in full stam-

pede, filled many years. But somehow
this great noise was filed to a point,

sharp as the tip of a skinning-knife—

a

point which moved forward over a great

distance to stab the ears, and then with-

drew. Away off, this point was but a

whisper, and red like the tip of a ciga-

rette against the dark everywhere about;

then, as it came whizzing back for an-

other stab, it blazed white hot. The
noise burned when it struck. At the

end of the tenth year something began

to ride herd on this knife-noise which

swung and stabbed, swung and stabbed

—that something a coolness which al-
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ways turned the white, blazing point

just when it was ready to sear. Yes, it

was a coolness and it seemed a hand—

a

great, cool hand. For two years more
Original struggled to break the bonds
about his own hands—green rawhide
they were, and tough—so that he might
feel this saving hand. At last he suc-

ceeded in freeing one, though the other

was dead and useless. Very slowly he
lifted questing fingers, groped and
clasped that something which warded
pain from him. "Sure, it's a hand,"
Original sighed. "Yes, sonny," came a

woman's voice; "my hand." So he
opened his eyes. It was day.

Her face was very close above his, and
he studied it curiously. Original had
seen very few women in his life; not one
could he remember who didn't wear a

sunbonnet. This woman wore none.

Her eyes were a sage gray, and large and
deep; little crow-tracks lay about their

corners, but did not make them old.

Her cheeks were round and wind-burnt
to roughness. The mouth was smiling,

so of course Original could not know just

what sort of a mouth it was. But her

hair—there was a funny thing; it was
yellow as a new saddle except right in

the middle, where a broad streak of gray
slashed through to lose itself in the high

knot piled atop her head. The boy's

eyes rested longest on that gray brand,

but came back eventually to the eyes,

which still searched his.

"You—you run this outfit, ma'am?"
he asked, vaguely.

"You're at my ranch, Mister—Mis-
ter—"

"Blunt—Bill Blunt, of the original

Blunt fambly down in Deaf Smith
County in the Panhandle," he supplied,

with a stiffening of pride in his voice.

He thought he'd caught the word "son-
ny" back there in the dark, but the

"Mister" atoned for that error.

"The boys said you were Original Bill

when they brought you here last night,"

the woman commented. " I supposed
—

"

"That's only the trail brand they put

onto me, ma'am. My folks is the

original
—

"

"Yes, yes, I understand." Her eyes

were smiling, too, now. "But you
mustn't talk overmuch just now. Just

rest."

In her voice was some soothing qual-
ity which seemed to Original to be as
cool as that hand which had fended for
him—cool and sort of healing. But he
pushed back the weight of drowsiness
long enough to put the question, "Me,
I got throwed bad, then ?"

"Part of your herd hit my fence

—

just a little fence I put around my hay
lot"—this apologetically and defensively
against the cow-puncher's hatred of the
fence-builder

—
"and you took up your

claim right then and there."

"
And—Nigger Boy?"

"Just you drift off to sleep—Mister
Blunt. Your little hoss 's gorging him-
self with oats out in my corral this min-
ute, sound as a bell."

Original sighed once and gave himself
up. The woman rose from the bunk,
smoothed the buffalo-robe under the
tilted chin, and stood looking down into

the lad's face. A small, delicately shaped
face it was; the hands on the curly robe
were small; his body was undersized

and appealingly boyish. One of her

hands went out to push back with a

touch maternal a raven's wing of long

hair that had fallen over his brow. A
"black Texan" he was; the woman
knew the breed. "Mister Bill Blunt,"

she whispered, and the corners of her

smiling mouth drooped ever so little

—

"of the original Blunt family." A quick

lift of the shoulders, as if in deprecation

of thoughts having no right of place in

her heart, and she went to the far end

of the long, log-walled room to prepare

against the necessity of the day's busi-

ness.

A pail of water with a dipper she set

handy to the bunk where Original lay;

bread and meat on a tin plate she placed

on a stool drawn close. When she had

pulled on heavy, high-heeled boots and

settled over her curiously streaked head

a broad-brimmed felt she turned at the

door for a last look at the small face

above the buffalo-robe. She
_
tiptoed

across the dirt floor on sudden impulse,

stood looking down for an instant, then

leaned and brought her lips close to the

freckled cheek. Some savage repression

stayed her before her lips touched; hot

blood coursed her cheeks. She hurried

away, took down a saddle from its peg,

and went out to the corral. Her buck-
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skin saddled, the woman mounted and
rode swiftly out toward the scored and
wrinkled battlements of Pumpkin Butte,

graven deep against the blue of the new
day. On one of the strings of her saddle

hung a running iron—that handy ring

of metal for informal and hasty brand-

ing which, in the heyday of the " rus-

tlers," or cattle-thieves, came to be a

distinguishing mark of the profession

—

often fatal evidence.

It was in the half-dark of early eve-

ning, with the sun's fading torch set

over the Big Horns, that she returned.

When she let down the bars of the corral

she saw a little huddle of shadow
propped in a corner formed of the cotton-

wood logs; Nigger Boy was standing

over it, nuzzling with strange whicker-

ings.

"I—I went and petered out," Orig-

inal muttered, shamefacedly. "I
couldn't go for to th'ow my saddle over

Nigger Boy nohow. This shoulder
—

"

Without a word she stooped and put
strong arms about him. The boy pushed
feebly against her shoulder as she lifted

him and carried him into the house to

lay him in the bunk. Then, with in-

stinctive thought of protection for mor-
tification in a boy's heart, she left him
in the shadows and went out to unsaddle
her horse and feed the two beasts.

Original watched her, later, as she

moved about in the candle glow at the

far end of the long room, preparing sup-

per. The light on her yellow hair threw
a golden haze down on her face. He
wondered if it were a pretty face, but he
had no standards to judge by. How old

she might be—but there again lack of

acquaintance with women left him grop-

ing. I [is one sure sense was of her gen-

tleness, her goodness. He believed that

his mother must have been very like

this woman, with a soft touch of hands
and a way of understanding.

She brought him his plate and sat, with
hers on her knees, beside him. The
boy's first question sin- answered with a

uring smile. No, the Hashknife
outfit hadn't deserted him; she'd met
two of the boys up the trail just that

afternoon -this was a kindly lie -and
they'd told her the herd was making to

range on the Powder River, just fifteen

miles north. She guessed Original knew

that already; but maybe he didn't know
they were so close to the Powder when
the stampede came. This intelligence

seemed to satisfy the boy. With a con-

scious, professional air, as one cow-
puncher to another, he began to extol

the fine qualities of the Hashknife outfit;

to narrate incidents of the long, six-

months' drive up from the Rio Grande

—

the bogging down of sixty head in the

Washita, the hold-up of ten beeves ex-

acted by hostile Cheyennes in the Chero-
kee Strip. Always as he talked the deep,

sage-gray eyes were upon him, encour-
aging. The candle stood some distance

away on a shelf, but the eyes seemed to

have a light of their own. Original

found it so easy to talk to this woman;
with the riders of the herd he played
only a listening part.

"Excuse me, ma'am," he once inter-

rupted himself, "but I don't know your
name."
"They call me"—then, with swift

emendation— "You can call me just

Eliza."

"You call me plain Original," he was
quick to answer. "'Mister' sounds sort

of highfalutin' and like a court o' law."

"What does your mother call you,

Original?" she asked, her voice a little

hushed.

"I disremember exactly; I think it

was William, though. You see, Miss
Eliza, she's been dead

—

"

"Oh! Yes, yes, I understand. And
you've been—alone a long time?"

"Since I was eight, yes, ma'am. My
father, he went first—in the war. My
brother Henry's got his old rim-fire mus-
ket yet. Henry he moved us all out to

Deaf Smith County along of a bunch of

hawgs, and I began to ride the mail

when I was eleven." Original stopped

in abrupt confusion, realizing that this

giving of confidences was perhaps an

unmanly thing. He had never done it

before, yet that very spirit of easy frank-

ness which had made the dropping of

the "mister" comfortable urged that

he continue. Something in her eyes, so

like the mother light back in dim mem-
ory, urged, too. Here was not one to

laugh at him, one against whom to

guard secrets. She was a woman, and

—

different. "And then when my brother

Henry wanted me to work for him I
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ran away. Guess I reckoned working
for kin wasn't honest; they wouldn't
grind you so hard as reg'lar hired help.

So I took to punchin' bulls on a freight-

team 'longside Con Presley, which he
was a fightin' wildcat, but good to me,
and afterwards he's a train - robber.

Then—"
The woman sat, chin in hand, and

heard the story of a waif in the Big
Country—one growing wild and free as

a young cougar in the high places. She
read, too, the clean heart of a boy re-

vealed unconsciously in the narrative of

brutal episodes—a pistol fight with the

smoke of murder swirling about the

boy's head, man-hunts in which he had
joined with all the primal lust of the

chase. Why was it, she asked herself,

angrily, and with a touch of horror as if

against profanation—why was it that

down in the depths of her some strange

pain of yearning was stirred—just as

when she was tempted to kiss the uncon-
scious cheek and desisted. Those old

days, when she had lived cleanly, when
her arms had held a son— oh, why
wouldn't those memories stay buried!

To-morrow he would go out to the range,

this clean boy, and he would hear

—

"Tell me, Original" — she tried to

keep her voice flat and drained of feeling—"in all these years you've been rang-

ing 'round alone did you ever feel some-
thing—somebody near you?"
The boy looked sharply up at her, his

brows puckered suspiciously. "Did
you?" he parried by way of feeling her

out.

She slowly nodded. For a long minute
he searched her face as if keen to find

the first flicker of ridicule, but her eyes

reassured him.

"Well, that's mighty funny," he ad-

mitted. "I reckoned I was the only

plumb idjit—begging your parding,

Miss Eliza, ma'am—to have such no-

tions."

"Tell me what it is—what do you
feel?" she gently urged.

"Well, if you won't laugh at me—that

being my reg'lar secret. I've never told

nobody 'longside of you. But in the Big

Country there's some one who sort of

reg'lates things—fixes up the stars at

night and makes the piny woods to

mourn when the night winds blow, and

asks the coyotes to howl when there's
nobody to howl at. Sometimes this here
some one's so near and strong you can
hear him talking to you; sometimes he's
far away as the ocean. I don't reckon to
know much about him, though. It's

more feeling than plumb knowing."
"What do you call that some one,

Original?"

"Not much of anything, Miss Eliza.
I call him It, which it don't seem like to
be a decent enough word at all."

"I call Him God," she put in, simply.
"Oh, but God's different," the boy

denied. "He's the Methody parson's
friend, and He never comes close enough
for a rough man like me to tie onto."
This was said with a conscious air of
sophistication that pleaded for the frank
of genuineness.

The woman with the gray brand felt

a knot tighten in her throat. One of her

hands crept over the ouffalo-robe to

find and close over the small, hot hand
lying there, and in simple sincerity she

began to talk of the Creator, His works.

She talked not as woman to man—the

artless pretensions of Mister Bill Blunt
had long since been thrown over—but as

mother to son. The wildling, with the

raven wing falling over his eyes, found

the spirit of the telling sweet as the

wonder of the words. Here was memory
of that far time when a mother's knee

was the gate to vision-land made alive

again. She talked, and the candle

burned low in its tin sconce. In the end

Original of his own thought rose, gath-

ered the spare buffalo-robe in his arms,

and walked, a bit unsteadily, out to the

dugout shed where sweet hay made the

dark odorous. She followed to the cabin

door to light him to the haymow, and

as he passed her there on the door-step

she leaned a little toward him, her heart

constricted.

The boy paused for an instant, his

eyes meeting hers. Then, "Good night,

Miss Eliza."

"Good night, Original," she whis-

pered.

At dawn he was on Nigger Boy, ready

to follow the broad trail of the Hash-

knife herd across country to its grazmg-

place. He looked down at the yellow

head with its strange slash of gray there

by his saddle-horn, and very awkwardly
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he put out his hand. "You've been

powerful good to me, Miss Eliza,"

he murmured, "and I sure would ad-

mire to come and see you right soon

—

that is, if you want me. You—you talk

to me so wonderful."

"Come soon, Original." She caught

his hand with firm fingers. "And—and

what men say on the range—what they

say you won't believe." The note of

pleading even more than the words and

the surprise of the outburst left the boy
without an answer. He withdrew his

hand, pressed in his knees, and Nigger

Boy bounded out to the open.

Original turned at the far corner of the

corral to wave his hand; a wave was
returned him. Then, west and north

toward the far-flung blue of the Big

Horns, gem clear through the crystal

lens of the morning, he turned his pony.

The track of the herd was laid down
like a yellow carpet strip over the swell-

ing crests of divides in the distance—

a

mere worm trail in the immensity of the

Big Country. Far out and away stood

the carved pillars of grotesque buttes,

buttressing the sky. A rowdy wind
searched his lungs, filled all his body
with vigor mounting to giddiness. Ex-
ulting, Original rose in his stirrups and
his eyes swept a horizon of a hundred
miles. "O God!" he cried. "O God,
I know you!"

Truly, as Miss Eliza had said, he
found the herd spread out between the

val'ey walls of the Powder—dapple and
dun specks against the brown immen-
sity. A noisy welcome greeted him from
the wagon. He found himself almost a

hero, for he had turned the herd in mid-
stampede "and druv clean through a

nester's fence."

"Good kid!" roared Shinnery Luke, as

he threw an arm over Original's thin

shoulder. "But, boys, we hadn't ought
'a' left my podner to be nussed by the
Pinto Filley—us hearing what we've
heard since, an' him the innocent child

what he is." GufFaws following sent the
blood to Original's cheeks.
"Which some of the boys from K C

home ranch was a-tellin' us," put in

another, "she used to wear rings

—

diming rings — when she was dancing
in a honkey-tonk over in Buffalo. But
the ring she wears now is tied onto her

saddle—a handy ring for to burn out
other people's brands with. The same as

does her merry companions, the rustlers

of the Teapot Spout."
"It's a lie! A damn'd lie!" Original

shouted, desperately. The fresh mem-
ory of the night before, its wonderful
communion, cried in outrage.

Shinnery Luke cast a swift glance of
admonition about the circle as he patted
the boy's shoulder. "Which goes double
with Shinnery Luke so long as you says
it, Original," he assured, and that was
an end to the ragging.

Original took his accustomed place in

the outfit's routine, made easier by the

decision of the trail boss to linger awhile

on the Powder and fatten up his beeves
against delivery to the Crow Agency a

hundred miles north. Other great herds

to east and west, from Sioux Pass in the

Big Horns to the Montana and Dakota
lines, shared with the Hashknife the

wide bounty of the Big Country. Miles
counted by the score were no bar to

visiting back and forth between camps.
From the cow-punchers of the country,

who wintered there with permanent
herds, the recent arrivals gleaned gossip

of the range—salt tales of impromptu
justice following offhand offenses. Most
of these stories, and the ones firing

quickest Original's imagination, were of

the rustlers of the Teapot Spout—that

inaccessible canon on the fringe of the

Big Horns whose rock-walled meadows
nurtured hundreds of stolen cattle.

With their confederates "on the out-

side" these outlaws preyed at will upon
the scattered thousands of the range

herds, and with none to hinder. There
was vague talk from home ranch to

camp of what "the vigilantes" would do
in the way of "cleaning up the rustlers,"

but none knew whence the destroyers

would come, nor when.
Slackening of work and discipline, be-

cause the herd was on range instead of

following trail, favored Original's scheme
to fulfil his promise of a visit to Miss
Eliza. He fabricated an excuse to ride

over to the K C ranch on Red Fork,

received the trail boss's permission, and,

coming in from herd at four o'clock,

changed saddles to Nigger Boy and was
off. The fifteen miles back to the cabin

of the woman with the yellow hair were
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each a bead to be told in adoration, so

did he glorify this single one in all his

years of drifting! who had reached out

to him an understanding hand for

guidance. He topped a rise behind
her cabin just as the fiery rim of the

sun was biting into the crest of the

mountains.
The corral was empty when he rode

up to the dooryard, but he unsaddled
Nigger Boy and entered the cabin. He
was cooking a supper, after the free code

of the new land's hospitality, when he
heard hoof-beats outside. Original

stepped to the door just as Miss Eliza

drew rein at the corral bars. Even as she

hailed him the woman dropped one
gauntleted hand down to cover a small

iron ring hanging from a string of her
saddle; her gesture was swift, protec-

tive. Original noted it, but in the

dusk he could not see what she was
hiding.

Supper was a gossipy affair, on Orig-

inal's part at least. He told of his

triumphant return to camp, carefully

eliding the hurt of the rough jests that

had greeted him. As one old in the

legend of the country, he spoke glibly of

the Teapot Spout gang, and the ven-

geance that must soon be done by the

vigilantes. Eagerness of the hunter
fired his recital; he would be one of those

silent riders when they went forth to

execute justice. Miss Eliza heard him
in silence, and when the meal was
finished and they seated themselves in

the doorway her lips were still mute.
Original, sobered by her silence, yet

knowing not the cause of it, looked up
to the flower gold of stars and a thought
came to him.

"Tell me some more about Him, Miss
Eliza, ma'am," he ventured, in an awed
voice.

She took one of his hands between hers

with a quick, mothering gesture and be-

gan to talk, her eyes on the stars. The
oneness of all the world with the Fash-

ioner up there; the beauty of good; the

joy of a clean heart and an open mind

—

all this she told in words simple as the

heart that heard them. Then, phrase

by phrase, Original learned the Lord's

Prayer. "For prayer, Original, is the

last and most comfortable thine in all

the world."
*

When it was late and the boy stood at
the door, bridle over arm, she looked
into his face with eyes of clairvoyance.
"Remember, Original," she said, very
low, "nobody can take from you what I

have given; no—never." Then she bent
and kissed him.
He was five miles back on the trail to

camp when the dark ahead began to
pulse strangely. Drawing rein, he lis-

tened. Hoof-beats, many and rapid, and
drawing nearer. The boy swung off the
trail and into a little coulee, whence he
could see without being seen. Five
horsemen, riding low and swiftly, swept
by; they were dim and unsubstantial in

the starlight. Something latent lay in

this apparition of the night; the dark
was spawning a mystery. Back on the
trail again, Original pondered this cir-

cumstance of the five hurrying riders.

Why the dash through the dark—and
by five? One would be a messenger, but
five— ? Where were they bound? K C
did not lie in this direction, nor Buffalo.

But one ranch lay back there, and
that . . .

Fear throttled him. Flash of conjec-

ture became heavy as fact. He whirled

Nigger Boy about and laid him on a

bitter gallop over the back trail. As he

rode the boy caught his breath in stran-

gled gasps. Vainly he tried to recall the

words of that prayer so lately learned,

feeling now its great need. He could only

lift tear-blinded eyes to the stars and

mutter over and over a single invocation,

"O God—please!" Little hills rose and

fell under Nigger Boy's flying hoofs.

Ghosts of the sage fluttered past in

steady flight. Now the Little Poison

was splashed through, and now the last

divide was topped. He came to the

corral front, all marked and scored by

fresh hoof-prints—to the dooryard.

The cabin door stood open. A broken

candle lay on the sill, but there was no

light within. Original called. No an-

swer. He rode slowly around the cabin,

the corral—then down to the cotton-

wood thicket by the dry run.

There he found Miss Eliza, hanging

from a high limb.
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IT
may be that we are witnessing in

these sad latter days the end of the

oldest art in the world—the art which

the childhood of the race employed to

make its dreams of self appear in mimic

acts, and to utter its inward imaginings

of love and war in the earliest syllabling

of the anthropoidal emotions. This may
be the fatal hour of the written drama's

return to the primordial mime as it was

before the passions spoke, but laughed

themselves to scorn in scenes as inarticu-

late as those now thrown upon the screen

in the moving- picture houses where

The eyes are made the fools o' the other

senses,

Or else worth, all the rest.

This would not be so strange, so'impos-

sible, in a time when civilization itself

seems crashing to ruin, and one of the

greatest empires of the world has for-

saken the polite usages of Christian

homicide for a riot of bloodshed "which
it wer.- gross flattery to call" Hunnish.

But what is strangest is that this tragi-

cal apprehension has been left haunt-

ing us from our pleasure in a group

of very charming books celebrating the

art ofthe theater now apparently threat-

ened by the gross and palpable triumph
of the picture-show. Never has that

art seemed so beautiful, so wonderful, as

it is made to seem in these essays which
treat of it by the artists themselves and

by the dramatists who create their

« pportunity and the critics who cen-

sure their performance.

To descend in fear and trembling
from rinse high -horsed Impersonali-

ties to something like the pedestrian

pace of the every-day reviewer, we will

explain that the books we on an have
been edited by Professor Brander Mat-
thews for the Columbia University

Puss, and In their range they include

studies of the imperiled art (if it is actu-

ally imperiled) by Lope de Vega, by
Talma, by Irving, by Coquelin, by Bron-
son Howard, by Henry James, by Brune-
tiere, by Sir Henry Arthur Jones, and
not least, though last, but for some
good reasons first, by Mr. William
Gillette.

This actor-dramatist's essay seems
to us of prime value because it is the

work of a really unique actor-drama-

tist who was born amidst every Puri-

tanic refusal and denial of the theater,

and who stepped upon the stage with
all of Hartford, Conn.'s nature clinging

about him and withholding him. But
he had in peculiar measure the strange

gift of knowing what he wished to do;

and his knowledge was not the less clear

and intense because his wish was two-
fold, namely, to act plays and to make
plays. It is not necessary to inquire

which he washed more to do; it is enough
that he knew how to do both with in-

stinctive intelligence. His job here is to

elucidate that prime miracle of acting,

"The Illusion of the First Time "—that

is, the impression which the actor must
constantly give the spectator that he is

doing the thing he acts and says as if he
were acting and saying it from the au-

thor of his being and not from the

author of his part. This is the supreme
office of the player's art, and in enforcing

the fact as with the poignant subtlety

and proverbial plainness of a needle-

pointed pike-staff, Mr. Gillette makes
us perceive how far his art surpasses

other arts as a living thing, and how it

does its incomparable effect in its very
evanescence like a pulsation of the

northern lights.

Bronson 1 (oward's "Autobiography of

a Play" falls below the valueof this essay

somewhat as dramaturgy falls below

drama. He does indeed make you love

his unselfish biddableness in letting one
change overtake another in his once
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most popular play of "The Banker's

Daughter,'' which he gave successfully to

American audiences in Chicago, then
adapted to the prejudices of the English

for a second success in London, and then

reshaped to the taste of the metropolitan

playgoer from the New York hotels and
newspaper offices. These changes did not

exceed the number of changes which
Shakespeare made in "Hamlet," and it

is not pertinent to observe that "The
Banker's Daughter" was not "Hamlet"
when all was done. Mr. Howard was a

most conscientious and sagacious play-

wright, all the same, and his long sover-

eignty in our theater was generously

to the advantage of our drama. We our-

selves think that his art found its climax

in "Shenandoah," still the most original

of our dramatic works. His war drama
generally was the source of Mr. Gillette's

more finely felt work in "Held by the

Enemy" and "Secret Service," but
"Shenandoah" was at least more logical

than "Secret Service." Almost neces-

sarily these plays were broadly romantic
in motive. Such reality as they had was
in their natural characterization amidst
impossible conditions. The thrills in

Mr. Gillette's work were keener; we
remember no thrills in our playgoing
experience keener than that imparted by
the hand of the supposititious corpse as

it falls really dead when the escaping

prisoner is carried out, face covered, on a

stretcher. That was as far as a thing of

that sort could go. To be sure it came
short of certain things in Shakespeare
and Ibsen, and was too almost a coup
de theatre.

Mr. Augustus Thomas's introduction

to Howard's study is very interesting,

and the preface by Mr. Arliss to Mr.
Gillette's profounder study is worthy of

that worthier piece of psychological re-

search. But, of course, by far the most
splendid piece of literature among the

introductions is Henry James's irides-

cent essay on Coquelin. It seems to

leave poor Coquelin so little to say of his

art that it is as if he consciously gave up
the game and devoted himself, indig-

nantly and pathetically, to the resent-

ment of the actor's social position in

Erance — the monstrous anomaly by
which that veriest of all artists suffers in

the republic of our day a sort of medi-
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eval, sort of monarchical, sort of monk-
ish exclusion from the highest civic
honors. But for the great comedian's
almost heartbroken telling we should
scarcely know of the indignity which he
resents not only for himself, but for all

the great actors who have shed luster on
the name of France. Though the come-
dian has so little to say for his art, that
little is so much more luminous than all

the essayist's glowing phrase that we
must indulge our wonder and delight
in them by giving his very words. ''In
the first place," he says, "what is art,

and what do we understand by it, if not
the interpretation of nature and of
truth, more or less tinged by a peculiar
light, which does not alter the propor-
tions, but yet marks the salient features,

heightens their colors, displays their
fidelity to nature, so that our minds are
more deeply and forcibly affected by
them? Is it not the actor's duty to cast

this light ? The poet has for his material,

words; the sculptor, marble or bronze;
the painter, colors and canvas; the
musician, sounds; but the actor is his

own material. To exhibit a thought, an
image, a human portrait, he works upon
himself. He is his own piano, he strikes

his own strings, he molds himself like

wet clay, he paints himself!"

Talma says nothing better than this;

and Irving, introducing Talma, says

nothing better of the art and the nature

of it which unite him with Talma in a

common knowledge and a mutual sense.

The dramatist and the dramatic critic

are importantly contrasted in the case

of Brunetiere's essay on "The Law of

the Drama" and Sir Henry Arthur

Jones's polemic introducing it. But
Brunetiere scarcely makes us care

whether he believes or not that the

motive power of the drama is will upon

will, and he gains what hold upon our in-

terest he gets through the contrast of

his dogma with Sir Henry's more con-

vincing doctrine that the drama is the

effect of pure determinism, as life itself

so often seems. We turn willingly from

both these arguments to Talma's simple

and modest words which are apparently

more about his precursor Lekain than

about himself. This great actor, in

speaking for himself instead of for others,

has the effect of speaking of matters
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untouched before, and produces the "il-

lusion of the first time" concerning what
he says. The sublimely voluminous

Lope de Vega falls below Talma in value,

and he addresses a less vital interest in

us. Like Bronson Howard, he tells

how plays are made, and made popular,

not how they are to be interpreted,

which seems the great thing threatened

by the lapse of the drama to the panto-

mime. It remains for some future Lope
to treat of "The New Art of Making
Movies in this Age," but will he address

his discourse, say, to the American
Academy in such august phrase as Lope
used to the Academy at Madrid? "You
command me, noble spirits, flower of

Spain—who in this Congress and re-

nowned academy will in short space of

time surpass not only the assemblies of

Italy, but also Athens, where in the

Lyceum of Plato was seen high conclave

of philosophers—to write you an art of

the play which is to-day acceptable to

the taste of the crowd."
Stately and beautiful words indeed,

but too loose a fit for any author of two
thousand motives for the reel, though
this pantomime of our day, in its abso-

lute conventions, is so near the two thou-
sand plays of Lope. His essay is well

worth reading for its simplicity and
modesty, though it can teach the

intending playwright nothing vital.

The '.*ood Lope is as mindful of his public

and what it "wants when it wants it"

as Bronson Howard himself, and, for the
matter of that, William Shakespeare
himself. Professor Matthews by the ex-

cellent sufficiency of his introduction
K aves us little more to say of the author,
.ill throughout the whole eight of these

instructive books his well-skilled hand
ami full-knowledged mind are present in

judicious comment which renders the
whole matter of them more agreeable
and valuable.

We wish he could have added to the
actual group an eighth essay entirely his

own on that tragical possibility which
has been harassing us from the beginning
of these maunderings. More than -

i

we have approached it, and then started

hack from it in renewed dismay, but,

waiting Professor Matthews's more m
terly inquiry, we will venture once more
to deal, in fear and trembling, with the

dread question whether we are not at a
fatal pass with the drama and the thea-

ter as we yet have them. It is with due
sense of our own measure of guilt in hav-
ing too hopefully hailed the enemy of
both that we forbode the hour when
possibly the player's art will fall before
the might of the insensate reel as the
engraver's art fell before the magic of
the half-tone process. In a single night,

almost in a moment, that art, full of
intelligence, and varied a thousandfold
by experience and tradition, vanished
before 1 the wonderful inventions which
mirrored on the printed page the very
lines ofthe over-artist, while the engraver
had only translated them. But the
theory and practice of the translation had
reached their highest perfection when
their last day dawned, and the engravers
went roaming the world, wTith their help-

less burins in their hands, for any em-
ploy that would give them board and
lodging.

The dread question is whether the art

or the actor is in some such mortal case.

Is the movie about to do with acting

the effect which the half-tone did writh

engraving? Has not the mechanical
pantomime in fact already pushed the

drama from its stool and climbed into

it? This ruthless invader shows more
like the primordial mime which the

drama long ago displaced than like the

softened and gentled descendant of it,

which every modern nation has known
as pantomime, and which we had in

our thought when at the coming of

the moving picture we so hopefully

hailed it as the restoration of that

kindly mode of mirth. But the moving
picture has come destroying, not restor-

ing. It has so effectually displaced even

the immemorial marionette in the land

of its birth and every other land where
it followed the Italian race that now
not even its squeaking or wabbling
ghost haunts the world. With our-

selves it has wrought like havoc with

the form of histrionic art familiarly, too

familiarly, known as the stunt, so that

where a hundred turns delighted the ear

and eye scarce one artist now revolves in

them upon the variety screen. There are

still variety theaters-, brave circuits

where the stunt seems to hold its own,

but far the greater number of such
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houses are abandoned wholly to the

movies, or, if not wholly, offer three reels

to one poor turn, in which the living

actor steals back to give his flesh-and-

blood expression of some dramatic con-

ception. Numerically, he would be as

one against a million persons of the

reel, who would be multiplied again by
a myriad of mute shadows on the screen.

In every town and city the moving pic-

ture pushes its invasion, backed by ap-

parently inexhaustible capital, and fa-

vored by the conquered masses of

men, of women, and of children who
rejoice in its dominion and offer

it perpetual tribute of dimes and half-

dimes.

The worst of it is that no one can
deny the wonder of this new form of the

world-old mime. It is of a truly miracu-
lous power and scope; there seems noth-

ing that it cannot do, except convince
the taste and console the spirit. These
highest offices are beyond the necro-

mantic agency which can rest the body
and enable the mind to "bobulate in a

vacuum," where it will have the com-
pany of innumerable other minds in

bodies drugged to a sort of torpor by the

reel which asks no co-operation of the

intellect for^the enjoyment of the events

thrown upon the screen. It does all that

money can do, but its limit seems strictly

financial, and within its bounds are not
the things which money cannot buy:
as inspiration, as the personal equation,

as the illusion of the first time. We had
called it the new form of pantomime,
and once we hoped that it was to carry

pantomime to that divine ultimate ef-

fect which some most beautiful panto-
mime ever seen gave the hope of. But
the moving picture is no more capable of

the inspired moments of Pilar Morin
than of the touch beyond the reach of

art and yet so gloriously within the

scope of Fechter, of Duse, of Salvini,

of Jefferson, of Bernhardt, of Ellen

Terry, of Sadi Yacco.
Will this disappointing monster, this

Frankenstein pieced together with in-

exhaustible patience from the charnel of

a dead art by the sorcery of inexhausti-

ble capital, will it yet somehow get itself

a soul and really live? In the mean
time where will its ravage of the theater
pause or end? This necromancy in-

corporated, syndicated, does whatever
capital does in every other great indus-
trial enterprise: it "gives work," and
giving work it becomes the master, and
the proletariat in its keeping multiplies
enormously. It goes to the theater,
that home of the most beautiful art,

and bids against it for the artists'

liberty, their individuality, their in-

itiative, or all of these that is left them
by the manager. From men and women,
such as the manager has left them, it

turns them to automatons. Under its

rule, which "gives work," and to most of
them probably better board and lodging
than they have had before, they are

herded in an absolute obedience to what-
ever place it will, where they no longer

play a part, but the part of a part, as

the artisan who once made the whole of

a thing now, at the command of the

captains of industry, makes a piece of it.

The movie comes to the stars of the

theater as well as to these poor asteroids,

and buys their beauty and their power
for a moment of the film, extinguishing

the soul in them, as any one may see

who has eyes to see, which the myriads

daily and nightly looking at them have

not.

If the theater which we lately had is

gone, what of the drama which we had

begun, or almost begun, to have? Will

the capitalized black art corrupt the

dramatist as it has corrupted the actor?

As yet it does not seem so, and there is

a measure of hope left in the very bad-

ness,, the indescribable worthlessness of

the picture-play which most delights the

picture-playgoers, which they demand

and which they will have: gross, foolish

fables, fished up out of the dregs of our

semi-civilization, compact of crime and

lust and dedicated to ignorance of life

and its perpetuation. As yet the movie

demands nothing of the dramatist; and

there is still a chance for the noble

art, which these studies of it by Talma,

by Irving, by Coquelin, by James, by

William Gillette must commend to the

wonder and worship of all readers.



HENRY MILLS ALDEN

THE ouija-board, after a period

of comparative desuetude, has

again come into prominence
through a book recently published, pur-

porting to contain poems, plays, and
stories, communicated through that

magical mechanical device by Patience

Worth, an Englishwoman who lived,

evidently in a rural environment, some
three centuries ago, to Mrs. John R.

Curran, of St. Louis.

Mr. Caspar S. Yost, who compiles the

volume, giving liberal extracts from Pa-

tience Worth's literary communications,

and commenting upon the unusual

aspects of this "psychic mystery," is

the director of the St. Louis Globe-

Democrat -presumably, therefore, a man
of experience in practical affairs and
conversant with general literature. To
him, simply as a journalist, this surpris-

ing phenomenon, with whose unfolding

during the last three years he has been

closely familiar, is a capital "story";

and his comment shows that he is inter-

ested in it as something much more than

that, in its deeper significance as appeal-

ing to a larger curiosity, intellectual and
psychical.

Mr. Yost presents a small proportion

of the vast accumulation of fictional, po-

etic, and dramatic material with inter-

lusive conversations, translated through

the ouija-board to Mrs. Curran, spelled

out by her through the pointer, with

infinite patience, we were about to say,

but—as the pointer went on just the

same while she was conversing with curi-

ous guests—let us rather say, with

marvelous facility. He presents just

enough of all this to fill out for us, with

the aid of his supplementary comment,
the portraiture of Patience Worth, and
to acquaint us with what he calls the

literary quality of her communications.

We have ourselves used this term "lit-

erary," quite inadvertently, we think,

as designating this kind of deliverance.

If we mean by that term to indicate any
conscious manipulation of material, any
constructive art, or premeditated effects

of imagery or style, it would detract

from Mrs. Curran's sincerity, in which
we have absolute faith. For that mat-
ter, the great body of creative literature

is unliterary. No one would call Shake-
speare literary, or be able to convict him
of conscious premeditation even in his

conceits, which were an inevitable assim-

ilation of the mental mood of his time.

We are assured that Mrs. Curran
never had any literary experience out-

side of her private correspondence, and
we may well believe that, if we were
admitted to that intimacy, we should

find no clue to this Patience Worth
familiarity—not even at odd moments
when she was half dozing and off her

guard. For here we have to deal with a

quite other kind of "familiar" than that

encountered in one's actual acquaint-

ances or friends, and with "gossip" of

a stranger sort. Here, too, the possi-

bilities for surprise are allowed an in-

conceivably wider field, not being con-

fined to the limited scope of actual

contacts or of associations linked with

conscious memories of these.

But what does the world ever see or

know of the disciplinary exercises of its

greatest masters in creative literature?

Did any one ever see Homer or Shake-

speare small? Homer may sometimes
nod, but nobody ever caught him at

those preliminary exercises—perhaps he

was entirely relieved of these by the

Cyclic Poets whose stories he creatively

assimilated, as Shakespeare poetically

re-created his borrowed plays. Still

these poets had a discipline not open to

observation, and drew from invisible

and exhaustless sources. Some of our

modern poets, stimulated by a more dis-

tinctively literary atmosphere, have

been tempted to premature effort—pre-

mature, not because of their youth, but
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because the effort has been outwardly

prompted and has lacked spontaneity.

Even so great a master of the poetic art

as Tennyson wrote "early " poems which

his more developed sensibility rejected.

We should not venture anything so

absurd as a comparison of "Patience

Worth" with any of the masters of lit-

erature, in prose or verse; neither, we
are sure, would Mr. Yost, who is con-

fronting a mystery, not a miracle of art.

It is the mystery he seeks to impress

upon his readers, emphasizing its inex-

plicability, making it seem impossible of

solution save by the complete elimina-

tion of Mrs. Curran's personality from
any other than a mediatorial capacity.

This subordinate relation to the phe-

nomenon is assumed by Mrs. Curran,
though unconsciously she may be as

really the principal as any one ever is in

creative imaginings or in dreams. In
the terminology of "Psychic Research,"
she is technically a "medium" under
"control," but the psychologist is not
bound by these terms. To him this

mystery is a common wonder—as com-
mon as genius.

For genius, though usually associated

with eminent individual creations in art

and literature, is a generic term, appli-

cable to every source not otherwise
definable—to the springs of all native,

spontaneous, creative manifestations in

life or nature. The term, in this wide
use, generally conveys a geistlike, haunt-
ing, obsessional implication, but it is

equally applicable to transcendent intui-

tion. It inhabits two realms—one of
shadows, the other of illuminations.

Thus the study of human genius in its

essential quality—apart from any spe-

cial application of the term resulting

from a comparatively modern classifica-

tion—resolves itself into a considera-
tion, on the one hand, of our basic

human nature, in racial variations, in its

recrudescence with each successive gen-
eration, and taking into account the
still occult operation of heredity—and,
on the other hand, of our psychical
evolution.

These two firmaments are as distinct

as those of land and sky, but not more
divorced then they. Nor, in the human
case, which involves progressive mental
development, is it possible to consider

either of these independently of the in-

termediate field of consciousness—we
might as well attempt to banish our
whole wakeful existence; but we can, at

any moment of this progressive develop-

ment, partially succeed in confining our
view of humanity to what, at that mo-
ment, it is by virtue of native, dormant,
and occult natural elements and im-
pulses not due to arbitrary volition, and
which we relegate to the field of sub-

consciousness; also to what it is by
virtue of the illumination of creative

Reason or, as Bergson calls it, supra-

conscious intuition—equally beyond vo-

litional control.

If the moment chosen were the pres-

ent one, it would still be a moment of

wonder, though of a very different kind
of wonder from that disclosed in any
moment of primitive, ancient, medieval,

or at all remotely modern humanity.
The supra-conscious side of it has

steadily gained upon the subconscious.

Heredity, in paths we cannot trace, still

works in the darkness, but the shadows
have been transformed—especially those

shaped by creative imagination in alli-

ance with religious faith. We are nearer

to primitive humanity than those of

intermediary generations have been in

one thing at least—in that we regard the

dark as friendly. In so far as our linger-

ing superstitions are not wholly trivial,

they are dominated, as our native tem-
peraments are, by our sympathies.

We submit, not stoically, but cheer-

fully, to our "controls," natural and
psychical, and make of them matters

of study and even of social entertain-

ment, as our grandmothers did over a

sop of leaves left in their teacups. This

latter sort of seance served as a turning-

point from the horrors of the Salem
witchcraft season.

Beginning with the table-tipping epi-

demic which, originating in Rochester,

New York, in 1848, spread over the

greater part of America and Europe,

modern Spiritualism, in the various

forms it has assumed—of hypnotic

trances, automatic writing, etc.—has not

developed manifestations that can be

classed under the head of demonology,

along with the earlier phenomena of

divination, sorcery, and necromancy.

Seldom have these manifestations shown
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the violent hysteria and wild frenzy of

the Delphic priestess. I hey could hard-

ly be asso( iated with the ancieni under-

world oi the Dantesque Inferno; and,

except foi some rare and pet uliai ly in-

teresting Instances of apparently hered-

itary obsession such as those recorded

by Maeterlinck they are not as sug-

i ive of the night -side of human na-

ture as some of the Imaginings in prose

and v< i se of Edgar Allan Poe.

I he trance-mediums, on the contrary,

have, since the Divine Revelations of

Andrew Jackson Davis, been concerned

more with illuminations than with shad-

ows, seeking to derive uplifting knowl-
< dge from i elest la] spheres and supernal

Intelligences; and, altogether, they have
given no glimpses oi the under side of

things or of human st rangent ss, su< I) as

abound in some of Shakespeare's plays,

in .1 few of the novels of Dickens and
I homas I [ardy, and in De Quincey's

Confessions of an English Opium-Eater
and his Suspiria de Profundi*. I here Is

more of the occult in Maeterlinck's plays
i li.n) in all the records he has given us of
" psyt hit " manifesl al ions.

I he
"

illuiiiin.it ions" thus mysteri-

ousl} derived, in the automatic deliver-

ant es that have taken a ••• ritten form,

have bet n obvious, and, on the whole,

boresomely tedious, suggesting no alli-

ance with genius, in either the special

i in i ii applicat ion of the term. I hese

writings attributed to Patience Worth
are i k< ept ional espet ially the poems.

ii hstanding an intolt rable d< ;il of
< h.il. and t he ext ravagant lv overdone
ar< haism, w e find gleams oi genius.

In some of i he poet i \ we are reminded
i >l I ". 1 1 1 1 \ I )i( kinson's quaint and subt le

imaginings, and, in most of it , of con-
t< mporai \ \ < rs libre, .it it s I" si and ;it

ii ii I he illusion oi a personalil \

I < longing i" .i pi i iod three ci nt ui

ery < onsii t< nt l\ ust ain( d, t hough no
ft at mm of that p nt< d, apai l

from t Ik quaint n< i ol speet h, has any
signifit .iik e oi impn I hen is

Ik re .i suggi i ion "I hereditai \ ob
sion. But then is anotht i

" Path nt e

W orth "
in fit i ion, i asuall) mt nt ioned in

.in earl} * haptt t oi Mai \ Johnston'
T i 1 1 and To Hold, .is the name oi a

w .nt in;- woman in w hose dress and un-

der whose name her mistress, the hero-
ine of that novel, suddenly fled from
England, taking that waiting-woman's
place as one of a party of maids signed

to ship foi Jamestown, to be sold as

wives to Virginia planters. This was in

i62j pat to the time of this "Patience
Worth " of Mrs. ( 'innm's ouija-board.

Miss Johnston's novel was published
it) [900. When in July, [913, the onija-

board announced the strange visitor

—

"Many moons ago I lived. Aj^iin I

come. Patience Worth my name"

—

may not some shadowy reminiscence of

the name have been lodged in one of

those "crannies" of Mrs. Curran's mind
wine I) the visitor, in one of her conversa-
tions, says she "did to seek"? The
name in this case merely the nominis
umbra is nothing, s;ive as associated

with that particular period in the past

which the record is supposed to reflect,

though in reality it is ;i reflex of no past

actuality, but of Mrs. Curran's sensibil-

ity, which is by no m< ans to be identified

with her individual expei ience.

Sensibility is itself a sufficiently inex-

plicable mystery. It is not a summation
of the conscious moments of individual

expei ience, but a dynamic storage, draw-
ing from we know not what sources and
depths of the Beyond.

I he fabric oi our day's actual experi-

ence is mercifully undone in sleep, and
0111 dreams are, in pair, made up of the

wreckage and, in part, of re-created de-

sire. Death is a complete! undoing, of

which onl) the wreckage is visible, and
our psychical researches disclose only

mortal vestiges in our own shadow}
imaginings nol the fashion of re-crea-

tion. I he unborn, reaching forward t<>

incarnat ion, st em i< ail} 1 <> have potenc}
with us, not the discarnate. Our study
oi abnormal physiological and mental
operations has contributed to our know I-

edge of the normal, but not t<> oui

1 omprt hension of the hl< to i ome.
All oui dt a ict s to art ifi< iallj simulate

the noi m.il pro< < sses "I undoing, t<> per-

mit .1 free fr\ Id f<u auto-suggt st ion,

cannot n produce th< v ond< 1 in< id< nt t<>

t he mastt 1 \ of life itself ovei us, 01

1 .iilx 1 in us. \\ 1 h.i\ e yet to fathom the

in\ stei \ "l oui "< ont rols."
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Two Minds in the Matter

BY VAN TASSEL SUTPHEN

Scene: A drawing-room.

TlME: Afternoon.

Mr. Manning is discovered, waiting.

Mrs. Emmons enters, and comes forward.

Mrs. Emmons {holding out both hands).

Billy!

Mr. Manning {rising). Teresa!

[They stand motionless for a second

or two, their hands closely inier-

clasped.

Mrs. Emmons {recovering her poise). If

you're quite through with my hand, Billy,

I'll start making tea. Match? Thanks.
(She lights the alcohol-lamp.) Now if the ket-

tle will only condescend to boil— Oh, do sit

down! You're so big, and you stamp around
so, and I never could replace these Crown
Derby teacups.

Mr. Manning (drawing up a chair). I

wasn't sure that I'd find you in on such a

glorious day.
Mrs. Emmons. I had a slight headache,

and the concert programme didn't attract

me. (A pause.) It was good of you to come,
Billy. (A paused) I appreciate it tremen-
dously.

Mr. Manninc; {appearing surprised). But
why shouldn't I come! It's been an average
of every other day for a year now.

Mrs. Emmo.NS (sitting up very straight).

There isn't some awful misunderstanding,
Billy? ( Nervously twisting her handkerchief
into a ball.) Because if there is, I couldn't

forgive myself ever.

Mk. Manninc;. Misunderstanding! About
what?

Mrs. Emmons (desperately). My letter

Mk. Manninc;. Yes?
Mrs. Emmons. I sent it by special deliv-

ery yesterday. I supposed, of course, that

you had received it.

Mk. Manninc;. I did. (He takes out his

pocket-book and extracts a letter from it.) I lere

yon arc
Mrs. Emmons (seizing the missive with ill-

disguised eagerness). Thanks very much.
(She glances hastily a I its contents, and appears

to be relieved.) Do you know that, for the

v<>., CXXXIIL—No. 793.—20

moment, I was afraid of having made some-

ridiculous mistake. But this is the letter

—

quite right.

Mr. Manninc;. You expressed yourself in

a perfectly definite way; there couldn't be

any doubt of what you meant. {Looking at

her earnestly}) Sure of that?

Mrs. Emmons. Absolutely. (Looking
down.) Will you believe that I was sorry to

have to say what I did ? I can't tell you how
sorry.

Mr. Manninc;. Don't bother, Teresa;

really, I wish you wouldn't.

Mrs. Emmons (holding up her hand). You

"

J§P';;!fi^
1;

'

yM

"if you're quite THROUGH Willi MJ

HAND, BILLY, I'LL MART MAKING TEA
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must let me go on, Billy. I owe it to myself

to make you the fullest explanation.

Mr. Manning. Very well.

Mrs. Emmons. I dare say you will con-

sider it incredible, but until you spoke as you
did the other night I had no idea that you
cared in that way. Perhaps I ought to say,

no clear idea. Of course we had been very

good friends, and we had seen a lot of each

other, and people were beginning to talk

—

the old, old story. Moreover, a widow is not

entitled to shield herself with the excuse of

inexperience. So it was all my fault, and yet

again, it wasn't. I know it's hopeless to

make you understand the inwardness of

that distinction.

Mr. Manning. Not necessarily. We just

drifted along; wasn't that it?

Mrs. Emmons. You are too generous, and

you make it harder for me than ever. {A

pause.) Well, it couldn't go on, and I should

have been willing to face the truth months
ago. But {a sigh) I am a woman. You
are a man, and, like a man, you were

determined to force the issue. Then I had

to deal with it.

[Mrs. Emmons rises and walks

over to the fireplace.

I tried to look at the situation honestly

and unselfishly. I even considered the pos-

sibility— {A pause.)

Mr. Manning {rising). You were speak-

ing of a possibility!

Mrs. Emmons {waving him back). I asked

myself a thousand questions; I imagined

myself standing at every conceivable angle.

No use. Then, after a sleepless night, I sat

down and wrote you that letter—the hardest

thinj: I ever had to do. Now you know it all.

Mr. Manning {leading her over to a sofa).

And I thank you for telling me the truth so

frankly, Teresa. It makes it easier all round,

doesn't it?

Mrs. Emmons {gratefully). Billy, you are

the very best! It would have hurt me dread-

fully to have lost your friendship.

Mr. Manning. You mean if I had be-

haved like the majority of my spoiled and

petted sex throwing away good, wholesome
bread because the more delicious cake had

been denied. I'm glad I'm not that kind of

a fool.

Mrs. EMMONS {smiling applause). Sensi-

ble- Billy!

Mr. M inning meditatively). It's great to

have the business finally settled. He draws

a long breath.) Great, I tell you! Now when
I was in 1<>\ e w it h you

—

Mrs. Emmons .

••
;

.- >. M\,thepast

tense!

Mr. MaNNINi Ing the interruption).

—it was a harassing sort of existena for both

of us. I was exacting, suspicious, unreason-

able, and you felt the inevitable constraint

and embarrassment of the situation. Now
that the atmosphere is cleared, we can be
our true selves again—jolly good friends and
nothing more.

Mrs. Emmons {with some sentiment). Ex-
cept that a woman can never entirely forget.

There are some memories that endure like

the scent of old lavender.

Mr. Manning {prosaically). That's easy

enough. Some coffee-grains on a hot shovel,

and open the window. {Drawing another long

breath.) V hew! but it does feel good to be

over th r fever. {Walking up and down the

room.) l ou needn't look so incredulous,

Teresa. {Approaching.) Why, I could kiss

you a dozen times now, and hardly realize

what I was doing— Fact, I assure you.

Mrs. Emmons {drawing back). An inter-

esting expe.iment, but I'll take your w7ord

for it.

Mr. Manning {carelessly). Just as you
like. {Humming a few bars of the latest popu-
lar air.) Heard that? It makes a ripping

fox-trot.

Mrs. Emmons. I should think it might.

{A pause.) You take it so well, Billy. I am
proud of you.

Mr. Manning {airily). You never can

tell; and it may have been a mistake all

through—an error of mortal thought, you
know.
Mrs. Emmons. But you're not a Christian

Scientist, Billy— Oh, I see what you mean.
{A little coldly.) It doesn't seem quite the

thing to jest

—

[She stops abruptly.

Mr. Manning. Excuse me, Teresa; I

didn't know you wrere sensitive

—

Mrs. Emmons {breaking in, hastily). Not
on that point, of course; but I shouldn't like

to feel that I had spoiled your whole life.

Mr. Manning. No fear. I'm sleeping

better than ever, and eating like a horse.

Mrs. Emmons. I am so glad.

Mr. Manning. You see I've thought it

all out, and carefully, too. I'm not the

pusillanimous, whining kind. There's not a

woman alive over whom I'd lose my appetite.

Mrs. Emmons {lifting her eyebrows). Oh,

really!

Mr. Manning. Besides, what good would

it do? No sort of a compliment to a woman
to substitute a ease of dyspepsia for the ten-

der passion; you see that.

Mrs. Emmons {coldly). I suppose I do.

Mr. Manning. Besides, I dare say I'll

marry sooner or later.

Mrs. Emmons. Billy!

!

Mr. Manning. My dear Teresa, you must
be reasonable. You couldn't expect me to

wear tin- willow for the rest of my life just

because you found vourself unable to make
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me the happiest of men. Indeed, you would
be quite justified in despising me were I a

creature with that sort of a chocolate-eclair

spine.

Mrs. Emmons. Humph!
Mr. Manning. You couldn't want that—

you, of all women?
Mrs. Emmons {unwillingly). Certainly

not.

Mr. Manning. Of course I'm not going to

be in any tearing hurry. But I have been

looking around a bit.

Mrs. Emmons. Deja?
Mr. Manning. That was worthy of Tal-

leyrand himself. "Already?" Teresa, you'd

be ripping on the stage.

Mrs. Emmons {controlling herself with an

effort). I hope you may be very happy, Mr.
Manning. I'm sure you deserve to be.

Mr. Manning. I've been thinking that

you might be willing to give me a little ad-

vice. For instance, there is Irene Camp.
Mrs. Emmons. You want me to be quite

honest?

Mr. Manning. Of course.

Mrs. Emmons. No, then.

Mr. Manning. Why, she seems like a

nice girl.

Mrs. Emmons {earnestly). My dear Billy,

you know that I am always loyal to my sex.

But if Irene Camp were the last woman
upon earth, and I were at my dying gasp

—

Mr. Manning {interrupting). You would

say, no ?
J 7 "~ *

Mrs. Emmons. I should yell it. N< 1

1

I1UI I i

Mr. Manning. That possibility seems to

be settled. Marion Wood?
Mrs. Emmons. Too young.

Mr. Manning. Alice Howe?
Mrs. Emmons. Too old.

Mr. Manning. Grace Hallowell?

Mrs. Emmons. Too thin.

Mr. Manning. Miss Paulding?

Mrs. Emmons. Too fat.

Mr. Manning. It appears rather difficult

to suit you, Teresa.

Mrs. Emmons {smiling). You are quite

too transparent, my dear Billy; and I know

you don't care a button for any of these

girls. But how about the young person at

Ally van Arsdale's tea?

Mr. .Manning. To be sure. Tall and

slender; wore sables and a big bunch of

Italian violets

—

Mrs. Emmons {interrupting). That you

sent her.

Mr. Manning {carelessly). I believe 1 did.

How did you come to notice her?

Mrs. Emmons. Well, she is somewhat pro-

noncee. I don't mean anything unpleasant.

Mr. Manning. I suppose not.

.Mrs. Emmons {meditatively). Who was it

who told me about meeting that Miss—
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Mr. Manning {interrupting). Don't let's

mention names, please.

Mrs. Emmons {snappishly). You can't

call a cat names. However, I'm perfectly

willing to change the subject, and I see the

water is boiling.

[She goes over to the tea-table, and
seats herself.

Mr. Manning {following, and taking a seat

opposite). By the way, Teresa, isn't this

leap-year?

Mrs. Emmons. I believe so. Have you
had any proposals?

Mr. Manning {somewhat sheepishly). I

dare say it might be called that.

Mrs. Emmons {giving a little start, and
spilling the hot water). Ouch! {Recovering

herself.) Why, Billy, how exciting! You
must tell me all about it.

Mr. Manning {eagerly). Thanks; I

should like to confide in—in a friend. It

really knocked me all in a heap. To begin at

the beginning

—

Mrs. Emmons {interrupting). One mo-
ment, Billy. Strong or weak?
Mr. Manning. Strong, please. To go

on, then: I've known this girl pretty well

—

at least I thought I did.

Mrs. Emmons {looking in teapot). I'm

afraid I've put in too much hot water. Did
you say that you wanted it very weak?
Mr. Manning. Not weak at all. Strong!

strong f

!

Mrs. Emmons {slightly offended). I'll try

and remember. Cream or lemon?
Mr. Manning. Cream, please. I know,

Teresa, that you are inwardly accusing me of

all sorts of fickleness and shallow-heartedness.

But don't forget that you had refused me,
point-blank; and there was to be no appeal
from your decision. Then, again

—

Mrs. Kmmons. Excuse me for interrupting

you, Billy; but will you have a little rum
w i- h the lemon?
Mr. Manning. No; just cream. As I

was saying, Teresa, there's many a heart to

be caught on the hop. Now I recognized

something about this letter

—

Mrs. Emmons I reaking in). Oh, a letter!

How extraordinary! {Regaining her self-

control.) Sugar?
Mr. Manning. No sugar. Why, yes; I

thought 1 told you about the letter. 1 re-

ceived it immediately after reading your
turn-down. {Abstractedly!) Sh;ill [ ever for-

get the mingled f< \ lings

—

Mrs. Emmons {very busy with a teacup).

Did you say rum with sugar, and < cream?
Oh, I beg your pardon; it was cream and
rum.
Mr. Manning comi

with a start). I b< u u pardon.

Mrs. Emmons. Lemon :

Mr. Manning. No, thank you; I prefer

cream.
Mrs. Emmons. Stupid of me! So it was

an interesting letter?

Mr. Manning. Made me feel all kinds
cheap and humble and undeserving. Goes
to show it must be the real thing—what?
Mrs. Emmons {shortly). Here's your tea;

hope it's all right.

Mr. Manning {drinking). Tastes rather
peculiar. {Drinking.) Rum and sugar and
cream and lemon. But I don't detect any tea.

Mrs. Emmons {looking in teapot). I must
have forgotten to put any in. I am so sorry.

Mr. Manning {setting down his cup). We
can try again. Can't we? {Relighting the

spirit-lamp.) There; it will boil in a minute
or two. Well, what do you think?
Mrs. Emmons {with feeling). I hope you

won't make any mistake, Billy.

Mr. Manning. Why, no; I don't see

how I could. The meaning of the letter was
perfectly plain.

Mrs. Emmons. I was thinking of the old

Italian proverb, "Better alone than badly
accompanied."
Mr. Manning. It should be written in

letters of gold. But what has that to do
with me ?

Mrs. Emmons {somewhat irrelevantly). Tell

me one thing honestly. Why did you propose
to me night before last?

Mr. Manning {surprised). Why!
Mrs. Emmons. Well, you can hardly ex-

pect me to believe that this other—er—ex-

perience happened out of the blue sky; that

you had no idea of the development of this

new situation.

Mr. Manning {weakly). You forget it's

leap-year.

Mrs. Emmons {contemptuously). PfF! you
must have given the creature some encour-

agement. And all the time you were palaver-

ing and philandering with me. I never felt so

insulted in my life.

Mr. Manning {trying to interpose). If

you'd let me say a word

—

Mrs. Emmons (cutting him short). There's

nothing you can say which I'd even pretend

to listen to. Go tell the sables-and-Italian-

violets lady that I wish her {setting her teeth

hard and snapping out each word) every

—

possible happiness.

Mr. Manninc. But it isn't that particu-

lar girl at all. I've in \ er e\ en thought of her

since the s an \rsdale tea.

Mrs. Emmons (tragically). I rem- Camp!
Mr. Manning. See here, Teresa, I don't

propose to be catechized as though I were a

small boy suspected of having been in swim-

ming. It isn't Irene Camp, but that's all

you'll get out of mi .

Mrs. EMMONS (losing her head a trifle).
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you
life.

Billy, I can't see

wreck your whole
Sooner than have you do
anything rash I'd—I'd

—

Mr. Manning (warn-

ingly). Don't say any-

thing you might regret,

Teresa. Perhaps I had
better be entirely frank,

and confess that I have
decided to accept

—

Mrs. Emmons. Billy!

Mr. Manning {defen-

sively). Why not? You
can't go on playing dog-

in-the-manger.

Mrs. Emmons. You
haven't yet answered my
question. Why did you
propose to me night be-

fore last?

Mr. Manning (hesitat-

ing). Why, we had been
just good friends, and
for so long a time

—

Mrs. Emmons (inter-

rupting). I see—safety

first!

Mr. Manning. And
it was the highest com-
pliment

—

Mrs. Emmons (inter-

rupting). Compliment! Precisely. Such an
easy way of making oneself agreeable. Also
so inexpensive.

Mr. Manning (rising). Good-by, Teresa.

Mrs. Emmons (rising). Good-by, Mr.
Manning.

[As in the first scene, they stand

motionless for a moment or two,

their hands closely interclasped.

Mr. Manning (withdrawing his hand).

This is all very pleasant, but I think we are

forgetting— Now don't let the mercury fall

clear out of sight, Teresa. After all, you are

my oldest and best friend, and I have decided
to give you my complete confidence.

Mrs. Emmons (nervously). No, no!

Mr. Manning. I insist. (He takes an-

other sheet of letter-paper from his pocket-book

and hands it to her.) Here is the letter; pos-

sibly you may recognize

—

Mrs. Emmons (snatching at the letter).

What! (She glances through the letter, and
begins tearing it into minute fragments.) Of
course, it is my letter; I can't deny it.

Mr. Manning. It came in the same en-

velope; in fact, I had to pay extra postage.

Mrs. Emmons (Stiffly). So sorry!

Mr. Manning. Oh, I don't mind the two
cents. Now I presume that this second let-

ter was another draft of your answer to my

JUST ONE MORE QUESTION, TERESA- WHY?"

request. Only it was as decidedly affirma-

tive as the first was negative. What was a

man to think?

Mrs. Emmons (meeting his eye). That I

had two minds in the matter? (Defiantly.)

Well, then, I did. I wrote both letters, and

tried to decide which one to send. How
the two came to be inclosed in the same
envelope I can't imagine. After the post had

gone I looked for this letter and couldn't find

it. I W2S afraid there was some mistake, but

I never dreamt of anything so awful as this.

[She sinks down on the sofa and

covers her face with her hands.

A long pause follows.

Mrs. Emmons (looking up). I—I thought

you had gone.

Mr. Manning (patiently). My dear Te-

resa, how can I go before I have received a

plain answer to a plain question?

Mrs. Emmons (from behind her handker-

chief). But—but you've had two.

Mr. Manning. Ah, I understand; I am
to take my choice between them. ^ ell

then— (He kneels at her side, takes her hand,

and is about to raise it to his lips.) Just one

more question, Teresa— Why?
Mrs. Emmons. Because.

curtain
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Showing Off

THE five-year-old daughter was
about to say her prayers one

evening when she asked her mother
if she might whisper them rather

than say them aloud. Her mother
granted the request, but when the

child finished she was somewhat
startled to hear her say:

"Mother, wThat do you suppose

I did? I counted to a hundred
by tens. I thought God might
like to know that I could do it."

" When you get them,

in and we can talk to

Everybody was "It"

A LITTLE girl who had
visited an Episcopalian

church for the first time
described the service as

follow s:
,v

\\ hen we went in they

were standing up, singing,

but )retty soon they sat

down and played hide-and-

seek
" Did what:" asked her

mother.
"Well, of course no one

went and hid, but they all

covered up their faces and
counted to themselves."

John, I'll come

them together."

ujtu?e. a

No Directions

[
ITTLE Edward's garden had
just been completed that morn-

ing, each tiny row had had its seed-

envelope fastened on a stick, pic-

turing here a radish, there an onion,

etc.; but, alas! a heavy rain had
already washed away the en-

velopes. Edward was in tears.

When questioned, he exclaimed:

"Oh, mamma, the little pictures

have all been washed away! How
will the little seed know what to

grow up into?"

Boiling

QLI) Tabby had settled

herself leisurely and

luxuriously in front of the

great parlor stO> e. Little

Alice, \\ ho was \ isiting her

aunt that day, regarded her

with absorbed into rest foi

a few moments. 1 h< re was

no cat in Alice's home, and

when Tabby began to pun

loudly in her cont< ntm< nt

tin little miss ran t<> tin

door and called out, loudl) :

*•(
>h, Aunt Edna! hint

E dna! Come here, <jiiu-k'

The cat's b< mm t<> boil!"

• / • Ch

) , hut I In;
'' I •
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Very Likely

"T ASK you, sir, would you
* take your daughter to see a

play like that?"

"And I answer you, madam,
No; the chances are ten to one

that she has already seen it."

Cupid's Compromise

A PHILADELPHIA girl is

cruel enough to tell of an
incident in connection with the

advances made by a suitor of

very ample proportions. It

seems that the corpulent ad-

mirer had proposed to the girl

in good, old-fashioned style, and
that, being of a sentimental

turn, he had actually gone on
his knees to her.

Finally, when it was made
perfectly plain to him that there

was no hope, the fat man sighed

and said, "If you will not ac-

cept my offer, at least help me
up"

Judging by a Sample

QHE reached San Francisco

after dark, and was met by
friends who motored her to their

country home on a hillside.

The next morning she walked
out onto the breakfast- porch quite pre-

pared to be astounded with the grandeur of

California. Down an avenue of tall trees

she caught a glimpse of sky-blue water.

"What is that water?" she asked.

"That," replied her hostess, a bit proudly,

"is the Pacific Ocean."
"Oh! I had an idea it was larger."

Economy of Labor

I ITTLE June's father had just returned

from the store and was opening up some
sheets of sticky fly-paper and placing it about
the room. June watched a minute and then

burst out with:

"Oh, papa, down at the corner grocery you
can get the paper with the flies already

caught. They have lots of it in the window."

"There's determination fer ye, Moike.

Look at him go after his cap!"

Friendly Interest

f
ITTLE six-year-old Jane had accompanied

her mother to the moving-picture show to

see Geraldine Farrar in "Carmen." The
bull-fight in the last act was the only part

in which she took much interest, but then she

was greatly excited. In the end, when the

climax had been reached in the death of Car-

men and the soldier, and everything was still,

a little voice was heard very clearly:

"Mamma, did the cow die, too?"

Satisfied

Disappointed

pDGAR, aged five, was driving from the

station on his first visit to Maine. His

mother, noticing a troubled look on his face

as he looked about, said:

"What's the matter, dear? Don't you like

the beautiful country?"
"Yes, mother, but on my map Maine is

red!"

D ETURNING home from a scientific meet-^ ing one night, a college professor, who was

noted for his concentration of thought, was

still pondering deeply on the subject that had

been under discussion. Upon entering his

room he heard a noise that appeared to come

from under the bed.

"Is there any one there?" he asked, ab-

sently.

"No, professor," answered the intruder,

knowing his peculiarities.

"That's strange," murmured the professor.

"I was almost sure I heard some one under

the bed."
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Up-Stairs

THEY never let me be down-stairs

When company comes nights,

But hurry me to bed at six

And put out all the lights.

The ladies laugh in mother's room
And leave their lovely coats

And perfume-bags, and mother says

They all tell anecdotes.

And dinner lasts and lasts and lasts

Till I get awful cold;

But how can people go to sleep

And do what they are told?

It's hours before I smell them smoke

—

That's how I know they're through

—

And I hug tight the banister

And wish I dared say "Boo!"

They don't have such good times down-stairs.

They're too dressed up, you see.

They never romp. They just behave.

They couldn't play like me.
But if they'd only ask me down
When folks come e-ven-ings,

I know they'd have a better time,

For I could teach them things.

It's terrible to be grown-up
And like that everywheres.

I guess I'm better off just me:
I'd rather stay up-stairs.

Ruth Wright Kauffman

Reversed

A GANG of Italian laborers were working
in a section of Boston where the mud was

excessively deep. Suddenly one of the gang
cried out:

"Help! Help!"
"What's the matter out there?" came a

voice from the construction shanty.

"Queek! Bringa da shov'! Bringa da
peek! Antonio's stuck in da mud."
"How far in?"

"Up to hees knees."

"Oh, let him walk out."

"No! no! He canna no walk! He wronga
end up!"

No Danger

THE manager of a millionaire's magnificent

estate had sent for a roofer to repair a leak

in the roof of the mansion.
Pat Flinn was sent to do the job, and as he

entered the front hall the butler, in a subdued
voice, said:

"You are requested to be careful of the

inlaid floors as you go through the halls;

they have just been waxed."
"Oh, sure, there's no danger of me slippin'

on thim," replied Flinn. "I've spikes in me
shoes."

The Spider and the Fly
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Academic Heights

BY SIMEON STRUNSKY

N New York there is,

of course, a Latin Quar-
ter. It lies, by the

shortest reckoning,

some six miles from
where most people
would place it. Nine

citizens out of ten, if you said Latin

Quarter to them, would stare a moment
and remark, "Oh, yes, Washington
Square," and recommend the Sixth Ave-
nue "L." Now, the Sixth Avenue "L"
is right enough, but instead of getting

off at Bleecker Street or Eighth Street,

you continue north for twenty-two min-
Copyright, 1916, by Harper &

utes by schedule. For what your in-

formant has in mind is Bohemia and

Miss Geraldine Farrar, or Trilby, if he

is old enough; the garret studios where

youth and the dream of art make light

of starvation and the charcoal-man, the

Quatz Arts ball, the cafes, the dance-

halls. Our New York equivalent for

that is undoubtedly Washington Square

with its studios—though the garrets are

missing—its social and artistic heresies,

and the flavor of foreign eating-houses.

But that is not the Latin Quarter.

Learned men before me have pointed

out for Paris that the place consecrated

Brothers. All Rights Reserved.
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to art, young love, and velveteens is to-

day not the Quartier Latin at all, but

Montmartre, several miles across the

river. The district on the left bank of

the Seine is to-day, predominantly, what
it has been for six hundred years, a vici-

nage in which there are a great many
people who could actually speak Latin if

they chose to. It is the bailiwick of the

highbrows, the dons, the learned facul-

ties in silk gowns, the forty-two-centi-

meter savants of the Institut, the Sor-

bonne, the University of France. There

is probably less actual canvas-splashing

done in the Latin Quarter to-day than in

any other section of Paris, and more
lofty thinking to the square foot than

anywhere else on earth. It contains

fewer grisettes than bespectacled stu-

dents from Russia, the Balkans, the two
Americas. Where the Mimis are popu-

larly supposed to be sighing for their

Rodolphes, on the Left Bank, M. Berg-

son expounds the mysteries of the vital

urge to serious-minded young women
and duchesses. It is the region where

the French Academy in two hundred and
fifty years of devoted labor has carried

the Dictionary of the French language

through the letter F. An ancient name
for the vicinity is L'Universite. That
supplies the necessary hint and our own
New York parallel.

Our own Latin Quarter is not around
Washington Square, but on Morningside
Heights. Its dominating figure is not

Mr. Robert Henri or whoever may be

the present head of the Newest School,

but Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler. In a

district of not much more than one-fifth

of a square mile you find all the requi-

sites of a Latin Quarter in the precise

historical sense I have set down. It is an
area of which fully two-thirds are given

up to public buildings—educational, re-

ligious, and eleemosynary. It has all

the necessary furnishings to make not

merely a satisfactory parallel with Paris,

but an astonishingly complete parallel.

It has a great university, very nearly the

most populous in the country. It has

the seminaries of two theological creeds,

• -^A${M^A^y*i(9» *****
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of which one is the richest and largest

plant of its kind in the country. It has

the country's greatest cathedral, which
will also be the country's most beautiful

cathedral if the architects ever decide

what it will look like. It has a great

hospital, St. Luke's, which, for many
years to come, seems destined to overtop

the cathedral across the street. For the

Pantheon, near the Seine, it has our
greatest commemorative monument af-

ter the Washington obelisk on the Po-
tomac—the Tomb on Riverside Drive.

For the gardens of the Luxembourg it

has two park belts which are also its

boundaries, Morningside on the east and
Riverside on the west, so that on Aca-
demic Heights a heavy stream of erudi-

tion, piety, and charity flows between
solid banks of verdure. For a match to

the Seine it has the Hudson.
It is more than a match. When you

think of what the Europeans have done
with their twopenny rivers and then
look at the Hudson, across to the Pali-

sades, south to the harbor, north to

where the sudden break in the bastions

of the western bank reveals a prospect

of infinity, you have not the least doubt

as to where the Seine, the Thames, and

the Rhine will be when we have piled

up two thousand years of historical asso-

ciation, of romance, and of reverie, like

that in which the transatlantians have

swathed their picayune streams. You
might take the Seine, the Thames, and

the Rhine and place them side by side

in the Hudson and have enough room

left for an All-American Henley. But

because we have not yet at hand a

Wordsworth or a Whistler, our unrivaled

waterways must see their immense raw

resources of beauty and romance monop-

olized by the prose poets of the Albany

Day Line.

You can imagine what the Europeans

would do with the Hudson if they had it

—the Dickenses, the Hugos, who have

wound and curled the murky streams of

Thames and Seine through the life of

their capitals, making the river a force,

an agent, a mirror, a commentator upon
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the life on its banks. The rivers of
Europe are the Greek choruses to the
drama of the cities—London Bridge and
Pont Neuf. Hardly a hero of Parisian

fiction crosses the Pont Neuf without
making it his confidant. Yet what is the
tiny current of the Seine to the mighty
sweep of the Hudson? What are the
lights on the bridges of Paris to the
thousand lights of mystery that swing
along the base of the Palisades north and
south—lights of heavy, squat barges lost

in the shadows; lights on trim, white
yachts reflected in the sheen of their

enamel; and the sudden upflare of huge
spouts oi flame from the furnaces and
gas-houses on the western bank? It is

only a question of finding our Dickens.
Wordsworth, or Hugo, before the elec-

tric blaze of the great real-estate adver-
tising frames on top of the Palisades is

coined into legend and story.

Our Latin Quarter is something more
than half a mile in length, from uoth

Street, where the Synod Hall and Bish-

op's residence of St. John's show that
the Gothic may be brand-new and yet
beautiful, to 121st Street, which consti-

tutes the northern boundary of Colum-
bia University. Five hundred feet to

the north the Hebrew Theological Sem-
inar)' is the last educational outpost,

while in the extreme western corner we
must prolong the frontier to 123d Street,

so as to include Grant's Tomb. Just
below the southern border are the work-
rooms of the National Academy of De-
sign. From Morningside Park on the

east to the river is a matter of less than
a third of a mile. From all four sides

the ground rises, gently from the south

and west, more sharply from the north,

almost perpendicularly from the east,

to the crest of the plateau of which the

exact median point is occupied by Alma
Mater on the steps of the Low Library.

Thus from three sides the University

may be reached with only a modicum
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of leg-work, though from the east it is a

stiff climb.

Morningside Park is probably the
most perpendicular public garden in

New York, and perhaps anywhere; I

am unacquainted with the landscape-
garden system of Tibet. For the fresh-

man the one hundred and some score

steps of Morningside are an excellent

test for the wind. The faculty takes

them as a form of exercise, and plods up
with a good deal of effort, to stop for

breath at the foot of Karl Bitter's statue

of Carl Schurz in a bronze hemicycle
which is part of the retaining wall for

the park. If one is honest he will admit
that he stops for breath at the feet of

Carl Schurz, but you can make out an
excellent case if you pretend that it's the

view. The top of Morningside is the one
place where one may see across the en-

tire breadth of Manhattan Island, and
only at two points

on this acropolis. One
is precisely at the foot

ofCarl Schurz' s statue,

the other is a fifth of a

mile farther north on
this same upper edge
of the park wall at

120th Street. From
these two vantage-
points there is a clear

view, west to the Pali-

sades, and east to the

Long Island Sound.
At the foot of the hill

lies the city—Harlem
and the towers of the

rich on Fifth Avenue
across the treesofCen-
tral Park. Here again
I cannot help think-

ing of the countless

heroes of Frenchfiction

from Balzac through
Zola to the most con-
temporary of moderns
who have looked down
from Montmartre up-
on the lights of Paris

and yearned or cried

defiance. Possibly
there are upper class-

men at Columbia who
look down from Morn-
ingside on the city of
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five millions and dream of conquest. I
can even imagine a sophomore, after an
unfortunate mid-year exam., poised in
reverie over the balustrade. As I have
said, we need only the genius and in-
spiration. The city is there.
The region has its background of his-

tory, though the chronicle does not reach
so far back as in the Latin Quarter on
the Seine, where they show you the ruins
of Roman baths under the Museum of
Cluny, and streets which are supposed to
be very much as Dante found them when
he followed lectures in Theology 3 at the
university. Morningside is Revolution-
ary ground. General Washington re-

treated by the Bloomingdale Road to
Harlem Heights and beyond, and the
British camped on the site of the Uni-
versity. The armies lay on either side

of the valley which Fort Lee commuters
now call Manhattan Street and took

THE HUDSON, LOOKING TOWARD THE PALISADES
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pot-shots at each other. Then General
Washington attempted a surprise, sent

his troops across the valley, and struck

the enemy on both flanks. The battle

of Harlem Heights was a success, but
not enough of a success. General Wash-
ington gave up his comfortable quarters

in the Jumel Mansion to resume his his-

toric task of dotting the countryside
with Washington's Headquarters, and
the American army made its way across

the North River for Trenton and points

west. Block-houses still mark the stra-

tegic points in this region, one at the

northern edge of Central Park, another
at the northern edge of Morningside
Park at 123d Street. A bronze tablet in

the wall of one of the University build-

ings at 117th Street commemorates the

battle of Harlem Heights.

The manor-houses of the colonial era

gave way to farms and market-gardens.

Then came the squatters, with their
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shacks perched on comparatively slight

but inaccessible heights. To the student
of comparative zoology, Morningside
Heights is of interest as the last habitat
on Manhattan Island of the domestic
goat. They were there when Columbia
moved to the Heights from 49th Street

in 1897, and for a number of years,

though in dwindling numbers, they con-
tinued to maintain themselves amid the
encroaching waves of a new Kultur.

Only a year or two ago there was on ex-

hibition in the window of a drug-store

fronting the Campus the stuffed effigy of

what purported to be the last survivor of

this interesting race, Hircus hibernicus

Academicus. In that drug-store to-day
students eat their nut sundaes at the

soda-counter, and so the immemorial
past and the present, even as on the

banks of the Seine, rub elbows.

Unquestionably, the route by which
the distinguished visitor should be made

to approach Morning-
side Heights is from
the east, by one of the

cross-streets that run
from the Park into the

thickets of the Harlem
ghetto. If you come
up by Riverside Drive,

the magnificent road
and the river may not
leave sufficient enthu-
siasm for the gradual
unveiling ofthe charms
of the Heights proper.

Only by emerging from
the huddle of dingy
apartment-houses east

of Eighth Avenue will

the visitor catch full

tilt the complete
beauty of the scene

—

the half-mile sweep of

the wooded amphi-
theater, and, crowning
it. above the poplars,

the choir of the ca-

thedral that is yet to

be, \\ ith its cluster of

chapels, jew eled stone-

work, w h 1 C h conn-

fresh from tin- mason's
hands, and in a year

have taken on the soft

texture of age

.
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THE HALL OF FAME CROWNS THE HORIZON

St. John's grows slowly—not, perhaps,

by the standard of the medieval cathe-

drals, but very slowly by comparison
with railway terminals and aqueducts.

It has been twenty years in the building,

and for half of that time the sole visible

result was an enormous arch of granite,

now hidden within the choir, but then
standing bare to the sky. When the last

touch to the last tower of the finished

cathedral is given, I doubt if the effect

of the massed structure on the observer

then living can compare with the huge,

gaunt span which so many of us can re-

call, a giant proscenium behind which
the sun went down into the river in what
must always remain the greatest show
on earth. There was a tradition among
us of the first years of the University
on the hill, who found the great arch

watching over the city every morning,
and left it on guard at night, that St.

John's grew so slowly because it was

being built on a cash basis. We had it

that every Sunday, at services in the

cathedral vaults, the plate was passed

round, and when the trustees had count-

ed the proceeds they would authorize a

slab or two for the arch, a bit of buttress

work, or perhaps only order a couple of

barrels of lime. We used to jest about

it. Matter-of-fact persons observed

that the arch grew so deliberately be-

cause the builders waited for the mortar

to settle. Irreverent sophomores sug-

gested that the builders might be wait-

ing for the trustees to settle. And yet,

for all our flippancy about the arch, it

entered into our sophomore souls as

deeply as anything could be expected to

go into that shallow medium. We were

the legitimate successors of the pious and

irreverent Middle Ages.

To-day it very often occurs to me that
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St. John's, in its slow rise, should be a

real and visible comfort to a great many
people who read newspaper and maga-
zine articles about the swirling tides of

change and What is Wrong with the

Church. If the editorial writers and the

special contributors are right—and it

lative a business as putting up a cathe-
dral that may take fifty years to finish?

Can it be that, after all, when the
cathedral is finished, the market for it

will not be dead?
That, apparently, is the presumption

upon which the trustees are acting; and,
being successful men of
business, perhaps there

is something, after all,

in what they believe.

Perhaps this recognizable

world, with its institu-

tionalising is not crum-
bling as fast as the news-
papers say, or possibly

the very business of build-

ing a cathedral helps to

stay the process of decay.
At any rate, here is the
fact for timid conserva-
tives to take comfort in,

that Messrs. Morgan and
Belmont are building St.

John's with apparently
as much confidence in

the future as though they
were building a subway
or an extension to the

Catskill Aqueduct. In
London has just been
finished a great Catholic

cathedral, and in Paris

work is still progressing

upon Sacre Coeur on
the top of Montmartre.
It is all very complex and
beyond the scope of a

mere impressionist.

ORNATE APARTMENT -HOUSES WITH CLASSICAL

NAMES SHARE 1\ 1 HI- CULTURAL ATMOSPHERE

cannot be that they arc nor- the world

asweknovt it to-da) is crumbling to bits.

The knell has sounded tor institutional-

ism. The churches are already empty;
soon they will be in ruins. How, then,

in view of the imminent dissolution of

Christianity ami its replacement by so-

cial welfare, in view <>t the disappearance

of tin churches and their replacement by
the moving-picture theaters, can sober,

successful nun of business like tin- trus-

tees of St. John's be c imam d in so specu-

light and

A noble Roman basil-

ica and twelve massive
factory buildings of brick,

built like all model in-

dustrial structures for
air, make up Columbia Uni-

versity proper as distinguished from its

affiliated institutions. Teachers College,

across the way on i 20th Street, and Bar-

nard College for Women, on the other

side of Broadway. No modern college

president would object to having his

establishment referred to as an educa-

tional plant, and that is the one impres-

sion of Columbia campus which deepens

with time— a great group o\" utilitarian

work-shops devoted to the generation of
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power and light as the president's com-
mencement address might describe it.

This, however, is not the first impres-

sion which the visitor will carry away if

he enters the campus from the main
approach on 116th Street up the mag-
nificent flight of steps that rise in a suc-

cession of granite waves, checkered with

red-brick tapestry, to the Low Library.

More than the classic lines of the Li-

brary, with its colonnade and dome, this

stairway of magnificent proportions jus-

tifies the adjective Roman which it has

so often received. The dome, the colon-

nade, the monumental granite terrace

are the things that hit you first and hit

you hard; and the visitor who has

climbed the stairs and strolled over the

brick plaza which is the campus and
made a hasty tour of the subsidiary

buildings will remember chiefly the Li-

brary.

As first impressions go, that is right

enough. It is a pity only that so few
out-of-town visitors are granted the

opportunity to see the Library at its

best; and that is at night when the

great lamps glow out between the col-

umns and give just enough light to

splash the noble facade with gleams of

white and pale yellows and shadow. The
effect then is as far away as you can
imagine from modernism and industrial

efficiency. South Court and the Library
at night are like the weird marble dreams
of Arnold Boecklin in his haunted isles.

Night and Mr. Edison in combination
have outfitted New York with a form of

beauty that no other city can show; the

Singer Tower, Broadway during the

theater hours, and the Library on Uni-
versity Heights are the three local tri-

umphs of their collaboration.

But when one comes back to the

campus again and again after spending
three years upon its brick pavements,
crosses it hurriedly on the way from
home to the subway station in the morn-
ing, or more leisurely in the late after-

noon home from the subway, and again
at night to and from the theater, the

Library, as the embodiment of the spirit

of the University, shrinks into the back-
ground, and it is the great rectangles of

reddish-brown brick that impose them-
selves as the real university; they are

so obviously useful, so plainly capable

Vol. CXXXIIL—No. 794.-22

of containing the five thousand students
who are listed in the catalogue, so clearly
intent on business. Once the architects
had given the Library the place of honor
in the, center of the campus, with ;i

splendid wastefulness of space, the real

workshops were distributed with the
most rigorous deference to economy and
order. Symmetry runs riot. Two halls

on the east front of the campus facing
Amsterdam Avenue balance two halls

on the west front facing Broadway.
Schermerhorn Hall, in the northeast
corner, balances Havemeyer Hall in the
northwest corner. The Romanesque
Chapel on the east of the Library bal-

ances in general design and dimensions
Earl Hall on the west flank. It is al-

most like a perfect joint operation by
von Hindenburg and von Mackensen.
Where the symmetry of the scheme is

broken, it is not the fault of the archi-

tects, but a lack of funds. Here and
there are gaps, waiting spaces. When
the necessary number of rich alumni
have died and the architect's blue-prints

are completely realized, the geometrical

scheme will be perfect. That is why
there may conceivably be Columbia
graduates disloyal enough to hope that

the money will not be available for a good
many years to come. For then charming
bits of anachronism and assymmetry
like the grim, dirty block of East Hall,

which was once Bloomingdale Insane

Asylum, and the humble, red-brick dwell-

ings which were once presumably the

residences of the principal keeper and

the chief physician of Bloomingdale and

are now the Faculty Club and the

dean's offices, may survive to frustrate

the geometrical designs of the Uni-

versity trustees. Things are still very

new. Since Columbia came up to

Morningside Heights there has neither

been enough time nor weather to^soften

outlines The ivy is only beginning to

do its work. But as the buildings pile

up, romance has come in with the ap-

pearance of green quadrangles and ob-

scure corners and terraces that overhang

the trolley-lines, but seem very far away

from them indeed.

From the summit of South Court, at

the entrance to the Library, the brick

plaza, which is the campus proper, runs

north for a distance of two city blocks
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and makes a sheer drop of some thirty

feet to the Grove. The University be-

gins on the south like the Roman Forum,
and ends on the north like Oxford. The
old trees in the Grove have been spared.

The gardeners have done their work with

the lawns. Here, indeed, you might

imagine philosophers strolling about un-

der the trees in high discourse. Only the

Grove to-day is not given up to philoso-

phers. The Ph.D.'s do not stroll, med-
itating their theses. It would be

rather hard to meditate in the open

air on the Myxosporida Found in

the (Jail Bladders of Fishes from

the Eastern Coast of Canada. The
undergraduate uses the Grove only as a

short cut from the "Gym" to the sub-

way or his boarding-house. By reading

the president's commencement address

and the University Quarterly you will

undoubtedly find the various points

at which Columbia touches life. But
neither the president nor the Quarterly

mentions the Grove as the point at

which the University comes into closest

contact with the outside world.

For in the Grove there are trees and
grass, and where there are trees there

are sure to be squirrels, and where there

are squirrels and grass there are nurses

with baby-carriages and little ones tod-

dli ig after the squirrels or putting their

dolls to bed just outside the windows of

the Zoological Museum. The real Peri-

patetics on Morningside range from two
\ -a is to five. Whatever may bethought
of the- president's attitude toward his

faculty, bis policy to the baby-carts in

the Grove is most liberal. There may
Ik- some rule restricting the privileges

of tin- Grove to tin- offspring of faculty

members, or, at Least, to children whose
parents tan show ;i college degree. But
if there is such a rule, I don't imagine
it is rigorously enforced. As a result,

tin iiimi rsity squirrels are uncommonly
fat and lazy, fastidious in their food,

ami tame t<> tin- point where they scurry

through tin massive iron palings winch

inclose tin Grove, across tin asphalt of

i 2ot h Street, t<> perch on tin very steps

of Teachers Coll<

Tin squii o U and babies are- on equal

terms of intimac) with the great bronze

Pan who lolls at Ins east ol tweh e feet

or more ov< i a water-basin in the corner

of the Grove, his back turned disdain-

fully on the Amsterdam Avenue cars.

From his easy position at the edge of
the fountain, Pan has observed the aca-

demic processions filing into the gymna-
sium, which is also the university assem-
bly hall, has overheard the sonorous
presidential formula conferring hono-
rary degrees on several hundred distin-

guished citizens, and has apparently re-

mained content without a degree or a

diploma; at least, Pan's smile would
indicate that. He was never one for

select company. In the absence of fauns

and dryads, the children, the squirrels,

and the nurse-girls are good enough for

him. The nights he has as a rule to

himself; but there is the night of the

Senior Dance, when Chinese lanterns

gleam among the trees, and there are

the warm nights of the Summer Session

when Ben Greet or the Coburn Players

give "As You Like It," with poetry and
romance, but without the scenery and
the punch that have kept for Shake-
speare his precarious foothold on the

Broadway stage.

The atmosphere on Columbia campus,
and for that matter on Morningside
Heights, to the extent that the Heights

are shaped by the campus, is feminine.

A great many more women than men
climb and descend the Library steps,

traverse the brick plaza around which

the Halls cluster, lounge in the Grove,
e>r hustle across Broadway and Amster-
dam Avenue te> lose themselves in the

dormitories and the apartment-house

jungles beyond. For that matter, one

would never suppose from a brief visit

to the campus that several thousand

young men are there concentrated with-

in the space of seven or eight acres. In

the few male figures which you discern

here and there you detect little e)f that

dolec far niente which you associate with

youth e>n the college campus, loitering

under trees, sprawling on fences and

benches and stairways. Rather you see

young men engaged in going rapidly

From one place to another, from the'

Library to the- "dorms/' from Philoso-

phy Hall to Schermerhorn. But they

are singles, or little groups, hardly

enough to stock a fivsh-w ate r college in

the- Mieldle- West, not to saj a university.

It is like' Somewhere in Prance. You
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know that a male army is hidden here-

about, though the trenches and the com-
munication lines are invisible. But the

women are everywhere.

Why this striking feminine predomi-
nance? It cannot be that the young men
are all grinding away at their books in

their rooms or in the Library, while the

women go in for sunshine and leisure.

The balance of scholarship and applica-

tion is the other way. The reason is, I

suppose, that the young women from
Barnard and Teachers College are com-
pelled to do a great deal of walking be-

cause of scattered class-rooms. With
the men this is not so. During the early

days of Columbia on the Heights the

workshops were half as many as they
are now, and of libraries there was only
one. The men in the College, the Mines
men, the lawyers, took their lectures in

half a dozen buildings, perhaps, and the

campus between hours was as lively a

place as the Broad Street curb. But
Columbia has grown, and, like some of

the lower biological forms, has propa-

gated by splitting up. The campus
proper has spilled over across 116th

Street to South Field, where Hamilton
Hall, the college proper, with its own
library, lying close to the long rows of

tall, brick dormitories, has drained off

virtually the entire undergraduate body.
Only the Gym in the Grove, and Earl

Hall with its forums and cenacles, form
a connecting link between the under-
graduates and the old campus. Among
the postgraduate schools there has been
the same process of decentralization.

The lawyers who for many years were
cooped up in spare rooms in the Low

rush to chapel. The story proved to
be untrue. A dozen was a fail morning's
attendance. The last time I vi.

old amphitheater was two or I In

ago, when M. Bergson lectured on ( !r< a-

tive Evolution—or was it: the Phenom-
ena of Laughter? (my French is not
perfect)—-to crowded benches. His audi
ence easily represented a lull month's
chapel attendance. I understand that
things are different to-day, and tin,

shows once more, as in the cast of St.

John's, that the decay of the religi

spirit has not been as rapid as somi
people think.

Additional evidence on this point is

supplied by the great new Seminary on
Broadway, diagonally across from the
University, stretching a solid front of

four hundred feet of lovely Gothic detail,

which, in the mass, however, I in id

rather disappointing. When the

has followed that facade for a city bloi k,

it has had enough. The masonry ceases

to flow and begins to sprawl. Imagine i

stretch of pointed arches, windows, em-
brasures, moldings, and carven lace-work

which it would take Ted Meredith fif-

teen seconds to pass at top speed. Hut

the detail is exquisite. Your modern
architect apparently needs not wait for

time to give the sanctifying touch to his

stone and masonry. Give him money
enough, and he will find the right kind

of stone to take on not only the form

but the patina of the old monuments.

A noble archway does help to break

the monotony of the enormous front.

It leads into a great quadrangle, with

lawns and walks and a religious quiet

which not even the bold terra-cotta

Library now have the generous spaces of glare of the ten-story apartment-houses,

Kent Hall to themselves. The archi- with three baths, on Claremont Avenue,

tects have their own library. There is can destroy. Long cloisters stretch on

Earl Hall for student activities. There
is the Chapel.

Conditions are different now from
what they were fifteen years ago, when
chapel attendance was not quite a mon-
ster mass-meeting. Services were then
held in the amphitheater of Schermer-
horn Hall. In the main lobby of Scher-

merhorn, the skeleton of a mastodon
faced the visitor as he entered. I be-

lieve it still does. One day the rumor
spread that the mastodon had been
knocked over that morning in the mad

two sides of the quadrangle, and here

again the freshness of the brass-work,

the gleam of new varnish, is not alto-

gether destructive of the religious spirit,

though I am aware that on several oc-

casions the question has been raised

whether there is such a spirit at the

Union Theological Seminary to destroy.

This is not a controversial article, but I

maintain that in a house so beautiful

there must be a worthy soul indwelling.

For that matter, on Sunday people un-

questionably do pass through the gate-
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way, cross the quadrangle, and enter the

Seminary Chapel, in size a metropolitan

church, which forms the southwest cor-

ner of the great inclosure. The organ

peals out nobly, there is the sound of

hymns, and outside on the walks and

in the cloisters the young of Morningside

Heights walk about in Sunday ha-

biliments and with their parents, the

same young who on secular days disport

themselves with the squirrels on the

University campus, now subdued by
Sunday clothes to an appropriate de-

meanor; subdued, but not excessively.

With the Seminary, as with the Uni-

versity buildings, you get the impression

of vast uninhabited spaces. There are

close neighbors of the Seminary who can

hardly recall seeing any one entering the

great building or coming out whom you
would mark for a theological student.

If one looks for an immediately visible

influence of the University, the Cathe-
dral, and the Seminaries upon the out-

ward aspect of the Heights, he is likely

to be disappointed. The apartment-

houses on Broadway and Morningside
Drive are almost as ornate as they are

farther down-town or up-town, thi

predilection for classical names, in the

style of Pullman, is just as emphatic. If

you look for mass effects, there is little

about the aspect of the neighborhood
once you turn your back on the

campus, to showthat you arein a peculiar

cultural atmosphere. But if you are on
the watch for subtler things, they are

there. Inside of the ornate apartment-
houses an observant eye begins to de-

tect differences. The click of type-

writers is a normal sound in Morningside
interiors. There is a high average of

young faces in the lobbies, the student

overflow from the University dormi-
tories. And if you are curious and man-
nerless enough to peep at the addresses

on the envelopes which elevator-boys

have a habit of posting on the walls of

the elevator cage, you will see stamped
envelopes from book-publishing firms,

from magazine subscription offices, from
teachers' agencies, trawl bureaus
phony orchestras, independent
theaters—all testifying clearly to the

presence of a select cultural population.

The signs are mon emphatic in the

, sym-
little

shop windows. The haberdashery ex-

posed is ofan aggressive pattern and shade
that testify plainly to the presence of a

large undergraduate population. The
little specialty shops for women indicate

in the same way the presence of a large

female population which is too busy to

shop down -town. The eating- places

swarm on every side, one more proof of a

large bachelor environment. The eat-

ing-shops are small, but they strive for

and attain artistic effects—cozy corners,

soft lights, quaint furnishings, an actual

spinning-wheel in the window, all of

which indicates something better than
the tastes that are satisfied at Childs'.

On the news-stands the piles of ten-cent

magazines are not much taller than the

thirty-five-cent magazines, and the Eve-

ning Post makes quite a respectable

showing against the yellow Journals.

The nature of the picture post-cards on
sale in the drug -stores is an infallible

index. They do not go in for the robust

comedy of sitting on freshly painted

park benches. They are truly infor-

mative pictures—the University build-

ings, of course; Riverside, Grant's Tomb
—in short, the kind one sends home
from Paris instead of from Long Beach.

The popular picture-card on Morning-
side Heights is indicative of the ethnol-

ogy of the place. With the exception of

certain streets in Greenwich Village, no
other section of New York shows so

large a percentage of the old American
race—to say Anglo-Saxon would be in-

viting needless controversy. The Uni-

versity has drawn thousands of stu-

dents from all parts of the country, and

it is to the South, the West, the South-

west that the picture-cards of Grant's

Tomb and St. John's go out in large

numbers. The physical traits of the

older racial type are more pronounced

in the women than in the men—tall,

spare, graceful women with high-strung,

almost painfully clear-cut features, and

the prematurely gray hair which is the

sign of the upper-class American woman
who is not of the idle classes. Especially

in July, when the summer vacation

brings thousands of school-teachers from

the great hinterland, Morningside is

strongly marked with profiles and ac-

cents that are decidedly not of the

average New York.



White Bread
BY ZONA GALE

VERY one in the room
had promised some-
thing. Mis' Tyrus
Burns offered her re-

ceipt for filled cookies.

"My filled cookie re-

ceipt," she said, "is

something that very, very few have ever

got out of me. I give it to Mis' Brad-

ford—^when she moved away. I've give

it to one or two of my kin—by word of

mouth and not wrote down. And Carol

Beck had it from me when she was mar-
ried—wrote out on note-paper, formal

—

but understood to be a personal receipt

and not general at all. This '11 be the

first time I've ever give in to make it

public, and nothing on earth but the

church carpet would make me now."
"Me either, with my Christmas

cakes," said Mis' Arthur Port. "I've

made 'em for fairs and bazaars and sup-

pers, and give the material when
needed it for the children's shoes, but I

feel like the time had come for the real

supreme sacrifice. I'll put 'em in the

book with the rest of you."
Mis' Older's salad-dressing, Mis' El-

dred's fruit cordial, Mis' Regg's mince-

meat, Mis' Emmons's pie-crust—these

were all offered up. The basement din-

ing-room of the church was filled with

women that spring afternoon, and a

spirit was moving among them like a

little flame, kindling each one to giving.

The place in which they were gathered,

its furnace in the corner, its reed melo-

deon for the Sunday-school, its black-

boards, and its locked cupboards filled

with dishes which the women had earned

when a like flame quickened—this place

might have been an austere height

where they were face to face with the

ultimate purpose of giving, of being.

For abruptly children's shoes, parlor

curtains, the little hoard accumulating
"over back" on a cupboard shelf became
as nothing, and the need to be of use

was on them all, like a cry involuntarily

answered to a cry. That exquisite reflec-

tion of each in each was there, obeying
strange laws of repetition and contagion
—a gentle, positive power, infinitely

stronger than the negative infection of

mob violence. It was as if the very
church carpet which the receipt-book's

sale must buy was but the homely
means for the exercise of the mysterious

force which moved them.
Save only one. Mis' Jane Mellish

sat by the serving-pantry door, no more
self-forgetful than when she was in her

own kitchen.

"What's the book going to be called ?"

she had asked when they had voted to

prepare it.

"The Katy Town First Church
Ladies' Choice Receipt Book," they

had finally decided.

"How can you call it that if it ain't

all the ladies?" Jane had inquired fur-

ther. "Some o' the ladies 'ain't got a

choice receipt to their names nor their

brains."

"Such as 'ain't can see to the print-

ing," Mis' Tyrus Burns suggested.

"Would you druther do that, Jane?"

she added, tartly.

Jane's lips moved before she spoke—a

little helpless way that they had, as if

they were not equal to what they must

do. "Who's going to write the dedica-

tion?" she asked.

No one had thought of a dedication,

but it occurred to no one to question it.

And the answer was inevitable.

"You'd ought to do that," they said to

Jane: For who else of their number

had ever published poems in the Katy

Town Epitome, and whom else had its

editor asked to "do special funeral and

wedding write-ups" ?

Jane nodded and hid her relief, and

presently faced the question which all

along she had been dreading:

"Now, bread. We'd ought to have

some real special breads/' they said.

"Who's going to do them?"
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Mis' Holmes's salt-rising bread, Mis'

Jacobs's potato-bread, Mis' Grace's

half - graham - and - half - rye—these

were all offered. It was Mis' Tyrus Burns

who said that which they were all think-

ing. She turned to Jane Mellish.

"Land! Jane," she said, "what it 'd

be to have your white-bread receipt for

our volume!"
At this a hush fell, and they looked

at Jane. For years her white-bread

receipt had baffled them all. Nobody
made white bread like Jane, and no one

could find out how she made it—whether

by flour or mixing, or, as some sus-

pected, a home-made lard, or an un-

known baking-powder, or a secret yeast

packed in occasional boxes from Jane's

relatives oversea. Whatever the process

or the component, she kept it. After a

few rebuffs, Katy Town understood that

the bread was Jane's prerogative. So
they praised it to her, and experimented
privately, and owned to one another
their defeat. No one ever asked Jane
any more. When Mis' Tyrus Burns did

so, the silence was as if some one had
spoken impertinently, or had made an
historical reference too little known to

be in good taste, or had quoted poetry.

"I'm going to compose an original

dedication," Jane said, stiffly. "I guess,

ladies, that's my share."

Mis' Tyrus Burns sighed. " 'Most any
of us," she said, "could stodge up a dedi-

cation to a book. Or we could even go
without one, if we just had to. But that
white-bread receipt of yours had ought
to be in this book by rights, Jane
Mellish, with a page all to itself."

Jane was silent. And when little Miss
Cold, of her heart's goodness, relieved

the moment with, "None of you offered

to give my cream cake a page all by
itself, I notice," every one laughed grate-

fully, and spoke no more of Jane's
bread.

Jane walked down the street with the
others, and she knew of what they were
thinking. When she turned alone into

her own stint under the new buds, she
went with a sick defiance, which her
elaborate chatter about house-cleaning

had only scotched. She left her door
open to the friendly evening. The rooms
were pleasant and commonplace in the
westering light; her dress was to be

changed, there was supper to get, her
"clothes" had come home and were
waiting to be sprinkled; but all these
were become secondary to the disturbing
thing.

"Mis' Tyrus Burns always did make
things disagreeable for everybody," she
thought. "Why should she say what
bread should go into that book and what
bread should stay out of it?"

Grandma Mellish was in the kitchen.
She had an airy room of her own, and
the "other" room was warm enough for

comfort, but she sat in the kitchen.

Sometimes she spent wakeful nights
there.

"The other furniture bunts out at

me," the old lady had said. "I see it's

there. In the kitchen I can think things
without truck having to be looked at all

the time— Can't I sit where I want?"
she would queruously demand of them.
Of late she had been querulous, too,

about certain grinning faces on the cook-
stove.

"They're makin' fun of what they
think you be," she said once. "You
can stand there fryin' things, as moral
as the minister, but you can't fool them
faces. Dum 'em."

She sat in the kitchen now, patching
a roller-towel. " Be they done clackin' ?"

she inquired, as Jane entered.

With the table-cloth in her hand, Jane
stooped to her, told her about the book
and the new church carpet. "They
want I should put my white-bread re-

ceipt in," she said.

"The brass!" said Grandma Mellish,

shrilly.
?

';The brass!"

"Ain't it?" Jane said, softening to the

sympathy, and stopped in her journey
from cupboard to table to tell more of

the meeting. The old woman listened;

she was very bent, and to listen she

looked over her stooped shoulder, her

lips parted and moving in her effort to

follow.

"The brass!" she said again. "That
receipt's yours. / don't know how you
make it, and I live in the same house

with you. They'll want the hair off

your head, next. What you goin' to do

for their book?"
"It's my book, too," Jane said. "It's

our book, I s'pose—it ain't all theirs.

I'm going to write the dedication—giv-
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ing it away on the front page, you
know."
"Eh," said Grandma Mellish. "Well,

just you make it flowery enough, and
put in enough love and heaven, and that

had ought to satisfy 'em. They'll want
the clothes off your back, next." She
broke off and shook her fist at the grin-

ning faces on the cooking-stove. "What
you smirkin' at, drat ye?" she inquired.

When supper was ready Jane went
out on the porch, and there, in order to be
away from the droning voice, she waited
for Molly. Molly was late, but Jane
was not hungry. The feeling of sick

distaste had persisted, so that it was
almost physical nausea; and this the

old woman's words, which had at first

soothed her, now someway intensified.

What was she caring so much about?
she asked herself, indignantly. The
bread receipt was hers, and that was all

there was to it. It had been brought
from the old country by her great-

grandmother Osthelder, and had been
handed down from mother to daughter.

She remembered how jealously it had
been guarded by her own mother, who
had brought the receipt West with her

when she married; and straightway in

her home town her bread had become
an amazement. Her mother had always
made the bread for the Communion ser-

vices, and so had Jane. In a fortnight

more Jane would be making bread for

the spring Communion of the First

Church.
"I do enough for them—I guess I do

enough for them with my receipt," she

thought. "Besides, it's Molly's. I 'ain't

the right to give away what's Molly's."

Molly, coming from her school, seemed
not at all disturbed about her rights.

She had been teaching for two years,

but she looked like a school-girl herself

as she came round the house. She came
bareheaded, save for a flutter of white

veil on her hair; and she was always
like one who is met at a day's begin-

ning, and not at an ending. Only to-

night there was a cloud on her face, no
larger than the white space between her

brows. But her mother saw.

"What is it, Molly?" she asked, but

the girl laughed and ran up-stairs and
managed to keep off the question until

supper was done. She had eaten noth-

ing, however; and Jane had eaten noth-
ing, because that sick sense of something
wrong possessed her; only Grandma
Mellish ate steadily. "What is it,

Molly ?" her mother asked again, when
the old woman had finished.

"Well, mother darling," Molly said,
Ellen Burns has come back. At least
she's sent word she's ready to take the
school. They've offered it to me if I

want to stay, but
—

"

"But what?" Jane said, sharply.

((

"I can't keep it," Molly answered.
"It was her school. I was just a supply
while she was sick. Now she's well, and
she wants it back."
"What's that?" said Grandma Mel-

lish. "Mis' Tyrus Burns's girl's got
well? She wants back, after you doin'

her work the best o' two years ? What's
the Board say to that?"

"They haven't met yet," Molly said.

"But Nat says he knows I can stay if I

like. Only—"
"Well, I should think so," said Grand-

ma Mellish. "It's a good school. You
stay. Wants back, does she? The
brass!"

Molly looked at her mother, but Jane
did not meet her eyes. It would be

serious, this loss of the school. There
were the three of them, and Molly was
the breadwinner. If she were to get

no other school next year. . . .

"You've got the good of the school to

think of," Jane said. "You must be

the best teacher, or Nat wouldn't be so

sure of the Board. The good of the

school's the main thing."

Molly shook her head. "I don't know
about my being a better teacher," she

said. "I think if they let me stay it '11

be because Nat Commons is president

of the Board."
"Nonsense!" her mother said, with

vigor. "Just because he's taken you to

drive once or twice. Anyway, what if it

is so? You like him, don't you? You
don't want you should hurt his feelings ?

If you go he'll think you're running

away from him. You've got to think of

everything."

Grandma Mellish was wiping her spec-

tacles on her petticoat. "You better

keep your cap set for Rufus Commons's

son," she said. "He's got his pa
?

's

pocket and his grandad's jaw. Don t
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you leave him slip through your fin-

gers."

Molly rose swiftly and went out on

the porch. Her mother's eyes followed

her, but she said nothing. As Jane

turned back to her work, she was aware

that her own dull sense of physical ill-

being had been multiplied, and she felt

a weight within, bearing down her chest,

changing her breath.

"I've got to get a-hold of myself," she

thought. "I guess I'll take a dose of

something and get into the bed."

On her way down-town after supper

Mis' Tyrus Burns went round by Jane

Mellish's house. It was in her mind that

she had been, after all, a little hard on

Jane, and she thought of inviting her

to go to a motion-picture show.

"Besides," she thought, "if I get

round her right, mebbe I can make her

see herself and her bread more general."

On the little front porch Molly was

sitting alone. It was an exquisite time

of daylight and shadow, and, for a third

integrant delight, above the bare locust-

trees came the moon.
"Gone to bed, has she?" said Mis'

Tyrus Burns. "I don'no' but it was a

hard meeting for her."

Molly's look questioned her.

"That bread business," Mis' Burns

saic, briefly. "Molly, look here. Can't

you bring something to bear?"

"You mean for her to give the re-

ceipt?" Molly asked.

"Certain," said Mis' Burns. ^ "Or
don't you want she should do it?"

"She must do as she likes," Molly

told her. "I oughtn't to influence her."

"But she says it's for you she's keep-

ing it," Mis' Burns reminded her. "She
says it's been handed from mother to

daughter for generations, and she won't

giveaway your birthright. She says
—

"

"Does she say that?" asked Molly.

Mis' Tyrus Burns moved nearer to

the girl. The soft, thick face of the

woman wis momentarily twitched out

of drawing. "She don't guess it," she

said, "but I In t \mii she's just hiding

herself in under that for a reason." She

did not add aloud what she want down
the street saying to herself: "Pride's

pride, and sin's sin. And I declare I

don'no' which Jane Mellish is et by."

Molly looked after Mis' Burns. "She
never said a word about Ellen coming
home," Molly thought. "But my! how
she must wish I was out of the way."
The moon was free of the locust-trees

when the gate opened again, and Molly,

still alone on the porch, greeted Nat
Commons. This great, fine creature,

president of the Katy Town School

Board, bass singer in the First Church
choir, was on his way to his night's work
as foreman in the Katy Town Epitome
composing-room. The two did not

shake hands. At the other extreme of

the gamut which makes hand-shaking a

form lay Katy Town, where too much
hand-shaking might denote that "some-
thing was meant."
Nat set one foot on the step, leaned

on his knee, and looked across at her.

"I come to help you make up your
mind," he said.

Through Molly Mellish went a faint,

delicious ripple.

All these months she had been running

away, with the certainty that his step

was a little way behind, patient, un-

hurrying. To-night it was as if, abrupt-

ly, she felt on her cheek the breath of the

runner.

"How do you know my mind isn't

made up now?" she asked.

"Then," Nat said, "maybe I come
to help you make it over—and make it

right."

He leaned on his knee, his large hands

loosely clasped. His powerful young
frame and his young, boyish face cut off

from Molly her vision of the street, of the

rest of the world. There was about him
a sense of enormous capacity for work,

for physical accomplishment, which drew

her, as knightly powers to kill drew

women once.

"You stay!" he said. "Keep the

school!"

She shook her head. "I've told you

how I feel," she answered.

"You can stay," he said to her. "You
can stay! You stay."

"If Ellen wants the school back,"

said Molly, "then she's got to have it

back. The Board told her she could."

"Any time inside a year," he re-

minded her. "Well, it's two years."

"But it took her the two years to get

well!" cried Molly. "And now she
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wants to be here. And her mother's
alone."

"Her mother's got money," Nat Com-
mons argued. "Ellen don't need the

school. You do. And that ought to

decide it, because one of you is just as

good a teacher as the other one."

Molly was silent. All this was true.

After all, must she worry, and stint her

own mother, and herself face the city

with its doubtful chances, just because

Ellen Burns had taken it in her head to

have back the school?

With no warning at all, Nat Commons
came in the dusk of the porch and
stooped and laid his cheek against her

cheek. "Molly," he said, "I guess you
know, don't you ? Do you want me ?"

She turned her head toward him
never so little, but it proved to be
enough. It was the moment when in-

numerable past lines drew together.

"You stay here," he said, in a little

while. "It won't be more than a year
till we can go to housekeeping—the four

of us. Only, till then you and I had
ought to be where we can see each other.

You stay here, and keep the school."

But, Molly told herself through the

night, to stay there without work was
impossible. To find work in Katy Town
was equally impossible. Why should

not Ellen Burns come back and live

there quietly until the year was past,

and then take back the school?—Ellen

Burns, to whom the salary was not im-
portant; Ellen Burns, who had no
trousseau to buy. . . .

A little while after dawn she heard her
mother walk through the hall. Molly
dressed and went down. Jane was out-

side the kitchen door, standing idle in

the first sun. The morning was upon
her, with its pathetic sense of wide-eyed,

open-handed promise. The day still

hoped for everything from the world.

The time was like a child running into

a room where there was evil.

"Haven't you been sleeping, mother?"
Molly asked.

'Not very well," Jane confessed.

"What was Sarah Burns saying to you
out on the porch last night?" she added.
"She wanted I should speak to you

about your white-bread receipt," Molly
told her. "Mother, why not let them
have it?"
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Jane spoke out with a passion which
amazed her daughter. "Why don't
Sarah Burns sell her mahogany and her
silver tea-set away from Ellen?" she
cried. "I 'ain't no such things for you.
Everybody in town's crazy over my
bread receipt. You'd be the fifth gen-
eration that's kep' it secret. I won't
give it. It's all we've got. I've made
up my mind."
Molly hesitated, and risked it. "Jf

it's on my account, mother— " she said,
slowly, and caught the swift look in her
mother's eyes, and could not steal a

her defenses
—"do just as you think you

ought, dear," she said only.

Jane's lips thinned and tightened.
"They's no 'ought' about this," she
said. "It's bigger than 'ought.' h
tradition."

Molly laughed out. "That's beauti-
ful, mother," she said. "Tell me," she

added, "did you know what Nat said to

me on the porch last night, after Mis'
Burns went?"

Jane's look questioned, and the girl's

look answered.

"You knew what I'd say to him,
didn't you, mother?" said Molly.

"I hoped I knew," Jane said. "Oh,
Molly! And you'll keep the school?"

"I guess so," said Molly.

Grandma Mellish appeared in the

kitchen doorway. "Jane!" she shouted,

needlessly. "Is they any of your white

bread old enough to toast?"

Jane frowned. "I'm going to hate

the name o' my white bread," she said.

"Yes—they's some in the under crock.

Let's hurry breakfast," she added to

Molly. "I got to be down to the

Epitome office to pick the cook-book

cover.

The Epitome office was up a flight of

sunless stairs, and when Jane reached

there toward one o'clock, only the fore-

man, Nat Commons, was in the com-

posing-room. He strode down between

the forms, tying on his ticking apron,

and upset Jane's simple dignity by

throwing his bare arms about her and

kissing her.

"Molly will!" he cried, his head up as

if he were singing it.

. "So would I if I was Molly, Jane

said, primly, and frowned to show how

much she was at ease.
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"And she's just about made up her

mind to keep the school," he added.

"Hold her up to that—Mother Mellish
!"

"Hold her up to it yourself," Jane

warned him, "or what's the use of being

president of the Board and her husband-

to-be? Show me some cook-book cov-

ers."

"The Board don't meet till a week

from Saturday," he added, while he

brought the paper. "She's got till then

to make up her mind."

"Oh, she'll stay," Jane said. "Don't

you think this brown's real tasty? And
see 't you give me a nice border around

my dedication. I laid awake last night

and got it half wrote."

The others of the committee arriving,

the cook-book took shape before their

eyes. It was Nat Commons's ardent

hope to give them a different tail-piece

for every page, and indefatigably he

brought them proofs of dolphins and

torches and serpents and ram's horns.

"Land, what's this?" Mis' Arthur

Port demanded. "Looks like two

loaves of bread. Jane, this must be to

go to the foot of your white-bread re-

ceipt, sure enough."
"That's an open book," Jane said,

tartly. "What makes your jokes so

heavy, Martha Port? Your own heft,

meb h\"
.Veil, we've all been thinking and

talking about you and your bread so

much since yesterday, I suppose I have

got bread on the brain," Mis' Port re-

plied, humbly.
"Must be a surprise to have some-

thin' on the brain," Jane offered. "Now,
black ink or gold, ladies?" she wanted to

know.
"Black ink," voted Mis' Arthur Port,

with sudden energy. "We can't stand

the expense of the gold with some folks

holding back stingy on the book's in-

sides!"

Back in her kitchen Jane Mellish

turned with definite relief for the sym-

pathy .mil indorsement of Grandma
Mellish. The old woman was before

the stove again.

"What d<> you think:" Jane shouted,

sitting on tin wood-box beside her.

''Them women can't leave me alone.

They keep harping away on my bread

receipt."

"Hey?" said Grandma Mellish.

Jane said this once more, her indig-

nation a little touched with impatience.

"Hey?" said Grandma Mellish, in ex-

actly the same tone. This was evi-

dently one of her ways of entertainment.

She had whole days wrhen it wTas almost
impossible to communicate with her,

though nothing intervened save her un-

varied interrogative.

"My white bread, my bread receipt!"

Jane screamed, determined on sympathy
at any price. "They want to get my
white bread away from me."
"Hey?" said Grandma Mellish.

But when Jane had turned from her,

despairing of rapport here, the old

woman relented.

"Tell 'em," she said, sharph
—

"tell

'em to go plumb to thunder. Tell the

hull church to go plumb to thunder.

Tell 'em nothin' in their book is fit to

eat at a heathens' picnic. Tell 'em you
wouldn't buy it for nothin' to a junk-

shop. Tell 'em to go right along, plumb
to thunder, afoot or ahossback

—

"

"There, there, there!" Jane cried, and
hurried from the room.

"Hey?" said Grandma Mellish, and
began all over again.

Molly found her mother with tears on

her face.

"Mother!" Molly cried. "You're be-

ing miserable over that old bread. It

isn't worth it!"

"You go down-town and see if you
can find something for supper," Jane
said only, and drew away.

"Nobody on earth understands just

the way I am," Jane thought, bitterly.

"Not even Molly. What do they have

me make the Communion bread for, if it

ain't something everybody can't do?

I've a good notion to tell 'em I won't

never make another loaf for 'em."

Nevertheless, on the night before

Communion, two weeks later, Jane "set

sponge," as usual, for her bread. It was

a task in which she always delighted.

She brought special pans, kept scrupu-

lously for nothing else; she measured

and weighed her Hour; for years she had

dissolved her yeast in the same blue cup.

She moved among her ingredients like

a priestess. The time bore less the

flavor of a task than of a ceremony.
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Nat Commons dropped in the kitchen

on his way to the School Board meeting.

"I'm going to stay to it just long

enough to see 'em vote to keep you in

the school," he said to Molly. "Then
I've got to hike for the office. We've got

to get the cook-books out by Monday
noon."
"I haven't said I'd take the school

even if I got it," Molly reminded him.
"You will, though," Nat told her.

"It '11 be in the Katy Town Epitome in

the morning, and then you'll have to."

Molly went with him to the door, and
in the dusk two women were entering

—

Mis' Tyrus Burns and Mis' Arthur Port.

They went by her into the kitchen.

When Nat had gone, Molly sat on the

porch. The door stood open to the

spring night, and she could hear the

voices of the women.
"My land!" Mis' Tyrus Burns said,

"if Jane ain't setting her white-bread

sponge! Want we should shut our eyes,

Jane?"
"Why else did you come to this door,

if you didn't know that?" Jane coun-
tered, intent on her stirring.

"Want we should shut our eyes?"
Mis' Port insisted.

"You can watch every move I make,
if you want," Jane serenely offered.

"Well," said Mis' Burns, "we don't,

I'm sure. We got something better to

look at."

She produced the proofs of the receipt-

book, and the two turned the leaves

while Jane kept on at her work. She
knew that her dedication would be there

in type, in the women's hands.
"Leona Grace," said Mis' Tyrus

Burns, "and her cottage-cheese receipt.

She don't set it on the stove at all. I'll

bet it ain't fit to put on bread."
"Nor Mis' Kent Carter's cream po-

tatoes, either," Mis' Port contributed.

"Sprinkles dry flour on 'em, in the skil-

let! The idear! Anything to make
work easy for Mis' Carter. She's

ashamed to fuss decent."
"I don't care what anybody says,"

observed Mis' Burns. "My mustard
pickles is something elegant. They took
me three whole forenoons, letting the

sauce set and adding in gradual. No
shirkin' there."

"Me, either, on my tartare sauce,"

Mis' Port supplied. "Three-quarters of
a cupful of oil, one drop at a time, stir-

ring constant. You can't do it right,

with the chopped stuff and all, in a min-
ute under two hours. Onless you slight

somewheres."
"Same with Mis' Bold's German

kisses," Mis' Burns explained. "She
beats 'em, and beats 'em, and beats 'em.
One hour by the clock, that woman beats
'em. I'm crazy to try that receipt."

Jane, beating steadily at her sponge,
stood this as long as she could. "What
do you think of the dedication, ladies?"

she asked, finally.

The two women turned to her with
humbly admiring faces.

"It's beautiful, Jane—just beautiful,"

Mis' Burns told her. "There couldn't

no one have expressed it nicer,"

"I said that when I read it over," Mis'

Port added. "I said, 'She's done it,

this time. Where anybody else would
have used one word, Jane Mellish has

used two.' We're all real proud, Jane."

"Hold onto your bread receipt if you
want to," Mis' Burns told Jane. "You've
earned the right to be stingy till the

day of your death, / say."

"What do you do?" Mis' Port asked

her, curiously. "Set around, and lay

awake nights, and get points, and then

write 'em up ?
' ;

"Something like that," Jane returned,

modestly.
"Whether it's white bread or whether

it's poetry," said Mis' Tyrus Burns,

with a laugh, "Jane keeps it to herself."

She opened the book and displayed a

page blank.

"Thirty-one pages of food and dedi-

cation and title," she observed, "be-

sides the cover. And thirty-two pages

in the book altogether. They's just one

blank page for your receipt, Jane. Bet-

ter use it up."

Jane beat at her sponge.

"I should think," Mis' Port put in,

"you'd be ashamed to withhold so from

the Lord, Jane."

Jane beat at her sponge. 1 he Lord

wouldn't earn a cent more by my re-

ceipt being in," she answered.

"Earnin' money ain't all the Lord

thinks about," Mis' Burns returned,

tartly. "They is such a thing as sacn-

ficin' for a sweet savor."
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"You tend to your own sweet savors,

Sarah Burns," Jane flashed, "and I'll

tend to mine."
"Nat Commons has promised 'em for

the Monday meeting," Mis' Port put in.

"Mebbe Jane can see light by then.

Some do, give 'em time."

Jane beat at her sponge.

Molly, on the side porch, felt dull

wonder that any one could be so inter-

ested in the matters of which these

women talked. As for her, she wanted

her thought free to go to Nat and to

plan the details of her simple wedding
finery! Beside her own sharp sense of

this muslin and that silk to buy, her

mother's passionate guarding of the se-

cret of the bread of four generations

seemed to Molly as insubstantial and

unallied to the realities as was the hair

wreath in the parlor.

She strolled down to the gate, set be-

tween flowering currants. The women
emerged, and Mis' Port went through

the garden to her own house. Mis' Ty-
rus Burns lingered.

"I got a letter from Ellen to-day,"

she said to Molly, "and her picture."

"How does she look?" Molly asked,

and tried not to show her slow-mount-

ing discomfort at this mention of Ellen

Burns.

"Walk along with me and I'll show it

to you," Ellen's mother said.

They went on together, Mis' Burns
talking of Ellen. Her illness had left

her; she had been visiting in the moun-
tains; she had taken a ten-days' motor
trip. As this woman talked, Molly
looked at her with attention. She was
a large, pale creature, with fat cheeks

and shapeless ears dragged down by old

ear-rings. She wore a rough coat, too

tight across the chest, and there her

large-veined hand was outspread. She

had on a heavy wedding-ring, which cut

her thick finger. Her hat, trimmed in

front with a weight of short, straight

tips, bore down upon her forehead like a

constant experience. Her footsteps

were lu.i\\ and flat on the board side-

w.ilk. She was an ugly woman.
" Ellen's b< en a great comfort to me,"

she said many times. "As a little girl

she was always a great help to me."
"It's fin«. to know she's well again,"

Molly ventured.

"Sometimes I think it's enough to

know she's in the world and well, even
if I never see her again," said Mis' Tyrus
Burns.

She lived alone, and when she had
taken the key from the saucer of a plant

they went into the quiet rooms, which
yielded nothing to one entering. The
old furniture was crystallized in some
motionless medium. The rooms paid no
attention to any one.

Ellen's picture was in the parlor.

There the hush was more prominent
than the furnishings. All had been as it

was for a very long time. Old reasons

for arrangement had disappeared, but
the arrangements stayed. The clock

was wrong. The crayon portraits were
almost certainly of those no longer liv-

ing. There was an odor, not of padded
carpeting, not of damp wall-paper paste,

not of chimney-soot, but an odor un-

allied to rooms where folks go and
come.
"Have a seat," said Mis' Tyrus

Burns. "I think you'll find this the

most comfortable chair. It's the one

my husband was always partial to."

She brought Ellen's photograph. The
picture showed a pretty, open face, with

the touch of settled sadness which ill-

health gives.

"She's an awful good girl," said Mis'

Tyrus Burns, "and she was always a

good baby. She was never much of any
trouble to me. When she was a little

thing I use' to take her with me to

Ladies' Aid meetings. She knew how to

set still. She never teased for anything.

She was always a child you could easy

give to understand things. She never

took advantage. . . . When she got

through the high school I wanted she

should stay home here with us. But no,

her pa wanted her to have something.

I guess he never did know what. And
after that she taught till she got sick.

I feel she's been give back to me from

the dead. For a long time I just about

knewT what happiness was every time I

said over, 'She ain't dead.' Yes, it's a

good photograph. Her waist draws a

little mite at the shoulder-seam, though,

don't you think so?"

Molly listened. All her life she had

known Mis' Tyrus Burns. She might

have known that Mis' Tyrus Burns felt
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:i!l this foi Ellen, bul (o hear it said was
like uncovering .1 new relationship.

Mis' Burns set tin- picture in its place

before the ebony horse which forevei

stood with one uplifted foot.

"Molly," sin- said, without preface,
"1 want \ on to know I ain't .1 mite of

feeling about you not giving up the

school to Ellen aftei two years so."

"Who said I ws isn't going to give it

up?" Molly asked,

"Why," said Mis' Ruins, "I took it

for granted. Nobody in their senses

would. You want voui school and us
yours to keep a-hold of. Ellen 'ain't no
claim."

" l>ut she won't come DUCK here with-

out .1 position?'' Molly asked.

"No," her mother s.nd; "she'll <m>

somewheres else."

1 > 1 1 1 you want her io come backl"
Molly cried.

"That ain't it," said Mis' Burns.
She took down the photograph again,

and wiped .1 dust speck from the face.

Then she moved about the parlor, touch-

ing tins 01 that to rights picking up .1

red berry fallen from the asparagus in

the fireplace, finding .1 raveling on the

rug. I lei hands had done much hud
work, and they were shiny, and dark be-

tween the cords. Her hail was some
what fallen, and the throat o! her dress

was badly Listened. In the midst oi hei

plain and paltry belongings this woman
moved, as instinct with wistfulness, with
hope, with resignation, as il she had
been .mv beautiful being.

And abruptly, .is she looked, Molly
Mi 1 1 1 s 1 1 seemed to p.iss ovei into I hi"

woman, and to become identical with

her. And then u was something more.

Foi , \\ 11 h no harbingei ol t he mira< l<

within, tin girl suddenly knew .ill the

wondei <»l wanting 1 blessing for the

woman more than foi herseli just as

il Mis' I \ 111s; Burns had been someone
whom she very much loved. Mollv had

wanted things in this way l<»i hei moth
it. As .1 mattei oi course, she would
rathei th.it .1 heritage should come to

her mother than to herself. And now
this process oi preference was simply ex

tended, and, quite sui pi isingl \ . 11 < hi

braced Mis' Tyi us Bui ns

Molly n isi " I haven't told anybody
yet what III do." she s.nd.

She nevei forgot the It ap ol hopi
which II.nned foi .1 moment in th< motn
er's eyes

"W h\
,

I never dreamed but what
£ou'd keep the place!" Mis' I

j rus
Burns said, " \n\ body would."

Molly walked home in no agitation,
no deh. ite. I hi rnothei was noi in thi

kitchen. ( irandma Mellish sat tht r< .

shaving sweet flag,
"

\ oui ma's up stairs," shi said, ".
>h<

wants you should go on up."

\\ hen her hie. id pan was covered b<

side the stove, Jane, sitting in th< kit< h

en to poie ovei the r< 1 1 ipt I k, nun. d
straight to the dedication. [Tien it was,
m .1 border of pine cones and quill p< ns
and unicorns.

Some one has said that we an what we
eat, It is well known that food maki 9

people whal we are. I hi id< 1 th 11 gi 1 ting

up .1 meal is .1 moral responsibility is in

evei v one's head, moo 01 less. Vs 1 hi poi 1

Tope has said,' "Who can live without
1 00 k

( iod commanded 1 li»' fii st paii to ea 1 1 ij

t lu~ rum of the fields, They probabl} did

so foi some time. I )id they 1 ool< it We
can only surmise, The likelih I is that

they did not, Who can tell but w hat ii I ve

had been able to cool< right she wouldn't

have been reduced to raw apples, and so hi >

and Ail ui 1 not been driven from the garden
with -i flaming sword ?

Mothei I WI1.11 sa< red feelings pa< I that

name! Who can remembei theii mothei

without remembering some ol what she could

< o(»k ? h is .1 pai 1 ol the di\ in< somet hing

whit Ii hems mothers round.

In making up this little book, therefore,

we have .1 pui pose much v\ idei 1 han 1

palatableness. Oui roots go deeper. We
make this Receipt Book an offering i<> the

[deal, .1 sweet savoi and flavoi unto the

Lord. Jane Mm lish.

fane touched the hook lovingly. I he

time h.ul been when she had dreamed oi

seeing her name between the cov< 1 s oi .1

book. I fp stairs, in an old trunk, lav

the pile of thin paper, just as it had

come back to her from .1 publisher, years

ago, I > 1 1 1 now here was hei name, al

most on the title page oi the hook, and

quite as it would have looked .it the end

( ,l that hook's dedication.

e, grandma I" she ci ied, as the old

woman came into the kitchen.
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"I can't see," said Grandma Mellish;
" but if you've stuck it full of love and
God they'll think they like it. Did
you?"

"I'll read it to you," Jane said, and
did so, though she knew that the old

woman could not hear. Jane loved to

read it through.
"'—an offering to the Ideal, a sweet

savor and flavor unto the Lord,'" she

ended.

"Set around here where them dum
faces can't -see me," Grandma Mellish

said only. "You didn't give 'em your
white-bread receipt, did you?" she de-

manded, shrilly.

"I should say not," answered the au-

thor of the dedication.

"Them aid societies is a brassy lot,"

the old woman volunteered. "Alius got

their claws out for somebody's snuff-

box."

"Do you like the dedication, grand-

ma?" Jane asked.

"It's good enough, what there is of

it," said Grandma Mellish, "and there's

enough of it, such as it is."

"It's 'most like I'd wrote a book," said

Jane, fingering the pages. "If I'd had
a poem in here, now—

"

Suddenly she sat straight and stared

down at the leaves. She had come on
the blank page, the thirty-second page,

at the book's end. Why not? Why
should she not have a poem of her own
there?

Her sewing-machine stood in the

kitchen. In its top drawer was an old

account-book, long and narrow, which
just fitted in above the spools and the

button-box. It was scribbled in pencil

—pages of verses. They had been writ-

ten while fires were kindling, while flat-

irons were heating, while the potato-

water was boiling, while Jane was wait-

ing for her bread to "come out of the

oven." Only within the last few years

had Jane begun to face the fact that she

should never publish a book of poems.

Her thought went now to some verses

which of late she had set down at the

news of the death of a little child in the

neighborhood. These were, she felt, the

best that she had ever written. They
had come in real stress of feeling, at

dawn, when she and Molly had returned

from that house of mourning. She found

the verses, read them over by the light

of the bracket-lamp:

Oh, he was born the other day,
And now he is no more.

He never lived a word to say
And still he is no more.

You might think, "Why was he let live

If he no larger grew?"
O little life, e'en you can give
More than we ever knew.

God has us roses and us buds,
And when we come to die

The heavenly manna and bright foods
Will be for you and I.

"I might call it 'Manna,'" she

thought. "Then that would make it

real appropriate for a receipt-book."

She hesitated, turning the leaves of

the account-book. This poem she had
meant to send to a magazine. It had
been years since she had tried to have
anything published, save in the Epit-

ome. And this was the best that she

could do. But why not give this poem
to the church book

—"an offering to the

Ideal, a sweet savor and flavor unto the

Lord"?
She stooped to twitch over her pan of

bread the old red-cotton table-cover

with which it was protected. And from
the base of her cooking-range leaped out

the grinning faces stamped in the cast

iron-—the leering, mocking faces which
so haunted Grandma Mellish, which
looked now at Jane with a world of de-

risive understanding in their pointed

eyes.

"You're using that poem for a sop,"

went through Jane's mind, as sharp as

wTords.

"No such thing!" she said, aloud, and
stood erect, in some strange defiance.

"Hey?" said Grandma Mellish.

"I'm going up-stairs," Jane said,

abruptly. "Where's Molly? When she

comes, you tell her to come on up."

When Molly went up, she found her

mother sitting in her room, without a

lamp. It was a mean little room, whose
china wash-bowl and pitcher were the

only high lights.

Jane had meant to turn to Molly ami

to put upon her the burden of the final

decision which now, at last, she was fac-

ing. But, instead, Molly ran to her and

sat upon her knee, like a little girl.
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"Mother," she said, "I'm going to

give up my school to Ellen Burns."
"What on earth for?" Jane cried,

sharply.

"So her mother can have her here,"

said Molly. "Her mother's alone

—

she's alone. I never thought of it that

way."
"What about me being alone?" Jane

demanded.
"But I'll be living right here after Nat

and I are married," Molly told her, "so
what if I do go away for a little while

first? And maybe, if Ellen don't come
home now, she'll get something some-
where else and not come at all. And her

mother's alone."

"But—" Jane said, and stopped.

"Oh, mother!" Molly cried. "If you
knew how light and good I feel about it!

I'm going down to the Epitome office and
tell Nat to get it in the paper that way,
to-morrow morning."
"You going to the Epitome office?

Now?" Jane asked.

Molly rose, and Jane sprang up and
stood beside her.

"Mother," said Molly, "I don't know
whether you'll know what I mean. But
I'd rather Ellen would have the school

than to have it myself. Isn't that

funny?"
"Wait," said Jane;

down."
She brushed at her hair before her

dark mirror, and on an invisible cushion

found a brooch. They groped down the

stairway and into the kitchen. By the

stove Grandma Mellish sat sleeping,

sweet-flag scattered on her apron.

"I won't be long, mother," Molly
said.

"I'm coming, too," said Jane.
At the Epitome office Nat Commons

looked in Molly's eyes as he listened.

"Just put in the paper that Ellen

Burns is well again and is coming to

take her school," Molly said.

It may have been that her positiveness

bore its own mark of finality; it may
have been that his love of her bred un-

derstanding. He said little. He glanced

swiftly round the city room, and, seeing

only bent, absorbed heads and green

eye-shades, he kissed Molly, in the com-
parative shadow of the telephone-booth.

"Nat!" said Jane Mellish.

"I'm coming

Her tone was so sharp that the city
editor himself looked up.
"I want to put something more in the

cook-book," said Jane. " Is they time ?"

There was time. Nat took her into
the composing-room. By his littered
desk Jane stood erect, once more the
priestess.

" It's to go on that blank page. Put
it down word for word, just exactly like

I say it," said Jane. "It's a receipt for

bread."

Every one in Katy Town rememfx rs

the hours which followed. It was on
this night that Mis' Arthur Port's

youngest son was hurt in the quarry
and brought home to her house to die.

On her return from the office Jane
Mellish was confronted with the news.

Mis' Port being their nearest neighbor,

the duties of the night automatically

devolved upon Jane and Molly. Molly
ran across the garden to Mis' Port's

house, and Jane, about to follow, sud-

denly stood in stupefaction and looked

down at her bread. She thought for a

moment, and went close to Grandma
Mellish.

"Grandma," she said, "you don't

sleep good. Would you just as soon lay

here on the settle to-night?"

"Hey?" said Grandma Mellish.

"I want you should mix the bread, the

Communion bread," Jane said. Her
face had turned white, and she bent over

the old woman, and had her by the arm.

"Now listen: You'll keep wakin' up like

you always do. And it has to be mixed

every two hours. Mix it at ten, and

again at twelve, and again at two,

and again at four. Can you do that?

I'll be home to get it into loaves at six.

Can you do that ?"

"Tarnation nonsense/' said Grandma
Mellish.

Jane stooped nearer. In the light of

the high bracket-lamp she was again

the priestess, beside some withered sibyl,

before an altar-fire.

"Hush!" said Jane. "Grandma!

That's the secret. That's what makes it

better than anybody's else's bread. Can

you do that?"

"Humph!" said Grandma Mellish.

"Yes, I can. I can do that. More fool

me!
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Jane said it over to her patiently.

Then, hearing on the board walk the

tramp of the bearers, she ran through
the garden to Mis' Port's house. A
sense of fear and solemnity was on her.

Twice in an hour she had said aloud the

secret of the four generations; and Mis'

Arthur Port's son was being brought
home on a stretcher.

Communion day in the Katy Town
First Church was a day of deep religious

and social import. On that day there

seemed some return of all the rich reti-

cence of the more formal church inte-

riors, now long lost in democratizations.

For the white-cloth-covered table, the

tall necks of the decanters, the silver

goblets, and the heaped flowers in them-
selves gave to the time a sense of the

ceremonial. Moreover, the service was
held an hour earlier, when the slanting

sun fell on the ingrain carpet in un-
wonted ways.

In the congregation, gathering in si-

lence, came Jane Mellish and Molly.

They were both pale from a long vigil.

The boy had died toward dawn, and,

having done all that was required of

them, they had breakfasted and dressed,

and had come-down early with the Com-
munion bread.

Broken in square bits, the two loaves

were piled on silver plates. White, firm,

light, its delicate crust delicately browned,

Jane saw her bread borne down the aisle

with the formal sweep of an elder's arm.
She tasted anxiously, and bowed her

head on the folded handkerchief in her

gloved hand; and her consecration was
all compact of thankfulness. Never had
her bread been more delectable.

Mis' Tyrus Burns, whose pew was be-

hind Jane's, leaned forward as the

h\ mnals rustled.

"I declare, Jane Mellish," she whis-

pered, "that bread is sacrilegious, it's so

near without a fault. It's a wicked
crime it ain't in tin- book."

The receipt-book \\;is announced in

the church "notices" ".i volume of the

choicest receipts of .ill tin ladies of the

congregation," tin minister said, and

Mis' Tyrus Hums poked Jane slyly.

"Ain't you shamed to death and
ashes?" Mis' Burns whispered.

Jane smiled, and found the hymn
number, and sang. At the close of the
service they all came forward, as they
always did, to welcome the new members
with the hand of fellowship and to

praise Jane for her bread. She listened,

only half hearing. And when this was
done, she walked home with a strange,

sweet singing in all her being. She had
done it—she had done it! Something
right had come into the world through
her. There was no dim prescience of the
time when the birth of a right should be
in itself a thanksgiving. Jane's joy was
innocently bound up with her own per-

sonal triumph.
"It was a grand Communion," she

said, fervently, to Molly.
"Oh, mother," Molly said, "Mis' Ty-

rus Burns kissed me!"
In the kitchen, Grandma Mellish sat,

trim in her white apron for the Sabbath.
"Many out?" she demanded.
"Yes. A big congregation," Jane an-

swered.

"How'd Communion go?" asked
Grandma Mellish.

"Same as usual, I guess," Jane told

her.

"Many confess?" the old lady wished
to know.
"One," Jane told her, complacently,

"and two letters."

Grandma Mellish hesitated. "How
was the bread?" she inquired, at last.

"Some said it was the best I ever

made," Jane answered, proudly. "You
deserve the praise of that, grandma."
"Do—do I?" the old woman said.

"The best bread you ever made, eh?

The brass o' that—the brass! Listen

here."

She came over to Jane, and she was
laughing soundlessly in a way that

moved her shoulders and head.

"Listen here!" said Grandma Mel-
lish.

' k

I mixed that bread at ten o'clock

last night, and then it was never touched

again till you come home at daylight.

I told you it was all tarnation non-

sense, t only mixed it up once the whole

night long."
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THE TOURISTS ARRIVE IN AUGUST

Gavarnie
£1~ ^M}' OAKLEY

HE quivering heat of

Provence, whose daz-

zling, sunlit roads are

white with dust even in

May, had pursued us to

Carcassonne. We ar-

rived at Pau wilted and
ready to relish even the rain and mists

we found there. Our French friends

shrugged their shoulders when they
heard our destination. "The Pyrenees
in May! How droll! Surely Madame
will die of ennui. There will be no dis-

traction, not even the sports d'hiver."

From the moment we left the town
behind us our spirits rose, for dreams do
come true, and for years this had been
our dream—to return to Gavarnie.

From the car windows we watched the

peasants working. Here they were plow-
ing with oxen, the white oxen of the

South, docile, quiet-eyed, seeming not to

notice the rumbling of the train. Here
they were planting the maize. From
time to time one would stop to gaze up
stolidly as we passed. We wondered if

they never lifted their eyes to the peaks,

these lowland born, living in the shadow
of the great range looming above them,
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now hidden, now revealed. Were they

content with the life of plains?

At Lourdes a decrepit cure and a few

premature pilgrims left the train with

us, and we alone boarded the toy elec-

tric for Luz-St. Sauveur. It seemed to be

running for our benefit and that of an

elderly shepherd with blue beret pulled

over one ear. Shall we ever forget the

exhilaration we felt as the grade became

steeper and steeper and we left the oaks

behind us, then the beeches, and the

broad Gave de Pau became before our

very eyes a rushing mountain torrent.

At Luz the fields were still bounded by

poplars. We had not left the buckwheat

nor the bees. This was the end of the

line, and, knowing that the diligence was

not yet running, we were relieved to find

an antique landau waiting. From Luz

the highway wound up-grade for four-

teen miles. "We skirted the gave, crossing

and recrossing it. At every curve were

boulders, pointed firs, cascades leaping

down the mountains. Winds from the

snow-fields whipped our faces, made us

draw our cloaks and rugs about us.

The sun had set as we neared Gavar-

nie, and we hoped, yet dared not hope,
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that as we had left the Cirque, so should

we tind it. We had traveled far in all

those years, had tasted of the mysteries

of the East, yet above all other earthly

beauty had ever loomed our memory of

the Cirque. And so, lavish of gifts to

its lovers, though chary of revelation to

the unheeding, the adored one, the elu-

sive, burst upon us in unutterable

beauty.

We were already drawing up before

our inn, and our hosts were wreathed in

welcome. We were taken to then-

hearts. That M'sieu—Madame had re-

turned was to them the expected, the

inevitable. Our host himself took us to

our room, telling us the news of this one

and of that, lingering while we warmed
our hands at crackling fagots, introduc-

ing Catherine, who appeared with can

chaude- "Yes, Therese is married."

From now on we were living in our dream.

Our side-window s looked out upon the

stony path leading upward to the pas-

tures. On the front was the Cirque, in

all majesty, apparently but a few min-

utes away, though it took all of an hour

to walk there. It had been after much
deliberation that we had, on our first

visit, decided this matter of outlook, for

to the back were the meadows, lush with

glasses and Alpine flowers, while at the

si le the road tempted us with quaint

vehicles and village life. We had this,

too, from our window framing the

Cirque, for the highway, crossing the

, leads on past our wayside inn to

the Presbytere and church. Here road-

wax- ends and stoin zigzag leads up-

w aid to the pass to Spain.

Gavarnie village, never greater than
now with its three hundred souls, was
once but a hospice of the I emplars. A
hundred years ago, in the rebuilding of

the ruined church, a chest was found

containing old coins of Philippe le Bel,

gold trinkets, time-worn and thin, now.

alas! in Tarbes. With tin- deeper dig-

uing foi inundations were unearthed

twelve skulls, which confront one on en-

tering tin- lii .i \ church, a staring row

against tin wall. \11 the village rs till of

tin- Cranes des 1 empliers, ami tales

abound of escapes to Spam ami Bights

to sanctuary, [n the ancient side-chapel

is treasured a rude Spanish statue <>t

the Virgin. There is no record of its

coming, but only a tradition that cen-
turies ago it was brought over the pass
from Aragon. The face is very subtle,

with a high-born Spanish dignity, and
the stiff wooden folds of drapery are the
rich, mellowed reds and blues of the Ear
East, where, too, the people in their

longings prostrate themselves before the
Queen of Heaven. Rarely have I en-

tered the church without finding a wor-
shiper kneeling on the damp stone floor

before this figure, where candles burn,

where through the thick walls daylight

comes but dimly. The custom still pre-

vails of bringing on a Sunday a brass

candlestick to be placed before the Vir-

gin, brightly polished and tied with a

bow of black in memory of a lost one.

In our hotellerie stayed, in the early

days, the Englishman Charles Packe,
from Leicestershire, the pathfinder,

whose books have opened up new fields

for mountaineers. \\ ith him was Count
Henry Russell, claimed by both France
and England, whose name is more dear

than any other to lovers of the Pyrenees.

He expressed the charm of these moun-
tains when he said of them, "The Alps

are masculine, the Pyrenees feminine "-

the charm which kept him faithful to

the end. His annual arrival at Gavar-
nie, in landau drawn by four white

horses, marked the opening of the sea-

son. He it was, with Mr. Packe, who
trained the older generation of guides.

It was he who leased, for ninety-nine

years, the loveliest of the peaks, the

Vignemale, from the Valley of Bareges.

With the aid of miners, on its glaciers he

built refuges which he was proud to call

his villas, and which, since his death in

1909, have been given over to the Club
Alpin. There is no end to the stories

told of him over the camp-fire, or, of a

stormy evening, au coin du foyer. How
often have I heard our old guide Passet

talk of the masses which Count Russell

had had sung upon the summit of the

Vignemale. The priest with glowing

robes, tin- swinging censer, the adoring

shepherds, were pictured for us many
times. Passet in his youth had been a

porter for tin smugglers who in those

days carried hales of silk by night over

the pass to Spain. 1 le can tell of stealthy
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night attacks and bullets whizzing in the

dark beside which the adventures of

Ramuntcho pale.

There came a time of stormy weather.

We had been long shut in by beating

rain, and no one save he who has been

housed in a moun-
tain inn can tell with

w hat delight we
greeted the morn-
ing that at last

dawned clear and
radiant. With the

rolling away of the

clouds from the

peaks we saw that

what had been rain

with us had been

snow upon the

heights. Drifts lay

upon the glaciers of

the Cirque, and
fresh cor niches
gleamed against the

blue of the sky.

Our one thought
was to start out for

the white plateau

we could see from
our window, its

pointed fir-trees

laden with soft,

clirging snow. We
pu'led on hobnailed

bo >ts, clasped our
packs, and set out,

swinging our stout

hazel batons.

Early as it was,

we were not alone,

for all the village

was astir. From the

outlying barns were
coming the shep-

herds with their

flocks, returning

through the village

street to the upland
pastures from which they had been so

hastily driven by the unexpected storm.

The crisp morning airw as ringing with the

tinkling ofsheep-bells and the deepertones
i)\' cow-bells. As we mounted the rough

zigzag we locked back to see ourselves

followed by milk-white Pyrenean cows.

They wen divided into herds, each with

WOMAN SPINNING

its leader wearing a painted wooden col-

lar. The cowherds followed, carrying

bulging, blue cotton umbrellas, with

which they prodded the calves, some but

a few days old. The cows came single-

hie, and after them the flocks of sheep.

J low glad they seemed at getting back
to the maiden pas-

tures where the rich

grasses had but just

been tasted when
they were so rudely

routed by the hail.

With what a dif-

ferent air—no frisk-

ing then—had they
wended their way
through the village

street, bleating, and
driven against the

gale. The shep-

herds, who before

had been lost be-

neath their hooded
capes and blue um-
brellas, nowwalked,
too, with the joy of

the spring.

Soon we had come
to where the rows
of little firs stood

inky-black against

the dazzling Cirque.

We could see the

Breche de Roland
clear against the

blue—the cleft
struck by the sword
in the hand of

mighty Roland
when the Cirque de

Gavarnie barred his

return to France, so

runs the tale. Our
way led over the

fresh snow, already

melting, so irresisti-

ble is the sun of the

Midi. We felt our

faces flushing in the glare. At noon we
paused for luncheon, perched high on a

boulder away from the melting world.

At our feet the mountain dropped dizzily

into depth of valley, across which rose

the barrier of the Cirque.

Suddenly there came to us a rumbling

as of thunder, and from the glittering
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corniche an avalanche descended. For
all of an hour, one after another fell,

starting but a pufF of snow, fleecy as the

clouds, then roaring like a mighty cata-

ract into the abyss.

We were awakened on the 14th of

June by eager voices under our windows,
and on looking out we saw that the

peasants were bringing greens from the

valley, branches of ash and poplar, for

this was the Fete-Dieu, and there was,

of course, to be a procession. The fresh,

woody smell of twigs and boughs and

the grassy fragrance of meadows come
back to me with mv memories of that

1\ 1 111. am 11 \ I (II \l'l I I- 1 REASl RED
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morning. The children had been out
since sunrise, and had gathered tall vio-

lets' and buttercups and giant blue col-

umbines, which they carried in tight

nosegays. The houses and walls were
being trimmed with branches, and the

way strewn with field flowers. Two al-

tars wTere being erected, one near the

church, another outside our windows at

the foot of the crucifix. We watched
this one being draped, first with lace

curtains, borrowed from our host, then
with a canopy of branches and masses of

alpen-rosen, a cross of which stood

upon the altar between brass candle-

sticks.

When the hour for mass arrived every

one assembled in the church. We, feel-

ing strangely aloof as the only outsiders,

slipped into the chairs offered us by the

plump little dame in white frilled cap.

The church was crowded to the doors.

On the first row of chairs were the chil-

dren, the little girls with gay red capu-

lets covering their heads and shoulders,

the little boys conscious of their tight

Sunday homespun and best berets. The
nave was filled with women, a few wear-

ing the scarlet capulet, but most of them
the all-enveloping medieval black capu-

chon, covering the head and falling to the

feet. Some of the youths sat in the

choir, but the rest of the males, with a

clatter of sabots, mounted the winding,

worn steps to the gallery. Through
clouds of incense came high-pitched,

melancholy chants.

After the elevation of the Host, the

procession formed. It was led by the

children with fluttering banners; next

came the priest, splendid in orange and

gold, accompanied by four red-robed

acolytes; then the choir and congrega-

tion! While the deep bell tolled, the pro-

cession filed out from the cool church

into the sunlight, where glow-

ing red and or a n g e Mashed

against the snowy Cirque,

then passed into the shadows
of w alls ami houses. At each

wayside altar the Host was

raised, a prayer was sung,
while tin- p e a s a n t s knelt,

and the bell paused to renew

its ringing as the procession

wound back into the church

for the benediction.
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When the sun is hot and the clouds

are low the peasants know that rain is

not far away. On such a day in June
every villager goes haymaking. The
steep little patchwork fields are dotted
with busy figures plying long-handled

rakes. Whole families turn out, rosy-

cheeked children, buxom
mothers with much-gathered
skirts and kerchiefs tied un-

der chins, as well as men and
boys and woolly sheep-dogs.

All is breathless haste these

late afternoons, while the

clouds blow low on the Cirque
and the shadows chase the

sunlight over the fields. How
restless are the magpies,
flashing across the green.

How the scarlet sashes of the

men flame in the sunshine as

they load their donkeys with
the hay. Often, where the

field is steep, the owner or his

son is the beast of burden,

and perhaps a promising son-

in-law. On their shoulders

they carry portefoins—home-
m a d e wooden implements
like giant wish-bones—so

heaped with hay that from a

little distance they look like

haycocks walking. The
barns, where the hay is stored,

like the low stone walls in-

closing the fields, seem to

spring from the very soil.

Near by are the cottages.

I remember the interior of one cottage

where we visited the brother of the

mayor. Our host greeted us in the door-

way, and bade us welcome in a manner
which made us rejoice for France. The
family sabots stood in a neat row in the

hall. We had been invited to the eve-

ning meal, which for our benefit had
been augmented from the usual soupe-

au-lait to a feast of home-made sausage,

milk and cheese, coffee, rye bread, and
red wine. We ate with wooden spoons
and vicious-looking knives. I remember
now our awkwardness in handling them.
The meal was spread by the kitchen
fireplace, hung with copper pots and
pans. Across from the kitchen we were
shown the only other room, the family
bedroom. In three corners were square,

wooden bedsteads, covered with
cheted spreads and draped with cano-
pies of red-and-white-check gingham. I n
the other corner was an old, carved
clothes-press, from which our hostess
took her dresses. She showed us o
twenty, holding up with pride those of

PYRENESE MOUNTAINEER AND GUIDE

her own trousseau. Some had been her

mother's, some her grandmother's, all

spun at home and made up w7ith tight-

sleeved basques and full, round skirts.

Then, too, there were capulets rouges

for herself and the little girls—flaming

red, edged with black velvet, a joy to see

and to handle. The clothes of our host

were made from the w7ool of his own
black sheep, the hooded shepherd

cape, to match, so heavy that I could

hardly lift it.

The shepherds rarely came down from

the plateaus during the summer months,

but on June 24th they celebrated their

special fete-day, that of St. Jean-Bap-

tiste, the patron of Gavarnie. On the

eve they lighted beacons, which we could
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see burning above us on the pastures.

A bonfire of pine branches was kindled

at the church. It was built at the foot of

the crucifix and blessed by the priest.

We watched it roar and crackle as the

cones and needles caught, lighting up the

faces of the villagers. As the blaze died

down each house-

holder rescued
from the embers a

charred stick.

This he took home
to throw on the

fields, carrying
with it a blessing

for the coming
year and the pro-

t e c t i o n of his

crops from hail.

The next day
was the day for

family gatherings,

and many red

capulets were seen

winding up the

highway. At
night, at the bu-

vette> there was
dancing to the

accordion, the
shepherds feasting

upon kid and sing-

ing Pyrenean
songs.

The Gavarnie
pastures are the

richest in the Py-

re nees, and toward
the end of June
not a day goes by
without the ar-

rival of sheep and
cows from the val-

ley. Some conn

all the way from

Lourdes. A franc

for a sheep, two

francs for a cow. is the rate paid to the

canton for the right of pasturage during

July and August. We often heard bells

far into the night, and saw flashes of

light from swinging lanterns. Hiese

owners, with unseemly thrift, wire try-

ing to pass four cows for two, so we

were told.

In the eighth century the Spaniards,

finding their own pastures meager,

PL'S [NG
ST] I P

formed the habit of bringing their cattle

for the summer months over the pass to

France. Although the watershed was
established as the frontier in the seven-

teenth century, there have been border
feuds without number down to the pres-

ent day, and the Spaniards have not re-

linquished their
privilege of pas-
turage in the Val-
lee d ' Os s o u e .

With the melting
of the snow on the

pass the Aragonais
arrive with herds

of young mules,

making an absurd
din with their
untried voices.
Then woe betide

the owner of any
French cattle
found in that

valley, for he is

promptly fined by
the Spaniard.

After the first

harvest comes the

flooding of the
c 1 o s e-c r o p p e d

fields,which other-

wise would scorch

in the mid -July
sunshine. All the

fields are traversed

by runways. The
peasants are out,

barefooted, the

w o m e n, w 1 1 h

skirts tucked up
over thei r gay
striped petticoats,

removing the flat

stones w hit li dam
the little streams

they have diverted

from the torrents,

flooded with icy

of them looking

several

LONG-HAND! ED R VKES
LITTLE PAT< II WORK
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field:Soon tin

water, the steepest

like waterfalls. Mter several days the

stones are replaced, and the grass and

flow eis spring up as if by magic.

( me ^^ our joys at this season was to

find the first iris, which seemed so much
more exquisite than later when the

plateaus would be blue with them. After

the arrival of the tourists in August, who
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carry away sheaves of iris, we never
cared to have them on our dining-table,

but would go higher for some less banal
flower, gentians or edelweiss, some dain-

ty saxifrage or renoncule, and, one happy
day, the giant Saxifraga longifolia.

There were always a few men and
women staying at our Hotel des Voya-
geurs whom Taine would have called the

"learned tourists," some collecting but-

terflies, many botanists, geologists, map-
makers (foremost among them Monsieur
Schrader), as well as Pyreneists. The
latter come year after year for a few
weeks' climbing. Each has his favorite

guide, who will scale with him, say, Mont
Perdu, or, perhaps, make the dizzy de-

scent from the Breche de Roland into

the Spanish valley of Arasas. When the

weather is clear, one is awakened at

2 a.m. by the tapping of hobnailed shoes

and knows that another party is off for

the haute montagne. Madame told us

that a table of food is left for climbers,

and that she used to ask them to carry

their hobnailed shoes to the dining-room,

but, she said with a shrug,
"
Ces mes-

sieurs would always forget something,

and—tap! tap!—we would be aroused

as usual by a clattering up and down the

stairs!"

In contrast to these mountaineers,
sunburned, clad in corduroy or tweed
knickerbockers, were the August tour-

ists, the pilgrims from Lourdes. These
trippers would arrive in huge touring-

cars between the hours of nine and
eleven, drawing up before our inn with
snorting and tooting of horns, to depart
with like clatter at the hour of four.

Even in rain or fog they would mount
horses and donkeys and wend their

weary way to the base of the Cirque,

whence, on the clearest days, there is no
view. They would take their lunch with
them, or perhaps an early one at our
hotel, where there were always eggs and
veal for the multitude, but they knew
not the brook trout and /raises des bois

upon which we feasted at a later hour.

Our host's name for them was "ces mal-

heureux." Belonging to the bourgeoisie

of the Midi, marshaled by their jovial,

red-faced priests, all wearing badges to

show that they had spent their savings

on their pilgrimage to Lourdes, they

came by hundreds women stout and

thin, with hats askew, dust-laden; men
of the black-bearded, Provencal type;
and restless children. None of them ap-

peared to have ever been on a horse be-

fore, and what changing of saddles and
pulling dow7n of skirts before they made
off toward the Cirque, leaving us tem-
porarily in peace!

And one fine day a party of sixteen

English Protestant missionaries arrived,

without a word of French—typical cock-

neys, as provincial as the Catholic pil-

grims. They, too, started for what they
called the "Cirk," some on foot and
some on donkey-back. But fate did not

smile upon them. It will be long before

I forget that thunder-storm and the re-

turn of those sixteen drenched mission-

aries, the water running from their hats,

the women's skirts clinging like wet
bathing-suits.

We were first made aware of the ar-

rival of autumn by the Spaniards who
passed daily through the village. They
were deserting their border towns, com-
ing over into France before the pass was
blocked by snow, to spend the winter

months at work upon the roads and vine-

yards. Sometimes entire families ap-

peared, laden with bundles. The men
were swarthy, dressed in loose, salmon-
colored corduroys and sombreros. A
few still wore the velvet knee-breeches

and purple sash of Aragon.

It was September, and the days were
turning frosty. The time had come for

our departure. Our last afternoon was
cold, and there were flurries of snow.

The peasants were out by the barns put-

ting up the sheepfolds. Some were re-

pairing the roofs, the patches of new7 rye

gleaming in contrast to the moss-grown
thatch which had borne the brunt of

many winters. As we crossed the fields

we feasted our eyes upon the berries of

the mountain alder, masses of red, glow-

ing in the late sunshine. We wandered

up the stony zigzag leading to the pass,

looking down upon the graveyard with

its sad gay wreaths of bead flowers.

And, as we watched, the glow of the sun-

si t burst in glory upon the glaciers of the

Cirque, but far below us the clouds were

blowing up the valley, which, when they

reached us, would blot out all the world.



An Incident in the Prefecture of Police

BY ARTHUR SHERBURNE HARDY

F all his subordinates

at the Prefecture, In-

spector Joly preferred

Pichon and Michel;
Pichon for his courage
and fidelity, Michel
for—

When M. Joly endeavored to justify

his preference for Michel he became
meditative.

It was very easy to explain his par-

tiality for Pichon. Pichon was not
gifted with great intelligence, but he was
sure. M. Joly did not despise the intel-

ligence of his assistants, but he preferred

his own. Pichon was the faithful hound
at his heel.

Personally Pichon was not agreeable.

Neither was he disagreeable. He resem-

bled those inanimate objects whose util-

ity is unquestioned, but which are inca-

pable of inspiring affection. M. Joly
leaned uponPichon as one leans upon a

stout chair. But Michel

—

One morning, passing by Michel's

desk, always scrupulously neat, M. Joly
observed a scrap of paper on which his

alert eye detected some penciled scrib-

blings. It was evident that they were
not official notes—a reason for not med-
dling with them. A reason also for

curiosity. If Pichon had used the official

paper of the Prefecture for private pur-

poses, M. Joly would have been an-

noyed. In the present instance he was
only curious. It was one of the peculiari-

ties of Michel that he never annoyed
M. Joly.

Having nothing on his mind this

morning, M. Joly opened the window by
Michel's desk to the June air, and, sit-

ting down before his own, began to in-

dulge a favorite habit—that of specula-

tion. When not occupied with official

business it was his custom to exercise

his imagination—to wonder, for exam-
ple, what would have been the history

of France if the knife of Ravaillac had

missed its aim, or Drouet had failed to

recognize Louis XVI. at St. Menehould.
Idle, but fascinating problems, produc-
tive of innumerable solutions! On this

June morning, the air being sultry, \I.

Joly's imagination refused long excur-
sions in favor of the scribblings on
Michel's desk. What was that little

Michel scribbling on the Prefecture
paper

For Michel was small of stature, aston-
ishingly slender for a man in his prime.
M. Joly was not in the habit of snaking
hands with his subordinates. Hut this

had not prevented him from observing
Michel's, terminating in long, tapering

fingers. Compared with the short, blunt

ones of Pichon— Ah well, thought M.
Joly, what does it matter where Michel
obtained his fingers? Heredity plays

such strange tricks!

A little breeze from the river, coming
in through the window and hovering

over Michel's desk, caught up the sheet

of paper, and, after toying with it for a

moment in mid-air, deposited it, face

upward, at M. Joly's feet. In replacing

it he took the precaution to imprison it

under a paper-weight in order that fu-

ture indiscretions on the part of the

June breeze should not tempt him to

commit one himself. In so doing, how-

ever, it was impossible to avoid seeing

that Michel had been indulging a fond-

ness for verse. The short lines in groups

of four admitted of no other interpreta-

tion. What a singular idea! thought M.

Joly, to write poetry in the Prefecture of

Police!

Following his practice of assigning

causes to effects, he concluded Michel

was in love. This led him to reflect that

he knew nothing about Michel. Neither

did he know anything about Pichon. It

had never occurred to him to ask if

Pichon had a family. Why should he be

interested in the love-affairs ofMichel ?-

admitting that he had any.

M. Joly had arrived early at the Pre-

fecture, for he dearly loved the freshness
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of the morning. Presently reports would
be submitted to him, and Pichon would
arrive, at the stroke ol the clock, with
some irrelevant gossip. For Pichon was
inclined to garrulity. It was ;i maxim
of M. Jolv's that garrulity, like feathers,

laces, and jewels, was the special pre-

rogative of woman a natural right in-

herited from Eve, or, scientifically speak-

ing, since Eve was only «i fable, from
the cave-dwellers whose prehistoric trin-

kets were to he seen in the IVlusee

Carnavalet.
Michel, on the contrary, would salute

his superior and seat himself at his desk

without speaking. He could see him
now, slim of figure, with brown hair

inclined to curl at the neck.

M. Joly had an appointment with the

Prefect at ten o'clock. To have an ap-

pointment with the Prefect meant th.it

something unusual was on foot. In that

case it was well to take- his precautions.

( Joing over to Michel's desk, he removed

the weight from the sheet of paper and
wrote rapidly a few words. After sign-

ing his name, he replaced the weight
and went to the window. Evidently

there could he nothing sacred ahout a

hit of" paper left carelessly on an open
desk. Resides, poetry was impersonal.

Evert when inditing a sonnet to his mis-

tress the poet thinks of the puhhe. He,

M. Joly, was not only that public he

was the superior officer. \\ as there- ever

a poet who did not crave notoriety for

Ins yerse!

He walked over to Michel's desk, re-

moved the paper-weight, and began to

read.

The misei has his mom \

,

I he sailoi has i he s< .1,

I li.i\ c my I lone) ,

\ml she h.is me.

I 'n eagle know s Ins eyne,

The honey-bee Ins tree,

I km >w m\ I )eai i(

.

\nd she knows inc.

I he tm adow foi tin- starling,

I Ik w ild mill tot tin sea,

I foi m\ I ).n ling,

\ml sh< f"i inc.

M. J0I3 heaved a deep sigh, seeing

Madame h>l\ where he had first seen

her, by tin Medici Fountain in the

Luxembourg Gardens, lifting her face

shyly to his as he- passed by. Bringing
hack with an effort his wandering mind
from the Luxembourg Gardens to the

Prefect ure- of Police-, M. Joly observed
that the- handwriting was not Michel's

and that the- paper was not that of" the

Prefecture. In these- days of the eman-
cipation of women, he thought, maidens
compose verses to their lovers. I prefer

tin- methods employed by Madame Joly.

He had flattered himself that because
Madame- Joly was unique among women
his experience had been uniepie- also.

History repeats itself, he- said to him-
self; it is absurd for any one- to believe

that he has experienced any new thing

under the- sun.

It was while- making this re-flection that

Michel entered. Saluting, he went tran-

quilly to his desk, as M. Joly had fore-

'

"Michel/' said M. Joly, "I see that

you worship the muse." The color

mounted furiously to the young man's
face. "I ask your pardon for reading

\ our verses, hut do you know the story

of Susanna ?"

" Yes, monsieur."

"I do not cite it by way of excusing

myself still you will admit that if that

lady had chosen the Prefecture instead

of her own garden in which to display

her charms, the case would have been

different
."

Michel laughed gaily. Newer before

had his teeth looked so white.

"Believe me. Monsieur I'lnspcctc-tir,

t here is no harm done."

"( lood," said M. |ol\ ;

"
if' there is

none done- in the reading, there is none
in the- writing. Many worthy people

have written verses. You will find a

little prose of mine after t he third verse.

Monsieur Michel," he said, taking up

Ins hat.

"Why do I sometimes say 'Mon-
sieur' Michel," he said to himself as he

went out the door, "when 'Pichon' is

.ilw .i\ s quite enough foi Pichon ?"

\t half-past ten, wlun leaving the

Pi 1 feet's office, the latter said, "If \ oil

need assistants you will choose them
\ oill self."

M. |«.1\ bowed. I le made it a point

nevei to betra} his satisfaction .it tin

Prefect's confidence. Besides, he had

.ihe.uh pio\ id< d for t hat conting< nn



" IT IS A PITY YOU CANNOT SMOKE, MICHEL "

Strolling along the Quai toward the

Pont Neuf, he sat down on the bench in

the shadow of Henri IV. The tide of

life was flowing noisily over the bridge.

Below, under the arches, the river flowed

silently. Nature goes about her business

without fuss, he thought; mankind has

no manners. Removing his hat and
leaning back in his favorite attitude, his

thumbs in his waistcoat pockets, he
abandoned himself to reflection.

"So Madame de Saint-Luc has had
the imprudence to write letters! What
a foolish mania! As if to feel were not

enough, without wishing to proclaim it

on the housetops. For, after all, to

transfer one's feelings to paper is to

incur the danger of publicity, to render

permanent what is only fugitive.

'"The meadow for the starling/

"A pretty line. I would gladly ex-

change his Majesty Henri IV. for the

meadows where the starlings are singing."

At that moment he perceived Michel

leaning against the parapet. H he had

ordered Pichon to report to him on the

Pont Neuf, Pichon would that moment
be sitting beside him on the bench.

Pichon was punctual, respectful, but

gregarious by nature. There was about

Michel a certain shy aloofness.

"Come here, Michel. I wish to speak

to you. Sit down." Michel obeyed in

silence. "Did you ever write compro-

mising letters, Michel?"

"No, Monsieur l'lnspecteur."

"Poetry has its advantages. What a

pity Madame de Saint-Luc preferred

it prose!- Did you ever hear of Madame de

Caraman?"
"No, monsieur."

"Of Bourg-la-Reine?"

"No, monsieur."

"It is a charming place. Would you

like to go there?"

"You know that I am at your ser-

vice.

. M. Joly fixed his eyes upon his com-

panion.
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"I am going to impose upon you a dis-

agreeable duty. You will have to go as

a woman, Michel. Really, I think you
would make a passably pretty woman/'

This time the color rose to the roots

of the brown hair.

"It is a question of certain letters

which Madame de Saint-Luc has had
the imprudence to write to Monsieur de

Caraman."
For once Michel permitted himself an

observation. "But surely, Monsieur de

Caraman, being a gentleman, would not

abuse the confidence of a woman," he
exclaimed naively.

M. Joly looked again into Michel's

candid eyes. Pichon's chivalry would
never have risen to the height of such an
observation. It was difficult to rebuke
such innocence.

"That is as it may be. If I have
invited you to a conference in the pres-

ence of Henri IV., it is because I know
that gallant monarch would not be in-

quisitive. Let us confine ourselves to

facts. Why Madame de Saint-Luc de-

sires to recover her letters does not con-

cern us. Doubtless her reasons are ex-

cellent. The human heart resembles

Vesuvius—it has its periods oferuption

—

of writing letters. And since you under-

take to defend Monsieur de Caraman—

"

"Oh!" protested Michel.
'—it is necessary you should know

that these letters are no longer in his

keeping, but in Madame de Caraman's.
Letters, Michel, are incorrigible. They
have no sense of propriety. Like the

verses of poets, they ofFer themselves

unblushingly to any eye willing to read

them. Were we in Madame de Cara-

man's place, you and L being men,
would read those letters to Monsieur de

Caraman with appropriate comments.
Hut wonun proceed differently. It

would be very annoying to Madame de

Saint-Luc if Madame de Caraman took

it into her head to permit Monsieur de

Saint-Luc to read what was destined

only for Monsieur de Caraman. It is a

strange fact that two passions so op-

posed as love and hate should have a

common denominator that Madame de

Caraman should discover, in her anger

against Madame de Saint-Luc, tin meas-

ure of her love for her husband. I do

not need to cite from history the main-

examples of women who defend a worth-
less lover with the same fury with which
they tear a rival limb from limb."

"May I ask you a question, Monsieur
l'lnspecteur r"

"Ask it, Michel."
"Pardon me, but what advantage will

it be for Madame de Saint-Luc to re-

cover her letters if Madame de Caraman
has already read them."

"If you were a lawyer, Michel, you
would know that when the proofs of the
existence of anything disappear, it goes
without saying that it never existed.

But we are wasting our time. To-
morrow evening, at seven, you will find

me at the Golden Sun in Bourg-la-

Reine. Pay great attention to your
toilette, Michel—sober black, a white
collar, without ribbons. By the way,
did I mention it? There are four—and
here is a specimen of Madame de Saint-

Luc's writing. Study it. Another thing

—the Prefect is personally interested;

he is the friend of both ladies— And
with this hint to Michel's zeal M. Joly
resumed his stroll on the Quai.

Precisely at seven the following eve-

ning, while finishing his dinner, M. Joly
heard mine host of the Golden Sun say-

ing: "It is probably the gentleman in

the arbor. He was expecting a young
lady"; and, looking up, saw Michel
framed in between the two box-trees

guarding the entrance. In his role of

expecting a lady, M. Joly removed his

hat, and Michel, in his role of woman,
blushed again.

Accustomed as he was to disguises, M.
Joly was astonished. So much of

Michel's throat as was visible above the

white collar was admirable. He ob-

served, too, as Michel was removing his

gloves, far more of an arm than the

close-fitting sleeve of the agent's tunic

had ever disclosed.
' k

I had almost forgotten myself by
saluting you." said Michel, in a low

voice, laying his gloves beside the plate.

"Be seated," said \I. Joly, in a tone

of constrained politeness.

"Thank you, but 1 took the precau-

tion to eat souk thing at the buffet

in the station."

Pichon would not have thought of

thai!
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"Positively, Michel," said M. Joly,

"you embarrass me. If I did not know
you, and if there was no Madame Joly,

I would order another bottle."

Michel smiled frankly, disclosing his

white teeth. "Since you know me,
Madame Joly would have no objection."

"DameT thought M. Joly, "what a

difference results from merely changing
one's clothes!" Then, lighting his cigar,
" It is a pity you cannot smoke, Michel."

"That is no hardship. I do not smoke,
Monsieur l'lnspecteur." At this re-

minder of his official character M. Joly
resumed his professional manner.

"Michel, listen carefully to what I

am about to say. This is no ordinary

affair. Ordinarily we pursue criminals.

In this case we shelter them. The pro-

ceeding is irregular. We are about to

affront Justice, which demands that

faults be paid for. Whether it is better

to exact that payment or to rescue the

guilty from the consequences of their

folly is a moral question determined by

our superiors. Our duty is to obey
them."

"Yes, Monsieur l'lnspecteur.

"

"For that reason you are now Susette,
the cousin of Madame de Caraman's
maid, the desperate illness of whosi
mother obliges her to leave Madame de
Caraman's service for a few days. For-
tunately she bethought herself of you,
and has persuaded you to take her place
in this emergency. Does the prospect
of waiting upon Madame de Caraman
alarm you, Michel?"

"I will do my best, Monsieur l'ln-

specteur."

"I believe theordeal will beabriefom ,"

M. Joly said, encouragingly, "for I once
had the occasion to examine Madame de
Caraman's apartments when she had
mislaid a diamond collar. There is a

safe in the wall by the bed. Possibly

Madame de Caraman is more careful

than formerly of the key. It used to

repose under some fine lace handker-
chiefs in the third drawer of her chif-

SUSETTE BEGAN BRUSHING OUT THE LONG BRAIDS
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fonnier. I leave you to discover its pres-

ent whereabouts. Do not rely upon

that foolish idea of the writers of ro-

mances that you will find those four

letters among the loose papers on

Madame de Caraman's writing-table.

Such subtleties exist only in the brain

of the novelist.

"

"This Rosalie, my cousin, has gone?"

hazarded Michel.

"Just now, with a thousand-franc

note of the Prefect's to pay the doctor

attending her mother. Ah, Michel, I

do not congratulate you on that cousin

of yours. Such cupidity!"

"I begin to despise my role," mur-
mured Michel.

"That sentiment does you honor," M.
Joly made haste to say. "Personally I

do not approve of the methods of the

Jesuits, but in our profession, under

certain circumstances— You have your

portmanteau, Michel?"
"Yes, monsieur."
"Presently, when Madame de Cara-

man's footman comes for you— I think

I hear wheels now. Yes, yes, mademoi-
selle is ready," he called to the host.

Helping Michel into the two-wheeled

cart, he imprinted a fatherly kiss on his

cheek. "It is not the first time Ma-
demoiselle goes out to service," he ex-

plained to the footman, "but her heart

is so tender."

"We will take good care of her," said

the footman, loftily.

As the cart disappeared in the gathering

dusk M. Joly turned abruptly to the inn-

keeper: "The reckoning, if you please."

"Marie," said M. Joly that evening

to his wife, "I have made a discovery."

Madame Joly looked up from her

needle.

"That it is easier to pretend to be

what you are not than to pretend to be

what you are."

Accustomed to observations of this

nature, and as her husband offered no

further explanation, Madame Joly re-

sumed her work.

In her chair before the mirror

Madame de Caraman was watching

Susette, who was opening the bed and

spreading her night-dress ready tor occu-

pancy.

"Is that all, madame?"
"By no means. Take down my hair,

Susette."

Removing the pins deftly, Susette be-

gan brushing out the long braids.

"You have a light hand, Susette."

"Thank you, madame."
"You have served an apprenticeship

with a coiffeur, I imagine."

"No, madame; I taught myself."

"But your own hair is so thick—

w

7hy
do you wear it in that manner? Have
you had a fever?"

"No, madame; it is less trouble."

"You have no vanity, then? No
lovers?"

"Oh, madame!" said Susette, avoiding

the eyes in the glass.

"With whom were you last in ser-

vice r

"With Madame de Saint-Luc, ma-
dame."

"Really! How interesting! She is

very beautiful, is she not?"

"Oh no, madame. You have been
misinformed."

" But has she not many admirers?"

"Yes", madame, many."
"Why did you leave her service,

Susette?"

"I have not left her service. Madame
de Saint-Luc is very generous. She
gives me every year a month's holiday."

"Then you return to her?"

"Yes, madame."
"That will do. Susette. To-morrow,

wmen I ring, you will prepare my bath."

"What you said to me last night,"

said Madame de Caraman, as Susette

was reversing the process of the previous

evening, "interests me greatly. How
does it happen that Madame de Saint-

Luc, who you say has no beauty, should

have so many admirers? She must be

very clever."

"Madame is herself very clever to say

so. Madame de Saint-Luc boasts that

she accomplishes without beauty what
others who possess it fail to do."

"What a horrid woman!" said Ma-
dame de Caraman, energetically. "

1 low

can you remain with such a person?"

"Ah, madame, when one's mother is

bedridden and one has two young sis-

ters, one cannot be too particular."

"Your father, then, is not living?"

"Alas, no, madame."
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"I suppose Madame de Saint-Luc, hav-
ing so many admirers, pays you excellent

wages," said Madame de Caraman, into

whose voice had crept the shadow of

scorn.

"Three hundred francs a month, ma-
dame, including my holiday."

"Heavens! How preposterous! You
must be as clever as she is."

"Oh no. Madame is too good to think

so. But, you see, I also act as madame's
secretary. I write her letters."

"Not all, I presume," said Madame
de Caraman, pointedly.

"And I assist her in her literary

work," added Susette, ignoring the in-

terruption.

"So Madame de Saint-Luc is literary

as well as clever. What a remarkable
woman! Is she writing a book?"
"She is not exactly writing one, but

she is editing one—a collection of let-

ters."

"Letters! What letters?"

"The letters of her admirers."

Vol. CXXXIII.—No. 794.—26

Madame de Caraman gave a sudden
start.

"Pardon me, madame," said Susette.

"Did I hurt you?"
"The wretch!" exclaimed Madame de

Caraman, unable to restrain her indig-

nation. "How perfectly atrocious! She
will be prosecuted for slander!"

"Oh no, madame," replied Susette,

demurely; "all these letters are genu-

ine.

"But what perfidy ! So to betray con-

fidence!"

"Ah well, madame," said Susette, in-

nocently, "you know when one has had

so many admirers, one naturally gets

tired of some of them."
"Susette!" cried Madame de Cara-

man, "that woman has perverted you."

Susette waited to put on the finishing

touch before replying. "My father used

to say that here below everything passes

—even the love of woman."
"But not the love of an honest wom-

an for her husband, Susette."
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"No, that is what my mother used

to say to my father. Perhaps," she

added, touching here and there the fin-

ished coiffure with the tapering fingers

M. Joly had noticed
—

" perhaps Madame
de Saint-Luc would be as pleased to re-

cover some of her letters as her ad-

mirers would be to recover theirs. Does
madame require anything more?"
"No," said Madame de Caraman,

shortly.

A half-hour later she rang for her

maid. " Susette," she said, her face pale

with determination, "you seem to me
an excellent girl. What your mother
said to your father was admirable."

"Thank you, madame."
"Come here, Susette. I wish to ask

you a question. Do you think that if

certain letters of Madame de Saint-Luc's

were returned to her she would return

those of the person to whom they were
addressed?"

Susette's face wore the expression of

one pondering a weighty problem. "I
think so, madame. Old letters often

stand in the way of writing new ones.

If the admirer to whom you refer be-

longs to the past, a past one wishes to

forget for the sake of the future, and if

he values these letters too dearly to

surrender them—if one could manage to

secure them—yes, I think it quite pos-

sible. Madame de Saint-Luc is a busi-

ness Woman. For that reason she might
desire first to assure herself

—

"

"She would recognize her own hand-
writing, I presume," said Madame de

Caraman, ironically.

"Certainly. That, without doubt,

madame."
Drawing a small key from her bosom,

Madame de Caraman went to the safe

in the wall by the bed. "Susette, I am
going to confide in you—to trust you.

Do you recognize this handwriting?"
Susette gave a gasp of dismay and

astonishment. "Oh, madame, forgive

me! If I had dreamed
44
He quiet, m\ child. Will you go to

Madame de Saint-Luc and say you un-

derstand." Susette hesitated. "Speak,
Susette."

"Yes, I will go."

"Take them, Susette—and swear to

me

—

"I swear to you, madame, that I will

return them—or those you wish for."

"I believe you. Go, now, instantly."
"What, now, madame?"
"Instantly—this very moment," said

Madame de Caraman, sinking into her
chair and covering her face with her
hands.

When, two hours later, Michel re-

entered the room in the Prefecture, M.
Joly, at the window, seemed preoccupied
solely by a flybuzzingon one of the panes.
Never effusive in his greetings, M. Joly
was always polite. Moreover, absent-
mindedness was not one of his character-
istics. To be so ignored caused Michel
an unpleasant surprise. Finally, the
silence becoming intolerable, he ad-
vanced a few steps.

"Monsieur ITnspecteur, I wish to

offer my resignation."

Opening the window, M. Joly released

the intruder, then sat down at his desk.

"Because you have failed?"

"No; because I have succeeded—and
because I find my duties inconsistent

with my conscience."

M. Joly made a slight movement.
"It will be accepted. You have Ma-
dame de Saint-Luc's letters?"

"They are here," said Michel, desig-

nating the third and fourth buttons of

his tunic, "but I cannot give them to

you.

"You have, then, in your mind some
bargain?"
"No. But I have already made one

with Madame de Caraman—either to

return to her these letters or those of

Monsieur de Caraman."
"That was imprudent," observed M.

Joly.
"

I am going now to Madame de Saint-

,uc.

"It appears to me you wish me to

compromise with duty."
" Pardon me, but ir appears to me that

you wish me to compromise with honor,"

said Michel, firmly.

M. Joly took out his watch. "Ma-
dame de Saint-Luc is probably at

dejeuner at this hour. Do you wish me
to accompany you :

"

"That would be prudent, but it is not

necessary."

M. Joly thought for a moment. "Do
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you know Madame de Saint-Luc's ad-

dress ?"

"I can find it."

"Number 217, Boulevard Hauss-
mann. Do not fail to obtain a receipt,"

said M. Joly, taking a sheet of official

paper from a pigeon-hole and beginning

to write.

Seeing that he was not disposed to

further conversation, Michel tiptoed

softly to the door.

"Ask Monsieur le Prefet," said M.
Joly to the attendant answering the bell,

"if he will do me the honor of receiving

me.
Looking up from his desk, M. Levigne

saw M. Joly, a paper in his hand.
"Well?" he said.

"For your signature, Monsieur le Pre-

fet," said M. Joly, respectfully.
" It is by my authority that the bearer

is in contravention of Article 327 of The
Penal Code."
A blank space, followed by the words,

" Signed: Prefect of Police " was below.

"What is article 327, Monsieur Joly ?"

"It relates to the wearing by a person
of one sex of the garments of the other."

"But this person, I presume, is one
of our agents."

"Undoubtedly."
"Then this is quite unnecessary," said

the Prefect, letting fall the paper in

his hand.
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"Monsieur le Prefet," replied M.
Joly, "there was once a cardinal of
France who was also, one might saj
Prefect of Police, who when he trusted
his agents trusted them implicitly."
M. Levigne smiled. "You quote his-

tory to some purpose, Monsieur My,"
he said, writing his name in the vacant
space.

On returning to the Prefecture, Michel
observed that M. Joly had regained his

good humor. He himself was radiant.
Approaching with a light step, he placed
an envelope before his chief. Opening
it, M. Joly saw a few gray ashes.

"The letters of Madame de Saint-
Luc," said Michel.

"And the receipt
—

"

"Here it is," said Michel, extracting it

from between the buttons of his tunic
"I presume now"—M. Joly looked up

for the first time
—"you are goin# to

Bourg-la-Reine."

"If you permit me, Monsieur l'ln-

specteur."

M. Joly shrugged his shoulders.

"Since you are no longer one of us you
are free to go where you please. By the

way, have you read recently Article 327
of the Penal Code?"

"Article 327?" stammered Michel.

"Read it. It will interest you. Also

this order from the Prefect which bears

on the subject. I am going to him now

IT APPEARS TO ME YOU WISH ME TO COMPROMISE WITH DUTY
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with this receipt." At the door M. Joly
turned, smiling. "Present my compli-

ments to your mother and your two
sisters—also to the author of your
verses, mademoiselle."

"Marie," said M. Joly that evening
after lighting his cigar, "I have an un-

easy conscience."

As Madame Joly loved nothing bet-

ter than to listen to her husband, she

remained silent.

"Did I ever mention to you the name
of Michel?"

" I think so. He is one of your agents,

is he not?"
She zvas.

"She: I thought—

"

"So did I," interrupted M. Joly.

Madame Joly's needle dropped into

her lap.

"It is one of those things one reads

about but does not believe. Marie."
"How extraordinary! What induced

her to attempt so dangerous a deceit!"

" Thank you, Marie, for not remind-
ing me that for a whole year 1 have been
its victim. Pichon would lose all respect

for me. But, to answer your question,

I discovered yesterday a bedridden
mother and two hungry young mouths.
When one carries on one's back three

times the burden which .~Eneas carried

from Troy, the salary of a man is a

temptation. Ordinarily this inequality

in the sexes is justified—but there are

exceptions."
"How did you discover the deceit?"

asked Madame Joly, resuming her

needle.

"By a process called filtration—a la-

borious process from which the intelli-

gence of your sex spares you. Monsieur
Michel undertook to play the role of
maid to a lady whose name I will not
mention."

"I think," said Madame Joly, "that
the process you call filtration must have
been well advanced before you assigned
such a role to a man."
"On that score my conscience is easy,"

replied M. Joly, taking from his pocket
a copy of the Prefect's order. "Read
this, if you please."

Once more Madame Joly laid down
her needle. "Why, then, the Prefect

pardons her!" she exclaimed, her face

illuminated by a smile.

"How like you, Marie! You jump so

quickly to a conclusion. Read more
carefully. Do you observe any pro-

nouns in the Prefect's order? When
signing his name Monsieur Levigne was
unquestionably under the impression

that he was authorizing an agent to

masquerade as a woman in the interests

of morality, whereas in reality
—

"

"Oh,, is that all?" said Madame Joly,

tranquilly. "I have great confidence in

both your judgment and your con-

science."

"The conscience of a woman is a won-
derful mechanism," thought M. Joly.

"It responds to influences beyond the

range of our limited intelligence." What
he said aloud, however, as he relighted

his cigar, was:

"Since you are my conscience, Marie,

we will not discuss the question of

judgment."



To My Children—Asleep
BY ALAX SULLIVAN

LIST to their gentle breathing in the night.

Flushed pink with slumber. Now their curio

Pale-lidded, shine not, nor their glances bright

Welcome the new day with its new surprise.

How still the feet that raced—that leaped, as light

As the small cloud that loiters in the skies;

How rare the bud before its opening hour

With fragrance that we find not in the perfect Rower.

And who am I to bring this rapture down.

Irradiant, to bless the arid earth?

For I have ventured to the high unknown
And grasped the Godhead in the hour ot birth;

My clay has dared to wear a kingly crown.

And raid the heavens to appease my dearth:

So close the ways of finite mortals bend

To mysteries that round our fleeting lives extend.

Now, as the days pass, they will grow and make

A God oi me— less worshipful than they:

Oi my imperfect image they will take

Only the good, will talk of me at play.

Will weave me through their souls, so that to break

Their gentle vision is to take away
Their best delight. Ah. none but children see

Behind the world-worn man his lost divinity.

To them dim years will open: to their gaze

Will mystery and prophecy untold.

Strange lights will shine upon them, and the rays

Oi unborn knowledge be in flame dutrolled;

Xo wonder will their wondrous eyes amaze:

But God will baffle as he did oi old.

Till, on the steps of wisdom, it is given

That man, being wise, may climb— a child—to heaven.

And if, still tender, they shall think of me.

Keep green the spot and guard the springing grass.

Then I too shall remember, being tree

From earthly duty: 1 shall hear them pass.

Catch even the word, and live on memory

Oi small, fond things: My soul shall not harass

Those whom 1 dra-ed to earth. . . . See how they stir!

Put out the light! The -loom cloaks best a worshiper.



Financial Illusions of the War
BY THOMAS W. LAMONT

proved in

No less is

HE war has been
breaking down princi-

ples, overturning axi-

oms, shatteringtheories,

in every direction. We
have seen this state-

ment overwhelmingly
military, in naval affairs,

it true in finance. In the

school of finance, as well as that of the

army and navy, there were certain ten-

ets that men had long clung to which

have proved to be great illusions.

To begin with, there was the favorite

theory that the great international bank-

ers could prevent war. Upon that

belief great stress was laid in 1909,

when a group of leading American

bankers was, at the urgent instance of

President Taft and Secretary Knox,

formed to join with similar powerful

banking groups from England, France,

Germany, Russia, and Japan, for the

purpose of preserving China's integrity.

President Taft considered (see Presi-

dent's message to Congress of Decem-
ber. 1909) the co-operation of these

strong, international banking groups as

the " indispensable instrumentality"

needed "to carry out a practical and

real application of the open-door policy."

Thus came into being the famous Six-

Power Group. And over and above all

desire to deal justly by China there was

the idea that, with the leading bankers

of the six greatest nations working

closely together, in harmony and in

sympathy for a common end, such an

entente cordiale in great finance would

be established as would absolutely pre-

vent war. It was argued that if the

Six-Power Group, in accord as to the

distressing economic effect which any

great war must have upon all the na-

tions, declared together to their respec-

tive governments that they would

finance no wars, the governments would

find, perforce, that all their paths were

paths of peace.

For the moment this principle, which
many intelligent people pronounced to

be sound, seemed actually to be in ef-

fect. When, in 191 1, the Agadir, or

Moroccan, incident arose, and the Ger-
man Kaiser was described as being eager

to declare war on France, he was flatly

told by the great German bankers in

Berlin and Frankfort that Germany was
at that time in no condition to finance a

great war. The accepted dictum of

these German bankers was at once ac-

claimed as establishing the soundness of

the general theory. When, however, the

storm clouds of the present war were
gathering, the opinion of the great

groups of bankers counted apparently

for nothing. Their judgment counted
enormously in the steps that were taken
by the different governments to main-
tain financial equilibrium, but on the

main question of war or peace they were
not even consulted. And so, on August
1, 1914, this interesting theory was dis-

posed of promptly, and perhaps for all

time.

The explanation is not far to seek: no
one of the governments involved stopped

to say: "Wait a bit. Before I spend the

money let me first find out whether I

can raise it." On the contrary, to these

governments, all piunging headlong

down the steep, the money cost was the

least thing to think of—and quite prop-

erly, too, if one compare with it the

matter of human lives, liberty, and na-

tional honor!

Another financial theory that has had

to be discarded is that the cost of a

world war, such as this, was bound to

be so stupendous as to enforce an early

peace. Even the richest nations would

not be able (the theory ran) to stand the

pace. But here we have had almost two
years of war, and as yet there seems to

be no indication of the war ending on

account of financial exhaustion. Yet

the expenditures of each nation have

been on a scale far more stupendous
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than the wildest prophet had ever It is now, early in 1916, about $11,155,-
dreamed. Statisticians for years had 000,000, an increase of 145 per cent. In
been wagging their heads and saying that 1816 the income of the people of Great
the per diem cost of any great power at Britain was estimated at $1,500,000,000,
war would run up to the ruinous figure and in 1916, it is estimated to be $12,-
of $5,000,000. This belief was partially 500,000,000, an increase of 833 per cent,
based on the figures of ourown CivilWar, (b) The existing British debt, includ-
when, in its final weeks, the daily cost to ing the recent American loan, is less than
the Federal government was estimated at one year's income of the people of the
$3,000,000. At the outset of the Civil United Kingdom, whereas the debt as it

War such cost had been $1,000,000 a stood in 1816 was equal to three years'
day, but in January, 1863, the state- income. On the basis of its present in-

ment was made in Congress that the come, it is thought that Great Britain
war was then costing the United States could support, with no greater burden on
$2,500,000 a day, Sundays included, and the people than was successfully carried
doubt was expressed "as to whether during the Napoleonic wars, a national
money could be had for its continu- debt of $40,000,000,000, bearing interest

ance." at 5 per cent.

But when the present war broke out (V) Still another way of putting it is

the per diem cost of $5,000,000, as esti- that the present debt, which approxi-
mated by the financial philosophers, had mates $11,155,000,000, represents only
to be altered in the case of Great Brit- 12 per cent, of the estimated present
ain to $10,000,000. And the Prime wealth of the British people; whereas
Minister and the Chancellor of the Ex- the national debt in 1816 amounted to

chequer warned the British people that 36 per cent, of their estimated wealth at

such a slow pace could not last. They that time.

were quite right. Each month, by leaps The foregoing figures are as to the

and bounds, the expenditure increased; wealthiest nation, in liquid resources, of

and Mr. Asquith, in his last statement, them all—Great Britain. And France,

confessed to $25,000,000 per day as the Russia, Germany, and Italy are likewise

outgo. And the total daily expenditure so rich that it would appear that if the

of the belligerents is now estimated at war ends within the. next two years, the

over $100,000,000, made up as follows: end will be due not primarily to the

financial exhaustion of those countries.

Great Britain $25,000,000 Of course, as to the lesser Allies the case

Germany 22,000,000 is different. Normally, they would al-

France 15,500,000 ready be so exhausted financially as to
Russia 16,000,000 be unable to proceed. But they are all

^
u
f
na 12,000,000

little brctners f the rich, and con-

ttal{ 8,000,000
j h{ hd d with w

lurkey 1,500,000 ,
J ,. ^ *=\ K .

Servia 1,500,000
a

,

nd credit. Great Britain, according to

Belgium 1,500,000 tne Round Table, that illuminating quar-

! ! terly review of the politics of the British

Total $103,000,000 Empire, has already loaned to her allies

not less than $2,000,000,000.

Thus another fond theory, that of There is still a third financial tradi-

heavy expenditures forcing an early tion that has had to be abandoned,

peace, is shattered. Here the explana- This is the one that international trade

tion is fairly simple. It is this: while and exchange, soundly built up for a

the present expenditures have no pre- series of generations, was so firmly es-

cedent in any previous war, the available tablished that nothing could wreck it.

resources have apparently increased at Another great illusion! For when the

a still faster rate. Figures are fre- war came ourexchanges broke down over-

quently misleading, but these are not night. The whole structure, whereby

difficult to follow: the cattlemen in Argentine, the farmer

(a) In 1816 the United Kingdom's in Dakota, the diamond-miner in Africa,

national debt was about $4,500,000,000. the silk merchant in China, could get
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their pay or could settle their hills, as

the case might be, without serious loss in

exchange, came toppling clown like a

house of cards. Coincident with, and
following, this downfall were to be seen

all the phenomena of a world topsy-

turvy. All precedent, all traditions,

went by the hoard. As Frederick Scott

Oliver says, in his admirable Ordeal by

Battle, there is no further use in declar-

ing a thing unthinkable when we have
only to look about us and see that the

unthinkable has become true.

These unthinkable things at the war's

outbreak fell so thick upon an unpre-

pared world of commerce and finance

that, for a time, the world was prostrate.

But after a brief period of disorganiza-

tion, finance, abandoning those great

illusions that I have just described, and
falling back upon the principles of se-

renity and common sense, reasserted it-

self and started in to adapt its world to

the abnormal. None of us can ever for-

get those great protective measures put
into effect on both sides of the Atlantic

at the outbreak of the war. The action

of three or foui English financiers and
statesmen on that fateful Sunday of

August 2, 1914, was taken in desperate

haste, yet was so far-sighted, in the dec-

imation of moratoria and in the guar-

anteeing of bills of exchange, as to throw
a mantle of protection over the British

Empire's home industries and over her

commerce, far Hung on the bosom of the

seven seas.

With these fond illusions lying fresh-

shattered just behind them, economists,

nothing daunted, are now laying down
fresh theories. One favorite and rashly

expressed belief is that all the waning
nations, big as well as little, are about
to plunge over the brink into repudia-

tion and bankruptcy. I be propagan-
dists of this belief base- it upon the un-

doubted st rain \\ hich even the wealthiest

nations are suffering. Certainly the in-

crease oi' the various government debts

has been staggering. England is the

only government that has. .is yet, made
a determined effort t»> l< ssen her borrow-

ing through the lu-a\
j increase of taxes.

Take- the chief belligerent powers as .1

whole', and we shall finel that the' na-

tional debts have increased about .is

shown bv the following table. fhese

figures are approximately correct, but
complete statistics from the other side

are not always available promptly, and
the situation may have changed be-

tween the time this table was prepared
and its publication:

Nation al Deb1
Prior to War

National Debt
Jan. 1 , 1916

Gt. Britain #3,500,000,000 #11,155,000,000
France 6,600,000,000 13,197,000,000
Russia 4,500,000,000 <S ,65 5,000,000
Germany. . 5,200,000,000 11,613,000,000

For the comfort, or confusion, as the

case may be, of the prophets who are

just now predicting bankruptcy for all

the belligerents, it may be well to recall

that in Great Britain, at any rate,

prophets of ill omen, even in high places,

have always appeared during every pe-

riod of financial stress. When the treaty

of Ryswick was signed in 1697, after ten

years of war with France, King William
III., in grave fear as to the national

finances which showed a debt of£ 14,500,-

000, wrote: "May God relieve us from
our present embarrassment, for I can-

not suppe>se it is His will to suffer a

nation to perish which He has so miracu-
lously saved." In 1749 Lord Boling-

broke, in even gloomier vein, wrote:

"Our Parliamentary aids, from the year

1740 exclusively to the year 1748 inclu-

sively, amounted to £55,522,159, a sum
that will appear incredible te> future gen-

erations, and is so, almost, to the pres-

ent. Till we have paid a good part of our
debts and restored our country, in some
measure', to her former wealth, it will be

difficult to maintain the dignity of Great
Britain." And yet the debt which
caused Bolingbroke such dismay amount-
eel to but eleven ela\ s of his country's ex-

penditure in the present war.

It is interesting to see' how the situa-

tion which maele- Lord Bolingbroke so

fearful compares with that to-day. The

most authentic information which can

be secured indicates th.it Great Britain's

national wealth, at that time, was about

L' 500,000,000. The' debt was under
l'So,ooo,ooo, or about one-sixth of the

wealth. To-day Great Britain's debt is

calculated at between one-eighth and
one-ninth iA' the national wealth, yet, in

spite' (A' the' relatively heavier burden in

those' former elavs, the- value' oi an obli-
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gatiori of (heat Britain was such that

within about ;» decade from the time

Lord Bolingbroke was making his sad

predictions tne government was able

to convert the 4-per-cent. debt into3-per-

cents. Our new prophets e>l sweeping
financial disaster would (lowed to recol-

lect that, just as under bright skies it is

hard to realize that a deluge can ever

come upon us, so it is only human na-

ture tO think, when we are in the midst

of dark days, that they are the darkest

the World has ever seen, and that they

can never end.

We also have with us to-day a set of

theorists who declare that America will

soon become the financial center (A' the

world. They may he correct, hut the

phenomena upon which they hase their

theory have been in existence almost too

short .1 time to warrant permanent de-

ductions. The theory is one highly II; t-

tering to ourselves, hut it is not unlikely

to prove another great illusion. To be
suit', for the moment the world sec ins to

he- financially at America's feet. One
evidence of this is the heavy discount

;it which the currency equivalents of the
different belligerents have been selling

in this market. Even the pound sterling

last August fell tO $4.50 which means
that whereas, ordinarily, to buy l'i,ooo,

one had to pay $4,865, one could then

buy the- same amount of Sterling with
only $4,500. And marks, francs, lire,

kronen, and rubles hive hecn at a far

heavier discount.

Another evidence of financial ascend-
ancy and one more patent to the lay-

man lies in the considerable amount of

foreign loans already taken by Ameri-
can investors. Following is a list of
these principal loans, the- total of which
runs well over #1,000,000,000.

Anglo-French 5-yr. 5% Ex
ternal Loan

British Bankers' credit

French Republic i-yr. 5%
h<). in

French special credits

( lovernment of tin- I )ominion
ol Canada Notes and Bonds

Canadian provinces and mu-
nicipalities

Italian ( lovernment 6% t-yr.

Convertible ( }old Notes. .

Notes of the- ( ieimaii Empire
Vol, CXXXIII.—No, 704.-27

$500,000,000
50,000,000

30,000,000

5< >,i »oo,ooo

120,000,000

r 20,000,000

25,000,000

25,000,000

Government of Switzerland

S% < ;,

;

l(1 Notes ^,000,000
Swedish Government 2-yr.

6% Gold Treasury Not, 5,000,000
Kingdom ol Norway I

,

l:,Muls :m(l Notes 8,000,000
Government of the Argen-

tine Nation Bondsand Note 74,000,000
Panama, Bolivia, and Costa

1

kKa .;. • 4>5oo,ooo
imperial Kiissian Govern-
ment credits '0,000

Ol all these loans, th,- issue, jointly by
(heat Britain and France, of #500,000,-
000 bonds, has been far and away the
most important single financial episode
of the war, from America's point of view.
Not only is it the largest sum ev< r

raised in America at any one- time, but it

has carried in its train much contro-
versy, many features touching upon the

political as well as the commercial life

01 t he nat ion.

In the early days of the war France
sounded American hankers as to whether
they would make- her a loan. The bank-
ers sought the attitude of Secretary

Bryan, who expressed the opinion that,

upon the theory of strict neutrality m
both word and action which had been

urged upon the nation, a loan to belligei

em France would be improper. This
opinion was immediately challenged.

Many persons argued, on the- ground of

sentiment, that such an attitude was un-

grateful, Coming from a people- that had

benefited so materially from loans

Which France made to us in the War of

the Revolution. Others pointed out

that money was merely a commodity,
and that if the American people must

refrain from letting a belligerent have

this particular commodity of credit, then

the corollary was that America should,

on the- same st rained t heoi y of neut 1 a lit \ ,

refuse- longer to export food or munitions

to 1 belligerent.

These protestants to Mr. Bryan's

ideas of neutrality pointed out that loi-

ns tO sell our wheat, nun, and bee! to

the belligerent nations was of far greater

help to them than it was for us to <uve

to them, as tO our other customers, time

in wlueh to pay their hills that is,

granting them loans. Yet no one- pro-
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posed that we should decline to sell and
export our foodstuffs to Great Britain

and France. The logic of this argument
must have come home to the State De-
partment almost before its first attitude

against making belligerent loans was well

understood, for Washington soon modi-
fied its position. Within sixty days

—

namely, in October, 1914—the same
group of bankers informed the State De-
partment that, unless there was specific

objection, it proposed to grant a credit

of $10,000,000 to the French Republic.

Mr. Bryan thereupon indicated that

the question was of no concern to the

State Department. Again, early in

191 5, announcement was made of a pro-

posed public offering in America of

£50,000,000 of French notes, and on this

question the Administration quietly let

it be known that it did not care to be
advised of such operations.

By the time, therefore, that the great

Anglo-French loan of October, 191 5,

was under negotiation, the public was
well aware that the Administration not
only no longer held that belligerent

loans were unneutral, but, in point of

fact, looked favorably upon the proposed
loan to Great Britain and France, as a

means necessary to maintain America's
export trade to those two countries—

a

trade the loss of which would have
tended to slacken industry and possibly

cause concern to the Administration.
Accordingly, the Anglo - French loan

met open opposition only from two
classes of people: First, those, compar-
atively limited in number, who were sin-

cerely, if mistakenly, convinced that
the allied governments would become
financially involved; and second, from
that much larger number of German
sympathizers who saw in the loan simply
another measure to assist the Allies to

defeat the Central Powers.
Many German bank depositors, for

instance, held tenaciously to the theory
that they were unwilling that their de-

posits should be employed in loans to the
enemies of their native land. Of course,

such depositors had a perfect right to

offer objection, and it is manifest that,

if a large proportion of tin 111 in any one
institution entered protest, their attitude

might conceivably influence the bank's
policy materially. Hut on the whole

(except in cities with large German-born
population) such groups of protestants
were small, constituting not over 5 or 10
per cent, of the bank's total deposits; yet
this small minority did not seem to re-

alize that, though they might be op-
posed to the loan, the other 90 or 95 per
cent, of depositors might be strongly in

favor of it. At any rate, this opposition
was ineffective. Such, in brief, is the
history of the unprecedented and
quickly abandoned theory that for a

neutral people to make loans to a bellig-

erent constitutes an unneutral act.

Moreover, before war had been many
months under way it had become ap-
parent that for Americans, as individ-

uals, to remain neutral in their thoughts
and sympathies was beyond belief.

Clear-thinking Americans were bound to

become partisans for one side or for the
other. As Professor Josiah Royce has
recently said in his The Duties of Ameri-
cans in the Present War: "It is as im-
possible for every reasonable man to be
in his heart and mind neutral as it was
for the good cherubs in heaven to re-

main neutral when they first looked out

from their rosy, glowing clouds and saw
the angels fall." How could it have
even been expected that an American
business man, for instance, full of activ-

ity, ambitious for the upbuilding of his

country's industry and commerce, could

remain neutral? How could he ever for-

get that for a hundred and twenty-five

years, up to the time of this war,

France and England had given unlim-

ited credit to commercial America,

had lent us literally billions of dollars to

help build our railways and factories, to

aid in developing American industries?

When the tables were turned and credit

was sought from us. how could it be re-

fused except on the theory that the

American man of affairs is heartless as

well as short-sighted? Of course, some
parts of the country, more than others,

were impressed with the importance of

making the great loan to Great Britain

and France. Of the total amount of

#500,000,000, a little over #50,000,000

was underwritten in New England, al-

most $320,000,000 in New York State,

and, of that amount, all but #8,000,000

in New York city alone. Pennsylvania

did almost #60,000,000. The balance,
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$70,000,000, was scattered throughout life and industry brought back. j I,

the country. Certain centers, notably

Chicago, which underwrote only about

$6,000,000, professed their belief in the

importance of the loan to America's

trade, yet manifestly failed to give it

hearty support. But it is only fair to

say that American investors have, until

now, never had occasion to invest in for-

eign government securities. Ever since

our existence as a nation we have been a

borrowing, not a lending, people. It is,

perhaps, hardly surprising that some
should fail to realize that for countries of

vast resource, like Great Britain, France,

and Russia, the repudiation of an ex-

ternal debt is, in practice, out of the

question.

Finally, as to the future, though evi-

dence is still wanting that the end of the

war is in sight, we find ourselves already

contemplating more new theories, pos-

sibly fresh illusions, as to the conditions

that will obtain when the war is over.

Many economists are studying condi-

tions as they appeared at the close of the

Napoleonic conflicts, the War of the

Rebellion, and the Franco-Prussian
struggle, hoping from the study of such
phenomena to be able to form sound,
working theories for the coming post-

bellum period.

In thus picturing the industrial situa-

tion subsequent to the war, there are

two general schools. One holds to the be-

lief that business prostration in the now
warring countries will be complete and
prolonged; that, owing to the terrific de-

struction of wealth and capital, and to

the continued necessities of the govern-
ments to meet the interest on their huge
war loans, money will be in heavy de-

mand and rates of interest high; that
this demand will make itself felt all over
the world, and will tend to curtail new
enterprises everywhere; that here in the
United States an early effect will be
seen, and once more the pinch of pov-
erty will be felt and depression in busi-

ness be long continued. This school

holds, furthermore, that the wastage of

human life will have been so great that
abroad there will be a dearth of labor,

both skilled and unskilled; and that al-

most a generation, in point of time, will

pass before this wastage of life will have
been replaced and normal conditions of

cost of living, these theorists de<

'

will be maintained at a distressingly
high figure, owing to the high cost of
labor and to the continued heavy j."- 1 rn-

ment taxes. The same school points
out, too, that the belligerent nations will
suffer grievously from the loss of a
whole generation of educated and
trained young men, who naturally would
have been the leaders in science and
industrial progress over the next two
decades.

The other school is much less pessi-

mistic. It concedes a certain industrial

languor and hesitation immediately fol-

lowing the war, but is confident that it

will not be long continued. Its argu-
ment runs about as follows: The de-
struction of fixed capital (factories and
equipment) will be found to have been
greatly overestimated. To be sure,

there has been destruction of villages by
the wholesale, but, as compared with the

total, the amount of fixed capital de-

stroyed will be a small percentage. Of
gold and securities there has been prac-

tically no loss. The process of industrial

repair will begin at once, after the brief

interval required for the returning sol-

dier to beat his sword into a plow-

share. Moreover, there will be ample
capital to serve, and at reasonable rates

of interest. The reason therefor is two-

fold: first, because of the enormous
savings resulting from the economies of

the people at large; and, second, be-

cause of the vastly increased effective-

ness in production of these people. It is

pointed out that in all the warring na-

tions habits of extraordinary thrift have

been practised and are being perma-

nently cultivated. And when popula-

tions aggregating two or three hundred

million people are saving as never before,

they build up capital almost as fast as

even such a world war can waste it.

Furthermore, this school reiterates,

the qualities of organization, of applied

energy,, and of determination, which the

war Ts steadily cultivating, will render

industry abroad a much more skilled

tool than ever before. Then, indeed,

will " scientific management" come to

its real fruition. We may or may not

see socialization of industry continued

on an even greater scale than to-day in
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Germany and England. But in any
event we shall see far better organization

than ever before. And that means that

American industry, labor, manufacture,
will meet far more formidable competi-

tion than of old. Our markets will be

flooded with products from an Old World
made over, working at top speed, with

an organization more aroused, skilled,

and effective than evei before

Who can say that either of these two
schools of thought is right or wrong?
Time alone will reveal which, if either, of

them h;is produced theories of value.

If neither of them, then we shall again

establish the precedent that only the

unprecedented is to be expected.

Whatever be the status after the war,

it is plain that to-day, and for some
years to come, there opens before the

manufacturers and merchants of Amer-
ica unexampled opportunity for up-
building. Hut those opportunities are

not SO easy as to be available without
wise and generous vision. Great Brit-

ain and Germany have built up their

overseas trade by methods both cau-

tious and courageous. They have
gained strong positions in new markets

Bke South America and the Far Easi by
first ( reating the demand for their

w.n s and then by supplying and finan-

euu tb.it demand. Most of the public

Utilities to-day in those markets are

owned by British and German, some-
times French, Belgian, or Dutch invest-

01 i. An English manufacturer will fur-

nidi electrical equipment for a street

railway in the Argentine, will accept
bonds in payment, and then an English

securities company will buy the bonds
and distribute them among English in-

vestors. I he process is repeated over

and <»vci again; and so, in course of

time, a gre.it pioneer and trading na-

tion like tlu English secures a solid foot-

hold .ill over the world. Just now, how-
ever, owing to tin war, neither England
nor Germany is abb to maintain its old-

time polu\"ol financing its gnat custom-
ers abroad, \lready these customers
areturningtoAmerica for help. Uponthe
bbci. iht\ and wisdom with which Amer-
ica meets such demands will depend the

extern to which tins country builds up
lu i t rade in those fori ign regions.

Great opportunities, too, are opening

before us on the continent of Europe it-

self. Russia, is beckoning to us with an
insistent linger. Hitherto Germany has
largely supplied industrial Russia with
her equipment. Russia declares that af-

ter the war she will be slow to renew
those trade relations. Whether or not
that feeling will remain strong, Russia's
men of affairs and her government of-

ficials are just now inviting America to

come and open up new markets, to equip
railroads, to establish branch banks.
Similarly, we can see signs that for Bel-

gium, even for northern France, Ameri-
can machinery and American capital

may he required to rebuild bridges,

roads, and factories. From London, mo-
bilizing its holdings not alone of Amer-
ican, but of all foreign securities, may
come the suggestion that American capi-

tal buy from the English holders secur-

ities representing the control of some
important railway south of the equator,

a link in a chain coupling up new and
fertile regions.

And with any such developments as

I picture, with America lending her aid,

in safe and orderly fashion, to rebuild

the world, one must hope for a great in-

crease in scientific attainment over here,

for a great development of technical ed-

ucation, for a greater revival of the use-

ful arts—a precursor, perhaps, of a

great revival of learning and of the fine

arts in America. It is being asserted e>f

Americans to-day that, despite their do-

nations te> the suffering millions across

the Atlantic, they are' not thrilled with

a deep and abiding sympathy for the

spirit of self-sacrifice and heroism that

is animating those struggling nations;

that the \ are- exulting too much in their

own abundant, material prosperity. It

see ins .1 trite thing to s.iv thai all this

Wealth will be of ne> real use- te> t lu-

ll, it ion unless it aiels in developing

America's institutions, in educating and

broadening her citizens; that all this

material success will have- ge>ne- for

naught unless it adds to the- tuition's en-

lightenment and progress. \ et, with-

out .1 revival of science and learning te>

illumine-, to inspirit, and make them
wist, business and finance can never ful-

fil their work oi contributing substan-

tially to the arts of peace and of civiliza-

tion.



Down On Their Knees
BY WILBUR DANIEL STEELE

I NICKERSON'S
Lane! Had the ghost

of that Old Harbor
whaler come back to his

native street, amaze-
ment must have moved
his phantom features.

The little houses scrambling up its

length, once so drab and austere, seemed
to have gone mad with their pinks and
yellows and emeralds. The babies under
the grape-vines were brown as shoes, and
so were the old women, bright-ker-

chiefed, gossiping across the fences in a

tongue he had heard, perhaps, when he

used to put in at the Azores for water
and green stuff, but never here. Man-
ta's, Silva's, Cabral's, on the mail-boxes
:—and in the Nickerson house at the

top, antique and white-pillared, lived

now a Portuguese Peter— Peter Um
Perna, as one would say—Peter One-
leg. The ghostly visitant might have
dropped a tear at all this, or, a philoso-

pher, he might have turned his hollow

eyes on Angel Avellar, making lace be-

hind the pink palings of her grand-

mother's yard, and, murmuring, "For of

such is the kingdom of the future,"

gone back to his grave.

Angel's grandmother had to walk with

a stick, she was so old; an absurd, dried-

up person with a topknot the size of a

thimble, bad knees, arms like broom-
handles and a hundred times as tough
and never thoroughly dry. At almost

any time of the day, or of the year, they
might have been seen in the yard or the

shed, stabbing in and out of the wash-
tub, furious, uncontrollable, thrashing

the suds about at one end and the thin

old woman at the other. One wondered
if she never rebelled at them. Perhaps
she did. They washed for a good many
people, among them Peter Um Perna;

and the One-leg, since he had become
so rich, changed his shirt every other

day when he was ashore from his vessel.

At any rate, other folks rebelled; it

made them nervous to see her work so
long and so hard. But when they de-
manded across their fences why she
would put none of it on that "lazy pi< < e

of an Angelina," she made no an
beyond tapping her nose reflectively

with a dripping finger-bone. Or perhaps
she might be hanging out one of Peter
Um Perna's shirts, and pause to stare

at it with an odd, preoccupied attention.

Or again, if the vessels chanced to be

coming in that day, she might hobble
into the house and, finding Angel read-

ing on the sofa, pet her lustrous hair,

mumble and smile, and say, "Y'r 1

Pretty, out 'n the garden," or perhaps,

"The Howe's needs pickin', Pretty."

Peter Um Perna made his men carry

him ashore on their shoulders when his

vessel came back from the fishing-

grounds. Had a drop of water touched

his single russet shoe there is no saying

what would have happened. They hated

him as no other skipper was hated; yet

he was a lucky man to go with, a "dog"
for knowing the fish, and it was a sight

to see them coming up Nickerson's Lane

after a "big trip," in their boots and

hard, round rubber hats, loitering and

shuffling so as to let him keep his wood-

en-legged lead of them, and bellowing

across the yards of how many fish they

had taken and how many dollars they

had shared.

Um Perna said nothing; there was no

need. He stumped along in front with

his hat pulled down to hide the scar on

his forehead, one thumb tucked oyer the

gold watch-chain, the other preening his

black mustache. One would think he

had forgotten there were other people in

the world, for he turned his eyes neither

to the right nor to the left, not even

when he passed the pink-fenced yard

where Angel Avellar always chanced to

be, picking flowers, perhaps, or reaching

up her brown, well-rounded arms to tuck

a. vine-tendril in place, or perhaps sitting

with her head bent over her lace-hooks,
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the hair hiding her face except for an

edge of cheek, deep-colored under the

eyes of Um Perna's men—especially of

Man'el Costa. For saying his name over

to herself, or even thinking of Man'el,

made Angel's cheeks hot this autumn of

her seventeenth year.

Folks laughed at Angel for sitting out

of doors when the flowers were all gone

and the grass-plot dried up. But it was
on one of these afternoons, with the sun

as low as a man's head and a cold wind
spattering sand among the roofs, that

Man'el Costa leaned his ditty-bag on

the palings and asked Angel to go to the

St. Michels' dance with him.

"What y say?" he urged. His soft,

dark cheeks grew darker still at the

snickers of his mates behind him.

Angel wanted to laugh and to weep
at the same time. She could not have
lifted her eyes if a hundred red-hot

needles hnd pricked her. Man'el Costa!

Man'el Costa! If she could only so

much as nod her head. Her heart

jumped up and choked her; Man'el was
turning away, not understanding. She
must, somehow, get to her feet.

"M-m-man'el!" she stammered, her

face stricken with fire.

It was not Man'el there facing her, but

Peter Um Perna himself, who had waved
Man'el away. He looked her over at

his leisure.

"What's y'r name?" he inquired, with

a faint sneer. When he saw the girl

trembling and quite unable to answer,

the sneer broadened.

"I guess that's one o' my good shirts

dryin' on the line there. Better bring it

to my house after supper, whatever y'r

name is, because I'll want to wear it to-

morrow."
Angel got into the house somehow.

At first, on the front-room sofa, even the

tears refused to come, she was so bruised

and robbed. Man'el had not under-

stood, and he would never ask her again,

and there were so many girls. By and

by the world grew warmer and blacker,

and she could sob till she was worn out

to her finger-tips, and Avo Avellar'shand

on hers in the gloom was something
holding her up from the deep. The Avo
began to croon after a time, a curious

mumbling overtone of exultation.
"

I hear 'im, Prettv. I was behind the

curtain. Y' don't know men yit, or y'

wouldn't take on so. 'Ain't he spoke to

y'u, Pretty? He claims t' hate women,
an' yit he's spoke t' my Pretty. Dry
y'r tears, dearie. Didn't y' hear he
wanted y' should bring the wash t'night?

This Peter wants t' see my Pretty again,

does he? Hee-hee-hee-hee!"
It was so hard for tired Angel to un-

derstand. What was the Avo talking

about? Turning over, she stared at the

shadowy ceiling, her eyes growing wider
and wider, and her wrists cold, as if in

an ice-pack.

"Who you mean?" she whispered.

"Not—not the One-leg, Avo!"
"Yis, the One-leg, Pretty. The One-

leg that lives in the big house up there

and pays four dollars f'r a shirt, they
tell, up to Boston. If more men was to

git a leg catched into a jibin' boom

—

what a world—what a world! Mebby
they'd all git mad then, an' proud, an'

mebby own their three good vessels

same's Peter. A touch o' gold that was,

Pretty. He's the same's the rest of 'em
afore that—remember? And to-day

—

to-day, he's spoke to Angel Avellar.

Come, lay out y'r Sunday frock while I

git the supper ready. Hee-hee
—

"

She hobbled off, bubbling over her

stick, to rattle her supper pots in the

kitchen. The illumination from the

doorway lay across the carpet; Angel,

turning on her side, watched the shadow
crossing and re-crossing the bright

patch, huge and misshapen and curi-

ously agile.

"Was that the reason why she always

sent me out into the yard then?" It

was an astounding question, heavy and

bitter and dark, made up, as it were, of

all the questions of all the young girls

standing on the thresholds of all the

ages. It seemed impossible for her to

go out into the light, but she had to

when the Avo called.

"I don't want t'—t' take the wash,"

she pleaded, bending her head lower

over the cod-cheek chowder. Abashed

by the unexpected silence, she hazarded a

peep through her lashes. The old wom-
an began to laugh with a shrill, angry

sarcasm, throwing one skinny arm over

her head like a dancing-girl.

"Oh yis, vis! / go! That's what y*

want!5 I'm so strong an' straight an'
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pretty. I heave my stick in the pig-

yard an' skip like Tony Button's goat

—

an' who knows if Peter One-leg won't
ast me for his wife. Ahhh! Hee-hee-
hee!" She dropped her irony in a wink
for a kind of wrinkled tenderness. "Ah,
my Pretty—I f'rgit my Pretty's a little

girl yit. But you won't be nervous now,
will you? I was same's that when I was
young, too; I shivered and cried when
I was lucky—same 's you, Pretty. It '11

be all right. You go 'long. Go 'long!

Here, le'me fix y'r hair a second. Y'r
dress is pretty. Pretty dress!"

When Angel went up the lane, carry-

ing the bundle on her head, all the little

houses with their bright eyes crowded
close to watch her pass, and the moon
sent a ramping, shameless shadow ahead
to drag her slow feet along. The austere

autumnal wind shamed her, making
nothing of her Sunday frock and sting-

ing her with its blast till she would have
turned and run down again had it not
been for a wisp of arm waving her -on

from the familiar shadows below.

Peter's sister Philomena opened the

back door slightly, almost before Angel
could knock. Philomena was a narrow-
chested, niggardly, black-clothed crea-

ture, standing forever on the brink of

disaster. Her brother's affluence, his

three vessels, even this house, remained
incredible to her, a golden spell to be

shattered by a breath of skepticism. She
never spent money without a haunting
fear lest the shopman chance to bite the

coin and find it dust. She gave Angel no
time to speak.
"/ know what y'r after," she chal-

lenged, squeezing her tall, chalky face

in the crack. "Na-na—we don't want
you snoopin' round here. Go way!"
But when Angel, unspeakably relieved,

turned to go, the woman was out, pluck-

ing at her elbow with frightened fingers.

"Na-na—come in! I s'pose you got to

come in. Oh, dear me—my brother
Peter—"

Peter Um Perna sat in front of a base-

burner in the living-room, his wooden
peg side by side with his russet shoe, and
both of a color in the glow from the
door, his hands folded across his white
waistcoat, and his head sunken forward
in a pose of meditation or perhaps
fatigue.

Oh

ve

never seen

yes, he murmured, hearing
Angel behind him. He kept her standing
in a torment of uncertainty, neither of-
fering to rise himself nor asking her to
Slt

-
.

"What's y'r name?" This was one
of his finest thrusts, to seem not to know-
one's name.

m

" Angeline," the girl stammered, keep-
ing her eyes on a dim Virgin and dimmer
Child between the long windows, blue
with the moon, so she would not have to
look at him. "Angel—Angel Avellar,
s-s-sir!"

"Angel, eh?" The scar on his fore-
head gathered up all the light and
burned like a crooked beacon. "Nor a

bad name," he mused. "You must
'

just come t' Old Harbor; I

you before t'-day."

His face did not change at this quite
wanton lie, but the girl's did in a curious
way. Perhaps, after all, there is as true
a travail when the child gives birth to

the woman as is the woman's giving
birth to the child. Hitching his bad leg

over the good, the man became en-

grossed in its shining metal tip.

"You'll hear folks talkin' about me
before you been here long, Angel.
That's the name, ain't it? All of 'em
talks about me because I'm so good to

'em an' because I'm so handsome. It's

my gold foot catches their eye. Look!
Won't see another foot in Old Harbor
shines like that in the light. Brass, eh ?

Might 's well be gold. Then they like

the rose-mark on my forehead. The
saints 've got halos, remember."

Half turning of a sudden, he clapped

his hands together, crying, "Come,
come ! Stand over here where I can take

a look at you. Mmm. That's better."

He stared her over slowly from head to

foot, one hand busy preening his mus-

tache, the other slapping nervously on

the chair-arm. "I'm thinkin' o' gittin'

married one o' these days." He paused

to watch the color sweeping the girl's

face. There was a light in his eves of an

inexplicable glee. "Yes, I'm goin't' git

a woman when I can find the kind I

want, or I won't have 'er. Her hair

won't be black, either, but the color o'

gold, and curly, and her eyes the color

o' sky. She'll be lighter color all told

'n you are, an' not near so lean—and

rich ! She'll keep a girl t' do up her hair,
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and a man jus' to black her shoes. An'

she'll come crawlin' on her knees for me
t' marry 'er, this woman!"

Angel could not understand. She had

no way of defending herself against this

singular and meaningless brutality. The
man seemed amused at her horror and

her pathetic, inarticulate passion. He
carried on in a shrill mood.

" You oughtn't to have no trouble

gettin' a man, now. You're good enough

aplenty for some poor devil, like a

young fellow in my vessel now; I forget

his name—Man'el somethin'. Now
why don't y' go to work an' get out 'n

the yard when the vessels comes in.

Mebby this boy might happen t' see you
an' take a fancy. Who knows ? He may
like 'em lean an' black, an' he poor, too.

. . . That's all! You c'n go now!" He
shook his hands at her with an unac-

countable ferocity. "D'y' hear? You
c'n go! Mena! Mena! Where 'n the

devil— Why don't y' let this girl out?"

Man'el Costa was waiting outside

Peter Um Perna's gate, rather heroic in

the moonlight, leaning against a tree-

bole and wondering how he should hail

Angel Avellar, for he had seen her going

in with the wash. Man'el was not used

to girls quite so timid as Angel; he found
it rather exciting, and the feeling deep-

ened the natural fire of his eyes and
whipped his fine dark cheeks with red.

"Oh, hello there!" he called, suddenly,

catching sight of a figure at the gate.

"What's the hurry, Angel. What's

—

what's eatin' you?" he finished, bewil-

dered to find his hands imprisoned, and
Angel's eyes shining close with a light he

could not fathom.
"Was you waitin' for me, Man'el?"
"Yeh!" He had planned to lie about

that.

"Come, let's go. Quick, Man'el, let's

go!"

She tugged at his hand, and he fol-

lowed a few steps down the hill, peering

sidewise. It was like a dream, with the

weird illumination and the wind and the

naked vine-stems shivering among the
yards. And this was Angel Avellar! He
felt foolish, never to have seen through
her before, and at the same time filled

with a wild chill of discovery.

"Look here!" he cried, suddenly, tug-

ging her to stop. "What you laughin'

for?" And then, still more uncertain,

"What—what you cryin' for, or are you
laughin', anyway?"
The girl's hands, pressed against her

bosom, rose and fell as though she had
been running.

"Will you kill that one-leg pig,

Man'el?"
"Sure!" He concluded that she was

laughing, after all.

"Now?"
t

Man'el's jaw gave way. It was more
than ever like a dream; he began to wish
he could wake up so as to be certain of

it, and then go on dreaming again. The
night below gave up a shape waving
ecstatic arms and screeching: "Go way
f'm here. Git away f'm my girl! Go
way—go home!"
They paid her no more attention than

they would have paid an unseasonable
insect bumbling in the night or the

faint surf on the beaches.

"Now? Will you now?" Angel's

eyes held him inexorably.
"W - e - 1 - 1 — ugh ! Say, look here,

what's eatin' you t'-night? What's he

done to you? Say, can't y' talk sensi-

ble?"

Angel's fingers plucked at his coat

lapels.

"Listen! Did I ever ask him to talk

about me? Did I? Did I ask him to

say if I was pretty or ugly? An' if he

likes yellow hair, what's that to me?
Oh! oh! If I was rich and had yellow

hair, then I c'd come crawlin' on my
knees to 'im, could I? Oh! As if any-

body 'd look at that cripple pig! Did
I ask 'im if I was ugly? Oh! Oh! Oh!"
Man'el threw back his head to laugh

at the stars, relieved.

"So you're ugly, eh? Ugly?" He put

something out of the way with his

strong arm, crying: "Leave us be, old

woman. Can't y see we're talkin'? . . .

Ugly, eh? Well, I'm on'y a poor fellow,

but ifyou're ugly, then I want a ugly one.

You're good enough for me—plenty

good enough for me! Well, I should

guess!

"Don't say it that way!" she pro-

tested, fiercely. "Not that way!"
"Any way y' like, then!" Man'el

laughed triumphantly, taking her hands

in his and swinging them back and forth.

Angel could not sleep that night. She
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lay wide-eyed awake and sometimes
shivering in her bed under the windy
shingles, wondering at the strange new
face of the world. Her grandmother did

not even go to bed, but sat in the kitchen,

rocking very slowly back and forth,

peering into the coals and sucking her

gums. A little before dawn she killed

and dressed a pair of pullets and carried

them away with her down the lane,

wrapped in an old shawl. She was back
before Angel was up.

"Look 't this bottle, Pretty," she said.

"I got it to the drug-store, an' folks says

it '11 make y'r hair yellah. See. Avo got

it for Pretty.''

Sitting bolt up in bed, Angel stared at

the bottle for a long time after the Avo
had hobbled down-stairs again.

"Oh yes. I remember now."
Her anger wTith the Avo grew beyond

bounds. She ran around the room in her

bare feet, hunting for a place to break
the bottle. In the end she let it drop
down between the floor and the eaves,

and then sat on the edge of the bed,

staring at nothing.

Even the oldest crones in the neigh-

borhood could see the difference in Angel
after that, and wagged their heads and
pursed their lips, for, though their eyes

were dim, their wits were sharp for a

thing of this kind.

What they saw in Angel was some-
thing hard, glittering, something pur-

poseful. For a year she had been put-

ting away nickels and pennies against

the St. Michels' excursion to New Bed-
ford in the spring, and now everybody
knew, from Evelina Silva, who worked
in Matheson's store, how she had spent

it all in one morning for a piece of yellow
silk and a pair of patent-leather pumps
with French heels. She brushed her

teeth, too, and the grocer-boy who
caught her in the kitchen one morning
rubbing her cheeks hard with a rough
towel did not fail to tell of it.

She couldn't fool the old women.
Perhaps they were a little disappointed
when she did not try. Any one with eyes

was free to see her, when Peter Um
Perna came up the lane, standing slim

and brazen in the doorway, "showing
off" the waist she had made from the

yellow silk, and those patent-leather

pumps with the French heels. A spot
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of color like a rose-petal burned in either
cheek, and the lights in the hair framing
the lovely oval of her face were like blue
sabers in a mist. She stared at Peti
he passed, looked him over with the
bland incuriosity of a stranger till her
eyes came to that brass-shod peg, when
she smiled a little to herself. One could
see the cords in Peter's cheeks tighten
and stand out, that was all. He went
on fingering his mustache and toying
with the watch-chain as if he did not
know she was there. How they hated
each other, Angel Avellar and Peter Um
Perna!

Man'el Costa wanted to laugh. He
was delighted with Angel, and more and
more with every passing week he won-
dered that he could have looked at any
other girl. And yet, from time to time,

a ripple of uneasiness passed across his

simple soul. He spoke of it one evening
in the Avo's front room, where he came
to see Angel quite often now and sit on
the sofa with his arm around her, ob-

livious to the old woman's vindictive

screechings from the kitchen.

"You—you're sure y' like me, Angel?
Y' ain't beginnin' t'—to

—

"

There was no need to finish the ques-

tion; the answer was in the dark, re-

proachful eyes which seemed to be look-

ing through him and beyond. She spoke

after a moment in a musing tone.

"He told me I was ugly. Did I ask

him? Did I ask him? Say!" She

jumped up to straighten a corner of the

carpet with a toe. "I tell you," she

cried, wheeling on Man'el. "You want

t' know what I wisht? I wisht that—
that thing there—would come crawlin'

on his knees—to me—me, Man'el. Just

once, Man'el!"
Man'el stared at his finger-nails and

laughed uncertainly.
_
"I'd like t' see

you then, Angel, old girl."

The Avo, hobbling in, held up her two

shaking hands. "Look at 'em," she qua-

vered. "All et up with the wash. An'

who did I wash f'r—t' keep her soul

'n' body togither? Eh? What does she

care? Eeee! Eeee! She'd be glad if I

was dead V gone! Wisht I was! I

wisht I was."

Angel was not the only one changed

by that early winter. People said that

Peter Um Perna was going crazy with
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his money.
[

"S if he didn't have enough
a'ready," they said. "Don' use his head
no more at all, at all."

It was quite true, he didn't use his

head. For after the weathers came on
and other skippers hauled up or lay snug
in their houses on the watch for fine

days, Peter went out in everything. An
abiding anger dwelt in him. Driving
his dories overboard in a northeaster, he

lost all his gear; and his crew, coming
home empty-handed for their pains, re-

fused to go again, even when he came
stamping through the lanes calling them
out, but had their women-folks pull

down the front shades and sat in their

kitchens, grinning and ill at ease. Man'el
Costa stopped in at the Avo's back shed

with his bunk-tick over his shoulder.

"Ugh-ugh," he sniggered. "Home
'n' mother's good enough f'r me."
He had not counted on Angel, who

met his announcement with blazing

eyes.

"You'd let him scare y' out, would
you? You would, would you?"

Peter Um Perna grinned in an odd
way when Man'el came to say he would
go. They went out the day before

Christmas with four Lisbon "ginnies"

harried out of a back-street boarding-

house, not in the big schooner, of course,

but n Peter's second craft, the Mena>
which his uncle went dragging in

through the summer. Angel went down
to watch them go off from the beach
in 'heir dory. They looked tiny and
shaky against the sky and water, both
of a pitiless gray.

It began to snow about midnight—

a

soft, windless downfall, blinding at a

dozen yards. The telephone-girl at the

drug-store had the news before nine in

the morning—the Mena on the bar at

Plymouth, and breaking up fast with

the flood tide. Yes, they had gotten

tin- men ashore.

Word of shipwreck had run white-

lipped through Old Harbor time out of

number in the past. But this Christ-

mas day then wen- no white lips or eyes

aching for tears, unless they were up
there at the top of Niekerson's Lane,

where sister Philomena stood behind the

long windows and watched the people

clear away their snow, limping gro-

tesquely, putting fingers to noses, and

hallooing down the dazzling passage.
Philomena knew what it meant. Fate
could not fool Philomena. Had she not
been waiting for this ? Had she not been
fondling the darling fear of this disaster

in the bottom of her heart? The golden
spell was beginning to fade.

Angel Avellar sat in the front room
at her house, chin in hand, brooding
over the unseasonable flowers in the
carpet.

"I'm glad," she repeated over and
over. "Glad! Glad! Glad!"
That night the festival of Menin

Jesus brightened all the windows along
the lane, making a joyful, steep corridor,

willed in, for once, from the hungry
ocean and the ruthless sky. There was
music, too, of mandolins and island

lutes, and men chanting the
"
Parcido

im Belam!"
Avo Avellar had been hard at her

housework all day, dusting and scrubbing,

making her tiny altar of boards, getting

out the new wheat carefully sprouted in

saucers, and the candles, the bizarre

little Virgin and Child, saints and cows
and asses, brought with her from the

islands. The wine also, in the huge
black bottle, was island wine.

Not many came to the Avo's—a few

old gossips to mumble over the cake and
wine, and three or four young fellows,

shy of Angel at first till they found how
the wind of her humor blew, when they

all made fun of the One-leg louder and
louder as the candle-fires danced in the

girl's eyes, strummed their mandolins,

and drank of the old woman's wine.

They fell silent of a sudden and wished

thev were somewhere else when Peter

Um Perna stood in the doorway.
"Bom noitel" he said to the company.
Convoyed by the ecstatic Avo, he en-

tered and took a chair before the altar.

He remained as the life-crew had taken

him from his doomed vessel, one sleeve

split, his collar gone, and his shirt

laid open at the throat. They were

astounded to see him so mild, as though

his losing battle with the sea had some-

how rested him. For a long time he sat

staring into the candle-ranks. Once he

murmured, "Good cake. Avo," and

again, "Good wine, old woman!" He
drank the wine eagerly, but seemed to

forget the cake. Once he started and
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looked about. "Where all the folks

went to?" he wondered, vaguely.

The Avogot rid of the question with a

wave of her skinny hands, and filled his

glass again. One could not help won-
dering at the frail old woman all through

that night. Now she was at Peter

Um Perna's elbow, a pervading minister;

now she was in the kitchen, where the

company had crowded to wait and
watch and whisper, crossing her lips

with a savage finger, grinning and chuck-

ling through her gums, or shaking her

fists at Angel, who remained in the front

room, sitting in an angle between
the altar and one of the front win-
dows.

There was something luxurious about
Angel's attitude, leaning back at her

ease, and something at the same time
triumphant. One could think of her

as having saved up precious moments
against this night, moments of deep
scorn or anger, and moments of especial

beauty. Now and then her lips curled

slightly with her contempt, but beyond
this her face remained perfectly im-
passive, even when Peter Um Pern a
looked up at her once and down again
quickly with a curious flush on his

cheeks.

By and by, lulled by the wine and
the candle-light, he seemed to forget

where he was. His face grew oddly boy-
ish, soft, and untired—he was remem-
bering the red tiles and the rank, sweet
gardens of Fayal.

Avo crooned a strange paean over the
kitchen fire! "Drunk in my house!
Drunk in my house !" Some of the old

women dozed; she hustled them awake.
Others wanted to go home, it was so

unearthly an hour, but she held them
with incredible stratagems, even stand-
ing with her feeble back against the
door. The cup was not to be snatched
from her lips now.

Peter was looking at Angel as though
he had never seen her before. "You're
pretty," he mused. "My, my, but
you're pretty."

She started ever so little in her chair,

then lay back and covered a yawn.
"Think so?" she murmured, gazing at

the ceiling.

His face twitched and colored, as if

for an instant he tried to pull himself
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together. He let himself go on again
with a waving hand.

"I wished you liked me a—a little-

bit. If you—if you—

"

t

"Who, me? Liked you?" The candle-
light showed Angel's smooth, round
neck trembling with pent laughter. It

seemed incredible that this was the An-
gel Avellar of half a year ago. "Me
like you—you?"

"Yeah-yeah!" He strained toward
her. "God, if you c'd on'y like me
enough t' get married with me! Couldn't
you now—couldn't you?"
"Why don't y get down onto your

knees, then?"
"Yeah-yeah—wait a secon'. Yeah-

yeah!"
He had forgotten that wooden pe^

of his; it caught between the chair-
rungs and flung him down on one shoul-
der at Angel's feet.

The devils were loose in Angel Avellar.

Leaning over the prostrate man, she
seemed to drink of the gray, twitching
horror on his face.

"What 'd I say?" he whispered, not
yet moving.
"You crawled on your knees for me

t' marry you, Peter Um Perna!"

She gazed into his eyes with a smile

of sweet poison. But it was not enough

;

she was still thirsty. She had meant to

spurn him now with a laugh, but the

cornered look in his eyes gave her a far

finer thrust. "And I will marry you,

Peter One-leg. You hear? I will! I

will!"

He scrambled up with his back to the

wall. He seemed dazed to find curious,

exultant faces packing the kitchen door,

the Avo's witnesses.

"I never!" he mumbled his denial.

"I never, either!"

Angel turned and blew out the candles

on the altar, showing the room cold with

dawn. .She shivered a little with her

triumph. "Oh, well!" She shrugged her

shoulders. "If you don't—" She was

making sport of him, Peter, before these

people. Him! Peter Duarte! Devils

were loose somewhere else now.

"All right!" he bawled. "Come on

t' the priest, damn you, right now!"

They studied each other's eyes. The

girl's lips scarcely moved.

"You—you think I wouldn't?"
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"You think / wouldn't?" Peter whis-

pered, too. Then they both repeated it,

wondering, almost appealing.

"You—think—I

—

wouldn't?"

"You—think—/—wouldn't?"
Old Harbor will forget many things

before it forgets that morning of passion.

Angela Avellar and Peter Um Perna
were married in the yellow chapel up-

street as soon as things could be gotten

ready, still scarcely knowing that they

did, driven helpless on an obscure tem-

pest, becoming one flesh in hate. When
they walked home to the Nickerson

house it was between two lines of people

who shouted, "Kill the cripple, old

boy!" at sight of Man'el Costa, sleep

and rage in his eyes, barring their path

half-way up the hill. When he could

not stand up before those two intol-

erable masks, the crowd jeered and
hooted to see him ducking away from
the Avo's triumphant stick.

It was after this that Man'el began
to drift aimlessly from house to house,

lowering and rumbling, stopping wher-
ever they would give him the lees of

last night's wine and listen to his

threats.

"Like t' see 'im go fishin' t'-day.

Ain't so anxious t' go t'-day, is he?"

They spurred him on; he grew wilder

as the wine moved him more and more.

"Go fishin'! Vd go with the bastard.

Tell 'im Man'el Costa '11 go. Take the

little Sea Bird now—jest the two of us

—

man an' man. Go fishin', eh? I'd go!

Tell 'im Man'el Costa 'd go."

A blind man would not have known
there were people in the Nickerson
living-room that morning, even though
he had sat there an hour. Sister Philo-

mena huddled down in a far corner,

clutching an ancient shawl about her

frame with both hands, as if to say,

"They can't take this away from me

—

leastways not this!"

Avo Avellar sat between the "chil-

dren" with her chin propped on her

stick. She was as motionless as the

dead, except for her eyes, which went
unceasingly from one to the other. She
had spent herself in her one wild

night, and now she was bankrupt, and
content.

And all the while, for an hour, perhaps

two hours, Peter and Angel stared at

the same flower in the middle of the
carpet.

Peter was the first to move. He got
up to wander about the room at his

halting gait, putting a hand on the wall

here and there, standing for a long time
in front of that dim Virgin between the
windows.
"Make y'rself to home," he said, sud-

denly, with his hand on the door-latch.

Angel met his eyes with a regard as

colorless as his own.
"I will," she said.

Philomena's fire had gone out and
the room grew very cold. The Avo
roused herself, mumbling, "Avo go git

some o' y' things, Pretty," and hobbled
out by the back way. Presently Philo-

mena vanished, too, noiseless as a

scared mouse, leaving Angel alone with
the flower in the carpet.

She was not to continue so long. The
door swung open violently, discovering

Philomena's face chalkier than ever and
her hands clawing appeal.

"Don' let 'im go!" she screamed.

"Aw, don' let 'im go. Please, girl—good,

pretty girl—don' let 'im go in this!

God sake!"

Angel found herself at a window with

a giddy sense of having been wafted

there by some mysterious violence.

"Wha-what you wa-wa-want?" she

stammered.
"Don' let 'im go! Don'—" The

woman's passionate drone filled her ears.

She wondered with an odd detachment
why the folks in the pallid sunshine out-

side were shrugging and grinning at the

house.

"Don't keep saying that!" she cried.

"Now what's the— O-oh!"
The world was leprous. Here and

there on its gray skin a spot of pallor

glowed and dimmed as the sun fought

to keep it. A spot ran down to the

Avo's palings, and another far out there

at the Point lent to the Light and its

outbuildings a momentary and unnatu-

ral radiance. Still farther beyond, the

mainsail of a sloop slanted across the

fugitive glory and passed out, as if a

gray hand had reached to take it.

" Him ? Mena—is that him?"

So this was why the people grinned.

As though her ears could hear through

walls and spaces, Angel caught up the
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words from their lips: "Left 'er on his

weddin'-day! Well, well, well, well, I

never !" A spot of lire showed on her

cheek, regular and clear-cut, like the

mark of a slap.

For a time now she made no effort to

control herself. Months of hate and
wounds and bitterness had their hour
of bloom. Once, in the half-gloom of the

upper hall, she wheeled on Philomena,
who followed her everywhere like a

frightened dog. "Don't let 'im go, you
say? Ha-ha-ha! You make me laugh.

Don't let 'im come back—that's what
I pray on my knees to the sweet Virgin

of Pity.';

Her sick fury drove her from room
to room. She stood at an upper window
and saw the storm getting itself to-

gether out of that vast gray yeast of the

world. She saw the chimney-smudges
topple for a moment and then lie down
flat and thin, and she heard the first

impact of the wind against the shingles

overhead. And there came Avo Avellar,

fighting with the wind for the bundle
on her head, pathetic bits of finery done
up in a pillow-case, Angel's trousseau.

For the first time, seemingly, she real-

ized that the thing was done, completed;
that she could not somehow wake up
and find it a nightmare.
The house became quite dark. She

wanted to lie down somewhere and
cover her head with blankets to keep
out the sound of the wind. In a bed-

room where she came there was a pho-
tograph of Peter standing on the bureau.
She took it in her hands, tore it once
across, and, sinking down in a rocker
by the window, remained there for a

long time, holding the pieces in her
hands. Her sense of helplessness deep-
ened when she glanced down by and by
and discovered the futility of her anger;
the face in the picture was not touched.

It had been taken, evidently, before

Peter was hurt. It carried her back to
the front room at the Avo's, and the altar

and the candles and this face here in her
hand dreaming into the light. For here
was the same look of the boy in the
man, the same air of an artless and
delightful indecision, of expectancy, of
human accessibility.

Angel lay down on the bed and began
to cry. She was so utterly worn out

that she wanted to die, or to sleep, but
the wind would not let her die and it

would not let her sleep. The house
shivered with it; the bed shivered with
it. She pulled a comfort over her head,
but the wind came through that feeble
barrier, carrying its voices, the singing
sleet, the thunder of ocean flinging on it s

beaches; and other voices—voices in-

sistent, remote, and ghostly. One crept
into the room with her, wailing, "1

dead 'n' gone—dead 'n' gone—dead V
gone
—

"

It was so real that she flung off the
comfort and stared about wildly. Philo-
mena crouched in a corner, invisible save
for the gray patch of her face. The bur-
den of her wailing changed. "What 'd

you make 'im go f'r? What 'd you make
im go r rr

Angel lifted on her arms.
:

'No, no,

Mena! I never made him go. I never!

Could / help it if he couldn't stand the

sight o' me? Could I, Mena?"
"He went because you couldn't stan'

the sight o' him! An' you know ir.

you—you terrible, wicked thing, you!"
The tempest seemed to withdraw for

a moment and leave the bedroom with

its two dim, gray faces hanging in a

windless hush. Angel's voice seemed
far off, as though there were another per-

son speaking.

"What—you—talkin' about?"

"Dead 'n' gone, dead 'n' gone. Oh,

dear, dear!" Philomena rocked from

side to side. "You made 'im go in a

gale o' wind. You made 'im crazy so

long, so long, an' you wouldn't look at

'im because he's a cripple."

"What you talkin' about?"

"What a shame, a shame! If folks

on'y knowed how good he was an' how
sweet-tempered when he's alone an'

nobody watchin' him. I've hear' 'im

talk s' sweet it's a'most poetry. But

when folks 's watchin' him, it's same's

a crooked devil in Peter, an' he had t'

make fun of 'em first before they made

fun o' him. An' now he's dead 'n gone,

dead 'n' gone!"

Angel slid from the bed and shook the

woman's arm, as she might have aroused

a sleeper. "But what about me? she

demanded.
"About you?" Philomena s voice

lifted wild and sore above the gale, like
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a prayer for vengeance. "Why 'd you
stan' in your yard f'r two long year, then?

Two year ago he come home one night

an' set in front o' the fire, sayin' to him-

self, 'That little girl!' over 'n' over

till you'd want t' laugh. You wouldn'
think t' see a growed-up man cry, would
you? I've see my brother cry time
aplenty, behind his four walls here. An'
other times he wouldn' cry, but say:

'Na-na. She likes this here Costa boy,

an' what is it t' me? F'rgit it, Peter!'

An' then he'd set f rgittin' it. What 'd

you do it f'r, girl?"

"Answer me a question. Why 'd he
call me ugly that night then?"
"Answer me a question. Why

wouldn' he eat no supper that night?

An' why 'd he act the way he done after

you'd went, carryin' on same's a drunk
man, spittin' onto his peg-leg, an' tryin'

t' bust it off in the door, an cursin' God
that 'd struck 'im a cripple for pretty

Angel t' make sport of? Answer me
that question, then!"

Angel cried for pity. "Mena, you're

lyin' to me!"
"Ya-ya, an' mebby it's a lie he's went

out in a forty-foot sloop-boat an' got

drownded!" The finality of things

seemed a tonic to the woman; disaster

purged her of the old fear of disaster

and gave her a shrewish malignance.

"All right," she screeched. "All right!

He ain't the on'y one, though. There's

two went if there's one, an' now where's

that pretty brown-face Man'el o' yourn?
Ha-ha-hal Ow-w! Don't do that!"

"Did Man'el go with him? Say!

Quick!"
"He did. Ya-ya-ya! He did!"

Angel's face grew grayer still with a

horrible misgiving. "But why? What's
the reason lie went?"

"Ya-ya, you can holler plenty now.

There's two of us now. Mark! What's
that — down-stairs, poundin' on the

door?" she w hispered.

Angel whispered, too. "The door's

locked." They had an absurd sense of

being conspirators.

"It it can't be
—

"

"Oh, Mena, Meeena, it e-e-eouldn't

be
;

"

They clung to each other, forgetting

the past.

"Why don't you go. Angel?"

"You go, Mena!"
"Na-na, please you go!"
Angel crept down the stairs and, while

the summons still continued on the
door-panels, brought the lamp out from
the front room, set it on the marble-top
table. Being distracted, she gave an
illusion of almost grotesque self-control.

She spoke to the door as if the boards
had ears. "Wait! Wait! I hear you!
Can't you wait a second ?"

She had trouble with the bolt, and
even when it was undone she seemed
not to know enough to pull the door, but
stood in the middle of the hallway with
her hands pressed against her cheeks.

A hungry color swept her face when
Man'el Costa came in. He laughed to

see it

"Waitin', eh?" He took off his oil-

skin hat and shook it, spattering on the
floor. "Scared I wouldn't come back,

eh, Angel, honey?"
"But—but where—is—he, Man'el?"
"Oh, that's all right. Needn't be

a-scared o' that now, Angel, old girl."

He ripped his jacket open, blowing and
elated. "Needn't be scared the One-leg
'11 bother you no more, no more."

"Mattel!"
Angel sat down suddenly on the bot-

tom step of the stairs. Man'el con-

fronted her, jubilant.

"Lucky girl—lucky, lucky girl! A
swell house an' a pot o' money an' no
harm done. Who'd 've believed it,

Angel? My, my! An' t' think I was
sorer 'n hell this mornin'! But it's all

right now, ain't it, old girl?"

"But, Man'el, where

—

is—he?"
"'Ain't I told you it's all right? How

d' / know where he is now? Las' I seen

of 'im he's ridin' to an anchor between
the Peaked Hill bars with the anchor

draggin' all the time an' the inner bar

dead astern. I come in on a freighter.

They got a boat 'longsicle of us an' took

me off. God! how it was breezin'! Seas

comin' clean acrost us! No time to do

no argyin' with him—no time f'r beggin'

a man, I tell you that!"

"Argyin'? Betgiri?" Angel's hand

groped and found a spindle of the ban-

ister, whitening with the grip. "Man'el,

but 1 don't understand. Why didn't

he come in with von P"

"Why? Why? How d' I know—
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'less it's the reason he's went off his

head—crazy 's a bedbug. Settin' there

into the fo'c's'le with his head in his

hands, bawlin' like a baby. Oh, that

—

that you, Mena?" A decent solemnity

changed his voice at sight of Philo-

mena's face hanging in the opening

above, gray, quiet, and stricken. "It's

too bad, Mena, but, Mena— I— I'm
a-scared your brother

—
" His flounder-

ing made him nervous. "Angel," he
protested, "you tell 'er!"

But Angel was gone.

From Si Nickerson's Lane it is three

miles across the cape to the Peaked Hill

life-saving station.

They could hardly believe their eyes

in the station-house — Angel seemed
more a wind-driven ghost than any
human wanderer, with her white lips

and her vague, pleading eyes and her

back against the booming panels of the

door by which she had entered. For the

third time now she repeated her words,

very slowly and distinctly, and with a

kind of desperate patience and a child-

like faith that if she could just make
these stubborn men understand what she

wanted it would be all right.

"You see—-we got to hurry—quick.

Because the reason my husband's on the

bar out there. All alone in a sloop-boat,

my husband is, and his anchor's drag-

gin'. Don't you understand?"
The station captain, Ed Cook, banged

his fists in growing exasperation. "You
said that twict a'ready. I hear you.

And I tell you your husband's all safe

'n' sound at home by this time. I tell

you we got a telephone from a freighter,

and he took 'im off a sloop-boat out here.

Can't you hear? You deef? Took 'im

off—brought 'im in—safe 'n' sound to

home, now. Hear? Git me?"
"But you don't understand," she

commenced all over again. "It's the

other man's my husband. He's all alone

in a sloop-boat
—

"

"God sake, be sensible. You don't

think they'd go t' work and take one
man off a boat and leave the other!"

No. 2 man, beyond the table, lowered
an eyelid and put his knuckles on his

forehead. The captain, nodding un-
derstanding, got up from his chair by
the stove and laid a hand on Angel's
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is in his
arm. An odd, new kindness w
voice.

"It's all right, girl. We'll go out in
just a few minutes, but first yon
to dry your clo'es and get rested up.
Better lay down a spell, hadn't y,n ':

"I can go along, too, though, can't

"Sure thing—surest thing you ki

Only first, now—

"

It was curious to see the rough, literal

fellows grow artful in double-dealing.
They got her into the captain's office,

and when she would not lie down on the
sofa, but sat clinging to a seaward win-
dow-sill, they took turns sitting with
her, coming out of the darkened room
now and then like men relieved from a

heavy wheel-watch to rub their hands
over the stove and whisper about it.

"God alive!" muttered No. 5 once,

".the way she talks in there you'd
almost think 'twas so."

"But it ain't!" No. 3 shook the

other fiercely by the wrist. "Good God !

it ain't, you know."
It began to do queer things to them

as the night wore on; that ceaseless,

boring reiteration in the darkened room.

The watches changed, the beach patrols

came in blowing and flapping their

"oilers," heard the tale, and stared curi-

ously at the tellers. The reliefs went

out, north and south, and still the clock

ticked the night away, and the yeast

of a strange unrest worked on in them.

It was Captain Cook himself, coming out

of the office with sweat standing on his

forehead, who struck his fist on the

table and swore defensively: "Hell!

—

we couldn't la'nch the boat in this—

anyhow!"
He had failed to latch the door and

it swung open behind him, giving up a

voice, husky, quivering with an eager-

ness that would not dim: "Please—I'm

dry now, ain't I? I'm rested up! Can't

we go now? Because the reason we got

to hurry—hurry! He'll be onto the bar

in—in half an hour, I think. Oh,

please
—

"

"For God's sake, shut that door!

The captain combed his beard violently.

Somewhere in the back of the room one

of the men hazarded:

"It's moderatin' a trifle, by the sound,

ain't it?"
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Mi. captain bawled at lum, "Mod ll< tried to avoid Angel's < y< •., two
eratin' hell!" He was gone next minute, thwarts away, and when In- failed he

climbing <li« stairs to tin lookout's scowled glumly at her, crumbling:

cupola "Hey, loin!" he Bhouted up "Look what y* doner
id. dark ascent, "what d' y

l

make?" It made no impression on her. She

The steady tramping overhead ceased turned hei eyes across the little strip

and a yoict came down very thin against ol watei in<l back t<> him, smiling, half

tin background oi the gale. She's wistful, hall joyous. "He's waitm' lor

haulin' •• bit now. Moderatin' .1 bit, us."

cap'n She'll « < o 1 >< cleai with t li< sun, Swinging * 1
1 <

- boats head in with an

I wouldn't wondei
"

angry ierk, l>< cried: "God's sake!
M
Yeh, but that there craft offshorei climb aboard then, an' get it <>H your

Make 'er out any, Tom?" mind and ovei with. Heave 'ei aboard

"Mast's away. I><»n'i make n<> life there, boysl God's sake! the bothei of

aboard I hey took that felloe ofF,
\

'

'ei I"

know She'll Im the innei bai 'n hall Very cautiouslj she disappeared within

.hi hour, I -.1 101 1 l»l " the companionway ol the tiny forecastle.

"I I. ill 1 1

1" WI1.1i makes you say They waited, holding on and fending off

., half-hour?" The captain's feet were with their boat hooks, afraid to meet one

dancing <»n tl>< stair. "Gull-damn itl another's eyes, grumbling, "'S too bad

You heard hei
"

too damn bad.'

I in \ got "in ol the house on tiptoe, The wrack ovei the watei grew
LI, 1 band oi conspirators The} had lightei and changed imperceptibly from
I,, fight the surl boat down the bluff |>ink to .1 pale lemon, and still they

1 nil. 1 1 wall oi wind .mil spray, gray waited, not knowing what to do, till

pink with the coming dawn. I hi \ Ed Cook protested, ' By Heaven! that's

» night theii breath, waiting foi the break .il>«»ui enough <>' this" and got himself

oi the wave, yelled all together, ran tin- over the sloop's taffrail. He teetered

boat out through tli< white smother, forward and bent down to peei into the

up to their shoulders, scrambled aboard, black hole, and then, turning half

Ii mini" ii one another, c 1 1

*

-.

*

*.
1 1

;

•_ and around, he sat down in .1 heap on the

,>n. that ili« \ tugged at was Vngel house and took oil' his hat, '* ^nd jus*

\\, i.m to think!" he wondered, "jus' to think!"

"I'm rested now," she cried in tri Vngel's voice came out to him, msist-

Miii >li (in and faintly querulous, as though she

I In \ (Inn. 1 Ik 1 down between t\\<> tried to wake a sleeper. "Peter, Petei

thwarts, bawling "Shut up! Shutupl" look at me, Peterl Didn't pou know I

and, catching half the crest of the coming liked you always evei since- evei

wave, slid stronglj into the trough since Oh, Peter, Peterl not to know

When thej came up with tne S 1

; Peter, look at me!"
|. ( pond the I itht 1 oi the innei bar, Vnothei voice nn -is sImM<>\\ and 1h-w il

iln\ 1,-1111,1 1 dead thing, readj i«h hei dered, like the sleepei awakened,

gravi 1 log, lifting ana subsiding slug "WIT win tagel! Hiat little girl!"

:i.i.!\ with the swells, hei decks swept He must have been touching her with

cl< mi oi gear, hei mast lying ovei tne his incredulous hands, down there in the

port board \n « 1 1» the rigging swathed gloomy place, foi the next words were:

..I-,. in 11 like .1 hank ol s< iweed Hie} "Win. you you're But but

rested -mi theii oars 1 couple oi fathoms what you doin down here, \i\ angel

from hei side, just keeping theii head I in't you see, Peter? Cant you

up 1,. the 54 is, and set up .1 desultory se< " rhere was an inexpressible tn-

hailing Mu\ began t«< feel more than umph in the crj "I'm down on my
evei uli>'iiv. the inevitable revulsion set knees, Peterl

in One shouted, "Hell's firel le's get Hie dawn came with a rush now.

out o' this!" and others,
"'

["hat's right I striking through the mists with its keen,

Damn fools, the l>-t ol us'" Hie cap level blades, cutting them awa3 in vast,

1 mi feathered the stern-sweep, waiting high-curling slices, letting in the blue

foi the break to swine the boat inshore, sky.



Concerning Salt-marshes

BY RICHARD LE GALLIENNE
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. mountains. Alasl such

have i ome to seem too mui h liki

ture's stage propertii

Bui no one < ould make a remai k hi •

thai in from "I a sail marsh. Whati

[i m; , y [ai I: foi somi < \ es and its I"



NATURE SEE.M^ UNDER THE SPELL OF A VAST, HUSHING FINGER

tv is by no means for all—it has one ad-

vantage over the profiles and perma-

nently featured landscape, the charac-

teristic of perpetual change. It can

never grow hackneyed, for it is never

twice the same. Outside a few regular

channels, capriciously dividing the am-
phibious flats into map-like silver inter-

sections, it has nothing one can call

features, and these are constantly mo-
bile. Its whole life is in its subtly mod-
ulated expressiveness. With each in-

coming and outgoing tide, it is a new
creation of pure effect, a picture that is a

musical composition made visible, from

moment to moment growing through un-

foreseen rhythms and tones, at the will

and accident of water and light and
wind and cloud. Or it might 1h- com-
pared to a vast, uncouth musical instru-

ment, on which the great performers <>i

sea and sky execute elemental sym-

phonies. At dead low-tide, under a

leaden sky, drained of its gleaming life-

currents, deserted ofits quickening down-
pour <>f golden light, it lies dumb and

blind. It is impossible to conceive what
a thing of glory, what a miracle of color,

what a soul of tenderness, what a quiv-

ering enchantment it can become under
the wand of returning radiance, with the

brimming back of the tide.

The salt-marsh, as I said, is not for

all. Perhaps, indeed, it is for the com-
paratively few among nature-lovers.

Many it merely bores—those who like

their nature to be spectacular or pretty

or cozy. Others it depresses, or even

frightens. They feel only its melan-
choly, its loneliness, its bevond-the-

worldness. It threatens to draw them
across the familiar frontiers of humanity
out among the spirits of the- \\ aste. But
this haunted elementalism is the very

quality the lover of salt-marshes goes to

nature for. Nature, for him, is not a

sort of green arm-chair. Its very home-
lessness is the home for some thing in him
that is loneliest under a roof and finds

its kindred only where the blue heron

finds his —out "where the loneliest wave
meets the loneliest star," where water
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sometimes CaUghl out <>! doors, sciiiiv

across in clevei panic from one hole t<>

another, carrying one immense claw, like

.1 bass-viol tucked undei the arm those

"fiddler-crabs" which the fisherman
pursues with .1 trowel to make l>;iit for

bla< kfish 01 si riped bass.

Perhaps nowhere else in nature Is to

be found silence so profound and brood-
ing as undei the spell of .1 \ ast , hushing
finger, and combined .11 the same 1 ime
w n li so much lin 1 ive .1* tivity, so many
eyes undei this apparent somnolence, the

watcher and the watched, tensely <>n

guard against ;i hast} movemenl of tiny

leg 01 wing, or even that unwary turning
oi .in eyeball that ma} mean instant

death, sailing up there <>n the wings <>f

the fish hawk, patroling the blue spaces,
.iw are <>l evei y flash and flicker in l he

shallow reaches fathoms beneath him, or

the smart little kingfishei with his visor-

cap on, looking as though he had ;i tel-

escope tucked undei his wing, perched

on .in oyster-stake ;i lew \ aids over the

water, with eyes indescribably keen and
wild, as though the whole horizon was
concentrated in them, an embodied vigi-

lance, pitiless, and vet wistful, with the
look of the wilderness, a little care-worn,

so to say, and storm-tossed. For hunter
;in<! hunted, alike, existence is hard, an
infinite, unsleeping struggle, the battle

evei to the swift and the strong, not a

moment in which to draw a careless

breath, the whole creation travail-

ing together, terribly feared, terribly

afraid.

And there, on the ver\ edge of the

mud-flats, the lurking shadow, too, very

still, poised ovei the rising 01 the falling

ripple, on slim, reed-like lens, with tel-

escopic neck, witch-like shapes, like tiny

old women, hags bending over garbage,

the mud-hens strung in a Tine, a few yards
apart, entirely uncomradely one with

the other, hoarsely croaking and un-

couthly flapping on to some other fish-

ing-station if disturbed. A swift elonga-

tion of their serpentine necks, a di^ of

their keen beaks, ;i quivering morsel of

silver, an ungainly gobble, and disten-

sion of their throats, and that watching

immobility again. While up from the

sea, or OUtWard from the inland reeds,

come gliding "the finny tribes," terror

\\ l \K I II 01 Ml l> \M» -III 1 I ^ \M> Mh W I II KO I'll 0K0W I M^



WITH EACH INCOMING AND OUTGOING TIDE IT IS A NEW CREATION
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above, below, and behind them; the

hawk over their heads, the blue snapper

at their heels, making a sudden, silvery

scurry in the silence, flying fish for the

nonce on the- still surface of the current.

In the stillness of the afternoon, as the

tide recedes, and the marshes spread out

in stretches of pure emerald, as you lie

still as all the rest in your boat, you will

suddenly become aware that certain

gray-blue shapes have come up, unseen,

about you, and stand about the- shallows

on one leg, or w;ilk gravely to and fro

like philosophers in meditation, some-
times moving on a wide-, flapping sweep
of wings, and trailing legs, and hoarse,

ill-tempered cry, as though resenting in-

trusion. It is, of course, the- blue crane-,

whose nest is in the tree-tops of the

neighboring woodland. Sometimes one-

can count a dozen of them standing

about, as moveless as in a Japanese- print

suddenly there, in the sun-steeped si-

lence, and then as suddenly vanished,

lor the- afternoon sun on a salt-marsh

hides more- than it reveals, and seems to

beat down everything into immobility
and silence. So that the eye realizes,

with a start, anything that moves, as

though it saw a ghost. You never no-

ticed yonder clam-digger enter the cove,

yet there he has been for some time,

moving about, much like the cranes, up
to his knees in the deep ooze, sometimes
pushing a board ahead of him on the
shining mud as a precaution against sud-

den holes which, like quicksands, lurk

here and there to engulf him beyond
reach of human hearing. Noiseless as a

mud-turtle, he would disappear in that
sun-steeped solitude, and his body be
seen no more of men. You who had been
watching him a moment ago would
never hear his cry, would only think
that he had silently glided off in his boat,

as he had come. Suddenly, perhaps, you
will hear his oars near by you, emerging
startlingly out of a channel of reeds.

You give him a match for his pipe, talk

clams a minute or two, and then you are

each lost to the other again, swallowed
up in the gleaming silence. One some-
times speaks lightly of clam-digging, as

though it were a form of gentle exercise,

an idler's occupation, and of the clam as

though it were to be had for the picking

JUNGLES Ol SHINING GRASSES EDGE fHB STAGNAN1 HDE
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up, ;i helpless, easy prey instead of be-

ing an exceedingly spirited and elusive

creature, skilled to escape down a spiral

of mud, with an insulting squirt of water
in the eye of the pursuer, who needs a

Strong hack and infinite patience if he

is to bring home any sized "mess" for a

long day's labor. -

Man, like the Other animals haunting
tile salt-marsh the musk-rat and the

mink th.it will some day go to the opera
round the throats of beautiful ladies

takes on an amphibious character, half-

farmer, half-sailor. The tides bring tin'

fish a-feeding to the very edge of the

door-yard where the chickens pick and
scratch in the sun, and the pigeons coo
on the roof of the old hams, and plows

and reaping-machines rusl in comrade-
ship with anchors and coils of" rope and
rowboats used as corn-bins; and up
among the apple-blossoms in the old

orchard rears the white sail n\ .1 c.k ho.it,

seeming strangely under way through
the p. 1st uics, and cork-buoyed fishing-

nets lie drying side by side with tin hay,
and lobster-pots are piled up against the

cow-sheds, and the pigs loot and grunt

m mounds of old clam-shells, and fishy

smells rise from the mussel-beds .if the

bottom of tlu- garden and mingle with

the fragrance of flowers and the breath

of cattle and stables. That instinctive

smell of a salt-marsh at low tide! I low

good it is in the nostrils of him who loves

both land and sea, how rich in its sug-

gestion ^l~ alluvial fatness, life seething

and teeming in the many-rooted mud,
and callirig the heart with "murmurs
and hints of the infinite sea." The very

horses in the stahles lie down on beds

th.it were oncv swept by tin- si.i, .mil

swum over by glittering fish, for the salt-

grass makes excellent "bedding," and it

is a good sight in autumn to see the reap-

ing-machine passing over meadows th.it

flash and" gleam, and the haycocks lie

drying half in the using tide.

The salt-marsh is most wonderful in

ihose seasons oi' the high spring and

autumn tides, when the wind blows wild

from the northeast and the sea floods

up over the roads, and makes shining

water plains in triumphant elemental in-

vasion of woodland nook and corner, and

sets wood-piles afloat, and brims over
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the garden-beds, and laughs and threat-

ens and murmurs defiance up land-

locked creeks, and withdraws again like

a sea-raider freighted with all the flotsam

and jetsam of farm-yards, carrying hen-

coops and barrel - staves and wagon-
wheels, and such like, far out into the

llll. WORLD BECOMES A DREAM OF BLACK AND SILVER

moonlit waste of waters, and floats old,

forgotten boats once more, and brings up

the wild ducks to s\\ im on the pond with

their domestic kindred; and all manner
of wild-eyed things come in, seeking

shelter by the winter fire. Then the

farmer takes down his old gun, and, ly-

ing in his boat among the reeds, forgets

the game warden and the law that pre-

scribes his shooting after sunset, ami

YOU hear the quacking ^ little fleets ol

duck and the report of his gun in the

darkness. Or you come upon him with

the gleam of lantern, patient and silent, ;

by the piles of the old bridge, where the

frostrish
—"tomcods"—are coming up

with the tide, or wielding the long eel- I

spears in the dark pools.

And suddenly the
i

young moon looks out

from her cave in the

sky, "half veiled with
j

a shining veil, thinking

delicate thoughts,"

and the world becomes
a dream of black and
silver, while the quiet !

oars, as they dip in the ;

shallow stream, stir

up glories of subaque-
j

ous phosphorescence, !

and, as you step ashore j

among the eel -grass

on the barnacled rocks,

your rubber boots scat-

ter sparks like glow-

worms all about your
feet, for the soul of the

night that sleeps not

is awake and shining

everywhere, and on i

the gleaming mud, for-

gotten by the tide,
stranded flat-fish flap

and struggle, and you
may gather a bushel

of them, if you have a

mind to, as they lie

gasping under the

moon. Forgotten and
mysterious, haunted
and full of echoes, lies

the marsh, and the

loneliness is a marvel
of listening darkness

and gleams as of no-

man's land at the wist-

ful boundaries of the world. Wild

squawks go up here and there, and

fall to silence once more, and you
come up again to the shining square

of your open door as one who has

been out riding with the night-witches

and tin- spirits of the waste, the hand of

tin- infinite upon you, a lonely look

on your brows, and a strange, lost look

in your eyes. A little longer, and the

waste had taken you, and your fireside
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had seen you no more. For the nixies

are out among the reeds, singing low,

and the daughters of the moon lie in

wait for you among the rocks. Un-
earthy whispers call yoar name out of

the shadows, and golden arms take hold

of your oars, and radiance would climb

up to you out of the water and sit by

you there, with strange eyes, in your

lonely boat. The goblins and the fairies

of the marsh swarm about you, and

would draw away your soul into the

glimmer, and, as you lie under the

shingled roof in the sleeping house, they

crowd up at the windows, and look in,

and call you away and away—faces and
voices of the wilderness, fairer and sweet-

er than daylight and home.
But with the morning what a change!

Who would have dreamed that all this

frank, open-hearted innocence of dawn
could replace those witch-revels of the

night, so blue-eyed and maidenly is the

world, with all its doors and windows
thrown open to the sun—no hint of sin-

ister trysts or moonstruck mysteries in

all this flooding freshness:

Maiden still the moon is; and strange she

is, and secret;

Strange her eyes; her cheeks are cold as

cold sea-shells.

The clarions of morning are calling

across the world, and the ghosts are flee-

ing before the wide clamor of cockcrow.

The fresh white sail is moving like a

white butterfly through the pastures,

and the crows are off in a great, noisy

company to the shore after their break-

fast of clams. High overhead the hawk,
a writhing, silver shape in his talons,

sails toward some secret spot in the

woods where he can tear and gorge his

unhappy prey, and far out, a mote in

the gleaming sea, a lonely boatman al-

ready toils with his long clam-forks, he,

too, seeking his breakfast of clams. The
clam has need, indeed, of all his wari-

ness, and all his numbers, to survive this

morning pursuit of him, for all creation

seems to be gone a-clamming, and the

wonder is that a clam survives to tell the

tale. And from every side the bob-white
is calling with clear whistle, across the

radiant length and breadth of the world,

while infinite freshness brims every nook
and cranny and creek of the shining
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grasses, and the mists go smoking out to
sea across the level mirrors of still sleepy
water.

How the heart expands in the gleam-
ing immensity, and goes up in prayer to
the infinite spaces, a tiny, transparent
shell of being, flooded and thankful for
its cupful of glory

—

As the marsh-hen secretly builds on the
watery sod,

Behold, I will build me a nest on the great-
ness of God;

I will fly in the greatness of God as the
marsh-hen flies

In the freedom that fills all the space 'twixt
the marsh and the skies;

By so many roots as the marsh-grass sends
in the sod

I will heartily lay me a-hcld on the great-

ness of God;
O like to the greatness of God is the great-

ness within

The range of the marshes, the liberal

marshes of Glynn.

Then indeed is the eye satisfied with
seeing, for what joy has the soul like all

this lucent joy of sight, these sheets of

liquid light, these mirrors of ineffable

clearness, framed in shadowy eyelashes

of sedge and reed, exquisitely lowered

and magically reflected in deeps that

hold the vast of the sky in a breathless

enchantment. Here is a beauty, spell-

bound, incredible, which the reason can-

not credit, a miracle asserted by the

eyes which passes the understanding

and leaves the senses in a dream. Lying

in one's boat, one seems hung suspended

between water and sky, as by a thread

of gossamer over radiant abysses below

and above. Let it but snap, and we

should fall through fathomless crystal,

like a star through space, or Lucifer "all

a summer day," for all sense of distance

or dimension is lost in light, the walls of

space broken down by the dazzling ef-

fulgence of innumerable mirrors. And

lovely to tears are the pictures in all this

fairy water, delicate beyond the telling

of words, exquisite beyond all cunning

of artistry—patterns beyond weaver,

shimmer and rustle beyond moonlit silk,

tender trellises of light and shade,

damascenings and diaperings intricately

simple, keen as etchings, softly glowing

as the cheek of a rose.

Or maybe you were out and astir
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while the dawn was still gray—while

"the breaths of kissing night and day
were mingled in the eastern heaven"

—

and the marsh still lay, haggard and
empty, a disenchanted desolation, "vast
edges drear and naked shingles of the

world," abhorred of the still, shining

moon, and waiting for the quickening

urge of the sea. Dread hour of utter

loneliness, forgotten of God and man,
inspiring in the awfulness of its shudder-

ing blankness—will life return to this,

will day begin again for this songless,

smitten waste? But lo! out to sea the

gleam of an advancing line, the stir of

leaden light as on dead eyeballs among
yonder sighing reeds, a vast heaving as

of a dark monster moving wearily

through miles of his rough hide, a secret

reething and whispering, a furtive rus-

tling, an unquiet, fearful half-wakeful-

ness of melancholy, prowling wind, a

shiver, a chuckle, a moan, a cry, a ripple,

a sparkle, a flash, a sudden song. And
the marsh is already threading with
silver through a myriad veins, and pools

are filling with glory, and the sky has

thrown open a dazzling window, and the

wilderness is looking up from the floor

of darkness, and hope is fluttering in her
morning gossamers—and the tide is

running in with a great "good morning."
beauty without feature, O music

without notes, O tenderness that hath
no lover, O passion without speech, O
glory without end! The marsh is alive

again, and waits in wonder for the sun.

He has drunk the last kisses of the fading

stars, and the golden trumpets of the
hills clarioned his coming. Now the sea

takes him in her arms, and now to the
marsh at last he comes, and the long
tresses of the grass gleam beneath his

hand, and every ripple laves his face in

a million mirrors. With feet of gold he
walks in this wilderness as in a garden,
a might of fire and flowers, and fluttered

about by innumerable happy beings.

All day shall he deck his dusky love
with marvels, and warm her strange
heart with his glowing hands, and feed her
with honey and low singing. His ser-

vants shall run about her with jewels,

and at noontide he shall lie asleep on
her gleaming breast. His bride that
waited for him in darkness holds his

shining head in her lap, and not till the

opening of the western gates shall he
turn from her again. Blessed resurrec-

tion of the dead, deep peace of the never-
ending day of blue and silver! White
sails shall flit by them like floating

lilies, and the light be a tent stretched

above their heads. And the crisping sea

shall kiss their feet all day and glimmer
in dreams about them. For this is the
transfiguration of the beauty without
form and comeliness, whose very being
is born only in the eyes of love.

And so with the salt-marsh, one ends
as one began, with the propounding of a

paradox, the assertion of a beauty that
lies in the expressiveness of a formless

chaos charmed into form, stricken into

cosmos with the wand of light. These
oblong plains and hummocks and dunes,

intersected with miry ditches, slashed

and trenched as with glacial plows,

channeled with slime as by the passage
of obscene primeval larvae; these heathy
and reedy and peaty miles, rude, un-
flowering, with nothing of the warm
wealth of the sweet-colored world behind
them, small grace of trees or gentleness

of grass, no gloss of ferns, no homespun
beauty of brambles, or affection of

vines, or comfort of shrub, or any pretty

kindness of herb or flower whatsoever;

no flattering fragrance, no soft nothings

of bird or blossom; an earth of mud and
shells and harsh, misanthropic growths;

lean, austere, Dantesque, the anatomy
of melancholy—surely these are not the

materials of which the beauty that

pleases is made, the beauty that is hung
in frames, that courts and courtesies to

the eye, offering her sunlit cheek to kiss,

flattering and reassuringly gay. Here is

no "pathetic fallacy," no mortal sym-
pathy, no pleasant meanings, no "all's

right with the world." This beauty
knows nothing of you or yours; nothing

of your moving story, your joy or sor-

row. It heeds not your laughter, and
your tears are but so much salt the sun

shall dry. No flowers of the narcissus

shall spring up where they fell. The
sea-slug that moves dimly in the ooze is

as much to it as you are, poet or lover

though you be, and the trampling of

cloven hoofs that crush the sea-lavender

dear to it as the white feet of Aphrodite

risen from the sea. Yea, though an army
with cannon shall thunder through its
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morasses, and flounder and sink in its

flight with wild eyes and strong words of

perishing men, it shall be to it but as

though the crane trailed by with flail-

like wing and startled, melancholy cry.

And to the passing of both the com-
ment shall be the same. The silence

that went before shall be the silence that

comes after. For the planets pass over
the face of the marsh even so, and it is

as though they were a flitting of bats.

It will swallow leviathan as though it

were a gnat in the twilight, and the

stars shall fall down into it and be for-

gotten.

Here the absolute broods, forever

communing, wordless, with itself. Here
dwells Eternity and her children, and
none less than they; the giants of the

elder darkness, to whom the gods an
bright bells of foam. Here only is the
earth with its roots in darkness, thi

with her feet in fathomless crystal. Here
are but height and depth and distance
that know no bound, and nearness mas-
sive as hills of basalt. Here is the abyss
that hath no bottom, and the height
that hath no ladder, no topmost star.

Here is All and here is Nothing. But
Beauty is here, alone, like a lost girl,

like a candle a-flutter in the breath of
the midnight sea. She will take your
heart in her hand and fill it with sorrow,
she will take the horizon like a gleaming
pearl and give it to you for love, and as

a lake fills with starlight she will flood

your eyes with wonder and lead you
with her afar and away from all the n

of the world.

The Choice

BY OSCAR C. A. CHILD

I
WHO have walked with wary, timid feet,

Unto this point along the well-worn way,
Content to keep my conscience smugly neat,

A trifle to the credit side each day,

Find myself now where swift decision runs

To lead me to a height or turn me back

Down deep defile, untrod by Honor's sons

—

No longer may I keep the beaten track.

The height is steep and stark, and icy winds

Storm ever o'er its glittering snow-clad crest,

Where burns a light so pitiless it blinds,

And one must climb alone nor pause for rest.

The dark defile lies velvet to the feet

That dance adown it to a place of bliss

Where no light is, where whispered love words sweet

Urge ardently unseen soft lips to kiss.

Which, then, to choose—the narrow path and steep,

The long ascent—the icy, storm-swept peak?

The honeyed lips, the love-lulled languorous sleep

That wakes again still eager lips to seek?
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that Father Peter's account of how the

money came into his hands was just

about unbelievable— it had such an
impossible look. They said it might
have come into the astrologer's hands

such but Fathin some sucn way, Dut into rather the house, for the mortgage was p
Peter's, never! Our characters began to off, though the government and not n
suffer now. We were Father Peters
only witnesses; how much did he prob-
ably pay us to back up his fantastic

tale? People talked that kind of talk

to us pretty freely and frankly, and were
full of scoffings when we begged them
to believe really we had told only the

truth. Our parents were harder on us

than any one else. Our fathers said we
were disgracing our families, and they
commanded us to purge ourselves of our
lie, and there was no limit to their

anger when we continued to say we had
spoken true. Our mothers cried over
us and begged us to give back our bribe

and get back our honest names and
save our families from shame, and come
out and honorably confess. And at last

we were so worried and harassed that
we tried to tell the whole thing, Satan
and all—but no, it wouldn't come out.

We were hoping and longing all the time
that Satan would come and help us out
of our trouble, but there was no sign of

him.

Within an hour after the astrologer's

talk with us, Father Peter was in prison

and the money sealed up and in the
hands of the officers of the law. The
money was in a bag, and Solomon Isaacs
said he had not touched it since he had
counted it; his oath was taken that it

was the same money, and that the

amount was eleven hundred and seven
ducats. Father Peter claimed trial by
the ecclesiastical court, but our other
priest, Father Adolf, said an ecclesias-

tical court hadn't jurisdiction over a

suspended priest. The bishop upheld
him. That settled it; the case would
go to trial in the civil court. The court
would not sit for some time to come.
Wilhelm Meidling would be Father
Peter's lawyer and do the best he could,
of course, but he told us privately that
a weak case on his side and all the power
and prejudice on the other made the
outlook bad.

So Marget's new happiness died a

quick death. No friends came to con-

dole with her, and none were expected;
an unsigned note withdrew her invita-
tion to the party. There would b<

scholars to take lessons. How could
support herself?

f

She could remain in
the house, for the mortgage was paid

roor
holomon Isaacs had the mortg;
money in its grip for the present. Old
Ursula, who was cook, chambermaid,
housekeeper, laundress, and everything
else for Father Peter, and had been Mar-
get's nurse in earlier years, said God
would provide. But she said that from
habit, for she was a good Christian. She-

meant to help in the providing, to make-
sure, if she could find a way.
We boys wanted to go and see Ma;

and show friendliness for her, but our
parents were afraid of offending the
community and wouldn't let us. The
astrologer was going around inflaming
everybody against Father Peter, and
saying he was an abandoned thief and
had stolen eleven hundred and seven

gold ducats from him. He said he knew
he was a thief from that fact, for it was
exactly the sum which he had lost and
which Father Peter pretended he had
"found."

In the afternoon of the fourth day
after the catastrophe old Ursula ap-

peared at our house and asked for some
washing to do, and begged my mother to

keep this secret, to save Marget's pride,

who would stop this project if she found

it out, yet Marget had not enough to

eat and was growing weak. Ursula was

growing weak herself, and showed it;

and she ate of the food that was offered

her like a starving person, but could not

be persuaded to carry any home, for

Marget would not eat charity food. She

took some clothes down to the stream

to wash them, but we saw from the

window^that handling the bat was too

much for her strength; so she was called

back and a trifle of money offered her,

which she was afraid to take lest Marget

should suspect; then she took it, saving

she would explain that she found it in

the road. To keep it from being a he

and damning her soul, she got me to

drop it while she watched; then she

went along by there and found it, and

exclaimed with surprise and joy, and

picked it up and went her way. Like
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the rest of the village, she could tell

every-day lies fast enough and without

taking any precautions against fire

and brimstone on their account; hut

this was a new kind of lie, and it had a

dangerous look because she hadn't had
any practice in it. After a week's prac-

tice it wouldn't have given her any
trouble. It is the way we are made.

I was in trouble, for how would Mar-
get live? Ursula could not find a coin

in t he road every day —perhaps not even

a second one. And I was ashamed, too,

for not having been near Marget, and
she so in need of friends; hut that was
my parents' fault, not mine, and I

couldn't help it

.

I was walking alone the path, feeling

very down-hearted, when a most cheery
and tingling freshening - up sensation

went rippling through me, and I was too

glad for any words, for I knew by that

sign that Satan was by. I had noticed

it before. Next moment he was along-

side of me and I was telling him all my
trouble- and what had been happening
to Marget and her uncle. While we
were talking we turned a curve and saw
old Ursula resting in the shade of a tree,

and she had a lean stray kitten in her

lap and was petting it. I asked her

win ( she got it, and she said it came
OUt bf the woods and followed her; and
she said it probabl y hadn't any mother
or any friends and she was ^oin<; to take-

it home and take care ol it. Satan said:

"I understand you are very poor.

Why do you want to add another mouth
to i\v(\? Why don't you give it to some
i eh person P"

Ursula bridled at this and said:
" Perhaps \ ou would like to have it.

You must he rich, with your fine clothes

and quality airs." Then she sniffed and
said : "( ii\ e it tot he i ich the idea

!

The rich don't can for anybody hut

themselves; it's onlj the pool that have
feeling for the poor, and help them.

The poor and God. God will provide

foi this kitten."
" What makes \ on think so?"

Ursula's eyes snapped with anger.

"Because I know it!" she said. "Not a

sparrow (.ills to the ground without His

S( ( in:' it."

" l>nt it falls, jUSt the same What
good is seeing it t.tll

r"

Old Ursula's jaws worked, hut she
could not get any word out for the mo-
ment, she was so horrified. When she

got her tongue she stormed out, "Go
about your business, you puppy, or I

will take a stick to you!"
I could not speak, I was so scared. I

knew that with his notions about the
human race Satan would consider it a

matter of no consequence to strike her
dead, there being "plenty more"; hut
my tongue stood still, I could #ive her

no warning. But nothing happened;
Satan remained tranquil —tranquil and
indifferent. I suppose he could not he

insulted by Ursula any more than the

king could be insulted by a tumble-bug.
The old woman jumped to her feet when
she- made her re-mark, anel diel it as

briskly as a young girl. It had been
many years since she- had done the- like

of that. That was Satan's influence;

he was a fresh breeze te) the weak and
the sick, wherever he came. His pres-

ence affected even the lean kitten, and
it skipped to the- ground anel began te>

chase a leaf. This surprised Ursula, and
she- stood looking at the- creature and
nodding her head wonderingly, her anger
epute- forgotten.

"What's come over it?" she- said.

"Awhile- ago it could hardly walk."

"You have not seen a kitten of that

breed before-," saiel Satan.

Ursula was not proposing to be- friend-

ly with the- mocking stranger, anel she

gave him an ungentle look anel retorted:

"Who asked you to come here- anel pes-

ter me, Tel like- to know? And what elo

you know about what I've- seen and

what I haven't seen?"

"You haven't seen a kitten with the

hair-spines <»n its tongue pointing to the

front, have \ on
r"

" No nor \ ou, either."
" Well, examine this one- and see-."

Ursula was become- pretty spry, but

the- kitten was spryer, and she- could not

catch n, and had to give it up. Then

Satan said

:

"Give it a name, and maybe it will

come-."

Ursula tried several nanus, but the

kitten was not interested.

"i. .ill it Agnes. Try that."

The creature answered to the name
and came. Ursula examined its tongue.
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"l pon my word, u s true! sin said,

"1 have not seen this kind oi a cai

before. Is it yours?"

"No."
"Then how did you know its name

so pat?"

Because all oats of that breed are

named Agnes; tlu\\' will not answer to

any other."

Ursula was impressed. "It is the

most wonderful thing'" [hen a shadow

of trouble came into her iaee. for her

superstitions were aroused, and she re-

luctantly pur the creature down, saying:

"I suppose I must' let it go; I am not

afraid—no, not exactly that, though the

priest—well, I've heard people indeed.

many people . . . And, besides, it is

quite well now, and can take care of

Itself." She sighed, and turned to go,

murmuring: "It is such a pretty one,

too, and would he such company- and

the house is so sad and lonesome these

troubled days. . . . Miss Mai get so

mournful and just a shadow, and the old

master shut up in jail."

"It seems a pity not to keep it," said

Satan.

I rsula turned quickly—just as it she

were hoping some one would encourage
her.

"Win:" she asked, wistfully,

"Because this breed brings luck."

"Dots it? Is it true? Young man,
do you know it to be true? How does

it bring luck ?"

"Well, it brings money, anyway.'
I rsula looked disappointed, ' Mon-

A cat bring mone^ ? Die idea
.'

You could never sell it lure: people do
not hu\ cats here; one can't even give

them aw .i\ ." She turned to go,

"I don't mean sell it. I mean have
an income from it. This kind is called

the l iu'k\ Cat, Its owner finds torn

silver groschen in his pocket ever] mom
m;:.

I saw the indignation using in the old

woman's face. She was insulted. I his

ho\ was making inn of" her, lh.it was-

her thought. She thrust her hands into

her pockets and straightened up to give

him a piece of her mind. Her temper
was all up, and hot. Her mouth came
open and let out three words of a bitter

sentence, . . . then it fell silent, and the

anger m her face turned to surprise or

wonder or f< ar, or something, and she
slowl} brought OUt h< r hands f" I( ,m h« r

pockets and ope tied them and held them
SO, In oin \\ .is m\ pj ( , t f moiu .

t

in the' other laj foui silv< hen.
She gazed a little w hile, perhaps t<

if the gros.hen would \ anish awaj . thi n
she' said, fen end) :

" It s
( rue' it's t rue and I'm

ashamed and beg forgh en< ss, ( > deal
master and benefactoi '" Ami she ran
to Satan ami kissed his hand, over and
over again, according to the Austrian
custom,

In her heart she' probably belu ved it

Vt as a \\ itch cat ami an agent of the
l V\ ll; km no matter, it w as all the i:

certain to be able te. keep its contract
ami Furnish a dail\ good living for the

famih , for in mat teas e>f" finance e^ < n

the' piousest oi ran peasants would have
more confidence in an arrangement with
the I )e \ il t han w ith an archangel.

I rsula started homeward, with .Agnes

in her arms, ami I said l wished I had
lu r pro ilege oi s< t ing Marge t,

flu n I caught m\ breath, tea w e- were

there, rhere in the parlor, ami Marget
standing looking at us, astonished. She
was feeble ami pale, hut I knevi that

those' conditions would not last m
Satan's atmosphere, and it turned out

so. I int roduced Satan that is. Philip

Traura and nn e sat down and talkeel.

There' w as no const mint. \\ e w ere sim-

ple folk, in our village, and when a

stranger was a pleasant person we V

soon friends, Marget wondered how we

got in without her hearing us. hauin

saul the' door was open, and we walked

in and waited until she should turn

around and greet us, kins was not true-;

no door was openj we entered through

the' walls or the' roof or down the

chimney, or somehow; but no matter,

nn hat Satan wished a person to believe

t he person w as sure' to believe, and so

IVIarget was quite satisfied with that

explanation, And tlun the mam p

fher mind was on kraium anywa} ;
she

couldn't keep her eyes ofl him, he wa

beautiful. That gratified me. and made

me proud, I hoped he would show oii

some, but he didn't. Ih seemed onl\

interested in being friendly and telling

[ies, He said he was an orphan. I hat

uh Marget pit \ him, I he water
!M
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did not say anything. She probably what the inside of th< jail was liki

meani to inquire <>l Ursula about this Satan overheard thi thought, and the
later. There were othei surprises: flesh nexi moment we wen In tn< jail \\

.

and game and wines and fruits things were in the tortun chamber, Satan said
which had been strangers in that house The rack was there, and thi othei in

lately; l>ni Marget made no exclama struments, and then was a smoln Ian
tions» and now even looked unsurprised, tern oi two hanging on the walls and
which was Satan's influence, ol course, helping to make the place look dim and
Satan talked right along, and was en dreadful. There were peopli then
tertaining, and made ili<

v time pass and executioners bul as thej tooli

pleasantly and cheerfully; and although no notice ol us, it meant that w< wen
he io\A .\ good many lies, it was no invisible. A young man l.i\ bound,
harm in him, lor he was only an and Satan said l.< was suspected ol

angel and did not know any better, being .1 heretic, and il>< executioners
They do not know right from wrong; I were about to inquire into it rhci

knew this, because J remembered wnai asked the man to confess to th( charge,

he Ii.nI said about it. He cot on and l>< said he could not, foi it was not

the good side ol Ursula, tie praised her true fhen thej drov( splintei aftci

to M.iijmi, confidentially, but speaking splintei undei his nails, and h< shrieked

just loud enough foi Ursula to hear. He with 1 1«< pain. Satan was not disturbed,

said she was .« fine woman, and li< hoped but I could not endure it, and had to b<

some day to bring hei and his uncle to whisked out ol there I was faint and
gether. Very soon Ursula was mincing sick, but ili< fresh ail revived me, and
.iikI simpering around in .1 ridiculous, we walked toward my home. I said it

girly way, and smoothing out hei gown was a brutal thing,

and prinking at herself like .1 foolish old "No, it was a human thing You
hen, .ind .til the time pretending she should not insult il.< brutes l»\ such a

was not hearing what Satan was saying, misuse ol that wool, ili<\ hav< not

I was ashamed, foi it showed us to l><* deserved it, and he went on talking liki

what Satan considered us, .. silly race that "It is like youi paltrj rac< al

and trivial. Satan said it was time his ways lying, always claiming virtm

uncle was married, foi he entertained .1 which it hasn't got, always denying them

great deal, and to have .1 i lever woman to * 1 < highei animals, whi( h aloni pos

presiding ovei the festivities would sess them. No brute evei does a cruel

double the attractions of the place thing that is the monopoly ol tho

"But youi uncle is a gentleman, isn't with the Moral Sense. When a brut; in

he?" asked Marget. flicts pain he does it innocently; it is

"Yes," said Satan, indifferently; not wrong; foi him then is no such

"some even call him a Prince, out ol thing as wrong, And he does not inflict

feompliment, but he is not bigoted; to pain foi the pleasure ol inflicting it

him personal merit is everything, rank only man does that Inspired l>\ that

nothing." mongrel Moral Sense ol his! A si ns<

M v hand was hanging down by my whose function is to distinguish between

chair; Agnes came along and licked it; right and wrong, with liberty to choosi

by this act a secret was revealed. I which ol them he will do Now what

started to say, " h is all a mistaki , this advantage < an hi 77 I out ol that ? He

is in. 1 .. 1 ommon, ordinary 1 at , the hail is always < boosing, and in mm 1
ases out

needles on her tongu< point inward, not ol ten he prefers the wrong Ihcn

outward." But the words did not come, shouldn't he any wrong; and without

because they couldn't. Satan smiled the M01..I Sense there couldn l b< an

upon me, and I understood. And v< < he is su< h an unreasoning 1
r< a

When ,. was dark Marget tool food ture that hi is ..... able to perceivi thai

and wine and fruit, ... a basket, and the Moral Sense degrade! him to tin

hurried away to the jail, and Satan and bottom layei ol animated beings and is

E walked toward my home [was think- shameful possession. An you eciin^

Ing to myself that I should liki to sei l""<,.' Lei me show yrou something

[TO BE CONTINUED.]
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The Reason
BY SOPHIE KERR

1

$IIE Honorable Peter J.

f Webster squeezed him-
self OUt 01 the ricke t y

S station cab and slowly

undid the kinks that

the size of the vehicle

3 had necessitated. At
last he stood on the sidewalk, a fat giant

in his fur coat, looming colossal in the

winter night. The driver pointed with

his whip across the sidewalk and through

the iron gates at a dark and silent man-
sion outlined against the sky.

"That's Judge Kincaird's house," he

announced. "They don't let nobody

drive in there after dark. Dun'no' why.

Thanky, sir. Giddup!"
Me drove away, and the Honorable

Peter marched through the iron gates

.Hid up lo the Trout door, where, after

some fumbling and profane mutterings,

he located a bell and rang vigorously.

A lighl flared up in the hall, and pres-

ent' v the door was opened by a some-

wh it untidy maid with the air of being

a casual relative or friend rather than

a servant.
l

( nnic righl in," she said, hospitably.

"Take off your overcoal or you won't

I". , ! u when you go out. I guess you

better set in the lib'ry that's where the

judge sees his friends mostly."

The Honorable Peter followed direc-

tions and found himself ill the library—
;i [ibrai V to dream of. Hooks scaled the

walls from floor to ceiling, and over-

flowed on to tin mantelpiece, hewn in

Caen stone. H«>oks sprawled comfort-

abl} oil tables, and lamps were In so as

t<, entici one t<> tin deeply cushioned

chairs and seats. < me pict ure only a

Gari Melchers lit the somber, book-

lined walls; and then w as one ordei Iv

table, but only one, and that was

cleared for writing, with everything

plain and serviceable and worn with use;

but books elbowed it, impudently, in

little special turning cases. I he lire

leaped up in welcome to the Honorable

Peter, and a window-box of crimson
tulips received him with a drift of silken

petals.

"What a wonderful room!" said the
Honorable Peter, half aloud. "The old

rascal does himself well." He walked
over to the shelves and looked at the
books. At his hand he found an in-

genious system of little electric lights

that could be turned here and there by
any one searching for any particular

volume. The Honorable Peter played it

about on the titles, amused at its sim-

plicity and cleverness. "Greek, Greek,
Greek!" he muttered. "He ought to be

able to talk it by this time. And what
have we here? Ah! this is where his

law library begins —and, by George I

Ab's gone in for first editions, too

—

"

I Ie dropped the light, for the judge
was upon him, shaking his hands—both

his hands—shouting, "Peter, you old

pirate!" at him, thumping him on the

back and being thumped in return.

"Gosh! how gray you are, Ab!"
bawled the I lonorable Peter.

"Gray yourself. Iron jaw!" retorted

the judge, fending him off. "Here, sit

down, you old ruffian. What arc you
doing in a respectable- town, anyway?
Stick to Washington, Peter—

"

They leaped at each other pantingly,

and then fill apart, grinning like two
eight-year-old boys.

"You everlasting old thief!" said Pe-

ter, affectionately; "that's the kind of a

welcome I get when 1 drop e>ft the

Limited ami drive' for hours around this

moth-eaten burg, in a one-horse shay

that's a relic of the' Dark Ages, just to

call on an old friend
—

"

"Have you had dinner?" asked the'

judge, hastily. "1 was so surprised and

glael to see you I forgot all abeuit asking

you."
" |ust about what Pel expect from

you. saul Peter, tauntinojv Fortu-
1nately 1 knew the' sort of a man I was

going to see. and ge>t my dinner on the
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train." His heavy face, with its lines of

heady power and dominance that the

encroaching flesh could not conceal, was
broken into a thousand jovial wrinkles.

His deep-set eyes were lit with affection.

Of all the friendships that the Honorable
Peter had ever had, the one that had
not changed from its youthful beginning

was the one with Abner Kincaird.

"Since you don't want to eat," said

the judge, "you might as well sit down.
I suppose I've got to put up with you
for a day or two." With pretended mis-

ery he returned the Honorable Peter's

affectionate glance, but with the differ-

ence that kindness and affection seemed
a more natural relaxation to his austere

and disciplined countenance than it did

to Peter's grosser features.

"God bless 'im!" Peter was thinking.

"He looks like Andrew Jackson crossed

with Franciscan friar. The Chief's made
no mistake this time."

He stretched himself in a deep chair

before the fire and went on with the

conversation, while the judge put fresh

wood on the flames and heaped up the

coals between the gleaming andirons.

"Oh no, Ab," he said, "I'm not going to

exile myself for that length of time. I

must catch the midnight train; I've

got to go on to California, and lose no
time. By the way, what's the idea in not
letting a carriage drive in after dark?
My cab stopped out in the street and
left me to grope my way to the house
any way I could."

"It's Janey's idea," explained Kin-
caird, restrainedly. "It makes her ner-

vous to have people driving in, unless

the porte-cochere lights are lit. She
thinks we might be going out in the car,

and— Well, the drive's narrow and of

course there might be an accident, if peo-

ple were careless—or not able to see

well—"
Webster choked back an impatient

snort. It seemed to him a very silly

explanation. But he didn't say so. In-

stead, "I have no manners at all," he
said. "How is Janey? I haven't seen

her for Lord knows how long."

"She's very well," said Kincaird, put-

ting the poker aside at last and dusting

his hands together. "She'll be delighted

to see you. Let me call her."

"I'll be delighted to see her, too," said

the Honorable Peter, promptly, "hut
maybe we'll both enjoy it more if

and I have our talk first. Sit down, Ab.
I've got something mighty important
to say to you."

"I know that prelude," began the
judge, in mock mournfulness, shaking
his head and gazing solemnly into the
fire. "I've heard it many a time. 'Some-
thing important to tell you'—that's the
man who wants to borrow money. And
I thought he was doing pretty well down
in Washington, too, though he never
gave much promise as a boy. Confiden-
tial friend of the President—at the
White House every day, or over in

York conferring with financiers. \\\w ,

every day the newspapers cartoon him
as the power behind the throne—biggest

man of his party— Well, well, you
never know. This is said to be an hon-
est administration—maybe party pi< Ic-

ings are getting scarce. Speak up, Peter.

Anything up to fifty thousand is yours."

"This isn't a touch," observed the

Honorable Peter, delightedly, "so you
needn't begin to button up your pock-

ets. Fifty thousand! It makes pretty

listening, but I know your grandfather

was a Scotchman. I'd have as much
chance to borrow fifty thousand dollars

from you as a tallow-legged cat with an

asbestos dog chasing her through hell

would have of not getting caught. You
listen to me, Ab Kincaird, for a minute

or two without getting fresh, if you can."

His boyish grin harmonized with his

boyish vernacular. But now both

dropped away from him. He pulled his

shaggy brows together and looked at the

judge with piercing gravity. "Tren-

sham's going," he said.

"You don't mean it!" exclaimed the

judge, startled. "Why—what was it—

the Russian treaty?"

"Oh, that and a lot of other fool

things," answered Peter. "He's been

wagging his jaw pretty freely to the

newspaper boys, and though most of 'em

have had sense enough not to print

what he said, two or three things have

leaked into the papers—you probably

know." . ((J

The judge nodded affirmation. 1

do know," he said, "and, of course, that

Russian treaty mess was inexcusable.

" He's an idiot," returned Peter. His
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jaw's the only thing in his head that

works. But, anyway, he's going. His

resignation went over to the White
House yesterday, and it '11 be accepted,

and everything will be given to the pa-

pers to-morrow afternoon. Now, of

course, we're looking about for another

Secretary of State. Not that there

aren't plenty of people who think they
could hold down the job. Do you know,
Ab, the reason I eat and sleep so much
is because at meal-times and when I'm
in bed office-seekers can't get at me.
This flesh of mine is a tribute to the

persistence and omnipresence of the

American office-seeker."

The two men laughed. Then the

Honorable Peter leaned forward and put

his hand gently on his old friend's knee.

"Ab," he asked, "how would you like to

be Secretary of State?"

"Why—Peter—man, are you crazy?"

"Wait a minute. No, I'm not crazy.

I'm here this evening at the request of

the President to offer the portfolio of

State to Abner Kincaird
—

"

" Pete!—you Warwick, you—you sug-

gested it!" broke in the judge, accus-

ingly.

"I did not," answered Peter, indig-

nantly. "It was his own idea. I'm not

saying it didn't receive my approval,

Ab. You see, he's been reading your
book on international law and he wants
somebody there who thinks, as he does,

that it's high time for this country to

abandon her naive, provincial diplomacy
and take her place as a world power

—

that he doesn't intend that she shall sit

anywhere but at the head, or mighty
near tin head, of the council-table. By
God! Ab, that man has a vision

—

"

" It's not just a vision, Peter. 1 [e's got

the thrust to put the thing through
—

"

"Yes, he has. And think, Ab

—

vou've dreamed and written and lec-

tured and taught this thing lor years and

years—now would be your chance to

give it concrete form, to develop a great

doctrine of patriotic statecraft—a doc-

trine you've always believed in and

hoped for, to give our democracy a voice

among the powers— a voice speaking

always tor greater social justice, tor

fairer humanity, a voice that may not

be disregarded. The time has con\v for

it. Ah '•

"Yes, Peter, the time has come for

it—"
"And if we let this opportunity go by,

we're going to decline as a nation. We'll
fatten in materialism; we'll lose every-
thing that the old days of Washington
and Lincoln gave us by their noble pri-

vations, their sacrifices, and their heart-

searching struggles. Our involved party
systems will grow in unwieldy corrup-

tion, and politics wT
ill be more than ever

a dirty business instead of a privilege

of citizenship." His voice rose to a

climax of earnestness.

The judge smiled very tenderly.

"You ought to be a Secretary of State,

Peter," he said.

Peter drew back in embarrassment.
"Oh, come," he said, "I'm not a poli-

tician, not a statesman. It's a states-

man we want, Ab—and you're the man.
You've made a great name for yourself

by your books and your law-school work
and the big cases you've handled before

the Supreme Court. But now you've got

a new client—bigger than any you've
had. Your country wants to retain you,

Ab. And think, Ab, think of the ever-

lasting kudos, my boy. That may mean
nothing to you, but it '11 mean a lot to

your children and your children's chil-

dren. Think of some of the men who've
sat in that chair—no, don't think of all

of em; but think of Jefferson, of John
Marshall, of Clay, of old Dan'l Webster,
of Seward and Hay and Elihu Root

—

why, Ab, your opportunity is more won-
derful than all of 'em put together. And
I'm glad you've got it, Ab. You're the

only man in the world in whose success

1 can rejoice as full-heartedly as if it was
my own. I—I asked the President to

let me come and tell you myself
—

"

He had to stop and cough huskily.
" And you know," he went on, in a firmer

voice, "because you've been there often

enough to see it, that Washington's

the most delii^htful place in America to

live if you have something big to do.

It's dost, enough to New York so that

you can make agreeable connections

there, and not so close that New York's

rush and mass rides you down. Every
one worth while comes to Washington at

some time or other, and you can pick

and choose. Of course, it's not like

London, where everything and every
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one worth knowing is in a radius of a

few miles, but, under this administration

at least, official society has brains and
culture—I hate the word, but it '11 serve

—to offer. Just think of the men in the

Cabinet, Ab—they're men of parts, and
not little picayune party squirts, like

some of their immediate predecessors.

Why, we talk in Washington now, and
it's good talk, too—better I never heard

outside of London and Dublin. You'll

enjoy that—and take your part. How
you will entertain, Ab! Janey can have
a salon, if she wishes."

The judge had been sitting quite still

while Peter talked, looking into the fire.

The back log had caught and was flam-

ing, but a little uncertainly, and now the

judge rose and drew the coals nearer to

the wood. The tongues of fire shot up
merrily and a shower of tiny, golden
sparks, like a burst of fairy sky-rockets,

flew up the black chimney throat. Then
the judge sat down again and leaned his

head on his hand, as though to shield

his eyes from the blaze.

"But I can't take it, Peter," he said.

For a whole minute, ticked slowly

away by the Willard clock that hung
against one of the bookshelf partitions,

there was silence as the Honorable Peter

stared at the weary figure sitting so near
to him. Wild expostulations came to his

tongue, but he checked them.
"What is it, Ab?" he began at last,

persuasively. "You're not pressed for

money, are you? The Cabinet salaries

are ridiculously low. You couldn't live

on what you'd get, of course. But I al-

ways thought you'd laid away plenty,

though I have wondered—for it seemed
as if there couldn't be any reason for

your staying in this dead little hole un-
less you wanted to live economically

—

you don't mind my frankness. But, Ab
—good Lord, anything I've got's yours!
Don't let want of a little money keep
you from this

—

"

"It isn't money, Peter," said the
judge, taking his hand from his eyes
and turning to face his friend. "I've
got enough money to live anywhere,
even if I never write another brief. It's

something else—and it's something that
can't be changed."
"But, Ab—damn it! look here," said

Peter, growing alarmed. "You're not

01 to

ill, are you? Of course, we've all

incipient arteriosclerosis— all we old
chaps—but what's that? But th
nothing else, is there? You
tell me that."

"No," said the judge, bitterly; "I'm
as well and as sound as any man of
sixty-two has any right to be. It', somi -

thing— Well, Fve got to ask youto
my refusal without a reason, P<

I will tell you this," he added
and distinctly, "I would rather

I

tary of State through this admini
tion than be Saint Peter himself, with
all the archangels thrown in. And to

have you come and offer it to me, Pet< r,

and offer it to me in the way you h

done—has meant—has meant more to

me— " He paused.

"Oh, rot!" growled the Honorable
Peter. "Now, Ab, I'm not going to let

you turn me down in this mysterious
way. Come, play fair. You know you
can trust me. Damned if it dot

make me feel somehow as if you didnt
trust me, Ab."
The judge looked across at his old

friend wearily. "You don't mean that,

Peter," he said. "Come—you aren't

trusting me. I can't tell you why I'm

refusing. I would if I could, but I can't.

Good Lord! man, don't you think I

want to take it? Don't I realize all it

offers? Wouldn't any sane man jump
at it? It's so much bigger and greater

than anything I'd ever hoped for—I've

never even dreamed of such a thing.

I've done my work because it seemed

right to me, Peter, not for the money
or the honor it would bring. I've never

Crooked the pregnant hinges of the knee

Where thrift may follow fawning.

I've never coveted things for myself.

I've never sought things for myself. Oh

—what's the use talking! Take your

golden apple, Peter; it's not for me."
3

The Honorable Peter threw up his

hands. "You're the biggest damn fool

I ever knew," he declaimed. "You're

the " The words died on his lips, for

the door behind him opened and a wom-

an came in.

"What's keeping you, dear: she

asked. Then: "Oh, I didn't know there

was any one here. Well, if it's not Peter
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Webster! I do declare! And looking

just the same, only maybe a little mite

fleshier! I'd have known you anywhere,

Peter, even if it has been such a length

of time since I've seen you. Why, it

must be almost twenty years. I'm real

glad to see you!"
"And I'm glad to see you, Janey,"

said Peter, heartily. "By George! time

seems to stand still with you"
It was the truth. She had been little

and plump and rosy when Abner Kin-

caird married her, and she was little

and plump and rosy still. Her softly

graying hair was parted in the middle

and drawn into a plain knot, as she had

worn it when a girl. Her black-silk

dress and modest lace collar had some-

how an air of a former generation's

"best," and the big white apron that

she wore over it was silent evidence of

unfashionable thrift.

"You always were a great hand to say

pretty things," said Janey. "I see you

haven't changed. Why didn't you tell

me Peter was here, Abner? I hope he's

going to stay a spell, now he is here."

"I wish I could," said Peter, "but

I've got to go on to California on the

midnight train, Janey."

"Oh, for goodness' sakes, that is a

shame!" she exclaimed. "Well, you

come right out of this barn of a lib'ry and

into my settin'-room, an' let me get you

up a snack of something—some sand-

wiches and coffee; and I made doughnuts

to-day, too. You ought to have a

bite before you go out into all this

cold."

She turned, with eager hospitality,

and led the way out across the hall into

a room which seemed part of another

house, it was so utterly different from

the library they had left. Gaudy green-

and-gold paper in big figures covered the

walls, and against this background hung

steel engravings: "The Signing of the

Declaration of Independence/ "Lin-

coln's Funeral Train." "William Penn
I)i aling with tin American Indians," and
'"

\1. iimion's Defiance to Earl Douglass."

A high, gilded chandelier dispensed an

unbecoming light over furniture uphol-

stered in red rep, with innumerable

tight buttons. Flat bouquet - vases

stood at either end of the mantel-shelf,

flanking a black marble clock with a

prancing gold steed atop. A what-not
rilled with shells and worthless curios,

spotless of dust, stood at one side.

There was a round center-table with

a fringed, red cover, and on it a work-
basket piled high with sewing. This

Janey removed.
"You two boys set down," she com-

manded. "Here, Peter, take that pat-

ent rocker and get some solid comfort
after Abner's old leather chairs. He
would have that lib'ry furnished the

way he wanted it, but I'm ashamed to

have anybody go in it, it's so queer.

Now I'm going right out in the kitchen,

and I'll have something in three shakes

of a lamb's tail." She laughed com-
fortably.

"Let one of the maids do it, Janey,"
suggested the judge.

"Both the girls have gone to bed,"

replied Janey. "And, anyway, I'd

ruther get it myself."

The two men sat silent as she bustled

out. Honorable Peter, looking about

the room, discovered a photograph of a

young man.
"Hello!" he said. "Is that Abner

junior? What a magnificent chap he is!

What's he doing now?"
"He's the chief construction engineer

for a big New York firm—Smith &
Hollis," the judge said, his eyes lighting

with pride. "He's been in South Amer-
ica for a year and a half now—railroad

work. He's done well, Peter. I wanted
him to study law, but he hated it, and
finally I let him follow his bent."

"That's fine!" said Peter. "And your
daughter, Ab—little Janey? Where is

she now :"

"She married Randall, the Labor
M.P. They met when she was at school

in Switzerland," answered the judge.

Peter nodded. "I knew that," he

said.
11

rhey're in London most of the year,

of course, and they have a country place

in Kent. They have three beautiful

hildr en, Peter. I've never seen them.

1 can't persuade Janey to go over, and

she doesn't want me to go alone. Next

year, though, little Janey's coming over

to visit us and brine the children.

Randall's a fine young chap— a little too

earnest at times, but that's a good fault

of youth. Little faney's got a rich life
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before her, and she'll get everything out

of it. Pm glad of that."

"Please open the door," came in

Janey's muffled tones outside. They
both sprang to do her bidding, and she

came in with a mighty tra}^.

"Oh, Janey, why didn't you call me?"
said the judge, taking it from her hands.

He turned and set it on the table.

There were roast-beef sandwiches, a

great pile of them, mustard and horse-

radish, a coffee-pot, cups and saucers,

sugar, and a silver pitcher of cream—and

a plate of doughnuts, round, brown, and
sugary. At sight of these Peter set up
a wild shout.

"Honest-to-goodness doughnuts!" he

exclaimed. "I thought the species was
extinct."

Janey beamed at him. But the judge

frowned. "Janey," he said, "you knew
it's bad for you to be around the hot

stove frying doughnuts. Why will you
do it? Why don't you teach Caroline,

or Susan?"
"Pshaw, Abner!" she returned, "they

never get 'em right. I guess Pm going
to fry my own doughnuts as long as I

have the strength. You'd never believe,

Peter," she went on, turning to him,
"how Abner goes on at me about the

housework. Why, he'd clutter up the

whole place with servants if Pd let 'im,

and leave me nothing to do but sit and
hold my hands all day long. It 'd just

about kill me to do that. Here, help

yourself." She poured the coffee and re-

turned to her subject. "This big house
is an awful lot of work," she went on,

"and the help you get nowadays is so

trifling! Susan would never touch a

duster to the chandeliers, or wipe the
backs of the pictures, unless I kept right

after her. And yet, with all the work, I

near about die of lonesomeness when the
judge goes away on his cases or to give
his lecture courses."

"Why don't you go with him, then?"
asked Peter, taking another sandwich.

She threw up both hands in dismay,
and her round face drew itself into lines

of such scared timidity that it was at
once ludicrous and pitiful.

"I did try it, Peter," she wailed, "but
traveling scares me to death. I never
have an easy minute on the train, think-
ing about accidents, and Pm so lone-

some in the hotels, and the waiters and
bell - boys and everybody seems so

smarty and impudent, and the things
you get to eat I wouldn't feed to a stray
cat. Abner could order 'em around, but
I guess they knew I wasn't used to 'em.
And when we was asked out places
everybody was so grand, and so edu-
cated—why, we used to go to dinners
where I didn't understand a single word
they was talking about during the whole
meal, and there wasn't a neighborly
woman in the lot. They'd look at me so

queer and speak so rude when I tried to

talk to any of 'em. And dress! W7
hy, I

used to be ashamed for 'em. Peter,

maybe you won't believe it, but some of

those women—respectable ones that you
see their names in the paper for charities

and church work—used to wear dresses

cut so low, it was just scandalous! And
some of 'em painted their faces!" She
brought out this last in a horrified whis-

per.

"You have to get used to that," said

Peter, reasonably. "Even-body does it."

The color mounted into Janey's
cheeks, and she set her lips primly and
folded her hands over her white apron.

"I can't get used to it, and Pm not go-

ing to," she announced. "It makes me
kinda sick even to think about it. Pd
never have a comfortable minute
amongst such goings-on. I'm a great

home body, only it pretty nigh kills me
to have Abner away. I get so low in my
mind I'm almost bedsick. Abner's all

I've got, you know, Peter." She turned

and looked at the judge with such love

and devotion in her eyes that the Hon-
orable Peter turned his gaze away.

"So you see, Peter," said the judge,

slowly, "why I have decided to devote

my life to writing and give up my active

practice and my lecture courses."

"But-you know, Abner," cried Janey,

"I don't want you to. I'd ruther die

than be a stumbling-block to you." The
little woman's e\^es filled with fond tears.

She turned to Peter impulsively. "He's

the best husband in the world, Peter,"

she said. "He's been like this ever since

the day we was married. You know we
married young, but all the first years,

when we had such a struggle to get along,

why he helped me with the housework

and the childern, even with the wash,
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whilst he was working and studying and
trying so hard to get ahead. He used to

read me the things he was workin' at,

but, shucks! I'd drop off to sleep in the

middle of it, I was so tired. The childern

was such active little tykes, seemed like

they wore me out. And you know our

first baby died when he was three years

old. And he was always sickly; some-
times I'd have to be up day and night

with him
—

" Her eyes filled with tears

again and she pressed her handkerchief

to them openly.

The judge had risen and was walking
back and forth about the room. "And
you know, too, Peter,

,,
he said, "that

all the time I was working through my
law course and waiting for cases, Janey,
with all her other work, took in sewing

and did baking for the neighbors. It

was she who paid the rent and bought
the food we ate. Well, there, there

—

we're becoming emotional. Come, Peter,

try one of these famous doughnuts. You
never ate anything half so good in all

your life, I'll warrant."
"They're simply bully!" declared the

Honorable Peter, following the judge's

lead. "Janey, you've got to promise to

send me a dozen of these every time

VOjU make 'em."

'Oh, would you like me to?" she

as^ed, wistfully. "I'd love to do it.

S< cms 's if there was so little I c'n do
for anybody nowadays—except Abner.
I don't mind saying it before an old

friend like you, Peter, though I wouldn't
tell everybody I feel this-a-way; but,

truly, sometimes seems if the childern

never belonged to me since they got

out of pinafores. It was school and col-

lege and special studies, and traveling

here and traveling there— I couldn't pre-

tend to keep up with 'em. And when
they come home they're grown so they
don't look natural to me, and they don't

do ni\ way. Mot but that they're both

splendid childern and 1 miss them cruel,

but—well, we're out of touch, somehow.
But Abner— I tell you I c'n always
count on him." She turned toward her
husband again with that look of perfect
trust and adoration. Then she put her
hand to her head. "I believe if you'll

excuse me," she went on, "I'll retire. I

did get a little headachy to-day. I'm
not so young as I used to be, Peter.

Good night. It's been grand to see you
again and have 'a dish o' discourse,' as

my grammaw used to say."

"You can't look in the mirror and
slander your youth, Janey," said Peter,

rising and taking her outstretched
hands.
They bowed her gallantly to the stairs,

the two of them. Then they went back
into the ugly sitting-room. The judge
looked around uncomfortably.

"I'll just carry the tray into the
library," he said. "We can be more
com— We won't be so likely to disturb

Janey there."

The judge carried in the tray and re-

vived the smoldering fire.

"Those doughnuts surely are the best

I ever ate," said Peter, breaking a

lengthy silence. "By the way, Ab, how
will I get dowm to the station? Can I

telephone for a cab?"
"I'll run you down in the car," said

the judge, promptly. "It's all ready,

and it '11 only take ten minutes. Perhaps
we'd better be moving."
They hurried into their coats, and

Peter waited until the judge brought

round the car, then stepped in beside

him. The night air was stingingly cold,

but neither of them knew it. On the

station platform, at the train steps, the

judge held out his hand.

"You understand now, Peter," he

said.

"I understand perfectly," said Peter,

leaning down to wring the judge's hand.

"Good - by— you — you darned old
—sa i



The Break-up of the Family
BY W. L. GEORGE

S with the home, so with

the family. It would
be strange indeed if a

stained shell were to

hold a sound nut. All

the events of the last

century—the develop-

ment of the factory system, the Married
Women's Property Act, the birth of Mr.
Bernard Shaw, the entry of woman into

professions, the discovery of co-educa-

tion and of education itself, eugenics,

Christian Science, new music-halls and
halfpenny papers, the Russian ballet,

cheap travel, woman suffrage,
P

apart-

ment-houses—all this change and stress

has lowered the status of one whom
Pliny admired—the father of a family.

The family itself tends to disappear, and
it is many years since letters appeared
in The Times over the signature, "Moth-
er of Six." The family is smaller, and,

strangely enough, it is sweeter tempered

:

would it be fair to conclude, as might
an Irishman, that it would agree per-

fectly if it disappeared?
I do not think that the family will

completely disappear any more than
scarlet-fever or the tax-collector. But
certainly it will change in character, and
its evolution already points toward its

new form. The old-fashioned family
sickened because it was a compulsory
grouping. The wife cleaved unto her
husband because he paid the bills; the
children cleaved unto their parents be-

cause they must cleave unto something.
There was no chance of getting out, for

there was nothing to get out to. For the
girl, especially, some fifty years ago, to

escape from the family into the world was
much the same thing as burgling a

penitentiary; so she stayed, compul-
sorily grouped. Personally, I think
all kinds of compulsory groupings bad.
If one is compelled to do a thing, one
hates it; possibly the dead warriors in

the Elysian Fields have by this time
taken a violent dislike to compulsory
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chariot-races, and absolutely detest their

endless rest on moss-grown banks and
their diet of honey. I do not want to

stress the idea too far, but I doubt
whether the denizens of the Elysian
Fields, after so many centuries, can tol-

erate one another any more, for they are

compelled to live all together in this

Paradise, and nothing conceivable will

ever get them out.

Some groupings are worse than others,

and I incline to think that difference of

age has most to do with the chafe of

family life. For man is a sociable animal;

he loves his fellows, and so one wonders
why he should so generally detest his

relations. There are minor reasons.

Relationship amounts to a license to be

rude, to the right to exact respect from
the young and service from the old;

there is the fact that, however high you
may rise in the world, your aunt will

never see it. There is also the fact that

if your aunt does see it, she brags of it

behind your back and insults you about

it to your face. There is all that, but

still I believe that one could to a certain

extent agree with one's relations if one

met only those who are of one's own
age, for compulsory groupings of people

of the same age are not always unpleas-

ant; boys are happiest at school, and

there is fine fellowship and much merri-

ment in armies. On the other hand,

there often reigns a peculiar dislike in

offices. I do not want to conclude too

rashly, but I cannot help being struck by

the fact that in a school or in an army
the differences of age are very small,

while in an office or a family they are

considerable. Add on to the difference

of age compulsory intercourse, and you

have the seeds of hatred.

This applies particularly where the

units of a family are adult. The child

loves the grown-ups because he admires

them; a little later he finds them out;

still a little later, he lets them see that

he has found them out, and then family
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life begins. In many cases it is a quite

terrible life, and the more united the

family is the more it resembles the union

between the shirt of Nessus and Hercu-

les's back. But it must be endured be-

cause we have no alternative. I think

of cases: of such a one as that of a

father and mother, respectively sixty-

five and sixty, who have two sons,

one of whom ran away to Australia with

a barmaid, while the other lived on

his sisters' patrimony and regrettably

stayed at home; they have four daugh-

ters, two of whom have revolted to

the extent of earning their living, but

spend the whole of their holidays with

the old people; the other two are un-

married because the father, imbued with

the view that his daughters were too good
for any man, refused to have any man
in the house. There is another couple in

my mind, who have five children, four of

whom live at home. I think I will de-

scribe this family by quoting one of the

father's pronouncements: "There's only

one opinion in this house, and that's

mine!" I think of other cases, of three

sisters who have each an income of two
hundred dollars a year on which they
would, of course, find it very difficult

to live separately. The total income of

six hundred dollars a year enables them
to I ve—but together. The eldest loves

cats ; the next hates cats, but loves dogs;

thi zoological quarrel is the chief occu-

pation of the household; the third sis-

ter's duty is to keep the cats and dogs

apart. Here we have the compulsory
grouping; 1 believe that this lies at the

i tot <>t" disunion in that united family.

1 he age problem is twofold. It must
not b< thought that 1 hold a brief against

old age, though, being myself young, I

tend to dislike old age as I shall prob-

ably dislike youth by and by. On the

whole, the attitude of old age is tyran-

nical. I have heard dicta as interesting

as the one which 1 quote a few lines

above. 1 have heard say a mother
to a young man, "You ought to feel

affection for me"; another, " It

should be enough for you that this is my
w ish." That is natural enough. It is

the tradition of the elders, the Biblical,

( Jr< i k, Roman, savage hierarchies vi hich,

in their time, were sound because, lacking

education of any kind, communities

could resort only to the experience of the
aged. But a thing that is natural is not
always convenient, and, after all, the
chief mission of the civilizer is to bottle

up Nature until she is wanted. This
tyranny breeds in youth a quite horrible

hatred, while it hardens the old, makes
them incapable of seeing the point of
view of youth because it is too long since

they held it. They insist upon the
society of the young; they take them
out to call on old people; they drive

them round and round the park in

broughams, and then round again; they
deprive them of entertainments because
they themselves cannot bear noise and
late hours, or because they have come
to fear expense, or because they feel

weak and are ill. It is tragic to think
that so few of us can hope to die grace-

fully.

The trouble does not lie entirely with
the old; indeed, I think it lies more with

the young, wmo, crossed and irritated,

are given to badgering the old people

because they are slow, because they do
not understand the problems of Lord
Kitchener and are still thinking of the

problems of Mr. Gladstone. They are

harsh because the old are forgetful, be-

cause their faded memories are sweet,

because they will always prefer the late

Sir Henry Irving to Mr. Charles Haw-
trey. The young are cruel when the old

people refuse to send a letter without

sealing it, or when they insist upon
buying their hats from the milliner who
made them in 1890 and makes them still

in the same fashion. They are even

harsh to them when they are deaf or

short-sighted and fumbling; they come
to think that a wise child should learn

from his sire's errors.

It is a pity, but thus it is; so what is

the use of thinking that the modern
family must endure? It is no use to say

that the old are right or that the young
are right; they disagree. It is nobody's

fault and it is everybody's misfortune.

They disagree largely because there is

too much propinquity. It is propinquity

th.it brings one to think there is some-

thing rather repulsive in blood relations.

It is propinquity that brings one to love

and then later to dislike. Mr. George

Moore has put the case ideally in his

Memoirs of
1My Dead Life, where Dons,
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the girl, who has escaped from her fam-

ily with the hero says: "This is the

first time I have ever lived alone, that

I have ever been free from questions.

It was a pleasure to remember suddenly,

as I was dressing, that no one would ask

me where I was going; that I was just

like a bird myself, free to spring off* the

branch and to fly. At home there are

always people round one; somebody is

in the dining-room, somebody is in the

drawing-room; and if one goes down the

passage with one's hat on, there is al-

ways somebody to ask where one is go-

ing, and if you say you don't know, they
say: "Are you going to the right or to

the left ? Because, if you are going to

the left, I should like you to stop at the

apothecary's and to ask ..." Yes,

that is what happens. That is the

tragedy of the family; it lives on top
of itself. The daughters go too much
with their mothers to shop; there are

too many joint holidays, too many com-
pulsory rejoicings at Christmas or on
birthdays. There are not enough private

places in the house. I have heard one
young suffragist, sentenced to fourteen

days for breaking windows, say that,

quite apart from having struck a blow
for the Cause, it was the first peaceful

fortnight she had ever known. This
should not be confounded with the mis-
understood offer of a well-known leader

of the suffrage cause who offered a pound
to the funds of the movement for every
day that his wife was kept in jail.

In a family, friendships are difficult,

for Maude does not always like Ara-
bella's dearest friend; or, which is worse,
Maude will stand Arabella's dearest
friendwhom she detests, so that next day,
she may have the privilege of forcing upon
Arabella her own whom Arabella cannot
bear. That sort of thing is called toler-

ance and self-sacrifice; in reality it is

mutual tyranny, and amounts to the
passing on of pinches, as it were, from
boy to boy on the benches of schools.

In a developing generation this cannot
endure; youthful egotism will not for-

ever tolerate youthful arrogance. As for
the old, they cannot indefinitely remain
with the young, for, after all, there are
only two things to talk of with any in-

tensity—the future and the past; they
are the topics of different generations.

Still, for various reasons, this condi-
tion is endured. It is cheaper to live to-
gether; it is more convenient socially;

it is customary, which, especially in

England, is most important. But it

demands an impossible and unwilling
tolerance, sometimes fraudulent exhibi-
tions of love, sometimes sham charity.
It is not pleasant to hear Arabella, re-

turning from a walk with her father, say
to Maude: "Thank Heaven, that's
over! Your turn to-morrow." Perhaps
it would not be so if the father did not
by threat or by prayer practically com-
pel his daughters to "take duty." There
are alleviations—games, small social

pleasures, dances—but there is no free-

dom. A little for the sons, perhaps, but
even they are limited in their comings
and goings if they live in their father's

house. As for the girls, they are driven
to find the illusion of freedom in wage
labor, unless they marry and develop,

as they grow older, the same problem.

Fortunately, and this may save some-
thing of the family spirit, times are chang-
ing. It must not be imagined from
the foregoing that I am a resolute enemy
of any grouping between men and wom-
en, that I view with hatred the family in

a box at the theater or round the Sunday
joint. I am not attracted by the idea of

family; a large family collected together

makes me think a little of a rabbit-hutch.

But I recognize that couples will to the

end want to live together, that they will

be fond of their children, and that their

children will be fond of them; also that

it is not socially convenient for husband
and wife to live in separate blocks of

flats and to hand over their children to

the county council. There are a great

many children to-day who would be hap-

pier in the workhouse than in their

homes, but there exists in the human
mind a prejudice against the workhouse,

and social psychology must take it into

account. All I ask is that members
of a family should not scourge one an-

other with whips and occasionally with

scorpions, and I conceive that nothing

could be more delightful than a group of

people, not too far removed from one

another by age, banded together for

mutual recreation and support. So any-

thing that tends to liberalize the family,
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to exorcise the ghost of the old patriarch,

is agreeable.

Patriarch! What a word—the father

as master! He will not be master very

long, and I do not think that he will

want to remain master, for his attitude

is changing, not as swiftly as that of his

children, but still changing. He is not

so sure of himself now when he doubts

the advisability of pulling down the shed

at the back of the garden, and his young-

est daughter quotes from Nietzsche that

to build a sanctuary you must first

destroy a sanctuary. And, though he

is rather uncomfortable, he does not say

much when in the evening his wife ap-

pears dressed in a Russian ballet frock

or even a little less. He is growing used

to education, and he fears it less than he

did. In fact, he is beginning to appre-

ciate it.

His wife is more suspicious, for she

belongs to a generation of women that

was ignorant and reveled in its ignorance

and called it charm, a generation when
all women were fools except the spit-

fires and the wits. She tends to think

that she was "finished" as a lady; her

daughters consider that she was done

for. The grandmother is a little jealous,

but the mother of to-day, the formed
womm of about thirty-five, has made a

great leap and resembles her children

much more than she does her mother.

Her offspring do not say: "What is

home without a mother? Peace, perfect

peace." She is a little too conscientious,

perhaps; she has turned her back rather

rudely upon her mother's pursuits, such

.is tea .mil scandal, and has taken too

virulently to lectures on evolution and

proteid. She is too vivid, like a newly

painted railing, but, like the railing, she

will tour down. She pretends to be very

socialistic or very fast; on tin whole she

affects rather the fast style. We must
not complain. Is not brown paint in the

dining-room worse than pink paint on

the face?

Whatever may in- said about revolt-

ing daughters, 1 suspect th.it tin- change

in tin- parent has In en great< r than th.it

in the ehiKl. because the child in i

did not differ so much from tin child of

to-day as might appear. Youth then was
restless and insurgent, jusi as it is to-

day; only if was more effectively kept

down. If to-day it is less kept down,
this is partly for reasons I will indicate,

but largely because the adult has
changed. The patriarch is nearly dead;
he is no longer the polygamous brute
who ruled his wives with rods, murdered
his infant sons, and sold his infant
daughters; his successor, the knight of
the Middle Ages, who locked up his wife
in a tower for seven years while he cru-

saded in the Holy Land—he, too, has
gone. And the merchant in broadcloth
of Victorian days, who slept vigorously
in the dining-room on Sunday afternoon,
has been replaced by a man who says
he is sorry if told he .snores. He is more
liberal; he believes in reason now rather

than in force, and generally would not
contradict Milton's lines

—

Who overcomes by force

Hath overcome but half his foe.

He has come to desire love rather than
power, and, little by little—thanks main-
ly to the " yellow" press—has acquired

a chastened liking for new ideas. The
spread of pleasure all round him, the

vaudeville, the theaters, moving-picture

shows, excursions to the seaside—all these

have taught him that gaiety may not

clash with respectability. Especially, he

is more ready to argue, for a peace-

ful century has taught him that a

word is better than a blow. There may
be a change in his psychology after this

war, for he is being educated by the

million in the point of view that a loaded

rifle is worth half a dozen scraps of

paper; it is quite possible that he will

carrv this view into his social life. There

may, therefore, be a reaction for thirty

years or so. but thirty years is a trifle

in questions such as these.

Naturally, women have in this direc-

tion developed further than men, for

they had more leeway to make up. Man
has SO long been the educated animal

that he did not need so much liberaliz-

ing. I do not refer to the Middle Ages,

when learning was entirely pre-empted

by the male 'with the exception of

poetry and music, tor in those days

there was no education save among the

priests. 1 mean rather that the great

development of elementary learning,

which took place in the middle of the

nineteenth century, affected men for
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about a generation before it affected

women. In England, at least, univer-

sity education for women is very recent,

for Girton was opened only in 1873,

Newnham, at Cambridge, in 1875; Miss

Beale made Cheltenham College a power
only a little later, and indeed it may be

said that formal education developed

only about 1890. Both in England
and in the United States women
have not had much more than a

generation to make up the leeway of

sixty centuries. It has benefited them
as mothers because they did not start

with the prejudices left in the male mind
by the slow evolution from one form of

learning to another; women did not

have to live down Plato, Descartes, or

Adam Smith; they began on Haeckel

and H. G. Wells. The mothers of to-

day have been flung neck and crop into

Paradise; they came in for the new
times, which are always better than the

old times and inferior only to to-morrow.

They were made to understand a possi-

ble democracy in the nursery because

all round them, even in Russia, even in

Turkey, democracy was growing, some
say as a rose, some say as a weed, but
anyhow irrepressibly. Who could be a

queen by the cradle when more august
thrones were tottering? So woman
quite suddenly became more than a

pretty foil to the educated man, she be-

came something like his superior and his

elder; little by little she has begun to

teach him who once was her master and
still in fond delusion believes he is.

It cannot be said that the mother has
until very recently liked education. She
has suffered from the prejudice that
afflicted her own mother, who thought
that because she had worked samplers
all girls must work samplers; the " old

"

woman's daughter, because she went to

Cheltenham, tends to think that her
little girl ought to go to Cheltenham.
It is human rather than feminine, for

generations follow one another at Eton
and at Harvard. But more than femi-

nine, I think it is masculine because, un-
til very recently, woman has disliked

education, while man has treated it with
respect; he has not loved it for its own
sake, but because he thought that nam
et ipsa scientia potestas est. Not a very
high motive, but still the future will pre-

occupy itself very little with the reasons
for which we did things; it will be glad
enough if we do them. Perhaps we may
yet turn the edges of swords on the blasts
of rhetoric.

An immediate consequence of the
growth of education has been a change
in the status of the child. It is no longer
property, for how can one prevent a
child from pulling down the window-
sash at night when it knows something
of ventilation ? Or give it an iron tonic
when it realizes that full-blooded people
cannot take iron? The child has
changed; it is no longer the creature
that, pointing to an animal in the field,

said, "What's that?" and the reply be-

ing, "A cow," asked "Why?" The child

is perilously close to asking whether
the animal is carnivorous or herbivorous.

That makes coercion very difficult. But
I do not think that the modern parent
desires to coerce as much as did his fore-

bear. Rather he desires to develop the

child's personality, and in its early years

this leads to horrid results, to children

being "taught to see the beautiful" or

"being made to realize the duties of a

citizen." We are in for a generation

made up half of bulbous-headed, be-

spectacled precocities, and half of bar-

barians who are "realizing their person-

ality" by the continual use of "shall"

and "sha'n't." This will pass as all

things pass, the old child and the rude

child, just like the weak parent after the

brute parent, and it is enough that the

new generation points to another gen-

eration, for there seldom was a time that

was not better than its father and the

herald of a finer son.

Generally the parent will help, for his

new attitude can be expressed in a

phrase. He does not say, "I am master,"

but, "I am responsible." He has begun

to realize that the child is not a regret-

table accident or a little present from

Providence; he is beginning to look

upon the care of the child as a duty.

He has extended the ideal of citizenship,

born in the middle of the nineteenth

century, which was "to leave the world

a little better than he found it"; he has

passed on to wanting his son to be a

little richer than he was, and a little

more learned; he is coming to want his

son to be a finer and bolder man; he
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will come in time to want his daughter

to be a finer and bolder woman, which
just now he bears pretty well. His wife

is helping him a great deal because she

is escaping from her home ties to the

open trades and professions, to the en-

tertainments of psychic, political, and
artistic lectures which make of her head
a waste-paper basket of intellect, but

still create in that head a disturbance far

better than the ancient and cow-like

placidity. The modern mother is often

too much inclined to weigh the baby four

times a day, to feed it on ozoneid, or

something equally funny, to expose as

much of its person as possible, to make
it gaze at Botticelli prints when in its

bath. She will no doubt want it to mate
eugenically, in which she will probably
be disappointed, for love laughs at Gal-

tons; but still, in her struggle against

disease and wooden thinking, she will

have helped the child by giving it some-
thing to discard better than the old re-

spects and fears. The modern mother
has begun to consider herself as a human
being as well as a mother; she no longer

thinks that

A mother is a mother still,

The holiest thing alive.

She is coming to look upon herself as

a sort of esthetic school inspector. She
lives round her children rather than in

them; she is less animal. Above all, she

is more critical. Having more oppor-

tunity of mixing with people, she ceases

to see her child as marvelous because it

is her child. She is losing something of

her conceit and has learned to say, "the

baby" instead of "my baby." It is

a revolutionary atmosphere, and the de-

veloping child has something to push

against when it wants to earn its parents'

approval, for modern parents are fair

judges of excellence; they arc educated.

The old-time father was nonplussed by
his son, and could not help him in his

tUS, but the modern father is not so

puzzled when his son wishes to con-

verse of railway finance. The parent]

more capable of comradeship, has come
to want to be a comrade. He is no

longer addressed as "sir"; he is often

addressed as "old chap." That is hue,

but it is in dead opposition to the close,

hard family idea.

Likewise^ man and wife have come to

look upon each other rather differently;

not differently enough, but then human-
ity never does anything enough; when
it comes near to anything drastic it

grows afraid. Man still thinks that

"whoso findeth a wife findeth a good
thing," but he is no longer finding the

one he sought not so long ago. She is no
longer his property, and it would not
occur to the roughest among us to offer

a wife for sale for five shillings in Smith-
field market, as was done now and then
as late as the early nineteenth century.

Woman is no longer property; she has

been freed; in England she has even been
allowed, by the Married Women's Proper-

ty Act, to hold that which was her own.
The Married Women's Property Act has
modified the attitude of the mother to

her child and to her husband. She is less

linked when she has property, for she

can go. If every woman had means, or a

trade of her own, we should have
achieved something like free alliance;

woman would be in the position of the

woman in " Pygmalion," whom her man
could not beat because, she not being

married to him, if he beat her she might
leave him—in its way a very strong

argument against marriage.

But most women have no property,

and yet, somehow, by the slow loosening

of family links, they have gained some
independence. I am not talking of

America, where men have deposited

their liberty and their fortunes into the

prettiest, ihe greediest, the most ruthless

hands in the world; but rather of Eng-
land, where for a long time a man set

up in life with a dog as a friend, a wife to

exercise it, and a cat to catch the mice.

Until recently the householder kept a

tight hand upon domestic expenditure;

he paid all the bills, inspected the weekly
accounts with a fierce air and an internal

hope that he understood them; rent.

taxes, luat. light, furniture, repairs, ser-

vants' wages, school fees—he saw to it

that every penny was accounted for and

then, when pleased, gave his wife a tip

to go and buy herself a ribbon with.

I here an still a great many men who
cannot think <^' anything a woman may
want except a ribbon; in l^ho it was a

shawl, i When a woman had property,

even for sonic tune after the Act, she
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was not considered fit to administer it.

She was not fit, but she should have been

allowed to administer it so as to learn

from experience how not to be swindled.

Anyhow, the money was taken from her,

and I know of three cases in a single

large family where the wife meekly in-

dorses her dividend warrant so that the

husband may pay it into his banking

account. That spirit survives, but

every day it decays; man, finding his

wife competent, tends to make her an

allowance, to let her have her own
banking account, and never to ask for

the pass-book. He has thrown upon her

the responsibility for all the household

and its finance; by realizing that she

was capable he has made her capable.

Though she be educated, he loves her

not less; perhaps he loves her more.

It is no longer true to say with Lord
Lyttleton that "the lover in the husband
may be lost." Formerly the lover was
generally lost, for after she had had six

children before she was thirty the moth-
er used to put on a cap and retire. Now
she does not retire; indeed, she hides

his bedroom-slippers and puts out his

pumps, for life is more vivid and ex-

terior now; this is the cinema age.

Finding her responsible, amusing,
capable of looking after herself, man
is developing a still stranger liberalism;

he has recognized that he may not
be enough to fill a woman's life, that
she may care for pleasures other than
his society, and indeed for that of
other men. He has not abandoned his

physical jealousy and will not so long
as he is a man, but he is slowly beginning
to view without dismay his wife's com-
panionship with other men. She may
be seen with them; she may lunch with
them; she may not, as a rule, dine with
them, but that is an evolution to come.
This springs from the deep realization

that there are between men and women
relations other than the passionate. It

is still true that between every man and
every woman there is a flicker oflove, just
a shadow, perhaps; but not so long ago
between men and women there was only
"yes" or "no," and to-day there are
also common tastes and common inter-

ests. This is fine, this is necessary, but
it is not good for the old British house-
hold where husband and wife must

cleave unto each other alone; where, as
in the story-books, they lived happy
ever after. As with the home, so with
the family; neither can survive when it

suffers comparison, for it derives all its

strength from its exclusivism. As soon
as a woman begins to realize that there
is charm in the society of men other than
her uncles, her brothers, and her cou-
sins, the solid, four-square attitude of
the family is menaced. Welcome the
stranger, and legal hymen is abashed.

All this springs from woman's new
estate—that of human being. She must
be considered almost as much as a man.
Where there is wealth her tastes must
be consulted, and more than one man
has been sentenced by a tyrannous wife

to wear blue coats and blue ties all his

life. She is coming to consider that the

husband who dresses in his wife's bed-

room should be flogged, while the one
who shaves there should be electrocuted.

And she defends her view with entirely

one-sided logic and an extended vocabu-
lary. Here again is a good, a necessary

thing; but where is the old family where
a husband could in safety, when slightly

overcome, retire to bed with his boots

on? He is no longer king of the castle,

but a menaced viceroy in an insurgent

land.

All through society this loosening of

the marriage bond is operative. By
being freer within matrimony men and

women view more tolerantly breaches of

the matrimonial code. There was a time

when a male co-respondent was not re-

ceived : that is over. In those days a divor-

cee was not received, either, even when
the divorce was pronounced in her favor.

Nowadays, in most social circles, the

decree absolute is coming to be looked

upon as an absolution. I do not refer to

the United States, where (I judge only

from your novels) divorce outlaws

nobody, but to steady old England,

who still pretends that she frowns

on the rebels and finally takes them

back with a sigh and wonders what

she is coming to. What England is

coming to is to a lesser regard for the

marriage bond, to a recognition that

people have the right to rebel against

their yoke. There totters the family, for

marriage is its base, and the more Eng-

lish society receives in its ranks those
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who have flouted it, the more it will be

shaken by the new spirit which bids

human creatures live together, but also

with the rest of the world. Woman was
kept within the family by threats, by
banishment, by ostracism, but now
she easily earns forgiveness. At least

English society is deciding to forget if

it cannot forgive the guilt—a truly Brit-

ish expedient. At the root is a decaying
respect for the marriage bond, a growing
respect for rebellion. That tendency
is everywhere, and it is becoming more
and more common for husband and
wife to take separate holidays; there

are even some who leave behind
them merely a slip: "Gone away, ad-

dress unknown." They are cutting the

wire entanglements behind which lie

dangers and freedoms. All this again

comes from mutual respect with mutual
realization, from education, and espe-

cially from late marriages. Late mar-
riages are one of the most potent causes

of the break-up of the family, for now
women are no longer caught and crushed
young; they are no longer burdened
matrons at thirty. The whole point of

view has changed. I remember reading

in an early-Victorian novel this phrase:

"She was past the first bloom of her

youth; she was twenty-three." The
phrase is not without its meaning; it

meant that the male was seeking not a

wife, but a courtesan who, her courtesan-

ship done, could become a perfect house-
keeper. Now men prefer women of

twenty-seven or twenty-eight, forsake

the backfisch for her mother, because
the mother has personality, experience,

can stimulate, amuse, and accompany.
Only the older and more formed woman
Is no longer willing to enter the family as

a jail; she will enter it only as a hotel.

Meanwhile, from child to parent ero-

sion also operates. I do not think that

tin modern child honors its father and
its mother unless it thinks them worthy
ofhonor. Th< re is a slump in respect, as

outside the family there is a slump in

reverence. As in the outer world a man
began by being a worthy, then a member
of Parliament, then a minister, finally

Was maim d a pension and later a statue;

and as now a man is first a journalist,

then a member oi Parliament, a min-

ister, and in due course a scoundrel, so
inside the family does a father become
an equal instead of a tyrant, and a
good sort instead of an old fogy. For
respect, I believe, was mainly fear and
greed. The respect of the child for its

father was very like the respect that
Riquet, the little dog, felt for Monsieur
Bergeret. Anatole France has expressed
it ideally:

Oh, my master, Bergeret, God of Slaugh-
ter, I worship thee! Hail, oh God of wrath!
Hail, oh bountiful God! I lie at thy feet, I

lick thy hand. Thou art great and beautiful

when at the laden board thou devourest
abundant meats. Thou art great and beau-
tiful when, from a thin strip of wood causing
flame to spring, thou dost of night make
day. . . .

That was a little the child's cosmog-
ony. Then the child became educated,

capable of argument. In contact with
more reasonable parents it grew more
reasonable. The parent, confronted

with the question, "Why must I

do what you order f" ceased to say,

"Because I say so." That reply did not

seem good enough to the parent, and it

ceased to be good enough for the child.

If the child rebelled, the only thing to

do was to strike it, and striking is no
longer done; the parent prefers argu-

ment because the child is capable of

understanding argument. The child is

more lawful, more sensitive; it is un-

ready to obey blindly, and it is no longer

required to obey blindly, because, while

the parent has begun to doubt his own
infallibility, the child has been doing so,

too. The child is more ready and more
able to criticize its parents; indeed, the

whole generation is critical, has acquired

the habit of introspection. The child is

a little like the supersoul of Mr. Stephen

Leacock, and is developing thoughts

like, "Why am [? Why am I what I

am? How? and why how?" Obviously,

such questions, when directed at one's

father and mother, are a little shatter-

ing. It is true that once upon a time the

child readily obeyed; now and then it

criticized, but still it obeyed, for it had

been told that its duty was to execute,

as was its parents' to command. But

duty is in a bad way, and I, for one,

think that we should be well rid of duty,

for it appears to me to be merely an
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excuse for acting without considering

whether the deed is worthy. The man
who dies for his country because he loves

it is an idealist and a hero; the man who
does that because he thinks it his duty
is a fool. The conception of duty has

suffered; from the child's point of view,

it is almost extinct; it has been turned
upside down, and there is a growth of

opinion that the parent should have the

duties and the child the privileges. It

is the theory of La Course du Flam-
beau, where Hervieu shows us each
generation using and bleeding the elder

generation. Or perhaps it is a more
subtle conception. It may be that

the eugenic idea is vaguely forming in

the young generation, and that, in an
unperceived return to nature, they are

deciding to eat their grandfathers, a

primitive taste which I have never been
able to understand. Youth, feeling that
the world is its orange to suck, is in-

clined to consider that the elder genera-

tion, being responsible for its presence,

should look after it and serve it. That
is not at all illogical; it is borne out by
Chinese law, where, if you save a man
from suicide, you must feed him for the
rest of his life.

Or perhaps it is a broader view, a
more socialized one. Very young, the
child is acquiring a vague sense of its

responsibility to the race, is very early
becoming a citizen. It is directed that
way; it hears that liberty consists in

doing what you like, providing you in-

jure no other man. Its personality being
encouraged to develop, the child ac-
quires a higher opinion of itself, con-
siders that it owes something to itself,

that it has rights. Sacrifice is still incul-

cated in the child, but not so much be-
cause it is a moral duty as because it is

mental discipline. The little boy is not
told to give the chocolates to his little

sister because she is a dear little thing,
and he must not be cruel to her and
make her cry; he is told that he must
give her the chocolates because it is

good for him to learn to give up some-
thing. That impulse is the impulse of
Polycrates, who threw his ring into the
sea. But, then, Polycrates had no luck.
The child, more fortunate, is tending
to realize itself as a person, and
so, as it becomes more responsible,
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acquires tolerance; it makes allowances
for its parents, it is kind, it realizes that
its parents have not had its advantages.
All that is very swollen-headed and un-
pleasant, but still 1 prefer it to the old
attitude, to the time when voices were
hushed and footsteps slowed when fa-
ther's latch-key was heard in the lock.
To the child the parent is becoming a
person instead of the God of Wrath; a
person with rights, but not a person to
whomeverythingmustbegivenup. Sacri-
fice is out of date, and in the child as
well as in the elders there is a denial
of the dream of Ellen Sturges Cooper,
for few wake up and find that life is

duty. My life, my personality—all that
has sprung from Stirner, from Nietzsche,
from the great modern reaction against
socialism and uniformity; it is the asser-
tion of the individual. It is often
harsh; the daughter who used to take
her father for a walk now sends the dog.
But still it is necessary; old hens make
good soup. I do not think that this has
killed love, for love can coexist with
mutual forbearance, however much Dr.
Johnson may have doubted it. Dr.
Johnson was the bad old man of the
English family, and I do not suppose
that anybody will agree that

If the man who turnips cries

Cry not when his father dies,

'Tis a proof that he had rather
Have a turnip than his father.

A possible sentiment in an older gen-
eration, but sentiments, like generations,

grow out of date; they are swept out by
new ideas and new rejections—rejection

of religion, rejection of morals. We tend
toward an agnostic world, with a high
philosophical morality; we have at-

tained as yet neither agnosticism nor
high morality, but the child is shaking
off the ready-made precepts of the

faiths and the Smilesian theories. It

is unwillingly bound by the ordinances

of a forgotten alien race; as a puling

child, carried in a basket by an eagle,

like the tiny builders of Ecbatana, it

calls for bricks and mortar with which
to build the airy castle of the future.

As a house divided against itself, the

family falls. It protests, it hugs that

from which it suffered; it protests in
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speech, in the newspapers, that still it

is united. The clan is dead and blood is

not as thick as marmalade. There are

countries where the link is strong, as in

France, for instance. I quote from a

recent and realistic novel the words of

a mother speaking of her young mar-
ried daughter:

" Every Tuesday we dine at my mother's,

and every Thursday at my mother-in-law's.

Of course, now, at least once a week we go
to Madame de Castelac; later on I shall

expect Pauline and her husband every
Wednesday."
"That is a pity," said Sorel. "That

leaves three days."
" Oh, there are other calls. Every week

my mother comes to us the same evening

as does my father-in-law, but that is quite

informal."

Family dinners are rare in England.

They flourish only at weddings and at

funerals, especially at funerals, for man-
kind collected enjoys woe. But other

occasions—birthdays, Christmas—are

shunned; Christmas especially, in spite

of Dickens and Mr. Chesterton, is not

what it was, for its quondam victims,

having fewer children, and being less

bound to their aunts' apron-strings, go
away to the seaside, or stay at home and
hide. That is a general change, and
ma iv modern factors, such as travel,

intercourse with strangers, emigration,

have- shown the family that there are

other places than home, until some of

them have begun to think that ''East

or West, home's worst." There is a

frigidity among the relations in the

home, a disinclination to call one's

mother-in-law "Mother." Indeed, rela-

tions-in-law are no longer relatives; the

two families do not immediately after

tin wedding call one another Kitty or

Tom. The acquired family is merely a

sub-family, and often the grouping re-

sembles that «>f the Montagues and the

Capulets, if Romeo ami Juliet had mar-
ried. Mrs. Herbert said, charmingly,

in Gard "( hit in-laws are our

strained relations."

With tin closeness of the family g<

the regard for tin name, onc< so strong.

I feel sure th.it in all seriousness, round

about 1850, a father may have said to

his son that he was disgracing the name
of Smith. Now he may almost disgrace

the name of FitzArundel for all any-
body cares. There was a time when it

was thought criminal that a man should
become a bankrupt, but few families

will now mortgage their estate to pre-

vent a distant member's appearance
before the official receiver. The name
of the family is now merely generic,

and the bold young girl of to-morrow
will say, "My father began life as

a forger and was ultimately hanged,
but that shouldn't bother you, should

it?" Much of that deliquescence is

due to the factory system, for it

opened opportunities to all, which many
took, raised men high in the scale of
wealth; one brother might be a mill-

ionaire in Manchester, while another
tended a bar in Liverpool. Sometimes
the rich member of the family came
back, such as the uncle who returned

from America with a fortune in a state

of sentimental generosity, but most of

the time it has meant that the family

split into those who keep their carriage

and those who take the tram. Perhaps
Cervantes did not exaggerate when say-

ing that there are only two families:

Have-Much and Have-Little.

What the future reserves I disincline

to prophesy. It is enough to point to

tendencies, and to say, " Along this road

we go, we know not whither." But of

one thing I feel certain: the family

will not become closer, for the indi-

vidualistic tendency of man leads

to instinctive rebellion; his latent an-

archism to isolate him from his fellows.

1 here is a growing rebellion among wom-
en against the thrall iA' motherhood,

which, however delightful it may be, is

a thrall—the velvet-coated yoke is a

yoke still. I do not suppose that the

mothers of the future will unanimously

deposit their babies in the municipal

creche. Hut I do believe that with the

growth of co-operative households, and

especially of that quite new class, the

skilled Princess Christian or Norland

nurses, then.- will he a delegation of re-

sponsibility from tin mother to the ex-

pert. It will go down to the poor as

well as to the rich. Already we have

district nurses for the poor, and 1 do not

see why, as we realize more and more
the value of young life, there should not
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be district kindergartens. They would
remove the child still more from its

home; they would throw it in contact

with creatures of its own age in its very

earliest years, prepare it for school,

place it in an atmosphere where it must
stand by itself among others who will

praise or blame without special consid-

eration, for they are strangers to it and
do not bear its name.

I suspect, too, that marriage will be

freer; it will not be made more easy or

more difficult, but greater facilities will

be given for divorce so that human
beings may no longer be bound together

in dislike because they once committed
the crime of loving unwisely. This, too,

must loosen the family link, to-day still

strong because people know that it is so

hard to break it. It will be a condi-

tional link when it can easily be done
away with, a link that will be main-
tained only on terms of good behavior

on both sides. The marriage service will

need a new clause; we shall have to

swear to be agreeable. The relation be-

tween husband and wife must change
more. Conjugal tyranny still exists in

a country such as England where the

wife is not co-guardian of the child, for

during his wife's lifetime a husband may
remove her child into another country,

refuse her access save at the price of a

costly and uncertain legal action. The
child itself must have rights. At present,

all the rights it has are to such food as

its parents will give it; it needs very
gross cruelty before a man can be con-
victed of starving or neglecting his child.

-

And when that child is what they call

grown up—that is to say, sixteen—in

practice it loses all its rights, must come
out and fend for itself. I suspect that
that will not last indefinitely, and that
the new race will have upon the old race
the claim that owing to the old race
it was born. A socialized life is coming
where there will be less freedom for those
who are unfit to be free, those who do
not feel categorical impulses, the impulse
to treat wife and child gently and pro-

cure their happiness. Men will not in-

definitely draw their pay on a Friday
and drink half of it by Sunday night.
Their wages will be subject to liens cor-
responding to the number of their chil-

dren. These liens may not be light, and
may extend long beyond the nominal
majority of the child. I suspect that
after sixteen, or some other early age,
children will, if they choose, be entitled
to leave home for some municipal hostel
where for a while their parents will be
compelled to pay for their support. It
will be asked, "Why should a parent
pay for the support of a child who will

not live in his house ?" It seems to me
that the chief reply is, "Why did you
have that child ?" There is another, too

:

" By what right should this creature for
whom you are responsible be tied to a
house into which it has been called un-
consulted? Why should it submit to
your moral and religious views? to your
friends? to your wall-paper?" It is

a strong case, and I believe that, as
time goes on and the law is strengthened,
the young will more and more tend to
leave their homes. In good, liberal

homes they will stay, but the others
they will abandon, and I believe that no
social philosopher will regret that chil-

dren should leave homes where they stay
only because they are fed and not be-

cause they love.

So, flying apart by a sort of centrifugal

force, the family will become looser and
looser, until it exists only for those who
care for one another enough to maintain
the association. It cannot remain as it

is, with its right of insult, its claim to

society; we can have no more slave

daughters and slave wives, nor shall we
chain together people who spy out one

another's loves and crush one another's

youth. The family is immortal, but the

immortals have many incarnations

—

from Pan and Bacchus sprang Lucifer,

Son of the Morning. There is a time to

come—better than this because it is to

come—when the family, humanized, will

be human.



The Troubadour of Little Poison

BY ROBERT WELLES RITCHIE

HERE it lay in the dust

—a shining something,
fortuitously dropped as

a prize for a lucky rider

of the Two Moons road.

The gleam of sunlight

on metal caught Origi-

nal Bill's eye; he checked Nigger Boy
to a walk, and, with the free swoop of

a trapeze performer swung down from
the saddle to catch up the thing

marked by the sun. Knocking it against

his saddle-horn to rid the silver-white

surfaces of dust, the boy surveyed
his find in high satisfaction. It was
a French harp—a wonderful, music-
making thing of triple vents, and with
a bell attachment upon which your
little finger could sound tinkling empha-
sis of whatever musical flight attempted.
So new and untried was the instrument
that the red stain on the vents was un-
dimmed, the German-silver sound-box
mirror-like in its splendor of satin pol-

ish.

I entatively the boy blew a few chords,

and, finding the harp sweetly responsive,

he cupped his fists over the sound-box to

insure that mellow, resonant note artists

demand of the French harp, and gave
his soul to music. Old proficiency came
back to him. Once he had possessed
such a treasure, but that was before his

mouth was wide enough to span an oc-

tave. Forgotten trills and tremolos
fluttered, unbidden, from the hidden
metal spines; fetching shadings of sound
were wrought, unconsciously, by the

waggling of his cupped hands. With one
yellow boot-leg cocked over the saddle-

horn and his body swaying easily to the

pacing of his little horse, ( Original Bill, of
the Hashknife outfit, fared over the il-

limitable \\\cv ofthe Big Country, a trou-

badour enthralled.

Of three cardinal days, this last was
marked the heaviest by tin acquisition

of the French harp. That saucy mag-
pie who balanced on the horn of a

whitened buffalo-skull and squawked at

the hunched figure on the buckskin
could have told Original, had he cared

to reveal divination, that a circumstance
even more momentous was to set this

day apart in the storehouse of mem-
ories. The ride from the Hashknife
range camp forty miles in to Two Moons,
that, with its promise of the town's
strange excitements, had been the first

brave day of the three. Two thrills over-

topped the many of the day in town:
when he deposited one hundred dollars

—

his first savings, wron by five months
writh the longhorns—in the Cattlemen's
Bank, and when he stood in the Wide
West Emporium and looked down at the

new, canary-colored boots gracing feet

and legs. His first yaller-legged boots!

They had made a wreck of a ten-dollar

bill, to be sure; but weren't they of the

best Ogalally last and leather, hand-
sewn, and writh heels that lifted you a

clean three inches off the ground? So
then, the day in town, with its one drink

gulped in bravado and rued in secret, its

three meals taken sitting down on real

chairs, and its restless night spent be-

tween sheets over springs. Now, on this

third day, the road back through the

Big Country, and in its dust the key to

unlock an enchanted garden of music.

Yes, and still to befall what the magpie
seer could have told.

Pate moved across the trail of Original

Bill in this wise: In those days o{" the

unfenced empire before the railroad

came, midway between the town of I wo
Moons—metropolis for two hundred
miles of out-country—and the Hash-

knife range on Crazy Squaw, the road

forked, one prong crossing the divide of

the Powder to follow up that stream to

its confluence with the Crazy Squaw,
the second swinging through Little Poi-

son canon in a short cut too rough for

the bull teams and freight -wagons. On
his townward journey Original had fol-

lowed tin Crazy Squaw wagon-ruts; re-
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turning, he chose the Little Poison

branch, for he had never ridden over it,

and undiscovered country roused in him
an eagerness to explore. He swung over

billowy divides and through sagy

draws, careless of passing time, the

lengthening of shadows in the fantastic

mazes of the coulees—everything but

the wizardry of the French harp. Just

beyond the abrupt turn of a bald knob
he came upon a ranch—long, sod-roofed,

and log-walled house and lean-to sheds

behind the corral. The clutter of build-

ings, dun-colored and squatting low
against the hillside, might have appeared

to one less literal than the rider a coyote

brood crouching timorously in the scrub

to dodge the striding feet of wilderness

winds. This was the only ranch en-

countered out of Two Moons. Original

had not been long enough on the Crazy
Squaw range to know, offhand, the

name of the ranch or its owner. He
stopped his harping as he rode into the

dooryard. A girl came to the opened
door.

The sunlight cut her little shape cleanly

from the dark background; rough-hewn
timbers of sill and lintel framed her as a

portrait. Just red, black, and tan

—

those three tones against the black of

the interior; red of the limp, many-
pleated dress, close clinging to curves

and roundnesses of irrysterious girl-

womanhood; black of falling hair, over
shoulders and under chin; berry-black

were the eyes; tan the bare feet and
slim calves below the scant skirt, and
rose-tan her cheeks. Original stared un-
til the dusky red in her cheeks deepened
to sunset glow; then he remembered his

manners and snatched off his hat.

"I wasn't lookin' to meet up with
women-folks," he stammered. "You
sorta had me goin' south an' "—was
that sudden, sidewise skipping only Nig-
ger Boy's playful tribute to beauty—or
did a cunning hand manceuver the horse
to bring a new yellow-legged boot into

view?—"an' I was just reckonin' to ask
for a goord of water to cut the alkali in

my throat before passin' on my way."
Original was not a free-handed liar.

When the black eyes drooped to Nigger
Boy's hocks, still wet from the recent
fording of the Little Poison, and back to

his own eyes there was a dancing spirit

of mischief in them that brought a ting-
ling to the boy's cheeks. "Leastwise,"
he added, in rash access of boldness,
"that was my aim afore I saw you."
She giggled, and one bare foot crossed

to its fellow to search it with wiggling
toes. Shyness grappled with the imp of
adventure in her black eyes; it con-
quered her tongue even though it could
not fetter the more unruly members.
"My name's Bill Blunt—Original Bill,

of the Hashknife outfit, is the name I

mostly trails under." He was tapping
one boot-leg with his quirt, as a newly
engaged finds precious employments for

her ring finger. "An' I'm just up from
Two Moons after a little business trip.

You don't make out to live at this ranch
all alone, Miss—Miss—

"

"No, but Dad and Sis, they've rid

down to Two Moons to-day for to buy
Sis's wedding outfit, which she is going
to marry with one of your Hashknife
punchers. His name is Mister Shinnery
Luke Strayhorn." Pride in the impend-
ing family event could not be denied
assertion in her voice.

Original's eyes widened in pleased sur-

prise. "Sho! You don't tell me your
sister's the one who's goin' to marry
with Ole Shinnery Luke, which was my
podner in the trail drive up from Texas
an' range foreman to the outfit over on
Crazy Squaw, now? Why, then you
must be Little Black-eyes—excusin' the

same, which is what I've heard Luke call

you. 'Little Black-eyes,' he says, 'is my
gal's sister, an' the rip-snortin'est'

—

"

Original stopped, appalled. This passing

of compliments to one just met and be-

fore her own door-step—with no Dad
around to ride herd on a fresh cow-

puncher's line of talk—was not fitting.

His embarrassment was hers, too. She

felt, vaguely, that she ought to scutter

into the house and shut the door on this

nimble-tongued stranger who wore man's

boots but laughed a boy's laugh. Yet

—

here was Youth met with Youth in the

wide, clean Big Country, and could

Youth mean wrong ?

Original sensed with Little Black-eyes

the requirements of the proprieties

—

this appreciation was instinctive with

him, for he had never known the soci-

ety of girls in his crude life of range and

trail. Nevertheless, he rebelled against
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leaving the sunset vision of loveliness in

the doorway. The boy in him suddenly

shouldered aside callow adolescence.

''I can play the French harp," he an-

nounced, abruptly. "And I got one,

too^a new one, with a jiggery bell."

He brought the gleaming treasure

from his jacket pocket, made a shell of

his hands over the rows of vents, and
launched into the plaintive minor strain

of "The Old Chisholm Trail." His eyes

closed, his cheeks bellowsed, his meager
boy's body swayed rapturously in the

saddle. All his soul was lost in the task

of paying tribute, through music, to a

new and wonderful charm that day first

revealed to him—to black eyes that

laughed, and red lips parted eagerly for

speech daring not to be voiced; to the

twist of a black curl under a sharp chin,

the wild rose flush on a neck. Nor was
the subtle message in the French harp's

pleading unheard of the girl. She stood

in the shadowed doorway, her face all

aglow in the splendor of sunset ; her eyes

wide, deep, dark; across her cheeks

speeding, now and again, swift pulses of

emotion. Not only did she drink in the

music, but her eyes strayed often to the

face of the minstrel. They noted the

thin high-bridged nose, competent chin

a little out-thrust and pugnacious, a

stray lock of hair, long and black as a

raven's wing, which had slipped down
beneath the up-tilted hat-brim. Un-
conscious, maybe, this appraisement of a

strange lad's features, but who shall say

not naive and delightfully feminine?

Original passed from the trail melody
into the romping measures of "The Ar-
kansas Traveler." Then the mood of the

music came back unerringly to the som-
ber motif underlying all ballads of the

plains, and the French harp wailed the

dirge of "The Dying Cowboy." The
sun slipped into the blue sack of the Big

Horns, held wide between snow-peak
and snow-peak to catch it, and a trailing

glory of umber and orange and amethyst
lighted all the stained glass of the west-

ern sky. 1 he troubadour finished a

quavering tremolo, noted the changed
light on the girl's i\icv, and so was
brought to realization of flitting time.

He pocketed the instrument with a

quick half-smile of apology.
"When I'm performin' my music" he

said, with gravity, "I gets so plumb fired

up I don't keep no count of time."
"It—it's wonderful," Little Black-

eyes applauded, in a voice so small it

sounded like a sigh.

"Then, maybe, if you like it I can
mosey over this wTay again some time an'

play some more for you ?" There was no
hardihood in Original's eyes; all was
wistfulness.

"Perhaps," she whispered, and with
a quick backward bound she was in the
house and swallowed up by shadows.

Original, a little perplexed by this

abrupt dismissal, sat staring for a min-
ute at the place where she had stood,

then clucked to Nigger Boy. He rode
out into the dimming glory of the spent
day, along the Little Poison trail toward
the purple beyond, and a strange light-

ness of head and tightness of heart

seemed to call for a balm of music. So
he sang to the winking stars and he flung

tunes from the French harp to the

pricking ears of coyotes, night skulkers

in the waste places. Not in all his

eighteen years of life had Original felt

such an exaltation of spirit—rapturous,

sweetly painful, a little solemn. For the

first time this waif of the Big Country,
growm to adolescence as a lithe antelope

grows, was brought to a little knowledge
of that great mystery whose key lies in

a chronicle of ten words, "... made
He a woman, and brought her unto the

man."
Next day Original found opportunity

to ride with Shinnery Luke on the horse

round-up. The gaunt, sun-tanned Tex-
an cow-puncher with the trail herd-up

from the Rio Grande, and now foreman
of the Hashknife outfit on Crazy Squaw
range, had been the boy's partner on
night guard through the rain and heat of

nearly two thousand miles of trail, and
his big heart had admitted this stray of

the wilderness to its innermost niche of

confidence. Even though Shinnery

Luke was now elevated to the dignity of

command, the bond between them knew
no relaxing. Now as they rode through

the sweet winds. Original began to tell

the other of yesterday's meeting with

the little girl of the black eyes. Before

he had more than mentioned the ranch

on Little Poison, Shinnery Luke smote

his thigh resoundingly.
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"Set my head out for a rain-bar'l,

Original, if I 'ain't plumb forgot to ready

you up for your job at the weddin'.

Lordee! An' it less'n a month away,

too.

The boy looked up quickly to the

man's face, expecting to read there the

signs of one of Luke's ever-ready witti-

cisms; instead, deep seriousness was
graven atout the eyes and on thin

cheeks. Luke twisted the end of a ci-

garette and explained:

"I've cut you out of the herd to be my
best man, Original, an' I sure oughta

have warned you proper before this, so's

you'd know what was comin' to you."

"Best man?" The boy echoed the

strange word after the bifurcated pat-

tern set by his companion, his voice deep

in awe of the unknown adventure.
" Best man, Luke ? What in time is it ?"

"Well, sir"—Luke's eyes roved da-

zedly, and he seemed to be roping his

words like fractious steers
—

"well sir, I

don't prezactly sabe myself, Original, ex-

cusin' what I've been told by Lily,

which is Little Black-eyes' sister an'

which is goin' to be Mrs. Luke Stray-

horn. It's her doin's, not mine. She
says I got to have a best man 'longside

of a hair-cut an' b'ar's oil on my head,

an' store shirt, an' such extrys counted

fittin' for the occasion. So, there you
are! You're best man." Luke fondly

hoped he had been sufficiently obscure

to defy probing, but the sly look he shot

at the quizzical face near his shoulder

carried warning of the inevitable.

"But this best-man cuss—what's he

got to do for to make a showin'?"
"Didn't I tell you that? Sho! Original,

all this weddin' fixin's got me loco. You
asks me what the best man does? Well,

sir, as I get it from Lily—she's got all

these practices concernin' the givin' and
takin' in wedlock roped an' tied—the

best man's sort of hoss-wrangler for the

groom, which is what Lily says I am

—

a groom. Soon as he sees the preacher
comin' down the trail with his brand-
irons the best man just rounds up this

here groom an' rides him into the corral

on a short halter. Then he ranges right

'longside the pen until the iron's smok-
in', ready to nib up the groom an' belt

him across the eyes with a rope's short

end if he starts for to kick over or r'ar

up. Which it '11 be an easy job for you,
Original, me bein' the halter-brokenest
groom in the territory of Wyoming.
An' besides"—Luke's elbow shot out to

the boy's ribs in playful innuendo

—

"Little Black-eyes, she'll be buildin'

right up 'longside you all the time, she
bein' the bride's gal, as the sayin' is."

Original pondered these specifications

of a best-man's contract for several min-
utes. Then, with a quick look, half

furtive, up to his companion. "Answer
me true, Luke; when me an' her—little

Black-eyes—are standin' 'round there

so close to the preacher, mightn't there

be a back-fire ? Any chance of us gettin'

hit by mistake?"
Shinnery Luke's laugh came crackling

like summer thunder. He flung an arm
affectionately over Original's shoulder.

"Son," he boomed, "if there's any loose

matrimonial gun-work done there, I

don't look for to see you takin' cover

nowhere."
The blood that flooded the boy's

cheeks made headlights of each freckle.

But a wonderfully comfortable glow was
in his heart; he and Shinnery Luke un-

derstood each other—with a man's
understanding.

Original saw Little Black-eyes but

once before the wedding, with its crucial

test of a best man's nerve. That was a

week before the event, when he was
riding back from Two Moons with a

most portentous bundle—store clothes

—

tied to his cantel. The choice of the

Little Poison trail for the return the

rider noisily blamed upon Nigger Boy;

indeed, the issue at the forks had been

decided by an uncompromising pressure

of the knee, made with elaborate show

of absent-mindedness.

At the ranch Original had recourse to

a hastily contrived stratagem to cover

his excuse for stopping. Shinnery Luke,

knowing he would be passing on his re-

turn from a business trip to Two Moons,

had given strict orders that he stop and

inquire "if everything was all right."

Gravely, and as if the ranch harbored a

plague case upon which the life interest

of Shinnery Luke hung, Original re-

peated his rote to Miss Lily, the buxom
bride-in-waiting, and to the tall, slow-

spoken man with a prophet's beard,

Little Black-eyes' father. As elected
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best man he was cordially welcomed.
Miss Lily pressed him to stay to supper

—made an ordeal by the boy's shyness.

Every time he looked up from his plate

he thought he saw the imp of mischief

dancing in black eyes, as on that day of

meeting in the door-yard; then his knife

and fork suddenly would become big

and clumsy as tepee-poles and he could

feel his ears burning.

It was not until he went out to the

lean-to to saddle his buckskin that Origi-

nal had a chance for a word alone with

the adored one. She stepped out of a

square of light which was the kitchen

door, bound for the well—admirable co-

incidence—and they met by the sweep.

Her little gasp of surprise would honor
Columbine.
"Say"—Original blurted out un-

thinkingly that which bore heaviest on
his mind—"Shinnery Luke says you
an' me got to range right up 'longside

an' close to 'em that day of—you know."
"Yes, I'm to be bridesmaid and you're

best man," she answered, in a strange

little thrill of anticipation.

"Well—well, being right up close that-

a-way an' with the preacher just ding-

dongin' away— " Original was flounder-

ing, but her near presence, the very feel

of her little figure so close, yet untouch-
able, drove him on: "Say, you're willin'

to take the risk?"

"Risk? Yes, with a best man like

you!" She flung this over her shoulder

with a rippling laugh that plashed with
falling water from the well bucket, and
she was back through the open door be-

fore the boy could catch his breath.

Original mounted, said his farewells, and
rode through the dark of Little Poison,

pondering in his heart the age-old enig-

ma that is speech of woman.
The Strayhorn-Baggs nuptials at high

noon of a crystal-bright day were an
event of consequence. Not too long to

be wearisome to the wedding guests were
the trails over the Big Country con-
verging at the Little Poison ranch. They
came by horse and by wagon from fifty

miles roundabout, stiffly conscious in

strange raiment. Parson Holingshed
drove out from Two Moons in a rented
buggy—a fetching red spider of a buggy,
slim and dapper-bodied—it was the only
buggy in all the Big Country north of

Cheyenne. Its glory of glistening spokes
and slender shafts drew about it an ad-
miring group of plainsmen, even threat-

ened for a time to shift the center of
interest to the wagon-shed where it

stood.

Original, riding in from the Crazy
Squaw camp with the sober and stiffly

starched groom, almost forgot the bur-
den of the day's responsibilities in ad-
miration of this gem of the wagoner's
art. He had never seen a buggy. But
the fetter of strange linen about his neck
and the flapping of trousers legs—worn
outside his yellow-legged boots only af-

ter long argument with Shinnery Luke

—

recalled him to his duties, and doggedly
he followed one step behind the groom
in all the latter's aimless wanderings
from group to group of guests.

Shinnery Luke was conscious of this

guard-mounting— painfully conscious;

but the foreman of the Hashknife outfit

found in it something for prideful reflec-

tion. He and Original both were living

the rules for weddings. "Original," he
had commanded, during the ride through
the clear morning, "remember your job

is to ride herd on the groom until the

parson gets the brand on him, fair and
clean. The groom's supposed to get sort a

rollicky an' show the whites of his eyes

an' shy at a sage-bush 'long about the

last hour of his freedom. When he does,

you just h'ists your spurs an' creases

him for fair."

However expectantly Shinnery Luke
himself may have awaited any of these

detached and untoward manifestations

of panic, none came. All at once Origi-

nal found himself pushed through a

crowded room and steadied in position

just back of the two brass buttons above
the groom's coat-tails. More unex-

pectedly still, a little body, all in white,

was standing by him, and he felt a sly

hand slipping under his left arm. He
dared not turn his head to look when he

caught a very faint whisper, "Hullo,

Mister Best Man!" By way of answer

he squeezed the clinging hand by press-

ure of his arm. Parson Holingshed was

in full voice now—Original could just

glimpse a patch of his wagging whisker

between the shoulders of bride and

groom—and what he said had a Biblical

sound. It did not strike the best man
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as pertinent to the occasion, however, un-

til this question suddenly was plumped
at Luke: "Will you take this woman
to be your wedded wife?" Luke gulped,

and uttered a falsetto "Yes."
That instant a thought burned through

the best man's brain: When Parson
Holingshed was through asking Luke
and Miss Lily questions, supposing he

fired one over Luke's shoulder at the

best man and the bride's gal ! Supposing
he'd say—and why shouldn't he, since

he was questioning all 'round?—sup-

posing he'd say, "Mr. Best Man, would
you like to take this woman hanging on
your arm to be your wedded wife, now
that I'm on the ranch and right handy?"
Original's spontaneous "Yes" was at his

lips and spoken aloud before he could

check it. His ears caught a gasp from
Little Black-eyes before they filled with
a great roaring; mortification was sharp

as a wasp's sting. To save himself from
stampede he kept his eyes glued to the

shining black locks of the groom. When
he saw Luke turn, take Miss Lily in his

arms, and warily peck her on the fore-

head with his lips, Original, believing

the eyes of jealous custom to be on him,
did likewise by Little Black-eyes.

"Crazy!" she sputtered, and angrily

pushed him from her, while a wave of

titters, breaking into laughter, sped
about the room.
Suddenly there was Ole Mis' Sturdee,

the clatter-tongued gossip of Big Char-
ley Butte, mincing and grinning in front

of Original and saying something like

"Congratulations!" Others crowded in

with mock eagerness to shake his hand
and that of Little Black-eyes. For a

brief moment Original thought he'd been
married—that something had back-
fired. Then when he saw tears of anger
spring to the eyes of the bride's gal, saw
her turn and fly to the kitchen, her

cheeks crimson, knew the bitterness of

the joke, also the genesis ofit—his clumsi-

ness. Miserable to the heels of his

yellow-legged boots, he pushed through
the crowd to the door and so to outdoor
freedom and the isolation of the wagon-
shed, where the fascinating buggy was.

There he sat on an empty nail-keg and
yielded his soul to bitterness.

An eternity passed over his head while
he pleasured himself with martyr con-
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templations. From open windows of the
house came sound of feasting, noise of
dishes, bursts of laughter. But Original
felt himself divorced forever from all

joys of earth. He was a coyote. He
was a slit-eared mule. Never again
would there be a special look in black
eyes for him; for him no more laughter
sounding like little bells. Somewhere up
in the Big Horns he would find a cave,
preferably occupied by a family of bears,
who would all have to be despatched
with a knife at close quarters; there he
would live and eventually become a
wild man.
Once he saw Shinnery Luke—good

Ole Shinnery Luke—come out into the
door-yard and look anxiously about.
The boy flattened himself against the
side of the shed, and Luke returned to
the feasting. Finally a humble spirit of
atonement came to comfort him, espe-
cially at sight of a black head passing and
repassing the kitchen windows. Origi-

nal dodged from his retreat across to an
ingle formed by the mud -and -fagot
chimney against the wall of the kitchen
lean-to, and there, beneath an open win-
dow, he hunkered down on his boot-
heels, cowman style. Out from an inner

pocket of his new jacket came a silk

handkerchief, wadded tightly; the un-
wrapped folds disclosed a precious

French harp. Original put the instru-

ment to his lips and blew with a zephyr's

touch the mournful numbers of "The
Dying Cowboy":

It matters not, so I've been told,

Where the body lies when the heart grows
co-o-old—

Oh, the heart-throb in that ultimate

tremolo! Lute of Provence never cried

more piteously. Nor did ever a trouba-

dour's love yield her favor more sweetly

than did the little body with the black

eyes. She came on light foot, and stood

before Original where he squatted in the

chimney ingle, eyes tight shut under the

spell of his pleading. When he had
finished his melody and awoke to reali-

ties, the chief of them he saw was one

cloaked from chin to toe in a checkered

apron, above that a little, flushed face

framed in tumbled curls, eyes misty as

marsh pools at morning.

"Original," she breathed. He stum-
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bled to his feet, his eyes all alight. ''Orig-

inal, I—I'm sorry I was mad. There!"

One flaming cheek was turned to him
and held invitingly. The boy leaned for-

ward a little blindly, and kissed it. She

turned for flight, but his hand closed

tightly on her arm.
"Little Black-eyes—Little Black-eyes

you heard me when I says 'Yes' right

out loud in the middle of that marryin'

business. You didn't reckon I was a

plumb idjit for sayin' that! You knew
what it was in my mind I ripped out

that 'Yes' to."

Her free arm was covering her eyes

now to hide tears; above it showed a

little crescent of cheek—oh, so rose-red

and desirable! At the boy's questions

her head nodded slowly, A black curl

slipped down to caress his hand.

"An'—say, Little Black-eyes, if that

there preacher had th'owed that same
question at you which I thought he was
firin' at me, what would you have said ?"

Original drew her close to him with a

pressure hesitant, reverential, and as he
waited for her answer he looked down
at the bent nest of curls so near his lips.

He was boy no longer, but man, gently

masterful.

"What would you have said, Little

Black-eyes ?"

"Yes," she whispered, and one of her

small hands stole up to find and clasp

his. His lips sought her hot forehead

unbidden. His voice broke under in-

finite tenderness.

"Right soon now, Little Black-eyes

—

just so soon as I can make to put an-

other hundred dollars in the bank, you'll

stand up an' say that word to the

preacher."

To One In Hospital Pent

BY FLORENCE EARLE COATES

LITTLE sister, everywhere
-* There is sorrow: here—where men

Greet the day-beam often when
They the lagging moments measure

By the suffering they bear

—

Just as there!

Earth-born children all are due

At one goal, and none is fixe:

Nay; not 1, who seem to be

Privileged .it large to wander
Where no walls obstruct the blue,

More than you!

But where tears have wet the sod,

Beautiful may flowers spring.

And in cages birds may sing;

For there's love, too, little sister,

Everywhere that grief bath trod;

And there's God!



A Benvenuto of the Backwoods
BY ROBERT SHACKLETON

HIS is the story of a

picturesque American
—Chester Harding, an
American artist who
achieved astonishing

success. And I call him
__, a Benvenuto of the

Backwoods because he came literally

from the backwoods, yet singularly re-

sembled Benvenuto Cellini in character-

istics and career.

Each won success and fame; each was
frankly and joyously boastful, with a

boastfulness based on genuine and in-

genuous self-esteem. Each had admi-
rable skill; each was a man of verve, of

insouciance, full of the very gladness of

being alive. Each was adventurous,

brave, ardent, enterprising. One painted

portraits, whereas the other made statues

and was a goldsmith. Harding is almost

forgotten, whereas Benvenuto Cellini is

remembered.
In impetuosity of decision, in the

whimsicality which makes for the un-

expected word or act, in the traveling

from country to country, the American
and the Florentine were alike. In the

making of friends with the great and the

titled, in the setting down of thoughts

and triumphs with frank, bold, naive

egotism—in such things also the two
men were alike.

Yet—and herein lies a vast wonder

—

the genius of Benvenuto the Florentine

was developed in an age of beauty and
in a country full of things most beautiful,

whereas the skill of Harding was devel-

oped in an age when beauty was almost
forgotten and in an environment most
crude.

Chester Harding was born in tiny

Conway, in the Eastern Berkshires, on
September I, 1792. His father was an
impractical sort of man, an inventor who
spent most of his time in seeking to

solve perpetual motion, and who filled

his garret with machines that brought

no bread and butter to his starving chil-

dren, as Chester himself expresses it.

Chester's chief occupation as a boy
was work, of the hard and varied kind
that comes to the boys of a poor house-
hold in a poor little town; and his

dearest diversion was fishing. When in

full manhood, he loved to remember his

boyish delight in catching little fish with
a pin; and with what passionate happi-
ness, when a penny or so gave him a
real hook, he would go out and catch
trout.

When he was fourteen years old his

parents moved from the meager hill

country of his birth into the then un-
broken wilderness of Madison County,
in New York. A house was built with
logs chopped by the father and the boys
—Chester having two brothers older

than himself. A clearing was rudely
made by chopping and burning, and
some corn and potatoes were planted
among the blackened stumps.

In that pioneer home it was hard to

get food to eat, and it was hard to keep
warm. Chills and fever seized the whole
family, but somehow they managed to

exist and to get a foothold in that wild

country, and a few years uneventfully

passed.

Chester Harding early developed great

strength. In fact, as he writes: "I grew
strong, and was distinguished for my
skill in using the ax. I could lift a

larger log than any one else, and, in

short, at eighteen was considered a

prodigy of strength "—all of which is

delightfully remindful of the Florentine's

account of his own wonderful physical

skill as a youth. For each of these men

—

Benvenuto of Florence and the Benve-

nuto of the Backwoods—wrote an auto-

biography, and each did it with the

frankest of egotism, and that of the

Florentine became one of the dearly

loved classics of the world. But although

the Florentine never saw anything hu-

morous in his boastfulness, the Amer-
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ican, though boasting just as easily and

as naturally and as entertainingly, did

now and then realize that there was
something funny in being so frank about

it, and when he came to put a title on

his book he called it his Egotistography.

Benvenuto admits that if he had

wished he might have become the best

musician in the universe. The drum
was Harding's simple instrument; but his

proficiency was great, for when the War
of 1812 broke out he had become a dis-

tinguished drummer—we have his own
word for it—and as a drummer he en-

tered the ranks. But in contrast with

such delightful experiences as being pres-

ent whenever the most brilliant military

events were taking place and personal-

ly killing the opposing leaders, as the

Florentine killed the Duke of Bourbon
and the Prince of Orange, the American

never saw the pomp and circumstance

of war.

The force to which he was attached

marched to Sackett's Harbor, and the

snow was very deep, and the weather

fiercely cold. Plundering was so com-

mon that the line of march could be fol-

lowed by the feathers. A series of in-

glorious night alarms took the men from

their tents out into the cold and dark-

ness. Terrible sickness thinned the

ranks. "Away goes the merryman home
to his grave" was drummed and fifed

unceasingly, at burial after burial, to the

deadly depression of the survivors. And
I luster Harding himself was taken ill

and barely managed to survive, and

then was so weak that he was ordered

home. But to get home was not a sick

man's task, for the intensity of cold

continued, and Harding was thinly clad

and had neither overcoat nor gloves,

and he barely escaped, in turn, drown-

ing and freezing and starving on his

dreadful home journey.

Arriving home, he and one of his

brothers secured a little contract for

making drums for the government, and

thus he won the distinction of being

both a drum-beater and a drum-maker
for his country.

Then followed a period during which

he drove about the country selling es-

sences of peppermint and tansy and

wintergreen, and he also itinerantlv ped-

dled a patent—not one of his father's!

—and when he finished his wandering
salesmanship he had not only made a

little money above expenses, but had
several watches that he had secured in

trade, and was also the possessor—what
thoughts this arouses in the mind of the

antique collector!—of more than half

a hundred wooden clocks. One help-

lessly wonders what was his idea in

buying those clocks. His narrative

throws no light on what impelled him to

their possession, and tells nothing of

what he did with them. Those fifty

clocks—what charming old clocks they
would now be deemed!—drift into the

light of fame for part of a single sentence

and then melt out of sight, while the

narrative goes cheerfully on to tell of

how, with one of his brothers, Harding
went to Caledonia, a New York village,

and began to make chairs.

In such varied experiences Harding
learned a great deal of the early Amer-
ican wrorld, and in his nature was the

same belligerence that used to take the

Florentine into personal conflicts. "I
firmly believe that if I had gone back,"

writes Harding, "I should have killed

one at least of the men with my loaded

whip"—a line as if from Benvenuto!
But I shall not call attention to many

of the similarities. That the two men,
separated so widely by time and en-

vironment, should be so strangely and
temperamentally alike is curious, and
similarities will constantly present them-
selves to those who know and love the

boastful Florentine; but Chester Hard-
ing was in himself a man of fascinating

interest, and his rise and success were
almost incredible.

But though I shall not point out many
of the resemblances between the Floren-

tine and the New-Englander, I ought to

mention that there were certain differ-

ences, such as came from different en-

vironment and from the fact that one

lived in the days of the Medici and the

other was born in a Puritan region and

lived far into the time of Victoria.

Whereas Benvenuto readily makes the

reader acquainted with his dissolute life,

Harding has nothing to say of dissolute-

ness, but tells how his parents would
sometimes read the Bible to the chil-

dren
—

"the only book we had in the

house." And he writes of falling in love
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at first sight with pretty Caroline Wood-
ruff and marrying her. "I can re-

member the dress she wore at our first

meeting," he writes with charming en-
thusiasm, going backward through the
long years to that romantic time

—
"I

can remember the dress she wore at our
first meeting; it

was a dark-crim-
son woolen dress,

with a neat little

frill about the
neck." Doesn't
he make us all

love pretty Caro-
line, with her
d a r k-c r i m s o n
woolen dress,

withitsneatlittle

neck -frill? The
earlier writer
loves to tell of
his mistresses
rather than his

wife, of his il-

legitimate chil-

dren rather than
h i s legitimate.

But Harding
loved only his

Caroline from
the day of his

marriage, in

i8i5,to the time,

thirtyyearslater,

when she died

after an illness

of only three
days.

The early mar-
ried life of Harding was marred by
financial trouble and actual debt; and
even a resort to tavern-keeping by
this man of many occupations was
of no avail. And into the heart of
Harding came the deadly fear of prison,
the fear of a living death in a debtor's
jail—for his liabilities had mounted to
almost five hundred dollars. He has
left on record a few words in which, with
vivid simplicity, he pictures the horror
of it, and to escape a debtor's fate he
fled, making his way somehow to Pitts-
burg. There he found work as a house-
painter, and as soon as a few dollars
were saved he started back on foot to
get his wife and child. Briefly he men-

tions the wild mountains and the forests,
the bear and the deer and the wolves;
and in a few simple words pictures the
moonlight night on which he stealthily
crept to his home; and of how, with his
wife and child, he started back for the
West. The little party struggled to the

head-waters of
the Allegheny,
"with many

CHESTER HARDING

From a portrait painted by himself

hardships," as he
briefly says, and
then floated on a
raft to Pittsburg.

There he rented
a tiny home
of two rooms

—

and his little
money soon dis-

appeared as he
sought in vain
for work.
One day, when

the family were
on the very verge
of starvation and
there was literal-

ly not a single

cent, the desper-
ation of the
plight nerved
him to ask for a

beefsteak on
credit, and to his

amazement the
credit was given!
Half starved,
and nearly fran-

tic with joy, he
supplemented

this with half a loaf of bread that he bor-
rowed from a barber, and the family
feasted royally. And that barber was a
royal friend, for he found for Harding
a customer who wanted a sign painted!
Here at once was potential prosperity,

for the sign was to be a gorgeous thing,

gold-lettered on both sides, for it was to

project into the street. But how was
Harding to get the necessary board and
gold and paint? Half a dozen times he
went to the barber to ask for further

help, and each time went away without
asking. Then he mustered all his

strength and went in again and asked
outright for a loan of twenty dollars.

And he got it! "Why, certainly!" said
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the barber. Whereupon, with the money
in his hands, Harding ran home and told

the marvelous news to his wife, and he

hurried to the butcher and paid for the

beefsteak, and he bought some vege-

tables and tea and sugar—what a pitiful

picture his brief narrative presents!

—

and then he bought gold-leaf and paint

and a board, and joyously made the

sign. And for a year he had prosperity

as a sign-painter.

Then came the great event of his life

—

his becoming acquainted with a man
who came to Pittsburg and put out the

sign of: "Sign, ornamental, and por-

trait painting, executed on the shortest

notice, with neatness and despatch."

That portraits of people could actu-

ally be painted—that was the discovery

that Harding made. And from that mo-
ment all the strength of his nature was
turned on the method and the mystery
of it. The painter himself would not
give him the slightest help or informa-
tion; he would only let him look at the

finished marvels. But Harding deter-

mined to make similar marvels.

"I thought of it by day, and dreamed
of it by night, until I was stimulated to

make an attempt at painting myself.

I got a board, and with such colors as

I had for use in my trade I began a

portrait ofmy wife. I made a thing that

looked like her. The moment I saw the

likeness 1 became frantic with delight;

it was like the discovery of a new sense;

1 could think of nothing else."

He had the dogged genius that would
not be balked, and from now on was
an artist, lie- worked and practised till

he thought that he could really do
something, and then for five dollars

made a portrait tor a man who wanted
one to send to his mother in England.
lie' next painted a man anel his wife, and

received twelve dollars for each. \nd

he sets down such triumphs with the'

pride of his prototype in setting down
the receipt of thousands of gold crowns
from kings ami popes.

1 he' sign-and-portrait-painter was en-

vious, anel cnulU gibed at him; but

balm came from a seller o( drugs and

paints, who added to cordial words ot

appreciation such a proof of sincerity as

to let 1 larding bu\ on credit such

painting material as h< n< ( ded.

But art was not enough to keep the
wolf from the door, and Harding was
not too proud to do other things. He
sometimes played the clarionet for a

tight-rope dancer, and on market-days
would play to attract people to a little

museum. "For each of these per-

fe>rmances I would get a dollar," he
writes simply.

At Pittsburg, Harding saw his first

play. He had with him just one dollar,

a borrowed dollar, with which he was
to buy food for the next day— but the

artistic longing sent him in. "It was a

temporary building, loosely boarded;
and I looked through the cracks of the

covering and I saw such a sight as I had
never dreamed of. I went instantly to

the dex>r, got a ticket, and crowded my
way in. It was Scott's 'Lady of the

Lake.' I was overwhelmed by the brill-

iant lights and heavenly music, and
stood in perfect amazement at the lords

and ladies." How little he suspected

that within a few years he was to meet
the greatest of lords and ladies and be

an honored guest in the noblest of

English homes!
Further to understand the infinite

difficulties that he faced and sur-

mounted, it need only be remarked that

up te> this time he had never read any
book but the Bible, and could only read

that with difficulty.

And now comes what was the most
picturesque single' fact in Harding's pic-

turesque career, anel it was that he went
to Paris. But it was not the' famous
Paris, the' great Paris, the' Paris known
to the world anel to painters.

For Harding discovered that there

was another Paris! Down in Kentucky,
on a branch (A' the Licking, is an old

Paris that is the county-seat of Bourbon
County; anel it was toward this back-

woods Paris that Cluster 1 hireling di-

rected his artistic way. Anel how artis-

tically he went ! Ih joined with a neigh-

bor in the' purchase ^( a flat-bottomed

SCOW, anel the' two nun put upon it their

K w belongings, and their wives anel

children, and, fitting a sort of awning,

started down the Ohio. Nothing could

be more idyllic. "Sometimes we rowed

our craft, but oftener we let her float

.is slu pleased while- we gav< ourselves

up to music. My friend, as well as I,
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played on the clarionet, and we had
much enjoyment on the voyage." Each
night they fastened their craft to the

river's bank, and all usually slept on
shore, and often in the wigwam of some
Indian, with their feet toward the fire

that smoldered in the center. Never
was there a more ro-

mantic going forth to

seek artistic fortune.

In Paris he began
his career as a profes-

sional artist, so he

writes. And luck was
on his side. "I painted

the portrait of a very
popular young man,
and made a decided

hit." Thereupon
came almost over-

whelming prosperity.

"In six months from
that time I had painted

nearly one hundred
portraits, at twenty-

five dollars a head!"
Yet with this won-

derful prosperity he

preserved good sense

and humor. "The
first twenty-five I took
rather disturbed the

equanimity of my con-

science. It did not

seem to me that the

portrait was intrinsi-

cally worth that
money." And then
comes the delightfully

naive addendum,
"Now I know it was
not."

This Kentucky Paris

is still a pleasant, old-

fashioned place, giving no indication,

however, of having had a really distant

past, and holding only the most shadowy
memories of Chester Harding; but it

pleased me to find, in one of the older

homes, two of his portraits, and to learn

definitely of three more that had gone
from Paris to Cincinnati.

With the coming of prosperity, he

generously helped his parents and his

brothers, though this is something he

does not himself set down; but he does

tell of paying in full the debts that had

made him flee like a criminal from his

old home.
He spent money, too, on a trip to

Philadelphia, to study the work of ar-

tists of standing, and he went to the
Academy exhibition—the same Acad-
emy which still gives its distinguished

HANNAH ADAMS

Portrait by Chester Harding

(Copyright, 1903, by the Trustees of the Boston Athenaeum.)

exhibitions, as it has annually for a cen-

tury or so, and which, throughout all

this time, has been such a noble inspira-

tion to American artists.

Hard times in Kentucky stopped the

demand for portraits, whereupon to

move was necessary. But to move never

troubled Harding; in fact, his father's

fancy for perpetual motion seems to

have had an unexpected development in

the temperament of the son. Like Ben-

venuto, Harding was a roamer through-

out his life.
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He turned his face still farther to the

westward, aiming for Cincinnati and
thence to St. Louis, which places were
far indeed to the westward a century
ago; and for traveling-money he pawned
a dozen silver spoons and a gold watch
and chain that he had bought for his

wife in the time of Parisian prosperity.

At St. Louis he met Governor Clarke;

and it was one man of romance meeting
another man of romance, for this was
the Clarke who, with Lewis, had taken
that immortal journey that secured for

the United States the great Northwest.
Clarke recognized a fellow-adventurer,

and, to help him, at once offered himself

as a sitter. Whereupon Harding's ego-

tism comes irresistibly bubbling: "I
was decidedly happy in my likeness of

him." As Clarke was the social leader

of the territory as well as its governor,

his encouragement gave Harding vogue,

and for fifteen months he was kept con-

stantly at work.

Harding portraits of Governor Clarke
and his wife are in the possession of de-

scendants of Clarke, in New York City.

They are small portraits, the face of

Clarke being strong and full of charac-

ter, and his wife a beautiful, dark-

eyed lady, in a low-cut crimson gown,
and wearing jewels which are still treas-

ure d as family heirlooms.

Jut there in the Missouri country,

II irding, romanticist as he was, decided

upon painting Daniel Boone in the place

to which the great pioneer had retreated

before the advance of civilization. He
traveled one hundred miles to find him,
and "found that the nearer he got to

his dwelling the less was known of him."
"1 found the object of my search en-

gaged in cooking his dinner. He had a

long st up of venison wound around his

ramrod, and was busy turning it before

a brisk blaze. I told him the object of

m\ visit, ami found that he hardly knew
what I meant. I explained, and he
agreed to sit. IK- was ninety years old

and rather infirm."

While in tin Far West, Harding
painted not only Daniel Boone, but
some liuli.m chiefs; but from wigwams
he was soon to <m> to palaces. For the

backwoods painter, familiar with forests

ami blazed tries, with pioneers and rude
settlements, with wild animals and In-

dians, and unfamiliar with books and
civilization and art, now felt insistently

the call of Europe. He had saved over
a thousand dollars, and decided to start;

and he tells how, returning to New Eng-
land on his way, his grandfather grave-

ly talked to him, saying: ''Chester, I

want to speak to you about your present

mode of life. I think it is very little

better than swindling to charge forty

dollars for one of these effigies. Now
I want you to give up this course of

living, and settle down on a farm, and
become a respectable man."
The night before he was to leave, his

mother sat down with him for a quiet

talk, and showed him that if anything
were to happen to him abroad his wife

and children were not sufficiently pro-

vided for, and she advised him to buy a

farm.

With his usual likable suddenness, he
instantly decided to postpone the Euro-
pean visit, and, starting the next morn-
ing to get a farm, made his bargain

before night for one hundred and fifty

acres. He ordered the building of a

house, and then went to Washington
for six months, making enough money
in that time to pay for the new house.

And it is curious that he writes very

briefly of this period; he neither ex-

plains what led him to go to Washington
nor gives details of his experiences there.

On returning again to New England
he painted for a while in Northampton,
encouraged by a United States Senator

who knewT of his work in Washington.
And he adds a delicious touch:

" While I was there, the annual cattle

show came off. I allowed my pictures

to be exhibited among the mechanical

arts. They elicited great admiration and
formed one of the chief attractions. I

went into the room one day when there

was a great crowd, and was soon pointed

out as the artist. Conversation ceased,

and all eyes were turned upon me."
Irresistibly there comes the description

of how the statue of Perseus was first

seen by the admiring Florentines, and

of how the people showed the sculptor

to one another as a sort of prodigy.

Odd, this, to find the Loggia dei Lanzi

and the cattle show at Northampton
thus in a sort of juxtaposition.

While in Northampton Harding re-
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ceived an invitation to an evening party,

and at once sat down on the side of his

bed in a panic of fear. He had "never
been to a fashionable lady's party. My
heart grew faint at the thought of my
ignorance and awkwardness." But with
a great effort he made himself go, and
"passed through the trial better than
I had anticipated."

Soon he went to Boston, and his suc-

cess was swift and astonishing. "For
six months I rode triumphantly on the
top wave of fortune. I took a large

room, arranged my pictures, and fixed

Vol. CXXXIII.—No. 794.-35

upon one o'clock as my hour for exhibi-

tion. As soon as the clock struck, my
bell would begin to ring; and people

would flock in, sometimes to the num-
ber of fifty. Now, too, orders were con-

stantly given me." And, in short, "I

do not think any artist in this country

ever enjoyed more popularity than I

did. Mr. Stuart, the greatest portrait-

painter this country ever produced, was

at that time in his manhood's strength

as a painter; yet he was idle half the

winter. He would ask his friends, 'How
rages the Chester Harding fever?'"
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By means of all this success Harding
fully paid for his farm, and found that

he had some sixteen hundred dollars

left, whereupon he arranged once more
for the delayed trip to Europe. But on

the very eve of starting a friend pointed

out to him that he ought not to leave

his family on a wild farm, for his wife

would be retrograding in loneliness

while he himself would be advancing.

Whereupon he for the second time put

off the journey to Europe, and ''started

at once for my wild home, and brought

my family, now numbering four chil-

dren, to Northampton.

"

But in August, 1823, he actually

sailed, having at that time barely passed

his thirtieth birthday. In the course of

the voyage there was a great storm,

and "while others slumbered in fearless

security, I was busily occupied on deck

in seeing that all was rightly managed.

"

One wonders what he tried to do.

Arrived in London, he promptly sets

about seeing pictures, and, although

frankly ready to admire, he always re-

tains honesty and a breezy backwoods-

ism. He admires the Vandykes and

Rembrandts; he admires the portraits

of Reynolds; he admires the women of

Lawrence, but not his men; he admires

Titian; he sees a Rubens which is

"vastly overrated"; and of some of

the other pictures he remarks, casually,

"I daily behold worse paintings than I

ever painted, even in Pittsburg."

With delightful inconsequence, and

without explanation of how a matter of

such vast importance to him came about,

we suddenly find him telling of painting

a duke; and not just an ordinary duke,

but one at the very head of the peerage,

a royal duke!

"January 14, 1824.—Began the por-

trait of His Royal Highness the Duke
of Sussex. This is the first time I ever

had the honor of seeing one of the royal

family."

And it was but a few weeks since he

was in the backwoods. None other but

Benvenuto could have taken it with

such calm or written of it with such

brevity: "Began a portrait of His Royal

Highness."

And he was far from being altogether

dazzled. Coming from the backwoods,

he measures a man as a man. "The

Duke is a prodigiously fat man, above
six feet high, of very uncommon features,

but not intellectual."

In a- few days: "Finished the portrait

of the Duke. All who have seen it think
it the best that ever was taken of His
Royal Highness." One can only gasp
at his success and the way of referring to

it; and one can think only of the de-
scription, some three hundred years
earlier, of the king who cried out, "This
is one of the finest productions of art

that ever was beheld!"

Everywhere Harding makes friends.

He sets off for a visit to a great place in

Norfolk, the home of a Mr. Coke, a man
of seventy-two, an ardent admirer of
America, and "the first to propose our
independence in the House of Com-
mons."
That Mr. Coke owned seventy thou-

sand acres of land, that there were about
seventy domestics in the house, that the

bed-curtains of one of the beds cost

eight guineas a yard, that the steward
was directed to give two guineas to some
strolling jugglers, that there were dishes

of silver and knives of gold, that the

guests numbered more than a score

—

such are some of the observations set

down by the sharp-eyed and sharp-eared

American. And, of course, comes the

entry: "Finished the portrait of Mr.
Coke. The family are highly pleased

with it."

Harding's experiences increased in

variety. And there comes the utterly

astonishing entry, "Went to the House
of Lords, and, through the kindness of

the Duke of Sussex, was fortunate

enough to get a front seat on the foot of

the throne."

Environment and success are aiding

him. "I feel myself improving in every

picture I paint." And then comes the

following memorandum, set down with

a casualness that is more astounding

than the fact itself, "Had a call from

Mr. Coke, the Duke of Norfolk, and

General Fitzrov." And the best of it is

that it is not the call of Norfolk

and the general that most pleased him,

but the kindness of the untitled Mr.
Coke, for he says, "This attention on

the part of Mr. Coke is most gratifying."

And in a very few weeks, for wonders

do not cease, he is on his way to the
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palace of the Duke of Hamilton to paint

his portrait.

"The palace is two hundred and sixty-

five feet long by two hundred feet

broad," writes this mathematical-
minded artist. "The picture-gallery is

one hundred and thirty-five feet long."

And then comes the expected phrase,
"I think I shall succeed very well."

And he is himself struck by the mar-
vel of it all. "What a freak of fortune is

this which has raised me from the hut
in my native wilds to the table of a duke
of the realm of Great Britain! By an-

other freak I may be sent back to the

hovel again."

After doing the Duke of Hamilton for

the Duke of Sussex, he is commissioned

to paint the Duke of Sussex for the Duke
of Hamilton. It is seesawing in wonder-

land.

This backwoods Benvenuto charmed
not only dukes, but duchesses; and he

wrote of the duchesses as naturally as

if he had mingled in such society all his

life. "The duchess was very agreeable";

"The duchess is pretty, witty, and so-

ciable"; "The duchess wished me every
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success." Long after this time the fa-

mous Duchess of Gordon, speaking with

an American visitor of Chester Harding,

referred to him as the "prairie noble-

man.
"

His paintings were shown in the exhi-

bition at Somerset House, and he frankly

says he looked at them "with the same
kind of pride a mother feels in looking

at her beautiful daughter on her pres-

entation at court.

"

And he holds strongly to American-
ism. He is filled with admiration of the

noble view from Stirling Castle, yet

thinks more highly of the Connecticut

Valley as seen from Mount Holyoke.

He is awed by the organ-playing in

Canterbury Cathedral, for it is like the

wind moaning through a pine forest at

home. He measures the Duke of Hamil-
ton's palace in terms of America, for it

is four times the size of the Boston

State House.
In a little while we find him setting

out for one of the country seats of the

Duke of Norfolk. Another duke to

paint! He spends two weeks there, and

then comes the inevitable: "Finished

the head of the Duke. It is said by the

company present to be the best portrait

that has been painted of him.
,,

Not until after all this does the man of

Paris in Kentucky go to the Paris in

France. He spends a month there, but

France does not appeal to him as Eng-
land does.

From time to time he has mentioned

that he is studying French, and now he

is determined to show his proficiency.

So, going to a reception on a day of rain

and mud, he said to the porter, "II fait

mauvais temps." It is only guessable

how he pronounced these words, but he

records that the porter respectfully re-

plied, "Oui, monsieur," and that imme-
diately the name "Monsieur Mauvais
Temps" went resounding up the stair-

way from one servant to another.

He returns to Great Britain; and he

paints nor only dukes, but eommoners;
for in Glasgow, in l S 2 q . he realizes with-

in six weeks the sum of three hundred
and fifty pounds, apparently for thirteen

pictures, which would mean not much
over a hundred and thirty dollars a

picture. His charges to the more promi-

nent folk must have been somewhat

higher, for he was paid, for even Mr.
Coke's steward, in kit-cat size, thirty
guineas.

Toward the close of 1826 he sailed

back to America, with the loving re-

grets of a host of English friends, among
them James Sheridan Knowles, who
wrote some lines in which he called him
"one of the budding boughs of Art's

green tree." And he settled himself in

Boston, buying a home on Beacon
Street, diagonally across from the State
House, for something over seventy-five

hundred dollars, for he wrote of the out-
standing debt and mortgage amounting
to this sum. The house, with its front

somewhat altered since Harding's day,
is still standing, one of the few remaining
Boston homes that stood before the
Revolution. It is a really attractive !

home, hemmed in though it is among
great business buildings and hotels. It

has unexpectedly large and beautiful

rooms, and the present owner told me i

that there was a tradition that in Hard- j

ing's time the two upper floors were one, i

which would bear out Harding's own
;

statement that his splendidly lighted >

studio was the "finest in the world for t

his trade."

Here he set one hundred dollars as I

his price instead of his former fifty, as I

he expressed it, and in three months
seems to have made fourteen hundred
dollars.

He fully expected to make this house
his permanent home, but something—he \

does not say what—so changed his plans

that before very long he moved to

Springfield, and that Massachusetts city '1

was his home for the rest of his life.

But this does not mean that he remained
stationary in Springfield, for he was by i

nature a wanderer, and wTas now in

Montreal, now in Baltimore or Rich-

mond or \\ ashington.

The easy brevity with which he refers

to painting all the justices of the Su-

preme Court, including a full-length of

Chief Justice Marshall, really out-Ben-

venutos Benvenuto! And among the

fascinating reminiscences in his narra-

tive is that in which he tells of seeing the

chief justice playing quoits and getting

down on his knees to measure a con-

tested distance w ith a straw, and making
the woods ring with a triumphant shout.
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He painted himself, too; and his own
portrait at sixty-eight shows a curious

similarity to that of Benvenuto Cellini

at sixty. There are the same full eyes,

rather deep-set, with the same high and
rounding curve above them, as if to

give a clear outlook upon the world.

Each man had a long, grayish beard, and
each had his hair rather long over the

ears. There is the same long nose, with

that of Benvenuto the more pointed.

There is the same general contour of

cheek and brow. Each, one sees, is a

man who will never grow old, for he

will always retain the enthusiasm of

youth.

At the request of the Boston Athe-
naeum, Harding painted the portrait of

the first literary woman of America, dear

old Hannah Adams, and it hangs in an
honored place in the beautiful oval

room of the Athenaeum trustees. Her
head-dress of white is folded about her

face with almost nunlike effect, and she

is gowned in gray; and she sits in an
Empire chair upholstered in dull red;

and she is a peaceful, sweet old lady,

with cheeks of delicate suggested pink-

ness.

And it greatly pleased me to come
upon a Chester Harding among the

priceless portraits in the great memorial
dining-hall at Harvard, for this Harding
is one of his English ones; how or why
it crossed the ocean is forgotten, but
there it is, the portrait of the Earl of

Aberdeen, Viscount Gordon, Ambassa-
dor to Vienna and Prime Minister of

Great Britain. And it would serve to

show, if any one doubted the seeming
fairy tales of Harding's triumphs, that

the fairy tales were true.

He painted a well-known portrait of

Daniel Webster; he painted Henry Clay;

he painted John C. Calhoun; and on
Calhoun's personal invitation he was one
of those privileged to listen to Hayne's
tremendous attack on Webster. Hard-
ing felt that speech unanswerable, as did

other friends of Webster, but, going to

see Webster that evening— for his

daughter was visiting Webster's daugh-
ter at the time—he found the mighty
orator cheerful, and even playful, with
the two little girls upon his knees. And
when Harding suggested that he had
expected to find him in his library, Web-
ster cheerfully responded that there

would be time enough for that in the
morning. And Harding tells of how,
when the Senate again met, Webster
came in, "elegantly dressed" and quite

calm, and of how superbly he delivered

his triumphant oration in reply.

Harding not only painted great Amer-
icans, but was a welcome visitor at their

homes; he and Daniel Webster and
others dined intimately and frequently

together, for his manly comradeship
carried him freely into hearts and homes.

I think that he gradually began to

discern that, after all, his work, excellent

as it was, was not of the very highest

order. The death of his wife was a

tremendous blow, and after that he rest-

lessly went back to England for a while,

and met Carlyle and Lockhart and
Scott's granddaughter, and painted the

poet Rogers and the historian Alison,

and then restlessly returned to America.

The shadow of our coming Civil War
saddened him; and the war itself was a

personal tragedy, for he had two sons

in the army of the North and two in that

of the South.

His last work was a painting of Gen-
eral Sherman, made in St. Louis early

in 1866, and now in one of the great

club-houses on Fifth Avenue in New
York; and in one of his letters there

comes a final flash of his lovable boast-

fulness, "I have painted a capital like-

ness of General Sherman!"
And shortly afterward, back in the

Boston that he loved, Chester Harding

suddenly dies, and Sherman writes, tell-

ing of the pain and sorrow with which he

learned the news, and saying, "I beg

you will consider me one of his best

friends." And thus, to the very last,

Chester Harding won the admiration

and friendship of the great.



Flannigan

BY ANNIE CAMPBELL HUESTIS

from one Irish

OD save you," said

Flannigan, as the nurses

passed his bed.

"God save you kind-

ly/' replied Miss Lar-

kins, having learned

this form of salutation

patient and another.

"But you don't believe in God, do you,

Mr. Flannigan?"
"I do not," said Flannigan, lowering

his voice, that the ward might not be led

astray by any remark of his. "But 'tis

a civil way of spakin,' miss dear, and

I've said it since I was a bit av a gossoon,

and me mother before me. Sure, there's

no meanin' in the pleasant things that

are said the wor'rld over. They're just

the iron that smoothes the creases out

—

blessed be them that makes them!"

"It's a very pretty way of saying

good morning, at any rate," said Miss

Larkins. "There's only one way better."

" Sure, there's no way betther, in anny

counthry," said Mr. Flannigan, "barrin'

it's in your own, dear, wheriver that may
be," he added, tactfully. "What like is

it?'

"It's 'God save all here.' That in-

cludes everybody," said Miss Larkins,

nodding toward the beds beyond them.

"Sure, that's good Irish!" said Flan-

nigan, delighted,

that, miss dear?"

"No, not you.

when 1 stayed in a French county called

COrk."

"Nov., did I tache ye

I heard that, once.

"French enough for annvwan said

Flannigan, twinkling. "And barrin

County ( ialway, 'tis as good a county as

anny, and betther! So ye wint across

to Ireland, miss dear?"

"Of course 1 did, and heard 'God save

all here
'

i ust once, and thought I had

forgotten it and now here you are, Mr.

Flannigan, with your nice Irish r-r-r,

bringing it all back ho me, when I ought

to be thmking of what I'm doing, and

nor of what's over and done. Bui 1 ve

been there, of course. Doesn't every-

body go who can?"
"Ye've seen a turf fire then, belike,"

said Flannigan, wistfully, "and the piles

av it along the hoes?"
"Yes. And I watched one fire burn

to ashes, and saved the peat ash in a

little round box. That was just to re-

mind myself of the fun we had round
the fire. And I've heard a curlew whis-

tle, and I've seen the bogs change
i "

color

—

"Sure they blush like a gir'rl whin the

light's on thim," said Flannigan, poet-

ically.

"And turn gold and purple as it

fades," said Miss Larkins, seeing a bog
instead of a row of beds, "and I would
have put the color in the box, too, and
brought that home, if I could, Mr. Flan-

nigan."

"Did ye like it as well as that, thin?"

asked Flannigan, in a whisper, as if he

feared his voice might bring her back to

the ward again, and hurry her off to the

next cot.

"Why wouldn't I ?" said Miss Larkins,

answering him in his own way, and
picking up her thermometer.
"Och, there must have been an Irish-

man there that put the comether on ye
!"

said Mr. Flannigan, to keep her stand-

ing.

"It would take more than an Irish-

man to do that," said Miss Larkins.
"

I r was the country itself I liked. How's
the pain this morning :

"

"Oh, it's betther. 'Tis gone. Don't

mind it," said Flannigan, hastily. "So
ye liked the ould counthry, thin? Well,

'tis a good counthry for all."

"God save all there!" said Miss Lar-

kins, and smiled at him over her shoul-

der as she put the thermometer in the

mouth of the man in the next bed.

"Now, tIiiii's a gir'rl for ye!" said

Flannigan. presently. "There she is,

with an Irish heart in her breast, and no

right to it whativtr, for she says she's
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Norman French, though she calls herself

Larkins. Names mane nothin' in this

counthry, Mr. Cadogan. They give

them round without anny thought to

whether they fit or not. Look at her,

catchin' the probationer corner/in' the

bed wrong, and the probationer trim-

blin' before her! Look at her, goin' on
like a queen, and the probationer makin'
faces unbeknownst at her! Sure she

carries that therometer like a specter, as

if she was royal, for all."

"Scepter is what you mean," said Mr.
Cadogan, sourly. "And there's no need
of her taking temperatures. That's pro-

bationers' and junior nurses' work, not

head nurses' and seniors'. I've been
here often enough to know. She does

that for effect. She thinks the doctors

are seeing her."

"Couldn't they see her unless she

carried a therometer?" demanded Flan-

nigan. " 'Tis a bitther tongue ye have in

your head, Cadogan, and no eyes at all."

"I wouldn't call her a beauty, if I had
as many e}^es as a potato," said Mr.
Cadogan, shortly.

"A potato would think shame to be as

blind as you to many a thing that passes

ye. She has a face that would make ye
do without your brekquest, night or day,

and so has all the other wans."
"Don't say nurses to me!" said Mr.

Cadogan, bitterly. "I hate the lot. All

they can do is corner the bed, and put a

glass tube in your mouth when you begin

to speak, and then write on the chart

that they've done it."

"'Tis your symptoms they write on
the chart. 'Tis yourself that knows
that," said Flannigan, slyly, "for wasn't
it you that was caught readin' yours
when you thought they weren't lookin' ?"

It was because Mr. Flannigan had
been known to do the same thing the

day before that his chart now stood on
the window-sill, where he could not
reach it. The morning light was bright

on his face, his last dose had dulled his

pain, and no one could have read in his

cheerful eye that he knew the strange
thing the doctor had written.

"A ward's a bare place, when all's

said. I like a bit av color," said Flanni-
gan. "And there they go, blue and
white, wheriver ye look, with the hair

av each wan different, and the cap niver

lookin' the same on two av thim! And
they go like a flash, and come back like

the wind, and they're on duty next day
as fresh as iver, God bless thim!"
"And they yank a piece of adhesive

plaster off your skin as if you were made
of leather," snapped Cadogan, "and put
a corner in your bed every time you kick
it out, and bandage your arm so tight

you can't breathe. That's what I know
of them."

"Sure, if ye breathe with your ar'rm,

and that's all the bandage I see on ye,

you'd betther be havin' an operation to

put your lungs back in your chist," said

Flannigan.

"There's no wit in the Irish, except
what's in the funny column, and that's

made by American editors," said Mr.
Cadogan, putting his right ear on his

pillow and drawing the blanket over his

left. "All an Irishman has is impu-
dence."

"If ye begin to know impidence whin
ye hear it, you're gettin' betther, and
we'll worry no more about ye," said

Flannigan. "Maybe whin ye get a bet-

ther temper, ye'll be makin' a little fun

yourself for all."

The sun had slipped to the foot of

Flannigan's bed by the time the doctor

made his rounds.

"How's the weather, old man?" asked

Dr. Barnes, breezily, noting with solici-

tude the rise of Flannigan's pulse.

"Sure, the sun's bright on me!" said

Flannigan, buoyantly. "There's only

wan thing wrong, barrin' the fact that

I'm not up on me legs yet."

"Nurses not good to you?" asked Dr.

Barnes, facetiously.

"Now, Mr. Flannigan, don't report

us, whatever we've done!" implored

Miss Larkins, passing the doctor his

chart.

"Speak out, Flannigan. Don't shield

them," said the doctor.

"Sure' they mean no har'rm, even

whin they do it," said Flannigan, loy-

ally. "Tis not the like av thim I'd

complain av, and thim with barely time

for their meals, God help thim."

"But you're worrying about some-

thing." And Dr. Barnes looked at him

keenly. "You're not bothering your

head about what you read on your chart

the day you slipped it off the hook when
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Miss Larkins's back was turned, are

you?"
"Whist! Spake low. Cadogan doesn't

know I done that, and I've just been

tellin' him what I think av him for doin'

the same."
"You know, Flannigan," said Dr.

Barnes, lowering his voice to a confiden-

tial level, "nobody pays much attention

to what nurses write on charts, or what
we doctors put there, either. The rule is

to write something, so we put—well, any-

thing interesting. But it means little or

nothing. It's merely to show the super-

intendent that we're paying attention to

business, that's all."

"Sure, 'tis not the like av that that's

troublin' me," said Flannigan. "'Tis

what ye don't put in the chart at all

that I'm wishin' for."

"And what's that?" asked the doctor.

"Well, ye take your pincil, and ye
write on wan av the pages 'Flude and
Femayshus Diet,'" said Flannigan from
memory, "and that's very milk-and-

watery food for a man like me. Thin
ye put the black physic, grains tin,

which tastes bad and does no good, and
a nurse adds, "Slightly deeleerious,'

whin I've only been havin' wor'rds with

the man in the next bed, by way of

passin' the time f'r him and me; and
God knows what else ye put! But there's

wan thing I've niver known ye have in,

and that's 'Give Flannigan a Yarmouth
bloater.'"

"Now, look here, Flannigan," said

Dr. Barnes, reproachfully, "I wish you'd

give up saying bloater to me every time

I come near you. You can't keep your
meals down as it is, and if I allowed you
a Yarmouth bloater—well, you know as

well as I do what would happen."
"Sure, if whativer goes down comes

up, why shouldn't it be a bloater?"

pleaded Flannigan. " 'Tis not a joke I'm
makin'. There's a hunger on me for

that, and for no other fish, flesh, nor
fowl. There's times I drame I'm atin'

it. But whin I wake an' ask ye for it,

there's no makin' the drame come true."
"

1 can't let you have it. I'm sorry,"

said the doctor, with decision.

"I do be seein' thim go by on thrays to

some av the other beds,'' said Flanni-

gan, resentfully.

"To convalescents and people with-

out stomach trouble," said Dr. Barnes.
"Nobody would give you a bloater or
anything else you want quicker than we
would,, if we could. It's your stomach
that won't let you have it, remember
that. Fluid and farinaceous was the
best I could allow you before, and fluid

is what I have to order now."
"I've been here for weeks!" said Flan-

nigan, darkly.

"And we've done the best we could
or you.

"And the messes I've had would have
left a baby hungry yit," concluded Flan-
nigan. "Beefsteak and bloaters and
fowls goes by; and all the sloppy food,

the flude and fernayshus, comes to me.

And all this to be blamed to my stomach,
whin 'tis you that orders it!"

"You're not so hungry as you think,"

said the doctor. "That bloater's just a

sick fancy, old boy. You wouldn't eat

it if you had it. Why, you refuse half

your food now, and the other half you
can't keep down. That's what I read

on this page."

"Miss dear," said Flannigan, re-

proachfully, to Miss Larkins, "if I could

keep you from tellin' on me in the chart,

I'd be let have a few things I want.
There's Cadogan in the next bed had a

bloater for his brekquest—not that I

grudge it to him. But if ye won't give

me even a taste av a bloater, sure ye

needn't be so ginerous with the smell av
it. He waved a bit av it on his fork,

bad cess to him, and I got the whiffs

and he got the bites—and me not able

to throttle him!"
"When you begin to get better, you

can have one, can't he,^ Doctor?" said

Miss Larkins.

"Of course," said the doctor, writing

on the chart.

"Would ye ask him, yourself, if I

could have a bit av fish av anny sort,

just now, miss?" asked Flannigan.

"For me to ask for fish would be offi-

cious," said Miss Larkins, making a poor

joke to brighten him up. "I'd get

myself in trouble, wouldn't I, Doctor?"

"Rather," said the doctor, frowning

terribly. "Queer case that," he added,

as they moved to the next bed.

"Will he ever have that ridiculous

bloater? I mean will he ever pick up

enough for that?" asked Miss Larkins.
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"He won't pick up at all," said Dr,

Barnes. "He'll drag along like that,

then drop out some day when nobody's

expecting it."

"And that's the only thing he asks

for!"

"And the very thing he can't have,"

said Dr. Barnes, decidedly, and stood

looking on while Miss Larkins unwound
the bandage from Mr. Cadogan's arm.

A disappointed, hungry voice followed

them from the bed they had just left.

"Lay a stethescope to Cadogan's
ar'rm; he keeps his lungs in it. Put
that in his chart. And a man that hasn't

room in his chist for his lungs ought to

have plenty av room for his meals, so

order him siven at wance, and let thim
all be bloaters—and put that in his

chart," added Mr. Flannigan, bitterly.

"Mr. Flannigan," said Miss Biggins,

coming to his bed with noiseless step

and admonitory finger, "you must not

talk while rounds are being made."
"Who's to stop me?" asked Flanni-

gan, cocking his head sideways.

"Mr. Flannigan," said Miss Biggins,

hesitatingly, in a voice very low and
wistful, "if you would only look upon
this sickness as a discipline sent to teach
you that your soul—"
"Go 'way wid ye," said Flannigan,

raising himself on his elbow. "This is

the thir'rd time ye've come preachin' to

me bed, and me not able to stand up for

meself. Go 'way at wance, and tip over
the carbolic and wipe it up ag'in, or
whativer it is that '11 keep ye out av
mischief. But don't come tellin' me
what me soul is like, for how can you
know, that niver saw it?"

"Are—are you an atheist?" asked the
junior nurse, in horror.

"I'm a man that likes silence," said

Flannigan, grandly. "And let that do."
"Come back," he called, more gently,

as Miss Biggins retreated in trepidation.
"You're only a slip av a gir'rl. What
do ye know av souls, dear? Go an'
play."

He shut his eyes on the sight of her,
but saw her again on his eyelids, and
it came over him that Miss Biggins, with
her hair bright in the sun and her gown
blue, was like the statue of the Blessed
Virgin in a chapel in a far country. "If
ye'd stand still, and not spake," he
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said, opening one eye, "ye'd remind me
of things I thought I'd forgotten. What
religion do ye call yourself, miss?"
"I'm a Baptist," said Miss Biggins,

nervously.

Mr. Flannigan looked upon her with
compassion.
"Ah, well, it can't be helped," he said

at last. "And there's no rale har'rm in

a Baptist, nor yet a Methodist, nor yet
an Episcopal, if they keep quiet about
it, an' don't talk."

"It doesn't matter what religion we
profess," began Miss Biggins, broad-
mindedly, "it really doesn't, if we
only—"

"Sure, doesn't it?" Flannigan was
much surprised. "All av thim believin'

a different thing, and yit sayin' it doesn't
matther what they think at all! Och,
go off wid yourself, and I'll sleep a
little."

"Let's hope you do," said Mr. Cado-
gan, "or I'll ask to be moved out of this

ward!"
"They'll put ye out as soon as they

can, wid no coaxin', poor crathurs,"
said Flannigan, "and God help the home
that takes ye!"
Mr. Cadogan turned to answer,

twisted his sore arm, and, with a wry
face, held his peace.

"'Tis a bad ar'rm ye have," added
Flannigan, in a difTerent voice. "Sure,
'tis you that can bear the pain, and niver

a groan out av ye. Is it betther?"

"'Tis well enough," replied Cadogan,
ungraciously.

"You'll be goin' out in a few days,

belike?"

"As soon as I can stand on me two
legs."

"Now, is it a leg too that's hur'rt?

But 'twill be over. 'Twill be over, wan
day soon."

"None too soon," growled Cadogan,

looking at the offending arm with an

impatient eye.

"The wor'rld must look grand to the

man that goes out," said Flannigan,

wistfully. "Sure even a small thing like

the sound av the wind must be like a

fri'nd at your elbow, an' the feel av the

sidewalks undher your feet would make
a new man av ye. Och, Cadogan, ye

have it all. Bloaters, and wor'rld before

ye. What more do ye want?"
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He raised himself on his elbow, and,

turning, tried to see out of the window.
An oblong piece of sky, with two clouds

that had never crossed it before, looked

blankly back at him, but underneath
were the roofs he knew. "It must be

quare to lose the sight and sound av
things at last," he thought

—
"the trams

goin' by, an' the wheels rattlin', all av
it gettin' fainter an' fainter, till it's gone!

An' whin ye know the daylight is goin',

an' niver comin' back, sure, it must be

quare!" He dropped back on his pil-

low, and into a light sleep.

"Mr. Flannigan dozes half the day
and talks in his sleep," said Miss Big-

gins, as Miss Larkins entered the medi-

cine-room after an hour off duty.

"Well, we'll put that on his chart,"

replied Miss Larkins, looking for a bot-

tle. "I'm glad he's doing that. The
night nurse says he doesn't get much
sleep."

"But he talks in the strangest way,"
Miss Biggins went on, uneasily, "about
'swag,' and 'makin' no noise,' and ' swipe

just enough to carry aisy."
:

Miss Larkins turned from her medi-

cines in amazement for a moment; then,

with her back to Miss Biggins, looked

again for her bottle. "It's not a nurse's

duty to repeat what a patient says in his

sleep," she said. "Write, 'Drowsy, mut-
teri ig,' in his chart; or I'll do it myself.

Wait a minute. I haven't finished. We
are supposed to have queer memories
here, long for some things, short for

others. Let yours be short as to what
Mr. Flannigan says when he doesn't

know he's saying it."

"But I'm sure he must have b-been

a—a— Miss Biggins looked behind

her, as if a detective might be summoned
any minute by her horrified whisper.

"Listen to me," said Miss Larkins,

shaking the bottle. "Grocers, butchers,

lawyers, chimney-sweeps, burglars—yes,

and even missionaries, Miss Biggins, are

on a level in th.it ward. It's not a place

for respectable people

everybody."
" But some of them

Miss Biggins.

"Those who can, pay, but that has

nothing to do with us. All we have to

do is to remember that they're just a

number of people, sick and fretful, like

only. It's for

pay," objected

children. We're here to nurse them, ask
no questions, and keep their secrets

—

particularly if they tell them by acci-

dent," said Miss Larkins.

"B-but respectable people do come
into that ward, and when they pay for

their beds, it doesn't seem right to put
the honest ones next to—to— Does it?

A ward's a place
—

"

Miss Larkins interrupted her. "A
ward's a place where every sick man has
a pillow for his head and some one to

see that he's covered. It's the only
home some of them ever knew. Don't
you remember how quick Mr. Flannigan
was to offer his pillow to the man with
heart trouble who wanted two? So I

think he must have been a discriminat-

ing sort of criminal. Don't bother him
about religion, Miss Biggins. I meant
to tell you that this morning, but I

forgot."

"I c-can't help it. I read Mr. Flanni-

gan's chart," said Miss Biggins. "Oh,
Miss Larkins, he's going to die! I f-feel

I ought to say something. He's an
atheist!"

"When Flannigan dies
—

" said Miss
Larkins, looking out of the window at

the men hoisting stones for the new
cathedral. It was among these men
Flannigan had worked, and had often

smoked a pipe at the end of the day, and
watched the lights of the big hospital

shine down on him. He had told her

about it.

"Well?" said Miss Biggins, anxiously.

"When he dies," said Miss Larkins,

more clearly, "he'll remember more
things than you have ever thought of,

and it will be those things that will help

him."
"I w-want him to repent. I w-want

God to forgive him," persisted Miss

Biggins.

"Laura Biggins," said Miss Larkins,

with some impatience, "does it never

occur to you that Clod may know more

about the men in the ward than you do?

The world's a hard road for some of us,

and Flannigan's come a long way."
"God won't save him unless he asks

Him to," said Miss Biggins, with sad

stubbornness.
"I think better of God than that,"

said Miss Larkins.

The afternoon sun slipped from bed to
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bed, but Flannigan's face on the shad-

owy side was like a sun itself as Miss
Larkins approached him.

"That wan was tellin' me about me
sowl," he said, jerking his thumb in Miss
Biggins's direction. Miss Larkins looked

down the ward to where Miss Biggins,

having shut a man's mouth with a ther-

mometer, was saying a word in season.

"She means no harm," said the nurse.

"And has done none," said Mr. Flan-

nigan, generously. "Not but what she'd

dr'rive me to dr'rink if I was up on me
feet. Still, I'll say this for her. She
has principles. I tried to bribe her to

sneak me in a bloater unbeknownst, by
sayin' I'd let her pray by me bed if she

did, but she wouldn't hear av it."

"I think she will let you alone after

this," said Miss Larkins. "She's just

young. Not nineteen yet, Mr. Flanni-

gan.

"She's her wisdom teeth yet to cut,"

agreed Mr. Flannigan. "And they'll

come har'rd. But don't be stoppin' her.

Sure, it passes the time to be shooin' her
off like a fly, and her a joke unbeknownst
to herself. When I see her comin' I

start makin' what I'll say to her, and,
whiles when I'm tired, I set her on Cad-
ogan, and jist lie still and harken to

him swear. Sure, I'd rather have her
come than go. But that's not spakin'
for Cadogan."
Miss Larkins laughed. It seemed to

her, as she looked down at Flannigan,
gray, battered, and soon to die, that she
saw in his face a glimpse of the child he
used to be. Something innocent and
gay smiled in his wicked old eyes, and
lilted in his rollicking voice. "Miss
Biggins is like a play then, is she?" she
said, and turned his pillow for him.
"Miss dear, 'tis you that's like a play,

bringin' a laugh an' no prachin'. But
you've a look of a mother in your eyes
betimes, and so has the others. I've
noticed it of late."

Miss Larkins looked along the row of
cots and back again at Flannigan and
nodded. "Whenever a woman comes
among sick people or people in trouble,
they always seem like children to her,"
she said. " Women are like that. But
some of them don't find it out till they
come to a place like this. Tell me
exactly how you have felt since that last

dose," she added, professionally, with
her finger on his pulse. But Mr. Flan-
nigan did not hear her.

"The mothers, God bless them!" he
said. "Sure, I had wan, once. She
looked at me out av your own eyes, just
now, miss dear—Hiven rest her soul."

Miss Larkins swallowed a lump in her
throat.

"An' 'tis not her alone
—

'tis every-
body's mother that looks out av your
face, and out av the faces av all good
women. There's not wan among ye

—

barrin' the little missionary, and she's

young yet—that hasn't the look. There's
not a man that doesn't know he can be
as fractious as a bit av a gossoon wid ye,

and not be scolded—sure, 'tis a chil-

dr'ren's ward you're in, and not the
min's at all."

Mr. Flannigan winked facetiously, and
Miss Larkins smiled back. "Bad chil-

dren, who want bloaters when they can't

have them," she said, shaking her head
at him.

"'Tis no joke about the bloater. I

want it more than my sleep at night, and
that's God's truth. But I don't be
gettin' aither av thim," added Mr. Flan-
nigan, wistfully. "Call it sick fancy, if

ye will
—

'tis what the young man in the

tinnis suit was afther callin' it. But
'tis a bloater I want,"
"Wait till you're better," began Miss

Larkins, cheerfully.

"Miss dear," said Flannigan, stopping

her, and said no more, but looked down
the ward at the men who were getting

better, and up at his nurse's face, and
they understood each other.

"Ye'll be thinkin' of me whin ye see

the probationers—bad luck to thim!

—

bringin' Cadogan his bloater, an' me not

here to get even a whiff of it. Ah, now,"

said Flannigan, with pride and wonder
in his face, "is it me that's makin' ye

look the. way ye'd like to cry?"

"You say you don't believe in any-

thing," said Miss Larkins, hurriedly,

"but if you ever want a priest, don't for-

get to ask me for him. I'll get him at

once.

"'Tis you I'd ask, if I wanted him.

But I lost what belief I had a long time

back, whin I lost what meant most to

me. Not by death, miss dear. Worse.

But whin I say ' Hiven rest the sowl av
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me mother,' sure I'm not meanin' there's

anny hiven or army sowl. 'Tis but a

fashion av spakin'."

"I like it," said Miss Larkins; "it

sounds friendly."

"Fri'ndly, is it?" asked Mr. Flanni-

gan, doubtfully.

"Why, yes," said Miss Larkins. "If
a prayer can follow people where they've

gone, and help them still, we haven't
lost them after all, and we needn't grieve

so much."
"But they've gone nowhere at all,

miss," said Flannigan. "They're not
here, and they're not there. Sure, they
just wint out like the candle-flame. Ye
can't say, 'Where's the flame now?'
'Tis just gone out on ye, and there's no
lightin' up ag'in. Just sind wan av thim
probationers, God help thim, wid a lit-

tle milk. 'Tis like I'll keep down what
I ate, now, for I'm feelin' more like

meself ag'in."

It was on the following day that

Mr. Cadogan, as fate and the diet-

kitchen decreed, had a bloater. With a

wave of his fork he beckoned Miss Big-

gins to his bed at the very moment when
Miss Larkins was shutting the window
behind him.

"Give that to Flannigan," he said,

gruffly. "All of it. I've enough things

on the tray for myself."

"I'm sorry. It's against rules," said

Miss Biggins, regretfully. "The chart

says fluid diet."

"It can't hurt him," said Cadogan,
impatiently. "Great Scott, if a man's
going to die, can't he have what he wants
before he goes?"

"I can't break rules." Miss Biggins

was gentle, but Him.
rhen I'll break them for you," said

Cadogan, fiercely. " I'll get out and give

ir to him myself, and you be off down
the ward with your rules and your
preaching. I'll stand none of it."

"Mr.Cadogail " Miss Larkins came
round the head of his heel. "I think
you had better go, Miss Biggins. Show
the new probationer how to make one-

to-twenty.- Mr. Cadogan, I'll tell you a

secret, though I might be dismissed for

doing so. It I didn't know th.it that

bloater would give Mr. Flannigan dread-
ful pain, I'd pass n across to him in a

nd, rules or no rules. Hut it would

put him in agony. So you wouldn't like

him to have it, yourself. . . . But it

won't be long now."
"Then take it away," said Cadogan,

"and bring me no more of them."

"Ye've watched the hills whin the
rain falls on thim, have ye?" asked Flan-
nigan, on Miss Larkins's last duty of the
day.

"Yes, and the mist along them, too,"

she said. "Our hills are sharp and clear,

but yours just melt at the top, so you
can't tell where the hill ends and the

sky begins. I've seen poppy-fields, too."

"They're a blight on the counthry,"
said Flannigan.

"They run up the hills, all red, like

flame," said Miss Larkins.

"They sp'ile the crops," said Flannigan.
"But they're good to look at," said

Miss Larkins.

"Like many another thing that's

wrong, miss dear," said Flannigan.

"Some wrong things are not as wrong
as they look," she said. There was a

moment's silence.

"Ye've seen the empty cottages here

and there, wid the dures swingin' on wan
hinge, and the windies br'roke," he said,

"an' nothin' but the bats and owls goin'

in an' out?"
"Yes, and the other kind, too, all

tidy and cozy. I didn't see so very many
ruined ones. But of course there were
some. Wouldn't it be fine if we could

put new hinges on every door, and a pane

in every window, and a fire in every

grate?" said Miss Larkins. "Wouldn't
it be splendid if we could go through

those hills on a jaunting-car to-night

—

just me on it, and you driving it—and

see all the cottages lighted up and the

doors wide open?"
"Ye can put a hinge on the dure and

a fire on the hearth," said Flannigan,

"but ye can't call back the folk that's

gone."

"Is there no one you would like me
to write to, over there?" asked his nurse.

"There's no wan. Me ould mother
was the last, an' I left her. like the other

byes. I came away, like thim, seekin

me fortune, miss dear. An' sure, I've

looked for it in quare places, an' some
av what I found didn't belong to me,

though I niver was caught."
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"I'm glad you weren't. But never

mind that," said Miss Larkins, hastily.

"She never knew, did she?"

"She did not," said Mr. Flannigan,

"an' wouldn't have believed it if she

had, thanks be to God!"

The day before Flannigan died, the

day nurses had him moved into a little

room by himself. He did not know of

the change till he found himself there

at night, with Miss Larkins on duty
beside him.

"Shure, I'd got used to all the faces

in the ward," he said, querulously.

"What for am I put off alone?"

"You'll sleep better here than there."

"I'll sleep far from here or there be-

fore the night's gone. Whin the time

comes, miss dear, will ye give me your
hand to hould?"

"I'll give you both of them," said

Miss Larkins, with voice professionally

cheerful, but eyes that lost sight of his

face for a moment. "It's not far, Mr.
Flannigan. I'm sure it's not. And I

think it's friendly."

"Now, what do you know about it,

dear?" asked Flannigan, kindly but
skeptically.

"Not much. But I know you felt

friendly to the men in the wTard, and to

us, and that we did to you, and I think

the feeling we have for one another is

just part of a great Friendliness that in-

cludes us all. Do you understand, Mr.
Flannigan?"

"It sounds grand," said Mr. Flanni-

gan, vaguely. "Put up the blinds, miss
dear, an' let the daylight in."

Miss Larkins put up the blinds, with
a noisy hand, that he might hear them
going, and stood looking into the dark-
ness.

"He can't see the light in the room,"
said Miss Biggins, in a frightened whis-
per, as she stole to Miss Larkins's side

for company. "He says he's not sure

whether it's night or day, but that, if

it's night, will I please light a candle till

the day breaks."

"Tell him you will. Pretend to be
looking for a candle," said Miss Larkins,
turning from the window. " Stay with
him while I have a look at the ward."

It was at four o'clock that Flannigan
woke, with sharp hearing, clear sight, and

a false strength that let him raise himself
on his elbow and look behind his bed.
A little table, draped in white, stood
there, with one glass filled with water,
another empty, and a cross between two
candles. As he stared, amazed, Miss
Biggins, golden-haired and blue-gowned,
rose suddenly beside it and stood smiling.

"'Tis the Blessed Virgin herself!" said

Flannigan, hoarsely.
" It's—it's just me," said Miss Biggins.

"Oh, it's just you, is it?" said Flanni-
gan, in a voice oddly broken. "Sure, if

ye'd keep still, ye'd look like what you're
not. Where's herself?"

"Miss Larkins is in the ward. She'll

come soon," said Miss Biggins.

"The sooner the betther," said Mr.
Flannigan.

"Can I get you anything?" asked Miss
Biggins.

"A bloater, miss dear," said Flanni-
gan, with a crooked smile.

It was ten minutes afterward that he
moved his hand feebly over the coverlet

till he found Miss Larkins's warm one.

"Will ye send for a priest, miss dear?"
whispered Flannigan.

"I've sent already. I've just sent.

He'll be here soon."

"'Tis what me ould mother would
have liked for me," said Flannigan,

apologetically, and slept.

Miss Larkins looked down at the

rough hand she held. It had lost its

grip on her fingers. This was Mr. Flan-

nigan, going out into silence. This was
Flannigan, who liked a friendly word
with all who passed. "God save you."

"God save you kindly." Nobody else had
ever said that to her in the ward. . . .

Poor Flannigan, how he had loved to see

the day break on his bed ! Soon it would

break, and it would not matter to him.

... If only some one belonging to him
would come. Somebody ought to say

something for Flannigan, who loved a

good word, but never had one for him-

self. Then she remembered a part of a

service she had read and liked in a

patient's prayer-book:

"To these, O Lord, and to all that

sleep, grant, we beseech Thee, a place of

refreshment, light, and peace."

Light. That was what he had asked

for. "And make it friendly for Mr.

Flannigan, who was always friendly to
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everybody else," prayed Miss Larkins,

with unaccustomed lips.

"It will be like drifting off to sleep,"

she said to Miss Biggins. "Sometimes
they go like that. Will you be afraid to

stay alone with him, while I go and see

if the priest has come?"
"N-no,"said Miss Biggins, doubtfully.

The light fell strangely on Flannigan's

face. How stern and still he looked

now! She tried to think of the verses

she had planned to quote to one dying.

"For it's wrong to let him go without
even any one to pray with him," thought
Miss Biggins. "I'm here, and I ought
to do it. He may be able to hear
me."

Miss Biggins crossed the floor. But as

she drew near the bed she seemed to see,

not a dying man in a lonely room, with
no one to pray by him, but a living man
in the ward, asking for food that no one
would give. Her lips began to form the

first word of the verse she had planned
to say, but, quite unexpectedly to her-

self, it was her heart that spoke. "Oh,
Mr. Flannigan," said Miss Biggins, with

a sob, "I w-wish you could have had
the b-bloater!"

The ghost of his old, whimsical smile

flitted across Flannigan's face. His eyes

opened, looked with perfect understand-
ing and kindliness at Miss Biggins, and
closed again.

' What did she say?" asked the night

superintendent, coming in with Miss
Larkins.

Miss Larkins's eyes stung with some-
thing like tears. "It's just little Miss
Biggins," she said.

"But what did she say?" asked the
night superintendent, persistently, mak-
ing a mental note of the fact that an
interne ought to be on duty at a time
like this.

"It was something about a bloater,"

said Miss Larkins, unwillingly.

"But what did she mean?" demanded
the night superintendent, looking disap-

provingly at Miss Biggins's tears. Miss
Larkins looked too, but differently, be-

fore she answered.
"She planned, before she came to

train, that she would pray at the bed-
sides of the dying," Miss Larkins said,

"but now that her first death has come,
all she can do is to remember that Mr.
Flannigan couldn't have the only thing

he wanted."
"An odd girl," said the night superin-

tendent. "Better tell her to practise

self-control."

The priest, with quick step and kind

face, came in at the door.

It was just at daybreak that Flanni-

gan went.

"Oh, Miss Larkins," said Miss Biggins,

anxiously, "do you think he is s-saved?"

"I think God saved him kindly," said

Miss Larkins, and folded the hands that

had done mischief, and closed the eyes

that had seen too much, and the lips

that had been quick to speak the words
the warm heart had prompted.

Age

BY EDITH M. THOMAS

I

DID not know that you were old till you had died;

I thought that you were young—SO great your great soul's pride.

Then 1 remembered all—your sometime slowing pace-,

Your shoulders' little stoop, the look withdrawn upon a smiling, weary face.

1 did not know that you were old till you had died.

Then I perceived. ... I took the load you cast aside.

And suddenly was old, 1 have for this no tears

—

I shall be young enough when 1 have found you past the counting of the years



The Master Weavers of the Desert Empire
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F perfection in textile

art were the measure of

a people's culture, an-

cient Peru would rank
with the great civiliza-

tions of antiquity. For,

whether we judge by
fineness of texture, purity of design, or

harmony of color, her great art is rivaled

only by the highest standards of Asia.

And her technique of fabric construc-

tion, comprising as it does every method
elsewhere known and certain crafts ap-

parently unique, is in advance of the

textile science of any single people.

Two years ago, at the suggestion of

Dr. Clarke Wissler, Curator of the De-
partment ofAnthropology, and Mr. C. W.
Mead, Curator in charge of Peruvian
Collections of the American Museum of

Natural History, the writer commenced
a technical examination of Peruvian fab-

rics along lines pursued in the evaluation
of modern textiles. The first results

have already appeared as anumber of the
Museum's anthropological series. But
the proximity and richness of the Mu-
seum collection—incidentally, the finest

in the world—prompted us to introduce
these treasures to a wider public than
could be reached in a scientific mono-
graph.

There has been comparatively little

scientific excavation in Peru. With a
few notable exceptions, the fabrics so far

collected may be regarded as mere by-
products of "huaqueando" or "mum-
my-mining." The graves of Peru have
been rifled for treasure since the legen-
dary gold of the Incas first dazzled the
eyes of the conquerors. But no extensive
operations, such as gave us our knowl-
edge of the civilizations of the Nile, have
as yet been undertaken. A change, how-
ever, is taking place. A museum has
been founded in Lima, and the exporta-
tion of the ancient relics is now pro-
hibited by law.

The Spanish commentaries describe
the Inca civilization at the time of the
Conquestwith satisfactory completeness;
But of the more ancient and highly de-
veloped culture of coastal Peru only a
few unreliable traditions have come
down to our day. This land, like Egypt,
is one vast burial-ground. But, unlike
her sister empire of the desert, no hiero-
glyphics aid the student of her history.
He finds his text-book in the ruins of
marvelous temples, remains of vast and
intricate irrigation systems, objects of
gold, silver, and bronze, and most of all

in the perfect fabrics taken from her
sandy sepulchers.

Coastal Peru from the Pacific to the
Cordillera Mountains is one vast desert.

The only arable soil is in the valleys of
her few snow-fed rivers. An intensive
agriculture, aided by the most marvelous
system of irrigation which the ingenuity
of man ever devised, was barely suffi-

cient to support the great population of
ancient times. Every foot of ground on
which the scantiest crops could be raised

was used. The dead were seldom buried

in tillable soil. They are found in stone-

heaps, or in the deserts surrounding the

ancient centers of population. In these

regions rain falls scarcely once in a man's
lifetime. To this condition and to the

presence of certain nitrous substances in

the soil we owe the preservation of

these matchless fabrics. Some have been

discolored by copper stains; the exhala-

tions from the bodies have destroyed the

dyes and rotted the fibers in others;

but the great majority come from the

graves as fresh and beautiful as when
they were first taken from the looms.

It was a custom, common to Peru

with many other nations, to bury with

the dead all implements and unfinished

work, together with a supply of raw
material and food for the journey to the

other world. We find in the old work-
baskets bits of beautifully colored yarns,
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delicately carved and painted spindles

and whorls, and bunches of raw fiber

which have waited in vain through ages

to be fashioned by cunning fingers into

threads; and beside them bits of lace

and fragments of cloth left unfinished,

with here, perhaps, a loom containing a

half-woven web as ancient as the pyra-

mids.

This ancient people used four kinds

of fiber—cotton, wool, human hair, and

a species of hemp known as maguey.
They carried spinning to the highest per-

fection the world has ever seen.

Their fabrics range from rough cotton

sleeping-mats to gossamer veils and ex-

quisite tapestry; their technique, from
simple embroidery and painting to the

complex gauzes and brocades. All these

methods, carried to varying degrees of

perfection, occur in Peru, together with

a species of fancy weave somewhat like

modern Jacquard work. Perhaps the

most astonishing discovery of all is a

few fragments of pile-knot fabric, oddly
reminiscent in its surface appearance of

the same class of work in the Orient.

Some of the rough, heavy fabrics may
have required the strength of men to

weave, but the vast majority were the

work of women. In the grave of almost

every woman are found the simple im-
plements of her craft. The very finest

cloths were woven in the great female

institutions of a semi-religious character.

The inmates of these convents were sup-

posed to furnish the garments of the

priests and rulers. They resemble the

great weaver families of Persia and
India in that the state removed them
from the necessity of other labor. They
were great weaver guilds, devoting their

lives to the perfection of an art at once
the admiration and despair of our com-
mercial age.

1 he exact age of these textiles is a

matter ol conjecture, but modern knowl-
edge assigns them to an antiquity com-
mensurate with their development. It

must be obvious that such a degree of

skill could not be the result of merely a

few centuries, but must represent a cul-

ture' as ancient as anything we tmd in

Asia or Egypt. Considering the high

Standard reached in Peru, at least an
equal period for the craft development
must be allowed, (n\ the most conserva-

tive estimate, as to the weavers of the

Old World. Nor are there lacking other
proofs of antiquity. Their immense
shell-heaps at the mouths of the rivers

must have been the accumulations of

ages. And botanists tell us that the

evolution from a wild state of cotton,

maize, potato, and bean plants could not
have taken place in less than five thou-
sand years.

For purposes of comparison let us

consider briefly the evolution of textiles

in Europe and Asia.

The origin of our own textile art is

purely Oriental. Such common words as

muslin, shawl, gauze, cotton, chintz, and
calico indicate the extent of our debt.

Our marvelous automatic looms and
spinning-machines duplicate with great

fidelity the movements and basic princi-

ples of the old treadle loom of China and
the rough spinning-wheels of China and
India. The textile problems solved by
European peoples are almost entirely

mechanical, the philosophy is as purely

Asiatic. We have not added a single

fundamental idea to textile science.

With all our unbounded facilities, we
have not created a single new method
for decorating a web of cloth. Year
after year our great mills turn out

fabrics differing in principle or ornamen-
tation not at all from cloths woven in

India and China for untold centuries,

while our forebears still clothed them-
selves in the pelts of animals and the

roughest of woolens and linens.

In considering the textile development
of Asia we must bear in mind that it is

the product of many different peoples

and races. The intercourse between
these nations has existed for countless

centuries. Conquest and trade, commer-
cial, intellectual, and religious relations,

must have tended to make certain

methods of weaving, originating in wide-

lv separated districts, in a large measure
universal. Ideas are as much a matter

of exchange as tin- commodities spring-

ing from them. We may therefore say

with truth that the textile science of

Asia is the sifted harvest of knowledge

garnered by many peoples through ages

(A' development. Centuries of experi-

ment and interchange of thought were

necessary to achieve the final results.

Si) far as we know, the culture of Peru
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was indigenous. Her isolation from all

outside influence was complete up to the

time of the Spanish Conquest. If any

cultural contact with another people

ever occurred, it is shrouded in the mists

of a remote antiquity. It is the more
amazing, therefore, to find that the tex-

tiles of Asia and
Peru are very sim-

ilar, in both artis-

tic form and tech-

nical detail. This

resemblance is as

evident as is the

difficulty of ac-

counting for it. It

is interesting to

note that the two
great textile cen-

ters of antiquity

had so much in

common, even if

the facts have no
special signifi-

cance.

Before passing

to a closer study
of the textiles
proper, a word
about dyes will

not come amiss.

Great age has ox-

idized the colors

so that all that can
be safely said is

that the dyes were
mainly vegetable.

Perhaps the beau-
tiful purple may
have been derived

from the same
shellfish used to

dye the T y r i a n
purple so famous
in history. Cer-
tainly the shades
are very similar and we know that the

ancient Mexicans used these little mol-
lusks before the Spanish era. It is

curious to note that brown was the only
color they could not make fast. They
had a very strong penchant for this

shade, induced, possibly, by a supersti-

tious regard for a form of naturally red-

dish-brown cotton, sometimes occurring
in the harvest of the white species.

There is reason to believe that this spe-
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cies is allied to the reddish wild cotton
of Yucatan. It is said that this cotton
was reserved for the use of the rulers,

and attempts to produce the shade by
artificial means may have led to the

employment of mineral dyes. However,
the craft of dyeing probably was a spe-

cialized industry,

as it is in each
weaving center of

Asia. The uni-

formity of color

and shade indi-

cates this, and it

is also suggested

by the fact that

as yet no dye-
vats have been
f o u n d with the

other textile im-
plements in the

graves.

The designs of

Peru may be di-

vided into three

classes. The first

may be styled
mechanical, since

they necessarily

originated in the

crossing of colored

warps and wefts

in weaving.
Stripes, checks,
and plaids may be

considered as illus-

trative of this

class. There is

reason to believe

that this is a very
early form of or-

namentation. It
The head is false, the entire body being enveloped.
The triangular and square emblems are charms to

allay the evil spirits

is interesting to

observe how close-

ly some of these

fabrics resemble

our modern ginghams.

The second class of designs is con-

cerned with what we call conventional

figures. The first impulse toward real-

istic design is directed not by love of

beauty, but by terror. The savage

strives to represent that which he fears,

hoping by this honor to appease the

dreaded object. The limitation of textile

expression forces on these delineations a

certain rectilinear outline, or, as we have
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learned to say, conventionalizes them.

The jaguar, the human form, the fish,

and the bird are the commonest Peru-

vian figures of this class. Human figures

are often represented as holding a weap-

on in one hand and the head of an enemy
in the other. The jaguar was sufficiently

dangerous to a people armed only with

spears and slings to inspire fear, while

the bird and the fish are perhaps sym-

bolical of the powers of air and water,

ever-constant dangers to a coastal peo-

ple.

Eventually the original meanings of

these conventionalized figures were lost

as one distinguishing mark after another

was omitted by successive generations

of weavers. From these debased real-

isms arose the third class, an arrange-

ment of figures chosen purely as vehicles

for the harmonious grouping of colors.

The ease with which these figures can be

separated into squares has led to this

style being called geometric, a name
somewhat misleading and not as sig-

nificant as might be desired. It is in

reality a very high form of art and

allows the artist great freedom of expres-

sion. The mind has ceased to be gov-

erned by superstition or bound by the

narrow limits of symbolism. We owe to

these emancipated textile designers such

graceful conceptions as the steplike fig-
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ures, stars, the numerous forms of

crosses, and the beautiful and improp-
erly termed Greek fret and meander.
This form of art reached a very high de-

velopment among the old weavers. In

it we expect to find, and are not disap-

pointed, their finest textiles. The old

colorists reveled in this freedom, and
immortalized their dreams of beauty in

fabrics, the perfection of the spinners'

and weavers' craft.

The similarity of so-called geometric

art in Peru and Asia is so great that it

cannot be passed over without comment.
Eminent judges of Oriental textiles have
been amazed at the resemblances. In-

deed, many have declared it possible to

design rugs purely Asiatic in appearance
and feeling, using only colors and figures

taken from the old Peruvian fabrics.

And nowhere is this similarity so marked
as among Eastern weavers who have
been least affected by European influ-

ences. Perhaps the most striking ex-

ample occurs in the old rugs of Bokhara
and Beluchistan and in the older Sehna
Ghilems of Asia Minor.

This relationship of design is further

emphasized by an even more marked
similarity in the method of design pro-

duction. Terms originally intended to

describe the Oriental crafts may with

equal clearness be applied to Peruvian
technique. It may be

that these resemblances
merely indicate that if

weaving be carried on
for great periods of time
and under conditions

favorable to develop-

in e n t, cert ai n ar-

tistic as well as mechan-
ical r e suit s must be

achieved. The force of

this argument is much
stronger as applied to

design. The limitations

of expression in weav-

ing are so m a n i f e s t

that a certain number
of simple figures tend

to universal and spon-

taneous ex p res si o n.

But that processes, some
of them both intricate

and original, should be

governed by the same
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law of chance is not quite so evident.

We are aware that this opinion is sup-

ported by sound argument and has the

indorsement of many distinguished schol-

ars, and suggestions which tend to cast

doubt upon its soundness are advanced
with diffidence. But if the rule is

shown not to

have operated

under what ap-

pear to have
been ideal con-

d i t i o n s, the
doubt may not

be unjustified.

Let us use
Egypt as an il-

lustration. The
antiquity of her

civilization is be-

yond question.

Weaving of wool
and linen was
among her most
ancient c r a f t s.

Her artistic sense

is expressed in a

thousand beauti-

ful objects, her

originality in nu-
merous devices;

but her textile

art only reached
great fineness in

simple fabrics, and her other arts show
little influence of textile ornamentation.

Her loom was the same in principle as

those of ancient Asia and Peru, yet she

never developed a technique even re-

motely approaching these masters. Even
the range of the later Coptic fabrics is

very limited, although they used the

inductile flax with great skill. Their
art appears more like copies in woven
cloth of some more facile mode of ex-

pression; and, lovely as these webs are,

they take their beauty, as do modern
European tapestries, from sources other

than textile.

Exact similarity of all figures between
Peru and Asia is by no means implied.

All that can be safely asserted is that the

differences between textile art in Asia
and Peru can be explained in a scien-

tific manner, but the points of similarity

cannot be so satisfactorily accounted for.

To sum the matter up, there is no

BROCADE WITH CONVENTIONALIZED BIRD DESIGN

great class of fabric known to-day but
has its prototype with the old Peruvian
masters. The question therefore re-

solves itself to this: Could wonderfully
intricate processes of spinning and weav-
ing, applied to the production of designs
of great similarity, be twice independ-

ently produced ?

Against this as-

sumption we
have the positive

evidence that an
equally ancient

civilization pro-

duced no such
likeness either in

technique or in

design. The sec-

ond theory is one
which has re-

ceived consider-

able attention

from archaeolo-

gists within re-

cent years. It

suggests a strong

cultural rela-

tionship between
Asia and Peru at

some remote
period of the

world's history.

If this theory is

correct, it is in

the textile art that we should expect

the greatest relationship, since this craft

reached a high degree of development
at a very early date.

However, we must leave this question

in the fascinating realms of speculation

and return to the more certain ground

of probable fact.

Among the most valuable specimens

in the Museum collection are a number
of tapestry ponchos. These garments

resemble the tunics of classic times.

Their beauty and wTonderful degree of

preservation have made them famous

the world over to archaeologists. The
two selected for illustration are typical

of distinct peoples and degrees of artistic

merit. The first is an example of Inca

workmanship, dating from a period

shortly before or after the Spanish Con-

quest. The dyeing, spinning, and weav-

ing are excellent—judged by European

or Asiatic standards, extremely fine.
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The design, however, is a medley of bar-

barous symbolisms. The main ground
is covered with panels containing the

conventionalized figures of certain ani-

mals and human forms. The border

contains chiefly a series of martial fig-

ures. A very interesting yarn of silver

A rAPESTRY PONCHO o| i\< \ WORKMANMU1'

ftom .i period shortly before or after the Spanish Conquest

tinsel appears here. This tinsel is ap-

parently the same as that used in the

famous Polonaise runs. I he colors are

red, black, blue and green, and in spite

of excellent dyeing the tones are a trifle

strong for our e} es. I here are some

[nca ponchos in which a much more

pleasing use ol colors appears. But this

one was selected chief!} for tin contrast

it afforded.

Tin second poncho i^ .1 m.istt 1 piece ol

artistic weaving. It conn s from < Id

fiahuanaco ami is typical d' pre-Inca

textile art. The design is simple, grace-

ful, and beautifully balanced, the color

harmony the creation of a highly trained

sense of tone values. It might have
been the costume of an Olympian god,

so perfect is its loveliness. Old gold,

black, white, and an inimitable shade of

red are the colors used.

The mechanical perfec-

tion of spinning and
weaving is quite in pro-

portion to its artistic

merit. Some weaver
in the dawn of history,

striving toward the

highest in his chosen art,

expressed his dream of

beauty in the matchless
web. There are some
pieces in the collection

perhaps mechanically
finer; there are others

with an almost equal

claim to artistic worth,

but none which com-
bines these two to such

a degree.

It is very difficult to

convey an adequate
idea of the fineness of

Peruvian tapestry with-

out the use of technical

terms. To say that a

fabric is perfect may
mean much or little,

according as the writer

is more or less familiar

with other forms of tex-

tile excellence. When
tin- term is here used, it

means a degree not only

in excess of practical

standards, but alsoequal
totheoretical perfection.

Too often superlatives are used to de-

scribe handcrafts as opposed to machine
products. 1 he popular sympathy, in

its own despite, is always on the side of

the more- homely craft. It is a grave

error to suppose th.it .ill hand-woven
fabrics are superior to the products of

pow< 1 weaving. Quite the reverse is the

genera] rule. I he modern null has not

only immensely increased quantity, but

has also improved average quality.

Mien are, however, certain fabrics wo-

ven by the p. it lent labor of the old artists
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which deserve all the praise lavished on
the entire class of hand-woven cloths.

In this class we may specify as the

most important the ancient muslins of

Dacca, the pile-knot rugs of Persia, and
the tapestries of Peru. Of this trio the

South American type is certainly not the

least remarkable. The dyes

are still of undiminished
brilliance. The yarns used

have been referred to by a

distinguished technical ex-

pert as the "unapproached
standard of the ages."

Weaving in these finest

pieces was an apparently
flawless operation. Some-
times as many as three

hundred weft yarns were
interlaced with forty-four

warp yarns in the space of a

single square inch. The
exquisite skill necessary to

this task will be indicated

when it is understood that

not a single extra yarn
could be introduced with-
out puckering the fabric.

The many forms of tapestry
design and technique would
require a separate article to

describe. As a method of

textile expression it is the
most advanced in Peru, and
no other weavers ever pro-

duced this class of fabrics

in such exquisite perfection.

The only examples of pile-

knot fabric yet found in

Peru are a few fragments of

narrow bands. They may
have been belts or orna-
mental head-straps. One
of these contains two shades
of brown knots forming a rather obscure
design. The other contains five colors

arranged in such an order as to pro-

duce a conventionalized human form.
Each piece has a slightly different

method of securing the knots, and
both methods are distinct from Asiatic

technique. But the philosophy of de-

sign is the same in both lands. Knots
of different colors are attached to a

basic fabric in such an order that con-
trast of color produces design. The
skilful workmanship of these fragments

suggests a much more general knowledge
of this class of weave than the paucity of
specimens indicates. Perhaps later ex-
cavations may reveal a very extensive
craft in pile-knot. Certainly the value
of such a mode of decoration could not
have been lost upon such skilful weav-

A TAPESTRY PONCHO FROM ANCIENT TIAHUANACO

A typical example of pre-Inca textile art

ers. Indeed, an interesting ornamental

rope is made from pile-knots. Its use is

unknown. Perhaps it may have been

used as a ceremonial llama harness.

How far certain fabrics were advanced
from mere utility is well illustrated in a

beautifully embroidered veil taken from

a grave near Pachacamac. This temple

was the most sacred spot in old Peru.

Many of the wealthy dead were brought

from afar to be buried in the conse-

crated soil under the shadow of its walls.

For this reason the graves are very rich
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in fine textiles. Of these, none conveys
so complete an expression of weaving
and spinning skill as this gossamer web.

The basic fabric is a brown cotton voile

of ethereal lightness, the threads of

which are four times as hue as anything
we spin to-day from the same grade of

fiber. The principal figures are com-
posed of red, light blue, yellow, and
white yarns of vicuna and cotton, in-

serted in the web so skilfully as to leave

no sign of pulling. The design is remi-

niscent of the Eastern figure signifying a

prayer for life eternal. Salome danced
before Herod in no more lovely dra-

peries. Alas, that we may not call to

the reader's mind the picture of some
dusky beauty of old Peru who graced

this lovely gossamer, and so weave
among its dainty filaments a thread of

appropriate romance! But it is extreme-

ly doubtful that any woman ever wore it.

In old Peru fine raiment was for the

lordly males.

The old blue-and-white double-cloth

blankets of our grandmothers' day are

familiar objects to most of us. They
wrere the product of treadle-looms quite

intricate in mechanism, and were the

last fabric, perhaps, to resist the compe-
tition of the power looms. These fabrics

have two sets of warps and wefts. One
set is blue, the other white. By cross-

ing these twTo sets in weaving, not only

v ere the separate fabrics joined, but the

contrast of the colors produced design.

Many of the figures in our old blankets

are probably Oriental, and indeed the

method of weaving was one of the many
things we have borrowed from Asia.

In Peru, this method was very freely

and skilfully used. Perhaps the little

woven charms so often found in the

graves are the commonest form. Hiese

always contain double-cloth squares or-

namented with the conventionalized fig-

ures of the titular deities—a kind of

textile prayer. This may have been a

very early method of producing woven
design, or perhaps some superstitious

value may have inhered in the particu-

lar style.

Besides these charms there are many
bags and shaw Is. Some of these are very

fine. The illustration is a coca-leaf bag.

The hlnr is cotton, the figures geometric,

the colors white and brown. In each

square inch of cloth there are one hun-
died and ninety-two threads. It must
have required great skill to manipulate
SO many threads in so small a space so as

to produce this class of fabric.

One curious feature of the cloths of
this country is the abrupt change from
one style of weave to another in the
same web. Most hand-loom weavers in

other parts of the world were content
to be proficient in a single technique.
But many Peruvian fabrics contain two,
and often three, distinct weaves. This
shows how slight was the influence of
the type of loom on fabrics, and also

how extensive was the knowledge of the

craft.

One style of weave, carried to a degree
of perfection little less remarkable than
in tapestry, was a species of Jacquard
design. It is not necessary to enter into

a technical description of this class of

fabrics other than to mention that the

design requires a carefully prearranged
plan. The relation of each thread to the

rest of the fabric has to be determined
in advance. Any mistake in the order
of the interlacing warp and weft would
cause a defect in the fabric. Out of a

large number of these cloths examined,
not a single example of such an error was
observed. Many of these fabrics con-

tain a repeated design; that is, the same
figure occurs over the entire fabric.

In this way only one arrangement of

warps had to be learned, and repeated

over and over again until the fabric was
finished. We have always assumed that

this class of weave was the product of

the treadle-loom as surely as pile-knot

and tapestry belonged to the true hand-

loom. That great numbers of weft yarns,

sometimes over two hundred and fifty to

an inch, could be controlled so as to pro-

duce design is sufficiently remarkable;

but certain of these webs have the same
figures on both sides, the color propor-

tion being reversed. Such a refinement

simply expresses their pride in their art,

as there Is no evidence of turning

these fabrics so as to expose the under

side.

Laces, strictly speaking, are not tex-

tile. Their origin is to be sought in the

making of nets, not in basketry which

was the forerunner of true textile art.

Yet in an article descriptive of the
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fabrics of a people, some mention of

them cannot be amiss.

This dainty craft did not reach the

development achieved by the true tex-

tiles of Peru. Yet the skill shown was
remarkable. Their plain nets were made
exactly like those of to-day and must
have been most serviceable. Of the

artistic examples of this craft, only one
specimen a few inches long has been
examined by the writer, except a number
of fine lace bags of maguey fiber. These
are effectively decorated with conven-
tional figures exactly the same as found
in cloth. Just how they were made is

not quite plain, unless a few implements
of bone resembling the wooden sticks

used by hand-net makers to-day were
for this purpose. From the fact that

the thread used was quite different from
the yarns used in weaving, and from the

skill exhibited in these bags, it seems a

fair assumption that when a more exten-
sive collection of these fabrics is brought
together they will show a much higher
knowledge of this art than we can at the
present postulate.

Brocade and embroidery, so easily dis-

tinguished in modern fabrics, are very
difficult to separate in Peruvian webs.
Both styles appear in every grade of

skill. The decorative embroidery yarn
is added to an already woven fabric, and
may therefore be inserted at any desired
angle. The brocade yarn is added dur-
ing the actual weaving, and can be in-

serted only at right angles to the warp.
Yet so great an influence had textile

figures on the weavers that many of the
former cloths follow the limitations of the
latter in design. This may give a hint

as to the priority of method of design.

The simplicity of embroidery naturally

leads to the conclusion that this must
have been a very early method. We are

strengthened in this view by comparing
the complex weaving of to-day with the
simplicity of hand embroidery. But to

a savage, one method was no more
difficult than another. He naturally

used the one most easily suggested by
some previous technique. We know that

woven designs and technique originated

in basketry and that few embroidered
baskets exist. And if in connection with

this fact we find embroidery simulating

the limitations of woven design, we may
safely assume that the latter was the

first to be practised. However, there are

not wanting examples of embroidery in

which full advantage of the freedom of

movement is taken. Certain webs from
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the desert of lea are completely covered
with embroidered figures in which the

stitches run at all angles in producing

g
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ties a string, often coated with a clay

to resist dye. The fabric thus tied is then

dipped into a pot of color, and after the

cloth is dry the string is removed. The
design will then appear marked out in

rough squares or circles, made by the

strings preventing the penetration of the

dye. Many complicated figures were
thus produced, sometimes as many as

rive colors appearing in a single fabric.

In every other class of textile design

there is plain evidence of intellectual

evolution. The transition from the sim-

ple to the complex can sometimes be

traced step by step, but this method
has all the originality of the creation of a

single mind. Subsequent artisans intro-

duced modifications and carried the

original principle into great detail, but
the first idea permeated the last fabric

so decorated. Wherever this method was
practised, the influence of India is

easily traced. The one striking excep-

tion again is Peru. Can we accept the

well-worn theory of intellectual accident

for this occurrence?
Weaving is the most ancient of all the

arts. Seek its origin in the history or

tradition of any people, and we end in

the haze of myth. Some god or goddess
came to each tribe and taught them this

intricate craft. WT

e must rely on the

geologist rather than the historian for

the actual time. Even here there is little

certainty, for amid the earliest geolog-
ical records of neolithic Swiss lake
villages, among the stone celts and flint

arrow-points, before the knowledge of
bronze appears, there are found frag-

ments of cloth which indicate an ad-
vanced textile knowledge contempo-
raneous with the mastodon and the
cave-bear.

The standard of textile excellence is

not to seek in the future. It has been
handed down to us from the past, a

priceless heritage. The intricate fabric

of modern culture is woven from the
thoughts and inventions of geniuses so

long forgotten that we regard the fruits

of their intellects as the spontaneous
gift of nature. Who first twisted the

delicate fiber into strong, continuous

thread? What master intelligence first

devised a rude loom? The race has yet

to build a monument to him whose
genius first guided the pliant thread into

warp and weft, and to the silent myriad
millions who added to his original con-

ception. Through them Asia has made
the world her heir. In the wealth of our

inheritance let us pause awhile to con-

template the fate of old Peru, where a

great civilization died intestate.

The Blind

BY CHARLES HANSON TOWNE

THE blind man fumbled down the street,

(How far, for him, the street must wind!)

I heard the click of his wretched stick,

His thin, "Please help the blind!"

I hurried past him, till his voice

Was lost, like gulls' cries far at sea.

I had two eyes, but saw him not:

If he was "blind, oh, what of me!
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Breaking Out of Society

BY HOWARD BRi BAKER

mANNY wandered about

f in the hack yard in the

ffr| late winter afternoon

%^ :
and held himself in low

esteem. He was de-

spondent because there

were no Indians to

shoot and no weapons to shoot them
with, because he did not wear khaki

clothes with leggings, and because there

were no maidens requiring rescue.

He also had some twinges of pain be-

cause he was not a colored cook in a

dining-car—always traveling and adja-

cent to food. In short, he had been to a

moving-picture show.

He tried to play over a few of these

glories upon the home grounds, but

either because the light was too good or

his imagination too poor, nothing what-

ever happened. The back yard remained

a back yard and the woodshed obsti-

nately refused to become a mountain
cave from which a maiden could be car-

ried away to the disgust of low, dark

characters. Entering the house, he con-

templated his baby sister, the only

maiden he knew well enough to rescue,

but she was safe in her crib and seemed
hopelessly permanent. She only bub-

bled a little as if from the unexpected

pleasure of his company. His life was
drab and commonplace, and had it not

been for a rather tasteful supper his

evening would have been a total loss.

After a night's rest he was somewhat
reconciled t<> his lot because it was
morning and Saturday, and the world

w .is young. Besides, shortly after break-

fast Tom Rucker made a joyful noise in

front of the house and threw stones at

.1 fence-post until Ranny could come out

and learn what, if anything, was on his

mind.
"The lake is awful solid and slick,"

Torn reported. "( Jit your sled."

"1 don't know if my mother '11 let

me." replied Rann\ .

But mother, after somt hesitation,

yielded to Tom's superior knowledge.
Although not an untruthful boy, Tom
somehow managed to convey the im-

pression that all parents were giving

three cheers for the ice, and that thou-

sands of people were already at the lake.

So presently a spirited team dragged the

sled over the snowiess ground. The ice

proved to be all that its warm admirer
had said of it; a succession of snowless,

zero days had left the lake a miracle of

"slickness." The beauty and chivalry

of Lakeville, and Ranny's intimates who
belonged to neither of these classes, were
falling here and there with pleasing cries

of pain. The boys and girls of Ranny's
age were keeping meticulously apart,

but those shameless characters of high-

school and vicinity—youths who wore
high collars on week-days and sometimes
carried books for girls—did not scruple

to skate openly with the fair sex. To
Rannv and his contemporaries this was
one of the penalties of living to an

advanced age.

Soon there was a commotion at the

edge of the ice, and some large boys
were seen rigging up an ice-boat which
was at once surrounded by spectators

and volunteer advisers. Presently came
an ominous sound underfoot like the

croaking of some gigantic frog. As a

matterof fact, there was no real danger

—

this was only one of nature's practical

jokes—but in the first moment of panic

nobody stopped to recall that tact.

Ranny and Tom, like everybody else,

preserved their lives vigorously, but

Ranny's conception of the short cut to

safety intersected that of Josie Kendal,

.i girl who s;it in front of him at school.

Sin did not sir in front of him now, but

upon him. In the instant while his own
face was pressed close to the ice and

Josie w.is poking him unnecessarily with

the sharp point of a skate, it occurred to

Ranny th.it in tin hour of peril he had
not done .m\ thing t<> save Josie's lit* . as

w.is tin best form in the motion-picture
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world, but had thought selfishly of his

own. In his shame he forgot public

opinion and tried to make amends by

helping Josie to her feet. She returned

the compliment when he fell down im-

mediately afterward. It is possible that

Ranny might have withdrawn from the

affair at this point with an untarnished

name. But some evil fate that had

nothing better to do prompted him to

say:

"Git on the sled an' I'll haul ya outa

this."

Josie did so, aiding progress with the

heels of her skates, and laughing amia-

bly whenever Ranny, in accordance with

his custom, informally sat down. Before

long it appeared that Tom Rucker was

being scandalized by this philandering,

and that the general public was begin-

ning to make remarks. In his anger at

the way Ranny had deserted him fcr a

mere girl, Tom turned to the drama to

express his feelings. He and "Fatty"

Hartman locked arms and strutted

about appallingly. In that falsetto

which he fondly imagined wTas a perfect

imitation of the girlish voice—though it

resembled nothing in nature
—
"Fatty"

exclaimed:

"Oh, mercy! Isn't it slippery!"

The laughter over this lack-witted

sail) was one of the most mortifying

things that Ranny had ever endured.

He felt his ears growing hot and he

knew that he was turning red all over.

"Now you're all right," he said to

Josie politely, meaning that the incident

was closed and that her absence was cor-

dially requested.

But Josie, though a skater, was in no

hurry to skate; far from being embar-

rassed, she seemed to be enjoying the

situation of which she was the center.

The giggles of her girl friends she took

as an ovation instead of an insult.

Ranny had a strong impulse to pick up

the end of the sled and dump his lady

friend out upon the ice, but in the

society in which he moved girls could

not be treated with disrespect any more

than with deference. They must not

be treated at all.

Finally Josie wearied of the game and

decided to skate. "Thank you, Ranny,"

she said, sweetly.

£?f.ro'"°->-a r'^

THE GENERAL PUBLIC WAS BEGINNING TO MAKE REMARKS
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"Y'r welcome." He had to say that,

but there was no law compelling him to

shout it at the top of his voice.

Josie's thanks probably pertained to

the ride, but Tug Wiltshire advanced
the theory that girls always did that

when their lives were saved. "She's

your girl," said Tug. "I seen it in a

book. If you save 'em they're your
girl." It was not the first time that

Tug's passion for reading had caused

trouble.

"I didn't save 'er. I knocked 'er

down—that's what I done. They hadn't

aughta let girls come out on the ice,

anyway, always gittin' in the way an'

fallin' down an' ever'thing."

But this harsh judgment deceived no-

body, lug maintained that she was his

girl, whether he liked it or not, and cited

instances. His bookish theory was
promptly accepted by the rabble, and
Ranny had the guilty secret knowledge
that the moving-picture show- had borne

out Tug's contention. Unable to make
headway against this ridicule, he left

his companions and started home. This

move proved to be a mistake, for it

afterward laid him open to the charge

that he had carried Josie's skates home
for her, as was the custom of the senile.

Ranny wasted the glorious afternoon

in being kind to his family. When he

was Building houses of blocks in order

that his young sister might exercise her

natural talent for destruction, the house

was suddenly attacked by afternoon

callers. lie was trapped. lie had to

endure the gushes of two ladies over tile

baby -who was nothing much, so far as

he could sec— and their pats upon his

head.

"Ranny looked just like her when he

was a baby," said mother. "I'll show

you his picture."

The victim dropped his construction-

work ami fled. That picture in tin

family album was the skeleton in his

closet. The clothing of tin- infant

Ranny had not be< n suiti d to th< re-

quirements of .1 decent and temperate

zone. It stronglj suggested some pic-

tures in his book. '/'<
I. j II ' M.

.':. From his hiding-place under
tin dining-room table he heard on< ol

the bulks s.i\ :

"Oh, isn't he sw ui 1

"

All this suffering because in a moment
of melodrama he had asked Josie Kendal
to ride on his sled.

Neither did the Sabbath bring foi get-

fulness. On Monday morning in school

Josie persisted in being friendly.

"Better look out," said Ranny, gruff-

ly. "She'll see ya."

"You were nice to me on Saturday,"
Josie replied, with a reproachful smile.

The watchful waiters of the neighbor-

hood saw these amenities; their pleas-

ure was made perfect by Miss Mills's

sharp command:
"Josie, turn around, please!"

Other girls in the class now seemed to

take a friendly interest in Ranny's ex-

istence. Thus Monday revealed Ranny
treated with kindness by the girls and
disrespect by the boys—a thing to blast

a promising career. At dismissal in the

afternoon he was pushed toward a group
of gigglers containing Josie. He went
home and stayed there, preferring to let

splendid ice go to waste rather than to

run the risk of being thrown—perhaps
literally—into Josie's society. Rut Josie

for some reason did not appear at the

lake that afternoon, either. The boys
next day entertained a theory that Ran-
ny had been at her house playing with
dolls. He was in that desperate po-

sition where everything he said or didn't

say, everything he did or failed to do,

was used against him.

When the week had succeeded in get-

ting as far as Wednesday, there came
the horrible news that Josie Kendal
was going to give a Valentine-party.

When Ranny's invitation came, father

made some humorous reference to "a
prominent society man," but mother
spoke- thoughtfully of the need for a new
necktie'. Ranny went to school with a

seal of silence upon his lips. 1 he secret

would have been easier to keep but for

the- fact thai nearly everybody of his

acquaintance had also received an invi-

tation. There were delighted whisper-

ings among the- girls, and Josh was con-

stantly giving and receiving messages in

tin sign language. \t recess the boys

t«>ok their disgust to the pump, and all

vowed that they would nor go to such a

function for a million dollars. Ranny,

s« i ing .i possibility here, put the- price of

his attendance at two millions.
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"You gotta go," said Tom, the unfor-

giving. "I guess it was got up for you.

It's your own fault they's goin' to be a

party."

"'Tain't, either, my fault," said Ranny.
"Nobody could make me go—the mar-
shal or anybody." This seemed a safe

boast, for the

police force, Lon
Higgins byname,
though he wore
a star, had never

been known to

compel people to

go to parties.

"I betcha,"
said "Fatty"
H a r t m a n ,

"you'll send
J

er

one of them
purty valentines

an' spend away
three cents."

Ranny denied

this charge with
all earnestness,

but the valentine

idea sent him
home at noon-
time filled with
vague anxieties.

What if j o s i e

should choose

that public occa-

sion to hand him
one of those dam-
aging lacy affairs of flowers and hearts

and shameless little naked boys!

"Mother," he said, "don't spend no
money for that there necktie. I ain't

—

I guess I can't—I don't like parties very
much."
"Why, what do you mean?" Mother

chose this time for quibbles. "You've
scarcely ever been to a party. Of course

you're going."

Curiously enough, there was very little

boasting in the afternoon about the
flattering offers all would refuse to at-

tend Josie's function. By the next day
it was tacitly understood that a party
was one of those visitations which are

inevitable. It was such a change of
heart as is not uncommon in govern-
mental circles where it is known as

"hearing from home." The blustering

was now done exclusively by "Sausage"

MATERNAL LAKEVILLE FORCED ITS

SONS INTO POLITE GARMENTS

Buckly, of "Frogtown," who lived in a
social stratum several layers below Josie's.

"Sausage" blustered and swaggered and
ridiculed all of Josie's victims and made
himself a public pest. His former crony,
Ted Blake, unable to deny his charges, had
to deal with "him" in a physical way.

On the fateful

Friday morning
Ranny arose
and, like the con-
demned man of

tradition, ate a

hearty breakfast.

But just as this

meal was draw-
ing to a close the

young b o o It-

keeper came over
from f a t h e r's

factory, as was
his recent cus-

tom, bringing the

family letters.

"Why, here's

one for Ranny,"
said father. "My
goodness! the
mail that fellow

gets.

Ranny's heart

bounded joyful-

ly, then stopped
and refused to

do any more
work. This was

clearly not a regular letter; neither was
it one of those cheap yellow envelopes

in which one sends insulting valentines

to one's friends.

"I—I guess I won't open it now," he

said. "I'm kinda late."

Mother gave him a searching look as

if she feared that he had suddenly be-

come another kind of boy.

"Oh yes, open it," she said. "Maybe
it's a valentine."

In a ~ moment his worst fears were
realized. To be sure, he was spared the

naked boy, but here were the time-worn

forget-me-nots and the heart pierced

and bleeding in the old reliable way.

There were also two lines of tender senti-

ment, which father seemed to think it

necessary to read, and, scrawled at the

bottom, the mortifying, ear-heating

name, "Josie."
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Now one of the best things Ranny had
noticed about his parents was that they
never committed or encouraged foolish

jests about sweethearts. They now held

true to form, unconscious, in their virtue,

that the rest of the world was conducting
itself differently.

"On the way to the party this after-

noon," mother said, in a matter-of-fact

tone, "you may stop at Mrs. Leonard's
store and spend five cents for a valentine

to give to Josie."

Mother's idea probably was that

everybody else would come to the party
thus equipped. What she was proposing

was utter ruin, yet, so great was his

burden of shame, he could not tell her

of his week of trouble. He escaped to

his room with a vague idea of destroying

the valentine, but decided instead to put
it in a secret place where he could occa-

sionally look at it and be ashamed, safe

from the eyes of the world. While doing

so he matured a deliberate and lawless

plan. He would submit to Sunday
clothes and a new necktie; he would buy
the valentine and find some sneaking,

underhand way of getting it to Josie;

but he would hot go to the party.

At school the boys were hopeless, the

girls excited and nervous. Josie's wire-
Jess was working constantly, but she

found time to pin Ranny down and
watch him squirm. He grudgingly ad-

mitted that he had received the valen-

tine.

"I'll tell you a secret, if you promise
not to tell." Her confidences could not
have been placed in safer hands. "We're
going to have cocoa."

"That's good," said Ranny, uneasily.

He was fond of cocoa.

As the alleged merrymaking was to

begin right after school, maternal Lake-
ville forced its sons and daughters into

polite garments at the noon hour. Ran-
ny sufFered the common penalty and
came back in the afternoon disguised as

a lily of the field adorned with a shame-
less bow-tie of blue. Of course there

were persons without social responsibili-

ties who were not disguised at all, but

the sartorial batting average wras high.

The general impression was as of im-

pending Washington's Birthday exer-

cises. "Fatty" Hartman had the ele-

gant appearance and dejected air of one
who is expected to speak a piece. Bud
Hicks had a sickly, washed-out look, and
lorn Rucker's freckled face peered over

A

mi . i\i n LIGH1 IN nil GLOOM WAS I HI I \i I III M ["HE OTHER
BOYS ALSO WIKI COMPELLED I" ESCOR1 GIRLS 1<> SUPPEK



IT WAS THE KIND OF CUP WHICH WOULD EASILY UPSET AND SHOOT A SUDDEN BROWN
AND CREAMY STREAM INTO THE LAP OF THE BEST - DRESSED LADY IN THE 'ROOM

a high, white collar. "Sausage" arose

to new heights of arrogance; he flaunted

a hole in his stocking as if it had been
awarded to him for taking a city.

Of the girls, the less said the better.

Fresh - ribboned hair, flaring skirts,

sashes and white stockings met the star-

tled eye on every hand. Josie herself

was in sober garb. A stranger might
have thought that she had not been
invited to the party, but the girls knew
that a fluffy and creamy confection, too

delicate for the dusty school-room, was
awaiting her return.

After school Ranny hurried off home-
ward as if to add further indignities to

his toilet. At Mrs. Leonard's store he
faithfully invested his nickel in a valen-

tine which expressed a high quality of

friendship, but did not commit itself

further. He now betook himself by
ways that were dark to Tom Rucker's
barn and climbed into the haymow by
an exclusive private entrance. Here he
settled down, safe from adults, girls,

scoffers, parties, cocoa—he wished he
had not thought of cocoa. To put away

temptation he considered schemes to

get the valentine off his hands. He
would slip around after dark and stick

it in the box in which the boy puts the

evening paper. Nobody would notice

him; they would be playing silly games
and suffering and drinking cocoa— He
jerked his mind away with an effort.

Anyway, his future was now secure. He
would ridicule everybody who had been

so weak as to go to the party; he would
make them wish they had never been

born. If anybody ever said "Josie" to

him again he would reply:

"Yes, who went to Josie's party, and

played games with girls, and drank
—

"

This time he got a recollection of some-

thing a little bitter and at the same time

sweet, surmounted by whipped cream,

tasteful and fragrant, and strongly sug-

gesting another cupful. Ranny was not

the first to discover that it is one thing

to hide from the world and another to

escape from one's memories.

In the dim and dusty haymow of the

Rucker barn, Ranny fought his hopeless

fight with temptation. The fumes of
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imaginary cocoa weakened his moral

fiber and made his mouth water. His

interior bore false witness that it had

not known food since the middle of the

previous week. It was a thoroughly

beaten boy who presently climbed down
the ladder and took his desperate and

" GOO -i:\
, JOSH ,

III SAID. I IIAI> A \\\ I i l NIC! I IMi

hungry waj toward the Kendal home.

Cake alone he could have resisted, or

ice-cream on this winter day—but of

all the delicacies of a fruitful world,

it had to be cocoa !

1 [e dragged his unw i

steps and \\ .is admitted

In. self.

"Well. R.mn\
,
you art late,"'she said,

brightl}

.

*• Yes, ma'am," said Ranny. " 1 had

to— 1 In i n some plac<
.'"

If social affairs were conducted upon a

ing feet up the

n Mis. Kendal

frank s\ stem of give and take, 1\annv

would have exchanged his five-cent val-

entine for two cups of cocoa—to be

consumed in the hall—and would have
gone his joyful way. As it was, he let

his hand linger unconsciously upon the

envelope half protruding from his

overcoat pocket, and became in Mrs.
Kendal's eyes the embarrassed
bearer of gifts.

"What's this, Ranny?" she

inquired, helpfully.

"A valentine—for J o s i e."

This was in the tone of one
breaking sad news.

"Oh, how nice!" said Mrs.
Kendal, and as she opened the

door which led to scenes of

gaiety she called out: "Here's
Ranny, dear. He's brought you
a lovely valentine. Now you
must let him take you out to

supper."

A vision of creaminess and
rlurfiness came forward and gave
Ranny a warm welcome. "Fat-
ty" Hartman, who had seated

himself near the dining-room
door against possible emergen-
cies, lost all control of himself

and snickered into his hand,
lorn Rucker almost ceased to

look unhappy, and girls beamed
maddeningly. Probably in all

soeial history nobody had ever

paid such a high price for a cup
of cocoa. The only light in the

gloom was the fact that the

other boys also were compelled
to escort girls to supper. This
\\;is managed by Mrs. Kendal
in a masterful way that stopped
just short of physical force. Ted
Blake won a frozen and mirth-

less smile and allowed a great deal of

daylight to intervene between himself

and his escortee. Bud Hicks walked as

one alone in ;i \;ist plain with night

coming on.

Tin cocoa came in as per contract,

ste. miing and covered with whipped
cream, but in cups that were built more
for looks than for capacity not par-

ticularly wide at the top and tapering

fraudulently toward the bottom. It was
tin kind of cup which, touched upon tin

rim by the unwontedly stifi cuff of an

embarrassed person, would easily upset.
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overflow the saucer, and shoot a sudden
brown and creamy stream over the
table-cloth and into the lap of the best-

dressed lady in the room, hostess, school-

mate, and—up to this moment—friend.

All this abomination Ranny achieved

within the shortest possible time after

the cocoa had been placed at his mercy.
There is a kindly provision of nature

which draws a curtain of unreality over
our worst sufferings. Through such an
anesthetic haze Ranny heard the cry of
the stricken Josie, and saw Mrs. Kendal
coming with napkins and words of tact

and cheer. He dimly realized that girls

were looking upon him as a loathsome
thing, and that even the boys were no
longer laughing. Presently he knew that

Josie was being led weeping from the

room; he had a vague sense that the
collation was passing into a new phase
and that in the excitement nobody had
thought to refill his cocoa-cup. He had
sold his birthright for a mess of pottage,

only to be cheated out of the pottage.

The next picture that came out of the
fog was of Josie, subdued and sorrowful

in the garments of anti-climax. She
took no notice of his existence, but left

him free to enjoy a kind of day night-

mare in which white islands kept floating

down a turbid stream.

At last the refreshments gave out and
Ranny was allowed to do his suffering in

the sitting-room. "Fatty," nourished
and cheerful, went in for pantomime and
strolled about, knocking over imaginary
cups. He had spilled gallons of cocoa
over hundreds of ladies, when Ranny
came to the conclusion that he could do
better for himself elsewhere. He slipped

out into the hall and was half-way into

his overcoat when Josie appeared, the
open door behind her framing eager
young faces. Since he was cornered,
Ranny thought he might as well live

up to mother's idea of a farewell address.

"Goo'-by, Josie," he said. "I had a

awful nice time."
It is a social error to tell a lady that

you enjoyed pouring beverages upon her
best gown. Josie's reply could not have
been found in any standard work on
etiquette:

"Ranny Dukes, I'll never speak to
you again—if I live to be forty years
old!"
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There was only one retort which a
perfect gentleman could make, so Ranny
made it: "I don't care if you never do."

In the front row of the delighted audi-
ence was Tom Rucker; to him Josie, in
her ignorance of human nature—or
semi-human—appealed for moral sup-
port.

"I believe he did it a-purpose. He's
mad at me or something. He never
acts nice."

Ranny's future hung suspended upon
Tom's reply.

"C'm'on, Dukes," said Tom; "le's
git outa this. These here girls makes
me tired."

Into this social crisis sprang Ted
Blake in search of his cap. "You don't
ketch me comin' to no party again," he
muttered,
"They cry over ev'ry little thing,"

was Bud's indictment as he struggled
with the torn lining of his overcoat
sleeve.

The last of the insurgents was "Fat-
ty" Hartman, his face slightly disguised

with cake-crumbs. The main business

of the meeting being finished, "Fatty"
was willing to adjourn.

Josie's mother arrived belatedly, but
was powerless to prevent the walk-
out—though perhaps her heart was not
in her work.

"I had a awful nice time," repeated

Ranny, mechanically.

Mrs. Kendal went to look for Josie,

who was probably under a bed by now,
and compel her to bid her guests good-

by. Through the front door, thus un-

guarded, all the best people leaked out

of high society, leaving behind them
only girls and such drawing-room favor-

ites as Arthur Wilson and Clarence

Raleigh.

"He done it a-purpose!" exclaimed

Tom, when they were safe outside.

"Josie said so her ownself. I guess he

was a-foolin' us all the time."

Ranny had suffered so unjustly from

false charges that he felt himself entitled

to this excessive praise. He neither

affirmed nor denied, but in his bearing

there was a distinct suggestion of a rough

and dangerous character. Nobody would

ever accuse him of being polite to girls

again; his name had been washed spot-

less in a bath of cocoa and cream.
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THE spring comes so slowly up this

way that the returner from a win-

ter sojourn, say in Florida, if he

takes any of the express trains north-

ward, can easily beat the Ethereal Mild-

ness to New York. When he arrives he

will indeed find that Gentle Spring has

been provided with a carpet of dense

green for her airy feet such as he has

nowhere noticed in the farther South,

and if after his home-coming one of his

first walks shall take him into Central

Park, he will see some tentative effects

of decoration in mid-April such as lilac

buds and yellow forsythia flowers, and a

livelier iris on the burnished dove than

he remembers seeing since the vernal

season of last year. The winter may be

still weeping a few last regretful tears

over the faces of the boulders beside the

paths, and there will be no great show of

birds or butterflies; but there will be

divers evidences of the coining of spring

which we need not specify, and yet the

fact v ill remain that she has not actually

conn. That is, she will not have come
in that warm and Mattering effect which
W€ all expect of her, when we mention
her; and the returner from the South
who poises shivering on a bench beside

some drive not yet thronged with au-

tomobiles or infested with their poison-

ous breath will feel himself akin to the

robins and blackbirds in their disap-

pointment with the tardy season.

He will wonder, perhaps, if they share

his sense of having not so much escaped
the winter as lost three months our of

life, lb' will seem to have Lived those

three months since Christmas on the

usual terms of summer, but now, since

the months are gone tin time will be .is

if it had not been. In the- returner who
has beaten the- spring northward, ami is

sorry for it. there is .1 feeling of vacancy,

of temporal bankruptcy almost, and if he
happens to be one <»f those s.ims whom

we parted with in the last weeks of last

autumn, he will be in the sort of daze
which follows waking from a dream.
In this condition there will be an un-
conscious striving to bridge the interval

which has elapsed and to piece the

broken strands of association left dan-
gling from the past toward those vaguely
striving to lift themselves from the

present.

Such at least was the fact (or the fic-

tion; in these matters it is really all one)

with the elder of those sages, who as he

raised his bleared eyes from the lilac

buds and the forsythia blossoms, and
fixed them on that supposititious bridge,

seemed to behold the younger sage ca-

pering (not too nimbly capering) over it

toward him, and finally arriving on the

walk before him.
"Hello!" the younger will then have

said. "You here?"

"Hello, yourself! Whv not?"
"Well, I don't know. "

I didn't sup-

pose you had got back yet."

He te>ok his seat beside the elder, who
with his hands folded on the crook of his

stick slowly turned his face so as te>

focus his companion in better recogni-

tion. "Will you answer me one simple

question? Have I been away:"
"You ought to know."
"I don't see why. I seem to have

passed the last eighty years in accumu-
lating ignorance of even thing that has

happened. If 1 have been away, what
was I doing here when you last intruded

upon me?"
"Looking at the- heels of the ladies'

shot s as they passed."
"Will, 1 am doing that now, and the

fact proves thai I have not been away.'

"You don't see any difference be-

tw< hi now and then :"

"1 don't admit yet that there is any
such thing as now and then. Or, yes, I

sic a certain difference. At first the
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heels seemed to touch the ground in the

circumference of a quarter; now they do

it in the circumference of a dime."

"Well, that is something. Is that all ?"

"Isn't it enough? It shows that the

ideas of women have changed."

"I should say, contracted. But are

they women's ideas, the ideas that con-

trol the fashions? I incline to the be-

lief that they are the ideas of the men-
dressmakers, and that they are inspired

by a misconception of other men's na-

ture and women's nature. Instead of

believing that men and women jointly

wish women to look beautiful, they be-

lieve that they jointly wish women to

look pretty."

"And very high, very small, narrow
heels are pretty?"

"That seems to be what the authors of

fashion think."

The elder sage passed his hand over

his chin. "It doesn't seem very impor-
tant what they think."

"It isn't. I would rather have you
explain what you mean by there being

no now and then. There was a psycho-

logical suggestion in that which rather

took my fancy."

"You are welcome to it. I meant
that I had the sense of having been lost

away from time as well as away from
winter. I have rather a guilty feeling in

my experience: the feeling of having
been recreant to the terms of my crea-

tion, or to the terms of my climatic pre-

dicament. I've felt it before now after

being away from the summer. I sup-

pose it's for some wise purpose that a

man is born an American instead of a

German-American, or the inhabitant of

a mild climate instead of a harsh one,

though I don't know that I can make
out what the purpose is. But if I

shirk our summer by going to the sea-

shore, or our winter by going South,
I feel like a sort of traitor. The
only thing that can excuse me is my age
and my often infirmities. You hear
people saying that it adds three

years to your life if you go South
from New Year's Day till All Fools'

Day, but I think it takes three months
from it."

"Prove it!"

"I'm not obliged to do that. But
what I mean is that if I were intended

to have a Southern winter I should have
been born South, born to the palms and
live-oaks and Spanish moss and perpet-

ual blossoms and mocking-birds and
strawberries and rattlesnakes which
I've been nefariously enjoying since the

beginning of the year, instead of taking

my share of the blizzards, the sleet and
snow and the warm and wet rain, and
the grippe and rheumatism and the

pneumonia which you've been meeting
here like a man."
"Oh, I don't brag of it. Though I

took my share—what I couldn't help."

"You mustn't be too modest. A con-

script may be as brave in battle as a

volunteer; I suppose they are both

afraid at times. But neither one is a

traitor, and I feel as if I had betrayed my
native climate. You had to stay, and
you ought to have the merit of staying.

But what came to me at times as a con-

solation amidst my enjoyment of the in-

verted winter, down there, was the

possibility that life in the winterlands

was all a mistake, and that life in the

summerlands was the real thing. The
antique civilizations were of the South.

They had no blizzards in Assyria or

Persia, and none in Egypt
—

"

"Sand ones," the younger sage inter-

polated. "In the desert, you know."
"—no extremes of cold in Greece or

Italy," the older continued without re-

garding him. "The hearts and heads of

people were not worn out in withstand-

ing the weather. They had force to

develop religion and morality. I sup-

pose that during the past winter you've

been on the point of swearing, more than

once, at the ice and snow, and those par-

ticularly nasty warm, wet rains?"

"Once or twice," the other admitted.

"Well, I have not sworn at the

weather once, down there."

"Then what are you complaining of?"

"That I was not a native, that I

hadn't an innate right to my good be-

havior. I complain of my ancestry.

Why should they have come to the

North and stayed there instead of going

to the South? Why build up a great

industrial and financial empire here,

with the vast prosperity and adversity

of its capitals?"

"If your ancestry had gone South

they would have had slavery to contend
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with, and you would be in the romantic

delusion that slavery was a divinely

beautiful thing."

"Not necessarily. If I were a woman
I might, because my sex had suffered so

much from it. Besides, if all the north-

ern emigration had been southward the

South would have been civilized even

beyond the North, for there would have
been no waste of force in merely resist-

ing the weather. There would have
been no expenditure of vital strength in

the effort not to swear at the weather."

"Oh, then," the younger sage com-
mented rather convincingly, as offering

an inacceptable challenge, "you had no
bad weather at all?"

"No, none! We had sharp little

stimulating turns frostward whenever
you had a three-foot snow here or a

zero temperature, but nothing that you
wouldn't have exulted in if you hadn't a

bad conscience about it!"

"Couldn't you have got over that dif-

ficulty by staying South through the

summer? Your suffering then would
have atoned for all your stolen winter

joys, wouldn't it?"

"Not if you could believe the natives.

The summer down there has no fault but
its length."

"Oh, but why believe the natives?"

"Veil me," the elder sage demanded,
"have you ever passed a summer in

New York?"
"Not since I could help it."

"Well, that's another grievance I

have with our climate. I can't even
stay here in the summer. I am forced

to go up to the North Shore of Massa-
chusetts and grab the delicious coolness

from the natives which they have suf-

fered through nine months of winter to

put by for June, July, and August.
I've no sooner got my bad conscience

appeased for enjoying a Florida winter
than 1 have it roused to its worst activ-

ity by the delight of the New England
summer."

"I see," the younger sage admitted.

"I am a double-dyed traitor, a rene-

gade to my whole native year, except a

few w^ks of May ami October, or the

beginning of June and the ending of

September."
"And have you no compensations

for your sin

"Oh yes, oh yes," the elder sighed.

"There is the guilty pleasure of the place
here, which I don't deny; the chances
of talk which you get nowrhere else; the
fell charm of all the metropolitan fa-

cilities—a good play, an unexpectedly
beautiful picture, a surprise in sculp-

ture; the whole stir and movement of
the great life of the largest city which
goes near to make up to one the loss of
one's soul; the flutter of the volumi-
nously empty newspapers, the latest

books, the freshest scandal: they all go a

great way to help one forget one's sins."

"Yes, I see what you mean. It's a

great thing, forgetting, even for the
average whity-brown spirit, let alone a

dead-black soul."

"You needn't put on airs," the older

sa£e retorted with some asperity.

"Oh, I didn't mean to be personal. I

don't think you're as bad as you've
painted yourself; though there's truth in

what you've been saying. But is it too

late to do anything about our meteor-
ology on the general scale?"

"Oh, there's the poor, confound them!
We couldn't get them to Florida in the

winter, or to the Massachusetts North
Shore in the summer."

"Well, not all of them, or not all at

once. But we could think about them
when we were there, and that would be

some consolation for them. I suppose

that you thought about them in the

South?"
"Not for an instant!" the sage replied

with a wild laugh of self-scorn. "No
more than if I hadn't left a single cold or

hungry person in New York; no more
than I shall think in my North Shore cool-

ness, this summer, of the wretches

I shall have left sizzling here."

"It does seem rather hard on you."

"Oh, I can bear it, I suppose. I'm

pretty well used to leaving them for the

summer. It's leaving them for the win-

ter that I object to."

"Yes; and it's so easy getting back

and forth, now
."

"Oh, is it: Did you ever make a

thirty hours' pull in a Pullman compart-

ment: Crumpled rose-leaves are noth-

ing to it! Xo matter where your

compartment is in the car, it's always

directly over the wheels."

"Yes, I've noticed that. The Pull-
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man car is apparently built, as to its

wheels, on the model of the centipede.

But that's merely provisional, I think.

It will be ultimated in a sort of biped."

"I doubt it. In the watches of a

night which I estimated at forty-eight

hours long I decided that the comforts

of land travel had been ultimated now.

It takes you from twenty - eight to

thirty-eight hours to go South, according

to the point you want to reach. You
have your own railroad bedroom if you
can pay for it, and you have your dining-

room, where you stand up from ten

minutes to thirty until you can get a

seat at a table and begin locking arms
with your neighbor. The last word has

been reached in land travel."

"Well, and what's the next word?"
"The first word in air travel. We've

seen what can be done with aeroplanes

of all sorts in war, killing and being

killed, and as soon as this war is over we
shall begin to see what can be done with

them in peace. The first thing must be

speed. We must get to or from Florida

in five or six hours; it's ridiculous to

take thirty or forty in this age of the

world, when time is getting so scarce.

Then we sha'n't need bedrooms or din-

ing-rooms, en route; they will be bad
enough at the journey's end. We shall

step out and stamp off among the rattle-

snakes or the taxicabs, as the case may
be, gay as larks, and sha'n't know that
we've been going till we've stopped.
Why, it's ridiculous taking five hours to

go to Washington or Boston; you ought
to do it in an hour. Consider that the
earth has only a few eons longer, and
here we go on, throwing away the prec-

ious minutes as if they were instants.

Every hour we waste
—

"

"I feel as young as ever," the junior
sage interrupted. "And," he added,
"all my friends tell me I look it."

The elder crowed derisively. "So do
mine tell me. The thing is not to be-
lieve them. They want to kill you with
kindness. You try once to act as young
as ever, and you'll feel as old as ever."

"I see," the other said. "You've
come home too soon. You ought to
have stayed South till May, and kept on
enjoying a climate that didn't belong to

you. Then when you came North you
wouldn't have had to see April writhing

in the vernal colic which expresses her
joy in life, and you wouldn't have had
to stay so long till you went away in June
and began robbing the people on the
Massachusetts North Shore of their
hard-earned summer weather."
The sages laughed together in mutual

enjoyment of their sardonic humor.
Then the elder seemed to sour in it.

"When was it we met last?" he asked.
|| Last fall"

"Well, I'm sorry you've learned so

little wisdom. Dr. Holmes never did a

more mischievous thing than when he
got off that guff about being eighty
years young. Eighty years! He might
have said it at seventy. I can remember
how I felt at seventy. I was a mere boy.

But I'm not a boy at eighty, and I don't

stump off, as you call it. How old did

you say you were?"
"Seventy-nine."
"Wait till you come eighty. Then

you won't stump off, or want to. You'll

be glad to sit still and think of the sins of

your youth, your real youth. Instead of

bragging of your good conscience and
your active legs, you'll want to think of

some way to pay back the Southerners

for the beautiful climate you've enjoyed

at their expense—the climate that right-

fully belongs to the natives of it. We
ought either to live South the year

round or stay through the winter here!"

"But you were just prophesying how
to get there by a shorter method!"
"That has nothing to do with it.

That represents my total depravity.

That shows what a lost and hopeless sin-

ner I am. Certainly I shall be off to the

North Shore of Massachusetts at the first

hint of a heated term here; and next

fall I shall not wait for Christmas, I shall

be off at Thanksgiving, aeroplane or no

aeroplane. A Pullman compartment

will be good enough for me, yet awhile.

I will leave you here to stump off in your

perennial youth. Stump off! I should

like to see you do it."

"Well, look!" The younger sage rose

vigorously with very little help from his

hands by pressure on the bench.

He strode off at a fairly good gait,

while the other watched him through the

slits of his narrowed eyes. At a certain

hesitation expressed in the other's back he

called to him, "Don't stop; keep going."
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IIENRY A//IIS ALDEN

THE publishing house since 1X33

known as Harper & Brothers was
established under the firm-name of

"J, & J. Harper" in March, [817. Next
year ii will be the only American p n I

>-

lishing house engaged in the genera]

publishing business thai has ever com-
pleted a centenary in continuous exist-

ence upon its original foundation.

The house- may well take note of its

forthcoming centennial anniversarj

as it has done by its announcements in

previous numbers of this magazine
though, it will be observed, it proposes

to have no monopoly of the affair. No
one associated with the house has ;i

memory of its beginnings; nor h;is any
living American reader. From the char-

acter of its publications the whole record

of the house is inseparably hound up
with American life and literature during

the past century. This could nol be so

trulj said if its publications had fol-

lowed special lines or if they had been

exclusively of American authorship.

Rather, they have appealed, on general

w unds, to American sensibility, which,
in the field of literal ure, has never been

quite pio\ incial.

When the house was established less

than half .1 century had elapsed since

1 he \m< 1 a an colonies had declared

tin 11 ind( pendence of l>< it ish rule. Hut

t he s< \ ( ranee of political relations onlj

emphasized the continuity ol English

culture and tradition. It was almosi

simultaneous!} with the beginnings ol

1 In 1 1. n p. rentei pi ise th.it S3 dnej Smith
asked, " W ho reads an Vmei ican hook ;"

rhoueh Charles Brockden Brown, the

in st \mi 1 i( .in ii"\ 1 list
, had a< quin d .1

I uropean reput at ion, and 1
1 \ ing's

Knickerbocker* II \ York had
U 1 n published in 1

v
9, 1 he challenge

was, in the main, justified. Coop* 1 was
.is \ 1 1 unkiiow n; Poe, .1 boj ol 1 ight

was .it .school in England; and Bryant's

"Thanatopsis" which Richard Henry
Stoddard notes as "the commence-
ment of American poetry"—was pub-
lished in The North American ^Review

in 1817, the third year of that periodical.

But while there were then so few
American nun of letters, in the polite

sense, there was no lack of relish for cur-

rent English literature.

It was the day of small things in pub-
lishing, as in every Other kind of enter-

prise. But the- time chosen by the

Harpers was auspicious for the success

of their undertaking. It was just after

the Napoleonic wars in Europe and
tin War of l8l2 in America, at the

dawn of a new era for the people of

both continents. The- United States

was reaping the Inst fruits of the Lou-
isiana Purchase in the growing develop-

ment of the Mississippi Valley. The
wist ward migration from the Atlantic

seaboard was fairly on its way, though
at so slow a pace as hardly to presage

the momentum of itS later course; the

scattered settlements <>n the near frontier

not e\cn dimly foreshadowed the new
empire then being born or its relation

to the political destinies of the nation.

Hut it required no uncommon sagacity

at that tunc to forecast the future com-
mercial pi mi. ie\ of New York City. The
Erie Canal, soon to hi- completed and

which seemed so promising, was hut one
of tin- favoring winds of destiny. The
swift packet sailing-ships meant very

much more. Whatever should enhance
the progress ofthe count ry must inevita-

bly favor its most fortunately situated

seaboard metropolis, ami tins favor was
sun- t<> be shared by a publishing house

embarking upon its career at this point

of vantage, and having hut tin- simple
wisdom to see tin dnft of things ami es-

peciallj to note and to meet the intel-

lectual and spiritual aspirations of a

w hole people.
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The period from 1817 to 1850, when
Harper s Magazine was established

—

one full human generation—was notable

in the annals of American progress.

During this period the population of the

country had more than doubled, in-

creasing from about nine millions to

more than twenty-three millions; that

of New York City had grown from less

than one hundred thousand to more than

half a million, having since 1830 fair

outdistanced Philadelphia, thus becom-
ing the great metropolis of America.

Before the close of the period Harper &
Brothers had become the foremost pub-

lishing house in the country, not merely
availing itself of the new inventions of

this remarkable generation as applied

to the processes of printing, but putting

itself into close touch with the people

through the advancement of their edu-

cation and the satisfaction of their in-

tellectual and religious interests.

It was through the participation of the

house in the educational movement that

the Magazine had its matriculation, and
that is our reason for considering it here

with some particularity. For it is to

the readers of this magazine that the

centennial of the house is most interest-

ing and significant; and those who have
followed its course from the start the
present management has invited to an
intimate participation in the event by
briefly recording and transmitting to

Franklin Square their early impressions
of this monthly visitor to their homes.
The editor, whose connection with the
Magazine in that relation dates back to

1869, and as assistant editor to 1863,
feels a deep personal interest in these

solicited communications, which them-
selves will be a matter of feeling and
familiar association rather than of liter-

ary criticism. They will form a most
important part, along with the editor's

own historical summary, of a published
brochure commemorative of the occa-
sion. Altogether the affair should be a

remarkable old-time "home coming."
As we have said, the memories of none

now living, not even those of the oldest
readers of the Magazine, reach back to
the beginnings of the publishing estab-
lishment; and only comparatively few
have read J. Henry Harper's The House
of Harper—a most interesting record of

its earlier as well as of its later under-
takings, brought down to within five

years of the completion of its first cen-
tury. We shall here confine ourselves
to a partial glimpse of its early educa-
tional work, as showing its intimate
association with the progressive life of
the people, and as finally making the
publication of the Magazine an impera-
tive necessity.

Before the destruction of the whole
establishment by fire, in 1853, the Har-
pers had published 1549 works, of which
722 were of American authorship. As
so little American fiction had been writ-

ten up to that time, nearly all of these
original works were of an educational
character, including important histories,

like those of Prescott, Motley, Hildreth,

and Macaulay. Special libraries—sets

of books uniform in binding and price

—

were an important feature. One of the

best known of these was Harper's Fam-
ily Library, mostly of foreign authorship,

begun in 1830, consisting of history, bi-

ography, and books of travel. In its

whole career it contained one hundred
and eighty-seven volumes, issued so reg-

ularly that it constituted a serial publi-

cation. Harper's Boys' and Girls' Li-

brary, as a rule by American authors,

was started in 1831. Harper's Select

Library of Novels, almost entirely Eng-
lish, in its second and lower-priced se-

ries, began in 1842, and in its course

reached six hundred and fifteen volumes.

To these must be added other libraries:

the Selected Library of Standard Litera-

ture, the New Classical Library, the

Student Series, and Story Books.

Of more direct use in schools and col-

leges were Harper's District School Li-

brary, Anthon's Classical Series, and the

best Greek and Latin lexicons of the time.

These seem to-day dry-as-dust de-

tails, but in the forties of the last cen-

tury, when the lyceum movement flour-

ished, and when the chief interest and

enthusiasm of the people, even in what

we now call the Middle West, were con-

centrated upon educational material and

methods, they stood for the spirit that

vitalized the whole texture of American

life—for Americanism itself against in-

vasive foreign influences. It was as rep-

resentative of this intensely American

feeling that James Harper, the senior
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member of the house, was elected Mayor
of New York City in 1844.

What is most interesting to readers of

the Magazine in this brief review of the

Harper undertakings prior to 1850 is the

fact that, exclusive of religious publica-

tions, the principle of selection that de-

termined the lines of diversification,

following precisely the same lines, deter-

mined the character of the new period-

ical, with only this difference—that in

the latter greater prominence was given

to the literature of power, as distin-

guished from that of knowledge—to the

stimulation and satisfaction of esthetic

sensibility as even more important than
the diffusion of information.

The time was ripe for this change in

the perspective of values. The eagerness

of American readers for new and useful

information was, indeed, rapidly in-

creasing, but there had been awakened
in them an ardent desire for humane
literature, for esthetic entertainment
and not merely strict edification. Fic-

tion was beginning to be generally toler-

ated. Information was best welcomed
when conveyed with taste, geniality, and
humor. The revival of wood-engraving,

which the Harpers had especially stimu-

lated, in such exemplars as Joseph A.

Adams and his pupil, Benson J. Lossing,

gave promise of an additional allure-

ment. The former had recently pro-

duced sixteen hundred engravings for

the illustration of Harper's Family Bible,

and the latter in 1848 had begun
w >rk on his Pictorial Field-Book of the

Revolution, which was to be an important
feature in the early volumes of Harper's

Magazine.
The plan for such a magazine, cover-

ing the- whole field of informing and crea-

tive literature, was already laid out for

the Harpers—in their books of Travel
and Exploration, of History and Biog-

raphy, of Essays and Fiction, and gener-

ally in those for the popular diffusion of

knowledge —before the idea of its publi-

cation had occurred to them; and it was
the manifest d< stiny of this type of peri-

odical that it should be pictorially illus-

trated. The immediate prompting of

the actual undertaking was a recogni-

tion o\ the fact that the best European
literature of every kind found its way
into European periodicals. Hence this

magazine was at first made up mainly of
selections from these—the principle of
selection following the plan adopted for

the conduct of the new periodical. The
catholicity of this plan boldly distin-

guished the Magazine from all those
previously undertaken in this country.
The American popular demand for it

was imperative, but could not then have
been more than partially met from the
meager resources of American literature,

though these were drawn upon as fully

as possible.

The development of the* newT type to

its maturity was to depend upon Amer-
ican writers and artists not then known,
wTho were in good part tempted to the

exercise of their powers by the stimulus

and opportunity afforded by the Maga-
zine itself. The English literature so

abundantly offered, and with wiser se-

lection than wras otherwise possible in

the early volumes, while it helped to

mold the form of our writers' contribu-

tions, did not determine their content as

to spirit, character, or humor, which
were thoroughly American. The only

field which maintained a distinctively

English character for a longer period

—

and even, to some extent and by reason

of greater compelling excellence, to the

present time—was that of serial fiction.

Creative Art, like Science, is, on its

highest plane, cosmopolitan. The Travel

Sketch, from the days of Porte Crayon,
has borne the purely American stamp.

It was this feature—the articles of

Travel and Exploration—that early ex-

cited the envy of the publishers of

Black-wood. The Short Story, especially

cultivated by Harpers from the begin-

ning, is the most original product of

American literature.

Harper s Magazine remained the

only exemplar of its type for a score of

years, holding an undivided kingdom in

the hearts of the American people. In

the period of its divided realm it has at-

tained its greatest excellence and pros-

perity; but in that earlier day it was in a

peculiar sense a familiar household guest

in the homes of a country growing into

its own maturity. It was the day of

small but significant things, cherished in

steadfast remembrance—some echo of

which will be gratefully appreciated by

its publishers and by all of its readers.



Mrs. Tumulty's Hat
BY ALBERT BIGELOW PAINE

AS Mrs. Tumulty rounded the cape at

L\ Seventy-third Street and Broadway
-* *• the gust caught her, and in the same
instant she felt her hat and her head parting

company. She grabbed wildly.

"Oh, my hat! My new hat! Oh, catch it

for me, somebody, ple-e-ase!
,,

Mrs. Tumulty's voice shrilled with agony,
for it was, indeed, her new hat—a very large

and expensive hat, which only the day be-

fore Mr. Tumulty, with very excellent taste

in such matters, had really selected, as well

as paid for, in celebration of his having won
the Clayton Will case, which meant a pretty

nice fee and new clients. Mrs. Tumulty
swiftly remembered these things, now, as she
ran, her gaze directed to the sky, which
seemed to be her hat's general destination.

"Oh, oh!" wailed Mrs. Tumulty, "I'm go-
ing to lose my new hat that Roscoe bought
me, and he'll blame me so! He says I

never pin my hats on well, and I suppose I

don't. Oh, just look at the crazy thing,

now i

Mrs. Tumulty had a following, by this

time, of two small boys, a fat man, and a red-

haired delivery clerk. The hat had suddenly
abandoned its eccentric skyward flight, and
made a straight dive downward, as if deter-

mined to perish under flying wheels. The be-

reft lady and her panting brigade pulled up
suddenly to face the worst. Another instant,

and that beautiful creation of flowers and
feathers would be a maimed and blighted

thing. The street was fairly full of motor-
cars, and the hat seemed aimed at the very

"oh, my hat! my new hat! oh, catch it for me, somebody, ple-e-ase!"
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the men held out an arm, the gray
car slackened and rounded into

the curb. Mrs. Tumulty, who ten

years before had been on the track-

team of her school, threw herself

into top gear, and persons stepped

aside to let her p;iss. The speed-

ing lady did not notice them. She
saw only that a man ^ot out of

the gray car and that an instant

later, when she was still half a

block away, the said car wheeled
back into the traffic, turned a

comer, and was gone.
I he slender and rather anemic-

looking gentleman who had de-

scended from the gray car was
about to pass through the entrance
of a tall office-building when a

bareheaded, panting lady, with a

very red face and dying hair, laid

her hand on his arm. I le took
one look, and would have disap-

peared very suddenly if the ex-

cited person had held him a bit

less firmly.

"Oh," she said, "can't you
have your car come back? My

—

my hat's in it! My hat that

R
" oil," Mil. said, "

I w'l yOU HAVE YOUR CAR COME BACK?
MY— MYHAT'S i\ II I

MN II VI lll\ l Rl »S< I >E GAVEMEl"

center of the flying mass. Hut then Mis. I u-

mill \ gave a little cry, and her body-guard a

sort of .-UK ral whoop. Something quite differ-

ent had happened. At the verj instant of

its Mi.il plunge an open touring-car, with two
nit n in the front seat and nobody in the back,

was timed bj fate to be exactly under it. In-

stead of plunging to the ruin of the street,

Mis. Tumulty's hat seemed to right itself

and settle very gently, even if suddenly, to

the flooi of tin i mi pt \ tonneau, and so went

gliding away, the two gentlemen in the front

seat quite unsuspicious of an) trouble behind

that is to s.i\ , .id. .id.

"Six-eight-three-one-six! 1 got tl

b< i

'"
\ died one of the small bo) •

oscoe ^;i\ e m<

nuin-
" six-

right.< i : 1 1 1 three one-six! You'll get it,

\ll you've got to ^^ is

But \1 rs. I iiinnh \ w.is running again, .is

if she had some notion that sh< could ovei

haul .1 cat that w .is .it I. asl doubling the

speed limit foi m< >toi vi hi< les. Hei follow -

in:' fell .on .i\ from her, but, b) some inspira

-

tion, Mrs I umult) k< pt on. \ traffic po

Iiceman waved and called to the flying,

bare headed lad) . but she did not heed him.

I lei e\ es Wei. fclu< d tO th< \'H\ "P« n
|
•"

now swiftl) dwindling into the perspective,

two blocks awa) Vnd then, oh, joy! otn of

I he slender gentleman answered
ther nervously, but with decision.

"Madam," he said, "there-

there is s-soine mistake. There-

was no hat that is to say no no lady's

h. it in the- car 1 was in. Try to to calm

yourself, madam."
"Oh, but my hat is in it. I saw it jm> in

myself. I didn't have it pinned on well and

the wind blew it off, and it fell right in the

back of youi Car. I know it was yours, for

1 kept Up and never lost sight Of it. Oh,

please telephone-, or something."
The- anemic- gentleman reflected.

"You are a a good runner, madam, to

have kept up. Tack Nettleton has been fined

twice- for speeding. It is his car, not mine.

1 1
1- will be- home presently, I judge, and I will

telephone tO see- if he- has th.it is what he-

ll. i\ e in tin back of Ins car, and if you
will leave youi address, madam, I am sure he

will return youi that is an) strange ap-

parel Im ma) find tln-ic-."

'* But it is just .i h.it .i I. iiuc new hat, and

can't you telephom • I'm w anx-

ious! ( h, gi> e me the numbei and I'll d it."

I he nt i \ oils v. ntleman hesitated.
" But but I think Mr, Netth ton is hardly

tin re \ 1 1, and you se< . if Mis. Netth ton

should .inswt i well I \ ou explanations

b) telephone, you know and Mis. Nettle-

ton is is incline tl to be a a little, that is to

s.i\, quick in hei conclusions, don't you see,
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and—and Jack is a good deal of a favorite

—

and a—lady's hat in the back of the car, and

the—apparent—improbability of the

—

"Oh, yes, of course—I never thought of

that. I wouldn't telephone myself for the

world, but you could call up, and, if she

answered, ask to have Mr. Nettleton call

you when he comes, couldn't you?"
"Y-yes, I suppose so. I—I'll consider

that. I will consider what seems best to do
under the—I may say—rather peculiar cir-

cumstances, and I am sure—that is, I think,

you will get your—eh—property, madam, in

due time. I am a—a mining engineer, and
accustomed to—-to—hazardous undertak-

ings. Now—the—the address, if you please,

madam."
Mrs. Tumulty hastily dug from the depths

of a small hand-bag a bit of pasteboard,

thanked him, and, signaling a taxi, was
presently on her way home.

"If I can only get it again before Roscoe
comes home," she groaned, as she settled

back in the seat. "He would be so cross

about it!"

But fate had arranged the matter in its

own way. At that very moment Mr. Roscoe
Tumulty was sitting in Mrs. Jack Nettleton's

drawing-room, only waiting for Mr. Nettle-

ton's return to discuss the terms of a joint

will which Mr. Tumulty was to draw for the

Nettletons prior to their departure on a

West-Indian and South-American cruise.

"Mr. Nettleton and myself have decided

to make a joint will," she was saying, "and
to have yo-u draw it. Of course, whatever be-

longs to one of us belongs to both. We are as

one in everything, and always shall be; but
if anything should happen, you know, and
one never can tell on a voyage, these days,

with submarines and drifting mines, and if

anything should happen—to me, of course

—

I should want Jack—Mr. Nettleton, I mean
—to have everything, you know/'

Mr. Tumulty nodded.
"A will is the proper protection," he said,

"a good will—correctly drawn, I mean.
Mrs. Tumulty and myself are, as you say,

also one in everything—one in thought, ef-

fort, earthly possessions—for which reason
we have long since made a joint will."

"Yes," epigrammed Mrs. Nettleton, walk-
ing to the window, "the more people belong
the more their belongings belong. My hus-
band should be here by this time. He had
some business in Yonkers, but was to be back
by eleven. He—" Mrs. Nettleton was here
interrupted by a muffled ring from an adjoin-
ing room. "Excuse me," she said

—
"the tel-

ephone."

The one-sided conversation that came
through the door to Mr. Tumulty did not,

at the moment, seem important.

"Hello! Yes—yes, this is Mr. Nettleton's
house. No

—

Mrs. Nettleton. Mr. Nettle-
ton is not here. Yes, we expect him soon,

but he will be quite busy when lie comes; can
yon give me a message for him? Oh, I

rather important and private. Well, Tin his

wife, and can take- any message. You prefer

to have him call you. Oh, very well; and who
is this? I see; Win friend, Mr. Lawson— one-
six-two-five Columbus. Thank you!"
To Mr. Tumulty it seemed that Mrs. Net-

tleton hung up the receiver with rather a

jerky motion, and she may have appeared
just the least bit ruffled as she entered the

room and walked to the window. Hut an
instant later she turned, quite cheerfully.

"Mr. Nettleton is just coming; I am
sorry we have kept you waiting, Mr. I u-

multy."
Declaring that the slight delay was of no

consequence, Mr. Tumulty himself stepped
to the window in time to see a gray open

car draw up to the curb. A moment later

the single occupant had jumped out and
run diagonally across the street.

"Oh, dear!" fussed Mrs. Nettleton, "now
he has gone over to the drug-store after ci-

gars. He always forgets them until he gets

right to the door, and it takes forever to get

waited on over there. I'll just step out and
hurry him in."

She went, in spite of Mr. Tumulty's pro-

test, and a moment later he saw her standing

by the car. He politely left the window,

then, and took a turn down the room. Ten
seconds later Mrs. Nettleton burst in, alone.

She held one hand behind her, and was visi-

bly excited. The reader will recall that Mrs.

Nettleton was inclined to be rather quick in

her conclusions.

"Mr. Tumulty," she demanded, with

forced calm, "are you a divorce lawyer, too?"

"Why—madam—I—yes, madam; but

why?"
"Well, I think it's very likely we'll change

that joint will into divorce papers."
" But, my dear Mrs. Nettleton—I am at a

loss. I don't grasp the idea."

"You will, in a minute. I went out to

meet my husband, as you know. While wait-

ing, I stepped to the side of the car, thinking

no evil, and looked in. What do you suppose

I found there, Mr. Tumulty? What do you

suppose?"
But Mr. Tumulty's legal mind was not

given to supposing. He shook his head,

dazed.
"I found a hat, Mr. Tumulty—a woman s

hat—in my husband's car—a costly hat-
such as I have never felt able to wear my-

self; left in there by mistake, no doubt—and

by whom? That's what you must find out,

Mr. Tumulty, and draw the papers."
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STARED ONLY AT THE HAT, WHILE 111^ EYES
TOOK O.N A FIXED, GLAZED EXPRESSION, AS IF

HE WERE LOSING HIS MIND

"But, my dear madam, lie may be quite

innocent. Perhaps it is a hat lie has brought

home to you, as a present. Only a clay or two

ago I bought, and, indeed, selected, a hat

for my wife—quite an imposing hat, I may
say; and this, also, may be a present from—

"

''From Jack Nettleton? Never! He
dot- n't know the first thing about hats, and

wouldn't dare. Besides, he always has said

he liked small hats—and look at that!"

Mrs. Nettleton snatched forth the hand

slit had been holding behind her, and so

brought to view a splendid big creation of

flowers and feathers, apparently not the least

tin worse for its adventure. Mr. Tumulty
took one look, then himself seized the offend-

ing head-gear.

"Well," he snorted, "I like that—I do, in-

deed! That? Why, that's nn hat.

I |,i iK w one the one I mentioned thevery

on< 1 bought l"i her two days ago. I like

that—I do, indeed!" And to show how much
he liked it, Mr. Tumulty repealed his state-

ment several times, with steadily increasing

i mph.isis. The door opened just then, and

Mr. Jack V tt!« ton entered.

"Oh, I'm smiia to he late," he began, gaily,

then paused. Something told him that all

Was not as it should In, and the figure of a

g t ntleman whom he t<>.»k to he tin legal Mr.

Tumulty, holding a large and sumptuous

hat, was for some reason, oppressive. He
stood st.uum from one t«> tin other, until his

wife's voic< brought him to himself with a

Sllddell j< lL

"John Nettleton," she said, and there was
a fearful menace in her tones, "Mr. Tumulty
and I wish you to explain by what means you
came by that hat."

Mr. Nettleton again turned from his wife

to Mr. Tumulty and the hat, then back to his

wife, and, getting no light, stared only at the
hat, while his eyes took on a fixed, glazed ex-

pression, as if he were losing his mind.
"Yes, of course," proceeded Mrs. Nettle-

ton, "you can't speak, confronted by your
duplicity. Oh, to think

—

"

Mr. Nettleton found his voice.

"Say," he said, "what is this, anyhow

—

an April fool, or a bad dream? What do I

know about that hat? I never saw it before

in my life. What about it, anyhow?"
Mr. Tumulty "took the word," as the

French say, replying calmly and judicially,

3S became one who might one day reasonably
nope to occupy the bench of justice.

"Mr. Nettleton," he said, "some few mo-
ments since, your wife, Mrs. Nettleton, upon
going out to welcome you, chanced to look

into the back of the car which stands out-

side, and has presumably been occupied by
yourself during the forenoon. What was her

astonishment to discover there, carefully

placed on the floor of the tonneau, this rather

expensive and, I may say, handsome hat.

Furthermore, it is a hat not strange to me.
It is, in fact, the identical millinery that two
days ago I purchased as a gift to my wife.

You will understand, therefore, Mr. Nettle-

ton, why Mrs. Nettleton and myself are nat-

urally disturbed, and consider that an ex-

planation is in order."

Mr. Nettleton made no immediate reply,

but reached out as if to take the hat, and
then dropping into a chair, sat gazing at it

in a fascinated way.
"Somebody's playing it on me," he said at

last

—

"that's the size of it. Hut who is it,

and what's it for? That's what I want to

now.
Mrs. Nettleton said in frozen accents:

" Possibly you might learn something by call-

ing up your friend Mr. Law son. He tel-

ephoned a little while ago and left a request

that you call him as soon as you should ar-

rive declining to leave a message said his

business was important—and private"

Mr. Nettleton straightened up.

"Law son: Sure! Brought him down from

Yonkers. Hut it isn't a joke if it's Law son.

lie couldn't play a joke on anybody. I'll

call him, all right."

Mr. Nettleton hurried to tin next room,

and, a few moments later, had Mr. Lawson
on tin wire. The end of the conversation

which the two listeners heard meant very

little, being confined mainly to "
i es yes -

sure," and "Of course," hut presently Mr.
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Nettleton hung up the receiver, and, with a

great laugh, returned to the drawing-room.

"By gracious!" he declared, "that's the

best yet. It's your wife's hat, all right, Mr.
Tumulty, and it was blown from her head

into the back of my car. She ran after us

and saw Lawson get out, but couldn't catch

me in time, and asked him to telephone.

Say, but that's a good one!"

Mr. Tumulty's face showed signs of relax-

ing, but Mrs. Nettleton remained chilly.

"That's a very likely story," she said. "If

it's as innocent as all that, why did Lawson
tell me that his business was important and

private?"

"Why, because Lawson is an ass—as usu-

al—that's why. He thought he'd stir up
trouble by telling you, so he did just that by
not telling you."
Mr. Tumulty said, without emotion:

"There are circumstantial aspects of this

case in your favor, Mr. Nettleton. My wife

has a habit of not sufficiently securing her

head-gear, and this corroborative testimony

from your witness, Lawson—

"

But Mrs. Nettleton interrupted scornfully:

"His witness Lawson! What does that

amount to? We didn't hear a word of what
he said, and, besides, don't you know that in

affairs of this kind men stick together like

glue?"

Mr. Nettleton said: "Look here, I'm
game. The car is outside. We'll go down
and get Lawson, first; then we'll drive to

the home of Mr. Roscoe Tumulty and try

this case out in our own court. Mr. Tu-
multy, as a lawyer, can get at the facts, I

guess, with all the witnesses together."

If Mrs. Nettleton softened at all during the
next three minutes she did not manifest the
fact, and by that time she was seated with
Mr. Tumulty behind her husband, who was
violating the speed laws on the way to the

office of Orville G. Lawson, Mining Engineer.

Then, some nine minutes later, with Mr.
Lawson added to the party, they were speed-

ing toward Mr. Tumulty's apartment on
Seventy-fifth Street.

Mrs. Tumulty, anxiously awaiting the ring

that would announce a messenger-boy, was
considerably startled at the sudden entrance of
her husband, who was not due until five p. m.

"Why, Roscoe," she said, "what brought
you home this time o' day?"

"Business," said Mr. Tumulty. "Busi-
ness that makes it necessary that I should
examine the new hat I bought you two days
since."

Then Mrs. Tumulty gasped a little and,

repeating "Why, Roscoe," twice over, be-

gan to cry.

"Oh," she said, "I know, of course, you

—

you'll say it was my f-fault, but I thought I

did have it p-pinned on tight, and the w-wind
was awful, and n-nearly blew my hair off,

too, and—and
—

"

"Where did it blow to?" asked Mr. Tu-
multy, with something of his professional

examination air.

"Into an au-automobile, but I'm g-going

to get it again, for—for
—

"

"That's all right," said Mr. Tumulty, "I
know the rest." He stepped to the door.

"Come in," he said, "this witness will cor-

roborate all the former testimony, and is un-

impeachable. Verdict for the defendant."

An Objectionable Guest

/W\Y cousin, Mary Alice Jones,
Has come to visit me.

She's nine years old, and mostly bones,

And messes with her tea.

Her eyes are very round and black,

Her teeth are rather big;

She wears two pig-tails down her back-

Because she is a pig.

My cousin, Mary Alice Jones,
Is going to stay for weeks.

She always speaks in whiny tones,

—

If you can call it speaks.
I have to give her half my room,
And half my dressing-case.

She always wears a look of gloom,
And mopes around the place.

My cousin, Mary Alice Jones,

Is quite a silly girl,

And when she does her hair, she moans,
'Cause she can't make it curl.

And when I wear my yellow gown,
With hair-ribbons to match,

She says she simply won't go down,

—

She looks like the old scratch!

My cousin, Mary Alice Jones,

Takes more than half the bed;

And in her sleep, she always groans
And wiggles with her head.

I wonder if her parents believed

She would make so much fuss,

—

I s'pose they're only too relieved

. To have her visit us.

Ethel M. Kelley



" Please, mister, when you get through would you mind open-

ing my bank for me. I want to get my pennies out'

A Wise Bull

A YOUNG fellow was looking over a

fence watching a girl milk a cow in an
open field, when suddenly he observed a

young and excited bull, with his head low-

ered and tail cocked high in the air, rushing

madly toward her. The youth called out
to warn her of the approaching danger, but

she just glanced at the bull and continued

cal Illy to milk tin- cow.

Still the infuriated animal rushed toward

the dauntless girl, and then, when it was
almost upon her, it stopped short, gave
a loud billow, and galloped away to the

farther suit- of the meadow.
The young fellow now ventured to ask

the girl how she knew the bull would not

touch her.

"Oh," was the gentle reply, "this cow's

his mother-in-law ."

An Industrious Mountaineer

"T NEVER saw a more industrious woman
than that Mrs. Crum," the teacher re-

marked, before the Kentucky mountain
boys and girls gathered at the school dinner-

table. "Why, even when I meet her on the

road she pulls her yarn and needles out of

her pocket and goes to knitting!"

Teacher's manifestation of surprise

brought forth a volley of ejaculations from
the children, each of whom had mother,
aunt, or cousin who was equally ardent at

wool-working.

"Oh," exclaimed one little fellow, reaching

the climax of the discussion, "I had a grand-

mother who was the knittinest woman I

ever knowed. She used to take her knitting

to bed with her, and every few minutes she

woked up and throwed out a pair o' socks!"

How It Happened

[
ITTLE Lestei came running to his

mother one day with a badly scratched

hand.
As mother was administering healing and

sympathy, sin- .i^kid:

"Deanc, how did you hurt your hand so

badly?"
"Why, mother," replied tin little fellow,

" I cut it on the cat."

The Second Time

[PON looking under his berth in the

morning, a passenger on an east-bound

train found one black shoe and one tan shoe,

lb- called the porter's attention to tin-

error. 1 he portei scratched his woolly

head in bewilderment.

"Well, .m' don't dat beat all!" he ex-

claimed. "Oat's de second time dis

mawnin' dat dat mistake's happened!"
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Boston Version

1W10ST Boston stories are built up
around the conventional tradition of

the inviolate classicism of our American
Athens. But, like most traditions, this

tradition of Boston culture has little to do
with the actual facts of contemporary life.

Modern Boston is fairly well caricatured in

a rendering of the twenty-third Psalm, which
a young Bostonian recently offered her pub-
lic-school teacher. She followed the familiar

text until she reached the last verse, when
she concluded, with pious confidence, "Sure-
ly, good Mrs. Murphy shall follow me all

the days of my life/'

The Easiest Way

A PROFESSOR at a Western engineer-

ing college says that but for the oc-

casional innovations in the applications of

learning, such as the following, for instance,

he would find it difficult to judge of his

usefulness.

"What steps would you take in determin-

ing the height of a building, using an aneroid

barometer ?" was the question asked upon
an examination paper.

One youthful aspirant answered, "I would
lower the barometer by a string and measure
the string.

,,

A United Family

AN old couple in the South were much
distressed, owing to their increasing pov-

erty. Thinking their son in the North would
help them, they wrote, stating their trouble,

and saying that if he did not aid them they
would be^obliged to go to the poor-house.
A couple of weeks passed, and then came

a letter from the son, saying:

"My dear parents,—Just wait another
week and I'll come home and go with you.
—Your affectionate son."

No Knowing

"1MOW we will say that your mother
bought three dozen of oranges, the

dealer's price being thirty cents a dozen,
how much money would the purchase cost

her?"
"You can never tell," answered Harry,

who was at the head of his class. "Ma's
great at bargaining!"

A Youthful Wit

THE boys of Wallace University School

were playing baseball on a vacant lot in

Nashville, Tennessee, when the game was
interrupted by an old negro woman crossing

the lot, and a small boy called out, "Game
called on account of darkness!"

Could we pick some of your flower

s

y mister?



Tl VCHER: "What did you come in for—are the scholars too rough?"
\kw Pupil: "No, sir. They wont play with me. They think V he measles."

Force of Habit

AN interesting event occurred in the

household of a Columbia professor not

long ;'.L
r <>. This professor, by the way, is

very absent-minded.

The new arrival was announced by the

nurse to the professor, who chanced at the

time to be in his study, very much absorbed

in Mime abstruse calculation.

"Professor," said the nurse, very proudly,

"it's a little boy."

The Professor looked up half-understand-

ingly. "Well," said he, "ask him what he

wants."

Too Costly

AT one of the Boston theaters recently

there was shown on the screen a picture

of .1 stock-exchange. The brokers were

hurrying about, pushing, waving their arms,

gesticulating, and. to the uninitiated, acting

like a lot of insane men. Two young ladies

in the balcony watched them with breathless

interest for some time, then one asked:

"Why in the world don't they sit down
and rest oner in a while?"

"My dear," w.is the enlightening answer,

"don't you know th. I I >ck-

exchanj thousands of dollars:"

The Rosy Kind, No Doubt

[ [TTLE Edward was listening carefully

to the conversation of his elders, puzzling

over the many long words he did not un-

derstand when he heard his grandfather call a

certain person an optimist. Edward bright-

ened.

"Oh," cried he. "I know what that is!"

"Well. Edward," said his grandfather,

"what is an optimist"'

"Why," said Edward, "the man who fits

you with spectacle si"

Successful?

I II 11.1 four- \ car- old Henrietta stood

watching the cook draw, or clean, a

chickt n. And ;is one thing aft< r another was

drawn out and laid on the table Henrietta

looked up in the cook's faa and said, "Did
vou find what you were looking tor, Noi

His Office

CIGHT-YE \R-< >LDTed was giving an en-

thusiastic account of a m \\ neighborhood

club and tin list of officers.
" \nd what office do you hold"' was

asked.

"Oh, / am the Member!" answered led,

proudly.
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ROOF- GARDENS ADD A CROWN OF GAYETY TO THE GREAT HOTELS
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What is a New-Yorker?
BY HARRISON RHODES

THE most New-Yorkish of ladies,

who after an excessively brief, gay
winter at home habitually betook

herself to the Riviera, to London, to

Paris, and to the usual spring, sum-
mer, and autumn haunts of European
elegance, was once asked by an in-

telligent and
curious foreigner

some question

concerning the
habits and cus-

toms of her com-
patriots. She
paused, meditat-
ed prettily, and
then made what,
for the purposes
of t h e present

discussion of her

native town, is

a profoundly sig-

nificant reply.

1 m not sure,

she said, "that
I'm the best per-

son to ask. You
see I'm a New-
Yo rke r and I

know so few
Americans

!"

The anecdote
—authentic, as

all anecdotes
should be— ex-

presses with a

nice exaggera-
tion what some-
times seems to
be New York's
precarious posi-

THE PARK AFFORDS CHARMING
VISTAS OF THE CITY BEYOND
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tion upon the edge of the North Ameri-
can continent.

New York knows very little about
America; indeed, it thinks it more
suitable that America should know
something about New York; it has
visited the pleasure resorts of the East-

ern slope, it

has been to

Washington; it

has spent the
springin Florida,

and has discov-

ered that Cali-

fornia is delight-

ful, expensive,

and not too
"American."
But the vague
stretches of the

great middle-
Westernlandare,
so it imagines,

peopled by dull

creatures, speak-

ing roughly and
not knowing
pleasure. With
great tranquil-

lity New York
assumes that it

is the most hab-
itable place in

the country. And
it hears calmly
that it is "for-

eign."

It is the privi-

lege of all Ameri-
can cities to sus-

tain a large for-
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eign population. But the metropolis

is so accessible from Ellis Island that

its foreigners are not only numerous,

but have the bloom still on. They
exhibit a reluctance to go farther.

Associations are formed abroad and

government agents come here for the

purpose of inducing immigrants to

"move on." It may be because the

foreigners' unwillingness to live any-

where but in New York seems so

natural and forgivable that New-
Yorkers welcome the visitors, and assign

to them large parts of the town. Aliens

exist not only in the slums, but in Fifth

Avenue; indeed they are so frequent in

the best society that almost every fash-

\ \m \ui EDI CTS Ol rRAFFH SPAN Nil. SKI

ionable New York lady, so it is said,

now has a pet foreigner.

Foreigners do not seem strange in

New York; they belong there. On a

spring afternoon not long ago there was
to be seen near the lovely white-marble
Tower of Babel in Madison Square an
odd-looking, long-haired, bareheaded,
barefooted, natural-bearded man dressed

in a single dirty white wool garment,
an apostle of simple living, a "Natur-
Mensch," who was remembered by one
observer as spreading his frowzy gospel

five years earlier on a Rhine steamboat.
The point is that in New York he ex-

cited less comment and seemed more at

home than he had seemed at home.
And so, to the New
York eye, seem the

Cubans at the hotels,

the Argentines at the

cabarets, the Italians

in the gallery at the

opera, the Hungarians
at sidewalk cafes in

Second Avenue, the

Yiddish actors on the

Bowery, and so on
through the long ro-

mantic catalogue of

the town. Goulash
and chop suey and
spaghetti are no stran-

ger than pie to the

American New-York-
er; he has made his

culinary tour du monde
within the limits of

his own island. He
might well seem, to

the more deeply in-

digenous visitor from
the Mississippi Valley,

as foreign as the for-

eigner.

Even were there no
aliens in the town,

s a 1 t-\v a t e r laps on

every side of it, and

there is a fair seaw ay

to tin- four corners of

tin- globe. When the

docks and liners with

s t e a m up lie little

farther away than the

railway stations, it is

—

Of was literally sun-
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pier for a New-Yorker to go abroad than
to—shall we say Bar Harbor? It is quite

easy to feel that the Battery is half-way
to Europe—a famous old London actor,

while he was playing in Broadway, used

to go every Saturday morning to the

green park at the town's tip-end and
watch the steamers go through the Nar-
rows to England; it softened his feeling

of being far away.
The noble harbor into which the

Hudson streams is our chief gateway to

the Atlantic, and though few New-
Yorkers lounge along the waterside, they
inhabit, for all that, a great port of the

sea, and their natural heritage is easy
access to foreign lands. Whether or not,

according to statistics, New-Yorkers
travel more than other Americans is

beside the point; actually and naturally

more ties and interests and memories

and hopes bind them to the transatlantic

world. Philadelphia and Boston may
lie upon some traditional and spiritual

promontory nearer England, but New
York is closer to the whole of Europe.

Your head-waiter is just back from the

front at Verdun, your bootblack's cousin

has been arrested at Athens for shouting

for Venizelos, and your friend at the

club has had a letter from his sister who,

married to an Englishman, is now nurs-

ing at Salonica. There is no doubt

that New York faces east. It feels

itself at once our ambassador to Europe

and our reception committee to the vis-

iting foreigner.

The first months of war made it ex-
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eeedingly clear to the philosophical ob-

server that American interest in Euro-

pean events varied directly as the dis-

tance from New York. By this, of

course, it is not meant that everywhere

in the land the European cataclysm did

not stir to somher, even tragic, pity.

But it was in New York, at least during

that first year, that crowds stood and

debated about the bulletin-boards all

through the night, and that war hung

heaviest in the overcharged and sultry

air. The tenseness grew less even two

he>urs away—a visitor to Philadelphia

that winter found for four days in one

week no war news on the first page of

his morning paper, a thing inconceivable

in New York. The overwrought me-

tropolis, indeed, exaggerated the indif-

ference to the- European event reported

to exist elsewhere, and asserted that in

the remoteWest Americanshad notheard
the' guns in Belgium, did not even know

there was a war. New York was then

almost inclined to make a merit of its

forei&nness. Relief funds, administered

in Wall Street, were- generously aided

from the local purse, with a unity of

effort which the- great town does not

often hnd to domestic <:o<h1 works;

foreignn< ss took on a look both intern st-

ing ami gallant.

But f<>n ignness, especially in the ante-

bellum years, was .1 term synonymous
with un- Americanism; it was an accusa-

tion brought against the metropolis by
almost the whole country. The visitor

to our shores is buttonholed in the cor-

ridor of his New York hotel by the
emissaries of the regions west of the

Alleghanies and warned that New York
is not American, but wholly foreign.

Such dark hints are of course excessively

confusing to the foreigner, who has

never in his life seen anything less like

his native land than New York. In his

hotel his very bedroom has terrified him
with its necessity for confiding his most
intimate needs to an impersonal tele-

phone in the wall instead of to a waiter

or a chambermaid. Below, in the gigan-

tic gilded corridors, a strange mob
surges to and fro; in the bar lurk un-
known and insidious drinks; and in the

restaurant strange dishes like- soft-shell

crabs, the technique of eating which is

totally a matter of conjecture and ex-

periment. Outside the town suggests

that it is subject to frequent earth-

quake's or bombardments. Elevated
trains shoot above Ins head, at his feet

chasms yawn and bombs explode-. In

tin rare parts of the- town which seem
at all finished, white- towers scrape the

high, pale sky and marble- palaces quite

unlike any commercial constructions he
knows line tin- crowded avenue. As
for the- regions dedicated to theatrical

and other nocturnal pleasures, they

blaze barbarically with lights and have
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the air of being quite temporarily im-

provised. New York must present to

his startled alien eye the appearance of

an extravagantly rich mining-camp,

where the loot of European luxury is

being offered to heterogeneous myriads,

many of whom, with their nuggets and
dust in their belts, are there avowedly

to "shoot up the town."

The presence, in protected corners, of

French chefs and head-waiters known
in London, or even, in one of the rougher

streets of shacks, of the most expensive

Italian opera in the world, will never
persuade the intelligent foreigner that

this is Europe. And we ourselves will

do well to consider his point of view.

In this sense of being a mere confused
shifting camp or fair,

of being permanently
the least permanent
place in the world,
New York is the new-
est, freshest, most
American of our cities.

It is sometimes alleged

that modern steel con-

struction is making it

difficult to tear the

town down every night

and rebuild it every

morning, but this is

mere optimism. New
York is experimental

in its vague polyglot

spendthrift inability
to find out just what
it really is.

Philadelphia and
Boston, besides a cred-

itable to-day, still
bear the vidences of

an hoi :ble yester-

day; and Chicago, to

take that great city

as typical of trans-

Alleghany American-
ism, already shows
not merely her pres-

ent, but the concrete,

clean - cut, self - con-

scious, deliberate out-

lines of a future. They
have, all of them, a

more highly flavored

local quality, a more
definite personality.

New York does its best to forget its

past and to be careless of its future.

It has amazingly little civic con-
science, Of course the speculators in

real estate and the politicians force

the town to build subways and give such
hostages to fortune, but one sometimes
feels that New York is willing to engage
in these constructions mainly because
it likes the noise and gains from the
attendant discomfort an agreeable, lively

sense that something is happening. The
metropolis is a lusty young giant, yelling

and shouting, building and pulling down,
and gaily tossing about an excess of

expensive and lovely toys. It is diffi-

cult to say what New York is or will be,

because it already is, and probably will

THE NATION'S LIBERTIES ARE STILL A SUBJECT OF DEBATE
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be a little of everything. It is mon-
strously big and inconceivably vigorous.

It is our one great city in that it is al-

most a microcosm of the world. But
though it may contain everything for-

eign that there is in Europe, Asia, and
Africa, it is still, everything summed up,

not foreign. It is not America, but it is

very American.
None of our great towns has anything

comparable to New York's "floating

population"—does the phrase not sug-

gest agreeable questions as to what
they float upon? There are never

enough hotels to accommodate the ar-

rivals; cut a hole in any New York
wall on almost any street, hang a hotel

sign above it, and you will find that a

stream of patrons mechanically begins

to pass through it and "register." The
openings of the great hotels of the

metropolis are national events, and their

characteristics are subjects for enlight-

ened discussion in the remotest hamlets
of the land. It was not so very long

ago that one of them had neat attend-

ants in uniform, with "Guide" in gold

lettering upon their caps, whose whole
duty was to conduct visitors from afar

through the huge new pile. Troops of

visitors there were. It may reasonably

be doubted whether they found time
during their stay in New York to visit

the Metropolitan Museum of Fine Arts,

but they gravely inspected what was to

them both more interesting and more
important.

The luxury, confusion, the gigantic

H0M] now INVADED BY IIIK I IBLE D HOTE
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scale of these establishments, and the

high degree of their organization are

almost beyond description. It was late-

ly asserted that at any one of the newest
and most extravagant the jewels stolen

from guests' apartments mounted regu-

larlytotwenty-fivehundred dollars'worth
a week, and it was gravely

suggested that so well run
was one hotel in particular

that the stealing there

was probably done by the

hotel's own well - drilled

band of thieves, who could,

by arrangement with
chambermaids and watch-
men, see that patrons
were as little disturbed as

possible while suffering the
inevitable slight losses. At
any rate, it is obvious
that in the New York
atmosphere o f extrava-
gance such losses are no
more than flea-bites were
in the humbler, old-fash-

ioned hostelries of our
grandfathers.

Everywhere through
New York the floating

population may be ob-
served floating. In certain

parts of the town and in

certain moods it seems out
of the question that there
should be such a thing as

a resident population. It

is in fact a favorite state-

ment that the night res-

taurants and the cabarets
and the roof-garden
"shows" are only visited

by out-of-town people. It

may be stated flatly that
this is wholly untrue and
a most unfair attempt to
shift the blame. New
York has in certain aspects its own
distinction and its own sober merits,
but it must be admitted that among
all our towns it excels in exuberant,
unabashed, and vulgar pleasure-seek-
ing. And this is not wholly to the
credit (or discredit) of the floating popu-
lation. The taste for "floating" most
notably exists among the fixed inhab-
itants. The cabarets may possibly not

be habitually visited by old ladies de-
scended from the Knickerbocker fami-
lies, by professors of Columbia Uni-
versity, by lodgers at either the Martha
Washington or the Mills Hotels, by min-
isters of the gospel, or by curators of the
Natural History Museum, to pick at

if

IN THE
LONGER

RESTAURANTS
THE CHIEF

FOOD IS NO
ATTRACTION

random among admirable existing types,

but they are frequented by some mill-

ions of New-Yorkers. The metropolis

does not adapt its tastes to those of its

out-of-town visitors. The}7 would not
wish that it should. They have not come
to the metropolis for "home cooking"
in any conceivable or figurative meaning
of that phrase. They are there to enjoy
themselves New-Yorkishly, and proudly
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to carry the gospel and the technique of

pleasure back to the waste places of

the country.

New York has from Revolutionary
times accepted with equanimity the role

of Siren City; indeed, she expects novel-

ists and playwrights to portray the

dangers which lurk within her bosom
for pure young men and women from the

country. Boston and Philadelphia are,

Heaven knows, not free from evil, but

there is something faintly ridiculous in

the idea of their luring men to destruc-

tion. On the other hand, the novel or

play upon these lines dealing with Chi-

cago is expected to flatter that city as it

does New York. Chicago is remote
enough to be independent ofNew York,
even in its vices.

New York is notably at ease with

pleasure. I he habits and customs of

pleasure-scckmg are Widely diffused, are

not the property of the so-called upper
classy. For example, every one dines

at restaurants m New York, and as

night falls probably more people are

simultaneously in evening-dress than in

any other city in the country. There is

here no wish to fall into the common
vulgarity of attaching a semi-sacred

character to the " swallow-tail," but its

habitual employment is symptomatic.
The easiest way to judge to what extent

a town "dresses for dinner" is to notice

how many men may be observed walk-
ing in such attire or patronizing the

street-cars, for, unquestionably, there

are American cities where males so clad

have a guilty and hunted look and only

venture forth in "hacks." Therefore,

the way the Fifth Avenue sidewalks and
the Madison Avenue cars blossom forth

with top-hats and white ties on a pleas-

ant evening is significant. More than
elsewhere, too, is New ^ ork evening-

dress merely what one wears in the

evening, not a garb necessarily reserved

for occasions ami places ^( supreme ele-

gance. Prisons m such attire may, for

example, often be seen supping, without

fear or self-consciousness and for fifteen

Cents, m the famous excellent but cheap

white-tiled Childs' restaurants.

Vnd the habit of carrying a cane,

fantastic though tin- assertion may seem,

might be made the basis of a philosoph.
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ical differentiation of our various cities.

A New-Yorker really bears a walking-

stick in blithe unconsciousness that he is

doing anything unusual. But a Boston

gentleman of the very highest rank re-

cently seriously envied a New York
friend who sustained himself with a

cherry stick during business hours. And
it is not so many years ago that a credu-

lous new arrival in Chicago was gravely

warned that an attempt to carry a

morning cane down Dearborn Street

might result in physical violence.

Perhaps the chief impression which

the metropolis makes is of the vivacity

of its life. It is the completest expres-

sion of our national joie de vivre. And it

is pleasant to record that for the most
characteristic moment of this quality

you would not cite Broadway at night,

but Fifth Avenue by day. The sparkle

of this famous street is perhaps largely

due to the New York climate. Climates

are never perfect, but among the world's

great cities the American metropolis is

singularly fortunate. It is flooded with

sunlight, and on its best days the air

has a crisp and tonic quality. By a

tacit understanding, ill-dressed and sad

people keep off Fifth Avenue. On a

bright morning there is no resisting the

street's gay intoxication. The most ex-

pensive shops in the world are close at

hand, the best restaurants near by.

Brave men lounge at the windows of

exclusive clubs, and fair women cut cou-

pons at fashionable banks. Life seems
indeed worth living. The whole town
is gay. Even children and nurse-maids
in the Park seem more engagingly clean

and innocent and spirited than else-

where, as if they, too, felt the call of

happiness. It is worth while noting the

clearness of much of New York's air,

doing justice to the clean and simple

liveliness of much of its enjoyment.
Because its prominence as one of the

world's chief centers of dissipation and
pleasure-seeking has done its reputation
bad service with many people of virtue

and good taste.

So much may be respectfully sub-
mitted in New York's defense, that if a

town sets out to be gay there is a certain

merit in being gay. To the deeper con-
sideration of this proposition every one
is invited to bring whatever degree
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of toleration and philosophy life has
taught him. It is certain, however, that
just where New York is most obviously
alluring, it is also most obviously hard,

vulgar, tawdry, and repellent. There
is possibly no city in the world where
such an exhibition could pass without
protest as enlivened the hours of 2 a.m.

during New York's second winter of the

war. While, to the imagination, the

guns about Verdun boomed, the young
ladies of the chorus, who had already

exhibited themselves in and out of a

series of satisfactorily indecent cos-

tumes, came forth, for the climax of the

night's pleasure, dressed as Red Cross

nurses, and kicked the ruffles of their

underwear into the faces of the half-

intoxicated occupants of the first row of

tables. It is at such moments that you
must think hard of the vastness of New
York, of the variety of its inhabitants

and the multiplicity of its interests.

You must try to believe that by 2 a.m.

some God-fearing people are already in

bed and that others may be reading a

good book. You must think that, besides

roof-gardens, there are theaters crowded

for Shakespearian revivals and concert-

halls jammed with lovers of Beethoven.

You must not forget that great institu-

tions of learning crown the city's

rocky heights, and that hospitals dot its

lower levels. You must remember that

there are not only the idle rich, but the

industrious poor. You must again see

dark processions of the unemployed
marching somberly up the glitter of

Fifth Avenue. You must hear ringing

in your ears the orations of the social

revolution delivered at the feet of Lin-

coln in Union Square, as well as the

prattle of lovely ladies in Louis XVI.
drawing-rooms who coquet with new
doctrines as they did in France before

the Bastille fell. You must think that

not only do simple, rich, Western mill-

ionaires migrate to the metropolis, but

lads from an older world with their

worldly possessions in a handkerchief, to

whom, down the bay, Liberty seems to

offer a welcome and the hazard of new

fortunes. You must consider while the

lights burn so bright that it is hard to

be the richest city in the world and

always to keep your head on straight.

After the town's exuberant vitality,
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its overflowing wealth is its most strik-

ing characteristic. \\ ealth's own special

enemy, Mr. Congressman Walsh, is au-

thority for the statement that ninety-

two per cent, of America's money is in

the metropolis. Wall Street, now the

world's financial center, collects money,
and, besides, the continued immigration
of the rich from all over the country
brings gold to New York as water to a

sink-hole. New York is the only place

any one migrates to, with the exception

of Washington. No one since Benjamin
Franklin has ever moved to Philadel-

phia, and. with the exception of some
few who brought a special literary bag-

gage, no one has ever ''settled" in

B >ston. Chicago has a few accessions

from what might be termed the Chi-

cagoan province, but, after all, Chicago
to so many of its indigenous inhabitants

is a way-station on the road. In New
York, on the contrary, almost the hard-

est thing to find is a born New-Yorker.
You may come to New York with the

highest social ambitions, or you may
aspire to nothing beyond calling the

leading head - waiters by their first

names, but you believe there is a place

for you and your money on Manhattan
Island. So, year by year, the golden

stream rises higher. Only by the most
tant and careful extravagance can
York keep it from bursting its

banks.

It might be thought that there were
traditions and historical examples
en >ugh of how to spend. But when you
consider the world's long history you
find that money, in the lavish abundance

now know, existed in imperial Rome
.in J vent cut with it. It was re-invented

in Peru, and. even if you come straight

n to the nineteenth century, they

h in Havana before they were

in New York. I he present fabulous

riches h; ie within the memory of

the present generation, and the problem
of spending is actually a fresh one. which
N« ' York > gallantly trying to solve.

It was long ag«» discovered that merely

to build a . «tly house upon an

simple to be the

way out of the difficulty—how often

in our smaller American towns ha\'

n the innocent local millionaire con-?

struct an t I DC "home" and

then live in it with two Swedish girls as

"help." Many of the richest people in

New York live in quite small houses;
there are other ways—such as changing
the drawing-room flowers three times
daily, or having a decent valet for your
chauffeurs—of making the money fly.

It is just the growth of luxurious detail

in New York which makes the investiga-

tion of the great city so profitable to

students from the provinces. The lady,

for example, who gives a quiet little

party of six to dine and go to the play

and has bought boxes at three different

theaters, so that her guests may choose
whichever suits their post-prandial mood,
strikes the New York note with beau-
tiful clearness. And the gentleman who,
in a fit of half-amused exasperation that

his favorite motor-car was being used

one morning to convey his wife's canary

to the bird-doctor, sent home that after-

noon a smaller car for the exclusive use

of the feathered members of his house-

hold, is either a New-Yorker or soon
will be. There is, too, the imperial ges-

ture, as when lately for a debutantes'

ball special trains were sent to convey
male youth and beauty from the three

great colleges. And, as intelligence has

grown the vogue of recent years even in

New York, some people find it pleasant

to keep a pet weekly paper or a tame
theater or an opera.

The habit of extravagance pervades

the whole New York community. The
shop-girl may have but one dress, but it

is in the latest style. No one is ever

more than two weeks behind the fashion

in New ^ ork. People do not regulate

their expenditures according to their in-

comes; they regulate their incomes ac-

cording to their expenditures, or try to.

An extra cylinder in the motor means
an « xtra hour in Wall Street, that is all.

Life is SO full, so free, that it seems al-

most ill-natured t<> be poor in New ^ ork.

The moment has probably come in

what is hoped is already a glittering pic-

ture of the metropolis to speak of "so-

ciety," noting first, however, that no-

where but in a large city like New x ork

is the life of those not **in society" so

full of possibilities of rational or irra-

tional enjoyment. It is beside the point

to inquire whether fashionable New
York would like to conduct its activities
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in anything like decent privacy—it has

no such chance. It is the victim of our

national passion for newspapers. It is,

of course, permissible to suspect that

the town is so large that even the most

highly placed can secure moments of

incognito, and that a metropolitan gossip

can never know all her neighbors' news.

But if you were to judge merely from

the press, there is no one in West
Podunk or Bird Center who cannot ac-

curately follow the daily and nightly

movements of New York's crowned

heads. In the metropolis itself plebeian

intimacy with royalty goes even further.

Two occupants of orchestra seats at the

opera, possibly leading " buyers" for a

high-class department-store, were lately

overheard commenting upon the orna-

ments of the boxes. They viewed with

especial pleasure a famous lady in white

satin, the more exposed portions of

whom were covered with the loveliest

pearls.

"Yes, Mrs. X. is looking wonderful
to-night. And I think it's so nice that

every one here knows she is such a

good mother!"
Is this not an agreeable side of de-

mocracy?
The legend has grown up and is be-

lieved, even in New York, that there is

an extra poignant flavor to the fashion-

ableness of New York's fashion, a more
glittering pinnacle there upon which the

favored few lightly balance. New York
envies no other fashionableness, and
though this is offensive to other cities,

it gives a delightful serenity to New
York life itself.

Romantic writers for the Sunday sup-

plements talk of New York's old fami-

lies, and indeed it is said that obscure
people still exist who were in society

before the 'seventies of the last century.
But you might hear more talk in Chicago
of old families than in New York, and
with reason, for it is quite possible that
the reigning powers of the Western
metropolis have been the longer estab-
lished. People in New York may have
maiden aunts living in the Stuyvesant
Square region, but they visit them pri-

vately; the stranger may perhaps see

these nice old ladies in caps at sunny
windows where canary-birds hang, but
he will find no one lunching at Sherry's

who can introduce him to them. Indeed,
the legendary Dutch connection is chief-

ly useful in excusing the stolidity of

well-born young men. New York is

socially as fresh as paint and as bright

as several new dollars.

The newspaper readers have all been
told that the one requisite for being

very much "in society" in New York is

to be very rich. And the view finds

support, it is said, inside the charmed
circle itself. At an evening party with
song-birds from the Metropolitan one
of the proudest queens left in the middle
of the programme. A rival, whose dis-

like of music was equally genuine, rose

to follow her, but was detained by the

gentleman by her side, himself a wit

and a noted arbiter of the elegancies.

"No, my dear lady," he said, "you
aren't rich enough to leave early. Mrs.

A. has ten times your money—it's all

right for her, but you must be polite

and stay till the end!"

We may assume, without further dis-

cussion, that wealth receives its due
consideration in New York's highest

circles. And yet, very rich people not

in society are much commoner and much
more characteristic in the metropolis

than rich people in it. The gentlemen

with megaphones on the Seeing-New-

York wagons may know who inhabit

all the Fifth Avenue palaces; nobody
else knows. The fabled street of fashion

is now largely peopled by the unknown
rich. The hotels and apartment-houses

are infested with them. Some of them
belong in New York, others have mi-

grated there—moths tempted by the

great metropolitan adventure. ^
But,

somehow, for all the activity of their

movements, they carry with them a hint

of loneliness. It is a sheer physical

impossibility for any social structure to

accommodate them all. They are con-

demned to minor circles, to eternal shop-

ping, to theater-going, and to overeating

in the restaurants.

Indeed, a situation quite unexampled

in all history has arisen in New York.

There is so much money that there is

danger of its coming to be almost a drug

on the market. Rich people do not

always even attain to the honor of being

excluded; they are more often not even

known. Is it possible that our great
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national malady, wealth, carries some-
where within it its own antidote? Even
now there are optimistic New-Yorkers
who, while they admit that there must
always be in society plenty of people

whose money will grease the wheels,

allege that already achievement, beauty,

intelligence, charm, and wit are in active

demand.
If not in demand in "society," it is

fairly certain that they are wanted
somewhere in the vast city. New York
probably offers opportunity to a greater

variety of individual social tastes than
any American town. It is a metropolis,

if not a capital. But, unhappily, in the

latter phrase there lies a sting. If Wash-
ington could only be rolled into the

larger town there would exist a New
York which could definitely challenge

comparison with London or Paris. But
so long as the nation's affairs are trans-

acted in the District of Columbia, New
York has uneasy moments of haunting
doubt as to whether it is not, after all, a

mere settlement of Wall Street brokers

and young actresses. The winter ex-

cursion to Washington has become an
almost necessary adjunct to the New
York winter. And the social opportuni-

ties of the capital are spoken of in almost

hushed tones by those who would dis-

miss Philadelphia and Boston with a

laugh. It is a confession by the confused

and shapeless metropolis of social incom-
pleteness.

Now self-consciously to remedy social

incompleteness is a trait racy of our
American soil. The process, always go-

ing on, is what gives perpetually the

tingling, exciting sense that we are a

new country. New York, to take but

one example, is big and rich and varied

enough to offer some sort of natural and
secure and tranquil perch for Art. But
the town is so persuaded that Art is an

essential part of a creditable metropol-

itan existence that Art is always being

chivvied to and fro by organizations

determined to uplift it and individuals

sworn to be Bohemian at any cost.

Already in many respectable circles

every one has once met a painter, knows
a writer, or calls an actor by his Chris-
tian name.
And this is but one more stroke in the

desired picture of confusion and flux

and change which is the portrait of New
York. The town is a mere experimental
laboratory. In Boston and Philadelphia
you can know who's who and what's
what. And after a certain acquaintance
with those cities you can fairly precisely

estimate their resources. New York is

a grab-bag in a booth at the World's
Fair, but there is nothing you may not
hope to pull from its depths. Its human
structure, to change the metaphor, is as

impermanent as its physical. It would
be a joke to talk of a settled and well-

regulated society in such a place. An
exclusive dancing-class or an assembly
ball would be grotesque. Everything
and everybody are in the melting-pot

in New York. And though New York
is still far from the social liquid condition

which obtains in great towns abroad,

there are reasons to hope that some day,

when the mixing process has gone fur-

ther and it is more nearly possible for

any New-Yorker to know all New York,
the metropolis will be one of the most
interesting, stimulating, and pleasant

places in the world to inhabit.

It is already, from the American point

of view, the most exciting and preoccu-

pying. There is no one who does not

go to New York, no one whom fate

might not send there to live. Of course,

no writer can be so deluded as to think

that he only can strip the veil from the

metropolis—seven times seven veils are

daily torn from it in every magazine and

newspaper in the country. Nothing new
can be said about it. And all can never

be said. The best that is to be hoped

is that whatever may be thought or

recorded about the American metrop-

olis will derive some interest from

the subject—for New York, for better

or for worse, is our great national in-

terest.



The Sacrificial Altar

BY GERTRUDE ATHERTON

10UIS BAG drifted like

a gray shadow through
the gray streets of San
Francisco. Even the

French colony, one of

the most homogeneous
units of the city, knew

little more of him than the community
at large. He was the son of one famous
restaurateur and the grandson of an-

other; he had been sent to a Lycee in

Paris at the age of twelve, graduated
from the University of Paris at twenty-
two, and returned to San Francisco upon
the death of his father a year later. The
French colony were surprised that he did

not go back to Paris after selling the res-

taurant—his energetic mother had pre-

deceased her husband—but buried him-
self in the old Bac home behind the

eucalyptus-trees on the steepest hillside

of the city; otherwise his return and
himself attracted no attention whatever
until he flung his hat into the interna-

tional arena.

Both his father, Henri Bac II., and his

shrewd mother, Antoinette, had been
agreed upon giving their studious ascetic

little son a true American's chance to

rise in the world, and, acting on the ad-

vice of their chief patron and the leader

of the French colony, M. Cesar Dupont,
who offered his escort, had sent the boy
to the College Louis le Grand. They
never saw their only child again; but
although Louis had been reticent of

speech, he proved a very prodigal with
his pen. As the years passed it became
evident—the entire French colony read
these letters—that his goal was belles-

lettres and that he was practising on his

family. Finally, after many mutations
his style became so formal and precise

that M. Dupont became alarmed and,
during his next visit to Paris, invited
the young man to breakfast.

Louis by this time was eighteen, of

medium height, as thin as all over-

worked, underfed, underoxygenated Ly-

cee boys, with large gray eyes that were
rarely raised, a long pale face, a long
thin nose, a small thin-lipped mouth.
The brow was abnormally large, the rest

of the head rather small. It was not an
attractive personality, M. Dupont re-

flected—he had not seen Louis for sev-
eral years—but the boy carried some-
thing uncommon in his head-piece, or he,

Cesar Dupont, fashionable merchant
and bon viveur, had studied the craniums
of a thousand San Francisco geniuses in

vain.

He had taken his guest to the Restau-
rant de la Tour d'Argent, and while the
duck's frame was being crushed he
asked, abruptly:

"Have you given a thought to your
future career, Louis? Of course you
know you will not be obliged to drudge,

but to be a professor of French literature

is not without its eclat, and, I fancy,

more in your line than commerce."
Louis's lip curled. "I have no more

intention of being a professor than of

being a merchant," he said in his cold,

precise voice. "I shall write."

"Ah!" M. Dupont drew a sigh of re-

lief. He had feared the boy would be

forbiddingly reticent. "I hoped as

much from your letters. Your refine-

ment of mind and style are remarkable

for a man of your years. Shall you write

plays?"

A faint color had invaded the youth's

cheeks under this considered flattery,

and when he lifted his deeply set gray

eyes to M. Dupont's it was almost with

the frankness of man to man. But he

was intensely shy, and although more

at his ease with this handsome, genial

patron of his family, he made his confi-

dences without warmth.
"No. I shall write the novel. The

dramatic form does not appeal to me."

"Ah! Yes. I am not surprised. Your
style is certainly more narrative—de-

scriptive. But to be a novelist, my son,

you must have seen a great deal of life.
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You must know the great world—unless

—perhaps—you contemplate writing ro-

mance?"
Again the delicate lip opposite curled,

and Louis almost choked over his morsel

of duck. "Romance? No, Monsieur. I

am a realist by temperament and mental
habit. Nor do I need the great wTorld.

Only one thing interests me—crime."

"Crime? Mon Dieu!" The amiable

merchant almost choked in his turn, al-

though he savored his duck more slowly

than his Lycee guest. "Crime! But you
are too young, my son, to be interested

in anything so grim. Life is to enjoy.

And how can you enjoy with your mind
like a morgue?"
"We are not all made to enjoy in the

same fashion. I enjoy intensely reading

through old volumes of criminal records

and trials—my master in psychology has

kindly arranged that I shall have access

to them. And I read writh the greatest

interest the details of current criminol-

ogy. I shall never care for society, for I

am too timid and dislike women. But I

love the lonely grandeur of nature, and
music, and great books and pictures.

Have no fear, Monsieur, my mind is not

polluted. It is purely scientific, this in-

terest; the psychology of crime happens
to appeal to my peculiar gifts."

"But—that is it—your gifts are lite-

rary—but yes! I do not like the idea of

wasting them on that lamentable sub-

division of human society which one ig-

nores save when held up by a footpad.

With but few exceptions it has appealed

only to the inferior order of writing tal-

ent. Even in France the masters do not

condescend. With them crime is an in-

cident, not a motif.
9 *

"Has it occurred to you, Monsieur,

that without the pioneers
—

"

"Oh yes, perhaps—but you
—

"

"I am young and unknown? Of what
author has that not at least once been

said? I purpose to write novels—not

mere stories—in which character and life

shall be revealed in the light of the

boldest and the subtlest crimes—murder
preferably—and executed in a form and

style above cavil— I hope! Oh, I hope!

Moreover, I shall write my books in two
languages— 1 have taken special courses

in English. In that, too, 1 shall be

unique.'
1

"Be careful of that style of yours, my
son. It is growing a little too academic,
and I, a Frenchman, say that! It would
do for the essay, and win the praise of
the expiring generation of critics, and
the younger but non-creative formalists,

but I infer you wish to be read by the
public. You would also make money as

well as achieve fame. Is it not?"
"Quite so. My father washes that I

live until I am thirty in California and
vote—I, mon Dieu! But I shall follow

his wishes. Then I shall buy a chateau
here in France, for our chateaux are in-

comparable in beauty. Fame, but yes.

It would make my nostrils quiver. But
all that is as nothing to the joy of writ-

ing. Then my soul almost sings. I am
almost happy, but not quite."

He paused and his brow darkened.
He raised his eyes and stared past his

anxious host, far into some invisible

plane of tormentingly elusive dreams.
M. Dupont wisely remained silent, and
Louis resumed, abruptly: "When I shall

write as spontaneously as the spring

bubbles or the ice melts, when my brain

hardly knows what my pen is doing,

when I experience that terrific uprush
that would drown the more conscious

parts of the intellect were it not for the

perfect mastery of technique—that is it,

monsieur! I am still an infant with my
tools. Do not permit my style to cause

you anxiety. It is merely in one stage

of experiment. I shall not write a line for

publication until I am four-and-twenty.

I shall send forth my first professional

novel on the third of October—my birth-

day— 1900. Meanwhile, I enter the uni-

versity this year, and take the course in

literature. At twenty-two I shall grad-

uate and take my Ph.D. Then I shall

serve for a year as a reporter on a London
newspaper. So shall I obtain perfect free-

dom with the English language and that

first-hand contact with life which I real-

ize is of a certain necessity. But after

that no more of the world. I hate it

—

realities. I wish to live in my mind, my
imagination; to spend every hour when
I do not exercise for my nerves or sleep

to refresh my faculty, in writing, writ-

ing—that one day shall he creating."

Louis carried out his programme to

the letter, and published, in 1900—some
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five years before the terrific episode

which it is my melancholy privilege to

chronicle—the first of those novels of

crime that commanded the sedate at-

tention of the intellectual world. En-
tombed as it were in the old house under

the creaking eucalyptus-trees, with a

padlock on his gate, he had rewritten it

six times from the original draft

—

which, according to his method, con-

tained nothing but the stark outline of

the plot, every detail of which was
thought out during long hours of exterior

immobility. Three successive sets of

servants, mistaking this accomplishment
in petrifaction for a form of insanity

which might at any moment express it-

self in violence, left abruptly. Finally,

old Madame Dupont established in the

kitchen wing an elderly Frenchman and
his wife who had once presided over a

hotel for artists, and thereafter Louis

had peace and enforced nutrition.

It was during the long months of re-

writing, of developing his characters by
a subtle secondary method of his own,
of profound analysis, and a phrasing

which drew heavily on the adjectival

vocabulary of the critics later on, that

he really enjoyed himself. The last re-

vision was devoted exclusively to the

study and improvement of every sen-

tence in the long book; and indeed there

is no doubt that these months, from
skeleton to trousseau, were, with one
tremendous exception, the happiest peri-

od of this unhappy creator's life.

This book in its cold intellectual re-

moteness appealed as little to Louis
when he read it in print as it did to the

public, and he set himself grimly to

work to pour red blood into the veins
of his characters and give his next book
the rhythm of life as well as of style.

Once more he was hailed by the intel-

lectuals, but fell short of popular recog-

nition, which, belonging himself to the
intellectual democracy, he estimated far

above the few who win their little fame
by writing about the creators in art, or

even above the artist himself. He was
determined to enthrall, to create the per-

fect illusion. He scorned to be a cult,

and when he saw himself alluded to as

a " high-brow-lit " he wept. But above
all he passionately wished for that in-

toxication in creation in which conscious-

ness of self was obliterated, the power,
as he expressed it, to write one book
charged with the magnetism of a burn-
ing soul. He always felt, despite his

love of his work, as cold and deliberate
as a mathematician. And yet he spun
his complicated plots with the utmost
facility. There was no more doubt of
his talent, in the minds of those who
wrote essays of him in the reviews, than
of his psychological insight and his im-
peccable style.

Poor Louis! Spurred on by his anx-
ious and experienced friend, M. Cesar
Dupont, he made a meticulous attempt
to adore a little French milliner; but
the young artist, who would have been a

monk in the Middle Ages and left to his

monastery a precious heritage of illu-

minated manuscripts, returned within

the month to his art (with abject apol-

ogies), set his teeth, and dissected the

whole affair for his next book; present-

ing Celeste, the pivot of a demoniacal
crime, in all the phases, common or un-

common, to a woman of her type. This
novel, which he estimated as his worst,

achieved to his disgust a certain meas-
ure of popularity, and the reporters ham-
mered at his gate. San Francisco, which
after its first mild interest, had forgotten

him, awoke to a sense of its own impor-

tance, and besieged M. Dupont, whose
acquaintance extended far beyond the

French colony, for introductions. But
Louis would have none of them. He
went on writing his novels, taking his

walks at midnight, never leaving the

house otherwise unless to visit a book-

store or sit in the back of a box at the

play, and literally knew no one in the

city of his birth but old Madame Du-
pont, her son, and his two old servants,

Philippe and Seraphine. It was after

his seventh novel, when he felt himself

growing stale, taking less pleasure in the

mere act of writing, and losing his hold

on his good friends, the intellectuals,

that he took his trouble, as was his habit,

to M. Cesar.

They dined in the old Dupont man-

sion on Nob Hill, built, like the humbler

home of the Bacs, in the city's youth,

and alone, as Madame was in bed with

an influenza. M. Cesar as a rule enter-

tained at his club, and had a luxurious

suite for bachelor purposes in a select
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apartment-house kept by a compatriot,

but, like a dutiful son, he made a pre-

tense of sharing his mother's evening

meal at six o'clock, no matter where he
might be dining at eight.

For an hour after dinner Louis paced
up and down the library and unburdened
himself while M. Cesar smoked in the

depths of a chair. This confidence,

which included rage at his own limita-

tions, disgust with the critics who en-

couraged such miserable failures as he,

and invective against fate for planting

the fiction imp in what should have been
a purely scientific mind and then with-

holding the power to electrify his talent

with genius, was made about every seven

months, and M. Cesar always listened

with deep concern and sympathy. He
loved Louis, who was sweet of nature

and the most inoffensive of egoists, but

was beginning to regard him as hopeless.

To-night, however, he was admitting a

ray of hope.

"Celeste was a failure," he said,

abruptly. "It is no use for you to try

that sort of thing again. But live you
must. I have given up a dinner at the

club to a distinguished guest from
abroad to tell you that I insist you give

yourself one more chance."

"What is that?" Louis was alert and
suspicious at once.

"Do you remember Berthe?"
"Berthe—your niece at Neuilly?"

"Ah—you do, although you would
go to my brother's house so seldom."

"He had grown daughters of whom I

was afraid, for their cruel instincts were

excited by my shyness. But Berthe was
a little thing then, very pretty, very

sympathetic. I romped with her in the

garden sometimes."
"Just SO. Berthe is now twenty, very

handsome, very vivacious—a great ad-

mirer of M. Louis Bac, celebrated novel-

ist."

The young Frenchman stared at the

elderly Frenchman. "Do you wish that

I should marry her?"

"For your sake. For hers -to marry
a genius whose vampire mistress Is his

art ah, well, it is the fate of woman to

be sacrificed when thej do not sacrifice

us. And Berthe's would be no mean
destiny. 1 feel convinced that she alone

could make you fall madly in love
—

"

"I shall never see her again. I have
lost my old longing for Paris. What dif-

ference where a failure exists and plods?
Besides, I dreamed once of returning to
Paris a master, not a mere formalist who
had won the approval of antiquarians/'
"You shall meet her here."

"Here

"She arrives to-morrow."
"You have planned this, then, delib-

erately?"

"It is only a dream promising to come
true. Not until now has my brother
relented and given his consent to

Berthe's taking the long journey. But
friends were coming— It is fate, my
son. Try to fall in love writh her—but
madly! I, who have loved many times,

assure you that the intoxication wrhich

tempts lesser men to rhyme should stim-

ulate your great gift to its final expres-

sion."

"But marry!" Louis was quite cold.

"A wife in my house! Oh no, M. Cesar;
I should hate it and her."

"Not if you loved her. And Berthe
has subtlety and variety."

"And is far too good for me. I should
make a detestable husband."
"Let her make the husband."
Once more Louis turned cold. "You

desire that I shall meet her, talk to her,

cultivate her? Oh, God!"
"I mean that you shall go to my

tailor to-morrow. My mother will in-

troduce Berthe to the Colony on Friday
night. Its most distinguished members
will be present — bankers, journalists,

merchants, professional men of all sorts;

young people will come in for a dance

after the dinner of twenty-four. You
may run away from the dance, but at the

dinner you will sit beside Berthe."

This time Louis was petrified. "But
no! No!"
M. Cesar rose and laid his hand sol-

emnly on his young friend's shoulder.

"For your art, my son, for your divine

gift. For both you would lay down your

fife. Is it not? Another year of this

unnatural existence and you will go

Sterile. And what substitute for you in

tin- long years ahead? Your mind needs

a powerful stimulant and at once. The
cup approaches your lip. Will you drink

or will you turn it upside down?"
"Til drink if I can," said Louis,
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through his set teeth, "for what you
sav is true. But I'd rather drink

hemlock.

Louis sat at his bedroom window, for

the moon was high and the night was

clear. The city that so often was

shrouded to its cobblestones in fog, its

muffled ghostly silences broken only by
his creaking eucalyptus-trees, lay below

him in all its bleak gray outlines. But
he was not looking at the city, although

sensible for the first rime ot' the vast

composite presence under the ugly roots;

nor even at the high-flung beauty ot'

Twin Peaks; he stared instead at the

cross on Calvary, that gaunt hill that

rises above the cemeteries of Lone
Mountain. The cross stood out black

and austere save when a fog wraith from
the sea drifted across it. The emblem
of the cross was in tune with his mood
to-night, for he felt neither romantic nor

imaginative, but pervaded with fear and
melancholy. The faith in which he had
been bred as a child had long since

passed, and to him the cross was merely

the symbol o't crucifixion.

His eye dropped from the cross to the

dark mass of the Catholic cemetery
where his parents slept. If his writing

faculty should desert him, as M. Cesar

had ruthlessly predicted, no power in

either world should condemn him to life.

He would go out to Lone Mountain,
shut himself in the family vault, lie

down on the stones, and either drink

poison or cut his wrists. This morbid
vision had appealed to him before, but

never so insidiously as to-night; never
before had his spirits remained so per-

sistently at zero as during the past week;
never before had their melancholy been

darkened by fear, rent by panic.

In spite of his shyness and dislike ot

women, not only had he nerved himself

to the ordeal of meeting Berthe Dupont,
but worked himself up to a real desire

to fall in love with her, to experience

that tremendous emotion from inception
to crescendo and liberate the deep
creative torrents of his genius. Not for a

moment did he hope that she would
many him. On the contrary, what he

particularly desired was that she should
play with him, enthrall him, transform
him into a sentimental ass and a cal-
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dron of passion, then flout him, condemn
him to the fiendish tortures of the un-
satisfied lover.

Six months at his desk of carefully
nursed passion and torments, and then,

immortal fame!
Louis, \n ho was very honest and as

little conceited as an author may be,

had for some time believed, with his

critics and M. Cesar, thai he would
come into the full fruition of his gifts

only after some great, possibly terrific,

adventure ot' the soul had banished for-

ever that curious lethargy that possessed

the unexplored tracts ot' his genius.

Therefore had poor Louis gone to the

tailor of his inexorable mentor, and
crawled up the hill on Friday night, his

heart hammering, his knees trembling,

but his teeth set and his whole being a

desperate hope. He was willing to go
to the stake. Through his consciousness

the outlines of another plot, subtle, in-

tricate, vital, hinting at characters who
were personalities, but uncommonly
misty and slow to cohere, were wander-
ing. Ordinarily his plots were as

sharply outlined as a winter tree against

a frosty skv. But now! He must tear

up his soul by the roots and fill his veins

with fire or this new conception would
dribble forth in an image so common-
place that he would take it out to Lone
Mountain and immure it with himself.

The Dupont house was perched high

above the cut that had made a rough

hillside into a bland street for the

wealthy. The last automobile was roll-

ing away as Louis reached the long flight

of covered outer stairs that led up from

the street to the house. He walked even

more slowly up that tunnel on end,

hoping the company would be in the

dining-room when he arrived and he

could slink into his seat unnoticed.

The old butler, Jean-Marie, almost

shoved him into the drawing-room, and

for a moment his terrors retreated before

a wave of artistic pleasure never before

experienced in the house of Dupont.

The heavy old mahogany furniture, the

bow-windows, even the clumsy old can-

delabra were completely obliterated by

a thousand American Beauty roses. It

was a bower of surpassing richness and

distinction for a group of women as

handsome and exquisitely dressed as
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Louis had ever seen in the foyer of the

opera-house in Paris.

The moment old Madame Dupont,
magnificent in brocade and a new wig,

espied him, she led the way to the dining-

room, before M. Cesar could introduce

him to the eager Colony. This relieved

Louis almost to the pitch of elation, and
he even exchanged a few words with his

partner after they were seated at the

long table—covered wTith Madame's his-

toric silver and crystal—the while he co-

vertly examined the young lady on his left.

Mademoiselle Berthe had been taken in

by the host and was chatting animated-

ly with M. Jules Constant, a young
banker, who sat opposite.

Louis observed with delight that she

was more than pretty, and realized that

M. Cesar had with purpose restrained

his enthusiasm. Certainly it gave Louis

a distinct throb of satisfaction to dis-

cover for himself that the young girl was
beautiful and of no common type. She

might be as practical as most French-

women, but she looked romantic, pas-

sionate, mysterious. The heavy lids of

her large brown eves gave them depths

and smoldering fires. Her soft brown
hair, dark but full of light, was dressed

close to her small proud head. She had

a haughty little nose and a red babyish

mouth filled with bright, even teeth.

Her complexion was olive and claret;

her tall form round, flexible, carried with

pri.le and grace. The contrasts in that

seductive face were affecting her inflam-

mable vis-a-vis profoundly.

It was only when dinner was half over

that Louis realized with a shock which
turned him as pale as his rival, M.
Constant, that he felt neither jealousy

nor any other of the master passions.

He had talked alternately with Made-
moiselle Berthe and the shy damsel on
his right, and he found the one as in-

teresting as the other. He appreciated

that the young lady destined for him
was intelligent, and emanated a warm
magnetism; moreover, she had both

coquetry and indubitable sincerity.

Every man .it the table was craning his

neck, and M. Constant looked ready to

fight twelve duels.

And he, Louis Bac, felt nothing! . . .

Staring at Calvary, his mind drifted

over the events of the past week. He
had seen Mademoiselle Berthe every
day. On two separate occasions he had
talked with her alone in the Dupont
library. He had liked and admired her
increasingly. He found her full of sur-

prises, subtleties; it seemed to him that

just such a young woman had been
roaming the dim corridors of his brain,

impatiently awaiting his call; and as a

wife she would be incomparable.
But he did not want a wife. He

wanted a grande passion. And he devel-

oped not a symptom. He felt not the
least desire to impropriate her. Of
course there was but one explanation.

He was incapable of those profound and
racking passions experienced once at

least by ordinary men. He was nothing
but an intellect with a rotten spot wThere

fiction generated instead of those abnor-
mal impulses that made of men so in-

flicted social outlaws. Otherwise, he

should be quite mad over Berthe Du-
pont. Her beauty and charm were at-

tracting attention far beyond the French
colony. It was Berthe for him or no
one. And alas! it was to be neither

Berthe nor any one. . . .

The moon flooded the sleeping city as

the clocks struck one. Out of that vast

composite below, its imagination liber-

ated in dreams, a daring idea sprang,

flew upward, darted into Louis's relaxed

brain. Its point wedged, quivered like an
arrow. Louis himself quivered, but with

fright. Of love and woman he had no
personal knowledge save for his brief

and shallow episode with Celeste, but

of both he had the accumulated knowl-

edge of the masters and the insight of

genius.

It was night—a beautiful, romantic

night. Berthe was beautiful, seductive

at all times; what must she not be in

the abandon of sleep: If he could steal

to her chamber, gaze upon her uncon-

scious loveliness, was it not categorical

that he should be overwhelmed like any
ordinary man: To defy her scorn tor

a tew poignant moments, then rush forth

repulsed and quite mad, to weep upon

his floor until dawn! He stared at the

boards of his ascetic chamber with fas-

cinated eyes; ... to writhe there, to beat

the floor with his fists, to weep like a

good Frenchman And he knew that
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she had gone to bed early to-night, worn
out with much gaiety.

He ran lightly down the stairs and let

himself out of the house as silently, al-

though his servants slept far in the rear.

Even at the top of the hill not a police-

man nor a chance pedestrian was in

sight. San Francisco, he knew, had a

roaring night life, but at this hour the

domestic quarters were as silent as a

necropolis.

Nor did he meet any one as he walked
rapidly along Taylor Street past the

dwellings of the rich to the old-fashioned

row of houses perched high above the

"cut." As he was within a foot of the

Dupont mansion he heard a taxicab

in his wake, and darted within the shel-

tering walls of the covered stair. The
cab came to a halt before the house op-

posite; a man with a black bag jumped
out, and was immediately admitted.

A doctor, of course; but Louis, to his

surprise, discovered that he was ex-

periencing something like a thrill. If

seen, he certainly would be handed over
to the police. It was, therefore, a mo-
ment of real danger, and he almost
laughed aloud as he discovered himself

enjoying it. Many times he had de-

scribed, with the most searching analy-

sis, that sensation of fear during mo-
ments of imminent detection—even that
subtle thrill along the nerves—but he
was in search of an emotion that should
shake his passions loose, and he ran
lightly up the stairs, dismissing even the
agreeable idea that he was also to ex-

perience the sensation of being his own
housebreaker, so to speak. When he
reached the upper terrace he took off his

shoes and carried them to a little pa-
goda behind the house; it was possible

that he would have to make a hasty exit

by way of Jones Street. Before leaving
his shelter he looked out warily; but the
neighboring houses were black, and be-

hind the windows of the Dupont library

was a row of tall eucalyptus-trees plant-
ed as a windbreak. It was by one of
the library windows that Louis purposed
to enter, for he knew that its catch was
broken; Jean-Marie's memory was old
and intermittent.

He raised the window without diffi-

culty and stepped into the room. It was
impenetrably dark and full of furniture.

On a pedestal was a vase that had be-
longed to Napoleon, wired and fastened
down as an assurance against earth-
quake. But Louis knew every detail of
that room; he crept down its length
without encountering a chair, and
opened the door.

In the hall a dim light burned. He
listened intently, still with a humorous
sense that he felt as like a burglar as
any he had ever created. But he experi-
enced no impulse to steal and complete
the chain of his sensations. His brain,

which registered impressions automati-
cally, was quite normal.
He stole up the stair. Not a step

creaked. The upper hall also was dimly
lit. He knew that Madame had given
the jeune fille the room next to hers, but
the connecting door was sure to be
closed, for the old lady was a light

sleeper and minimized disturbance.

There lay the danger. If Madame
heard the slightest sound she would ring

the bell connecting with the servants'

rooms in the mansard. He tiptoed to her

door. She was snoring gently. He walked
as softly to a door some ten feet down
the hall and turned the knob. It yielded,

and he entered the room where Berthe
Dupont slept. The young lady was
friendly to modern hygiene and the win-

dow stood wide open. The radiant

moonlight streamed in. Louis, his heart

thumping, but his head cool and his

hands quiet, walked over to the bed.

Berthe lay with her arms tossed out-

ward, her head thrown back, as if con-

sciously drawing attention to the classic

outlines under the firm flesh. Her mag-
nificent dark hair streamed over the pil-

low.

It should have been an entrancing

picture, but for some reason it was not.

In a moment Louis, with bis inexorable

eye for detail, realized the peccancy.

The young lady's classic face was slight-

ly swollen from sleep, and pallid; her

lips were puffed, and blew out, albeit

noiselessly, as the regular breath ex-

haled.

Nevertheless, it was Berthe, and she

slept. This was her bedroom, her maid-

en bower, inviolate by man. She

was at his mercy. Why, then, did he

not feel that intoxication of the senses,

that unreckoning fury of the male, that
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would have favored any young blood of

the French colony? He did not. He
merely gazed resentfully at that dimin-
ished beauty. His artistic soul curled

up. Far from feeling the sensations of

the inexorable lover, his mind turned
black with anger both at her and at him-
self. He hated her unreasonably for

disappointing him, for failing to melt
the ice in his blood. Well, he had seen

the last of her. To-morrow he would
shut himself up once more and by a

supreme effort of will compel his brain

to yield up its skulking treasures.

He turned to leave the room, then
shrugged his shoulders and approached
the bed, this time more stealthily. Why
not give her a fright? That would be

something to the credit side of this fiasco,

which, he reflected with disgust, in-

volved an insult to the best of his friends.

He would make her believe she was
being murdered, then get out while she

was still too terrified and breathless to

cry for help.

His first idea was to press his hands
about her throat and choke her gently,

not even enough to leave a mark, but
quite sufficient to make her kick and
writhe with terror. But in that case she

would see him—he had not even worn
his hat. He picked up a pillow she had
tossed to the floor and pressed it against

her face. She made a sudden down-
ward movement, gurgling. He pressed

more firmly, his eye measuring the dis-

tance to the door. But the gurgle

affected him oddly. He desired to stop it.

Suddenly he knew that she was
awake. She not only attempted to leap

upward, but her strong hands clutched

the pillow frantically. He had not

thought of her arms, of those strong,

shapely hands he had admired. With a

quick catlike leap he was on her chest,

his knees hard against her lungs; he

caught her hands in one of his, pressing

his other arm along that portion of the

pillow that covered her nose and mouth.
[Tie blood was running swiftly through
his wins. I lis lit ail was light and full of

pleasant noises. Suddenly he realized

that the tense, strong young hotly of the

girl was relaxing, and he felt a joy so

fierce, so profound, so complete, that he

could have shouted aloud a welcome to

his liberated soul and passions as they

tore through those ice barriers at last

and found their transports in this sub-
lime act of taking life.

For Louis had forgotten his original

intention merely to terrify. The liter-

ary cultures in his brain had suddenly
become personal and imperative. He
was as ruthless as man ever is when
supreme desire and opportunity coincide,

whether the lust be for woman or the
enemy on the battle-field. He meant to

kill Berthe Dupont and gratify the

clamoring male within him to the full.

This was his moment. He was no as-

sassin by natural inclination, and but for

this providential set of conditions would
have gone to his grave a little bourgeois,

a literary machine with as frail a hold
on his talents as a singer on a voice that

had never been placed.

The body lay limp and flabby at last.

He was about to remove the pillow, but
his artistic soul uncurled itself and made
indignant protest. He lifted the clammy
hand and felt the pulse. It was still.

So was the heart to which he laid his ear

briefly.

Although there was still that ecstatic

riot in his veins, his brain was by no
means confused, and prompted his sub-

sequent acts as coherently as if he were
at his desk, pen in hand. He listened

at Madame's door. She still slept rhyth-

mically. He opened the drawers of the

bureau and chiffonnier and strewed the

contents about the room. In a com-
partment of the desk he found a loose

pile of gold and notes. He pocketed the

gold, leaving the drawer open. He found

Berthe's jewel-box in another drawer,

wrenched a few diamonds from their

setting and threw a brooch out of the

window.
As he was about to leave the room he

felt a sudden and different impulse

toward Madame's door. But he was
above all things an artist. Why repeat

a great experience with possibly failing

ardors: And in satiety lay the terrible

danger of" finding himself at his desk

driving a pen heavy with reaction that

should he tipped with tin-.

He returned through the silent house

and out (A' it as noiselessly as he had

come In the pagoda he tied his shoes

properly lest the dragging laces impede

his progress or attract attention.
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And then he heard some one coming

stealthily up the stair from the street.

A policeman, of course! In an instant

he had darted through the tradesman's

entrance in the back fence, down a nar-

row alley, and was peering out into

Jones Street. It was deserted.

The fog had rushed in from the Pa-

cific. He encountered no one on his

return home. The windows of his own
house were still black. He stealthily re-

placed the chain insisted upon by his

servants, then lit the gas in his library

and almost flew to his desk. Eight

hours later he was still there, and his

old servants, weeping and shaking, gave

up trying to make him listen. During
the next three months, indeed, he might
have been isolated on the highest peak
of the Sierras.

Louis, after the twenty-four hours of

deep recuperative sleep that always fol-

lowed the finish of a book, awoke to a

familiar chorus: the creaking of his

eucalyptus-trees, the fog-horn of Sausa-

lito, the measured drip of the fog on his

old-fashioned window-panes. But he re-

turned to his personal life with some-
thing more than the usual reaction after

a long period in the world of imagina-

tion; his depression was so great that

the divine happiness of the past five

months was blotted from his memory.
Then, not slowly, but with frightful

abruptness, he understood. It was not

that he had forgotten the act of smother-
ing Berthe Dupont while writing under
its inspiration, but that realities, himself,

were for the time non-existent. Now, in

the deep depression of his nerve centers

following that long orgy of creation, he

felt as if he were falling down through
an abyss of horror without hope and
without end. And while he experienced

no regret for his act, since it had given

the world a masterpiece, nor any that

he never should see the beautiful girl

again, he was filled with an emotional
pity for her that surprised himself. But
then he was an artist, and he owed her

so much!
A moment later and he nearly shrieked

aloud. There was a heavy tread on the

stair. It was portentously slow and
deliberate. . . . Why had he not been
suspected before this? . . . Had M.

Cesar used his influence? . . . He, too, was
an artist in his way. . . . He cowered
under the bedclothes. . . . The door
opened. He heard the rattle of dishes.

Seraphine never allowed him to sleep

more than twenty-four hours without
nourishment.
As he sat up in bed he smiled wanly

upon his devoted servitor and smoothed
his hair. " Good morning, ma vieille. Or
is it afternoon? It is good to return to

that rational condition which enables
me to appreciate your excellent cook-
ing."

Seraphine's gnarled old face grinned.

"Ah, Monsieur, it is good to see you no
worse. But you are very pale and thin,

alas! Although how, then, in the name
of all the saints, should you not be?"

Louis poured out the coffee with a

steady hand. "Don't run away," he

commanded. "Tell me the news. How
is M. Cesar? And Madame Dupont?
And the charming Mademoiselle Berthe?

Name of a name! but I have not remem-
bered their existence since the day I

began my book."
"Oh, Monsieur! But O God!" She

was about to squeeze a tear from her

aged ducts and rock her body, when the

gossip in her lively old mind gave a sniff

of disdain and quenched the attempt

at retrospective grief. "I—I—stupid

old woman that I am—I had forgotten

that you knew nothing
—

"

"Knew nothing?" Louis set down his

cup. "Nothing has happened to M.
Cesar? Tell me at once!"

"Oh, not M. Cesar, grace a Dieu!

But Mademoiselle! Oh, Monsieur!

Quelle horreur!"

"Did she die, that charming young

lady? She seemed a marvel of health."

Louis loosened the soft collar of his

night-gown, but his tones merely be-

trayed a proper concern.

"Dieu! Dieu! If that were all! She

was assassinated, that beautiful young

girl, just from Paris, and of an inno-

cence, an excellence, a respectability!

And by a miserable villain who had seen

her take money from the bank that day

and got in by the window that old fool of

a Jean -Marie had dared to neglect.

And with a pillow!" The voluble details

convinced Louis that suspicion had not

brushed him in passing.
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"And the assassin?" he demanded
when Seraphine paused for breath.

"Whom do they suspect?"

"Suspect? But they caught him red-

handed, the foul fiend. For that we
thank the good God."
"Caught him! Do you mean as he

was in the act of smothering poor
Mademoiselle Berthe?"
"But no, Monsieur. He already had

made his way down the stairs and out
of the house, enfin! But a policeman
was in the garden waiting for him. He
had been told by some one who had
seen the wretch sneak up the covered
way. But not too soon, alas! The
assassin denied all, of a certainty. He
vowed he had been so terrified at the

sight of the young lady murdered in her

bed that he ran away at once. But, oh!

of a great certainty, no one believed

him. No, not one!"

"But it well could have been. Re-
member that I have written stories to

prove the criminal folly of condemning
on circumstantial evidence alone."

"Ah, yes, Monsieur, that is all very
well in stories. But you see this was
life, and the man was caught by a real

policeman."
"When is the man to be tried?"

"Tried? The man has been tried and
hanged, Monsieur."
"What!"
"But yes, Monsieur. Sometimes a

murderer is hanged in San Francisco,

and this was a miserable, a tramp, with

no money or friends to make delay

—

grace a Dieul But you are white as

death, Monsieur. Who am I to tell you
this horrible story when you have just

come back from the dead, as it were
—

"

" It is true that I am overcome. But
arrange my bath. 1 will dress and go to

M. Cesar. Oh, my God!"
" But yes, Monsieur."
lor a few moments Louis hoped he

was dead, that his ice-cold body was
yielding up his agonized spirit. He
made a desperate effort to rouse the

sleeping artist and summon him to the

rescue, but without avail; the man was
left alone to (.\cc tin- fact that In- was a

murderer who had taken not one lift-,

but two. And of tin- tw«> he regretted

the friendless burglar the more poig-

nantly.

The fundamental moral questions had
never held debate in his highly special-

ized brain. He had been brought up
respectably and had led so impersonal a
life that he had obeyed the laws of
society automatically. But in this hour
of awful revelation, while the artist in

him slept the sleep of the dead, he was
merely the son of a long line of excellent

bourgeois ancestors and could have spat
upon himself as a pariah dog.

But in time he got up, bathed, dressed.

He even paid his customary visit to the
barber. Then he turned his steps toward
M. Cesar.

Madame Dupont had gone to Santa
Barbara to recuperate after the severe

shock to her nerves. M. Cesar, unless

dining out, would be at his club. It was
eight o'clock.

"Mr. Dupont," he was told, was in

the dining-room. Louis gave orders not
to disturb him, and was shown into the

library. A bright fire burned. He was
very cold. He sank limply into a deep
chair beside it and dropped his chin on
his chest. His mind was too dull for

thought, but fully made up.

He was roused by a firm grip on his

shoulder, and started up to meet his old

friend's tired but kindly eyes.

"But how is this?" cried M. Dupont,
in genuine surprise. " It cannot be that

you have finished the great work in

three months? I did not expect to see

you for another two. But of a certainty

you write with more and more facil-

ity—"
" I wish to see you alone. I have some-

thing horrible to say."

"Come up-stairs. My chambers are

being done over and I am staying here."

M. Dupont, who had given the young
author a keen, appraising glance, spoke

soothingly and drew a trembling arm
through his own. "Mon Dint, Louis,

but you are thin! How long do you
fancy you can keep this up? I feared

for your gifts. Now I fear for some-

thing more precious still. You look on

the verge of collapse."

"It does not matter. Take me quick-

ie to your room."
M. Dupont, who never hurried, and

always carried his portly form with a

certain stateliness, led Louis out of the

library and up one flight of the broad
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staircase to his temporary quarters.

Already, Louis automatically noted, his

club bedroom had the intimate and
sybaritic look of his famous apartment.

He had brought to it silver and crystal

for his bureau and little buffet, framed
photographs of beautiful women, a

Meissonier, and several easy-chairs.

He pushed Louis into the deepest of

the chairs, poured out a stiff whisky-and-
soda, and stood over his guest until the

glass was empty. Then he lighted his

second after-dinner cigar and settled

himself with the first sensation of antici-

patory humor he had felt for many
weeks. Louis always interested him
and not infrequently amused him, with

no effort on the part of that most un-
humorous mind.

Louis lay back in his chair for a mo-
ment, responding to the glow of the

spirits. He was still very cold.

"Now, my son, what is it? You may
or may not have heard of the terrible

tragedy that has devastated my home,
but that can wait

—

"

"Oh no, Monsieur, it is not to wait!

It is of that I have come to speak."
"But, of course, old Seraphine would

have told you the moment you would
listen. It is like you to come at once,

although God knows I should have been
grateful for your sympathy during that
terrible time

—

"

"Oh, Monsieur! I cannot stand it!"

Louis sprang to his feet and strode about
the room. "It is something more awful
still that I have come to tell you. How
am I to do it? You, who have always
been so kind! My only friend! My
God, what a return ! But of that I never
thought. I was obsessed. It was an
inhibition."

"Dear Louis! Come to the point.

Are you quoting from your new book
—

"

"M. Cesar, you do not know what
you are dodging! I will try to put my
confession in a few words. It was I—I

—

Louis Bac, who—who—killed Mademoi-
selle Berthe. There! It is said!"

"My poor boy !" M. Dupont rose and
poured out another whiskv-and-soda.
"Drink this and I will put you to bed in

a room close by—drunk, hein! for the
first time in your life."

But Louis shook his head. Then he
turned upon his friend eyes so beseech-

ing and so abject that the ready tears
rose to the eyes ofthe elderly Frenchman.
"When did Seraphine tell vou this

dreadful thing?"
"An hour or two ago."

"Just after you had awakened from
your long sleep?"

Louis nodded.
"No wonder your insatiable faculty

immediately began on another! God
knows it is not a subject for jest, but I

cannot lose you, too. You will go to
bed now—

"

"Oh, Monsieur, you must believe me!
I tell you I smothered Mademoiselle
Berthe with a pillow

—

"

'<c~r
ut! tut! That was all in th(

.papers. I can see old Seraphine's ghoul-
ish delight in recreating that grisly

scene. And she told you, of course, that
the drawers were open, the contents
strewn about

—

"

"No; or if she did I have forgotten.

God! how the moonlight streamed in!''

He flung off M. Cesar's hand, and al-

most ran about the room while his un-

easy host felt of his biceps.

"Will vou not believe me?" shrieked

Louis.

"Perhaps, dear boy, when you have
slept on it

—

"

"Oh, don't talk as if you thought me
insane. If you refuse to believe me I

shall go from here and give myself up.

I intend to do that anyhow, but I wished

to confess to you first. That was your
right."

"Do you know what would happen if

vou went to a police station and de-

nounced yourself? You would first be

laughed at and then, if you persisted,

sent to a lunatic asylum. It is well you

came to me first. Why, the murderer

has been hanged. The state would re-

fuse to reopen the case
—

"

"Surely not!"

Surely yes.

"Then it is between you and me?"
"And a doctor if you do not go to bed

at once."

"Oh, but you must believe in me!"

Another memory flashed into his stimu-

lated mind, and he confronted M. Cesar

with an air of triumph. "The man de-

nied it, did he not? He said he went into

the house to steal and found^ Berthe

murdered, and fled. Is it not so ?"
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"Naturally."
" Now .it tend. I low do von account

for the fact thai they found nothing <>n

him neither the missing gold nor the

diamonds wrenched from the bracelet?"
"

1 1( had an accomplice, ol course.

Ili- stood under the window while the

man, after lie murdered Heat he, dropped
t he loot out of the window . A brooch
was found on the grass. The rear gate

was open."
" \h no, Monsieur. I Aung that

brooch out of the window. I have th.it

gold, those diamonds in my desk at

home. ( '<>me w it h me."
For a moment M. ( Jesar t urned gray

and the shoulders that had supported a

musket so gallantly in [870 sagged as

if old age had suddenly made Its perch

there. But he shook himself angrily

erect. Did he not know Louis and his

delusions? Was the poor boy ever actu-

ally on the mortal plane? Had not he

himself, twice summoned by Seraphine,

poured scalding coffee down his throat 3

Undoubtedly he had loved Herthe and

been inspired at last, for during the first

hours of his own grief and hoiTor In- had

dared to intrude upon tin- high priest

.it his altar, and met the unseeing e\ es

of a genius in ecstasy. No wonder he

w as neai 1\ mad w ith grief now.
I here was nothing hut to humor him.

( )ni ( more he took his arm, and led him
out into the Street. Slowly the two men
climbed the lulls through the \<<^. for

one, though gallant, was no longer young,
and the other, although tragically \ oung,

was\(i\ weak. \\ hen t h< \ Ivaehed t he

of tin steep incline w hich led up to

tin- ( .hl Bac mansion M. Dupont cun-

ningly would have passed on, hut Louis

swim:: about peremptorily, and the phil-

osophical old boulevardier, who cared for

no tint In i a rgument or COnflS< at ion ol

his pre< ions r\ ( nun: hours, shrugged Ins

shoulders .mil followed Ins erratic young
ii k nd up and into the hous< .

The < conomical Sei aphine never left

.i light burning in the hall. Louis struck

a mate h and h d t he w a\ into tin old

double parlors he used as his stud} . and

lit a gas-jet • M. ( '< >ar sat dow n i)\\

one i^\ the hoist hait chairs .\nA opened
his i je.

he Cl led. "What a wa\

to live m this amiable world, Fireless,

dank, chairs stuffed with rocks. No
wonder you look as if you had been in

cold-storage."

"Oh, do not trouble yourself to light

a cigar, Monsieur. It will go out, I

assure VOU."
lie pulled open a drawer of his desk

and pointed to a pile of loose gold and
half a dozen diamonds of fair size.

"My God!"
M. Cesar experienced an awful feeling

of disintegration. The cigar fell from
his relaxed hand and he sagged as far

hack in the chair as its uncompromising
hack would permit. He stared at the

contents ol the drawer throughout a

long moment while he shivered with the

impression that the waters of death were
rising in that bleak and horribly silent

room. Hut at the end of those sixty

indelible seconds he sat ven erect and
the angry color rushed to his face.

"No!" he exclaimed. "That is not

evidence. I am quite unconvinced. I

have not the least idea how much gold

Herthe had in her desk, and one gold-

piece is like another. I am a judge of

diamonds, for I, alas! have bought
many; hut diamonds of tin- same size

and w ater are ;is hard to identify. 1 hose,

no doubt, wen- \ our mother's."

"My mother had no diamonds. And
what do you suppose I do with diamonds
m my desk r"

"Properties, no doubt. How do I

know that VOU have not in another

drawer burglars' kits and tools, and all

the other instruments of destruction

with which \our characters celebrate

t hemseh es
: Those diamonds wire larg-

er than any poor Herthe possessed."

I hey may have looked small in the

heavy art n 1 1 ing. I noticed the

hraec [< t tin- night of the dinner."
"

1 never saw it until I saw it in ruins.

Let me see those stones."

Louis gathered them up and poured
them into M. Cesar's st i iady hand. I he

ohl Frenchman felt of them, held them
up to the- light, flung them back con-

temptuously into the- drawer. "Haste!

I thought ;is much. For why should

you buy real diamonds? As for Berthe

what few stones the' poor child hael

weie- genuine. She could neither afford

stom s of that si/e- nor would she- conde-

scend to w ear paste."
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EIGHT HOURS LATER HE WAS STILL AT HIS DESK
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"Do you mean to say you will not

believe me?" Louis looked sharply at M.
Cesar.

It was quite natural that this ami-

able gentleman should not choose to

believe he had blindly nourished a

viper. And not, perhaps, motivated by
pride and affection alone. He was kind

and charitable and a keen man of busi-

ness, but pleasure was his god. No man
had extracted more juice from the sweet

apple of life than he, tasted less of its

ashes. It was quite in keeping that he

should refuse to have his pleasant pas-

tures sown with horrors a second time.

M. Dupont rose. "I shall send you a

sleeping-powder from the chemist's.

You will wake without delusions. To-
morrow you will take the eleven-thirty

train for Santa Barbara, spend a month
in my mother's charming home at Mon-
tecito, and forget that you are a poor

genius subject to plots at the wrong
time. That, or a sanatorium. Do you
comprehend, my friend?"

Louis turned away with a hopeless

gesture. "Oh, very well. Have your
own way."
"And you will be ready when I call

for you at ten minutes past eleven?"

"If I am awake."
"I shall go out the back way and tell

Seraphine to awaken you. Now I must
leave you, as I have kept a very charm-
ing person waiting too long already."

"Good night, Monsieur. I can tell

Seraphine myself."

"Very well. I trust you to do so."

Louis accompanied his guest with ex-

treme courtesy to the door. On the

threshold M. Cesar paused and looked
back into the dark house with a shudder.

"del, but it is a tomb! I cannot take
you with me this evening, but you can
go to the club and sleep there."

"Many thanks, Monsieur, but this

house is not a tomb to me. It is my
home."

"True. A thousand pardons. Au
revoir, mon fits."

It was two o'clock in the morning
when Louis laid down his pen. He had
confessed in minute detail to the killing

of Berthe Dupont, entering into an
elaborate and brilliant analysis of the

primary causes, the successive phases of
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a more extended psychological process
than he had realized at the time, the
final impulse, and, as far as possible, the
pathological condition of his brain dur-
ing the act and the minor acts that fol-

lowed. He added that while he found it

impossible to feel remorse in the com-
mon sense, as through this abominable
crime he had achieved the passionate
ambition and desire of his life and a

period of indescribable joy, he felt that
as a member of society, however indif-

ferent, it was now his duty to make
atonement. As M. Dupont had con-

vinced him that his story would not be

believed, that, in fact, the authorities

would incarcerate him in a lunatic asy-

lum if he persisted in declaring his guilt,

he had determined to act for himself.

Lie made his confession, he further

added, not to clear the name of the poor
derelict who had paid the penalty for a

crime of which he was innocent, but in

the interest of science, which would wel-

come this voluntary revelation of crea-

tive psychology. He believed that other

serious writers of fiction, those illustrious

men who had written to him with a

spontaneous sense of brotherhood, would
understand and exonerate. He had cast

his soul and his body on the altar of art,

and no man had ever done more.

He had written the confession in

French and English. He addressed one
manuscript to the leading morning news-

paper of San Francisco, the other to the

literary critic of a great journal in Paris.

Then he took a large key from a drawer

of his desk and left the house. He
dropped the two packages in a mail-box

at the foot of the hill, and waited long

and wearily for a car. They were infre-

quent at this hour, but he felt too tired

to walk to the outskirts of the city. The
night was chill and the fog was dense,

but when the car finally came along he

took a seat on the front of the dummy,
for he dreaded the lights within, of meet-

ing some one, perhaps, who would recog-

nize and speak to him.

When he reached the end of the line

he was shivering, and involuntarily he

pulled his coat-collar about his ears and

thrust his hands into his pockets as he

walked rapidly up the hill to the Catho-

lic cemetery.

He knew all the cemeteries on Lone
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Mountain well, for he often walked there,

reading the names on the shafts and
mausoleums and reconstructing the his-

tory of early San Francisco, of which the

dust below had been so hen' an impulse.

Henri Bac 1. had built a mausoleum
here, too, for he felt that as a pioneer he-

should have a permanent resting-place

among the dead who had made history.

He had, indeed, been a member of the

two great Vigilance Committees, had
played his part on more than one occa-

sion as an active citizen who could do
somewhat more for the swaddling city

than teach its adventurous spirits how
to distinguish between stomach and
palate.

bonis, who had always been a dutiful

son, had conn- out here every Sunday in

all weathers and placed a wreath on the-

little altar in the dim interior of the-

vault, knelt automatically for a moment
beneath tin shelves behind which his

parents were sealed.

He unle)cked the heavy door; then, as

it swung slowly inward, he turned and
glanced down over the sleeping city he
had loved in his own impersonal fashion.

I he- fog moved like the tides of the sea

whose boom came faintly to him. Here
and there a shaft from an arc-light

shone faintly through, but for the most
part San Francisco was the black depths
of a ghostly inland sea.

Above him the night was clear. The
cross on Calvary stood out like ebonv
against the glittering sky, a gay and
spangled skv as if all the great planets

and all the little courtesan stars up there

were ready for a night of carnival and
laughing at gloomy old Earth.

For a moment Louis hesitated. He-

was a Catholic by training, and to cer-

tain crimes the Church is merciless. Hut
he- reasoned that he no more- had the

right to call himself a Catholic than to

persist as a mortal. He went into the

vault and swung the heavy door behind

him. It clanged faintly, but there was
no e>ne te> hear.

A Friend

BY LILLA CABOT PERRY

IN what dark corners of the- human mind
Does terror lurk, and formless misery,

Such as 1 fear to face- and look upon
\nd drag out to the- light of common day?
mw when veiled horror crouches at my back,

\nel all my questioning heart trembling recoils.

One hand I seek to elraw me- toward the light—

I is vours, 'tis yours.

1 ask not if you love me; all I know
Is that km frightened, cold, and comfortless,

\nd. prosperous friends of other days forgot,

I turn to you, who have known pain and tear

\nd failure and despair, and in your eyes

I read companionship; and though your cloak

Be threadbare, half of it is min<

.

1 mi are' mv fri< ml.



Soldiers, Sand, and Sentiment
BY WILLIAM ASHLEY ANDERSON
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S we came up from tif-

fin, there, lying flat as

an adder in the sun,

mottled with bleached

color, was Port Said, on
its spit of Egyptian
sand. A fishing-fleet of

feluccas clung to the edge of the shallow

beach like crumbs upon a withered lip,

and the mouth of the canal was choked
with shipping.

There was hardly any of the old-time
chatter of enthusiasm. Most of us had
seen it all before. An officer, who had
cultivated the habit of rubbing his left

arm briskly, by way of economical mas-
sage, smiled wryly, and said:

"Well, vacation's over. Here we are

back at the old shop with lots of unfin-

ished business."

That was the general attitude.

The decks were crowded with conva-
lescent officers, young and old, all men
who had been in heavy action—at

Ypres, at Loos, at Hulluch, at Suvla
Bay, in the North Sea, and in theiEgean.
As for the others, they also served

—

pink-faced boys, with new, faultless

tropical gear, on their way out as sub-

stitutes to Basra in the Gulf, or to bury
themselves in remote posts of the Sou-
dan; a few frightened Egyptian officials,

happy enough at getting home, yet

doubtful of what awaited them; some
blase Frenchmen, a governor or two of

unmapped districts in the Far East;

well-curried traders, too old for the

trenches, but more than fit to keep
England's chests filled with gold; some
unobtrusive children; and a number of

sweet-faced English wives, shining ex-

amples, with smiling faces and gentle

hands, sharing their large part of the

Empire's burden. So there they all were
together, a boat-load of them, bruised

sinews of a world empire; and there

before them was that strange anomaly,
Port Said, a vampire sucking up the

blood of men, and a horn of plenty pour-
ing forth the wealth of the Orient.

We rounded the breakwater, and the

great P. & O. liner, with a bellow of pal-

pable relief at having passed the hazards
of the Mediterranean, slid self-con-

sciously past the irregular row of cyni-

cal, lumpy, bulbous French crui

which, w7ith those ubiquitous French en-

signs, long lines of drying clothes flying

between the masts, and anchor-'
oozing rust, plainly indicated that they,

also, had been flirting with death on the

high seas, and came to anchor close to

the customs jetty along the Bund.
The tender slipped alongside to put

the agent aboard, the small harbor

craft poked in and out, while their dusky
scullers waved their red fezzes and
screamed for passengers; the winches

roared and struggled wTith the freight;

the great coal-hulks, alive with grimy
black men chewing hunks of dry bread

and spitting out verbal filth, fastened

themselves to the towering vessel like

unclean monsters—and the agony was
on.

"Phew!" said the Australian major,

wiping the soot from his eyes, ''this is

rotten. I'm not going to stick it much
longer." Which struck me as rather re-

markable, coming from a man who had
survived five months in the trenches of

Anzac before being mauled about by a

Turkish shell—especially as he had only

one useful leg to hobble away on.

On my other hand was a Scotch skip-

per, bound for Singapore as a passenger

—

a very remarkable man even in normal

times; one who had plowed his dogged

way through the channels of even" sea,

gathering experiences as a ship gathers

barnacles. He had crashed through For-

mosan junks, weathered typhoons and

blizzards, raced with hostile submarines,

and, I have reason to believe, was even

on hand to aid in salvaging the Auda-

cious—if salvaged she was. Short, power-

ful, imperturbable as to face, nimble as

to wit, he had a great heart and fearless

lips. Cocking a waggish eye at me, he

removed the pipe from his mouth and
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nodded toward shore. I deprecated the

suggestion.

"Only to send a cable," said I, "and
to buy a new topi."

"Oh aye," said the skipper. "They
never go for more."
"What," said the major, "and aren't

you going ashore?"

"Now look ye here," demanded the

skipper, scornfully, "do I look like such
a fool? What's there to see, aye? A
bloomin' lot o' niggars and greasy Egyp-
tians. Ye go up to the hotel and have
a cup o' black coffee, and grin wi' de-

light, and pay one-and-sixpence for it.

And maybe ye see some sodgers loafin'

about the streets, and maybe ye don't.

Or else ye go up to Simon Arts and buy
some curios for the wee uns at home.
If ye stop aboard they'll all come back,

fast enough, sick of it, wi' their bellies

full. . .
."

"And how about 'Madame Binat and
a Zanzibar dance of the finest'?" I sug-

gested.

He wheeled about and studied me for

a moment under half-closed eyelids.

"Oh aye," he said, grinning broadly.

"So that's it. But ye'll find no more o'

that. These are war-times. It's not the

old place, ye know."

This was true. The place was no
longer as it had been in the old days of
home-going Colonials and tourists who
measured each new thrill with their

purse-strings. Where were the boats
with the Levantine girls—doe-eyed girls

with only the faintest hard lines about
their lips, strumming mandolins and
guitars, and trying desperately, with
their thin, spiritless voices, to lend a

note of gaiety to "Funicula," despite

the clattering roar of winches and the

howling of the grimy coal-wallahs?

Where were the grinning Arab and So-

mali boys, mocking the singers with
burlesque chatter, as they gamboled in

the muddied water, diving for coins as

cormorants dive for fish? And where
was the sleek, salacious presence at the

elbow, unobtrusive, though ubiquitous,

breathing in oily accents:
"
Salamat.

Sir, you want to see naughty peektures?

Look, sir— French peektures. One
bob "

? Gone! Faded away into the un-

healthy, mythical past of peace and
prosperity.

Nevertheless, feeling supremely self-

conscious, I slipped away from the skip-

per's accusing glance and sought the

Girl from Keppel Harbor, to see if there

were any commissions I could perform

VESSELS COALING \ I POR1 - \1I>
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ashore. Then I joined the mixed crowd
that eddied about the gangway and
flowed in an unbroken procession of

skiffs toward the customs jetty, where
several Egyptian officials were examin-
ing passports and inspecting the landing

passengers. As I went over the side, the

skipper shook his pipe at me and called:

"No funny business, now. Ye mind
the notice in the smoking-room?"
But I went blithely ashore, sniffing

reminiscently the commingled stinks

that are the perfume of the Orient.

And here I was plucked out of the merry
line by a little slip of an Egyptian offi-

cial, clad in the raiment of a New York
Benjamin, plus a red fez. As his eye

fell upon my passport he looked plainly

startled.

"You are Americain?"
"Certainly. You see my passport."

"Sorree. You cannot land."

He handed back the passport, re-

adjusted his fez nervously, and turned
to the next applicant with such an air

of finality that for a moment I stood

there uncertainly. Then I took him by
the elbow. I told him, gently, that it

would be necessary for me to see some
one of higher authority.

Tn the course of the next three min-
utes I passed through the hands of two

more startled officials and two indig-

nant harbor policemen, whom I wilfully

mistook for local guides; but in the end
I only succeeded in landing myself in

front of a counter in the passport bu-

reau, beside the barrier. Several sweat-

ing, vociferous, bespectacled Egyptians,

behind the counter, were waving papers

and shouting incoherently at a dazed,

shuffling mob, shaken, like vermin, from

the very tail of Asia. My case was set-

tled rapidly.

"Impossible," said the chief.

"Damn it! ..." I exploded.

"No matter," said he, "it's impos-

sible."

At this moment a trim little French-

woman, bareheaded and dressed in a

neat black skirt, slipped up to me, scrib-

bled on a piece of paper, and thrust it

into my hand.

"Passez" said she.

I was astonished. "Thank you," I

said, politely.

"Passez" she repeated, coldly, and

looked at me with hard eyes. I exam-

ined the paper. It was a permit to re-

turn to the vessel. They would not let

me land at all, and apparently they

would not let me depart without special

permission. I elbowed my way back,

furiously, to the counter; but a British
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army officei spied me and, working his

way quickly through the crowd before

1 < >uld m\ anything, laid a friendly

hand on my arm
" I'm afraid it's no use," he said.

"You see, the whole blessed place is a

zone now. You're practically in the

trenches; and they're awFly particular.

1 Lord! I'm having trouble myself,

and if they won't let an army man
igh, ir doesn't seem likely they'll

mger pa it
?"

IK was hardly more than a boy; but

he was a captain, and 1 sav* he be-

nt that had fought

hard in Gallipoli. it suddenly occurred

to me that I was making an ass <>t my-
. and a |

I on a might business

a nation struggling t<> keep i
f s head lit-

eral] I turned away from

the count
'"

I suppose you're right," 1 admitted.
"

I t's hard lines," he said.

"Not at all. 1 should haw uiuler-

l. I'\ t no right to bother your
|

pie here just for tl- • >f a cup ^\

black cotter.'

W( both laughed. He was a nice chap,

with a friendly smile and candid i

and 1 should have liked to make- his bet-

ter acquaintance. It must have dawned
on both of us at tin- same time how hit-

ter, in a way, are these- war-time
meetings; tor suddenly we shook hands.

IK- was ,.n his way to his death, for all

1 knew
; and, tor all he knew . I w as drift-

ing merrily and carelessly about the

world.
"

( j< n)d luck." I said.

I hank you."
\nd he- disappeared in the crowd and

1 went slowly hack to the- jetty. How-
. I wandered asiele from the landing-

g< . and was about to accept the ser-

vices <>t a ravenous crowd of unlicensed
boatmen who came over the ed^e- ot the

wharf ami swarmed at me- like- Gulf
pirates over tin edge of a dhow, when
the- tw «

> hart* >r p< >1 icemen c< >nverged up< m
me, gesticulating violently and shout-

ing all manner ot Egyptian slang. It

plain 1 had wandered away from the

official lam! ami was be inn or-

dered back into line-. It is not exactly

pleasant for an old resident ot the I

to b d about by a native police-

man: and then it suddenly occurred to

me that here was an opportunity with a

bit the barrier,

v as in the heart of

the town. So I remained where I w.i\
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and used language that would have con-

vulsed a camel-driver; but it was useless

provocation.

Thev regarded me, tor a moment.
with darkening faces, uncertain what to

do. Then they conferred under their

breath, shrugged their shoulders simul-

taneously, and walked deliberately away.
There remained nothing for me to do
hut to clamber into a bumboat. In a

few minutes I was aboard once more.

As I crossed the ship's deck, there was
the skipper, feet wide apart, head tilted

back, eving me severelv under lowered

lids.

"Ye blitherin' foe)!." said he. "did 1

not tell ye to stop yer funny business:"

I laughed at him.

So he took me by the arm and guided
me to the smoking-room, where a notice

was posted pertaining to passports. And
I read thereon that any one endeavoring
to pass the barrier by any irregularity or

subterfuge whatsoever would be sub-

jected to the complete operations of mar-
tial law.

I made my way soberly to the other
end of the boat, to a shady spot under
the bridge, where I found the Girl from
Keppel Harbor reading a book of Bar-
timeus's yarns, and sought to divert mv-
self with her naive wit. She was in a

blithe mood, and we chatted merrily;
but, before I w-as quite aware of it, she
was giving me a horrifying personal ac-

count of the- Singapore mutiny. And
then I realized definitely that war v

complete obsession.

Ambition was dead; Adventure
dead; Romance was dead. An inkling
of this had been borne in on me in Lon-
don -black, asthmatic London, where
only hectic mm and crippled men are
lett in peace, if peace there be in gloomy
reflections and gloomier prospects. All

delicate and hue emotions have been ab-
sorbed in the dull pain. Lathers no
longer think proudly of their sons' fu-

tures; subalterns do not dream of
becoming great generals; sweethearts
have no plans tor the happy return of

their loved ones; no one considers his

own future or his own desires. It has
suddenly been borne in upon them that

life is entirely too transitory and uncer-
tain, lhere is no spontaneous, heart-

felt merriment; there is no true wit.

\\ hether consciously or unconsciously,

all light amusements—in fact, all indi-

vidual activities—are carried on ab-

stractedly, like the gaiety of the come-
dian who knows there is a tragedy
behind the painted scenery.

It is not depression; it is simply that

the individual consciousness is sunk in

the national. No matter how these

people may scorn the philosophy, they

have adopted the philosophy of the Ger-
mans. A dead man, a shattered man.
a pitiful woman—it is nothing, so long

torm flihi Diiiuiifi m. •-

* %JL

INDIAN TROOPS IN THEIR DESERT TRENCHES AWAITING THE TURKS
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as the nation stands firm. "C'est la

guerre" said the armless Frenchman at

Marseilles, shrugging his shoulders.

"Oh yes, it '11 be all right again," said

the Australian major, swaying on his

crutches. "I'll be back in the trenches

in two months." Most of them were

out here to fight the Turks, or the Bul-

gars, or the Greeks; but principally the

Sick Man of Europe.

That night, as I gazed into the star-

sprinkled darkness of the desert, across

the salt-works, in the direction of Jaffa,

I remembered it was here that "the sick

man took up his bed and walked." And
I also remembered that where the salt-

heaps gleamed white in the gloom, like

the tents of a vast, ghostly army, a

young Macedonian, named Alexander,

had once marched. Then I thought of

that empire upon whose dominions the

sun never sets; and of the Frenchman,

De Lesseps; and the Canal, the weakest

link in the Empire; and I dreamed that

an answer was ready to the ancient

query, What happens when an irresist-

ible force meets an immovable body?
The ship did not move till daylight.

There was much to be done. The bun-

kers were crammed with coal; cargo was
discharged; the naval gun was lifted

from the stern; fresh vegetables were

taken aboard for barren Aden, cut ofF

\\ AUSTRALIAN MACHINl GUN IND ITS COMPAN\

from the mainland by the Turks; and
the pilot-house was banked with sand-

bags.

As the white sun rose out of Asia, I

stepped out of my cabin in kimono and
sandals, and looked across the first

sweep of Arabian desert. We had al-

ready left Port Said behind us, and were
well on our way through the big trench.

At first there was nothing at all re-

markable in the scene; I might have
been on the platform of an observation-

car that had just cleared the Lucian
Cut-ofF and was sweeping through west-

ern Utah. It was flatter, though, with
undulations that merged intooneanother
so cunningly that armies could march
across the plain without being observed;

and a horseman, riding straight away
from the Canal, would be lost behind the

hummocks as you watched him. So it

is not remarkable that, as I gazed across

the dead salt desert, where nothing ap-

parently could live, I only became aware
by degrees that vague objects moved
and vanished in the distance; but grad-

ually the shapes took form and I found
that the sands were full of little groups

of horsemen, camelmen, infantrymen,

in patrols and outposts, like the little

lead soldiers we played with as children.

And along the very edge of the Canal
were motionless sentinels, standing or

squatting u n d e r mat
shelters to protect them
from the blaze of the

tropical sun. The des-

ert had a h u n d r e d

thousand eyes and a

million stings.

The early risers began
to come on deck, to go

through their Swedish

drill, to stretch their

bruised muscles, to gaze

again upon f a m 1 1 i a r

serins.

"We'll he at Kan-
tarah soon," said a

young, graj -eyed officer

of the Indian Marine.

1 looked \ ^ rw a rd.

TheCanal woundgrace-
fullv away to the south-

ward, fringed on the

I gyptian side by a re-

freshing growth of green
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palms and drab acacias, broken at long

intervals by tiny bungalows, where em-
ployees of the Canal Company kept

eternal watch over the company's inter-

ests, much as the armed sentries across

the way stood guard for the Empire.

On the Arabian side was nothing but the

billowing sand,
crowding itself to

the very water's

edge, and seeping

into the channel

itself, despite the

revetments of

stone brought in

ballast from far

countries to hold

the tiny particles

in check, despite

the great dredges

that prowl up and
down, sucking at

the invading
streams like mon-
strous ant-eaters

facing a migra-

tory tide of in-

sects.

"Kantarah?"
"Yes. There it

is now." His face

became animated.
Leaning far for-

ward, he fixed his

gaze on the ap-

proaching spot;
and there, sure

enough, was Kan-
tarah, the point

nearest Port Said, where the Turks had
attempted to cross.

"How far did they get?" I asked.

"Not far." He grinned. "I was in

charge of a couple of armed tugs. We
kept running up and down from here to

Ishmailieh, banging away in the dark."
"But they reached the Canal?"
"Oh yes. They launched some pon-

toons—two. There's one now. The
other's down at Ishmailieh."

There, just swinging into the Kan-
tarah bank at the end of a cable, for all

the world like a Chinese ferry on the

Grand Canal, loaded with Indian troops,

horses, and fodder, was a barge-like iron

pontoon. I recognized its German ori-

gin; for I had seen such before. But
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A HINDU POSTMAN IN SERVICE ON THE NILE

this was the first vessel I had ever known
to cross a desert that tries the stamina
of Bedouins and the endurance of drom-
edaries. It was not the last. There was
another at Ishmailieh. And at Port
Tewfik there was a long row of them,
punctured by shrapnel and bullets, filled

with sand, and
used as a cause-

way.
It was in my

heart to feel sym-
pathy for the
wasted efforts of

these surprising

Turks. It will be

a long while before

we understand the

organization of

the army that

crossed the desert,

d ragging pon-

toons and heavy
guns, effecting
simultaneous at-

tacks at three
main points on a

front extending a

hundred miles

along a barren
shore, with a salt

desert as a base;

and persisting in

the attacks to the

point of launching

several pontoons
—six of which,
probably, could
have supported a

bridge and afforded sufficient accom-

modation for a strong advance-guard.

There was one thing, however, that

aroused equal admiration; it was the

appalling neatness with which the at-

tack was smashed. It was as though

three serpents, having crawled across

the desert, reared their heads simulta-

neously, only to have them completely

crushed by several very large and very

determined hobnailed boots.

It was all explained to me in detail,

but I cannot explain it to you.

Nevertheless, T should like to have

picked Kantarah camp up bodily and

deposited it somewhere near Plattsburg.

It was a delight; perfect, so far as I

could see, in every detail, from the adobe
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buildings that held headquarters to the

camel patrols, drifting in a mist of sand
along the eastern rim of the desert.

Trenches, sentinels, outposts; battal-

ions of infantry wheeling about on the

Moor of the desert; signalmen wig-

wagging in squads like white and scarlet

poppies tossed about by the winds; cam-
el corps and cavalry squadrons; field-

guns and heavier artillery behind the

low hills on the Egyptian side of the

moat-like Canal. All were there, all in

their correct proportions, and each pe-

culiarly fit for this particular brand of

warfare.

From Kantarab to the powerfully
fortified camp at Ismailieb the vessel

passed literally between two lines of

trenches. It was a pretty object-lesson

to a man interested in defense against in-

vasion, a veritable cinema film, every
foot of which added an instructive pic-

ture. Hut vastly more interesting was
the delight of the Indian army officers on
board at the sight of familiar regiments

—naked Brahmins squatting at the

water's edge, washing their beads and
rinsing their mouths, while in their

midst stood some berry-brown English

officer, sleeves rolled up, shirt collar

opened clear down to his chest, "shorts"

permitting a generous expanse of weath-
ered knee and calf, topi tilted back

with all the cockiness of an opera-hat,

and a light stick under bis arm; Hika-

nirs swaying past on the towering

camels of India, haughtily indifferent to

tin passing liner, or casting incurious

glances at tin- railings, thronged with

eager faces; lancers from Bengal trot-

ting by in patrols, on graceful horses,

daintily lifting their hoofs high in the
heavy sand; an outpost of bewhiskered
Punjaubis, leaning on their rifles, and
grinning with sheer delight.

There was uproar in some of the na-
tive camps—camps of clustering mat
huts with fires of twigs in the open
places, sending aloft wisps of smoke like

long, thin feathers; camps that might
have been villages on the Indus or Irra-

wady, except for the almost startling ab-

sence of women, babies, bullocks, and
gaunt pariahs; and having behind them,
instead of green jungle, broad fields of

barbed wire, ripe for the cutting, if a

reaper could be found. There was up-
roar, the natives streaming from their

huts, lining up along the bank at sight of

the great mail-boat sweeping past them
on the road to Inde, and shouting and
cheering, while the sahibs and memsahibs
on board, forgetting all distinctions in

the confraternity of empire, shouted and
cheered back.

"Jove!" said a flustered colonel, mop-
ping bis flushed face, as a new group
came sliding alongside, "I didn't know
they were here." Then, unable to con-

tain himself, he leaned far over the rail-

ing, waxing bis topi, and bellowing:

"What regiment? What regiment?

Courtney Sahib hat? Courtney Sahib!

()!i, Courtney! Courtney!"
There was a break in the black line of

shouting natives, and a silent, thin, self-

contained officer was disclosed, wearing

his bleached and abbreviated khaki

M
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with the careless ease of an old-timer.

Instead of a topi he wore a turban,

which was a bit of unconscious " swank,"
as the "subs" say. Twenty of his men
looked at him and shouted, pointing up-

ward at the ship sweeping past. The
officer scanned the passengers with
quizzical pleasure; but when, at length,

his gaze lighted on the hoarse, furiously

gesticulating colonel, the sight electri-

fied him. He threw up both arms in

greeting, and ran up to his knees into

the water.

"Oh, it's you!" he shouted, joyfully.

"Whereto?"
"Peshawur. Is Meadows with you?"
"Yes. Back there in the sand.

Where's old Strumleigh?"
The colonel made a vague gesture.

The boat was carrying him beyond hear-

ing.

"Strumleigh," shrieked the officer,

thinking he was not heard. "Strum-
leigh! Where's 'Billy Williams' Strum-
leigh?"

A gale of laughter swept the side of

the ship, for 'Billy Williams' is a drink.

By the time the laughter had subsided
the boat had passed out of calling dis-

tance. The colonel looked dazedly at

me, with a rather hopeless expression on
his face.

"But 'Billy Williams' is dead," he

protested, mildly. "He was killed in

Serbia, you know."
I didn't know, but I thought I under-

stood. I had a brief vision of three

young subalterns twenty years ago, on

shikar together in the Kashmiri hills.

So I walked around to the other side,

leaving the colonel murmuring, inanely,

to himself, "By Jove! By Jove!"

I found the Girl from Keppel Harbor
reclining in a long chair, for the moment
oblivious to the panorama that was be-

ing reeled off under our very noses while

she listened, with amiable abstraction,

to the smiling remarks of an Irish sub-

altern, a broth of a lad, seated beside her

on a camp-stool. You would not have

thought, to look at the graceful, well-set

length of him, and his laughing eyes and

close-trimmed mustache, that his body

had felt the bite of seveial bullets, his

lungs had been torn with pneumonia,

and his ^frost-bitten legs saved from the

surgeon's scalpel and saw only at the

risk of a mortifying body. To see his

teeth flash and hear his low laugh you

never would have thought it. With

vague reluctance I turned away, my at-

tention diverted by new sights.

There were regiments of white troops

linked along the Canal, many and many
of them—British, Australians, and New-
Zealanders. The Australians were
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Americans in looks and temperament.
They sat on the bank on the Egyptian
side, under the shade of a few sere palm-
trees, shouting and bantering with the

passengers, or plunging into the water in

all their khaki kit for tins of cigarettes

flung from the decks. I noticed one soli-

tary figure under a shady bank, fishing

with a long bamboo pole. Came a loud,

clear drawl from a fellow-countryman on
board:

" Pret-ty soft! Pret-/y soft
!"

The bamboo pole was jerked up
viciously. The fisherman glared at the

boat.

''Pretty soft!" he roared. " Pretty
soft, hey? Why don't you come down
here ? This is a hell of a life, this is. No
fish; and I haven't seen a damned Turk
in a month." And he placed the long

pole at slope arms, climbed morosely up
the bank, and disappeared behind a hil-

lock.

And so the ship passed on, with the

passengers shouting, cheering, calling

messages, hardly ever at a loss to make
themselves understood—recognizing old

regiments, old friends, recalling mem-
ories of the hills, the plains, the clubs of

Bombay, and the great colonies south of

the line.

I came across an apprentice who was
doing duty as fourth officer, in view of

the shortage of men, standing unsup-

ported on the five-inch railing, swaying
his body this way and that, waving his

arms together, right to left, or one at a

time, in all the complications of sema-
phore signaling. On shore, a good
eighth of a mile away, another figure

was answering him. Thus they talked
in silence, until the angle of the boat for-

bade any further communication. Then
he leaped down from the railing, with
the expression of one who has completed
an errand.

"Sending a message from my moth-
er," he explained, grinning. "Have a

brother back there with the gunners."
All day long this sort of thing con-

tinued, till it became commonplace, and
the majority of the passengers wearily
drowsed in their steamer-chairs—past

Kantarah, past Ishmailieh, into the Bit-

ter Lakes, where several North Sea
trawlers went placidly about their busi-

ness in the unfamiliar waters, hunting
for mines; and a French cruiser sat

firmly on the mud—a steel citadel,

frowning across the shimmering des-

ert. . . .

When we left the lakes the sun was
declining rapidly. Now, if there's one
thing more impressive than a desert

sunrise, it's a desert sunset, as any guide

will tell you at Shepheard's. So, almost

unconsciously, in ones and twos, the

passengers drifted over to the starboard

I
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side. Beyond the Bitter Lakes the

Canal had widened out, and the ship

slipped through the still waters with
ever-increasing speed and the outposts
on shore thinned as the country became
more desolate.

An outcropping of the Libyan hills

rose on the western horizon, and the
great, red Egyptian sun plunged behind
it, as a light passes behind a Japanese
screen, throwing out bars and wisps of

shifting color. Sunset is probably the
only moment of daylight when our
thoughts are focused on supermundane
things. Gazing in silent eye-worship at

the heart of our constellation, we are

strangely lifted out of ourselves, espe-

cially on the edge of a desert where there
are no petty distractions to draw aside

our irresponsible, childish attention; we
are suddenly overcome with a suffocat-
ing sense of physical minuteness, and at

the same time filled with a feeling of
spiritual expansion. As a result we
stand dumb, filled with intangible mem-
ories, vague longings, and a melancholy
unrest. The shadows, the solid banks
of gold and purple and saffron, a silver-

edged feather of a cloud high in the
broad sky, a brief silhouette of camels
on the sky-line, their riders gazing up-

ward—all these things interpret the sol-

emn silence. And as we gazed, for-

gotten was war and all its misery; the

tumult suddenly was still. And then

it was dark. Still I did not move.
An arm was gently linked in mine. I

glanced aside to see the skipper with his

solemn face and waggish eyes.

"Aye," he nodded, knowingly. "But
yonder' s the lights of Sooez."

Twinkling on the horizon off our star-

board bow were the lights of Suez, mark-
ing the end of the Canal.

"We'll soon be out in the open. Are

ye goin' to be long in the East?" he

added, suddenly.

I nodded.
"Then," he said, taking the pipe from

his mouth and shaking it under my chin,

'ye'd better take yer eyes off the sky

and come down and fill yer belly wi'

substantial food. Star-gazing will never

get ye anything in this world."

Which I sorrowfully admitted to be a

fact. So I joined him, and we went be-

low. . . . But I caught a glimpse of the

young Irish officer and the Girl from

Keppel Harbor, standing in the shad-

ows far forward, watching the moon
rise out of the desert; and I began to

have my doubts.



The Voice that Breathed o'er Eden
BY FANNIE HEASLIP LEA

HEN November was
only seven days old,

and beautiful with the

golden desolation of a

late autumn, Lynn
Stacpoole went up to

New York to buy her

wedding garments.
Upon the register of the quietly ex-

tortionate hotel at which she stopped,

she wrote in a large, slanting hand, with

delicate curves but a certain amount of

abandon in the crossing of the t's

—

"Mrs. Geoffrey Stacpoole—Miss Stac-

poole—Hagerstown, Maryland." Then
she left an order for all packages to be

sent at once to her room, asked for ice-

water, asked for mail, and gently turned
her mother in the direction of the ele-

vator.

Later that afternoon the mail which
had been obviously expected arrived—

a

large, fat letter in a conservative, mascu-
line hand; by that time Lynn and her

mother had gone out to see the shops,

and romance waited on reality—reality,

in this instance, spelling ruffles.

Lynn, who had not for nothing been
born an ethereal slip of a creature with

gray eyes darkening to green beneath a

sweep of ash-blond hair, waded at once
knee-deep in nainsook and laces.

With her hand on the switch of the

electric light, and her hair in curling

apparatus of a prehistoric variety, Mrs.

Stacpoole offered, at midnight, a purely

perfunctory protest.

"There is one thing about a trous-

seau," she said, mildly "if you get too

much you will be tired of it before you
wear it out and your father said we
wen to go slow, Lynnie."

"1 am going slow," said Lynn, wh<>

looked like' a Primavera even in .1 fuzzy

blue- bath-robe. " I'm going just .is slow

.is I mean to. It would be pretty sad if

I had t<» start my married life without

a few decent clothes wouldn't it, now ;"

Mrs. Stacpoole suggested, diffidently

and with entire justice, that married life

was not entirely a matter of clothes.

''Your father used to be crazy about
a little blue gingham," she went on,

gently, out of the dark, having turned
off the light and got into bed, "which
was the simplest thing in my trousseau."
From the twin bed, also shrouded in

shadow, came Lynn's cooing contralto;

"And that was perfectly good business

for father. I dare say he bought you
some more just like it. Didn't he?"
"He used to say I looked best in sim-

ple little things," confessed the older

voice, a trifle tiredly.

"Of course he did. But if you'd ever

presented him with half a dozen pairs of

overalls^because he looked best in sim-

ple little things—what do you suppose
he'd have said? Oh—men!"
"My dear!" cried the mother-voice,

reproachfully, "you're going to marry
a man."

It was a full half-minute before the

darkness of the other bed spoke: "Yes

—

well ! He's going to buy me the prettiest

things I can find in the shops
—

"

'Lvnme
"And he's going to be grateful te> me

for wearing them after he buys them."
"Lynnie Stacpoole!"

"Men!" said the se>tt young voice

again. "I know them ! fhey owe us

everything they can get together and
then we aren't half paid

" l.vnnie my dear! ^ oil sound—
Aren't you happy, Lynnie?"
"Happy as the day is long" —a reck-

less little- catch of laughter; "this is the

night."

"Lynnie you wouldn't marry a man
you elieln't Love?"

"Nor love a man 1 didn't marry—no,
mothe 1

."

"I don't understand you," said the

maternal listener, faintly.

\ long shaft of light from some outer

are wavered across the wall. 1 he room
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you haven't a romantic bone in your body, lynnie "

was very quiet for a little while, not even
the noises of the street drifted up to

its cloistered stillness.

"Mother," said the girl's voice sud-

denly, on a queer note of reluctance and
determination.

"H'm'm? I was almost asleep. What
is it, Lynnie?" came back the obedient

mother-whisper.
"When you were married, did you

have any—were you ever in the least

doubtful— I mean, when it came to

the scratch, didn't you lose your nerve a

little?"

"How lose my nerve?"
"Oh — other men" — impatiently -

"you know. Didn't you ever have any
doubts at all—at the last minute?"

"Never!" said Mrs. Stacpoole, proud-

ly, through the abysmal dark. She

added, after a lofty moment, "That
is

—

"Thanks!" said the warm contralto,

briefly. "That's all I wanted to know.

Good night, mother."

"You * misunderstand me, Lynnie,"

Mrs. Stacpoole persisted, with gentle

dignity.

"All right. I'm not going to tell on

you, dearest. You're safe with me."

"Lynnie!" It was the frequent ma-

ternal wail. " Fancy asking your mother

a thing like that!"

A chuckle answered elfishly. "You
told me, didn't you? Good night."

Mrs. Stacpoole, incapable of reply,
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clutched her" pillow, and eventually

slept.

Lynn, lying straight and slim in her

hed, slept too, after a half-hour or so

of maiden meditation, badly fettered.

At breakfast next day she opened the

second of the fat, masculine letters with

an inscrutable flicker of a smile.
" Henry says," she observed prompt-

ly, "that the Gaylords have a guest.

He had a blow-out on the way to their

dance last night. He says: 'Just my
luck, of course. The dance was nice

enough, but without you'—h'm'm! 'Rho-

da Foxley wore that green gown again!'

. . . Oh, good heavens! Shouldn't you
think she'd rather stay at home, mother?
. . . 'Sue Martin taught me a bunch of

new steps.' . . . Sue Martin!—Pleased

to death to get her fingers on him, of

course, the minute my back is turned.

Dear old girl!— What's the matter,

mother?"
"Your cereal will be cold," Mrs. Stac-

poole suggested mildly.

Lynn replaced the letter in its en-

velope and picked up her spoon. "Hen-
ry is very prompt with his letters,"

approved the maternal spectator.

"Most people are who have nothing

to say."

"Lynnie!"
Lynn stoically consumed oatmeal

and cream. " Well, the Gaylords' dance,

Rhoda Foxley's old green gown, Sue
Martin's new steps—how's that for a

sennet to his lady's eyebrow?"
"Just the same," said the mother,

with the merest trace of coquetry, like

a staid, white- window-curtain lifting to

a breeze, "
1 noticed that there were

certain passages you didn't read aloud,

my deal."

"Ye-es," said Lynn. "We all have
our little vanities. I wanted you to

think those pa its were thrilling. 1 hey

weren't. Where do you suppose that

waiter has gone with my bacon and

eggs?"
I think I see him coming now.

'

Prudence went down before parental

anxiety. "You say they weren't thrill-

ing, Lynnie?"
Lynn extracted the letter once more,

unfolded it, and east a coolly critical eye

over its contents. "Begins: 'My dear-

est Lynn . . . without you tin dance

was nice enough, but rather slow. . . .

Have a good time. ... I miss you very
much. . . . Counting on your being
back in time for the Beechwood finals'-

a lot of that sort of thing—and ends,

'affectionately always.'"

She refolded the letter and replaced it.

"I think that's very nice," said Mrs.
Stacpoole. She looked relieved, almost
cheerful.

Lynn gazed at her mother for a mo-
ment in silence before she laughed. "Of
course it is, extremely nice."

"What do you want him to say?"
"Nothing, if that's the best he can

do."

"Lynnie!" It was entirely the tone
in which a bell-buoy cries, " 'Ware shoal

!"

"Don't worry, dearest."

"What are you thinking about?"
"My perfectly good breakfast—and

those velvets we saw yesterday. I'd

look a peach in the gray."

Mrs. Stacpoole breathed easier. She
emptied her coffee-cup in a subconscious
replenishing of ravaged nerve-tissues.

"You said Henry liked gray, too, didn't

you?"
"Henry, however," said Lynn, "is

not going to wear this." Before her

mother's horrified perplexity she broke

into a laugh. "Don't look at me like

that, Mrs. Stacpoole. Are you buying
this trousseau for Henry or me?"
"Most women," Mrs. Stacpoole de-

fended, gently, "buy their wedding-
clothes with a view to what the man they

are going to marry will think of them
"Then we'd better go out and get an

American Beauty satin at once," said

Lynn, above the last ot her roll. "Be-
cause that's about Henry's limit, sar-

torially speaking. Almost finished,

iha rest ?"

I hat da) tin gray velvets asachieved,

along with various other things, includ-

ing headgear of differing intensities.

Vboul three in the afternoon Mrs.

Stacpoole doubtfully suggested white

brocades. "For the dress itself, you
know. 1 saw some lovely pieces in that

shop across the st reet."

Lynn, who had been looking tired

hut excited, suddenly looked merely

tired. "Oh, mother not to-day. I

reall } don't feci up to it."

"Don't put it off too long, dear."
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" I won't."
"It's the most important of all."

"I know," Lynn repeated, hurriedly.

"To-morrowT
, first thing. I want to

finish with the hats now."
But to-morrow, when it came, broke

gray and sullen. From her vantage of

an eastern window, Mrs. Stacpoole
groaned despairingly.

"This is an all-day rain. What on
earth are we going to do, Lynnie ? I can
never go out in it. I shouldn't dare

—

my rheumatism
—

"

"You're going to stay right here in

the hotel—with a book," said Lynn,
briefly. "You can get into a kimono
and be comfy. Have your lunch sent

up."

"And your"
"I'm going out—rubbers and an um-

brella and plenty of taxis. I adore it."

"But, Lynnie— !"

"Do you want me to waste a whole
Vol. CXXXIIL—No. 795.-46

day?" Lynn inquired, calmly. "I can

get a lot done, by myself—and I'll bring

home tickets for a show to-night to

cheer you up." Later, above the ma-
tutinal letter, she flung out an imperti-

nent suggestion—-"I'll leave this with

you, for company—

"

"You'd better take it along," re-

turned her mother, with unexpected

quickness. "You haven't a romantic

bone in your body, Lynnie."

Lynn observed that there was no ro-

mance in bones, although a certain

amount in skin. Before her mother's

dignified disapproval, she slipped

through the door, laughing, and was

gone.

The Avenue gleamed gray and lovely

to her young eyes. Along wet reaches

of pavement, taxis and hansoms skidded

softly. An occasional motor-bus drew a

streak of green athwart the shadowy

slant of rain, and windows of innumer-
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able shops glowed like jewel-boxes

against the neutral dimness of the air.

Lynn rilled her lungs with an exultant

breath. Oddly enough, out of the pris-

oning rain came a sharp sense of free-

dom, a wayward suggestion of unre-

straint that was sweet in her nostrils.

She went from shop to shop, from the

touch of one cobweb fabric to the touch
of another, with untiring feet and eager
hands. An hour before noon she paused
at the window of a book-shop, her eyes

intrigued by the warmth of a scarlet

book-cover lettered in gold, and while

she stood there Fate touched her on the

arm. When she turned, though, it was
not Fate who looked at her. A young
and not unpresentable man, for the per-

ceptible space of a moment, bared his

dark head to the rain.

How do you do?" he said, coolly.

"How do you do?" returned the girl

who had not a romantic bone in her

body. Before she spoke she had, never-

theless, to swallow her heart and blink

a mist that was not all from the day's

chill making out of her eyes.

"And what— if a man might ask—are

you doing here?" he inquired, very de-

liberately.

"I was looking in this window," she

meekly replied.

"On the Avenue—in New York? You
know what I mean."
"Oh! Do we have to stand here in

the- rain while I tell you?"
The young man smiled suddenly, with

an unlooked-for and alluring audacity.

He had unusual eyes, at once sophisti-

cated and adventurous. "It's a long

st >t v, then ?"

"Longish," said Lynn. "Probably
wouldn't interest you, at that." She
prepared to move on.

He detained her. "Where are you
going?"

Sin named a lace-shop at a venture.

I It took out his w .it eh and considered,

replacing it with something <>f a guarded
recklessness in tin- movement. "No
hurry. Come into this shop lor a hit

and talk."
"

I low do you know there's no hurry
:
"

" Never w .is m the dear old days."

The mockery in his light tone flicked

hkr tin- lash of .! w hip.

Lynn's lips tightened, hut she fol-

lowed him into the shop between coun-
ters and shelves of books, without speak-
ing-

,

He stopped presently before an or-

dered stack of Memoirs, French and
German, and stood leaning lazily against

the counter, his eyes on the girl's small

hands. A clerk approached, and, seeing

himself unheeded, slid away. Outside
the windows of the shop a sort of
luminous twilight hung; within, lights

glowed warmly in an atmosphere of
peace, the indefinable, speaking silence

of many books.

"You're looking older," said the
young man, abruptly, at last.

"I am—older," said the girl.

"And prettier—if anything."

"I am prettier—if anything."
"Isn't that the gown you used to—
"How absurd!" she interrupted, hur-

riedly, then added, with an effect of

polite restraint, "What gown do you
mean?"

"I see you remember," he told her,

smiling.

Lynn ran a gray-gloved finger down
the back of a green-and-gold book which
bore in insolent script the name of a

certain lady who, for purposes of polite

fiction, had better be nameless.

"Remember what?" she said, coolly.
" Remember who? I remember nothing

at all."

"You remember me."
"Yes, I remember you, Mike. Don't

be frightfully flattered by that. I re-

member your brother, too, and your
friend, Mr. Dale, and

—

"

"Everything connected with me, in

fact." Mike Carpenter's smile was at

once a caress and a thrust.

Lynn nut it for a moment, defiantly,

before her own lips trembled and curved.

"Naturally," she admitted, "I've been

busy remembering you ever since we

—

parted."

"Naturally. No good your fencing

with me, Lynn. 1 know your whole hag

of t neks."

She fingered the unnamable lady's in-

discreet volume in silence, her eyes

lowered.

"You haven't told me what you're in

New York tor." said Carpenter, pres-

ently. To a clerk at his dhow he added,

casually, "Nothing, thanks."
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Lynn's eyes lifted and widened. "Oh
—hadn't I told you?" she inquired. A
faint color grew in her cheeks. "I'm
here
—

"

"Because you're here?"

The flippant phrase quickened her

inflection.

"Getting my wedding-clothes."

"Your what?"
"My wedding-clothes," she repeated.

"I see," said Carpenter, slowly. He
met and held her eyes for a brief mo-
ment, after- which Lynn turned sharply

and looked out of a distant window.
"You're going to be married?"
"Month after next."

"Who's the man?"
' Nobody you know."
"What's his name ? I want to remem-

ber it in my prayers."

"His name," said Lynn, with careful

dignity, "is Henry Crane. You may
have heard of the Crane Iron Works."

Carpenter looked at her curiously,
shaking his head. "That's very young
of you, Linnet," he said, at last. "I
could have guessed money without your
rubbing it in."

The faint color in her cheeks burned
high. "Why should you guess money?"
"Knowing you, it would be either

money or—all for love and the world
badly lost."

"Why not all for love, then—now?"
" Knowing you—and remembering one

or two things."

"Did you ever really know me?" she
said, with a sort of stormy quiet.

"Think again!"

"Do you remember the night

—

"I don't remember anything," she
denied, instantly

—
"anything at all."

NO GOOD YOUR FENCING WITH ME. I KNOW YOUR WHOLE BAG OF TRICKS
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"You remember it darned well," said
Carpenter, in the most courteous tone in

the world.

Their glances met and took fire.

"The trouble with you," said the man,
bitterly, "is, and always was, that you're
not sincere—with yourself or anybody
else. You don't know what sincerity

means."
"I ought to," she flung back at him.

"You taught me once what it did not

mean."
"I thought you remembered nothing

at all."

"I do remember nothing at all—be-
cause I choose to forget." Her bag
slipped from her fingers to the floor.

"You've got a cool cheek," said Car-
penter, grimly, as he stooped for the
trifle and returned it. "Come on, let's

get out of this." In the doorway of the
shop he explained, with apparent indif-

ference: "I'm going to take you to

lunch. Where do you want to go?"
"I'm not sure I want to go anywhere

with you."

"I think the Belmont grill will about
do," said Carpenter. He signaled a taxi

and followed Lynn into it when it came.
Within the damp and musty quiet of

the cab was isolation, complete as on a

desert island. Rain streamed against the

windows and shut the world away.
Quietly, but with a certain sort of

fierceness in his touch, Carpenter pos-

sessed himself of Lynn's slim left hand
and stripped off her glove. "I want to

see the ring."

She showed it to him disdainfully, a

square-cut diamond, large and very
white, in a frosty platinum setting. He
would have slipped it off her finger, but

she clenched her hand tight.

"Don't do that, Mike."
"Fond of it?"

"What do you suppose?"
With one movement he shut his fin-

gers cruelly hard upon hers; with an-

other he released her hand and tossed it

away from him. "Fake your little old

Kohinur! I don't care for it."

She put on her glove with unsteady
fingers.

Linnet I

i esr

"Ever tell the Crane Iron Works
about Iff*?"

She bit her lip. " You are not to call

him that. And there was nothing to
teH."

'Not even engaged, were we?"
"You know we weren't."
"A pretty near thing, though."
She stared through the misted and

opaque window. "Where are we now?
I can't see

—

"

"About Broadway and Forty-second.
Do you remember the night

—

"

"I tell you I don't remember any-
thing."

"Pardon," he said at once, with a

flicker of the old smile. "Of course, you
don't remember anything. Don't tell

me so often, though. I'll begin to have
my doubts."
The taxi jolted and lurched to a stand-

still. Lynn gave the tips of her fingers

for assistance, but Carpenter took and
kept closely, for a longer interval than
need have been, her chilly little hand.

"Feels natural, doesn't it?" he com-
mented, coolly.

Later, over the equal solitude of a

small table with a rose-shaded light and
the convenient shelter of a large palm,
he went back to fundamentals.

"So you're here to buy your wedding
garments?"
"Mother and I."

"Oh, your mother is with you."
Lynn named their hotel.

"Is she strong for the match?"
"She is very fond of Henry," said

Lynn, coldly.

''Good, safe name. A mother-in-law

would be fond of it."

The hovering waiter received an order

and departed.

"Did I remember what you liked,

Linnet?"
She played with the card a trifle ner-

vously, her eyes ranging through entrees

while her fingers quivered with the beat-

ing of a hundred unsuspected pulses.
44

I always did like what you ordered."
44

I could order your life for you, too,"

he said, with low-voiced passion, "so

you'd like that."
44 You had a chance once—and lost it."
44

Plucky chance!
,J

" \11 right but you did."

Carpenter laid down the unlit ciga-

rette he had been fingering. " Linnet,"

he said, recklessly, but with an entirely



SHE SHOWED IT TO HIM DISDAINFULLY, A SQUARE-CUT DIAMOND, LARGE AND VERY WHITE

conventional lowness of tone, "look at

me! Do you remember the night you
left for Hagerstown—after that winter
at the art-school?''

Lynn looked at him. She lifted her
eyes and looked at him squarely, with
the color sweeping into her face, and her
soft lower lip caught between her teeth

for pride's sake. There is no one thing
on earth that so delivers a woman into

the hands of the enemy, man, as the

feel of that uncontrollable tremor of the

lower lip.

"I remember it perfectly," she said

at last, "as you very well know."
After that they regarded each other

for some moments without speaking,

across the little table with the rose-

shaded light. There was a tiny pot of

ferns on the table. Lynn remembered to

her life's end a beetle that, while Car-
penter was looking at her, came up from
under one frond and crossed over to

another. It was a small, black beetle

with two red spots on its back and an
unusual number of legs.

"I shouldn't have told you that," the

girl said, presently.

"You haven't told me much I didn't

know."
She set her lips for a scornful smile

that failed to come.
"What are you ashamed of?" he went

on, quietly, but with a suppressed ex-

citement in his tone that set Lynn's

heart stumbling in her breast. "It was
all right so long as I thought you were

insincere and shallow. Now that I

know that you're as bad as I am, your

foolish little pride suffers. Well, what
are we going to do about it?"

1

'I'm going to marry Henry," said

Lynn.
"Yes?"
She echoed him stubbornly, "Yes."

"I think not," said Carpenter, briefly.

"Henry doesn't marry my girl—not to-

day."



" T /-AM'
I CAN'T LET YOU WEAR A WEDDING-GOWN FOR ANY MAN BUT ME

—

"Whose girl?"

"Mine."
The curt syllable bound her like cords.

She could not lift her eyes, and he did

net take his from her face.

"Are you asking me to break my en-

gagement?"
" You won't have a chance to break it.

I'm going to many you myself inside

the next couple of hours."

"You're mad—and you're two years

too late," she told him, with the begin-

nings of a panic in her look.
4i

I wasn't sure, then—neither were

you. It got me to-day with a jolt when
yon said yon wire here to buy your

wedding-gown. I can't let yon wear a

wedding-gown, Linnet, for any man but

me

—

"Don't be a brute," she said, steady-

ing her voice with difficulty.

"] will, if 1 have to."

The waiter brought oysters, placed

them, and retin d to a little distance.

"Listen to me," said Carpenter, as

soon as the man was out of hearing.

He pushed his plate a little aside with

an imperceptible movement of distaste.

"I don't, as a rule, believe in the thing

they call love. I believe in congeniality

and affection and flirtation—also mere
physical attraction, and a few other

things. We wTeren't engaged that w inter

because I never asked you, and if I had
you'd have thrown me down—we were
both playing the game. There have
been other girls sine, then for me—ap-

parently other nun for you—but to-

day"—he twisted his cigarette Strongly

between nervous fingers "to-day some-

thing bigger than coincidence throws us

together again. ^ OU needn't keep your

eyes on your plan-. You've looked at

me honestly once already that's

enough to go on and I say if you've

the nerve to he' a woman and forget

what people will say about it, we've got

just one' chance' for the Big Adventure.
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I'm going to call a taxi, and we'll go

down and get a license. Afterward I'm

going to take you to a church and marry
you.

"What about Henry?" asked Lynn.

Her eyes were very big and dark just

then.

"That," said Carpenter, quietly, "is

the unfortunate side of it. I'm asking

you to consider what about you and me?
I can't give you any cabochon diamonds,

you know. We'll have to sail close to

the wind for a while to get away with

it at all, but I'd hate to think we had
a chance at living—and passed it up.

It's going to be some life—if you take

me up on it. Well?"
A minute came and passed. "I'll do

it," said Lynn.
"That goes?" he demanded, with the

merest thrilling husk on the accustomed
flippancy of his voice.

"It goes."

He looked at his watch. "It's after

one; we'll have to hurry."

"Any time," she said at once.

"You've got to eat your lunch."

"I couldn't. I don't want it."

"Neither do I." He smiled at her

unexpectedly, and his smile had always

been able to send bubbles along her

veins. "Suppose we cut it out? I'll

get you something to eat as soon as
it's over." He beckoned the waiter and
asked for the check.

"But the lunch
—

" said the waiter,
feebly. Food was his religion and his

high god. He had the look of a man
who suffers sacrilege.

"That's all right—we can't wait for

it," said Carpenter.

He tipped the man and followed

Lynn between the tables to the door.

Once inside a hastily summoned taxi,

with rain once more curtaining the win-
dows, he kissed her. It was a mad
thing to do, and a madder thing to feel

—flame in the heart of a fog.

She faced him a second later, glori-

ously flushed and star-eyed. "What
will people say!"

"If you're going to care, we'd better

go back."

"I'm a crazy, selfish, heartless little

beast," she said, breathlessly. "I don't

seem to care—for anything in the world

—but youl"
The divine madness in a nutshell.

Back in Hagerstown, Maryland, Hen-
ry took out his fountain-pen, squared

his elbows, and began his daily letter.

Wood Flower

BY RICHARD LE GALLIENNE

I
FOUND a flower in the wood,

Growing softly by some water;

Had I plucked it when I could

—

The old wild-wood's fairy daughter

—

Not thus vainly had I sought her.

So deep a spell was on me laid,

I might not stretch my hand to take her,

So fragile she, I was afraid

Even my lightest touch would break her-

And now, alas, what voice shall wake her!



The Epic Drama of the West
BY CHARLES WELLINGTON FURLONG, F.R.G.S.

ROM the East?" and
the speaker, a husky
lad, whose voice occa-

sionally skipped i t s

lower register, cast a fur-

tive glance at my head-

dress— that inartistic

abomination, the derby; then he scanned
my trousers, still retaining a faint sem-
blance of creases, despite the long jour-

ney from the City of Public Spirit and
East Winds.

" Yes," I replied. " Ever been there ?"

"I rounded up at Lincoln, Nebraska,
once/' and another geographical illu-

sion was dispelled. We were joggling

along on the tail-end platform of a train

from Walla-Walla through eastern Ore-
gon toward Pendleton.

"Goin' to the Round-Up?"
"Yes."
"That's some show. The boys have

been riding in for a couple of days now."
"You're going, I suppose?"
"Not and hold my job. Yer see"

—

and he tapped his water-filled pail and
fire-fighting apparatus with his foot

—

"the country's pretty dry. I've got to

hang to the tail-end of this puffin'

cayuse 'cause it snorts cinders, and I've

got to watch out for fires along the trail."

The country was indeed dry. Some of

the grain still lav in the sheaf. Miles of

golden-yellow stubble-fields undulated
away into the distance; willows and

cottonwood s stenciled green along the

watercourses or clustered about an oc-

casional ranch-house. A few scattered

herds of live stock grazed here and there,

where buffalo wallows still show green

and the slopes are scarred with the par-

allel trails ofthe ( Ireat I [erds which have

passed, but whose remnant have now
moved back from the Inns o( steel to

the " Interior countrj ."

Wherever the railroads have thrust

then antennae the open range becomes
dotted with the linim stt -.uleiV shacks

and webbed with wire; dry tanning and

irrigation turn a one-time half-desert

into fertile fields and blossoming or-

chards. Thus agriculture crowds out
the pastoral, and industry in turn both
aids and crowds out agriculture; and
the "chapped" (schapped) and "boot-
ed" cowboy and stockman retreat to

their last stamping-ground, where the

Indians, trappers, prospectors, and
buckskin-garbed scouts have preceded

them. But in central Oregon there re-

mains some "interior country" where
the free life of the open is still unham-
pered by a useless and deadening veneer

of paternal regulations and effete con-

ventionalities. There are still a few
out-of-the-way corners yet unturned by
the plow and unvexed by wire fences;

and a day in the saddle back from many
of the railroads brings one to a ranch

country where the cowboy still "ropes"
and "busts" steer or bronco, "brands"
and "hog-ties" calf and longhom, and

occasionally rides into town a-whooping;

where the rustler still "rustles," and the

sheriff and his posse pursue with the

same reckless dash and bravado that

have given these unplumed knights of

the range a permanent place in American
history.

The frontiersman, often the unnamed
explorer, was always the advance-guard

of civilization, who, with the cavalry

outposts, held and ever advanced the

frontier. They were the pioneer win-

ners of the West, the protectors and
sponsors for a more effete and thinner-

blooded civilization which followed in

their wake.
Through the West of to-day one rolls

past vast wheat-fields, skirts fruit-laden

hillsides and valleys larger than many
Eastern counties, and pauses at the

cities -big, white, and new—seemingly

grown up in a night out of the prairies.

There is a breezy frankness in the wav
the well-paved, broad "Main" Street,

wonderfully lit up with its cluster lights,

strikes out at right angles to the track
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from a well-designed station, inviting

you through the town, to let you out as

frankly on to the prairie. It all be-

speaks youth, growth, and optimism.

Suddenly a small black wraith of

smoke smooched the low-rolling hillside.

The lad yanked the signal cord, and

before the train had stopped was speed-

ing, pail in hand, toward the cinder-

started blaze.

"He'll pick us up around the bend at

Athena," the brakeman said.

We rolled into Pendleton, to be

greeted by familiar voices as we swung
off the train. Thus for some days be-

fore the Round-Up the vanguard of

visitors comes in, in the comfortable

"Pullmans," on smooth lines of steel

laid along trails where once hardy pio-

neers, with bullock - spanned prairie-

schooners, had pushed back the frontier

toward the western sea.

Even now, however, one could feel the

touch and sense the romance of the Old
West, for along every trail and road

which converged to Pendleton cowboy
and cowgirl came riding in to the jingling

of spur and the retch of leather. So, too,

came the Indians from their reserva-

tions—bucks, squaws, and papooses

—

with tepee-poles and outfit, stored in

every kind of wheeled rig, though a few

traveled as did their fathers—with be-

longings lashed to long, trailing, sagging
travois (travoy). Over half a thousand
strong, these red men of mountain and
plain soon had their lodge-poles pointing

skyward, and, like mushrooms in the

night, a white tepee village had sprung
up in the picturesque cottonwoods near
the Pendleton ford of the old Oregon
Trail.

On the first day of the Round-Up,
Main Street, Pendleton, which dips over
a rise to the prairie, was in gala dress.

Pennants and flags were strung over-

head, flapping lazily in the soft stir of

air. Beneath, cowboys in gaudy shirts

of red, blue, purple, yellow, and green,

kerchiefs of many hues, cowgirls in at-

tractive dresses of fringed buckskin, and
Indians with multicolored blankets and

beaded moccasins, move like an ever-

changing chromoscope among the more
neutral-color-clothed townsmen.

Yes, it was "going to the Round-Up,"
as the lad had said, which had brought me
like thousands of others to this " biggest

little city of its size" in the West. The
term is taken from the old cowboy camp
expression, meaning the "rounding up"
or herding together of the cattle previous

to the "branding" or "fall drive."

When the Round-Up is spoken of, the

carnival held at Pendleton is meant.

RED CENTAURS OF THE PLAINS
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It means the gathering together of
the men, women—yes, and animals, too

—of the ranges for a three-days' festival

of cowhoy sports and pastimes. It is to

that section of the West what the county
fair is to certain sections of the East,
hut with this difference: the sixty-five

thousand people who journey to the
little city of Pendleton, with its seven
thousand population, arc drawn from all

quarters of the United States, Canada,
and Mexico, and even from across the
seas, to live in and see for three consecu-
tive days a revival of this life of the old

frontier, cow-camp, and range.

The directors of the Round-Up are

leading business men of the city, who
serve without pay; all citizens co-

operate with them, keep open house, and
outdo themselves in extending hospital-

ity to visitors. Graft of every kind is

eliminated. No dividends are declared,

and the profits, which at a single Round-
Up have amounted to over thirty-five

thousand dollars, are turned over for the

benefit and improvement of the progres-

sive and attractive city. Little wonder
is it that the Round-Up has become as

much a civic institution to Pendleton as

its police department or its school sys-

tem.
"Coin' to the try-outs?"

I acquiesced by swinging my horse

into the little group of riders on their

SADDl IV. nil I \M'M -
,4SH \kki 1

>

way to the Round-Up grounds. There
was "Buffalo" Vernon; Jane Bernoudy,
the attractive California girl fancy-
roper; Jason Stanley, the marvelous re-

lay rider; and long and lankv "Skeeter"
Bill Robbins.

To one to whom the smell of sage-
brush and the feel of the stirrup and the
whole gamut of the life of range and
cow-camp are endeared through associa-

tions, the morning "try-outs" make an
inherent appeal. They are just wrhat the
name implies—contests to eliminate the
many new-comers wTho cannot class with
the greatest riders of the world. At the

try-outs old friends from British Colum-
bia to the Mexican border meet again.

There is a comfortable naturalness in the

way they lounge about the arena or

watch with keen interest as they see the

chances on their "stakes" rise or fall as

unknown riders or new buckers battle

for supremacy.
There, a bit in the shadowy Chester

Byers, Cuba Crutchheld, Jane Ber-

noudy, and other fancy ropers play with

their lariats as though those serpentine

coils were living things.

How simple! Try it! Any of them
will be only too glad to show you.

Snarled first try! "Just a bit of a

knack," Cuba will encouragingly tell

you. Yes, a knack that takes years of

experimenting and an inborn "feel" lor

a rope to accomplish.
So at a try-out you

forget the a rena and
e m p t y bleachers; you
live in the spirit of the

real life, with its settings

of a memoried past fram-

ing a background. You
are just in a big cow-
camp, with saddles and
blankets lying around;
cow bo\ -s,c«>w girls, horses,

and T e \ a s longhorns
knocking about in a devil-

may-care sort n\ \\ ay as

though on a range round-

up or at a branding. ^ ou

forget the bleachers, too,

and only look through the

gap b e t w r e n to the

smoke - tipped lodgi

the Umatillas. There in

the COttonWOods these



"hitting the dirt"

The wild horses frequently fall in their frantic efforts to dislodge the rider,

Here Peggy Warren, a famous cowgirl, meets with a sprained ankle.

red children of the forest and plain

have come to live again the old tepee

life of an almost bygone day.

Shortly after noon, if you do not want
to walk and haven't a horse, take one of

the gray, 'bus-like "jitneys "and follow

with that veritable human river—spec-

tators and contestants—which flows on
the opening day to the Round-Up Park.

Like a gigantic herd on the drive, this

vast mass of humanity streams through
the gates to their seats. Expectancy can

be sensed throughout the great amphi-
theater, where everybody wears the

glad-to-see^ou, glad-to-be-here, "let-

'er-buck" smile.

From grandstand to bleacher you will

soon look out on the swing and swirl of

movement of a great sun-flooded oval,

framed by the rolling hills of Oregon
against the turquoise of the autumn sky.

Even if you are from as far away as the

outer edge of Cape Cod at low tide, a

glance convinces you that the men,
women, horses, and steers are the real

thing, and the sport—an outgrowth
from the range—is genuine. It is the

fastest fight and fun to be found, in which
a gripping, fascinating life is enacted every

moment. Here meet the greatest rough-

riders of the globe, competing for world's

championships on the worst "outlaw"
horses, bucking bulls, and buffaloes; in

"roping" wild steers; "bulldogging"

Texas "longhorns," and the various

races—the "cow-pony," "relay," "pony
express," and "stage-coach." This with

its atmosphere and character gives the

Round-Up its charm, and makes it pre-

eminently the peer of all cowboy car-

nivals. This is the great magnetic

force which draws a vast audience to

Pendleton for three whole days of each

year.

Some of the contestants leisurely cross

the arena. There's Dell Blancett, tall

and rangy, followed by Runyon, short

and thick-set, and others of the well-

known contestants, each packing his

own saddle, with cinch trailing and spurs

clinking. There's Bill Riding, one of the

wranglers, six foot plus, rangy, clean-

cut, and narrow-eyed, a typical cow-

puncher. But whatever their set or

hang, all carry that simple, natural pose

of the real men of the range—in manner

straight and quiet, in bearing fearless,

and in nature generous, but individual-



CONQUERED BY MAN—AND HORSE

ists all. They are a type in the passing

—

a type which Remington loved to draw
and which Pendleton holds at its true

value.

So you wait, tense, on the edge of that

opening hour.

"Let-'er-buck !" With a thundering
roar the slogan rings out and the great

epi< drama of the West has begun. This

slogan generally signifies that some fa-

mous outlaw horse is ahout to he
mounted by the rider who has drawn
him the night before at the Round-Up
headquarters. But this time it is black
" Sharkey," the famous ton-and-a-half,

unridable bucking bull, who, in charge
)f his "wranglers," is just poking his

nose from the corral and is soon followed

by the contingent of bulls and buffa-

I bar's the original cow that jumped
over the moon," some one yells. " Shar-

key" never fans an ear to the laughter,

but continues with clocklike regularity

to deposit all comers. I his year the

world's championship record of twelve
seconds was made on the big brute, al-

though previously many a rider bad
essayed to take the one hundred dollars

offered to au\ one who could stick in the

saddle for ten seconds
—

"the quickest
way there was to lose a hundred

* bucks/" one cowboy aspirant confided

to me.
Although this ambitious rider broke

the record, he also broke his wrist when
' k Sharkey," in his offhand manner, threw
him to earth. Why can't they ride him?
Well, that's what the buckaroo wants
to know. A buckaroo? He's a cow-
puncher who "reckons he can ride

some"; there are over two hundred of

them in the lists. Among them is no
more remarkable group than the fancy
ropers, who delight the onlookers with
such wonderful feats as spinning the

graceful "butterfly," the fascinating

"ocean wave," the marvelous "wedding-
ring," and the many other forms of jug-

gling and control at will of that most
elusive thing the lass rope.

I lure now quickly follow the never-

to-be-forgotten races. Whether it be

"cow- pony," "standing," "quick
ange, wild horse, Indian, re-

lax," or "pony express," in the whirl-

wind rush, amazing dexterity, grit, and
headwork is a desperate daring, and each

teems with a nerve-racking, dare-devil

riding which characterizes this feature of

the Round-Up.
The "squaw race" is announced, and

the mounted phalanx of Umatilla Indian

girls, like so many bunches of color,
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their black braids streaming in the wind,

lash hide and cling to pole in their mad
hurly-burly sweep around the oval, in a

way which for utter fearlessness makes
tenderfoot and stranger catch their

breath.

Then there is the hammer-and-tongs
cowboy race, and the bewildering quick
changes of the "pony express''—a sur-

vival of the old dare-devil riding of the

cowboy mail-carriers through the coun-
try of hostile Indians.

But it is during the cowgirl's "relay"
that the enthusiasm of the crowd bursts

all bonds. That chivalric attitude which
permeates spectators is also character-

istic of the Buckaroo, and was evidenced
in the quiet remark of "Skeeter" Bill

Robbins when he turned to me after

plucky Peggy Warren was pulled from
beneath the fallen bucker, and said,

"I hate to see a girl get hurt."

A sudden hush; every eye is focused
toward the western side of

the arena. The " first-aids"

go scurrying to cover, as with
a fierce snort a rangy Texas
steer dashes into the great

open space, and with the ease

of a greyhound leaps at will

the three-foot fence separat-

ing race-track from the arena
center. As the steer-roping

contest is "on time," these
conditions put these knights
of the range to the severest

test to prove that the old art

of the lasso is not lost.

It's "Buffalo" Vernon
after him—swish! he is roped;
now he is thrown; but the
little cow-pony, too, plays his

part well, for now that the
steer is down he must hold
the rope taut while Vernon
dismounts and with surpris-

ing dexterity "hog-ties" the
steer by lashing a fore-foot

and two hind-legs together.
All from start to finish often
in less than a minute and a

half.

In perhaps the most daring
sport of all—steer bulldogging
—is revealed a feat you must
see to believe; a man jumps
from the back of his run-

ning horse as he overtakes a Texas long-
horn. If his judgment is good, he
seizes the stiletto-like horns and drags
the steer to a standstill. Then begins
a struggle worthy of a gladiator, as
the man, using the horns as levers,

bends and strains every muscle to throw
the great beast by twisting its neck.
If he succeeds in this, the classics of
the game require him to hold the
steer's upper lip in his teeth, at the
same time raising his hands for the
count of four seconds; hence the term
"steer bulldogging." This sport is

absolutely harmless in every respect to

the four-legged animal, but his two-
legged competitor must use consummate
skill, strength, and nerve to protect him-
self and conquer his antagonist.

A well-timed pause is made in the

rapid movements and nerve-thrilling

feats, long enough to have the grand
march and the Indian dances, and thus

HOMER WILSON HOG-TYING A TEXAS LONG-

HORN AFTER HAVING ROPED AND THROWN IT
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enable the spectators to catch their

breath. And so cowboy and cowgirl,

old - timers, trappers, and buckskin

scouts pass by and, like the Indians in

their wonderful paraphernalia and
horses bedecked with gorgeous trap-

pings, sit that inimitable close saddle so

characteristic of riders to the saddle

born and bred. In this moving contin-

gent you see the literal passing of the

old West.
Swinging out of the arena, the present

occupants of the country leave before

you its former owners—the red men.
Eor a time the vast audience is held

spellbound by the marvelous riot of

color of the Indian ceremonials—the

crowning "glory " ofthe Round-Up as one
witnesses it within the great open-air

stadium—the magnificent pageant of the

red man, pulsing with the barbarous
rhythmic thrumping of Indian drums.
Rainbow blankets, eagle - feathered

head - dresses, embroidered moccasins,

blankets bedecked with elks' teeth,

'3 'd& (,
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painted faces and bodies go to form a

multicolored, snakelike line as it winds
its course—a veritable coiling serpent of
reds, greens, yellows, blues, violets,

blacks, and whites—then subtly resolves

itself into a mammoth circle of ever-

changing harmony.
To the weird chant and drum-beats of

the musicians the human kaleidoscope

on its mat of yellow sawdust designs a

new spectacle at every turn. Of this

living rainbow is evolved the "war
dance" and the "love dance"—the

"Indian step and a half," as one cow-
puncher facetiously put it. Finally,

tinged in a saffron blaze of glory, the

dancers pass out to their tepees in the

cottonwoods.
It is the rough-riding in which the

greatest interest and keenest judgment
centers, for Pendleton brings together

the great exponents of the art, most of

them fresh from corral and sage-brush.

Nowhere can such a large proportion of

spectators be found who know the game
so well from start to finish,

who live it part of the time
themselves, or whose affilia-

tions as ranchers, stockmen,

or business men with ranch

interests qualify them as

judges.

The remarks made from
the grandstand and bleachers

are often as instructive as they

are humorous. But it is the

Round-Up slogan, "Let-'er-

buck," that most often echoes

across the arena. It is par-

ticularly in point when you
see an "outlaw" horse dis-

playing every ounce of

s r r e n <.r t h, cleverness, and
viciousness to unseat his rider,

and the rider displaying every

art known to horsemanship
in his efforts to stay on—
and in most cases staying on.

Yet even the fearless charac-

ter and ability of the riders

fail in many hotly contested

fights. There are horses and

men new to Pendleton. I he

latter evidently have aspira-

tions, some of which arc of

short duration.

Watch Hill Riding and the
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other "wranglers''—the cowboys who
lead the horse in, blindfold, saddle, and
hold him for the rider to mount. You
soon learn from his forestriking, catlike

twists, turns, bitings, and kicks that the

four-legged brute has never known man
as master, and that "wrangling" is no
sport for a floor-walker.

But there is

"Red" Parker
mounting that

harmless - looking

little beast " Cul-

d e s a c ." The
bleachers tell you
that both horse

and rider are well

known. They're
off! Watch the

lightning -like

plunges, vicious
twists and turns

as the equine devil

"sunfishes,"
"weaves," and
"straight bucks"
in order to shake
the clinging thing

from his back. But
the man in the

saddle was not

born yesterday,

and he knows only
too well that to

have even a "look in" at the champion-
ship he must observe the rules of the

game, ride not only with style, but "ride

slick
"—that is, with a close seat, no day-

light showing through—must not shift

the halter-rope from one hand to the

other. He must "rake" with blunted

spur by swinging his legs from shoulder

to rump, and, to cap the climax, "fan"
at every jump by swinging his hat with
a full-arm sweep to and fro, and, above
all things, he must avoid "pulling leath-

er"—that is, touching the horn or any
other part of the saddle with either hand.

After some forty seconds of frantic

fighting, incidentally crashing through
the arena fence, the horse fails to shake
the man from his back. The mounted
"herders" at theorderofthe judges "take
him up," and the ride is won. And so

ride cowboy and cowgirl for three won-
derful Round-Up days.

With noise and eclat the lumbering

THEN BEGINS A STRUGGLE
GLADIATOR

stage-coaches rattle and swing their

courses like galleons in a gale, circling

the track as they once circled the foot-

hills or sped on twist and turn through
canon and gulch. Who would ever think
of continuing to drive a horse in a team
of four after one of its forefeet had been
caught up in the trace of the horse ahead

of it? Yet this is

p r eci sel y what
happened last year
at Pendleton.

"Pull out of the
race, driver!"—

"Not on your life,

or on his, either."

So driver and
horse hang to the

game and around
they go— once,

twice—the plucky
little horse gallop-

ing the whole dis-

tance on three legs

and helpingto pull

in a close second
to the winning
coach, driven by
Clarence Plant of

Long Creek.

As though this

sport did not give

thrills enough, the

great spectacle of

each day culminates in the final wind-up
of the wild-horse race, when twenty
snorting, plunging "outlaws" which
have never before had men on their

backs are lassoed each by a rider and his

helper. In a struggling, fighting, squeal-

ing, kicking turmoil of hoofs, heads,

arms, legs, and ropes, each must be

brought in front of the grandstand.

Now begins the saddling; meanwhile the

fence between track and arena is shat-

tered into kindlings in this whirlwind of

dust and splinters. At last all are blind-

folded, saddled, and held to a given

signal, whereupon each man mounts his

steed—or tries to—and in this hell-let-

loose cyclone of centaurs, dust, and fence

rails, each endeavors first to ride and

then to guide his animal around the

track to the pole. For a full half-hour

the whole audience stands mentally and

physically on tiptoe before this stupen-

dous climax. Then, as the last centaur

WORTHY OF A
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disappears, the vast crowd breaks loose

and the great arena literally vibrates

with a cloudburst of pent-up energy.

As the dust settles, some linger to look

over the now peaceful scene, over which
a lowering sun sheds its orange-red, and
on your memory a red-letter day is

painted; you depart in the gloaming
with that quick shift and anticipation of

other things to come. So, after the long

shadows change the golden valley to

night, you wander under the clustered

lights of Main Street, where the crowds
surge in that orderly, happy, holiday

spirit for which the Round-Up stands.

As you walk the streets you rub elbows
with many an old Indian fighter. You
can turn aside to the cowboy theater,

dancing or shooting gallery, but you
will turn into that Pendletonian institu-

tion of human ingenuity, "Happy
Canon," which means a spot right in the

heart of Pendleton where every one can

complete a day of frontier fun. Out in

the arena you have seen the riproaring

life of the range in its fullness and at its

best, but in "Happy Canon" you see

drawn more vividly than any pen or
brush can depict the life of the frontier

town.
For the time being you are in a little

frontier world of fifty years ago. You
look out from the bleachers on its "Main
Street," backed by the saloon, Chinese
laundry, millinery shop, a few smaller
shacks, and the hotel all bedecked with
signs as witty as they are crude. The
hotel is an actual replica of one of Pen-
dleton's early pioneer hostelries.

Everv phase of the town of the days
of Kit Carson, Buffalo Bill, "Peg Leg"
Smith, and old "Hank" Caplinger, and
others is shown. In it men of the cow-
camp and from many of the hidden-away
Oregon towns play their part in such a

natural way that you in the bleachers

forget you are sitting on the soft side of

a board. Here ranger, Indian fighter,

cowboy, and sheriff are off duty, but

hotel proprietor, barkeeper, and John
Chinaman are decidedly on. It is a

drama in which many of these play-

ers are in realitv the characters they

portray

WRANGLING W 01 M \\V

Not even a rehearsal is

held. The "boys" are simply
told what is expected of them
and when they are to do it.

''Whoopee ! Wow ! Wow !" ema-
nates from the open space

—

yes, and from the bleachers,

too, and with a rattling fusil-

lade of gun-play the show is

on. Yon see bad men and
vigilantes come riding into

town; the bar-room has its

shooting scrape, and cowboy
and cowgirl gracefully reel
through their dances on horse-

back and take part in ranch

and town games of various

kinds, but realism reaches its

climax when a furious long-

horn Texas steer is turned

loose in the tow n street. 1 he

"caste" scatters in all direc-

tions all but four will-know n

cow bo) S. I hese on foot and

armed onlj with small red

cloths, but willing to take

chances, put on a hull-fight

w hicli for daring is worthy of

Spain's most Intrepid torea-

dors. The bleachers now find
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no fault with the heavy screen of wire

fencing which separates them from the

arena.

Later the public have the coveted op-

portunity to pour through the gaps of

this same wire fence and stroll through
"Happy Canon." You may enter its

shacks and stores—yes, and saloons, too,

if you are content with soft drinks. In

fact, you may buy anything under the

sun with "Happy CanonV' "ten-buck"
notes, which it is absolutely necessary to

provide yourself with before entering,

at the rate of "ten cents per" of Uncle
Sam's legal tender. One may enter the

front door of " Stagger Inn" and stagger

out the back door, but stagger in a right

and decorous way if you expect to get by
the sheriff and his deputies into the great

dance tent with its superb floor, where
any one may come and dance to the

splendid Round-Up band. So the life of
" Happy Canon " is brimful to over-

flowing with excitement and the atmos-
phere of the old frontier days.

A mile away, under the hush of blue

night which pervades everything, the

camp-fires of the Umatillas glow red

among their lodges, within which dim-
ly silhouette the shadow forms of the

red-skinned inhabitants. They, too,

have lived again in the open the marvel-

ous color-reeking carnival of their race.

Their tepee smokes of sage-brush and
greasewood burn an incense to the god
of the range and freedom; then their

fires dim, the Cottonwood's soft, feathery

masses stencil darkly against the blue

of night. Crawling slowly above them,
the crescent of the new moon shadows
its pale calm on the stillness of things.

It is all a chapter taken out of the

history of the old West—a chapter which
every American with red blood in his

veins should read in the real before it

passes by and, like the old West, forever

disappears on the horizon of time. But
to understand, one must look with one's

own eyes on these things. Then you
will feel the stir and the thrill of life

of these golden lands of hopes and

achievements, where man extends a

generous and hospitable welcome to

those who cross his trails; it is a

spectacle which makes you go away
with a bigger, finer feeling toward life,

and a genuine respect and appreciation

for the quiet, modest manhood and

womanhood who have "taken chances,"

have risked limb and even life at times

in their sports of daring and skill, that

you may see how their fathers once strug-

gled in earnest against unequal odds in

order to attain the Winning of the West.

Voi,. CXXXIII.—No. 795.-48



How the Ship Came In

BY ARTHUR JOHNSON

|0 see only Newport
whenever you come
back to America must

7 be awful. But if you
can never get back ex-

cept in summer, I sup-

pose you ought to be

thankful it isn't in some worse place

your mother is living."

Having delivered herself of this idle

analysis of my situation, Mrs. Pantell

leaned a little on her parasol and waited.

I had strolled into the Casino before go-

ing to Bailey's, and, as it was my first

morning, I was too out of tune with her

well-trained, empty point of view to

think up any reply. So I just gazed at

her—at her rotund well-preservedness,

her foreign clothes, the fixed rubescence

of her lips—then aw ay from her, past the

band-stand, to where a younger woman,
even' whit as indigenous and decidedly

more decorative, was measuredly ap-

proaching. Already I espied the new-
comer's smile of recognition.

"I declare!" 1 murmured to Mrs.

Pantell.

"What?" she asked, sweetly; but for

answer she had only my bound across

the gap that separated us from the new
object of my interest.

"You, Molly Weston!" 1 cried.

"I believed," she almost whispered it,

"you were in China."
"Bur it's wonderful luck for us to

meet like this. Molly, whom an- you
staying with ;

"

Even as ! asked the question 1 realized

that tin- implications of it, being s<> war-

ranted by Molly's habits, might seem a

bit pointed. But she never quavered,

meeting my look with calm, level eyes

.is she answered: "Why, we have that

little old house- of the Barm \ s' this sum-
mer don't you know? On the cliffs,

near the end <>t Narragansett Wenue?"
1 In tom ni i w 1st- corrected mine; only

tin words, which, .is if with a deliberate

accuracy sin picked our tor me. w< n re-

proving, and her glowing appearance
certainly drove them home. I stood
there, trying to imagine what monetary
change had come into her life.

"And is Mr. Weston—is 'Jimmy' here

with you?" My memory of his general

ineptness prompted me to inquire.

"Not often. He can't get away much
yet. There's lots happening just now—
the market's unusually treacherous, you
know. But soon—perhaps."
How she could insist on her husband's

importance! There wasn't a shade of

her particularly trying to, either. She
looked at me with apparent directness,

as if to say: "Well, we can't, on such

short notice, begin talking together again

so intimately and so charmingly as we
sometimes have—right here, in this sul-

try tennis pavilion, can we?"
Her hat, emphatically newT

, expensive,

and becoming, effaced at least five years

of the burden time had, to my memory,
settled upon her. She was romantically

well got up. Her very texture indicated

mysteries of rare workmanship. But it

was the freshness of everything that was
so in contrast to the borrowed splendors

in which, up to now, I had seen her shine.

Though 1 had never, in those years,

positively known where she got her

clothes, it had always frankly been made
clear that they were given to her—not

by any one person, either; she had had

too big a variety of kinds for that.

Enough things were always being cast

off by one friend or another to keep her

handsomely dressed. Never dowdyish
things: they were all sure to have come
from places at least as good as Worth's

or Paquin's. Only, they had often

showed a trifle shop-worn, or a little in-

appropriate. Ball dresses bad been

made over for rhe afternoon —a good

main had had to be converted into tea-

gowns, the spurious drapiness of which 1

so vividly recalled. Lovely and lavish

as these beggar's rags may have been,

they had never perfectly suited her; she
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could never, somehow, make them look

the inevitable designs she longed for. I

realized, while I continued to inspect the

perfectness of her newest incarnation,

how much, all the time, she must have
cared.

But the beginning of her caring, I re-

flected, dated no further back than her

marriage; before that she was too much
absorbed in things she called worth
while to regard the liveries of life. In
those vigorous days, while her parents
were proudly, impecuniously offering

their name for dower to attract some el-

igible suitor, Molly made up her mind to

go to college. Once there, she still fur-

ther blasted family hopes by deciding on
architecture as a profession, to obtain
training for which she had taught in Mrs.

Beedle's embroidery school. As soon as

ever she had got a sheepskin with high-

est honors and with some prospects of

practising, Jimmy Weston came along

and married her.

How he ever persuaded her to do so

will remain a subject for speculation. It

is said -that romance can topple the

strongest minds to ruin, and people have

told me that if it was only romance

Molly was looking for, Jimmy Weston

did veritably have it head and shoulders

over the rest of us. At any rate, she mar-

ried him—to the derision of her friends^

and the despair of her parents, both of

whom promptly died and left their debts

posthumously to mock her choice.

Molly took him West at once and

gave him free rein to exercise his talents
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—Heaven knows what they were! He
had just harely got his degree from Har-
vard. I understand he worked as head-
waiter in a high-class Seattle hotel for

one year; I have heard, too, that Molly
supported them a long time giving les-

sons in setting dinner-tables and answer-
ing invitations. Poor dear, she had to!

Until the atmosphere, both climatic and
social, began to disagree with Jimmy, so

that after five years they came back
again.

Nobody knew the source of the an-
nual two thousand that began then to

flow into their coffers, nor how out of it

they eked enough to keep for him a poor
little office in the top of the old Exchange
Building, to say nothing of how—al-

though they had only a hall-room with
a folding-bed in it, and went out all the

time—they managed to live. But they
did it gaily. I suppose that poor girl

worked her fingers off getting them invi-

tations; notwithstanding her recognized

charm, they couldn't have popped up in

so many places if she hadn't taken un-
usual pains. Everybody liked her, but
in New York that wouldn't have been
enough to keep them so continuously in

the swim.
A year after they came back to New

York I got my post at Pekin, so I had
mt t them since only at Newport. She
\\ ; s there the best part of each season.

S( me squalid job—perhaps it had an

actual bearing on their two-thousand-
dollar income—kept Jim in the city

about half the time; but she always had
to be on hand visiting and wedging a

place open for him against the time

when he was ready to return. Even in

the most crowded part of the summer
they would be enrolled among the guests

of what Jim considered rhe most desi-

rable house. They had trained them-
selves in bridge and dancing and tennis

and golf. How Molly could -but, then,

one had ceased to wonder how sin- had

let herself become so horribly proficient

in any of it. They were accepted on

their own terms; everybody knew,

everybody laughed, everybody minded.

Hostesses wen- Irked having to have
them, but they hail them none tin less.

This was tin general picture that

floated through my mind while I stood

there confronting Mrs. Weston on the

first morning of my return to Newport

—

the picture into which she didn't, with
all her freshly acquired grandeur, con-

tinue to fit. What had happened to her?

In the extremity of my wonderings
I remembered she had once been on the

point of taking up interior decorating

—

it was so lucrative to so many women
nowadays—and the possibility loomed
reassuringly before me like the ghost of

her girlhood ambitions.

"Oh no," she sighed, in answer to my
question. " I fear now I shall never have
time for it." And she boldly shook off

any consciousness of my quandary by
saying: "Tell me about yourself. Shall

you be here all summer?"
"Off and on. And how longshallyou ?"

"Until September. We go to the Ad-
irondacks then. Perhaps—but I sup-

pose nothing would induce you to try it."

She moved her eyes searchingly over my
face, as if I were the one to be explained.

"Whom are you staying with—with

Mrs. Pantell?" she asked.

And when I told her, she professed to

be surprised that my mother was there

—she had heard she wasn't.

"Mrs. Pantell is annoyed," she at last

brought out, "to be kept waiting. Come
and see me at the earliest possible mo-
ment. I must go back now and find Mrs.

Bassett." At which she faced about and
departed.

I suppose Mrs. Pantell was annoyed,
but she was still standing there alone,

looking into space with the air of just

having had an enjoyable tete-a-tete; and
I was really eager now to have one with

her.

"Whom is Molly Weston staying

with:" I immediately asked her.

'"With Mrs. Bassett —you lm>osc !"

"But -"

"You find her changed, do you?
You're perfectly right, she is changed -

as changed as Cinderella."

"Explain it to me, then, won't your"
1 pleaded.

\s we strolled forward toward tin Ca-

sino gatewa} Sam Loring paused in his

quick dash in the other direction to

speak to her. "That," Mrs. Pantell

said, after h< had left us alone again, "is

a part of tin explanation." Vnd she

stepped discreetly in front of me. dig-

ging her parasol into the gravel. "Me
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has been abroad with Mrs. Bassett; and
Molly—do you understand ?—has chap-

eroned them. But hasn't it improved
her? My dear fellow, Mrs. Bassett

must have turned her pocket-book in-

side out for her. They're just back.

We're all agog to see what it's done to

Jim—confound him!—who's been with

them a part of the time. . . . Dear me,

it's spotting a little," discerned Mrs.
Pantell, as a few globular drops of rain

struck us; and she very kindly offered to

give me a lift home.
"I haven't seen Molly, until Tues-

day, at least," she went on, "since

—

since. . .
" and she continued, heatedly,

to pronounce that monosyllable while we
were finding her motor and installing

ourselves in it
—

"since—since she was
here last September. They stayed on
with me— don't you remember? — a

whole month after tennis week. At that

time

—

"She was different, you mean?" I

asked, impatient of her hesitation.

"She was destitute!" Mrs. Pantell de-

clared, firmly. "She Was at the end

—

well, of everything. I gave her all the

clothes I could possibly spare off my
own back—that was the best I could do
—and I sent out letters asking for more.

Of course she did win an occasional hun-
dred at bridge, but I'm sure Jim more
than made up for that by his losses. It

was said two different people gave her

money for her and Jim's railroad tickets

to come down here—the same round
trip, I mean—which, even if she did get

it, couldn't have been much of a help,

now, could it? She was usually waiting

by my bedroom door for me to wake, so

she could use the telephone. There's

only that one besides the butler's in the

house
—

"

"Economies of the rich!" I exclaimed.

At that, Mrs. Pantell looked at me be-

wilderedly a moment, and lost all idea of

what she was saying, then presently

chuckled afresh at new recollections. "I
shall never forget about that ham. You
know Larry Nolen? Well, he was for-

ever going to all sorts of trouble to help

Molly. One day when some of us women
were discussing food for a picnic at Vau-
cluse—the picnic Lady Washwilton had
insisted on our having—Molly suddenly

suggested that each one of us should fur-

nish some huge piece of meat for it. I

thought she was contriving some trick

upon my cook—everybody did. But
not at all. Molly was up early next day
waiting near my barred threshold to use

the telephone, and oh, what artful ways
she had to lure Larry into furnishing

that ham! She finally went so far as to

promise him"—Mrs. Pantell's eyes

gleamed
—

"that if he would take extra

pains with it she might perhaps—some-

how or other—try to have him asked to

the picnic. Fancy! Naturally, Larry—
the kind he is—was all for that. Suffice

it to say, Larry's ham was delicious; only

—on the morning of the picnic—I heard

Molly telephoning him how very sorry

she was no men were being invited.

Think of her daring to invent it! Now
come to see me soon, won't you?" With
this question she left me dumfounded
at my mother's door.

But I couldn't so easily put Molly's

case out of mind, and three days later

I decided to have tea with her if she was
free. I looked for Mrs. Bassett in

the telephone directory, but nobody by

that name—except a harness-maker who
lived on Thames Street—had a tele-

phone. When Information failed to give

me a clue, I asked my mother's old ser-

vant, Timon, to take round a note, with

the result that Molly sent back word

"she" was having a party, and wouldn't

I come instead the next day.

I shall never forget how the elaborate-

ness of my reception depressed me.

Jimmy had probably chosen this partic-

ular house as being the one which for sit-

uation and largeness—the number of its

bath-rooms taken into consideration

—

would afford the pleasantest available

visiting-place. And Molly had called k
that "little old cottage of the Barneys' "!

It simply showed how low she had sunk.

Of course I asked for Mrs. Bassett,

too, but the man who took my hat and

the other one who conducted me forward

through the breeze-swept hall simply

answered that Mrs. Weston was expect-

ing me. There was the bald look every-

where of her having the run of the house.

When I at last passed through a desig-

nated doorway I came straight upon

Jimmy himself, prone upon a large,

heavily upholstered sofa, from which he
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had disgustedly flung two superfluous

cushions, a table of drinks at his side.

"Old fellow," he cried, "I'm so glad

—

so very, very glad to see you! Molly's

been lying down. She's been doing too

much. Going like mad every minute.

Welcome home again! And what do

you think of our mid-Victorian hostelry,

eh? It suits her—every button of it.

What '11 you have to drink—Scotch?

Cigarettes? What—you haven't sworn
off?"

How vivaciously, how glibly, he could

dispense the hospitality he had appro-

priated ! He was so delicately, nervously

second-rate; quite aside from all the

cheapness of his arch-insolence, it was
a mystery how Molly could bear him.

But she entered with his name on her

lips, saying, serenely, "It's so nice Jim
could come down. He wrote straight-

away that he particularly wanted to see

you."

He talked of shooting in Scotland

—

asked, for example, if I shot "fifth or

seventh"—said he had also hunted in

Derbyshire until he knew every held,

everv cover, every jump. He reeled

forth the cant lingo of his pretensions.

Molly seemed indulgent, as if she wished

most of all to have him shine; until

when finally he fell into an esthetic vein

and remarked, " How well, how very well

Bulfinch has done the Metropolitan Mu-
seum, hasn't he?" she did mildly correct

him. At that he said he had recently

had an attack of neuritis, and left us

done, which was his characteristic way
of meeting any reproval.

I asked Molly at once for Mrs. Bas-

sett. She opened her eyes in unveiled

astonishment.

"Why, do you know her?" sin ex-

claimed; and then, as \\ suddenly recol-

lecting it, "She left us last I hursdav."

I stared at her; it was as staggering to

thmk that Molly Weston cared to sir

then in the lap of Mrs. Bassett's luxury

practising such ridiculous deceptions

about her position as it was that she

dared skate on a surface so thin I could

have punctured it with just one un-

friendl} stab. "Did you hkt travel-

ing with her?" I couldn't help comment-
ing.

"'
1 rave ling?" 1 he word sent hi r

round gray eyes roving over me from

head to foot. "You see we didn't, after

all, travel with her— I didn't, I mean. I

only crossed the ocean with her. flow-

did you hear of it, I wonder."
"Mrs. Pantell told me."
"She's like all the rest here—devoted

as I am," Molly sighed. "But I really

do enjoy the beauty of Newport. It

agrees with Jimmy, too—though he al-

ways used to say before we were married
he couldn't stand it. Jim's moods are

peculiar."

I had been through acres of her "Jim"
talk. "You mean to say, then," 1 put
to her. "that you and Mrs. Bassett
haven't been—never have traveled to-

h«>,err

She shook her head. "Mrs. Bassett's

a dear," she just exclaimed.

I wanted to tell Molly that her own
bedecked appearance confirmed that
fact; but, instead, I drank in once again

the perfect array of Mrs. Bassett's gen-
erosity. I remembered talks Molly and
I had had long ago that had shown me
how she felt on the subject of always
living on others. Not that she ever ad-

mitted to have done it or to have
thought of it so vulgarly as that; but
she had often signified how much she

hoped Jim would some day make heaps

of money so she could pay back the

millions of favors she owed people

—

some awfully poor sorts of people, too.

Oh, she had had every kind of lofty ideal.

She had had, above everything, so con-

fident a sense of values that she had
been too sure of preserving it through

the thick and thin of adversity; she had

thought herself proof against the devas-

tating effects «»f continually yielding to

tin- temptation, for Jim's sake, to use

any sort of demoralizing makeshift.

But she had yielded too often. I thought;

she had lost her sense of proportion; I

believed she no longer realized what
manner of life they led. If I challenged

her on the subject of her happiness, she

nut m\ challenge with apparent open-

ness, intimating that sin- was contented

to tin con.

lhr manner was .is direct, her atten-

tion .is keen, as ever. I he clarity of

lur perceptions surprised im ; slu could

still hold out for me a \ ision of I

good standards standards slu- still re-

ferred to without a hitch. And her
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MOLLY SEEMED INDULGENT, AS IF SHE WISHED MOST OF ALL TO HAVE HIM SHINE

charm began to recapture me. The lines

had not changed her face; that pale,

healthy skin was still tightly drawn
over its lovely modeling.

"You will never grow old, Molly," I

told her, on taking my leave.

"Perhaps not, if you come to see

me often," she answered.

For that, however, there was to be no
immediate opportunity; I was called

suddenly to Washington and detained

there through most of the summer. All

that I learned of Molly, meanwhile, was
contained in this item I chanced to see

among the Newport Notes in a news-
paper: "Mr. and Mrs. James Weston
are staying with Mrs. Pearl-Livermore
during tennis week." Who in the world
was Mrs. Pearl-Livermore? I had never
heard of her.

But I saw Molly one day after my re-

turn at the very end of August; I first

caught sight of her while, curiously

enough, she was swimming with some
people from the raft to the beach, and

while I was swimming out in the oppo-

site direction too far away for her to hear

my hello. The moment I came up with

my companion I asked him as casually

as I could whom Mrs. Weston was
staying with. "Oh, let me see," he

answered; "just now, I should say, she

is with Mrs. Leach Robinson." This

fact I had occasion to recall half an

hour later when I came face to face with

Molly in front of my bath-house.

"I wanted particularly to get hold of

you," she said. "If you aren't too busy

this Saturday and Sunday, will you

move over and spend them with us?

They're my last days here—I do want

to see you a little—and the others, I'm

sure, will amuse you. So please come."

I was about to ask if she thought my
acceptance would be agreeable to Mrs.

Leach Robinson, when she went on to

explain: "You know Grace Robinson,

don't you? She will be there—and

there's Katharine Curtis—the Joe Cur-

tises, you remember?"
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I did remember, well enough, but I

hardly paid any attention to the names,

so completely was I experiencing the

spell of Molly's power. It was consum-

mate acting. The subtlety, too, of her

methods—the very way she clearly and

simply laid the facts before me, her

child-like eagerness expressed with just

the right rather sentimental pride she

wanted to show in this opportunity to

have me as her guest—all such artifices

disarmed me. It was done so well I al-

most forgot the lack of justification for

her doing it.
t

I wished afterward that I hadn t

gone, though Mrs. Pantell said 1 would

have been a goose
—"goose" was always

her most desperate epithet for me—not

to have sampled the horrors of the visit.

"Was Jimmy there?" she eagerly asked.

I tried to describe to her the kind of

guest he made—with his tall, lithe, mere-

tricious figure, his would-be-golden-curls,

his lined, sunburned, fatuous face—or-

dering motors, complaining of the ser-

vants when he wasn't snubbing them,

making light of having some expensive

professionals up from New York to

dance for an evening, talking speciously

of having had an aeroplane flight—

which he had heard of somebody else's

having had—at Hempstead, imitating

in all the sophomoric ways he could

imagine the comfort-ridden millionaire

; s he conceived him to be.

"But here's something I want you to

explain to me," I demanded of Mrs.

Pantell, at the end. "How was it that

caeh one of Molly Weston's three mid-

summer hostesses—Mrs. Bassett, Mrs.

Pearl-Livermore, and Mrs. Leach Rob-

inson should have been there, all en-

tertaining her and Jimmy and the rest of

us at precisel) the same moment? Not

only at the same time, mind you, hut in

the same place! It' it was Mrs. Bassett

who took the 'little old Barney cottage

early in the season—atwhich time Mollv,

as we know, visited her there how is it

that Mollv is nou visiting Mrs. Leach

Robmson in the identical villa to say

nothing of my having accidentally dis-

covered that it was in precisel} th.it

same 'little shack' that Molly and her

fames visited Mrs. Pearl-Livermore in

between?"
"You sum up admirably tor the pros-

ecution!" laughed Mrs. Pantell. "No-
body has ever heard, up to now, of such

a nightmare of visits and hostesses

—

quite aside from how they were tempo-

rally and spatially distributed. You've

been away, of course, but I don't under-

stand what your eyes and your ears have

been doing, and why your mind doesn't

permit you to grasp the facts; for facts

can't be so inexplicable as you make

them seem, now7
, can they?"

"I can only tell you," I argued, "that

at least some other of the guests at that

week-end party weren't in the least sure

whom they were visiting. I know7 for cer-

tain that Mimi Blakemore addressed her

bread-and-butter letter to Mrs. Bassett,

and that Rutger Brown wrote his to Mrs.

Pearl-Livermore. I doubt if there was a

person there—barring me—but has re-

ceived a letter of thanks from somebody

who believed he or she was the host."

Mrs. Pantell was wreathed in smiles.

"The truth," she intermittently brought

out, "is this: Mrs. Bassett, as I told

you, took Molly to Europe. She's

a stranger in New York; I think Molly

met her out West and she introduced

Sam Loring to her. Do you see ? I don't

know where Mrs. Pearl-Livermore comes

in—I think she must be the one who

summers at Southampton, for Molly's

been going there, ofF and on, when there

was nothing to be had for Jim here.

Mrs. Leach Robinson you know; at

least, her connection with the scheme is

perfectly clear—Molly and Jim having

spent pretty near two whole seasons with

her."

"What schemer How do you mean
—'scheme'?" I echoed.

"Why, those three women, having

drunk deep of the drift of things, got to-

gether this year and formed a company.

I don't say they actually became incor-

porated, with a charter and by-laws, but

the purposes of their association were as

plain as day; and it was to lessen the

cost and the bother of 'having' the

Jimmy W estons."
" You mean
"In other words, they syndicated

Mollv hucd the 'little old Barney cot-

tage' and gave over to her the running

of it, with the understanding they were

to drop down on her for a week or a

month or, 'most any time they wanted to.

just
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just the way she and Jim had been in the

habit of dropping down on them. A
thoroughly complicated but practical

arrangement/' concluded Mrs. Pantell,

"and, like most of his wife's friends'

plans, Jimmy Weston has found it a

great convenience."

Mrs. Pantell's knowledge of how the

"little cottage of the Barneys" hap-

pened to be so handsomely and so vari-

ously occupied that summer was shared

l>y almost everybody; apparently I

—

one of the last to hear it—was the only

person old-fashioned enough to be either

shocked or surprised. But when I came
back to Newport the next July, Molly's

syndicate was altogether lost sight of in

the light of a fresh scandal.

I did not have to meet Molly to find

out she was there; I didn't have to ask

whom she was visiting; indeed, almosi
the first piece of news that greeted my
return was that that particular summer
Mrs. Weston was not "visiting" any-
body—unless, perhaps, she could be said

to be visiting her husband. For no less a

person than Jimmy himself had taken
Maintenon. It was rented in his name

—

there were those who had been to Mr.
Mahony, the real-estate agent, and had
been shown the lease. There could be no
equivocation about what Molly had
now; she had her house, and her ser-

vants, and her automobiles; in fact, she

had everything.

"Except," as Mrs. Pantell wittily in-

formed me when the first opportunity
presented itself, "guests. She hasn't

had one. And it isn't, you know, that

she can't get them, either. I could name
to you six women—six good women

—

who have boldly asked to come, and who
have been refused."

"I suppose," I theorized dismally

—

sadly, too, for whatever happened I

should always be devoted to Molly
—

"I
suppose it is on account of him."
"Jimmy?" Mrs. Pantell looked an-

noyingly like a codfish, a smart, big,

canny old codfish, as from the corners

of her eyes she peered round at me to de-

tect how much I really knew; so ready
was she with information that—low
though it was to dabble so pettily in

poor, dear Molly's doom—I couldn't
help taking the wind from her sails.

Vou CXXXIII.—No. 795.-49

"I mean," I said, "Larry Nolen. Ev-
erybody knows it. Everybody knows
that he gives Molly the money."
"Oh!" groaned Mrs. Pantell, who

seemed visibly to shrink under the shock
of her disappointment; but it took her
only a minute to recover lost ground.
" That is the strangest part of it. It isn't

Larry Nolen who keeps people away.
Larry Nolen has never been seen to en-
ter the house. I, myself, am satisfied he
never goes there."

"I am satisfied," I forced myself to

state, as I disgustedly got up to leave
her, "that the whole story, then, is a

beastly lie. It makes me sick to talk

about it."

"Let's talk of something else, by all

means," Mrs. Pantell suggested. "Have
you forgotten the ham Larry sent her

for the Vaucluse picnic? I tell you, it is

a part of Molly's wonderful character

not to let him go ever to the house. Her
brain is as clear as crystal; it works like

—like an expensive trap. Brains she al-

ways had in plenty; it's conscience she

never did have a vestige of."

"She has a heart, anyway," I weakly
retaliated.

"Ah!"—Mrs. Pantell stood straight

up to emphasize her point

—

"that's why
she never goes anywhere, never to a

single place—to a dinner, to balls, to the

beach, even, without his going, too."

"Jimmy?" I threw back at her, taunt-

ingly.

"I mean Larry Nolen. You see it,"

she cried, "as well as I."

Of course I had seen it, and I contin-

ued, alas, to see it, wherever I went. It

was as if people had welcomed any
change in Molly's tactics—as if they

were glad to condone her fall in consid-

eration of the relief it had brought them.

Those who had ignored Larry, had

scorned his very existence, now asked

him whenever she was coming; oftener

than not Molly and Larry were seated

side by side at table. It was pathetic to

watch her with him; she appeared to be

so surprised ajhd mystified whenever he

spoke to her/and she always tried to talk

to the man \m her right as much as pos-

sible. I would watch her from a dis-

tance, her eyes roaming uneasily from

face to face, as if she couldn't pay

attention to either the food or the con-
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versation, as if she were blindly question-

ing the reason for her being there. That
ingenuous look of aloofness, that air of

not being concerned with the situation,

still seemed to be her defense against

the world's opinions; but I was sure it

was an easy line for her to take—just as

I was sure that the most tragic element
in her awful existence was her getting so

little enjoyment for the big price she

paid. However delightfully and admi-
ringly she was surrounded—and people

couldn't help liking her—she wore the

same preoccupied expression of being ab-

sent, of being above it all, of worrying
because she was wasting her time.

Though it made you pity her more, it

also made you more contemptuous of her

deliberate folly. And why? For whom
had she done it? Once when I was ask-

ing myself this question, I heard some-
body say: "He—Jimmy Weston? He's
half-witted, isn't he?"
And the answer came: "If he only

knew just a little bit more I think he
would be."

Jimmy met me one day in the reading-

room of the club. "Why don't you
come to see my wife?" he asked, jauntily.
" She's a strange, deep creature. Doesn't

get into relationship with people very
easily apt not to care for 'em. Moody,
like all geniuses—particularly women

—

like like Florence Nightingale, for in-

stance." He could make the least rel-

evant comparisons! "But she's really

fond of you: she's always said so— I've

always seen it. Honor us, dear fellow,

honor us!" And he slung his thin leg

over the back of a chair and wagged it to

; nd fro as might have become the rich

hero in a poor novel, stroking his pom-
pous hair and stealing glances at me from

those weak, restless t \ es.

What a contempt I had for him! " It's

nice that you can he with her so often,"

1 hazarded. " Business doesn't keep \ ou
aw a\ much now ad.i\ S, docs it P"

"You see, we're new-rich now," he

countered, " It's the first time in our

H\ es these last two years that we'> i

done absolut< ly w hat we w anted."

I [e thought, did he, to work on my
sympatrrj ?

" What r/ w ants
: "

I par-

ried back, foreseeing the wince with

w hich he would me< t it.

"Oh, what she wants!" he brought out

again; "but nobody has ever been able
to be sure what that is."

Preposterous and cowardly as his sub-
terfuge was, I wondered, while I faced
the silly look of triumph he gave me, if

Molly mightn't have to bear out the
truth of his every invention—if he didn't

tell her everything he had said, so that
she could strive to live up to it, just as

she had to live up to so many of his fail-

ings.

It was a beautiful August afternoon.

She was sitting alone in one of a group of

chairs near the tennis court at Mainte-
non, sketching a huge bronze urn, some
trees, and the sward which so happily
composed themselves into a pleasant

perspective between herself and the sea.

There was a touching freedom in the cor-

diality with which she greeted me.
"I haven't done such a thing as paint

since I was a girl."

"I wonder," I mused, "if you will ever

finish it—if you will ever have time."

"I intended," she assured me, "to
have nothing but time this summer."
And then, awkwardly enough, I ex-

pressed what flew through my mind.
"That's true—you have been much alone.

Nobody's been staying with you, I

hear."

She shook her head. In silence we
gazed forward at the quiet blue stretches

of water.

"Jim and I made a compact not to let

any one. You see, last summer was a

failure for US both. lie got no rest and
I got no—no fun; and 1 had to spend

the whole winter abroad on account of

it. In fact, there was nothing—abso-

lutely nothing—in it lor either of US, af-

ter all the bother."

The sad emphasis with which she af-

firmed it was like- the drawing of a cur-

tain tor me to sic the vista of implica-

tions her words held; it amounted. I

thought, to her saying quite plainly that

she had found it worse being a profes-

sional hostess than being a professional

guest that she hail tiled both wa\s,

and that both had in tin- end almost

killed her. It w as .is if she rather wanted

me to sir everything wanted at le.isr

me, her near old friend, to understand

the sequence of events preceding the

pass sin- had come to. It swept over me
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that compared with the awfulness of her

present all those useless, thorny paths

she had trodden were as beds of roses.

"Why was it so bad?" I found myself

saying. "Was it only the guests who
made it so—so impossible? Couldn't

you have stood it again with—say an-

other batch?"
"Why should I have stood it!" she re-

torted, as with feigned indignation to

oppose my pity.

"Why did you stand it—even that

once, then?" I couldn't help saying.

I felt her wavering over what reply to

make. "Well," she said, "it was the

first season we had ever been able to

come here with any ease or comfort—to

take a house, I mean. Jim wanted to

try it. I, too, had got to the point where
I thought—much as I hate the absurd
life here—it would be fun to come just

once the way other people do—the ones
we had always had to visit."

With what artful fairness she observed
the frailty her misstated reasons were
founded on! How perfectly she gave the
effect of conceding, partly for Jim's sake
and partly because the relics of her old,

proud unashamedness prompted her,

that she herself hadn't been wholly blind
to the paste sparkle which had attracted
him!

"So, being able at last to do it, we
came," she concluded, smiling away my
frown.

It was useless to doubt with a word or
a glance the fact that they had at last

become amply and sufficiently "able" to
do anything they wanted; admitting
that premise was like the oldest rule,

now, of the game she insisted on play-
ing.

"But why," I pondered, "being so

able to come, and having once tried it,

with the result that, as you've just said,

you got nothing out of it, why did you
have to go to the awful length—of

—
" I

checked myself
—
"of coming again?"

"Because last year we didn't do it

right. We had too many people. Jim
saw that that was the trouble. And this

year, when I had to come back anyway
to America for the summer, it seemed
the most natural thing for us to come
here. I like the place, I have always,

you know, loved it. But this is the last

"I INTENDED TO HAVE NOTHING BUT TIME THIS SUMMER," SHE ASSURED ME
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time. I wanted—and Jim wanted—to

have a pleasanter memory of it to blot

out all the other horrible ones. Last year
the number and the incessancy of the

guests we had made it seem literally like

keeping a boarding-house."

"And has this summer been pleas-

anter?" I was driven to insinuate.

"I can't quite tell," Molly said;
" there's something about it I can't alto-

gether fathom."
It was difficult to meet the puzzled, in-

nocent look she gave me, as if beseeching

me to explain what there could be in her

situation that wasn't perfectly as it

should be. She took up her sketch and
added a little dab to it, and put it down
again; then once more gazed inquiringly

at me with the expectant air of my being

about to reassure her, growing more and
more uneasy because I didn't. What in

the world was there to say? If only

I bad been privileged to go into things

freely, I would have said enough; as

things were, I was too genuinely sorry

for her to pretend anything.
"This is the last time you are coming

here, you say?" 1 feebly brought out.

"Yes." She took up her sketch again.

"Well, I am glad."

"(dad? glad?" she echoed, appeal-

ing! v.

" For your sake, I mean."
•Oh!" She uttered it, and looked at

me, her eyes moving up and down as reg-

ularly and as rapidly as the tick of my
watch, that in the sudden silence and
tension I bad become distinctly aware

of. "What is it?" she cried out, wildly.

"What what is it that is the matter

with vim ?"

"How can you ask, M<>11\ : "
I was

exasperated at the waj sin dared corner

me.
"Aren't you mv friend-?" she de-

manded.
" \lwa\s."

"Then tell me \\ hat it is you hint at,"

she begged. "Sa3 ltout,saj everything

out. Only I can't bear these ghastlj in-

nuendoes!"
"

I h.i\ e nothing to sa} ,"
I told her.

Slu t in in (1 aw a\ from me; sin let the

sketch slip from her lap to the ground.
\c ithi i i »f us moved.

"
i on do know something," she droned

in tones unaccustomed!} de< p.

"I know nothing," I repeated.

"What have you heard, then—is it

something people say? Oh, I can stand
it! What is the worst they can think
about me?"

I had forgotten she was acting her
same old part; blame didn't enter into

my calculations, either. I felt as we
have to feel when somebody we love

—

whatever the reason—is hard pressed.

"Molly, I'm your friend, your faithful

old friend," I began, "and I'm going to

tell you what / think." . . . And I did;

I don't know what futile egotism urged
me on; I don't know half that in my un-
reasoning desire to help her and to show
her sympathy I may have said. My
lips were unsealed; I spoke unguardedly.
I suppose I must have referred pretty

boldly to the last year's "syndicate." I

am sure I made perfectly plain what I

thought of her relations with Larry No-
len.

She sat there—a hand pressed close to

each of her knees, the pupils of her eyes

raised painfully high up under the wide-
open lids, facing hard forward. I told

her I would do anything in the world for

her—that / didn't, no matter who else

did, condemn her. . . . She heard me to

the bitter end. Then, without a word,
she slowly rose I thought she was going

to fall, but I felt her repugnance to have
me touch her- and, not giving me a

glance, or appearing to remember I was
there, she started, specter-like, toward
the house. Aghast, I watched her go. I

can see her now, as if she didn't know
the ground was under her, her head
drawn up and tilted slightly back-

ward. . . .

She never answered either of the let-

ters I sent round to her that night, nor

tin one I wrote afterward, in which I

pleaded with her only to hear my argu-

ment for forgiveness. Within three days
from the date of my awful visit Mamte-
non was suddenly closed on account

of Mr. Weston's illness; tin- occupants

had gone to New York, w hence they

were to sail immediately for parts un-

known. 1 was left high and dry on

the shoals of my folly. Strangely

enough, Molly's departure didn't cause

much sensation; but then, it was so late

in tin season nothing much mattered to

tin few lingering members of tin- summer
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colony. Mrs. Pantell, who was, as it

happened, the only person with whom
I had ever gone at all deeply into Molly's

affairs, stayed on; but much as I longed

to tell somebody how bitterly I regretted

my part in them, I was reluctant to con-

fide in Mrs. Pantell. I had to go to her

finally, I couldn't bear not to; but that

was after I found out the truth. I sup-

pose I am one of the few people who ever

did find out the truth—who ever be-

lieved it, I mean.
When I did, I let Mrs. Pantell have

the full blast of my fury. " Yo u ought to

be ashamed! I—I ought to be beaten!

The whole lot of us should ! Every single

one of Molly's friends have behaved as

swine! I shall publish it to the world—

I

shall proclaim it from the house-tops!"

"What?" scorned Mrs. Pantell, tast-

ing her tea and dropping another lump
into it.

"How wrong we were, how duped,
how infamous!"

" 'Duped' is good," she reflected. "If
we were duped, I should like to know who
duped us. And the only answer to that

is Molly. Surely Jim didn't. So, out
with your imaginings! I'm not afraid of

them."
And when I told her who my infor-

mant was—how a business accident had
enabled him to get at the astounding
facts I had to tell her—and when, to an-

ticipate what she might say, I empha-
sized his impeccable reputation, she

languidly reflected again: "I never took
any stock in him or his admirers. His
mother was a Hackett—the Hacketts are

all queer." With which she smiling-

ly asked me, once more, to "out with
it."

Our conversation began, I solemnly
related to Mrs. Pantell, by my saying I

didn't see how anybody like—I desig-

nated a callow little man of forty who
had made millions in no time—could,

for example, have done it. I frankly

doubted his capacity, I said, and was
certain there must be a fluke in it some-
where.

"'Why,' my informant retorted, 'you
apparently don't know anything at all

about the stock-market, or how brainless

an accomplishment it is to have things

go your way. It might happen to any
one! Take Jimmy Weston's case.'

"'Yes. . . . There's a man,' I said,

'who, if King Solomon's mines lay bare
to his naked eye, couldn't make a cent.'

"'Where did you think his money
came from?'

" Stunned by the question, I shame-
lessly confessed what I thought.

'That's all an old lady's pipe-dream!'
was the rapid exclamation. 'Weston,
and Weston himself, with all his asinin-

ity and his imbecility and his unreli-

ability, made every penny of it!"
5

I watched Mrs. Pantell shiver, open-
ing and shutting her eyes with quick
little winks, like telegraphic distress

signals; but I went inexorably on

:

"'I don't believe it!' I flung at my in-

formant, though every minute the li^hr

was beginning to cut in on me. 'How
could he have made it? When?'
'"Weston got his start about a year

and a half, nearly two years, ago, and
from then on it was downhill work for

him to the finish. I never knew pre-

cisely what he took his first plunge in, or

how he found the money for it, but my
son-in-law's a partner of the firm where
he kept his earliest account, and I know
for a fact that great hulks of money came
his way. You see, his wife was abroad.

... It leaked out through a little ste-

nographer in another office, whose cousin

used to sew for Weston's wife, that she

—the wife—used to help him keep his

head when things got going fastest. But
that was later on. She came back from
Europe to have an eye on him last sum-
mer after his luck was in full swing. I

think,' dealt out my informant, 'that

she must be one of the noblest women
alive. Consider how she's stuck by him
and stood by him, and helped him and

pulled him round—by Jove!—to a win-

ning game!'"
i\t this point the silent mouthings

with which Mrs. Pantell had manifested

her attention became articulate. "Why
didn't your—whatever he is—go round

himself preaching it? Why didn't he

proclaim it from the house-tops!" she

sneered.

"I asked him that," I triumphantly

told her, "and he said he didn't know
many of their friends, and that the few

he did know simply were too stupid to

believe him."

"I wouldn't believe him, either. It's
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stuff and nonsense!" ejaculated Mrs.
Pantell.

"You're determined, then, are you," I

retorted, "to remain exactly as poison-

ous and as mendacious and as low as

we've all been? Well, I'm going to force

you to change your mind."
She sat up alarmedly and made a

sort of preparation for defense.

"The truth, now we have it," I con-

tinued, "fits together as perfectly as the

pieces of a picture-puzzle. I've been to

a lot of pains getting all the details, and
you've got to hear them.

" Last year Molly went abroad. Grant
that she crossed the ocean with Mrs.
Bassett, at her invitation, and all that.

Soon afterward the news came of Jim's
coup. . . . Molly flew to some little

backwater of a place just to be alone

and quiet and to collect her poor spent

nerves. Jim came over and stayed there

with her a week. It was then he per-

suaded her—if the money continued to

flow in—to take the Barney cottage for

the summer. She could but humor him,

her spoiled, misjudged, bad-mannered
pet—so she may have reasoned it out

—

now that he had at last been able to

place the long-wished-for nuggets at her

feet. But she took the Barney cottage

only on condition that she should have
the biggest—and awfullest—of her cred-

itors, Mrs. Bassett and Mrs. Pearl-

Livermore, to stay with her, each for a

month. And she elegantly rang in Mrs.

Leach Robinson at the end. I don't

think anybody except the telephone

company knew Molly's name appeared

last season in the directory; people were

so used to her being a visitor they never

once looked for it. Think how she must
have felt, after her ship hail actually

Come in, to find that nobody believed it!

And yon know Molly's reticences her

theories and ideas about distinguishing

between people who have money and
those- who haven't

"1 should say I did," Mrs. Pantell

jeered. "She can spot the difference

two miles aw .iv
!"

1 ignored her, and went on with

my story: "Molly wouldn't, she just

couldn't. In- tin- ti r^t one To step out ami

say: 'Win don't you speak of our won-
derful good luck? Why aren't you glad?

Whv won't somebody at last credit us

with having something to offer in ex-

change for all we've been given?'"
"I shouldn't have thought Jim would

have hesitated to speak out!" observed
Mrs. Pantell, slyly.

"He probably did speak out—all the
time," I replied, "but who in the world
ever bothered to listen to him? He had
always been speaking out in precisely

that way all his life. He had yelled

'wolf too often for anybody to pay any
attention now there was real need of

it."

"Molly had the word 'wolf on her
own lips a good many times," Mrs. Pan-
tell interjected. (Irrelevantly enough, it

made me think that, despite the splendid

denouement of Molly's struggle, success

couldn't ever compensate her for all she

had so hideously wasted.)

"Molly told me herself," I resumed,
"how they felt about last summer. You
see, Jim sensed your syndicate story

—

oh, it was all too awful! But she, having
tried through one mistrusted season to

please him, took him back to Europe

—

she made him go, probablv—lest some-
how or other they should lose some of

the pile he had been adding to all the

while under her persistent tutelage.

Then, you see—poor Molly! She had
never really had much of a chance
at Europe. As it was, Jim couldn't be

kept long from his happy hunting-

ground; he could always persuade her

to do anything he wanted—just the

way, I suppose, he could persuade her

in the first place to marry him. So he

brought her back again this year, insist-

ent on the spin rgiest thing be could

think of. But this year In- was bound
nobody should have any doubts who
was doing it. No musts should deflect

any of tin- dear-bought glamour from

them again. Molly and he w< re for once
to shine unmistakably as tin- proprie-

tors. And you know how their plan

worked out! 1 he moment people had
to see ami believe Molly was living in a

house of her own. they had also to look

once more for some slanderous explana-

tion Jim's riches were too out of the

question even to enter their minds; so

they cooked up the Larry Nblen busi-

ness. How it ever started 1 can't see

—

unless it was through that awful old

ham story you spread around."
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"It wasn't an old ham," corrected

Mrs. Pantell. "I told you it was per-

fectly delicious."

"You ought to be ashamed for having
told it!" I exclaimed.

"I recall how it diverted you," she

tossed back.

"But I am ashamed—abjectly and
wretchedly repentant, I tell you. Think
how everybody began, on the strength of

that scandal, to ask Larry everywhere
she went! I don't reckon she ever real-

ized, until I let it out so cruelly that

afternoon I went to see her, what the

matter could be. I'm sure she didn't."

"Didn't she, though!" Mrs. Pantell

echoed. "Shall I ever forget the deceit

in her eyes when she asked me one day
why it was people always placed her be-

side ' Mr.' Nolen ! That was her method,

I tell you, always to be brilliantly, out-

rageously, disarmingly ingenuous!"

"You don't mean," I almost shouted,

"that you still don't believe what I've

told you?"
"I? Of course not, of course not—

not a syllable of what you say." She

took a visiting-card up from the tray her

servant stood holding out to her. " Show

him in, Benjamin," she commanded.

"You'll be the only person left in the

world who doesn't believe everything,"

I threatened, "by the time I've finished

with my explanations of your part m this

horrible history!"

"You goose!" she murmured good-

naturedly, as her new guest entered the

room.



We Discover the Old Dominion
BY LOUISE CLOSSER HALE

S spring came on, the

desire to move obsessed

me, and W (who is

under the impression

that he is the Illustrator

of my stories, although

as a matter of fact I

write around his pictures) suggested our

moving to the Old Dominion. Moving
to it, through it, and back home again

—in a new car which he would then be

justified in buying. The roads in the

Southern States are said to be adven-
turesome, which is polite for bad.

Indeed, he had a threefold reason.

I would return from a two-thousand-

mile run with no desire to quit our com-
fortable apartment for a long time, and

he would not only get the new car, but

take Toby out every day for a free airing

while we tried out the different makes.

Incidentally we would see the Old
Dominion; we would more than see it,

we would find out what it is. I went
secretively to the public library that I

might In- sure the Old Dominion was
something more definite- than a steam-

ship line'. The library is my dearest

friend, for it is only to friends that we
disclose a complete ignorance un-

ashamed. Yet, for once, it failed me\ I

did not ascertain just what states com-
prised that high-souneling couplet of

words which speaks to me, in turn, of

doublet and bose\ lordly governors,

great estates, turhaned slaves, mocking-

birds, jasmine, and old mahogany.
In the- reign ofQueen Elizabeth it was

called Virginia, but that meant a great

tract of unexplored country of a new

world, claimed by her because no one
was in possession ofil except tin- Indians

—who eliiln't count. However, as time

went on it was. to us. not tin amount ol

territory which made tin Old Dominion
a definite locality, but t he hospitable

nun and women who peopled it. \nd in

my dictionary, which, lik< Samuel John-
son's, will be largel) swayed by preju-

dice, I shall say, "The Old Dominion—

a

locality where a stranger, dropping in at

meal-hours, can eat his head off without
occasioning surprise or resentment."
The Illustrator was anxious to get

away after we had made this deduction,

not that we would visit any one, for we
couldn't visit and write of people, but
it was a pleasant feeling that we w7ould be
wanted; and he urged me to overcome
the natural instinct to create clothes in

the spring and cemcentrate on history.

I wrent gle)omily down to the book-
store and told my troubles to an intel-

ligent young man who has all the his-

tories of the we>rld tamed, and he said

he would send me up a very nice little

volume called A Short History of the

United States, which I could slip into a

pocket! I don't know what kind of a

pe>cket he thinks I have. That evening

my maid came staggering in with a huge
package, and I thought I had been given

Washington Irving in calf. But it was
only the Short History of the United

States for my pocket. Even so, we man-
aged to cany it in a khaki laundry-bag.

together with a mass of reading-matter

sent me by my aunt.

There was another book I should like

to have taken, found in a long-forgotten

corner when I was looking for Toby's
rubber ball. 1 1 w as " Elsie Dinsmore"

—

just one' of the series the others must
have gone to the' little nieces who were

loving Elsie as I loved her. With the

elasticity of the' Old Dominion I was
also going into Elsie Dinsmore's count ry,

going to that region of broad avenues

and darkies singing happily and the

gleaming, "great house'." 1 was going

to experience at List what was as eom-

iikiii to Elsie ;is verses in the' Bible.

Something of resentment came to me
that I have had to w ait so long for what

Elsie knew at birth, and I resolved that

I should find on my trip a great house,

an avenue, a flower-garden full of cacti,

yes, even a black mammy better than
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had ever come into Elsie's exemplary life.

With this mighty incentive, I packed

the baggage. We started, W with

an ulcerated tooth, I with my glasses

broken, the new chauffeur with a new

cap which blew off, and Toby with the

shivers because he was washed for the

occasion. Otherwise we

were all right. We slipped

through the Park, going rap-

idly when there were no

officers, and slowly as though

butter wouldn't melt in our

mouths when we espied a

bay horse. Toby, unmuz-

zled and leashless, hung out

and leered at them. The
day was pulsing with prom-

ises of blossom; equally

pulsing was the Illustrator's

tooth.

I started poetically. "The
hyacinths are out!" I cried.

"Unghuh," replied the

distracted man, glaring at

the Zoo. "So are the buf-

falo."

We went through Jersey,

by way of Newark, and

out of it by Clinton Ave-

nue, which Mr. Samuel

Pepys would probably put

down as "the finest avenue

that ever I did see" It is

largely given over now to

cavorting jitneys. They
were so varied in their des-

tinations that I am sure

one could go to any point if

they would only start at

Newark.
If the city of Elizabeth

had a better-looking front

to her hotel we would have
stopped there for lunch. I

know I could not run a hotel

successfully, but I could

deceive enough people each day to

keep from liquidation by fresh cur-

tains, clean windows, and a few plants.

This is much cheaper than the best meat,

and active indigestion would not set in

until the guests were well off the prem-

ises. But the hotel at Elizabeth did

not make this dishonest effort to at-

tract. Therefore we went on to Plain-

field, where we had luncheon—excellent
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beef stew, seasoned by wails from
Toby, who, for the first time in his recol-

lection, was led away from us and staked

down in a very pleasant back yard. Poor
little chap! What terror there must be

in a dog's heart when his people leave

him. A child knows that we are to

ON THE RARITAN AT CLINTON, NEW JERSEY

meet again, but a dog knows nothing

except that he has been abandoned.

"I am very glad," says W at this

point, peeping in upon my typist and

me, "that you are admitting at last that

Toby is a dog." Good heavens! Don't

you feel he is a West-Highlander with

wiry, white hair, two black eyes, and a

black snout in a white face like a three of

spades gone wrong?
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I went out and fed him the dinner he

would not touch while we were away,

and I knew I was binding myself to

certain slavery when I did it. I knew it

was the New Dominion settling down
upon me. One could have a master

more base than a dog.

We were just getting into open coun-

try when a kind Board of Trade, know-
ing our ignorance, told us on a large

sign, "This is Bound Brook, whereWash-
ington first unfurled the Stars and

Stripes." That emptied us all out of

the car, Toby to run in a meadow,
barking gratefully, "I like this Wash-
ington," under the impression that the

commander was a field, and the Stars

and Stripes a daisy new to the states.

At all events, we were glad to have

the countryside placarded; glad, too,

u=
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that the various towns extended to us

a welcome as we motored on, instead of

frightening us with Don'ts. It engenders

a pleasant feeling of comradeship, this

painted greeting, and who would run
fast through a comrade's domain if he
asks you please not to? W accepted
Somerville's hospitality, making a

sketch of a remarkably fine square. I

don't know how the man could do it with
his face swelling "wisibly." And I hope
you admire the picture, for he made up
a conundrum as he worked. "Why is

my tooth like this square?" he asked.

I eased his pain a little by giving it

up immediately.
"Because it hurts to draw it," was

the answer.

Shortly after this came the White
House, not as a reward for cleverness,

as it is within any man's
reach who follows the right

road. It has become ab-

breviated through usage to

Whitehouse; indeed, it is

now a town, but one can
imagine years ago a great

house gleaming white which
was used as a landmark

—

so charmingly do names de-

velop. But wouldn't it be

droll if New York were
called McKenna's Store!

However, I would ratherlive

at McKenna's Store than

at Mabel, and that dreadful

appellation is holding down
a few shanties out West.

Clinton, without the origi-

nality of a Broadway come-
dian as to name, led us on

by its persistent sign-posts.

You weren't going to be

able to escape Clinton, but

it sweetly took you along a

brooky way with spring
calves, much further ad-

vanced t h a n the flowers,

kicking up their heels at us.

1 went into the village

Store at Clinton and found

seme originality there in a

raspy-voiced woman who
was buying Easter plants

for "tin g r a v e." 1 lei

novelty lay in alarming
truthfulness, for in answer

•
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to the price put upon the flowers

by a very gentle old couple she ex-

claimed, "'Tain't worth it." And
while one may often feel that way about
a grave (the grave in this case is a

figure of speech

—

metonymy it is called

—container for the thing contained), I

have never heard one admit it so freely.

It was sunset as we approached the

New Jersey line to cross the Delaware
into Pennsylvania. Over the river lay

Easton, and we should have gone past it

but the Huntington Hotel faced the open

square, which was commanded by a

monument. Around the shaft were thou-

sands of flowering plants on sale for

Easter, and the color was so lovely that

we wheeled the car to the door, and I

went in to register.

We dined (I did; the Illustrator had

mush) at an open window with a sale

of crimson ramblers going on outside.

A very large rose-bush nodded in on us.

Several young men asked the price of it,

but as it was four dollars, their young

ladies received, instead, a hyacinth or
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two. The meal would have been unal-

loyed save that we mistook a certain

yip in the cogs ofthe elevator for the voice

of a West Highland terrier. Yet when I

went to our rooms I found him peace-

fully resting on one of our garments.

And we secured quiet from him after

that, no matter where we left him, by
throwing down a coat to show that we
would return. A little dog, having but

one coat himself, believes a mortal equal-

ly limited.

The leaves of the tree outside my
window had burst their bonds and were
staring in at me when I awoke. Adopt-
ing their inquisitiveness, I, in turn,

peeped into W 's room, and while

I found him sleeping, his faithful hound
was sitting up on the bed, looking at me
reproachfully. "His tooth is worse,'' he

announced. "We've had an awful time";

and, as I continued unresponsive, "That
ice-pack you bought late last night

—

when you wouldn't take me out with

you—leaked all over us." Although of a

sweet disposition, he was making it plain

that the ice-pack would not have leaked

if I had taken him along.

So the morning turned out to be a

busy one. It strikes me that some
women would be busy anywhere. I have
often talked of the day when I would
rest, but no doubt I should work harder

doing that than anything else. At least

tht re is variety in my labors. Who
would have thought that I should spend

Good Friday in Easton, Pennsylvania,

heating raisins over a candle and put-

ting them on the Illustrator's tooth?

This was the result of a visit to the

dentist. His name was Able, and, thus

encouraged, W was induced to go

to him. Hut no tortoise ever made a

slower toilet than did he. Now and then

he groaned. I reminded him of the

courage of soldiers. "'A cry of de-

fiance and not of fear,'" he explained,

following it up with a few set phrases

about the ease with which we can hear

other people's pain.

The sufferer stuck to his raisins all

day while 1 made little runs about the

town and vast discoveries. There is one

house in the square with stiff lace-

curtains at tin- windows which brought

to my mind "The Old Wives' Tale."

By the side of it was the butcher's, where
"A Big Veal Sale" was going on, also

"Baby Lamb"—like a fur-shop.

I ran back to W . He was sitting

by the candle. "Never again put a

raisin in a pudding," he remarked, irrele-

vantly. "Go to church."
The bells had been chiming "Rock of

Ages," and I went into the fine old

church which has an apse—it might be
called—redecorated and lighted with a

sort of Russian Ballet result. It rendered
the clergyman in sober black unimpor-
tant. It made the service incongruous.

I kept wondering if the reverend gentle-

man ever wondered himself if he was
being listened to, and then I grew ner-

vous for fear he would point his finger at

me, crying out, "No, you are not listen-

ing." I was relieved to slip away, and
I thought the flowers in the streets with
every one buying them for gifts to

others quite as beautiful a form of re-

ligious expression. Even the chemist
who gave me back my money for the

ice-pack was making a little service all

his own. I went back feeling that every-

thing wras all right. And sure enough
it was, for the able one relieved the

tooth, and as soon as I could drag the

astonished terrier into the car we were on
our way. "My goodness!" said Toby.
"Ain't this our new house?"
We jogged over a bad cement read

to Bethlehem. I was prepared for some-
thing ugly but stupendous. I found
something ugly—and mean. This was
hardly the fault of the town of gentle

name. The engines of war are not found

in their making along our route. Indeed,

we saw nothing but a knitting-works, and
that is hardly one's idea of that grim

commodity which by a glance at the

evening paper wrecks a speculator for

life.

Darkness came upon us quickly; great

storm clouds rolled up from our direc-

tion. One could look far out over the

countryside when the lightning rent the

clouds. Women scurried along the road-

side, flowers in their arms. To feel the

awe iA' Holy Week one must travel

through a wide country. Even in a city

we know only our own narrow circle to

be awake to the significance of the hour,

but on and on and on as we went was
tin same flood of feeling.
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The rain descended, nor would we
have had the night different, though we
made our way slowly. At Kutzville we
asked at an old stone inn if they could

give us something for supper. It was
past the hour, but they accommodated
us. And while the food offered had little

to recommend it, the motorist in Amer-
ica is so pleased to find the obliging

spirit that we had only gratitude for the

effort.

We went on through the rain and
blackness. I was snug within. W
had been frightened by the coming
storm into rushing up the top before I

was even wet. The last service of the

week was over. The Passion was at an
end. Women were coming out of the

country churches along the way, the

wind beating their wet garments about
them. Our lights shone in their faces.

One woman we came upon suddenly; her

head was uncovered; her white face and
brilliant eyes made a quick picture

upon my brain. She was smiling mys-
teriously; she was exalted with the

enormity of the hour. She was enjoying

the reliving of the Passion.

Out of the night rose a great munition-

factory, furnaces glowing like the pit.

And again I asked myself if this was the

only way—this killing—to preserve a

nation's honor.

On the outskirts of Reading a big

motor full of pretty girls dressed for a

party offered to go out of their way to

lead us to the new hotel. I thought it

was very decent of them, with their hair

coming out of curl every minute, to

make this detour—decent, yes, and re-

ligious.

"My goodness!" said Toby, walking

into marble halls. "Have we got an-

other house
:"

There are many things about that

hotel to recommend it, but I was most
touched by the card on my desk. It

was a pleasant word of welcome. It did

not tell you of the things you must not

do, as in the old days. You were not

warned that food carried from the table

would be charged extra, or that you
must receive company in the parlor,

and stealing of towels was left to the

good taste of the must. Lacking pro-

hibition of any sort, we behaved our-

selves extraordinarily well, and the only

act I committed which could be ques-
tioned was the carrying off of the card
itself—for which I hope the hotel will

forgive me.
I found myself very tremulous the

next morning, for we should be on the
threshold of the Old Dominion by night-
fall and almost ready to begin to tell

about it. "Start the first chapter with
Maryland and Virginia," my friends had
advised me, so I said I would. But you
might as well want your son to be born
at twelve years of age. This, I believe,

is impossible, although, to judge by the
birth column, one would think it apt to
happen. "Mrs. John Edwards is the
mother of a baby girl," the papers
solemnly announce, as though Mrs.
John Edwards might have brought into

the world a young woman almost ready
for the altar.

The Reading Automobile Club has
put up a novel sign telling the motorist

when he has reached the city limits and
can speed up. It does more—it points

the road to Lancaster and, admitting

it is the state highway, leaves it up to

the state to apologize. We had already

grown nervous when a road is called a

pike, and I am sure, judging by its usual

poor condition, that the term "piker"
comes directly from it.

We were immediately among the

farms of the Mennonites and the Dun-
kards. I took them to be Shakers at

first from their black bonnets, and I was
troubled to see the scandalous fashion in

which the women were driving about with

the men. But these two sects marry,

for the Dunkards are simply German
Baptists, and the Mennonites a religious

order of Protestant Dutch and German
who, persecuted by Rome, were invited

lure by the astute William Penn. They
are generally admitted to be the best

citizens any state ever had, and that

may be so, but they are certainly the

worst road-menders.
One thing puzzled me. I had found

that the response to a query of mine all

along the way was, "I didn't notice it

yet. My question was simple enough.

I wanted to know why all the great

stone houses on the farms or those in the

neat little towns had two front doors.

They have, and they had into the same

house for I looked. They have been
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that way for a century or more, and new
ones are going up in the same fashion.

Those whom I interrogated lived in

these houses, but they "didn't notice it

yet."

There was less inclination to talk of
this in the towns, gleaming with fresh

paint, that ran along one street like a

Dutch village edging a canal. The road
very truly stood for the canal. Ephrata,
which called attention to itself miles in

advance, gave me. nothing to hug to

my heart save the name of a piano-
tuner

—
"I. List"—and a hotel which was

called The Cocalico. To be sure, there

was a pig-market in Ephrata, butW
said he would not stop and have me
pretend to raise pigs. I explained to

him as gently as would Elsie that I had

to get at the people.

"You can never get at these people.

They've moved out here to prevent your

getting at them. They keep their roads

this way to discourage you."

The new hotel in Lancaster soothed

me a little, as it had only one large door.

This had that revolving arrangement in

it to keep out draughts. (Amazing that

I don't know what this type of door is

called !) Toby got in one of the sections

by himself and we had to revolve him

around a number of times like a squir-

rel in a cage before he would empty

himself out. It created a good deal of

amusement on the part of the guests of

the hotel, and as we sat down to lunch-
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eon \Y askked if I didn't notice that

we were always attracting attention.

Through being watched carefully by

him, I was not able to ask the waiters

why there were two doors to the houses,

- 1 managed it only once in Lancaster.

The question was put to a young lady

of whom I very wonderfully bought

hair-nets at tin jewelry-counter ol a

shop. 1 explained that I was from New
York, where we had but one front door

tor a mat many families, and I thought

it rather unfair that one family should

have more than its share. She didn't

know, but she was neither a Dunkard
nor a Mennonite, and .she rather intelli-

gently said. " It must be for some reason,

as they had a purpose for everything."

She looked at me wistfully as I waited

for my change. "Ww York!" she

mused. "You must find it very quiet

here after so much excitement." I

tried to explain to her, as the hill swept

along a copper wire t<> come hack con-

siderably reduced so has the war raised

the price ^( hair-nets . that the people
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I knew in New York formed such a

little circle that we were almost like a

country town. "But there must be so

many calls to make/' she persisted.

I had forgotten that I had ever made
calls. Among my heathen friends there

is an understanding that we dine and

go to dances, but we do not call upon
the hostess afterward. How w^ell I re-

call, when I was a young girl, going out

on hot afternoons with my pasteboards

in a little case, and how long I had to

wait in the parlors while the unfortunate

wretches dressed themselves. No wom-
an would say she was not at home in

Indiana.

I forgot to say, but must in all honor,

that a fine road led from Oregon into

Lancaster. After Lancaster there was a

something that was better even than a

fine road—although it was quite excel-

lent—something that was painted every

five hundred yards on telegraph-poles.

It gave me a great thrill at the first sight

of it, and kept me palpitating for a long

while. It was the insignia of the Lincoln
Highway: a band of red at the top, a

broad area of white below with a big L
on the surface, and another strip of blue

at the bottom. At one turn was a sign-

post, just as calm as you please: "New
York 172 miles—San Francisco 3,217
miles."

We were to leave this Lincoln High-
way at Gettysburg, but we were happy
that it was to lead us to the mighty
battle-field. W besought me to

keep watch for the repeated emblem in

the hope that I would not see the two
doors in front and flounce about. "Try
not to see them," he urged.

"Am I not to enlighten the public?"
I demanded, "and isn't it awful to be
vanquished by an extra door?"
The chauffeur, who had the soothing

manner that is very irritating, suggested
that I close my eyes. I did this, but
he kept looking around at me—with that
too large interest he had in the world

—

and we very nearly hung a string of
mules on the radiator. We did turn out
in time, but the muleteer was most
ungrateful.

I kept my eyes open after that, and
if I hadn't I should have missed the
old Valley Inn of 1697, and you would
have missed the picture, as W had
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to be urged into sitting in the rain to
draw it. " No shadows/ he kept groan-
ing, as though any one wanted shadows
in life.

Visitors from the East who go to
Gettysburg and return generally stay in

York overnight or motor on to the new
hotel in Lancaster. But we were to
make a circular tour with as little re-

tracing as possible, and country inns

were to be our portion along with the
fire-proof caravansaries. So we passed
York without delay.

Little chills of excitement began en
ing over us as we neared Gettysburg. I

was surprised to experience this, as his-

torical events, even of our great battle ;,

have never stirred me as do dramatic
incidents of my own day. No doubt
it is our present close relationship to war
that gives us a rich appreciation of our
own belligerent times.

Our sensitiveness to the proximity of

Gettysburg was not, however, great

enough to carry us there direct. We mis-

took New Oxford for the little town of

German name and were only dissuaded

from disembarking our cargo by an
honest hotel-keeper. A little later the

trunk, the dressing-case of bottles (for

smattering the wrinkles), the hat-box,

the khaki bookcase, and the dog-bis-

cuits were being galumphed up-stairs

—

galumphed is the only word for it—to

very nice rooms with a bath that looks

out upon the square.

The Illustrator came up after all the

work was done to say he had been very

busy engaging a guide for the next

morning. I asked him what he had to

do to find this man, and it seemed that

the gentleman had asked him before he

got out of the car if he wanted a guide,

and he said that he did. This completed

the operation, proving the despatch with

which a man can dispose of important

matters.

The lights were twinkling in the

square before we went down to supper,

and W came in as I was enjoying

the gentle scene. He pointed to a build-

ing quite near us, wonderfully near, and

asked me if I knew who had slept in

one of those upper chambers that were

now dimly lighted. I was so afraid that

it wasn't going to turn out to be Lincoln

that I couldn't find any voice to ask,
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and as I couldn't have used my voice

had it been where Lincoln slept the night

before he made the Gettysburg speech,

I kept silent. The Illustrator, seeing

my distress, became not certain that it

was the Wills house, and suggested
that we ask in the dining-room.
We were late, and had most of the

young men and women attendants to our-
selves. The girls wore high white-kid
boots, but not one of them knew of the
famous house in their own square which
had sheltered the greatest of our Presi-

dents. They had not heard that it was
the house of David Wills, who had first

urged that Gettysburg be made a na-
tional cemetery. I didn't expect any one
to know it who lived as far away as New
Oxford. I wasn't so sure of it myself be-

fore I bought the S. H. of the U. S., but
these people make their living out of

these facts.

One young waiter did offer a decent
enough excuse—he said he came from
Dalmatia. This interested the Illus-

trator, who has always wanted to take
me there, and the respect he feels for the

traveler came into his eyes. He re-

marked that it was a long way off.

" Thirty-seven miles," assented the
wanderer.

"I meant the Dalmatia of Europe,"
said W , very coldly, not looking at

me.
The young man gathered up my

stewed cherries. "I heard there was
another one."

The three days' battling at Gettys-
burg is a very involved piece of mathe-
matics. W had breakfasted up-
stairs under the pretense that he would
htd Toby his wheat-cakes, but really

that he might concentrate on the topo-
graphical map of Gettysburg. When I

entered he had a huge one spread over
the counterpane, and he was crying

d, "
I [ere is the hotel, and here am I

facing Chambersburg Pike."

1 laughed then, but 1 have been more
sympathetic within the last three hours.

Immediately after breakfast to-day I

announced violently that I was going

to consult the maps and write of ( iettys-

burg, and no one was to ask me, "W hat's

f<>r dinner?" Since then I have called

in to the Illustrator a number of times,

the last announcement to the effect that
I can't get the thing straight unless I

observe the map while standing on my
head. He said if I would lie on the floor

and hold the map horizontally above me
I would arrive at the same result and
not attract so much attention if any one
dropped in. You see, he is always afraid

of causing talk.

Packing the patient guide, Mr. Sneed,
in with us, we drove through the town
toward this pike of the Illustrator's

discovery, and, halting on a beautiful

government road placarded with Don'ts,
called McPherson's Ridge, our guide
started in with a flow of statistics that
set our brains whirling. We could only
limp along behind him, a few words to

the rear, as one does when listening to

a language foreign to him. You could

see our poor lips, as he rolled ofF generals,

forming, " Yankee general—Confederate
general—Confederate general—no, no,

Yankee," until the history of the first

day's battle was over. He then grasped
the shallowness of our minds, for, after

the pause which followed his really

graphic description, a small voice ema-
nating from me asked, "And where
were you, Mr. Sneed?" He probably
classed us after that as the human-docu-
ment type and told us whatever we
wished to know, not of history, but of his

own boyhood recollections.

We drove about among the five hun-
dred memorial shafts and the one thou-

sand tablets which mark the battle-

fields along the ridges and in the plains.

Some of the marbles were very badly

executed. But the general effect was
stupefying, and there was no scribbling

of names upon the surfaces, as I have
seen on many a foreign memorial.

W was very touched over his Min-
nesota regiment that lost eighty per

cent, of its men, and I found a tablet to

the twenty-seventh Indiana, whose col-

ors never fell to the ground, though it

cost many a good man. W hat a waste of

soldiers by this drawing of the enemy's

fire! To-day's warfare is more economic

in the avoidance of their flags.

We left Gettysburg by the Kmmits-

burg Road, past the Peach Orchard, the

Wheatfield, and on through fields of

grain. I could not understand, on that

first day of battle-fields, why these sim-
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pie names that had to do with farm-

lands were so much more dramatic in

their titles than the Valley of Death, the

Bloody Angle, or the Slaughter Pen,

but I arrived at something like a con-

clusion later, which is pretty far for me
to go.

W asked me if I thought I could

do justice to the scene, and the point is,

I haven't tried. It has been well done

by the able ones. It was Lincoln, with

his exquisite modesty, who said, ''The

world will little note, nor long remember,

what we say here, but it can never forget

what they did here."

A few miles along the Emmitsburg
Road W shouted, "There it is!" and

he fell out of the car to photograph a

very inconsequential sign, considering

the trouble it has caused, marking the

Mason and Dixon Line. I don't suppose

either Mason or Dixon ever thought
when they engineered this strip marking
the division between the North and the

South that they should form a combina-
tion stronger than any dance team
known to Broadway or the world.

W began singing "Maryland, My
Maryland," which is anybody's privi-

lege who knows the tune, but was par-

ticularly stirring to W , as we were
on our way to "Uncle Charlie's." When
the Illustrator is in New England he
belongs to his father's rock-ribbed race,

and upon approaching the South he goes

over to his mother's people. I would
not say he chose this route that he might
visit the old homes of his kin, but he had
talked a good deal about Emmitsburg,
and kept hoping I would have room to

"get it in."

We turned off the highway to go to

"Uncle Charlie's," following an avenue
of huge pear-trees out for Easter that
must have been centuries old. It was
good enough for the approach to Elsie

Dinsmore's house, and I feared I was
going to discover something better than
hers right at the start. Fortunately, for

I did not wish to find my quest so easy,

the house on the estate—San Marino it

is called—had too many gables for Elsie,

who, I feel, lived in a mansion with a

flatter roof. There were picturesque
quarters for the house slaves, though,
and a block where they were sold. There
were daffodils growing in the lawn en-

circling the homestead, and there was a
host much more cordial to strangers
than Elsie Dinsmore's stern father would
ever have been.

Stung by the social bee, we could not
stop visiting, but halted at the next
estate on the flimsy excuse of admiring
the architecture. A black dog did not
care for us, but a white gentleman of

discernment restrained him.
He led us into the house, and we sat

down in a room where we were told a

ghost spent many a quiet evening in

company with the present family. The
ghost is the refugee who came out at the

time of the French Revolution, built the

house after the fashion of his old manor
near Clairvaux, named it after the town,

and lived to an extraordinary old age,

dropping dead about where I was sitting.

"I really don't know why he should

be dissatisfied," said the gentleman
whom we were outrageously visiting.

"Do you see the ghost?" I asked, hop-

ing he did and hoping he didn't.

"No; our old black man sees him, but

I can often hear him sitting down and
getting up—he creaks a bit. I have

placed that chair for him—the one

you're in."

I got up, because it was time to get

up—the Illustrator would have stayed

forever—and I went out, looking back-

ward at some darling old chairs whose

legs sloped fore and aft, a model we
found only in this neighborhood. We
walked toward the car after W had

finished his sketch, trying not to step

on the blue periwinkles (Do periwinkles

sound like fish to any one else?), and in

parting I went back to the ghost subject,

wondering if the old marquis could be

unhappy over the present owner's sym-

pathies 'in the war. Strange how we

cannot get away from this great fight!

But our host was as French in his lean-

ings as the gables of his house. W
suggested that it might be the method of

warfare that disturbed the old fellow.

"That may be it," assented the chate-

lain—but casually; he was not tempestu-

ous. He came from the newspaper world,

and, having created sensations, knew

their emptiness. "You saw Gettysburg

—that was the warfare of the French

Revolution—'up to date' they might

have said. But this of to-day is a re-
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turn to the Middle Ages. The liquid fire

in present usage is the molten lead of

that earlier period. The Arab at the

front is right: let them fight man to

man, and it would soon be over."

The Illustrator and I agreed, when we
were on our way, that we would not
stop anywhere else even if we were asked
to supper. And we only did stop once
to photograph a very good old house.

We did not enter the gates, although
with every cordial intention a cornetist

somewhere within was blowing to us,

"Whosoever will may come."
The only thing that surprised us about

the day was the magnificence of the

road, and this but added to our cup of

happiness. And so, frivolously, we came
to Frederick—the Frederick of clean

streets, fine houses, a dashing stream,

and Barbara Fritchie. I never thought,
in my young days, when, magnificently

impersonating Mrs. Fritchie, I attacked
Stonewall Jackson so hard that one small

boy burst into screams, that I should
ever discredit the story of Barbara. I

never thought, when a girl, that I should
ever go to Frederick at all.

The young clerk at the desk of the

pleasant hotel was very dubious about
giving us two rooms after he had read

our names. I didn't know why until

W went down to protest against the

two walled-up interiors which were ap-

portioned us. The clerk was frank with

the Illustrator. He said when married
couples came to the hotel in the busy
season he could allow them but one
room.

"Yes, but if they arc willing to pay
more:" queried W , weakly.

'" No." from the young man, who was
an upholder of Jeffersonian simplicity;

"one is enough."

me one will write me a Utter to say

Maryland is not South, that it never
Jed from the Union, many of the

natives did not believe in slavery, and
most of tin- nun fought for the North.
But I say that there was a buzzard after

the Mason and Dixon line, a Southern

accent at Ernmitsburg, hospitality at

"Uncle Charlie's," and colored waiters

at Frederick. More than this, I have
delayed long enough writing of the Old
Dominion, and it begins "ri.uht hyar."

From our new rooms on a pleasant
court I could see the guests in the
hotel dining-room. Many of Frederick
who had given their maids a night off, a

pleasant innovation from the old "go
out in the pantry and get a bite if you're
hungry" arrangement for Sunday sup-
per. They were having a good time and
weren't ashamed to show it. There is no
muzzle to spontaneity in the South. I

think they are more like the French than
any other people.

And the women are like French-
women. One doubts if they have the

executive ability of the Gallic woman,
but then no other race possesses that.

I can remember the impoverished South-
ern ladies who came up North to visit

us when I was a little girl, and that oft-

repeated phrase " Befo' the wah I nevah
buttoned mah shoes." They probably
didn't, but "the thing is," as a friend

of mine says, they did button them
when they had to. With the self-denial

which the "frivolous" Frenchwoman is

showing now, the "frivolous" South-
erner did without servants to button
shoes—and shoes—and, as time went
on, buttons. In the terrible days of re-

construction when a Lincoln was so

needed, they continued to permit them-
selves no luxuries beyond the luxury of

talking of the past. Even to their own
undoing they held to a fierce partisan-

ship which, in some heroic way, rendered

a meal a mere fashion to be done away
with, like an extra flounce on a gown.

It was all very sweetly old-fashioned

this Easter night, and old songs like

"Nita, Juanita" came into my mind,

and "Genevieve, Sweet Genevieve,"
which my mother used to sing. I remem-
ber her very softly picking them out on

the piano at the old Palmer House in

Chicago when we went there to see the

world, and my looking about, hoping

that some one was admiring us. We
had bun out on a shopping expedi-

tion that morning and she had looked at

plaid cloth for my new pelisse (it was a

revival of the pelisse I want one to

know). She could not decide, for the

cost was terrifying to her, and she finally

saul, with that assumption of ease which

deceives no one:
"

1 fear it is too datk for my little girl."

Then the city clerk exclaimed aloud.
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but endeavored to conceal his exclama-

tion, uttering, "Is it possible that this

little girl is not your sister, ma'am?"
"I think I'll take that goods," replied

my pretty mother.

Telling these things is the best descrip-

tion I can give of Frederick—which is

no description at all, but the sensation

continued throughout the next busy
morning. The day began with a large,

gray cat jumping on Toby in the most
inhospitable fashion as we passed

through the lobby to go discovering.

Several old ladies who were in the office

—refined village loungers—gathered up
their skirts and screamed, while the

colored bell-boys, enjoying themselves to

the limit, made tardy efforts to remove
her claws from Toby's inviting long hair.

I led him up to some little boys with a

view to distracting him, while the Illus-

trator darted down a wiggly road with
a stream crossing it and a mill beyond.
As soon as W decides upon a com-
position I try very hard to find some-
thing about the view tojustify his sketch-

ing it beyond his natural wilfulness.

I was in hopes his choice concerned
Stonewall Jackson and Barbara Fritchie,

but the boys gave me no encouragement.
They were playing in a gay green square
opening off the main street. On one
side was the stream which was slipping

stealthily past the Illustrator that it

might flow through the village and see

the sights. I told the boys that I knew
they had all the rightful information
about Barbara Fritchie, as I could see

they were Scouts. And while they were
not Scouts, they rose to the compliment
and escorted me to the other side of the
bridge. Here a tablet read that her
house had once stood upon this perilous

point, directly over the water. So I

assume that it had been washed away
and the stream is given wider bounds
that it might not drown more of historic

Frederick.

It was very disconcerting to have the
house on the down-town side of the
creek, for Stonewall Jackson could not
possibly have come "up from the mead-
ows rich with corn" by way of the
Illustrator's watery lane and on toward
Harper's Ferry if the Fritchie story was
true. I importuned a chemist for further
data.

It was very interesting to notice the
skill with which he skated over the thin
ice of Barbara's story. Out of loyalty
he wouldn't deny it, and, like Shaw's
poet in his play, he "wallowed in the
honor of a gentleman." He employed
a certain deftness in leading one away
from the subject to truths which are not
questioned. At least they are questioned
only by the government that has been
trying ever since the Civil War to avoid
paying Frederick two hundred thousand
dollars and interest.

Frederick was sympathetic with the
North, and took pride in the great Union
stores in their keeping. They were
stacked up, I believe, in the old Balti-

more & Ohio freight-depot which is still

standing, and, speaking of relics, is the
oldest railway station in the world.
Some one came dashing in on horseback
one night, urging that the stores be
hidden, for General Early was raiding

through the country en route to an attack
upon Washington. The citizens hurried

away by train the rations for man and
beast, and by the time Early arrived,

confident of food and fodder, he found
the depot empty. Enraged at this, he

threatened to destroy the town if the

sum of two hundred thousand dollars

was not paid him with which to buy
other stores, and the good townsfolk

borrowed the money from the banks to

save the city. But this so delayed Early

that his effort to reach Washington was
of little value, and I do think it's horrid

of Congress not to pay Frederick that

money.
The enchanting middle-aged chemist

believed that I had forgotten all about

Barbara, so indignant w7as I over the

shabby treatment of the town. And I

might have forgotten had not a very

trim type of corner drug-store patron

egged me on again. I noticed him when
I came in. He had already taken his

"morning's morning," and was teetering

about in a very dignified fashion while

he talked over our position in this pres-

ent war. Rather, his companion talked

and he disapproved, repeating at steady

intervals, "Ain't we a powahr" until his

companion settled the matter by saying,

"No, we ain't a power," after which the

trim non-abstainer turned to me.

It was he who suggested my going to
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the printer's. The grinter knew All,

and while All might cause a good deal of

uneasiness if it wTere applied to some
historic characters, I had no qualms
about Mrs. Fritchie. But the printer

was of a type (typographically speaking)

new to me. He did not work on Easter
Monday—nor would he let his machin-
ery. Everything was as secretive about
the establishment as Barbara's washed-
away house.

I started for the Illustrator, for, no
matter how inefficient we feel each other

to be, we always flock together when
things look blue. Toby and I approached
from the other side the stream by the

busy old mill which didn't know about
Easter Monday. The wagons go through
the wrater, "also the Fords, but no auto-

mobiles," I was told, and there is a tiny

suspension-bridge, swaying like a tra-

peze, for foot-passengers, over which
Toby had to be teased. "A brave dog,"

I told him, "can't swing on a trapeze."

To offset this cowardice he growled
at a rooster which was crowing at us

on a fence because the Illustrator had
already gone and I couldn't find out

All about Barbara Fritchie. An old

gentleman in the back yard chided him
for crowing, while I chided Toby for

growling, and in that way we became
friendly. He was weeding the garden,

but he had words to assure me that the

suspension-bridge had been there in

war-times
—

"sure pop"—for, though a

little chap, he was there himself.

"Yes, via am, stood on it to watch the

soldiers wade through the water. The
town was full of 'em, Yanks and Rebs,

all the time."

I sighed. I was glad he stood on the

bridge—at midnight—or whenever it

was. And I tried not to wish that it had

been Stonewall Jackson standing there

instead. There was a reward for my
abstemious wishing. "Yes, mdam"
continued the old gentleman, shaking

the dirt out of a weed. "Saw General

Jackson pass." He threw the weed in

<>ne corner of the yard just as though he

had said nothing at all.

I put my toe in a knot-hole of the

fence and climbed higher. "General
Jackson," I told him, "must have come
down Main Street or he couldn't have
passed Barbara Fritchie's house."

"Forded his hoss right through thet
air water"—throwing another weed

—

"his colyum a-streamin' after him. Off
to Harper's Ferry, 'n' from there to
Antietam."
"My goodness gracious, no I"
"Sure pop. You ask the cobbler's

wife."

|] Cobbler's wife?"
"First turn to the right and on till you

see the cobbler's. You ask her."
I hated to leave that lovely man who

could bring so much joy into a life wThile

pulling weeds, but I did so want to

meet the cobbler's wife. Toby and I

flew around to the right. I warned him
nervously: "Behave yourself, now.
Everything depends upon our behavior,"
and he did conduct himself with the
greatest decorum. If I do say it, Toby
is the dog for a crisis.

I fear they were about to have dinner
in the back room, for the shoemaker had
left his bench, and his tools were laid

out as neatly as a lady's manicure set.

But they came out from the back
room, and he and she and their daughter
and I all shook hands, while a growing-

up grandchild who was hungry looked
unutterables at me from a distance.

"Well," said the gentle old lady, with

the twist of a smile and brown eyes that

still embraced the world, "I guess I can

tell it." She smoothed her dress down
over her knees. "I hardly know how to

begin."

"Barbara Fritchie
—

" I encouraged.

"That was wrong," assisted the old

gentleman. "She was in bed."

"We think it might be politics that

got her name in," aided the daughter.

Politics! Shades of Jeanne d'Arc!

Catharine de' Medici! Diane de Poi-

tiers

"You see that house across the way?"
the mother started again. I did; it

wasn't very pretty, but it was old. "It

was just that way exceptin' that it had

a railing across the steps when Mrs.

Quantrille lived there."

"Mrs. Quantrille?" As the Illustrator

would say—perfectly new stuff.

"Yessum. The one that had the flag.

I was in her household then. Her hus-

band worked in Washington. She was

a mighty smart woman and a right

handsome one. Every body 'd kinda
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look at her on the street. Yessum. And
she was a Northerner, but we were all

kinds in Frederick."

"I fought with the South," said the

shoemaker.
"He did," continued his wife, "and

my brothers fought for the North. The
two armies used to come raidin' through

the town, and pickin' each other off

right in the street sometimes."

"Would you be scared?" I probed.

"Scared? Why I'd be that scared I

couldn't tell the colors of the uniforms.

Thought I saw my brothers in the front

yard, and they were Rebs. But they

never hurt women, neither side."

"No, nobody ever hurt women in

those days," said the old soldier.

"But us girls used to have good times

with both sides. We'd joke an' laugh

with the Rebs, and they'd say they

would come back and marry us, and
while that would make us hoppin' mad,
some of 'em did come back and marry
us." The old, old lady and the old, old

gentleman smiled at each other.

"This ain't tellin' her about the flag,"

insinuated the husband.
"No, 'tain't. Daughter, run up and

get that picture of Mrs. Quantrille. You
know, ma'am, we always felt a battle

ahead, and when the orders came from
Lee for General Jackson—there didn't

many call him Stonewall then—to march
his troops through the town to seize

Harper's Ferry, we felt something in our
bones. He came by way of that creek."

"Not past Mrs. Fritchie's house?"
"No'm, just this side of it. We were

all on the stoop watchin' for Mr. Jack-
son, who, we had heard, always rode

with a Bible under his arm. There was
a good deal of delay along the road,

because, you know, ma'am, they waited
for the commissary. The Confederate
band was playin' down at the drug-
store, and it was Hill, D. H. Hill—there

were two in this corps—who sent for the
musicians to serenade Mrs. Quantrille

and us girls. He had reined his horse

alongside of us and we were all cutting
up.

"All this time Mrs. Quantrille had a

little Union flag in her hands. It's the
rule when an army comes through a

town that only the flag of the army is

shown, so I reckon hers was about the

only one flying. Mrs. Fritchie was a

very old lady and was sick in bed that
day."
"But didn't anybody protest about

it?"

"Well, Mr. Hill said, 'Madam, you
ought to take that flag of yours and
make an apron of it,' but quick as a

flash she came back, 'You ought to take
yours, sir, and make breeches out of it.'

They were terribly ragged, that corps.

"Then Hill rode on, and no sooner

had he gone than one of the privates,

gettin' into line, stabbed it with his

bayonet, and used some language that

wasn't very nice. Mrs. Quantrille was
as perky as you please. She made a fuss

about it, and said the man ought to be

arrested for rudeness to a lady. So one

of the officers rode on ahead and said

he'd see to it. Southern gentlemen were

very particular about language before

a lady. I don't suppose anything was
ever done, because there was a good deal

to think about just before a battle.

"But Mrs. Quantrille said, 'Girls,

have any of you got a flag?' We used to

all carry Union flags in the bosom of our

basques, and May went into the hall and

took hers out. So by the time General

Jackson came along she was waving one

again. He never said a word that I can

remember, and we were all so excited

bowin' to him that we had to laugh

afterward because we forgot to look for

his Bible. Yessum, we did.

"It was the other Hill of Jackson's

division—I always call him the Hill on

the cream-colored horse—who brought

up the rear. And he said to Mrs. Quan-

trille, 'You ought to be shot for wavin'

that flag.' His pistol was out of its

holster, but he didn't shoot her. And
Mrs. Quantrille, who always had the

last word, said, 'You'll be the one to be

shot.' It seemed a kind of a prophecy,

for he was killed. But then a good many
was. And after that another soldier,

encouraged by what Hill said, I reckon,

cut the second flag out of her hand and

trampled on it. So if the poet had got it

right, he'd have had two flags torn down.

"So that," I said, "is the story of

Barbara Fritchie."

"Yessum. They say people who write

just naturally can't tell the truth—ex-

cuse me."
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" Money," said the shoemaker.
"Politics," insisted the daughter, who

had come back with the photograph.
"Romance," I suggested, not daring

to urge "artistry."

Toby and I walked up the street, go-

ing very uneasily toward Barbara Frit-

chie's tablet. I felt as though I had been
taking finger-prints on a flag-staff.

From a distance I heard the beating of

drums and the sound of fifes. I thought
the martial music had got into my brain

along with the spell of the story, and
that I must be dreaming. But the beat

grew more insistent, and I abandoned
the search for the Illustrator in the good
old search for the band. I looked down
the little lane where Jackson's men had
marched, and there, to my chilling hor-

ror, saw an oncoming army. Over
the swaying suspension - bridge they
marched, not the stalwart boys of Jack-
son's division, but a little company of

little darkies. The only resemblance

was the fife and drum and the ragged
condition of the corps. They bore two
banners, one to announce a baseball
game that afternoon, and the other a
painted notice in uncertain lettering

which read, "Dance Up Tonight."
But a drum is a drum, for all that.

On they swept through the town, pass-

ing Barbara Fritchie's tablet out of com-
pliment to the good lady. A yellow dog
followed them proudly, and behind the

yellow dog came a West Highland ter-

rier, and a beautiful woman with prema-
turely gray hair—who shall be nameless.

On and on we marched as gay as lin-

nets, until a certain roadster drew up
alongside and the voice of the com-
mander cried, "Halt!" I spoke to him
sternly:

"'Who touches a hair ofmy gray head"
"'Dies like a dog.' Get in," he said.

And Toby and I, under the Old Do-
minion of the stronger sex, motored on
to Antietam.

Long Ago
BY JOHN HALL WHEELOCK

AH, once your quiet eyes were calm and deep
And wistful with much dreaming. Long ago

Your solemn lips, so innocent of woe
And delicately parted, seemed to keep

Faint musings with themselves, and murmured low;

But that was long ago.

And I, who saw and loved you from afar,

Prayed a hushed prayer, the first I ever prayed,

That God might keep you safe; and unafraid

I looked Up through the night at my one star.

Moving mysteriously and bright-arrayed.

And silently I prayed.

While you passed singing tenderly and low,

Wandering through life's meadows with slow tread,

Death laid his kiss on your beloved head;

But that was long ago.



The Pearl

BY W. D. HOWELLS

HE cousins were going
round from Pittsburg
to St. Louis on their

uncle's boat in the
spring of the year sixty

years ago, and the boat
was expected to get in

early in the afternoon. The weather
was already warm, and the scent of the

young willows in blossom along the

shores blew in at the open doors and lat-

tices of the texas, where the cousins were
putting on their summer clothes. Their
youth, and their community of hope, and
their uncertainty of the future made
them friends; otherwise, except that
they had nothing against each other,

there was nothing but their cousinship

to unite them. One had thought he was
going to be a painter, but under cor-

rection of a business father he now
thought not. From time to time he
made some sketches which surprised one
of the others, but which he did not much
care for himself. This other, who was
not akin to him, but only to his cousin,

had never seen anybody sketching be-

fore; he was intensely, almost bitterly,

literary; he was going to be an author,
and above all he was going to be a poet.

His cousin did not know quite what he
was going to be, but he was going to be
rich, though certainly not by favor
of the river life, for the good reason that
his father and his father's three broth-
ers and brothers-in-law had all pros-
pered in that life.

What united the cousins at the begin-
ning was their common doubt whether
putting them up in the texas was not a
flaw in the hospitality of the uncle who
had asked them to be his guests for the
trip to St. Louis and back. His hos-
pitality would have been perfecter if he
had welcomed them, like paying passen-
gers, to staterooms in the long, shining
sweep of the grand saloon below. It

was all right to be quartered with the
upper officers; they could well be proud
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to be of the company of the captain and
the two pilots and the two boat's clerks
in the texas; but the mates, the watch-
men? Before they could put their mis-
giving into words, or make any overt
sign of it to one another, they suddenly
found themselves more than satisfied
to be in the texas, which rose from the
hurricane-deck above the long saloon
just aft of the pilot-house. They now
realized that it was a distinction to be
in the texas, white, clean, and cool, an
obvious mystery to the young lady
passengers, drifting by in their prom-
enade of the hurricane deck and throw-
ing respectful glances in at the lattice

doors.

The cousins ate at the great table in

the saloon not far from the captain and
whichever pilot was off watch; and in

their quarters they had almost the sole

use of a cabin-boy. He was the cap-
tain's special boy, and was supposed to

be the best cabin-boy on the boat. In
the nature of his calling he would have
been black, and he might really have
been black in everything but his com-
plexion, which was white. He served

the cousins, and, whether he was black

or not, they liked him without much
thought, if any, of his personal or social

quality. He was Jim, and when they
wanted him they called for him by that

name, but mostly they preferred to do
without his help.

They had now got their summer
clothes out of the valises which held

these as their sole change, and laid them
on the backs of chairs in the little cabin

which they used as a common dressing-

room. Their clothes were all of the

white linen which men wore in those

days, but the cousin who was going to

be a poet was from a country town, and

he felt a difference in the make of his

coat and trousers from that of the other

cousins' clothes when he saw them to-

gether; he had said he would change in

his state-room, and he took his things
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back there. The cousin who was not

now going to be a painter did not mind
the comparison challenged by the clothes

of the cousin who was going to be rich.

He sat, delaying his change and making
idle studies of this cousin, who had be-

gun by clothing himself like one who was
rich already. He was going to put on
shoes of patent leather, and a pleated

shirt, and trousers of snowy drilling, and
a coat of snowy duck, and above all he

was going to wear a blue-silk necker-

chief, with a violin-shaped scarf-pin of

fine gold set with a precious stone, which
he said had cost fifteen dollars.

While he dressed he buzzed softly

through his teeth as well as his talking

would allow, and the intending poet,

where he sat with a book in his state-

room, involuntarily followed the dif-

ferent events as his cousin advanced
from one garment to another. He knew
when his cousin was pulling up and but-

toning his trousers, and when he was
buttoning his collar before the glass.

He had a mounting interest in the

events, from the gaiety of the buzzing

and the blitheness of the talk; till all

at once both stopped, and he heard his

cousin call out in a note of conditional

grief:

"Why, look here, Lorry; where's my
scarf?""

"You had it last, Dan, didn't you?"

the cousin who was with him asked,

placidly.

"Yes, I did; and I hung it here with

my other things on the back of this

chair."

"It must be there yet, then," Lorry

suggested.
"No; it isn't," Dan returned.

"Then you didn't put it there."
"1 believe in my heart I didn't." The

intending poet followed from his place

his cousin's rush to his state-room; his

quick, noisy search, and his swift return.

"Well, 1 did. What do you suppose has

b< come of it
:"

"1 should say 1 stole it," Lorry an-

swered, with the effect of wishing to

help in any \\ ay he could.

Dan ignored him. "Look Inn, Ste-

ph< n!" he called tothe intending poet. "
1

wish you'd come out here." Stephen
West appeared, dreamy-eyed, with his

finger betwe< n the pages ^i his hook, and

Dan hurried on. "I've lost my neck-
tie with that fifteen-dollar pin of mine
in it. I brought it out with my other
things, before I began to dress here, and
put it on the back of this chair here, and
now—it's gone. Where did you put
your things when you brought them
out here first?"

Stephen pulled himself up out of the
poem he had been reading. "I don't
know," he began, hazily.

"Well, now look here," Dan cheered
himself on. "We've all had our things

out here, and got them mixed up more
than once. Suppose we all go into our
rooms and give a good look, and see if

we can find it anywhere. Very likely I

didn't bring it out, as you say, Lorry."
He turned from Stephen with his appeal.

He was serious, almost tragical, and the

others said, each in his way:
"Why, of course, Dan," and went to

make the search.

They came from different quarters

when they came back, and their looks

confirmed their failure. "Well, what
ought I to do, boys?" the owner of the

pin lamented.
"You might search us," Lorry pro-

posed.

"I'll tell you what," Dan plaintively

ignored him. "I don't like to suggest

it, but I don't see what we can do now
except to get Jim in here and ask him."
"Accuse him?" Stephen said.

"No; just ask him if he's seen it."

"That will be the same as telling him
he's taken it," Lorry said.

"I don't think so," Dan argued. "Did
I tell you fellows you'd taken it when
1 asked if you'd seen it?"

"Well," Lorry teased, "you hinted as

much."
"Did 1, Stephen?"
"1 don't think I noticed. I shouldn't

have dreamed oi' your suspecting me."
"Oh, have Jim in! I don't suppose

even such a pale black has got any feel-

ings that a white man is bound to re-

spect." I.oiia parodied a phrase that

had lately come in from a decision of the

Supreme Court.

Dan went to the inner door, and called

into the corridor. "Jim, I wish you'd

come lure a minute."

Jim came smiling, but anxiously

smiling.
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"Oh!" Dan began. "I was just won-
dering if you'd happened to see anything

of my blue tie—with my pin in it. I

thought I brought it and put it on the

chair here with my other things."

The smile faded out of Jim's anxiety.

"No, Mister Dan. I ha'n't seen it at

all."

"You know the pin I mean?"
"Oh yes, I know that pin."

"And you haven't seen it this morn-

ing, anywhere?"
"No, Mr. Dan. Why—why—my

Lord! You don't think I took it, do you,

Mr. Dan?"
"Did I say you did?" Dan's anger

flamed up. "Well, that's all. Go
along." The cabin-boy shrank out;

Lorry snickered, and Dan turned upon
him. "Well, I hope you're satisfied,

now. He took that pin as plain as day,

and if it hadn't been for you, there, with

your dog-gone doubts, I'd have had it

out of him. Oh, well, let it go!"

They started upon an argument of

the case, which lasted a long time. At
the end Dan borrowed a tie from Lorry,

and finished dressing. Stephen tried

at first to read where they were arguing,

and then he recollected himself suffi-

ciently to go back into his state-room

and read there. Through the Tenny-
sonian cadences of his book he was
aware of their disputing voices; once he
saw the cabin-boy pass his inner door;

he seemed to have been crying; the

watchman went by his outer door, and
looked hesitatingly in at Stephen where
he sat hunched over on a camp-stool,

with his valise between his feet; he had
pulled it up from under his berth when
he opened it to look if he might have
happened to put Dan's tie into it.

He had got to the end of "Morte
d'Arthur," and had sweet in his sense
the music of the line,

And on the ear their wailing died away,

when he heard his cousin calling him.
"Stephen! Oh, Stephen! Come in

here a minute, will you?"
Stephen went, purblindly stumbling

in where Dan and Lorry seemed at the
close of a useless debate.
"Look here," his cousin said. "I

don't want to leave Jim under suspi-

cion. I know he took my pin, but I

want to give him the benefit of the
doubt, and what I say now is, let's all

go and give another good look among
our things. It's so easy getting the tie

mixed up with them. You go into your
room and I'll go into mine, and we'll try
to see if we can't find it. If we can't, all

right; only I think we ought to tell

uncle about Jim."
"I don't believe he's got your pin,"

Stephen said, "and I'm certainly willing

to look again. Suppose you both come
and help me look, and make perfectly

sure."

"That's a good idea! We'll all help
one another," Dan said.

Stephen went first, and the other cous-

ins followed him. "All my things ex-

cept what I have on are in this bag,"
he said, as he lifted the old-fashioned oil-

cloth sack, lank still, with his whole
wardrobe in it, and set it on his berth.

He somewhat fiercely pulled its frog-

mouth open, and showed the tie with
the pin in it lying on the top of his few
clothes. All life seemed to stop with a

jolt.

None of them said anything for a

moment. Then Dan leaned over and
took up his tie. "Well, I'm glad we
found it at last," he said, but they did

not look at one another. Dan went out

with Lorry, and put on his own tie.

Stephen remained, where he had sunk

on his camp-stool, till Dan came back

fully clothed, and said, "Of course Jim
slipped in here, while we were talking,

and put it into your bag."

"He must have," Stephen said.

"That's what I think, and that's

what Lorry thinks. What's the matter

with you?"
"Nothing. Only—"
"Why, look here, Stephen! You don't

suppose I think, or Lorn* thinks
—

"

"Oh, no! But if I were among stran-

gers and had been found with stolen

property

—

"Well, you're not among strangers.

Lorry's my cousin if he isn't yours, and

we're all the same as one family. Get

on your things quick, now, and let's go

and see them bring her in. But look

out you don't speak to the captain

while he's forward making motions to

the pilot!" Dan laughed for pleasure in
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the impossible notion. He glanced into

the little mirror over Stephen's dejected

head, and pressed the tie farther into

the pleated bosom of his shirt with

joy in the touch of it. "Hurry up,

now

!

In the gaiety of the bright air outside,

Stephen did not feel so sick, physically

and spiritually, but the nightmare thing

that had happened lurked in his con-

sciousness and haunted him through all

that was passing. His uncle's fierce in-

tensity in making a safe landing, and
his way of turning upon an ill-advised

passenger who offered him an untimely

pleasantry, sickened him again. A girl

in a green-silk dress and a tilting hoop-

skirt, who stood about twisting her para-

sol on her shoulder, did not distract him,

though he was nineteen and instantly

in love with such looks as hers whenever
he saw them.
The boat lay a week at St. Louis be-

fore she got a return freight for Pitts-

burg, and the cousins gave themselves

to a tireless exploration of the city, from
the thronged and burdened levee, with

its row of old stone houses of the French
time at top, to every farthest limit of

the actual American prosperity beyond.

They drank as much soda-water and ate

as many ice-creams as they had money
for; and under their favoring influences

Ste men's nightmare lifted. But one

night after they saw an actor, then al-

most as young as themselves, in "Rich-
.inl III.," the pangs of that guilty

wretch's conscience as Edwin Booth pro-

claimed them in waking from his mid-

night dream, brought Stephen's trouble

back again, and he stumbled heavily

under it through the soft darkness to

the boat \\ ith the other cousins.

The other cousins seemed to have

quite forgotten. Dan wore his blue tie

and pin every day, and Lorry made
some studies of the old French houses

which Stephen easily identified with the

originals. It would have been a time <>t

perfect happiness if it had not been for

that strange thing, which still did not

constantly obsess tin- boy with its dread-

fulness. From time to time he figured

us having chanced among people who
did not know him, and then his fancy

painted tin circumstances <>t shame and

horror, the court and the prison, with

sickening vividness. In these moments
he was humbly grateful to his comrades,
though he kept his gratitude and his

humility silent with his misery. He had
other moments, of defiant innocence,
when the sense of what he was and had
always been emboldened him to defy all

doubt, and to reject all acquittal wdiich

did not treat the thing as if it had not
been, which did not go behind it and
forbid it. It was not till looking back
at it after years that he realized how
beautiful and delicate the behavior of

the others was. They were boys like

himself, ignorant and inexperienced,

without chivalrous ideals; but nothing
in those ''Idyls of the King," which he
was reading, could surpass the gentle

chivalry of their tacit faith in him.
He believed, as they did, that the

cabin-boy had stolen the scarf with the

pin, and while they were talking to-

gether had slipped into his room and
put them into his bag. They had not

been there when he first looked, and
when he looked the second time they

were there; he could not tell how unless

it was. by the boy's act. He thought
that Jim would leave the boat at St.

Louis, and he hoped that his doubt of

him would have this confirmation; but

Jim did not leave, and when the boat

started on her return trip he was there

on duty in the texas, as before.

The sore place in Stephen's soul,

which was not always sore, which was
perhaps not even often sore, began to

cicatrize, to callous, even in the fort-

night that followed. If he laid his touch

on the place, the sore would burn and

beat, but he could keep himself from
touching it.

The night before the boat got into

Pittsburg Stephen suddenly could not

bear it. He heard Jim stealthily pass-

ing his inner door, and he called to him.
" lim, come in lure a moment, won't

you ;

The boy stopped, and after a pause

put his head in at the open door. "Yes,

Mr. Stephen."

"Jim," Stephen began again. "I

want you to tell me the truth; I won't

do anything to you. Did you put Dan's

scut' and pin into my b;

" No, Mr. Stephen. As sure as the I

a living God, I didn't; I hope I may
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die; I hope He may strike me dead this

minute, if I done it."

After a moment, Stephen said : "That's

all. I believe you, Jim. Good night."

"Oh, thank you, Mr. Stephen! Thank
you, thank you, thank you!"

"Oh, all right, Jim. I knew you
didn't do it."

The boy went out, and Stephen drew
the sheet up over his head.

In the morning everything was dif-

ferent. He went home with his cousin,

and had a glad visit there, in the glory

of their travels; and after a week he

went on to the little town where he lived.

He lived afterward in larger towns and
famous cities, and, as the years passed,

by operation of that law which enables

us to endure the remembrance of what
we have done and suffered, and which
will doubtless strengthen us to support

it through eternity, he grew indifferent

to his experience. He even became
rather proud of it as something unique;

he liked telling it, though he saw that

it did not greatly interest people; that

they did not even get his point of view;

that they hastened to try matching it

from their own experience with some-
thing not at all equivalent.

"But I have always thought," he
would say, "how, if it had happened to

me among strangers
—

"

44
Oh, yes—yes," they would consent.

" That, of course."

It seemed to him at last that once a

listener passed from indifference, and,

however delicately, evinced a certain

compassion for him as the prey of a

guilty conscience, as a sinner who was
trying for the help of others in disowning
his sin.

He recoiled in horror, and quite ceased

to speak of the incident which still, from
time to time, recurred to him in lasting

baffle. Many years afterward he met
his cousin; the kind, gay Lorry had
died, and from speaking of him they re-

curred to their trip on the river, and
Stephen could not help touching upon
that place in his memory where this

fact of the theft always lurked.

"You never found out anything about
that pin of yours which I stole?" he
asked with forced irony.

Dan at first humored his joke; then
he said, gravely, "I always believed

Jim took it and slipped it into your
bag while we were talking."

"I never did," Stephen maintained
stiffly.

"Well, then, who do you think did

do it?"

"The evidence was all against me"
"Oh, pshaw, now, Steve! You're

morbid. Have you been letting that
thing bedevil you all these years? For-

get it!"

"I can't. I don't mind it, except

when I think of it; that is, I'm not al-

ways conscious of it."

"Why, but look here, Steve! If you'd
taken it, would you have put it into the

mouth of your bag, like Benjamin's cup,

and then have opened the bag before us

to show us it wasn't there?"

"That's the one point in my favor.

But you might say that was a bluff."

Stephen spoke without feeling, and he

listened with apathy while his cousin

argued the question academically with

him. "I can understand how it is with

you," Dan ended, with a psychological

reach impredicable of him. "Every one

of us has a grain of sand in him that

keeps him a kind of a sick oyster. He
coats it over with his juice and hides it

away in his shell somewhere; and that's

what turns into a pearl, they say; I

mean in a real oyster."

"The pearl of great price," West com-

mented, bitterly.

"WT

hy, yes, you may call it that. It

costs a man his peace, but it keeps him

merciful to others. Why, if a man had

nothing on his conscience, he'd be a

perfect devil."

"And you mean that I've got stealing

your pin on my conscience?"

"Ah, there you go again! As sure as

there's a God in heaven I never doubted

you a second, because you were you.

You just couldn't have. Will that do

your
"It must. I don't feel my pearl all

the time; I only know it's there when

I feel round for it. Thank you, Dan."

They were parting, and they took

each other's hands. Dan put his left

arm on his cousin's shoulder, and pulled

him affectionately toward him. "Good-

by, you old sick oyster! Don't feel

round for your pearl, and then it won't

be there."



Philip's "Furnis Man"
BY ELIZABETH JORDAN

ISS ANITA HOLLO-
WAY rested her arms
inelegantly on her

breakfast - tray and
frowned down at the
silver coffee - pot, the
cream-pitcher, the two

slices of toast, and the pile of letters that

met her weary glance. She was twenty-

four. A loving but candid friend had
once said of her that she looked twenty
when she was interested, and thirty

when she was bored. She was not in-

terested now. Another day had begun,

and there was every prospect that it

would be very much like the seventy-

eight days which had followed her reluc-

tant return to New York from her big

house in the country. She had been

bored there, but not oppressively; she

was oppressively bored in town, and she

fiercely resented the fact.

In twenty minutes her masseuse would
arrive, and the strenuous hour of this

young person's visit would be succeeded

by the attentions of a maid, who might
or might not arouse the momentary in-

terest attending the building of a new
style of coifTure on the head of her mis-

tress. After that there would be the

nuisance of getting dressed, Anita re-

flected gloomily; and then a luncheon, at

which eight or ten women would gabble,

none listening to any of the others. At
five she must go to Harriet Mason's tea,

"to meet" a person she had not the

slightest desire to meet; and she must
get away from that in time to dress for

a seven-o'clock dinner, followed by a

play concerning which she had heard the

most depressing reports.

As to the mail, she knew before she

opened her letters about what they con-

tained: An appeal in behalf of the

Polish fund; an appeal in behalf of the

Servian fund; an almost tearful plea

from a local charity organization not to

forget the deserving poor at home; three

imitations to dinners; five or six invi-

tations to luncheons; four requests that
she be a patroness of entertainments for

worthy ends, and buy half a dozen
tickets at five dollars each; one or two
casual notes from women friends as

blase as herself; several notes from un-
interesting men, inviting her to see the
Russian dancers, when—as Miss Hollo-
way reflected with increasing gloom

—

one should see those Russian dancers
with interesting men or one should not
see them at all.

She opened her letters. They realized

her darkest forebodings. But at the
bottom of the heap, almost hidden under
the rim of her plate, was a tiny envelope,

addressed in sprawling, printed letters;

and at the sight of this the charming
but cold face of Miss Holloway warmed
and brightened as if touched by a sud-

den beam from the sun of romance. She
tore open the envelope, swept an eye

past a line of white ducks in frenzied

flight across the top of a blue page, and
read the words below:

Dere Aunt Nita: Mother says I can

Ask just the Ones I want for my burthday
Partie it is Thursday so I want You. Mother
says Tell you the Rest so it is Jim who does

not belong to eny One. He sels papers he

is Older than Me. And my nurs. And the

Furnis man and Carlotta From Sweden she

is offel lonsom. And my Own dokter and
Profeser Gray Farther says he nos more
Than Any one els in the Unervercity but he

has not Cot eny Litel Boy. Pleas cum I

kno you wil like The furnis Man.
Yur loving frend

Phinr

Miss Holloway read the letter twice.

Then she threw back her head with a

joyous laugh—a sound so unexpected

that it had a shattering effect on the

nervous system of the maid who was
removing the breakfast-tray. Subse-

quently, as Anita resigned herself to the

ministrations of the masseuse, and still

later to those of the artiste in coiffures,

her lips were curved in a tender and
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absent smile. She recalled the list of

Philip's prospective guests, and they

seemed to pass before her in review:

Carlotta of Sweden, who sounded like a

princess royal, but was probably a cook;

Professor Gray, visualized as a dried-up,

academic person who had won Philip's

heart by showing him a tadpole or a

caterpillar; Jim, evidently a pal, near

Philip's tender age; and last, but far

from least, the Furnace Man Philip

was so sure she would like. She knew
how the boy must have met this

person, in his explorations through the

cellar of the great Cameron house. She
could picture the big-eyed, passionately

friendly child sitting on an upturned
box, watching the Furnace Man at his

labors, and winning the heart of that

sooty individual, as he won the hearts of

all who touched his life. Philip was a

darling, a very prince of darlings; she

had always adored him, and now she was
almost passionately grateful to him for

giving her a thrill of real interest.

She wrote a personal acceptance of his

invitation, and, light-heartedly leaving

the remaining letters for her secretary

to answer according to the dictates of a

somewhat limited intelligence, she went
to the gabbling luncheon, which was
fully as gabbling as she had expected it

to be. In one of the rare intervals in

which she herself was permitted to gab-
ble, she mentioned Philip's invitation,

and was rewarded by an immediate at-

tention, even from a group which was
discussing flesh reduction then.

"That child will have a lot of money
when he's twenty-one," contributed her
hostess. " But he'll probably be a so-

cialist by that time and give it all away,
because of the peculiar notions of his

parents. Fancy letting him associate

with newsboys and furnace-men!"
"But think of getting Professor

Gray!" another breathed in awe. "He
never goes anywhere, and his books are

simply wonderful."
"The Camerons ought to be putting

Philip up now for the best schools and
the big clubs, so he'll get in when he's

old enough," another matron thought.
"We entered Billy for Groton the day he
was born."
"Are you really his aunt?" a fourth

asked Miss Holloway.

"No," Anita admitted; "only his
godmother. But when he was old
enough to notice names, and heard his
mother call me Anita, he thought it

meant 'Aunt Nita,' and so
—

"

Nobody was listening.

"That luncheon of his wil! be n v,< ird

affair," said a girl who affected off-hand
speech. "Where d' ye s'pose he'll sand
wich you, Nita—between Jim and Car-
lotta?;'

Anita laughed. "I hope so," she de-
clared. "I'd infinitely prefei them to
Professor Gray and the doctor."
The same problem was at the same

moment disturbing the breast oi Mast< j

Philip Cameron. Following their usual
method with this precocious infant, Jus

parents had thrown upon him the bur-
den of the preparations for his parti

well as of the entertainment itself. \ hey
were, they lightly mentioned, at his si r-

vice as a source of general information;
but they expected hirn to untie his own
somewhat tangled social knots. Pale

but calm, Master Philip asked a few
questions. He learned that the table

arrangement of his guests was highly

important. Also that there were hosts

so given to detail that they actually

wrote out a list of their guests and then
made a diagram of their positions at the

banquet-board. His mother seemed to

admire such hosts. Philip disappeared

with a wan smile. A little later he re-

turned with inky fingers and a blotted

list, to which Mrs. Cameron gave imme-
diate and respectful attention.

Jim
Nurs
Dokter Clark
Carlotta From Sweden
Aunt Nita

Profeser Gray.
the Furnis man

"How^ many does that maker'' his

mother demanded.
Breathing rather heavily in his inter-

est, Philip counted the names. It was

an important matter. There must be

no mistake.

"Seven," he decided.

"Eight would be better," mused the

exacting parent. "Eight is an even

number. They could go into the dining-

room in pairs."
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"Like an'mals into the Ark," con-

firmed Philip, grasping the point.

"Can you think of any one else you'd

like to ask? There really should be

eight."

Philip shook his head. Then his

brow cleared. "Would I do?" he sug-

gested, diffidently. "You know I—I

—

really 'spected to be there!"

His mother laughed and hugged him,

hiding in his yellow hair a conscious face.

"I think you will," she conceded.

When the question of the diagram
came up after this refreshing interval,

Philip drew a circle that bore a depress-

ing resemblance to a leaky egg. A few
patient touches gave it better propor-

tions, and then, still following a large

general plan, he made crosses at the

head and foot to represent his guests,

and three marks on each side of the

imaginary table. There remained the

delicate matter of arranging the guests,

and at this point Mrs. Cameron de-

parted somewhat abruptly, murmuring
that a lady usually sat between two
gentlemen, and that the guests "one
most desired to honor" were placed at

one's right and left. The hints left

Philip rather limp, but that night when
he was sleeping—somewhat restlessly,

it must be confessed, after his mental
exertions—his father and mother found
this document in his small desk, and
bent reverent heads above it:

Aunt Nita
X

Jim —

Profeser

Gray

Carlotta
from -

Sweden

The Furnis

man

Dokter
" Clark

— Nurs

X
ME

"Couldn't have done it better my-
self," chuckled the elder Cameron.
"Few pictures could be more stimulating

to the tired mind than that of Clark
between Nurse and the Furnace Man."

"Unless," murmured his wife, "it's

that of Nita between Jim and the Fur-
nace Man. Oh, Phil, isn't it an appal-
ling mixture!"

"They'll carry it ofF," predicted her
husband. "Trust Gray for that."

"Nita could swing the thing alone, if

she happened to be in the humor,"
brooded Philip's mother. "But prob-
ably she won't be. She almost never is,

nowadays. How a girl with money and
beauty and position and brains can be so

desperately discontented all the time
is more than I can understand. But
about this party— Really—hadn't we
better

—

"

"Not a bit of it," interrupted Philip

senior. "Give 'em a good luncheon, and
let 'em muddle through. You and I

would spoil everything. Moreover, my
dear—pardon me for mentioning it—the

cold fact is that our son has not invited

us!"

On Thursday morning Anita learned

by telephone that the time set for Phil-

ip's luncheon was one o'clock, a detail

her overworked host had omitted to

mention. She presented herself at five

minutes before that hour, and was
escorted to the drawing-room by a ser-

vant who appeared to be struggling with

abysmal emotions. She was, it appeared,

the last arrival, and Philip, his blue

eyes blazing with excitement, shook hands
with her ceremoniously, and hastened to

introduce her to his other guests—an
attention complicated by the abrupt dis-

appearance of two of them. Jim had
taken refuge behind a divan, over the

back of which his agonized red face was
sinking with something of the effect of a

setting sun. Carlotta, the Swedish nurse

of a neighboring child, had coyly re-

treated into a corner behind a potted

palm. Three men, however, rose as

Anita entered, and two of these Philip

presented in turn.

"This is my doctor," he said. "He's
awful bus\', but he came to my party

just the same. He's going to bring me
a little brother soon 's he can 'tend to it.

And this is the Professor. He knows
everything."

The foot of Jim, appearing under the

divan at this point, distracted the atten-

tion of the host. He promptly grabbed

it. "We'll go in to lunch now," he
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ended, hurriedly, as he tugged away, a second glance at him, quick but ap-

I

"'cause we're all here. Jim, you just praising, taking in this time not alone
got to come out and bring Carlotta, so his brilliant eyes and handsome face, but
please do it, quick." the swing of his big shoulders, his splen-

Professor Gray looked very much as did length of limb, the perfection of his

i Anita had expected him to

|
look. Clark was an elegant

!

person, with a Van Dyke
beard and a manner. Both
murmured pleasant phrases,

to which Anita replied in

kind. Both were utterly in-

significant in the presence of

the third man, a young giant

with brown eyes and the

handsomest head and face

Miss Holloway had ever

seen. They were almost

too handsome; they rather

took one's breath away and
made one self-conscious

—

but the manner of their

possessor was extremely

simple and natural. His

eyes were as brilliant as

Philip's; there was an
amused tremor in the voice

that spoke to her.

"May I take you in?" he
asked.

Anita took his arm with-

out speaking, but with an
extraordinary feeling of

having done so before; in-

deed, of knowing this young
man surprisingly well,

though certainly she had
never met him until this

hour. If she had, she could

not have forgotten him.
Her spirits rose, dizzyingly.

This was sure to be an in-

teresting luncheon. The
portieres leading into the
dining-room had been drawn
back, and Philip, hand in

hand with the beloved
nurse who was his guest
of honor, was advancing
at the head of his short

procession. Behind him,
Carlotta and Jim, equally out of their

native element, dragged reluctant feet;

and back of them Gray and Clark
walked, arm in arm, exhibiting a sur-

prising gift of airy badinage. Anita and
her escort came last; and now she shot
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HIS PARENTS EXPECTED HIM TO UNTIE HIS

OWN SOMEWHAT TANGLED SOCIAL KNOTS

carriage, the shabbiness of his^ clothes.

His clothes were very shabby indeed

—

threadbare, even; and one of his care-

fully polished shoes showed a break at

the side. It was a most incongruous

thing that such a man should wear such
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garments. He was a prince in a fairy

tale, badly disguised.

"Philip does not believe in names,"
she smiled, "but you are

—

"

"The Furnace Man? Yes." He
smiled down at her from the height of

his six feet, and something in the smile

moved her oddly. No man had ever

smiled at her quite like this; it was ex-

actly such a smile as Philip might have
given her, and it matched perfectly the

look in this young giant's eyes—the look

of a happy boy. Those eyes held, too,

something of the sudden intimacy of a

little boy's expression when he meets and
likes a new friend.

"Isn't this a lark?" he asked. "No
one but Philip could have thought of it.

And see him carry it off!"

They were at the table now, looking

for the place-cards that bore their names,
Gray and Clark continuing their cheerful

talk in an obvious determination to

make the affair "go," Philip wholly at

his ease, Carlotta and Jim still souls in

outer darkness. But a few moments later

Anita found herself a sharer of the

Furnace Man's theory that Philip would
carry his party to a triumphant finish.

The strain was already relaxing; the

newsboy and Carlotta had forgotten

themselves in contemplation of the

r< om, the Mowers, the food before them.
Not even the presence of two noiselessly

padding servants who came and went
v• ith the dishes of the first course could

hurl them back into their abyss of

agonized self-consciousness. Peace fell

upon them. They had nothing to do
bur eat.

\r the right hands of Jim and Philip

stood tall goblets filled with milk. Near
tin- other covers were bell-shaped glasses

which were immediately and expertly

tilled.

Resting bis arms on tin table, in

the attitude of a Murillo cherub, tin

host's blue eyes swept the circle of his

guests, lb drew a breath of deep con-

tent. " \in't u interestin'," In- said,

"that all of us fr'en's is alone together

in this room ?"

Dr. Clark replied, digging his spoon

into bis Casaba melon w ith tin- z< st ^{'
.1

hungr} man. "You'd better believe it's

interesting," h< said, heartily. "And
mighty jolly. I was horribh afraid you

were going to forget me, Phil. You're so
healthy that I never see you except on
gala occasions. Can't we knock him out
for a day or two with his birthday cake?"
he asked the nurse.

But Philip was seriously explaining.

"You see, I had to ask my fr'en's when
[ saw them," he began; "so I asked
Nurse first, and the Furnace Man next,

'cause I see them every day, and 'cause

the Furnace Man has so many en—en-
gagements. But he said, soon 's I asked
him, he thought he could get out of some
of them. An' he did."

The Furnace Man dropped a few
words into Anita's ear. "The special

engagement to-day," he murmured,
"was Gray's lecture on Pragmatism.
You see he has cut it, too!"

"Then you are a university student

—

of course!"

Anita wondered why she had not
realized this before. She felt a quick re-

lief, a quick disappointment, and swiftly

wondered why she felt either.

He nodded. "Working my way
through," he added, cheerfully.

" Hence the furnace?"
"Yes. I've a whole string of furnaces

on this street. That's how I met Philip.

He's an earl)* riser. So am I. I get here

at six every morning, and Philip's about

the only person stirring. He trots down
into the basement and we talk things

over. We've settled most of the big

problems of life. A few we've bad to

eave.

"What were the} ?"

Anita was interested. Her picture of

Philip in tin basement on the upturned
box had been surprisingly accurate, as

these sudden visualizations of hers were

apt to be.

"He asked me one day if I didn't

think the poor had too many children.

I said 1 rather inclined to that theory

I'm one of seven myself but that 1

didn't know what could be done about

it. Philip admitted that Ik- didn't

know, either. We don't often give up

like- that. But Phil added that he was

thinking about it a great deal, lbs .1

fascinating little beggai
!"

Miss Hollow. iv agreed, with the ex-

pression that so warmed her features.

Hut sin had known Philip's charms

through five years of close association,
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following their first intimate inspection

a day after he had arrived on earth.

Those of the Furnace Man were only

now dawning upon her; he suggested

hinterlands of possibility. She concen-

trated on the Furnace Man.
"Do you live by furnaces alone?" she

inquired. "Forgive me for asking," she

added, hastily, "but you know I'm in-

terested in such things."

The Furnace Man's smile faded and
the light died out of his eyes. He had
forgotten that she was "interested in

such things," and that the name of the

rich Miss Holloway usually headed the

subscription-lists of big charities he read

about. To parade his poverty before her

that she might study at first hand the
expedients to which university students
were reduced when "working their w7ay
through" was not among his plans for

the day. But he answered her question.

"Oh no," he said. "I get a lot of

tutoring from first to last, and odd jobs

of various kinds. In the summer I have
some surveying."

He did not add that there were two
young brothers whose expenses in a

"prep" school he was paying in addition

to his own, nor did he give those details

of dailv life for which his neighbor was
waiting. Anita bit her lip. She had

been stupid. She had addressed him as

if he were a "case" in the institution of

which she was the youngest trustee. As
a result he had gone inside of himself

and pulled down the blinds. She felt

like one ringing the bell of a deserted

house through whose windows, only a

few moments before, she had seen the

reflection of the firelight on the hearth.

But he should not shut her out, she de-

termined. She would get into that

house. She wanted to know all about

him—this Furnace Man—not because

she was especially sympathetic, but

—

well, for many reasons. Because he ap-

pealed to her almost pagan love of
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beauty. Because he was magnetic. Be-

cause—oh, because she had this strange

sense of knowing him so well. But he

had turned an eager ear to Jim, who,
under the skilful guidance of Professor

Gray, was brilliantly approaching the

climax of a vital personal experience

which had begun in halting words.

"So when the ice broke you saw the

little girl fall into the water," prompted
Professor Gray, "and you got her out,

and made her run home as fast as she

could to keep from catching cold."

"I run wit her. I made her run like

hell," corroborated Jim, eagerly. "I
wouldn't leave her speak. We hadn't

no time. I dragged her arm, an' we run

an' we run—fur miles, I guess. All de

time she kep' tryin' to talk, jest like a

goil! Den she drops down on de road,

sudden, and wot you t'ink she says?"

He paused to give his hearers the full

effect of his climax. "Says she didn't

mind runnin', but she lived in de op'site

d'rection!" he ended, in disgust.

Again Anita's eyes met the brown
ones beside her, and she and the Furnace

Man laughed together. He had pushed

up the blinds. She glanced around with

a deep sense of comfort. At the head of

the table Philip was devoting himself to

Carlotta, who listened to him with a

smile on her fair, sullen face. Dr. Clark

and the nurse were deep in the animated

discussion of "a case." Professor Gray
was starting Jimmy on another reminis-

cence. The world was hers and the

Furnace Man's. But she must not make
another false beginning. While she hesi-

tated he spoke.

"We aren't hitting it off as well as we
should be, are we?" he asked, sympa-
thetically.

"No," she admitted, with regret.

"Do you know why we're not:"

"Of course. We live on different

planets. We have different viewpoints.

We speak a different language. It's

impossible for you to enter in\- world.

You don't know the way."
"Do you know the way to mine:"

"Try me. Talk to me not as one of

'the deserving poor,' but as a man in

your own class.
'

Miss Holloway flushed darkly, and

her lips set. The next instant she had
turned to him with a new expression—

a

most unusual one for her, apologetic,

even contrite.

"I deserved that," she conceded;
"I'm glad you gave it to me. Now
we'll begin all over. Tell me," she
added, mischievously

—
"tell me what

you think of the Russian dancers. I

know you're longing to."

He told her. He also told her what he
thought of "Treasure Island," and the
skating at the Hippodrome, and Sister

Beatrice, and the Philharmonic's all-

Richard Straus evenings, and the latest

"bridge" rule, and Wilson's defense pol-

icy, and the mushrooms under glass

which he was eating at the moment, and
Masefield's poetry, and Bakst's decora-

tive schemes. What he thought was
frequently what Miss Holloway herself

thought—and she realized this with sur-

prise. Also she experienced an impulse
to change her opinions if they conflicted

with his—a most unusual impulse. He
really talked extremely well, but he left

her restless, discontented. He was play-

ing a part. With every word he uttered

she felt herself getting further and
further away from the real man. Again
she was outside of his house—a house
warmed and lighted now, but still

locked. Resolutely she rang the bell.

"But how have you seen and read and
heard all these things? How have you
found time

—

"

"And money?" His eyes twinkled.

As if he had kept her long enough on the

threshold, the door swTung open. "Oh,
I have friends in your world. Dick
Mason and Bert Houghton take me
about a good deal—and Dick's extra

evening clothes fit me to perfection.

Once or twice a month I leave the fur-

naces and get into the clothes and gad.

I feel that I can accept their hospitality

because
—

" For the first time he hesi-

tated, looking self-conscious. "Well,

because Bert's mother is my aunt, and
Dick's father is my godfather!"

Miss Holloway studied him in silence;

To her seeing eyes he was as completely

transformed by his last words as if a

fairy wand had been waved over him.

His disguise had fallen off. He stood

before her an enchanted prince, glowing

in the reflected glory of the Houghtons
and the Masons. She knew all about

him now. Harriet Mason talked by the
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hour of this eccentric young man who
was quite willing to accept the affection

of the two families, but declined the

slightest help at their hands. Of course

they loved to take him about and show
him off! A hundred half-

forgotten details jostled one
another in her memory. He
was captain of the football

team which had defeated

Princeton in November; he

was the man who had saved

Dick Mason's life when he

was accidentally shot in the

Maine woods two years ago;

he was, oh, it made her

blush to think of all he was
and had been—this youth
shehad so calmly patronized.
And the Masons and Hough-
tons allowed him to be a

furnace man! That thought
was the worst of all. It

made her writhe, but she

told herself she was merely
resenting that waste of

splendid material.

"But how can they let

you work like this?" she

exclaimed, impatiently.

"Surely they could find a

way to make you see how
absurd it is! Grubbing over
furnaces and tutoring stupid

boys—you, of all men !"

His fine lips tightened.

"They have nothing to do
with that," he said, curtly.

"That's my affair . They
can take me about if they
like—it's my only chance
to see them, for they're

never at home. Besides,

it's part of one's education.

But that's all I'll let them
do. However, it's 'most
over. I'll take my degree
this June. After that they
can give me a leg up in

starting."

"Will you come and dine
sometime?"
He glanced at her; then his eyes fell.

"No, thank you," he said, slowly.

Miss Holloway stared at him, disbe-

lieving her ears.

"That sounds rude," he conceded,

"but of course you understand. I've
made it a rule never to accept an)- invi-
tations but theirs. I will not accept
hospitality I cannot return."

Anita gave him her shoulder. A sud-

HE HASTENED TO INTRODUCE HER TO HIS OTHER GUESTS

with me den depression settled upon her—a de-

pression as unexpected as it was inex-

plicable. She felt horribly lonely. The
Furnace Man, too, was staring moodilv

at his plate. The voice of Carlotta from

Sweden broke the silence that had fallen

upon them.
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''I ban go home," she said; "I ban
seek for home. I ban so loone-some. It

is awful to be loone-some. Yes."

As if swung on a pivot, Anita turned

and looked at the Furnace Man. As
if impelled by a similar force, he had
turned to look at her. For a long five

seconds the gray eyes and the brown
ones plumbed each other's depths and
the abyss of each other's loneliness.

Then, without a word, they glanced

away.
Anita gave a flattering attention to

Jim on her right, to whom as yet, she

suddenly realized, she had given almost

no attention at all. Under the warmth
of her smile Jim detached himself from

a rich salad and devoted a margin of his

mind to social intercourse. Jim, it soon

appeared, knew all about Miss Hollo-

way. He had read of her in the news-

papers he sold, and her name was on

the brass tablet at the entrance of the

big reading-room in the newsboys' home
where he lived. But he had been under

the impression that she was "one of dem
old dames—de kind wit white coils."

It seemed a blow to him to find her less

than seventy, and Miss Holloway left

him to the force of a shock from which

he seemed unable to rally, and glanced

at the neighbor at her left. The Fur-

nace Man had been listening and smiling

to himsell.

'Wouldn't flatter you, would he?"

he asked, quizzically. "What a nest of

barbarians you've fallen into!"

Anita raised an eyebrow. "Do you

call him a barbarian?" she asked, with

a glance toward Philip.

The Furnace Man's eyes followed

hers, growing very soft on the journey.

Philip was again talking to Carlotta,

his yellow hair an aureole against the

dark wood of the great carved chair in

which he sat, his big eyes .shining into

tin somber eyes of the girl, his small

teeth showing in his shy, adorable- smile.

Through the heavy rain of tin- now gen-

eral conversation, a few of lus words

pattered dow n on them:
'" \n' when the flowers is all out in the

gardens, and the buds come, you'll like

us better. Then you will be happy."

The cloud passed from the brow of

Carlotta from Sweden. "1 could not

like- you no better as I do,^ she said.

Philip's response was as eager as a

lover's. "Does that mean you like me
110:1—really, truly?" he cried.

Carlotta from Sweden answered under
her breath, but both Anita and the'

Furnace Man heard her. "I lofe you,"
she said.

"It seems almost indelicate to listen,

doesn't it?" commented the Furnace
Man. "But I know exactly how Car-
lotta feels."

"Do you?"
"I love him, too," he said, quietly.

"I'm simply devoted to the little chap.

Once or twice when he has been a bit

under the weather and couldn't come
down into the basement, I've been al-

most as disappointed as if the Only
One had failed me."

"Is there an Only One?"
Miss Holloway asked the question

without compunction. She simply could

not help it. Besides, anything was per-

missible at this incredible luncheon.

"Of course."

"Tell me about her."

"Thank you. There's very little to

tell. It's just a piece of madness on my
part. She's in your world. The real

reason I go there is to see her sometimes
—to live for an hour or two the life she

lives, to talk to the people she know s, to

look at her—from a distance."

Miss Holloway's sense of loneliness

deepened into gloom. She resented the

emotion. She had been so interested,

so content, during that Hist hour of the

luncheon.

"And she
—

" she asked, slowly.
" Does she care?"

"She doesn't know. Can you imagine

that I would let her suspect' We're as

far apart as if she lived on Mars."
"I wonder if 1 know her?" Miss Hol-

low ay was running over in her mind the

belles and buds in the Houghton-Mason
sets, ready to hate the right one if her

face appeared. It was a hopeless task.

There wen- dozens of them.

He looked indifferent. "No doubt,"

he said, carelessly.
" \)i) \ on see her often

?"

"No."
•'llun how— "

"Love isn't dependent on meetings.

Surely 1 don't need to tell you that. 1

loved her tin- first time 1 s.iw her, at tin
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opera—two years ago. It was one of

the things one reads about. I had smiled

over them. I didn't suppose such a

thing could come to me. But, Lord,
how7 it came! I was like a palm in a

tropical storm. It shook my very soul.

It's shaking me yet."

The brown hand with which he wras

fingering his glass trembled, and he
hurriedly withdrew it and fumbled with
his napkin. Looking at him askance,

Anita saw that his face had whitened.
She felt an almost intolerable pang of

sympathy for him, followed by a shock
of anger. What right had the Furnace
Man to discuss his love-affairs wath her

—to drag her into the quasi-intimacy
such confidences implied? When she

spoke her voice was curt.

"You'll get over it," she said, "espe-
cially as you don't know her wrell, and
see her so rarely."

He seemed not to notice her change
of mood, but he answered her wrords.

"I don't see her often," he mused;
"that's true enough. But, just the same,

I think I know her better than most peo-

ple do. You see, we have a common
friend, she and I—some one who loves

her, knows her intimately, and sees a

side of her she doesn't show to any one

else. So I, too, knowT that side. I've

been watching it for a year. I know a

thousand wonderful things she has done.

I know7 the real girl."

He stopped with an effect of finality.

The conversation, so far as he was con-

cerned, was over. Dr. Clark addressed

him, and the twTo chatted for a moment.
Anita looked around the room, and as

she looked the familiar weight of de-

pression ominously deepened. The
charm of the hour was gone. She felt as

if a veil of illusion had been torn from

her eyes, as if at last she saw her fellow-

guests as they really were—Carlotta, a

heavy-faced, stolid servant; Jimmy, a

precocious newsboy, with a face clean
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only in spots; Professor Gray, an
academic mummy; the nurse, a worths-
person of her kind, to be reckoned with
only when she passed one's line of

vision; the doctor, a successful physi-

cian with a too - pervasive "bedside
manner." There remained Philip, who
needed no veil of illusion to heighten his

exquisite personality. There remained
also this stranger at her left, this stranger

she seemed in that moment to have
known for a thousand years. He was
smiling at Philip—the boyish smile' like

Philip's own. Her heart contracted
with an actual physical pang. Then she
knew what had happened. There he was
—the man she had unconsciously been
seeking—and in the very hour in which
she had found him she had lost him
again. She had lost him, moreover, in

the most maddening of all ways. Both
his pride and his poverty she believed

she could have conquered—but not this

vision of his dream. He was mooning
over an obsession, and his passion was
kept alive by some sentimentalist who
fed it on shadows. She could have taken
him, perhaps, from a flesh-and-blood

rival—certainly she might have tried;

but against a thing like this she dared
not pit herself.

It was Jim who escorted her back to

the drawing-room, for Clark had passed
;i \ iendly arm through the Furnace
Malt's and was deep in a confidential

chat. 1 hen, with surprising sudden-
ness, the party disintegrated. Professor
Gray had his deferred lecture. Carlotta
had promised to be home at three. The
doctor had calls to make. Jim's after-

noon newspapers were ready for sale.

The nurse went up-stairs. Anita, Philip,

and the Furnace Man were left to their

harrow in li farewells.

With the departure of his other

guests, the slight tension on the nerves

of their host relaxed; in the companion-
ship of these two intimates he again
became a little boy. Grasping a hand
of each, and balancing lightly between
them, he unconsciously hurled his thun-
derbolt.

"You like my Furnace Man, don't
you, Aunt Nita?" he demanded.

"Yes, dear—of course."

Philip lifted both feet and swung
upon their hands. "I'm glad," he said,
" 'cause, you see, the Furnace Man and
me we talk about you a lot. We talk

about you the whole time we're to-

gether. And when you come here I tell

the Furnace Man every single thing

you do."

A groan burst from the lips of the

Furnace Man. His dark, brilliant face

turned first crimson, then white.

With a gasp, Philip flung himself

upon him. "I promised I wouldn't ever

tell," he wailed, "an' I forgot! Oh, I

forgot!"

From the face of Miss Holloway a

sudden radiance flamed. The Furnace
Man stroked Philip's buried head with

a hand that shook.

"He likes you, though," said Philip,

after a poignant silence. "I'm 'most

sure he does. But he wouldn't ever say

so, 'cause he didn't know you. Don't
you think he likes you now? 'Cause I

want you to be int'mit fr'en's."

"We're going to be." Miss Holloway
drew on her gloves with the little smile

her friends loved but saw so rarely.

"Are you perfecklv sure?" insisted

Philip. "He didn't say so."

"He will." Miss Holloway looked at

the bent head of the Furnace Man, and

her eyes grew soft. "He hasn't our im-

petuous temperament, Philip," she

added, cheerfully, "so we must give him
time. But he's going to take me home
now—and say it on the way!"

^s>
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How Business Fights Alcohol

BY BURTON J. HENDRICK

GCORDINGtothelead-
ers of the Anti-Saloon
League, the United
States will be a "sa-

ioonless nation" by
1920. They propose to

work this miracle by
obtaining an amendment to the Federal

Constitution which will outlaw the man-
ufacture and sale of alcoholic liquors.

This will be merely the culmination of an
anti-alcohol campaign which they have
led for twenty-five years.

It is not, however, the purpose of this

article to discuss the advisability or in-

advisability of national prohibition or

whether such prohibition would actually

prohibit. Side by side with this movement
American industrialism has been waging
warfare against the saloon. A drinking

workman, even one who drinks only oc-

casionally, now has great difficulty in

getting and keeping a job. Few em-
ployers will tolerate him about their

establishments. This success of business

men in driving alcohol from the factory

constitutes, as the Manujacturing Record
says, "one of the most significant revo-

lutions of the age."

Industrial prohibition is not a new
idea. The wisest American foresaw this

development nearly two centuries ago.

Benjamin Franklin, who, unassisted by
modern science, discovered that fresh air

did not cause colds, and who preached
the doctrine of open windows when
people hermetically sealed themselves in

their rooms, also detected certain errors

current in his day—and in ours—about
the use of beer and spirits.

I drank only water [he says, describing his

early experiences in a London printing-shop];
the other workmen, beer. On occasion, I

carried up and down stairs a large form of
types in each hand, when others carried but
one in both hands. They wondered to see,

from this and several instances, that the
water American, as they called me, was strong-

er than themselves, who drank strong beer.

Vol. CXXXIII.—No. 795.-54

We had an ale-house boy who attended al-

ways in the house, to supply the workmen.
My companion at the press drank every day
a pint of beer before breakfast, a pint be-
tween breakfast and dinner, a pint at dinner,
a pint in the afternoon about six o'clock, and
another when he had done a day's work. I

thought it was a detestable custom; but it

was necessary, he supposed, to drink strong
beer, that he might be strong to labor. I

tried to convince him that the bodily
strength afforded by the beer could only be
in proportion to the grain or flour dissolved

in the water of which it was made. He
drank on, however, and had four or five

shillings to pay out of his wages every Satur-

day night for that muddling liquor; an ex-

pense I was free from. And thus these poor
devils keep themselves always under.

Thus Franklin describes the indus-

trial liquor problem as it existed in an

English printing-shop in 1725. Indus-

trial America presented essentially the

same picture until halfa dozen years ago.

We can readily recognize all the details.

The vague belief that alcohol increased

the workman's efficiency prevailed until

recently in the average American estab-

lishment. The "ale-house boy" for

nearly two hundred years regularly

made his trips between the workroom
and the nearest corner saloon. The
saloon-keepers, furnishing credit during

the week, and heavily levying upon

wages every Saturday night, repre-

sented, in Franklin's day as in ours, the

exhausting economic effect of drinking.

Franklin, please note, says nothing

about the religious or moral aspects of

the alcohol habit; he merely sees that it

is wasteful financially and destructive

physically. His attitude was not that

of the Anti-Saloon League; it was that

of the Tin Plate Trust and the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad.

Let us imagine Franklin, after a lapse

of nearly two centuries, visiting the plant

of the Illinois Steel Company, at Joliet,

Illinois. He would find that in this, as

in so many other reforms, he had merely
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been ahead of his time. Posted all over

the establishment this sign would delight

his soul:

NOTICE

To the employees of the Joliet Works, Illi-

nois Steel Company:
For the promotion of safety and welfare,

it is hoped that all employees will avoid the

use of intoxicating liquors.

Under the rules of the Joliet Works, any

employee who uses intoxicating liquor while

on duty will be discharged.

In making promotions in any department

of the plant, Superintendents of Departments

and Foremen will select for promotion only

those who do not use intoxicating liquors.

If Franklin should stroll into Gary at

night, he would find electric signs over

the entrance gate to the Illinois Steel

plant, asking him these pointed ques-

tions:

Did booze ever do you any good?

Did booze ever get you a better job?

Did booze ever contribute anything to the

happiness of your family?

These flaming signs indicate an en-

tirely new aspect of the prohibition cru-

sade. The anti-alcohol movement in the

United States has had three distinct

phases. First, the church declared war
against the saloon. Then science and

medicine began to demonstrate its evils.

Now American industry, in its search

for mental and physical efficiency, has

decided to abolish alcohol.

For generations business and industry

had not only tolerated alcohol, but had

almost superstitiously regarded it as es-

sential to success. In the early nine-

teenth century the town bell regularly

rang at ten in the morning and four in

the afternoon; this was a signal for the

laborers to pause and take their grog.

Farmers regularly provided cum at har-

vesting time; the belief prevailed that

it protected then- men against sun-

stroke. On the- other hand, workmen
exposed to cold, such as ice-cutters, or

carpenters and masons in winter time,

used this universal solvent as a protec-

tion against chill. American industrial-

ism, as n developed, took over all these

ideas, tin growth of factories greatly

stimulating tin retail trade in alcohol.

The saloon-keeper showed a natural af-

finity for tin- factory; when the occupa-

tionwas peripatetic, likerailroad-building

or lumbering, the grog-shop automati-
cally followed the workmen's head-
quarters. Men regularly drank on the
way to the shop in the morning, on the
way home in the evening; the laborer
ate his noonday meal at the free-lunch

counter, and frequently took back with
him to the factory plentiful supplies of

refreshment in pails, bottles, and some-
times in kegs. Until the last decade the
dram-shop performed any number of

business and social uses. ''Fifteen years
ago," said Samuel Gompers, in 1904,
"the labor union usually had its meet-
ing place in a saloon." It sheltered

workmen at night, thus serving as a

"club"; it acted as a bank, the gentle-

man in a white apron obligingly cashing

all pay checks. The steel mills displayed

particular tolerance toward whisky;
they believed that the worker in a blast

furnace would die if he did not have fre-

quent potations. After every heat the

men regularly adjourned to the nearest

saloon and reinforced themselves for the

next one. Twenty years ago the doctors

regarded water as sure death for a ty-

phoid patient, and, similarly, employers

actually believed that water would al-

most instantaneously kill a workman
who had just left a blazing furnace.

Even in those days, however, the indus-

try noted that alcohol had certain dis-

advantages. Foremen always dreaded

Mondays and the day following pay-

day, for the men were invariably list-

less and accidents were then most fre-

quent.

It seems incredible that, thirty years

ago, drunkenness seemed to be almost

an indispensable adjunct of railroading.

The neatly clothed, freshly shaven con-

ductors we know to-day are modern

developments; even the engineer, in the

old days, commonly spent the time be-

tween runs in a saloon and did not hesi-

tate to take a bottle oi' whisky into his

cab. The brakeman, the train-hand,

and the worker in the roundhouse were

not infrequently jovial, care-free souls.

In is-''. William 11. Baldwin, then re-

cently graduated from Harvard, started

his noteworthy railroad career on the

Union Pacific. "There- are about .'lie

hundred and thirty nun living In re," he

wrote from one of his stations. ' 1 hey
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are shopmen, engineers, firemen, and
section hands, Their church, town hall,

dance-hall, and reading-room are three

saloons. If a man wishes to write a

letter, meet friends, read, eat, drink and
be merry, he goes to the only places

which will give him the opportunity

—

the saloons. Some of the engineers have
educated themselves far better than half

the graduates of Harvard have been ed-

ucated. There are many who have seen

better days, but have been knocked out

with bad rum. One of them is a bleary,

bloodshot-eyed old chap, who looks as

if he had been drunk all his life and had
slept alternately in the gutter or on the

floor of some saloon." Constant quar-

rels, fist fights, blunders, and slovenly

work were the inevitable consequence of

these conditions. Terrible accidents

were much more common than now, and
the official report not infrequently con-

tained the statement that "some one
had been drinking."

But times have changed. What ex-

plains the improvements that are taking

place every day? The last ten years

have witnessed important developments
in the study of alcohol. The scientific

laboratory has tested, and is testing, all

the superstitions which have developed
in the course of several centuries. And
we cannot study this literature without
reaching one definite conclusion. A few
opposing voices still uphold the cause of

alcohol; the weight of scientific author-
ity, however, has rendered a pretty

sweeping verdict against it. We all

know, of course—no scientific experi-

ments are necessary to teach us—that
excessive indulgence is injurious; the
significance of these modern studies,

however, is that they condemn alcohol
in moderate amounts. These conclu-
sions have the utmost importance for

every citizen, but they have a particular

meaning for laboring men. For alcohol

affects unfavorably all the physical and
mental operations most essential to
working efficiency. The increasing com-
plications of factory life, the extensive
use ofmachinery, and the intricate organ-
ization needed to turn out the modern
product make unusual demands upon
the workman. Above all, the laborer
must have speed, physical and mental
quickness, attention, and endurance.

Now, the alcohol molecule, freely circu-
lating in the body and the brain, affects
adversely all these qualities. It en-
feebles attention, dulls the intellect, pre-
vents ready co-ordination between men-
tal and muscular action, decreases the
powers of attention and perception, and
generally enfeebles the system. Elab-
orate experimentation shows that wine
and whisky, even in "moderate"
amounts, lower resistance to infection;
a regular drinker, even though he is not
an inebriate, is especially subject to
colds and even more serious disorders;
this, merely from the industrial side,

means loss of time and inefficiency. The
laboratory workers have destroyed an-
other illusion, dear to the "moderate
drinker"; that is, that alcohol "puts
new life into a man," increases his en-
ergy and enthusiasm. The physiological
chemist coldly tells us that alcohol is

not a stimulant, but a depressant. Any
mental and physical elation we feel is

simply its effect as a narcotic; it is

merely temporary and, when it passes

away, it leaves the mind and body more
exhausted than before.

In the last few years a great social and
economic reform has been sweeping over
the United States. That is the move-
ment for workmen's compensation, and
this, even more than scientific studies,

is giving the coup de grace to alcohol.

The adoption, by most of our large in-

dustrial states, of laws making employ-
ers responsible financially for injuries

suffered by employees has suddenly

brought them face to face with the prob-

lem of drink. For alcohol plays an im-

portant part in causing accidents. The
German investigators, in their methodi-

cal fashion, have accumulated a mass of

statistics snowing this connection. Oth-

er investigators may deny the indict-

ment and point to the few industrial ac-

cidents recorded in state reports as

caused by "intoxication." The fact

that the casualty companies have few

claims to pay in which "intoxication"

figures as the cause is also alleged on the

other side. But these assertions have

no pertinence, for we are not discussing

"intoxication," but alcohol. A work-

man obviously intoxicated causes few ac-

cidents simply because men in this con-

dition or subject to this condition are
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not allowed to work at all. They seldom
get jobs, are usually discharged on their

first offense, and are always sent home
when they appear in a drunken condi-

tion. The "moderate drinker, " whose
impaired perception, weakened atten-

tion, and muscular and mental listless-

ness may cause frightful calamities, is, so

far as external evidence shows, entirely

sober. An accident caused by him,

therefore, does not go on the records as

one caused by " intoxication." The new
liability and compensation laws give the

employer no option; he must pay for an

injured workman, irrespective of the

cause. If he tolerates alcohol-users on

his premises, he must pay the cost of

their mistakes. The question in this

modern form thus touches employers at

their most sensitive point. And the

amazing growth of industrial prohibi-

tion in the last three or four years herein

has its explanation. As a result of these

laws employers have installed safety

appliances and started "safety" cam-
paigns; their new rules against alcohol

have precisely the same inspiration.

The railroads led in the reform.

Clearly, there can be.no greater crime

than to intrust a passenger-train to an

engineer of alcoholic tendencies. In par-

tici lar, alcohol is a causative agent in

toxic amblyopia, an eye disease which
makes it difficult to distinguish one color

from another. The bearing of this upon
reading signals is apparent. However,
no extensive argument is needed to show
tin necessity for active wits in men who,
merely by misplacing a switch, ignoring

i signal, or misreading a telegram, can

kill hundreds of people. Yet, as already

said, American railroad management,
twenty-five years ago, practically ig-

nored the clangers of drinking. Here,

again, tin- financial point largely ex-

plains their awakening, as damage suits

are becoming more and more expensive.

The roads gradually installed air-brakes,

block signals, and other safety appli-

ances; finally, reaching the human el-

ement, they adopted rules against alco-

hol. Hut t \ en William 11. Baldwin, onv

of the pioneers in this reform, believed

that they could enforce <>nl\ the mildest

rules. "If the nun are ordered not to

drink," he said, "they will just indulge

in a little extra profanity at our ex-

pense." The most that could be hoped
for, he believed, was to prohibit drinking
in working-hours. At first the railroads
merely placed this limitation on their
men. As this regulation only scotched
the evil, the railroads, perforce, began
interfering with the "personal liberty"
of their employees. Not only must an
employee not drink in working-hours;
he must not drink at all! In some cases
the applicants had to sign the total-ab-
stinence pledge before entering the com-
pany's employ. Rules penalizing a visit

to a saloon with dismissal soon became
a general rule. But railroads which went
to this extreme soon found themselves
facing a curious dilemma. They prohib-
ited their men from visiting saloons, yet
they were conducting saloons themselves
—that is, they were serving liquors in

their dining- and club-cars. Several of

our greatest railroads—the Pennsyl-
vania, for example—met this issue in the

only honest way. This is why the thirsty

traveler, asking for his customary cock-

tail in the dining-car, is politely in-

formed by the colored gentleman that

"no drinks are sold on the train."

"American railroads," says the Rail-

way Gazette, 'nave become one of the

greatest and most effective temperance
organizations in existence." There are

probably 2,000,000 railroad employees
to-day living under the strictest prohib-

itory regulations. Recently another

large company discharged one hundred
and twenty-six men who had committed
this offense. But the railroads are fight-

ing the evil in other ways. They fit up
club-rooms for their men; the wonderful
development of the Railroad Y. M. C.-A.

is really part of the campaign for so-

briety. We may reasonably doubt
whether state prohibition prohibits in

Kansas and Maine; there is not the

slightest doubt that industrial prohi-

bition does prohibit on our railroads.

Intemperance among railroad emplo
is now practically unknown.

The most ardent temperance enthusi-

ast does not show greater hostility to

the use o\ alcohol than America's cap-

tains of industry at the present moment,
lake, for a single illustration, our great-

1 st industry, the steel trade. 1 have be-

fore me a mass of letters from nearly one

hundred and fifty manufacturers of iron
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and steel. They include the greatest

concerns in the country; many of the

constituent members of the United

I

States Steel Corporation are represented.

In these letters the responsible officials

give their policy on the drinking ques-

tion, and express their opinions as to its

practical success. Through them all

there runs the same tone: the opinion is

unanimous that drinking, even in mod-
erate amounts, decreases efficiency, in-

creases accidents, and is altogether de-

moralizing to the workmen and to the

plant. All these corporations—great

concerns like the Illinois Steel Company,
the Carnegie Steel Company, the Amer-
ican Steel and Wire Company, the

American Tin Plate Company, the

American Manganese Steel Company,
the American Car and Foundry Com-
pany, the American Bridge Company.,
to mention only a few, are now con-

ducting a great campaign against

drinking. Already they have cleaned

up conditions that existed only half

a dozen years ago. All have elimi-

nated from the steel industry that youth-
ful Ganymede who was once its con-

spicuous ornament—old Ben Franklin's

"ale-house boy," who regularly "rushed
the can" in working-hours, for the re-

freshment regarded as essential to in-

dustrial efficiency and contentment.
These steel-mills will now "fire" in-

stantly any man who drinks in working-
hours. Many are weeding out em-
ployees who stop on their way to the
factory for their morning nip and on
their way home at night for a similar

purpose. A visit to the free-lunch

counter at noon frequently means dis-

missal. Before a man is employed he is

asked if he uses alcohol; if he answers
yes, the applicant does not get the job.

Some of these concerns, like our great-
est railroads, prohibit drinking both on
and off duty, and discharge a man caught
visiting a saloon at any time. A work-
man who cashes his pay-check at a sa-

loon is immediately sent "to get his

time"; a garnishment of wages by a
saloon-keeper automatically results in

dismissal. The American Steel and
Wire Company has ordered its men to
withdraw from clubs where liquor is

sold; a year ago the Carnegie Steel

Company posted a notice declaring that

all promotions hereafter would be made
from the ranks of the abstainers. The
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Coal Company has prohibited foremen,
bosses, and others who have workmen
in charge fi;om visiting saloons; the ex-
ample is too dangerous a one!
These large employers adopt other

methods for divorcing alcohol from in-

dustry. Some have purchased saloon
property near their plants merely for the
purpose of abolishing the bars. Nearly
all fight the granting of licenses in the
courts and direct their men, under pen-
alty of dismissal, not to sign applications
for licenses. "A man with a bottle of
whisky," declared an official of the
Du Pont Powder Company, at Conneys
Point, New Jersey, "is as dangerous
around a powder -plant as a bomb-
thrower." The Midvale Steel Company
recently appeared in the license court to
oppose a saloon-keeper who was plan-
ning to locate in its neighborhood. One
phase of industrial prohibition is a move-
ment known as "pushing the saloon from
the doors of the factory." These "agi-

tators" — mostly cold-blooded execu-

tives of great manufacturing plants

—

take the stand that the same laws which
keep drinking-places away from churches
and schools should also apply to their es-

tablishments. The American Foundry-
men's Association is leading this move-
ment. Other employers are trying to

find the long-sought substitute for the

saloon. Some supply cold milk and

other harmless drinks, at a nominal

price; others, following the example of

the railroads, are establishing club-

rooms. These places furnish lunch at a

small figure—thereby enticing the men
away from the free-lunch counter; bill-

iards, bowling-alleys, reading-rooms, li-

braries, gymnasium, and social quarters

supply other necessities of human inter-

course.

Perhaps the most persuasive weapon

against the saloon is that adopted by the

Philadelphia Quartz Company, which

has large plants in Pennsylvania, Indi-

ana, and New York. This concern had

the usual three types of employees—ex-

cessive drinkers, moderate drinkers, and

abstainers. Instead of adopting strin-

gent prohibitory rules the company de-

cided to deal with its employees on the
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strict basis of justice and common busi-

ness sense. Who were the ones, that is,

that gave the greatest dollar value for

every dollar paid them? The question

answered itself—the non-alcoholized, of

course. Many years' experience had
clearly demonstrated that fact. Was it

not unfair, almost dishonest, to pay the

drinking*man the same wages as the ab-

stainer? Acting on this basis, the Phila-

delphia Quartz Company has issued an

order giving a ten per cent, increase in

wages to total abstainers. The com-
pany makes no pretense that it is seeking

to save souls, although it hopes that the

families of its employees will benefit; its

idea is to discourage drunkenness, and so

increase efficiency and profits. The non-

drinker is worth more pay than the

drinker—that's all there is to it. "The
actions of the men," writes Mr. William
H. Stanton, the general manager of the

company, at Chester, Pennsylvania,

"their attitude toward the company,
their management of the work—in fact,

their very looks indicate—that they feel

they have made a good decision. They
have more self-respect, more self-con-

fidence, feel themselves to be better

men, better citizens, better employees,

and are altogether happier than they

ever were before.

"

Indeed, these hard-headed business

men grow almost as enthusiastic as the

temperance advocates in describing the

beneficial results of their crusade. Their

methods of combating the vice are al-

most revivalistic in character. Paid

temperance exhorters are brought in to

preach during the lunch-hour; anti-

dlinking literature is distributed to the

men for home consumption; the walls

and bulletin-boards are covered with

warnings against the saloon; and, in cer-

tain Eastern states, "water-wagon clubs"

are being organized among workmen.
Some concerns assign regular hours for

instruction in the physical and mental

effects of alcohol, and pay the men full

wages for the time spent in this educa-

tional course.

The anti-alcohol campaign has now
become part oi' the 'safety first"

movement. This elaborate programme,
initiated for the purposeof improving our

disgraceful national record for industrial

accidents, now regards the struggle

against alcohol as a necessary part of its

work. In 1914 the General Round Table
meeting of the National Safety Council
devoted a large amount of time to dis-

cussing this question. More than seven
hundred representatives of industry
stood up and adopted a resolution de-

claring that the "drinking of alcoholic

stimulants is productive of a heavy per-

centage of accidents and of disease af-

fecting the safety and efficiency of work-
ing-men." The National Safety Council
is conducting a bulletin - board "edu-
cational" crusade in thousands of fac-

tories aimed directly at the working-
man. Every week more than two million

employees read its startling broadsides.

"Not safety first, but sober first,"

has now become its cry, and "safety,

sobriety, success" is another succinct

motto recommended to the laboring

classes.

Not infrequently a visitor to almost any
great plant to-day sees groups of toil-

hardened men, absorbing wisdom from
the Safety Council's posters. Here is a

picture showing an aged drunkard reel-

ing out of a saloon door, before which
stands a neatly dressed young man, with

one foot inside, but with his eyes hesi-

tatingly glancing back at the disappear-

ing derelict. The heading, "A danger
signal," conveys its lesson. Another
group stands before a poster showing a

huge bottle inscribed as follows: "Whis-
ky. We guarantee it to do these things:

Make you lose balance, nerve, employ-

ment, money, friends, family, self-

confidence, courage, health, and life

—

that's all." Another shows a workman
walking the primrose path of "promo-
tion"; across this path lies a bottle on

which is written "Booze." Here is the

pictorial representation of a workman,
his shoulders piled with encumbrances

intended to portray the burdens under

which he must struggle toward success.

The most conspicuous bears the legend
" Booze." Other posters contain, in large

type, pithy questions and condensed

sermons. "A saloon-keeper who sells

booze will not employ a drunkard as a

bartender. Think it over!" Perhaps

the prize of all these broadsides, cer-

tainly one which has an extensive cir-

culation, is the following, printed in a

succession (^ red and black ink:
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BOOZE

We want only clear-thinking men in our

employ.

You cannot think clearly and act safely if

you are a boozer.

Booze poisons the brain. It stimulates

for a short time only— then deadens the

senses.

When mens minds are dull, accidents are

bound to occur. It takes alertness—quick

thinking and acting—to avoid danger.

If you must booze, then dont report for work.

We dont want boozers on our premises. They

are dangerous, not only to themselves, but to

all others who come in contact with them.

Booze will never get you a fob nor help

you hold one.

Booze will not help you pay your debts nor

increase your earning power.

Booze and work wont mix. Sooner or later

one must be sacrificed for the other.

Side-track booze before booze side-tracks you.

What good is industrial prohibition

accomplishing? Perhaps the experience

of one manufacturing district will mast
satisfactorily answer this question. A
few years ago the nation was shocked by
an unusually brutal lynching at Coats-

ville, Pennsylvania. This town is located

in the heart of a coal-and-steel district; its

population, like that of most ofour indus-

trial centers, represents nearly all na-

tionalities, with a considerable sprink-

ling of the native stock. The thinking

people, including the heads of most of

the steel plants, got together to devise

ways of so improving social conditions

that such a tragedy should never dis-

grace them again. As usual, the alcohol

molecule seemed to be the influence that
chiefly promoted race disturbances, and
the plans for a house-cleaning necessa-
rily took the form of eradicating this nui-

sance. Mr. Charles L. Huston, vice-

president of the Lukens Iron and Steel

Company, a concern that employs two
thousand men, led the movement that
finally succeeded in closing all the sa-

loons. When, a year afterward, an ef-

fort was made to reopen them, Mr.
Huston got up from a sick-bed to protest

before the court. The closing, he said

—

and the other manufacturers agreed with
him—had worked an almost unbeliev-

able improvement in conditions. It had
decreased accidents fifty per cent, in the

Lukens plant ! The quality of employees
had improved and the superintendents

had had much less trouble in getting

efficient men. The grand jury of Ches-
ter County submitted a report declar-

ing that crime had greatly decreased.

Merchants testified to increased pur-

chases of children's and women's cloth-

ing, bank presidents reported a great in-

crement in savings deposits, and citizens

generally declared that Coatsville had
become a decent place of residence. In

the old days, the average citizen was
afraid to let his wife or daughter walk

up the main street; now a drunken
man was a rarity.

All this reads like the report of the

W. C. T. U. or the American Temperance
Society; what makes the evidence sig-

nificant is that it is supplied by unimagi-

native business men.



Mixed Marriage

BY LAURA SPENCER PORTO

R

OW hear the Oracle!"

said Mrs. Coningsby,
leaning forward in the

firelight to make sure

of a stitch in her Bel-

fc* gian knitting.

"Well, I mean"—
Taunton flicked the ash of his cigar

carefully
—"you take, for instance, mixed

marriage, just what we've been speaking

of. Now, according to my way of think-

ing, it pretty nearly always spells trag-

edy." He blew more smoke to the

ceiling. "You see, it's this way." He
leaned forward a little along his chair-

arms, and addressed the fire. "Take
Romeo and Juliet as a typical example.

She a Capulet, he a Montague—mixed
marriage, if ever there was one. Every
one knows she would have remained a

Capulet, and he a Montague, quite hap-

pily, to the end of time. It never would
have disturbed either of them. Can you
imagine either trying to convert the

other? If a difference of ' religion' was
ever likely not to count, it was likely not

to count there. They were not anxious

about such things. The only thing that

disturbed them was that the lark was
not the nightingale."

Mrs. Coningsby dropped her hands
and knitting into her lap with a little

gesture of despair. "Well, I suppose
this entire company knows what that

reference to the lark and the nightingale

means. I don't. I'd like to be enlight-

ened;'
Taunton gave her his attention in a

polite, dazed way, an earnest man inter-

rupted by a light hand laid on the bridle

of his hobby.
" Frankly, I'm not good at quoting. I

think it is the scene in the orchard, isn't

it?" Taunton looked around the group,

inviting any one to help him.

1 heir was a pause.
"^ es; in Capulet's orchard."
All eves turned to Mrs. Guthrie as

she spoke. She was a little out oi the

circle, out of the firelight. The shaded
light of the lamp dimmed her dark hair

and eyes and added to the aloofness of

her.

"It is an orchard. Don't you remem-
ber

—

" * By yonder blessed moon I swear,

That tips with silver all these fruit-tree

tops.'

"

"Yes, exactly." It was to Taunton
as though, in a foreign company, some
one spoke in his own tongue. "You
don't happen to remember that part

about the lark?"

She began at once, saying the words,
without affectation—in what seemed to

Taunton a singularly silvery voice:

"'Wilt thou be gone? it is not yet near

day:
It was the nightingale, and not the lark,

That pierced the fearful hollow of thine

ear;

Nightly she sings on yon pomegranate
tree:

Believe me, love, it was the nightingale/
M

Fat little Mr. Paxton had, meantime,
squared around in his chair—that being

easier than turning around in his collar

—

to have a better look at her.

"Well, I'm really very much obliged,"

said Mrs. Coningsby, reversing her work
and her needles and settling back for a

prolonged line of straight knitting.

"You just mean that they were so in

love with each other that nothing else

could have mattered."

"Yes; but what I mean is that in

mixed marriage tragedy usually follows,

because there is usually a third party.

Now, with Romeo and Juliet, for in-

stance, the hatred of old Capulet and

old Montague was the 'third party.'

It supplied the tragedy."

No one spoke.

"It's a singular thing how often it

happens. Now 1 once knew a case of
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jvvhat I call mixed marriage, in the Ken-
tucky mountains

—

"

Here portly Mr. Ridgeway got up.

"Now, Taunton, that's what I like to

hear. Go ahead with your Kentucky
mountain story!"

"Oh yes, pray do!" said Mrs. Field-

ing, coming out of a trance-like pose

: and poising her lorgnon between delicate

j
fingers. "It is so perfectly delightful to

hear about those extraordinary moun-
taineers, who think nothing in the world

of killing people."

"Well," said Ridgeway, settling him-

self further, "they interest me. Go
ahead, Taunton."
"Yes, do," said Jimmy Tucker, "and

begin and get busy. Mrs. Hastings will

be back from her Red Cross meeting,

and telling us it is time for dinner."

"Do begin it 'Once upon a time,"
said Celestine Reynolds. "You'd like

that, wouldn't you, kitty?"

Mrs. Coningsby dropped her hands in

her lap and addressed Taunton with
pretty desperation. "Mr. Taunton,
do please begin. If you don't I shall

have to talk about the war again."

Ridgeway tapped the ends ofhis fingers

together. The chatter of women was to

him one of the incredible things of life,

and when it frivolously postponed the

beginning of a good story

—

"Well, it was a mixed marriage," be-

gan Taunton, bluntly. "She was from
Magoffin. It's a good county, as coun-
ties go, in that part of Kentucky. She
was married to one of the Holcombs,
over in Breathitt. You know Breathitt,

of course. My friend McCree, sheriff at

Jackson, had one phrase for all Breathitt

County people, 'Dange'ous as a meat-
ax.'

"But Dug Holcomb, the one she mar-
ried, was different. You see that kind
of thing, sometimes—sort of changelings.

Families with children of their own, I

mean, that don't really seem to belong
to them."
Taunton took a glance around the

company, as much as to say, "You've
seen them, I'm sure." No one replied.

As his glance swept over Mrs. Guthrie,
he could have fancied she nodded very
slightly, in acquiescence; or maybe it

was just that her eyes met his with a

kind of dark and wide understanding.
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"Anyway, Dug Holcomb was differ-

ent. You knew that when you looked in
his face. The other Holcomb boys,
Pies, Cran, and Sturley, were lank and
tall and dark, like old man Holcomb.
They had long teeth and narrow brows,
and a kind of haggard way of walking.
But Dug was different. His brow was
broad, his teeth were good, his eyes were
blue and wide apart, and he had a shock
of red hair, and a broad, fine top to his

head. It was a strange thing, but he
and she looked alike, really very much
alike. She had red hair, also. I never
saw a woman with so much.
"Her father, old man Swazey, had

raised geese over there in Magoffin for

years. Old Uncle Ben Creech told me
she knew every goose. There wasn't a

prettier sight, he said, than to see her go
out of the cabin and give the goose-

tender's call, and to see the whole flock

straighten their necks and glide over to

her, waving their wings as they went
and screaming with delight. When her

father and brother, at a certain time of

the year, would drive the geese off for

court-day, to sell them, she'd get up and
off to the woods before dawn, so she

wouldn't see them go. There was one

old gander she had had for years, which

she doted on. It followed her every-

where.
"Then old man Holcomb came over

and bargained for her, I believe. His

wife was dead, and he and the boys

needed a woman in the cabin to look

after them. He thought she would be a

good wife for Dug. Next week he sent

Dug over. She was just sixteen, they

tell me.
"Dug was gone not quite a week, and

brought her across the mountains be-

hind him on his horse. One of the older

boys, Pies, rode over the dry after, and

brought the indignant old gander, hiss-

ing and .squawking, back with him.

They say it flew to her arms when it

saw her. I saw it do that many a time

afterward.

"To put it bluntly, she was the type

who loved dumb things, and she had

married into a family of murderers. Old

man Holcomb had killed three men in

his day, and Pies and Cran and Sturley

each their man. Dug, it seems, hadn't.

I don't know whether he had lacked the
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need to kill any one, up to the time he
married her, but I know that after his

marriage it must have been away out of

his line. For they were in love with each
other, he and she. She used to sit

watching him, in the firelight, by the

hour, or he her; just watching, in a kind

of open, desperate way, as though they
did not either of them want any other

happiness than just to look at each
other, waiting the time when they could

be together. He and she slept up in the

loft, the rest in the one room below.

"The others treated her civilly enough
at first. She was an acquisition to the

cabin. They had lived like wild pigs be-

fore; they began living now like mod-
erately well-cared for animals. She
served them and waited on them. The
women down in that country do not
presume to sit down to a meal with the

men. I've been at table, myself, with
the old man and the four boys, and had
her wait on us. There is something med-
ieval about it. She was beautiful and si-

lent, clean but ragged. Her feet were
bare. They were very white, and as she

put them down on the earth floor they
had a little way of flinching that made
her seem sensitive and delicate.

"The men bent over their plates and
shoveled their food into their mouths
and never so much as looked up at her.

They would shove out their plates when
they wanted more; that was all.

"The gander kept following her back
and forth from the little lean-to shed.

He was a grave, waddling old thing. I

liked him immensely. The boys liked

him well enough, too, I think, at first.

By and by Pies came home drunk one
day, stumbled over the gander, flung a

stool at it, and broke its leg. She set the

leg, wrapped it in cloth, with bits of

stick for splints, and the leg got well

—

except for a slight limp.

"I've always thought that was the

beginning of her downfall with the Hol-

combs. They all knew she doted on the

gander. It she- could have stormed, that

day, and gone into a black rage, she

would have been speaking their own
language. I hey would have understood
and would have respected her for one of

themselves. 1 hey were the type that

fling chairs .it on< another when they are

ry. Hut sh< was naturally gentle,

naturally forgiving; and, more than
that, she was a woman with whom love
was having its way. If a woman really

loves—deeply, I mean—she can't really

hate. Shakespeare knew that. Look at

Juliet. He lets love possess her—fairly

possess her—and after that it isn't in

her to hate."

Again Taunton's glance, sweeping
around the circle of his listeners, fell on
Mrs. Guthrie.

"Am I not right about that?" he said,

without knowing just why he said it to

her, particularly. Again all eyes turned
to her, and Paxton seemed climbing
fatly over his collar as he turned his

head, this time, to look at her.

"I never thought of it," she said, in

the same silvery voice that sounded to

him quiet and far-off, "but I think it

might probably stand to reason."

"Well," returned Taunton, "when
Pies hurt the gander Dug's wife didn't

storm, or rage, or cast one black look,

and, of course, the old man and the boys
hated her for that. There is nothing
will make the unlovely hate you like the

lack of their own unloveliness in your-

self. There was never a rebuke on her

lips; but there is no rebuke hated by the

selfish like unselfishness.

"On the other hand, there is not a

more loyal people than these mountain-
eers, so far as family goes. They have
not passed beyond the savage stage of

"mine, right or wrong." The old man
and the four boys held together with the

savage clan spirit. After all, however
much Dug's father and his three broth-

ers hated her, she was the woman who
belonged to them.

"Well, one autumn 1 went up into the

mountains, as I did, at times, to get

away from the world. I rode up on my
little mare, Molly, from Frankfort,

through the ' PenYyle ' district, and on

up finally into the mountains as far as

Jackson. From there I rode farther

hack with McCree. McCree was the

sheriff of Jackson whom I knew. Thirty

miles hack, he left me at Hodge Creek,

to go over in the eastern part ot the

county on business. Me suggested that

I wait for him two days, up at the Par-

rots' cabin, and ride hack to Jackson
with him. on his return. But 1 declined.

u McCree rode away. After he was
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gone I reversed my decision, however.

The weather was glorious. I knew and

liked old man Parrot and his wife. I

stayed there at their cabin two days,

then another. Still McCree did not

come. I decided, then, to go back with-

out him. I saddled Molly and left in the

afternoon.

"Toward sunset a storm came up. It

found me not far from the Holcomb
cabin. I rode near to it and called

from the path. Dug opened the door of

! the cabin, came out, and gave the crude

mountain welcome. The woman was in-

doors, getting supper. No one else was
about.

"'Where are the rest?' I asked.

"To my surprise, she told me fully.

There had been a raid back in the

mountains. She did not say a raid on
the mountain still, but I knew without
being told. The men had made their

escape, but not before old Holcomb had
killed one of the deputies and Pies had
badly wounded another.

"'And Dug?' I said, anxiously.

"'Oh, Dug hain't in it. It's no con-

sarn o' his'n.'
'" But he'll be suspected.'

'I reckon he air suspicioned a'-

ready,' " she said, dully. 'He were out
with his gun to get me a rabbit fer sup-

per. He war'n' fur from the killin'.

Hit's likely they seen him. Dug he seen

his pappy shoot a man. He run home,
lookin' white, an' tole me. Dug's dead
set agin killin', like I am.'

"Dug came in now, bringing an arm-
ful of wood. The fresh-disturbed flames

lit up their two faces as they bent over
the fire. The likeness was very striking.

" 'But, Dug,' I said, 'if you were there

with your gun, you must get out of this

place.'

"He refused, dully, to take my view.
He had had nothing to do with the kill—

" 'I ain't goin' to sneak,' he said, dog-
gedly, 'ner hide in the brush.'

' 'Nor desert your murderous family,'

I remarked, mentally. Aloud, I said:
" 'All right, don't sneak or hide; but

after supper get the horse saddled and
just ride with me back to the Blue-Grass
—just until I can get things straightened
out with McCree. You see, I know
McCree. That will help. Your wife

can go up to the Parrots' to-morrow
morning.' I turned my eyes to the
woman.

a c

Oh, I hain't afraid to stay alone,'
she said, dully. 'I've got the gander.'

" 'I ain't goin' to sneak,' Dug replied.
" 'I don't call that sneaking,' I said.

'Do your' I appealed to her. 'Good
Lord!' I addressed him directly, 'you've
got to stop thinking of your family, and
think of her.

9

"His eyes shifted, as though he were
staggering a little under some mental
blow. Then he turned to her appeal-
ingly. There, where his whole poor soul

looked out miserably, she stood, beauti-

ful, desirable in his eyes. I think he
must have wished me and my prudence
gone, so that he could be with her. I

knew, as I looked at him, that he, too,

had not a particle of hate in his nature.

They loved each other entirely. What
had hate to do with them?
"The gander stood beside her, his

head high in the air and turned on one
side, wisely, his bright-rimmed eye

fixed on us, as though waiting.

"She took a little step nearer to Dug.
" 'Dug honey; hit's like] he says. I

reckon that hain't sneakin'. You're all

I got.'

"The gander, always jealous of her,

put his long neck to one side and rubbed

his head against her, coveting attention.

"She put her fingers in among his

head feathers and scratched his head,

in an absent way, not looking at him.
" 'If they was to take you, Dug

honey, I'd have the gander,' she said,

simply, 'but it wouldn't be the same.'

"As soon as darkness closed in, Dug
and I rode away. It was a wild, black

night. The rain had stopped, but the

sky was overcast and the wind was

high. We followed a mere bridle-path

for perhaps a half-mile, then struck

into a narrow road in the woods.

"The wind in the branches took care

of the sound of our horses' hoofs. \\ e

were in a kind of privacy of noise and a

tumult of tossing boughs. So were

others, evidently, for suddenly Molly

lifted her head knowingly. My heart

leaped. I gathered in the bridle, turned,

and spoke in quiet tones, in Dug's

ear..

"'Don't speak unless I ask you a
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question. Stay where you are. Re-
member, you're all she's got.'

"Molly moved on again, cautiously.

In a moment more she stood stock-still,

nose to nose with a horse facing her.

The stranger horse wheeled a little. I

did not see it, but I knew there was a

barrel of a pistol facing me.
" 'You are covered. Who's there?'

The words came sharp. I recognized the

voice.
" ' Fred Taunton, from the Blue-Grass/

I said.

"The man in the dark laughed a low,

gruff laugh.

"'Well, I'll be doggoned! What in

the name of Sam Hill you doin' here?

Thought you was in the Blue-Grass by
now. Looky here, you like to have got

your damned head blowed off.'

"Just then another officer came up on
his horse. I knew McCree. I knew he

was as keen after a criminal as a coon-

do^ after a coon.
" 'Want to come and help us hunt

some fellows? The Holcombs. We're
after the hull gang.'

" 'Are you sure they're all guilty?' I

said*
" 'You're soft, you are,' he said. 'I

always told you that. Which way you
riding? We're going by the old persim-

mon-tree below here; skirt around by
thfe big. white oak and the fox-grapes,

then down beside the creek to the cabin.

One of 'em's likely to sneak back some-

where near then- to-night fer food. Now
where arc you goin'

r'

" 'I'm going by the main road to the

Parrots'."'
" 'If you meet any of my men, give

'cm the password, "Coon-dog," and

they'll lei you by.'

McCree rode away in the defile that

led to the persimmon-tree.
"I not down off of \loll\ and took a

st t p or two back, toward the spot where
1 had left Du<:. Something moved deft-

ly beside me, like an animal, as though

to get swiftly past me, I stooped and

grabbed it by the hair. It was l)n^.

"'Where arc von going?* 1 said, hold-

ing linn.

"'I beard wb.it he said. I'm going

to cut across tin short w ay, to warn him

when be gets to tin old persimmon-tree.

Tin \ 'II be -hot if tin v go down there by

the wild-grape. Cran and Sturley ai

there.'

"I tried to stop him, but he pulle(

away from me.
Don't forget to say " Coon-dog " to

them,' I said, desperately. 'They won't
know yon. Say it—then run. Where
are you going after that?'

Back to her,' he said, and wTas gone.
"I knew the short foot-path back to

the cabin. McCree's horse would have
to pick his way slowly; that would give

me time to get to the cabin before Mc-
Cree. I tied Molly where I found Dug's
horse tied, and made the difficult way
on foot.

"When I came to the cabin at last I

was pretty well spent. I opened the

door without knocking.
" Pies and Dug were facing each other.

They stared at me as I entered; but
Pies turned back almost instantly to

his brother.
" Dug stood back against the wall.

Beside him, her hand on his arm, stood

the woman, her red hair shining in the

firelight. I could not but notice again

the striking likeness between them.
"Pies was cursing Dug as I've never

heard a man curse. When there was a

break in the torrent the woman spoke,

weakly.

"'Pies! Pies! Dug's yer brother!'

As she said it she laid a band on his

arm. Pics flung it off as though it were
some vile thing. The gander, excited by
a scene it did not understand, flew at

Pies with an angry, hissing sound and
a wild w aving of w ings.

"1 hardly know bow it occurred, for

it all happened so quickly. Pies made
a swift, fierce snatch at the gander that

took it off its yellow feet. He gave- it a

vicious jerk, a strong, infuriated twirl.

Then the great, heavy body was flung

into a corner and lav still, after a few

feeble flutterings of its great wings.

The woman's eyes dosed an instant,

as though she bad been struck and dazed

b\ a hard blow. But she did not even

look tow aid the bird. 1 lei eyes

fixed on I )ng.
"

I expected to m e the two men clench

in fierce tight, but \)\m'^ raised hands

only dropped heavily .it his sides and

ht s.iid nothing. Pies began his torrent

of abuse once more.
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"Took here,' I said, 'you'll be

caught up with while you're quarreling.

What did you come back for? McCree
is certain to be here soon/

"'I came back,' Pies said, with slow

I, hate, 'to find out what Dug's aimin' to

! do. He's pappy's son, like we all air.

But he don't act like it, fer a fact.

Blood's a heap thicker than water, but

you wouldn't say he was blood-kin.

Looks like he's changed and converted

—

ain't the same man since she come
here.'

"I can give no idea of the scorn his

words conveyed.
"'You run a risk every moment you

are here,' I said, angrily. 'Get out into

the brush and save yourself.'
" Pies turned to Dug again.

'"Air you goin' to get your gun and
come into the brush, like I told you?'

"Dug still remained silent. It was
the woman who spoke.

"'Dug's like me,' she said. She cast

a frightened glance at Pies, as though
she had said the wrong thing. 'Hit's

this-a-way.' Her voice was husky, and
she cleared her throat. 'He'd ruther

put his head in the far than take no
man's life. And I'd ruther see him
laid out thar dead afore me than have
him get no man's blood on his hands.
Your pappy's done kill four men. Hit's

aplenty.' She paused, and her fingers

closed steadyingly, possessively, over
Dug's arm. 'Dug's dead set agin killin'.

If it comes to standin' by his pappy and
his brothers, well, Dug knows blood-kin.

But Dug won't kill ary man. Will you,
Dug honey?'
"Even as she spoke there was a slight

crash outside, as of some one stumbling
over a dead branch.

'That's McCree!' I said, desperately.
" Pies, without a word, turned to the

ladder and climbed into the loft. He
drew a knife from his belt as he [passed

Dug, and handed it fiercely to him.
Dug took it. Then a shade of something
went over his face and he laid it on the
bed, passed over to the ladder, and fol-

lowed Pies.

"Where you going, Dug honey?' the
woman said, softly. She had her hands
clasped up under her chin and was
shrunk back against the wall.

"Up thar,' he said. 'If they take me

first maybe it '11 give Pies time to get
away.'

"Before he was well in the loft there
was a pounding against the door.
McCree had his deputy with him. I

could hear him order another to the back
of the cabin.

" The woman, very white, unbolted the
latch.

"McCree and a deputy named Brad-
ley came in, without a word. McCree
threw a keen glance around the room.

"'So you're here, are you!' he fixed

his eyes narrowly on me. 'Looks like to

me you got here pretty quick.'

"Look here,' I said, 'I'm not mixing
in anything I ought not to be in. I give
you my word of honor.'

"He turned to Bradley. 'That man
is soft on mountaineers,' he said, with a

mixture of scorn and shrewdness. ' Ktep
your eye on him.'

"'Look here/ I insisted, 'one of these

boys is not guilty. It was he who
warned you not to go past the wild-

grape lest you be shot/
"I could feel the woman's eyes on my

face.

"McCree fingered his pistol and
squinted calculatingly, addressing me.

"' You're damned soft, you are; and
you're trying to save somebody. One of

'em's around here. Look under them
beds, Bradley; now behind them sacks;

now up in the loft. I'll go first; you
come close behind. If I don't get him,

be sure you do.'

"Just then McCree caught sight of

the knife and picked it up, with a mixed

smile, and put it in his belt.

"'Look here/ I said, hurrying to the

foot of the ladder, 'don't do anything

you'll be sorry for.'

"At that instant there was a noise in

the loft. Pies was forcing open the little

blind-shuttered window at the end of it.

"McCree fairly ran up the ladder. I

looked at the woman. She had her eyes

fixed on the loft-hole. Dug must have

been crouched close to it. I knew he

had no weapons. McCree disappeared.

At the same moment his pistol must

have been knocked from his hand, for it

fell heavily from the loft-hole to the floor

below.

"I figured out afterward what hap-

pened. Dug threw himself against Mc-
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Cree to give Pies time to get away
through the tiny loft window. McCree,
his pistol gone, snatched the knife from
his belt and made three lunges. I

heard those three lunges, then I heard
Dug's body fall heavily to its knees first,

I think, then altogether over. At the

same moment I heard Pies drop outside

the cabin, and McCree shouting to

Bradley:
"'There's two! Get out. One's got

away
"McCree fairly tumbled over Bradley

coming down the ladder, and both of

them flung out of the cabin wildly.

"I looked at the woman. She had
not moved. She was standing, shrunk-
en against the wall, the firelight playing

on her hair wonderfully. Her eyes were
fixed not on the loft-hole now, but on a

spot not far from her, on the cabin floor,

where, between the cracks of the floor-

boards of the loft, something was begin-

ning to drip, drip. Presently she felt her

way, staggeringly, along the wall, and
reached the ladder.

"
' Let me go first,' I said. She paid no

heed. I ran back for some clean rags

drying by the fire. When I got to the

loft she was turning Dug over. He had
fallen on his face. Her hands and mine
touched each other, feeling over his body,
and met on something warm and wet. I

pressed the rags to it. She took them
from me, and held them close against

his breast with both her hands, leaning

over him.
"She was slender and frail, but she

wanted to carry him herself; actually

put her arms under him, and tried to lift

him.

"'Go down first.' I think I spoke al-

most roughly. 'I'll need you below.'

So she went. I followed after, backing
down carefully, Dug's head lying over

my arm, while I held to the rungs with

the other hand.
"I laid him down on the floor, not far

from the fire. She slipped in a heap on

her knees beside him and took his head
in her lap. Her body touched the body
of the dead gander, but 1 think she did

not notice it. There was nothing to he

done. McCree's knife must have gone
far in, quite to the heart, I should saw
"She sat quite still, without a tear

and without a word. Now and then she

smoothed his hair or his stained clothes.

I sat on the edge of the bed, away from
her in the shadows, turning over possi-

bilities. At last I begged her to let me
watch while she went and lay down for

a while. I think she did not hear me.
The wind tossed and sobbed outside.

There was rain with it now.
"'I'm going to get my mare,' I said,

at last. 'I'll be back soon.'

"If I could get Molly I could go in a
little while to the Parrots' and get help
for her—woman's help, I mean. I think
she did not notice my going. As I left

the cabin she was bending over Dug,
smoothing his hair.

"It must have been about a half-hour
before I could get back with Molly.
Dug and the woman wTere there, just as

I had left them, except that she had
noticed the old gander and had drawn
its head over on her lap, too.

"Won't you come away for a little

while and rest?' I begged.

"She began swaying back and forth,

crooning softly. I knew then what I

had seemed to know before, that she was
out of her mind entirely. She smoothed
the feathers of the dead gander; then
she raised her head and gave, suddenly,
the mellow call of the goose-tender, and
then as suddenly put her hand over her

mouth and looked at Dug.
" She turned to me. 'You see, I hain't

woke him up, hev I ? He hain't been
sleepin' well. Dug, he says to me'

—

then it was as though her wits had lost

their way. She began again: 'They
were all white, right pure white.' Again
she stroked the head of the gander.

Then she took my wrist and spoke in

my ear: 'I'll tell you something. I'd

ruther hev Dug layin' out there dead
afore me than to hev him kill ary man.
But he hain't dead. He's sleepin'; and
he hain't kill nobody, nuther; and he's

stood by his blood-kin, too. Don't you
wake him. He'll wake up by and by
hisself, when he gets sleep enough.

Dug's like me; he don't like to kill no-

body.*"

As Taunton finished, there was dead

silence. Mrs. Coningsby had stopped

knitting; Celestine Reynolds no longer

fondled the kitten; Mrs. Fielding, with

eyes closed and a look of pain on her
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j
thin, colorless face, was in a deeper

ui trance than ever. Jimmy Tucker and
Paxton were both looking gravely over

their collars into the fire.

"Good Lord!" blurted Ridgeway,
I "you went through that yourself!"

" But how perfectly fearful! " said Cel-

1
1;
estine Reynolds.
"What became of her?" said Mrs.

: Coningsby, almost savagely.

"Two of the boys went to prison.

Old Holcomb and Pies got out of the

1 state and away. The Parrots took her

back to her father, in Magoffin. She's

1 got enough wits to tend the geese. I

\
tried to do something for her. Well,

you can't do much for those people.

They tell me she looks over the flock of

j;
geese carefully each night for the old

gander. Sometimes she almost, but

never quite, finds him."
There was a moment's pause. Then

the portieres parted and Mrs. Hastings
I came in, in her furs, her cheeks glowing.

"Well," she said, cheerfully, "what
have you been doing in my absence?

Dear me, but you look solemn."
Ridgeway spoke for them all, while he

helped her off with her furs.

"Taunton, here, has been telling us a

pretty grim story about the tragedies

that follow on mixed marriage."
Taunton thought he saw Mrs. Has-

tings's eyes glide, with a little, frightened

glance, to Mrs. Guthrie.

"Well, now, / say
—

" began Mrs. Co-
ningsby.

"And / say," said Mrs. Hastings, in-

terrupting, "that it is close on to dinner-

time."

In another moment or two they were
all trailing up-stairs, laughing and talk-

ing as they went.
Taunton noticed that Mrs. Guthrie

waited, and slipped near to Mrs. Has-
tings, and laid a hand on her arm, the
two women going up the broad steps to-

gether.

When he came down, a little while
later, Mrs. Hastings, in a mauve dinner-

gown, was waiting for him.
"Now sit down and tell me what it

was, for Heaven's sake, this about mixed
marriage. I am anxious, because, you
see, Mrs. Guthrie has been through such
a fearful experience herself. He was an
Englishman, she an American; he had

been brought up in one faith, she in an-
other," she hurried on, as though to get
it said quickly.

"They disagreed as to religion?"

Taunton asked.

"Oh dear, mercy, no!" Mrs. Hastings
spoke with sorrowful impatience. "They
disagreed as to nothing, my dear. They
loved each other. They adored each
other. They were the only perfectly

mated people I ever saw. What in the
world had they to do with old hatreds of

sects and creeds. Nothing, nothing.
They could afford to leave all that to

smaller minds. When people love as

they did—well, I don't believe hatred

for anybody could find a particle of

place in their lives."

"Would you mind telling me—in her

case—just what was the tragedy?"

"Oh, it was his people. You see, he

was a widower. His people had had his

children for six years. When he became
engaged they could not endure giving

them up. They wanted to keep them.

They tried to make themselves and him
believe that he had no right to them.

They had cared for them, and, besides,

their objections were based chiefly on re-

ligious reasons, that about not putting

Catholic or Protestant children with a

stepmother of the opposite faith. I

cannot explain it all. It seems incred-

ible. I don't know how such things

happen; I only know they do. Trying

to stay true to his own people, true to

the woman he loved. Then, you see, he

was overworked, on the verge of a

breakdown, anyway—I don't know all

the details—I only know that finally,

when he was ill, the children were taken

away by his people, on the ground that

he and she were unfit to care for them.

His people were warned by the physi-

cians they must not subject him to such

shock and strain. She, poor thing, kept

promising that the children would surely

come back, if only he would get well.

But he grew worse. The physicians said

he could not get well with this thing

warring in his heart and mind."

"And then?"

"Then, one night in his delirium he

got hold of a pistol and shot himself."

She spoke with a kind of desperate

abruptness. Presently she continued:

"There simply could not have been
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people who loved each other more.
And, do you know, to this day I've

never seen a look of bitterness or hate
in her face. Now if it had been I

—

"

"Oh no, you wouldn't," Taunton [in-

terrupted, bitterly. "When two people
love like that, the hate always has to be
supplied by outside parties. It was that

way with Romeo and Juliet; it was that

way with the mountain people I told

about; it is that way with her. But,

dear me, the story was unfortunate. I

wish I had known!"
The others were coming down the

steps now. Dinner was announced. A
few moments later Taunton found him-
self beside Mrs. Guthrie, at the long

dining-table.

"Now there is opportunity to thank
you," she was saying, gently, "for your
story. I feel as though you had given

me two friends—the mountain woman
with the red hair, and the man she

loved."

Did she guess that he knew her own
story? Had she said this to put him at

his ease? Very likely. There was
about her a peculiar and lovely gentle-

ness.

Mrs. Coningsby, exactly opposite,

leaned over, babblingly. "I've been
thinking a great deal about that story

of yours, Mr. Taunton, of mixed mar-
riage."

Taunton had a wild impulse to fling

out a kick under the table.

"I can't tell you how right I think

you are. Now I think that war is of-

ten like mixed marriage. The men are

held by the belief they have been
brought up to, a fanatical belief in pa-

triotism; the women by their belief in

love, in home, in marriage. Well, they
love each other—these women, these

men. The men don't go armed for hate,

not more than your man Dug did. But
just like your man Pies, along comes
the war party, the government, the
Fatherland, dragging their hate, just as

the old Capulets and Montagues did,

blackly across the lives of those who
love. It is fanaticism, selfishness, pitted

against nobility and peace and love.

And the men are sacrificed, killed, just

as your man Dug was, and the women
are left, with empty hands, empty lives,

horribly, horribly empty lives
—

"

It seemed intolerable to Taunton that

the woman beside him should be sub-

jected to this new insistence.

"Well," he said, lamely, "I can't feel

that the world is lost so long as the

women are left. They, at least, however
they suffer, can carry on the tradition

of love."

"Do you feel that way about it, Mrs.
Guthrie?" insisted Mrs. Coningsby.
"Now I just can't."

Again the voice of the woman beside

him sounded to Taunton strangely sil-

very:

"I do not know. But I am sure that

love is the great fact, and that all the

rest is passing, passing, and by and by
will be gone—but love will be left."

For a moment, as he glanced ather—at

the sensitive white brow, of beautiful

proportion, the dark, understanding

eyes, at once a revelation and a mystery
—she seemed to Taunton more than or-

dinary flesh and blood, something spirit-

ual, prophetic, symbolic—an embodi-

ment of all the spirituality of all the

women of the world.



The Mysterious Stranger

A ROMANCE

BY MARK TWAIN

PART IV

N a moment we were in

a French village. We
walked through a great

factory of some sort,

where men and women
and little children were
toiling in heat and dirt

and a fog of dust; and they were clothed

in rags, and drooped at their work, for

they were worn and half starved, and
weak and drowsy. Satan said:

" It is some more Moral Sense. The pro-

prietors are rich, and very holy; but the

wage they pay to these poor brothers

and sisters of theirs is only enough to

keep them from dropping dead with
hunger. The work-hours are fourteen

per day, winter and summer—from six

in the morning till eight at night—little

children and all. And they walk to and
from the pig-sties which they inhabit

—

four miles each way, through mud and
slush, rain, snow, sleet and storm, daily,

year in and year out. They get four
hours of sleep. They kennel together,
three families in a room, in unimaginable
filth and stench; and disease comes, and
they die off like flies. Have they com-
mitted a crime, these mangy things?
No. What have they done, that they
are punished so? Nothing at all, except
getting themselves born into your fool-

ish race. You have seen how they treat
a misdoer there in the jail; now you see
how they treat the innocent and the
worthy. Is your race logical? Are these
ill-smelling innocents better off than
that heretic? Indeed, no; his punish-
ment is trivial compared with theirs.
They broke him on the wheel and
smashed him to rags and pulp after we
left, and he is dead now, and free of your
precious race; but these poor slaves here
why, they have been dying for years,

and some of them will not escape from
Vol. CXXXIIL—No. 795.-56

life for years to come. It is the Moral
Sense which teaches the factory propri-
etors the difference between right and
wrong—you perceive the result. They
think themselves better than dogs. Ah,
you are such an illogical, unreasoning
race! And paltry—oh, unspeakably!"
Then he dropped all seriousness and

just overstrained himself making fun of
us, and deriding our pride in our warlike
deeds, our great heroes, our imperish-
able fames, our mighty kings, our an-
cient aristocracies, our venerable his-

tory—and laughed and laughed till it

was enough to make a person sick to
hear him; and finally he sobered a little

and said, "But, after all, it is not all

ridiculous; there is a sort of pathos
about it when one remembers how few
are your days, how childish your pomps,
and what shadows you are!"

Presently all things vanished suddenly
from my sight, and I knew what it

meant. The next moment we were
walking along in our village; and down
toward the river I saw the twinkling
lights of the Golden Stag. Then in the
dark I heard a joyful cry:

"He' s come again!

It was Seppi Wohlmeyer. He had felt

his blood leap and his spirits rise in a

way that could mean only one thing, and
he knew Satan was near, although it was
too dark to see him. He came to us,

and we walked along together, and Seppi
poured out his gladness like water. It

was as if he were a lover and had found
his sweetheart who had been lost.

Seppi was a smart and animated boy,
and had enthusiasm and expression, and
was a contrast to Nikolaus and me. He
was full of the last new mystery, now

—

the disappearance of Hans Oppert, the
village loafer. People were beginning to
be curious about it, he said. He did not
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say anxious—curious was the right word,
and strong enough. No one had seen

Hans for a couple of days.

"Not since he did that brutal thing,

you know," he said.

"What brutal thing?" It was Satan
that asked.

"Well, he is always clubbing his dog,

which is a good dog, and his only friend,

and is faithful, and loves him, and does

no one any harm; and two days ago he
was at it again, just for nothing—just for

pleasure—and the dog was howling and
begging, and Theodor and I begged, too,

but he threatened us, and struck the dog
again with all his might and knocked one
of his eyes out, and he said to us, 'There,

I hope you are satisfied now; that's

what you have got for him by your
damned meddling'—and he laughed, the

heartless brute." Seppi's voice trembled
with pity and anger. I guessed what
Satan would say, and he said it.

"There is that misused word again

—

that shabby slander. Brutes do not act

like that, but only men."
"Well, it was inhuman, anyway."
"No, it wasn't, Seppi; it was human

— quite distinctly human. It is not
pleasant to hear you libel the higher

animals by attributing to them disposi-

tions which they are free from, and
which are found nowhere but in the

human heart. None of the higher ani-

mals is tainted with the disease called

the Moral Sense. Purify your language,

Seppi; drop those lying phrases out of

it."

He spoke pit try sternly—for him

—

and I was sorry I hadn't warned Seppi

to be more particular about the word he

used. I knew how he was feeling. He
would not want to offend Satan; he
would rather offend all his kin. There
was an uncomfortable silence, but relief

soon came, for that poor dog came along
now, with his eye hanging down, and
went straight to Satan, and began to

moan and mutter brokenly, and Satan

an to answer in the same way, and
it was plain that they were talking to-

gether in the dog language. We all sat

down in the mass, m the moonlight, for

the clouds were breaking away now, and
Satan took the dog's head in his lap and
put the eye back in its place, and the

was comfortable, and he wagged his

tail and licked Satan's hand, and looked
thankful and said the same; I knew he
was saying it, though I did not under-
stand the words. Then the two talked
together a bit, and Satan said:

"He says his master was drunk."
"Yes, he was," said we.
"And an hour later he fell over the

precipice there beyond the Cliff Pas-
ture

\\ e know the place; it is three miles
from here."

"And the dog has been often to the
village, begging people to go there, but
he was onlv driven away and not listened

if
to.

We remembered it, but hadn't under-
stood what he wanted.
"He only wanted help for the man

who had misused him, and he thought
only of that, and has had no food nor
sought any. He has watched by his

master two nights. What do you think

of your race? Is heaven reserved for it,

and this dog ruled out, as your teachers

tell you? Can your race add anything
to this dog's stock of morals and mag-
nanimities?" He spoke to the creature,

who jumped up, eager and happy, and
apparently ready for orders and impa-
tient to execute them. "Get some men;
go with the dog—he will show you that

carrion; and take a priest along to

arrange about insurance, for death is

near."

With the last word he vanished, to

our sorrow and disappointment. \\ e

got the men and Father Adolf, and we
saw the man die. Nobody cared but the

dog; he mourned and grieved, and licked

the dead face, and could not be com-
forted. We buried him where he was,

and without a coffin, for he had no

money, and no friend but the dog. It we
had been an hour earlier the priest would

have been in time to send that poor

creature to heaven, but now he was gone

down into the awful fires, to burn for-

ever. It seemed such a pity that in a

world where so many people have diffi-

culty to put in their time, one little hour

could not have been spared for this poor

creature who needed it so much, and to

whom it would have made the difference

between eternal joy and eternal pain.

It gav< an appalling idea of the value of

an hour, and I thought I could never
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waste one again without remorse and

terror. Seppi was depressed and

grieved, and said it must be so much
better to be a dog and not run such

awful risks. We took this one home
with us and kept him for our own.

Seppi had a very good thought as we
were walking along, and it cheered us

up and made us feel much better. He
said the dog had forgiven the man that

had wronged him so, and maybe God
would accept that absolution.

There was a very dull week, now, for

Satan did not come, nothing much was
going on, and we boys could not venture

to go and see Marget, because the nights

were moonlit and our parents might find

us out if we tried. But we came across

Ursula a couple of times taking a walk
in the meadows beyond the river to air

the cat, and we learned from her that

things were going well. She had natty
new clothes on and bore a prosperous

look. The four groschen a day were
arriving without a break but were not
being spent for food and wine and such

things—the cat attended to all that.

Marget was enduring her forsakenness

and isolation fairly well, all things con-

sidered, and was cheerful, by help of

Wilhelm Meidling. She spent an hour
or two every night in the jail with her

uncle, and had fattened him up with the

cat's contributions. But she was curious

to know more about Philip Traum, and
hoped I would bring him again. Ursula
was curious about him herself, and asked
a good many questions about his uncle.

It made the boys laugh, for I had told

them the nonsense Satan had been
stuffing her with. She got no satisfac-

tion out of us, our tongues being tied.

Ursula gave us a small item of informa-
tion: money being plenty now, she had
taken on a servant to help about the
house and run errands. She tried to
tell it in a commonplace, matter-of-
course way, but she was so set up by it

and so vain of it that her pride in it

leaked out pretty plainly. It was beau-
tiful to see her veiled delight in this

grandeur, poor old thing, but when we
heard the name of the servant we won-
dered if she had been altogether wise;
for although we were young, and often

thoughtless, we had fairly good percep-
tion on some matters. This boy was

Gottfried Narr, a dull, good creature, with
no harm in him and nothing against
him personally; still, he was under a

cloud, and properly so, for it had not
been six months since a social blight had
mildewed the family—his grandmother
had been burned as a witch. When that
kind of a malady is in the blood it

does not always come out with just

one burning. Just now was not a

good time for Ursula and Marget to

be having dealings with a member of

such a family, for the witch-terror had
risen higher during the past year than it

had ever reached in the memory of the

oldest villagers. The mere mention of a

witch was almost enough to frighten us

out of our wits. This was natural

enough, because of late years there were
more kinds of witches than there used to

be; in old times it had been only old

women, but of late years they were of

all ages— even children of eight and
nine; it was getting so that anybody
might turn out to be a familiar of the

Devil—age and sex hadn't anything to

do with it. In our little region we had
tried to extirpate the witches, but the

more of them we burned the more of the

breed rose up in their places.

Once, in a school for girls only ten

miles away, the teachers found that the

back of one of the girls was all red and
inflamed, and they were greatly fright-

ened, believing it to be the DeviPs

marks. The girl was scared, and begged

them not to denounce her, and said it

was only fleas; but of course it would

not do to let the matter rest there. All

the girls were examined, and eleven out

of the fifty were badly marked, the rest

less so. A commission was appointed,

but the eleven only cried for their moth-

ers and would not confess. Then they

were shut up, each by herself, in the

dark, and put on black bread and water

for ten days and nights; and by that

time they were haggard and wild, and

their eyes were dry and they did not

cry any more, but only sat and mum-
bled, and would not take the food. Then
one of them confessed, and said they

had often ridden through the air on

broomsticks to the witches' sabbath, and

in a bleak place high up in the mountains

had danced and drunk and caroused

with several hundred other witches and
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with Satan, and all had conducted
themselves in a scandalous way and had
reviled the priests and hlasphemed God.
That is what she said—not in narrative

form, for she was not able to remember
any of the details without having them
called to her mind one after the other;

but the commission did that, for they
knew just what questions to ask,

they being all written down for the

use of witch - commissions two cen-

turies before. They asked, "Did you do
so and so?" and she always said yes, and
looked weary and tired and took no
interest in it. And so when the other

ten heard that this one confessed, they
confessed, too, and answered yes to the

questions. Then they were burned at

the stake all together, which was just

and right; and everybody went from
all the countryside to see it. I went, too;

but when I saw that one of them was a

bonny, sweet girl I used to play with,

and looked so pitiful there chained to

the stake, and her mother crying over

her and devouring her with kisses and
clinging around her neck and saying,

"Oh, my God! oh, my God!" it was too

dreadful, and I went away.
It was bitter cold weather when Gott-

fried's grandmother was burned. It was
charged that she had cured bad head-
aches by kneading the person's head and
neck with her lingers—as she said—but
really by the Devil's help, as everybody

'

i
i

.. rhey were going to examine her,

but she Stopped them, and confessed

straight of!" that her power was from the

Devil. So they appointed to hum her

next morning, early, in our market
square. The officer who was to prepare

the tue was tluie tust, and prepared it.

Sin was there next - brought by the con-

stables, who left her and went to fetch

another w itch. 1 b r family did not come
with her. They might be reviled, maybe
stoned, if the people were exeited. I

came, and gave her an apple. She was

squatting at the fire, warming herself

and waiting; and her old lips and hands

were blue with the cold. \ stranger

came next. He was a traveler, passing

through; and he spoke to her gently,

and, seeing nobody but me there to hear,

said he was sorry for her. And he

asked her it" what sh< confessed was
true, and she said no. lie looked sur-

prised and still more sorry then, and
asked her:

"Then why did you confess?"

"I am old and very poor," she said,

"and I work for my living. There was
no way but to confess. If I hadn't they
might have set me free. That would
ruin me, for no one would forget that I

had been suspected of being a witch, and
so I would get no more wrork, and wher-
ever I went they would set the dogs on
me. In a little while I would starve.

The fire is best; it is soon over. You
have been good to me, you two, and I

thank you."
She snuggled closer to the fire, and

put out her hands to warm them, the

snow-flakes descending soft and still on
her old gray head and making it white
and whiter. The crowd was gathering
now, and an egg came flying and struck

her in the eye, and broke and ran down
her face. There was a laugh at that.

I told Satan all about the eleven girls

and the old woman, once, but it did not

affect him. He only said it was the

human race, and what the human race

did was of no consequence. And he said

he had seen it made; and it was not
made of clay; it was made of mud—part

of it was, anyway. I knew what he

meant by that—the Moral Sense. He
saw the thought in my head, and it

tickled him and made him laugh. Then
he called a bullock out of a pasture and
petted it and talked with it, and said:

"There— he wouldn't drive children

mad with hunger and fright and loneli-

ness, and then burn them for confessing

to things invented for them which had

never happened. And neither would he

break the hearts of innocent, poor old

women and make them afraid to trust

themselves among their own race; and

he would not insult them in then death-

agony, lor he is not besmirched with

tin Moral Sense, but is as the angels are,

and knows no wrong and never does it."

Lovely as he was, Satan could be

cruelly offensive when he chose; and he

always chose when the human race was

brought to his attention. He always

turned up his nose at it, and never had

a kind word tor it.

Well, as I was saying, w e boj s doubn

d

if it was a good time for I rsula to be

hiring a member of the Narr family.
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We were right. When the people found

it out they were naturally indignant.

And, moreover, since Marget and Ursula

hadn't enough to eat themselves, where
was the money to come from to feed

another mouth? That is what they
wanted to know; and in order to find

out they stopped avoiding Gottfried

and began to seek his society and have
sociable conversations with him. He
was pleased— not thinking any harm
and not seeing the trap—and so he
talked innocently along, and was no dis-

creeter than a cow.

"Money!" he said; "they've got

plenty of it. They pay me two groschen

a week, besides my keep. And they live

on the fat of the land, I can tell you; the

prince himself can't beat their table."

This astonishing statement was con-

veyed by the astrologer to Father Adolf
on a Sunday morning when he was re-

turning from mass. He was deeply
moved, and said:

"This must be looked into."

He said there must be witchcraft at

the bottom of it, and told the villagers

to resume relations with Marget and
Ursula in a private and unostentatious

way, and keep both eyes open. They
were told to keep their own counsel, and
not rouse the suspicions of the house-
hold. The villagers were at first a bit

reluctant to enter such a dreadful place,

but the priest said they would be under
his protection while there, and no harm
could come to them, particularly if they
carried a trifle of holy water along and
kept their beads and crosses handy.
This satisfied them and made them will-

ing to go; envy and malice made the
baser sort even eager to go.

And so poor Marget began to have
company again, and was as pleased as

a cat. She was like 'most anybody else

—just human, and happy in her pros-
perities and not averse from showing
them off a little; and she was humanly
grateful to have the warm shoulder
turned to her and be smiled upon by her
friends and the village again; for of all

the hard things to bear, to be cut by
your neighbors and left in contemptuous
solitude is maybe the hardest.
The bars were down, and we could all

go there now, and we did—our parents
and all—day after day. The cat began

to strain herself. She provided the top
of everything for those companies, and
in abundance—among them many a

dish and many a wine which they had
not tasted before and which they had
not even heard of except at second-hand
from the prince's servants. And the
tableware was much above ordinary,
too.

Marget was troubled at times, and pur-
sued Ursula with questions to an un-
comfortable degree; but Ursula stood
her ground and stuck to it that it was
Providence, and said no word about the
cat. Marget knew that nothing was
impossible to Providence, but she could
not help having doubts that this effort

was from there, though she was afraid

to say so, lest disaster come of it.

Witchcraft occurred to her, but she put
the thought aside, for this was before

Gottfried joined the household, and she
knew Ursula was pious and a bitter

hater of witches. By the time Gottfried
arrived Providence was established, un-
shakably intrenched, and getting all the
gratitude. The cat made no murmur,
but went on composedly improving in

style and prodigality by experience.

In any community, big or little, there

is always a fair proportion of people who
are not malicious or unkind by nature,

and who never do unkind things except
when they are overmastered by fear, or

when their self-interest is greatly in dan-
ger, or some such matter as that. Esel-

dorf had its proportion of such people,

and ordinarily their good and gentle in-

fluence was felt, but these were not ordi-

nary times—on account of the witch-

dread—and so we did not seem to have
any gentle and compassionate hearts

left, to speak of. Every person was
frightened at the unaccountable state of

thing's at Marget's house, not doubting

that witchcraft was at the bottom of it,

and fright frenzied their reason. Natu-
rally there were some who pitied Marget
and Ursula for the danger that was gath-

ering about them, but naturally they

did not say so; it would not have been

safe. So the others had it all their own
way, and there was none to advise the

ignorant girl and the foolish old woman
and warn them to modify their doings.

We boys wanted to warn them, but we
backed down when it came to the pinch,
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being afraid. We found that we were
not manly enough nor brave enough to

do a generous action when there was a

chance that it could get us into trouble.

Neither of us confessed this poor spirit to

the others, but did as other people would
have done—dropped the subject and
talked about/something else. And I know
we all felt mean, eating and drinking Mar-
get's fine things along with those compa-
nies of spies, and petting her and compli-
menting her with the rest, and seeing with
self-reproach how foolishly happy she
was, and never saying a word to put her
on her guard. And, indeed, she was hap-

py, and as proud as a princess, and so

grateful to have friends again. And all

the time these people were watching
with all their eyes and reporting all they
saw to Father Adolf.

But he couldn't make head or tail of

the situation. There must be an en-

chanter somewhere on the premises, but
who was it? Marget was not seen to do
any jugglery, nor was Ursula, nor yet

Gottfried; and still the wines and dain-

ties never ran short, and a guest could
not call for a thing and not get it. To

[to be con

produce these effects was usual enough
with witches and enchanters—that part
of it was not new; but to do it without any
incantations, or even any rumblings or
earthquakes or lightnings or apparitions
—that was new, novel, wholly irregular.

There was nothing in the books like this.

Enchanted things were always unreal.

Gold turned to dirt in an unenchanted
atmosphere, food withered away and
vanished. But this test failed in

the present case. The spies brought
samples ; Father Adolf prayed over
them, exorcised them, but it did no
good; they remained sound and real,

they yielded to natural decay only, and
took the usual time to do it.

Father Adolf was not merely puzzled,

he was also exasperated; for these evi-

dences very nearly convinced him—pri-

vately—that there was no witchcraft in

the matter. It did not wholly convince

him, for this could be a new kind of

witchcraft. There was a way to find

out as to this: if this prodigal abundance
of provender was not brought in from
the outside but produced on the prem-
ises, there was witchcraft, sure.

TINUED.

To the Southern Sea

BY IIESPER LE GALLIENNE

OBLUE and green! O green and blue!

What shall I, what can I say to you,

O sea of a Southern land?

I, like the old gray hulls of ships,

Would fondle your hair and kiss your lips

And play with your foam-white hand.

S<> here I lie, among your eaves,

Loving your ripples, fearing your waves,

—Flirting Love of the World,

—

Here where the sea-grape grows and clings,

Here where the sea-mill rests his wings
And your angry storms are hurled.



Up On the Mountain
BY ALICE BROWN

SpLLIE DIXON, stand-

Mi mg on the high, grassy

l>;mk, shoved up the
™-j pantry window, bent
Wit her head, covered with

Jrc a disarray of beautiful,

1511 (lark hair, and crawled

in. She stood a moment, to breathe and

look about her, and laughed aloud at her

daring.

"Same old winder ketch," said she.

"'Twan't mended for me and 't won't

be for her."

She was a soft-stepping, slender wom-
an, with a deep red under the tan of

her cheeks and a strong light in her eyes.

Every last carelessness of fashion and de-

light in color had bloomed out in her

dress, the floating disorder of it, the

rich rose of her neckerchief over the leaf-

brown that covered her. She looked as

if she had been blown by a wind, yet a

wind that left no dust. She was all radi-

ant cleanliness, a purity that glowed.
She might but that moment have been
bathing in cold, moving water on a

mountain, and so brought the blood to

her face, and then have run, tingling,

down the mountain path, a creature

freshly made out of tin elements, to live

among men. She stood looking at the

pantry shelves and absently moved two
or three dishes into places she knew.
I hen, finding herself reverting to a hated
routine, she frankly made up a face at

the dishes and turned away from them
into the kitchen. There she found the
same homely scene she had known too
well and loved to flee from, only a shade
sadder in its darkened tints. Every-
thing was a little more worn, and there
were trails of dust on surfaces not in the
direct line of a careless broom. The
even door was open, and near it stood

Jerry's rubber boots. She looked at the
OOts in a distaste that was amusing

(wen to her. But it was real, it had a

live root in her mind, and as she shut
the oven door she pulled it delicately

past, so t hat she might not tOU( I)
I h( m.

Then she began to laugh wii h a sudden
pleasure and great heartiness. She was
never tired of playing little games to

amuse herself, and no trouble was too

great to make the game a good one.
" I've as great a mind to," said Mollic,

speaking aloud, after the habit of those

who live much alone, "as evei I had to

eat."

At once her mind took on an absoi bed
directness. She lifted the stove cover,

crumpled a newspaper from i he table,

and smiled as she thrust it in, to think

Jerry Couldn't read it over and over un-

til somebody gave him another one. lie

Would hunt and hunt. Me would do
anything but buy another paper. While

she brought kindling from the shed and

laid her fire deftly, she was wondering
why she hated so to do these household

deeds, since she was so expert in them.

No one had ever been a better house

keeper than Mollie. She knew that.

Jerry knew it, too. She thoughl thai

was why he had so hated to let hei go.

Bu1 he had done the next best thing,

after these months since their divorce.

Me had cast his eyes upon Hannah
Crane, and she, too, was a good worker,

and had thrift, besides.

Now Mollie' S fire was burning with a

pleasant sound, and she filled the tea-

kettle and put if on, singing under Ik i

breath, it seemed so pleasant to find out

things about Jerry. Nol only was the

catch of the pantry window unchanged

from its old inefficiency, but the pump,

too, had kept its vinous ways. It would

run down unless you remembered to

give it reminding strokes, and tin pail of

water sat there, as of old, to bring it up

if it really did escape you. While she

stood there, absently reading the story

of the room, steps came plunging

through the shed, and she turned, Ik i

hand at her leaping heart. But it was

not Jerry who opened the door and

stood there angrily regarding her. It
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Rokes, a little younger than

she, curiously like her, and as full of life

in the same gipsy way. He spoke hotly,

almost with the opening of the door.

'"What are you here for: What you

At the sight of him Mollic red

her mischievous calm.

'"I thought I'd run in a minute," said

"
I said Hon

:

. I see you climhin' in through that

pantry wine mped off the ladder

and run." He had come in and stood

facing he ve. "Much as

ith me,

helpin' me pick. S'p se he had been
.'he had

"Why, 'twould been all over the

ghhorhood, how g - the

and took Hannah Crane, and you
dim' int' his pantrv win

." said

"You know 'twould. Why, it's

and enterinV'

E laughed, with an inti-

mate delight of her own that stirred him
the deeper. Perfectly as .witched

him. he never could endure the way
had of having queer the ug
no pains to share them. But he felt wor-

:oo.
" Why, Mollic 'U and

- are di You 'ain't 2 I

that, have y
"\ ." said Mollie. unmoved. "I

B
•

.nd put

in a stick or' The little :

ve of household tasks unthinkingly

pur- madden him the

n

"Then," said he. "you stop pu"
into that St

:

. Molhe. "I f

take off that kittle on the b.

son in it. 1

u htt it

1 set it in the sink. I'm afraid

burn c

Involuntarily he made a mover-

d it. but h lort.

"No," said 1 ail to

s kittles -
i :-use

"

Ik. "If you
me."

"And leave you here in his house?
N . you don't. Why, Mollie, you've no
more business to be in here movin'
round as if you belonged here than as if

such a thing couldn't be. You know
you 'ain't. I dun'no' what p

devil had got into

He pushed his hand up over his

tumbled hair, but a lock fell back over
his forehead, and he looked handsome
in a pathetic way that moved her. In

2 ot his g ss was very boy-
and Mollie thought she liked him

at the moment, because
for him. It seemed so foolish of him to

care for her so much. She lifted the

kettle from the stove, and he snatched
it, in an angry haste, and looked about
him, frowning, for a place to set it.

"There in the sink." .;de him.
''In the sink. Jerry, in t:

Before he could obey he turned an
angry glance upon her. "My Lc:

he broke forth, as he set the kettle down,
:'re callin' me by his name. D'you

what vou said: You said,

I, what if I did:" asked Mollie,

patiently. "Here we be in his he

and here's his things all over the room.
There's his boots settin' there, and
there's his kittle full o' stew. No won-
der his name comes to my tongue."

"But I won't have it," said Horace.
" 'Tain't right. You've no business to.

I don't want you to be thinkin' o' his

name. I want you to be thinkin' o*

mir.

"Wdl." said Mo! little, irre-

ssihle smile coming, "mebbe if I'd

been married to you same's I was to

.-. and it come to the same t

.:ld be your name. ally if I

d on your b

ie had given him a little advant

she saw at once. But she did not care.

lie had a direct impersonality in the

fe. Her paths were ik

^he nev ged an iss

But he was taking the cue she had in-

g ;n him.
hat I want, Moll:;

he. "I want you to be married

He had g pale under and

ay that soft-

her. Mollie. looking at him at first with
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calmness, suddenly felt the quickening

of her heart. "You're as free as you
were before

—

"

Here he balked and she helped him.
"Before I married him. Yes, I s'pose I

be in the eyes o' the law."

"Well, ain't you every other way?"
"Maybe I be. But there's things I

can't forget. I can't forget how it

seemed to live here."

She cast a comprehensive look about
the kitchen, and her eyes came back to

the boots. There they rested. Mollie
was too well poised a creature to shud-
der, but though her eyes were grave it

was evident the boots stood for some-
thing. She did not accept them.

" But 'twouldn't be the same," Horace
was offering her, eagerly. "He was as

nigh as the bark to a tree, and that ain't

one o' my failin's. I'm free-handed,
Mollie. You know that."

"Yes," said Mollie. She was looking
down, so that her eyes did not commit
her, and her tone she managed. "You're
free-handed, Horace. You're good-
hearted, too."

"I'm doin' pretty well," he urged,
eagerly, "considerin'. I owed some
money, you know, on mother's sick-

ness. But that's all paid up, all but that
hunderd to Jerry."
Now she looked at him, in disappoint-

ment, he thought, almost reprovingly.

"D'you borrer money o' Jerry?" she
asked.

He had been sorry, many times, that
he had borrowed it, but that was since
he had begun to meet her here and there,
as she went back and forth from her
day's work.

"Twas when mother and I fust come
here to live," he said. "I didn't know
you scarcely at all. I'd only see you go
by. And Sam Pete told me 'f I was
goin' to borrer money, Jerry had it by
him. But I've got it all saved up,
Mollie, a hunderd dollars. I could pay
it this minute. I dun'no' why I put it off
a day. I guess 'twas because I hated to
change words with him."
"Yes," said Mollie, still with that air

of vague distaste, "you pay him back."
"That's why I couldn't talk to you as

free as I wanted to," he went on. "I
couldn't, somehow. Anyways, I could-
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n't start out thornin' you to marry me
when I owed him money."

"I guess you better not talk about
such things, anyways," said Mollie,
gently. " I guess once is enough for some
women. 'Tis for me."
"But don't you like me, Mollie?" he

persisted. He was so near her now that
she fancied she could see to the depths
of his brown eyes. She had often thought
if she had a son she should like him to
look like Horace Rokes. "Don't you
like me?"
At that minute Mollie was very near

being sure she did like him and that it

was her lot to go with him. Sex glamor
hung her eyes with a softening, yet be-

wildering mist, and she felt acquies-

cence, sad though it might be, in wom-
an's lot.

"You needn't stay cooped up here,"

he was urging. "We'd move, so's 't you
never'd set your eyes on anything you'd
seen before. I could get into some mill

or another, and I'd work winters and
save up somethin' for the rest o' the
year, and summers we'd tramp, if you
wanted to. I've got that kind of a wan-
derin' blood, same's you have."
"Yes," said Mollie, gravely. "I know

you have. Wanderin' blood! That's
what started the trouble betwixt me and
um.
"Don't go back to that," he said, sav-

agely. "We can't thrash that out."

"No," she persisted, quietly. "There's
nothin' to thrash out. Only if you feel

aboutmeasyousayyoudoand mebbe—

"

She paused, and his quick breathing

made her hurry on again. "Anyways,
whether we come together or not, I'd

ruther you'd know what 'twas that

turned him ag'inst me. You wTa'n't here

in the beginnin' of it, but I s'pose the

neighbors set it out to you, soon's you
got acquainted."

"They said you went up on the

mountain," he owned, sulkily.

"Yes. That's true enough. What
else?"

"Oh, what's the use! Well, they said

you'd leave the house all day long, when
he was off plowin' or with the thrashin'-

machine, and set out his supper for him
to find when he come home."

"Yes," said Mollie. "That's true

enough, too. I don't wonder he couldn't
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stan' it. 'Twas no kind of a way for a

married woman to act."

"I s'pose you think," said Horace,
jealously, "if you had it to do over ag'in

you'd behave different to him."
"Oh no," said Mollie, "I should do

jest the same."
"There! And if you did he couldn't

stan' it then any more'n he could before.

But I could, Mollie. I could stan' it."

"Yes," said Mollie. "I b'lieve you
would."
"Don't you know why I could?" said

Horace. "When you wanted to run off

up on the mountain I'd go with you."

"Oh!" said Mollie, and it seemed to

him his words had not been fortu-

nate. The light had died out of her face.

It looked as if the pleasure of going up
on the mountain had been queerly de-

pendent on going alone. It gave him a

new sting of jealousy. Jerry could be

disposed of, even here in the presence of

his household sanctities, but there were
ghosts that could not be laid.

"I s'pose," Mollie was saying, "you
think 'twas a queer thing for a woman
to leave her house and home and run up
on the mountain to stay a day or two
. t ; time."

"No," said Horace, roughly. "I

don't think 'twas queer, seem' what you
had to stan' to home. 'Twas natural

en >ugh."

Mollie stood looking past him through
the window t<> the orchard across the

road. At length she answered, slowly:
"1 s'pose- 'twas. I never thought

about it then, but now 1 come to think

of it, 1 s'pose 'twas."
"1 used to see you go by," said Hor-

ace. He was bending toward her with

an intentness she did not see. Her mind
was on Ik r own grave thoughts. " Some-
tim< sunset, and once

mother said. 'There's that Mollie wo-

man coin' up the mountain. 1 s'pose

she's left Jerry to wash the SUpper-

dishes.' That's what she said.
C

I 6
]

Jerry's doin' the disht s\"
\o," said Molly, simply, "I never

was quite SO bad as that. I miess I allers

cleared up 'fore 1 went."

Upon that, she left her place by the

stove ami began moving about the room,

in the mechanical performance i^\ old

duties. She looked mt<> the table draw-

er, took out the cloth she found folded
there, and spread it on the table. Then
she brought the sugar-bowl and spoon-
holder, and Horace, the red coming
more and more into his face, watched
her in a suppressed excitement, to see

how many plates and cups she would
put on. She disposed them with the
same air of accustomed ease, and he
burst out, angrily:

"Mollie, you're settin' the table."

Mollie looked at the work of her hands
as if she had not fully noted it in the do-
ing, but was not surprised.

"Yes," said she, "so I be."

His excitement grew with his discov-

eries. "And you've put on two plates.

And two cups."

"Yes, I s'pose I have."
"Who are they for? You and Jerry

r"

"Why," said Mollie, "I dun'no' who
they're for. I set 'em on, that's all,

same's I always did."

"Two cups," he continued, in a rage

of jealousv, "and two plates
—

"

"Hark!" said Mollie. She held up a

hand to stop him. "Somebodv's coin-

in'."

A step struck the threshold of the

shed. She did not need to look. Re-
membered weariness and apprehension

told her who it was.

"Who is it?" Horace asked her, in a

whisper.

"It's Jerry." said she. "Don't you
hear? It's Jerry."
The door opened and Jerry stepped in,

halting a moment on the threshold and

holding the door still half-open behind

him. He was a heavy man. with a dull,

obstinate face, and now he looked even

uncouth in the awkwardness of his best

clothes.

"Well." said he. His voice was a

formless oiu- of no resonance- and dulled

at the edges. Mollie quivered a little

as ir struck upon her ears. "So you're

he re, both of ye."

Mollie was facing him, a warm flush

nn her cheeks and her eyes dilated.

Horace, too. faced him, because he knew
what was becoming, but there

shame in his glance. He had a man's

distaste for invading his neighbor's

holism .

"Yes," Mollie answered, simply. "I

thought you'd gone to the fair."
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"Then it's lucky I come back," said

the man, dryly. "I concluded I'd better

get home to milkin', but I s'pose some-
thin' come over me and I got wind of

what's goin' on. Only I never knew
'twas breakin' an' enterin'."

Horace gave an impatient shake of

the shoulders. He hated the place where
he found himself. But Mollie was look-

ing at Jerry in her serious way of being

willing patiently to explain.

"'Twas I come in, Jerry," said she.

"I dim' int' the pantry winder. And
he see me do it and come to the door.

I guess he was kinder tried with me for

doin' it. I guess 'most anybody' d been.

So I let him in and we've stood here

talkin'/'

Jerry's gaze had gone to the table, and
he frowned heavily. There was not
enough swiftness of feeling in him for a

sneer, but he had his dumb distastes.

"So you've begun to get supper," he
said. Then he turned to Horace.

' 'Ain't you got enough to eat to home r"

Before he could answer, Mollie had
struck in, with her impulsive eagerness:

"I'll tell you what I set the table for,

Jerry. And what I got in for. I don't
know 's I hardly see why I done it, my-
self; but I guess I can tell."

Jerry sat down, as if he emphasized
his right to be there, and brought his

fist down on the table with a heavy blow.
He put his hand to his collar, and pulled
at it. The blood was getting into his

face and he breathed heavily. Even in

the days before her leaving him Mollie
had never seen him outwardly so moved,
and she looked at him solicitously.

"I'll tell ye why ye broke into my
house," he said. "I dun'no' why you
built up a fire in the sto' nor set them
dishes onto the table, but I know why
you're both here. You owe me—" he
looked up at Horace now "—a matter of
a hunderd dollars."

"Yes," Mollie answered for him; "'we
were speakin' about it only a minute
ago."

"A matter of a hunderd dollars,"

Jerry repeated, still looking at Horace.
'"And you give me your note. And you
see meput it into that desk. And you
talked it over together, and you planned
how you'd get it into your hands and
one lie and t'other swear to it."

Horace took a long step toward him;
his hand was raised, and Mollie stepped
between.

"No, Jerry," said she. "We 'ain't

been into that room, either of us. We
'ain't crossed the sill. If your note's in

there, you go and see if it ain't where
you left it."

"It's where 'twas when you see me
put it there, two year ago," said he.

"But it's locked up. And the key's
here." He touched his pocket, signifi-

cantly. Then a dumb rage came swell-

ing up in him. " But I don't need to tell

you that," he said, "neither of you.
You found the desk locked, and that's
why you're here, burnin' up my fire-

wood in my kitchen sto', and considerin'
what you'd better do. God knows what
you built up the fire for. Mebbe 'twas
to burn the note. Mebbe 'twas to cover
your tracks and give you a handle if any-
body ketched you here. But, what-
ever you come to do, you 'ain't done it;

and you better be goin'. Wherever you
belong, you better be goin' there."

His heavy hand drummed on the
table, and Horace, staring at him in a

speechless anger, wondered what he
could do, and yet stood still. Mollie
put out her arm between them, as if she
read his rage and was fending him away.

"Jerry," said she, "you're a terrible

mean man."
Jerry apparently did not hear. His

fingers still beat on the table, and again

he lifted his hand to his collar and drew
a stertorous breath. Mollie came a step

nearer to him, and put out her hand as

if she were about to touch him, to call

him to himself. But that she did not do.

She was no more willing to touch him
than the boots.

''Jerry," said she, as if she were rous-

ing him from sleep. "Jerry!"
He looked up at her, slowly and un-

willingly, and, having gained his eyes,

she kept them.
"Now," said she, "'I'm goin' to tell

you what I come in here for. I didn't

set out to do it. I was goin' by, and
somethin' come over me, and I knew you
were gone, and I wanted to see the house

once more, same's it was, 'fore Hannah
comes into it."

His eyes quickened a little as he

looked at her, and when she caught the
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credulous acceptance in them she shook
her head despairingly.

"No, Jerry," said she, patiently. "It
ain't that. It wa'n't because I had any
feelin' for the house, nor our livin' in it,

but because I wanted to bring it all back.

I wanted to see myself movin' round,

doin' the work same as I used to, and
see 'f I could stan' doin' it for anybody
else."

Horace forgot his rage, and turned
upon her, glowing. "You wouldn't
have to, Mollie," said he, in the lover's

voice of a perfect self-abandonment. " I

told you so. We'd go here and there.

If you didn't want to be tied down, you
shouldn't be."

Jerry laughed a little now, in a mirth-

less way. "Yes," he said. "I knew
what was goin' on. Fve seen ye round
together. Well, you've got more courage

'n I have to take up with a woman that

leaves her good, comfortable house and
traipses up on the mountain."

Mollie was looking from one to the

other, in a wistful, puzzled way, as if

she weighed them, one against the other,

and could not strike the balance. Yet
it was without hurry or confusion,

"You never could understand, Jerry,"

said she, "what made me go up on the

mountain."
44

Yes," said Jerry, now looking at his

quivering hand on the table, "I guess

I understand well enough."

"You used to ask me," said Mollie,
44
and I couldn't tell you then. Seemed

as if you'd ought to know. Besides, I

didn't hardly know myself. But I felt

different up there. 'Twas the wind.

And the sun risin' off there in the east,

and the way that bird sung. 1 never

heard that bird anywheres else. I'd get

so homesick I'd have to go. And last it

seemed foolish not to, 1 wanted it so

much. So that was the time I carried up
the blankets and picked me the fir bal-

sam for my bed."

Jerry was looking at her in a passion

new to her knowledge of him. His som-

ber eyes blazed upon her. He spoke now
in a voice that sounded as if, having

been choked so long, it must break out

ungovemed.
"Who was u.: " he said.

Mollie stared back at him, her i

widening. "Who * as what ?" she asked.

Horace, hot with remonstrance, now
stepped forward. "You no business,"

said he, "to ask her a question like

that."

"Why 'ain't I?" Jerry threw back,
turning a somber glance on him. "What
business is it o' yourn?"

44
It's mine if it's anybody's," said

Horace. He choked upon the words.
"If you could throw anybody off and
git a divorce from her because she staid

away from you long enough to let you,
you've got no part nor lot in her. What
difference does it make who 'twas. It's

an old story now."
Jerry was still looking at him, frown-

ing, as if he studied him. "No," said

he, as if to himself. " 'Twa'n't you.

You wa'n't round here in the beginnin'."

"What difference does it make to

you?" Horace asked again, angrily, yet

as if he had a sort of understanding of

the man's mood, as if he had dwelt

madly upon the question himself, and
had, at last, resolved to put it by.

"Mollie's goin' to marry me, if it's any-
ways accordin' to law. If you can

marry Hannah, I guess Mollie can

marry me."
A little protesting sound came from

her. Horace understood it.

"No," said he, " I know you 'ain't said

so. But I sha'n't let her alone till she

does," he added, to Jerry. "And so, I

tell ye, what concerns her concerns me,
and who she went up on the mountain
with don't concern you no more'n the

wind that blows. It's her business—and

mine. And I sha'n't ask her."

"What?" cried Mollie. Her voice

broke so sharply that they turned to her.

She had lost her softened look. She was

in a flame of anger. "What?" she re-

peated. Then, as neither of them an-

swered, she continued. " Are you talkin'

about my goin' Up on the mountain

with somebody?"
"Why, yes," said Jerry, negligently.

as if he saw how foolish it was to go ovei

a track they both had learned. "You
know w ell ( nough we be."

Mollie bent forward, breathless, look-

ing at them as if she had not seen them

before, and they had done Startling

thills.

"You think 1 went up there with

s< imebody " she began.
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"I dun'no's you went with him,"

Jerry qualified, indifferently. "I s'pose

you met him there."

"A man!" she repeated.

"I dun'no' who he was," Jerry con-

tinued. "I allers s'posed he come up the

loggin'-path t'other way. He might ha'

been a railroad man from the Junction.

I never found out, and I took mighty
good care not to. I s'pose if I had I

should ha' had words with him, and I

ain't one to meddle nor make. I'm a

law-abidin' citizen."

"A man!" said Mollie, again. "Me,
a married woman, traipsin' up on the

mountain to meet a man!"
"There! there!" said Jerry, in his old

way of quelling her. "It don't make no
difference now who 'twas. It's past and
gone. Whoever 'twas, he didn't stan'

by ye." A dull resentment in his voice

made it seem as if he had irration-

ally hoped the man would stand by

"Well," said Mollie. She spoke re-

flectively, and yet as if something had
been concluded. "Well, I might as well

be goin'. I'm glad I dim' into the pan-
try winder, Jerry. I've found out things

I never dreamt of. But you needn't be
afraid I shall do it again."

"No," said Horace. "I guess you
won't. You'll have a pantry of your
own, and you won't need to be makin'
kitchen fires. They'll be made for ye,

and you won't have to put your hands
into water, where you're goin'."

"Where I'm goin'?" she repeated.

"Yes. I dun'no' where 't '11 be, but
wherever you want to live, there it shall

be/'

"Oh, I know where I'm goin' to live,"

said Mollie. "But I guess we better go
over this ag'in, so's to make sure.

Jerry, you thought I went up on the
mountain to meet a man. Well, I

dun'no's I blame you. 'Twas what you
would think."

Jerry did not answer. Perhaps he had
not heard. His brief emotion was over,
and he had taken his overalls from the
nail and was pulling off his collar.

Mollie, when he threw the collar on the
table, made an involuntary movement
toward it. She knew exactly where it's

place was in the bureau drawer, and

some dumb habit of order moved her to
put it there. But Horace understood
the movement and glowered at her, and
she dropped her hand, not to please him,
but because he had reminded her. She
spoke to him.
"And you b'lieved it, too?"
"B'lieved what?" he asked.
" You b'lieved I went up on the moun-

tain to meet a man."
His face flushed. His voice was eager

in its sympathy. "I told you I never
laid it up ag'inst you. I don't now. I

never 've asked you a question. Now
have I, Mollie?"
"No," said Mollie. She paused, con-

sidering gravely. Then a little smile
came and touched the corners of her
mouth. " But if you thought that about
me, Horace, I'd almost sooner you had.
Well, there!" She roused herself, and
the smile deepened. "I'm goin' now.
It ain't wuth makin' such a handle of.

Jerry, you better put a washer on that

pump. There ain't no need of a pump's
running down. 'Twould make some
women as nervous as a witch."

At the door she turned. Horace had
followed her, and when she faced him
their eyes were on a level.

"What you laughin' at?" he de-

manded, jealously.

"I ain't laughin'," said Mollie, and
then, though her mouth kept its queer

little smile, he saw her eyes were wet.

"No, don't you come. You better stay

and both talk it out together. I guess

I'll go up towards the mountain a spell.

I kinder like to listen to that bird. And
you can say what you're a mind to, to

one another; but don't you either ofyou
say anything to me, 'bout this or any-

thing else. I've had all I want to do
with men-folks, if that's the things they
think."

She went out quietly, and they saw
her stepping carefully over the loose

board in the shed floor. Then Jerry be-

gan drawing on his overalls, and Horace,

with a little awkward "Well!" also went
out through the shed. But he did not

follow her. He looked once after her,

where she was hurrying along toward
the sunset. She was on a knoll, and her

figure looked very tall against the bright-

ening sky.



Manners
BY ALAN SULLIVAN

DISTINGUISHED
foreigner who visited

the United States not

long ago was asked to

state, and state freely,

what had impressed

him most. He had been

hurled through subways, jerked into

sky-scrapers, flung from New York to

Chicago on a fast train, and in general

taken care of with that breathless as-

siduity which characterizes American
hospitality.

The question was received with an

interrogating glance. "You want me to

say that—really?"

"I certainly do."

"Well, in that case, what I have most
remarked is your lack of respect for your

superiors."

The American flushed hotly. "Our
superiors! Where are they?"

Emerson speaks of manners as "per-

sonal and uncommunicable properties,"

and traces their origin to a class or

aristocracy which dominated or led be-

cause, though not necessarily wiser or

stronger than their fellows, they were

able to accomplish things through cer-

tain qualities of leadership or assurance.

In other words, manners were produced

by the ability to achieve.

We have drifted a long way thence.

To-day the ability to achieve has pro-

duced ruthlessness, arrogance, impa-

tience, and a guarded and cynical re-

serve. We are no longer debonair. We
have lost the fa(on de vivre. We are

panting beneath what we call our op-

portunities, and the land of opportunity

has much to answer for. We resemble

the man who is shaved and manicured

and has bis boots cleaned all at once.

We have n<> time in which to attend

individually to our intellectual garnish-

ings.

In educated people, manners Spring

from a natural allegiance to a natural

code or from that self-respect which de-

sires to create a good impression, and by
education is meant the ability to estab-

lish harmonious and pleasant relations

with life in general. With the unedu-
cated, manners are a matter of indi-

vidual perception. Even the aboriginal

achieves a certain nobility, because he is

in unity with the wilderness of his own
domain.
To recall an instance which has been

referred to elsewhere. The writer, on
an exploring journey, found himself far

from camp on a winter evening. A night

in a snowdrift was imminent when a

pencil of gray smoke from a valley

spoke of a neighboring humanity. An
Indian trapper's teepee, hidden in a

clump of spruce, offered hospitality. The
trapper himself, grave and silent, did

the honors. His wife spent the night

keeping up the fire and mending the

stranger's snow-shoes. Food in abun-
dance was offered. At daybreak the

trapper strapped on his own shoes and
spent two hours tramping with the ex-

plorer over the proposed route of the

coming railway, displaying an intimate

knowledge of his hunting-grounds and
giving valuable information. When
money was pressed on him, he drew
himself up and shook his head. "You
would have done the same for me."
With this he disappeared, and the snow-

laden forest closed behind him.

Manners—yes, admirable manners of

the most refined type. Expecting noth-

ing, giving largely, proud, personal, and
primitive, unstained by possessions,

seized o'i the instant need of things.

"You would have done the same for

me." \\ ould we :

Where crowds rub elbows, the polite

man is now too often one who has some-

thing to sell. He is suave, bland, con-

ciliatory, and complimentary, and it is

an axiom in business that the poorer the

article, the smoother must be the sales-
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man. A grotesque situation—this as-

sumption of the unnatural for a purpose
clearly visible to the one it is desired to

influence—often by the concealment of

truth.

It has been said that to reach the

child one must begin with his grand-

parents. In America—the term elimi-

nates the forty-ninth parallel—the un-
dertaking looks rather hopeless. It is

possible that one should not expect man-
ners in a democracy, especially a de-

mocracy that is overcursed with the

jade of opportunity. It also must be

admitted that monarchical tradition did

establish a mode, a method, a manure
—for the latter there is no English—that

has been ruthlessly knocked about in a

country which devotes most of its ener-

gies to the pursuit of the sempiternal

dollar.

On whom in America does the respon-

sibility for manners rest ? In view of the
degree to which privacy and peace have
been destroyed by what we call modern
competition, one is almost prone to sug-

gest that those who have achieved a

position in which they can find time to
be polite should make the first move.
One should certainly not apply to the
man who scans with satisfaction a letter

reading: "Dear sir—Yours 15th re-

ceived, contents noted. Terms ac-

cepted. Yours truly," and who depends
upon the engraved heading and the
quality of the paper to give the desirable
touch of distinction. Nor perhaps would
it be wise to approach the office-boy or
clerk who is dabbling in stocks and an-
ticipates that turn of the wheel which
will make a job unnecessary and put
him perhaps financially ahead of his

employer. We are too practical for any-
thing like that. The man who is doing
things is emancipated thereby from any
obligation as to manners, and the office-

boy— Well, he may be doing them
next week, in which case one will extend
to him, also, carte blanche to eat and talk
as he sees fit.

Do lack of manners and a sense of
humor go hand in hand? Is the man
who devotes obvious and postprandial
attention to a toothpick not aware of the
joke ? Does the man who speaks crudely
and often with a suggestion of insolence,
grasp at the fact that his auditor is too

occupied in the national pursuit to care
how a thing is put, provided he gets the
sense of it, or, far back in the puritanical
dust-bin of our brains, do we associate
ease and grace and savoir vivre with that
unmorality which tradition drapes with
such fascinating folds over some of its

most charming and notable characters.
Is it ignorance or unwillingness, narrow-
ness or indifference, preoccupation or
provincialism?

Manners are, after all, the expression
of a state of mind, and are distinct from
what we are pleased to call morality,
which is in itself merely another mental
condition. It was Wilde who remarked
that "immorality begins at home." This
is where manners generally end.
And, should the home suggest the

child, the North-American child is too
often merely the by-product of marriage.
It serves as an outlet for that pride
which its parents cannot always reason-
ably take in themselves. It is petted,

cajoled, pampered, overdressed, and un-
der-disciplined, till there is evolved a
strange pygmy for whom the world soon
grows banal, who is destitute of the
petitionary appeal of childhood, and
who surveys an already anticipated and
thoroughly analyzed future with the
cold eyes of unnatural knowledge. The
world is its football. It is smart beyond
description. But there is in the forced

garden of its life no sheltered bed where
may bloom the flowers of graciousness or

peace. Of such will be the new aristoc-

racy, and its traditions will be of grand-

fathers who, by virtue of that fine native-

American long-headedness, delivered the

goods of their period and were promptly
and suitably rewarded. But there will be

few traditions of courtliness, scant re-

minders that noblesse oblige, and but
scattered memories of inherited responsi-

bilities. The sempiternal dollar will still

dominate. One generation was too busy
collecting and the other will be too busy
spending. The second generation offers

no promise, and the third but little.

The fourth will probably open a new and
finer cycle.

It is a curious fact that manners im-

prove as the degrees of north latitude

diminish. The quality of seasons has in

it something bland, if soporific. With
the lessening of physical effort comes
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that which is in effect milder. It acts

as an unguent. It soothes our tempera-

mental wrinkles till we feel as did

Bishop Blougram when he talked to

Gigadibs, and "rolled him out a mind
long crumpled, till creased consciousness

lay smooth." The voice of Pittsburg is

not so rough when heard in Florida, and

the rasp of Minneapolis takes on a

gentler accent in New Orleans. The
pores of the skin of the inner man be-

come moist beneath the deeper blue of

alien skies. Even the negro porter,

whose sable familiarity saturated his

cushioned domain in Illinois, now exudes

a new respect. The broker, who in an

elevator with his wife takes off his hat

only on the entrance of another lady,

is now an incipient Chesterfield. The
heart expands, waistcoats are unbut-

toned, salutations hover on the lips

—

and all because the thermometer has

gone up thirty degrees. Is it climate

that makes us strong, and weather that

breeds our incivility?

In a general way, the race that does

not know how to play will never achieve

courtesy. Spending is not playing. It

lacks that balanced pride of give and
take which characterizes true sport.

When the aspiring golfer learns to laugh

at his own foozled drive, and to con-

gn tulate his opponent on a perfect

stmke, he is temperamentally moving
ahead.

The unmannered man contributes

nothing to the picture of life. His mo-
tions, acts, and speech are divested of

natural relationship. He is at variance

with this and that. He is uncomfortable

because no attitude of defiance will

banish from his mind the recurrent sense

of something that he lacks. He regards

the gentleman with suspicion and dis-

taste, claiming that what he terms his

own rough heartiness is of sterner and

worthier stuff than the method of the

citizen of the world. He is blind to the

fact that the turmoil of existence cannot

surmount those barriers of defense which
surround the man of culture and within

which he moves with poise and calm

assurance. For, after all, only to him
who has established his code of ethics

comes the ability to happily plan his

campaign of life. Nothing can be fur-

ther horn the truth than the conception

that personal delicacy means personal
weakness. It is the use of the rapier

rather than the bludgeon, the enlistment
of swiftness and agility against the easily

anticipated blows of a clumsy if muscu-
lar adversary.

De Tocqueville, that astute observer,
said, in 1835: "True dignity in manners
consists in always taking one's proper
station neither too high nor too low;
and this is as much within the reach of

a peasant as of a prince. In democracies
all stations appear doubtful, hence it is

that the manners of democracies, though
often full of arrogance, are commonly
wanting in dignity. . . . The men who
live in democracies are too fluctuating

for a certain number of them even to

succeed in laying down a code of good-
breeding and in forcing people to follow

it."

t
The hope of the future is, then, that

the new world will reach a breathing-

space when armistice will be declared

with competition and material progress.

In such a period there may arise out of

the consciousness of physical achieve-

ment that calm, that natural hauteur,

that dignity of reserve, that responsibil-

itv for the method of expression which
best bespeaks security and serenity of

mind. Such a development will impose
its code upon the class and not merely
upon the individual. It will be funda-

mentally undemocratic, but the future

beauty of democracy lies in its ability to

produce certain quasi-alien qualities of

self-adornment without sapping its own
underlying strength. To be continuous- I

ly practical and constructional is to be

desperate. De Tocqueville was probably

1 i u;h t when he wrote, "I am persuaded

that in the end democracy diverts the

imagination from all that is external to

man and fixes it on man alone."

It is necessary to distinguish sharply

between manners and manner. The one

evidences harmony with life in general

and a recognition of station. The other

reveals only the point of view concerning

the matter in hand. It is desirable, or

undesirable, emotional, pleading, au-

thoritative-, suggestive- as the case may
evidence but it does not interpret. It

exhibits nothing of tin- essential attitude

o\" tin- inner man. Thus one would

choose to be marooned with a cultured
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cynic rather than with the uncultured

philanthropist. Life would be less in-

sipid, more suggestive; less shackled,

more aristocratic.

The link between manners and art is

undeniable. The bourgeois who arrives

at the point of art creation is registering

the protest that his life is somewhere
lacking, or else shrouds in a new form of

expression an imagination that can find

no vehicle within the boundaries of his

own station. Art, like manners, is non-

democratic. It is essentially the product

of the mind which has expanded beyond
the contemplation of material things.

It is amiably divorced from our national

North-American industry—the pursuit

of the dollar. Art is in fact the medium
and voice of international manners—the

product of a class that is in harmony
with the larger life.

There are, on the other hand, undeni-

able advantages, comparative though
they be, in the way in which the social

pragmatist has divested himself of an-

cestral traditions. Not suddenly in the

throb of revolt have they been laid aside,

but in a season of social evolution he has

slipped from them as the snake glides

from his outworn sheath into a keener

and crisper light. There is less now to

intervene between the essential man and
the glare of modern life. Manners evi-

dence, rather than make, the man who
continually and quite consciously re-

veals himself. The veneer, he has de-

cided, is something that must be dis-

carded like an overcoat when actual

work begins. And since business now
induces the social communication

—

while formerly the reverse was true—the

nakedness of commercial dealing has

robbed social expression of much of the

hollowness that formerly distinguished

it from the dealings of the market-place.

There is to-day no necessity for those

delicate voyages of discovery which once

preceded affairs of importance. The
parties of both parts are palpable, if

unadorned. We can afford to be lax

about the temperamental if the mental
and scientific meet our requirements.

We are, it is true, more brutal, but are

we not less resentful? Our passions and
desires are gratified in an outburst, but
there is less licking of lascivious lips.

What we have lost in poise is largely
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compensated by a certain unwritten
code which demands that our word and
our bond shall be equal and interchange-
able.

And all this is recognized in—if we
may use a mistakenly inclusive term

—

our literature. The code, the form, the
vehicle is of secondary importance pro-

vided that it transmits life, bare, un-
adulterated, and unashamed. Ungram-
matical dialect recreates for us the
sandy-haired yokel, and the slang of the
diamond is the breath of the baseball

gladiator. The depiction of unbroken
manners has become a shirt of Nessus
that irritates the body corporate, be-

cause such formality does not ring true

to life. There is a story afloat of an
aspiring young novelist who in a confi-

dential moment implored the advice of

a publisher. His aspiration was to rivet

the reader's attention in his first sen-

tence. What could the publisher sug-

gest? The latter, a cynic, pondered,

then ventured: "'Hell!' said the duch-
ess, and lit another cigarette."

He was probably quite right. In the

duchess we perceive a woman who,
though subject to hereditary influences,

had nevertheless struck up a working
agreement with modern times. Un-
doubtedly of strong impulses, she ex-

pressed herself with a directness doubly
striking amid luxurious surroundings, a

directness flavored with the very essence

of democratic freedom. The cigarette,

of course, convinces us that, while out-

spoken, she was unquestionably subtle,

for this is the recognized purpose of the

cigarette. A forceful picture—over it

the dwindling nimbus of a traditional

aristocracy; animating it, the brusque

impatience of democracy.
Retrospect uncoupled with forecast

being regarded as banal in the twentieth

century, consider what lies beyond the

horizon-.* It is admitted that vast con-

gregations of humanity are detrimental

to manners. It is obvious also that so

long as business retains its present

predatory character there is little chance

for the gracious things of life. The ten-

dency of science and invention is to

make existence more automatic and less

personal. As years pass, there looms be-

fore us a period in which electricity,

subservient to our slightest wish, will
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at length almost entirely replace the al-

ready disappearing domestic servant. It

is to be assumed, therefore, that unless we
are reduced to the pulpy colloid of the

Martian we shall have more time to

ourselves. More time for what? Pos-

sibly for music, art, and sport, in which
case we shall improve our manners, but,

equally possibly, for a still more arduous
pursuit of wealth.

On the assumption of the latter, there

is only one outcome—social and eco-

nomic revolution. And should revolu-

tion take place and the under-dog pull

down his too plutocratic master, there

would immediately out of the chaos be
produced such a renaissance of manners
as once transformed France into a new-
born republic of chivalry. An aristoc-

racy whose only pride is the pride of

possession is inhibited by its very nature
from making any other than a gilded

mark upon the ethics of its time. Its

differentiation depends upon that which
it has, so to speak, extracted from the

democracy at large. And though democ-
racies have clumsy tongues, they have,

nevertheless, long memories. Only with

the ruins of the plutocrat can a nation

adorn itself.

Manners when conscious become arti-

ficial. The habitues of the Hotel de
Rambouillet, that social experiment of

the seventeenth century, termed them-
sclves"PrecieuxetPrecieuses," but what-
ever influence that movement gained in

the court of Louis XIV. was lost in the

swift "Ridicules" of Moliere. The tact

and temper of Chesterfield had availed

him nothing were he not as well a brill-

iant diplomat and administrator. Even
those dying words, "Give Dayrolles a

chair," might have been whispered by a

prig and a poseur, had he not lived the

code so exquisitely portrayed in the

Immortal Letters,

The future can hold for society only

that which is natural. All else has in it

the germ of its own decay. The material-

ism of to-day is a phase of transition,

and our lack of manners will serve

bravely as a background for that ad-

vance which another generation must

indubitably make. The choice of nations
is, in the long run, for natural conditions,

and it is a healthy sign when we take to
pieces the picture-puzzle of social life

and find that no contriving will reas-

semble it.

That materialism will disappear is

neither to be expected nor desired. It

was Charles Lamb who said that "the
mercantile spirit levels all distinctions

—

as all are beauties in the dark." The
same perfectionist wrote, in 1823, in his

essay on " Modern Gallantry/' that he
would believe that the principle of defer-

ence toward females actuated Anglo-
Saxons, indeed, when "the practice of

whipping women in public, of hanging
them and of hissing them off the stage,

had been discontinued, or when we as-

sisted apple-wTomen to pick up the fruit

scattered by an unlucky dray." And,
as a matter of fact, we do pick up the

apples. We have achieved an altered

respect for women, a respect of which the

significance is more profound than it

was in the Hotel de Rambouillet.
There is comradeship as never before.

The intellect is becoming a warmer
thing.

And if the modern enemy of manners
is self-love, which Rochefoucauld ana-

lyzed as being "imperious and obedi-

ent, sincere and false, piteous and cruel,

timid and bold," our greatest weapon is

the greater knowledge—to which mod-
eration is twin brother. The active

agent must come from within, and be of

pure, uncalculating volition.

We are in the condition of having, as

a Scotchman remarked, "considerable

means but no presence."

It is the plaint of the essayist that the

essay reaches only those in need of no

conversion. It is like a ball pitched from

one trained hand to another. Hut some-

times the ball Hies afield to be retrieved

by an onlooker, who scans it curiously

for a moment ere hurling it back into

the game. Thus, perchance, the faulty

aim of an essay may bring it to the atten-

tion of those to whom at least its surface

may present something of interest or

suggestion.



May-Day Magic
BY AILEEN CLEVELAND HIGGINS

HE moving-van's
here
—

"

Rosamond
Bennet wheeled from
the window and looked
at her mother, who did

not pause in her work of

wrapping newspapers
around a much-scarred center-table.

Rosamond's eyes flashed with an in-

scrutable light. "How can you take it

like that, mother ?" she cried, tensely.

"Like it wasn't anything to make a fuss

about. Why, it makes me want to yell

like an Indian and knock all these old

chairs and things to pieces—honest, I'd

like to do it, just so's to beat that old

moving-van out of its job for once.

Every spring, on the first of May, since

I can remember, we ve been moving

—

always moving to some place worse 'n

the last
—

"

"'Sh—^there's no use going on like

that, Rosamond. You know it can't be
helped," soothed Mrs. Bennet, quietly

cutting a piece of twine.

Rosamond caught her breath quiver-

ingly and drew the curtain aside again.

"It's—it's backed up. The men are

starting up the steps. One of 'em looks

like the man that broke my writing-desk

last year just after I'd got it all painted
up white. What's the use trying to have
anything with that moving-van always
hanging around? I tell you I'm sick

and tired of it
—

" Rosamond's voice

broke suddenly into a sob.

"Do try to be sensible, child," her
mother protested, a little sharply.

"Now's no time to cry. WT

rap up these

pictures. Here's some old rags that '11

do for the corners. Hurry now, Rosa-
mond, so's to get everything we can on
this first load, then we can get the rest

of the things ready to go first thing in

the morning."
Rebelliously Rosamond set to work.

She took up an old picture of five picka-

ninnies eating watermelon, and as she

looked at the little black faces her tears

came faster. She loved those little

pickaninnies. From the walls of each
successive home they had looked down
with irresistible jollity. From the chaos
of every moving-day they always bobbed
up, grinning engagingly—their good hu-
mor never in the least affected by rickety
light fixtures, falling plaster, or unde-
pendable furnaces. The five little jesters
had endeared themselves to her by years
of unquenchable glee, akin to "the in-

extinguishable laughter of the gods."
"You certainly have banged around

some, you little old pickaninnies, and
here you go again," she faltered, caress-
ingly, wrapping the corners of the
chipped gilt frame with painstaking
care.

She handed this picture over last to
the van-men and stationed herself on
the steps to watch them load it with the
other battered household possessions.

As the van creaked ofF Rosamond ran
back swiftly into the hall and put on her
hat.

"Where you going, Rosamond?"
questioned her mother from the living-

room door.

Rosamond fumbled for a second with
her hat-pins before she answered: "I'm
just going to walk around to the corner

drug-store. There's no more packing
that's got to be done just now, you said.

I guess you won't need me any more till

supper-time, will you?"
"I s'pose not. But what are you

traipsing ofF to the drug-store for now?
There's nothing to get."

"I need some tooth-powder—honest,

I do—"
"You could get that to-morrow on

your way to work."
"Oh well, I'd rather get it now.. I

want to get outdoors a little while; it's

the niftiest spring day we've had. You
don't mind if I go, do you? I'll pack the

dishes and all of dad's junk before I go
to bed."

Mrs. Bennet turned back to the lit-
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tered living-room and vouchsafed no
reply.

"It'll only take a minute, mums.
^ ou don't mind if I go, do you?" Rosa-
mond repeated, looking at her reflection

in the cracked mirror, and patting her

brown-gold hair close under her hat.

Mrs. Bennet melted at the sweet
pleading in her daughter's voice. "No,
I s'pose not," she said, reluctantly.

"Not if you're so set on going; but see

that you're home before your father

gets here."

"Sure, I'll be back," agreed Rosa-
mond, lightly, as she darted out into the

glow of the late afternoon sunshine.

As Mrs. Bennet looked after her

daughter she was thrilled by the

thought that in all the neighboring flats

there was no girl who had Rosamond's
blithe charm and wistful prettiness; but
intermingled with the pride of the moth-
er-glance was a great anxiety. She re-

sumed her work with her lips set in hard
lines which deepened into an expression

of firm determination as the minutes
slipped by.

Six o'clock, and no Rosamond. Mrs.
Bennet watched the door nervously, and
eyed the clock as she hurried about get-

ting supper. At last she heard Rosa-
mond's voice, blended in happy chatter

with another she knew well.

"Just as I expected," she ejaculated,

as Rosamond, with a fresh little bunch
of carnations at her belt, came gaily

singing into the hall. "That Will Con-
way again."

Rosamond stopped singing, and took

off her hat without a word. She lingered

a moment at the door, listening to a

rollicking whistling which echoed up

from the street with all the lure of Pan's

pipes.

"Well, that's what you wanted to go

to the drug-store for, is it? 1 knew it

well enough. I should think you'd be

ashamed of yourself." Mrs. Bennet's

disapproving voice compelled Rosamond
to reply.

"Ashamed? Why, you don't think—
you don't s'pose for a minute that I'd

go to meet Will like that if he didn't

ask uk to? 1 don't do more than my
part, you can rest easy about that."

"Humph!" Mrs. Bennet clattered the

tin pans impatiently.

Clear-eyed and flushed, Rosamond
faced her mother squarely. " Will's
coming to talk to you and dad. He's on
the square—Will is. We're—we're go-
ing to get married as soon as we can."

Mrs. Bennet's sallow face grew sud-
denly colorless. "Don't talk such non-
sense about Will Conway," she com-
manded, sternly, "and don't you ever
let him inside your home again. You
can just put him out of your head for

good. I knew I'd have to put my foot

down sooner or later. You can just

make up your mind to get along without
seeing Will Conway. He's not the kind
of a husband my daughter's going to

have if I can help it."

Rosamond searched her mother's face.

"What makes you so set against Will,

I'd like to know—

"

"Reason enough. What does Will

amount to? Not a cent to his name;
not even a regular job

—

"

"But he's straight as can be, and he's

got good prospects
—

"

"Prospects!" shrilled Mrs. Bennet,
harshly. "You're not going to marry
on prospects." She gave a swift look

about the little bare kitchen and beyond
through the sagging doors opening into

the other rooms which bore the same
stamp of a cramped, poverty-bound ex-

istence. Her mouth twisted sardonical-

ly. She stretched out her work-knotted
hands as she cried out in passionate sum-
mary: "Rosamond, / married on pros-

pects. Look at me. Look at what pros-

pects did for me!"
Rosamond turned away quickly and

began to lav the table for supper. There
was something terrible in her mother's

bitterness. " Don't, mums," she begged.

"It's dreadful to hear you talk like

that."

I [er mother insisted, fiercely: "You've
got to listen. Don't you see why, child?

1 want to save you from what's been my
lot. You've got to be saved from it.

That's all I've livid for- just to see to

it that you was kept from it. \\ hen you

were horn, 1 said I'd call you Rosamond
—the pinkest, prettiest name I could

think <A and I'd make your life just

like your name. I've tried hard; I've

done everything I could. i ou've been

all the comfort I've had through every-

thing. I've scrimped and worked to
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dress you like other girls. I kept you in

school as long as I could, and the Lord

knows it just about broke my heart the

day you went to work in that telephone-

office—my daughter a 'hello girl'!—but

it couldn't be helped; you know that.

I've tried as hard as I could, and now
you're not going to pay me back by
doing the very thing I've set my body
and soul against—now are you, Rosa-

mond ?"

Slowly Rosamond lifted her eyes once

more to her mother's face and put a

trembling hand upon her arm. "Poor
mums, you've done a lot. I can see

why you feel set against Will, but you
don't understand. Will's bound to suc-

ceed. Why, he couldn't fail
—

"

"Rosamond," pleaded her mother,

"you're young. You're not able to

judge at all. That's what I said about
your father. That's what every one
said, and you see how he's turned out—
a poor, underpaid bookkeeper to-day,

the same as he was twenty years ago.

He didn't have a cent ahead when I

married him, but I wasn't afraid—not

a mite. I had faith in him just the same
as you've got in Will Conway. I was
so sure he was really going to make
something out of the inventions he was
always talking about. The sight of his

contrivances about the house, and him
puttering over them off and on, used to

set my heart beating high. You see

what's come of 'em. Look! Here they
are yet; the same old contraptions just

cluttering up the corners
—

' dad's junk,'

as you say." She swept her arm toward
the various experimental devices about
the rooms—a carbureter here, a set of

disjointed wheels there, a tangled lot of

wires against the wall, and everywhere
vagrant screws and fittings—pathetic

evidences of blundering, futile effort.

"I don't want to look at 'em," Rosa-
mond said, withdrawing her gaze quickly
from those dreary signals of failure

which loomed from the shadowy corners

with new significance.

"I believed and believed, Rosamond
—well, until I saw if I didn't turn in and
help, we'd go hungry. I've slaved along,

working by the day whenever I could at

this and that, making enough to pinch
out with. I guess you know by this time
where the extras come from. Now I'm

going to keep you from going through
what I've had to put up with—I've
made up my mind to that."

"But things wouldn't be the same

—

I'm sure they wouldn't. You've never
liked Will. You've never given him a

right good chance to get acquainted
with you and show you what he's

like." Rosamond's voice shook with
defiance.

"Oh, I know him well enough. I

don't need to sit down and talk to peo-
ple to get acquainted with 'em. The
sight of Will Conway always worked me
up right from the first. He's got eyes
like your father—full of dreams and no-
tions. I didn't get to worrying about
any one until he got to hanging around.
I tried to show him he wasn't welcome
around here without putting it into

words. I thought you were both too
young yet for anything

—

serious—so I

didn't think it was any use making a

fuss, maybe all for nothing. If I'd real-

ized how fast you was growing up

—

Oh, Rosamond, I just cant let you
marry a man that has nothing more than
prospects! Promise me now you'll put
Will Conway out of your mind for good
and all.

Rosamond shook her head. "It's no
use. Just promising wouldn't keep him
out of my mind—

"

"Well then, try; and after a while,

when you don't see him any more, it '11

be easy
—

"

"Not—see him—any more?" Rosa-
mond's words came brokenly.

"Yes, you've got to come to that.

It's the only way to make an end of it;

I know better 'n you, Rosamond, what's

best for you. I don't want to live to see

your hands like mine, and your back
twisted with aches and pains. Come
here
—

"

Rosamond followed her mother won-
deringty to the cupboard in the corner

and watched her take out of a lower

drawer her little tin strong-box, the only

article in the household which had about
it a bit of mystery. Rosamond had never

seen inside the box. She had never ven-

tured to ask questions about it. Fasci-

nated, she saw her mother twist the key
in the lock and open the lid. There was
a little grim pause. Rosamond saw only

a few yellowing letters and a little tar-
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nished gilt picture-frame. Her mother
thrust the picture into her hands.
"That was me once," she said, bit-

terly. "I was like that."

Rosamond gave a gasp of incredulity.

Her eyes darted from the picture to her

mother's face, searching for a trace of

likeness between the flower-laden, glad-

eyed girl and this worn, disillusioned

woman.
"It's not really you!" she cried. "Oh,

mums—where's the laughing part of you
gone? The you that's in this picture?"

Her mother's lips screwed into a pa-

thetic makeshift of a smile.

"It went—with the prospects. This
picture of me in Aunt 'Randa's garden
was made the day I was married. Aunt
'Randa, that had brought me up, said,

when she looked at me smiling like that:

'I'm glad you're going to marry some
one with good prospects. I 'ain't had
much to give you, and it does me good
to know you're going to have something
more some day,' and it seemed to me
then that nothing in the world was too

good to happen tome. But nothing good
ever did happen—excepting your com-
ing, Rosamond. The thought of seeing

you have everything right has kept me
going—and now I'm not going to let you
make a mistake. Just make my mind
easy by promising me to give up all idea

of marrying Will Conway."
Rosamond stood looking dumbly at

her mother. Her plea was unanswer-

able. "Let me think. After supper I'll

tell you," she said, finally, in the despair

of one at bay.

Like a wounded creature Rosamond
fled to her little bedroom. The little

flat with its litter of the half-packed

family possessions became strangely

quiet. Unconsciously Mrs. Bennet be-

gan to tiptoe about. Instinctively

she Kit the struggle Rosamond was

making. Once she stole to the door to

speak a word which would cany sympa-
thy, but there was that about the brood-

ing silence which she dared not break.

Faintly there came to her the pungent

fragrance of carnations. She remem-
bered the crimson splash of color against

Rosamond's light dress. Softly she crept

away, scarcely daring to lift a dish tor

fear of making a noise. ... 1 he sound

of footsteps upon the stairs startled Inl-

and the spoon she held dropped with
a great clatter.

''Why, Edward!" she exclaimed, as

her husband opened the hall door. "You
gave me such a start."

Edward Bennet walked slowly into
the room and dropped into his arm-chair
with a thud.

"What is it, Edward? What's
wrong?" Mrs. Bennet hurried to him in

sudden alarm at the sight of his drawn
face and set stare. His thick gray hair

was matted upon his forehead. His tall

figure seemed somehow shrunken. She
struggled with a terrible fear as she saw
him sitting there, his hands spasmod-
ically seeking his throat and his mouth
working strangely. "Edward!" she

cried, anxiously.

He looked up at her vaguely and shook
his head.

"What is it? Tell me, quick! What
in the world's come over you?" Mrs.
Bennet gave him a little shake.

He gave a glance about the room,
taking in for the first time the annual
moving-day confusion. He threw out

his hands helplessly and settled back
with his gaze fastened upon the clock.

"I'm late," he muttered, finally. "I'm
late to-night."

"Yes, yes; but what's happened?"
The shrillness of his wife's voice finally

"M ary. I'vearoused him.

lost my job."

He spoke the words huskily, weakly,

as if the blow had crushed in him all

vitality. A quiver caught his lips. His

eyes rested upon her face despairingly.

For a moment she felt dazed. Ibis

was an unbelievable thing to happen on

top of years that could be counted as

nothing but failure.

"It can't be true, Edward," she said,

slowly. "How could it happen? How
could you lose your job that you've had

so long?"
"I was hied this afternoon for good;

I'm too old," he answered, in a tragically

dead tone.

"You're not old, Edward. Why,
you're only fifty-three. Your rheuma-

tism's pulled you down a little maybe

—

that's all."

"But I'm old beside those young fel-

lows those young fellows that don't

have to wear gla; 5
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"It's your rheumatism," repeated

Mrs. Bennet, stubbornly, "and you'll

get over that."

"I've been making mistakes lately,

Mary. I guess my eyes are kind of giv-

ing out; that's what the trouble is."

"And you never said a word about it

to me." Her voice had in it more of sor-

row than reproach.

"I couldn't. I didn't want to worry
you. You had enough on your shoul-

ders, Mary." For a moment they looked

at each other mutely. "And now this,"

he added, dropping his head.

She went on her knees beside him.

"Edward Bennet, don't talk like this

was the end of things. Lift up your

head, Edward, and listen to me. Your
chance has come. Don't you see?"

He looked up bewildered. "My
chance, Mary?"
"Yes; what you've always been wait-

ing for—the chance to work out your
inventions."

"Why, Mary, you can't mean what
you're saying." His glance traveled

rapidly from one to the other of the half-

finished devices.

"But I do. Now you'll have time to

do what you want to and nothing to

bother you. It's a good thing, I say,

that you've done with that old job.

. You've got the chance now to do some-
thing worth while. You can putter with

your contrivances all you like, and may-
be when you get tired tinkering you can
help out a little around the house so's

to give me more time for piece-work and
odd jobs that '11 bring in some change.

Oh, we'll get along—never fear—and the

first thing we know you'll be inventing

something great."

Her voice rang true. Miraculously
her faith in him was reborn in his hour
of need.

"Mary—you do believe in me yet?"
His hand clung upon her arm eagerly,

wistfully.

"Of course I do; of course I do

—

more than I ever did, Edward," she

answered, with a laugh of half-wonder-

ing joy at the truth of it.

In a moment he was on his feet, alert

—moving quickly to his tinkering.

"Not before supper," exclaimed Mrs.
Bennet, gently. "You must have some-
thing to eat first. Get on your slippers

and wash up as quick as you can and
I'll put supper on the table."

In the comfortable, cheery bustle that
followed she suddenly remembered
Rosamond. She went to the door quick-
ly and gave a little knock. "Come,
Rosamond—it's supper-time."
There was no answer, no stir from the

dark room.
"Your father's home, Rosamond.

Come have a bite to eat," begged Mrs.
Bennet, opening the door.

Rosamond lay on the bed with her
face toward the window. Mrs. Bennet
touched her softly. "Come, child."

"Leave me alone," choked Rosamond,
burying her face in her pillow.

Without remonstrance, Mrs. Bennet
went out of the room, returning quickly

with a temptingly set tray, which she

placed on the chair by the bed. " Here's

your supper, Rosamond. Now do sit up
and eat," she said, coaxingly, as she

closed the door again.

"What's the matter with Rosie?"

Mrs. Bennet found her husband's

question curiously hard to answer. "Not
feeling very well, I guess," she evaded.

She was reticent with a newly born

reason concerning Rosamond's struggle.

It was while she was drawing the

shades that she heard Rosamond open

her door and go quickly out of doors.

From the front window she could see her

child sitting upon the steps, gazing, it

seemed, far, far beyond the jagged sil-

houette of the moon-silvered roofs

against the blue-black night. She was
taken back over the long years by
the spell of the bud fragrances, the mist

lifting fantastically from the warm
earth, and the all-embracing tenderness

of the spring moon. She stood there,

thinking irresistibly of the hour when the

white magic of promise lay upon her own
life.

Suddenly along the street came the

sound of eager steps, and a merry whis-

tling, echoing Pan's pipes. She saw

Rosamond run down the steps.

"Oh, how did you know, Will?" she

heard Rosamond question, breathlessly.

"How did you know I needed you so

—

just now
Will Conway's laugh set the very

stars aquiver with delight, so true it

rang of faith and strength and love.
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The mother - heart beat painfully.

Rosamond's words came clearly as she

told Will what had passed since she

parted from him at sundown.
"It's because you haven't got any-

thing but prospects, Will," she con-

cluded, "that mother's so set against

our marrying."
Again Will's laugh, triumphant with

the security of power. "What more do
we want?" he asked, lightly. "You're
not afraid to marry me with nothing but

prospects, are you?"
"No," Rosamond answered, quickly

—

"no, I'm not afraid. I don't want any-

thing more. I believe in you."
The mother's hand went tremblingly

to her throat. The very words she her-

self had spoken with the same unques-

tioning faith. Oh, bells of her own white

hour resounding in the silences of the

mother-memory! She shut her eyes and
there came the swish of a gipsy wind
which seemed to bring with it all the

perfumes of her Aunt 'Randa's garden.
( )vt rpoweringly sweet was the breath of

the flower-buds apulse for their day of

blooming. Every promise of the old

garden stole again over her senses, and
the changing rainbow lights of another
May moon renewed their spell. The
ghost of her old self signaled to her
across the vagabond flash of tossing

color which brightened her memory.
The wave of the quick, blithe hand was
like a command. . . .

She could hear the tick-tick of her
husband's eager tinkering in the other

room; slowly her eyes opened again to

the reality of love and faith so close.

The joy of the two upon the steps en-

folded the mother hovering at the win-
dow, half bewildered at the suddenness

of her own rejuvenation.

"I've got faith yet," she whispered,

half in awe. She called to Rosamond
from the door. "Rosamond, you tell

Will to come in."

There was something of a reincarna-

tion of the happy picture-self in the

mother that met Rosamond upon the

steps. "Child," she said, solemnly,

"you're right to believe in Will—and the

Lord have pity on the women that

ever let go of their faith in their men-
folks."

Nocturne

BY AMELIA JOSEPHINE BURR

ALL tin' earth a hush of white,

l White with moonlight all tin- skies;

Wonder <>t a winter night

—

\iul . . . your eyes.

I [ues no palette dares to claim

Where the spoils <>t sunken ships

Leap to light in singing flame

—

\ik1 , . . your lips.

I ).n km ss .is t he shadow s cue p

\\ In re tin embei s si<Ji to rest;

Silence <>! .1 world ash ep

—

Ami . . . your breast.



W. D. HOJVELLS

THE longing to see ourselves as

others see us was early gratified

in the American breast. While
we were still in the callow, colonial stage

many observers from the mother-coun-
try came to look at us and to say what
we were like politically, socially, and
morally. For the most part the aspects

mirrored in their printed pages were not
nattering or even pleasing. \\ e were
very plain in those reflections, to say the

least; and in the change under the eyes

of our visitors as we advanced from the

colonial to the national conditions, we
could not help changing for the better.

But the tradition of us which formed it-

self with them has remained essentially

unvaried; that is, the prevailing tradi-

tion, the tradition that the English trav-

eler found readiest and easiest; the tradi-

tion amplified and perfected by Dickens,
who, outside of it, was so just and kind
with us. We appeared droll, uncouth,
braggart, and incurably provincial, as

we very probably were in many things;

and our visitors formed an ideal of us

which they made our facts conform to.

The latest of them, the "lief and dear"
young poet, Rupert Brooke, who sealed

the beauty of his life in as veritably dy-
-ing for his country as if he had fallen in

battle for it, studied our lineaments in

the glass that grotesqued them for earlier

English travelers, and heard us saying
to him when he came in sight of Bar-
tholdi's colossal statue: "Look hard at

that, young man! That's the first time
you've seen Liberty, and it will be the
last till you turn your back on this

country again," and "Wal! I should
smile! I guess this is the Land of Free-
dom, anyway," and "Anyway, it's some
country." The slang is recent, or rather

recent, but the tradition is the old tradi-

tion which Martin Chuzzlezvit first made
familiar as our common parlance. There
is no harm, no malice in the young poet's

Vol. CXXXIII.—Xo. 795.-59

obeying it, but one could wish he was
writing instead the poetry which he
wrote sometimes so beautifully, and at

the worst so much better than his Letters

from America.
Now that he is gone, peace and love

will be with him! Letters from America
were not truly his job, as criticism of our
country was the natural job of "Charles
William Jansen, Esq., late of the state

of Rhode Island, Counselor-at-Law,"
who wrote about us in a large and hand-
some volume compendiously entitled,

The Stranger in America: containing

Observations made during a long Resi-

dence in that Country on the Manners and
Customs of the People of the United
States, with biographical Particulars of
Public Characters, Hints and Facts rela-

tive to the Arts, Sciences, Commerce, Agri-
culture, Emigration, and the Slave Trade.

His work in 1807 antedated the Dickens
tradition of our national character and
parlance by a whole generation, and if

we were as honest with him as he tries

to be with us, we should own that his

opinions of us are not so very prejudiced.

He often changes them between the be-

ginning and the ending of a given study
of our manners and morals, and he is

oddly, he is drolly, frank in reaching

conclusions which are not final. Of
course the time comes when he cannot

bear us any longer and, if he would save

his soul alive, must go back to England
and spend there what is left of his days.

Upon the whole, we cannot blame him.

We were then a very repulsive little peo-

ple, to say the best of us, whether seen

in the Yankee meanness of Connecticut,

or the nascent civic dishonesty of Xew
York, or the grotesque crudeness and
pretentiousness of our new capital at

Washington, or in the slave-holding and
slave-trading of our Southern gentry, or

the indescribable ferocity of the poor

whites, one of whose notions of sport
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was gouging one another's eyes out. Yet

our censor, after fully recognizing the

Ugliness and wickedness of the popular

character, and our often barbarity in

every section, finds a word of explana-

tion if not excuse for the usages in the

conditions which the polite American of

this day would hardly urge.

Even in his examination of public

characters and events our censor is far

more li nient than one could expect a

man of English criterions to he. He is

able to he just both to Federalist and to

Democrat, and while supremely honoring

and devoutly reverencing Washington,

he can withhold himself in his abhor-

rence of Burr and not more than just-

ly condemn him for the death of Ham-
ilton. The one public person whom he

really cannot forgive or find excuse for

is the bad, very bad, Tom Paine, whom
he holds all good men should hold an

enemy, but whom some of our best

men then held their friend. It was a

time when the history of the Central

Empires' interference in our domestic

affairs anticipated itself in the meddling
of the French Republic, One-and-Indi-
visible, through its envoy, M. Genet,

more promptly bounced by General

Washington than \)v. Dumba or Cap-
tain Von Papeil by Mr. Wilson, and the

event forms a chapter of pleasant read-

ing in Mr. Jansen's book. The period of

our history which his stay among us cov-

ers is altogether of tin greatest interest;

ifwe seem to him going to pieces in every

kind of corruption, he is so candid in his

mult ol adverse facts that his con-

clusions from them do not prevent us

from realizing that this period of ap-

parent self-destruction was really forma-

tive and constructive.

We should not be able to sav just how
h< manages to have us see this in spite

of himst If, as it were ;
and perhaps we

do not so much mean to acclaim his

sort of final impartiality as to express

(.in if his willingn* 58 t" see our

badness at its best, which we find char-

acteristic of English observers of our

t it In i repulsh i nonage. It * as not

< ming « >ur gn i n< st wood, but our

drier that the p< rsist< nt tradition o(

kens and those aft< i him gn w up.
• he d< \ oti d read< i of the E; y ( hair

will remember, we have before now tilt

it laid upon us to note that the earlier

English travelers have been of a kind-

ness to us which no one ignorant of them
would believe of such observers as Cap-
tain Basil Hall, or even such as Mrs.
Trollope. 1 hat bitterest-tongued of our
censors was no satirist; she told us the

truth, not to our hurt, but to our help,

and if the traveler now passing through
Richmond finds there one of the most
agreeable and enlightened hotels in the

whole world, its charming comfort can
do nothing to disprove the fact that in

the same city the brutal landlord of the

best inn not only refused to let the

Englishwoman have tea for her sick and
weary family in her private room, but
came in person to forbid it, and to

bully her for presuming to ask such a

thing.

Yes, we have come a long way, and
perhaps the scourgings of our English

visitors have helped us forward on it.

But without allowing so much we may
still repeat that they have not always
laid on the lash with the frequency and
severity which the native observer has

used for our correction. One of the

notable franknesses of the late Charles

Francis Adams's Autobiography, which
may be said to be all frankness, is his

extreme candor in noting the faults of

his native city of Boston. W e remember
no foreign visitor who has been more
open with her foibles, to call them no
worse; his own personal foibles ("as he

imagines them, but as the reader by no

means always sees them) are not more
explicitly dealt with. Society for the

young girls dancing through Harvard
with a contemporary class, he says, was
delightful to youth, but it was insipid

and silly for mature men and women.
Even these characterized it with the

provinciality it is still accused of; and

tin rusted chains of Puritanism which

the Unitarian soul had cast off still ate

into tin daily hie-.

The book is very curiously interesting.

NO \dams has yet said anything he did

not think, though some Adamses may
not have said all they thought; and

Charles Francis Adams (second of the

name and son of our great Civil War
minister to England] is explicit concern-

ing the facts of his life as he understands

them. He says, and unquestionably
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therefore he thinks, that at this time and
that there were mistakes of his own and
others' making which prevented his ful-

filling a higher destiny than the very
honorable and important destiny which
was actually his. It is his prevailing be-

lief that if at this point or that in his

formative years there had been some
one to take a sympathetic interest in the

rather cold and unresponsive youth, he
believes himself to have been, he would
have turned out a different sort of man;
but probably it would not have hap-
pened. The sort of man he turned out,

the brave soldier, the able lawyer, the

exemplary man of affairs, the astute and
conscientious politician, was quite good
enough and comprehensive enough for

any individual to be.

It seems to us, and it may seem to

others, that he is as needlessly hard
upon the social past of Boston as upon
his own psychological past. Both were
what they had to be, and some witnesses

of the Boston life of his time and earlier

are not nearly so hard upon it. Such
an observer as, for instance, Harriet
Martineau, is kinder and we think truer.

She was one of those faithful friends

whose wounds our raw sensibility could
not know for the healing surgery they
really were; but if the reader will take
her book of American travel (it richly

merits reprinting) down from its dusty
shelf, we can promise him a really joyous
as well as edifying experience in its

perusal. (One ought to say perusal:

nothing less serious and respectful is fit.)

Perhaps other books of travel may have
been topically arranged; but we do not
recall them, and we can only feel in this

the admirable effect of the perspectives
so artistically contrived. No other
mainly undeserving country that we can
think of has been so kindly and instruc-

tively studied. Perhaps the letters of

Madame Calderon de la Barca, written
from another and even more chaotic
country, are as patiently intelligent, but
they are not so gentle with Mexico as

Miss Martineau's studies are with these
States.

It is the advantage of Miss Marti-
neau's method that we can comprehend
with one glance, as it were, the social

and civic conditions so widely separated
in everything as Boston and New

Orleans. Charleston is not so truly the
antithesis of the New England capital
as the metropolis of Louisiana and the
great Southwest, for Charleston is far
more like Boston in the direct Protes-
tantism of her oligarchic origins, eventu-
ating in a like religious liberalism,
though she was as far as New Orleans
from affinity through her civic and eco-
nomic ideals. Miss Martineau spares
neither the Northern nor the Southern
city in her study of the effect of slavery
on them. If the truth about the domestic
and social corruption of New Orleans
shocks and appals even at this day
when the whole circumstancing is so
changed, not less abiding is the shame
one must feel for the subtler effect in the
commercialized culture of Boston. The
vastly more civilized Northern commu-
nity was only differently corrupt from
the Southern. There was no such order
of things as the concubinage of the quad-
roons and their octoroon daughters, no
such cruel sacrifice as that of the white
wives and their daughters, but the busi-

ness greed and cowardice resulting in the
" gentleman mobs" of Boston that ma-
ligned and persecuted the early Aboli-

tionists were in the last analysis scarcely,

if at all, less immoral.
One comes to a full sense of both in

Miss Martineau's book, but it is the sin

rather than the sinner that suffers in

both cases; and the wonder is that the

leniency of the censor of the deplorable

facts in cases like that of Boston was
not gratefully felt at once. Perhaps it

has never been perfectly felt, though the

censure was blended with such intelli-

gent and cordial appreciation of what
was really fine and high in Boston as

no other city has known in her critics.

We are not left by Miss Martineau, as

we are left by Charles Francis Adams,
to imagine an unworthy Boston; rather

there is nothing generous, nothing mag-
nanimous which we are not invited to

imagine of the elect spirits who, rather

than the gentleman mobs, represent

Boston in history.

Miss Martineau was already an old

maid when she visited our country, and

she carried an ear-trumpet which she

ruthlessly employed. She must have

been very tiresome to the good society

which is always so bad everywhere, and
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which even in Boston would have pre-

ferred as its guest a brilliant young
beauty with every sense alive for the

golden opportunities offered her. It

was intolerable for such an observer as

she to come out in print with her unspar-

ingly conscientious observations of Bos-

ton manners and morals, and her classi-

fication of people according to their

merits instead of that comfortable ac-

ceptance and that flattering acquies-

cence in all the personal and good-family

peculiarities which enrich the life of

small capitals to those within the sacred

circles, and leave it so poor to those

without. One imagines how the best

society would assay her and find she

was not the true dross by its infallible

test of inherent snobbishness, even be-

fore her book came out.

We do not say this occurred, or in just

this way; but we have the feeling that

Miss Martineau was happier in the

newer parts of our country. There are

few things in travel literature so charm-
ing and so joyous as her pictures of the

future, beginning in the cities of the

West: in Cincinnati, with its already

cultivated consciousness; in Chicago, re-

coiling as it were in the sand and mud
for that mighty leap forward which was
to land her among the great world-

capitals and far beyond the self-satisfied

Queen City. We do not remember just

h< w the author says she felt in St. Louis

or Louisville. She was wretched wher-

ever there was slavery, and though she

made all manner of allowance for the

difficulties of the case, and testified her

high sense of the character which sur-

vived all atrocity of circumstance, yet

we feel no such glow of spirit in this

plain-speaking, deaf old maid at the

South as she nvcals in the free cities.

She is never so glad, because] of remem-
bering those in bonds as bound with

them, as she is where no man can own
his brother or his sister. The- beauty of

the' Kentucky country, the grandeur of

the' Mississippi Valley has nor the' conso-

lation for her which the vigorous hop<

and promise of the lakes and prairies <>t

Indiana and Illinois, or as the' lakes and
forests of Michigan and Wisconsin bring

her.

She- was not to blame or praise,

nor were- our fathers who telt her praise

and blame so keenly; but if any reader

of ours remains in the old superstition

that our English observers have been
unfair to us, he had better revert to her
most intelligent, most instructive book.
If he has a mind, though, for something
that will more powerfully and unquali-

fiedly restore his drooping self-esteem in

these days when it may so well have
nationally sickened, we may confidently

advise his reading Mr. J. J. Jusserand's

volume called With Americans of Past
and Present Days. There is a chance
that he may not know who Mr. Jusse-

rand is; and at any rate we will make
bold to tell him that he is that French
author, equally known as an English

author, who has been the ambassador
from the French Republic to ours for the

last thirteen years, and who could easily

know us better than we know ourselves

in our being as well as our having been.

For the admirable book he has given

us, we will briefly, all too briefly, explain

that it covers the whole ground from the

first period of our uprising against Eng-
land, when the French became less her

foes than our friends, to the time when
they sent, in the fifth year of our insur-

rection, the help by land and by sea

which saved us alive and gave us back,

from the mortal pass we had reached,

a free and independent nation. This is a

fact which every American ought to re-

member every day, say over with his

prayers at night, and utter in grace

before meat, lest he forget the great,

magnanimous people who are now re-

vealing themselves to the world as they

always were. The story from sources

hitherto unexplored is teild in the' great

chapter on "Rochambeau and the

French in America." Then there are

three middle chapters on "Major L'En-
fant and the Federal City," which
should always be remembered with the'

French engineer who so splendidly imag-

ined it; then there are two most impor-

tant chapters on "Washington and the-

French" and on "Abraham Lincoln,"

with three- other papers, more relevant

than tin \ might seem, on "
1 he' franklin

Medal," on "Horace Howard Furness,"

and "ii
'" From War to 1\ ace." Whether

they are Btrictly relevant to the- main

theme or not, all these chapters are

fuse el together in the' glow of the- hu-
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mane spirit in which the great fact is

treated and in the unfailing gentleness

of the author's good taste. At the mo-
ment when France and England are

allied in a titanic struggle to dispel the

danger of a world-despotism, it is his

office to recall the circumstances and in-

cidents of the French aid to the rebellion

which was wrenching half of England
from the other half. The perfect frank-

ness together with the perfect gentleness

which he uses in this very difficult and
delicate office may well be studied in a

time when we are so apt to let our con-

victions run away with our manners,

and keep a lasting lesson in the art of

not saying the things we would rather

not have said. England fairly drops out

of the question; it is truly as our friend

rather than her foe that France appears

from first to last.

This is one of many things which give

almost unique value to an admirable
book. It ought to be studied at first

hand rather than in any second-hand
report of it. In no other book that we
can think of is the constancy of France
so finely and strongly portrayed. If we
have forgotten this, or imagined from
the behavior of this or that French gov-
ernment that she had grown cold in her

affection, we can learn from Mr. Jusse-

rand that it was never the French people
who had faltered. The First. Napoleon
or the Third may have wished us, or

done us, harm, but not France. She
remained true to us in the ideal of us

which was one of her great ideals. She
visioned in us the fulfilment of her own
hopes of liberty, equality, and fraternity;

and though when we are honest with
ourselves we must own that we are

The consecration and the poet's dream

for her rather than the reality we ought
to be, still it is something to have in-

spired such an illusion, even if we can
only wish in shame and sorrow it were
true. We have faith to believe it will

yet be true; this land is often

The land of Broken Promise,

as Lowell called it, yet somehow the
promise seems always mended and kept
to such hope in us as France has cherished.
But if the promise of our radiant in-

fancy, when heaven lay about us, is

never perfectly mended, it is to the
honor of the most generous of the na-
tions that she has had the ideals, the
illusion of us to which this book bears
testimony in so many places. The great
Turgot said of us when we declared that
"governments derive their just powers
from the consent of the governed," "It
is impossible not to form wishes for that
people to reach the utmost prosperity
it is capable of. That people is the hope
of mankind." If this is not true of us

now, we can yet make it so ; and Mr. Jusse-
rand's book will help us to believe in

ourselves and gratefully to remember
the noble people who have always be-

lieved in us.

Mr. Jusserand is necessarily never our
critic or our censor, in our past or our
present, and it seems rather a pity that

some other large-minded, open-minded
Frenchman could not come to us at a

moment like this when our facts could

be studied and portrayed, as only a

Frenchman could portray them, for the

advantage of mankind elsewhere if we
could not nationally survive to profit by
the picture ourselves. An Englishman
could not do the work acceptably; he

might be as honest, but he could not be

so intelligent, and even in his praise he

would somehow let us imagine a reserve

of blame; we should need a Republican

for the work, and an Englishman is al-

ways a Royalist. Only such a French-

man as we imagine could accurately

yet allowingly represent us to the future

in the extraordinary spectacle we pre-

sent of an immense nation bewildered by

the world's events, and in their presence

no more ready to assert itself or its ideals

than another great republic, say the

Republic of China.



HENRY MILLS ALDEN

IN
the preceding Study we attempted

to answer the question, Why Har-
per s Magazine? To us, looking back,

and considering the character of the

books which the Harpers have been pub-

lishing for a generation, the establish-

ment of just that type of magazine by
them seemed a foregone conclusion—

a

matter of compulsion rather than of

choice. We are surprised that it should

have been so long deferred, and that,

when it was undertaken, though its plan

was already laid out for it, it shaped

itself so tentatively—almost diffidently,

and under a foreign disguise.

There is no limit to our surprises when
we look back to the first volume of the

Magazine. With the resources of wood-
engraving then at their command, why
\\< re the Harpers content to confine the

illustrations to fashion-plates and a few

pi tures of purely literary significance?

Of fiction there was very little—My
el, by Bulwer Lytton, and Maurice

Tiernay, by Charles Lever, with a few

brief talcs—all the rest solid literature

from foreign periodicals, but of the high-

est literary excellence and wisely se-

lected. The editorial departments were

original, but offered in the same modest

guise, the chiefly Important feature be-

ing the Editor's 'then Henry J. Ray-
mond) comprehensive Monthly Record

of Current Events. At the outset the

enterprise seemed to be as timid an

undertaking as it was held even rash,

in the opinion of those who had made
similar ventures. Hut it at once

achieved an unprecedented success,

which was the greatest surprise of all.

I In response was more significant

than the accomplishment that evoked it

could possibly seem t<> us. It was a

frugal breakfast board, spread appar-

ently at random, without flowers or

ornamental s< n ice or any condiments to

unite appetite, about which an eager

multitude had gathered. The satisfac-

tion was substantial. The fast had been
broken; but, even so, the eyes of neither

guests nor host were opened to the pos-

sibilities of banquets in store. These
also were to be surprises.

For, as we said in our last Study, the

Magazine had to make its own Amer-
ican writers and artists, as well as to be
made by these to become what it must
be for the ample development of its

type. If it had been sowing English seed

for an American harvest, what else had
we been doing in the whole previous

history of our country?
The sudden success of the Magazine

was in a measure due to time and cir-

cumstance—not so much to these in

New York and New England as in the

South and West, where, for different

reasons, the people on plantations and
in frontier settlements, as well as in

the growing cities, were remote from
the book marts of the East and heartily

welcomed a visitant periodical so well

suited to their needs. And it was from
these remote regions—from the planta-

tions and mountains of Virginia and
from beyond the Rockies that the first

fruits of the American harvest in maga-
zine literature were to come—elements

that were to break up the eclectic mold
of Harper's, substituting for fine literary

selections from the current writing

Lamb, Hazlitt, Coleridge, and De
Quincey the graphic descriptions, quaint

characterizations, and humorous reflec-

tions of "Porte Crayon" and J. Ross
Browne. Both are well-remembered vis-

itors of our editorial sanctum, during the

later period of their activities, as are

also rhomas W. Knox, who traveled for

the Magazine in Russia, Siberia, and

China; Dr. Kane, the Arctic explorer;

and Raul Du Chaillu, of African mem-
ory, once with his stuffed gorilla 1

It is not difficult to understand that
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features of this kind, and there were

others besides travel sketches — ro-

mances of history, of science, of mechan-
ical progress—entering into the early

volumes of the Magazine, outrivaled, in

the esteem of American readers, even the

interest of Victorian fiction. But none
of these are to be found in the first vol-

ume to such an extent as to account

for the popular circulation of fifty thou-

sand; and the fiction presented did not

happen to be of a thrilling character.

We are compelled to fall back upon the

simplest of explanations—the unap-
peased desire of American readers of that

time for good, unadulteratedly pure

literature. Due allowance, too, must be

given to the peculiar circumstances

which made the time auspicious for the

appearance of a periodical of this type,

as a circulating medium of such litera-

ture and as an incentive to American
writers and artists, who, as it soon

proved, were ready to occupy the new
field opened and make that literature

distinctively American. The publishers

were themselves so imbued with the

American spirit that they were prepared
to back a movement in this direction

with all their resourceful enterprise and
equipment; and the result, within an-

other year, was a rejuvenated magazine
and a doubling of its circulation. Yet
at that time the art of advertisement
was in its infancy. Indeed, it was not
until years after every- other important
periodical in the country—and after

1870 these abounded in number and
variety—had admitted advertisements
as a source of revenue that this obviously
profitable custom was adopted by Har-
per s Magazine.

Readers of to-day find it difficult to

comprehend that those of 1850, in a

large portion of this country, as in Eng-
land, did not regard fiction as the chief

allurement of a periodical. " Harper's
LibraryofSelectNovels,"startediini830,
proved unsuccessful and was interrupted
from 1834 to l84 2 > when it was resumed
with better results because of its cheaper
form. Outside of large cities, the best

market for fiction was in the Southern
States. When Harper s Magazine was
started, the most characteristic novels
of Dickens, Thackeray, Bulwer-Lytton,
and Charlotte Bronte had already been

published; and these had done much to

stimulate the appetite for fiction, which
grew by what it fed on, at first slowly,

and then with surprising momentum, so

that in the 'sixties it became an impera-
tive consideration in the conduct of a

magazine. In the mean time the other
features to which we have referred,

more original, more characteristicallv

American, and more directly associated
with the development incited by this

Magazine, were regarded as of para-
mount importance; and upon these the
growing wealth of pictorial illustration

was chiefly lavished.

If we add to these elements of ro-

mance the humors of American life,

always with peculiar emphasis appealing
to American sensibility, even in Puri-

tanical New England, and especially

heightened in the 'fifties by freshly ac-

cumulating disclosures of character as

developed under pioneer and provincial

conditions and in the anachronistic se-

clusion of Southern plantations in old

slavery times, we cannot wonder that

the selection of literary- "gems of purest

ray serene" was^o soon displaced in the

pages of a magazine so quickly hospit-

able to the pen and pencil delineations

of such character, or that "pure litera-

ture" itself should so soon suffer a

very interesting refraction.

The professional humorists who so

abundantly flourished in America in the

'fifties, and for a long time afterward,

did not find their way into the Maga-
zine, where humor was an inherent

quality, as generally it later came to be

in Mark Twain's writings. But in the
" Editor's Drawer," from the first a mis-

cellany of anecdote, fun for its own
sake "found its proper place. While
George William Curtis, in the " Easy
Chair," maintained the Addisonian tradi-

tion in a canserie pertinently reflecting

the features and manners of American
social life, there was always, alongside,

this never-failing fund of native and

racy anecdote and mirthful incident.

Other periodicals, like LitteWs Living

Age, starting as eclectics, profitably and

usefully maintained that character, but

Harper s Magazine was too close to

the American people not to immediately

reflect its swiftly changing moods, and
especially its indigenous humor—in so
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far as the changes were progressive and
aspirant.

Our special object in this brief retro-

spect of the Magazine, during its very

earliest period, has been to show how,
from the beginning, its Americanism
grew to be its principal distinction. The
later periods of this growth, more fa-

miliar to our readers, down to 1910, have
already been sufficiently considered in

former editorial retrospects. The latest

period of all, including the few years

that next March will round out the

Harper centenary and bring nearly to

its conclusion the one hundred and
thirty-fourth volume of the Magazine,
has disclosed a remarkable advance in

American fiction. The most vivid in-

stances of this are Mrs. Deland's The
Iron Woman and Booth Tarkington's

The Turmoil and the novels of Basil

King. Among the new short-story

writers who have shown original imag-
inative power are Katharine Fullerton

Gerould, Forrest Crissey, Wilbur Daniel

Steele, Clarence B. Kelland, Keene Ab-
bott, Clarence Day, Jr., Howard Bru-
baker, Alice Cowdery^Fleta Campbell
Springer, Margarita Spalding Gerry,

Susan Glaspell, Zona Gale, Arthur John-
son, and Leila Burton Wells. Many
of the writers of short stories who
over a longer -period have given distinc-

tion to the Magazine—Arthur Sher-

burne Hardy, Norman Duncan, Grace
Ellery Channing, Margaret Cameron,
Marie Manning, Jennette Lee, Maude
Radford Warren, and some who have
written for an older generation, like

Harriet Prescott SpofTord, Alice Brown,
and Mary Wilkins Freeman, still fre-

quently contribute to tin- entertainment
of readers. We have not lacked the

brilliant contingent of English serial

novels, from such writers .is Arnold

Bennett, Sir Gilbert Parker, and Mrs.

Humphry Ward, nor short stories from

such masters as Joseph Conrad, Perceval

Gibbon, (I. B. Lancaster, Mrs. Henry
Dudeney, and May Sinclair; hut, in gen-

eral, the Vmerican audience has learned

to depend upon native writers tor its

most interesting fiction. Vs new writers

come, we do not less sadly miss such

long-familiar personalities recently lost

to us .is 1 [oward l\ le, Thomas A. Jan-

vier, and 1. R. Lounsbury. Thoughdear

old Mark Twain even earlier passed from
us, the creations of his imagination have
survived him—the last and most won-
derful of which is now being published.

Our regret for those gone makes us the
more grateful that William Dean How-
els is still with us.

The preponderance of American writ-

ers and American themes is even more
evident in other fields than it is in that

of fiction: in articles of a historical

character, in travel sketches, and espe-

cially in the treatment of sociological

subjects. Pure science is, of course, as

cosmopolitan as creative fiction; but
articles like those of Ellsworth Hunting-
ton on climate and kindred themes,
those relating to archaeology, those of

Harrison Rhodes on our typical cities

and holiday resorts, and others on our
great rivers, are distinctively American.
So are the fine and beautifully illustrated

nature studies of Walter Prichard Eaton,
Howard Shannon, and those of John
Burroughs, who has contributed in these

later years more generously than ever

before; also the poetic interpretations in

this field of Richard Le Gallienne.

The field of the essay has recently

broadened out so as to include not

merely the wisely humorous and idio-

matic domestic sketches by E. S. Martin
and the cultural aspects of college stu-

dent life by Professor Canby, but the

treatment of American politics, as in a

recent paper by Prof. William M.
Sloane, and in one still more recent and,

for this Magazine, quite unprecedented

in its directness of application, by Win-
ston Churchill, entitled ''The American
Tradition."

The second century of the house prom-
ises to open most auspiciously for the

Magazine, which is rejuvenated with

each new number. If it should open
upon some other site than Franklin

Square though that local habitation is

haunted by personally familiar memories

associated with individuals and with the

ever-shifting sodality of authors and

artists, and in a peculiar sense to the

editor, the only survivor of the working
force of the establishment in 1863—yet
for readers memories of the house- and

of tin Magazine are independent of any

local association. Theirs is an abiding

and essential familiarity.



Thoughts on Pedestrians
BY HOWARD BRUBAKER

, iu J:

WHAT a strange creature a pedestrian

I have never felt myself an au-

thority on this subject before; perhaps I

have been too close to it for a proper perspec-

tive. But I have had my car for a week now.
I can bow to acquaintances (for owning an
automobile has not made me snobbish) and
touch my cap without stopping or turning
completely around and changing my plans.

I can enjoy quick little views of the scenery

as I bowl along at fifteen miles an hour. I

know a number of the important words, such
as differential, wheel-base, and ignition

(though not necessarily distinguishing the
shades of difference between them). So I

feel competent to pass upon the quaint old

custom of walking.

If anything I say may seem harsh, remem-
ber that I refer to pedestrians only as such.

A pedestrian's private history

may be above reproach; he may
be an indulgent husband and
a kind father. Pedestrians, I

understand, have a social life

of their own and, up to their

lights, a certain crude morality.

A scientist might find here

material for a monograph, but
it is no concern of mine. I

have no interest in a pedestrian
until he begins putting his

feet upon the public highway.
Let me illustrate. I know a

man named Fosling, a professor

of economics in his quieter
moods and a harmless, well-

spoken man. He makes no
secret of the fact that he
spends his vacations in tramp-
ing over selected portions of
our country. A state, in Fos-
ling's opinion, i s something
meant to be walked across.

Not knowing him for what he
was, I once proposed to accom-
pany him upon his next walk-
ing-tour from New York north-
ward. His thin veneer of time/'
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kindliness and helpfulness fell from him as soon
as we reached the open road. His real nature
lay bare before me. He had no capacity
for leisure or dalliance, no appreciation of the
charm of shady roadsides. His legs, I be-
lieve, were made of hand-forged, triple-
expansion steel (we motorists will have our
technicalities). Leaving him at Tarrytown,
I went home by train and was able to be
about in a few days. Fosling claims that he
walked to Hudson Bay. I do not doubt
that he could do so, but since owning a car
I have no faith in the word of an essential
pedestrian.

The young man who delivered my pur-
chase seemed a competent sort of person
(though not necessarily clean). He drove
me about our suburban town and country-
side for a time, and soon permitted me to
take the wheel. Though he was my inferior

:e;>*

I WILL NOT ENCROACH FURTHER UPON YOUR VALUABLE
I CAN MANAGE NICELY AFTER THIS."
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IN CRASHING INTO HIS CART I RUINED HIS SOURCE OF
LIVELIHOOD, ALSO 1 SAY IT WITH REGRET—HIS TEMPER

in education, I followed his orders exactly

and got along splendidly. In parting, the

fellow pave my driving a guarded, hut I be-

lieve sincere, indorsement. lie said he had

seen worse.

"When shall I come to give you another

lesson?" he asked, after we had put the car

in ni'.' little parage. I use the word "we"
advisedly, because it took two attempts to

accomplish this—one by me and the other

by him. I treated myself to a little per-

siflage at his expense.
"

I will not encroach further upon your

valuable time," I said. "I can manage
nicely after this."

" Ml right," he said, handing me a card.

"Here is my telephone number. We make
repairs promptly and at the best pruts."

Vfter In- was gone I fill to wondering what

he im ant by "best." Best for whom?
The next day I invited my wife t«> -<> out

for a little spin, hut she said she expected to

he unusu.ilK busj for a week or ten days, and

would I mind going alone. I took tin- car

out, unaided except for tin- booklet of in-

struction, open upon tin- seat beside me.

Following its specific orders, I backed <>ut <>t

tin- garage .^nd into tin- road, hut at this mo-

ment, unfortunately) the wind turned the

page of tin booklet. Simultaneously I

failed to recall what the untidy person had

said about ceasing to hack up. So 1 had to

turn into tin -to < t to avoid tlisastt r. I

managed this succi ssfully except that I w< nt

in tin opposite direction to th.it which I had

intended—not that it mattered in the least.

Thus I hacked slowly along the street, con-
fident that something would occur to me to

do, and meanwhile trying to make it appear
that I was rather an eccentric person who
preferred to ride backward, other things be-

ing equal. I flatter myself that I succeeded

in this, for such pedestrians as I saw made
facetious remarks.

Presently I noted that one of the pedals

was marked "C." Evidently, I thought,

that means "cease," so I pressed it with my
unoccupied foot. To my delight the engine

stopped. \\ hen 1 recovered the place in the

hook, I found that the "C" referred to the

clutch, and that I had inadvertently tried to

go forward and backward at the same time.

The car had halted, as it were, between two
opinions. Although the booklet does not

mention it, I shall always hold th.it this is an

excellent device for ceasing.

Wearying of my role of an eccentric, I now
followed the recipe for going forward, and
found it substantially correct. So 1 drove
with considerable success hut little speed

about the community, stalling my engine

from tune to time ami being compelled, as

we s.i\, to "crank up." One man, with a

pedestrian's ignorance of machinery, asked

how far tlii' thing was supposed p> go on one

winding.

Much as I learned about motoring on this

journey, I learned even m<wt about pedes-

trians. Nit lattei [ found self-centered, ca-

pricious, ami with a certain fearlessness
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worthy of a better cause. They strolled

about, intent upon their own affairs and un-
impressed by my warning signals. Mine is

not a great, hulking car, I confess, but I can
see no reason why an elderly lady, leading a

child, should answer my "honk" with a pity-

ing smile. Perhaps I should have a more
terrifying horn. I am making a note to in-

quire the price of a horn that will inspire

terror, at least in women and children.

I trust I am not intolerant. I do not say
that pedestrians should be denied the use of

the public highways, but I do think they
should be restricted to certain hours. Morn-
ings before nine would suit my convenience.

A short period might be allowed in the eve-

ning to enable such pedestrians as have
homes to go to them. This would only be

good public policy, for a pedestrian's place

is in the home.
When I had had all the motoring that my

system craved, I turned homeward, and pres-

ently had to pass through the business por-

tion of the village. This, unfortunately,

was rather congested. I particularly recall

a man strolling across the street from the
post-office reprehensibly reading a letter, a

lady carrying a paper bag (quite within her

present legal rights, I admit), some boys at

an undignified game, and, at the curb, an un-
American person with a peanut-cart. Or-
dinarily I take little interest in such miscel-

laneous people, but these are indelibly fixed

upon my memory, because in trying to avoid
running over the letter-reader I endangered
the happiness of the lady shopper, who,
pedestrian-like, changed her plans three

times and drove me in despair to choose be-

tween the boys and the peanut-vender. I

elected the latter as being less numerous and
more alien. In crashing into his cart I

ruined his source of livelihood, also—I say it

with regret—his temper. What he said to

me was in the Greek language and need not
be repeated here. By a fortunate coinci-

dence I stalled my engine at this time, and so

did no further damage. My car escaped in-

jury except for a bad dent in the front of the
commutator (I almost fancy I mean radiator,

and that the commutator is somewhere safe

in the interior). The cheaply constructed
peanut-wagon not only collapsed utterly, but
the roasting apparatus set the wreckage
afire. The small boys left their play and in-

dulged in odds and ends of peanuts, impair-
ing their digestions, as I learned later, at my
expense. The lady personally reproached
me with the loss of her bag of carrots, which
it seemed she had dropped in her confusion,

and the constant reader, seemed to have
some grievance against me. I now added
unreasonableness to the catalogue of the
unlovely traits of pedestrians.

Among the many people who took an un-
solicited interest in my affairs was an of-
ficer of the law.

"I seen it all," said this ungrammatical
constable. "Why didn't you put on your
brake?"

In a flash I remembered that the salesman
had mentioned the existence of tin-, brake,
but I hated to admit that J had forgotten it.

" The brake doesn't seem to be working
very well to-day," I said. This, you see,

was, if anything, an understatement. It
hadn't been working at all.

"Is that so?" asked the officer, showing a
flattering interest. "Explain that to the
justice. He knows all about automobiles."

"Is he a motorist?" I asked, hopefully.
"He's not a motorist, himself," he replied,

"but he often fines them."
My heart sank at the news that my case

was to come before a prejudiced pedestrian.
I believe in democracy within reason, but
isn't it carrying things pretty far when
pedestrians are allowed to hold judicial po-
sitions ?

The officer took my name, the license num-
ber, and the name of the Greek, which I

fancy he misspelled. We all repaired to the
justice's office—all adults, I mean, for the
boys seemed to prefer peanuts to legal pro-
ceedings.

The justice, unhappily, had a book which
contained the names of all motorists in the
state, and my number did not correspond
with my name, which did not appear in the
book at all. Moreover, my license plate,

it was shown, was that of the previous year.

There was a plausible explanation for all

these shortcomings, but nobody seemed
eager to hear my story. By way of opening
proceedings, the officer preferred against me
charges of theft, using a last-year's number,
inability to produce a certificate, running
my car on the left-hand side of the street,

maintaining a smoking exhaust-pipe, reck-

less driving, arson, and traveling with a de-

fective brake. The justice looked at me
almost affectionately, giving me the uneasy
sense that he profited personally by the fines

he imposed.
Perhaps because I am a fire-insurance man

I resented most warmly the charge of arson.

The justice reluctantly dismissed this com-
plaint on the ground that the peanut-vender

was a non-voter. Even so, there seemed to

be enough charges left to send me to the

penitentiary, disfranchise me, and confiscate

my property.

"This automobile," he said, "appears to be

the property of one Judson Hoppinger. Does
he charge the defendant with theft?"

I now explained that Jud Hoppinger was
my neighbor, and that, as my license num-
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"YOU CONFESSED TO THE CONSTABLE, HE SAID

yOUB BRAKE WAS DEFECTIVE. THIS IS A MOS1
OFFENSE \ FELONY, AS I REMEMBEB I!

ber had not as yet arrived, J had gone over

to | ud'-s house to borrow his. I fnfortunately

both he and his car were out, but in His open

garage I found two license numbers. I fas-

I them to my own car, thinking to rally

Jud when I saw him again for forgetting to

take them with him. Instead, it now ap-

p< . red, they were old-style licenses. "
I hat

explains everything," I concluded, "and if

you will excuse me I w ill !>< ^olnL:.
,,

Bui the justice had other plans for me.

He fined me for various matters that oc-

curred to him out of his rich experience and

ordi i«d m< to pay the ( Ireek for damages,

including refresnments for spectators. Fi-

nally, as a climax to the day's ent< rtainment,

and rubbing Ins hands with pleasure, he

opened the subj< 1 1 ol the brake.

"You confessed to the constable," he said,

" that your brake was defi I his is a

most serious offense a felony, as I remember

it."

Hen I was facing imprisonment for a

crime which I had admitted hut not corn-

mitt* d.

"I do not know much about br.ik<s. I

sod, di sp< i:t< l\
'*

I take no interest in the

int. rnal affairs of my i ar. I am not me-

chanical by nature. My line is fin- insur-

ance. Suppose you summon the man who

,
THAI

SERIOUS

sold me the car and ask him to

examine it. I may possibly have
been mistaken."
The u n t i d y man came and

reported that there was noth-
ing the matter with my brake,

that, in fact, it had scarcely been
used at all. He pursued the

subject with unnecessary heat.

He spoke highly of the car for

which he was the agent and
which, he said, had no superior.

J he car was equipped with every-

thing a motorist needed except

—I am sorry to have to report

this—except brains. I got the

impression that he was trying

to advertise his wares at the

expense of my reputation for

intelligence.

I he constable seemed disap-

pointed, and to soothe his tender
feelings the justice fined me for

making false charges against

myself. He took a professional

pride in this, because it was the

first case of the kind that had
come under his jurisdiction. He
dismissed me in a burst of

friendly feeling and assured me
that I would always find a

hearty welcome in his court.

All this because pedestrians

are allowed to walk fast and loose about the
village, reading letters and carrying carrots

at will; because in society as now consti-

tuted motorists have no rights which pedes-
trians are bound to respect. Yet since

my license arrived I have scrupulously

avoided running over them, tempering
justice with mercy.

I have not been out to-day, however, be-

cause in attempting to start my car in the

orthodox manner a rattling noise ensued

—

rather violent in its nature, as if a person had

dropped a tomato-can into .some vital part.

The noise attracted Jud Hoppinger's small

son, James by name, w ho came over and con-

versed with me in loud tones. He said,

apropos of nothing, that they were studying

the battle of ( ;« ttj sburg in school.

I cannot imagine what causes the uncouth
noise. I have put in water and gasolene from

time to tune. I have not put in oil, because

I do ri"t remember where the man said the

oil should be inserted, and I do not care to

insert oil at random. I must remember to

a*k him when he comes to ascertain my
trouble.

I.< t us hope it is nothing serious, because I

should hate to become, even temporarily, a

pedestrian. I think one should avoid even
the appearance of pedestrianism.



"John, do come away from that rail, it always seems

as though the boat tips more when you go over there''

Worth While

JAKE JACKSON, a native of Georgia,

was summoned to court on an assault

charge. The state brought into court the

weapons used—a huge pole, a dagger, a pair

of shears, a saw, and a gun. Jackson's

counsel produced as the complainant's

weapons an ax, a shovel, a scythe, a hoe,

and a pair of tongs. The jury was out but
a short while and returned with this verdict:

"Resolved, That we, the jury, would have
given five dollars to see the fight."

fol-

A Costly Example

A SCHOOL-TEACHER received the

lowing note:

"Dear Madam,—Please ixcus my Tom-
my today. He won't come to skule, because
he is acting as timekeeper for his father, and
it is your fault. U gave him a ixample if a

field is 6 miles around how long will it take
a man walking 3^2 miles an hour to walk
2% times round it. Tommy ain't a man so

we had to send his father. They went early

this morning & father will walk round the

field and Tommy will time him, but pleas

don't give my boy such ixamples agin,

because my husban' must go to work every
day to support his family."

Spring

T*HE air is full of balmy throbs,

The sun is cutting shines;

And little fuzzy thingumbobs
Are budding on the vines.

The daffodils are tossing high,

The tulips flaunting red,

And Easter Day has just gone by,

And May Day just ahead.

A glad and vibrant poesy

Gets into everything,

And merely living seems to be

A jingle of the spring.

And as the moments gay lilt past,

I have to jot them down,

Each* one a radiant jewel cast

From Nature's springtime crown.

Yet it will take three months, at least,

To get this thing in print;

Then all these wonders will have ceased,

Faded each young fair tint.

But, oh, that fragrance in the breeze,

That sun a-cutting shines,

That green-tipt glory of the trees

The day I wrote these lines!

Carolyn Wells.
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Hardships of the Poor

Q EEING a tramp hur-

rying away from a

large house, a fellow-

professional asked him
what luck he had had.

" It ain't no use askin'

there," was the reply.

"I just had a peep
through the winder.

It's a poverty-stricken

house. There was ac-

tually two ladies playin'

on one pianner."

Tourist (horrified): "What's that awful noise?"

Guide: " That, sir, is the echo of the sound you made when
you blew your nose /"

Obeying Instructions

THE purser of one of the boats plying be-

tween New York and Norfolk tells of

one trip when there were on board a young
couple accompanied by their little son, aged

six. As is very frequently the case, father

and mother were very seasick, while little

Henry was the chirpiest thing

on the ship. In the morning

w bile the parentswere lying in

their steamer-chairs, hoping

t.iat they would die, little

Henry was playing about.

Now I It nrvhad done some-

thing of which his mother

did not approve, so she said

to her husband:
"Clarence, please speak to

1 b nry."

I he husband manag< d to

raise his head a tYw inches and

look at his son and heir. 1 hen,

\ i ry f< ebly he muttered :

'•
I h.w do you do, 1 lenrj

:
"

Two of a Kind

THE dean of a West-
ern university was

told by the students

that the cook at the din-

ing hall was turning out
food "not fit to eat."

The dean summoned
the delinquent, lec-

tured him on his short-

comings, and threat-

ened him with dismissal unless conditions

were bettered.

"Sir," said the cook, "you oughtn't to

place so much importance on what the young
men tell you about my meals. 1 hey come to

me in just the same way about your lec-

tures."

Unprofitable

A SIX weeks old calf was^ nibbling at tin grass in

the yard, and was viewed

in silence for some minutes by

the city mil.
*'

I ( U nn " sin said, rurn-

ing impulsive lv tolu i host( ss,

" il.M s it it ally pay you to

kt t p as sin. ill a mw .is that :"

1 lis First \m st

•• Y •••'./ - peaceful
"! he av '•' an



Author (boastingly) :
" Yes, I wrote my last popular novel in two weeks

Bored Host: " What delayed you .
?"

One of the Family

IVARS. WEST was on the street-car one
day when one of the passengers suf-

fered an accident. The conductor took the

names of the witnesses, but Mrs. West, to

avoid being summoned to court, gave a fic-

titious name and address.

The next morning her colored cook ven-
tured the remark that "that man must 'a'

been hurt mighty bad yesterday.

"

"Oh, were you on the car, Miranda ?"

asked her mistress. "I didn't see you."
" Yaas 'm, I was settin' right behind you."
"Well, Miranda, I hope they didn't get

your aame, for I couldn't spare you to go to

court."

"Oh, no 'm; I didn't give 'em my right

name. They'll never find me."
"What did you tell them?" asked Mrs.

West, wondering how far Miranda's imagina-
tion had led her.

"Well 'm, I heard you say ' Mrs. Hawkins,

'

so I sez 'Miss Hawkins."'

Different Pronunciation

A PROFESSOR from Iowa had occasion to

visit London last fall, and while there

he was introduced to a professor from an
English university, who welcomed the Amer-
ican warmly. During the evening the two
men touched on many subjects, when finally

the English professor said:

"I met one of your colleagues last year.

We had another professor from Ohio here

to visit us."

"But I am from Iowa," interrupted the

American.
"Iowa, indeed! How very interesting. I

am sure the other gentleman called it Ohio."

A Reasonable Request

IVARS. H. had promised her six-year-old

son a birthday party, but when the

time came she told him he would have to

wait, because she was too busy to attend to

it. The next week she was very ill, and
so it had to be postponed again. The follow-

ing week he came in one morning looking

rather tearful, and said:

"Mother, can't I be born to-day?"

Worth Trying

ONE of our prominent authors and clergy-^ men was attending a dinner recently

when the conversation turned to charity,

whereupon, the distinguished guest re-

marked:
"Speaking of charity reminds me of the

millionaire who lay dying. He had lived a

life of which, as he now looked back on it, he

felt none too proud. To the minister at his

bedside he muttered weakly:

"'If I leave a hundred thousand dollars or

so to the church, will my salvation be as-

sured?'
. .

• , < T
"The minister answered cautiously, 1

wouldn't like to be positive, but it's well

worth trying.'"



"Oh! mother, those colored men offered to carry your bag. Aren't they kind?"

Beyond Politeness

A PLEASANT lady customer was looking

at tea-kettles. The patient clerk handed
down large tea-kettles and small tea-kettles,

aluminum, porcelain, and copper. Finally

the pleasant customer said, "Well, thank you
very much. I was just looking for a friend."

"Wait," said the patient clerk. "Here is

one more. Perhaps you will find your friend

in that!" .

Who Was It ?

""THE kindergarten had been studying the

wind all week—its power, effects, etc.

—

until the subject had been pretty well ex-

hausted. To stimulate interest the kinder-

gartner said, in her most enthusiastic man-
ner: "Children, as I came to school to-day

in the trolley-car, the door opened and some-
thing came softly m and kissed me on the

cheek. What do you think it \\.iv
:
"

And the children joyfully answered, "The
conductor

'"

Sufficiently Logical

ATEACHER in the primary depart-

ment had been holding forth on the

three great divisions of nature—the animal,

the vegetable, and the mineral. When she

had finished she put this question:

"Who can tell me what is the highest form
of animal lifer"

A little girl bounced from her seat and
with the certainty of being right exclaimed:

"The giraffe, mum."

A Perfectly Natural Choice

AN Idaho man tells of an unusual response

made by the accused to a question very

usual in the circumstances.

"Prisoner at the bar." said the judge, "is

there anything you'd like to say before

sentence is passed upon you :
"

Whereupon the prisoner looked toward the

door and remarked, pleasantly, "If it is

agreeable to the company, I should like to

say good evening."

My Dachshund

1-JALF dog, half seal he looks there on the

rug,

With red-brown flippers on squat bow-
legs set,

Beneath a drawn-out barrel, black as jet

And rolling, barrel-wise, as he doth lug

His ebon-nailed fat paws. Complacent.
smug.

And truculent, a perfect silhouette

Of mirth, a rakish, swaggering gargoyle; . . .

yet,

When his old, bristled, beauty-spotted mug
Is on my knee, and upraised topaz i

Meet mine, no brute looks out a soul in-

stead,

\ wistful soul, side-tracked from Paradise.

" Schnapsel," 1 whisper, cheek against his

head.

"Thou'lt always love me?" Swift his tail

replies,

"Thy servant is a dog -no male biped!"

Isabel Valle.
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THE BARGES ARE THE DRUDGES OF THE CARRYING-TRADE

The Nutmeg Coast
BY WINFIELD M. THOMPSON

NDULGING a fancy
for the grandiose, it is

pleasant to think of
Long Island Sound as a

broad, bright highway
from the sea and its

sunrise to the glowing
metropolis of the New World. In fact,

we find it a greater harbor to New York,
which one enters more than a hundred
miles from the city itself—an arm of the
sea within an island barrier; a passage-

Copyright, 1916, by Harper &

way, smooth and wide, for an abundant
coastwise commerce; its beautiful shores
and protected waters a delight to travel-

ers and a pleasance for urban thousands,
who turn to it when the more accessible

and ephemeral joys of excursions down
the bay and up the Hudson have been
exhausted. As to the commuter who
faces the East, his dream is a house with
an unobstructed view of the Sound.

Sentimentally the Sound beckons the
leisurely traveler who would browse

Brothers. All Rights Reserved.
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along its shores. In its older ports he

finds suggestions of sailors' tales and of

old, sea-going adventure. Here are an-

cient stone wharves, warehouses of a

rough solidity, and broad, elm-shaded

streets in which are square, white man-
sions such as captains loved to build

tu.J <I.

I HI BES1 "I l« \K«.l. III 1 I- I MAI I 111.

SKIPPER MAN IAKL HIS I AMILA ALONG

from the gains <>f lucky voyages. Hie

people receive the stranger with an ease

<>f manner that would appear ;i heritage

of days when sailors from distant sr.h

rolled ashore over Sound-side string-

pieces, among them a sufficient sprink-

ling i>\ sea-rovers to prompt a politic

acceptance ^\ each new-comer at his

own rating; for one cannot gainsay that

through several generations pirates,

slavers; privateers, blockade-runners,

and smugglers occasionally favored the

Sound with their presence. The worst of

them came hither soberly enough, ordi-

narilv on business that had to do with
refitting ship or landing goods taken un-

der warmer skies, and so long as they
conducted themselves with decorum no

one sought to hale them to

the gibbet. Their more
respectable slave - running
brethren of later times were
rid of the reek of the bar-

racoons long before their

jib-booms rounded Montauk
Point, for here were their

home ports; while the local

patriots who evaded enemy
taxes in war-time or cruised

under private colors against

enemy commerce had no
apologies to make, and sailed

openly to and from their

home docks ajong the

Sound whenever the king's

ships were not in the offing.

If blood were to be shed,

it was an affair of war; if

not, of business. It was
not the concern of the

Sound ports to sit in judg-

ment on the sea-goer, and
it is not to-day.

But the yesterdays of the

Sound and its ports are far

less objective than its

colorful life of to-day. One
must seek out its traditions

in quiet byways, while its

appeals to current interest

press upon one. This par-

ticularly is true along the

Sound's north shore, the

coast of the Nutmeg State.

Here, as one makes the first

stages of his journey cast-

ward from New i ork, leav-

ing behind the city's fringe only to find

himself passing through a succession of

brisk towns where the glow of war pms-
perity is turning brass and iron into

gold, he is conscious of touching a

throbbing pulse ^( action and travel; for

the Nutmeg Coast is a thoroughfare be-

tween the metropolis and the populous

northeast corner of the I nited States.

Your traveler of sailorish tendencies,

journeying along this coast by water,
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proceeds with a broader vision than the

pilgrim of the touring-car or Boston ex-

press. In journeying hither from New
York he may expect to see pass in review

before him every sort of craft one ordi-

narily meets in American waters except

the Atlantic liners, which would have
difficulty in turning the sharp corners of

Hell Gate and its forecourt, the narrow
channel winding among points and isl-

ands from the East River to the open
Sound. Native vessels nearly as large

as they, the high-decked Sound steamers

plying to Eastern ports, pass through a

stream of lesser shipping here morning
and evening, much as a ten-ton motor-
truck would navigate crowded Broad-
way. Standing on the upper deck of

one of these big boats as she sweeps
past a coasting-schooner in the channel,

one actually may look down the com-
panionway of the little ship below and
see the cabin table set for the captain's

supper.

Fog, the common enemy of the coast-

wise sailor, often adds its hazard to

navigation in the Sound's dense traffic;

but the commander of the steamer has
now a subtle ally against it in the radio.

When the turns of the upper channel
have been left behind and the steamer
is on her course in the open Sound for

Stratford Shoal light, we will suppose,
the captain may turn to his radio opera-
tor for a view of his path ahead. He
learns that a freighter is passing through
the Race, the Sound's eastern gate, a

hundred miles ahead of him.

"Ask him how he has the weather,"
is the captain's order.

"Foggy, sir, and calm," is the response.

"Anything in the way?"
"Four-masted schooner anchored in

the channel just this side of Little Gull.

Several westbound tows in sight when
the fog shut in, ten minutes ago."

Your captain has been warned of a

danger, in the form of that becalmed

VESSELS OF MANY TYPES LURK IN EACH BIGHT AND BEND OF THE COAST
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four-master anchored on his course. As
to the tows, they are part of the run.

They are to be met anywhere and every-

where on the Sound. The barges are

the drudges of the Sound carrying-trade,

working day and night, freighting crude
supplies from the coal roads and the

pipe-line terminals of New Jersey to the

cities of the Eastern coast.

One would say, to look at them as they
trail their stout tug on the end of a long

steel towing-hawser, or when they are

hustled about with peremptory orders

of the whistle in the process of shorten-

ing scope for the pull through Hell Gate
and East River, that there are few com-
pensations in life aboard one of them.
Surely it has little reward, when a man's
name even is unknown to his mates as

they take his frozen corpse ashore on
some wintry beach—for hawsers part

or deeply laden barges founder in the

n

C Q H U

REVELING IN SUNSHINE \\l> WATER \1 HIOH TIDE

Sound as elsewhere—but if you look on
board one of them, perhaps a woman will

be there, and a cradle, and children

playing around the deck. That is the
best in barge life—the skipper may take
his family with him. On the sea-going
barges that round Cape Cod this privi-

lege is most exercised in summer, when
dangers lessen; but on the cheerful,

bright-painted inland craft that come
down from the Hudson to the Sound
ports, with hay or ice or brick, one may
see childish faces whenever one sees the

barges. Bridgeport Harbor is a famous
place for meeting these up-country craft,

and canal-boats as well, that may have
come the breadth of New York State,

through green countrysides and past

comfortable farm-houses, to land their

burden at the American Essen. These
craft give one the impression of being

homes, and when their time comes to

depart they start off like

the houses of an odd,
peripatetic village.

Although steam yearly
increases i t s economic
importance in the traffic

of the Sound, the cruiser

never lacks the company
of sailing-craft. They re-

lieve with a touch of

poetry the prosaic effi-

ciency of the steam fleet,

and on a bright day they
animate an alwayscharm-
ing prospect of bright

water and green shores.

One sees many sorts of

craft among them. Here
is a shapely great schoon-
er, one of the modern
"coalers," having six

masts— and a donkey-
engine to get up her sails.

\ onder is a smart little

coaster plying between
New York and Sound
ports. The old, plumb-
s t e m m e d two-mast< r

w ith the square yard on

the fore, sporting a raffee,

betrays by her lines and

rig that she is a " laker,"

a different breed fro in

salt-water craft, drawn
hither from the inland
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seas by high freight money. Behind her

comes, a plumb-sterned "St. Johnsman,"
with rudder hung outside, and snubbed
bowsprit pointing skyward, laden, one
would say, with piling for South Brook-
lyn. The rusty old Nancy Ann of Rock-
port is a Maine "Iimer." She dodges
along in fair weather and sticks to her

anchors in foul, with full knowledge that

a single good wave over the weather
bow would mean a fire in the deck-load.

These, with an occasional neat little

Nova Scotia topsail schooner, painted

white, lumber laden if bound westward,
or carrying grain or general cargo "down
home"; a brig or a bark; a smart Glou-
cester fisherman bent on chasing mack-
erel off Block Island or farther east; and
always on summer days, footing daintily

among them, a trim yacht or two, make
up the rank and file of the sailing traffic

of the Sound.
Mingling with the shipping at the

Sound's upper end, on Saturday after-

noons, Sundays, holidays, or certain

club regatta days, one sees an extraor-

dinary array of pleasure boats, from the

largest to the smallest, in the propulsion

of which sail and power divide honors.

They pour into the Sound from all the

creeks and navigable waterways within

fifty miles of Hell Gate. Each bight and

bend in the coast shelters a yacht club.

Yachting here is followed by more sorts

and conditions of men than on any other

body of water I know. There is a boat

and a club for even- size of pocket-

book and every degree of social aspira-

tion. The owner of a smart sailing-

yacht mav find himself in a brush for a

weather berth with his own plumber or

tailor, and neither be surprised; the

chowder-party on a rusty launch is un-

impressed with the superior equipment

of the glistening steam-yacht.

There is room enough for those who
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follow both sport and work in the

Sound's generous breadth—at its widest

part it is twenty miles from shore to

shore—but sometimes not so much as

mar be wanted by an ambitious yacht-

ing skipper in a race when he sees a

tarred old coaster drifting athwart the

finish-line he is trying to make m a tri-

fling air with a rival close on his quarter.

The language of tin- yachting-man to

the coaster's captain on a certain occa-

sion I recall was not polite; hut the

skipper, thrusting a bearded counte-

nance over his rail, returned the retort

courteous w ith, " Sorry, son, hut 1 didn't

make this breeze."

\t certain rums tin- upper Sound is

void of wind, and swooning calm broods

for hours over its waters. It max have

been this that led an early voyager here

to name it "The Devil's Belt." \t

other rimes the wind is fickle, as when
in summer it blows from tin- northwest.

Tlun, if it dies suddenly, and thunder-

caps rise, pearly and tiered, in the west,

the experienced yachtsman keeps an
eye to his light sails and prepares to

dodge a black squall that may take

pleasure in whipping out his mast. The
southwest breeze here brings satisfac-

tion in fullest measure. Then the coast-

ers hound "down the Sound" ease

sheets for a fast run, and yachtsmen
know they can get the best out of their

racing programme. Esthetic values also

are in this summer breeze, for in its

train comes a soft amber haze in which
the sails of distant craft look like old

ivory—and a fragrance and tonic qual-

ity in the air, a mingling of salt from the

ocean and sweet scents from the woods
of Long Island, warm and yet invigorat-

ing, like the water in which everybody
on tin- Sound f>r pleasure takes a daily

plunge.

\ cruise along the Sound is enlivened

with gay little groupings ot people revel-

ing in sunshine or water. Bathing is

not confined to beaches. In almost

everv little harbor and creek you find a
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float, at high tide peopled with men and
maids; the latter a merry crew of lis-

some young creatures, gracile and clean-

limbed, a delight to the eye in their

frankly revealed beauty of person and a

fillip to the spirit in their zest in life.

At any of the smaller Sound ports

—

where "summer folks" find genial en-

tertainment—the cruiser on arrival is

accepted ofFhand as one of the transient

family. His heart may be warmed be-

fore he reaches an anchorage by a grace-

ful, laughing hail from youth and beauty
in a passing party-boat.

Of the breezy summer life of the

Sound, women have a liberal share. You
may meet a young girl at the tiller of a

yacht in mid-Sound, busy with getting

around a six-mile triangle in the shortest

possible time. Along shore a girl crank-

ing a refractory boat engine, or freeing

halliard or downhaul jammed in a block,

may scorn assistance. The yacht clubs,

once the sanctuary of man, have now
a wing for women, or admit sweethearts

and wives to the common quarters.

Some are built as social centers, with
yachting among their offers of entertain-

ment. On regatta days their approaches

are filled with parked automobiles, and
neighborly groups fill their cafes and
verandas, chatting, eating, drinking, and
incidentally watching the racing boats
on the sparkling Sound.
The American tendency to gregarious

participation in sport, thus expressed,
finds its fullest revelation hereabouts at

New London every year in June, when
the public displays its ebullient, periodic

interest in the annual varsity rowing
race. At such a time the old town on
the Thames is stormed by eager holiday-

making thousands of well-dressed and
well-fed people of both sexes and all

ages, whose diverting elegance of cos-

tume and equipage quite outdoes as a

spectacle the contest between the shells.

At such a time the attending yachting
fleet also is a brave show. Sea-going
steam-yachts of steamship size; barks,

brigs, and schooners, power craft of sur-

prising swiftness, racing yachts that

include among them the latest fragile

machine constructed to sail for the

America's Cup—all the quality of Amer-
ican yachting are here assembled. Some
of the larger vessels anchor in the broad

mouth of the Thames that is New Lon-

'aPjUHpr*"*"

ABANDONED SHIP-YARDS ARE REMINISCENT OF OLD SEA-GOING DAYS
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don's harbor, but many pass through
the railroad bridge to line up, with lesser

craft, along the four-mile rowing course,

and make it gay with bunting, presenting

a bright picture for the gratification of a

vast, animated, joyous crowd lining the

river-banks.

Should you visit New London again

in August you would see most of the

larger yachts again in the harbor, with

many others in company, as participants

in the country's smartest maritime show
of the year, the annual cruise down the

Sound of the New York Yacht Club.

When at "colors," after a night in port,

tin- sailing yachts begin to blossom in

canvas, snowy or buff—as the sailmaker

may have used Sea Island or Egyp-
tian cotton; when gleaming mahogany
launches arc flitting between the fleet

and the shore; when steam-yachts and

power craft, gleaming in white and ma-
hogany and brass, are shortening their

anchor scope to prepare for departure;

when the tugs that will mark the start-

ing-line and log the course for the day's

run arc- sending up their official bunting
and red signal-balls; when white-clothed

sailors are moving about swiftly and

silently on the decks of the racing yachts,

or climbing like spiders in filmy rigging

—there is something in the movement
and color and beauty of it all quite

stirring to one's pulse and satisfying

one's ideal of water-borne pageantry.
Undeniable millions are here afloat, in-

vested in property that is created for

recreation solely and perishes quickly.

\\ earth's power to create pomp and
beauty is here displayed, and the revela-

tion gives one a very vivid glimpse—

a

"close-up," the photoplayers would
term it—of the opulence of America's
present age of gold.

If you are cruising in your own little

boat you may feel in the company of

this elegant fleet that the law of com-
pensation gives you full measure, for

in the course of your cruise you may
enter sundry little pockets of harbors

that are bailed to large craft, where at

night you may take your east- in seclu-

sion after a day of action in sunny breeze

ami splashing water. One such snug

haven is at the 1 himble Islands, a

charming group of wooded rocks east of

New Haven. The wildness of the Maine
coast is suggested here; yet you are
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near enough to the main to hear express

trains thundering along the steel high-

way toward Boston or New York, and to

see their lights as they flash through the

dark across the nearest creek. You sit

on the deck in the twilight afterglow,

and, looking out on the Sound, see a

great luminous steamer pass, or trace

through your glass the slow course of a

red or green light below the dark sails

of a coaster beating up toward New
York, as you would sit in a darkened
room and watch the lights of vehicles on
a boulevard. The broad, glittering

Sound, that has charmed you all day,

still holds you captive to its charms at

night.

Wherever you sail along the Sound's
north shore you find the coast quite

fulfilling the mariner's dream of living

where a man may make his boat's

painter fast to his bedpost. The coast-

line is a succession of little rocky capes

and islets, and serpentine tidal creeks,

winding through bronze-green marshes.
In every creek you may see a boat, or

several, moored bow and stern to stakes,

or lying at a snug little shore-side pier,

that more often than not is at the bot-

tom of a tight little lawn, before a low-

browed cottage of the New England
farm-house type.

The points and creeks are the distin-

guishing features of the shore for one
hundred and twenty-five miles east of

New York; and in their possession

there appears to have been observed a

fair division—the rich man has the

points, which are picturesque, and the

poor man the creeks, which are of prac-

tical value. The result at times is a

sharp contrast in the physical aspect of
beauty spots. I have in mind an in-

stance of this, some thirty miles from the

Battery. On a point stands a marble
palace; a formal garden and pergola are

within its high sea-wall. There is an
Italian campanile, and a water gate for

the boat-landing. All is exquisite. Its

near neighbor, in a cove where the own-
er's steam-yacht has its moorings, is an
oysterman's landing. A steamer's pilot-

house serves as a dormitory for workers
whose labors have formed a great pile

of oyster-shells near by. Boats, broken
anchors, oyster dredges, and rusty debris

are all about the shore. The land is
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valuable, but conservatism holds it

above love of gain.

As you fare eastward the coast rises

in places in high, rough pastures, sprin-
kled with gray boulders and sentinel
cedars. These have become the setting
of picturesque country estates. The
houses are designed and colored to blend
into the rich, low-toned coloring of the
landscape. No attempt is made to
smooth out the wrinkles on the face of
the land. Something of the best that
affluence attains is in the unostentatious
richness of these palaces amid the rough
fields and pastures on which the settlers

must have looked with dubious eyes,

when land here was a living, and nothing
more. In consonance with this studied

simplicity is an absence of lodge and
gate, of walling, and hedging, that is

gratifying to the American sense of fit-

ness.

In traversing the Nutmeg Coast the

leisurely voyager constantly is reminded
of earlier days and ways. The shore

about Greenwich, Stamford, and Nor-
wich always will be remembered for its

whaleboat-men, who in the Revolution
were wont to cross the Sound at night

to raid the manor-houses of loyalists on
Long Island. Certain practical citizens

of these ports had a hand also in the

"London trade" of the war, by which
English goods were smuggled across the

Sound for Yankee use. At Stamford
were stored sundry bales of cloth

brought home by the unhappy Captain
Kidd on his last voyage, and transferred

from his sloop to another off Gardiner's

Island, at the Sound's eastern end. At
New Haven you may sit on the piazza

of a comfortable yacht-club-house at

Morris Cove and, looking up the harbor,

across the smoke of the busy city, see

the red-stone cliffs in whose caverns

Whailey and Goffe, who as patriots, with

many others, sat in judgment on Charles

L, hid from Stuart vengeance. Their

memory is kept green in New Haven by

the simple process of advertising "the

Judges' Cave" as a point of interest in a

trolley trip. Around the corner from the

club-house is one of the oldest struct-

ures near the Sound, the Morris House,

built while the unhappy Regicides still

were hiding in the wilderness of New
England. Thomas Morris erected its
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roof-tree in 1673, when the lands about

"Solitary Cove" were as yet uncleared.

When the house was more than a cen-

tury old the British put it to the torch;

but it was built of tough native stone,

and its walls remained unharmed. To-
day the broad white gable of this sub-

stantial early farm-house is the most
attractive bit of Colonial architecture

that one may see hereabouts. It is not,

however, without compeers in interest

among the picturesque old villages that

one may visit in the fifty-mile stretch of

coast between New Haven and New
London—a section claiming some of the

earliest settlements in Connecticut. Two
towns have always stood for all the

others in those parts in my mind's eye.

They are at the mouth of the Connecti-

cut River. To the east, behind richly

colored marshes, lies Old Lyme, a town
much loved and painted by artists. Its

graceful church spire — "Everybody
paints the church at Lyme," the artists

say—rises above deep waves of billowing

trees that on acquaintance prove to be

noble elms lining streets abundantly

broad. You find the same sort of streets

and similar great trees, in majestic col-

onnades, at Saybrook, across the river;

and, like Lyme, the town is proud of its

big old houses and its history. The fort

in which the settlers of Connecticut

made their first stand against the savage

Pequot Indians was here, and here also

was the original seat of Yale University.

There is charm in the broad mouth of

the Connecticut. If you enter it at

night you may hear its current rippling

over shallows. There is mystery and

poetry in the sound, suggesting the

northern valleys and the farms and vil-

lages that this water has passed in its

long journey from the hills; but there is

also an explanationof the absence oi ship-

ping in the river, an absence that makes
its tall, white lighthouse tower seem out

of proportion to itsworkofto-day. Hart-

foul uses tlu- river, but only sparingly,

stream's importance in t rathe was

nm i before the era ol steam

than now. The rive r was a natural high-

irlj trade.

Open beaches with modem coti

colonies lie along the coast eastward of

the' Connecticut, but one comes again

at New London into contact with re-

minders of old sea-going days. They
are along Bank Street chiefly, in a sec-

tion of the town that was the center

wrhen the West India trade had head-

quarters here; when NewT London priva-

teers cut deep into the profits of British

merchants, and when whaling and com-
merce brought fortunes hither. Here a

touch of the old port remains, in a

rough-hewn granite mansion, now dusty

and neglected; in byways that have
outlived their names, as Sparyard Street;

and in the old wmarves at the Cove.
This section is busy after its kind, with

ship-chandlers' shops surviving, and the

ships' knacker at home, amid moun-
tains of junk and the hulks of defunct

yachts. Dowm the shore a bit you come
upon a characteristic establishment, the

plant of a modern wrecking company,
whose boats are called to succor big

craft in distress, both within and outside

the Sound. The master-wrecker showed
me with pride a collection of souvenirs

of the business — the nameboards of

wrecked craft. "Here is the steamer

City of Columbus," he said. "She was
wrecked on Gay Head. That one up
there—the Witch Hazel—used to run to

Mosquito Inlet." This latter was said

with gravity, but with a following twin-

kle of the eye. I learned later that the

quality of the joke lay in its truth.

"Wrecking isn't what it used to be,"

said the master-wrecker, in saying good-

by. "Wireless and the Coast Guard
cutters have spoiled it."

An odor of pitch and pine shavings,

and a pleasant clink of calking-mallets

and a rattle of blocks, in ship-yards and

around marine railways, are reminders,

in this part of the Sound shore, that local

business in shipping is not all with craft

which have made their last voyages.

At Noank, around the- point from New-

London. 1 found a famous old ship-

yard taking on new life, with repairs go-

ing forward on various large' schooners.

One- was receiving a new keel. "She-

was three- months high and dry on the

beach at Barnegat," said the ship-

builder, "hut we are- making her good as

new." Up tin- shore a hit. in a row of

1- tbster-men's shanties and boat-buildc re
1

shops, 1 came upon an old-style ^ ankee-

ftsman at work on a sturdy boat.

"Nobody was ever drowned in or
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my boats for want of fastenings/' he

said, as he headed up a burred rivet on

a stout oak timber.

Mystic—though you are sorry to see

it a seaport in a pocket, embayed by a

railroad embankment and bridge—still

is a seat of the art and mystery of wood-
en ship-building. Business depression

a few years ago left here the frame of a

large schooner half done on the ways,

which passengers on the trains roaring

across the railroad embankment rarely

regarded without interest. The foreman
of a gang of men who finally articulated

the weathered skeleton for salvage pur-

poses told me its story in three words:
"Money gave out." A sudden change
in shipping prospects brought the ship-

wright with his auger and adz back to

the old yard, and when I last visited it

the builders were preparing to launch a

trim little coasting schooner from the

slip that so long had held the evidence
of sea-borne trade's mutations.

It is a happy blending of old and new
that one notes in waterside life at

Mystic. On the shore lie sundry rotting

hulks, and -beside the wharves various

craft that seem ready to join them.
From a viewpoint on a busy wharf you
see the steeple of an old white church,
rising on a hillside amid neat village

homes, framed in the spars of the good
schooner Scotia of Islesboro, that leans

heavily against a pier, as if ready to

make an end of her travels in this com-
fortable berth. The old wharves, how-
ever, are not wanting business. Small
fishing-craft find Mystic an important
port, for gasolene-engines, the modern
fisherman's friend, are made in numbers
hereabouts.

\\ hile the fisherman tinkers his engine
at the wharf-side, talking to it, sotto

voce, in a tongue that Mystic does not
understand, and the Yankee ship-car-

penter on the point is busy among his

chips, representatives of the great

American public, linened and begoggled,
flash across the bridge at the harbor's
head in touring-cars and are gone.
They may have caught a fleeting glimpse
of harbor and boats in passing; but the

loungers at the waterside feel that these

hurried travelers are missing something in

not halting awhile at mellow old Mystic.

A few miles farther on the motor
traveler may stop near Stonington, for
luncheon or dinner, at an early-Victorian
villa of many gables, standing in wooded
grounds and extensive gardens. Its din-
mg-tables are set on the broad veranda,
which commands a view of Stoning
Harbor across a foreground of marsh
and salt lagoon. A dreamlike place it is

as the evening shadows fall among
flowery walks and the birds call their

good-nights in the trees. Long ago this

house was the scene of gay partu
decorous afternoon teas, when the family
of the Xew Orleans capitalist who built

this for his summer home surrounded
themselves here with young people of

the neighboring towns. The place serves

a proper purpose to-day in giving the

stranger an intimate glimpse of the beau-
ties of the farther Nutmeg Coast, and of

marshaling for his mental view some
pleasing pictures of the past. In com-
plete harmony with these is the aspect

of old Stonington village, near by—the

veritable home-town of the Ancient
Mariner it looks, with its square church-

tower, its harbor light, and its signal

mast on the point, all as fancy would
have them—lying as a foreground to

vour view from the wood-embowered
villa. Three cycles of prosperity the old

town has had. and evidences of the last,

when it flourished as the port of a line of

Sound steamers, remain in large wharves

and vacant railroad-yards, now weed-

grown and deserted. An occasional

warehouse and spacious old mansions

tell the story of earlier epochs of afflu-

ence, due to whaling, privateering, or

general sea-going. A tablet on one of the

mansions tells the stranger that here

lived Capt. Nathaniel Palmer, discov-

erer of the Antarctic Continent. Here

also lived Edmund Fanning, who dis-

covered the Fanning Islands in the

Pacific, and his younger brother Na-

thaniel, who fought the main-top of the

Bon Homme Richard in Paul Jones's

battle with the Sera;::.

At Stonington your voyage down the

Nutmeg Coast comes to an end. Be-

yond lies Watch Hill, in Rhode Island,

on which, we may believe, the old mer-

chants of Stonington kept vigil for their

overdue ships,
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BY FLETA CAMPBELL SPRINGER

HERE were certain

things which Mr.
Stephen Potter knew.
He knew, for instance,

that if a man ate three

good, substantial meals

a day—meat and pota-

toes and bread—solid, sensible food, no
fancy frills—and kept his mind on his

business, he would never have occasion

to complain of his health. He knew
also that there was no such thing as

"nerves." Mr. Potter knew these

things without, as he said, thinking

twice. But then the secret of it was that

Mr. Potter was not a man who "ran
after this and that." He merely used

the sense the Lord gave him, by which
simple means any man could know as

much.
Now Mr. Potter would never deny

having seen in his school Physiology

certain full-page color-plates of "The
Nervous System," along with the full-

pane plates of the stomach, the heart,

the circulation, and the lungs; yet he

dismissed the whole nervous system as

"flub-dub," denied the existence of

nerves altogether. By all of which one

might infer Mr. Potter to be a student

of some esoteric philosophy denying ex-

istence altogether to matter. But no,

Mr. Potter was, without doubt, a ma-'
terialist, and would quite readily have
admitted the existence <>f the heart, the

lungs, and the stomach; the liver dwelt,

it is true, in a sort of borderland, vet

not so entirely in the realm of unreality

as r!u nen i

Why he chose to discriminate against

the nervous system alone was a question

he never sought to solve, for the simple

on that to Mr. Potter it presented

n • question. Does oik consider what
not exist except in the minds of

women? Does one, least oi all. take the

trouble to discriminate against it
: No.

whatever Mr. Potter did was based on

common-sens< logic, on fact.

And so, when for the first time in his

life Mr. Potter arrived at his office one
morning feeling a little queer, and dis-

covered an alarming disinclination to

think about the commission business,

he decided straightway that he must
have "caught something." For Mr.
Potter found it perfectly compatible
with common-sense logic and fact to

believe in that mysterious process where-
by one person may have a thing, and
another, by merely coming into his pres-

ence—without visible, external means,
or any act of his own whatsoever—finds

the disease, by a sort of physical tele-

pathy, suddenly transferred to himself.

All morning Mr. Potter sat in his pri-

vate office and wondered what it could

be he had caught. He remembered that

he had been awake twice the night be-

fore, and he had been a little restless

the night before that. Whatever it was, it

had probably been coming on. Hanson,
his bookkeeper and vice-president, came
in twice, and Mr. Potter wondered why
he had chosen that particular day to

ask every fool question in his system;

the man ought to know something about

the business after seven years.

That night Mr. Potter slept badly,

and when next morning he arrived at

the office with a still more pronounced
disinclination to think about the com-
mission business, he did not delay the

matter at all, but went at once, as a

sensible man would, to consult a doctor.

And when he had told the doctor

his symptoms, and about his sleeph ss-

ness, and how he wasn't able to keep

his mind on business, and the doctor

had put everything down on a neat,

square card in the blanks for answers

to the printed questions, he folded his

hands across his breast, leaned back in

his swivel chair, and told Mr. Potter

that he was on the verge of a nervous

breakdown, and that he must stop busi-

ness and go away somewhere tor an

absolute rest and change. He might
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avoid the break, if he took it in time;

but his nerves were in bad shape. After

the little silence that followed his an-

nouncement, the doctor went on to say
that nothing, in a case like this, was
equal to a complete change of scene

—

say, drop business entirely, take a

steamer, say, to Marseilles, get an auto-

mobile, and spend a few weeks motoring
around through the south of France.

That would do more good than any
amount of medicine; medicine, in fact,

would do him no good at all. And, he
added, there was danger in letting these

conditions run on; they had, very often,

consequences of a most serious nature.

Therefore, the sooner something was
done the better.

Of course, Mr. Potter knew that the
doctor was wrong; so, not feeling in the

mood for contradiction, he listened pa-

tiently, paid the consultation fee, and
got away as quickly as possible.

Three days later Mr. Potter, strug-

gling into his overcoat preparatory to

leaving the office, stopped beside Han-
son's desk and casually announced that
he was thinking of making a business

trip to France.

Hanson looked up from his ledger, but
Mr. Potter was busy rubbing imaginary
dust from his hat with his coat-sleeve.

"France in Europe?" said Hanson.
"Yes— France. I've been thinking

Pd like to—well, broaden out a little

—

so I thought Pd go over and look around
—see what the chances are."

Hanson's astonishment kept him si-

lent. And in that moment his entire

opinion of his employer was changed.
He began to respect Mr. Potter more
than he had ever done, and to glimpse
mysterious and unsuspected depths of
business profundity in that nonchalant
allusion to "broadening out" and "look-
ing around." And when Mr. Potter

hurried out, forgetting his customary
"good night," Hanson was struck with
the realization that Mr. Potter was a

much bigger man than he had ever

known.
After that Mr. Potter went about

like a man trying to keep a secret from
himself. He wore, even when he was
alone, an air of weighty abstraction, of

being burdened with matters too seri-

ous and important to consult any one
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about. One day toward the last of the
week he stopped again at Hanson's desk
and told him that he was starting the
following Wednesday.

On, Sunday afternoon he met his
landlady in the hall, and, in the
manner of a man in danger of missing
a train, told her abruptly that he was
going to France Wednesday and would
be away several weeks, he couldn't say
just how long. Then he dashed out the
door, leaving her staring speechlessly
after him. He had occupied her spare
room for twelve years, and she had never
known him to go farther away than
Staten Island or Connecticut in all that
time, or ever to stay overnight. It

was suddenly as if he had told her he had
been leading a double life. What he was
about to do seemed to shed its color

backward over an uneventful past.

On Monday evening he came home to
find a new steamer-trunk sitting in the
middle of his bedroom, and striking all

at once so immediate a note of reality

that he seemed for a moment in danger
of discovering his secret. It somehow
changed the whole aspect of that room
in which, year in and year out, things had
remained exactly as they had been the
day he rented it twelve years before.

And although Mr. Potter could not
accurately have described a half-dozen

articles in his room, and everything in it

had long since sunk itself in the general

scheme and taken on the unfamiliarity

of things seen daily, yet the shifting of

a picture on the wall, or the change of

a chair-from its usual position,wrould have
given Mr. Potter the feeling that some-

thing was wrong.
That night he packed—a methodical,

orderly process—taking down things

from their accustomed places, his ties

from the rack over the dresser, and his

hats from the polished antlers in the

corner, 'so that in the end the room took

on so foreign a look that Mr. Potter felt

as if he had actually started.

The steamer was to sail at eleven

o'clock on Wednesday, and at precisely

a quarter to eleven Mr. Potter, still

wearing his air of weighty abstraction,

arrived on board carrying his bag in one

hand, and a huge bundle of morning

papers protruding from his overcoat

pocket. He was shown to his state-
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roorn, disposed his things methodically,

and then came up on deck again. As
time passed he took out his watch at

regular intervals with the air of a man
to whom an hour's delay meant being an

hour too late for an important engage-

ment at the other end of the journey.

The trip across was—well, Mr. Pot-

ter's business had taken him frequently

to Staten Island on the ferry, and this

was of course just about the same thing,

except that it took nine days instead of

half an hour, and the people made bigger

fools of themselves. He discovered the

reason for this last difference when on

the second day out he found himself in

danger of being approached by two
young ladies on the subject of throwing

quoits. He had seen them approach

two other men and ask them to play,

and now they turned their heads in Mr.
Potter's direction and whispered, then

began to saunter over toward him. It

was in that moment that Mr. Potter,

looking involuntarily first up and then

down the length of the deck for some
means of protection, made his discovery.

There were no police on board to keep

people from making fools of themselves,

and Mr. Potter, turning suddenly as if

some one had called him, walked hur-

riedly off into the smoking-room.
After that he stayed in his state-

room and played solitaire, or walked up
and down deck meditatively, wrapped
in impenetrable solemnity. There was
on board a thin, worried-looking man
who had a way of halting abruptly and

standing perfectly still in one spot for

an hour at a time staring straight before

him as if he saw something no one else

could see. On the third morning out

this man asked Mr. Potter for a match,

and then, apparently inclined to talk,

vouchsafed the information that he was
going over to see if he could get his

nerves in shape, that he was "all shot

r.» pieces." Mr. Porter did not tell him
the business which was taking him
across, hut whenever the man was in

range of his vision after that Mr. Potter

watched him, fascinated. 1 he presence

of this man filled Mr. Potter with a

vague uneasiness ami a queer kind of

anger which took the form ^\ saying

aloud in the privac) of his state-room

that the fellow was "crazy."

They reached Marseilles early in the
morning, and by noon of that day Mr.
Potter* had decided that he didn't want
to stay another day in a fool town where
nobody could understand a word he
said. That afternoon he succeeded, not
without difficulty, in finding an auto-
mobile and a chauffeur who could speak
English. The chauffeur inquired where
Monsieur wished to go, and Mr. Potter
answered that he wanted to "just motor
through the south of France." Whereat
the chauffeur, brightening understand-
ing^, made a gesture indicating free-

dom, and said, "Ah, only for pleasure!"

Mr. Potter found himself unaccountably
resenting this inference. The truth was
bad enough, but it had never occurred
to him that any one could think he was
traveling about without any object at

all. And, feeling suddenly that it was
due the driver to know, he said: "For
my health. Doctor's orders."

The chauffeur looked his commisera-
tion. "Ah, Monsieur is ill? I did not
now.
"Nerves in bad shape," said Mr. Pot-

ter. "All shot to pieces," he added,
and the chauffeur, not quite following

the connection, looked up quickly as if

he expected to find Mr. Potter wounded.
But Mr. Potter was looking away with

so fierce an expression that he decided

if anybody had been shot to pieces it

had not been Mr. Potter.

It was arranged that they should

start the following morfiing at nine, the

direction and itinerary to be left en-

tirelv in the hands of the chauffeur, since

he knewr the country and the distances

between villages where the best accom-
modations were to be had.

And so, promptly at nine o'clock next

morning, they drove out of Marseilles

ami into the bright countryside, and for

a week they "motored through the

south of France/' with Mr. Potter sit-

ting perfectly still in the peculiai

hunched-over attitude he had acquired

from years of riding up and down in

the Dyckman Street subway, taking up

miraculously less room than was re-

quired by his hulk; while the chauffeur

grew more ami more convinced of the

seriousness n\ the malady which kept

the strange American gentleman from

enjoying the beauties o\~ that beloved
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southern country and caused him to

stare unceasingly at the road ahead as

if his sole concern was to reach the next

stopping-place in time.

And then suddenly one morning, as

if the landscape, piqued by the stranger's

indifference, had determined to bring

itself to his notice, Mr. Potter came face

to face with his astonishing Experience.

They had been riding for an hour be-

tween rows of ancient trees, when, fol-

lowing an abrupt turn of the road, they

came suddenly out into the sunlight, to

find themselves facing the main street

of a tiny village. The chauffeur, want-
ing some minor repair, stopped the car.

Mr. Potter leaned involuntarily for-

ward, and looked idly down the sleepy

little street.

He remained leaning forward, staring,

transfixed. For Mr. Potter had seen that

street before! Those red-gabled, green-

shuttered houses, that oval-shaped iron

sign over the door of the shop to the

left, the overhanging second story of the

tall house next to it, the flat stone door-

steps, the bay-window opposite jutting

out into the street—all were as familiar

to Mr. Potter as the block in lower
Broadway where his office was. But it

was a familiarity not of the same kind,

a familiarity which filled his soul with
sharp, unworded alarm, as if he had
seen a ghost, though not believing in

ghosts. The realization came upon him
that he had stood, not once, but many
times, on that very spot.

The chauffeur, standing beside the

car, was speaking: "I shall go and make
inquiry. You will wait here, Monsieur ?"

"Yes," murmured Mr. Potter, still

leaning forward as if he had been hyp-
notized.

He watched the chauffeur go down
the street with a strange sensation of his

having no place there—of his trim, gray
figure striking a wrong, an impossible
note. He watched him go up on the

flat stone step before the shop door

—

a stone he recognized instantly; watched
him go in at the open door of the shop.

He knew that shop—knew the uneven
lettering of the sign across the window.
A sudden horrible fear possessed Mr.

Potter that he was going insane. He
waited for what was to come. He closed

his eyes, held them shut, then opened

them again. Nothing was changed.
The street seemed to regard him, like an
old friend whose face is familiar but
whom you cannot place. And then, with
a little shock, his eyes fell upon a build-
ing which he did not recognize—a nar-
row, two-and-a-half-story house of flesh-

colored brick at the farther end of the
street, which he knew he had never seen
before! It was as unfamiliar as the
others were familiar. It intruded itself

into the street as the figure of the chauf-
feur had done. It had not been there

when he was there before!

The chauffeur emerged from the shop,
paused a moment on the broad stone in

front of the door, and stepped out into

the street. Mr. Potter watched him ap-
proaching, yet when he heard him speak
he gave a sudden startled glance down-
ward at the man as if surprised at his

proving to be a reality.
" I have found what I wished. We can

go on."

He got into the seat and started the

car. Mr. Potter, realizing suddenly that

they were moving, seized the chauffeur's

free arm. "No! Wait!" he commanded.
The chauffeur threw in his clutch and

stopped the car with a jerk. He waited

for Mr. Potter to speak, but Mr. Potter

only continued to stare down the village

street.

"What is it, Monsieur?" he asked,

presently. "You wished me to stop ?"

"Yes," murmured Mr. Potter, with-

out taking his eyes from the street.

The chauffeur began to be alarmed.

He waited a moment, then touched Mr.
Potter on the arm. " Monsieur is ill ?"

Mr. Potter shook his head.
^
"No," he

said, shortly. Then, seized with sudden

suspicion, he asked, sharply, "Have we
been in this place before?"

"No, Monsieur; certainly not."

"I think I'll stop here. Til get out.

You find some place to stay."

"For how long, Monsieur? Will you

be here—to-night?"

"I don't know—how long." Mr. Pot-

ter was clambering out of the car. On
the ground, he motioned the chauffeur to

move on. "Find some place," he said,

and the chauffeur, accustomed to obey,

started the car and moved off, leaving

Mr. Potter standing alone in the middle

of the road.
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Twenty minutes later he returned to

say that he had arranged accommoda-
tions at the inn, and found Mr. Potter

still in the same position, as if the spot

had bewitched him.

In that time Mr. Potter had said over

and over to himself that he had never

been in the place before; he had never

been in France before, or anywhere out

of America, so he couldn't have seen it.

And then some new outline, some detail,

would find its counterpart in his mem-
ory with amazing distinctness, as if he

had seen it yesterday, and he would
know that he had been there before.

Even the cobblestones struck their clear

note of recognition.

He studied longest the narrow, high

house of flesh-colored brick, the one
house in all that street which seemed
strange. He tried to recall it, tried to

fit it in with the others, but it continued

an intruder, an alien. He had never

seen it before. Was not that, then,

proof that he had seen the others? He
ceased to ponder the question. Only the

how and the when loomed before him,

unanswered.
He saw the chauffeur returning. A

caution, a strange sort of secretiveness,

seized him. He would say nothing. He
would pretend he had taken a fancy to

the place.

The chauffeur reached his side. ''I

have engaged rooms at the inn."

"Good," said Mr. Potter.
' Dn you wish luncheon, Monsieur?"
"Yes—certainly, yes."

Mr. Potter walked at the side of the

chauffeur down the street, with a fan-

tastic sensation of penetrating the heart

of a mvstery. They turned to the right

at the end of the street and entered the

courtyard of the inn. The landlord

ed them at a little table outside the

door, but Mr. Potter had no idea what
he was eating. Prom this angle the

street took on a bizarre air ot wishing to

disguise itself. It annoyed Mr. Potter.

1 le wanted to go back to the place where
he hail first seen it. He compelled him-
self to m> 1« >nger than he would otherw ise

have done; then, rising, he lighted his

cigar, waited until it was drawing prop-

erly, then, with the remark that he

would go for a stroll, sauntered, with a

great effect i>\ leisureliness, out into the

street, past the open doors of the shops,
and on until he stood again on the spot
where he had first stood that morning.
He turned and faced the street as he had
done that morning, and again, stronger

almost than at first, he had the sensation

of remembering to have stood on that

spot before. And suddenly, like a flash

of that old memory, he seemed to miss
something, something that had been
there before, something he had seen in

that street. Dimly he seemed to feel

an absence, a lack. He began to study
the street again, house by house. His eye
fell on the flat stone outside the door of
the shop in which the chauffeur had gone
that morning—and suddenlv the pict-

ure was complete! There should stand
on that broad stone step a young wom-
an, a girl, in a full, red skirt, and wearing
on her head a curious high-peaked bon-
net of white. He had seen her stand
there! When, he did not know, or who
she was, or what she had meant to him.
He gazed at the spot, half expecting

to see her appear. But no one came out
of the shop. The sun fell slanting across

the stone, the place where she should

stand. The whole thing was wrong
without her. An old woman, carrying

a deep, two-handled basket, came out

from one of the houses and crossed the

street farther up, disturbing his vision.

All through the afternoon Mr. Potter

waited and watched. Now and then

he turned about deliberately and walked
awav, looking out toward the open coun-

try, but the next moment he would be

back again, fearing suddenlv that he had
missed her. By a tremendous concen-

tration of will he had been able once or

twice to hold the vision so clearly be-

fore him that he could see her face;

a face which he recognized instantly,

and which he felt to have had some inti-

mate connection with his lite—yet which

remained always not quite distinct, im-

mobile, and strangely secretive.

For the hrst time in his forty-three

years Mr. Potter began to feel, dwyt

down in the depths of his being, a stir-

ring of something like romance, com-

pounded Strangely, half fear and half

fascination. For the first time in his

forty-three years he was interested in a

woman, and knew that he should not

that place until he had seen her.
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Of the villagers who occasionally came
and went in that quiet street, or the

shopkeeper who emerged to stand for a

moment now and then on his step, not

one seemed so real to him as the young
woman in the red skirt and the peaked
white bonnet who was not there.

At sundown Mr. Potter went back to

the inn. It gave him a distinct shock

of surprise to find his chauffeur sitting

inside the window. He had forgotten

him altogether. Had the fellow been
watching, he wondered? Well, what if

he had? A man had a right to stand in

the street all afternoon if he liked.

Mr. Potter ate his dinner in preoccu-

pied silence, and when he had finished

asked the chauffeur to inquire of the

landlord if his room was ready. He
wanted to be alone, out of danger of

questions.

The chauffeur returned at once to say

that the room was in readiness, and
showed him as far as the door.

"Does Monsieur go on in the morn-
ing ?" he asked, as he touched his cap.

"Why—there's no hurry, is there?"

Mr. Potter affected annoyance, pre-

tended to think it extraordinary of the

chauffeur to ask.

"Oh no, certainly not—if Monsieur
has taken a fancy to this place

—

"

"I'll let you know when I want to

leave."

"Very well, Monsieur. Good night."

Alone, inside the closed door of his

room, Mr. Potter was assailed by an
excessive weariness and a stiffness in his

limbs, caused by the strain of standing

all afternoon in the same position; and,

trying not to think, he went straight to

bed, and, except for fitful floating visions

of the young woman in the red dress and
the peaked white bonnet, and of the

uncannily familiar street always without

the tall building of flesh-colored brick,

slept heavily the sleep of exhaustion

—

which was a good thing for Mr. Potter,

since that was the last calm sleep he
was to know for many wakeful, har-

assed nights.

Four days passed, and Mr. Potter still

lingered from morning till night under
the spell of the little street—wandering
up and down or standing hours upon
hours at the spot where he had met that

first unmistakable look of recognition, of
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greeting, from the street itself. Villagers
had begun to look at him queerly over
their shoulders, and a little buzz of
conjecture sprang up whenever he-

passed. He was reputed to be fabu-
lously rich, and there were some who
said that he planned to buy the whole
town, tear down all the buildings, and
build himself a palace on the spot where
Pierre Malot's shop now stood.

But of these things Mr. Potter had re-

mained entirely unconscious. He had
heard none of the whispers, and if he had
seen anything strange in the expressions
of the people who looked at him, he had
seen stranger things in that street

—

things with which he had more concern.
He had had one shock. It was on the

third day when he had determined at

last to ask a question. It was a question
about the tall, narrow building of flesh-

colored brick, and he had decided to ask
the landlord of the inn, through the
chauffeur.

He had gone back to the inn at once,

and found the chauffeur playing chess

with the landlord. "Ask him how long

ago that tall brick house across the street

was built."

The chauffeur said something in

French. The landlord calculated on his

fingers with an air of great delibera-

tion before he replied.

"He says," the chauffeur repeated,

"that it was built in 1871."

It was then Mr. Potter received the

shock, for 1871 was the year before he

was born! He did not know why it

shocked him; why it had seemed to ring

a bell somewhere inside him. He felt

that it ought to prove something, and

instead it deepened the mystery further,

for now it was impossible that he had

seen the street without the building; it

had been built there before he was born!

It was a pity that Mr. Potterknew so

little about reincarnation, for it would

have been a great comfort to explain

things by, even if he hadn't believed in

it himself. But if he had heard about it

at all, it had remained in his mind a

wholly subjective memory, one which

failed to make itself felt objectively now
except as a vague and uneasy foreboding

that there were things in the world not

dreamed of in his philosophy. It could

so simply have explained what followed.
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The landlord had gone on talking, and

the chauffeur began again to translate.

"He says, Monsieur, that before that

year, his father, who was a wheel-

wright, kept his wagons in that lot."

"Wagons!" cried Mr. Potter
—"wag-

ons!" For he remembered to have seen

wagons there! He remembered them as

perfectly as the rest ofthe street—heavy-

beamed, wide-spoked farm-wagons

—

two of them left carelessly near the

street! What—what could it mean?
Mr. Potter could trust himself no fur-

ther, and though there were questions

he very much wished to ask, he had an

unreasonable fear of the answers. He
turned and went out abruptly, and into

the street.

From that time forth there had been

no peace, day or night, for Mr. Potter.

He went about wholly absorbed in his

amazing adventure. He fully expected

that something would happen.

And one day, just as he knew it must,

something did happen. Standing there

at the end of his street, in the spot which

had become his almost fixed post, he had
turned his eves away tor a moment, and

when he turned them back again he

might have been seen to start violently

forward. For there, on the broad stone

step of the shop, stood a girl in a full,

red skirt, whose immobile gaze seemed
directed inscrutably toward Mr. Potter!

Onlv the high-peaked bonnet was miss-

ing, bur the red skirt!—and the look!

—

The next moment Mr. Porter, fearing

the vision might vanish before lie had
crossed the intervening space stood, ex-

cited and breathless, before her.

"Do you recognize me?" he shouted.
" Did you ever see me before

:"

The young woman said something

rapidly in French, but remained stand-

ing perfectly still on the Stone, without

taking her eyes from Mr. Potter.

"Oh!" cried Mr. Potter in anguish.

"Can't you speak English? is it you?
. . . Where is your bonnet?" Ami he

began in desperation to make motions
indicating tin- outlines of tin- bonnet
about his own head, pointing command-
ingly meanw hile at In rs.

With a civ of alarm the girl turned

and fled into the shop. "Pierre! Pierre

Malot!" she calhd shrilly, as Mr. Potter

followed her in.

The *shopkeeper came in through the
back door, a whirlwind of interrogation.

The girl began talking very fast, gesticu-

lating with both her hands and her head,
and pointing accusingly at Mr. Potter,

who was saying at regular intervals,

"Please—wait—please
—

" while Pierre

Malot looked more and more frowninglv
in his direction, going close to the girl

as if to protect her.

Then there appeared in the door the

gray figure of Mr. Potter's chauffeur.

"Monsieur!"
Mr. Potter whirled at the voice.

"What have you done, Monsieur?"
Pierre Malot and the girl broke into a

torrent of French, the girl repeating Mr.
Potter's pantomime about her head.

"Mademoiselle tells me you frightened

her, waving your arms about, so."
" I was only asking about her bonnet!"
"Her bonnet, Monsieur:"
"Yes, bonnet

—

she'll know—you ask

her. Tell her I want to know if she ever
wore a big white thing on her head like

this." Again he outlined the high-

peaked bonnet over his own head.

The girl asked a quick, sharp question;

Pierre Malot repeated it like an echo.

The chauffeur, with a little deprecating

lift of his shoulders, translated Mr. Pot-

ter's question into French.

Suddenly the girl, grasping Pierre

Malot's arm, exclaimed something rap-

idly, something which caused both

Pierre Malot and the chauffeur to look

queerly from Mr. Potter to the girl.

"What did she say:" Mr. Potter de-

manded.
"Mademoiselle says. Monsieur, that

you have described the bonnet her

grandmother wore."

The three staled in astonishment at

Mr. Potter. He had fallen hack a step

as if the news had been a blow, lie

seemed to be trying to connect it with

something else.

"Her grandmother !" he said to him-
self; then asked suddenly, "Whei
she:"

The chauffeur repeated the qu<

ami the girl answered

:

"She has been dead many years.

Monsieur."
"Dead'" cried Mr. Potter "dead'"

He thought for a moment. "Did she

live here - here in this town :
"
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Again the question was repeated and
answered in French.

"Here in this very street, Monsieur,

she lived her whole life."

"Ask her if her grandmother was a

young woman!"
The chauffeur laid his hand on Mr.

Potter's arm. "Come, Monsieur," he

said, gently, "did you know the grand-

mother of Mademoiselle?"
"That's what I'm trying to find out!"

cried Mr. Potter, excitedly.

"Regard then, Monsieur!" The
chauffeur spoke earnestly, gently, mak-
ing every word count. "If you will go
with me now, back to the inn, and there

tell me why you wish to know about the

grandmother of Mademoiselle, I shall

myself promise to discover for you what-
ever you wish."

Mr. Potter, driven to the last ex-

tremity of bewilderment, seized upon
the offer of help as a drowning man seizes

upon a rope.

"I'll do it! I'll tell you the whole
thing! Maybe you'll figure it out!"

With an apology to Mademoiselle, and
a significant look over his shoulder to

Pierre Malot, the chauffeur waved Mr.
Potter out of the shop.

They went back to the inn, sought a

corner deserted at that time of day, sat

down together at a small, round table,

and there Mr. Potter related his story.

He told it all from beginning to end,

from the moment they stopped that

morning at the end of the street—told

how he had not recognized the building

of flesh-colored brick; about waiting day
after day for her to appear, in the red

skirt and the high-peaked bonnet. And
the chauffeur listened sympathetically
through to the end.

He waited a moment then, as if con-
sidering how to begin. He leaned for-

ward across the table.

"What Monsieur has told me is—very
extraordinary. I shall, for Monsieur's
sake, speak plainly. It is not the first

time I have heard of this kind of—what
shall I say—this kind of a case. I

have watched Monsieur carefully since

we have come here, and I am not
surprised in the least. Monsieur, you
are ill. It is often like this when one
has trouble with the nerves. One is the

victim of hallucinations. One thinks

one sees what is not there; one believes

what is not so. Monsieur, my mother's
cousin had what you call ' nerves,' and
he also had such hallucinations—it was
very sad! Ah, Monsieur, I can no
longer accept the responsibility of your
care! I beg of you to leave this place
and go home at once to the physician
who sent you here!"

Mr. Potter remained rigid, staring

straight across at the man. He had
forgotten altogether about his nerves!

Could this, he wondered, be true? He
had a sudden vision of the man on
board the steamer, standing for hours,

looking at something no one else could

see! And he, too, had come away on
account of his nerves! He saw the

doctor leaning back in his swivel-chair,

hands folded across his breast, telling

him that he was in bad shape, that he

must take it in time, and that there was
danger in letting the condition go on.

Perhaps he had been worse then than
he knew! But the doctor—he had been
able to see it—he knew what was com-
ing!

Consternation, panic, seized Mr. Pot-

ter. He had his return passage folded

up in his pocket.

"You're sure it's imagination—that

I never have seen it before?" He asked

it as if the chauffeur had been the

physician himself.

"Certainly, Monsieur; it is plainly

hallucination, since it is impossible for

you to have seen it before without hav-

ing been here—unless, to be sure, Mon-
sieur believes in reincarnation."

A moment passed tensely in silence;

then, "I'm not a crook," said Mr. Pot-

ter, but a strange thrill had gone

through him and mingled uncannily

with his resentment. Fear came upon

him.
"How soon could we make it back to

Marseilles?"

"To-night, Monsieur, if we go at
>>

once.

"Get out the car, then," said Mr.

Potter. "I'll be ready to start."

They said good-by to the landlord at

the door of the inn, drove out of the

court, past the building of flesh-colored

brick, past the shop of Pierre Malot.

Just at the end of the street Mr. Potter

looked back. A feeling of guilt, of in-
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fidelity, gripped him. He had seen it

before!

On the steamer doubt and anxiety

filled Mr. Potter. For hours upon hours
he stood gazing steadily toward the line

of the deck-rail, or into the blue, spark-

ling waters beyond. But he saw neither

deck-rail nor water. There were things

which did not go together. Why, if he
had imagined it all, had he remembered
the wagon-lot of the landlord's father?

And how—how could he have known
that the building of flesh-colored brick

had not been there forever? And, if it

had been nothing but nerves, could any
doctor account for his having described,

so that it was immediately recognized,

the bonnet worn once by the grand-
mother of Mademoiselle? She haunted
him still—that girl of the full, red skirt

and the high-peaked bonnet of white

—

and it seemed to Mr. Potter that her
face, which had never become quite dis-

tinct, and was always secretive, held

now something accusing, something sad,

in its intimate, steady regard.

One instant he thought he had come
away too soon; the next, he pinned all

his faith to the doctor who sent him

—

to the far-seeing man of science who
knew from the first what to expect.

} e was the first man down the gang-
way when the ship came to dock. He
wo lkl go at once to the doctor. He
went in at the first telephone-booth.

The doctor was not in; he would not be
in until four. Mr. Potter decided not to

s r

<>P at the office. He would take the

Subway and go up to his room.

I lure was no one in the hall when he

came in. He took out his key and let

himself into his room—the cluttered,

familiar room that had sheltered him for

so long. Mr. Potter felt suddenly that

it was lioikI t<» he there, and the room
seemed almost audibly to welcome him
back.

He put his suit-case down on a chair.

He would wash up a bit before he went
to the doctor's. He hung up his hat on
the polished antlers in the corner with-
out even noticing that he had done it.

Then he walked over to the dresser and
took off" his collar and tie, and reached
up, as he had always done, to hang them
on the rack over the dresser.

But Mr. Potter's hand, with the collar

and tie, remained poised in mid-air, and
Mr. Potter himself remained in the
same rigid position, his eyes fixed hyp-
notically upon an ancient gilt-framed

lithograph which hung, as it had always
hung, twTo feet to the right of the dresser-

top, a colored print made fifty years
ago, of a red-gabled, green-shuttered

village street. To the left was a house
with an overhanging second story, and
across from it a bay-window jutted out
into the street. Farther on, in a vacant
lot, two or three heavy-beamed farm-
wagons stood carelessly near the walk.
In the foreground, on a flat stone step

before the open door of a shop, with
uneven lettering across the window and
an oval iron sign above the door, stood

a young woman wearing a full, red skirt

and a high-peaked bonnet of white.

She gazed steadily out; her face, faded a

little and not quite distinct, strangely

immobile, secretive!

Underneath, in bold-face black type,

ran a line of print, bearing, in the fashion

of fifty years ago, this succinct and intel-

ligent message: " Bonjour, Monsieur!"
For a long time Mr. Potter continued,

like a manikin in a haberdasher's win-

dow, to hold aloft in that awkward pose

his collar and tie and to gaze before him
with unwinking eyes. At last, as if he

were paid by the hour, he relaxed his

pose and went over and sat down on

the edge of the bed. Hi- spoke, after a

moment, aloud, with an air of great

finality and of proving a point long

contended.
"] knew that doctor was a fool," he

said.



The Tyranny of the Congregation

ATHER was conse-

crated to the Lord when
he was a baby. Being
a minister in a small

town did not come so

hard on him. He had
been trained for it from

babyhood. I have often heard grand-

mother tell of her prayer for a boy after

a maddeningly long succession of girls.

She said she went down on her knees one

day in the garden where she was setting

out tomato-plants and promised the

Lord that if He would send her a boy,

she would dedicate him to the ministry.

In those days they thought nothing of

making a sort of bargain with the Lord.

They would agree to do so much if He
would do His part—my brother Charlie

used to say that they proposed a sort of

partnership compact with the Almighty.
Charlie and I did not mean to be

irreverent. We had religion adminis-
tered in such overwhelming and in such
insistent and curiously inconsistent doses

that we were compelled to furnish our
own antidote to maintain a balance—

a

stabilizer, as it were. Many a time
after a protracted session of Sunday
services and endless serious talk of the

church and its problems, Charlie and I

would slip out to our special corner of the

woodshed, where we went to talk over
the affairs of the universe that puzzled
us, and relieve our feelings by saying
"damn." We had no special applica-

tion for the word; but the mere explo-

sive use of it seemed to soothe our pent-
up feelings, especially as we knew it was
forbidden as an extremely wicked ex-

pletive.

It was not that we wished to be pro-
fane, but that we needed a relaxation
after the solemn conversations that
most of our callers seemed to think were
necessary. Often they demanded prayers
as well. Everybody knelt, and one
after another offered up long prayers,
taking much comfort in the rolling,

unctuous sentences. The trouble
that both Charlie and myself had in-

herited mother's brain and her 1

power of analysis and fund of humor,
without inheriting either her broad faith

and belief in religion, or father's. Moth-
er accepted life meekly and uncomplain-
ingly, as all the other women did.

Few women in the congregation did

their own thinking. They allowed the
men in their family to do it for them
and accepted the result without ques-

tion, quoting their males quite simply
and without malice. They were proud
of their men-folks' ability to think; but
they seldom dreamed of trying it for

themselves. The popular conception of

God among the children of the congre-

gations, as taught by our elders, was
a fiercely impatient Personage sitting on

a throne high in an invisible heaven and
invariably mad at us. He was supposed

to punish us instantly for every trans-

gression. We feared Him as a child

would fear an irate parent; but we did

not dare to love Him as we loved our

own parents.

Father was consecrated. So was
mother. They practically devoted their

lives to their religion. They did it cheer-

fully and joyfully. It was a vital ele-

ment of their lives. There are thousands

like them in the small towns in this

country. I used to pity my mother with

a vague wonder. Our meager experience

offered little chance for comparisons;

but I felt dimly that mother never had

a chance. I wanted to see her well-

gowned' and leading a meeting at the

women's clubs, as other girls' mothers

did. She was prettier and sweeter than

any of them, yet she had few clothes and

almost no comforts. But mother was

gentle and uncomplaining, and with a

flashing spirit of humor that sometimes

bubbled up when we were alone in our

family circle, only to be as quickly sup-

pressed, lest some one drop in and deem

her undignified. Mother would have
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been a wonderful woman if she had ever

had a chance to adjust herself. A
wonderful woman to the world, I mean,
for she was always wonderful to us

children. Religion meant much to her,

and she was always happy with her

family. Her pride in father was pathetic.

It was different with father. He had
been brought up to the idea that the

ministry was the noblest calling to which
man could attain, and he looked upon
himself as being unusually fortunate in

having been specially dedicated to it.

As a minister, he was entitled to privi-

leges that we could not share. Besides

that, mother used always to keep as

many of our worries from him as possi-

ble. Father had to dress well, to appear
properly before his congregation, and
mother saw to it that his black broad-

cloth suits were never shiny or shabby.
He was generally sure of so many good
meals away from home that he did not

often notice the poor ones we served at

our own table. Like nearly all the min-
isters in a small town charge, he had a

country appointment. It meant that

every Sunday afternoon he must drive

from five to ten miles to a country
church to hold services. On these occa-

sions he would be invited to eat dinner

or supper with some of the congregation.

You know how it is—they always set

the best in the house before the minister.

He was sure of chicken and preserves

and good vegetables and plenty of

cream for his coffee.

Sometimes we had only bread and
butter at home. When we had a par-

sonage with a yard, we kept a cow, and
Charlie and 1 milked her in turns. This

helped out wonderfully. Usually we had
a garden. Otherwise we would have
gone hungry many a time. My sisters

and the other boys in the family took

things as a matter of course; hut to

Charlie and myself it seemed unfair to

see nun not nearly so Intelligent as father

having sufficient income with which to

support then- families in comfort and
under no obligation 40 consider a con-

gregation in any way.
Until I was sixteen 1 never had any

new clothes. I wore what was handed
down to me from my mother or what the

congregation furnished. 1 he one yearn-
ing of my childhood was to have an en-

tirely new outfit, purchased expressly

for me. I wanted a dress, hat, gloves,

and shoes all new at once. My mother
understood my longing, and with the
first money I ever earned, when I was
sixteen years old, she bought for me the
first really new garments I had ever had.
Our luxuries were few and far between,

naturally. To me, a chocolate ice-cream
soda represented all the pleasures of life.

To be able to walk carelessly into the

village drug-store and order a chocolate

ice-cream soda seemed to me to be more
bliss than would ever be my lot—for

when fate handed me an ice-cream soda
I generally had a small sister or brother
whose innate helplessness almost de-

manded the larger share. I used to

dream of the day when I could eat all I

wanted without feeling selfish about it.

I said the congregation managed to

clothe me somehow. I grew fast, and I

never seemed to be able to meet the

seasons with my garments. When spring

was fairly launched on a surprised and
welcoming world, I was still wearing
heavy underwear because there had been
noway found to provide me with those for

spring. My wrists and ankles could not

restrain themselves modestly within the

garments offered me, and I was such a

general misfit that I shrank from obser-

vation when I went to church or to

school, for the girl whose hat had fallen

to my lot looked at me with what I

deemed a patronizing air, and the former

owner of my shoes was wont to glance

at her own smartly shod feet and then

gaz.e meditatively at mine until I was
crazy to jerk those shoes from my feet

and throw them at her head.

We never dreamed of laying these

things at our parents' door. We saw no

fault in them; hut we did see error in

the religion that seemed to pay very

poor and exceedingly lew- returns on the

investment.
1 remember one evening hearing my

father tell mother of an old friend of his.

The friend had exchanged into an Okla-

homa conference in the hope that things

would he better financially. hater on

he wrote to the Conference and asked to

he honorably dismissed ami to have his

name taken from the Conference list.

He said that in the past three years he

had succeeded in collecting only tour
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hundred and eighty-five dollars of his

salary, and that this amount hardly suf-

ficed for the support of a family of six.

He said he thought it was time that as a

man he should endeavor to get into some
line of business that would maintain his

family, since he could not support them
in the ministry. He said he believed

God was still in the church, but not often

in the congregation.

Charlie and I retired to our consulta-

tion-room in the woodshed when we
heard that, and he said he wished father

would do the same thing. He said he

was so tired of living on prospects that

he would rather stand honorably on the

street-corner with a handful of shoe-

strings and lead-pencils and beg openly
and aboveboard for a living.

For when you come right down to it,

we were little less than professional beg-

gars. Many ministers' families are.

They deny it, of course, and cite you long

precepts in which they point out that

the laborer is worthy of his hire—which
is true, but the ministerial laborer in the

small town can not always collect his

hire.

When we went on visits to our country
parishioners for a day we were always
on the alert to know what they were go-

ing to give us to take home. Poor, dis-

tracted mother would craftily plan to

visit in the country along about the
time that our lard ran out, because she
knew everybody in the country had
plenty and might replenish our stock.

Mother, bless her anxious soul, did not
know she was a beggar; but she was.
The church had always doled out her
living in this way, and she had always so

accepted it.

We always expected something. But
we expected it with an air of polite non-
chalance. We would appear intensely
surprised when they handed us the bas-
ket of apples or potatoes or fresh pork
as we left. They were accustomed to it,

too. But while they respected father for

his ministerial ability, they despised us
for our dependence on them. They
despised us while they fed us, even at
the annual donation-parties.
How we hated those donation-parties!

One man used to save all his specked
potatoes for the donation-party which
was expected to take the place of an

increase in father's salary. They brought
a lot of good things and ate them all up
themselves, including whatever delica-

cies mother might have stored away in

her preserve-cellar against unexpected
company. At these parties they used up
our reserve table-cloths and napkins,

and upset the house and scattered

crumbs about, and mother and I had to

clean seemingly for days to get the house
in order again.

We used to covertly feed those

specked potatoes to the chickens later.

If they had given us the money the

things cost, we could have lived sensibly

for weeks on it. They seldom thought
to bring flour or coffee or sugar or hams,
or other things that would keep. They
brought perishable things—and helped
eat them. The curious ones had a

chance to snoop about in mother's
closets and note their condition—to talk

about later with their neighbors.

At the last donation-party we had,

Charlie and I went out into the kitchen

and, under the pretense of helping, se-

questered a whole roast chicken, a grand
loaf of the famous Jones chocolate cake,

plenty of fresh rolls and peach preserves,

and jelly and butter enough to last

awhile. We had some good eating for a

few days. But when mother thanked
Mrs. Jones—who always helped serve

at the donation - parties— the latter

looked thoughtfully at Charlie and me
and seemed to be recalling the fact that

she could not find that cake or chicken

on the night of the donation-party, when
she wanted to cut them for the guests.

Mrs. Jones was noted for her cooking.

I have often heard guests pass by a

plate of cake at a party and say, pa-

tiently: "I don't care for any, thanks.

I think I'll wait for Mrs. Jones's choco-

late cake."

Mrs. Jones was kind-hearted, and said

nothing. She had been a minister's

daughter herself in her day. She was
one of the really fine souls who were our

comfort in our congregation. The only

trouble was that the people worth culti-

vating sat back in the churxh work and
let the other set run the church. The
other set were inclined to be aggressive,

and to offer father and the Almighty a

great deal of gratuitous advice on affairs

in general.
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One of the deacons came into the par-

sonage one night and reproved father

because he had not preached a sermon
on Hell in a long time. Poor father used

to hold off from that subject as much as

he could. In his blessed old heart of

hearts he did not believe in eternal

punishment at all; but the congregation

expected an old-fashioned sermon on
Hell about once a year. Father used to

preach that sermon fast and get it over

with visible relief.

Deacon Brown also brought up the

matter of our trading at Byrnes's in-

stead of with Simmons. Byrnes was a

Presbyterian, and Simmons a Methodist.

Mother broke in with the gentle defense

that Byrnes had the best and cheapest

groceries; but Mr. Brown retorted that

the discipline of our church required

that we trade with members of the

church wherever possible. It did, too.

Charlie and I looked it up.

I advised father, after Brown had
gone, to go down and trade up a good-

sized bill with Simmons—he hadn't paid

his quarterage that year. At least we
might have had a few good meals on the

strength of it. Father reproved me
gravely, and my heart sank with remorse,

for the poor old dear had trouble enough
without having his children, who adored

him, make him more worry by our un-

restrained behavior. You see, the aver-

age minister is flayed by the lash of a

thousand whips. And no laborer in the

city ever harbors a more sincere fear

of losing his job than does the minister

in tin- small town. A black-list in the

church is a thousand times more deadly

than a black-list in industrial life.

Father was of the type that is inclined

to have too much of the practical de-

tails of life to God. His was tlu- religion

that goes with the long black coat and

somber black ties that seem to be the

badge of service of the old-fashioned

minister. In one of the towns in which

we lived there was a minister he was
a Presbyterian or a Baptist who scan-

dalized the people of his church by in-

sisting on wearing ordinary business

clothes on week-days. He donned his

livery on Sundays only. Once, when he

had waited three months for the stew-

ards of his church to have the leaking

roof of the parsonage repaired, he went

down-town and bought a pair of over-
alls, put them on, and climbed up on the
roof in full view of the passing public
and mended the leak himself. The con-
gregation raised a dreadful stir over this

lack of dignity, but I always admired
that minister.

We belonged to the tribe of moving
ministers. We moved every other year
or so. Father was a saint on earth, and
he would come home from each Confer-
ence with news of another move and full-

up with enthusiasm and renewed energy
and plans for doing good and enlarging
his congregation. He would also come
home with pledges for half his year's

salary, for missions and funds and en-

dowments and all the other things that

are brought up before the Conference.
At such times the ministers, unless they
are restrained by prudent wives, become
overzealous, and are apt to pledge
large amounts in the name of their con-

gregations.

Sometimes the congregations did not
agree with father about these pledges.

Then mother must get out and hustle

and plan for socials and entertainments
to make up the money, and the congre-

gation would growl about it, and object

to sending the money out of town. That
is the reason why so many ministers'

wives try to attend Conference with

their husbands. They act as a restrain-

ing judgment, so to speak.

Not but that the Conference is a sort

of vacation to the wives. It is the one

time of the year when they can eat good
meals without having to worry about

cooking or washing dishes. They revel

in the steam-heated rooms and the

luxury of white bath-tubs and hot water

and oi wearing their best clothes every

day. They sit around and exchange ex-

periences in a ladylike manner—poor

dears!—and warn one another about the

queer parishioners and the warring tac-

tions of the charge to which each may
be sent.

We dreaded the pledges almost as

much as the moving. Many times we
had to go without things we needed to

pay up those pledges when the congre-

gation refused to meet them. And as

for the moving, no sooner were we htted

down into the grooves of our new ap-

pointment and become accustomed to
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the ills we wotted of, and grown to like

the many good and kind friends and

how best to avoid rasping the others,

than we had to move on again and en-

counter new hardships. So, either way,

we did not care much for Conference.

I saw a poor chap the other day in a

city park. He was settled in the sun for

a comfortable snooze. My heart

throbbed with sympathy when a police-

man tapped him on his feet and invited

him to "move on." He had been there

as long as the law allowed. I knew
exactly how that tramp felt when he

rose meekly to his feet and shambled
away. He will never know that the

reason I gave him a bit of money that

day was because I knew what it meant
to be tapped by the Conference officials

and bade to move on.

Mother used to strain every nerve to

go with father to the conferences as a

matter of precaution. It was cheaper in

the long run. Usually she took but little

part in the women's meetings; but one
day in the midst of a woman's mission-

ary meeting at Conference she started

something. Some one in the meeting
had reproved her because she would not
pledge twenty-five dollars for foreign

missions. So mother got right up in

meeting and said she did not propose to

let her own children go without clothes

any more since one of us had caught
pneumonia from wearing thin shoes so

that she could pay for shoes for little

colored children who lived in a warm
climate and seldom cared to wear clothes

anyhow. She said at least the savages
provided for their own families first, and
that was a trait that might well be
emulated by some Christians.

She told us about it when she came
home. Her cheeks were flushed with
remorse, and she felt rather ashamed of
her outburst. But we hugged her and
shouted with approving laughter. And
even father smiled indulgently when
Charlie cried, dramatically, "Bully for

maw!"
If we seem to have run to slang it was

only because we had to have some outlet
for our emotions; otherwise we would
have burst. Father recognized that,

and both he and mother wisely turned a
deaf ear at times. This saved us later,

for I have always believed that one
Vol. CXXXIII.—No. 796.-64

reason why ministers' children have such

a sinister reputation is that the change
from the suppressed and restricted home
atmosphere to the relaxation they en-

counter away from home goes to their

heads and intoxicates them into unre-

strained enjoyment of their liberty.

I used to wonder what the congrega-

tions thought we lived on. They knew
that they never quite made up father's

salary;'but they never seemed to worry
about it. He wasn't commercial enough
to demand it, as they say ministers do
in some places. He had a fixed belief

that the Lord would provide somehow.
But often the provision was so dilatory

and so far from being up to specifica-

tions that we grumbled considerably

over it. The only thing we really had
firm faith in was mother's prayers.

You see, the wedding fees in any par-

sonage, from time immemorial, have
been turned over to the minister's wife.

She has them in fee-simple. This is the

one bit of extra money a minister's wife

ever gets. We used to long for weddings.

We fervently believed in matrimony.
We would have encouraged it in every

way possible. For those wedding fees

bought us the only new garments we
ever had. When we noted signs of in-

terest in any young couple—coming with
the loved one to morning service was
generally a pretty sure indication—we
used to wait hopefully. Sometimes we
heard of the engagement of some young
couple outside the church, and we would
race home to mother with the news and
wonder wistfully if they would ask

father to marry them. We would have
made a grand publicity staff for him,

if we had known what publicity meant.

And if there seemed to be dull times in

the marriage market, we goaded mother
to her wedding prayers.

Somehow we never placed much hope
in father's prayers. We took them for

granted. But mother was different. Her
prayers were specific. She asked right

out for things she needed, whereas father

wandered about a good deal in his peti-

tions, and used phrases that did not,

seem to mean anything particularly.

But when affairs verged on the stringent

in the home, we would snuggle up to

mother and whisper:

"Pray for a wedding, mother."
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And mother prayed for the wedding,

and it frequently came. So we had
strong faith in her prayers. She never
tried to fool herself about those prayers.

She knew she was praying for material

comforts for her family, and she told the

Lord so right out plain. It convinced
me that we got better results when we
acted square with the Lord and did not

attempt to deceive Him with specious

motives.

Many times mother was too tired and
weak to drag herself about the house;

but it would have offended the conju-
gation horribly if we had wasted any of

their money on hired help. We were
expected to do our own washing and
ironing and sewing. It never ceased to

Ik- their money, you see. They did not

figure that father really earned that

salary. They thought they gave it to

him as a testimonial of their religion,

and they considered themselves mighty
nice folks to give it to him at all.

I remember once sitting in a meeting

of the Ladies' Aid in a city where an

hour was spent in wrangling over the

fact that the minister's wife- had aske-el

for a new tea-kettle for her kitchen.

The parsonage was furnished, and the

tea-kettle had sprung a leak. To me-

the important fact was that it had never

occurred to her to go down to the ten-

cent store and buy a new one for herself.

1 w )uld have boiled water in tin- dish-

pun before 1 would have humiliated my-
self by sitting through that session of

argument as to whether the parsonage

kitchen was to be endowed with a new

tea-kettle. They looked upon it as ex-

tremely careless on her part. 1 hey al-

lowed her our, m the end; but that tea-

kettle cost too high a price to have

afforded me- anj satisfaction, if it had

been my kitchen. But she was a min-

ister's wife, and she had been a minister's

daughter, ami s<> tin fact thai she was

practically a pensionei on the congrega-

tion did not OCCUl to In I .

Father never seemed to have the

knack of getting ahead. 1 le did not

know how to cultivate tin nun who
could ha\ i procured foi him tin bettei

appointments in the larger cities. W<
had the plans no on< else wanted, and

father accepted them without a murmur.
1 le did his work quietl) and consci< n-

tiously, and never learned the art of
bragging about it or reading glowing re-

ports at the quarterly conferences.
Charlie says you have to pull wires for

the best places at Conference the same
as you do i:i political conventions.
Father never complained. He believed
that the Lord knew what He was doing
when He gave him mighty stony ground
to work on. It didn't seem to me that
the Lord was to blame; it wras more be-

cause of father's lack of initiative.

Our position as children of the min-
ister was a negative one. Charlie could
not play baseball or football as these

were not considered nice recreations for

a minister's son. As a minister's daugh-
ter, I occupied much the same position

in society in the different towns in which
we lived as a parsnip does in the vege-

table garden. A parsnip is a good, sensi-

ble vegetable, useful to fill out or to

season soup; but who wants a parsnip
as a delicacy or a treat? A young man
will think twice before he braves the

terrors ot a minister's parlor to call on
the minister's daughter. If he has the

courage to do so, he is not generally the

man her friends would select for her.

If he is of tin- noble, high-browed, ami
negative type, he is not the man she

would choose for herself. For a min-
ister's daughter has her dreams of ro-

mance, too. If she could choose tor

herself, you might be surprised to know
how often sin would prefer the solid

young business man who will bring

home, without the need ot appeals from

the pulpit, a salary that will pay the

bills comfortably ami have a little left

over. About the only class of men we
had an opportunity to meet were the

impecunious ministers.

I remember once at Conference, when
mother took me- because we- lived near

tin Conference city and I needed some'

dental work done, that 1 saw an old

minister superannuated, lb' did not

w ant to be- supei annuated. 1 le made a

pitiful appeal to the bishop in front ot

tin audience. 1 le had no other means

of In i lihood to turn to. 1 le had been

preaching the gospel, as well as he could,

since he w .is tw< nty. I he bishop did not

like to do n. 1 heard him tell father

that
'" dead timbei " must be' dug out

of the Conference. Father winced, and
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I knew what he was thinking of, for he

knew that he, too, was becoming "dead
timber," and that some day he would
have to be dug out. I could understand
that the dead timber must be removed
if there was to be a healthy growth in

the church, but I could not reconcile

myself to the conditions that made dead
timber out of once thriving and sturdy
material.

Once in a while we had good charges.

The salary was paid regularly and we
found an appreciation in the congrega-
tion that tended to raise our self-respect.

And then what Cha *e called the "game
law" would run out on us—our term
was up—and we had to move on like

the tramp in the park. Sometimes I

have asked as to these conditions among
other ministers' daughters. I find that

practically the same conditions and the

same rebellion in them exist in every
denomination. Sometimes I strike color-

less creatures, made so by colorless and
repressed environment, and they are

shocked at my inquiry and ask anxiously
and plaintively after the state of my
soul. I remember once how I startled

such a young woman when she told me
sweetly that it was God's will that the
workers in the vineyard should suffer for

the cause.

"Don't you think we blame the Al-
mighty for a lot of things He is not re-

sponsible for?" I asked her. She shrank
from me as if I had uttered blas-

phemy.
Once my mother's sister sent her a

pink-silk waist. It was very becoming,
and she wore it to a church social. But
the congregation complained that a

pink-silk waist was not dignified for a

minister's wife, and she had to dye it

black before she wore it again. Mother
did not belong to her family; she be-
longed to her congregation. We all

loved her in the pink waist, but she did
not dare to wear it in the face of the
disapproval of the congregation. No
salary was included for her in the con-
tract, but she was expected to work just
as hard as father in her rublic career as

a minister's wife, and to Keep up her full

share of the business of being a wife and
mother as well.

Religion in the small town always
afforded me much interest because of its

strict division. In every town it was the
same. The Presbyterians quarrelled con-
stantly with the Methodists, and both
were on cool terms with the Baptists.
All of them picked on the Catholics, and
everybody considered the Episcopalians
"stuck up." There are faction fights all

the year around, and the yearly revivals
are the grand clearing-houses of emotion.
People in all the churches sort of saved
up for the revival, and all differences of
opinion were held in abeyance until the
revivals closed, when they broke out
again fiercer than ever. They would
bring in an expensive evangelist to
preach and a good old exhorter to bring
the mourners to the bench after the
sermon had melted them. The motion
pictures, however, have crowded the
revh als pretty close of late years as an
emotional outlet. Of course, we as min-
ister's children would not have been
allowed to attend motion pictures. We
were barred from all healthy recreation,

and the joys of religion had to suffice for

the minister's family.

Sometimes we would encounter the
worn-out ministers. There was but one
vocation open to them. They became
colporters. Others called them book-
agents. They were not generally suc-

cesses at the business, and sometimes
their wives had to try sewing or selling

extracts and perfumes from door to

door—the last mile-stone on the road to

despair. When I would see mother drop
her work and sit looking out of the

window on days when things had been
going wrong, I knew she was wondering
whether she could ever sell extracts and
perfumes.

We missed most of our happiness be-

cause we were always at the beck and
call of the congregation. We never
owned ourselves, either individually or

as a family. The only woman I ever

knew who had the courage to insist on
being merely the wife of the minister

and not the parish aid was a young
woman who had a profession of her own
and could have gone out and earned
twice as much as her husband earned
when he began. But she had the cour-

age of her convictions, and her husband
is a minister in a prominent city church
now at a salary that we would not
have believed possible in the old days.
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Nobody expected a minister to earn

much.
Yet sometimes a yearning for the old

days in the shabby parsonage, crowded
with children and filled with affection,

comes over me. I had a friend who was
to be married. There was no time for

wedding plans, for the wredding-trip was
to be a journey to a foreign land as an

adjunct to an important business affair.

She was a minister's daughter, and she

instantly caught my meaning when I

suggested that she hunt up the poorest

minister she could find to officiate.

" Remember those happy days when a

generous wedding fee brought joy to

the family?" I said.

So we telephoned to the Board of

Missions for a list of the ministers in the

small charges. We found one at the

edge of the city. And as we stepped

into the shabby little parsonage parlor

our delighted eyes roved about and tele-

graphed the message, "We have found

the place—just like home."
We recognized the tidies and the

faded pictures and the worn and
scratched furniture—heroes of many a

valiant move—and the sofa over the

worn spot in the carpet to hide it. It

looked just like home, and it took the

place of home to that bride, for the min-
ister had the calm, strong, serene face

of the patient, overworked minister in a

small charge. His wife took the bride
by the hand and kissed her and wished
her happiness, just as I have seen my
mother do scores of times to the brides

who had stood in our shabby parlor.

It did my heart good to see that wife's

face light up when the young husband
handed her a modest little roll of bills,

There was enough there for a whole new
spring outfit, and we hoped with all our
hearts that she would get it. I saw the

delicate face of a fifteen-year-old girl

from behind the parlor door, and I saw
her beam as she looked at the money
in her mother's hand—just as I used
to beam when mother had a ten-dollar

fee instead of the five that most of them
gave. The minister's face was lined like

father's. I saw the shadow on the brow
of his wife like that mother had—the

shadow that came from the fear of being

dug out as dead timber.

Some day we shall see these things

all as they should be—strong, virile,

and abiding. And then the minister's

wife and daughter may emerge from
their shackles—the Tyranny of the

Congregation.

Day's End

BY DANA BURNET

THE earth is fragrant as a flower,

The drowsy vespers of a bird

Fall from the forest's leafy tower

Like some far choiring, faintly heard.

A moment since, the cleansing shown
Came sweeping with its silver brooms

From out the twilight-troubled Wist;

Hut now, upon the evening's looms

Are threads of" pearl and amythyst!

Along the arches of the sky

The last fair patterns merge .mil die.

Ami all the tapestry grows dim. . . .

The sun has touched the mountain's rim

So passes, in a wondrous way,

That splendid commonplace, the Daw



Green Fields

BY FJXXIE HEJSLIP LEA

^v^^^cKITTREDGE loved

(^H-^W^lf^^ tne country. Born in

TV /[ ;
1^ the biggest town in the

States and reared to the

^\\ unending song of motor
and truck, his soul vet

d^^^^SK thirsted for dandelions.

To his mind a kindlier race dwelt in the

open spaces. There, women were softer,

men more simple. V\ hen he was eighteen

he selected an agricultural college in the

Middle West to be his ultimate salva-

tion, but his people sent him to Harvard,
where he barely escaped making plays.

Life is like that. Hills are always green
when far away, and the bird in the hand
sings never so sweet as the one in the

bush. At twenty-two, McKittredge got

his sheepskin, scowled at it, and threw
it in the bottom of a trunk. Neverthe-
less, it fetched him work. A friend of his

father's took him on, and for three un-

happy years tolerated the half-hearted

efforts of disgruntled youth to sit as a

square peg in a round hole. At the

end of that time McKittredge left a

note, one night, and eloped with his soul.

"I've got a job—a real job—at last,"

said the note, and mentioned a lumber
company in a remote district of the

South. "I've always been dissatisfied

here—you and father know that. Now
I've got a chance at my own kind of life,

and I'm taking it. I hate this infernal

town. I hate all towns. I was born for

the open. Don't you worry, mother
darling—I'll write often. I'm clearing

out like this to save talk. You might
send a few of my books after me."
Then followed an address. Mrs. McKit-
tredge wept a little over the note and
packed the books next morning. McKit-
tredge pere washed his hands of the

situation and fired a stenographer as

soon as he got down to his office.

As for the boy, he took the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad as far as he could; left it

and traveled on a small line; left that

for a creeping, crawling local, and so

found himself at last in the open and
back to the soil.

Glenwood, the scene of his future op-
erations, consisted at first glance of a

white-and-drab railroad station, a flower-

bed spelling " W elcome " in dusty coleus,

a couple of saloons, a Grand Southern
Hotel, and a handful of shops extending
along a narrow Main Street. Later, the
residential portion, as they say in real-

estate folders, revealed itself, stretching

away among a variety of trees, scatter-

ing stunted cupolas at intervals, and in-

terspersing weather-beaten bay-windows
with much Victorian gingerbread.

McKittredge, whose work lay even
beyond this outpost of culture, had din-

ner at the hotel, hired a vehicle, and
proceeded into the wilderness.

Glenwood depressed him a little, but
that, he told himself, was purely because
of its meretricious attempt to reflect an
urban atmosphere.

Seven miles out of Glenwood he came
to a lumber-mill and a huddle of un-
painted houses set in the midst of a

whispering forest. McKittredge paid
the man who had driven him out, and
picked up his bags himself.

'"Wonderful air!" said McKittredge.
"Lh-huh! G'-by," said the man. and

drove off.

McKittredge drew in a deep breath
and swept with his eyes the serene and
vasty blue above the pine-tops. A sense

of freedom thrilled him.
"This is the life!" said McKittredge,

reverently. Shortly after which this

story properly begins.

She was a quiet, elfish, dark-eyed
creature whom McKittredge met one
day at the edge of his woods, and her
name was Man,* Johnson. She taught
school in Glenwood.

L"pon the occasion of that first meet-
ing she had caught her skirt on a nail

getting over a fence, and McKittredge
freed her. She was the first girl he had
spoken to since his arrival, and she had
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a quaintly humorous quality of her own
that drew him at once.

He lifted her down from the fence,

and she thanked him.

"It's my second-best skirt," she ex-

plained—-"worse luck! That's what I

get for making a sportive cow of myself.

1 should have gone round—there's a

gate a half-mile farther down."
"I suppose you were in a hurry,"

McKittredge suggested, smiling.
,

"No," said Mary Johnson, reflective-

ly
—

"no, I haven't been in what you
could really call a hurry for five and a

half months."
He learned later that this was the

exact length of time she had been teach-

ing in Glenwood.
They walked as far as the public road

together, and he told her that he was
with the lumber-mill people.

"Like it?" asked Mary Johnson.
McKittredge said he did. "There's a

wonderful sense of freedom in this kind

of life—nothing like it—if you ask me—

"

"Yes— drawled Mary Johnson.
"Yes?" She looked at him kindly out of

her dark, soft, unsmiling eyes. She
seemed a little pale, but her lips were
delicately colored. At the last minute of

parting she put out an impulsive little

hand and smiled for the first time.

"Come in and see me sometimes, won't
you:"
"If I may," said McKittredge, "I

certainly will."

He went back through the woods
whistling, and exactly one week later he

called upon Mary Johnson in Glenwood.
Because she had been recommended

to do so, on the day of her arrival, Mary
Johnson boarded with Mrs. Wicks, a

stout old lady who wore black in tin

warmest sort of weather for a husband
some fifteen years or more and oppor-

tunely at that deceased. But Mis.

Wicks's parlor was small and stuffy and
full of crayon portraits of the late hus-

band, and Mis. Wicks's porch was even

smaller, with a m< re suggestion of steps;

so, the night being gracious and moon-
lit, Mary Johnson t<>,>k her company
down tin- walk and seated him on an

uncertain bench in tin shade of tin only

tree tin- yard afforded.
" It's a funny thing," said Mary John-

son, "but in tin country they never

seem to have trees around a house. Have
you ever noticed that?"

McKittredge admitted that he had.
''On the other hand," he reminded
her, "isn't it rather wonderful to you

—

it certainly is to me- to feel yc urself as

free as you are, out here? No beastlv

little conventionalities to tie you hand
and foot—no shams—no fooleries—no
struggling to keep up appearances—no
eating a lot of fool things you don't

need, and drinking a lot of fool things

that '11 leave you sick of the world next
morning. Things are just honest and
natural. You've got clean air to breath
and enough work to make you sleep at

night. What are you smiling at
: "

"You," said Mary Johnson. "How
long have you been out of colleger"

McKittredge told her.

"And I finished only a year ago this

June," said Mary Johnson. "I reckon
it must be true that women age quicker
than men. Where do you live when
you're at home?"

McKittredge named the biggest town.

Mary Johnson heaved a sigh.

"Heaven," she told him sententiously,

"gives almonds to those who have no
teeth to crack 'em with. Tell me more
about the country. I, too, was born in

Arcadia."

So McKittredge mounted his hobby
and caracoled pleasantly.

"I hate the city," he said; "I've al-

ways hated the city—noisy and dirty,

and always running hard and never get-

ting anywhere. You give it all you've
got and get no return. It's mercenary
and hypocritical and sordid and shallow.

^ ou live a false life in it and you sell your
soul for false values. In the country
people have got time to be true to them-
selves time to live like human beings.

net like ants. . . . I hey take a decent.

human interest in one another."

"I see," said Mary Johnson, thought-

fully. Sin looked at McKittredge with

a sort of whimsical indulgence. "How
long have you been in the country?"

"lust a few weeks," said McKit-
tredge, "but I've bun trying t<> get to

it all my life." He added, with an un-

controllable burst of rhapsody, "It's

tin only place where you really live

"I see," said Mary Johnson again.

Slu seemed so small and quiet and kmc:
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that McKittredge told her all about him-

self—past, present, and simple, glowing

future.

"I might have gone on all my life," he

finished, ardently, "in a city office

—

think of it!—if I hadn't kicked myself
loose. Now I'm satisfied

—

"

"Which is bad for

any ambition you
might have had,"
said Mary Johnson.
When he asked her

what she meant, she

refused to repeat it.

"Well, you
—

" sug-

gested McKittredge

—

"you must have had
some such reason
yourself. H o w did

you happen to come
here?"
Mary Johnson

looked up at the moon
and grinned a dry lit-

tle grin. "Money,"
she told him, briefly.

"As soon as I finished

college I had to get

out and teach. It's

easier getting a school

in the country than
in town—and cheaper
living."

"But you like it?"

insisted McKittredge,
uneasily. He was al-

ways an incorrigible

idealist.

"What good would
ic do me if I didn't?"

asked Mary Johnson,
briefly.

She may have
thought that McKit-
tredge might have
found talk more worthy of a night in

April. In any case, she laughed, and
flung across the yard a little stone that
she had been turning in her hands.
"Let 'em rest!" she said. "Let all the

schools in the world rest in peace! I

don't have to think about 'em after four
in the afternoon. Thank the Lord!"

So McKittredge spoke of other things,

and stayed till eleven, which was, though
he did not know it, a distinct infringe-

ment of Glenwood's social code. In

Glenwood your casual caller departs at

ten; your "marked attentions" at ten-

thirty, and only your signed and war-
ranted fiance stays till eleven. But
McKittredge went whistling home to the

lumber-camp ignorant of his transgres-

sion. That week he called twice on

SHE WAS THE FIRST GIRL HE HAD SPOKEN TO SINCE HIS ARRIVAL

Mary Johnson, and on Sunday they took
a picnic lunch and went for an all-day

tramp in the woods.
By the end of a month it was "Mary"

and "Mac." His Walt Whitman reposed

on her table, and her Brushwood Boy
traveled about in his pocket. He paid

urchins to gather white violets in the

woods for her; and she made him candy,
for which he had an unalterable and
school-boy craving.

Given twenty-two and twenty-five,
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April in the country, and a definite lack

of other congenial companionship, the

rest is easy.

Soon she was meeting him at the fence

where he had found her that first day,

impaled, and he was writing hack to

the biggest town for books for her.

"We never could have got to know
each other so beautifully soon anywhere
else," he told her. "Could we, now?"

"Couldn't we?" asked Mary Johnson.

It was Saturday afternoon, and they

were sitting on a little bluff that over-

hung a tiny creek with a tall pine stand-

ing sentinel, and the remainder of a

bounteous luncheon at their feet. The
fragrance of the woods hung almost

visibly in the air about them. Crows
cawed in the distance, and the sunlight

sifted golden through the long aisles of

pines.

"I've lived in town for years and

years," said McKittredge, musingly,

"without ever meeting my next-door

neighbor." He felt for his cigarettes.

"Unfortunately," said Mary Johnson,

with an adorable little grimace of regret,

"that doesn't seem to be possible in

Glenwood."
When he had asked permission with

his eyes and she had given it with a nod,

and she had watched the first blue wisp

of smoke trail off into upper air, she

spoke again, sitting forward, her eyes on

the brown pine-needles at her feet, her

hands linked about her knees.

''Mac, Mrs. Wicks asked me last

night where I met you—and when."

"Tell her?" asked Mac serenely. He
added, with a realizing Mash of resent-

ment, "None of her business— is it?"

"She said," Mary Johnson went on,

not looking at bun, "that somebody had

told her I'd never been introduced to

you, but she couldn't believe it. She

was sure I was too nice a girl to do any-

thing like that. She said that unless

I'd been properly introduced to you, she

kn< u I'd never have let you set foot in

her yard
—

"

"My Lord'" said McKittredge, quite

hon< stly.

"Glenwood," said Mary Johnson, de-

murely, "is very strict on the subject of

introductions. If I'd known, I should

in vi i hav< h t you take me off that nail

—remember? 1 should just have hung

there until some one came along who'd
been properly presented."

"You mean to say she actually ques-
tioned you about it?"

"Questioned is a pale little word,
Mac—cross-examined would be better."

"In the first place," said McKit-
tredge, angrily, "it's nobody's business

but our own."
"There's no such thing in Glenwood

as 'nobody's business."
1

"And in the second place—why, any-
thing more harmless

—

"

"She says she's afraid I'm being
talked about."
"The devil she does!"

"Funny! Eh, Mac?" said Mary
Johnson.

"I don't get the joke."

He stood up and she got to her feet

beside him, shaking the needles off her
gray-corduroy skirt. The collar of her
white-silk blouse rolled back from a

throat as brown as a boy's. Her eyes

were clear as Amontillado in her small,

sunburned face.

McKittredge knew a sudden, breath-

less impulse to run his fingers through
her brown, bobbed hair. While she

stood looking up at him, her hands in her

skirt pockets, in a sort of gamin deviltry

of pose, he suppressed a mad desire to

feel the velvet smoothness of her cheek.

They walked off, side by side, toward
the road.

"It seems," said Mary Johnson, calm-

ly, "that you danced with nobody but

me at the Episcopalian strawberry sup-

per—and you stay too late when you
come to call. Also, we should sit on the

porch where we can be seen. She asked

me if we were engaged."
"Did you say we were?" asked Kit-

tredge.
"

I did not." said Mary Johnson, "and
no more we arc-. I'm not responsible to

Mrs. Wicks for my behavior— or lack of

it. Thank you just the same, Sir

Walter/'
McKittredge cut a switch from some

low-growing bush and t\\ isted it betw t en

his fingl is as he \n alki d.

"It makes me rather sick," he- said,

abruptly, "to have anything so innocent

as cur fri< ndship

"And anything SO extraordinarily

nice " saiel Mary Johnson, quickly.
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;< MRS. WICKS ASKED ME LAST NIGHT WHERE I MET YOU—AND WHEN

—" misinterpreted so abominably.
Thank you, Mary Johnson. And it

makes me still sicker to think that I

should have subjected you to it."

"Don't be absurd," she said, coolly.

"I've done just as much subjecting as

you. The whole thing is characteristic

of 'em—I dare say it's characteristic of

any place of this size. Why, Mrs. Wicks
knows just how often I get letters from
home. She knows just howr often I buy
a pair of stockings; she knows just when
I turn off my light at night, and just

how much of my salary I put in the

bank every month. Where do you sup-

pose she gets it? They talk. They all

talk. The war that's tearing the world
in two isn't half as important at Glen-
wood dinner-tables as the fact that Dr.
Mabie drove dowTn Main Street last

night wTith Joe Griffin's wife
—

" She
stopped with a laugh a trifle shaken.
"I'd give my eyes for a neighbor I could
live next to for years and never meet

—

"
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"It's a rotten shame," said McKit-
tredge, slowTy. "Do you want me to

stop coming, Mary?"
"If you do," said Mary Johnson, un-

smiling, "you'll give 'em a fresh start,

conversationally speaking, and I shall

be very lonely."

McKittredge caught her hand—they

stood at the edge of the woods—he held

it tight, his eyes troubled. "Mary," he
said, clumsily, "will you marry me?"

"I will not," said Mary Johnson.
"Under the present circumstances I

wouldn't marry an archangel. You
don't love me, Mac—and I don't love

you," But she looked away from him
while she said it.

"Who's the best judge of that?"

McKittredge demanded.
"Not Glenwood," said Mary Johnson.

She laughed, but her fingers quivered in

his hold. "Let me go, Mac."
And McKittredge let her go. He

stayed awake that night for some time.
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considering 1 1 » *
- strange tide oi gossip

wIik I) had risen around him like ;i secret

sea. I le had nevei before asked .1 girl

to marry him not hut that there had
been episodes, the normal and pleasani

philanderings oi the honest male but

his offei and Mary Johnson's refusal

stayed elo^jjcdly in Ins mind as some-
thing bigger.

"lOU don't love me, Mac and I

don't love you
" But, damn it , I believe I do!" said

McKit t redge, greatly astounded, to Ins

innei inquisitor. Il< had not Intended

to lo.ve any woman seriously as yet. In

planning Ins life he had rathei fancied

t hat he mighl mai i v :it t hirt y, a blond

for preference the sweet, ethereal son.

Mary [ohnson's little-hoy ^iin came
back t«> him st rangel) .

44

I low does a man know r"

thought McKnt icdjie, horribly per-

plexed. I low , indeed

!

Next day !>< had a curious and un-

pleasant little scene wit 1 1 the owner oi

the lumber-mill, a gentleman called

M a I) a He \ , v« ho commonly wore a pipe in

one cornei of his mouth and sprinkled a

gentle How oi conversation with extraor-

• lin.ii v oat lis.

"
I u t It bit late get t

m' over to t he

(.tti< ( i Ins moi inn', w .isn't \ OU ?" in-

clined M i . M ahallc \ .it lunc li t inn .

"Ten minutes 01 so," replied Mc Kit

1 1< dp !, greal l\ sui pi ised l>\ t he quest ion.

System was not the- most conspicuous

feat ure of M i .
M ahaffey's regime.

Vbove •' diminishing suppl} oi salt

in. .it .ind 1 111 nips, M i . M an ana \ pur-

sued the subject stolidlj . "Up k indi i

lat < again last night , I guess. } ou

can't 1
1
.ill round aftei a gal and do

\<>in work .n one n' the same tune.

rind t hat <»ut soon'i 01 latei

I he ot li< i mi M had finishi d tin u meal

and gone. Ex( < i" foi .1 slo^ < nl\ w oman
piling dishes at l he fa i end "I I h( l abl<

,

tit. rough dining room was almost

< ii
i

| it \ .

" \\ hat d<» \ mi UK .in
'"

ask< d McKit
t r< dge, i oldlj

.

Ih expei ii m < d a suddi n l< i ling i 'I

disi asti i"i t li« spot ted, red I able i l<>t h,

i hi mui k \ dishes, and i h( i >il and \ im

:-.i i cruets in I hi middle i >i i hi I abli ,

k ( ep \ i tu i shi it miu .id \ ist d \1 1

.

M ahafFev , i insinc his moui Ii w it h ci >ffi <

from a large, white cup, and swal-

lowing the- fluid thereaftei without haste.
" Keep your shirt on. I 'ain't said any-
thing, have [? I just want \ou to see-

that you jM-t over to the office on time
alter this. Is that askin' too much of

you, Mr. McKittredge?"
McKittredge bowed stiffly and left

the loom m a fury of surprise, lie had
found Mr. Mahaffey, up to that time,

pleasant enough if unimpressive, and
McKittredge knew, moreover, that work
at the- null was just t he n slack ; no reason

beyond some unseen, personal grudge
could have inspired his employer's re-

proof.

Toward the end oi the next week
McKittredge put his pride in his pocket

and rode into town to see Mary [onnson.
lie thought her eyes, when she- came
toward him between the- green-velvet

chairs in Mrs. Wicks's parlor, were a

little- shadowed, and it came over him
with a sensation like- a physical tug at

his heart-Strings thai she had the sweet-

est smile- in the- world.

"Well," she said "well, Mac! I

thought you'd gone hack on mc Come
on outdoors. I don't fee I up to all these

poi 1 1 ait s to-night . I )o you ?"

McKittredge had meant to spend an

irreproachable evening beneath the cray-

on gaze ol foseph \\ u ks, but Ins reso-

lution melted. "Let's walk down to the

drug-store and ^< t something t<> drink,"

he suggested.
So tney walked clown to the- drug-

store, which was innocent enough; and.

afti i t hej left t he eh ug-store, w alked

out Main Street to its end and stood

on the bridge that, crossing the creek,

|i ads «'H i" t he w mills a procedure
winch in Glenwood's thousand eyes was
in it s< . inm >< ent l>\ half. 1 1 w as a l«>\ el)

night , stirred with a sout h w ind and

prodigal oi st ai s.

M( Kittredge told Marj Johnson of

Ins ludicrous en< ountei w it h M ahaffej

,

and told n lighi K , mi aning to nuke hei

laugh, but M ai \ fohnson did not laugh.

Hi ' M i s. W ii ks's brot hi i

," sin said,

snnpK .
"

I li.it "s t he answ < i . I )u!n't

\ Mu know that? Vnd Mrs. \\ u ks has a

nil i « h.i\ c n't \ ou evei not i< ed I oi na

M ahaffi \ round i h< post offii <

; w nh

whom you' vi n« \ i i even danced I Do
\

<

hi see, now!
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"I begin to see," said McKittredge,

slowly. He added, after a moment,
"Been bothering you any more?"
"No," said Mary Johnson; "not to

any extent. Don't let's talk about 'em."

She pushed the hair away from her eyes

with an odd little gesture of nervous-

ness.

"But T can't get it out of my mind,"
McKittredge told her, "this mixing up
of business with little, personal grudges.

What do they care whether I—we—

"

Mary Johnson would not let him fin-

ish. She broke in hurriedly, as if she

feared what he might be going to say:

"There's another pleasant little com-
plication. Old Mahaffey is president of

the school board."

"No!" said McKittredge, with a low
whistle of surprise.

u
Yes," said Mary Johnson. She

laughed briefly. The water flowed under
the bridge, and the stars flickered over it.

The night was not so dark but that

Mary Johnson could see the smooth
whiteness of McKittredge's face. She
laughed again and patted his coat-

sleeve with two chilly little fingers.

"Dr. Mabie resigned last week, and
Mahaffey succeeded him so, being as

we're already under suspicion, Mac,
suppose we don't stay on this perfectly

good bridge any longer, but go back and
sit on Mrs. Wicks' s front steps until it's

time for you to go. I've got my job to

consider
—

"

"Come on, then," said McKittredge,
grimly, but at the very last plank of the

bridge he stopped and caught her hands,

holding her still. "You don't admit
they're right? This seems the most
beautiful and most innocent thing in the

worId to me
"I think they're unpleasantly crazy,"

said Mary Johnson. She persisted,

"But I need my job."

"Mary," he said suddenly and a little

huskily, "I haven't been able to get you

* '
->W

V *

YOU CANT TRAIL ROUND AFTER A GAL AND DO VOIR WORK AT ONE N THE SAME TIME
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out of my head—all week. I—I can't

think about anything else. Have you

—

thought of me?"
"li is," said Mary Johnson, in a tired

little drawl. She tried to free her hands.

"Oh yes, Mac!"
"I love you," McKittredge heard

himself say in a voice he scarcely knew
for his own. He said it twice, then put
his arms around her and held her close,

and in the darkness found her mouth.
He felt her tears on his cheek as his lips

touched hers.

That was a very wonderful and beau-
tiful moment—the sort of moment that

does not come too often into any man's
life, and that leaves a trail of white fire

behind it; the sort of moment that sets

a man's feet in the straight and narrow
way toward the altar, no matter how
thick the primroses grow in the wider

path.

It was unfortunate that into that

moment came the comparatively quiet

wheels of Mr. Mahaffev's new Ford.

Mr. Mahaffev's new lamps shed an un-
expected radiance, and Mr. Mahaffey
crossing, the bridge, as requisitions de-
manded, at not more than ten miles an
hour, indubitably saw what he saw.

"I think we'll go back," said Mary
Johnson, coolly. "If you ask me to

marry you, now, Mac—I'll know you're

doing it because you think he saw us,

and I shall be very much hurt. If you
love me, you won't say another word
about it—to-night."

"All right," said McKittredge, grim-

ly; "but I'm going to stay at the hotel,

and I'll see you first thing in the morn-
ing.

Next morning he telephoned Mary
Johnson at eight o'clock and she refused

to see him.

''Yes," she said at once, "this is

Mary. ... I don't know. I'll know
to-night. Sorry—I've got to go on to

school now. Good-bv."
McKittredge inferred Mrs. Wicks in

the background, where indeed, to do her

'•
I FORBID HER I" SE1 FOOl IN IHAT SCHOOL-HOUSE AGAIN
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justice, she firmly stood. Aftei aboul

an hour he went on oul to the mill, in

default of any immediate help he could

offer Mary, and spent a restless day.

Mahaffey was nowhere visible.

That night, a little before dark,

McKittredge went into town and wenl

at once to Mrs. Wuks's cottage. 'I here

was a light in the parlor, and he heard, as

he went up the steps, voices a little

raised in an undoubted tension.

I [e flung Ins hat on a ( hair in tie- and
little hallway and entered tie; room.

Beside the center-table, with its pile

of gift-books, its photograph-album, and
its painted match-safe, stood Mary
Johnson. Hei cheeks were crimson and

hei eyes burned. Mrs. We ks had obvi-

ously just arisen from a chaii by the

fire-place, and Mr. Mahaffey still sat on
the green-velvet sofa. He looked stub-

bom, but faintl y uneasy.

'Good evening/* said McKittredge.
'Good evenm'," responded the older

man, disagreeably. " Hiought you

might be along after a while.

"Any reason that VOU know of why
I shouldn't?'* McKittredge demanded,
icily.

with no preparation at all, the stuffy

little room became a scene of battle.

"I dare say not," said Mr. Mahaffey.

"Now that tli' young lady's lost hei

jot.', f dare sa y not
."

"You forget," Mary Johnson re-

minded him instantly, 'that i re

signed

"I was on my way to fire you, after

a special meetm' of the hoard, called

this morning.
M rs. We ks pursed a full - lipped

mouth.
u

i l 's about ( ime to resign,"

she obsei ved, < i isply.

"However, seem' as it's only tWO
weeks to the close of school, you'll sta

and finish the term or you'll get no
salary lor tins month you understand

that, Miss Johnson!"
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"She'll do nothing <>l the kind!" said

McKittredge. He came forward till he

stood .it Mary [ohnson's side, facing the

green velvet sofa and its occupant, He
had gone white with ansei there is no

opponent like your disillusioned idealist

.nid his eyes were blazing. "
I forbid

li< i in set foot in th.it school house

.1^.111) '^ oil pit ll III set I >l ("III s, \ oil

th.it couldn't keep youi tongues quiel

aboul .1 defenseless girl! You low

minded Tools ih.it had to see evil where

none existed! You rotten gossips' N <>u

( o\\ .lids!"

" M .K !" (i led l\1 .ii V Johnson, in ;i

half-frightened whisper, but even then

.i t iny smile i witched .it net lips. I ier

Quixote had so proudly tacked on his

course.

"You're hud!" said Mahaffey, when
he could speak.

McKittredge laughed. H< had ;i sud-

den vision of the roads oi the world and

.ill the work that lay along them, r ait

mj; to be asked h>i

.

?'Much obliged, Mahaffey," he said,

very much as his fathei himseli might

have said it. "In I hat case I don't

have to ;o\ ( \on any not ice, d<> I r

Then he said to Mary Johnson, whose

shaking huh hand clutched tightly the

edge ol Mis. Wicks's photograph-album,
I he minister is waiting for us, Mary!"
Ahout two hours later they sat in a

day-coach on their tortuous w;iv to the

biggesi town, and McKittredge, whose
hand beneath the sheets of ;i folded

newspaper inclosed passionately the

hand of M;u\ Johnson McKittredge,
said, as coherently as so recem .i bride-

groom might

:

44

1 was ;i fool. I he count ry is squalid

and sordid and mean. Its t he cil \

i h.M 's alive and wondei ful."
44

No," said Mary Johnson McKit-
tredge, and it \\;is astounding what ;i

beauty she had blossomed into undei
the look in his ryes "no, it's it's just

.i difference in perspective, that's all.

People in the country see too much ol

one another not enough <>l the world
out side. I hey live too close.

McKittredge' s visionary look came
back. "City or country what's the

difference!" he said, softly. "I he whole

world has existed from the beginning ol

time iust to put you and me here, to-

gethei to nighl
!'

And, aftei ;i fashion of speaking, be-

spoke t he 1 1 ut h.

Faith

//> HORTENSE FLEXNER

II
(Hi this night <>l Still, white eold,

I i .in remembei M .i\

,

\ ( w green of tree and underbrush,

\ hillside on hard's mount ing Hush,

I ht st « in of ( .M i h and noon's blue hush

\ robin's iaunt \ way;

It on t Ins bit tt i night ol frost

,

I k iit » w such t hings can b<
,

I hat lo> ( l\ Ma) is l ru< \h ! well,

I shall h< Ik \ e I he tales men t< II,

\\ ond( is "i bliss and asphodi I

\nd initio >i i .ilit \

.
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V<>J'IIKkK IS hi aunanie
w^mp tradition in the Depart-

P ment of State," said

Secretary Blaine in a

letter to President I lar-

rison, in [892, "thai no
one is removed from its

service without being appointed to an-

other place, if nothing morally or per-

sonally offensive- is attributed to him.

. . . The department has always been

distinguished for the long tenure, the

marked ability and faithfulness of its

clerical force. It had tins characteristic

before the- Civil Service rules were insti-

tuted. In fact, from the first Secretary

of State, Mr. Jefferson, to this hour, the

appointees of the Department have been

rigidly maintained in their places during
good behavior."

The occasion for Mr. Blaine's obser-

vations was a recommendation he had
made that one of the chiefs of bureau in

his department should be appointed a

consul abroad. Me had not himself,

however, always followed amiable tradi-

tions with respect to public office, but,

being a militant politician, had accepted
the tradition that offices were the spoils

of party warfare; and, even as Secretary

of State, he made no effort to discon-

tinue the practice of using the diplomatic
and consular service as an invalid camp
for lame politicians. When it came to the

management of the State Department
itself, however, he drew a line at the

entrance and required that domestic
politics should remain on the outside
while merit should have free entrance,

lie dismissed no one except for miscon-
duct; he selected his assistants because
of their knowledge of international af-

fairs or their special aptitude for the
work of the department; he called in as

advisers several international lawyers
who were Democrats.

Doubtless, this course was congenial
to his higher nature; but he followed it

also because it was the only safe way to

conduct t he foreign affairs of t he nat ion
;

for a man who may be willing to tiy

experiments and take chances when he is

engaged in domestic political warfare

will hesitate before- he takes risks when
his antagonist is a foreign government,
and the consequences of any blunders
on his pari may be destruction, not to

the political party of which he is a mem-
ber, but to the- nation of which he- is a

citizen. Experience, precedent, and
training arc- the- guides which, it is sup-

posed, will keep foreign relations in the

safe- path; and our State Department
is SO wedded to the m thai people in the-

other departments humorously describe

it as a place; of dignified repose where
moss and cobwebs gather, as an asylum
foi the- aged and infirm, as a jail in which
ycMing men are: locked Up and not shown
to the: public until they are: white

headed, and se> forth. You can hear

similar jokes leveled against the- foreign

offices in other countries, however.
When nations deal with one- another,

they stand e>n strict ceremony and are

tenacious of forms. I hey ;iic quick to

take: offense, se> no nat ion dares to in-

augurate- reforms in international inter-

course. When a nation is on friendly

terms with the; rest of the: world the

effort of the foreign office is to keep it so.

Mistakes are; abhorrent to foreign offices,

and safety is believed to follow conserva-

tism. A few human instances of the

conservatism of our State Department
will illustrate .

in [899 there died in Washington an
e>ld gentleman named George Bartle,

who had been employed in the State

Department for more than fifty years

an<i had been the actual keepei of the

great seal of the United States foi nearly

the; whole of that time;, lie; had begun

his service as a messenger in the; deparl

ment, and had been appointed a clerk,

in 1852, by Daniel Webster. lie: was
the friend and admirer of Mr. Webster,

often dined with him, loaned him money
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(which he returned), and exchanged
pocket-knives with him. No one now
hears any one speak of a public man in

the tone of deep reverence which Mr.
Bartle used when he began a sentence

with, "Mr. Webster once told me," and
what Mr. Webster had once told him he
never forgot and often repeated. From
prolonged mental contemplation of the

great man he came to look like him.

His heavy eyebrows, sober mouth, and
rugged, handsome features suggested

Webster's impressive countenance, and
his courtly, stately manners were such

as we associate in our minds with the

great men of the past. Mr. Bartle was
the chief of what was known in his day
as the Bureau of Commissions and Par-

dons. It was his duty to write out and
record commissions to office, nomina-
tions to the Senate, and similar docu-

ments, and to affix the great seal to those

august executive acts which are not valid

until this mark of supreme authority

has been impressed upon them.

When a document was brought to him
to have the seal put on it he always went
about the work with deliberation. First,

he would paste a white wafer upon the

documentin preciselytherightspot; then

he would place precisely the right spot

over thematrixof thedieof theseal; then,

holding the document securely in place

with his left hand, with his right he would
give a vigorous swing to the heavy steel

bar with a ball at either end which lowers

tin upper face of the seal. As the two
faces of the die met with the paper

between them there would In- a subdued
thud, and then, with an air of quiet

triumph, Mr. Bartle would draw forth

a completed proclamation, or a Utter to

a king, or a treaty, the supreme law i^(

the land. The wags in tin- Department
used to say that there was a music-box
hidden in the seal-press, and that it

played "Hail, Columbia!" when Mr.

Bartle operated the seal. He always
affixed it in the same way; he always did

everything in the same way that he had
done it before; he never made mistakes.

Everything that he did he did carefully;

he compared and verified his work so

that when it left his hands you could

stake your life upon its being correct.

IK was the soul of integrity and discre-

tion. No one outside of the depart-

ment ever dared to ask him a question
about the department's business; no
state secret ever leaked through him;
no one ever doubted his perfect loyalty.

One of Mr. Bartle's contemporaries in

the department was the translator,

Henry Livingston Thomas. He sur-

vived Bartle by four years, dying in

1903; but he had entered the depart-
ment twenty years after Bartle. He was
a scholar of rare attainments and knew
foreign languages as a scholar, for he
could write and speak them as well as

translate. He was appointed in the
department by Hamilton Fish, and, like

him, was of Revolutionary descent and
a member of the Society of the Cincin-
nati. His learning, however, came from
the cultivation of his natural tastes, and
I do not believe that he had ever been to

college, although at one time he had
been a school-teacher. Except for a

brief visit to the West Indies, he had
never heard foreign languages spoken in

foreign lands, yet he knew nearly all

languages ancient and modern. He
was a Hebrew scholar, and once wrote
an official letter in that language which
John Hay signed. It was printed in a

Hebrew newspaper, and many people

were astonished at the learning of the

Secretary of State. He had a knowledge
of Arabic; he testified in court in a

criminal trial as an expert in modern
Greek. On one occasion he insisted that

the wording of a draft of a treaty which
a Latin-American envoy had written

should be changed. The envoy had a

literary reputation and was enraged

that any one should impeach his Span-

ish; but, after reflection, he admitted

that Mr. Thomas was right. Secretary

Prelinghuysen once remarked to

Thomas, "You may know more Spanish

than 1 do, Mr. Thomas, but I can beat

you at Latin and Greek"; but the

secretary flattered himself. He could

quote his Homer and Horace, doubtless,

but Thomas knew Latin and Greek as

well as he knew modern (week and

Spanish, and had capped latin verses

with Gildersleeve himself. He was a

book-lover, and bought a meat many
rare grammars and books in strange lan-

guages; and. as the books accumulated

about him, they brought dust which

accumulated upon him. There were
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people employed to sweep his office, but,

after his wife died, it was nobody's busi-

ness to sweep that of Mr. Thomas.
Nevertheless, he had a gentle, attractive

personality, and his manners, like Mr.
Bartle's, were those of the old school. He
had a soft voice and a pleasing way of

speaking English with deliberate correct-

ness, as if it were a foreign language which

he had learned thoroughly. He had a full

sense of the responsibility of his office;

and it was a responsible office, for upon
the true translation of a word or phrase

in a treaty or a note from a foreign

government may depend weighty mat-
ters. There is still pending a dispute

with Turkey over the correct translation

of an article in the treaty made with

that country by the United States in

1830, and upon the translation depends
the question of whether or not Amer-
icans charged with offenses committed
in Turkey shall be tried by Turkish
courts or American consuls.

Bartle and Thomas are dead, but
there are still Bartles and Thomases in

the State Department, and, for that
matter, in foreign offices generally

throughout the world. At the same time,

all countries consider that the most im-
portant of the government departments
is that which has control of their foreign

relations, because the very existence of

the State may depend upon its foreign

relations, and self-preservation is the
first law of nations as it is of nature.

As precedent plays such an important
part in the conduct of the State Depart-
ment, it is a matter of interest to know
how it was started on its career and how
the precedents began. The first Secre-
tary for Foreign Affairs was Robert R.
Livingston, of New York, a statesman
and jurist who ranked high among the
giants who ruled the Continental Con-
gress and carried the country through
the Revolution. He created the depart-
ment in the face of difficulties which
would have driven a less courageous
man away from his work, for in the
Congress there was a general fear of
government and a general disinclination
to depute any governmental powers.
So the executive departments which
were created were kept in leading-
strings, and were not allowed to go be-
yond reaching - distance of Congress,
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their mother and master. The Depart-
ment of Foreign Affairs was created in

1781, and Livingston was put at the

head of it. He resigned in June, 1783,
and the department was suspended un-
til John Jay was made the Secretary
in September, 1784. Since then it has
had a continuous existence, having been
expanded into the Department of State
in 1789. Livingston had charge under
Congress of the conduct of the country's
foreign affairs; he gave advice and in-

formation to Congress; he was the medi-
um for instructing our ministers abroad
and of communicating with the French
minister in this country; he had an
office with assistants and clerks, and
systematically organized an executive

department. Let the editor of the Diplo-

matic Correspondence of the American
Revolution, Dr. Francis Wharton, de-

scribe the father of the State Depart-
ment.

"Livingston," he says, "though a

much younger man than Franklin, pos-

sessed in his dispassionateness and his

many-sidedness not a few of Franklin's

characteristics. From his prior admin-
istrative experience as royalist recorder

of New York he had at least some ac-

quaintance with practical government
in America; his thorough studies as

scholar and jurist gave him a knowl-
edge of administrative politics in other

spheres. As Secretary of Foreign Affairs

in 1 781-1783, he did more than any one

in the home government in shaping its

foreign policy. But the system he indi-

cated was, . . . not the ''militia' system
of unsophisticated impulse, but that

which the law of nations had at the time

sanctioned as the best mode of conduct-

ing international affairs. His course as

secretary was based on the law of

nations as thus understood by him."

So experience was regarded as impor-

tant in the administration of our foreign

affairs from the very beginning, and
Livingston, although he once spoke dis-

paragingly of the ''pedantic compilers"

who made books on international law,

was well versed in that science. In this

respect, however, he was no better

equipped than Jay, Jefferson, and Ed-
mund Randolph, who were his contem-
poraries in the Continental Congress,

and each of whom succeeded him at the
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head of the Department of Foreign

Affairs and the Department of State.

The early history of the department is a

record made by professional men.
How the Department of Foreign Af-

fairs under the Continental Congress
and the Articles of Confederation gradu-

ated into the Department of State under
the Constitution is the story of an after-

thought. The Constitution having been
ratified and George Washington elected

to be the President, the first Congress
had the duty of erecting the machinery
by which the new government could be

administered. The executive depart-

ments under the old government must
be expanded and recreated. Accord-
ingly, James Madison, who was the

leader of the House of Representatives,

brought in a preliminary resolution to

the effect that bills should be introduced

providing for Departments of the Treas-

ury, of War, and of Foreign Affairs.

This was agreed to, and on July 27,

1789, the act was signed creating the

Department of Foreign Affairs. Before

the bill had passed, however, another

problem of government had arisen which

had no connection with foreign affairs,

finance, or the military establishment.

Who was to be the custodian of the great

seal? Who was to promulgate the laws?

Who was to keep the records of the old

government? The Secretary of Congress,

Charles Thomson, had kept the seal and
published the laws under the old govern-

ment; he had been in some sort the

secretary of state; but the new Congress
had two coequal chambers and had no
general secretary. Furthermore, the

seal was not a legislative mark; it was

not impressed upon laws, but upon com-
missions, proclamations, ami other ex-

ecutive acts. Besides, the new President

was actually in possession of the seal and

the records of tin old government, for

Thomson had turned them over to him
when the old government ceased to

exist. 1 homson, being a private citizen,

could not keep them himself, and there

w as nobody but tin- new 1\ 1 Ken d Presi-

dent to whom he could transfer them.

Upon examining the subject, it seemed
t<> the Congress that the promulgation of

th< laws was tin- rust step in their execu-

tion and was accordingly an executive

act. So a committer of Congress recom-

mended, as the simplest way of meeting
the necessities, that the Secretary for

Foreign Affairs should become the
keeper of the seal and should publish the
laws. But these were not the functions of
a foreign office; they were the functions
of a Department of State; so a bill was
drawn up changing the name of the
Department of Foreign Affairs to the

Department of State. It had the unpre-
tentious title of "An Act to provide for

the safe keeping of the Acts, Records
and the Seal of the United States and
for other purposes." It required the
Secretary of State to be the custodian
of the laws of the United States and of

the great seal, but he must not affix the

seal to any document until it had been
signed by the President. This law was
approved September 15, 1789, and the

Department of Foreign Affairs passed

out of existence after a life of fifty days.

It never had an official head; but John
Jay, the Secretary of Foreign Affairs

under the Continental Congress, had
administered its affairs without formal

designation. Soon Jay was made the

Chief Justice, and Jefferson, returning

from his mission to France, became the

first Secretary of State. He held the

office for three years only, and quick

rotation in it has been the rule. In the

one hundred and thirty-five years of its

existence only four men have held it for

more than seven years, and not one for

more than eight years. For example.

President Washington, in eight years of

service, had three Secretaries of State;

John Adams in four years had two;

Madison had two; Jackson had four;

and McKinley had three. Secretaries of

State come and go in rapid succession,

while the personnel of the regular staff

of the department changes little; and

the lower officials are changed seldom

because the highest official is changed
often. Rarely does a man assume the

office of secretary who has had experi-

ence in the department Itself, and rarely

does he remain long enough to become
familiar with all tin- ramifications of the

department's work. He is dependent

upon his subordinates, and In- would not

fill safe if he changed them. Before he

has gained tin- knowledge which would

enable him to make changes in his staff

intelligently he resigns himself. And
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here I must mention one of these trained

men, who was in a position of authority

for so many years that he came to be

the State Department personified.

William Hunter was a greater man
than George Bartle or Henry Livingston

Thomas, ofwhom I have already spoken,

for he had more knowledge and more
authority. He was the son of a Senator

from Rhode Island, and had always en-

joved cultivated surroundings. Because

of defective eyesight he left West Point

before he graduated and was obliged to

abandon his ambition to be an army
officer. After he had studied law, he

entered the State Department as a clerk

in 1829, when he was twenty-four years

old. Andrew Jackson was then the

President and Martin Van Buren the

Secretary of State. He died in 1886,

when the President was Grover Cleve-

land and the Secretary of State was
Thomas F. Bayard. He was then eighty-

one years old and still in the service,

having held office for fifty-seven years.

In 1833 he became a chief of bureau in

the Department, and in 1852 Daniel
Webster made him the chief clerk, a

position which then corresponded with

an assistant secretaryship. In 1866
Congress created for him the office of

Second Assistant Secretary, and he filled

it until his death. In all the years that
followed after he became a chief of

bureau no important action affecting our
foreign affairs was taken that he was
not a part of. Nearly every note, in-

struction, and treaty which came from
the State Department passed through
his hands, and many of them he himself
wrote. As must happen in the case of

an under official, his fame was swallowed
up by the institution of which he was a

part. He wrote state papers which
other men signed; he suggested policies

which other men adopted. Only the
inner circle knew when William Hunter
had made the treaty or written the state

paper which caused a stir in the world.
He was a modest man and loved his

work for its own sake. He was a man
of learning; he had prodigious powers of
memory, and his industry was inde-
fatigable. His temperament was genial,

and he was fond of gathering his brother-
officials about him of an evening for a

game of cards. He knew everybody in

the department, which, however, was
not a difficult thing to do, for before he
died all of them had come into the ser-

vice after him. He served under twenty-
eight successive Secretaries of State, and
was the trusted adviser of each one.

He knew more about the foreign affairs

of the government than any man alive.

When he died, Alvey Augustus Adee,
the present incumbent, succeeded him.
Thus the office of Second Assistant Sec-

retary of State has been held by only
two men, and, counting from the time
that Hunter became a chief of bureau,

the combined years of their service in

authority is eighty-seven. In a less de-

gree the tenure of the chiefs of bureau
also is stable, and the main volume of

business is carried on by the bureaus.

Not one of the seven chiefs of bureau
now in office has been in the department
for less than twelve years; one has been
there for forty-six years; another, for

more than thirty years.

The average man knows little about
the State Department, but his ignorance

is not so reprehensible if we look at the

matter from his point of view. He never
deals with the department himself, and,

unless he lives at a seaport where there

is direct foreign intercourse, he sees

nothing to remind him of American in-

terests abroad. He takes the executive

government at Washington for granted

and does not concern himself with the

question of how it operates. Yet the

regular business of the State Depart-
ment is extensive and important. I

make no apology for telling what a few

of the duties are.

It manages the consular service, and
the map of the world is dotted with

American consuls. The service num-
bers more than twelve hundred people

—two hundred and eighty-nine prin-

cipal officers, three times as many vice-

consuls and consular agents, besides

clerks, consular assistants, interpreters,

and student interpreters. The American
consular service is the largest in the

world and second to none in efficiency.

Before the reform measures of 1906 put

it upon a permanent merit basis it

was an inferior service. There were a

few men of a high order of ability in it,

but the average was low, for the consuls

were appointed at the instance of poli-
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ticians, and politicians chose their

friends and henchmen. The State De-
partment used to try to train them, but

they were dismissed before they were
trained, and some of them were not
trainable. Happily, these conditions

have passed; now active young men are

selected for the consular service after

they have passed a severe examination;
the tenure of office is reasonably certain,

and promotions come if the record is

good. It is not an easy thing to be a

good consul. The responsibilities are

heavy and the duties are multifarious.

The State Department has prescribed

the regulations which govern the con-

suls and has printed them in a hand-
book which is divided into some three

thousand paragraphs. Some of these

paragraphs apply to all consuls, and all of

them apply to someconsuls. When a con-

sul blunders, or is ignorant or negligent,

the State Department corrects him,

teaches him, or reprimands him. Some-
times it recalls him, for there are many
temptations in a consul's path, and occa-

sionally one stumbles and falls. The cor-

respondence with the consuls is large in

volume and varied in character. It em-
braces every subject imaginable, from a

consul's personal debts to the system of

drainage used in his district. To manage
the service requires a wide range of

knowledge. There is a consul at Sanda-
kan. North Borneo, not far from the

country of the cannibals, and one at

Niagara Falls, in Canada, not a day's

journey from New York; at I i ai put, in

Ainu nia, where Turkish massacres of

Christians take place, and at the virtu-

ous old city of Ghent; at Zanzibar,

which is the market for elephant tusks

ami rhinoceros horns, and at Cologne,

where the Farina family distils the per-

fumed waters; at Nice, when feay enter-

tainments are the order of the hour, and

at Guadeloupe, where the only invita-

tion^ the consul receives an- to funerals.

i \ w In re in the world there are

Americans and American Interests, and

everywhere there are consuls to prot

them, acting under the supervision of

th< Stat< 1 )( partment.
The management of the diplomatic

service is not so varied a task as the

managemi nt of the consuls, for there are

only about two hundred American diplo-

mats, and they are concentrated at the
capitals. Moreover, their duties are not
so diverse as those of the consuls, al-

though at times they are of greater im-
portance. In normal times—if times
ever are normal—diplomatic agents can
lead agreeable lives. Of course, the
State Department is always watching
them, as it also watches the consuls, and
it criticizes them without regard to their

feelings. It lies in wait for blunders,
and pounces upon them, and, as a con-
sequence, a diplomat or consul who has
not got a grievance against his home gov-
ernment is a rarity. Our diplomatic ser-

vice is not as excellent as our consular
service. Secretaries of Embassy and Le-
gation are appointed, as the consuls are,

after a hard examination; but they can-

not expect promotion beyond the lower
grades, so the best talent does not seek

admission to a career which offers poor
prospects of advancement. It is not
strange, therefore, that some of the

young men wTho do seek it are of the class

who accept Edmond About's definition

of diplomacy and think it is "the art

of tying one's cravat." They are rich

men's sons or the husbands of rich

women; they are men of the parlor.and
not of the office. It is true that they are

conscientious and trustworthy, and in

certain branches of a diplomat's duties

they are useful, but they are not the

material out of which to build a good
diplomatic service. Our system of selec-

tion is bad, both in the lower and the

upper branches of the service, but this

is not the place to discuss the question,

for this article is on the State Depart-

ment and not on the diplomatic service.

As the cravat-tying duties of a diplo-

mat are a necessary part of his lite, the

State Department, in order to instruct

him, must go from subjects which are

grave to subjects which are gay. There
is a vast amount of correspondence in

its archives dealing with the question of

whether our representatives should wear

pantaloons or breeches when they go to

visit a queen; and one of our great

Secret. ines of State. William L. Ma ivy,

was described in his day as a furious

tailor, brandishing a pair of open-jaw ed

she.us with which he savagely snipped

the gold lace off the clothes of our min-

isters and their attaches. Yet these
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things, which appear to us so trivial,

may take on an important phase, for

foreign governments are displeased when
the representatives of other governments

do not conform to their established cus-

toms. The State Department tries to

keep its agents from blundering in minor
matters as well as in matters of higher

concern, and must consider the trivial

questions seriously. Generally it has

some official on its staff who likes them
and makes them his specialty. It is

when greater questions are up, however,

such as treaties defining personal and
property rights, or for the extradition

of criminals, or for reciprocal trade

facilities, or for the arbitration of

disagreements with nations, that the

best talent in the department puts forth

its best efforts. In dealing with one of

these questions the whole department
participates. There may enter into it

reports from both ministers and consuls,

opinions from the law-officers of the

department, memoranda or reports from
each of its bureaus, all centering in the

office of the official who has immediate
charge of the question under considera-

tion. The state papers which issue from
the department, in consequence, may
have been written by one man or by
several men, but in their composition
many have had a part.

When* a state paper takes the form of

a note to a foreign power through an
American ambassador or minister he
may be allowed to embody it in a note of

his own, but the tendency is to restrict

his action more and more. Formerly,
he was allowed often to interpret his

government's instructions, but in latter

days he is expected merely to repeat
them. He deviates from his instructions

at his peril, and, if he blunders, his career

may terminate suddenly and without
honor, for the State Department has no
compassion. If the State Department
itself conducts the negotiations with the
foreign representative in Washington,
it must take the blame or credit for the
outcome from public opinion.

In no capital are there as many foreign
diplomats as there are in Washington.
This is because all the Latin-American
states, as well as European and Asiatic,
have embassies or legations in this coun-
try, and some of them do not maintain

full missions elsewhere. Not all of these

foreign representatives are kept busy
by their regular duties, however, but
they communicate with the State De-
partment whenever an opportunity of-

fers, and sometimes they create the
opportunity. Their notes must be
treated with punctilious consideration
without reference to the importance of
the contents. One note may be only a

request for an order to admit free of
duty at a custom-house a basket: of

champagne, and another may inclose

the draft of a treaty, but the State
Department must attend to the cham-
pagne as well as the treaty, otherwise it

will irritate the representative of a

friendly nation.

But all of these are the duties of a

foreign office, and we are discussing a

Department of State which has domestic
functions also. When it began opera-

tions Thomas Jefferson said it embraced
"the whole domestic administration

(war and finance excepted). " At that

time it had jurisdiction over territorial

affairs and also managed the mint of the

United States. It was the Attorney-
General's office, and received reports

from federal judges, attorneys, and
marshals. It issued patents, took the

census, registered copyrights, prescribed

the rules for weights and measures. All

of these and several lesser functions were
taken over by other departments, espe-

cially by the Department of the Interior

when it was formed in 1849, and by the

Department of Justice, which was cre-

ated in 1870. The domestic duties which
remain with it will always be a part of

its functions. Perhaps the most im-

portant of these is the supervision every

four years of the election of the President

and Vice-President of the United States.

The electors who register the voice of

the people, which has already been ex-

pressed at the general election, meet in

their states and cast their votes; the

governors of the states send the votes to

the Secretary of State; the Secretary of

State publishes them in a newspaper in

Washington and sends certified copies of

them to the President of the Senate

and the Speaker of the House of Repre-

sentatives. If any governor neglects to

send the vote of the electors in his state

—and this neglect sometimes occurs

—
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the Secretary of State sends a messenger

to get the vote. If one who is elected

to be President or Vice-President de-

clines to accept the office, he must notify

the Secretary of State of his, refusal,

but thus far no one has declined.

If the President or Vice-President re-

signs, he must send his resignation to the

Secretary of State. No President has
ever resigned, but in 1832 John C.

Calhoun resigned as Vice-President,

sending his resignation to Edward Liv-

ingston, the Secretary of State. In the

event of the death of both the President

and the Vice-President it is the duty of

the Secretary of State to call on the

states to choose electors to fill the vacan-
cies in two months' time.

The Secretary of State has charge of

amendments to the Constitution after

Congress has proposed them. He sends

them to the states, receives their ratifi-

cations or rejections, and when a suffi-

cient number of states have ratified

proclaims the fact.

He receives and promulgates the laws,

and is custodian of the original laws.

Formerly he used to publish them as

they were approved in two newspapers
in each state, but in the course of time
they became too numerous to permit of

this form of publication, and now they
are printed by the Secretary of State,

and distributed to the states by him,
and gathered together and published by
him at the close of each Congress under
the title of "The Statutes at Large." He
is the custodian of the two fundamental
laws of the United States upon which
hang all the law and the prophets—the

Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution of the United States.

The State Department is the most
important and dignified of all the execu-
tive offices next to the Presidency, and
tlu Secretary of State is the premier, so

the office has attracted to it public nun
who havt shaped the destiny of the

country. Webster, Clay, and Calhoun,
the great triumvirate who dominated
our polities from the tune of the \\ ar of

[812 until the decade immediately pre-

ceding the Civil War, each served for a

time as Secretary of State. So did that

other triumvirate, Jefferson, Madison,
and Monroe, who administered the

1

government in the beginning of the
last century and passed the Presidency
on from one to the other, so that it re-

mained in their hands for twenty-four
years. On three successive occasions the
Secretary of State stepped directly into

the President's chair, and six of the
Presidents served as Secretaries of State

in the course of their careers. Several
great lawyers who were also statesmen
have held the office—John Marshall,
Edward Livingston, Marcy, and Black;
and, if I may name men who are still

alive, Olney and Root. Some of the men
who have been Secretaries of State we
do not think of chiefly in connection
with the office; they gained their re-

nown in other and more popular fields;

but to a few it was the chief mark of their

fame. Hamilton Fish, John W. Foster,

and John Hay performed no other public

service that is so well remembered as

their service at the head of the State

Department. The list of secretaries con-

tains the names of a few men who also

had military titles, but of none who were
famous soldiers. Our Presidents who
were also Secretaries of State did not

rise to the greater office through the

lesser, but by other and more conspicu-

ous service to the public. On the other

hand, instances can be pointed out of

men who enjoyed public favor when
they took the office of Secretary of State

and lost it in consequence of their

conduct of the office. The public

attitude toward the office is extremely

critical.

The State Department has no con-

stituency; it does not touch the people

directly as the departments of Agri-

culture, Treasury, and Post-Office do.

To the body of the people it is a distant,

formal place, which does not invite in-

timate acquaintance. Nine-tenths of the

secretary's official acts are actually per-

formed by his subordinates. Over the

broad question of policy, however, the

control is his—always under the Presi-

dent. Nevertheless, subordinate as they

may be, ambitious, intellectual men like

the office; and there is hardly an

instance in our history of a man who has

presided over the Department of State

who has not retained delightful memo-
ries of the service.



The Soldier Man
BY MARY E. WILKIN$ FREEMAN

WO men sat at the

study windows of the

one large, pretentious

house on the main
street. One was lawyer

Jennings; the other,

Dr. Wayne. They had
been talking; now they sat gazing out

of the windows at Henry Ludd. A little

farther up the street was a small house

painted green; at the right were rows of

hothouses glistening in the sun with
great patches of blinding light. In and
out of the hothouses dashed Henry Ludd.
He carried flower- pots and garden
utensils, moving always with such in-

tensity of velocity that it was fairly

startling.

"That man is a psychological prob-

lem," said Wayne. "Theoretically he
is not strong enough to do a day's work
at the rate he is working now, but he
does the work of ten men. He lacks

physical strength, but he never gives in.

No wonder they call him the Soldier

Man. Sometimes it seems to me as if

he were wound up to go a certain length

of time like a mechanical toy-soldier

and nothing on earth can stop him. He
can't even stop himself."

"He does go like a soldier," Jennings
returned. "He holds himself like one,

walks as if he were drilling, and runs on
the double-quick. They tell me he has
had a hard life."

Jennings had lived in the village only
a few years. Wayne and Henry Ludd
had lived there all their lives.

"He has had nothing but a hard life

from the time he drew his first breath,"
said Wayne. "He inclines one to be-
lieve in births under adverse stars. No
use going over it all. The disasters

would sound petty, but they were cata-

clysms to him. Henry's father came of
an overwrought strain—as complex a

network of intermarriages as if he had
sprung from a royal dynasty. He died
under forty, simply not enough strength

to live. Henry's mother is of another
type. Her race has for generations been
possessed of an exceptional vitality of
body and an abnormal vitality of mind,
which has, in individual cases, amounted
to menace. Sophia Ludd was a Jen-
nings, and for two generations the Jen-
ningses have been terrors. Sophia is one
of the queerest of them. She seems
to be a good woman, one that completely
outdoes the wicked women in pure
cussedness. She has kept all the Com-
mandments to do them all the days of

her life and tempted most people who
have come within a stone's-throw of her
to break them. Henry adores her.

There he goes now, in to dinner. I

don't believe he will eat enough to keep
him alive. He gets thinner and thinner,

but he must have a strong strain in him.

He keeps on his little war-path."
"He is coming out again and going to

the hothouse," said Jennings.
"He must have forgotten the flower

for his mother. The poor devil is cursed

with sentimentality with all the rest;

always puts a fresh flower beside his

mother's plate every meal. My house-

keeper had it from Mrs. Jordan—the

cousin who lives there."

"Yes, there he comes with a daffodil,

"

said Jennings.

The men watched Henry dash into

the house, bearing the long-stemmed
golden flower.

Henry stopped in the kitchen to wash
his hands and face at the sink. Lizzie

Jordan; his father's second cousin, who
lived with the Ludds, was taking some
steaming vegetables from the stove.

She cast a glance at the flower which
Henry had laid carefully on the table

while he was washing. She was an

elderly woman, with a long, pale face

which took on an expression of extreme

scorn and impatience. She sniffed deli-

cately with thin nostrils.

When Henry turned, after wiping his

dripping face on the roller-towel, she
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THE SOLDIER MAN 529

Didn't think I was talkin' to the tea-

kettle, did you?"
Sophia looked dazed. She was slightly

deaf, and that made her less confident.

She shook her head and rustled away.
Sophia, old woman, very old woman
though she was, had never capitulated

to black raiment. She wore a gown of

thin wool, bright blue in color, sprinkled

with little crimson roses. It was an

ancient fabric, but still in fair condition.

The nice, white ruche at the throat was
fastened by a large hair-brooch, set

askew. There was always one askew
note about Sophia. Her hair had never
turned gray. It was auburn and smooth-
ly crimped, and laid over her ears, fast-

ened by a carved comb in the back.

Her face was triumphantly beautiful,

with a strange stateliness of beauty.

Her skin was thick but very clear, and
rose-tinged on the cheeks; her eyes were
very large, dark, and clear. Her mouth
was set in a smile which was unswerving.
Sophia had smiled through life. It was
a mask-smile, but few realized that.

They said Mrs. Ludd always looked so

serene and pleasant. The constant smile

had produced some hard lines around
her mouth, but the firmness of her skin

modified them. She was very erect,

although she carried herself with a slight

stiffness. She seated herself beside a

front window and folded her hands in

her lap. They were smooth and white
and showed no prominent veins. Sophia
kept glancing at them. She was proud
of her hands, which were not the hands
of an old woman. Sophia used no
beauty devices to preserve her youth,
but she fought age with a steady, for-

bidding front of mind. Her one con-
cession was in the matter of idleness.

She was perfectly aware that physical
ravages of years could no longer be held
in check, should she attempt to perform
the tasks of youth or middle-age. She
therefore sat quite still during the great-
er part of her days.
Henry passed the window, rake in

hand. He glanced up at his mother,
half worshipfully, half anxiously. His
mind was still on the asparagus. Sophia
understood quite well what the look
signified. She looked back at him with
her unvarying smile.

Not long afterward she heard Lizzie
Vol. CXXXIII.—No. 796.-67

go out. The kitchen door always banged.
She knew she was taking the dinner
scraps to feed the chickens. Sophia
rose, stole stealthily out to the pantry.
She found her custard-pie and devoured
it greedily. She then washed the plate
at the kitchen sink and returned to her
station at the window. The woman was
in reality a queer character. Beyond an
unswerving concern for her own welfare
and pride in her own personality, she
might hardly be said to exist. She never
read; she never used her fingers for light

feminine tasks. It seemed doubtful if

she even thought, but she commanded
from her son adoration, love, and the
utmost sacrifice. She must have been
aware of that, though it apparently
afforded her no satisfaction. Henry,
and his father before him, had always
stepped and spoken as she wished. She
wa^ an unopposed creature, absolute in

her petty place. She was primeval in

her simplicity of self-interest. Henry
years ago had fallen in love with Adela
Dyce. Then Sophia had shown the
subtlety which usually accompanies in-

tense self-esteem. She had not made
the least opposition. She had invited
Adela to the house; she had talked
about her as a daughter; she had made
much of the girl; and Adela a few months
later had told Henry flatly that she
would never marry him unless he could
furnish a separate establishment—that
she refused to live with his mother.
Poor Henry Ludd had been overcome.
When he had asked faintly if his mother
had not treated Adela well, the girl had
replied, dryly, "Well enough, but
won't live with her."

The engagement was broken. Henry
could not afford the separate establish-

ment and would not in any case have
left his mother. Sophia had had her
own way. Adela had not married. She
was a music-teacher, and flitted about
the village with a music-roll, prettily

dressed and alert. Henry often met her,

and she greeted him, but hurriedly.

It was as if Adela feared lest Henry
should renew his wooing. Nothing could

have been further from his thoughts.

He still loved her, but he had renounced
her. When he heard of some other man
paying her attention, he felt even a sad

delight. He thought it hard that she
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should not be married and have her own
home, hut spend her life teaching music

to other people's children. Henry had
at first suffered at the collapse of his

love-dream. Now he suffered no longer.

Adela had become to him as a sweet

passed day of youth.

He wondered still concerning her atti-

tude toward his mother. He had ex-

pressed that wonder to Lizzie Jordan at

the time the engagement was broken.
" Don't ever speak of it, Lizzie," he

had said, "for it would break poor
mother's heart, but Adela thought she

couldn't live with mother. Mother was
as nice and loving to her as could be,

too. I don't understand it."

"Yes, it does seem strange," assented

Lizzie.

When Henry then had gone out, Liz-

zie, who was a rather young widow, her

husband having just died, shook 'her

thin hst at the parlor where Sophia sat.

"Live with you and married to your
son!" said she. "Lord! I'd as soon

marry the old Harry himself and live

with his mother!"
As the years went by many people

who had blamed Adela Dyce for her

attitude toward Sophia and her treat-

ment of Henry gradually took another

view. In some way Sophia had been at

leas* partly found out. Lizzie Jordan

had perhaps dropped a few hints. Peo-

ple began to say that Adela had shown
sense in not marrying Henry and going

to live with his mother. She was still

pretty and popular. She sang in the

church choir. Sunday after Sunday
Henry heard Adela's clear soprano soar-

ing in tin- lilt of sacred song. He heard

it peacefully. (; ..illy he glanced

at her, seated before them all in her

Sunday bravery, and there was peace

and courage in his lock. It would have
torn his heart had Adela looked sad and

old and ill-kempt, as if she had ceased

to value herself. He was glad that she

prosperous. IK- had a curious

pride in her which his mother never

offended.
- >hi : 5< d •

I her; w hi n she

did, -it w as with praise ami a sympathetic

und n " She is a real

art girl." d one day when she

had watched Adela trip past the house

in her pretr suit, with rost s nod-

ding on her hat. "I suppose a lot of
girls like her that can earn money do
hate to marry and settle down to house-
work, and they may back out and hurt
feelings without realizing what they're
doing."

"Guess you are right, mother," said

Henry.
When he went out in the kitchen and

saw Lizzie over the cook-stove with her
face flushed, he tried to feel glad that
she was not Adela. He thought how
sweet his mother was, how kind and un-
derstanding. He returned, with no re-

pining, to his back-breaking labor.

Gradually the epithet "Soldier Man"
was fastened upon him. It may have
been from his almost painful erectness

of carriage, as if he would disavow all

the burdens of his life and keep in step

with the rank and file of the successful

who had lived to see the fulfilment of

their hopes of youth; it may have been
from his speed of movement which sug-

gested attack upon labor itself with a

stern purpose of conquest; it may have
been for some- subtler reason in the

character of the man which people recog-

nized but could not specify. It is cer-

tain that, laboring year in and out with-

out the personal benefit which a man
has a right to expect from his toil, he

labored like one under marching orders,

which were not for him to disregard or

question, but to obey with his cheerful

might. He charged the fertile ground

with seeds. His flowers and vegetables,

standing in brave order of lite, might

have been a host which he commanded,
not for self, but for something beyond

his humble outlook.

Henrv unquestionably derived much
pleasure from his brilliant flower-beds

and his glass-houses steaming with the

green breaths ^\ lusty plants, from his

vegetable garden which was wonderful

and brought him considerable profit, and

mostly from the comforts and luxuries

which he added every year to his moth-

er's possessions. He furnished the little

parlor anew in a manner which to him

savored of magnificence. He bought a

talking-machine on the instalment plan,

and it gave him intense delight. Al-

though Sophia liked it. the fixed smile

on her face did not intensify while the

thine sang and made music and talked.
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but in her watching son's face was a

rapture which was almost holy.

The machine was not a very good one.

Poor Henry had been cheated. Lizzie

Jordan knew, but she lied and praised it

as a wonder. Lizzie was not quite old

enough to be Henry's mother, but she

loved him as if he were her son, carp-

ingly, adoringly. She thought him at

once a fool and perfection. Lizzie alone

made Henry's home for him, although he

did not know it. The complacent old

creature in the parlor window filled to

his mind all the requirements of home.
Sophia was as a lily of the field, made
self-conscious of its own importance.

She sat in her parlor as in a crystal of

regal isolation. There was something
stupendous about so much satisfaction

and so much pride over so little. Sophia
Ludd was as complacent with her life as

any woman could be, until the cold

winter of the catastrophe. The catas-

trophe was the burning to the ground
of poor Henry Ludd's greenhouses and
the destruction of their flowers and ferns

and palms. It was the more cruel be-

cause it happened just before Easter,

and hundreds of stately Easter lilies

were sacrificed. Henry saved a few,

almost at the risk of his life. He felt as

if he were saving children as he carried

them into the house. The house was
never in danger because the wind was
blowing a gale away from it. Sophia
stood at a window and watched the fire.

On her face was a curious expression

—

the combination of her unswerving smile

and a balked rage of eyes and brows.
Sophia did not wish the hothouses to

be burned. She could not understand
why, since she did not wish it, they
should be burned. She was very quiet.

Nothing could excite her, at least on the
surface. When Henry came bringing in

his rescued lilies, she observed, calmly,
"Put some water on that fire and put
it out."

"Land sake! 'ain't she got any sense,

standin' there and seein' our fire com-
pany and the two others they sent for

playin' on it and not puttin' it out be-
cause they can't?" said Lizzie.

Either Sophia did not hear her or did
not choose to admit she did. "Put
some water on that fire," she ordered
again.

"Don't you worry, mother," said

Henry. He stifled a groan as he went
out. He carried no insurance, and he
faced a great calamity. Still he moved
with his usual erectness, and did not
for a moment lose his self-control. He
saved what he could, and worked to as

good purpose as he could with the crash
of glass in his ears and the dreadful sight

of his cherished nurslings shriveling in

white heat. When it was all over and
the fire companies had gone, and only
a few sympathizing neighbors were left,

he maintained his steady bearing.

"It's a shame, Henry," said one man.
Another clapped him on the shoulder
and bade him not be discouraged. Henry
smiled. Then his face stiffened into a

new expression which it wore the rest of
his life. His mouth looked like that of a

hurt and wondering child; the upper
part of his face dominated it with a stern

invincibility. The neighbors stared at

him as he went into the house. "Pretty
hard luck, I call it," said one. "Henry
has worked like a slave all his life and he
'ain't got anything out of it. He
built those greenhouses himself, poor
feller," said another.

The door opened, and Lizzie Jordan
came with cups and saucers and sugar
and milk on a tray. Henry followed,

bearing a great tin coffee-pot. Lizzie

had made the coffee. It was a cheap
brand and boiled—not a delicious bever-

age, but the neighbors, who had worked
hard to save Henry's property, had
never drank much better, and they were
grateful. Henry, still with that new ex-

pression on his face, followed Lizzie

about, filling the cups. There were both
men and women in the throng. Some of

the women wept as they sipped the cof-

fee. "Poor feller!" they whispered to

one another, "thinkin' of givin' us coffee

when he's met such a dreadful loss!"

After the people had all gone, Henry
watched the glowing bed of coals where
his beloved hothouses had stood. He
feared lest the wind should change and
there be danger for the house. He did

not go in until the east was pale with
dawn and the wind had gone down. His
mother was in her bed in her room off

the parlor, and she called him. "Henry
Ludd, you come here," said she.

Henry obeyed. He stood beside the
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high, white billow of bed and looked

down at the beautiful, old, accusing face.

Sophia still smiled, but her eyes were

like black ice covering terrible depths

of self.

"Why didn't you put water on and
put that fire out?" said she.

"Don't you worry, mother. We all

did the best we could. There were
three fire companies, and they worked
hard."

Sophia snorted. "Better have tried

to put that fire out with my tea-kettle,"

said she. "Fire companies! They don't

know how to put out fires."

"Don't you worry, mother."
"What you goin' to do now, Henry

Ludd?"
"Just the best I can. Don't you

worry, mother."
"You 'ain't got anything to sell, ex-

cept them few lilies you brought in.

What you goin' to do?"
"Don't you worry, mother."
"That ain't answerin' me. What be

you goin' to do? You have got out-

doors left, and when summer comes
you'll have things to sell out of the gar-

den, but you 'ain't got them green-

houses. What be you goin' to do?"
" I am goin' to build some new green-

houses, mother; have them up in a jiffy.

Don't you worry."
Suddenly Sophia Ludd sat up in bed

and stared at him. "Stand in front of

me. I want to look at you, Henry
Ludd," she ordered. Henry obeyed.

"What have you been doin' to your
face, Henry Ludd?"
Henry passed a hand over his face in

a bewildered fashion. "Is it black?" he

asked.

"No, it ain't black; bur you don't

look natural. What makes you look

that way, Henry Ludd?"
"I guess I don't know what you mean,

mother. Don't you worry. It is going

to be all right."

Sophia sank back on her pillows.

"Well, if none of all you men couldn't

put water on that fire and put it our

before everything burnt up, I can't help

it," said she. " I'm goin' to try and g< t

a little ship. You hadn't ought to

have had the fire in tin first plan-.

You might have known how it would

up^ct nit ."

"I can't think how it started," Henry
said, thoughtfully.

"It don't make much difference now
how it started," said his mother, with
asperity. "What made the difference

was, it burnt down with a lot of men
standin' round and lettin' of it. Shut
my door when you go out, Henry Ludd."
Henry went out, closing the door

softly.

Lizzie Jordan was waiting for him.
"You come right in and have your
nice hot breakfast. I've made some
fresh coffee for you," she said. Henry
obeyed with a sort of stern apathy.
Lizzie watched his face in a puzzled
way as he ate. "Don't you take it to

heart too much, Henry," she said.

"Oh no, I won't take it to heart too

much, Lizzie," replied Henry. "Don't
you worry. I am sorry about poor
mother. I had planned to build a bay-
window in the parlor for her this spring

and have the piazza screened. I can
build the greenhouses again. I shall

catch up all right. But I am sorry about
poor mother. Somehow she doesn't

seem to sense it just right."

"No, she don't," agreed Lizzie, dryly.

"She keeps on asking wThy we didn't

put the fire out. Everything was done
that could be. Poor mother doesn't

understand."
"No, I guess she don't. Have you

any idea how that fire started, Henry?"
Henry regarded her in a puzzled way.

"Why, no, I haven't the slightest idea.

I left everything all right. Of course it

is nonsense to think they were set on

fire."

Lizzie Jordan looked at Henry Ludd.

At times her long, pale face had the

expression of a mystic. It had now.
"

1 think your greenhouses were set on

fire, Henrv," she said, firmly.

Lizzie!
"

I think they were set on fire. I think

the fire was 'lotted out to you just as

other hard things have been. 'S OU wen
horn to had luck, Henry. No use talkin';

you know it. You fight your luck and

you're goin
1

to win out in the end,

because you're a horn fighter, but you

were born to had luck. It was your

bad luck set that fire."
I«T ' I"
Lizzie!

" It is so. When folks are horn to bad
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luck just such things happen. Your
greenhouses were set on fire by your bad

luck. They burned up because they

were yours, and you were made so you
wouldn't own you were beat, but would
set to and build 'em up again. Maybe
they'll burn again. You will keep on

buildin' and fightin' and—you sort of

like it."

Henry regarded her with his strange

new expression—that of a fighter of the

world, made up of the unquestioning

obedience and wonder, before fate, of a

child and of the indomitable purpose of

a man. "Maybe you're right, Lizzie,"

he said. "To tell the truth, I don't feel

as discouraged as I should think I would,

and I'm going to see about new glass and
lumber this morning."
"Eat a good breakfast," said Lizzie.

Henry ate heartily, and was ofF.

It was later than usual when Sophia
Ludd rose. She came out in the kitchen,

in her nice gray skirt covered with a

lace-trimmed white a'pron, with her blue-

flannel dressing-sack. Her hair was
carefully arranged, and she smiled as

usual, but her face looked hard, almost
cruel.

"I'll get your breakfast ready in a

minute," said Lizzie. "Pretty hard
lines for poor Henry, ain't it?"

"He had ought to have seen to it that
the fire was put out," said Sophia, firmly.

She sat down in the rocking-chair by
the south window, and the sunlight

illumined her crinkly auburn hair. She
gazed out at the lamentable ruins of her
son's hothouses. They still smoked,
and here and there fire gleamed out in a

gust of wind. "After I've had my
breakfast," said Sophia, "I wish you
would bring them lilies Henry lugged
out of the fire, in here. They are so

sweet they are sickish all through the
front of the house."

"All right," said Lizzie.

"Whose little boy is that comin' in

the yard?" asked Sophia.
"Why, that's Sammy Harkins. I

guess he's comin' with your paper. I

guess he's been down to the post-office

and his folks told him to get it, because
they thought Henry would be busy this

mornin'. Mis' Harkins is real thought-
ful." Lizzie went to the door and re-

turned with a letter.

Sophia reached out for the letter. She
scrutinized it carefully, but did not open
it. After Lizzie had set her breakfast
out on the kitchen-table, she ate. Then
she went into her parlor. Lizzie had
moved the lilies, but the room was still

sweet with them. Sophia sniffed angrily,

still smiling. She sat beside the window,
holding the still unopened letter. Neigh-
bors began to come in. They talked
about the fire and condoled with her.

Many brought offerings of cake and
pies and tumblers of jelly. They told

her not to worry herself sick about the
fire, and Sophia smiled and regarded
them with her hard eyes, and observed
that the fire ought to have been put out.

She seemed not to hear the assurances
that everything possible to extinguish

it had been done.

She did not open the letter until noon.
Lizzie came in and saw that Sophia
had opened it. She said nothing. She
paused imperceptibly, but the other

woman gave no information. Lizzie

went out with a little flounce. "Let
her keep her letter to herself if she

wants to," she muttered. Sometimes
Sophia's deafness was an unworthy
source of satisfaction to Lizzie Jordan.
Henry came home at noon. He looked

tired but unconquerable. He did not
talk much. Sophia said nothing about
her letter. She did not tell him until

that evening. Lizzie went to evening

meeting, and when she returned Sophia
had gone to bed, and Henry met her in

the kitchen.

"Mother, it seems, had a letter this

morning," he began, abruptly.

Lizzie nodded.
"She has just been telling me about

it. Has she told you?"
"No, she hasn't?'

"Well, it seems that Aunt Jane, out

in Ohio—mother's only sister, you
know—

"

"Yes, I know."
"Well, her daughter has just married

a very rich man and gone to California

to live, and Aunt Jane didn't want to

give up her own home. She is pretty

well fixed, you know."
"Yes, I know. Jane is the same rela-

tion to me that your mother is. I al-

ways knew she married a man that

made money."
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"Well, it seems that she has a nice

place and plenty to run it, and keeps two
girls and a man and horse and carriage,

and she is sort of lonesome since Cousin
Clara got married, and she wants
mother to come on and make her a long

visit. Mother seems to want to go/'

Lizzie looked at Henry. "Why, Henry
Ludd, you poor man!" she said. She
saw Henry's tired, brave eyes shining

with tears.

Henry gave his head a quick lift.

"Oh, it's all right," he said, steadily.

"I can see how poor mother feels. She
hasn't seen her sister for years, and Aunt
Jane lives nicely, and, now I've got to

build up again, I can't do as much as I

would like to for her. Aunt Jane says

she knows a man that's coming on this

way on business, and he'll take charge

of mother out there, and Aunt Jane
sent a check for money for expenses."

"Henry Ludd!"
"What is it, Lizzie ?"

"Your mother hasn't been writing

Jane that she hasn't had enough done
for her!"

"Mother wouldn't dream of such a

thing!" said Henry. "Lizzie, I'm
ashamed of you."

Lizzie said nothing.

"I guess mother 'd better go," said

Henry.
"When?"
"Two weeks from to-day, .mother

says; the man will stop here on his way
and take her along. Mother seems

—

quite—pleased. She hasn't had much,
no change at all for years.

'" Neither have you."

"I have my work. All poor mother
has had has been to sit there by that

window day in and out. It will do her

good. First I thought she was too old

to take such a trip, but mother seems a

g<>,>d deal younger than she is, and I

guess it will do her good."

After Henry went out, Lizzie said to

herself. "She wrote to Line just as soon

as she heard Clara was married."

Sophia went. The man from the Ohio
village created a furor by motoring out

from the city and taking her and her

little trunk in to catch the Western
train. 1 lenry went to see his mother off.

She looked strange, seated in her sec-

tion in the sleeping-car, strange and

very remote. Poor Henry felt himself
beneath his beautiful old mother travel-

ing in state. Sophia smiled as ever
when Henry bade her good-by. She
showed no regret whatever.

Henry, returning home, called upon
all his store of courage. When he walked
up from the station, the neighbors, look-

ing out of windows, remarked that they
guessed it was a sort of relief to poor
Henry to have Sophia ga.

Lizzie had a nice supper ready for

Henry, but he could not eat much.
When Lizzie was washing the dishes she
wept a little, softly, out of pity for him.
The next day Henry worked as if for

his life. He had been obliged to mort-
gage his house to obtain money for his

new hothouses. When Sophia had been
called upon to sign the mortgage she

had made no demur, but Henry felt

mortally shamed. Henry did most of

the work himself. Then Lizzie Jordan's
half-brother Tom came and offered to

work for his board. He was a silent,

elderly man and a good worker. Henry
was glad to have him.
The hothouses were finished and af-

fairs moving much as before the fire,

when a letter came from Sophia. Jane
wished her to remain there as long as she

lived if she only would; Sophia realized

that she had been a great expense to

Henry, and now there was the mortgage
and the interest to pay, and she had
everything she wanted and was more
comfortable than she could be at home,
and she knew how much Henry would
think of that.

Henry turned ghastly white when he

read the letter, but he told the news to

Lizzie and her brother Tom without a

flinch. " You see it is pleasanter for poor

mother out there," he said. " She always

wanted a bath-room, and she has one

just for herself; and she has a screened

piazza to sit on, and she is waited on
hand and foot."

"She was here," Lizzie could not help

interpolating.

"Of course she was, Lizzie, but there

is more to do with there. And mother

always liked nice things, poor woman!
She writes about the beautiful things

she has to eat, and she goes out to ride

every pleasant day. I don't blame her

for wanting to stay."
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Henry walked just a bit unsteadily as

he left the room. "A saint with a pig

for a mother if ever there was one!"

Lizzie said to Tom. "How in the world

Sophia Ludd ever had such a son as

Henry!"
Tom grunted. He was a very silent

man, but very much attached to his

sister and Henry.
It was not long after that when Adela

Dyce stopped and spoke to Henry.

They were both coming out of the post-

office. Adela inquired for his mother,

and Henry replied that she was well and
enjoying herself.

"Is it true what I hear, that she is

going to live out there?" asked Adela.

Then she flushed a deep crimson, and
Henry saw it, and his schooled heart

stirred.

They walked along together, and he

told her about his mother. Adela de-

cided that Sophia would most certainly

live out there. She glanced up at Henry.
Once she had loved him, or thought she

had. He was not a bad figure of man,
with his erect carriage and his expression

denoting depths of firm character. Al-

though he went rather shabby, his

clothes were neat. Adela was growing
older and had no suitor. When they
parted, she asked Henry to call and see

her.

Henry did not go. He scarcely real-

ized that she was serious in her invita-

tion; besides, he did not yet exactly

care about going.

Soon they met again at the post-office,

and Henry had just read another letter

from his mother. The letter sounded
fairly snobbish with pride and delight

in her mode of life. There was something
wistful in the man's attitude as he lis-

tened again to the woman he had ex-

pected to marry. He went to call on
her that evening.

It was not long before everybody
knew that Henry and Adela were to be
married, after all. Henry told Lizzie.

"We want you to stay here just the
same," he said. "You and Tom. Adela
doesn't want to give up her music
scholars. She says that, after all these
years, she has got her hand out of house-
keeping, and she feels she had better
keep on with the music. I don't quite
like to have her, but she seems set on it,

somehow."

"Most women you have anything to
do with do seem set," retorted Lizzie.

Her face was flushed and there was
anger in her voice. She disliked Adela
Dyce.
Henry looked anxiously at her. "You

don't mean you won't stay, Lizzie?"
"Oh, I've stood a good deal, and I

guess I can stand a little more," said
Lizzie.

When Henry had gone to see Adela
that evening she spoke her mind to her
brother. "Land! it's bad enough for a
man that's a mix betwixt a saint and a

soldier of the Lord to have a pig for a
mother without having a pig for a wife,"

said she.

Tom grunted and looked melancholy.
However, the general feeling in the

village was one of kindly congratulation.

Everybody agreed that they were glad
that at last poor Henry Ludd was to

have some good luck. Even people who
had not entirely liked Adela saw her
glorified by Henry's long, faithful love,

and approved.
Unexpectedly Henry's business affairs

took on a more prosperous aspect. A
contract to supply a large city market
with vegetables was offered him, and
Henry's vegetable garden was more suc-

cessful than ever that season. He saw
his way clear to soon paying the mort-
gage. He was going to marry Adela
in the fall. Insensibly he had ceased

to regret his mother's absence. There
was apparently no reason why Henry
Ludd should not be happy, and yet

he did not look as well as he had
done. Something seemed missing which
had tended to his retention of more
than the strength of youth — the

fighting strength of the man. He no
longer walked soldier-wise. He stooped

slightly. He no longer moved as if in a

swift .charge upon untoward circum-

stances. People observed with wonder
that Henry Ludd did not look as young
and well now that he was happy and

things were going his way at last.

Then came the letter from Sophia,

informing him that she was coming
home. She insinuated gently that her

sister Jane was not easy to live with,

also that she missed her dear son.

The true reason for the return Lizzie

Jordan did not doubt. She had told her
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brother Tom, soon after Henry's en-

gagement, " You mark my words, Sophia
Ludd ain't goin' to stay out West and
have Adela Dyce here usin' her things."

Henry read the letter calmly. He told

Lizzie calmly. He showed no disturb-

ance, if he felt any. That evening he
told Adela. The two were sitting in

Adela's studio, where she had her music
classes. "Mother is coming home," he
said, abruptly.

"To stay?" asked Adela. She imme-
diately knew that she was brutal, but
the situation was brutal for herself.

"Yes," replied Henry. When he
spoke he knew that his romance was
now over for all time. He did not even
ask Adela if she would live with his

mother. He accepted the fact. "I am
sorry, Adela, that it must happen
again," he said, quite simply.

Adela looked at him in a stunned
fashion. She was not altogether an un-
selfish woman; she was not of an
affectionate nature, but such love as she
had to give she gave Henry. She gave
in larger measure than before. The man
now represented more than he had done
years ago. Henry looked at her white,

shocked face. Adela was still pretty.

The expression in her blue eyes clutched

at his heart. "I know it don't seem
fair to you—the second time," he said.

Adela looked about the studio. "Well,
we must make the best of it, I suppose,"
she said, in a despairing, listless voice.

"Adela."
"Yes, Henry."
"I don't see quite why you feel as

you do about mother."
\ilcla did not answer.

"She treated you real well, it seemed
to me."

Adela looked at him. She was a

shrewd woman. She understood the

man's mother. I he man loved her
y
and

Sophia was not there. She opened her

mouth to speak. I Inn she closed it.

There was something noble about her

face. "She was never unkind to me,"
she s.iid.

"Then -?"

"It is no ust, Henry. I think a great

deal of \ ou, hut I kn<>w it can't he,"

said Vdela, firmly. She rose and stood

before Henry, t.ill ami pale ami pretty

in her blue dress. She put her hands on

the man's shoulders and drew his face
down. He kissed her. "There," said
Adela, "we must make the best of the
snarl of life we are in. Cutting the snarl

would be worse than you know, and
trying to unsnarl would only make the
cutting inevitable. You will have your
mother, and your love for her is the
best thing about you. Though I feel as

I do, I am not sure that I don't think
more of you just because of that. You
will have your mother, and I have my
work."
"Music means a great deal to you?"

asked Henry, wistfully.

"Yes, a great deal," said Adela.
He went soon afterward. He did not

feel as unhappy as he had expected,
not even although he knew that his

contract with the city market was at

an end. Some man had underbid him.
He felt dimly the return of something

—

of some superlatively good thing which
he had missed during his weeks of hap-
piness and success. If he had heretofore

walked like a soldier, he now walked like

a general at the head of an army which
spelled victory.

The next morning when he went out
a man said to another, "Henry Ludd
looks like himself this morning."

Lizzie Jordan watched him when he

entered the yard at noon-time, and said

to herself, in her colloquial mutter:

"Henry has had bad news about busi-

ness and he ain't goin' to be married.

He looks like himself." Then she added,

thinking of her own personal interest,

"Well, I know what I have to put up
with livin' with Sophia Ludd, but I was
kind of in the dark about Adela Dyce."
Henry came in and ate his dinner.

He told his news calmly. "Well, it

seems Adela and I have thought better

about getting married," said he," and

mother is coming home."
After dinner Henry attacked his work

with his old magnificent energy. Some
souls are truly themselves and truly at

home only on the- battle-fields, great or

petty, of their lives. Henry was one o(

them. Steeled to unit disaster, he had

.1 strange weakness, which might in

tune have tended to deterioration before

ease and happiness. He harked eagerly

back to the right, which was, after all,

the love oi' his lite.



We Discover the Old Dominion
BY LOUISE CLOSSER HALE

PART II

ENJOYED one of my
dishonorable advent-

ures soon after we
motored away from
Frederick. The Mary-
land road was so good
thatW was looking

for a toll-gate. The search was father to

the find (or whatever is the axiom), a

toll-house looming up ahead which was
so satisfactory that we stopped on the

"nigh side" for him to make a sketch.

When he had almost completed his task,

I went up to the lady who kept the gate

to say that we ought to pay toll for

the house as well as the road.

"Toll?" she repeated. "'Tain't a toll-

gate.

I came over to her closely. I didn't

want the Illustrator to hear. "It's got

to be a toll-gate. My husband has been
looking for a typical one, and he says

this is perfect."

"'Twas a toll-gate once," she ad-

mitted. "Tolled the road mighty nigh
a hundred years, I reckon, but I plant

tomatoes now. No, 'twon't cost you a

cent.

"But don't you see," I whispered,
excitedly, "it's got to be an active toll-

gate. If it isn't he'll tear up the sketch,

and I do so want it in."

"In?" I told her about my literary

intentions. She stared at me in a sort

of happy daze. "This old ramshackle
in a magazine? Well, what are we
coming to!"

I saw an opening. "It's up to you.
I tell you what." I watched the Illus-

trator from afar as the plan took shape.
"When we come along here, you just

hold out your hand and say, 'Ten cents,'

and then I'll give it to you. Say fifty

if you want to. It's worth it."

She laughed and laughed at my non-
sense. "Land sakes!" she kept repeat-
ing. But we finally effected a compro-
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mise. She went into the house and
picked a ten-cent piece out of her poor,

worn purse, giving it to me. Four min-
utes after that, as our car rolled up, she
came out sternly, and "Ten cents" she

demanded like the best actress on Broad-
way.

So swift was our pace that we arrived

and left Boonsboro before we knew it,

and drove back a little to turn sharply to

the left for Antietam Creek. The tablets

along the country road began much
sooner than we had expected. It gave us

a thrill to see "Headquarters of the
Army of the Potomac" marking where
the tents had been pitched. It was a

field of grain then, it is a field of grain

now. Between that point and the creek,

the bridges of which were so fiercely

contested, were many markers, great

open scrolls, which gave the divisions of
the Federals, told us when they were
despatched to the bridges, when they
were relieved, and by what regiments.

We went on through more peace-
ful country, fields of May wheat rich

in promise, along the ridge which
Lee's despatch had granted him. A
fine old house stood at the bottom of
the hill across which the guns must have
thundered. We asked a scrap of a boy
with soft brown eyes who was swinging
on the farm-yard gate what he had done
when the shooting began, and he said,

"I don't just remember." One could

hardly blame him, but I was sorry I

couldn't find out some way or other, for

it has always been a mystery to me
how houses are evacuated during such
times of stress. But he could only tell

me that he was Mr. Nicodemus's little

boy.

The Burnside bridge over the stream
is very lovely. Above rose the heights

which Hill's men had wrested from
the advancing Federals. It could have
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been no easy task to climb that steep.

On one corner of the bridge Colonel
Pope has erected a granite stone to

the Thirty-fifth Regiment of Massa-
chusetts:

"\\ ho crossed the bridge and went up
the lane and left there 214 killed and
wounded.

"Gloria est pro patria mori."

So ran the inscription.

We secured at Antietam what we
missed at Gettysburg—the vision of a

battle. It did not come from govern-
ment roads, nor acres of land turned into

park — the former yield of the good
brown earth nullified. It came from the
fields of grain serving as they had served
in war times, fulfilling their mission as

the soldier fulfilled his.

V\ e stopped at Sharpsburg for lunch-
eon. The hotel was getting a new coat
of paint, and they said they never had any-
thing to eat when they painted. We were
served at the Nicodemus house farther

along by a young girl whose brown eyes
were like those of the little chap who
doesn't quite remember what he did dur-
ing the Civil War. The pretty girl was

K
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burnside's bridge at antietam, where the most furious fighting took place

his cousin, and used to live in that very
farm-house. She graciously served us,

talking of what the Nicodemus family

did when Lee leveled his guns at the foe

across the valley. "They just naturally

all cleared out," she told us, which was
a very sensible thing to do considering

that the thick brick walls are still in-

casing the lead of both armies.

When we arose to go and I reached

for my purse W began hissing to me,

"Don't insult her, not a single cent,"

like a nest of snakes. This would have

been surprising—for he is an honest
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man, and had eaten a great many vz^s—
had I nor understood his feai that I was
going to tip her. I would as soon have
thought of tipping the First Lady of the

Land as of offering anything beyond the

price of the meal and our thanks to

pretty Miss Nicodemus, and I said as

much \\ ht n we got outside.

1 hus varying the day with pleasant

wrangles we came to a new diversion,

perhaps one should say division, for it

was tin Potomac River spanned by a

long bridge. W went ahead to take a

picture of it with our car magnificently

crossing, hut he had no sooner reached

the other side and began waving for us

to st. irt than tin- chauffeur discovered a

sign overhead which threatened a heavy
fine if we passed without paying toll.

There was no one about to tnkc our

money, still both of us were cautious as

to our expenditures, and tin- enraged

W had to return to tell us that the

toll-gate was at the far end.

\ very dear old toll gentleman ex-

plained that they had put up the sign
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as a horrible warning. "I cain't always
ketch 'em," he said, which was the truth,

as in a running contest he couldn't have
caught a crab going backward. We
asked if any one was mean enough to

escape tolls, and we learned that there

are people who make a regular business

of it. They have an instinct for it like

pickpockets, counterfeiters, or safe-

breakers. I thought it must be very
uncomfortable to be handicapped by
such an instinct. It would not be as

lucrative a pursuit as pocket-picking,

and the field of one's industry would be
limited, for he would have to spend his

life hanging about toll-gates, whereas
pockets were in every part of the world.

"It's goin' to rain," our old new
friend tolled (forgive me) as we left him;
"the Baltimore Sun says so." And this

raised the question as to

the state we were in.

Anybody i n Maryland
would believe the Balti-

more Sun, but could its

blighting prognostications

be taken seriously in the

Virginias?

It was West Virginia,

and after some driving

along a country lane, fields

right to the motor's toes,

we came to Harper's
Ferry. High on a bluff

overlooking the merging of
the Shenandoah River with
the Potomac is a fine hotel.

It is managed by an in-

telligent colored man and
his wife, and that is the

finest monument which
could be erected to the

memory of John Brown.
"He wasn't any more

crazy than I am," said

the intelligent colored pro-

prietor of the stately inn.

"He showed that at his

trial. But when you be-

lieve in only one thing and
you believe in it hard
you seem crazy to people
who don't care much.
It appears to me to keep
your balance you got to

believe in a heap of differ-

ent things."

The hotel proprietors withdrew to
welcome a luxurious motor, and Anna
Dore with her two little friends next
occupied our attention. Anna Dore was
of a dark skinniness familiar to my youth,
and she was the self-elected leader in the
game of rolling colored Easter eggs down
the hill. Each had her basket of eggs,
the contents of which were rolled rather
gingerly, the egg getting the farthest
winning the other trophies. It was an
encouraging refutation of the old adage
which is being continually applied to me
by an anxious family that "A rolling

stone gathers no moss."
They had another game which con-

sisted of tapping upon each other's
shell to see which cracked first. "Do
you pick?" said Anna Dore to me very
politely.

A RELIC OF ANTE-BELLUM DAYS, THE TAYLOR HOTEL
AT WINCHESTER.
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"She does," returned the Illustrator,

and as I did not wish her to get a wrong
idea of married life I hurried on to Toby.

Sharp at the state line which bounced
us into Virginia, we struck some bad go-

ing. The road was probably built by one
of the First Families of Virginia—and
never touched since. It was not the

welcome we should have planned, al-

though it was something we feared. But
we were distracted by a youth plowing

the rich clay of a field. He wore a dull-

blue snirt. and his face was glowing from
too long a task. There were four great

black horses straining at the plow, but as

we passed he pulled them into inaction.

He watched us, and I thought there was
a terrible despair in his face, despair

that he must plow of a sweet spring

evening while we drove by. I longed to

tell him that he made the finest picture

I had ever seen, and my first picture of

Virginia. But I could only wave to him,
and immediately what bitterness there
was left him—or he was too proud and
too courteous to show it; he lifted his

broad hat and swung it in the air, then
went on with his work.
And while the road behaved itself a

few yards farther on, I found this first

experience over the state line entirely

Virginian. When the way is bad lift

your head and hear the mocking-bird,
turn your head and see the beauty about
you. Look to the people, and the road
will be easier by the smile they give to

you. It is unending—and takes no toll.

There was a progressive hotel in Win-
chester, Virginia, which sent out ad-

vance notices of itself like a well-billed

play. "Hungry?" read a sign on a tree,

with the name of the hotel underneath.
"Bath?" it continued farther on.

»

Ill i\ \ CLAD rOWER OF IHINITY CHURCH, STAUNTON.
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"Sleepy?" Indeed, every inducement
was offered except "Dog?" and for that

reason we passed it when we reached
the old town, stopping at the newer
Hotel Jack.
We walked up the street after an ex-

cellent meal to see the fine old house
that was once Gen-
eral Sheridan's head-
quarters, which had
been described as

opposite the new
library instead of

the new library op-
posite it. Both build-

ings were impressive,

although we mistook
the character of the

more recently- built

edifice. W was
saying that it looked
as a library should,

when one of the
ladies of Winchester
sent "daughter" in

to buy "five twos,

three ones, and a

postal card." It was
just as satisfactory

in the character of

p o st-o f f ice ; and
across the street was
the new library, ex-

cellent, too, but not
in the Georgian
style suitable for the
home of Elsie Dins-
more, or the books
concerning her.

I knew that I

should go into this

library and find out
historical truths
about Winchester,
but I knew also that
I wasn't going to do
it when it was so

much pleasanter walking about the
streets listening to what people were
saying. "Daughter" had come out of
the post-office, and she went on with her
elders, joining in the conversation with
that grown-up freedom which young
people enjoy yet do not take advantage
of in the South. They were all agreed
that Mrs. Kendall had right pretty hair,

and daughter said that whenever mother

saw her coming up the street "she hol-

lers out, 'Here comes Mrs. Kendall
with her pretty hair!'" as though Mrs.
Kendall might not have it with her
every day.

They drifted up the best street, while
we cut into a narrow alley for no reason

THE HOTEL AT HOT SPRINGS, WIDE-WINGED AND WARM IN COLOR

in the world save that we could do ex-

actly as we pleased, and came out on the
highway before a most beautiful old

hotel. It was denied its original pur-

pose, but a small portion of it served at

the time that we were there as a show-
room for antique furniture. There could

be no better shelter for the old mahogany
of the South than this splendid ante-

bellum building. We stood before it a
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long time, and I went back (in the rain

the Baltimore Sun had sent us) later in

the evening to look up at its wide, silent

verandas and sad, unlighted windows.
The rain (set up in heavy type) con-

tinued, and I could get no encourage-

ment from the colored waiter at break-
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fast over its possible cessation. A little

girl who sat at table next to me was

equally discomfited because new and

alarming child sin couldn't goto school.
' \ml it's I- it nch day. And I do like my
l'n nch. And I g< t good marks in my
Fr< nch."

( iri« fs are r< lative, bur you can't make
the aggrieved one admit it. I had

wanted all my life to se< tin Shenandoah
Valley, and she wanted to have her

French lesson, yet I suppose her disap-

pointment was as great .is mine. 1 had

one advantage over her—I was going,

just the same. The touring motorist
who is stayed by rain would stop and
turn back at the first mud-hole though
the sun shone.

At least, we were going after I had
visited the Taylor Hotel, for that was

the name of the old

inn. I abandoned the
bills and bags to the
Illustrator, and bor-

rowed an umbrella at

the office. The clerk

carried it down the

steps for me and
opened it with so great

a show of good man-
ners that I went ofTin

a daze, forgetting to

thank him. Once at

the furniture-shop a

man oiling an old table

came forward to say

that the proprietor, an
antiquarian of note,

was moving his effects

across the street, but
to make myself at

home. This I did,

weavingmywayabout
beautiful mahogany at

very low prices, and
telling myself that I

already had one side-

board and no dining-

room. I passed into

the court, now roofed,

but that had once been
open; the rooms gave
on galleries running
about three sides of

the boll o w square,

w h i 1 e the s t ag< -

co a c h e s and post-

chaises were driven in from tin- fourth

siiK- after the fashion of old English

mns.

1 did not <:rt all this by intuition, but

was gracefully apprised of it by Mr.
Noon. m. Mr. Noonan appeared sud-

denly from nowhere with a nickel device

of some sort <>n his blue cap which I took

to be the Insignia of nothing less than a

colonel. It was hard to believe he w;

roundsman going around, hard to believe

from the information he gave me and

his manner of delivering it. One would
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never stop a New York policeman to

ask him if the block-house in Central

Park was put up as a protection against

the Indians or the English. But officer

Noonan had the history of Winchester

and of the Taylor Hotel at his tongue's

end.

It was just as good as I felt it would
be—this old place. It had been built

in the middle of the eighteenth century,

when it was known as the Edward
McGuire Tavern. They had all been
there: Washington, when he assisted

Braddock, and General Braddock him-
self, fighting the Indians stupidly in

British formation, demanding it of

others, and going to his death. Davy
Crockett had stayed there. I couldn't

find out why, though I gleaned from one
history that "with little education he
became a noted hunter." Henry Clay
rested his horses on his way to White
Sulphur Springs; Daniel Webster, in

1852, leaned over the railings to ad-

dress the people below.

But I must get beyond the first toll-

gate, for there are nineteen of them on
this route. You pay for the whole lot

at once, and it is a bargain, as the long

slip of tickets have been reduced grad-
ually from #4.65 to $1.79. W ,

who believes in statistics so long as

other people collect them, was filled

with pride of me when I told him at

the end of the run that the tickets

were collected by three old men, four
young men, eight old women, four
young women, and two whose age will

receive the benefit of the doubt. As
the darky expressed himself concerning
the fowls that had furnished the chicken
hash at breakfast, they were kind of
"so-so" as to their years.

Some one in Winchester told us to ask
at the second gate about the woman
stationed there in war-times who" held
up and demanded toll from the scouts of
the Union Army as they were seeking
Stonewall Jackson.
We couldn't get a word from the toll-

gate lady about the story so vaguely
outlined at Winchester. But she thrust
out a warming-pan for the ticket just as

her predecessor might have thrust a gun,
and while it is a brave deed to hold up
scouts—even Boy Scouts—I should
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think that a woman at a toll-gate would,
from long experience at holding up, be in

a state of preparedness which renders
her deed less remarkable.
We couldn't care much about the

doubtful story, anyway, as we had to

concentrate our weak intellects on Sher-
idan's ride up the valley. In these
days of swiftly covering the ground
en auto it is difficult to give any credit

to the feat of galloping a horse almost
twenty miles, but let the motor break
down and let the motorist walk back
three miles to a village, or trot back with
a borrowed horse, and he will have an
idea of the momentum of General Sher-
idan when he reached his troops in two
hours' time. He even had breath enough
left to rally the disheartened and give

General Early's men the second surprise

of the morning.
It is all very well to speak lightly of

these things and of the meeting of these
armies at Cedar Creek on that day of

October, 1864, but there wasn't any-
thing funny about it then. It is never
funny to us now when the commemorat-
ing shafts of marble begin.

Some distance beyond the battle-

ground we ourselves were met by an
opposing force which stood valiantly in

the middle of a bridge we were crossing

and waved for us to stop. It was a
petticoat power, the whole costume a

glare of red, yet we all felt guilty as we
lessened our speed, wondering if one of

the constables had so disguised himself.

Coming nearer, we found the flaring

beacon to be an unusually pretty gipsy

begging in broken English that we assist

her band. There, just beyond the bridge,

we came upon the Romany up to date.

They were all packed into three old

automobiles, probably stolen, since pur-

loining little boys has gone out of

fashion, and not one of the cars would,

as the French say, march.
It would have been a very dismal

situation for me, with all the bedding
piled into the tonneaus as wet as the

magnetos evidently were, and for the

sake of old days when W and I

would spend many an hour on foreign

waysides looking appealingly at passing

motors I importuned both of the men to

do what they could for the strangers in

a strange land.
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They flung themselves upon the ma-
chines, although they appreciated that

very little could be accomplished until

the coil dried out, and 1 was immediately
surrounded by the women and children.

I gave the one with a baby half a

dollar that I might escape further graft-

ing, and OUt of gratitude, so she said, the

beautiful young girl began to tell my
fortune. I did not wish to hear anything

about a handsome blond man, as that

might set me to looking for him, but she

was persistent. She- was persistent to

the point of asking for a silver piece

—

which she would return—the belter to

read my palm, and I watched her with

amusement as she extracted from my
purse, under cover of my handkerchief,

;;;! coins and proceeded to dis-

tribute them over her person.

When she had finished telling me
about the blond young man who was
not ;;s distracting as she had imagined

he would be, 1 asked her to replace the

money. In fact, 1 commanded her to

put back the money. My blood was up.

"Put back that quarter up your right

r. You have a lot of cheek, with

my men helping your men. Stop palm-

ing that half-dollar in your left hand.

Drop it in the purse. Is this the grati-

tude of the Zingara? And I used to

sing Senas about you. Now that ten-

cent puce between your lingers. No,

I didn't say you could have it." I

called the- Illustrator, and the two men
got into the car. The self-starter Started.

She stepped off tin- running-board, her

contorted with r..<:e-. "Now we're

going to leave you. \nd here's some-

thing for you to reflecl upon: Whefeare
th( rubes oi yt sterd;

We went on up the \ alle) , the occu-

pants of tin car admii ing me 1mm 1\

and not thai I w .is .is s< area as

sible. P< maps all the- valiant om s

an really t< mind those * ho control

how ling mobs, Calm rebellious el it < i

•

meetings, or subdut cooks on the i ve o(

.i dinni r-pan j
. P< rhaps since 1 am

v.< dging m\ h If into thai class tin

all the more valiant foi entertaining fear.

One passion merges resell into another,

ns .nt tin Bairn w ith

difren nt 1 know that I found

i If hungry.

Yet when, finally,we did gettothe hotel

at Harrisonburg, the dining-room had
been closed fifteen minutes,and Gabriel's
trump couldn't have opened it. I made
a polite speech te> the pre>prietor. I

said he- advertised as catering te> me>tor-

ists, that the arrival of this new vehicle

e>f travel brought pre)sperity to a com-
munity, and it would create a pleasant

feeling between host and guest if the re

could be some- arrangement made te>

entertain, no matter how simply. And
while- it made no impression upe>n him,
I am glad I made this speech, as it gives

me the opportunity e>f repeating it here.

A friendly bell-boy who mistook the

chauffeur for the owner ejf the car eli-

rected us to Friddle's Restaurant, whis-

pering that it was all just as well. And
it turned out to be so, for Mr. Friddle

sat on a high stool and entertained us

as we ate, reading out bits from the

I larrisonburg paper.

The industrious me)ten- bound for

Warm or I lot Springs makes the run

from Winchester to Staunton and from
there crosses the mountains to the

springs in a day. Hut as long as we
grasshopper ourselves through life I

don't suppose- we will ever make any
time, or hay, or anything te) keep one-

alive- when one grows old.

When we reached the hotel at Staun-
ton, W '- thought I should not go in

and ask the clerk the name- of the pink

flower with which the chauffeur had

decorated our ear. whereas I thought an

armful of it might screen I oby. W e had
heard of fierce anti-dog rubs. He was

right. The- clerk, as he leaned over to

examine the corolla, or whatever the

thing is, spied our dear little- friend

hiding serenely <>n the lee- side "I the

desk far away from storms. So we were

turned away, finding shelter in the

hostelr} where President Wilson aha

so.ps. And servt bun right, say I.

\\ ( have always found it as difficult

to li a\ i .i tow n as to reach it, but our

efforts to quit Staunton wen unusually

it t.ndt .I b\ a combination of circus and

.nt st ud< nt. I In ait Btud< nt cum first,

urged on, I fancy, by the chauffeur, who
had met him tin night before and had

added to his artistic development by

treating him to a moving-picture- show,

lb brought his sketches to the hotel,
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which was very hard for the Illustrator,

as he wanted to say they were good, yet

found them not promising. He skated

about it kindly. It is impossible to tell

the blunt truth, anyway, to one of

artistic endeavor—if not of talent. You
are simply not believed.

W took him out for a drive to

see how he felt about composition while

he sketched an old church, and \ oby
and I started off to secure luncheon for

the sixty-four villageless miles across the

mountains. The chicken and ham sand-

wiches would probably have grown into

a very successful order had not the pro-

prietor of the cafe suddenly burst out at

me with, " Will you tell me, ma'am, what
that kind of a dog is good for?" And
this so embarrassed both Toby and me
that we rushed out of the establishment,

for he knows as well as I do that he is

not good for anything except to be loved

and to love us. And that is the real

reason there wasn't any pie, or root-

beer, or crackers and cheese, or green

bananas when it came time to eat.

I understand now that the restaura-

teur mistook our position in life. An old

colored woman outside the door eluci-

dated the situation slightly by wanting
to know if "he slep' in de caige," but
even then I didn't hitch up Toby with
the event occasioning the gala air of the
streets. It was near the court-house
that we watched a long file of soberly
clad citizens pass by. I stood among the
loafers admiring the dignity of what I

took to be the makers of our laws and
those who sit in judgment on us. Eager
to pay a compliment to the citizens of

Staunton, I remarked upon the excel-

lent appearance.
"Court and jury?" I questioned po-

litely.

"No, ma'am," replied the loafer.

"That's the insane asylum going to the
circus."

We left the town shortly afterward
with our position in life firmly estab-
lished. We had not intended to head the
procession. Our car had started to turn
from the side-street where the hotel stood
into the main thoroughfare before weap-
preciated that the traffic had ceased and
that the great red-and-gold band-wagon
had already passed. There was a hiatus
between this band-wagon and the ele-

phants, and the ever-courteous Southern
policeman, seeing us with our baggage
strapped on, wished to speed our de-

parture by slipping us into this space.

When we were once in we could not
get out. I won't say that Toby and I

cared to get out. This circus idea had
been forced upon us, and we accepted
it, but the Illustrator's face was pitiful.

"Are we going to make monkeys of

ourselves all our lives?" he asked me,
the perspiration rolling down his face.

"Not monkeys," I shouted, for the
band had struck up. "They think
we're the proprietors. The monkeys
are in the wagons. We really ought to

be throwing out hand-bills."

It was very dull after this to go up
the hill toward such a respectable place

as Churchville, and we were in no hurry
to reach it, for the good road ended there,

as even a hotel proprietor is forced to

admit.

We stopped at Jenning's Gap to take
a picture, because we liked the ham-
lets title. How splendidly fitting are

mountain names in Virginia — Lone
Fountain, Windy Cove, Panther Gap,
Cowpasture River! And the thing that
surprised me most about the Virginia

mountains was their looking as I had
expected them to look.

After we had forded the two rivers

that were seriously deep we met a large

blue limousine at the side of the road
waiting for the occupants to eat their

luncheons out of a basket vulgarly ca-

pacious. I was hoping something would
distract the Illustrator's attention from
the lavish display, and it was held by the

approach of their chauffeur. He had
just been told by a car ahead of us

marked "louring Information" that it

would be impossible for his car to ford

the streams. Aswehad just crossed them,
he was much relieved, and we all won-
dered how "Touring Information " had
managed them itself if the thing couldn't

be done.

I agreed heartily with anything that

W said after we had left them,
with the view of blotting out the

memory of the pale pasted on the

crisp biscuit which they had been

champing. " Kind hearts are more than
crackcrettes" was the plank in my plat-

form. It might have worked had we
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not suddenly come upon "Touring Infor-

mation " in front of the village store at

Deerfield nibbling away at the best the

shelves had to offer.

"Touring Information" was the oldest

car in the world containing two oi the

youngest inhabitants of the globe. I hey
were stamped bride and groom without

t!i( addition of a white how of ribbon

anywhere upon the- ancient rigging.
41

1 low do you like it?" called the bride-

groom to us cheerily as we peeped at

them through the rain.

"Fierce," answered my consort. We
past them in a trice, but I was not

past the Illustrator. "Fierce," he re-

peated, turning to me—"fierce that

every one should he eating and we have

only three sandwich* s."

I was ready for the Illustrator with

blandishments. I said that the three

sandwiches were- for stop-gaps, not for

luncheon. I had thought it would be

pleasant te> dine with some of the moun-
tain people.

"Dine with 'em?" he repeated, just

as though he- elid not know about Se>uth-

ern hospitality.

"Certainly. You choose a house

where you want to eat, and I'll go in and
arrange it."

With a promptness that was discon-

ting he picked out the one we were

pass

I had my speech ready; it was some-

thing about strangers and kindness oi

the- road. A fine, large woman, with her

hair e ver her shoulders, came e>ut on

the- side-porch, and "My goodness!"

1 said instead, "you're washing your
hair. I elid mine last night."

We- became as thick as thieves as I

hung <>v< r th( gate. "
I put ammonia in

tin water," she said, "and it make s it

i't elo anything \\ ith it."

" For d.i\ s I can't do am thing with

mine, i ith<

" \1h m!" said W from tin car.

Millie Elizabi th, the pn tn girl who
help< d, had also w ashed he i hair, but

the) both put on caps, and, since it was
long past the' dinner-hour, started up

the kitchen fire for biscuit. I went into

the living-room with the two little girls,

\l.n\ Susan and Annie Harriet. Annie

Harriet had never liked her middle

name, so sh( h; d changed it from ".An-

nie Main-yet," as she pronounced it, to
"Annie Rooney." I sang the song as

well as I could te> Mary Susan and
Annie- Haih-yet while- the- rain poured
down outside, and the- Illustrator hung
e>ut of the- car talking te> "Touring In-

formation," which was through its lunch
and heading for Hot Springs.

It was nice- to see how Mary Susan
and Annie- Haih-yet quieted down when
we were- all ushered into the bright

dining-room. I elieln't hear a word out
of them beyond one ecstatic exclamation
from Annie- as she discovered Toby.
"Looks like a little o\v wite hawg," she

saiel.

It was hard te) get away. We were
all having a pleasant time- e :xcept '1 oby,
who after the "white he>g " epithet was
rendered even less spirited by a tortoise-

shell cat. He- was thoroughly cowed

—

if a de>g can he cowed by a cat- and
kept asking me "where- was I lot Springs

at " as a gentle reminder.
lie might well ask. One could ne>t

believe it possible that a cluster of

fashionable- hotels lay am where in the se

wilels. The road beyond was admitted

by our hostess te> he- "right slie-k," anel

there- were two passes te> cross as yet.

When we prepared te> leave she saiel

something else as 1 exclaimed over the
meule st sum for her trouble anel the- out-

lay. It was se> charming in her that 1

hope no e>ne- will nettiee- that it was also

charming about us. "Think what you
gave- us of your table," I saiel.

"Think wh.it you gave me of your-

selves," she replied.

This anel the- foeul— made \\

very young again, anel he started alter

"Touring Information " with the- incen-

tive th.it a pacemaker always gives.

The- two young hearts were spending

their honeymoon sign-posting tin- best

way to I lot Springs loi the automobile

club of a large- eit \ . The back (^ the-

tonne an w .is full of mat wood en placards

\\ ith the- name S of the towns p;iinte el

thereon, "Danger" in reel, .mows with
" Hot Springs" on them, and bandboxes
of milady.

\s their honeymoon was just as im-

portant as sign-posting a road already

d< 1 1 nth mat ked, we- did not de-

plore his lack of a< th ity in the g< tting

e»ut and nailing up of directions, let
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we found some evidences of effort on the

part of the young man. The road was
indeed "right slick" and at one point

they had stopped awhile. This was
where we found the sign-posts, not on

thetrees,butin a mud-hole. "Winchester

22 mi." had served for the right wheel,

"Sound horn," badly splintered yet

looking up at us as one whose cause is

just, had helped the left wheel of the

happy pair.

There was an insouciance about the

use of these carefully prepared and time-

ly hints which bred in me a desire to

know better the gay wreckers. Our
eyes were fastened to the marks of their

tires in the clay, and we finally came
abreast.

The mud, with the landscape, grew
wilder and wilder. Our two cars took the

turn ahead, the leader waiting now and
then for the other to catch up. " Tour-
ing Information " may have tried to

do its level best, but it was only at

its- best on the level. Yet we managed
the ascents, stopping to breathe when
we reached the summit ofWarm Springs

Mountain. The rain had ceased; it

was almost sunset, and if we hadn't been

so cold the view would have been most
engaging.

There is a love of an old toll-gate at

the summit, presided over by an old

man who ran to take down the coats

hanging on the long porch before we
made a photograph. He wanted the
place to look nice, he said. He had
always hoped some one would care to

take it, but they had ever been in a hurry
to get to the Springs. This story has a

bad ending, as it was too late in the day
for a successful picture, and it is up to

any of you traveling that way to change
the finis by taking a snap-shot of the
house and sending it to him. His name
is William D. Rowe, and he goes down
the steep mountain every day for chance
letters. So you must mail it to Warm
Springs, Virginia. Now do this for Mr.
Rowe, who may still be tramping wearily
up and down for a paper view of the
thing he sees every day of his life.

"Hot," to adopt the parlance of the
Southerners, lies seven miles beyond
"Warm," and we might have^ spent the
night there, for the hotel was very com-
fortably nestling at the foot of the moun-

tain, but it was not yet open. So we
went on, taking the right hand of a

choice of ways at a fork, as the mark
read, "Both roads to Hot Springs."

Toby was already a clay dog, and,

owing to his gyrations acquired since

he became firmly of the circus, I was
wearing a clay effect on my chest like a

misapplied antiphlogistine poultice.

In this manner we approached the

famous Homestead Hotel, as wide-

winged as an aeroplane, and so warm in

color that one felt from afar the wel-

coming rays of an unaffected hospitality.

Despite our dirt, we hoped that we
might yet be allowed to rest our weary
heads there. That we made our entry

in the most indirect fashion was due to

an idiosyncrasy of the Illustrator.

It has always been his idea, an idea

entirely his own, and deepened into a

belief without encouragement, that a

hotel possesses an automobile entrance.

That somewhere, built into a modest
nook, is a porte-cochere under which we
roll and there denude the car of its

baggage, avoiding the cold gaze of clean

guests rocking in rocking-chairs. For
years he has gone in circles around great

inns looking for this sheltered coach door

of his dreams. Therefore it was
not surprising to find him motoring
past the impressive front and bringing

up at the rear of the hotel before a collec-

tion of doors without any particular

character save that they were the kind

servants went in and out of.

"Why are we stopping here?" I de-

manded.
"Because it is the automobile en-

trance," he answered, firmly.

"My dear"—acidly—"these are the

kitchens."

"These are the automobile en-

trance
—

" He was very tired.

We waited. After a space of time

a darky came out of one of the auto-

mobile entrances and upheld me in

my contention.

"Then," said the Illustrator, tri-

umphantly, as though it was what he

had wanted all along, "we will turn

around and go there. Though I can't

understand why they don't have
—

"

He never finished the sentence—which

was redundant, anyway. Nor did we
turn around. The mud had done its
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work. Whereas Galatea grew from clay

to fl< .ad turned from flesh
-

It had entered the soul of us—it had
plastered the steering-gi -h a

of over-hun

the situation, our chauffeur i n - an

unusual height. ''Our name." he said,

is mud.

Bythe morning of the second day in

Hot
i

thoroughly was I re-

g : :

the date of the month in the calendar

vided I could find the calendar), as

I didn't know the d I the week. I

•

sleep, forget! g name or his win
abouts. -rified at the block of

2 ie light which turns out to be the

though the spirit had
gone wandering and was late gettingback

the suddenly waking body.

The best I could do was to as!

- - paper, very insistent upon its

beir._ - - and. fix g the

ental watch by it.

We seemed to be such a vast distance

fron surprising -

find how early the mornin^ ar-

rived. I suppose all of the guests had
come to Hot Springs for complete re-

et they continued avid of

i he long rs and the \

re lined with men and women
g the columns.

There is not so much quick turning

. the first shee* -

ter vein as there

nder if others reading the daily

rts of the carnage do as I do

—

I

. ...
n instant to something a

side of aim port: an item

cerning the killing of a mother-in-law

:n we do not know, or an adve:*

ment in which we have no interest. I

hm: nust do this, although I re-

Ful truth after the

mentary relief. I suppose it is

For us to 1

atter

_
- •

s as those in the Valle ling

The mild playing he:

• FtJ - »be at present. But

it has its place— it is for balance. It

- I for a little that one can
go back fortified to endure more sorrow.

r rom this hotel we drove in the after-

D d over the macadam: Springs.
of our best friends who comes fa

• .d us we must surely stop at

"Warm," as all the lovers of the coun-
stayed there in the early spring.

I don't ki -.ere. un'.- I -the
village store, for the hotel was not open
until the first of June.

There lored workmen about,
ants who. my friend said,

- delight-. int out Hol-
. a little line of houses, one

of which Thomas Jefferson had occupied
when he- - - take the cure. My

pleased with an old chap wearing a

lamb's-wool beard v. trundling a

wheelbarrow aimlessly about, and who
as delighted as she said he would

be—not to talk, but to put down the

wheelbarrow. Yet he disremembered
which was Hollyhock Row. and when I

him further for news items

cerning Thomas Jefferson he repeated

(while he should ha-. - bed but did

-cratch his head : "Mistah Jeffer-

! Mistah Jeffer- though try-

meame: •

"He's dead," I told him.

"Daid?" H- - rted off with his

"Then he don' come
: no moh." He was a very com-

mercial old darky, having no use for

one who could no longer till the c

I could have told him myself that v»

litt'i was ever made ou:

mas Jefferson. One will always no-

:hat a r. writes himself c

as simple is dire ell. Ju
his manner of traveling to the £

he v ". simple. In the

old Warm . an
-

• for T.

I
which amounted

-
tl

' -five dollars. He disputed this

sun..
'

.e of

win ting 1 odd

All of this seems very simple until

that the entoui
• - outride' I, and

•

The next d ne which
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preceded it, which no doubt sounds

eminently satisfactory to a large part of

the world. It was distinguished only by

an absence of laundry work on Toby.

Distinguished by that and a remolding

of the Illustrator's earlier avowal that

he could stay there forever to an oft-

uttered conviction that we must either

stay or go on.

The first few idle days anywhere are,

to those addicted to work, extremely

full of hours. In a little while we grow
accustomed to doing nothing, barely

finding time to accomplish even this.

I don't suppose that saint who spent his

life on top of a column ever wanted
to shin down and run about a little

after a month of elegant leisure. As
we had a circular tour to make pro bono

publico, we did not wish to become
habituated to a column—even to a col-

onnade—and long before the dancers

had ceased whirling in the ball-room on
the second night I was packing awajf

my evening frock, taking the flowers

off my hat to pin them back on my
dinner-gown, and compressing my thin

tailor suit into the size of a homeo-
pathic pill.

The matter of linen while traveling is

a troublesome one, and we have decided

that it is easier when motoring in our
own country to cut down our traveling-

bags by sending home the used linen and
having fresh relays mailed to us at points

designated ahead. I say "mailed," for

this is the day of the parcel post, yet

—

while I do not wish to bias you—it would
be better to express them. I own five

shares of an express company, and we
are not doing any too well.

"Why," demanded my exasperated
family, "did you buy express stock just

as the parcel post came in?" And, trac-

ing it back, my only reason for this in-

vestment was overhearing an old lady
say that her company had passed a

dividend. So I hurried off with my
money, under the impression that pass-
ing a dividend was related to cutting a

melon.

We are on the road to White Sulphur
Springs! It seemed that every bird in

the valley had come out to greet us, and
they do have a wonderful way of piping
up when they catch the hum of the

engine. It is as incongruous as a canary,
which always begins to sing during a
family quarrel (one's family quarrel, not
yours or mine). I think it is very gen-

erous in them to respond with their best

notes to such unlovely ones, for a motor,
while lovely to us, could not be to them,
nor, surely, family bickering. Possibly

birds are more conventional than we
think, and wish to cover all unpleasant-
ness with a social air, like nervous host-

esses when hosts are grumpy.
We descended from the car frequently,

attracted by the verdure and glad to

note by our boot-heels that the soilure

was less. ("Soilure" is a very good word.
It is employed constantly by some of
our newest writers, and I have managed
to get it in before the Illustrator has
even heard of it.) We said we would
not descend, as we wished to lunch at

White Sulphur. Forty miles is a mere
nothing to the hotel clerk, but the name
Falling Springs Valley, and the condition

of the roads, very delicately reminded us

of the probability of falling springs if our
pace were too swift. After having made
this good resolution we immediately
broke it, as though it were the 2d of

January, to investigate a series of little

ponds, like those in a sunken garden,
with a sort of green fluff over them.
The chauffeur promptly said the fluff

was water-cress. He was a man of

wide knowledge. We could not blame
him for lacking any great familiarity

with an automobile, as one cannot know
everything. And he was always right

—

about the other things. Although dis-

puted by me, it was water-cress.

This fact made less absurd the ac-

tions of a number of men who were
wading out in the ponds and slicing off

the fluff with long knives. It was the

Falling Springs Cress Company, as a

very agreeable Mr. Reed told us. The
cress grows the year round, for the spring

waters which feed the little lakes are

warm, and thousands of barrels are sent

away to the city markets. I can't

imagine any pleasanter method of mak-
ing a living than to go out in rubber

boots and slice off a few barrels every

morning, cutting your bread and butter

as it were.

There are many places of interest on
the twenty miles between Covington and
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White Sulphur, and, stimulated by the

guide-book, I was going to pay close

attention to them, but we had not gone
far before we overtook a tired-looking

pedestrian with several awkward parcels

in his arms, and a checked gingham cap

that had already burst its paper bag
and was literally on the man's hands to

his great discomfiture. We took the tall

mountaineer on the running-board, and
were glad that we did, for he was one of

those inept, tragic-eyed creatures who
are put down by their neighbors as

"not worth a darn." But he had walked
ten miles to put flowers on "mah little

grave," and was walking ten miles back.

It was to be Children's Day soon, and
all the "folks raound aboot" there fixed

up the little graves while the little live

children had games and marches and
cakes.

His friends passed, greeting him with

the good-humored contempt that is al-

wavs apportioned the gentle ones in life.

"See yuh got a new machine, Jeb."
"What 'd yuh trade foh it, Jeb—one

of them chil'ren?"

Jeb only smiled. "We all got ten

chil'ren and the one in the little grave,"

he explained to us. "But I wouldn't

swap nariest one of 'em foh yer machine
—though it's almighty purty," he added
hastily.

There is a residence on or near the

route to "White" which I had deter-

mined to see. It was built by Lord
Milton, and was, very Englishlv, named
Oak Hall.

I never got a sniff at it. No sooner

had we put down the mountaineer than

we took on an ancient colored man clad

in a green-black Pi inceAlbert and brown
derby. I did not rebel at this, although

it passed through my mind that a con-

centration on Lord Milton's estate

would have been a better preparation

for the proud and haughty resort. 1

was entirely wrong. The darky had
comv from one of the very Inst families

in Virginia. "We wuz owned by one

fahm'ly; we wuz nevah sole away from

'em. and we have wukked fob 'em evah

Sence," be said. To be the best of your
kind is just about as hue a type of aristo-

crat as we have in America.
lie was in high feather. On Sundays

he was a preacher, and he had recently

bought a church at a bargain. He had
demanded of them the very lowest price,

and they said five hundred dollars cash,

and afterward three hundred dollars

cash, then two hundred dollars. So the
bargain was concluded.
"And you paid him two hundred dol-

lars down ?" asked W , eying him re-

spectfully.

"No, suh. Ah done pay 'em twenty-
five dollars down, and hev lef de res'

to mah congregation an' mah Gawd."
W hite Sulphur comes upon the trav-

eler of the road so suddenly that our
arrival might have been as great a

fiasco as at Hot Springs. One can imag-
ing nothing more stimulating to the
guests than bringing up before the very
white structure of the Greenbrier Hotel
with a very black man enjoying the ride

with us. It was the old fellow himself

who asked to be put down, for no one
is more observant of the proprieties than
one who serves, and, unimpeded, we
swung past the iron gates and drove
through the lovely wood to the great

circular steps. The supreme elegance

of country hotel life was ours. As a

woman we knew had said of rapidly

climbing friends, "They have arrived.

They have gone from Warm to Hot to

White."
The motorist must form his impres-

sion as he makes his flight. Motor-
ing discoveries are not made by taking

a house for the summer and getting

acquainted with the natives. His indig-

nation might be allayed if he knew why
certain towns were smoky; his pen

stayed if he was assured by the select-

men that the apple crop had precluded

mending the road that year; his heart

softened toward the urchins who stone

his car if told that their mother was ill

of a fever. But in failing to record the

discomforts of travel be would be as dis-

honest as a worm insisting upon writing

up a bird's-eye view of the earth. He
must tell what lu- sees, granting that,

as bis trip is a flight, his impressions are

equally fleeting.

All this not to preface any attack

upon White Sulphur, for I am sure it

we had stayed longer W< would have

found it not less, but more lovely. I

only regret that 1 can but scratch on

the surface charms of the old springs.
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Since we admire "Hot," we were re-

lieved that they were too dissimilar for

comparison of any sort. The buildings

were white, white as the servants who
waited upon us. The inclosed wood as

intimate if not as beautiful as that of

Del Monte. It was a sheltered place,

and there were probably many subtle

social bars which I had no opportunity

to notice.

I walked about the grounds as W
sat himself down to sketch, unhampered
by crowds, for one is too well-bred to

hang about the artist in this pleasant

wood. Beyond the Thermal Establish-

ment is the White Hotel. "White of

White" I think it should be called,

where the Southerners go in summer;
and in a semicircle about the grounds,

like little Greek temples to inconse-

quential gods, are many "semi-detached
villas." They are generally apportioned
to unmarried men, I believe; at least

they are knowm as Bachelors' Row,
delicately suggesting that bachelors,

while detached, are not entirely or eter-

nally so. There is one villa of greater

antiquity—and height—than the others,

where the French photographer told me
"Leeve the Presidonz." No one could

tell me just what Presidents have stayed
there, although a great deal of screaming
went on between his wife and himself on
the subject — an altercation which I

ended by suggesting that it would be
better not to know, as it might be some
of them I didn't like.

"You don' like the Presidonz?" he
asked, in awed fashion. He was of a

republic, but he still held his rulers in

respect.

As W wisely said when we got

into the car, "It was just this time
yesterday," which was not to be dis-

puted. But we had a longer way to go
on our return to Covington than over
the primrose path of macadam from
"Warm" to "Hot." For the third time
that day I determined to concentrate on
points of interest, but I find in my note-

book, "We went under the railway a

number of times," which seems to be as

important as Mark Twain's "Got up,

washed, and went to bed," or the Illus-

trator's diary when he was a little fellow

which reads mainly, "Am well."

We were to spend the night in Coving-
ton, far removed from luxury, snatching
such sleep as we could in a hotel along
the railway track. I had been warned
that it would be fearfully stupid, but
any transition is agreeable—besides, we
always managed something. This time
it was a wreck of freight-trains directly

in front of our windows. Now, I ask

you, could anything more unusual be
prepared for a stranger than a wreck
without leaving his room to enjoy it?

We watched the whole procedure—the
lifting of the cars, the beating back of

the curious citizens, the flashing of sig-

nals, and swinging of lanterns. And I

am glad to say—I mean that I try to be

glad to say—no one was hurt. By the

time the night express thundered
through, the track was cleared, and Cov-
ington went to bed without having
visited a single movie. We found our-

selves so tremendously tired that I re-

membered calling in to W :

"Did I tuck you in or did I kiss you
good night?"

I don't know yet which I did, as I fell

asleep before he answered.

[to be continued.]
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Simeon Small's Business Career
BY CLAREXCE BUDIXGTOX KELLAND

?Y mind is of the sort

| that constantly reaches

y2 out for new fields oi

concrete information. I

may say with perfect

truth that I am an ex-

&ffi^iS&i: ceptionally energetic in-

dividual, and that, fortunately, I have
a talent for adapting myself to condi-

tions and people which greatly facili-

tates any investigation which I have in

hand. It is not only my nature to

investigate what may prove of interest

to me, or of service to the country at

large, but to take active part therein.

In other words, I learn by doing.

If, for instance, I wish to scrutinize

with scientific purpose the—shall I say
epidemic:—for skating, I do not merely
sit by, but I procure for myself skates

and essay upon the ice. In this way I

discover that people skate not for the

pleasure to be derived, but from a

hardy spirit of adventure—out of a

species of bravado. I learned this by
that process (^i ratiocination called re-

ductio ad absurdam. Namely, there can

be no other reason for .skating except

to publish to the world that you do not

fear sprained ankle or wrenched back,

therefore that reason must be the mov-
ing reason.

When, therefore, my lawyer came to

me with certain papers of a business

character for my signature, I became
aware that lure was a phase of our

narmnal life with which I was totally

unfamiliar. Of business, which seemed
• rm s,, large a part of the conv<

tion among my male acquaintances, 1

knew less than the average school-boy

of the scientific philological re;

tor tin- presence of the so-called diph-

thong in the Anglo-Saxon tongue.
realize a shortcoming 1^. with me, to

remedy it at ona .

•• Mr. Elm< . d 1. "1 find nr.

lamentably ignorant ^^ the science— if

[ice it may be called—

I am right in assuming that I am con-
nected in some way with business hv
investments, am I not?"
"You are," said he, "a sort of icicle

hanging from the eaves of business."

"I do not follow you," said I.

"An icicle," said he, "is an encum-
brance which circumstances compel the
eaves to support."
"Ah," said I, "you will doubtless be

surprised—and delighted—to learn that
I am about to add to the value of my
investments by giving the benefit of my
services to some or all of them."
"Heavens!" said he.

"In other words," said I, "I am going
into business."

"I presume there is no use arguing
against it."

"None," said I, with that air of final-

ity which is an attribute of a strong

nature.

He shrugged his shoulders.

"I do not," said I. "care at once to

take over the responsibility for all my
interests. What I desire is to become a

part of some enterprise of moderate size

where I can carry on my investigations,

and at the same time be of some service

to the world of business. What would

you recommend:"
He considered the matter with what

seemed to me unnecessary care.

"How." he asked, "would you regard

suspend*
"It is a matter I have never given

thought to. If you wish an unstudied

opinion <^\ them, I would say they un-

doubtedly have been of service to civili-

zation. They are contrivances which

deserve only commendation. Sus-

pend! re," said I, with increasing enthu-

m, "may be regarded as an American

institution."

"Wry interesting," said he, "but it

was not your academic opinion I sought.

How would you like to identify yourself

with the- manufacture of suspenders ?"

"It would be excellent," said I. "I
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shall," I went on after a moment's

thought, "study the subject and write

a brochure on the history of the suspen-

der and the not unimportant part it has

played in the development of our social

life. Why, sir, without suspenders

where would trousers be? We might,"

I said, "be wearing skirts like the

Albanians."
"You are," said he, "a majority

stockholder in the Bulldog Suspender

Company. Its secretary resigned Mon-
day."

"I do not wonder," said I. "What
gentleman would care to remain secre-

tary to a concern manufacturing sus-

penders for bulldogs? I do not like

bulldogs. Their habits are reprehensi-

ble—"
"No, no," said he. "That is but a

name. It signifies that the suspenders

grip the—er—trousers as tenaciously as

the bulldog does his—er—antagonist."

"Ah," said I, "a figure of speech. A
rude one, it is true, but an indisputable

figure of speech. You may consider the

matter decided. I shall become the

secretary of the Bulldog Suspender Com-
pany. When, may I ask, can I be in-

augurated ?"

"Monday," said he, succinctly. "I
have a feeling," said he as an after-

thought, "that the Bulldog Suspender
Company will from that day require all

the blind courage of its namesake."
I thanked him for the compliment in-

tended by his words, though I confess it

was not apparent to me. However, one
must not dispute with good intentions.

On Monday morning, accompanied by
my lawyer, I went to the offices of the
Bulldog Suspender Company, where I

was introduced to various individuals,

male and female.

"Mr. Ferren is General Manager,"
sajd my lawyer. "I will leave you in his

hands, Mr. Small. He will give you the
information you will require about the
duties of your office."

Mr. Ferren and I repaired to my
private office.

"Mr. Small," said he, "probably the
most important part of the secretary's

work is the management of our sales

department."
"Sales department?" said I. "Have

we a sales department ? And why, pray ?

I fancied our business was manufactur-
ing, not selling."

He glanced at me briefly. "I under-
stand," said he, "you have it in mind to

introduce improvements into the busi-

ness. You might begin with that, if you
can manage it successfully. You have
no idea how much work it would save if

we could devote all our time to manu-
facturing and didn't have to bother with
selling our product."

"I will scrutinize the matter," said I,

"and see what can be done."
"But meantime," said he, "the sales

department must go on."

He then launched into a mass of weari-

some, uninteresting matter about prices

and markets and discounts and salesmen
and territories, to which I listened cour-

teously, or, rather, appeared to listen.

Actually I was working on a problem of

real interest and importance. I have
acquired the ability to allow a person to

talk to me, and, while appearing to pay
him close attention, nevertheless to be-

come quite unaware of his existence and
to carry on an independent train of

thought undisturbed. At this moment I

was puzzling over the seemingly inex-

plicable fact that among most peoples,

no matter what their language, a nod of

the head signifies affirmation, while a

shake of the head signifies negation.

"Am I making myself clear?" asked
Mr. Ferren.

"Perfectly," said I, "perfectly." I

have no doubt he was—to any one who
cared to listen. But I was there to

study business, not to sell suspenders.

It seemed absurd the man should bother

me with trifles.

We heard a strident voice outside and
Mr. Ferren slapped his knee. "Good!"
said he. "Here is our Mr. O'Brien.

Covers New York and New England.

Best suspender salesman in America.

I'll have him in. You must meet him
at once, for he'll be able to give you a

heap of pointers."

"Very well," said I, with resignation.

Mr. O'Brien appeared and was pre-

sented. He was—how shall I character-

ize him?—superabundantly and vocif-

erously energetic. He shook my hand
in a manner to disturb the legibility of

my handwriting for a period of three

days. Arnica had no effect.
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"Listen!" said he, bellowing like the

Bull of Bashan; "here's one I pulled

myself, alone, without the aid of false

mustaches or springs in the sleeve. Was
in N' Yawk last week. Went to the

theater. 'How much?' says I to the

duke in the box-office. 'Stalls two dol-

lars and a half,' says he. 'Neigh, neigh,'

says I, just like that. Quick as a wink."

He prodded me in the cardiac region and
laughed immoderately. Mr. Ferren also

laughed.

"I beg your pardon," said I, "but I

perceive no cause for laughter. Perhaps
I did not follow you."
Mr. O'Brien stared at me in a manner

which seemed to indicate his sensibili-

ties were injured.

"Was it a joke?" I asked. "My
familiarity with jokes is negligible,

did .not catch the point, but I confess I

am interested. May I trouble you to

explain?"

He did so, with detail, and I have
entered the curious thing in my note-

book. It seems the joke was based on
the fact that the word "nay"—the ar-

chaic negative—is identical in sound
with the word "neigh"—the verb indi-

cating the cry of the horse. Also upon
the fact that the word "stall" applies

alike to the portion of the barn in which
a horse reposes and to a seat in a theater.

I nr the joke down thus:
"

I said to the person in the box-office

of the theater, '
1 low much ?'

"He replied, 'The price of stalls is

two dollars and fifty cents.'

"To which was rejoined, 'Nay, nay
(Neigh, neigh).'"

It was a curious fragment of data. I

shall make use of it as an illustration of

the depraved purposes to which our

language can he put by certain types of

• d.

" Mr. ( >'Brien," said 1. "
1 have come

into this institution with the object of

studying business. I am, by nature, .in

investigator. Later I shall embody my
observations in a pamphlet, perhaps

even a hook. Inasmuch as you are, I

take it, a business man, I should like to

ask you what you know about the sub-

t."

"What do I know about business?
1- h

: Easy. It's rotten. lulls' I hat's

what's the matter. It's ucttm' SO 1

throw a fit every time I see a belt. At
this rate in another five years nobody
'11 be wearin' suspenders but New Eng-
land selectmen with whiskers and
Methodist deacons."
"You interest me," said I. "Why

selectmen and deacons?"
"Because," said he, "the selectmen

wouldn't have any place to put their

thumbs in the summer, and the deacons
are still wearin' the pants they were
married in in 'seventy-one—the kind of

pants a belt wouldn't have any influence

over.

"Mr. O'Brien," said I, "in spite of

your appearance, which I must confess

is not promising of such an attribute, I

perceive that you are something of an
observer of humanity yourself. The
data vou furnish me is quaintly instruc-

tive.""

Mr. O'Brien regarded me for a mo-
ment, then turned and regarded Mr.
Ferren. "Say," he ejaculated, pres-

ently, "if I could kid a man with as

straight a face as that I'd burn my sam-
ples and do a monologue in vaudeville."

"Kid?" said I. "I have heard the

word used to signify the young of the

goat, and by the lower classes to denote

a child, but as a verb—never."

"Surely,'' said he. "Thus: I kid, you
kid, he kiddest. See?"

"I must confess I do not." The man
was proving a veritable mine of interest.

"As you use the word, what does it

mean:"
"Ferren," said Mr. O'Brien, "does he

mean it r"
" He does, indeed," said Mr. Ferren.

"Well, I'll be- Say, Mr. Small,

you'll excuse me while I go out and talk

to myself a few minutes. I ain't as

Strong as I used to he."

"What a Strange individual," said I

to Mr. Ferren. " Is it .i type peculiarity

the suspender business? Or is not all as

it should he with him mentally?"

"I imagine," said Mr. Ferren, cryp-

tically, "that your opinion of him coin-

cides with his opinion of you—barring a

difference in terminology."

Presently Mr. Ferren left me alone, a

thing 1 very much desired, because I

wished to scrutinize and tabulate the

data th.it had presented itself. Already

I was aware that business had much of
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childishness in it; that, in short, it did

not seem an occupation worthy of the

efforts of a mind of the first class. For

instance, I discovered it is the business

of one department to sell suspenders.

It will astound you to learn that it was
the affair of another department, called

the credit department, to refuse to sell

to the very persons the first department
had sold to. Was it not futile? I deter-

mined that one or the other of these con-

flicting powers should be abated.

Another waste presented itself glar-

ingly. I saw no less than five young
women writing in books or typewriting

figures on small pieces of paper. On
making inquiry, I learned they were
getting out what was quaintly termed
monthly statements. A monthly state-

ment is in the nature of a letter or other

communication, I take it, except that it

informs the recipient of the fact that he
is indebted to the sender in certain sum
of money. To the logical mind this was
absurd, indeed.

''Why," said I to one of the young
women, "send these so-called monthly
statements ? Do not those to whom they
go know they are indebted to us, and
how much ?"

"Of course," said she.

"Then," said I, "even you, with the
mediocre mentality you doubtless pos-

sess, will perceive the futility of it. Why
waste money and labor telling a man a

thing he already knows?"
"I got all that but the part about

mediocre mentality," she said, with lips

compressed. "If that's some high-brow
way of gettin' fresh with a workin' girl,

I give you notice right here to cut it out.

The shippin' - clerk's my gentleman
friend, and he went six rounds with
Buster O'Rourk once."

I gave thanks mentally for the re-

markable memory with which training
has equipped me. I was able to remem-
ber her exact phraseology, weird, un-
couth, incomprehensible as it was.
Doubtless she had some thought in her
mind. Possibly she presented it in a
manner to be understood by certain in-

dividuals, but I have never deciphered
it. What, I often ask myself, did the
shipping-clerk accomplish by going six

rounds with the O'Rourk individual?
And what, or where, are six rounds?

The Austro-Hungarian empire suffers

under a multiplicity of dialects; I fear

America is heading toward the same
chaos.

Toward the end of the day my head
was quite in a whirl, so I repaired to my
office, closed the door, and, for recrea-

tion and to give ease to my fatigued

brain, I read for two hours from that

entertaining, mildly instructive, if some-
what frivolous volume by Dr. Elbertus
McWhinney Sauerbrot, entitled, "An
Elucidation and Comparison of the Proc-
esses of Ratiocination which Deter-
mined the French to Name the Potato
Pomme de Terre, and the Lower Classes

of Hibernia to Denote it by the Word
'Spud.'"

I arose much refreshed and was driven
home.
Next morning I found my desk piled

with communications, most of which
requested data as to the price of sus-

penders" and as to the quality or method
of packing those articles. One individ-

ual requested to be informed if we could

present him a lower price for one hun-
dred gross than we could if he should
purchase in quantities of one gross only.

His question, as will be seen at once, was
ridiculous. I replied to him spiritedly:

Dear Sir,—As a so-called business man
you should be aware how nonsensical is your
question. The idea that we can sell you a

large quantity of suspenders at a lower price

per dozen than a small quantity is so absurd
as to demonstrate to me that your intelli-

gence is not of a high order. Manifestly it

requires more labor to manufacture one hun-
dred gross of suspenders than one gross.

Therefore, one hundred gross should bring a

higher price comparatively than one gross.

I find it is the custom of this business to

charge no higher rate, however; an oversight

which I shall correct.

To this diplomatic reproof I signed

my name and mailed it with no little

gratification.

In the same mail were letters from two
individuals, one signed J. S. Plumm,
the other H. R. Dauber, giving the in-

formation they were about to call upon
us for the purpose of arranging pur-

chases of considerable quantities of our
wares. I exhibited them to Mr. Ferren.

"Good!" he exclaimed. "Plumm 's

buyer for the Moggie chain of stores

—
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fifty of 'em. Dauber 's buyer for Piddie
6c Smiler, the big mail-order house. We
v.anr that business. And it's up to you,
Mr. Small. When they come, you drop

rything else and show them a good
time. I reat them as if you loved 'em
to distraction. Get the idea?"

I he idea of loving to distraction is

abhorrent to me/1

said I. "One should
never permit sentiment to interfere with

one's intelligent e."

"In this case," said he, ''don't let

your intelligence interfere with senti-

ment. We need that business. It's

money in your pocket—and a nice piece

of money, too."

'Aery well," said I; "I shall enter-

tain these individuals as though they
• guests invited to partake ofmy own

hospitality. I feel surf- I am competent
to < are for the matter as you suggest.'

1

"Good!" said he, and went out with
his face denoting gnat pleasure. What
there was in the news to produce that

feeling J was far from discovering.

It was the next morning when I was
notified that the individuals had arrived

and were at the boo 1. I therefore < ailed

my chauffeur and drove down to greet

them. I asked first for Mr. II. R.

Dauber. Presently there stepped off

the elevator a woman of commanding
I bar "

< ommanding" is a

k word to convey my impression of

1m r. Possibly I have seen a taller

woman, but I doubt it. Her other di-

mensions corresponded with her height,

was not young, nor was she endowed
•

i pul( hritude. I ler features, ind<

bore a not distant resemblance to un-

wrought granite.

She looked about her, then walked

dire< tly to me.
'•Mi. Smalir said she.

I bo* i d.

"
I )aub< r \ my name/1

said she.

Ui," sa.d [, suavely, "Mr. H. R.

Dauber's wife, I I ak< it."
'-

wife, '."u may take it,"

•
;

i marked emphasis. " I am
II. I'. Dauber/

1

" Ind id [, unable in mv I <>n-

nation t< I
her syllable.

But present1) I
i

and assured hei of a I eh ome.
"I must delay you a moment," said I;

" then is another gentleman that

. a gentleman—who also is to be of
our part

"Who?" she said, shortly.

"Mr. J. S. Plumm," said I.

be sniffed. "Gentleman!" said she.

"Is that Plumm on deck again.; Plumm,
Plumm, Plumm. You'd think some-
body 'd hired Plumm to trail me
around."

Not seeing the precise reply to make-
to this ejaculation, J evaded the diffi-

( ulty by excusing myself and sending
up my card to J. S. Plumm. Three
minutes intervened before a young wom-
an, best described by the French term
petite, tripped lightly from the elevator

and, seeing Miss Dauber and myself,

came toward us. I am not what might
be termed a connoisseur of women, but
this example impressed me as being
wholly admirable. I found it a pleasure

to regard her.

''Hello, Hester," she said, sweetly.

"Is this Mr. Small'"
'"I have that pleasure,'

1

said I.

"I am J. S. Plumm," said she.

"I—you will pardon my astonish-

ment—but I expected two gentlemen."
"Sorry to disappoint you. Neither of

us are gentlemen, but I can assure you
we're perfect ladies, aren't we, Hester?"

"I know / am," said Miss Dauber,
acidly.

u
I must alter my plans." said I.

"My car is waiting. We can commence
our day by driving about, can we not?

I—you will pardon me if I say I am
embarrassed. I was directed by Mr.
It in n to er entertain you as though

I—er—loved you to distraction. Mam-
festly that is impossible considering

your sex. I shall Speak to Mr. Perren

about it."

"It oughtn't to be so difficult/
1

said

Miss Plumm.
"Huh'" said Miss Dauber, with a

Bpe< ies of snort.

\V< went "ut to mv car, into which I

handed tin ladies. I v. as about to

If beside the i haufFeui when Miss

Plumm ai rested me, saving:

"Don't be unsociable. Conn- ba> k

'. ith us."

I i -.iild not refuse, and presently found

een the redundant

Dauber and the- shall I

(jiiisin
:—Miss Plumm.
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"Need I express my surprise," said I,

"that you are interested in suspenders?"

My remark was directed to Miss

Plumm; indeed, it had reference to her

exclusively, for I could well imagine

Miss Dauber having an interest in sus-

penders, or in pig-iron or siege guns, for

that matter. Nevertheless it was Miss

Dauber who replied:

"I am interested in anything that can

be bought right and sold at a profit."

"Indeed," said I.

"Oh yes," said Miss Plumm, "Hester
is. But do not misjudge her. The fact

that suspenders are so utterly masculine

does not add to their attractions for her.

Does it, Hester?"
"Masculine! Huh!" Miss Dauber

snorted again. She seemed to look upon
the snort as a desirable conversational

asset.

I directed the chauffeur to drive us

into our more desirable residence dis-

trict, where directly we arrived at my
own house. We turned in through the

gate.

"What's this?" asked Miss Dauber,
abruptly. "A park?"
"No," said I; "this is my house. I

thought you might be interested to see

the grounds."
" Your house!" said Miss Dauber, and

scrutinized me searchingly. She turned
from me to regard the house intently.

After a moment's silence she said,

"Married?"
"Indeed no," said I.

"Huh. . . . Relatives living with you?"
'{I'm alone."

"How old are you?"
I told her.

"I'm only three years older than
you," she said, and Miss Plumm made
a little sound that was not a cough, not
a sneeze. I looked at her anxiously, fear-

ing she might be taking cold. She
assured me she was not.

" I," she said, " am four years younger
than you."

Miss Dauber positively snorted. I

could see no occasion for it whatever.
"What are you fooling with the sus-

pender business for?" she asked, and I

explained to them at length my purpose
in entering business. It appeared to

interest them greatly, but really to move
Miss Plumm, for she frequently uttered

little sounds and put her handkerchief
to her eyes. I judged her a most sympa-
thetic individual—one endowed with
rare powers of feeling.

I began to feel a decided interest in

Miss Plumm. It was evident she was a
woman of capacity and mentality, else

she would not have occupied the position

in the business world that was hers. I

have already alluded to her personal

appearance. As for her disposition,

which is a matter of no small impor-
tance, I am told, when one is considering

a member of her sex, it seemed agreeable,

not to say charming. I was surprised

to find myself appraising her qualities

with such avidity.

Miss Dauber interrupted me. "You
should marry," said she, with force.

"I have been thinking of it somewhat
—very recently," I replied, and looked
at Miss Plumm with significance. It was
daring, but, as my friends know well, I

am a man of determination and bold-

ness.

"A man like you," said Miss Dauber,
"ought not to marry a giggling ninny of

a girl. You should find some woman of

experience and ability."

"You have no idea," said Miss
Plumm, "how tremendously experienced

and able the buyer for a mail-order

house must be."

I recalled that Miss Dauber was a

buyer of that description, and said,

"That must also be predicated of the

buyer for a chain of stores, must it not ?"

Miss Dauber made a gurgling sound
in her throat.

"Your sales talk is splendid, Hester,"

said Miss Plumm, "but you don't dis-

play your goods very well."

This was not plain to me, but Miss
Dauber seemed to understand and re-

sent it. I could feel her quiver with an

emotion which I could not but suppose

to be rage.

"Let us discuss suspenders," said I,

suddenly remembering it was my mis-

sion to manufacture those articles.

"Have you looked into their history and

development? I confess I have not, but

have found much pleasure in speculation

regarding them. For instance, we may
assume safely they are of comparatively

modern origin. It is clear to me they

do not antedate civilization, for the rea-
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son that prior to the advent of a degree

of civilization no individual was addicted

to the wearing of a garment such as

would make them necessary. Do you
not agree with me?"
"Mr. Small!" exclaimed Miss Dauber.
"Miss Dauber," said I.

"You're such a joker," said she, and
smiled at me in a manner that made me
vaguely uneasy. Nevertheless I resented

her charge.

"Miss Dauber!" said I, with dignity.

"Mr. Small," said she.

"I am no joker," said I.

"You may depend on it," said Miss
Plumm, "he is not."

"Thank you," said I, and looked at

her with an expression of no mean
warmth. I wondered if she perceived

my intention.

I became preoccupied. A problem
was before me—namely, to separate

Miss Plumm from Miss Dauber, and, in

some manner not offensive to the latter,

to dispense with her society wholly. I

desired to cultivate Miss Plumm's ac-

quaintance in greater privacy. While I

studied the matter we came abreast ofthe

Country Club, and, the hour being past

noon, I invited my guests to luncheon.

I may say without undue boastful-

ness that I am a man of resource. Be-
fore the luncheon was completed my
plan was formed.

"Ladies," said I, "business demands
mv attention briefly this afternoon.

Doubtless you would like to pass the

time in some place of amusement ?"

"Thank you," said Miss Plumm.
"Your tastes differ," said I. "It is

unlikely the- same event would please

you alike."

1 rue," said Miss Plumm.
"In that cast/' said [, "I shall make

arrangements which will, I trust. In- a

real treat to both. If I am correct, Miss

Dauber would prefer to witness a theat-

rical performance, of which there is said

to be a commendable one available.

Miss Plumm, I believe, would prefer

something a trifle more intellectual.

1 herefore I shall provide her with a

ticket of admission to the exhibition and
lecture given to-day under the auspices

of the Society for Philological Research."
The ladies expressed their pleasure.

It was my intention to permit Miss

Dauber to attend the theatrical per-

formance alone, while, without her
knowledge, I should join Miss Plumm
at the lecture. That Miss Dauber might
be disposed of for some time, I informed
her my car would be waiting outside the
theater and would be quite at her dis-

posal. I determined to direct my chauf-
feur to drive her into the country to a

distance which would make speedy re-

turn impossible. I went over the plan
carefully and found it excellent.

After leaving the ladies at their hotel,

I went to my office, where I prepared and
made notes of what I desired to say to

Miss Plumm that afternoon. I was
careful to use circumspect language, only
hinting at my real wishes, but striving,

nevertheless, to make them vaguely ap-

parent to her. It did not seem to me
that a twelve-hour acquaintance war-
ranted a man of my habitual caution
and powers of scientific analysis in of-

fering his hand in marriage. Still I did

not wish to leave her greatly in doubt
as to my attitude.

In due time I left the office and walked
up the avenue, where I equipped myself
with a large box of confectionery and a

bouquet of no little pretentiousness. I

am told that women regard these mat-
ters as proper matrimonial preliminaries.

Then I proceeded to the hall where the

lecture and exhibition were in progress.

Scarcely had I entered the hall when
a hand was laid on my arm and a voice,

in which notes of pleasure were unmis-
takably present, said: "Oh, Mr. Small,

I'm so glad you came. I was hoping
you would come."

I turned suddenly and beheld—not

Miss Plumm, but Miss Dauber. Need
I say that 1 gasped? She moved closer

to me, and, prompted by the instinct of

self-defense, I poked my candy and
flowers at her as one would interpose a

shield in warfare. She grasped them and

uttered a sound similar to that which

pigeons sometimes make in the trees

near my window—a very disturbing

sound.
" Km- me! 1 low lovely of you! ( >h,

Mr. Small!" Then she seized my arm.

"You are here? 1 said, in my bewil-

derment stating a perfectly evident fact.

"Miss Plumm and I exchanged tick-

its," she said, "and now I am so glad.
'
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" Um-a-hum," said I, which ejaculation

I found reason to repeat three times be-

fore articulation was restored.

"I wanted," she said, in a more busi-

nesslike manner, "to see you alone."

"Indeed?" said I. "To discuss sus-

penders, I presume?"
"No," she said, shortly.

"It is my business to discuss suspen-

ders," said I. "You are here to buy
suspenders. In short," said I, "we have
nothing in common except suspenders."

She sniffed. "Come in here where we
can talk," said she, pointing toward a

species of parlor.

"Impossible," said I. "I must go.

My presence is required elsewhere."

I thought to effect my escape and join

Miss Plumm at the theater, but this wom-
an, in effect by vis major overawed me
and compelled me to obey her.

"Your presence is required right in

there" she said, clutching my arm and
uttering each of the three last words
with ominous emphasis.

"Sit down," she directed in a moment.
I did so.

"Now, young man," said she, "I have
been watching and studying you. You
need a woman with a strong will to take
a hand in your affairs. To be brief, you
ought to marry, and at once, for many
reasons which I shall not mention. I

have no especial need of a husband, but
I am tired of buying suspenders. A
husband will be a change, at least, and
apparently you have enough money, so

there would be no worry."
During this harangue I was conscious

of uttering choking sounds and of en-

deavoring to struggle to my feet, but
she held me down. It was exceedingly

humiliating.

"Therefore," she went on, inexorably,

"I have determined to marry you."
The air of finality with which she pro-

nounced this was indescribable.

"Heavens!" said I, shrilly, and, the
shock giving me fictitious strength, I

was enabled to tear myself from her

and leap to my feet. I shook my finger

in her face as I backed away. "I will

not have you marrying me," said I.

"I shall not submit to it. The idea is

intolerable. What do you mean by
going around the country seizing and
marrying people? I will not have it."
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"Don't be frightened, Simeon," said

she, a trifle more gently. "Perhaps I

was abrupt, but that cannot alter mat-
ters now. My decision is made. I shall

marry you."
"Madam," said I, "this is unthink-

able. It is a reversion to barbarism.
You, madam, are an atavism. Twenty
thousand years ago you would have
issued forth with a stone club; you
would have seized me, borne me shriek-

ing from my cave to your own."
"Probably I should if I wanted you,"

she said.

"Keep off," said I. "Do not lay a

hand on me. I shall not submit. Be-
sides, I desire to marry quite another
woman."

She shrugged her shoulders. "You
may regard

—

this—matter—as—settled"

she said, and at each word she poked at

me with her index finger. It was fright-

fully disconcerting. The determination
of the woman was appalling. Lest her
will should override mine, I sought safety

in flight, yet flight was impossible.

Outside the parlor door gathered a

throng of people, their backs to us, wait-

ing to pass up the aisle. They blocked
the way. Despairingly I rushed to them
and endeavored to force my way
through. It was in vain. Despite my
frantic efforts I was imprisoned in that

small room with that ravening woman!
I turned upon her. "Madam," said

I, "if you utter one more word to me
not directly connected with suspenders,

I shall raise my voice and cry for as-

sistance."

"Don't be silly," she said. "You act

like a high-school girl. Now come with

me where we can discuss this matter

reasonably and quietly."

I felt her powerful fingers clutch my
arm. She led me through the crowd, out

of the hall, and up the street in a silence

that only increased my apprehension.

It seemed possible she was conveying

me directly to a minister of the gospel

to carry out her purpose of marrying

me without delay. The prospect came
very, very near to unmanning me, yet,

by a tremendous exertion of the will,

I remained master of myself. In that

extremity I called on my intellect,

which to this day has never failed me.

Now it responded. Half a block away
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I saw an officer of the metropolitan

police, and the sight of him was an in-

spiration.

I ceased to struggle, to draw back,

but pretended to accompany Miss Dau-
ber with greater willingness. Her hold

relaxed somewhat, but she did not un-

hand me.
When we came opposite the officer I

did a thing of incredible daring. No man
not endowed with a stern, fearless, un-

compromising nature such as mine
could have dared as I dared. With a

sudden wrench I broke away from Miss
Dauber, rushed to the large plate-glass

window of an abutting store, and, with
the frenzy of a drowning man clutching

at a straw, I raised my foot and drove
it through the glass. Not once, but

several times, did I repeat this outrage

upon property and propriety.

It was enough. The officer emitted an
inarticulate bellow and rushed upon me.
His heavy hand fell crushingly on my
neck, but the feeling of it was delicious

to me. He jerked me backward and
demanded what I was at. I replied, with

all possible impudence, that I considered

it to be no concern of his, which had the

desired effect of rendering him implaca-

ble.

He rushed me to the nearest signal-

box, Miss Dauber following a few steps

behind. She resembled an overlarge,

exceedingly perturbed hen. She even

tried to take me away from the officer,

but he kept rue safely.

Presently the patrol-wagon arrived

and I was ungently assisted to mount to

a seat. With an ear-splitting clamor
of the gong we left the spot, left Miss
Dauber standing on the curb gazing
after us with disappointment, with what
conflicting emotions of rage and despair

one can but inexactly imagine.

But I was safe. At this moment I am
safe. I am in a cell in the police station,

from which, it is true, I cannot issue

forth at will, but into which, by no
force or cajolery, can Miss Dauber pene-

trate.

I have but one drawrback to my satis-

faction. As we neared the station we
passed my car. In the rear seat were
Miss Plumm and the salesman O'Brien,

who made the queer joke about the

theater seats. His brazen arm was about
her waist.

Here, in perfect quiet and seclusion, I

have been given time to reflect. My
conclusion, after mature deliberation, is

that the scholarly, scientific mind is not

wholly fitted to encounter the class of

individuals who make a living by com-
merce. In short, I shall have no further

dealings with business, with business

men, but most emphatically of all, so

emphatically in short that my determi-

nation is like to the laws of the unchang-

ing Medes and Persians, will I ever

encounter, converse with, or permit my-
self to be brought into propinquity with

a woman who makes a living by earning

money.

W'C' • "*-*N -•'Mir
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Climbing Fujiyama
BY RAYMOND M. WEAVER

>HE Mount Fuji — that

graceful, sublime, and
sacred mountain—is re-

nowned as a grandeur
of the extreme Orient.

There are mountains
and mountains, but

there is none so elegant, majestic, and
inspiring. The spectacle is simply weird

and sublime." Thus spoke the guide-

book, and with keen, descriptive effort.

I had lived in Japan for three years;

I had passed perhaps a score of times

under the shadow of the Sacred Moun-
tain; but Fuji always wore her "cloud
cap." And by a constant gazing at

clouds I began to suspect Fuji might be

merely an invention of the poets, like

most of the other wonders of Japan that

the Occident is fed upon. Japan's dain-

tiness, Japan's politeness, Japan's pas-

sion for beauty, these I had found to be
but pretty myths. And a tingling suspi-

cion spread along my veins—perhaps
Fujiyama is only a myth, too!

So on this panting day in August I

called my boy, Masaji. "Masaji," said

I, "is Fujiyama only a myth?"
The lad studied me in huge - eyed

astonishment. "Why no, sir," he an-

swered; "Fujiyama is a sacred moun-
tain. I climbed it last year. It rises

twelve thousand four hundred and sixty-

five feet above the sea. It is the highest
mountain in Japan. The goddess that
lives on Mount Fuji is very jealous;

until recent years she would permit no
woman to climb to the top."
"Does this temperamental goddess

permit foreign barbarians such as I to

climb the Holy Peak?" I fatuously in-

quired.

Masaji remained contemptuously si-

lent. So I asked him if he would that
very day conduct me on a tour of dis-

covery, a trip to the sacred top.

He acquiesced to my proposal without
the slightest show of emotion. He said

that thousands of pilgrims ascend Fuji

every year during August and Septem-
ber, and that we should not lack for

company in our adventure.

As I made preparation for our depart-

ure, he regaled me with much guide-

book information. He said that the

mountain might be ascended by five

routes, but that we should make the

ascent from the southeast, starting from
Gotemba, a town thirteen miles from the

summit. By setting out from Gotemba
at dawn, so he declared, it would be pos-

sible to reach the summit and descend
again in a working day of fifteen hours

—

ten hours being allowed for the trip up,

two for religious contemplation above
the clouds, and three hours for the dash
downward to reassuring commonplaces
and the snug shelter of familiar things.

He pronounced the mere muscular feat

of climbing to the summit to be absurdly
disappointing. It is possible to continue

to the very crater on horseback, he said,

though the common practice is to hire

a horse for the first six thousand feet,

after which the accomplishment of the

remainder is merely a question of perse-

verance.

That evening found us locked in the

sweltering compartment of a little Japa-
nese train. The engine went fussing and
panting through the night, and the engi-

neer blew the whistle at capricious inter-

vals, apparently amusing himself during

the dark hours.

The day broke close and foggy. The
map showed we were near Fuji's base.

But except for a fleeting strip of pines,

and a border of rice-fields, and a racing

line of thatched huts, that all spun in

dizzy succession through the margin of

fog, the world without demanded an
act of faith. Then the rain began to

form glinting and beaded zigzags along

the dirty panes, and the landscape deep-
ened between the slanting vistas of the
downpour.
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About noon we pulled into the station

at Gotemba. The rain came down in a

good drench. I squeezed into a closed

jinrikisha that smelled of wet rubber and
oiled cloth, and rode off to a Japanese
inn—the Furokwan. The inevitable

frowzy, fat maids called out the shrill

alarm, "Honorable Guest " ("Okyaku
San"). And master and mistress and
cooks and coolies and bath-boys, like

rabbits from their warrens, scurried out

to see the Foreign Curiosity take off his

shoes.

As Masaji and I sat on the floor of our
paper-walled room and ate raw fish and
unseasoned rice, and the other conven-
tional fare, the master of the inn ap-

peared at the door and bowed and sucked
in his breath; and in classic Japanese I

explained our trip to him. \\ e wanted
food for the ascent of Fuji; we wanted a

guide

—

goriki. \\ e wanted horses for the

nine miles from Gotemba to Ni-go-me.
Then complications began. The horse

for Masaji would be one dollar and fifty

cents, but for the "Foreign Devil"
twice as much. Said our host, inno-

cently, "Foreigners must always pay
double." And for the goriki I was de-

manded double charge. I explained that

Masaji was hiring the goriki, and I was
but Masaji's guest. But our host sum-
marily dismissed such heretic subtleties;

R RE riNUE

all goriki demand double pay to ascend
the Sacred Mountain in the company of
a "barbarian." Would I have a bath
before my ascent? The clouds were be-

ginning to break—Fuji would soon be
visible.

I climbed, fuming, into the sweet-
smelling wooden Japanese tub. As I

bathed, the bath-boy, who had been
astonished to hear I had never seen
Fuji, put his close-cropped head in at the

door and darted a demonstrative finger

out of the window he slid back. It was
Fuji through the rifting clouds. I sat in

the bath-tub and enjoyed the view.

W ith all the perversity of Diogenes, I

determined to permit myself no superla-

tives of hackneyed admiration. Fuji

stood in bland repose against a flaming
sky. The clouds lay like lone, agate
lizards across the mountain's Ethiopian
throat. I he Fuji of my expectation was
snow-capped and furrowed with deep
ravines. But the Fuji that rose before

me flat on the August afternoon, deep
purple at its base, aspiring to a dull and
somber red above, was naked of snow
and as smooth as a tiger's thigh. I asked
the bath-boy how the sight struck his

honorable spirits. He puckered his lips,

tilted his head judicially, and gave a

half-hearted grunt of patronizing ap-

proval. He said that since many people

seemed to have an

unaccountable passion

for mountains, a well-

behaved volcano was
a useful source of

national revenue. For
himself, he took more
interest in idle tourists

than in d e a d lava-

cones.

The rain over, we
decided to begin our
ascent at 4 A.M. on

the following day, and

until dinner-time we
slept as much as \\<.-

Collld.

During dinner, pil-

grims from the top o(

Fuji came pouring in-

creasingly into t h e

r \\ n. Hiey w 1

dressed in all styles;

some in the conven-
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tional pilgrim's garb of white, some in

trousers of whimsical cut, some choked
with high collars, and some actually wore
frock-coats. But all donned the large, flat,

pilgrim's hat and swung the pilgrim's

staff. There was the passing of horses

and the confusion of growing crowds.

By dark the streets were swarming, and
I walked out with Masaji to buy some
canned food for the ascent and to enjoy
the hubbub.

Everything was bustle and prepara-

tion, and there was the tension of great

schemes afoot. Every hotel was jammed,
and beyond the open paper doors moved
figures in all degrees of dress and undress
—eating, smoking, drinking, singing,

writing, bathing— packed indiscrimi-

nately in all the rooms. It was a sleep-

less town, this Gotemba on this August
night; quiet and deserted by day, but
feverish in its nocturnal confusion, in its

din of departure. Ahead Fuji blotted

the sky—a black fan dangling from
night's limp hand.

It was nearly one o'clock when I

stretched out to dream, and it was three

when the maid pushed open the screens

and got me up, still asleep.

As the day broke we attempted a half-

hearted breakfast of unseasoned eggs,

unbuttered toast, and some pale-blue

milk. I finished with a swig of brandy
to wash it all down.
We found our horses waiting below;

sorry old nags, led by a gaunt old farmer
and his smiling wife. The goriki shoul-

dered our pack. Along the unbroken
road we jogged as the sun came up,

Fuji ahead.

From Gotemba to the top of Fuji is

calculated as thirteen miles, but for not

more than one-half of this distance does

the road ofFer any feeling of toilsome

ascent. Fuji rises from the rolling coun-

try at its base in a broad, compliant
bend. From a dead level the road

swings along over an open and gently

rolling country for the first seven miles,

rising gradually, almost imperceptibly,

to Uma-gaeshi; then, in an irresistible

line of sweeping assurance, the way rises

more consciously for a mile or two;
beyond this the path becomes increas-

ingly steep, growing in impetuosity as it

rears itself to take the zenith.

Out of the village we jogged, among
the rice-fields and past occasional tea-

houses and farmers' huts, the households
already astir. The sky slowly gathered
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plow, and as the sun came up behind we
came into a thinly wooded waste country.

There was an unexpected wildness about

the scene, and I recalled the old story

of the 1 oritomo bore-hunt at the foot

of Fuji, and the famous tale of revenge,

all enacted hundreds of years ago among
the same tangled brush, with Fuji red

and tawny in the sun as now.
On horseback we stumbled on the

seven miles to Uma-gaeshi where the

horses are supposed to be left, to 1 arobo

(so-called from a goblin who is there

worshiped , a mile beyond. I arobo is

a scattering of a few rough shacks that

reminds one of the embryo of a mining
town. Here we rested a few moment.s;

and. while I mechanically drank green

tea and munched hard cakes, Masaii

went audibly to sleep. 1 hen we mounted
again and pushed on.

Just beyond Tarobo the road took a

more decided upward slope, the trees

grew mere and more .sparse and stunted.

And before long We had left the last

shelter behind.

For miles on all sides lay the reddish

Hanks of Fuji tilted upward, and
bounded only by the sky. and, to my
amazement, as smooth as drifted sand.

Fuji was not upreared in pliant and i

- when seen from afar, but flat-

tened and smooth and massive; a\\ enor-

mous pile of red ash, unobstructed bv
rocks or undergrowth; a trackless waste;

a titanic ant-heap, pediculous with the

microscopic specks of white-garbed pil-

grims who crept slowly upward.
The road, like a dusty crimson thread,

spun out before us up the mountain.
At irregular intervals along the roadside

rough rest - houses showed as brown
spots. In the unordered file of pilgrims

afoot and pilgrims astride we jolted

slowly along the road that was marked
by hundreds of cast-off straw sandals

and the litter of paper, lunch-boxes, egg-

shells, and beer-bottles. In our comical

straw hats and our capes of matting we
sat sleepily on our spiritless nags and
tacked back and forth up the mild as-

cent.

Forty-five minutes beyond Iarobo we
drew up at Ni-gO-me. Ni-go-me is the

second of the ten chief stations that are

distributed along the way from I'ma-

gaeshi to the top. Between these sta-

tions half-way stops like 1 arobo are fre-

quently to be found. At Ni-go-me we
left the horses; from this point our

climb i^n toot was to begin.

Ni-go-me w; low, wooden
shack, unfinished as if thrown up over-

night, built of rough boards, window]
with two large doors in the front. I he

shingling was held in place by a generous
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scattering of rocks. As at Uma-gaeshi
and at Tarobo we found the place well

crowded with pilgrims, each of whom, as

the Japanese manner is, went about the

satisfaction of his own wants with a

godlike disregard for the wants of the

rest of creation. In the center of the hut

an old Buddhist priest squatted in his

billows of fat and doled out moralized

guide-book information to a party of

querulous and elderly ladies he was con-

ducting to the shrine on the crater's

brink. He aired the long nail on his

little finger, and with declamatory com-
ment noted in his account-book the

price of the tea and extras his flock con-

sumed.
It was nine o'clock, and hot. We

had stumbled along uneventfully for

five long hours, and I had begun to won-
der when, if at all, the serious climbing

was to begin. There had been no fine

feeling of effort, none of the exhilaration

of toilsome ascent. We sat down to a

breakfast of the uninviting fare we had
brought along, and debated whether we
should push on to the top and descend
as far as possible before dark, or, as the

usual practice is, if we should climb
leisurely to Station 8, there spend the
night, and manage to toil to the summit

for sunrise. In the end we made no
definite plans.

From Ni-go-me the slope rose at an
angle of about thirty degrees. The path
did not adventure a straight ascent, but
tacked back and forth in a leisurely zig-

zag. The guide struck into a slow, even
pace along this zigzag path; I followed

in his footsteps, and Masaji trailed in

our wake. Ever on, on, on, at the same
monotonous pace we trod over the same
unvarying waste of cinders. Station lyi
we reached, and Station 3, and Station 4
we left behind. I lost all count of time
as we crept ever upward. The higher

we got the more the world lost all sense

of actuality. The distant stretches of

lakes and mountains and plains below
grew ever more curiously unreal, like a

photograph taken from a balloon, or a

relief map made from a geological sur-

vey. My head took on a strange light-

ness, and my ears began to ring. The
temperature fell as the altitude in-

creased, and the colder it became the

fewer were the pilgrims who ventured
forth from the rest-shacks.

It was after three o'clock when we
reached Station 5. Since ten o'clock we
had eaten no Christian food; we had
hardly rested. The three of us were

THE REST-HOUSE AT TAROBO
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tired and hungry, so we sat on the straw-

mats inside of Station 5 and spread out

our hampers of viands. I asked Masaji
how he felt, and he replied by telling me
that I had been losing complexion since

Station 3. In hue contempt for paleness,

I made an inroad upon my whisky-
Mask, and instantly my spirits stood

a-tiptoe. The sight of this miracle

prompted Masaji to ask that I pour a

little of the water of life into the con-

densed milk he was drinking. I admin-
istered a homeopathic dose, and we con-

tinued our ascent.

After Station 5 the path became steep-

er; but the difficulty was not increased,

for here the first lava cropped out, and
this offered better foothold. Station 5,

unlike the lower rest-huts, was not built

of flimsy wrood, but was banked com-
pletely about by rocks, and primitive

in the extreme. At Station 6 heavy
clouds began to cling about the base of

the mountain, and above Station J}4
we were for a few minutes pelted with

hail.

It was after five when Station 8 came
into immediate view. I called back to

Masaji, "We shall put ahead for the

night." Masaji answered with a gleam
of teeth, and the guide was eloquent in

his failure to protest.

At the entrance we were greeted with
the weak flutter of a helpless crowd that
formed a little elegiac synod in the center
of the hut. The self-conscious and tense
silence was heightened by an occasional
unsteady suggestion thrown out in a

tentative staccato. At regular intervals,

from the dark center of the frightened

group came agonized groans and gasps
for relief and prayers for instant death.

"It's all up with him," incanted a

withered old witch. And she wasted no
emotion over spilled milk.

"Put his feet in hot water," pro-

nounced a student in torn uniform,

"Put ice on his brain," suggested a

little man with an ambitious mustache.
" Burn him in the hollowr of his back,"

growled a brown old farmer with an ape-

like face. All threw out unconsidered

suggestions, but stood passive in their

advice.
" Bleeding will only kill him—bleeding

will do the deed!" piped a distracted

little woman. Then came more agonized

groans from the focus of the group, and
then silence and the sharp clink of a

knife dropped into a basin.

The moment was ripe for the deus ex

machina. "A little adoring look," I

demanded, and pushed my way through

to the heart of the mystery.

^^W^ v
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A half-naked man lay supported on

the knee of an impromptu surgeon who
had made a gash in the groaning man's
upper arm. The crimson stream spurted

out in soft, sick throbs, laced the

flesh with dark and moving threads, and
splashed heavily into the basin. I here

was a space of breathless expectancy
and a whisper of futile comments.

"This won't do at all," I broke out.

I felt that if there were any danger to

the prostrate man, it lay more in the

remedy than in the ailment. It was
evidently a matter of high altitude and
weak heart. I was ignorant of medical
matters, but I knelt down, neverthe-

less, with an assuring show of authority,

determined, if needs be, to kill the man
in a heroic endeavor to save him from
the bloody intentions of frightened igno-

rance. We dressed the wound, which
gaped like a toothless mouth. We put
some snow on the man's head. We
administered a small dose of my brandy.
We laid him out flat and wrapped him
up warm. Then I undid all the plans of

Masaji and the guide by announcing I

was determined then and there to pro-

ceed to the top. I left Mosaic commands
that the sick man be undisturbed until

I returned from the Sinai above, whither
I was bound.

Vol. CXXXni.—No. 706.—72

The guide at first protested, but in the

end maliciously assured me the rest of

the ascent was easy enough. Guides
are notorious liars. The way led over
rough cinders, wound among loose rocks,

and lifted exhaustingly over steep in-

clines. It was bitter cold, and near sun-

set. There was no well-trod path; each
must pick what footway he could. I fol-

lowed close behind the guide, but Masaji
began to lag, and I knew this show of

utter fatigue was rankling his tender
pride. He struggled on with fine deter-

mination, however, and I could elicit

no complaint.

Station 9 was a small stone hut
jammed in at the top of a rocky gorge
of large, red cinders, wild, barren, and
frigid. Patches of snow lay in the rifts

in the lava-rock. The scene was one of

utter desolation. But for us three, no
living soul was in sight.

We sat in the small hut, and the two
young men who kept it fanned the fire

that struggled in the thin air two miles
above the sea. W e were offered a thick,

sweet, clear, steaming drink; and as I

held a cup of it, it cooled before I could
finish drinking. So I gulped it cold, and
rose for the concluding dash to the sum-
mit, said to be twenty minutes above.
The moment I set foot upon the era-
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ter's lip an instantaneous transforma-

tion took place within me. I knew the

delight of Pilgrim when the load fell

from his back. A second before I had
been sick, disgusted, and fierce with im-
potent desperation. In an instant I was
exultant, drunk with satisfaction at duty
done, delirious with accomplishment. I

stood upon Fuji, and the world lay below
my feet. In my glee I fairly danced, and
just missed running into the arms of a

wrinkled old fellow who stood bow-
legged vending water before a spring

that bubbled from the rocks. He in-

vited me to drink at Gin-mei-sui

—

Famous Silver Water. I took an ice-

cold cup, and as I quaffed it exultant I

gazed earthward with all the curiosity

of Lot's wife. Below, all the world was

I HI EDGl 01 I HI. ( K \ I IK

blotted out, blanketed in billowy masses
of dense white vapor. Nothing could be
seen but this vast ocean of cloud, pierced

by Fuji's jagged uptilt, red, and eager
lips—the only island in the world.

The summit of Fuji consists of a

series of peaks surrounding the crater,

which is an ugly bowl not far short of

2,000 feet in diameter and 450 feet in

depth. All round, except where the

path leads easily down to the bottom,
the rocky walls fall precipitously. As I

stood trying to make out the small

stream-beds that are said to intersect the

crater floor, a large piece of rock with a

loud, crackling sound like musketry de-

tached itself from the wall on whose
brink I stood and rattled down below.

Turning to the left, we started off on

a circuit of the crater's

lip. On the west side

of the crater we
climbed to the top of

Ken-ga-mine, the

highest point in Ja-
pan. Here, before
dawn, the pilgrims be-

t a k e themselves to

await the sun's rising.

As the orb appears
they greet it devoutly
with chants and the

rubbing o f rosaries.

Descending from Ken-
ga-mine, the path led

over Oya shirasu ko

shirazu (Heedless of

Parent or Child), a

way so dangerous that

one c an g i v e no
thought even to near-

est of kin who might
share one's peril. Con-
tinuing north, the path
led US along the outer

edge <>f the cone to a

huge and precipitous

g< >rge called ( )sawa,

which clove the moun-
tain and plunged into

the ocean of clouds

that submerged the

world below. Past
I hunder Rock," on

the north, we * alked

around to the line of

Stun e huts on the
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east side of the crater. Just beyond
this we were surprised to find steam
issuing from the soil in several places.

According to the guide's statement, a

few inches below the surface the heat is

sufficient to boil an egg. When we came
to the post-office we had almost com-
pleted the circuit. Here I addressed to

myself in Hiroshima an affectionate lit-

tle note to make certain that upon mv
return home I would find some mail.

Just beyond the post-office lies the shrine

to Fuji's great god. Here I priced some
of the more promising-looking charms,
and asked the ceremonially dressed

priest if he would guarantee the efficacy

of his ware. His business was to sell, not
to proselyte, and he took amiss my invi-

tation to theological disquisition. But
I bought a collection of his sacred trin-

kets, to restore his humor, and prayed
three times to the Goddess of Mercy,
who dwells calm above the ways of men,
(, Namu Amida Butsu!"
The trip around the crater took about

forty-five minutes. It was after six,

and as I wanted to get as soon as possible

to lower altitudes and a breathable den-
sity of atmosphere, there was no time
to be lost. So I shouted to Masaji and
the guide to follow my lead, and with a

fine sense of reckless exhilaration down
among the treacherous rocks I dashed.

A few minutes brought us to Station 9,

and then Station 8^, and then Station 8.

Here I spent just four minutes of hasty
inquiry for my snow-capped patient.

He was lying peacefully upon his back
dreaming. He had left me a curiously

shaped piece of lava, and had asked
that this be presented to me in gratitude

for the fiery drink that had saved his life.

Darkness was coming on in leaps and
silent bounds. The guide tried to dis-

suade me from venturing on farther, and
urged me to put up for the night at

Station 8. The floor of the hut was
adorned with a serried file of pilgrims ly-

ing geometrically in pairs upon the three-

by-six mats, each wrapped in his quilt

and prone on his anvil-shaped pillow.

There was the silence of low snoring and
smothered speech. Despite the guide's

adventures in prophecy, I determined to

descend to Station 6}4, a less-advertised

hut, less palatial, and less likely to be

crowded.
A lamp was flickering within when we

got to Station 6}^. Two young men and
a boy. keepers of the hut, sat blowing a

charcoal fire in a corner that served for

kitchen; and this trio made up the in-

habitants of the house. I knew it was
due to the efficacy of the charms bought
above that we thus had the villa all to

ourselves.
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M .1.1 ji and I squat ted .it .1 low , square
t able and indulged in an int imate little

supper. I ike children, we pretended our
insipid food was .1 variety of delicious

\ 1. mils. M .is.
1 11 w .is Iceenl) hungry. I

.lit \ r\ \ In i |e some " make-believe
"

beefstt ,ik .ind tomato sauce, .some cocoa
.mhI whipped cream to be had in Japan
onlj .m .1 gift of l he M .1 ji 1, some 1 aspber-
iits .nid frozen custard, Masaji was
ign< rant oi most of l hese dishes, and it

was (1 1 Hm nit to convince Ins im.iLMn.it ion

of t Ik n deliciousness. But he accepted
m\ wool and consumed Ins condensed
milk and cold eggs and half-boiled rice

w ith .1 heroic relish.

I w .is 1 in J in terly, and undei normal
1 iu urnst .mils I-, mill h.i\ e fallen asleep

st anding on m\ head. But I hesitated

b< fore the prospect oi sleeping andet the

..hi quilts hired w ithout question to an)

pilgrim foi .1 night. It does not provoke
I K si.m il k ams t< • fe< I n >ugh about on< 's

chin .1 quilt t hat has bi ushed t he ( hins

< .f li pei 5, ba rds, and h< .1 rded ( rat* 1

specialist s But t h< re w .is no altei na-

tive; Mii.li 1 t he unclean quilt cont um< li-

ousl) I 1 1 .iw led, I w .is painfull} sleep)

.

but I m 'iilil in »t sleep. I leas the na-

i

n

.11. il pi si bj i< gim< in s and bat tali< >ns

i.iim out to de> 0111 me, < mi tin- lint floor

I lay stark on my back, my eyes closed,

half wrapped in the loathsome but nec-

essary cover. 1 lit two mum who kept

the station, thinking me asleep, button-

holed the guide, and the three in ;i stage-

whisper struck up ;i conversation about

my history mu\ the prices I should be

charged.

Vbout one o'clock came calls from be-

low, .is from .1 part) in distress, and there

was the sound oi heav) tramping among
the rocks, shouts and laughter, and faint

.imsw cis from afai . \ pai ty oi some fift y

soldiers burst in upon us. I here w .is

loud bluster and explosive talk, the clat-

tei of swords, the pungent smell oi rake,

and the hc.i\ \ odoi oi tobacco and leath-

er hoots. I hen one h\ one out oi the

great square door the) passed. Black

against the vast and star-pierced sk)

the) filed upward, and then calls wen
lost in the highei air.

\t last, from uttei weariness, I fell

asleep despite the fleas. Winn I .iw<>k(

the sk\ w.m flooded with an ambei pink.

\\ atei w .is scarce, so I w as forced to

make m\ toilet in some oi the Seltzei

I had put in the ' ; '• pack. \s w 1

made oui breakfast of th< remnants oi

last evening's banqu< t, tin sun came up.

Sunrises are fine sights in their w ay, but
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there is a theatrical sameness about

them all that is fatal to descriptive

effort; though perhaps I have not wit-

nessed enough daybreaks to institute

comparisons. The Japanese, who are

early risers, show in their literature an

interesting indifference to solar effects.

It is a mannerism of stay-a-bed poets to

apostrophize the dawn.
1 put on puttees to keep the ashes out

of my shoes, paid my bill, and at five we
were ready to start below. For the de-

scent we took a steeper way—a glissade

from Station 7 to Station iy^. The path
was soft with cinders and inclined to

half a quadrant. In flying leaps we
skimmed over the soft ash, sliding some

feet with each leap, and trailing clouds
of pink dust in our flight. It was a head-
long, devil-may-care skimming through
space, thrilling in the extreme, so spec-
tacular was the result, so slight the fa-

tigue or effort. The Japanese stood
aside as we bounded past with seven-
league strides; and doubtless they en-
joyed the dust we left in our wake. In

less than thirty minutes we reached
Station 2, where our horses were awaiting
us.

It was nearly noon when I climbed
wearily into the sweet-smelling wooden
tub in the Furokwan. I had the bath-
boy close the window to shut out the
disturbing view.

Transmutation

BY GEORGE STERLIXG

I
SAID: "O Beauty, Beauty yet to be,

Where sleep thy faint beginnings? On what sky
Shall one behold thy wings afar and shy?

'What realm is thine by what unsounded sea?"

From out the dust my soul a murmur found:
"Thou treadest me, O questioner! The flow'r

Abides below thy foot her fragrant hour.
And I shall weave my raiment of the ground."

From somber skies the softer tidings came:
"Of these gray mists the wind shall rear my throne.
In lands of sunset where I wait alone

And clasp the lilies of a fading flame.''

From out a stagnant pool a whisper crept:

"Hidden am I. Thou seekest me in vain;

Yet shall I find the silvern veils of rain

And arch the rainbow when the day has wept.''

And then her voice in wider music rang:

"In all that seems to-day most far from me
I slumber, till to-morrow's eyes shall see

The face thy harps of yestereven sang."



The Mysterious Stranger

A ROMANCE

BY MARK TWAIN

PART V

^^s^ARGET announced a

~~}j> party, and invited forty

5 people; the date for it

was seven days away.

This was a fine oppor-

\ tunity. Market's house

JV^L<£3&' S& stood by itself, and it

could be easily watched. All the week

it was watched night and day. Marget's

household went out and in as usual,

but they carried nothing in their hands,

and neither they nor others brought

anything to the house. I his was as-

certained. Evidently rations for forty

people were not being fetched. If they

were furnished any sustenance it would

have to be made on the premises. It was

true that Marget went out with a

basket every evening, but the spies

ascertained that she always brought it

back ( mpty.
Tin guests arrived at noon and rilled

the place. Father Adolf followed; also,

after a little, the astrologer, without

invitation. The spies had informed him
that neither at the back nor the front

had any parcels been brought in. He
entered, and found the eating and drink-

ing going on finely, and everything pro-

gressing in a lively and festive way. He
glanced around and perceived that many
of the rooked delicacies and all of the

native and foreign fruits were pi a per-

ishable characti r, and he also recognized

that these were hesh ;md perfect. No
apparitions, no incantations, no thun-

der. That settled it. This was witch-

i i. lit. \nd not <>nl\ tb.it. but ol .1 new

kind .1 kind never dreamed <>f before.

It was .1 prodigious power, an illustrious

power; be resoh ed t<> discoi 1 1
its se-

cret. lli« announcement <>t it would re-

sound throughout the world, penetrate

to tin remotest lands, paralyze all tin-

nations with amazement and carry his

name with it, and make him renowned
forever. It was a wonderful piece of

luck, a splendid piece of luck; the glory

of it made him dizzy.

All the house made room for him;

Marget politely seated him; Ursula or-

dered (Gottfried to bring a special table

for him. Then she decked it and fur-

nished it, and asked for his orders.

"Bring me what you will," he said.

The two servants brought supplies

from the pantry, together with white
wine and red—a bottle of each. The
astrologer, who very likely had never
seen such delicacies before, poured out

a beaker of red wine, drank it off, poured
another, then began to eat with a grand
appetite.

I was not expecting Satan, for it was
more than a week since I had seen or

heard of him, but now he came in—

I

knew it by the feel, though people were
in the way and I could not see him. I

heard him apologizing for intruding;

and he was going away, but Marget
urged him to Stay, and he thanked her

and stayed. She brought him along, in-

troducing him to the iiirls, and to Meid-
ling, and to some of the elders; and
there w.is quite a rustle of whispers:

"It's the young stranger we heai

much about and can't get sight of, he is

away so much." "Dear, dear, but he is

beautiful what is bis n.inu : " "Philip

Traum." "Ah, it tits him!" (You see,

" Traum" is German tor "Dream.")
"What d<>es he do?" "Studying for the

ministry, they say." "His face is bis

fortune he'll be .1 cardinal some day."

"Where is bis home?" "Away down
somewhere in the tropics, they say has

a rub uncle down there." And SO on.

lb made his way .it once; everybody
was anxious to know him and talk with

him. Everybody noticed how cool and
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fresh it was, all of a sudden, and won-
dered at it, for they could see that the

sun was beating down the same as be-

fore, outside, and the sky was clear of

clouds, but no one guessed the reason,

of course.

The astrologer had drunk his second

beaker; he poured out a third. He set

the bottle down, and by accident over-

turned it. He seized it before much was
spilled, and held it up to the light, saying,

"What a pity—it is royal wine." Then
his face lighted with joy or triumph, or

something, and he said, "Quick! Bring

a bowl."

It was brought—a four-quart one.

He took up that two-pint bottle and be-

gan to pour; went on pouring, the red

liquor gurgling and gushing into the

white bowl and rising higher and higher

up its sides, everybody staring and hold-

ing their breath—and presently the bowl
was full to the brim.

"Look at the bottle," he said, holding

it up; "it is full yet!" I glanced at

Satan, and in that moment he vanished.

Then Father Adolf rose up, flushed and
excited, crossed himself, and began to

thunder in his great voice, "This house
is bewitched and accursed!" People
began to cry and shriek and crowd tow-
ard the door. "I summon this detected
household to

—

"

His words were cut off short. His face

became red, then purple, but he could

not utter another sound. Then I saw
Satan, a transparent film, melt into the

astrologer's body; then the astrologer

put up his hand, and apparently in his

own voice said, "Wait—remain where
you are." All stopped where they stood.

"Bring a funnel." Ursula brought it,

trembling and scared, and he stuck it in

the bottle and took up the great bowl
and began to pour the wine back, the

people gazing and dazed with astonish-

ment, for they knew that the bottle was
already full before he began. He emp-
tied the whole of the bowl into the bottle,

then smiled out over the room, chuckled,

and said, indifferently: "It is nothing

—

anybody can do it! With my powers I

can even do much more."
A frightened cry burst out every-

where, "Oh, my God, he is possessed!"

and there was a tumultuous rush for the

door which swiftly emptied the house

of all who did not belong in it except us

boys and Meidling. We boys knew the
secret, and would have told it if we
could, but we couldn't. We were very
thankful to Satan for furnishing that
good help at the needful time.

Marget was pale, and crying; Meid-
ling looked kind of petrified; Ursula the
same; but Gottfried was the worst—he
couldn't stand, he was so weak and
scared. For he was of a witch family,

you know, and it would be bad for him
to be suspected. Agnes came loafing in,

looking pious and unaware, and wanted
to rub up against Ursula and be petted,

but Ursula was afraid of her and shrank
away from her, but pretending she was
not meaning any incivility, for she knew
very well it wouldn't answer to have
strained relations with that kind of a

cat. But we boys took Agnes and petted
her, for Satan would not have befriended
her if he had not had a good opinion
of her, and that was indorsement enough
for us. He seemed to trust anything
that hadn't the Moral Sense.

Outside, the guests, panic-stricken,
scattered in every direction and fled in

a pitiable state of terror; and such a

tumult as they made with their running
and sobbing and shrieking and shouting
that soon all the village came flocking

from their houses to see what had hap-
pened, and they thronged the street and
shouldered and jostled one another in

excitement and fright; and then Father
Adolf appeared, and they fell apart in

two walls like the cloven Red Sea, and
presently down this lane the astrologer

came striding and mumbling, and where
he passed the lanes surged back in

packed masses, and fell silent with awe,
and their eyes stared and their breasts

heaved, and several women fainted; and
when he was gone by the crowd swarmed
together and followed him at a distance,

talking excitedly and asking questions
and finding out the facts. Finding out
the facts and passing them on to oth-

ers, with improvements—improvements
which soon enlarged the bowl of wine to

a barrel, and made the one bottle hold
it all and yet remain empty to the last.

When the astrologer reached the mar-
ket square he went straight to a juggler,

fantastically dressed, who was keeping
three brass balls in the air, and took
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them from him and faced around upon
the approaching crowd and said: "This
poor clown is ignorant of his art. Come
forward and see an expert perform.

"

So saying, he tossed the balls up one

after another and set them whirling in

a slender bright oval in the air, and
added another, then another and an-

other, and soon—no one seeing whence
he got them—adding, adding, adding,

the oval lengthening all the time, his

hands moving so swiftly that they were

just a web or a blur and not distinguish-

able as hands; and such as counted said

there were now a hundred balls in the

air. The spinning great oval reached up
twenty feet in the air and was a shining

and glinting and wonderful sight. Then
he folded his arms and told the balls

to go on spinning without his help—and
they did it. After a couple of minutes

he said, "There, that will do," and the

oval broke and came crashing down, and
the balls scattered abroad and rolled

everywhither. And wherever one ofthem
came the people fell back in dread, and
no one would touch it. It made him laugh,

and he scoffed at the people and called

them cowards and old women. Then
he turned and saw the tight-rope, and
said foolish people were daily wasting

their money to see a clumsy and igno-

rant varlet degrade that beautiful art;

now they should see the work of a mas-
ter. With that he made a spring into

the air and lit firm on his feet on the

rope. Then he hopped the whole length

of it back and forth on one foot, with his

hands clasped over his eyes; and next

he began to throw somersaults, both

backward and forward, and threw twen-

ty-seven.

The people murmured, for the astrolo-

ger was old, and always before had
been halting of movement and at times

even lame, but he was nimble enough
now and went on with his antics in tin

liveliest manner. Finally he sprang
lightly down and walked away, and

passed up the mad and around the cor-

ner and disappeared. I hen that great,

pale, silent, solid crowd drew a deep
breath, and looked into one another s

faces as if they said: "Was it real' Did
you see it, or was it only I and I was

dreaming?" Then they broke into a

low murmur of talking, and fell apart

in couples, and moved toward their

homes, still talking in that awed way,
with faces close together and laying a

hand on an arm and making other such
gestures as people make when they have
been deeply impressed by something.
We boys followed behind our fathers,

and listened, catching all we could of
what they said; and when they sat down
in our house and continued their talk

they still had us for company. They
were in a sad mood, for it was certain,

they said, that disaster for the village

must follow this awful visitation of

witches and devils. Then my father re-

membered that Father Adolf had been
struck dumb at the moment of his de-

nunciation.

"They have not ventured to lay their

hands upon an anointed servant of God
before," he said; "and how they could

have dared it this time I cannot make
out, for he wore his crucifix. Isn't it so r"

"Yes," said the others, "we saw it."

"It is serious, friends, it is very seri-

ous. Always before, we had a protec-

tion. It has failed."

The others shook, as with a sort of

chill, and muttered those words over

—

"It has failed." "God has forsaken us."

"It is true," said Seppi Wohlmeyer's
father; "there is nowhere to look for

help."

"The people will realize this," said

Nikolaus's father, the judge, "and de-

spair will take away their courage and
their energies. We have indeed fallen

upon evil times."

He sighed, and Wohlmeyer said, in a

troubled voice: "The report of it all

will go about the country, and our village

will be shunned as being under the dis-

pleasure of God. The Golden Stag will

know hard times."

"True, neighbor," said my father;

"all of us will suffer—all in repute, many
in (.state. And, good God!

—

"

"What is it?"

"That can come—to finish us!"

"Name it urn Gottes WilUn!"
"The Interdict ["

It smote like a thunderclap, and they

wire like- to swoon with the terror of it.

Thin the dread of this calamity roused

their energies, and they stopped brood-

ing and began to consider ways to avert

it. They discussed this, that, and the
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other way, and talked till the afternoon

was far spent, then confessed that at

present they could arrive at no decision.

So they parted sorrowfully, with op-

pressed hearts which were filled with

bodings.

While they were saying their parting

words I slipped out and set my course

for Marget's house to see what was hap-

pening there. I met many people, but

none of them greeted me. It ought to

have been surprising, but it was not, for

they were so distraught with fear and

dread that they were not in their right

minds, I think; they were white and

haggard, and walked like persons in a

dream, their eyes open but seeing noth-

ing, their lips moving but uttering noth-

ing, and worriedly clasping and unclasp-

ing their hands without knowing it.

At Marget's it was like a funeral. She
and Wilhelm sat together on the sofa,

but said nothing, and not even holding

hands. Both were steeped in gloom,
and Marget's eyes were red from the

crying she had been doing. She said:

"I have been begging him to go, and
come no more, and so save himself alive.

I cannot bear to be his murderer. This
house is bewitched, and no inmate will

escape the fire. But he will not go, and
he will be lost with the rest."

Wilhelm said he would not go; if

there was danger for her, his place was
by her, and there he would remain.
Then she began to cry again, and it was
all so mournful that I wished I had
stayed away. There wras a knock, now,
and Satan came in, fresh and cheery
and beautiful, and brought that winy
atmosphere of his and changed the whole
thing. He never said a word about
what had been happening, nor about
the awful fears which were freezing the
blood in the hearts of the community,
but began to talk and rattle on about
all manner of gay and pleasant things;
and next about music—an artful stroke
which cleared away the remnant of Mar-
get's depression and brought her spirits

and her interests broad awake. She had
not heard any one talk so well and so
knowingly on that subject before, and
she was so uplifted by it and so charmed
that what she was feeling lit up her face
and came out in her words; and Wil-
helm noticed it and did not look as

Vol. CXXXin.—No. 796.-73

pleased as he ought to have done. And
next Satan branched ofFinto poetry, and
recited some, and did it well, and Marget
was charmed again; and again Wilhelm
was not as pleased as he ought to have
been, and this time Marget noticed it

and was remorseful.

I fell asleep to pleasant music that
night—the patter of rain upon the panes
and the dull growling of distant thunder.
Away in the night Satan came and
roused me and said: "Come with me.
Where shall we go?"
"Anywhere—so it is with you."
Then there was a fierce glare of sun-

light, and he said, "This is China."
That was a grand surprise, and made

me sort of drunk with vanity and glad-

ness to think I had come so far—so

much, much farther than anybody else

in our village, including Bartel Sperling,

who had such a great opinion of his

travels. We buzzed around over that

empire for more than half an hour, and
saw the whole of it. It was wonderful,

the spectacles we saw; and some were
beautiful, others too horrible to think.

For instance— However, I may go into

that by and by, and also why Satan
chose China for this excursion instead of

another place; it would interrupt my
tale to do it now. Finally we stopped
flitting and lit.

We sat upon a mountain commanding
a vast landscape of mountain-range and
gorge and valley and plain and river,

with cities and villages slumbering in the

sunlight, and a glimpse of blue sea on
the farther verge. It was a tranquil and
dreamy picture, beautiful to the eye and
restful to the spirit. If we could only

make a change like that whenever we
wanted to, the world would be easier to

live in than it is, for change of scene

shifts the mind's burdens to the other

shoulder and banishes old, shop-worn
wearinesses from mind and body both.

We talked together, and I had the

idea of trying to reform Satan and per-

suade him to lead a better life. I told

him about all those things he had been

doing, and begged him to be more con-

siderate and stop making people un-

happy. I said I knew he did not mean
any harm, but that he ought to stop and
consider the possible consequences of a
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thing before launching it in that impul-

sive and random way of his; then he

would not make so much trouble. He
was not hurt by this plain speech; he

only looked amused and surprised, and

said:

"What? I do random things? In-

deed, I never do. I stop and consider

possible consequences? Where is the

need? I know what the consequences

are going to be—always."

"Oh, Satan, then how could you do

these things?"

"Well, I will tell you, and you must
understand it if you can. You belong to

a singular race. Every man is a suffer-

ing-machine and a happiness-machine

combined. The two functions work to-

gether harmoniously, with a fine and

delicate precision, on the give-and-take

principle. For every happiness turned

out in the one department the other

stands ready to modify it with a sorrow

or a pain—maybe a dozen. In most
cases the man's life is about equally

divided between happiness and unhap-
piness. When this is not the case the

unhappiness predominates — always;

never the other. Sometimes a man's

make and disposition are such that his

misery-machine is able to do nearly all

the business. Such a man goes through

life almost ignorant of what happiness is.

Everything he touches, everything he

does, brings a misfortune upon him.

You have seen such people? To that

kind of a person lift is not an advantage,

is it? It is only a disaster. Sometimes
for an hour's happiness a man's machin-

ery makes him pay years of misery.

Don't you know that? It happens

every now and then. 1 will give you a

or two presently. Now the people

of your village are nothing to me--you
know that, don't you

:"

I did not like to speak out too flatly,

so I said 1 had suspc etc d it.

"Well, it is true that they are nothing

to me. It is not possible that they

should be. The difference between them
and me is abysmal, immeasurable. 1 hey

have no intellect."
" No intellect

:"

"Nothing that resembles it. At a

future time I will examine what man
calls his mind and give you the details

* f that chaos, then you will see and un-

derstand. Men have nothing in com-
mon with me—there is no point of con-

tact; they have foolish little feelings

and foolish little vanities and imperti-

nences and ambitions; their foolish little

life is but a laugh, a sigh, and extinc-

tion; and they have no sense. Only the

Moral Sense. I will show you what I

mean. Here is a red spider, not so big as

a pin's head. Can you imagine an

elephant being interested in him—caring

whether he is happy or isn't, or whether
he is wealthy or poor, or whether his

sweetheart returns his love or not, or

whether his mother is sick or well, or

whether he is looked up to in society or

not, or whether his enemies will smite

him or his friends desert him, or whether
his hopes will sufFer blight or his political

ambitions fail, or whether he shall die in

the bosom of his family or neglected and

despised in a foreign land? These things

can never be important to the elephant;

they are nothing to him, he cannot

shrink his sympathies to the microscopic

size of them. Man is to me as the red

spider is to the elephant. The elephant

has nothing against the spider—he can-

not get down to that remote level; I

have nothing against man. The ele-

phant is indifferent; I am indifferent.

The elephant would not take the trouble

to do the spider an ill turn; if he took

the notion he might do him a good turn,

if it came in his way and cost nothing.

I have done men good service, but no ill

turns.

"The elephant lives a century, the

red spider a day; in power, intellect,

and dignity the one creature is separated

from the other by a distance which is

simply astronomical. Yet in these as

in all qualities man is immeasurably

further below me than is the wee spider

lnlow the elephant.

"Man's mind clumsily and tediously

and laboriously patches little trivialities

together and gets a result— Mich as it is.

My mind creates! Do you get the force

of that? Creates anything it desires

—

and in a moment. Creates without

material; creates fluids, solids, eolors

—

anything, everything—out of the airy

nothing which is called Thought. A

man imagines a silk thread, imagin

machine to make it, imagines a picture,

then by weeks of labor embroiders it
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canvas with the thread. I think the

whole thing, and in a moment it is be-

fore you—created.

"I think a poem, music, the record

of a game of chess—anything—and it

is there. This is the immortal mind

—

nothing is beyond its reach. Nothing

can obstruct my vision; the rocks are

transparent to me, and darkness is day-

light. I do not need to open a book;

I take the whole of its contents into my
mind at a single glance, through the

cover; and in a million years I could not

forget a single word of it, or its place

in the volume. Nothing goes on in the

skull of man, bird, fish, insect, or other

creature which can be hidden from me.

I pierce the learned man's brain with a

single glance, and the treasures which
cost him threescore years to accumulate

are mine; he can forget, and he does

forget, but I retain.

"Now, then, I perceive by your
thoughts that you are understanding me
fairly well. Let us proceed. Circum-
stances might so fall out that the ele-

phant could like the spider—supposing

he can see it—but he could not love it.

His love is for his own kind—for his

equals. An angel's love is sublime,

adorable, divine, beyond the imagina-
tion of man—infinitely beyond it! But
it is limited to his own august order. If

it fell upon one of your race for only an
instant, it would consume its object to

ashes. No, we cannot love men, but
we can be harmlessly indifferent to

them; we can also like them, sometimes.
I like you and the boys, I like Father
Peter, and for your sakes I am doing all

these things for the villagers."

He saw that I was thinking a sarcasm,
and he explained his position.

"I have wrought well for the villagers,

though it does not look like it on the
surface. Your race never know good
fortune from ill. They are always mis-
taking the one for the other. It is

because they cannot see into the future.
What I am doing for the villagers will

bear good fruit some day; in some cases
to themselves; in others, to unborn
generations of men. No one will ever
know that I was the cause, but it will be
none the less true for all that. Among
you boys you have a game: you stand
a row of bricks on end a few inches apart;

you push a brick, it knocks its neighbor

over, the neighbor knocks over the next

brick—and so on till all the row is pros-

trate. That is human life. A child's

first act knocks over the initial brick,

and the rest will follow inexorably. If

you could see into the future, as I can,

you would see everything that was going
to happen to that creature; for nothing
can change the order of its life after the

first event has determined it. That is,

nothing will change it, because each act

unfailingly begets an act, that act begets

another, and so on to the end, and the

seer can look forward down the line

and see just when each act is to have
birth, from cradle to grave."

"Does God order the career?"

"Foreordain it? No. The man's cir-

cumstance and environment order it.

His first act determines the second and
all that follow after. But suppose, for

argument's sake, that the man should

skip one of these acts; an apparently
trifling one, for instance; suppose that

it had been appointed that on a certain

day, at a certain hour and minute and
second and fraction of a second he should

go to the well, and he didn't go. That
man's career would change utterly, from
that moment; thence to the grave it

would be wholly different from the ca-

reer which his first act as a child had
arranged for him. Indeed, it might be

that if he had gone to the well he would
have ended his career on a throne, and
that omitting to do it would set him
upon a career that would lead to beg-

gary and a pauper's grave. For in-

stance: if at any time—say in boyhood
—Columbus had skipped the triflingest

little link in the chain of acts projected

and made inevitable by his first childish

act, it would have changed his whole
subsequent life, and he would have be-

come a priest and died obscure in an
Italian village, and America would not

have been discovered for two centuries

afterward. I know this. To skip any
one of the billion acts in Columbus's
chain would have wholly changed his

life. I have examined his billion of pos-

sible careers, and in only one of them
occurs the discovery of America. You
people do not suspect that all of your
acts are of one size and importance, but

it is true; to snatch at an appointed
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fly is as big with fate for you as in any
other appointed act

—

"

"As the conquering of a continent,

for instance?"

"Yes. Now, then, no man ever does

drop a link—the thing has never hap-

pened! Even when he is trying to make
up his mind as to whether he will do a

thing or not, that itself is a link, an act,

and has its proper place in his chain;

and when he finally decides an act, that

also was the thing which he was abso-

lutely certain to do. You see, now, that

a man will never drop a link in his

chain. He cannot. If he made up his

mind to try, that project would itself

be an unavoidable link—a thought

bound to occur to him at that precise

moment, and made certain by the first

act of his babyhood."
It seemed so dismal!

"He is a prisoner for life," I said,

sorrowfully, "and cannot get free."

"No, of himself he cannot get away
from the consequences of his first child-

ish act. But I can free him."

I looked up wistfully.

"I have changed the careers of a

number of your villagers."

I tried to thank him, but found it

difficult, and let it drop.

"I shall make some other changes.

You know that little Lisa Brandt."

"Oh yes, everybody does. My mother

says she is so sweet and so lovely that

she is not like any other child. She says

she will be the pride of the village

n she grows up; and its idol, too,

just as she is now."
"I shall change her future."
" Make it better?" I asked.

"Yes. And I will change the future

if Nikolaus."
I was glad, this time, and said, "I

don't need to ask about his east- you

will be sure to do generously by him."
" It is my intention."

Straight off 1 was building that great

future of Nicky's in my imagination,

and had already made a renowned gen-

eral of him .md hofmeistei at the court,

n 1 noticed that Satan was waiting

for me to get ready to listen again.

I was ashamed of having exposed my
ap imaginings to him, and was ex-

pecting some sarcasms, but it did not

i. He proceeded with his subject:

"Nicky's appointed life is sixty-two
years."

"That's grand!" I said.

"Lisa's, thirty-six. But, as I told you,
I shall change their lives and those
ages. Two minutes and a quarter from
now Nikolaus will wake out of his sleep

and find the rain blowing in. It was
appointed that he should turn over and
go to sleep again. But I have appointed
that he shall get up and close the win-
dow first. That trifle will change his

career entirely. He will rise in the morn-
ing two minutes later than the chain

of his life had appointed him to rise.

By consequence, thenceforth nothing
will ever happen to him in accordance
with the details of the old chain." He
took out his watch and sat looking at it a

few moments, then said: "Nikolaus has

risen to close the window. His life is

changed, his new career has begun.

There will be consequences."
It made me feel creepy; it was un-

canny.
"But for this change certain things

would happen twelve days from now.

For instance, Nikolaus would save Lisa

from drowning. He would arrive on
the scene at exactly the right moment

—

four minutes past ten. the long-ago

appointed instant of time—and the

water would be shoal, the achievement

easy and certain. But he will arrive

some seconds too late, now; Lisa will

have struggled into deeper water. He
will do his best, but both will drown."

"Oh, Satan! oh, dear Satan," I cried,

with the tears rising in my eyes, "save

them! Don't let it happen. I can't

bear to lose Nikolaus, he is my loving

playmate and friend; and think of Lisa's

poor mother!"
I clung to him and begged and

pleaded, but he was not moved. He
made me sit down again, and told me
I must hear him out.

"I have changed Nikolaus's lite, and

this has changed Lisa's. It I had not

dnnr this, Nikolaus would save Lisa;

then he would catch cold From his

drenching; one of your race's fantastic

and desolating scarlet fevers would fol-

low, with pathetic after-effects; tor

forty-six years he would lie in his bed

a paralytic log, d< at", dumb, blind, and

praying night and day tor the blessed
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relief of death. Shall I change his life

back?"
"Oh no! Oh, not for the world! In

chanty and pity leave it as it is."

'It is best so. I could not have

changed any other link in his life and

done him so good a service. He had a

billion possible careers, but not one of

them was worth living; they were

charged full with miseries and disasters.

But for my intervention he would do his

brave deed twelve days from now—

a

deed begun and ended in six minutes

—

and get for all reward those forty-six

years of sorrow and suffering I told you
of. It is one of the cases I was thinking

of a while ago when I said that some-
times an act which brings the actor an
hour's happiness and self-satisfaction is

paid for—or punished—by years of

suffering."

I wondered what poor little Lisa's

early death would save her from. He
answered the thought:
"From ten years of pain and slow

recovery from an accident, and then
from nineteen years' pollution, shame,
depravity, crime, ending with death at

the hands of the executioner. Twelve
days hence she will die; her mother
would save her life if she could. Am I

not kinder than her mother?"
"Yes—oh, indeed yes; and wiser."

"Father Peter's case is coming on
presently. He will be acquitted, through
unassailable proofs of his innocence."
"Why, Satan, how can that be? Do

you really think it?"

"Indeed, I know it. His good name
will be restored, and the rest of his life

will be happy."
"I can believe it. To restore his good

name will have that effect."

"His happiness will not proceed from
that cause. I shall change his life that
day, for his good. He will never know
his good name has been restored."

In my mind—and modestly—I asked
for particulars, but Satan paid no atten-
tion to my thought. Next, my mind
wandered to the astrologer, and I won-
dered where he might be.

"In the moon," said Satan, with a

fleeting sound which I believed was a

chuckle. "I've got him on the cold

side of it, too. He doesn't know where
he is, and is not having a pleasant time;

still, it is good enough for him, a good
place for his star studies. I shall need
him presently; then I shall bring him
back and possess him again. He has a

long and cruel and odious life before

him, but I will change that, for I have
no feeling against him and am quite

willing to do him a kindness. I think I

shall get him burned."
He had such strange notions of kind-

ness! But angels are made so, and do
not know any better. Their ways are

not like our ways; and, besides, human
beings are nothing to them; they think

they are only freaks. It seems to me
odd that he should put the astrologer

so far away; he could have dumped him
in Germany just as well, where he would
be handy.

"P'ar away?" said Satan. "To me
no place is far away; distance does not
exist for me. The sun is less than a

hundred million miles from here, and
the light that is falling upon us has

taken eight minutes to come; but I can
make that flight, or any other, in a frac-

tion of time so minute that it cannot be

measured by a watch. I have but to

think the journey, and it is accom-
plished."

I held out my hand and said, "The
light lies upon it; think it into a glass

of wine, Satan."
He did it. I drank the wine.

"Break the glass," he said.

I broke it.

"There—you see it is real. The vil-

lagers thought the brass balls were magic
stuff and as perishable as smoke. They
were afraid to touch them. You are a

curious lot—your race. But come along;

I have business. I will put you to bed."

Said and done. Then he was gone; but

his voice came back to me through the

rain and darkness saying, "Yes, tell

Seppi, but no other."

It was the answer to my thought.

[to be continued.]



Written on the Sand
BY MARY SYNON

f^AD Kate Williston been

H4Qj>

a writer she might have

gjS set down this story of

Sfct} Persis Kendrie in Haw-
^a thorne's way, for she

^yfffH&w nas a^ tne pecunarbr

impersonal sympathy
the violent dis-with the sinner and a]

taste of the sin that possessed the other

New-Englander; but Kate Williston

lives life, instead of narrating it, preach-

ing in cheap little city missions instead

of in print, soul-saving on the streets and
in the dance-halls, delving down into the

mud to bring to light those bulbs of

souls from which lilies may one day
grow. To know Kate Williston's place

of work is to know a sea of shipwreck
beating outside the placid shores of so-

ciety. It is a gray sea of storm on which
she gazes with clear, visioning eyes; but

sometimes across it gleams the sunlight

of faith, of hope, of charity. That gleam
shone like a light afar for her when she

found Persis Kendrie, even if it was to

be dimmed through long nights of gloom
before it rose again as a morning star to

presage a pale dawn.
Persis Kendrie, tiny and blond, and

irresponsible as a blue-eyed white kitten,

must have been playing with her dolls

in the little Illinois town where her

father mended farm machinery at the

time when Kate Williston, studying for

the foreign missions, met old Dr. \ber-

nathy at the Mission 1 raining School

and decided with him that missionaries

were needed In Chicago as well as in

China. Kate Williston had come from
New Hampshire to the institution in tin

Western city, and so she took her deci-

sion with a hard determination that sent

her out into the highways and byways o(

the town in spite of her acute distaste

of the circumstances of her chosen task.

She bad conquered her first horror of

contact with the underworld by her in-

sistent creed of the divine spark in the

soul of humanity long before Persis

Kendrie came to the city, armed only
with a weak knowledge of stenography
and a weaker knowledge of men. Kate
Williston's tall, angular figure and fine,

kindly face were landmarks in the dis-

trict when Persis Kendrie drifted into

its eddying whirlpool,

Kate saw the girl dancing at Blom-
berg's. Blomberg's was the show place

of the district, a big, glittering dance-
hall where the district met the munici-
pality on informal terms. By one of

life's ironic twists Kate Williston had
made it the barracks of her mission post.

She was well established in it, with no
one, from Blomberg's bartender to the

police commissioner, misunderstanding
her presence, when she saw the little

blond girl floating around the room.
Because Persis Kendrie's helplessness

appealed to her protective instinct, Kate
Williston turned her back on the older

frequenters of the hall to devote her

attention to the girl whose tragedy
was older than Babylon, though her

years had gone but a little way past

childhood.

Since it was her task to fling out life-

lines, not inquiries, the missionary never

asked what had brought the girl to

Blomberg's. She could only guess how-

old was the story as she watched her

fluttering like a broken butterfly. One
night she spoke to her, casually, as she

spoke to all the women of the district.

The girl answered with the small-town

habit of friendliness that had not yet

been glazed in tin- city's furnace. Being

wiser in the ways ^( women than are

most of her fellow-workers in the barren

vineyard of city missions, Kate talked

of dances and dresses. Persis Kendrie

responded with the discursiveness of a

suddenly lightened loneliness. Before

long she was telling tin- older woman of

the petty ambitions that had once in-

spired her. A sudden realization of the

reason for their frustration seemed to

erect a barrier in front of her frankn
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With a little shrug and a twisted smile

she danced away.
Once in a while after that night she

nodded to Kate Williston, but she did

not return to the plane of their first

meeting. From some of the other girls

at Blomberg's the older woman heard

occasional tales of Persis Kendrie's esca-

pades, wild enough to win mention even

in the lawless district. "She's des-

perate, Miss Williston," Molly Max-
well told Kate. "She's running around

with young Glade, and she's staying

at Dacour's, and, take it from me,
something's going to happen."
Nothing more sensational than a mo-

tor - car accident occurred, howTever,

through that winter that was to be the

last of the district, and Persis Kendrie
escaped from that without injury, al-

though young Glade, son of a multi-

millionaire manufacturer, remained in

the hospital for a month before he re-

turned to his infatuation for the girl at

Dacour's.

With his return Persis Kendrie donned
an arrogance of power that made it-

self felt even in Blomberg's. The hope
that Kate Williston had entertained for

her flickered out before the high winds
of the girl's recklessness. Under the
stimulants of artificial excitements and
artificial sentiments the little wiiite kit-

ten of the underworld w^as fast speeding
down to the lowest levels of perdition.

Then one Monday morning young
Glade was found dead at Dacour's.
There wTas a riot of sensationalism

when the police reporters heard of his

death. Tales of murder took wings in

the district and whirled around the old
red-brick police station where Madame
Dacour and Persis Kendrie had been
brought as witnesses for the inquest.
Because of their fear of old man Glade's
power, the police busied themselves with
keeping the girl away from the hunting-
hounds of the press. By one of the dis-

pensations of Providence we call chance,
the captain of the precinct shoved
Persis Kendrie into the room where
Kate Williston was waiting for the re-
lease of a prisoner.

White as paper, her lips blue with fear
and her eyes wide with terror, Persis
Kendrie groped her way through the
dusky, dirty room and flung herself

upon one of its hard benches. There,
with her head sunk down in her hands
and her awful stare piercing through the
veils of atrophy that overhung her con-
sciousness, she drooped brokenly. Her
petrified misery, with its sharp contrast
to the gaiety that had been hers such a

little time before, struck Kate Williston
to the heart. She moved toward the
stricken girl. "What's the trouble?"
she asked her.

Persis Kendrie looked at her unseeing-

ly for a moment. Then, as if with
subconscious understanding of the other
woman's sympathy, she began to talk.

Her words, dull and muffled, came like

the speech of a sleep-walker.

"I found him," she kept saying over
and over again. "I found him dead."

u
Yes, I know," Kate Williston said.

"I see him," the girl went on
—

"I see

him all the time; and he's dead, always
dead. He doesn't answer me when I

speak to him. He won't ever look at

me again, He's dead!" Her voice went
up to a shriek.

Kate Williston went over to her and
took one of her limp hands. "And
now that he's dead," she asked her,

"what are vou going to do with vour-
self?"

"Why, I don't know," said Persis

Kendrie, vaguely. She seemed to be
dragging herself back from an infolding

distance to ask, "What must I do?"
"Do you want to go home?"
"No." The girl shrank.

"You don't wTant to go back—there?"

Kate's nod toward the district defined

the place of young Glade's death for the

cowering girl.

"Oh no, no!"
"Will you come with me?"
Persis Kendrie looked at Kate Wil-

liston w7ith the first glimmer of interest.

"You. are the missionary, aren't you?"
she asked.

"Yes."
"W7

ill they let me go?"
"I think so."

"I didn't kill him," the girl said. "He
didn't kill himself, either. He just died.

And I found him." Her mouth sagged

again, and her eyes dilated. Kate Wil-

liston jerked her up sharply. "Of course

you didn't kill him," she said, "and no
one will think that vou did."
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That there were people in plenty to

hold the opinion, however, came to

Kate Williston's knowledge almost be-

fore PersisKendrie's hysterical insistence

of her innocence of young Glade's death

had ceased. Police and attorneys and
reporters, flocking into the room, grid-

ironed the girl with the fire of queries.

To all of them she told the same simple

story, not faltering now in its recital.

But when the precinct captain asked her

real name, the girl hesitated, glancing at

Kate for an instant before she answered,
" Pearl Truax." To that name she held

through a terrible day of interviews,

of torturing police inquiries, and of the

final tension of the inquest. When the

coroner's jury found that young Glade
had come to his death through natural

causes—the Glade lawyers had been

glad to close the publicity by so simple

a verdict—Persis Kendrie turned to

Kate Williston.

"It's God's truth," she told the mis-

sionary, earnestly. " Everything I swore

to was right but my name."
"You should have given your true

name," Kate said.

"I couldn't," the girl declared. "My
father's living."

"But a lie is the unforgivable sin,"

Kate Williston urged, voicing the creed

of her New Hampshire conscience.

"Didn't you ever lie?" the girl asked

her.

"Never."
"Not even when it wouldn't hurt any

oner
"No."
"Nor if it would help some one?"
" A lie never yet helped any one."

Persis Kendrie sighed. "I—I guess

we're- different," she said.

She was to learn how utterly different

they were during the days when Kate
Williston tried to make- life over for her.

The older woman's careful, methodical
habits gradually inspired the girl to

timid emulation as soon as she had
overcome the Lethargy that held her.

Under Kate's care the youth in Persis

Kendrie reasserted itself", not merely the

physical youth that proclaimed its re-

turn in brightened eyes and softened

cheeks, but the spiritual youth that had

not been altogether annihilated by her

wild whirl through the district. Depend-

ent as always, she tacked the ivy run-
ners of her plasticity upon the solid wall
of Kate's moral uprightness. Even when
she realized that she was no longer ill

and that her recovery gave her no fur-

ther claim on Kate, she lingered in the
little apartment which looked out over
the lights of the city.

"Can't I go to work," she asked Kate
one night, "and keep on living with
you?"

Kate pondered for a moment, balanc-
ing her desire for privacy against her
memory of Persis Kendrie's pitiable

hysteria on the day she had brought her

home. "Yes," she said, "you may stay."

The Persis Kendrie who stayed be-

came very like the girl whom Kate
Williston had met at Blomberg's—quiet

except for flashes of communicative
friendliness, sad but for occasional flares

of gaiety. She went to work in one of

the big department stores of the Loop,
walking to and from the place, doing
her own washing, insisting on paying the

missionary a nominal rental for her

room, and living as thousands of self-

supporting girls of the city do. She
might have gone on for years in the rut

of her labor had not Madame Dacour
chanced upon her in the store. Persis,

shaken by the meeting, walked out of

the department when the Frenchwoman
accosted her. "I can't stay there," she

told Kate that night. "Of course you
can," Kate insisted. "She won't bother

you." But Madame Dacour, with the

perversity of her kind, came back.

Persis, reinforced by Kate's decisiveness

of defiance against the district, held her

ground through the woman's second

visit, but with the third she lost courage.
"1 couldn't explain to any one how I'd

known her," she told Kate, "and I see

them watching me since she's been com-
ing m." With Madame Dacour's fourth

visit Persis Kendrie left the store. "Get
me something to dn" she begged Kate,

"where I'll never meet any one from

there."

Finding another place might have

been easy had Kate Williston chosen to

lie for tin- girl, but the woman gave up

a half-dozen opportunities of employ-

ment for PerSIS rather than veil the

truth. "Win won't you give her a

chance"' became her plea. "If I told
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you that she'd always been a good girl

you'd take her without a question.

But when I tell you that she's a girl

who's struggling to be good, you shut

the doors. Why won't you trust

ler

Only one employer, a woman, an-

swered. "It's rather," she said, "that

we don't trust ourselves. If we engaged

her, we'd be forgiving her every time

we passed her. And human nature isn't

equal to that strain."

Because she sensed Kate's difficulties

in helping her, Persis sought a place for

herself, not scorning the untruths that

deterred the other woman. After a

day's tramping she found work in a real-

estate office at her old task of stenog-

raphy. "I'll catch up on it," she said.

"I'll study nights, and I'll have my
speed in no time." But before a week
passed there came into the office a man
whom she had known at Blomberg's.
That night the cashier dismissed her.

Another day of tramping found her a

desk in a bond-house on La Salle

Street. She worked there a fortnight.

Then one night Kate found her sobbing
in the dark. "That lawyer," she gasped,
"the big man—you remember him

—

came in to-day. He saw me. He stared

at me until he placed me. Then he
scowled and went to the inner office.

I didn't wait to be fired this time. I

ran away."
Kate, remembering the scrutiny that

the senior counsel for the Glade family
had bestowed on the girl at the time of
the inquest, understood her agitation.

"Never mind," she said; "we'll get
something else for you."
But nothing else came through the

weeks when winter ran into spring and
spring flowered into summer. Kate,
coming home at hours past midnight,
would find the girl kneeling at the win-
dow, looking out over the city's shadows.
"I've tried all day," she would say,
wearily, "and I couldn't get anything.
Did you?" Since it happened to be in a
time of industrial stringency, Kate Willis-
ton had to confess failure. "But don't
worry, Persis," she would try to console
her; "something will come. And I'm
glad to have you looking after the apart-
ment for me when I'm out."
"But you don't need me," Persis
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would declare. "No one in the world
needs me."

Because Kate Williston couldn't lie,

she couldn't comfort her with any as-

surance that she had need of her. That
was the time when Kate Williston

thought that she needed no one. Her
spiritual self-sufficiency had lifted her to

altitudes of loneliness where she had
become so unaccustomed to human com-
panionship that she felt no yearning for

its solace. Persis Kendrie was, after all,

only an incident in her life. Her work
was full of other girls of the same weak-
nesses, the same strugglings, the same
despairs. That Persis happened to live

with her brought her a little closer than
the others. She kept her as she would
have kept a homeless kitten. When Per-

sis realized that this was the truth, like

the kitten that she was, she disappeared.
She left a note for Kate. "I'm only

a burden on you," it read. "As long
as I have a home, perhaps I can't really

want to work. So I'm getting out. I'll

do the best I can." She signed it,

"Lovingly, Persis."

Kate Williston read it over a dozen
times. Then her New Hampshire con-
science cudgeled her until she decided
that she had somehow failed in her duty
to Persis Kendrie. "I don't know just

what more I should have done," she told

herself, "but there's something I have
left undone. Whatever it is, I must find

it and find her, and start all over again."

Her search for Persis took her back
to the district, now dying under the
onslaughts of a state's attorney who
didn't wink at sins of commission.
Dacour's was already gone. "Young
Glade's father bought the ground,"
Molly Maxwell told Kate, "and cleaned

out the place. They say he's put up
money to wipe out the whole district."

Everywhere Kate Williston saw evi-

dences of the decadence of the neighbor-

hood from its gilded coating of vice,

but nowhere did she find trace of Persis

until a waitress in a summer-garden gave
her tidings. "She worked here for a

wThile," the girl said, "but she left here

to go to the Trianon." But the Trianon,
disclosing Madame Dacour and the
wiser rats from the sinking district,

yielded no clue to Persis. Kate Wil-
liston, discouraged, gave up the search.
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With the closing of Blomberg's Kate
shifted her post to the Free Dispensary,

where Dr. Abernathy, son of the old

minister of the Training School, ten-

dered service to all who sought him.

She had been there but a week when
Dr. Abernathy went to France with an
American hospital unit. A tall, rugged
Scotsman took his place. With the com-
ing of Dr. James Graham, Kate Willis-

ton realized for the first time in her life

that she needed any human force out-

side her own. For, with the complete
self-abnegation of the woman past thirty

who loves for the first time, she fell

utterly and unreservedly in love with the

big physician.

To her adamantine reserve and her

rigid training she owed gratitude for the

ability to conceal her overwhelming de-

votion to the blustering, surprisingly

tender man who seemed to heal souls

as well as bodies. Kate Williston could

have given reverence to no man weaker
than herself. Dr. Graham accepted her

services as part of her work and of her

character, never guessing that his ar-

rival had in any way inspired the woman
to a new glory in her labors. Day after

day they worked together, Dr. Graham
with entire unconsciousness of any per-

sonal relationship between them, Kate
Williston growing more acutely con-

scious every hour of the man's power
over her. Because he was magnificently

human in his sympathies, Kate Williston

grew human. Because she loved, wan-
dering women became to her something
more than souls to be saved. There be-

gan to grow in her a curious need of

companionship that weakened the walls

of her old assuredness. Strangely

enough, it took the form of a desire to

find Persis Kendrie again, to bring hack

the girl to tin little apartment that she

had deserted because of her belief that

no one there had need of her. She was

seeking new means of search when
Persis Kendrie herself walked into the

free dispensary.
She came In one wild September night

while a storm of wind ami rain swept

through tin- city streets. She was pah-

am! shabby and bedraggled. Her gold

hair hum: limply around her white face.

Her piteous blue eyes stared searchinglj

around tin- big, spotless room of the

dispensary. She was leading by the
hand a little girl of not more than seven
years, a thin, poorly dressed, frightened
child. So pitiable they were as they
stood under the rays of the blazing arc-

light that Dr. Graham moved forward
toward them with swift pity. But Kate
Williston came to them before him.
Moved by some impulse she could not
fathom, she gathered Persis Kendrie in

her arms. "Oh, my dear," she cried,

"I'm so glad!"

Persis Kendrie began to cry, not
hysterically, as she had wept when she

had stumbled on Kate in the dark room
of the station, but quietly, as if she had
fallen into grief too deep for louder vent.

The child beside her began to whimper.
"She's sick," said the girl. "That's
why I came here."

"Who is she?" Kate asked.

"Letty Andrews. Her mother was
working with me at Keim's. She died.

I promised her to take care of Letty.

You see, Miss Williston, she needed
me." She made the explanation as if

to assuage any anger Kate might hold

against her. "I've taken care of her

as well as I could. We got along all

right, didn't we, Letty, till you got sick?

But her throat's awfully sore, and so I

brought her here. I didn't know any
other place."

"You couldn't have come to a better."

I I was the big doctor who spoke. " We'll

fix her up, won't we, Miss Williston?"

"I hope so," Kate smiled. "Miss
Kendrie used to live with me, Dr.

Graham, until she thought she was bur-

dening me. Then she ran away."
" I'm sorry," said Persis.

"I'm sorry, too," Kate said, "that

you made things hard tor yourself."
" I've had Letty," the girl said, giving

to the child a smile of confidence that

brought answering brightness on the

pinched little fact.

It may have been that smile that set

Dr. Janus Graham thinking about Per-

sis Kendrie. It may have been the

utter pitiabh ness of the mil as she stood

in tin- ban- dispensary. It may even

have been some force deeper than mind
or heart that brought together a man
with tin power to win high tame in his

profession and a girl who had once been

at Dacour's. Whatever it was, their
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eyes met that night in swift understand-

ing of what they were to be to each other.

Persis Kendrie turned quickly to Kate
Williston, and Dr. Graham turned to

the child.

Five minutes later he gave his deci-

sion. "Diphtheria," he said. The white

sorrow in Persis's face smote him for his

abruptness in giving the verdict. "We're
going to take care of her, though," he

said, "and of you."

For a week he battled with all his skill

for the life of the child whom Persis

Kendrie loved; but with all his skill he
failed. Letty Andrews died one morning
in Kate Williston's arms. He bore the

news to the white-faced girl. "I can't

live," she said, "unless some one needs
me." Then she fell unconscious into his

arms.

Through two months of anxiety Dr.
Graham and Kate Williston fought for

Persis Kendrie's life in the bright room
of Wesley Hospital. Sometimes Kate
gave up all hope of the girl's recovery.

Dr. Graham never despaired. "I can't

let her die," he said tensely one night
while they listened for the girl's hardly
audible breathing. The passionate in-

sistence of his voice told Kate Williston
the truth she had been dreading since

the night when Persis came back. From
that time of unconscious confession she
seemed to be watching the physician
bring the girl back to life. And because
Kate Williston was bigger than her own
desires she helped him with Persis Ken-
drie as if James Graham had been her
brother and not the man she loved.

Slowly the girl groped her way back
to strength. Kate, watching her, saw
how she gathered power from Dr.
Graham's visits. It was only after Kate
had said "No " to her tremulous query,
"Did I rave—much?" that Persis Ken-
drie seemed to fling aside the lethargy of
mortal illness. Like a shy anemone
blooming in the snow, she twined her
flower of youth to the sun of Dr.
Graham's abounding magnetism of per-
sonality. Kate Williston knew that the
crisis must come soon. It did not sur-
prise her when the girl lifted to her one
morning a face whose joyous radiance
was just beginning to cloud with fear.

"He has asked me to marry him," she
said.

Kate Williston tried to smile, but her
lips failed her mind's bidding. "Are you
going to?" she asked.

"I—I don't know," the girl faltered.

Her pleading eyes searched Kate's face.

"Oh, Miss Williston," she cried, "I want
him so! I love him so! I never cared
for any one before in all my life. I've
been wicked, I know, and I've been silly.

But haven't I paid for my sin and my
folly? O God, haven't I paid a hundred
times for whatever I've ever done?
Must I give him up, too? Oh, I can't,

Miss Williston, I can't! I'm not like

you. I'm weak, and I know it. I need
some one to care for, some one to care
for me. I can't struggle alone. I've
tried, and I've failed. When I left you,
I tried. You'll never know how hard.
But I drifted back. I got out again,

somehow, for I kept thinking of you
and all you'd done for me. But I'd have
gone back again "if it hadn't been for

Letty. And now Letty's dead, and I've
no one in all the world but him. Oh,
must I give him up?"
With dry lips Kate Williston asked

her question. "What does he know
about you?"
"Almost— almost everything. He

knows that I met you at Blomberg's.
He knows that you took me to your
home from—over there." Her nod indi-

cated the old boundaries of the district.

"Isn't that enough?"
"Does he know about Frank Glade?"
"Oh no, no!" There was furtive fear

in Persis Kendrie's eyes. "Why must
he know that? Isn't it all part of the
rest? Why must I tell him that? Oh,
I can't!" she cried. "He—he knows
Frank's mother. He told me about her.

I can't tell him that!"

"I think that you should tell him,"
Kate Williston said, " but it's for you to

decide. And, whatever you do, I hope
that you will be very happy." She bent
down to kiss the girl. "I believe," she
said, "that James Graham is big enough
to hear the truth without changing his

feeling toward you."
"I don't dare risk it," the girl said.

"Oh, Miss Williston, I'm so happy—and
so afraid!"

The fear seemed to die as the happi-
ness grew until Persis Kendrie was al-

most well. Kate Williston, worn by her
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long vigil and by the struggle of her

battle against her own love for the man
who loved Persis, was gradually relaxing

her care. One day, wearied by the strain

of the problem, she fell asleep in the

hospital room. She awoke to find Persis

watching her.

"I was just thinking," the girl said,

"that I owe everything in the world to

you. If it hadn't been for you, I'd have
killed myself in the station that day.

I wonder why I haven't been better to

you. Why haven't I even learned your
lessons? Why, I can't even tell the

truth as you do, and that should be the

easiest thing of all."

"It's the very hardest task of all,

my dear," said Kate Williston.

She came to believe, however, that the

telling of the truth would be a relief in

those days when Dr. Graham, getting

back into his neglected dispensary prac-

tice, began to confide in her his love for

the girl in the hospital. The big man's
assumption that her kindness to the girl

had constituted her a fitting confidante

for his attitude was a stabbing poniard

of emotion. " Poor little bairn," he

would murmur over and over in his

speech of Persis. "She's had a hard

time in the world, but we'll see if we
can't give her a better chance at life."

"I wonder," she asked him one day,

"how Comprehensive a man's forgive-

llrss Is "

"There's but one thing in the world

1 couldn't forgive," he said.

-What's that?"

"The leading of another soul down to

hell," he said.'

She remembered the sudden hot pas-

sion in his voice when a week later he

came into the dispensary <>nc morning,

white with rage, and tossed by some
fury she could not fathom until he spoke.

"Will you till me the truth:" he de-

manded of her.
"

I lave I ever told you anything < Ise?"

she counten d.

"No," In- said; "that's win I'm

trustingyou. Tellme" his eyes blazed

hre " is Persis Kendrie tin Pearl I i uax

wh«> killed Frank ( rlad<
:

"

Kate Williston 1« >< >k t J him squarely in

the eyes; hut, even as sin looked on the

white face of the angry man, she sa^ a

whiter fan Persis KLendrie's <>n tin day

when she had met her at the station,

Persis Kendrie's on the night when she
had stood under the purpling light of
the arc-lamp holding Letty Andrews's
hand. To that frightened, childish face
she made her answer.
"No," she said.

As if through a mist she saw7 the man's
face relax. "Thank God!" he breathed.
"Why would it have been so terrible?"

she asked him.
"Because," he said, "the girl who

killed Frank Glade killed him body and
soul. Whether she really murdered him
or not doesn't matter. She killed the

spirit in him. And she killed more than
that. She killed his mother's reason and
broke his father's heart! Oh, I'm vio-

lent on this one case, Miss Williston.

You see, I was the physician at Wood-
bine Lake when they called for his moth-
er on the day when they learned of

his death. She was one of the gentle-

women of this earth. She had worshiped
her boy. She had believed him quite

clean. The shock of it all drove her

mad. She's up there yet in their won-
derful home, with all the beauty riches

can buy around her; but all she sees is

the white shaft that marks her son's

grave. Day after day, month after

month, I attended her until 1 could

endure it no longer. I gave it up. It

was too hopeless. I came here." He
sighed with relief. "Last night a man
told me that your protegee was Pearl

Truax, the girl who killed Frank Glade.

I couldn't believe it. But I've gone

mad over tin mere idea. I love Persis.

I know that she's had bad times. I'm

going to try to make her forget them.

I can forgive them. I'm no saint in

heaven myself. And a physician, I sup-

pose, sees reasons and causes that other

nun don't see. Hut if she had been that

mil I'uh!" He shook himself as if'

from a had dream. "Wouldn't it have

In ( n ;iw fill
:"

"Yes," said Kate Williston, "it would

have been."
She went through her morning's work

dazedly, watching her opportunity to

slip away to the hospital. She must

warn l't rsis. She had lied for her, com-

mitted tor her ^.iki tin only sin she

could in \ er forgive hers< If, and sin- must

add to tin burden <>t" her e> il u\ < il by
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urging the girl into continuation of the

lie. She dared not look at Dr. Graham
as he went about his labors. When he

seemed most occupied with his patients

she left the dispensary and hurried to

Persis.

The girl was out of bed for the first

time. Propped up in a wheel-chair by
the window, wrapped in a pale lavender

gown, she looked like some timid violet

of springtime. Kate, after her first

hurried greetings, sat watching her for

a long time in silence. "What are you
thinking?" the girl finally asked her.

"I was wondering," the missionary

said, "what old Dr. Abernathy would
tell you. He was the wisest man I have
ever known."
"Why?" the girl inquired.

"Dr. Graham asked me to-day if you
were Pearl Truax."
"And you said— ?" The girl's breath

fluttered brokenly.

"I told him that you were not."

Tears, hot, bitter, rushed to Persis

Kendrie's eyes. "You are a very great

woman, Miss Williston," she said. "I
am so glad that I have known you."

She looked out from the hospital win-
dows upon the dull vistas of the city

that fringed the view. Only the ticking

of a little clock on the dresser broke the
silence of the room. After a long time
hasty steps sounded in the corridor.

Then the door opened and Dr. Graham
came in.

"Well, how's the patient?" he blus-

tered cheerily.

Persis Kendrie leaned forward as if to

see him the better, staring at him avidly
before she spoke. Then her words came
tonelessly. "You asked her," she said,

"if I were Pearl Truax. She said that
I wTas not. She lied for me. I am."

Slowly the man's head sank as he
stared at the girl in the chair. Then,
turning his back upon her, he strode to
the window. She gathered herself for
strength, then flung her words at his

bending back. " I know what you think
of Pearl Truax," she said. " I heard you
speak one day of Frank Glade. I know
your side of it. You must listen to mine.
You say that I brought a good boy down
into hell. Was Frank Glade good when
he brought me from Woodbine to Chi-
cago? Was Frank Glade good when he

deceived me ? Was he good when he took
me to Blomberg's? Was he good when
he came back to me after I'd flung him
off and had tried to go straight ? Was he
good when he held before me every
temptation of ease and luxury? I had
thought I loved him. When I came to

hate him for what he had done to me,
I went mad, just as mad, I know, as his

mother went when she heard where he
died. I didn't care what became of me
or of him. I didn't care for anything,

till—till that morning when I found him
dead. Was it worse for him to die in

Dacour's than it had been for him to

bring me down to living there?

The girl in the wheel-chair sank back
with a quivering sigh, closing her eyes

wearily. The man at the window did

not move. Kate Williston crossed the

room to him. "I wonder," she said,

"why any one of us should sit in judg-
ment?"

Dr. Graham turned toward her as she

placed her hand on his arm. "Don't!"
he said. "It hurts too much."
"Why?" she asked him. "You'd for-

give her—you'd already forgiven her

—

if it had been another man. Why should
you refuse because it was he?"
"But his mother—

"

"The mothers of the world," she said,

"have all sorrowed at Calvary more
than did Mary, for she knew that rer

Son was sinless. Why should you deny
love to this poor, broken child, the only
real love she's ever known or that she'll

ever know, because of your sympathy
for a woman who deceived herself over
an erring son ? Don't you see that Persis

has expiated whatever sin was hers?

Don't you see that she's gone higher

than either of us? The finest thing in

the world, James Graham, is to tell the

truth that will kill all your hopes. She
has done that even when I, who have
always been so proud of my honesty,

lied. Can't you forgive her the rest for

the glory of that?"
The man at the window turned toward

the girl in the chair. Then suddenly,

he knelt before her. Her hands rested

on his bowed head. He lifted his hag-
gard face to her luminous one. Kate
Williston, going from the room, had a

glimpse of vision of that which had
once been written on the sand.



The Ancients of the Bow of the Tennessee
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HE great drawn bow of

!«J the Tennessee, which,
ignoring modern boun-
daries, curves through
northern Alabama, aim-
ing at its heart, bears,

like strung amulets, the
relics of an ancient and peculiar culture.

Upon its bluffs and more protected islets

dwelt the makers of the burnt-clay
graves; and thither, from the north,

had crept some representatives of that

other people whose stone graves give

to America its diminutive convergence
to the great dolmen tombs of the Old
World.
They were not an opulent people,

with the wealth that leaves its lasting

record in mound and village-site and
sepulcher—-perhaps richer in the perish-

able things of this world, for their pierc-

ing implements of bone tell of the weav-
ing of basketry and the working of skins.

Yet out of this seeming poverty have
sprung two of the most remarkable
discoveries of the year in the field of

archaeology —a copper culture with

symbolism yet undivined, and a wide-

spread fire-cult impinging upon a local

culture of unknown origin and relation-

ship.

I hese, with certain simple finds of

great beauty or uniqueness, have '.Kin

tlu- reward of two years of patient re-

search by Mr. Clarence B. Moore, work-
ing on behalf of tin- Vcademy of Natural

Sciences of Philadelphia. In his steam-

yacht, The Got her, the expedition's float-

ing has-. In- explored the- whole course

of tin- rennessee from its dissolution in

the warns of tin- Ohio, through keii-

tucky, western rennessee, ami northern

Alabama, ami up through eastern ren-

nessee to the place of its birth from the

union of the ! [olston ami the French
Broad. \ml scant had been his reward.
Poor, parsimonious, or only "canny,"
the ancient dead had, for the most pair.

bequeathed but empty sepulchers. Then
came the great surprises of the Bennett
Place, just north of the boundary in

eastern Tennessee.
Upon the former flood-plain of the

river, close to its present left bank, lie

three low, broad mounds, much reduced
by the plow of the white man and by the

elemental implement of that immortal
proto-agriculturist, Father Time. In
front, several small islets lift, at low
water, their mounded heads above the

stream. Here, as elsewhere along the

river, the recent government engineer-

ing work has submerged the aboriginal

sites. The dammed-up waters quickly
tilled the excavation in the rectangle of

Mound B, and seeped into the trial-

holes of the circular residential Mound
C, but Mound A, though nearer the

river and lacking a tenth of C's five

feet of height, had kept its upper record

dry. Its base lay at some undetermin-
able depth below the lowest of the water-

levels now prevailing.

The first trial-hole revealed burnt
clay, ruddy from fires not too long dead
to kindle expectations. Carefully the

earthwork was uncapped. Three feet

below the highest point and correspond-

ingly less beneath the slopes, stretched

a level, strewn with burnt clay—not

evenly, but thin in places, heaped in

others to as much as sixteen inches.

Beneath these piles nearly ninety of the

ancients had left their blackened and

calcined boms, above a layer <>t charred

wrappings and mats, upon the hard-

tamped floor ^i a prehistoric edifice.

\bove them, in the clods of clay, were

the imprints of the reeds and woven
withes that went to make it. Beyond
tin- irregular oval line that bounded its

thirty-four by sixty feet, wire several

skeletons, untouched b\ tire, uncere-

monially interred in rlv. soft, untrampled
soil.

The dead lav in all directions, and in
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every wise, some extended, others flexed

with drawn-up knees, some disordered,

and yet others mere bundles of bones.
Their imperishable grave-gifts were few.

Some wore beads of bone or shell, fire-

blackened; others were armed with celt

or hatchet, a flint knife or an arrow-
point or two. The arrow-shafts were
ashes, but the charred handles of celt

and hatchet yet remained. Stone chisel,

bone implements, a few coarse cooking-
pots, tobacco-pipes, prayerfully used in

this world and destined for service in

the next—so ran the tale of the hard-

souled things whose form-spirits went
not up in flames. One man had borne a

beautiful ceremonial ax of indurated

shale, ground after the form of the slen-

der copper ax of state. With another

burial was the charred remnant of one
of those rare w7ooden ornaments, carved

after the milkweed pod, and once cop-

per-coated. Its fiber imitation of the

dowm unnoticeable ashes, its tiny mimic
seeds unrecognizable, it bears but scant

resemblance to the glittering pendent
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that hung to the ear of some dusky maid
or warrior.

The most painstaking and accurate
observation, so characteristic of all Mr.
Moore's work, has enabled him to piece

together this crumbling record of dry
bones, charred artifact, and ruddy clay,

and reconstruct the later history of the

mound.
Here, then, had stood in prehistoric

times a struct-

ure, o r struct-

ures, with floor

bl ackened and
beaten by the

passing of moc-
casined feet, and
walls of wattle

and daub. Hith-

er h a d b e e n

brought the tri-

bal dead, mostly

from that awe-
some house ofthe
departed where
their bones had
rested awhile,

some p e r h a p s

from more dis-

tant and tempo-
r a r y sepulture.

So thev laid them down -their

folk these whom every village

could, hut dared not, call by name,

lest they he drawn back from the spirit-

trail, and those, with bones no longer

ligament-bound, whose deeds, to the

hoary grandsire, wire mere- tradition.

I hen the brand was set to tin- building,

which perhaps was no other than that

same dread house of the dead a cere-

monial place it must h.i\ e been, for it

lacked the hearths of homely comfort.

Doubtless they stood, an awe-struck

EAR I 1IKNWARE VESSEL

Northern Alabama

kins-

child

circle banting a mournful dirge w ate

ing the flames leap, the thatch flash up
its signal-fire to tin- world of shades, tin-

walls totter ami fall, an incandescent

mass. With implements fire-hardened,

the\ sci aped up the still red-hot claj

.

gathei ing it from tin- empt \ places, ami

heaping it ah<>\ e tin- coi pses, till their

bones were charred 01 burned or calcined,

ami the fabrics ami mats, on which they

lay, were but crumbling cinders. But

heir came hurrying some perhaps hid-

den from a distance, hut late to the

ceremony—bearing the fragmentary rel-

ics of their dead, to cast them upon the
yet glowing embers of the fallen walls.

Ami there the expedition found them, a

few skulls and disordered hones, their

under surfaces charred, untouched by
fire above.

Over this couch of fire wTas spread a

covering of common earth, and, when
the memory of the great burning had

grown dim, or

been wiped away
by the coming of

another people,

a house was built

upon the mound,
its posts striking

down through
burnt clay and
charred bones.
I [ere man dwelt,

unwitting or in-

different, build-

ing his fires and
burying in turn

his own beloved

dead. Such was
the child known
as burial No. 3,

a pathetic u t-

line in the soil,

with necklace of shell beads, and on the

brow a handsome ornament of copper,

stamped with the likeness of the sacred

eagle.

I hen once more the sky Hushed with

reflected flames, and the home was only

a heap of ashes and hot clay. Over these

also the earth was heaped, and men
frequented it for unreckoned years, then

the Great Reaper, having gathered his

harvest, plowed and harrowed and left

fallow the land for tin- seed of a new

race from across the seas.

Hut these pyrographic records of

Mound A archaic as they are sketch

hut the rude pictograph of their more
recent history. In-low tin- red stratum
of the great burning other layers of

burnt clay marked tin- use of fire

—

c( remonial or accidental at various

levels, down t<. the lowest at which the

infiltrating wateis permitted excavation.

\ml it was at this sodden depth where,

inch by inch, the Spade, tin- trowel, the

bailer, ami the drainage trench fought a

losing battle with the water, that the
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explorers surprised the innermost secret

of the mound —the grave of a little child.

This was not a fire grave, but one of

another sort —a diminutive stone box

grave, with its flat-rock covering and the

upright slabs of its walls. Yet the

warmth of the hearth glowed in the

hearts of the sorrow-

ful makers of that
grave, for in place of

the bottom slab of

stone they had reared

it around an ancient

hearth, and laid the

little body upon the

ashes of extinguished

fires. A stone at the

head, two at one side

and three at the other,

they had made the

little box three feet,

ten inches, by two feet

wide, to hold the jewel

of their hearts. But
when all was ready,

across their poignant
and absorbing grief had flashed the
thought of the long and lonely spirit-

trail those little feet must tread through
that mystic land where no loving
hand would pound the tender maize
kernels, nor dip the golden porridge
from the seething pot, beckoning the
weary wayfarer to refreshment and re-

pose. So within the grave they had
placed at the head a common cooking-
pot, perhaps filled with broth or por-

ridge, and over that a pretty painted

bowl for its service, with two spoons
carved from mussel-shell laid carefully

within. Then, lest they be lost on the

journey, some thoughtful hand had
dropped in the hollow of the uppermost
spoon four barrel-shaped beads of shell.

fHE PAINTED SWASTIKA BOWL—BENNETT PLACE

THE PAINTED PORRINGER OF THE CHILD-

Vol. CXXXTII.—No. 796.-75

But the stone casket was now too small
for its jewel, so they had taken away the
footstone and added it to the covering
slabs above the unprotected and pro-
jecting feet. Beside the pottery vessels

in the grave-head had probably stood
the gourd water-bottle and the child's

perishable trinkets, for the space was
greater than required by the things

which remain. Perchance there were
sandals of rush, or doeskin moccasins

—

no longer with the
holes carefully cut in

their soles, that should
prove to the calling

shades that the child

was unprepared for

the journey. For this

child of eight or nine
had outgrown the baby
moccasins and he had
no reply when they
summoned, but must
fare forth with pot and
painted porringer t o
the land beyond.
And that painted

bowl came as a start-

ling discovery to the
explorers, for, either

bennett place as to ware or decora-
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tion, it resembled nothing ever found
before in Tennessee, or in fact in the
whole eastern United States. The de-
sign, thrice repeated upon its circum-
ference, was laid on in maroon-colored
paint over a yellow slip. This was
not the red paint common to aboriginal

ware, but darker and richer, with tones
like the lire-changed red oxide of iron

found by Mr. Moore two years ago in

the graves along

Red River in Ar-
kansas.

One other bowl
of this ware they
unearthed at

Bennett Place

—

also in the grave
of a child—and
bearing a pecul-

iar form of the

symbolic swas-

tika that harks
back to the dis-

tant region of the

ancient Pueblos.

It lay at the feet

of the little two-
year-old, along

with a cooking-

pot and a mus-
sel-shell spoon,

in a grave untouched by fire. The tiny

traveler had gone richly adorned with

necklace and anklets of shell beads—one

hundred and three in all—and, pendent

from the former, a gorget quaintly

carved from shell. Upon it, in striking

and unusual form, the world quarters

have laid their symbol.

These two bowls from the Bennett

Place are the only known pieces ol this

ware, but its shards are scattered in

ancient sites northwestward along the

river as far as the Citico Mound, thirty

miles away. I hey mark the extension

of a local culture- whose origin and whose
fate alike remain a m\ stery.

Citico Mound, nigh enough to Chat-

tanooga to have been long the happy
hunting-ground of the collector, stands,

steep-sided and quadrangular, in the

mulst of a held that now spreads its

golden harvest in the sun as richly as m
those ancient days when they who dwelt

upon the mound were laid to i\st within

it.

EARTHEN

W

Northern

From the large residential mound
there runs a ridge toward the rising sun
for six hundred feet. Low, broad, flat-

topped', it bears upon its eastern end a

monticule of midden soil and shell. Here,
then, upon the ridge, had stood the
tribal line of wattled dwellings, flanked
on the west by the residential mound of
the chieftain and on the east by the
tumulus of the notables. Here the an-

cient worker in

shell had sat be-

fore his doorway
in the sun, block-

ing out, from
conch-shell col-

umellas, ear-
plugs and pins,

and, from the

body -whorls,
those c u r i o u s

gorgets in crude
semblance of the

human face, or

carving, now
with bold stroke,

now with deli-

cate line, upon
the circle of a

gorget, the
1 oo p e d-square
s y m b o 1 of the

world quarters, the triskele or the
intricate convolutions of the scaly

rattler. And there, not far away,
knelt the woman molding the con-

ventional beak of a bird that should
serve as a pipe for her lord and master.

The carver of shell and the modeler in

clay, with bent arms and drawn-up
knees, lie alike indistinguishable among
the burials, but the notable who wore
the face gorget and smoked the pottery

pipe shall be known as burial No. 78,

the owner of the celts, for with him his

mourning friends had laid his full store

of stone treasure—seven celts, all neatly

piled in a double row near the head.

There also, along that village street,

the youth had rolled his cluuuike stone,

tin- child his little potshard disk, and

both had lost them—the prayerful sym-
bol of the rolling sun and the mimic of

its mimicry.
Hither likewise had come, in time of

peace, the welcome extra-tribal traders:

from the south, bringing conch-shells of

\RE VESSEL
Alabama
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the Gulf, sometimes entire, sometimes,

for pendent and ear ornament, those
*

'hearts of shell" recorded in the quaint

phrase of the early chronicler; from the

north, bearing copper for celt and beaten

ornament, now, alas! mostly green stains

upon the bones; and then, from the

east or the southeast, there came, on a

memorable day, one who carried in his

kit a handful of beautiful little axes of

a new and wondrous stone that flashed

like moonlight upon water and cut

keener than blade of polished stone or

ruddy copper. And he told, as the pipe

went round, a marvelous tale of a new
tribe on the shore, with pale faces and
strange ways, and weapons that spoke
like the thunder and slew as the light-

ning slays. And they who bartered for

the new celts died in time and were
buried, and the magic blades turned red-

brown in the soil. But the settlement

at Citico had ceased to be ere the white
trader with his beads and bells and
looking - glasses, iron

knives and axes, and
kettles of brass had
spread his wares
through the land.

Thus Citico site

reaches up with one
hand to pluck the
fruit of early post-

Columbian times;

with the other it delves

deep into the cultures

of the past.

For the graves of
the later people, proud
possessors of that rare

painted pottery, too
precious even for their

dead, cut away, at

head and foot, an ear-

lier burial where the
red-hot clay had lain

a foot deep in the
grave above the
charred remains of
bone and fabric.

Citico also had its

stone grave— primi-
tive or decadent in

form, we know not
which—a little lean-to
of stones above the
burial of 2 child, sunk

four feet in the midden soil of the
ridge.

Stone graves of such aberrant form
were found inlaid upon the bow of the
Tennessee, and to Mr. Moore belongs
the honor of the first report of stone
graves of any kind in Alabama, and, more
than that, the first record of a stone
box grave occurring in that state.

This was on Henry Island, in the
southernmost bend of the river. The
site of an ancient settlement, it bears
in its midst a broad and flat-topped
artificial eminence, of residence or cere-

mony, and, at the island's head, rises

a second once quadrangular mound, now
more than half devoured by the hungry
stream, and, within its shadow, pro-
tected or perhaps protecting, lies the
half-obliterated swelling that marks the
village of the tribal shades. Here, amid
burials of ordinary type, lying at slightly

greater depths, had been built a stone
cyst, six feet, eight inches, by three,

STONE BOX GRAVE OF THE NOTABLE WITH THE COPPER HEAD ORNAMENT
Henry Island, Alabama
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with nearly two feet of depth. The
limestone slabs of its vertical sides were
set into the soil several inches below the
bottom of the grave; its floor, paved
with slabs and chinked with fragments,

covered, save in the matter of his trans-

gressing head, the prone skeleton of a

EARTHENWARE VESSEL

Northern Alabama

man of powerful physique, buried but
eight inches below, whether by accident

or design. One of the covering slabs of

the box grave above had slipped and
partly fallen in, crushing the cranium
of the upper burial. Upon the forehead

of tlvs ancient notable rested one of the

great finds of the expedition—a copper
ornament of rare design, once rectangu-

lar in outline and curved to tit the brow.

Crumbling bits of corroded copper,

the ordinary pot-hunter, the seeker after

treasure, would have passed ir by.

Carefully collected and patiently pieced

together, it reveals the high attainment

in the- art of the aboriginal copper-

worker. Made from fragments of native

copper, beaten thin and riveted together,

it bears in repousse' design tin- boldly

executed head of the mythical eagle-

man of ancient American lore. Men- he

appears in his human aspect, with car-

disk of copper, ami perchance ;i m.isk

with the mystical three-rayed avian eye

which is his peculiar blazonry. Mis

curious head-dress <>t nodding balls and

plumes, perhaps the edge <»t a gorgeous

crest, unfortunately was m<>stlv irre-

coverable <>n the sheet's corroded ccIli- .

Spirited in conception and tirm m execu-

tion, it came red-gold from a master-

craftsman's hand. It is worthy to rank

in aboriginal American art with the

famous copper hair-plume of the chief

of Moundville, Alabama. Perhaps, in-

deed, it is the work of the same art

craftsman in that prehistoric center of

religion and of art which lay only one
hundred and twenty-five miles south-

west of Citico.

Yet in Alabama, not alone on the

banks of the Black Warrior River, flour-

ished the Copper Age. In the north-

western corner of the state the relics of

another culture stud the shores of the

Tennessee. From Colbert Island to

Cave Creek, for eight miles, the mounds
and village sites are thickly strung.

Here on Koger's Island, on rising

ground, had stood the wigwams of a

pottery-making tribe, and at the island's

eastward end they laid their dead away.
To-day the plow and the rain have al-

most swept off the blackened soil of

occupation, leaving but the frail frag-

ments of human bone, arrow-points of

flint, the potter's tool, the shards of

check-stamped earthenware, and, over
there, along the slope, round-bottomed,
two-lugged pots of soapstone and their

w reckage.

Behind the island, eastward beyond
the river's lesser channel, a yet more
ancient people had built their wigwams,
raised their maize, their melons, and their

gourds, and reared their mounded sepul-

chers. Here, in the vicinage of a goodly

KT1
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source that gives occasion to the unro-

mantic local name of Perkins Spring,

dwelt the chiefs of the four-armed cop-

pers. This was the Copper Age, ;yet to

this people the ceramic arts were still

a mystery. Not a shard was found

among all the arrow-points, the knives,

and lance-heads that strewed the broad

fields of their domain, and only one of

the meanest and most diminutive of

vessels had been offered to their honored

dead. And yet those very burials were

strangely characterized by ceremonial

deposits of pure clay, as if the potter's

art had been in such repute as with

that ancient Semitic tribe whose Arch-

Potter so molded man. Mostly the

yellow clay of the subsoil, but occasion-

ally gray or red brought from afar, its

lumps and layers contrasted sharply

with the blackened earth of the grave,

and sometimes served to mark a burial

of which no other trace remained.

Of the three mounds on the Reeder
Place, near Perkins Spring—all sinking

with the weight of years—Mound A,
the greatest, had at one time been domi-
ciliary. Yet more than one interment
had perioded the course of its upbuild-

ing. From the center of the eminence,
when it was yet young, a grave had been
sunk through to the underlying yellow

clay beneath its center. But such a

grave! Eight and two-thirds feet in

length by four and a third in breadth,

and, in its midst, they had laid the dead,

face down—so said the several dorsal

vertebrae that in time had come to rest

upon his copper celt, so placed beneath
him that it lent them length of days
and somewhat of its rich green coloring.

The rest was merely a trace. What of

vanished mats and hides and textilry

had gone to line that ample resting-

place may not be guessed; yet some-
thing had bulked nine or ten inches

along its walls, and between that some-
thing and the body a long mass of pure
gray clay ran, thirteen inches broad at

the head, widening to sixteen at the feet

which had rested on it, and, beyond
them, to its five inches of thickness, it

added another two. Here, beyond the

feet, masses of pure red clay interspersed

the gray. What was the meaning of

this strange deposit? How was it placed

THE COPPER ORNAMENT OF THE EAGLE MAN
Henry Island, Alabama

there—loose? or in some lost container

that lent it form? The occupant, armed
with the shade of his copper celt and
weighted with the masses of galena that

lay at shoulder, knee, and ankle, ready
for the festive painting of the world
beyond, has journeyed too far to hear
the question, and his companion was
but a little child and perhaps never knew
the answer. It lay on the opposite side

of the pit from the deposit of clay,

and the little traveler had worn for

decoration a great bead of copper, spher-

ical, with flattened poles. Whose was
the grave? Was it the man's, and the

child's comradeship an accident of time?

Or was it the child's, and the man,
prone, face downward, a slaughtered foe

or a slave sent as guide, that the little

feet might not wander from the way?
In time, as the elevation rose, other

graves were sunk at various levels, but

so ancient were even these that ofttimes

only the peculiar arrangement of clay

or the presence of a copper served to

stamp its character.
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And such coppers! Queer reel-shaped
objects, four-armed and angular, some
with double perforations in the median
line; others, heavier, quite imper-
forate. Conventionalized to the last

degree, what the insignia represented,

brute or human, it were hazardous to

guess. Yet, like Don Quixote's wind-
mill, they seem instinct with life. These
queer coppers call to mind the quaintly
phrased unconscious humor of the Dutch
ethnographer, the Chevalier van Pan-
huys: "When a man becomes an orna-

ment, the first thing he does is to lose

his head." Mayhap the brutes also are

not devoid of vanity.

The four armed coppers were evi-

dently worn suspended from the neck
by a thong of varying length, for, while

most had lain upon the breast of their

quondam owner, some fell lower, and some
had shifted, swinging sidewise till their

perforations paralleled the burial-line.

Whatsoever their significance, they

were peculiarly the ornament of the

makers of the graves with ceremonial

clay- Their distribution appears co-

extensive with that culture. True, a few

of these rare objects had wandered
abroad on their wearers—one to mid-
Tennessee, one reaching southern Ohio,

and one southward to central Alabama
but their place of origin was along the

Tennessee in northern Alabama, where
the Academy's expedition traced them
as far east as the Roden Mounds —near
(juntersville.

This was an interesting site. Between
the river ami the guiding lulls stretch

the broad bottom-lands, and, irregularly

set upon the first low slopes, the six

ancient structures bow their dimin-

ished heads. In the meadow-land, for

unnumbered years, dwelt tin- ancients,

while the black loam of occupation gre^

thick beneath their hit. In those' early

/ears, perhaps a special structure gave

temporary shelter to their dead; per-

haps those earl) graves, sunk in the

level land, have been obliterated by t he-

same process th.it has scoured tin- t<>|>

soil from tin- plain by the- river, where
doubtless stood the primitive settlement.

At any rate, the- builders of these

burial mounds brought much ol their

component mass from the village ground.

Working in groups, ami gathering then-

loads here to day, to-morrow there, they
reared these chaotic piles of midden
loam and virgin clay, thrusting them
through and through with burials, then

overlaying all again with the unstratified

deposit.

They who built them were yet living

in the Copper Age. Here was the out-

lined burial No. 8, with fifty-one tubular
beads of copper, some with the stringing

cord still in the hole, while the form of

their wearer was but tracery. There,
beneath a covering of yellow sand, lay

burial No. 10, his four bracelets of

rolled sheet-copper neatly piled beside

his head, and the shell beads that formed
the head-dress beneath the crumbling
skull. And over yonder, burial No. 62,

with its ceremonial four-armed copper
so bent and broken by a blow—perhaps
from the same war-ax that laid its

wearer low—that, corroded through the

shattered substance, only its fragments
could be gathered.

Everywhere the reel-shaped, four-

armed copper was notable. Singly, with
its arms broad-stretched, or folded in

cerememial sacrifice—occasionally two,

or even three, on breast or abdomen
sometimes gracing the grave of an adult,

sometimes resting with a child, again

alone in the soil where mortality left no

trace-.

Everywhere also the once glittering

galena in lumps and masses of unprece-

dented size and number, some faceted

with the- record of ceremonies past,

others yet unused, but ready lor the rites

of the world to come-, marked the- elomi-

nance of white paint in cults of the- mak-
ers of the graves with the- ceremonial

clay. The clay deposit, tin- galena, ami
the- four-armed coppers marked the

tribal range.

The elating of the- Roden settlement,

spelled out for tin- archaeologist in beads

of shell, was held in the- very he-art of

Moiuul \. llu- remnant of a skull, to

be- forever known as burial No. 44, had

neai bj the fragments of a conch or

helmet shell perchance a drinking-cup

and five small shells, some- much de-

cayed, all pierced for stringing. And
that was all. Yet those five fast-crum-

bling slidK constitute the only record

in Vmerican archaeolog) of tin- presence

o( cow ins In an aiu lent maw.
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The story of the cowry has never yet

been fully written. The great Genoese,

starting in 1492 on his first voyage to

discover a new route to the kingdom of

the Great Khan, doubtless stocked his

ships with a goodly store of these ivory-

white porcelain shells. He had been in

Guinea. He knew the requirements of

the Gold Coast trade, and the casual

references in his journal show that he

fitted out with hawks-bells, brass rings,

glass beads, red and green cloth—wares

more suitable for barter with the naked

or bark-clothed natives of Africa than for

the silk-clad citizens of Cathay. Proba-

bly, though he fails to mention it, cowries,

strung as for the Guinea trade, were part

of his stock—an ill-venture, in competi-

tion with the shell ornaments of the

Gulf Coast. Unlikely that the cowry
ever came again as trade goods to the

New World. So mayhap the five little

shells were bestowed, by Columbus's
own hand, upon a native of the isles,

were carried across to the mainland on
some trip of trade or of pleasure, and
thence, from hand to hand, as curios,

journeyed northward with an ever-

growing wonder-tale of the great wmite
chiefs from the East, some even as the

great Lord of the Day himself, with hair

of gold and of copper, and sheathed in

strange metal that gleamed like moon-
light on the water.

If not thus, then they had journeyed
in dangling from the trappings of one
of those noble steeds that shared the

perils of the early explorers of the main-
land; and then the wonder-tale that

went with the string was stranger still,

of great, glittering beasts, four-legged,

two-armed, with tail all fringed and
frontlet that fell like a mask over the

bearded face—an uncanny creature.

Certain it is that they date from the
close of the fifteenth or the early days
of the sixteenth century. He who drank
from the great shell cup and treasured
the string of cowries knew nothing more
of the products of the Old World.
Touching thus, with outstretched lin-

ger, the margin of historic times, it

would seem possible to identify these

white-paint people, wearers of the four-

armed coppers. This the archaeologist

refuses to do—still less to name the folk

that scattered the stone cysts from Ohio
to Alabama, or to assign a place in

history to the makers of the burnt-clay

graves. Back to the field, for a wider
sweep and a deeper knowledge of con-

tiguous territory, is his only answer to

the problem.
Along the middle course of the Ten-

nessee dwelt at one time the Ucheans,
unknown to the early explorers, shifting

their habitat in large part southeast-

ward to the upper Savannah River, to

form a powerful people before 1670,

when they first enter into written his-

tory. And how little of their life that

history records!

That powerful Iroquoian tribe, the

Cherokee, which, in the dim traditionary

age, migrated from the Ohio Valley to

abide in the mountains of southern
Appalachia, and that other people,

yclept the Ishmaelites of the Western
world, the Algonkian Shawnee, who
later came by invitation of the Cherokee
to occupy their lands in Kentucky and
in Tennessee, may dispute with the first

their unproved claims to stone cyst or

burnt-clay burials. And the shadow of

the stone graves shrouds the molders of

the painted pottery.

To the Muscogean congeries to the

south doubtless belonged the ordinary

burials with stamp-decorated ware.

Tribe after tribe have made the water-

way of the Tennessee its method of

migration, and all have left a record of

their passing—here only an empty grave,

stone-walled or clay-filled; there, a simple

pit with shapely pots for furniture; and
yet again, deep-sunk in bold pyrography,

the communal departure of the people

of the burnt-clay burials. So, pressing

onward, they paused awhile to string

those records along the magic bow, bent

full-curved toward their constant goal

—

the fertile, sunny Southland.



A Tame Hero

BY HOWARD BRUBAKER

\ the open space back
of the pickle - works
baseball was evolved

out of primeval chaos

whenevt-r the weather
and the educational

The
hrst-comer, it he had a ball, bounced it

against the cucumber-shed or let it roll

pleasantly off the slanting roof. The
next sterling athlete joined him in catch

—either plain catch or that fascinating

gamble called, for some reason, "ante
over"—the ball being tossed back and
forth over the shed, alternately arriving

out of mystery and disappearing into the

unknown. As soon as a bat arrived

there was knocking up of flies, and pres-

ently that onward and upward move-
ment, one o' cat, two o' cat, and round-
ball. Round-ball was a semi-civilized

diversion in which the fielding positions

were determined by lung power. It held

within it the germs of its own dissolu-

tion: its very loudness attracted its exe-

cutioners. When the eighth boy came
it was doomed; with the tenth the p
wabbly thine passed away unmourned,
and choosing-up ensued. I he visible

world was now divided into the "uses"
and the "thems." new antagonisms and
solidarities were formed, cl - ar-

rayed against class and baseball burst

into bloom. That perfect thing which
it cost the world generations ol leisure

and culture to produce these heirs of the
n achieved in half an hour.

I »:i that mellow May Saturday which
tined to have such an import

place in his private history Ranny ar-

rived at th< f disorder when life

und-hall or barbar:

IK accepted a position in the outfield—
the fate of the new-comer and pre-

pared to rise upon other peopK
selves toward the home-plat rial

fielder he cut no bi

figure. I he only ball which came bis

hen Ik •

in admiration of "Sausage" Bucklv's
dog. The ball rolled far beyond him
into a vague region of burdocks and
thistles, and he was pretty thoroughlv
reviled before he got it back.

Ranny was doomed never to break
into the exclusive society of the infield,

for presently there came a breach of the

so-called peace from beyond the can-

nery building and the cry, "Choose up!
choose up!" This hullabaloo was fol-

lowed shortly by its author, Ted Blake,

who, as he rounded the corner of the

shed, elected himself captain and pitcher

of one of the teams. Bud Hicks, who had
possession of the ball in this crisis, be-

came the other captain, and choosing-

up followed with the aid of the ball-bat

and all the recognized forms of chica-

ner;.-. The outcome was that Ted found
himself at the end facing the possibility

^\ taking Ranny upon his team. He
made a brief survey of the forces behind

him.

"I don't need no outfielder." he said.

"They'll be luckv if they hit the ball

at all.'"'

"1 d«»n't need none, cither." said Bud
Hicks, who, against the unanimous ad-

vice «>f his team, had appointed himself

pitcher.

Ranny was therefore invited to be the

keeper of the score and of the collection

of valuables. The former was kept on

the ground with a sharp stick, and the

latter in a cap—an unimpressive array

of I Including two knives, some

\y but not neat jewelry that came
with candy, and Tom Rucker's imita-

tion watch by which it was always

twenty minutes after tour. Ranny,

ply hurt, declined this doubly
n and withdrew to the

shadow of the shed, when I t on a

board and refused r te with the

team which was ha vine its inning

"I guess h< thinks we're playin' wood-
id Ted Blake. •

rhed loyally.
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If Ranny had owned a good ball or a

mask he could have bought his way into

the game, but he had no more capital

than skill. As a ball-player he was much
like that luckless recruit to the Lake-

ville team of whom the Bulletin said,

"Though a poor fielder, he is remarkably

weak at the bat/' As he sat there and

watched Ted's elaborate imitation of the

wind-up of Robby Ryan, Lakeville's

permanent pride, he wondered whether

it was not time he achieved some pro-

ficiency in this important phase of hu-

man life. He was already nine, and
getting older every hour; yet it was a

popular superstition that he could not

hit, catch, or throw. As he sat there

his only comfort was that Ted Blake's

well-intentioned offerings were being

batted into all unoccupied parts of the

field. The Hicks contingent was almost
powerless wdth merriment.
Suddenly an unaccountable hush fell

over the face of nature. It was like the

instant of awful silence in the circus

before the extra double somersault
which has never before been achieved in

any of our leading hemispheres, yet it

also had elements of resemblance to the

moment in a public meeting when a

United States Senator arises to add to

the sum of human knowledge. The Bud
Hicks rejoicers subsided into respectful

silence. "Fatty" Hartman, who was
catching for the "Blakes'," began strik-

ing poses; and Ted himself, who had
been pitching with zeal if not success,

laughed sheepishly as one caught playing
with children. Ted was one of those dis-

gusting youths who morally desert their

own class at the sight of an adult.

From where he sat, Ranny could not
make out the cause of this astonishing
conduct, but presently it rounded the
shed and revealed itself to the eye.

Moreover, it joined Ranny upon his

board, clasped its large, freckled hands
about its knees, tilted its hat over its

forehead, and leaned its fiery head
against the building as if with intent to

commit arson. Then it spoke:
"How's come you ain't playin' ?"

•

Ranny was stricken with stage-fright.

"Aw—I don't know; I don't wanta very
much—they think they're smart."
"Not good enough for them, huh?"

The man watched for a moment the

travesty of the national game. Ted was
bitterly accusing his team of non-sup^
port. "Must be pretty bad."

IT WAS A POPULAR SUPERSTITION THAT HE COULD NQT HH\ CATCH,, OR THROW
Vol. CXXXIH—No. 796.-76
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One could afford to be modest in this

distinguished company.
"I ain't so very good yit, Mr. Ryan,"

he said.
'" \\ hat's your name :"

"Randolph Harrington Dukes." This
was the formula used for adults, but he

added, "Most generally they call me
Ranny.''

"Father own the wagon-factory?"
'•Yes. Mr. Ryan "

"Most generally my friends call me
Robby."

" Yes—yes, sir," said Ranny. His uni-

verse was beginning to spin and it was
hard work managing the business of

conversation. The companions of his

1 )St vouth were continuing to go through

the motions of baseball. Robby Ryan
intimated that with all his experience he

had never seen a worse exhibition of

pitching than Ted Blake was putting up.

"He wouldn't let me play." said

Ranny.
"Come down to the rest'rant s'after-

noon 'bout three o'clock and we'll toss

a few. How 'bout it?"

"All right. Mis—R—Robby. I'd just

as lief."

" Don't tell the other kids. We don't

want a gang around."

Ranny went into a state of coma, but

presently was conscious of the fact that

his visitor was translating himself else-

where. As soon as he was gone the bows.

taking advantage of a dispute as to

whose turn it was to look for the ball

among the burdocks, crowded about and

asked for the particulars.

•'What 'd he say?" asked Ted Blake.

It is seldom that Nemesis comes as

swiftly as it came to Ted Blake that sun-

shiny day back of the pickle-works.

"tie said he never seen such rotten

pitchin'. Neither did 1." Ranny added

as he an »st to take his leave.

One who has s.it upon th< same plank

with greatness and leaned against the

same cucumber-shed cannot In- too care-

ful in his choice of associates. \nd si net

parents have a distorted view of such

matters, Ranny did not tell his family at

dinner-time what had come into his life.

bather might feel the honor keenly, but

mother would be afraid he would get

hurt.

••Robin Redbreast" Ryan so called

by the Bulletin in expansive moments,
but by the population more often named
Robby than Reddy—was, like the bird
whose name he honored, a summer resi-

dent. In fact there was something c< s-

mic about Robby. People planted rad-

ishes by him when he turned up in the
spring, and when, at the end of the sea-

son, his glowing head disappeared from
Main Street, leaves dropped off of trees.

\\ henever he came, a position of honor
and profit was awaiting him at the
White Front Restaurant. The proprie-

tor combined business with patriotism

by installing Robby behind his counter,

insuring to Lakeville the services of a

man who was vaguely known as "the
best pitcher in this part of the state,"

and to himself the patronage of the

younger sporting set. For every dime
that Robby took in over the lunch-

counter he gave value received in edibles

with baseball conversation as a pre-

mium. In the evening the place was
crowded with earnest students of his-

tory; with Robby they went on little

round trips through the aces from
"Pop" Anson to Alexander the Great-

est. The air was full of batting average s

and indignation over umpires. A versa-

tile man was Robby Ryan. I he hand
which he could wrap around a dollar-

and-a-quarter ball like a red blanket

could slide a plate of huckleberry-pie

half the length of the counter and make
it stop square in front of its ultimate

consumer.
In a boy's-eye view the name ol

Robby Ryan would have come some-
where between those of Buffalo Hill and

Benjamin Franklin, the prominent kite-

flyer. Men knew that Robby was not

the master he had been in his first

youth, but boys are as reluctant to

change their gods as to chance their

clothes. It was firmly believed that he

once a pitcher in a major league

team though under an assumed name.
It was common knowledge that he had

an "up-shoot" in his repertoire, but he

never used it because his "out-drop

enough to harhY any merely human
batter. Th< boys' aw< ofhimwasmade
perfect by tin fact that he never spoke

to any of them. It is true that Bud
Hicks claimed that the meat man had

once s.iid. "Hello, kidlet," but, although
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Bud pointed out the exact spot in the

solar system where this occurred, the

report was not given credence. Boys

were not patrons of restaurants, nor, in

the lucrative sense, of baseball games.

It was not reasonable to suppose that

this master of two noble professions

would ever speak respect-

fully to anybody under

fourteen.

It was therefore a trans-

formed Ranny, outwardly

calm so as not to attract

a crowd, but with a thump-
ing heart, who draped

himself upon an iron rail-

ing near the White Front
Restaurant at two, and
who thereafter went down
to the corner every five

minutes to look at the

court-house clock. He had
often pointed out to father

the importance of having
a watch, and here was
proof of his contention.

On the stroke of three he

entered the restaurant.

Robby greeted him in a

coldly impersonal way, as

if he had come to buy a

dime's worth of boiled

ham.
"Hello— R-Robby,"

said Ranny, with a sinking

heart. "You said

—

m-mebbe—you k n o w

—

three o'clock—I thought
mebbe—

"

"Oh, it's Ranny," said "Three R,"
who hated to see anybody suffer. "Sit
down there. I'll be with you as soon as

the boss comes in." Exactly as one man
of the world to another!
The proprietor arrived shortly and re-

lieved Ryan from the trifling duties of

mid-afternoon.

"Well," said the pitcher, removing
a ball and glove from behind the water-
cooler, "now we'll see how the ol' wing
is feelin'. I guess I'll have to go easy
to-day."

They went back through the kitchen
and established themselves in a com-
paratively open space among the barrels
and boxes and assorted fragrances in the
back yard. Ranny was placed in front

of a high board fence and given a glove,

and—as time went on—a lot of free

advice, such as :
" Freeze onto 'em ; don't

let 'em bounce out every time. Squeeze
'em; don't be afraid; I won't sling 'em
hard. That's better. . . . Aw, there you
go again ! What's the matter with you r"

W%

how's come you ain't playin'?"

So life went happily until Robby began
to feel the frosts of a hard winter coming
out of his arm. Ranny now found that

the ball was acting queerly; it was al-

ways in a slightly different place from
what a person had a right to expect, and
he got some hard raps on the ends of his

fingers.

"A little stuff on that one, huh?"
asked Robby, laughingly. Then for the

first time Ranny realized that the great

man was pitching curves, and that he,

the humble son of a wagon manufact-
urer, was catching them. From that

moment raps on the fingers had no ter-

rors for him. They were honorable raps

—painful but honorable.

But the "ol' wing" was enjoying the
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spring thaw so much that it began to

get beyond its owner's good intentions.

The ball arrived at Ranny's glove with
increasing force. In his fright he lost

his head. The next thing was a cata-

clysm, a dark-red curtain over the day-
light and an effect as of Roman candles.

Ranny did not lose consciousness, but
he dropped promptly and clamped his

hands over a throbbing eye. It took the
best pitcher in that part of the state to

pry them away.
"Open your eye." If it had been

any one else one would have said the
man showed signs of panic. Ranny
opened his eye obediently, but closed it

upon his own initiative.

"That's all right," said Robby. "It
missed the eye—it's underneath."
Although the pain was great, Ranny

could not cry in this exalted society. He
only took a firm grip on his voice and
murmured:
"You had some stuff on that one."
He was far from unhappy. To be

knocked down by the greatest pitcher

in Lakeville and environs was an honor
that was reserved for the select. His
face was like a toothache that has
broken out of bounds, but his heart was
playing pleasant little tunes.

At Robby's command the White
Front cook (of an inappropriate color)

came out with a piece of raw beefsteak*,

and the two men applied it to the

devastated region. Robby presently
went back to his work, but his victim

sat on a box in the back yard, summed
up his position in society, and contem-
plated the surprise of his companions
when he- displayed this black eye and
described in detail how he had come by
it. He had a thrilling idea that it was
a jump ball which had caused his un-

doing if it had been a drop it would
have hit him upon tin shin.

But when he was ready t<> go home
the peerless pitcher had a sorry disap-

pointment w aiting for him.
"Don't tell anybody how you <M>t

this bloomer," said Robby. "Your
folks might get sore ;ir me. Don't even
tell tin- kuls." He must have seen tin

stricken look upon his victim's face, for

he added: '*
I got an old glove around

to my room. Drop in bin some daj .m'

I'll have it tor \ on."

It was with mixed feelings of elation

and disappointment, and with a large

area. below his right eye that recoiled

from the touch, that Ranny took his way
homeward and faced the ordeal of

quenching his parents' thirst for infor-

mation.

"I got hit with a baseball," he told

mother. As the national game had been
audibly flourishing back of the pickle-

works all day, it was not necessary to

evade further questions. And it was
mother, not he, who misinformed father

at supper-time.

"He got hit with a baseball back of
the pickle-works. I don't think he
ought to play down there so much.
Some of those boys are too big for him."
If mother had only known how big the
"boy" was who had laid him low!

"He'll have to learn to take care of

himself," said father, following his fa-

vorite theory, and he added, with faint

praise, "He's no Clarence Raleigh."

The explanation, "I got hit with a

baseball," also served very well for the

teacher's ear—on Monday the area was
still large and blue, and shaped some-
thing like the state of New Jersey. But
it would not pass with the boys, who,
among them, had occupied all grounds
on Saturday, and knew that Ranny had
not been near a ball-game. It was their

cheerful theory that somebody had given

Ranny the licking that he so eminently

deserved, for his snobbish action in the

shade of the cucumber-shed had not

been popular. Fed Blake, when asked

whether it was he who had done this

piece of exterior decoration, said it was
not, but he was able and w tiling to oblige

at any time. Josie Kendal, who sat in

front of Ranny, enjoyed a horrified look

at the dark-blue New Jersey and said.

"I think boys are horrid." lorn

Rucker presumed upon his long friend-

ship to ask who had hit him and why,
and. upon Ranny's refusal to tell, was
visibly hurt. So here he was with an

injury that should have brought bursts

of admiration wherever he went, and he

was as friendless and desolate as an

umpire.
\t intervals of leisure he moofled

about tin- region of tin White Front

Restaurant, half hoping, half fearing

that he Would sec the object of his dev. '-
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tion, but not daring to go so far as to

enter the restaurant. It was Tuesday

before he actually beheld his favorite

pitcher. Rvan was hanging upon the

awning-rope after the best usage of

Lakeville clerks. He greeted Ranny cor-

dially, and noted the decline and fall of

the black eye. He said

nothing further about the

glove, and, though it would
have meant everything to

him in this hour of public

disapproval, Ranny was
too polite to ask for it.

The week compassed a

reduction of Ranny's
features to the normal
size and color, but his

social relations were still

strained and his spirits

low. He had hobnobbed
with the great, but he

had nothing to show; his

light was hidden under a

tight rain-barrel. If he

merely attempted to tell

anybody something that

Robby had said the day
they sat together on a

board, he was accused of

thinking he was smart.

So matters drifted into

another week and Memo-
rial Day.
The 30th of May was,

of course, a time of sur-

cease from grinding toil

—there were no divisors

and multiplicands to dis-

tinguish from one another
on that day or embarrassing questions as

to the presentwhereabouts ofCosta Rica.

It was a day of honoring the heroic dead,
and it was more: it was the time of the
annual humiliation of pretentious Man-
chester— weather and umpire permit-
ting. And although Lakeville some-
times intrusted minor games to people of
no importance, the task of defeating
Manchester always fell to Robby Ryan.
In the week preceding the game, the
condition of the "oF wing" was a more
important public question than the pav-
ing of Market Street.

So it was a vastly interested populace,
with Ranny and his noisy contempo-
raries well in the foreground, which, the

veterans having been duly remembered,
assembled near the court-house corner

to pay tribute to the team and shortly to

follow it to the ball park. The Man-
chester players had arrived on the noon
train and were changing into uniforms

in a room at the hotel. The local heroes

THEY APPLIED RAW BEEFSTEAK TO THE DEVASTATED REGION

were gathering rapidly, and the band was
playing enlivening selections. The band
was complete to-day, jus 1

: as it had
marched to the services at the cemetery.

On ordinary days the ball-games had to

be content with such musicians as could

"get off."

Ranny knew that he could not expect

recognition from high quarters on so

public an occasion; even adults got only

stingy salutations when Robby was in

his official mood. The layer of boys was
thickest around Robby, just as at circus

parades it enveloped the personality of

the elephant. In order that Robby
might at least have the pleasure of know-
ing that his new friend was present and
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loyal, Ranny spoke loudly to his com-
panions of what Lakeville would pres-

ently do to its guests.

"They won't git a smell—them Man-
chester.

"

"Well, who said they would?" asked
Ted Blake. "What do you know about
baseball, anyhow?"
"He's the worst player I ever seen,"

said "Fatty" Hartman out of his vast

experience. "He slings like Clarence

Raleigh."

"He told the teacher"—this from
Ted—"that he got hit in the eye playin'

ball."

"Who'd let him on any team? Tell

me that." Nobody told Bud that, so he
added, "All he knows how to play is

wood-tag."
The defendant did his best, but he

was outnumbered and outhooted. The
noise of the conflict, however, arrested

the attention of the peerless one, whose
eye condescended to dwell upon the

group of noisy fans. His face suddenly
lighted.

"Hey, ol' Blackeye," he said; "come
'ere a minute. Here's that glove I

promised you the day you stopped one
of my fast ones with your bare face.

I forgot it till I was gettin' out my stuff

to-day."

In a mild form of insanitv that was

more eloquent than verbal thanks, Ran-
ny took the thing in his unworthy hands.

"It's busted there," Robby explained,

"but it won't be hard to mend."
"All right, Robby." It might as well

be clear that these cronies called each
other by their Christian names. "I can
fix it easy; it's a fine ol' glove."

Out of a corner of his eye, Ranny
watched his unfortunate companions,
open-mouthed with astonishment. He
almost felt sorry for them—but not
quite. Every word of Robby's had been
audible to Ranny* s humble friends. In
that instant the veil which hid the
future was torn away. He would organ-
ize a team centering about him and his

glove. They would save up for caps
and pants. If the boys wanted to refer

to their manager-captain-pitcher as

"Ol* Blackeye," why, all right.

"Wanta carry this for me?"
The delicious words roused Ranny

from his day-dream. It was a new alti-

tude record in man's humanity to boy.

As one conferring knighthood, Robby
handed over, in the presence of the best

part of Lakeville, a bat which he had
suddenly found himself unwilling to

carry. It was not merely a bat; it was
the bat

—
"the old black war-club" the

Bulletin often called it—a murderous
weapon and historical relic. At this

II WAS THEIR CHEERFUl im-««K\ lll\l SOMEBODY HAD GIVEN

K\\\\ i m. LICKING [HAT HE SO EMINENTLY DESERVED
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HE WAS THE CENTER OF THE ADMIRING GAZE OF ALL WHO LINED THE STREET

emotional moment the band struck up a

marching tune, and the procession tow-
ard the ball-park began. Ranny but-
toned the glove to his belt just over his

hip, after the manner of the demigods
of the diamond, and put the fiendish

war-club over his shoulder. Thus he
walked beside his hero, and delicious

thrills ran up and down his spinal cord.

Yet he did not precisely walk; he
floated, he was wafted. By an easy
fancy he was the center of the admiring
gaze of all who lined the street or sat

upon bunting-wreathed verandas or
sauntered along toward the ball-grounds.

For him they shouted; for him the
band was playing, the sun was shining,

the roadside was gay with dandelions,
birds were singing, girls in white were
waving tiny American flags. He wished
this parade would never end. If only he
might drift forever down this stream of
dusty sunlight!

But owing to the short-sighted policy
of the management in building the ball-

grounds so close to the town, the gate
was soon in sight, and Ranny saw that
only minutes separated him from the
time when he must slide off of Olympus
and mingle with mortals again.

In the society to which Ranny be-
longed one never presented oneself at

the entrance and wasted fifteen cents
upon admission. Instead, they moved
into a tree just outside the fence until

from the grandstand it seemed black with
lively and noisy fruit. As the innings

rolled on and the watchman got more
and more interested in the game, disci-

pline was bound to relax. The time al-

ways came when one could drop off of
the boy-tree and climb to the top of

the fence. A foul knocked in that di-

rection was then good for three admis-
sions, and by the seventh inning all the

real people were down by the diamond
seeing life. It was to this gradual ad-

mission to a ball-game that Ranny now
reconciled himself.

But at the gate the personal history

of Randolph Harrington Dukes entered

upon a new phase. The old life had
served its purpose and passed away.
Robby's words came out clear; not a

scoffer could ever deny them. They
were accompanied by a jerk of Lake-
ville's most prominent thumb in Ranny's
direction.

"It's all right, Jake/' said Robby to

the gatekeeper. "He's with me."



The Eternal Play
BY RICHARD LE GALLIENNE

THIRD act of the eternal play!

In poster-like emblazonries,

"Autumn once more begins to-day"

—

'Tis written all across the trees

In yellow letters like Chinese.

How many hundred centuries

Hath run this play, with ne'er a pause!

That which this living audience sees

Thrilled all the dead to wild applause

—

And yet the strange old drama draws.

Not all alike adjudge the play:

Some laugh, some weep, and some there be

Deem the old classic's had its day,

And some scarce any of it see,

Nodding in witless apathy.

And others more than all the rest

One act out of the four prefer

—

Spring, in her wind-flower draperies drest,

Or Summer, with her bosom bare;

Winter than these some deem more fair.

Some, mayhap melancholic, deem
Autumn the meaning of the play

—

The smile that says, "'Twas all a dream!"
The sigh that says, "I can but stay

A little while, and then away";

Tin- rustling robe of joy that ends,

The- moon-cold kiss upon the brow.

The fading sail of sea-sped friends,

The love that is another's now.

The voice that mourns, "Ah! where art th

For all her purple and her gold.

Autumn hath such a tale to tell

—

The tale that tells us all is told;

Yeal but she tells it wondrous well.

Weaving strange hope into her spell:

Tin- hope that, when we sit no more
At this old play, and needs must go

Through yonder shrouded exit door.

The mystic impresario

Hath still for us a stranger show.

oil



Should Students Study?
BY WILLIAM TRUFANT FOSTER

President of Reed College, Portland, Oregon

O not let your studies

interfere with your col-

lege education." This

motto adorns the walls

of many a student's

room. It is his semi-

humorous way of ex-

pressing his semi-conviction that studies

do not count—that the thing to go in

for is—"College Life/' This thing,

made up of intercollegiate athletics and

lesser diversions, is spelled with capitals

—with big capitals in the student's

mind. This frequenter of college walks

and halls and tombs and grandstands

I call a "student" for want of a safer

term, though it sometimes does him
injustice. He has sundry answers to the

question whether students should study.

In academic circles, this is not merely
an academic question. The boy who
goes to college faces it, in one form or

another, again and again. Indeed, be-

fore he dons his freshman togs, his father

I

has told him to get an all-round educa-

tion, and may even have given him to

understand that deficiencies in scholar-

ship, which do not end his college career,

will be overlooked if he makes the foot-

ball team. He observes the boys who
return from college; he finds that their

language and their clothes bear marks of

a higher education. He hears accounts
of initiations and celebrations. His
chum's big brother takes him aside and
tells him confidentially just how he must
conduct himself in order to be rushed
for the right fraternity. Everybody tells

him he must be a "good fellow"; few
discourse upon the joys of the curricu-

lum. Whether students should study
may remain with him an open question,
but he begins to doubt whether students
do study,

With his mind set on going to college,

he reads all that comes to hand on the
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subject. The newspapers give him vivid

details of the games, big and little, with
full-page pictures of the heroes. They
report night-shirt parades, student riots,

dances, beer - nights — anything but
studies. Now and then they do give

space to a professor, if he has been indis-

creet, or has appeared to say something
scandalous, which everybody in college

knows he did not say, or if he is sued for

divorce. They even spare him an inch

or two if he is awarded a Nobel prize.

The lad reads stories of College Life.

How they glow with escapades! His
mind becomes a moving-picture of thrill-

ing escapes, of goats enthroned on
professorial chairs, of freshies ducked in

chilling waters, of battalions of rooters

yelling with the precision of a cash-

register. Now and then there is mention
of lectures and examinations, for it ap-

pears that the sophisticated youth knows
many devices for "getting-by" these im-

pediments to the unalloyed enjoyment
of College Life. Surely the high-school

teacher who spoke with such enthusiasm

about the lectures of "Old Socrates"

must be hopelessly behind the times.

Surely nobody goes to college nowadays
for lectures.

After entering college the boy con-

tinues his studies in the philosophy of

education under the tutelage of a sopho-

more. His tutor informs him that the

object of education is the all-round man.
The faculty and the curriculum, he ex-

plains, are obstacles, but the upper

classes rescue the poor freshman from
pentagonal and other primitive shapes

and round him out with smokers, hazing,

initiations, jamborees, and visits to the

big city, where he makes the acquaint-

ance of drinks and ladies far more
brilliant-hued than those of his somber
native town. He is told that he is

"seeing life," and that college will make
an all-round man of him yet, if the
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faculty do not interfere with his educa-

tion.

If this sophomoric philosophy leaves

any doubts to puzzle the freshman, they

may be cleared away by the alumni who
return to warm up the fraternity-house

with stories of the good old days. And,
of course, the lad joins a fraternity be-

fore giving his course of study a thought.

For what is college to a non-fraternity

man ? Merely an institution of learning.

To the man with the Greek-lettered pin

the fraternity is the sine qua non of

higher education, the radiant whole of

which the college is a convenient part,

providing for the fraternity a local habi-

tation.

And so the undergraduate stretches

his legs before the hearth and hears the

wisdom of the "Old Grad." In his day,

it seems, things were different. The
students were not such mollycoddles,

the beer flowed more freely, and the

faculty did not try to run things. No,
sir, in the good old days the faculty did

not spoil College Life. What a glorious

celebration after that 56 to o game,
when every window in old West Hall

was broken and the stoves were thrown
down-stairs!

" I tell you, boys," cries the Old Grad,
warming his feet by the fire and his

imagination by the wonder of the fresh-

men, "it is not what you learn in your
classes that counts. It is the College

Life. Books, lectures, recitations—you
will forget all that. Nobody cares after

you graduate whether you know any
Latin or algebra, unless you are a teach-

er, and no man can afford to be a teacher

nowadays. But you will remember the

College Life as long as you live.
,,

Some of the alumni would have a

different story to tell, no doubt, but

they do not get back often for fraternity

initiations. Perhaps they are too busy.

\ 1 n 1 , again, they may have been nothing

but "grinds" during their college days.

Whatever we may think of the "Old
Grad's" remarks, the idea docs prevail

in many a college that the most impor-

tant enterprises are found in tin- side-

shows, conducted by the students them-

selves, while the faculty present more
or less buncombe performances in the

main tent. Woodro^ Wilson said some-

thing to this effect before he gave up
trying to make boys take their studies

seriously in favor of the comparatively
easy job he now holds. Professor

Churchman of Clark College declares

that success in athletics and the social

life of the college "seems to be the hon-
est ambition of an appalling proportion
of fathers and mothers who are sending
their sons to fashionable colleges, in the
same spirit that accompanies their

daughters to fashionable finishing

schools." One father whose son tri-

umphed on the gridiron and failed in

his studies said to the Dean of Harvard
College, "My son's life has been just

what I wanted it to be."

In 1903, a committee of the Harvard
faculty, after extensive investigation,

found that the average amount of study
was "discreditably small." The com-
mittee declared that there was "too
much teaching and not enough study,"

and that ambitious students find little

incentive to take honors. The following

year another committee reported that

the student body did not regard grades

in college courses as any test of ability.

In 1908, a committee, of which President

Lowell was chairman, came to this con-

clusion: "Contentment with mediocrity

is perhaps the greatest danger that faces

us, and it is closely connected with the

feeling among the students that college

is a sort of interlude in serious life,

separated from what goes before and dis-

sociated from what follows." A large

majority of seniors at Harvard expressed

this belief in response to a questionnaire,

and students elsewhere have expressed

the conviction in a score of ways.

Many students look upon scholarship

as a menial servant in the household of

College Life, tolerated for a time in order

that the abode may be free to welcome
its convivial guests. 1 hey regard the

social light of the fraternity and tin

hero of the gridiron as tin- most prom-
ising candidates for success in life. The
valedictorian appears to them too con-

fined in his interests to meet successfully

anything beyond the artificial tasks oi

tin class-room. He- poor fellow—is

supposed to be doomed to failure in real

life. Wherefore the respectability oi

"1 he ( Gentleman's ( Grade"—the sign of

mediocrity in scholarship. Winn fore
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the epithet " grind," with its superlative

"greasy grind," which sums up the con-

tempt of the "good fellow" for the man
who makes hard study his chief col-

legiate interest.

In many a student group the boy

who thus speeds up and passes his fel-

lows is treated as a "scab." And in many
a faculty group the idea seems to be:

'Tis better to have come and loafed

Than never to have come at all.

Such ideas find fertile ground in the

high-schools, and the seed spreads even

to the virgin soil of the kindergarten.

The new tree of life—the painless educa-

tion, by the do-what-you-please, when-
you-please, how-you-please method—is

said to have been imported from Italy.

But its foliage is much like our native

stock of the American college variety.

Even upon the correspondence schools

are grafted some branches of the tree of

College Life. It is said that a father in

Hood River, Oregon, found his son

standing on his head in the crotch of an

apple-tree, waving his legs in the air and
giving a college yell.

"Come down, boy," he cried. "Are
you crazy?"

"No, father; leave me alone," said

he. "I have just started my corre-

spondence-school course, and the sopho-

mores have written me to go and haze
myself."

On the other hand, President Hyde
voiced the common idea of college teach-

ers when he said, in an address to fresh-

men: "Put your studies first; and that

for three reasons: first, you will have a

better time in college. Hard work is a

necessary background for the enjoy-

ment of everything else. Second, after

the first three months you will stand
better with your fellows. At first there

will appear to be cheaper roads to dis-

tinction, but their cheapness is soon
found out. Scholarship alone will not
give you the highest standing with your
fellows; but you will not get their high-

est respect without showing that you
can do well something that is intellectu-

ally difficult. Third, your future career

depends upon it."

But does your future career really de-

pend upon it? That question may well

be answered by college faculties with

something more than their opinions. On
this subject teachers are regarded as

prejudiced authorities. They are sup-

posed to believe in the importance of

their own jobs. They may exhort stu-

dents to study on the ground that suc-

cess in undergraduate studentship leads

to the kind of achievement that men
desire in the life beyond commencement.
But boys think they know better.

I know that this is so, for I have re-

cently visited a hundred or more col-

leges, from the University of Maine in

the northeast to the University of Red-
lands in the southwest. I have learned

what I could from the oldest university

at Cambridge, Massachusetts, and from

the youngest at Houston, Texas. I have
sought out these institutions along twen-

ty-five thousand miles of travel. I have
tried to determine, from what students

say and do the country over, to what
extent they deem study worth the effort.

There are differences, to be sure. The
idea that College Life in "caps"
should be the text, with studies as a foot-

note, has not gripped all institutions

with the same force. In some, the idea

seems to be a settled conviction; in

others, little more than a suspicion.

Colleges cannot be readily classified on

the basis of the earnestness of purpose

with which students greet the curricu-

lum. It does not appear that state uni-

versities stand higher or lower in this

regard than privately supported institu-

tions. Nor are there class distinctions of

this kind between small and large col-

leges, between sectarian and non-sec-

tarian colleges, or even between uni-

versities with millions of endowment and

those endowed with poverty and hopes.

There appears to be a difference between

schools of the East and schools of the

West; , but other generalizations, though

frequently made by overzealous friends

of particular schools, appear to be based

on too few cases.

I am speaking, always, of the central

tendencies of groups—of the mode, as

sociologists would say, and not of the

few extreme cases in the surface of dis-

tribution. Nearly every college has its

distinctive feature, which balks classifi-

cation. One might conclude, from the

studiousness of the boys at the College
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of the City of New York, that large, free,

urban universities are the usual resorts

of serious-minded youth. Such a con-

clusion would ignore the racial factor

more Important in this instance than
any other. The intellectual achieve-

ments of older graduates of Williams and
Bowdoin and Amherst appear to make
out a strong case for the small, sectarian,

New England country college. But a

generation or two ago there were no
large, free, urban institutions. Evidence
is not available sufficient to prove that

the recent graduates of the small, coun-

try colleges have finer intellectual en-

thusiasms than the recent graduates of

any other group of colleges. Conclusions

based on the spirit of a generation ago

are usually misleading as present-day

guides. Such conclusions may or may
not be misleading in this case. American
colleges changed vitally during the past

generation, and a few are changing rap-

idly to-day.

With these qualifications, I venture

one generalization: students of the

younger Western colleges are more wor-

thy of the name than those of the older

Eastern colleges. They come through

greater sacrifices and with more serious

purposes. This is what history tells us

to expect of the frontier. It is, more-
over, the usual report of those who have
taught in the East and in the West.

Eagerness for knowledge is one mani-

festation of the enthusiasm of youth in

i \<>ung country. In many of the older

seats of learning, responsiveness to the

tlfoits of instructors is in bad form. To
do more than the assigned lesson, or to

tarry after the Kit lire for more help, is

to risk one's reputation. "Harvard in-

difference" is not Harvard Indifference;

it is the attitude toward studies ofyoung
nun anywhere who go to college as a

matter of course, with no dominant pur-

pose beyond the desire to enjoy College

Life. They find that there is little in

it; even their intrust in intercollegiate

athletics has to be coaxed by rallies and

organized into cheers. 1 hey find out

that a man who b.is nothing to do but

amuse himself has a hard job. Sponta-

neous delight over anything is noi to be

expected. To increase in years and in

n sources and \ et n tain tin splendid

enthusiasms of poverty and youth ap-

pears to be as difficult for institutions

as for men and women.
Yet so rapidly are colleges changing

that conditions seem to pass away under
our very scrutiny. The West of to-day is

a new West. Even the far West is al-

ready a long generation beyond frontier

days. The colleges are keeping pace
with the country, not only in material
prosperity, but, unhappily, in spirit and
in ideals. A larger proportion of the
families are well-to-do, and a larger pro-

portion of boys and girls resort to higher
schools. Growth begets the desire to

grow. Numbers seem necessary for

winning games and impressing legislat-

ures. College expenses grow, too.

Easier communication with Eastern uni-

versities leads to further imitation.

Thus sturdy Western institutions of

pioneer days tend to lose their indi-

viduality. They reveal signs of what
they call progress. They not only stand-

ardize their units of admission, but also

their ideals. They tend to become in-

tellectual democracies and social aristoc-

racies; in the beginning they were quite

the reverse. The change has not gone
so far in the West—certainly not in the

private colleges of the West—but the

direction is unmistakable.

Again, let me say, I speak in terms of

group tendencies; exceptions leap to

mind with every statement.

Is high scholarship worth the effort?

In other words, have colleges devised

courses of Study which bear any relation

to the probable careers of their students?

Is there any evidence that a man who
attains high marks is more likely to

achieve success after graduation than a

man who is content with passing marks?
If there is any such connection be-

tween success in studies and success in

life, it should be possible to measure it

by approved statistical methods, and

thus arrive at conclusions of more value

as guidance to the undergraduate than

the opinion of any man. Both the pro-

Pi ssor and the sporl are in danger of

arguing from exceptional instances

each is likely to find striking cases in

proof of his preconceived notions; each

is inclined to sunn the opinion of tin

othei

.

Hut conclusions drawn from large
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numbers of cases, not subject to invali-

dating processes of selection, and em-
ploying terms that are adequately de-

fined for the purpose at hand, must
command the respect of all men. If

such conclusions do not support the

contention that it pays to study, there

is something radically wrong with the

professor's part of college affairs; dif-

ferent kinds of achievement should re-

ceive academic distinction and new tests

should be devised. If, on the other

hand, present standards for rating stu-

dents predict their future success with

any degree of accuracy, the facts should

be discovered and used everywhere to

combat the prevalent undergraduate
opinion. Whatever the outcome of such

studies, we should have them in larger

numbers, in many places, protected by
every safeguard of scientific method.
We may well ask, first, whether promise
in the studies of one period becomes
performance in the studies of a later

period.

Are good students in high-school more
likely than others to become good
students in college ? Prof. Walter F.

Dearborn tried to answer that question
for the State of Wisconsin. He compared
the records of hundreds of students at

the University of Wisconsin with their

records in various high-schools. He
found that above eighty per cent, of
those who were in the first quarter of
their high-school classes remained in

the upper half of their classes through-
out the four years of their university
course, and that above eighty per cent,

of those who were in the lowest quarter
in their high-school classes failed to rise

above the line of mediocre scholarship
in the university. The parallelism is so
striking that we are justified in con-
cluding that, except in scattering cases,

promise in the high-school becomes per-
formance in the college. Indeed, only
one student out of nearly five hundred
in this investigation who fell among the
lowest quarter in the high-school at-
tained the highest rank in the university.
Of course, a boy may loaf in high-school
and take his chance of being the one
exception among five hundred. But
he would hardly be taking a sporting
chance; it would be rather a fool's

chance. The risk would be less in going
over Niagara Falls in a barrel.

The University of Chicago found that
high-school students who failed to attain

an average rank higher than the passing
mark, by at least twenty-five per cent,

of the difference between that passing
mark and one hundred, failed in their

college classes. The faculty therefore
decided not to admit such students.
Exceptions were made of the most meri-
torious cases, but few of these excep-
tions made satisfactory records in the
college.

Basing its policy upon such evidence
as this, Reed College, at the beginning
of its work five years ago, decided to
admit, as a rule, only students who
ranked in the first third of their prepara-
tory-school classes. Some exceptions
have been made. Twenty per cent, of
those admitted were known to be below
the first third, and two per cent, below
the median line. In all cases these
candidates were regarded as the most
promising of those who fell below the
first third in high-school rank, yet al-

most without exception they have failed

to rise above the lowest quarter of their

college classes. Thus, it appears that in

Oregon, as in Wisconsin and Illinois,

those who get the best start in the
lower schools maintain their advantage
in the upper schools; few of their class-

mates overtake them.

But why strive for high rank in col-

lege ? Why not wait for the more " prac-

tical" studies of the professional school?
Hundreds of boys the country over de-

clare to-day that it makes little differ-

ence whether they win high grades or
merely passable grades in the liberal

arts, since these courses have no definite

bearing on their intended life-work.

Almost invariably they are ready to

admit that they must settle down to

serious effort in the studies of law, medi-
cine, engineering—that is to say, in

professional schools. Even the sport

who makes the grade of mediocrity his

highest aim as a college undergraduate,
fully intends to strive for high scholar-

ship in his professional studies. Does he
often attain that aim? That is the
question.

And that, fortunately, is a question
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we may answer with more than opinions.

We may take, for example, all the

students who graduated from Harvard
College during a period of twelve years

and entered the Harvard Medical
School. Of the 239 who received no
distinction as undergraduates, 36 per

cent, graduated with honor from the

Medical School. Of the 41 who received

degrees of A.B. with high honor, more
than 92 per cent, took their medical

degrees with honor.

Still more conclusive are the records

of the graduates of Harvard College who
during a period of twenty years entered

the Harvard Law School. Of those who
graduated from college with no special

honor, only 6yi per cent, attained dis-

tinction in the Law School. Of those

who graduated with honor from the

college, 22 per cent, attained distinc-

tion in the Law School; of those who
graduated with great honor, 40 per cent.

;

and of those who graduated with highest

honor, 60 per cent. Sixty per cent.!

Bear that figure in mind a moment,
while we consider the 340 who entered

college "with conditions"—that is to

say, without having passed all their en-

trance examinations — and graduated

from college with plain degrees. Of
these men, not 3 per cent, won honor

degrees in law.

If a college undergraduate is ready to

be honest with himself, he must say, "If

I am content with mediocre work in col-

It :ge, it is likely that the men in my
class who graduate with honor will have

three times my chances of success in

the Law School, and the men who
graduate in my class with highest honor

will have nearly ten times my chances

of success." So difficult is it for a stu-

dent to change his habits of life after

the crucial years of college- that not one

man in twenty years—not one man in

twenty years—who was satisfied in Har-

vard College with grades of "C" and

lower gained distinction in the studies

of the- Harvard Law School.

The same relation appears to persist

between the promise of \ ale under-

graduates .md their performance in the

Harvard Law School, [f we divide the

2^0 graduates of Yale who received

their degrees in law at Cambridge be-

tween 1900 and 1915 into nine groups,

according to undergraduate scholarship,

beginning, with those who won the high-

est "Senior Appointments" at Yale and
ending with those who received no
graduation honors, we find that the first

group did the best work in their studies

of law, the second group next, the third

group next, and so on, in the same order,

with but a single exception, to the bot-

tom of the list. The performance at

Harvard of each of the eight groups of

Yale honor graduates was in precise

accordance with the promise of their

records at Yale.

Apparently the "good fellow" in col-

lege, the sport who does not let his

studies interfere with his education,

but who intends to settle down to hard
work later on, and who later on actually

does completely change his habits of life,

is almost a myth. At least his record

does not appear among those of thou-
sands of students whose careers have
been investigated under the direction of

President Lowell and others. It seems
that results are legal tender, but you
cannot cash in good intentions.

"Dignified credit to all," cries the bill-

board. "Enjoy your newr suit now, and
pay for it later." Many a boy, lured

by the instalment plan, expects to get

an education on deferred payments in

effort, only to find that there is no
credit for him, dignified or e>therwise.

What his honest effort has paid for in

full is his to-day; nothing more by any
chance whatever.

But why strive for the highest stand-

ing in professional school? Let us pur-

sue the inquiry one step further. Let

us ask whether success in studies gives

promise of success in life. As far ;is the

study of law is concerned, we may an-

swer at once that the known success of

the honor graduates of the Harvard Law
School is one- reason why even college

undergraduates at Cambridge believe

that law students should study law—
hard and seriously. For the same rea-

son, leading law-offices the country over

give preference to honor graduates of

law-schools.

But wh.it is success in life' 'I hat is

tin first problem. It is one difficulty

that confronts every < m who attempts

to speak with certainty about the mean-
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inr^ of education. There is no accepted

definition of the aim of education. The
philosopher has been likened to a blind

man in a dark cellar hunting for a black

cat that isn't there. The aim of educa-

tion seems as elusive as the proverbial

black cat. Nevertheless, we do not

close our schools. We strive for con-

crete ends, such as proficiency in hand-

writing, aware that any particular end

may soon be regarded as not worth the

effort to attain it. Until recently we
could not say even what we meant by
proficiency in handwriting, for we had

not attempted to define our aim or

devise a measure of our progress toward

it. We still speak of educational proc-

esses and results about as accurately as

the Indians spoke of temperature. We
still speak of the science of education

without seeming to understand that

there is no science without precise meas-

urement. From our fragmentary be-

ginnings to an adequate science of edu-

cation is a long journey, and the road is

beset with difficulties. While we strug-

gle along this road, generations will

come and go. We will help them to

attain what seem, for the time, the

proper aims of education. And each

individual will strive for what seems to

him success in life.

As one measure of success in life, we
may take the judgment of certain men.
In so far as we accept their judgment
our findings concerning the relation be-

tween college studies and this kind of

success will seem' important to us. Here,
as in most questions of educational aim,

we can do no better for the present than
take the consensus of opinion of com-
petent judges.

Using this measure for success, I en-

deavored to find out whether the mem-
bers of the class of 1894 of Harvard
College who had become notable in their

life-work had been notable in their

studies. I therefore asked three judges
to select, independently, the most suc-

cessful men from that class. I chose as

judges the dean of the college, the
secretary of the Alumni Association, and-
a professor in Columbia University who
is a member of the class, because I

„ thought that these men came nearer
than any others to knowing all members
«£. the. class. L left each judge free to

use his own definition of success, but I

asked them not to select men whose
achievements appeared to be due princi-

pally to family wealth or position. The
judges agreed in naming twenty-three
successful men. I then had the entire

undergraduate records of these men
accurately copied from the college rec-

ords and compared with the standing of

twenty-three men chosen at random
from the same class.

The result was striking. The men
who were thus named as most successful

attained in their college studies nearly

four times as many highest grades as

the random selection. To the credit

of the successful men are 196 "A's";
to the credit of the other men, only

s6 -
. . .

Following a similar plan, three judges
selected the most successful men among
the graduates of the first twenty-four

(1 878-1901) classes from the University

of Oregon. An examination of the

scholarship records of these men showed
that 53 per cent, had been good students

and 17 per cent, had been weak students.

Of the graduates who were not regarded

as successful, 52 per cent, had been weak
students and only 12 per cent, had been
good students.

Similar -results have been found by
Prof. A. A. Potter, Dean of the Kansas
State Agricultural College, in an un-
published study of the relationship

between superiority in undergraduate
scholarship and success in the practice of

engineering as indicated by salaries re-

ceived. The Director of the School of

Forestry of Yale University has col-

lected evidence of the same kind in an
unpublished study of the graduates of

the Yale School of Forestry. It appears

that about ninety per cent, of the men
who have had conspicuous success in

the field of forestry were among the

better students in their professional

:

studies. President Thwing of Western^
Reserve University, . the historian of;

higher education in America,.says ^ that

.

he has found no exceptionr in the records

of- any American college, to the general

rule that those who achieve most before

graduation are likely to achieve most

;

after graduation.

The list of the first ten scholars of

eack of the. classes that graduated from.
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Harvard College in the sixth decade of

the last century, as presented by William

Roscoe Thayer, is a list of men eminent

in every walk of life. Indeed, it is likely

that the first quarter in scholarship of

any school or college class will give to

the world as many distinguished men as

the other three-quarters.

What can we say in this connection of

the 420 living graduates of the ten Wes-

leyan University classes from 1890 to

1899? Just this: Of the men in that

group who graduated with highest hon-

ors, 60 per cent, are now regarded as dis-

tinguished either by Who's Who in

America or by the judgment of their

classmates; of those who were elected

to Phi Beta Kappa—the scholarship

honor society — 30 per cent.; of those

who won no superior honors in scholar-

ship, only 11 per cent. Of the men now
living who graduated from Wesleyan

University between i860 and 1889, 16

per cent, are listed in Who's Who; of

those who received high honors in schol-

arship during this period, 50 per cent.;

of those who attained no distinction as

scholars, only 10 per cent.

From the records of 1,667 graduates

of Wesleyan University, Professor

Nicholson concludes that of the highest-

honor graduates (the two or three lead-

ing scholars of each class) one out of

two will become distinguished; of Phi

Beta Kappa men, one out of three; of

the rest, one out of ten.

Concerning the value of Who's Who
as a criterion of success in life, we may
say at least this, that it is a genuine

effort, unwarped by commercial motives,

to include the men and wonun who have

achieved most worthy leadership in all

reputable walks of life. Whatever

flaws it may have, it is acknowledged to

be tin- best list of nanus for such uses

as we are now making of it and such

changes in the list as any group of com-

petent judges might make would not

materially affect the general conclusions

we have drawn.

Further proof of tin- relation between

scholarship and succ< ss in life was found

by Prof. 1 . G. Dexter. 1 le compared

the records, b< fore and aft< r graduation,

i^' the men of tw< nty-two colh ges. ( M

all the living graduates ot' tin H colli g< s,

he found about 2 per cent, in Who's
Who; of the honor scholars, he found

5.9 per cent. It thus appears that the

chances of this kind of success in life of

a good student are about three times

the chances of students selected at ran-

dom. Looking at the records in still

another way, we may observe that

about 15 per cent, of all graduates

are Phi Beta Kappa men. If rank in

college has nothing to do with success

in life, we should expect to find that

15 per cent, of the graduates in Who's
Who were Phi Beta Kappa men. But
they surpass this expectancy by nearly

100 per cent.

In even larger measure have the very
highest scholars fulfilled the promise of

their college years. Of the Yale vale-

dictorians, 56 per cent, are included in

Who's Who. That is to say, a man at

the head of his class appears to have
more than twenty-five times as many
chances of distinction as the man se-

lected at random from among his class-

mates.

Again, of the 13,705 living alumni of

two of the larger New England colleges,

5.4 per cent, of those who graduated in

the first tenth of their classes are in-

cluded in- Who's Who, and only 1.8 per

cent, of those who graduated in the

fourth tenth. With due allowance for

the defects of the measures of success

here employed, the figures tend strongly

to corroborate the conclusions of all

other studies. The success of the under-

graduate in his formal intellectual edu-

cation is the safest single measure of the

success he is likely to achieve in later

life. It seems that men do not differ

much below the shoulders; with that

part of their anatomy they gain about

the same wages per day in the unsenti-

mental world of business; what they

bcome from the shoulders up makes the

difference.

It is well known that the universities

of England and the English people gen-

erally have much more respect for schol-

arship than is common in the United

States. One reason is doubtless the

eminence for centuries in the Old World

of leading university scholars. Of the

J84 Oxford University nun called to

the bar before fo per cent, of
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those who received first-class honors at

Oxford subsequently attained distinc-

tion in the practice of law, as indicated

by the offices they held. Of the men
who were content with pass degrees,

only 1 6 per cent, attained distinction.

The list follows:

Of the 92 who received first-class honors,

46 per cent, attained distinction.

Of the 85 who received second-class honors,

33 per cent, attained distinction.

Of the 6y who received third-class honors,

22 per cent, attained distinction.

Of the 61 who received fourth-class honors,

20 per cent, attained distinction.

Of the 271 who received pass-degree honors,

16 per cent, attained distinction.

Of the 58 who received no degrees,

15 per cent, attained distinction.

No student who fell below the second

group of scholars at Oxford attained a

political distinction of the highest class.

A similar correlation is found between
the degree of success of undergraduates

at Oxford and their subsequent distinc-

tion as clergymen.

Of the first-class men,
68 per cent, attained distinction.

Of the second-class men,

37 per cent, attained distinction.

Of the third-class men,
32 per cent, attained distinction.

Of the fourth-class men,

29 per cent, attained distinction.

Of the pass-degree men,
21 per cent, attained distinction.

Of the no-degree men,

9 per cent, attained distinction.

Success in the Oxford final schools is

thus seen to give fairly definite promise
of success at the bar and in the church.
In very truth, the boy is father of the
man.
A knowledge of all these facts will

hardly make thinking as popular as a

motion-picture show, but it ought to
silence some of those who seek to excuse
their mental sloth on the ground that
it doesn't matter.

There is another group of students to
whom we should here pay our respects

—

those who drop out before graduation.
The Commencement programme is not
as respectful to them as the newspaper
account of a horse-race; it does not
even mention the fact that they "also

Vol. CXXXIII.—No. 796.-78

ran." Yet many of them assure us that

they could do well in their studies if

they cared to take the trouble. What
shall we say to them? Chiefly this: that
"not caring to take the trouble" is itself

an alarming symptom. Ability without
the disposition to use it is like gasolene

without a spark. It wins no races.

Dropping out of college not only implies

a predisposition to drop out of every
race before the finish, but as well a

smaller chance of life itself. Of five

Harvard classes, twenty-five years after

graduation, only 15 per cent, of those
who had graduated were dead, and 32
per cent, of those who dropped out be-

fore graduating.

It is true that some colleges are so

loosely put together that a student can
loaf until the last week of the term and
then scrape through by a kind of death-
bed repentance. Not so in the severer

trials of life beyond the campus. "In
the moral world," as Charles R. Brown
puts it, "a man is judged not by the
few holy emotions he can scramble to-

gether in the last fifteen minutes of
earthly existence: he is judged by the
whole trend and drift of his life." And
this is just. What a man is content to

be, day after day, when all runs smooth-
ly, that, in all probability, he will find

himself to be when a crisis comes.

In much that I have said about suc-

cess I have used the mathematical
term "chance," a term as far removed
as any term could be from the popular
notion of luck. If all these studies

prove anything, they prove that there

is a long chain of causal connections
binding together the achievements of a

man's life and explaining the success of

a given moment. That is the non-skid
chain that keeps him safe in slippery

places. Luck is about as likely to strike

a man as lightning, and about as likely

to do him any good. The best luck a
young man can have is the firm convic-

tion that there is no such thing as luck,

and that he will gain in life just about
what he deserves, and no more. The
man who is waiting around for some-
thing lucky to turn up has time to see

a preparedness parade pass by him—the
procession of those who have formed the

habit of turning things up. In a saloon
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at a prairie station in Montana I saw
the sign, "Luck beats science every

time." That is the motto of the gam-
bler and of every other fool. But all

men who have won durable distinction

are proof that science beats luck—sci-

ence operating through the laws of

heredity and habit.

The undergraduate who is really eager

to excel in any life-work, and who is

brave enough to face the facts, will take

down that sign from the walls of his

room, "Do not let your studies interfere

with your college education," and re-

place it with this one: "Do not let

your College Life interfere with your

life's ambition." The boy without am-
bition will take for his motto, "Let
well enough alone," oblivious to the fact

that people who are content to let well

enough alone rarely do well enough.

At a convention of teachers not long

ago, a speaker ridiculed a German boy

who, upon failing in a recitation, put his

head upon his desk and cried. He said

he had never seen such a boy in the

schools of this country. He might have

added that we do have in this coun-

try the spectacle of boys, grown almost

to manhood, coming off the gridiron

crying because they have lost a game.

If boys must cry, the German student

apparently chose the better time, for

nothing seems to promise failure in the

tasks of to-morrow with greater cer-

tainty than failure in the studies of to-

day, whereas the most passionate cham-

pions of intercollegiate athletics have

never presented evidence of correlation

between winning games in college and

winning success in lite-.

As I look back over all my school-

days, I think with deep gratitude of the

oldest master in the public schools of

Boston, whose motto was, "< hie hundred

per cent, or zero." Nothing short of

perfection satisfied him. We all knew
it, and day after day we toed the mark.

A boy came home from school the

other day and said to Ins father. "I got

..in hundred per cent, in school to-day."

"Did you?" exclaimed the proud

f'.itlu r. " In what subject
:
"

"Oh, I got fifty per cent, in arithmetic

and fifty per cent, in geography."
What that kind of one hundred per

cent, promises for the future can be
predicted with little chance of error.

"A college professor," said a senior in

his Commencement part, "is a man
greatly beloved by his students—after

they graduate." A wise teacher knows
that he can afford to wait many years
for the verdicts of his students; a wise

student knows that he cannot afford to

wait; he must choose the hardest task-

masters now. Among teachers the

greatest number of criminals are not

those who kill their young charges with
overwork, but those who allow them to

form the habit of being satisfied with
less than the very best there is in

them.

Ruskin had no patience with people

who talk about "the thoughtlessness of

youth" indulgently. "I had infinitely

rather hear of thoughtless old age," he
declared, "and the indulgence due to

that. When a man has done his work,
and nothing can any way be materially

altered in his fate, let him forget his

toil, and jest with his fate, if he will;

but what excuse can you find for wilful-

ness of thought at the very time when
every crisis of future fortune hangs on

your decisions? A youth thoughtless!

when all the happiness of his home for-

ever depends on the chances or the pas-

sions of an hour! A youth thoughtless!

when the career of all his days depends
on the opportunity of a moment. A
youth thoughtless! when his even' act is

a foundation-stone of future conduct,

and every imagination a fountain of life

or death! Be thoughtless in any after-

years, rather than now."
Now let the student profit by the ex-

periences of the thousands who have
gone before and greet his next task with

the words of Hotspur before the battle

of Shrewsbury:

( )li. gentlemen, the time <>f life i^ Omit;

I .. spend thai shortn* ss basety were ton long,

IF lite did rule upon .1 dial's point,

Still ending .it tin arrival <>f an hour.
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BY MARY ESTHER MITCHELL

R. LITTLETON, jog-

ging along the Ridge
behind his faithful old

horse, met and passed

Miss Tole returning

from her day's sewing.

The little seamstress re-

garded him shrewdly and made mental

comment. "Guess there's nothin' per-

tic'lar on hand; he ain't shovin' 'Zekle

I

none to speak of." Miss Tole, gossip-

1 loving as she might be, was without

malice, yet there was just a tinge of

I baffled interest as she arrived at her con-

;

elusion.

Truly, the big black beast was setting

\
his own gait, leisurely, dignified, as be-

j

fitted the namesake of a prophet. The
!
doctor lounged in his shabby buggy,

]

yielding his tired body to the brooding
peace of the golden evening. He was
getting old, or so he said to himself when
he noted how the balance of resistance

;

tipped the wrong way, and realized how
,

he was less and less inclined to urge

|

Ezekiel when there was no pressing

|

necessity for rapid transit. Now, his eye-

\

lids drooping heavily and his thoughts

j

becoming altogether vague, he was
I

roused by a complete cessation of mo-
tion. It was not sudden; Ezekiel's pace
had been relaxing for some time, but it

j

was sufficient to bring the doctor to a
I full consciousness of being. "You lazy

;

old rascal !" he remarked, good-naturedly.
Then he straightened his spine and

j

assumed control once more.
"If there ain't Miss Barcy doing

; nothing!" he said aloud. "We'll pass

!

the time of day with her if you haven't

\

any objections, 'Zekiel," and he
twitched the steed into a renewed sem-
blance of progression.

Miss Barcelona McAllister was lean-

!

ing on the gate which shut her little

front walk from the highway. Miss
Barcy did not often lean on anything,
but she was tired to-night, and her zest
of life ran low. It had been her cleaning

day, and its activities, pursued with
painstaking, if grudging, thoroughness,
left her depressed. She possessed none
of the lofty satisfaction of the born
housekeeper; indeed, she was no house-
keeper at all in the traditional sense of
the term. Dirt was taboo, it is true, but
the process of its elimination was dis-

tasteful. She flew no flags as she went
through the fray, but she observed
every rule of battle. "It's a poor cap'n
who sails a foul ship!" she would remind
herself, fortifying her spirit with her
father's nautical wisdom. Thus, while
decks were well-scrubbed, cordage neat-

ly disposed, canvas white and whole, and
cargo tidily stowed, the lust of the true

New England housewife burned not in

her breast. The law of cleanliness was
a stern necessity, fulfilled with grim de-

termination. Dust sounded no joyous
trumpet-call to Miss Barcy; her obedi-

ence to its summons was simply a reluc-

tant concession to her conception of
what was proper and well-regulated in

daily living. Now, as she watched the

sun drop toward the backbone of the low
mountain range before her, the haunting
image of the day's strife outweighed any
sense of relief in its completion.

"This reddin' up's a dretful waste o'

time!" she sighed. "I'd rather do a

week's peddlin' with bad goin' all the

way. Land, if there ain't Dr. Littleton
!"

she exclaimed aloud as Ezekiel edged
almost imperceptibly up to the door-

yard. "Well, Doctor, how be you?"
"Too feeble to be tearing round, the

country after this skittish animal," re-

sponded the doctor, his crowsfeet wrink-
ling humorously as he regarded Ezekiel's

ready acquiescence to a halt. The
horse's black ears gave no response of

understanding; their owner ignored the

sarcasm with all the indifference of

equine superiority.

Miss Barcy laughed. "How's your
sick folks?" she asked.

The doctor settled back, crossed his.
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legs comfortably, and let the reins slip

quite out of his grasp. He enjoyed a

chat with Miss Barcy.
"All bent on cheating me out of my

job," he replied. Then his face sobered.

"All but young Asher, poor chap. I've

just come from there. I guess he's done
for."

"You don't say so!" Miss Barcy's

voice expressed shocked surprise. "I
thought he was gittin' well."

The doctor shook his gray head. "The
crisis was over a week ago, but he's not
getting well. I don't know why. There's

not a mite of reason, except that he just

won't. He's like a clock that's run down
and the key lost. I'm at the end of my
rope."

"Lyman Asher never did have much
faculty," remarked Miss Barcy. "What-
ever he took holt of seemed to flatten

right out. I dun'no' as it was his fault.

He's a real good young man, with no
failin's."

"Unless you call being proud as

Lucifer a failing," returned the doctor.

"You can't touch him with a ten-foot

pole."

"I guess pride's a vice or a virtue

'cordin' as you look at it." said Miss
Barcy. "He comes by it natural enough,

wh itever it is. The Ashers held their

heads high, an' they was a crotchety lot,

as proud-sperited folks are apt to be, I

notice. How about his wife an' young
ones? Can't he spunk up for them?"

"Says they'll be better off without

him. I give up. You can't make a

man live, willy-nilly, and that's what
this comes to. 1 le's just letting himself

die; he'd get well if he'd only take a

Start. He's lost his grip, and 1 might

just as well throw away my pills. We
doctors don't amount to much, when
all's said and done!''

"I don't believe anybody could do

more'n you do. Doctor," returned Miss

Barcy, and then they talked of other

things.

Later, when the doctor had driven

away, Miss Barcy still stood at the gate.

lbi thoughts no longer followed the

channels of housework; something larger

and more complex occupied them now.

She knit her heavy brows in a medita-

tive frown, and now and then she shook

In i he ad, slowly, doubtfully.

The sun reached the rim of the highest
hill, touched it, lingered for an instant
on its crest, then sank out of sight. A
sudden glory filled the western sky and
flamed to the zenith. The light clouds
of the east took up the tale and wrote it

on the heavens in letters of crimson and
pink. Slowly the dusk stole up from the
valley and the riot of color faded and
was gone. A little wind blew from the
lowlands and struck chill through Miss
Barcy's cotton waist. She shivered,
roused herself, and turned to the house.
"I wonder," she murmured as she
went in. "I wonder!"

Miss Barcy's movements were never
hurried, but they seemed more delib-

erate than ever the next morning, as she

prepared herself for the day's trade.

She harnessed Bolter, but her attention

was far away, and she fumbled with the
buckles until even that staid and patient

animal became as restive as it was in his

power to be. She dallied unaccountably
over the packing of her goods into the

"Rolling Jenny," and when she did

finally climb into her high seat and take
up the reins it was with a certain re-

luctance quite unlike her usual cheerful

alacrity. She made no effort to hasten
Bolter's footsteps, and once, without
apparent cause or reason, she turned
from the main road into a little-fre-

quented way, much to the disgust of the

horse, who knew, as well as his mistress,

that there were no customers in that

direction. He looked back in mild re-

monstrance, but his driver paid no heed,

and the animal sauntered at will, snatch-

ing a bite here and there and wandering
from one side of the road to the other.

A particularly uncomfortable bump
woke Miss Barcy from her brown study.

"Land sakes!" she exclaimed. "I'm
way offmy course, an' yawin' like 1 was
green at the tiller! (iit up, Bolter!"

She wheeled in her tracks, drove

through the village and to the outskirts

beyond, and drew up at a small, weather-

beaten house which stood quite by itself.

It was a dilapidated place, and bore no

evidence of any attempt to hide its

poverty. The blindless, curtainless win-

dows gave .m expression ol blank sur-

prise t<> the blackened front, and the

effect was heightened by a mass of un-

trimmed vine, clambering over the rot-
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ting roof like a shock of unkempt hair.

The surroundings were no less forlorn.

The long grass was trampled and spoiled

for cutting; the little garden was a

hopeless tangle of weeds; the caterpil-

lars had done their utmost to the few

fruit trees. Everything bespoke man's

attempt and failure, a depressing sight

to the well-ordered mind of a Miss

Barcy. Nature, unhindered, is seldom

unlovely; she hides even her decay in

gracious drapery. Let man's hand once

touch her, and the mischief is done. He
must keep to his task untiringly, or

Nature will take her revenge. It is as if

she said: "You stupid humans have

meddled; my scheme is interrupted.

Have your way, but relax, ever so

slightly, and I will do nothing to redeem

your mistakes!"

Miss Barcy left her wagon at the place

where the gate should have been, and
made her way on foot around the house

to the back door. On the step a pretty

little girl in a ragged pinafore was play-

ing with a kitten. The gray fluff of fur,

with its round, blueberry eyes, was sub-

mitting meekly to the indignities which
small beasts of the kind permit only from
the hands of children. Patiently it bore

being pulled about by tail or leg, and
a feeble mew was its only protest when
it was gripped in a sudden and suffo-

cating embrace of ecstatic affection.

Miss Barcy stooped over the little

figure and dropped a few big pink-and-

white peppermints into its lap. At this

unexpected rain of sweets from heaven
the child tipped back its curly, yellow
head and smiled up into the face above
her.

"Hello, sissy!" said Miss Barcy.
"Where's your ma?"
The child pointed a grubby forefinger

toward the door, saying, as if in gra-

tuitous explanation ofany unusual condi-
tion of her universe, "Poo' dada, sick!"

At the sound of voices a young woman
appeared in the doorway. She was pale
and tired-eyed, and a toddling baby
hung about her skirts. "Well, Miss
Barcy!" she cried. Then, as the little

girl gleefully displayed her sticky treas-
ure, "What you say, Rosy? I declare,
I'm 'most 'shamed to ask you in, Miss
Barcy," she went on, as she led her
guest into the kitchen. "I'm all of a

clutter; but there, it don't seem as if

I had a minute to clean up, to say

nothin' of the heart." She removed a

molasses-jug from a chair. "Do set,

Miss Barcy," she urged; then, half

stumbling over the clinging baby, "I
wish to the Lord you'd stop tuggin' at

me!" The baby burst into tears, and
the mother, not ungently, unclasped the

insistent little fingers, a bit mortified at

her outburst. "I ain't so cross as I

seem," she apologized. "I'm clean

tuckered out"; and she began to sob in

a dry, dreary fashion.

Miss Barcy appeared not to notice

the proffered chair—the evidences of its

late occupant were too unmistakable

—

but she laid a kindly hand on the wom-
an's arm. "You mustn't give up so,

Milly. Things may take a turn."

Milly shook her head. "I guess there

ain't a mite o' hope. Dr. Littleton says

nobody can save Lyman but jest him-
self. An' he won't do it, Miss Barcy!
He won't do it! Seems as if he might
make an effort for me and the childern,

but he jest lies there. He's give up.

He says he'd rather die an' git outer the

way. It's an awful wicked feelin' to

have; but there, everythin's been ag'in

him, an' him not to blame, neither.

I dun'no' what I'm ever goin' to do,

with him gone an' the childern to feed."

"Can't you make him sense that,

Milly? Seems kinder cowardly to back
out an' leave everythin' to you."

Mrs. Asher flushed. It was one thing

for her to find fault with her husband,
quite another for any one else to take a

critical attitude toward him. "He's
awful weak," she responded. "The
fever left him like a rag. I think he'd

see things different if he warn't so weak."
"Milly," asked Miss Barcy, "can I

see Lyman ?"

Milly hesitated for a moment. Then
she said: ."I guess I'll take you right in

without lettin' him know you're here.

He's dretful notional 'bout seein' folks,

now he's sick. Mebbe you'll chirk him
up a bit. He allers spoke well o' you.,

Miss Barcy."
She opened the door of a bedroom

off the kitchen—a little room, bare and
dreary. Under the faded patchwork
quilt lay Lyman Asher, a long, wasted
wreck of a man, still young, but baffled,
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Miss Barcy paid no heed to the un- up easy. I thought you might hav<

graciousness of her reception. She re- mite o pride in the matter, it it wa

beaten by life. A stray sunbeam, strag- wreak, hut it vibrated with scorn. "I
L^hni: though a hole in the window- suppose VOU think you're speakin' for

curtain, tell across his face, revealing my good, hut I'll say to you, ;is I said

mercilessly its pallor and misery. Onc< t<> the doctor, vou don't know what
h< might h.iv< been handsome; now he you're talkin' about. I 'ain't never suo]
w.is a gaum scarecrow, with .1 pinched ceeded, an' I don't know .is 1

face dominated by hollow, hopeless eyes, would, even it" I had another chance]
Even his own baby, still attached to its Tin re's some folks tin world's bettei off

mother's skirts like a small ho.it in tow, without, an' I'm one."
hesitated, and regarded her father dubi- Vgain there was a pause. Finally
ouslv. Miss Barcy broke it. "It don't stem

Millv went to the bed and smoothed j< si tin thing for a man to give right up
a heavy lock of hair from her husband's so. I've In aid pa say that when a crafl

damp brow. "Here's Miss Barcy conn- i^hs onto the rocks tin cap'n 's tin last

tosii you, Lyme." one to leave her. Seems as if" a man
I he dull eyes took on a fretful expres- oughtn't to be willin' to des< rt his cretn

sion, and the head turned impatiently, he's shipped with."
Didn't Millv have more sense than to "I don't know why you've conn- to

let the world in upon him: W.id he pester me, Miss Barcy!' Lyman's weal
come to be merely a show for the neigh- voice was gathering energy. "I don't

borhood curiosity? Ilc murmured a know as it's anybody's concern hut

feeble word, and then closed his eyes mine!"
wearily, as it' to intimate, "Well, \ou "1 jest wanted to remind you that

have seen me; now «o ami let me alone!' you Ashers 'ain't ever be< n "in s to givq

< a

as

marked, cheerfully, "Good mornin'!" brought to you straight. 'Coura
adding significantly, as sin seated her- vou saw it ain't none o' my affair"

silt" m a chair by tin bed, "I won't keep Miss Barcy sp<.ke quite without offensi

you from your work, Millv; I'll set a "hut I kinder hate to see you shamim
few minutes with Lyman." your forebears, Lyman."

Millv went out ami shut the door. "/' Lyman's dry lip curled.

I In re was silena t'< .i a time m tin- little "There's Mich a thing as bein' too proui
r )om, broken only by the buzz of an to live an' he put upon. I dun'no

1 what
t riant fl) on tin w iiulow -pain . linn my folks ever gained by stickin' it out.

Miss Barcy spoke. I wish you'd leave me alone, Miss

"It's a real una mornin' tor VOU, Baicv. I suppose you mean will, hut

I \ man. ( Jood ( nough to make you git nn an' Millv can tend to out aHans."

will without an) medicine." Miss Barcy's placiditj was apparently

I \ man made no response. Miss unruffled, and sin- made no movement
Bare) tried again. of departure. "It's Mill\ I want to

"I see Dr. Littleton yesterday, an' talk to you about," she replied. "Sums
he said tin 1 1 w ai n't no o .1 s<-n why vou 's if you warn't bein' jest fair to Mill v."

shouldn't git up ag'in if you'd only make \ faint color cn pt into tin whiti \a^c

a try." on the pillow. "Millv 'II v.w along bet-

1 \ man opened his eyes and looked his ter when I'm gone," muttered Lyman,
visitor full in tin face. "1 gu< ss him sullenly. "I'm a clog on her an' the

.m' Mill\ s, t you onto nn." In said, childiin. It ain't anybody's COl

"
It ain't am us, . I ain't goin' to i:it up; hut oi

an', what's more, I don't want I I In sick man was getting angrj nowj

Once more tin heavi li<h fell.
: his resentment rce and « m-

'•
I reckon vou 'ain't looked into tin phasis to his words. Would this med-

matter real close," went on Mi dling woman ei Miss Barcy.

"You've got Mill\ an* tin childem to unmoved, so befon him. a ro

think of." " lsT u hich his w av< sol \

••
1 don't need vou or anybod) else to tion broke futilely. \ weak fury took

till nn th.it'" I \ man's void ssession of hum. I In world was his
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enemy, and he had made up his mind

to leave it. It was easy to slip out now,

when the tide was at low ebb. He had

never been a patient man; as the saying

went, he always carried a chip on his

shoulder, and when he found no one else

to knock it off he knocked it off himself.

His aloofness, his proud reserve, had

been an armor of protection; now he

was defenseless, stripped, impotent in

his weakness, and he could have

screamed like a nervous woman.
Miss Barcy continued as if uncon-

scious of being a disturbing element.

"Your father was a proud man, Lyman,
an' so was his father before him. I

knowed 'em both, an' they was good

men, though they neither of 'em made
what folks call a success of life. But
they never laid down and whined when
things went agin 'em. They was hon-

est, too."

Lyman started, and then fell back on

his pillow. Was there an intentional

significance in Miss Barcy's last words?
Me owed this woman money. Was this

the secret of this unwelcome visit? His

cheeks were crimson now. "I sup-

pose you mean that hunderd you let

me have!" There was a trace of a

sneer in his tone. "I know I owe it

to you; I ain't apt to forget the first

an' last money I ever borrowed, any
more'n you are. I've worked hard to

make it up, an' I'd got a start, but it's

had to go while I've been sick. I was
a fool to take it, but you urged it—don't
you forget that—an' I believed what you
said. I might 'a' known you was like

all the rest."

Miss Barcy's eyes were bent to the
floor. Her rough hands, clasped in her
lap, tightened until the knuckles showed
white, but her voice did not lose its cool,

even tones. "Yes," she returned, "I'm
thinkin' o' that money. Dyin's a shift-

less way to git quit o' your debts. It '11

be kinder hard on Milly."
"
Milly!" cried the sick man.

" Yes; it '11 be hard on her to make it

up. Don't see jest how she's goin' to do
it with the young ones to feed."
Lyman glared in dumb surprise. This

was a crow, come to pick the carrion!
Milly, pinched, suffering, to satisfy this

grasping creditor, this woman without
mercy! In his moody, offish fashion he

had always paid respect to Miss Barcy;
after all, she was only one more factor

in the general bitterness and disillusion-

ment of life, one more example of the

malice of mankind! The room was ab-

solutely still; outside, in the sunshine,

Rosy's laugh could be heard.

"Miss Barcy," faltered the sick man,
"do you mean you're goin' to take it

out o' Milly when I'm gone?"
Miss Barcy pushed back the chair and

stood up. To Lyman, her short, square

figure seemed to tower to the zenith as

she looked down on him with cold, un-
yielding eyes.

"I've got to be goin' now," she said.

"Oh, yes, I guess it '11 have to be made
up somehow, Lyman," and she went out.

Milly was busy at the stove. "Ain't
you goin' to stay awhile?" she asked.

But Miss Barcy kept on, straight to the

door.

Rosy barred the way, gripping the

unfortunate kitten by a handful of slack

flesh. "More can'y!" she demanded,
confidently.

Miss Barcy put the little figure firmly

but gently out of her path, and went
away without a word.

Milly looked after her with puzzled

eyes. "I hope Lyme didn't say nothin' to

rile her," she thought, anxiously. Then
she turned quickly as she heard her hus-

band's voice calling, hoarsely, "Milly!

Milly!"

She ran to the bedroom. Lyman
was propped up on his elbow, and
his black eyes burned angriiy. There
was more life in his whole figure than
Milly had seen for weeks. She hurried

to his side and put her arm about him
"What's the matter, Lyme?" she cried.

"Did Miss Barcy git you tired?"

Lyman dropped back, exhausted, but

his eyes fairly burned as he exclaimed:
11 Miss Barcyl Damn her!"

Milly was aghast. Lyman had al-

ways been uncertain in temper, but he
had kept to decent speech.

"Lyme, dear," she said, endeavoring

to calm the agitation, so painful to

witness in one so weak. "What's the

matter? Ain't Miss Barcy been nice to

you ?"

"She's a hard woman, Milly," re-

turned Lyman. "She came to wring
money out o' the dyin'."
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He closed his eyes, panting with his

exertion. Milly, half crying, wholly

puzzled, mechanically smoothed his arm
as it lay inert on the counterpane. At
last Lyman said, in quite an ordinary

tone:
*' Milly, I guess you better fetch me

that egg I couldn't eat this mornin'!"

It was summer once more, and two
years later—a Sabbath with peace in

the very air. The city Sunday may rush

and whirl as on any other day, with

religion or leisure as its excuse; in the

country it deports itself with a certain

demureness of action and thought. The
world goes to church in the morning.

By afternoon, it is true, the male popu-

lation is a bit bored and apt to swell

the group on the steps of the village

store; but that is when the hours of

idleness have become monotonous. The
new-horn Sunday of radiant July is a

very pleasant thing to experience in the.

quiet hill-country.

Miss Barcy, as usual, obeyed the sum-
mons of the distant, swinging hell, and

trudged the mile or more to the little

white church at Turkey Hill. She never

encroached upon Bolter's right to the

nth day of Scriptural command.
Miss Barty's figure was a constant,

tl ough not altogether familiar, spectacle

;r service. Her best gown gave her a

c instrained and unnatural appearance,

and her straw hat with its hows of

ribbon and quite impossible flower was
not convincing. Her big, capable hands

did not take kindly to the imprisonment
of white-cotton gloves, and the cheap

lace jabot at her neck did not seem an

integral parr of tin practical Miss Barcy
of daily acquaintance. 1 he closed win-

dows and the bn -atht d-over air was

irksome to tin strong lungs accustomed
to great draughts of ozone, and the

droning tones of the minister had a

somnolent i ffi ct on her. 1 h r mind \\ as

apt t«> wander. But who shall say that

Miss Barcy did not worship as sin sat

in her pew and drowsed or waked?
Her thoughts wen ever whoh some and

kindb ; pa was close in memory, and

her heart was .it peace with tin whole

world.

On this particular Sunday the w.dk

home was h«>t and dusty, and Miss

Barcy drew a sigh of relief when sh<

caught sight e>f the- brilliant heads of

coreopsis and whiffed the scent of the

garden heliotrope e>f her little door-

yard. She took e>ut her handkerchief
and wiped the moisture from her fe>re-

head.

"I dun'no' when I've been so het up,"
she remarked te> herself. "Reckon I lost

myself for a minute this me>rnin'; 1

don't jest rekerlect the text. Mr. Dole's

a real goe>el man, but sometimes I think
he's a bit long-winded. Seems \s if he
elieln't quite sense' when he got te> port.

Lanel sakes! There's a team in the

yard!"
A wagon stood in the- shade of the big

horse-chestnut-tree by the side de>or.

On the back seat was a young woman, a

little girl by her side. A man was pat ing

restlessly up anel down the path. lb-

was a tall, dark-eyeel yeuing man; his

clothes were' poor but neat, and he held

his head with a challenging air, almost
defiant. At the sight of him Miss
Barcy's hand, raised te> unlatch the

gate-, fell to her siele, anel a faint flush,

ne>t be>rn e>f the heat, mounted to

her weather-beaten cheeks. Then she

opened the- gate- anel advanced steadily.

"Well," she saiel, quietly, "is that

you, Lyman? I'm glad te> see you."
Young Asher made no pretense of

greeting; his countenance did not

change, but the face of the.- woman in the

wagon grew scarlet, anel she moved un-

e ;isil\ in her se ;it. 1 he child, unconscious

of any element of embarrassment,

clamored to be taken out, but the man
sharply told her to keep still. Miss

Barcy seemed the- only one of the little

group who was unperturbed. She ioe>kcd

straight into Lyman Vsher's face, and
Ik r calm blue ey< s did not falter.

"Won't you come- in, Lyman?" she

asked.
"We're- comin

1

in for a minute-, me
;m' Milly," returned tin young man.

He helped his wife from the- wagon,

again commanded tin restless child to

sit still, anel then silentlj the two fe>l-

lowed Miss Barcy into the house.

"Set down, an' I'll find Ro
cooky," said Miss Barcy. "It 11 tike-

up he r mind .i bit."

Lyman brusquely stopped her, .is she.-

w.is starting foi the kite hen. "We ain't
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goin' to set in your house, Miss Barcy,

an' no child o' mine shall eat a crumb
from your hands. We've come on busi-

ness, an' that's all." He drew a worn
wallet from his pocket, took from it a

roll of bills which he laid on the table.

"There's the hunderd you lent me. I'd

like some sort of a receipt for it," he

announced, curtly.

For a moment Miss Barcy was silent.

When she spoke her voice was unruffled.

"I'll git a pen an' ink," she said, simply.

"I'm glad you feel able to pay it, Lyman.
You're lookin' real well and hearty."

"My looks don't belong to the busi-

ness," returned Lyman. "What I want
is to git red o' bein' beholden to you,

Miss Barcy." He was evidently try-

ing to hold himself in hand, and he

closed his lips tightly, as if he would
not trust himself to further speech. But
Milly broke in impulsively:

"He's slaved night an' day to pay
up!" Her voice trembled with indigna-

tion. We've scrimped an' saved every
penny!"
"You keep still, Milly!" commanded

her husband, but his tone was not un-
kind; it hardened when he addressed
Miss Barcy once more. "It's your just

debt, an' it ain't my affair if you didn't

have any mercy. The law allows you
every cent. It warn't easy for me to

borrow it. It ain't easy for me to take
favors, but you spoke me so fair, an'

told me there warn't any need for press-

in', that I believed you. I meant to

pay you jest as soon as I could make it.

Then, when you heard I was dyin' you
come for it! It's yours by good right,

Miss Barcy, but what I can't swaller,

an' never can so long as I live, is that
you come to a dyin' man's bed an'

taunted him with it, an' threatened to
lay it on them as was innercent an' help-
less! I can't ever forget that, Miss
Barcy!" He took the bit of paper on
which Miss Barcy had scrawled her
signature, and thrust it into his pocket.
"You better count them bills 'fore I

go!" he added, scornfully, as he turned
to the door. "Come, Milly!"

Milly was crying silently. "It's been
awful hard on Lyman," she faltered.
"I allers thought you was a kind woman,
Miss Barcy, but it was a cruel thing to
do. It 'most killed Lyman, but he jest
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couldn't die with that on his mind.
He's proud, Lyman is. He jest got up
off his dyin' bed to pay that debt!"
A little smile played about Miss

Barcy's mouth. "Well," she said, se-

renely, "ain't that jest what I was
after?"

Milly took her handkerchief from her
face and stared at the speaker. The
quick intuition of the Woman shone in

her eyes. "Come along!" repeated Ly-
man, impatiently. But Milly stood still.

Miss Barcy went over to her and put
her strong, brown hand on the young
woman's arm, and the firm, quiet touch
brought fresh understanding, new assur-

ance.

"Milly, it does look as if I was a mean
woman, I grant," said Miss Barcy.
"But jest remember this: I bought
Lyman back for you with that hunderd
dollars!"

Milly's eyes searched Miss Barcy's.

Then the light broke full. "Miss
Barcy!" she cried. "Oh, Miss Barcy!"
"Lyman," went on Miss Barcy, turn-

ing to that young man, "I guess the
doctors don't like stickin' in a knife

always, but sometimes it's the only
thing- that '11 cure. It warn't pleasant

work for me to stick that knife in you,
but I reckon it was the only thing to git

you off that bed. I banked on your
pride, an' I warn't mistaken. Good
land, man! I don't want them hunderd
dollars no more'n a cat wants two tails!

The gittin' of it 's give you life an'

strength, an' that's enough for me. But
you owe me more'n a hunderd dollars,

Lyman Asher! You owe me a bit o' my
character you took away in your own
minds. I don't blame you; you couldn't

'a' thought anythin' else, but I let you
have it without a word, an' that's some-
thin' that's harder to let go than money.
If you want to pay me for that you'll

put that wad o' bills right into your
pocket ag'in. Or here, Milly, you take

it. The Asher pride won't stand in your
way. Sometime, when Lyman's gittin'

along real fine, we'll talk about this ag'in.

Now, Milly, you go an' git Rosy; an'

Lyman, you put up the horse an' give

him a bite o' feed. Then we'll all set

down an' have dinner together. I

b'iled up a chicken yesterday, thanks
be!"



//'. D. HOWELLS

rr*HE alien observer of our national

life a generation or a half-century

ago, such as notably Charles

Kingsley, was able to define American
humor, and to derive it in its burlier and
grotesquer manifestations from the bur-

ly and grotesque conditions which con-

fronted him on his Westward progress

among us and lastingly impressed him.

He carried away a vivid sense of the con-

ditions and reported our life as almost

necessarily venting itself in our form of

joke. There was something in this, but

not so much as the observer thought; and
there always remained with the more
leisured psychologist the question how
far the life had shaped the joke, and how
far the joke had shaped the life. This

question is still emergent from any
study of our changed life and our
changed joke; though there was present

a humor as delicate and refined in our

earlier day as in this when we may be

inclined to claim it as the expression of

our advanced civilization. Yet there is

a difference between the finer humor of

th; t time and the fine humor of this, as

we think the reader will feel in tasting

the delicious irony of Mr. Jesse Lynch
Williams's little fable of Remating Time.

Divorce was common enough among us

two generations ago, but not so common
among "people one knew" as now. NO
such husbands and wives as those his

satire portrays in their separation and
then their reunion in a mutual exchange
of husbands and wives wire known to

the finer humor ol former times. Divorce
was then chiefly the sport of the romping
drollery which played with the resort of

the parties to the Western and Farther

Westering shrines of divorce, and did

not divine the sources of the politer

pleasure Mr. Williams has found in

dealing with the potential eventualities

of the release from one another.

( me of the great objections to divorce

has always been the moral orphaning of

the children, but Mr. Williams's people,

who are as amiable as they are sensible,

overcome this difficulty by deciding to

live together in a common home where
the fathers and mothers are happy not
only in their exchange of partners, but
in the retention of their little ones. The
situation is so guarded by the moralist

as well as humorist who contrives it that

there is "no offense in it." The remated
partners are as faithful to their second
choice as their first; they remain the

fast friends they have always been, and
dwTell in a smiling harmony and a re-

ciprocal respect which the reader cannot
well deny them. The fact that divorce

has its root in marriage itself, as the

author justly observes, makes us glad of

this simple and natural solution of the

gravest problem of society, especially

good society, and his mastery in achiev-

ing the reader's constant pleasure as

well as final satisfaction is the peculiar

triumph of what we venture to think

the most novel form of American humor.
As yet no one else has been able to toy

so lightly, so winningly, with a situation

involved by frequent social experience,

or to touch so caressingly the points of

character in the different persons of the

amusingly American drama, and keep
the drama from lapsing into apparent
burlesque. His air is always serious,

and the illusion of fact is enhanced by
the mock emotionality of the narration,

by the impossible yet convincing sin-

cerity of the different persons in theii

respective poses. The matter-of-fact

couple who assort themselves from the

mistake of their first marriage are not

truer to themselves than the poetic pair

who escape from them to each other.

The triumph of the event is so perfect

that the reader, carried through his con-

stant sympathy to the daring close when
the children of the second marriages
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have come and are seen playing with

their half-brothers and sisters, is scarcely

able to feel anything like blasphemy in

Evadne's ecstatic cry, "We are like God.

We love them all." Perhaps that is

going a bit far; and we would rather

leave the unique little satire with the

final words of the wives. "Mary, tak-

ing up her knitting, remarked, 'Well, I

may be old-fashioned, but it all goes to

prove that true happiness can only be

attained by doing one's duty well.' 'Or

else,' rejoined Evadne, gaily, 'that one

can do one's duty well only by attain-

ing true happiness.'"

This is in the Greek spirit of "nothing

in overplus," and in the perpetual para-

dox of the charming tale there is the

pleasure of Gilbert's finest moments.
Neither Mr. Bernard Shaw nor Sir

James Barry surpasses the paradox,

and we may fitly rejoice in it as a native

effect from a native cause like that

which the observer of fifty years 'ago

traced in our burly humor to our burly

conditions. We have come a long way
in our civic and esthetic evolution, which
has apparently been no more conscious

than the reaction which science is now
confidently assigning as the agency of all

development. What we may fearlessly

say is that the humorists who have been
forgotten, who have perished in giving

expression each to a moment of our
moral and social life, have not perished

in vain if this has been a condition of our
more delicate pleasure in the exquisite

irony of Remating Time.
What will follow this? Possibly the

compassionate humor which Mr. Edwin
Lefevre makes us feel in the first of his

volume of Wall Street Stories. He calls it

"The Woman and Her Bonds," and he
dedicates it to the study of a woman's
nature (we must not say women's na-
ture) in an affair where her sense of the
ideal justice is at war with common sense
and leaves her self-defeated and ridicu-

lous. The different events of her un-
reasonableness with the kind broker
whom she suspects of unfairness and
then wishes to lose by her greed is a bit

of comedy to bring the tears with the
smiles, and is all the more touching and
ajnusing because it is so carefully
guarded from excess in either direction.
She is not mocked even when her rapac-

ity is unloveliest; there is always a

latent pity for the essential helplessness

of the eternal feminine in matters of

business; and the author is at his best

in this prelude to what is otherwise a

succession of unmixed tragedies — the

financial tragedies of Wall Street.

That is a region which he has made
his peculiar field almost as exclusively

as Mr. Hamlin Garland has possessed

himself of that farthest West of moun-
tains and mining towns, of clouds and
woods, where in his latest book he in-

vites the reader home with him. They

of the High Trails is a succession of
romances kindred in spirit with those
stories of Main-Travelled Roads where
we own we enjoyed the level footing

more and got our breath better in the

lower altitude. But this is only a way
of owning ourselves older than the actual

generation; and if we cannot mount so

alertly into the thin air where the author
rejoices in his strength, it is not saying

that he is not as strong as ever. His
climb was inevitable, and with his in-

creasing knowledge of the Farthest

West his grapple with its persons and
events must come. These stories are a

sort of resume of the motives and ideals

of his later novels, but, with the franker

drawing and the bolder coloring, he
holds himself true to his earlier al-

legiance. His men "of the high trails,"

his miners and hunters, his scouts and
rangers, have the reach and lift of the

vast spaces and lofty summits where
their lives are mostly passed; but their

humanness, not their heroicism, is of-

fered as the precious thing. Their con-

tact with the civilization of the East as

it penetrates on business or pleasure to

their primitive Westernness forms one
of the author's opportunities of drama
which you can trust him not to abuse
to the effects of melodrama. The loves

of these mighty fellows, and their gain

or loss of the daughters of wealth ad-

venturing in their wilderness, is poetry
of a wonted strain, heard from the
beginning of romance in tales of advent-
ure, but the love-making which goes
hand in hand and heart to heart with
danger and death invites no emotion
from the reader unworthy of the happi-
ness which sweet and pure love can give.

If this is negative praise, it is praise that
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can be awarded to few novelists of a

day tending to lose itself in a twilight

of the decencies. Something more posi-

tive may be said for the author of

stones so abounding in incidents of flight

and fight, of passion and devotion, of

pity and vengeance, when he idealizes

in realizing such a situation as that of
" The Remittance Man." The daring con-
ception is of a sickly young Englishman
of good family living on a stated allow-

ance from home, in the family of a

rancher, amid the squalor which he
loathes, and falling in love with the

daughter while he is supposed by his

people to be "learning the business" of

cattle-raising. "The rancher was like

an aged, moth-eaten, but dangerous old

bear. His voice was a rumble, his teeth

were broken fangs, his hands resembled
the paws of a gorilla." His wife "was
big, fat, worried, and complaining.

Neither of them had any fear of dirt,"

and their daughter "Fan had grown up
not merely unkempt, but smudgy. Her
gown was greasy, her shoes untied, and
yet, strange to say, this carelessness

exercised a subduing charm over Lester,

who was fastidious to the point of wast-
ing precious hours in filling his boots

with 'trees' and folding his neckties."

Stranger yet, the girl comes to feel his

superiority and its civilizing influence;

when her father orders him off the ranch
for aspiring to her love, she rebels in his

behalf and marries him. Her father

yields, of course, and after the wild

marriage feast the pair are followed on
their wedding-journey by the felicita-

tions of riotous cowboys, her friends and
comrades. Their notion of showered
rice and far-flung slippers expresses itself

in lassoing the bride and the groom at

her siiK as they drive away. He begins

to shoot, after the manner of the local

life, and then she- knows nothing till she

believes him dead at her side. "She
lifted her head and . . . imprecated his

murderers. Til kill you, every one of

you! I'll kill you for this -you cow-

ardly wolves -I'll kill The cow-
boys are .ill awfully sorry, and Lester

well, "IK- seemed horn again, this

time an American -a Western Amer-
ican. 'What right have I to despise

these people?"
1
he asked himself con-

cerning his father- and mother-in-law.

and "the awkward ranchers who came
stiffly and with a sort of awe into his

room to 'pass a good word'"; but "his
deepest penitence, his tenderest grati-

tude, rose to Fan, ... to the golden,
good heart that beat beneath her un-
lovely gowns." The situation is orig- I

inally imagined, if not always so ad-
equately done, and to our mind "The
Remittance Man" is the best in a group
of stories which are all courageously and
originally imagined. "The Lonesome
Man" comes hard upon "The Remit-
tance Man" in drama, though he has
nQt his feet so well on the "sure and I

firm-set earth," and the drama turns

melodrama in the event. The sequence
in which Tall Ed Kelley figures first as

of the same make as a "drunken In-

jun," and then his reform as the strong ;

arm of the law in the loathsome little

"town, drab, flea-bitten, unkempt, lit-

tered with tin cans and old bottles, a

collection of saloons, gambling-houses,
and nameless dives, with a few people

—

a very few—making an honest living by
selling groceries, saddles, and coal-oil."

The picture, boldly dashed in, strikes

more than the solitudes and altitudes

where the action of "The Forest Rang-
er" passes, but the nobler as well as

the ignobler scene is palpitant with the

life of the strange, vast region which
Mr. Garland knows so well. He is al-

ways, in his more exalted moods, longing

to make you sensible of the mighty
spaciousness of the land whose immeas-
urable grandeur submits itself to the

hand of the prospector, the rancher,

the outlaw, as it had submitted itself

to the grasp of the savage hunter

and warrior. Words cannot give the

sense of its loneliness, its mightiness,

but these people are somehow equal to

the conditions (A' thirty miles to a doc-

tor, and as many to a justice of the

peace. The author takes more pains

with the heroic figure of a government
ranger than the honest humanness of

the Cow-Boss or the ( irub-St aker; but if

he likes him better than either of th« .

we feel quite sure that he has not a

greater pleasure in any of the chivalrous

passions of his heroes for the young

Eastern ladies in their protection than in

the joyous, fearless love-making of the

Cow-Boss who comes to help the simple
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girl from a small Pennsylvania town

take care of her sick uncle, the station

postmaster. The quality of the Cow-
Boss's indomitable devotion may not be

peculiar to character in the region of

mountain-time, but there is something

refreshingly new in it. The Cow-Boss's

vocabulary is far too limited to embrace

any of the analogues of failure; the

mere notion of this tickles him; he takes

every form of spoken denial as an amus-

ing version of consent. He is shown in

all with a humor which is as sweet and
pure as his love itself and with such

apparent unconsciousness that the read-

er is left with a doubt whether the

author knows how uncommon it is in

sort. The passage is one to return

to with recurre-nt pleasure and the wish
to have more of it. Upon the whole we
are tempted to like*the Cow-Boss beyond
any other personality in the whole group
of these brave sketches.

By virtue of these, and of those other

tales and novels of his dealing with the
life in the region of mountain-time, Mr.
Garland has measurably succeeded to

the place in the sunset held by Bret
Harte and Mark Twain. It is not neces-
sary that he should have displaced the
earlier sovereigns of that realm; but
there was room for him near them. One
cannot claim for him the invention of
such, types as Harte's romanticistic
imagination bodied forth, or the crea-

tions of that potent humor of Mark
Twain which began to people our world
fifty or sixty years ago with the "vast
forms that 'moved fantastically" before
the eyes of alien observance. It is not
in the direct line of those potent humor-
ists that Mr. Garland is of their succes-
sion. Fun does not primarily seek ex-
pression from him; it breaks from him
involuntarily, and he does not create, so
much as recognize, the grotesque. He does
not permit himself the license of those
humorists in the life he paints; and in

this latest work of his it will console
the lover of his earlier work to find him
mainly true to his realistic tradition.

In his most romantic moods he is still

in the keeping of this, and he will never
abandon it, though in his fidelity to the
facts of the wilder and Farther West
which he has come to know so well the

flush of wild adventure replaces the

coloring of his prime. But it is not
merely the artistic conscience which still

prevails with him, and no study of his

fiction, however slight and passing, can
fail of the sense of right-mindedness and
high-mindedness which ennobles his ro-

mance. His heroes are honest men, not
rascals of sorts exalted by exigency or

emotion; his heroines, however beau-
tiful and alluring, are not women one
would be the better for not having
known. His feeling of proportion, his

love of beauty in nature, keeps him from
betraying his reader with any such
falsehood to human nature. This seems
rather high praise for a novelist of our
time, but we offer it to Mr. Garland
without misgiving. He became an ad-
mirable artist long ago because he had
faith in the good as well as the beautiful,

and he remains of the elect company
who have always believed that one is as

essential to art as the other. This is the

most his friendliest critic can ask of him.
Such a critic, if wise, will not direct him
as to the course he shall take in what
may seem the parting of the ways for

him. Honest and true he must always
be; from the first he has been ruled in

his fiction by a sense of duty to this or

that phase of life, but it will not be
quite wrong to say that he is most an
artist when he gives himself most freely

to doing what he sees, rather than what
he feels, his reader ought to see; he

will be most of all an artist when within

the lines of his sane and wholesome love

of all humanity he does what pleases

him best.



HENRY MILLS ALDEN

HUMAN nature has its limitations,

but moderation is not an essential

characteristic of its manifesta-

tions. In these, excess and violence have
always been the most necessary as well

as the most interesting study of the

historian, statesman, and philosopher

—

most baffling, also, because they yield to

no logic and are out of proportion to

assignable causes.

We note this characteristic in all bio-

logical manifestations especially be-

cause there we are more at home, in

our own world. To use an Emersonian
phrase, every natural instinct is over-

loaded. Life is in its manifestations

beyond bounds — abundant. Except
within the scope of our conventional re-

strictions we cannot hold it to any
accountability. To explain anything we
must get outside of the plan, all demon-
stration conveying a suggestion of the

monstrous—monster (from monere) orig-

inally meaning a divine omen, a warning
show (compare montre, French for
" watch," also—in the sense of display

—

for ''shop-window"). The term warn-
ing, in the primitive vocabulary, was
even more likely to have an optimistic

than a pessimistic significance. Some of

our own terms in common use show the

same trend. Though the Eumenides

—

the friendly minded—were so soon trans-

lated into the Furies, yet happenings
still signify happiness, as "fortune," like

"luck * and "wind-fall," suggests favor-

ing auspices. Domesday Hook was a

record of rim- estates, from a survey or-

dered by William the Norman, though
there was an older Dome-book, compiled

under the direction of the Saxon King
Alfred, which was a record of penal

judgments; and we do not forget that the

term "fatal"—in itself neutral—has, in

its general use, become one of ill omen,
like "ominous" itself. But, whether
fore-shining or fore-shadowing, whether

wearing the tragic masque or that of

Comus, the element common to all

augury is that of uncommon surprise,

an extra-ordinary showing.
In all vital human manifestation,

since there is progressive development of
mind, there is meaning, at first vague,
but growing more definite with the prog-

ress of civilization. P^rom first to last

the exultant song of the bird transcends
definition and is as unprogressive as it

is unpremeditated. So the flowering of

the plant in its radiant beauty of form
and color immeasurably overpasses any
definable use which that exuberance
may serve for its own perpetuation, and
its radiance has no relation whatever
to the service which it unconsciously

yields to the animal kingdom. With no
human interference it would remain in

outline and coloration the same forever.

In man alone is shown a conscious con-

trol of action and passion; and, with the

expansion of his conscious experience

and the extension of his master)' of

himself and of the external world, we
note a growing tendency to measure
everything, to reduce all phenomena to

a logical plan, to justify to his formal

understanding the ways of God, of man,
and of nature. Yet at every stage of

this postulation he confronts, not expla-

nation, but a vast illusion, veiling the

immeasurability of all creative life

—

divine, human, and natural.

Therefore, naturally and spontane-

ously, in the free play of thought and
action, humanity has always sought to

transcend the limitations of the formal

plan, and to give to the human show an

expansion incommensurable with any
confining word, hxi.-d notion, or set pur-

pose. This was exemplified in the earli-

est manifestations of religious sentiment,

which had no reference to doctrine, but

took rhythmic shape in dance and song

.mil passionate ritual, and were thus
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associated with the beginnings of Art,

in poetry and the drama. The tension

of the temple atmosphere still survives

in our term for it
—

" fanaticism." The
more artificial and conventional sym-

bols in faith and art are yet lifted above

the ordinary plane, as are the metaphor

in rhetoric and the picture in the

painter's composition.

In this exaltation of faith and art the

creative imagination is the supreme fac-

tor. Here, whatever the expansion, it

surely finds its center of inhibition

and control, with resultant harmony,
grace, and beauty. But there are other

manifestations of human energy and
purpose, equally spontaneous, but ec-

centric and not directly referable to

any creative source. In their excess they

are incommensurate with the occasions

that prompt them, but they do not

suggest the infinite, the immeasurable,
and have no eternal ground in common
with the creations of faith and art.

It was considered an essential quality

of creative imagination in ancient poetry

and the fine arts, a part of its high ten-

sion, that it should avoid the common-
places of life and rise above the plane of

ordinary actualities. Thus it erected a

superhuman scheme, though retaining

the human semblance. It distilled the
very essences of love, heroism, and ro-

mance. This exaltation, admirably
achieved in Greek epic poetry, tragedy,
and plastic art, prompted reaction,

equally exaggerated, but eccentric, re-

jecting control, with every degree of

relaxation, from the free but graceful

play of fancy to the loose abandon of the
disheveled orgy. Comedy was the
natural reaction from tragedy, not only
from its severe strain and stately gait,

but from its disdainful withdrawal into

the remote and shadowy past. Apart
from the mirth and humor of the com-
edy, it was only in music and its natural
concomitant, the dance, that ancient art

accommodated itself to the everyday
affairs of mortals, mingling with their
out-of-door festivities and lightening
their labors.

In medieval Christendom, before and
after the Renaissance in Italy and in the
nascent nationalities of western and
northern Europe, the manifestations of
popular life show a similar reaction from

the stately pomps of ecclesiasticism and
the pageantry of aristocratic heroism

—

not exhibiting the unrestraint of pagan
abandon, but rather the frank naivete

of childhood, as in the quaint old mys-
tery plays.

It is a long leap from this subdued
cathedral atmosphere to that of western

Europe and America since the French
Revolution. But it is with the al fresco

popular demonstrations of our own day
that we are chiefly concerned; and these

are psychologically the most interesting,

especially in our own country, though
the contrast with earlier and foreign

examples of the tendency to excess and
eccentricity in such manifestations is

suggestively significant.

The contrast is evident when we con-

sider the character of all modern cele-

brations in democratic countries. They
are of popular initiation, not mainly

for the people, as were the pomps,
pageants, festivals, and dramatic dis-

plays of an older time, all of which, in

their crude beginnings, were spontane-

ous, but, as civilization progressed,

came to be developed under religious and
aristocratic auspices.

We have, in the fully matured Roman
Empire, a curious example in the cele-

bration of the Saturnalia, originally a

reminiscent echo of the Golden Age. It

came to be a special feature of this re-

ligious festival that servants and masters

should exchange places and functions.

Thus, by the semblance of revolt,

the farce served as a safety-valve

against lurking reactionary impulse.

Apart from already existing license un-

der cover of religion, imperial authority

encouraged new popular amusements

—

circenses—with the same end in view.

We, two thousand years afterward, see

these shows for what they really were,

but even the social satirist of that era

could not thus detach himself from
the scene; his satire could have only

the irony of the court - jester, him-
self a licensed partner in the entertain-

ment.
The "shows" prevailingly manifest

among any people, in any period, more
surely than the historian's formal analy-

sis indicate the stage which that people

has reached in religious, intellectual, and
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political development. But often we
interpret them as much by what they
conceal as by what they openly display.

When the banners proclaim, " Senatus

Populusque Romanus," we are not de-

ceived, for we know that instinctively

Caesar is in hiding. So we know, when
an English democratic assembly sings

"God Save the King," that it is exulting

in something of its own creation and
which it can destroy as easily as it has

made. Where religious holidays are fre-

quent and the utmost stress is put upon
the outward demonstration, we know
that the people are as yet mentally un-

prepared for the appreciation of doc-

trine and far less for the deep spiritual

convictions grounded in creative Reason.

Since the advent of modern democracy,

with the more general enlightenment of

the people, the deeper feeling and mean-
ing of life are less reflected in outward
popular manifestations; they seem to

have retired from observation into less

conspicuous channels of communication,

and with this retirement has gone much
of the beauty and impressiveness which
inevitably belonged to the parades and
celebrations of an older time. A sense

of this loss probably accounts for the

recent attempt to recall the grace and
pomp of a past fashion by the revival of

the community pageant. But the corn-

in unality of human faith and sympathy,
which once had to be externally ex-

pressed or not consciously realized at

all, is now independent of such expres-

sion, becoming invisibly potent, an es-

sential quality of the spiritual life.

Charity, grounded in that human
sympathy which knows no territorial

limit, is bound up with this modern
spiritual communality. It is a pervasive

quality, one of the main factors of our

social dynamics, independently of any
poignant special emergency that serves

as an occasion for its conscious and

bountiful activity. When the occasion

arises, it acts rationally and effectively,

without parade, adopting practical busi-

ness methods.
Our social evolution proceeds without

ostentatious demonstration. It is of

the creative life and, thus, one with

creative art and literature, with our cult-

ure and our faith. The visible fabric of

our civilization fails to reflect this crea-

tive life and is, in some of its aspects as

a competitive system, a contradiction
of it. Evolution never turns against
itself; civilization often does. Con-
structive progress conceals within itself

the seeds of self-destruction; and the
very complexity of our modern life

makes easier and vastly more terrible

the possibilities of disaster. Thus we
have seen out of the clear sky of ap-
parently innocent and peace-seeking in-

ternational diplomacy the precipitation,

after the parade of long-accumulating
armies and armaments, of the awful
parade of war, which, following the mod-
ern fashion, lacks every phase of its

ancient majesty or of heroism, save for

its tragic suffering and sacrifice. Here,
too, as in all other forms of human dem-
onstration, what is done is overdone

—

with access of rage and frightfulness.

We call this exhibition, when it is

foreign, a reversion to barbarism, though
in its monstrous excesses it is possible

only to civilization. When it is our own
martial obsession we call it patriotism,

and institute a new kind of parade, in

which the underlying motive is lost

sight of—as it so often is in popular
celebrations of Independence Day—the

form of demonstration being wholly in-

congruous with the occasion. If our

object is effective national defense, it no
more calls for processions, with brass

bands and persuasive oratory, than

would the institution of a municipal

police force. It suggests no division on
partisan lines; yet we behold the two
principal political parties of the nation

vying with each other in protestations,

like Hamlet with Laertes over the open

grave of Ophelia:

Nay, an thou'lt mouth,
I'll rant as well as thou.

The whole display, whatever form it

may take, which constitutes the Human
Show— in song, dance, drama, proces-

sion, festival, pageant, forensic decla-

mation, patriotic celebration, martial

arrayment , and the parade for the promo-

tion of a "cause," usually a vote-getting

proposition—is a reversion to the oldest

and commonest tendency of our human
nature, of nature itself—defying logical

explication. It is the overplus of life,

converted into play.



The Sincere Salad -Dresser

BY SURGES JOHNSON

1CAN mix up a salad-dressing if I have to,

and it isn't half bad. But I'm not a con-

firmed salad-dresser. I'm happy enough
eating the other fellow's mixings—if you get

my meaning.
Consider the case of Waddy Hill. Waddy

goes to dinner at a French restaurant, for in-

stance, with a party of people. He laps up
his soup, not caring whether it's consomme
or creme de spinach, and he's absent-minded
through the fish and meat; it's when he sees

the lettuce coming that his eyes gleam.
"I'll mix it here, Louee," he says to the
waiter, and Louee nods and starts bringing

fifty-seven varieties of medicine. I'm not
suspicious by nature, but I've seen Waddy
do that in any number of restaurants—and
the waiter's name is always Louee, and he

always nods knowingly and brings in the
same druggist's assortment. Those waiters

don't really remember Waddy—they just

know his type.

At any rate, we all sit around and watch
while the waiter unloads bottles and cruets

at Waddy's plate until his end of the table

looks like the counter in front of a barber's

chair.
" More oil," he says, severely, to the waiter.
" Bien" says the waiter, or " Ja wohl" and

nods emphatically, as much as to say, "I
knew he'd want more oil; that proves he is one
of us," and then he trots away for the oil

can. Waddy looks at us, and says,

cheerfully, "I'm sure you like plenty of oil."

I don't. I hate plenty of oil, but I'm as

helpless with Waddy as I am in a barber's

MORE OIL,

Vol. CXXXIII.—No. 796.—80

HE SAYS, SEVERELY, TO THE WAITER
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shop. "A little crude oil on your scalp is

what you need," says the barber, and before

I can prove an alibi I'm smelling like

Bayonne, New Jersey. Waddy belongs in

Van Dieman's Land, where they drink
whale-oil and eat blubber, or in Uganda,
where they fry everything in fat and then
massage themselves with the gravy. I'd as

lief eat with a barber as with a barbarian.

Jerry Jones is another of them. He makes
a salad-dressing like a thin mud-pie, and he
can't talk while he is doing it. In fact, he

prefers to have every one silent as he ap-

proaches the climax. The aerial vibrations

have to be just right, it seems.

I asked Jerry home to dinner when I first

got to know him. I suspected that lie liked

salad (so do we), but I didn't know that

the making of it was a religious ceremony
with him. "Lettuce pray" is his grace

before meat.

I suppose I should have known, because

I knew he was a Beaux Arts graduate. Nearly
all Beaux Arts men have two distinguishing

characteristics—they insist upon mixing the

salad and they always illustrate their con-

versations by making marks on the table-

cloth. In a restaurant they use a lead-pencil,

and in a private house they use the prong of

a fork.

At any rate, 1 didn't remember; and, as

chance would have it, my wife planned to

mix tin- dressing at the table that day.

Often we have it brought to the table ready

mixed, but 1 understand that puts one in the

same class with those who wear ready-tied

er;i\ ats.

\\ hen Jerry saw the bunch of lettuce

leaves brought to my wife's place, and then
saw her pick up a big spoon quite casually,

and a bottle of vinegar as though it was

1 m \- ill i ri ESS WITH w \l>l>\

IS I \M IN A BARB] R*S SHI >F

nothing but a bottle of vinegar, and saw her
motion toward the oil as though she were
going to pick it up without looking at it,

why then I heard his breath begin to whistle
between his teeth.

"Oh, please let me save you that trouble,"

he said, affecting a light and idle tone. "I
dearly love to mix a salad—I have a few
little touches I'd like to show you."
My wife pushed it all toward him gladly

enough, and I could see his hand tremble as

he reached for it.

His first request he made with some em-
barrassment. "Could I," he stammered

—

"could I have a much larger bow 1 r"

I doubted whether we had one, but my
wife left the table for a moment, and I could

hear her bumping about in the pantry and
then washing something. She came back
with a fine, big Chinese bowl I had not seen

around for years. It had been broken and
mended and put away on a top shelf.

Jerry beamed. He took the lettuce up in

both hands and dumped it in. "I ought
to have asked you to chill this on the ice a

moment," he said, with a more solemn look,

"but never mind. Now for the mustard."
And as he rubbed his hands together and
smacked his lips he seemed to be saying,

"Witch-hazel, sir, or bay rum?" Then sud-

denly his smile utterly faded. "But this

is English mustard—quite absurd to use this.

I must have the French."

"We can send out for some," I said, sar-

castically.

He cheered up at once. "I wish you
would," he said, gratefully. "Of course we
want this to be right."

My wife came to our rescue. "I can mix

up some French mustard," she said; "it

only wants vinegar enough to kill the

sharpness"; and, sun- enough, she did

it, in a way to suit even Jerry.

In the mean time he had left the

table twice, tin' second time without

apology, to hunt through our spices

in the kitchen. He complained of our

olive-oil and then used about a quart,

lie w.is gradually fixing in a finger-bowl

something th.it looked like brown
axle-grease. I w.is certain th.it none of

our joints would ever creak .ill. on.

1 xactly w hat did he use: I can't

remember. He seemed so inclined to

u< t peevish over some of our stock-in-

trade th.it 1 tried to cheer him up by

running our now and then and get-

tine kerosene and stove-polish and other

little odds and ends.

It rattled him, and my wife is sure he

put some Florida water in toward the

i ml. \\ e m \ 1 1 knew . By that time he

wasn't talking to anybody, and there



NO EXPLANATION WAS POSSIBLE, OF COURSE

was a viciousness in the way he stirred the

mess, that boded ill for our friendship.

At the last moment he wanted a bit of

garlic. He explained to us rather shortly

that it was his invariable custom to rub a bit

of garlic on the inside of the bowl in which
the salad was to be mixed. This gave just

the right delicacy of flavor. Of course we
had no garlic, but we had an onion. He
admitted grudgingly that this would do,

since there was nothing better, but he said

that every one who really enjoyed salad

ought to have a bit of garlic always in the
house. I went out into the kitchen myself
and got the onion, slicing it out there, since

that was his wish, and I brought him back a

small fragment. We afterward discovered
that I had utilized a tulip-bulb which had
served its useful purpose in a parlor flower-

pot, and on its way to a shelf in the cellar

had paused in the kitchen just long enough
to mislead me.

Finally Jerry poured his concoction into

the big bowl over the lettuce. As he was
giving a final jab or two with his fork at the

finished salad, behold, the large porcelain
objet d?art containing it quietly parted asun-
der and deposited lettuce and dressing upon
the table-cloth. It was evident to us that
the hasty washing which the bowl had re-

ceived just before entering active life again
had softened the glue that held its fragments
together. No explanation was possible, of
course. I don't remember whether we at-

tempted any dessert—my recollection of sub-
sequent incidents is hazy at best. I am sure
that when I really stopped laughing Jerry
wasn't there, but my wife insists that he
didn't go at once, and they exchanged sev-
eral remarks about the weather.
Me? Oh, nowadays I take sugar on my

lettuce at home, except now and then when
we buy a can of ready-made mayonnaise.
If we have a dinner-party which includes a
Beaux Arts man, my wife puts a pencil and
a sheet of paper by his plate to save the
table-cloth, and she lets him go into the
pantry before dinner and mix the salad.

Then everything is very pleasant for all

concerned.

Teaching Daughter Manners

TT was an overland dining-car, and a miner
who had struck it rich in Alaska and out-

fitted regardless of expense in San Francisco,
was eating in the company of his seven-year-
old daughter. She satisfied herself before pa
had finished his meal, and started to leave
the table.

"Come back, daughter," called pa, ear-
nestly concerned to do his best for her, and
speaking in a big voice so softened with ten-
derness that it was beautiful to hear. "Take
a toothpick, Honey. Be a little lady!"

Charitable

^WASHINGTON man, in motoring
through Virginia, stopped one day at a

toll-bridge he had often passed over, and
found there was a new keeper in charge.

"Where's the man who used to act as

keeper here?" asked the motorist.

"He's dead, sir," was the reply.

"Dead! Poor fellow! Joined the great
majority, eh?"

"Well," said the new man, cautiously, "I
wouldn't like to say that, sir. He was a
good enough man so far as I know."
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Irate Mother: " Percival Frederick, pick up your cap an fix your tie—an git outa

the way o' that auto!"

Philosophers

BY ARTHUR GUITERMAN

A MELANCHOLY Beaver^ Resided by a rill;

He either had a fever

Or else he had a chill;

For Mental Inquisition

Had filled him full of dole

About his Earthly Mission
( )r liis Eternal Soul.

In June, instead of basking
( h helping build tin dam,

1 [e v exed his Conscience, .iskm^,

"Why K lr That I Vm?"

1 [e passed the w inter, sifting

\ lot of Pregnant Saws
On "Whither \u We Drifting?''

And " Nature's Primal Cause."

A Chickadee, intruding

( me afternoon .ir tin-
1

,

Disturbed tin- Beaver's brooding
I

-'. w histling, " Chick-a-d« i

I he Bea> er reprimands d

I he Gadabout on wings;

Said he, "To be quite candid.

What makes you do These Things

"All over Here and Yonder
1 on flitter, flute, and rife-.

Why don't you perch, and ponder
I he Purposes of Life ?"

I he Chickadee retorted,

"I don't know what you mean.
My life is well supported,

I he woods .lit fresh and green;

" My top note, w hen 1 strike it.

May be of little use,

Stdl, people seem to like it,

\nd that's a good excus<
."

I he Beavei simpl) snort, d,

\s Beavers often do.

I he Chickadee ca\ ort< d

\inl ate .i worm or two.

1 he Chickadee gn w apter

\t w rustling " Chick-a-de< I"

1 he Bea> er did a chapter

On "What Work Means To Me."



Little boy, why are you looking so longingly at those peaches? Don't
you know it's wrong to take what doesnt belong to you?"

Yes, darn it! I wish I didn't."

Diplomacy

12 ILLY was sending out invitations to his

birthday party.

"I don't think I would mention the birth-

day," advised his mother. "It looks so

much like asking for a present."

To this Billy demurred violently, but was
finally persuaded to yield the point. For a

long time he thought deeply. Then, solving

the problem, he asked:

"Well, mother, we
won't say anything
about the birthday, but
don't you think that we
might put the picture of

a cake with candles at

the top of the paper?"
.L2JI WS$S%'

A Sad Case

"\A/HAT are you crying for, little man?"
asked a Washingtonian of a youngster.

"My brother's lost his new hat," was the
tearful explanation.

"But, surely," expostulated the benevo-
lent one, "you needn't cry about it."

This failed to comfort the boy in tears. "I
was wearin' it when he lost it," he explained.

A Definition

ONE morning Bobbie
was telling his moth-

er and his little sister

Ellen about a wonderful
dream he had had the
night before. The word
"dream" puzzled the
tiny girl.

" But what is a dream ?"

she questioned.
" Oh, don't you Know ?"

Bobbie explained, with
an air of great superi-
ority. "It's a moving-
picture in your sleep."

The Artist:
for twenty dollars,

sand a year. Let

L<

Isabel, I sold that drawing I made yesterday
Twenty dollars a day is over seven thou-

s call a taxi and have dinner at the Ritz."
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Still Raging

[ ITTLE Johnny, who
had been studying

history but a short time,

thought he would give

his grandfather a try-out
on the subject, and asked

:

" Say, Gramp, what
great war broke out in

1850?"

I he old gentleman laid

down his paper and
looked thoughtfully at

the boy for a moment,
and then a sudden light

dawned upon him.

"Why," he said, "that
was the year I married
your grandmother."

Brother: " Oh, Ethel, where are youV
Ethel: " Vm here, Bobby—but don't bother

b-busy,''

A Feminist

A BOSTON mother was endeavoring to

cure her Waldo of his fear of the darkness.

"Now, dearie," said she, as she tucked

him in one dark night, "you know who is

always with you even in the dark."
'

'Yes," was the astonishing reply, "but I

want you or nurse, not a man!"

A
me nozv—we re

Doing Her Best

PHILADELPHIA
servant sought her

mistress \v i t h the an-

nouncement that her

m o ther was sick and
that she therefore de-

sired permission to go home for a few days.

"Certainly," said the woman, "but do not

stay longer than necessary, as we need you."

A week passed and not a word from the

maid. Then came a note which read:

"Dear Mrs. Jones,—I will be back next

week. Please keep my place for me as my
mother is dying as fast as she can."

Limited Purchasing Power

A THREE - HUNDRED - POIND man
stood gazing longingly at the nice things

displayed in a haberdasher's window for a

marked-down sale. A friend stopped to in-

quire if he was thinking of

buying shirts or pajamas.

Gosh, no!" replied the fat

man, w istfull v. "
I In- only

thing that fits me ready-made
is a handkerchief."

Polite

" PjF.AR teacher," wrote little J<

mother, "kindly excuse John's ;

from school yesterday afternoon, as

in the mud. By doing the same, y
greatly oblige his mother."

ihnnv s

ibsence

he fell

011 will

The Lost Art

Till-, four-year-old hail just

bem reproved at tin- table.

I le continue il to t.ilk ch< I rfullv,

though unanswered, to father.

\tu 1 some minutes ^\ soliloquy

he turned to mother and re-

marked :

"Your hush. mil doesn't talk

very much this noon, does he,

mother?" These rat-tail are certainly great things/'



Landlady: " No, I never take families encumbered with children'

Not to be Caught

I THINK children are not so observing
as they used to be," said a member of the

school board to a teacher whose class he was
visiting.

"I hadn't noticed it," said the teacher.
" I'll prove it to you,"said the school officer,

pompously. Turning to the class, he said:

"Some one give me a number."
"Thirty-seven," said a little girl, eagerly.

He wrote "73" on the board. Nothing
was said.

"Well, some one else give me a number."
"Fifty-seven," said another child.

He wrote "75," and smiled knowingly at
the teacher when nothing was said. He
called for a third number, and fairly gasped

at the indignation manifested by a small,

red-faced urchin, who said:

"Seventy-seven, and see if you can change

that."

The Trouble

TTHE mother of six children who were re-

cuperating after diphtheria contracted a

sore throat from them and lost her voice.

She had not been able to exercise her usual

vigilance over them, and they relieved the

monotony of confinement by setting fire to

a straw mattress. The mother, by forcing

her voice, succeeded in calling their father.

"What's the trouble?" he demanded.
"Mother's got her voice back" was the

response of the children.
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He: " My dear, I think III exercise my option on that

lot across the street."

She: "William, Vm not going to let you make yourself

ridiculous, at your time of life, by outdoor athletics."

Not Needed

F ITTLE Harold was pos-
sessed of a deeply relig-

ious and at the same time a
most practical nature, as

was evidenced upon a
certain occasion when, hav- j

ing climbed to the pinnacle
[

of the roof of a very steep
shed, he lost his footing

and began to slide with
terrifying swiftness toward
that point where the roof

swept gracefully off into
j

space.

"O Lord, save me!" he
prayed. "O Lord, save
me!
mind,
nail.

O Lord! . . . Never
I've caught on a

Not a Social Matter

pLLIS was a bank cashier of many years'

standing, and he thought he had seen

them all—as far as curiosities in human nat-

ure are concerned. But one morning re-

cently a haughty - looking woman ap-

proached the window and shoved a check
through without even glancing at him.

"Madam," he said, "you will have to get

somebody to introduce you before I can cash

this check for you."
For one moment she stared at him in a

frostlike manner; then, in an exceedingly

scornful voice, she said:

"Sir, I am here purely on
business, and have no intention

of making a social call. I do
not care to know you!

"

Why She Sang the Hymn

A COLORED preacher in

the South tells of his visit

to a certain household in a

town in Georgia, where, quite early one morn-
ing, he was awakened by the tones of a con-

tralto voice singing, "Abide With Me.''

As the preacher lay in bed he meditated
upon . the piety which his hostess must
possess which enabled her to proceed about
her task early in the morning singing such

a noble hymn.
At breakfast he spoke to her about it, and

told her how pleased he was.

"Lawsy!" she replied, "that's de hymn I

boils eggs by; three verses for soft and five

for hard."

Beyond Him

[
ITTLE sister and brother
had quarreled. After an early

supper mother endeavored to

re-establish friendly relations,

finally quoting to them the Bible

verse, " Let n<>t the sun go down
upon your \\ rath."

I urning to Edward, the elder,

she saul, "Now, Edward, are

you going to let the sun go
down on \ our w rath

:
"

I- clw ;ird squirmed a little as

he looked into h e r
|
leading

face.

"Well, how can I stop it?" he
questioned.

. / I :'s go somewhere else—it's too

crowded here"
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SETTING OUT ON A TIGER HUNT
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Kitchener—England's Man of Iron

BY LADY ST. HELIER

Photographs by Underwood & Underwood

WO years ago, if any
one had foretold that

we should be engaged in

a life-and-death strug-

gle with the greatest

military power in the

ft§ world, and that Europe
would be an armed camp bristling with

all the latest inventions for the destruc-

tion of human life, and that the fate

of the world was in the balance, he would
have been considered a dreamer and
false prophet, and yet, while life goes on
apparently little changed in our insular

security, the greatest tragedy in the

world's history is being enacted only a

hundred miles from our shores. The
possibility of a war with Germany was
discussed only to be dismissed by this

country, long habituated to peace or

to only the small wars which from time
to time broke out to remind us of the

widening responsibilities of our great

empire. Yet to-day the bitter struggle

goes on and the issues are still uncertain,
and we are paying the largest price and
suffering the bitterest anguish in the toll

of those who have fallen, lighting for the
victory of justice and freedom over a

tyranny baneful and horrible in its acts
—a tyranny of cruelty and oppression
which almost makes that of the Middle
Ages pale before its intensity and bru-
tality.

In England we are always optimistic,
but when the stern reality that we must
face the inevitable and fight for the
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freedom so precious to us, we waited

with breathless anxiety for the decision

of the Government, and when it came
it was received with the keenest accla-

mation. Our small army seemed like

David fighting against Goliath, but it

had to go and emulate and sustain the

record of former English armies. It has

always been affirmed that the hour
supplies the man, and there never was
a moment in the history of our country

which so absolutely justified that saying.

The army, small as it was,«was there—
but who was to guide the counsels of the

nations and direct and form the larger

forces which would be necessary if the

struggle were long and obstinate? The
country never hesitated in its choice,

and the few days which elapsed before

Lord Kitchener went to the War Office

were perhaps, to the community at

large, of agonizing anxiety and suspense.

As soon as his appointment was an-

nounced the country with absolute con-

fidence sternly faced the situation. It

was a magnificent call to him, and a

recognition of how thoroughly all his

life's work had been appreciated. The
tension of the ten days between the

declaration of war and the curt an-

nouncement that the English army had
been landed in France "without any
accident or the loss of a single life"

—

days of silence and anxiety, during which
not one word was said by the press, and
an impenetrable veil of mystery sur-

rounded everything—can never be de-

Brothers. All Rights Reserved.
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scribed, but the Information .it last

vouchsafed only increased the convic-

tion that the man <>n whom the hopes

ol England rested had justified her

choice. And so on through all t In- days

of uncertainty, of almost disaster, the

country nevei wavered; and when Lord

Kitchener made his appeal for men,

again and again cum' the ready, heart-

felt response generously and magnifi-

cently to his. call. I here never was such

fidelity, such devotion, such an enthusi-

astic acquiescence to so great .1 sacrifice

as the one which his inspiration awoke
among his countrymen. It was neces-

sary he asked it, ne called on them, and
that was enough and they came in

their millions. He created a new army
in every sense of the word an army
proud of the traditions oi its predecess-

ors, but a better and finer army than has

ever foughi in the history of the world
.in army educated as no army has ever

been, drawn from the best oi England's
sons, with high courage and conscious

oi tin great responsibilities oi its im-

perial heritage nun who are soldiers

not to fight from instinctive combative

ness, but because the} have aw ideal be-

fore them, and because the freedom and

liberty they enjoy are too precious to be

1 ndangered oi lost

.

To the outside woild I old kitchener

ivas something of a mystery; thej knew

little of him personally, he shunned pub-

licit \ , he w as not a seekei after popu-

lai u \ . ["hough he had few pei sonal

friends, he was endeared to that chosen

tew in a w .i\ unique and 1 are. I le

w.is sh\ and reserved about the deep

things of life, but a charming companion
in ordinary ways ver} amusing and

agreeable. I le had .1 great sense oi

humoi . and Ins 1 apid int ml Ion ga> e him
a wondei ful insight into character, and

he soon arrived at a just estimate oi

people, and oi the motives oi those with

w horn he came into com act . He did

not make m.m\ new friends, and the

people who knew hun well, and with

whom his holidays 01 hours oi relaxation

\\*ie passed, were confined to those he

had know n foi mam years. I le .dw .i\ s

impi ess< d one w n h .1 deep sense oi

d( cencj in com ei sation and conduct

;

one felt m talking to him how impossible

ti would be to drift into the ( as} going

discussion ol questions and problems of

our modern life, and it seemed impossi-

ble to imagine his taking a silent acqui-

escence in the jokes and insinuations

which are not considered now extraor-

dinary or unpleasant.

lie owed a good deal m life to the

frankness of his character, and in his

early day and indeed later he never
hesitated to tell home truths.

I n 1 89] , four years alter we had evacu-
ated the Sudan, the question arose whoi
should be appointed Sirdar of the Egyp-
tian army alter Sir V. GrenfelPs resigna-

tion. The Cabinet, like all politicians at

that time, strongly opposed the re-

occupation ol the Sudan; and as the sus-

picion that Kitchener belonged to the

forward party was considerably against

him, it was generally thought that the

appointment would be given to some
other officer. Lord Salisbury, then

Prime Minister, wished to make his ac-

quaintance, and he invited him to dinner

in Arlington Street. Afterward a con-

versation was overheard in which

Colonel K. said to Lord S., "It is no use,

Lord S.; we have got to get back to

Khartoum; it's for you to say when,
and for me to find the means."

Most people thought such a speech

would have sealed his fate, but Lord

Salisbury realized he was dealing with

a real man ami insisted on his appoint-

ment, .\\^^\ he ewer afterward placed the

greatest reliance on Colonel K.

I\w people realized what the climate

oi Snakim was, and the five years he

passed there involved tin- greatest

patience and self-denial. Snakim is one

of" tin- hottest places on earth; for

months the plague of" flies which reign

there make life almost unbearable and

tin \ have to be swept off the plate be-

tween each mouthful.

I oid Kitchener's strength lay in the

fact that his \ie\\s broadened as he

w en t on m hte. \s long as he was confined

to 1 g\ pi and had to e.n 1 \ out his t.isk

with the minimum oi force and expendi-

ture, In w.is careful even to penurious-

iu ss, and his subordinates groaned un-

dei his exacting economy; but he was

justified 111 his caw b\ the wonderful

development of the countn devolving

from his unsparing activity. When he

went to South \tnca with a great start
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and unlimited funds, he took a new
departure. He worked himself unceas-

ingly, and exacted the same from those

around him, but he recognized inevitable

limitations and was most considerate.

It has always been accepted as a fact

that Lord K. was a woman-hater; on

that point one
opinion is worth

as much as an-

other. His prin-

cipal friends were
und o u b tedly
men, but he had
a real regard and
friendship for a

few women, and
they on their
part recognized

and reciprocated

the chivalrous
attitude he
adopted toward
them. His pro-

fession and ca-

reer was what he
lived for, and
they filled his life,

a n d as his re-

sponsibilities and
power increased

he t h o u g h t of

nothing else;

every other con-

sideration was
subordinated to

whatever task he
had undertaken.
The fact that he had only bachelors

on his staff gave color to the story. He
did not think that a soldier on active

service should be married, because no
one with home ties and responsibilities

could fail to have anxieties which might
prevent his exclusive devotion being

given to his profession; but though one
of his staff disregarded the edict, and
Lord Kitchener regretted it, it made no
difference either to the confidence he
continued to give him, or in the whole-
hearted service he gave to his chief.

He inspired all those who served him
with a passion for work. He never
spared himself, and he imbued them
with the same untiring energy and cease-
less activity. I do not think he ever
had an idle moment in his day, and while

LORD KITCHENER—A RECENT PORTRAIT

on his travels and long journeys he was
always occupied and always absorbed
in some subject, and he inspired his staff

in a like manner. One of his staff wrote
from the Red Sea, in 1902, on Lord K.'s

journey to India to take up the post of

commander-in-chief.
As full of energy

as ever, Lord K.
begins the day by
working at Hin-
d u s t an i for 1%
hours before break-

fast in the morn-
ing and has an-

other go between
breakfast and
lunch. He walks
about with the
book in his pocket
all day and is con-

tinually firing off

something he has
learned and is very
proud of his prog-

ress. We have
had a tremendous
morning's work
unpacking old

cases of plate and
silver that have
been lying at the
Bank for 6 or 7
years, and for the

last two days we
have helped him
to go through all

his old despatch
boxes and papers

on the Sudan and
South -African

Campaigns. He has destroyed a tremen-
dous lot of the unimportant papers, and
filed the remainder. This in the Red Sea,

where the heat has been overpowering, but
we shall be out of it to-night.

A little later he writes:

The Chief's brain never can rest, and al-

though I am sure since he has been in India

he has brought about as many important
reforms as previous Commanders-in-Chief
have done in double or treble that time,

besides devoting quite special attention to

the French and Russian questions—he has

still not nearly enough of work to keep him
properly occupied. He is also now personally

engineering and superintending the new
buildings at Snowden and the transformation

of the old ones.

He had taken a small house near
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Simla called Wild Flower Hall, where he
went for week-ends, and while making
it internally comfortable and homelike
he devoted a certain amount of his time
to laying out a garden, and spent as

many hours of that short leisure up
there as he could spare. This same
writer continues:

The Chief and I went out to Wild Flower
Hall last Saturday, leaving Simla at 6.15

a.m., and put in a tremendous day's garden-

ing, with only two breaks of ]/2 hour each

for breakfast and lunch. We had 16 coolies

working under us, and we transplanted 17
good-sized trees, besides planting 21 large

basket-loads of periwinkle and wild rasp-

berries. I am sure he gets more out of

these coolies in one day than any one else

would in a month, and it is most awfully

hard to get him to knock ofF work in the

middle of the day. It is quite useless, besides

being very bad policy ever to raise difficulties

when he proposes tasks even bordering on
the impossible, for he merely says, "You
will find you can do it," and somehow or

other one generally does.

He had instinctively good taste and
love of beauty, and he had some oppor-

tunities of carrying out his ideas in the

many houses he had occupied in all

parts of the world.

When he went to India as commander-
in-chief in 1903, he found his official

residence at Simla much too small for

social requirements, and he remodeled
the building and made additions which
improved and made it one of the finest

in India. The official allowance for re-

pairs, etc., was only 800 rupees, but, as

one of his aides writes,

His instinct for remodeling and improving

is so grafted in him that sooner than not

being able to carry out his schemes he does

them at his own expense. I lis improvements
here [Simla] have changed the house beyond
all recognition, both as regards the exterior

and the comfortable rooms which make one
almost forget one is in India. Since I was
last here he has built a magnificent library

with wood paneling, carved fireplaces ami

ceilings, and plenty of places for china. I he

only thing that was missing were' hooks,

but since we arrived he has managed to col-

lect over 500 volumes. Above the library art

four new bedrooms; he has raised the root'

over four feet so as to make the upper rooms
higher. He has made a new staircase lead-

ing into the ballroom, and he has added
nearly an acre to the garden by terracing

and by building out over the valley, revet-

ting the sides till they have become almost
perpendicular; at the end of the lawn you
now have an almost sheer drop of 1,000 feet.

Lord Kitchener's journey to the Pamir
and Chitral was full of incident and most
successful, and the letters are full of his

wonderful energy and untiring activity.

The Ovis Poli had no desire to encounter
the commander-in-chief, and left him in

solitary possession of their country,

through which it is needless to say we
hear

that he did the journey in and out in two
days less than it was supposed possible to

do it. We do over 50 miles a day. The gen-

eral routine is Reveille 5 a.m. We start at

6, but the Chief has never started later

than 5.45. The Chief has generally done
breakfast before any one else turns up and
gets into camp hours before any one else.

The same untiring energy character-

ized his crossing the Hindu-Kush, over
the Takht Pass and the Daskt Glacier,

15,200 feet high, into the Yashin Valley,

where he was welcomed with all the

solemnity of Eastern ceremonial, and
took part at once, on arriving, in a polo-

match to make up the game, as the

Yashis played six a side. The chief's

side was beaten, and, according to the

custom of the tribe, the defeated side

must dance before the victors. The
chief got out of this duty with some diffi-

culty by suggesting, as it appeared in-

dispensable that some one should dance,

that the conquerors should, which verdict

they accepted.

Some time later there came an unex-
j

pected cessation of Lord K.'s physical

activities, for he broke his leg riding

through a tunnel on his way back to

Simla, and lay for some hours before

assistance came. The treatment was
long and very painful, and the enforced

idleness which followed was very irk-

some to Lord Kitchener, for, beyond
attending to the vast amount of routine

business, he had every othei occupation

cut off. lie had a huge almanac made
ami hung opposite his bed so that he

could mark off the twenty-one days of

his enforced rest. He set himself to

play bridge in the evening, and his staff

who were unable to play set to work to

make themselves fairly efficient in

record quick time. Lord Kitchener, at
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his next visit to England, had to consult self go in a way his sirdars said they had

specialists about his leg, which gave him never seen him do before. He said what

a great deal of trouble, and it was ar- a delight it had been to him to see the

ranged that he should have two months thirty thousand troops at the Runn on

to undergo treatment which would the previous day, and to notice how em-

necessitate the resetting of the bone, cient they were and how ready for

When he was told that it was considered service. Continuing, he said that

unwise to do anything

to it, he was annoyed

at finding out that

the two months which

it was supposed the

treatment would re-

quire, and for which

he had made arrange-

ments, was no longer

necessary and he had
that amount of time

at his disposal for

which he had made no
other provision. It

was a real grievance

to him having to find

out how best he could

dispose of it, which
he finally did after a

great deal of grum-
bling.

One of the most in-

teresting events of his

time in India was the

visit of the Amir of

Afghanistan, and the

great banquet at Agra
was the great success

of the "week." With
the exception of three

people, all the fifty-

four guests were sol-

diers, a fact which ap-

pealed greatly to the

Amir, who liked to be
considered a soldier

king.

Lord Kitchener
made a speech in which
he said that

the Amir had since his arrival in India

shown such genuine interest in and such a

masterly grasp of all military questions even
of the most technical nature that it was not so

much as a king but as a brother-in-arms that
the British officers welcomed him that night.

LORD KITCHENER, IN COMPANY WITH A FRENCH OFFICER,

RETURNING FROM A VISIT TO THE FIRING-LINE AT ANZAC

he knew too well how far his soldiers were

behind them in training, but that even if he

were looked on as a traitor to his country,

he would, on his return to Afghanistan,

never rest till he had introduced British

training and methods to such a degree as to

make his army worthy to fight shoulder to

shoulder alongside the troops of his friends.

He said much more which was never
Lord Kitchener, with his insight into

character and his knowledge of East-
erners, appealed deeply to the Amir, who, allowed to be published, and which was
in his reply, with deep emotion, let him- the most eloquent tribute to the deep
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impression the commander-in-chief had
made on him in that short visit. A
curious little touch of how much Lord
Kitchener had impressed him is told by
one of his stall, who was in one of the
hut t.s w ith the Amir during a great tiger-

hunt at Gwalior, whcri' In- went to visit

the Maharajah. 1 [e writes:

I told him that tin- Chief had had a nasty

fall at Poona, his horse tumbling down an

embankment. He immediately asked t<>i a

piece of paper and wrote a telegram of sym-
pathy in Persian. 1 [e handed it to Sir I [enry

iMacMahon and asked him to send it off

immediately. Sir 1 [enry \\ as w riting it d<>\\ n

in English, hut when he came to the sen-

tence "to hear of your fall/rowi your horse,"

tin- Amu instantly corrected him, saying:

"No, no. \«»t •• m your horse with horse

in Afghanistan -big difference."

The same ceaseless activity character-

ized lus work in Egypt, when In- went
there after failing to he appointed Vicero)

of India, which most of his friends

anticipated, and which he would have
accepted. Perhaps Egypt was a disap-

pointment after '.he wider sphere India

presented, hut nothing ever prevented
him from doing what came to him to do
and giving his lust to it. \\ hen he

returned there, tin- question ^\ infant

mortality and the unhygienic condition

(f Egyptian women during child-

bearing, from the neglect and ignorance

of tin' most el em e n t a i \ measures,

came under his obse r\ a t ion, ami

In- was dnpl\ interested in devising

means oi providing hSedical treatment

for them, and ^\ training native women
in mielwtfe r\ and all that would conduce
in improving the conditions under which

the) lived. I [e enlisted tin- s) mpathy
and interest of the wives ol officials, and

of Englishwomen in Egypt, and carried

out a scheme which in itseH was a won-

d< i ful example of w hat lus int< rest and

driving powei could accomplish. I lust'

women whose help he enlisted could till

endless stoi i< s ^\ tin- task In- s< I them

to ^^ and his tacit refusal to hste n to

anj difficulties that arose in carrying it

out. A number of trained English

nurses won- despatched to Egypt ami

sent to different localities, where the)

gave training to a large number of

native women in midwifery ami kindred

subjects, fhe scheme was .i great suc-

cess, ami the benefit it has been to

thousands of native women is indescrib-

able, as regards both their general treat-

ment and the care of themselves and
their children at birth. Little was
known about the subject in England,
and much less about all that was done
to mitigate the evil; hut it was a won-
derful piece of administration, though
perhaps not one that appealed specially

to him; ami when some one, knowing
what had been achieved, congratulated

him on his success and the boon it was
to the women in Egypt, his characteristic

reply was: "1 am told 1 have saved the

lives often thousand babies. I suppose
that is something to have done/' At
that time, only a fortnight before the

prospect of war seemed possible, he

was talking with the keenest interest of

his return to Egypt and of what he had
still to do there.

I here are incidents in life which leave

lasting impressions, and one of a large

dinner at Lord French's about the same
tune, at which Lord K.., Lord I Lddane,
and others were present, comes to my
mind: probabl) no one there hut those

three men had an idea of the threatening

cloud which hroke in so short a time

over England, ami the important part

two ot them would take in it. Lord
K., as the world knows, was nn the point

n\ returning to Egypt; in fact, he had
started when he was recalled, almost
on hoard the steamer at Dover.

I he two questions which moved the

soul of the English people to its deepest

depths witt-, undoubtedly, what part

the country was going to take when it

was realized that warwas inevitable, and,

after that, who was to preside at tin-

War Office. rhere might have been

hesitation on the one point: on the

otlni there was none, ami the silent,

d< « pdete rminationwith which the people

waited to In- told that lord Kitclnner

was to be Secretar) of State for War
an only he realized by those who went
through those anxious days, rhere was
never a doubt or hesitation in tin- mind
i>( tin countr) that loid K. was the

only person who could satisfy its re-

quirements, and the' acclamation with

which the news Bashed through the

country when In- was appointed Secret-

tan of Stat< foi Wai was overwhelm-
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ing, while those who were thrown into

contact with him give a marvelous ac-

count of the cool, rapid, and soldier-like

way in which he accepted the great

position. He quickly installed himself
at the War Office, even to sleeping there,

so that he was ever at the call of his

office, and lived there till Lady Wantage
placed her house in Carlton Gardens,
close by, at his disposal. Later on the
King offered him St. James's Palace,

and those neighbors who rose early

enough saw him daily start off on his

morning walk to his office, where he
remained all day.

Lord K. was not a well-known per-

sonage in England. He had a small
circle of intimate friends, but to the
outside public he was the stern, simple
soldier, a great martinet. In some ways
that very isolation added to his power.
To be popular with the crowd and the
masses is the aim of most public persons,
and in a democratic country like ours
a friendly demeanor is the fashion of the
moment, but that Lord K. never aimed at

or wished for. To have a nickname which
the country and press could adopt had
become a habit, and was supposed to

indicate a sympathy between men and
their rulers—and friendship between the

leaders of political parties was also the

rule, not the exception. Nearly all our
great public men have enjoyed that dis-

tinction, if it be one. Lord Salisbury

alone maintained all his life the distinc-

tion of bearing his great name unsullied

by popular abbreviation, and in some
ways Lord Kitchener, though he had his

own name among his friends, was always
spoken of as "Lord K." by the prole-

tariate. To the soldiers he was always
"K. of K.," and while the English army
exists he will never be known by any
other name. His influence was greatly

augmented by the power and dignity of

his silence and his well-known dislike of

anything that appeared to appeal to

the whim of the moment, which won the

confidence of the country in a manner
hardly understood or expected. To the
crowd he was the silent, serious-looking
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soldier whose face seldom relaxed for

them into the smile his friends knew so

well; but to the army he was the man
who, when he undertook, "always came
out top," and the unbroken, victorious

record of his career made him a military

idol. The feeling of the army was also

greatly influenced by his having won
his way all along in spite of his having
had no accidents of birth or military

connections to help him.

He was a hard man, and he set almost

impossible tasks for those who served him.

He knew no fatigue himself, and he worked
unceasingly; he was a hard but a just task-

master, and if he expected miracles of

achievement, he asked no more than he

knew from personal experience was possible.

The tribute of the men and officers who
worked with him in Egypt and South Africa

were all alike in their testimony to his un-

failing justice. You could not love him, but

there was something about him that inspired

a savage passion for him, and his army
would have followed him to the gates of hell.

Such are the words of an officer who had
served for many years under him, from
whose letter I quote.

Perhaps during the last few months of

his life, when his gigantic task was well-

nigh accomplished, he looked forward to

a release from the toils of office and the

misunderstanding and the complica-

ti ms with which our party government
surrounds every servant of the state, to

the days when he could go to his much-
cared-for home at Broome and finish

the work which he had taken in hand
there and which in some ways was a

wonderful illustration of the variety of

his activities. He had bought an old,

uncared-for estate and house with some
possibilities, but in his hands he had

built himself a home worthy in every

respect to be his, and after transforming

it he was filling it with all the treasures

he had accumulated during his long and

eventful life. He had always been a

great collector, and though it would

not be true to say he had made no mis-

takes, still he had learned discrimination

as time went on, and Ins collection of

plate, pictures, china, Eastern carpets

and treasures was a most remarkable

one. lie had the courage to "weed it"

out as he learned more-, and he made
latterly few mistakes. He was insa-

tiable in his determination to possess

anything he really valued, and he rarely

lost it from any lack of perseverance on
his part to acquire it. His taste was
really good, and any one who knows the

cabinets which surround the wallsofother
distinguished soldiers will realize that

Lord K., like the late King, accepted
nothing unless it was in good taste.

He had perhaps the finest collection of

modern and old plate made during the

last twenty-five years, and in doing so

he broke down one of the most time-
hallowed customs of his country.

On the return of a distinguished Eng-
lishman from his official life or after

any great public service he is always
invited to visit the large towns of Great
Britain, to receive the highest reward
they can bestow—an address of wel-

come and a gold casket containing the

address and the parchment conferring

the freedom of the city on him. Lord
K. gave it to be understood that the gold

casket did not appeal to him, and that

a piece of plate which he could always
associate with each town would be much
more acceptable. His suggestion was
at once adopted, and the substitute he
received in the shape of plate quite

justified him in his request. He had a

horror of forms and ceremonies, and
only the knowledge that it would be

ungracious ever reconciled him to the

inevitable functions in which he had to

participate. Lord Kitchener bore the

hero-worship which was inevitable with

great philosophy; he did not let it inter-

fere with his usual life, and in society,

though he was ires repandu, he only

went where he knew he would not be

bored and where he felt at home. He
was in reality a shy man, and never

reallyquiteovercamethiseven in thedays
when he was one of the most prominent
nun in the world and had made the

acquaintance of the greatest men in

every part of the world. Those who
knew him when he first came to London
as Captain Kitchener well remember
how silent and shy he was. and what an

effort it was to him to go out into society;

and even later on, w hen he had achieved

a reputation and an acknowledged posi-

tion, it was very irksome to him, and he

shunned it as much as he could. I

remember on one occasion in the early
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'nineties seeing him at a small dance
where he had quite unexpectedly found
himself, having come on from the
Athenaeum Club where a dinner had
been given to Lord Morley on his re-

ceiving the O. M. A crowd of young
people insisted on his dancing the
Lancers. He protested that he had
never danced anything in his life, but
he was dragged into the room and a

partner found for him; he took it quite
cheerfully, and was amused to realize

how few of the dancers knew it better.

No mention of Lord Kitchener, how-
ever slight, could pass over one fact in

his life—that devoted band of soldiers

who served on his staff in Egypt,
India, South Africa, and in England.
They were a wonderful band, all of them
able, capable, and first-rate soldiers,

attached to their chief in a remarkable
way and willing to do his bidding and
serve him to their life's end. There was
no work too arduous or impossible, no
task he could lay on them too heavy,
that they did not joyfully carry out.
Hard and strenuous as it was, they loved
their work; they loved their chief, and
the main object of their life was loyally
and joyfully to carry out his orders.
It would be impossible to have given
more whole-hearted, more enthusiastic
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service, and he inspired them with an
almost superhuman enthusiasm. Some
of them still survive, others have fol-

lowed him into the land of silence.

Watson Pasha still lives, and Maxwell,
V.C., to mourn their chief. Victor
Brooke, one of the first English officers

who died in France, Marker, and Hamil-
ton have followed him; and FitzGerald,
who, after the long days of stress and
struggle of the last two years, died as

he would have chosen, by the side of
his beloved master; and he must have
had the consolation, even in those ter-

rible last moments, of knowing what he
had been to Lord Kitchener and how
he cared for him. Only those who knew
some of these men could realize how deep
were their feelings of affection and devo-
tion to their master, and what whole-
hearted, loving service they gave him.
The last two crowded years of Lord

Kitchener's life, full of their anxieties

and responsibilities, had not changed
him; but though he had aged, and the
constant strain had told on him, he had
altered outwardly but little. The office

life was irksome, and the want of exer-

cise, to a man of his active habits very
trying, for he hardly ever left London
except for an occasional week-end at

Broome. His intended visit to Russia
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was not known, and, like so many of his

visits to France and the army at the

front, were only made public after his

return. Those who saw him that last

week and knew of his going,, tell how
he longed for the change and how eager-

ly he looked forward to his holiday.

The last few months, with the contro-

versies over conscription, had harassed

him. He was not a keen believer in the

conscript principle; he was more than
justified in his preference for a voluntary

army by the response he had received

on his appeal to the manhood of Eng-
land. There was a wonderful comple-
tion of the task he had undertaken in

those last few days. He had raised his

millions, and the country had accepted

the inevitable imposition of compulsion,

and with it that chapter of his life was
finished. He had met the House of

Commons, and, uncertain as the result

of that conference was, like all he did,

it was one of his greatest successes. He
had no indecision when it was proposed

to him that he should meet the Commons,
and, as was always the case, the result was
never in doubt. What passed has never

been divulged, but he left an impression

on the two hundred members who were
present which was perhaps one of the

best tributes ever paid him. After his

fa cwell to the King, his last visit to

Broome and to Sir John Jellicoe and the

Grand Fleet, he set sail for the shore he

never reached, and the end had come.

It was perhaps the most perfect end of

such a life—a life full of high endeavor
and completion. Hie service he had
rendered his country by raising her

armies and foreseeing the probable dura-
tion, of the war could not have been
performed by any other living man.
If, as his critics say, he depended too
much on his own individual endeavors,
he was not to be blamed when we read
day by day of the glorious deeds of the
armies he had created.

The country staggered under the blow
of his death, and one can never forget

the silent grief and dismay of that
dreadful day with its horrible tragedy.
The grief was universal and personal,

and the tributes to his work and memory
were spoken from the heart by the great

leaders of both parties. No more touch-
ing and pathetic tribute was ever said

than the speech made by Lord Derby in

the House of Lords on the resolution in

reference to his death. There is not one
word to be altered from beginning to

end, but the concluding words must go
to every heart and find an echo:

Lord Kitchener said good-by to the nation

at a moment when he left the whole of the

machinery of the great armies that he had
created in running order, and when it only

required skilled engineers to keep going his

work. It was really as if Providence in its

wisdom had given him the rest he never
would have given to himself.

With the memory of a great naval battle

fresh in our minds we must all realize how
rich a harvest of death the sea has reaped.

We in these islands from time immemorial
had paid a heavy toll to the sea for our

insular security, but, speaking as the friend

of a friend, 1 can say that the sea never

executed a heavier toll than when Lord

Kitchener, coffined in a British man-of-war,

passed to the Great Beyond.



"Who Will Be Sue?"

BY ELOISE ROBINSON

DIDN'T know, when
I came home that after-

noon and found Sarah

Delle sitting disconso-

lately on my window-
seat, that it was the

turning-point in my life.

Our families—Sarah Delle's and mine
—had gone south for the winter, and

Sarah Delle was staying at our house.

Aunt Blanche was taking care of us, or,

rather, she thought she was, which was
loads better for Sarah Delle and me
than if she had been on the job all the

time. I am fond of Aunt Blanche. She
writes plays, and she seems to find it

interesting with or without editorial

encouragement—mostly without.

"Barbie," Sarah Delle said, in a kind

of desperate tone, "matters have come
to the point where something will have

to be done."
Of course I knew what she meant. It

was about Max Wald. Max was Sarah
Delle's suitor. He was seventeen, and
perfectly grand. Sarah Delle fully real-

ized how lucky she was to have such a

wonderful fellow crazy about her. He
looked something like an advertising-

poster young man—you know, with
that strong, squarish sort of chin and
long, narrow eyes. He belonged to a

perfectly old family, and there wasn't a

thing against him except that the Sher-
wins thought Sarah Delle was too young.
As if a girl who'd lived nearly sixteen

years wasn't old enough to manage any
man! Why, I know a girl whose grand-
mother was only fourteen when she was
married, and Sarah Delle merely wanted
to be engaged. There's a lot of differ-

ence.

Max was just crazy about Sarah
Delle, and she was about him, and they
didn't care if every one knew it. They
had a theory that if two people cared for
each other they ought to show it. It
wasn't anything to be ashamed of. They
showed it all right. I don't know that

I'd care to do the way they did myself

—

at least, not with any one I've found yet

—but I understand perfectly how they

felt about it. It was a principle with

them. I don't think we ought to judge

people for following their principles.

Mr. and Mrs. Sherwin didn't know
about this principle. Sarah Delle said

it would only have made things harder

for them, and goodness knows they were
having enough of a fit as it was. They
suspected things, and they were fright-

ened to death for fear Sarah Delle would
do something rash. They had had this

happen once before in the family, and it

made them suspicious. Thinking back
over what had occurred when Lutie

—

that is, Sarah Delle's sister—had eloped,

Sarah Delle was inclined to believe that

if there was any other way for her and
Max— But they couldn't wait forever.

They had only one life to live. And she

had the most adorable ring all picked

out in one of the windows down-town,
too. It looked exactly like a diamond,
and it was only $4.98, and here she

couldn't have it just because of her

parents! Sarah Delle was perfectly in

despair, as you can imagine any one
would be.

All of which goes to point out the

horrible mistake parents make nowa-
days. They're always expecting a girl

to be young and unsophisticated, and to

act as if she didn't know a thing. All the

time, of course, she does know, and it

makes her simply wild to get out where
things are happening. If ever I have a

daughter she won't be raised by any
such antiquated methods as I have had
to suffer under. This thing of sitting

back and waiting until you've one foot

in the grave and the other on a banana-
peel before you're allowed to have any
fun is all wrong. And it has gone out of

date, too, in most families. Mother
needn't try to persuade me that it

hasn't. I have eyes.

No, I sha'n't mix in my daughter's
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affairs. I've learned from my own bitter

experience that a girl's got to be let

alone. Why shouldn't a girl know better

than any one else what she ought to

wear and how she ought to act? She's

the one who sees how other girls do,

and she's the one who has to take the

consequences if things come out wrong.
But that is just what I've

had to endure all my life.

Not only from Dad and
mother, but from three

sisters as well. It is

tragic to be the youngest
in the family. I no more
than get mother where
I want her than Kit and
Ella and Elizabeth begin:

''Oh, mother! Surely

you're not going to allow

that child to have a dress

like that! Why, it's too

old, entirely! A little

school-girl like Barbara!

Why, when we were her

age
—

" That always
seems to clench the argu-

ment with them. All I

shall say is, that if they

didn't have any more
stylish clothes than they

say they did, or do any
more things, they must
have had a mighty dull

time of it, and I should

think, if they had any
sisterly feeling, they

would be glad for me to

escape. But among the

three of them I've never been allowed

to do a thing. It is only since I took

things into my own hands that I've

discovered what life really is.

Sarah Delle didn't have any more fun

than 1 did. Her family arc even worse

than mine. You would think that after

her sister had to elope and all, she

would be a little more open-minded
toward Sarah Delle, but Sarah Delle

says she isn't a bit. She talks about

what she never did, just tin- same.

After a heartrending pause Sarah

Delle went on:
" Max's father and motherhave actual-

ly told him that he ought to go with some

other girls. They said it wasn't good

for him to go with just one so much."

MAX WAS JUST CRAZY
ABOUT SARAH DELLE

Now what do you think of that for a
man's parents to say to him? Mr.
Wald is one of the officers of the Hu-
mane Society, too, and a trustee of the

church.

I saw right away how serious the

situation was. Men are queer. Once
you get a man on the string—not just

nibbling, you know, but
really hooked—it is easy
enough to keep him there

unless he somehow gets

it into his head that he
looks like a sucker. He
likes to be made much
over and fussed with,

and held up to himself
as a kind of a hero, but
he just perfectly hates

to be made a fool of.

The minute Max's par-

ents began treating him
as if he were a silly little

boy who couldn't pos-

sibly want what he
thought he wanted, be-

cause that would make
him out such a goose,

Max began to think, well,

maybe he did look foolish.

The terrible danger this

exposed Sarah Delle to,

the sympathizing reader

can see for himself.

Sarah Delle and I sat

and talked long and con-

fidentially about the

serious things of life. We
didn't come to what

you might call definite conclusions, but
I "carried away the thought," as

mother says when she's been to some
particularly inspiring woman's club lect-

inv, that now was the time to act.

Our parents must be made to realize,

before it was too late, that Sarah Delle

ami 1 weren't children any longer, and

deserved to he treated with some con-

sideration. If we could have taken up

careers and become famous before the

folks came home, that would have been

the very thing.

1 thought some of writing, and I

sounded Aunt Blanche. Aunt Blanche
ran her fingers through her hair until it

stood up in a spiky, awfully unbecom-
ing pompadour, and said in a deep
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"surely you are not going to allow that child to have a dress like that?"

voice: "Playwriting? Playwriting is

hell!" I told her I wouldn't mind that;

it sounded exciting. But the trouble

was, Aunt Blanche seemed to think it

would take me too long to become fa-

mous—maybe as much as a year or
two, if I worked some every day, and
by that tinie my real youth would be
over.

I thought all the rest of the afternoon,
but I didn't have the ghost of an idea.

Then the boy came with the paper. I

always read the paper—that is one of
my principles. I don't bother with those
big headlines on the front page—I think
they're cheap—but I devour every word
of the society items and the "Confes-
sions of a Wife," the most thrilling

diary of a woman whose husband has
been untrue to her, and they say it's the
real diary of a real woman!
While I was reading the paper my

eye caught these significant words:
"Who Will Be Sue?" and right then a
wonderful plan came to me. I will
always say that it was really a gorgeous

idea, and should have turned out dif-

ferently than it did. If only that old

Max Wald— But I'll save that till last.

Sarah Delle and I talked the idea

over from every point of view, and we
couldn't see a hitch anywhere. This was
the article that started it:

"WHO WILL BE SUE?"
Contest Grows Exciting

The "Who Will Be Sue?" contest is com-
ing on. To-night marks the half-way point
in the race. Only three more weeks, girls,

so bring on your votes!

The leaders to-night are, Miss Effie Baum-
gartner, with 3,987 votes; Miss Sadie
Ziegler, with 3,554; Miss Zibbeline Starbuck,
with 3,490

—

(and then a whole lot of other names
with the number of votes they had).

Until this week Miss Baumgartner was
near the end of the list, but the votes for

her have been pouring in, with the result

that she outnumbers the former leader, Miss
Ziegler, by 443 votes.
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Remember:
I he winner of this contest will be featured

;is Sue-, the heroine of the thrilling live-reel

film drama to be produced in this city with
;i magnificent equipment and an all-star e;ist

by the Pink Panther Motion Picture Com-
pany .

The young lady with the second highest

number of votes will also have a prominent
part in this great play.

I he thud highest will receive ;i ho\ for the

public exhibition of the film to be given in

t he People's ( )pera I louse.

I he winners of all three prizes will like-

wise have an opportunity to join permanent-
ly the Pink Panther Motion Picture Com-
pany.

Well, I had always been crazy to be a

movie star. I thought I could .succeed.

I'm not beautiful, exactly, but my hair

is rather good, and I'm chic. My eyes

are my best feature; they're hi^, and
I do know: how to use them. Besides,

several people have told me that I act

like Theda Bara. ( )h yes, I thought I

could make ;i success all right. Sarah

Delie hasn't such good eyes as I have
for movies, but she's lots puttier. She

has long, curly Kair, light, and she's

little. She w .isn't as crazy aboul being

a movie actress as I was, but she was
willing to go through almosl anything to

g t Max.
Of course, our plan was to win the

movie contest, the hist and second

plai es. We'd make ;i wonderful success

and show our families we win n't chil-

dren, hut those whom the world delights

to honor. Then probably the Sherwins
would let Sai .ih I )elle be < ngag< d to

Max. U 1 1 1 . in case there was still trou-

ble, because the Sherwins seem to have
;i pn judice against the mo> ies t he}

h. i nll\ e\ ei It t Sarah I )elle eo to see

tin in w e could go i ight on being mo\ ie

si .1 1 s and makifi oo a \ ea r unt il

t !x\ came to then sens( s.

It w .is i ath( i late to start in aft< i the

i ..nit st w .is half ovt r, but l hat pa i

a-

graph about I me Baumgartnt r encoui

1 me. Il am one w it h the namt of

E ffie i ould work In i waj up from the

end to t hi to si of th< list in a wet L
w In , Sarah I h lit and I stood some
chance. \nd I tin had onlj 1,987 votes.

\\ e b( gan 1 ight a^ a) looking up old

papt 1 s and cutting out coupons, and
w hilc we did it wi made out plans. F irst

of all, we were going to change our
names. I hat was both for artistic

effect and safety. [f Aunt Blanche
.should happen to see anything connected
with us in the paper, the idea would
have no more chance than a canned
oyster. I'd always been dying to have
my name Rozanne Rozanne Rozelle

—

and here was my opportunity. Sarah
Delle was going to he- Lucia pro-

nounced in that funny way, you know,
as if you had to sneeze, like the opera
Lucia Grey. She thought a simple,

sweet name like that would suit her

looks.

We only found four coupons. Hut
thai didn t worry us any, because our
real campaign hadn't started yet. That
was where Max came, and Jimmy St.-

|e>hn-Jones.

I guess I haven't mentioned Jimmy
yet. St.-John isn't a middle name; it I

belongs with the Jones, and you pro-

nounce it Singein , like singein' your
hair. People always say, "Why, Mrs.

St.-John-Jones 1" the- whole thing, you
know. I he- St.-John sent of redeems the

Jones from plainness. Of course, they
are- one e>f e>ur oldest families, e>r I

shouldn't be allowed to ^e> with Jimmy.
Jimmy isn't a bit like an e>ld family,

though. I L- once told me that it was his

mother's greatest grief that he- was so

common-looking and that his nose
t in ne el up SO much.

Jimmy and Max were to get our votes

for us, but they didn'1 know it yet.

I w.is to take- Jimmy to one side and

tell him that a friend of Sarah I >< lie's,

Lucia Grey, was running for movie star

in tin "Who Will He- Sue?" contest, and
that Max was working for her like hu\

.

\nd I w .is to s.i\ th.it I w anted to be

Sue- in\ self, and t hat I int i usted him
with having m<- elected. IL- was to

know the secret of ni\ name, hut he

wasn't to let a soul know who Rozanne
Rozelle w.is. Sarah Delle was going to

tell M.i\ th.it Rozanne Rozelle was m\
h i< ud. and I hat the w anted to w in so

t hat sh< could be e iilulm d to him, anel

s.i\ th.it Jinum w.is working tor l\e>-

/.iniK . \\ ( t hought it would woi k. not

only because Max w.is so wild about

Sarah I )ell< . and b< ^ ause I had alw a\ s

In en able to manage Jimrm I
.is it turned

e>ut, I wasn't this time), hut also lu-



SARAH mill' and i SAT and i ai kid i.oisu; and eoNi'iur n i iaiia

cause M.ix and Jimmy loved each other

like two bulldogs. II M.ix wanted any
thing, Jimmy d fairly kill himseli to

sec lh.it In- didn't gel it, and likewise

M;ix with Jimmj

,

Well, we told them thai very night,

and the idea began to work. I hose boys
went around From door to door and
collected papers and bought oui every
newsboy they met, and went down
town and emptied the news st.inds. The
next evening when the paper came oui
Miss Liu i.i ( I ivy h.ul 993 votes and Miss
Rozanne Rozelle 956, I>\ that time,

Oi course, Miss Erne Baumgartner h.ul

|,mi votes, but we figured that, .it the
rate we wen- going, it wouldn't take us

long to catch up with her, Jimmy was
perfectly furious to think that M.ix had
gotten ahead of him, and he swore to
nuke M.ix eat the dust. We saw to It

that M.ix he.nd that, .ill right, and
M.ix swore Jimmy was .1 pinhead and
would never beat him.

Well, it got to be awfully exciting,
[nose boys enlisted .ill their friends and
all the little kids on the lull, and it was

;i regular pitched battle. People began
to ask Sarah Delle and me who our

friends won, and finally we had to make
it up that they were two poor, down
trodden girls from the ll.it Trimmers'
Union who wanted .1 chance in life.

Ih. it was .'II right, foi some ol our best

Families were what you might call p^
litely interested in the hat trimmers'

strike. Miss Rozanne Rozelle and Miss

Lucia Grey crept up 1 ill they wok- foui 1 h

and lift h, and I hey stayed I lure. That
Was .mother p. ill ol (he seheine. We
didn't put .ill ol our VOteS in .it onee;

we k<pt out some every day. We
figured, you see, that il Erne Baum
gartner had two people ahead ol her
she would work h.nder, and we mijdit

be left. As it was, she was sort of setting

the pace and growing proud and ovei

confident because it was so easv. We
were going to let her set it 1 ill 1 he last

minute, and then we were coming in

with .ill the votes we'd saved up and
strip the laurels from th*' victor's brow,
as the old Romans used to say. We
kept urging the boys on, One day we
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would let Rozanne be ahead, and the

next day Lucia, to keep Max and
Jimmy keyed up. They simply slaved,

and we had to hold back more and more
votes to keep poor Erne from being

hopelessly swamped.
Still, there was the danger that Effie

might be saving votes, too, or some other

dark horse. And, besides, we were both

becoming excited as to which one of us

would win. It seemed to me that Jim-
my deserved to have me win, and
Sarah Delle felt the same way about
Max. So it went on till the last day.

Goodness, but that last day was ex-

citing! Of course, Sarah Delle and I

couldn't be expected, under the cir-

cumstances, to put our minds on things

like French and history, so we decided

it would be better if we stayed away
from school altogether. We rode around
in Mrs. Sherwin's electric, which she had
left behind, like political candidates,

and kept the boys going. I had never

had such a thrilling time.

The votes were to be in by six o'clock.

The paper put out a special edition at

noon, with the last coupon in it, and
there was one mad, wild scramble.

Then, just as the excitement reached its

height, Jimmy disappeared. Nobody
knew where on earth he was. His men
were bringing in the votes, but never a

sign of Jimmy. Of course, Max made
the most of it, saying that Jimmy saw
he was going to be beaten (Lucia Grey
had been ahead the day before) and had
defaulted.

Of course, I didn't believe him, but I

couldn't account for Jimmy. What
really worried me most was that Jimmy
was to take all my black-horse votes, as

well as those that had been collected

that day, to the newspaper office, and
1 was afraid he wouldn't be in time.

Of course, 1 couldn't ask Max to do it

after he had been so mean, and Sarah
Delle was mad at me tor saying Max
tVOS mean, and it looked as if the whole
thm^ was going to be ruined.

\hoiit half-past five, though, Jimmy
turned up. And where do you think he

had been? Down to tin- Salvation

Army place! You know the way they

collect old papers. Will, Jimmy had
told tile man down there th.it he would
give him five dollars it he let him cut

out all the coupons. And that boy
brought back 2,561 votes! Of course,

that made it all right with me, and
Sarah Delle couldn't get mad because
she wanted some of those votes. We
figured it out that if I gave her a thou-
sand of them I would be just 523 votes
ahead of her. We thought that that

would make us both safe. For a while
I sort of felt that maybe I ought to let

Sarah Delle have the most votes, but,

after all, it was my idea, and then there

was Jimmy to think of. It hardly
seemed fair to Jimmy when he had
worked so hard.

It wTas a thrilling evening the night

the returns were published. Miss Effie

Baumgartner was 859 votes behind
Sarah Delle! Of course, we had to tell

the boys the wThole scheme, and they
nearly passed away. A man hates to

think a girl has gotten ahead of him.

But there was still all the most exciting

part to follow, so naturally they just

couldn't stay mad long.

Two days later it was announced in

the paper that the Pink Panther Motion
Picture Company would meet with the

winners of the contest and rehearse for

the play on Friday. Besides, wre had had
notices through the mail, for of course

we had given our right addresses.

In the middle of that same night Sarah
Delle came into my room and woke me
up by pulling down the windows and
turning on the light.

''Barbie! I've just had an awful

thought!"
"What?" I said, scruging over on the

bed so Sarah Delle could get in.

"Well, we can't be in that show. We
haven't any clothes."

"What on earth ails you?" 1 said. I

was half asleep and 1 thought Sarah

Delle's troubles had suddenly made her

crazy.

"Will," she said, coldly and bitterly,

"do you want to go down there and be

a movie star in a sailor-suit ?"

That woke me Up with a jerk, 1 can

till you. I saw that Sarah Delle was

right. We had neither of us one blessed

thing to wear.

"Yes," Sarah Delle went on, "a
sailor suit! A sailor suit!" She fairly

spit the words out. I have never known
her so acrimonious. "I suppose you'll
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feel all right walking in as Sue in a blue fox fur, and a muff and hat to match,

Norfolk jacket! And I'll feel great as and fur on my boots, said Sarah Delle.

Sue's friend in a brown one! And if I knew she had thought it all out.

there are any balls or things I suppose Then we settled down to planning,

you'd wear your white Georgette crepe and we planned nearly all the rest ot the

with blue ribbons, and L that pink- night. The next morning we didn t go

flowered thing that makes me look as if to school; we went down-town and

bought clothes. There wasn t the slight-

est trouble about it; the

shop-girls knew us, you
see, and the stores were
full of the most adora-

ble things. We bought
more than we had really

intended to, but you sim-

ply have to have blouses

and shoes and hats to go

with the different cos-

tumes. We had all of

our purchases put in Mrs.
Sherwin's electric, and
took them home our-

selves. We weren't go-

ing to have them turned

away from the door by
mistake.

The next morning I

got up extra early, and so

did Sarah Delle We
wanted plenty of time to

enjoy the luxury of our

clothes. As Sarah Delle

said, she wanted to take

half an hour to each silk

stocking if she felt like

it. I put on my green

suit. The fur was ten

inches wide, and it

bunched up around the

neck and humped up around the waist

and stuck out around the bottom of the

skirt and rippled around the edge of the

coat in that awfully clever, smart way.

With my hair done up, and a weeny
touch of rouge, I decided I would do. I

had one of those veils that fasten over

your whole hat and hang out in scallops,

and gray shoes—with fur. I had fur

everywhere I could think of. For once

in my life I was really dressed so people

would look at me. Sarah Delle was, too.

I could see that Mr. Hookem—that

was the manager's name—was pleas-

antly surprised when he saw us. Poor

man, he had probably been discouraged

when he saw Erne Baumgartner. She

looked like her name all right.

I were five years old!'

A vision of the fasci-

nating Rozanne Rozelle

in my Georgette crepe

came before my eyes and

made me feel positive-

ly ill.

"Good heavens!" It

was all I could think of

to say.

"We'd make a fine-

looking pair, wouldn't

we! Hair down our

backs! Low-heeled
shoes! Short skirts! No
fur on our coats! Bah!"

"We could do up our

hair," I suggested, tim-

idly.

"Yes?" Sarah Delle

sniffed. "And what good

would that do, pray?

And what good is it to

have pretty shoulders

when you never wear
anything but a Dutch
neck? What good is it

to have a figure—in a

middy blouse?"

I saw she had been ly-

ing in bed brooding over

it, so I didn't inter-

rupt her. Besides, she was terribly

right.

After a long, tragic pause Sarah Delle

said: "There's only one thing for us to

do, Barbie Vane. We've got to get some
clothes to-morrow."
"Good gracious! How?"
"Buy them at the stores. Charge.

Decent things—that are suitable."

I sat staring at her. It was an epoch-
making speech, as the historian says.

Then it filtered through.
"I shall have a green suit with yellow

fox fur on it ten inches wide, and a

chin-chin collar of the same," I heard a

dreamy voice saying. Later I recog-

nized the voice as my own.
"/ shall have black velvet with white
Vol. CXXXIIL—No. 797.-83

I TOLD JIMMY THAT I WANTED
TO BE SUE MYSELF
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It wasn't a bit like what I thought it

would be. In the first place, we were
disappointed in the looks of the mag-
nificent all-star cast. 1 hey were—well,

not shabby-looking, exactly, but ordi-

nary. There wasn't a person there who
had fur half as wide as Sarah Delle's

and mine. We found out later that most
of them were cooks or butlers or maids.

Of course, there were no women stars,

because Sarah Delle and I were those,

but there were two men stars. One,

Percy La Trasse, was the hero; and the

other, Selwin Mann, was the villain. I

didn't care much for the hero, though

Sarah Delle seemed to, but the villain

was perfectly wonderful. His hair was

that awfully romantic, wavy black, and

he had the kind of eyes movie stars have.

The play was thrilling, too. 1 hey

read the plot to us that morning. Sue

Hardy — that was I — was a young

orphan heiress, in love with Percy La
Trasse, and the villain tried to get her

out of the way so he could have her

money. He kidnapped her as she was

out shopping with a friend—that was

Sarah Delle- and then things began to

happen. You know the kind of advent-

ures they have in movies. Finally, of

course, Sue was rescued by her friend

and Percy La Trasse, and they lived

happy ever afterward.

1 will not tell how we practised.

Suffice it to say that Mr. Hookem ap-

I

reciated my eyes, and I got in some

good practice- using them that will help

me all the rest of my life. In between

times I practised a little on the villain.

He must have had the artistic tempera-

ment, because 1 always had t<> treat

him coldly for a while afterward or he

would have spoiled his part.

Everj thing went on beautifully for a

while, ami we had two ball scenes taken,

one at tin- I Intel I lampderi and one in

tin- picture studio. ( >f course Sarah

Delle and 1 had to have «m>\\us for them.

Well, we had them. I felt myself mow-
ing older ami more att ractn e ever) daj

.

and Sarah Delle said she did, too.

Thru everj thing began to happen at

once. First it w.is Max. 1 [e began to

get excited because Sarah Delle was

interested in Percj La I rasse. < H

course she was interested in him a

grand movie st. n who was doing some-

thing in the world! Lots of people are

interested in geniuses. Why, even my
mother is, and goodness knows she's too

old and too well-developed to run off
'

with any man hut Dad. Max needn't

have been so excited. As if the whole
thing hadn't been started for his benefit.

But men are that way. You can never
tell what is going to make them mad.

i

I advised Sarah Delle not to coax Max
too much. It would do him good to see

that Sarah Delle knew there were other

men in the world. He'd be more ap-

preciative of her. But when Percy La
j

Trasse and Selwin Mann asked to come
out and see Sarah Delle and me one
night, and Max found them there

—

well, he acted perfectly horrid, and
Sarah Delle cried most an hour because

j

she wras so afraid Max would go and .

do something desperate. And he did,

too, but not what she thought.

The next thing that happened was L

that the whole thing came out in the •

papers—who Sarah Delle and I were, I

mean. We never knew how they found
out, but there it was, in head-lines two
inches high, ''Well - known Society

]

Belles Winners of Movie Contest," with i

something about our fathers, and with
our pictures in poses from the play. It

was really quite exciting being called

"society belles," and all that. It at-

tracted quite a good deal of attention

among mother's friends, and at school

the girls were fairly groveling at our feet

—when we had time to go, which wasn't

often. And there wasn't much fear of

Aunt Blanche's finding out, for she'd
,

begun on tin- Third Act. If the world

came to an end while Aunt Blanche was

on the Third Act she'd never know in

time to get in on it.

Thin Jimnvj began to act funny. It

wasn't a bit like him, he'd been such a

sport all along, but 1 suppose he'd lived

w ith his mother so man} \ ears that he'd

learned some of her fuss} ways, and

maybe he was hearing things about us

.it home. I [e had made a fuss when we
had tin- hall serin .n tin I h>tel I [amp-

den, bee. nist it wasn't "refined." When
th.it stMi\ came out in the newspapers

he wanted us t<> stop tin whole thing.

\s ifwe could, then! \n\ \\.i\ . we didn't

want to. Timmj was ^<> horrid that

finallj I had to tell him he couldn't come
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to the house any more or meet me down-

town after rehearsals. That settled him

—for a while.

The time came for us to play the big

scenes. We began with the kidnapping.

They set the camera up in front of the

Fashion Shop, and Sarah Delle and I

drove up, alighted gracefully from the

car in our velvet suits, and went into the

store. Then we came out again and
started for the car. All this time the

camera man was turning the crank, of

course. The plan was for the villain to

drive up at the last minute, grab me
and put me in his car and run away with
me. Sarah Delle, of course, would
scream and jump in our car and follow,

and there would be a grand race

—

you've seen the kind. The villain was to

get away with me, though, and hide

me in a lonely hut in the woods. Only
the lonely hut was the log summer-house
in the park.

Just at the proper moment up flew a

shiny red racer, and somebody jumped
out and took me by the arm and pushed

me into the car and jumped in, too, and

started the engine.

That wasn't the way it was to have

been. The villain was to have picked

me up and put me in. I looked around,

and it wasn't Selwin Mann at all! It

was Jimmy in a new car! Maybe I

wasn't surprised!

Then I was perfectly furious. I saw
right away what he'd done it for. But
I didn't say anything for a minute, be-

cause I wanted to see what was happen-

ing outside.

Sarah Delle went right on acting her

part, and ran for her car. But Selwin

Mann saw what was wrong, and he

came after us, too, and the play police-

man, of course, and all of the people

who were going by craned their necks

and ran, and the camera men along the

way began turning. It must have

made a perfectly wonderful film.

£-*
J IJa^Jais »!•»*». Wf<%»-«T*«I.

THE MEMORY OF THAT SCENE IS ONLY ONE OF AWFUL SOUNDS
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"Jimmy St.-John-Jones!" I said, "let

me out of here this instant!"

Jimmy just moved the speed-indicator

up to the thirty mark.
"Jimmy! I mean what I say!" My

words just hissed out. I couldn't have
been any madder if he had been the

real villain and I had been really Sue.

"If you don't let me out I'll jump!"
I made my eyes flash dangerously. But
Jimmy didn't see because he was staring

out at the street and moving the indi-

cator up to forty.

I began to cry. I thought that would
surely make him stop. But it didn't.

I looked out of the corner of my eye and

he had his jaw stuck way out and his

eyes half shut. He was almost all mouth
and chin. He didn't make a remark
until we turned up our street. Then he

turned round to me.
"I just happened to be going by.

Barbara Vane—this business—stops

—

right here."

And, honestly, when he looked at me
like that I almost thought it would. I

had never seen that side of Jimmy's
character before. But I had no time

to meditate on that, for we drove up to

our door. And then I saw an unexpected

sight. There was Aunt Blanche, looking

as if the heavens had fallen on the Third

Act and mashed it to a potato-cake.

There was Max Wald. And there was
my family and the Sherwins! That
sneaking Max Wald had sent Mr. Sher-

win and Dad a copy of the paper telling

all about the movie contest, and the

train hadn't been fast enough to bring

the folks home.
"Barbara!" boomed mother, in that

deadly tone she uses sometimes. I felt

myself wilting.

"Look at that suit!" shrieked Kit and

Ella and Elizabeth. I could have told

th.it \\ .is w hat they would saw
"Thank Heaven!" Jimmy said.

"Where is Sarah Delle? Where is

Sarah Delle? Oh, Oh- has—that—that
—disgusting " Tins was Mrs. Slur-

win.
" Be calm, Millie, be calm!" 1 hat was

Mr. Sherwin's contribution.

lust then the rest of the automobih s

came in sight, Sarah Delle with Mr.

La Trasse in one and Selwin Mann in

another, and down the Street in a thud

Mr. Hookem and the play policemen
and the camera man.
The scene that followed may be left

to the imagination. I shut my eyes so

that to me the memory is only one of
awful sounds. I had just time to see

Mrs. Sherwin tear Sarah Delle from the
proximity of Mr. La Trasse as if he
were the acute smallpox.

I was locked in my room. At times
mother would unlock the door and come
in and look at me and say, "I cannot
understand — I cannot understand

—

"

and then pause, as if she had forgotten

all the words in the English language but
those three and was striving to recover
them again. Then she would back out.

In the next room I could hear Mrs.
Sherwin saving a good deal to Sarah
Delle.

After a lengthy time the automobiles
whirred awTay. Sarah Delle's door
opened and closed. I heard the key
turn. Silence settled over all. I could

feel in my bones that the two families

wTere in the library discussing the situa-

tion. I afterward discovered that Kit

and Ella and Elizabeth were not there.

I will say that was rather decent of my
parents.

By and by some one came up and
took Sarah Delle out. Still nothing
happened to me but lunch on a tray.

It seemed to me like midnight, but

really it wasn't yet dinner-time when
mother came to say that Dad wanted
to see me in the library.

Of course I got the dickens. It made
me realize fully all the awful things I'd

done and the terrible risks I'd taken

—

a young, innocent girl. And I had to

promise on my word of honor I'd never,

never have anything to do with movies
again. 1 could have stood the scolding,

all right, bur when Dad began on how

worried he and mother had been, and
how it grieved them to have their dear.

little, youngest daughter run into danger,

and .ill that sort of thing, with a kind of

a quiver in his voice Oh. you know-

how it would make you feel yourself. I

think that's a mean trick. I'll never

play anything like that on my daughter.

Bui I). ul did let me tell my side, too,

and several times 1 caught him smiling

behind his whiskers, though he frowned

real hard when he saw me looking.
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AT TIMES MOTHER WOULD COME IN AND LOOK AT ME AND
SAY, "i CANNOT UNDERSTAND— I CANNOT UNDERSTAND—

"

That cheered me up a little. And at the

end he said he saw how I felt, and if I'd

only wait three more years until I was
eighteen, I could come out then instead
of waiting until I was nineteen, as Kit
and Ella and Elizabeth had done. That
isn't much comfort to me now, though.
Goodness knows, the best of my youth
will be gone after three whole years.

The next time I saw Sarah Delle I

asked her about Max. She was going
around kind of sad-eyed and mournful,
so I thought something must have hap-
pened. "Oh," she said," Max!" Well,
she didn't know anything about him.
All her love for him had fled when she
saw how deceitful he had been about
sending the newspaper to her father
just out of jealousy. And, besides, she
knew now that Max had never been the
right one, anyway. Max was only a
boy. She knew what men were now

—

men like Percy La Trasse. But of course
she'd never see him again, and her life

was ruined. She showed me a picture

of Percy—one of those cut out of the

newspaper. She wore it all wadded up
inside her locket. I saw Sarah Delle

was enjoying being blighted in love, so I

didn't say anything to comfort her.

And it certainly did make an impression

upon the girls at school.

My green-velvet suit with the fur

disappeared out of my closet. I've

never heard what happened to it. Any-
way, the thought of it, after everything,

makes me feel queer.

There's one more mystery that I've

never solved. What became of the

"Who Will Be Sue?" film? I've looked

and looked in every paper, but I've

never seen a word, and I've never cared

to ask. Sarah Delle doesn't know,
either. She did hear her father tell her

mother that he and Dad had "settled

with Hookem." Sarah Delle thinks that

means they had a fight, but I don't

believe so—Mr. Sherwin is too fat.



The Heavens Through a Spectroscope
BY C. G. ABBOT

Director of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory

(BOUT nine o'clock in

the latter evenings of

January the brilliant

star Capella may be

seen lying a little north

of the zenith. Capella

is the fifth star in brill-

iancy in the heavens. The fact that its

" proper motion"—that is, the distance

it can be seen to move through the heav-
ens in a century—is over forty seconds

of the arc, indicates that it must be

among the nearer stars. Up to 1885 the

position, the degree of brilliancy, and
the proper motion were all that the

astronomers of all the ages had been

able to discover about Capella. Then
the world got into spectroscopic com-
munication with the star.

During the following thirty years, al-

though Capella was found to be over

one hundred and sixty trillion miles

away, it was proved to be made of

exactly the same elements as the sun

and to have a companion star of some-

what simpler composition. 1 hough the

companion can never be seen with the

telescope, the masses of rinse two stars

were found to be in the proportion ol

seventy-nine to one hundred, and it is

certain that the Larger of them has not

more than ten times the sun's mass.

They revolve about a common center m
nearly circular orbits in 104.22 days,

and they are approaching the solar

system at the rate of eighteen miles a

second.

All these things the spectroscope has

taught us about Capella by analyzing

and interpreting the one thing that

comes to us from the star us light.

The operation of the spectroscope is

easily understood by analogy. ^ ou

listen to a well-balanced quartette of

singers; their song comes r<> the ear as .1

complex whole in which individual

parts are so blended as to seem lest, yet

four distinct sounds of different pitches

are there, and they could be separately

distinguished by suitable apparatus.
Even if the singers themselves were hid-

den, much could be discovered about
them from the sounds of their voices

alone.

Light is a complex thing also, far more
complex than sound, and the spectro-

scope is merely a device for separating

its component parts. Just as sounds of

different pitches are due to air vibrations

of different wave-lengths, so the blue,

green, red, and other spectrum colors

found in the rainbow are due to ether

vibrations of different wave-lengths.

The average sound-wave, as represented

by middle C of the keyboard, has a

wave-length of about four feet. The
average light-wave, as represented by
green rays, has a wave-length of about
one fifty-thousandth of an inch. The
spectroscope is an adaptation of the

familiar prism which separates sunlight

into the colors of the rainbow*. The light

is thrown upon the prism through a

narrow- slit, and if it comes from an

incandescent solid, or liquid, or a dense

incandescent gas, it consists of light-

waves of every conceivable length. The
prism sorts out these waves, throwing

the longest, or red, rays to one side, the

01 ange, yellow , green, blue, and indigo in

between, and the violet waves, which

are the shortest, to the other side, mak-
ing a rainbow band of color, which is

called a continuous spectrum. It. how-
ever, the light thrown on the prism is

from a gas at moderate or low pressure,

.is u is, for example, in the green light of

the Cooper-1 lewitt mercury glow-lamps,

u is composed of isolated wave-lengths

only, and when separated by the prism

gh 1 s one 01 more monochromatic images

of the narrow slit through which it is

admitted. These isolated images lie in

the different colors a red line it the
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wave-length is long, a violet line if it is

short, a green line if the light is of the

average wave-length — one fifty-thou-

sandth of an inch. Each volatilized sub-

stance gives out light of characteristic

wave-lengths by which it may be recog-

nized, as each note on the keyboard

gives out sound-waves of a characteristic

length. The spectrum lines of a sub-

stance are its identifying thumb-prints.

In nearly all spectroscopy of the

heavenly bodies the light to be examined

is so faint that it must first be collected

by a telescope. The bigger the glass of

the telescope the more light it can col-

lect. Hence the principal advantage of

a great telescope is for collecting light,

not, as is generally supposed, for bring-

ing the celestial body relatively very

close by enormous magnification. Spec-

troscopists sometimes expose a spectrum
photograph for a whole night. The same
star could be observed in a couple of

hours with a telescope of five times the

light-gathering power. On Mt. Wilson
there will soon be available a telescope

whose light-gathering surface is more
than fifty square feet.

The light gathered by the telescope is

divided by the spectroscope according to

wave-lengths and then photographed.
To fix our ideas of what spectrum
photographs are like, consider Fig. I,

which shows the spectra of nine different

stars chosen to illustrate how one star

differeth from another in glory. Each of

these spectra shows two parallel ranges
of vertical lines, as if the ties for two
projected railway tracks lay side by side.

The upper and lower ranges are just

alike. They represent the spectrum of
iron produced by an electric arc-light

playing between iron poles. The iron

arc spectrum consists of a series of
bright lines separated by nearly dark
spaces. In the actual spectrum these
bright lines would be blue, gradually
shading from indigo-blue to a light,

greenish blue. However many times the
spectrum of the iron arc is photographed,
it presents these same lines, at the same
wave-length places. Thus the iron spec-
trum is photographed above and below
a star spectrum, as a standard of refer-

ence.

Between the two iron spectra lie the
spectra of the different stars. Consider

the spectrum of the star marked G.
Its aspect is the reverse of the iron

spectrum—dark lines appear on a bright

background, showing that the light has
passed through an envelope of incan-

descent gases like that which surrounds
the sun. These gases have the power of

absorbing the same sort of light-waves

which they themselves emit, and they
form what is called a "reversing layer."

These dark lines in the spectrum of the

star G are far more numerous than the

iron comparison lines. But the careful

observer will see that every bright iron

line has its direct counterpart in the

star spectrum. Even the relative im-
portance of the bright iron lines is

closely imitated by the relative impor-
tance of the dark stellar lines. The case

does not quite rest here, but who could

doubt, even if there was no other evi-

dence, that iron exists in this star?

One is reminded of those ancient fossils

in which the prints of raindrops and
foot tracks of beasts are plainly shown
to us, though they are separated from us

by a fathomless gulf of time. Similarly

the forbidding obstacle of boundless
space is overcome by the spectroscope,

and the chemical constitution of the

stars is made apparent by a pattern

traced in light.

But compare the nine stellar spectra

shown in Fig. I. That marked B con-

tains no iron lines, and in fact only a

few lines altogether, while that marked
K5 is crowded with lines of nearly all

the known chemical elements. The lines

shown in the spectrum of B are only
those of helium and of hydrogen. A
very large class of stars, containing

perhaps even the majority of them all,

exhibits a similarly simple spectrum.

There are three possible interpreta-

tions of this fact. It is uncertain which
of them is correct. The first is that in

these stars of simple spectra a thick,

superincumbent layer of hydrogen and
helium hides the light from other lower-

lying chemical elements; the second is

that these stars do not now contain, and
never will contain, the other chemical
elements; the third, that while these

stars do not now contain other elements,

yet in another stage of their existence,

either very long .passed or still very re-

mote in the future, the present existing
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material was or will be transmuted into

other elementary forms.

Be this as it may, it is of great interest

and value for astronomy to classify the
stars with reference to their spectra.

There is a perfectly gradual transition

from the simple to the complex. The
so-called Harvard spectrum classifica-

tion is generally adopted. The stars are

grouped under the graduallv progressing

types: O, B, A, F, G, K, M, N, accord-

ing to the characteristics of their spectra.

Fig. I, which shows typical stellar spec-

tra, has been prepared by Dr. Adams, of

the Mt. Wilson Solar Observatory. The
figures at the top indicate wave-lengths,

and the letters at the top point out the

position of three hydrogen lines, espe-

cially prominent in the spectra of stars

of the A type. The star Sirius is of type
A, Procyon of type F, Capella and our
sun of type G, Aldebaran of type K,
and Antares of type M. Stars of type B
are found almost solely in and near the

Milky Way, and they are generally im-

mensely distant from the earth as com-
pared with types like that of our sun,

which are scattered nearly uniformly

over the celestial sphere. All the stars

are in rapid motion through space. Our
own sun, for instance, moves twelve

miles per second. The rates of motion
of the stars appear to increase from type

to type of the Harvard series.

Various bits of evidence have tended

to establish the presumption that there

is an evolution of stars, and that B stars

are young, K and M type stars very old.

But these views are not to be regarded

as fully accepted. Professor II. N.
Russell's hypothesis of the giant and

dwarf stars, according to which the

group M contains giant stars just formed

as well as small stars that have nearly

run their course, receives more and more
support.

Although the chemical elements im-

print their signatures on the light of tin-

stars by the positions and intensities of

the spectrum lines, there are some very

obvious displacements <»f these Inns to

be accounted for. For instance, the

iron lines of a star may be all on

the left of the corresponding ones in the

comparison spectrum. I Ins is because

the star is in rapid motion toward the

sun. Perhaps the reader has observed

that the pitch of the whistle of an ap-

proaching locomotive is higher than the

pitch of the same whistle after the loco-

motive has passed and is receding. If

the whistle were keyed to middle C,
which has a wave-length of about four

feet, the locomotive coming rapidly

toward us, following fast upon the heels

of the sound from the whistle, will

crowd the four-foot wave-lengths to-

gether by sending out new sound-waves
before the old ones have had time to get

out of the way, making each wave a

little less than four feet long and so

raising the pitch of the whistle. And
when the train is passed and the whistle

is receding the opposite thing happens:
the source of the sound-waves is moved
so rapidly away that each wave has to

be stretched before the next one is

started, making them a little longer than
four feet and lowering the pitch of the

whistle below middle C. Christian

Doppler called attention to the analo-

gous phenomena for light in 1842, show-
ing that if a source of light were rapidly

approaching the light-waves would be so

crowded together as to be shortened and
deflected farther toward the violet end
of the spectrum, while if the source of

light were receding they would be
stretched and bend toward the red end
of the spectrum. It was forty years

before instrumental equipments became
sufficiently perfected to take full advan-
tage of Doppler's principle, but since

[885 more and more observatories have
been equipped for this work which lies

at the base of many of the principal

astronomical investigations.

It has actually been established that

light emitted or reflected from stars

which are approaching the earth is dis-

placed toward the violet, and light from

receding stars toward the red. By
measuring the displacements of lines in

the spectrum the velocity of these mo-
tions of approach or recession, called

"motions iii the line of sight," can he

determined in miles per second. Director

Campbell ^\ the Lick Observatory has

made spectroscopic investigations of the

motions in the "line of sight" of about

one-half the stars visible to the naked

eye in both northern and southern hemi-

spheres, and similar investigations are

now being math' of the fainter stars by
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Dr. W. S. Adams and his colleagues at

Mt. Wilson with the sixty-inch reflector.

These "line-of-sight" stellar investi-

gations have shown us that the sun
moves toward the constellation Hercules
at the rate of twelve miles a second;
that all the other stars have similar

motions, each of its own velocity and
direction. These so-called " peculiar

motions " range from one to three hun-
dred miles a second for different stars,

but average nearly the same as the sun's.

The velocity increases with advancing
spectral types from O and B, to K and
M. The "line of sight" investigations
have shown us also that about one-
quarter of the stars are binary or multi-
ple systems. Sometimes, indeed, the
spectrum of a binary star shows itself to
be a composite of two, but this only
happens when the two component stars
are of nearly equal brightness.
The newest triumph of the spectro-

scope is Dr. Adams's discovery of an
easy way to measure the distances of
the stars. Heretofore our knowledge of
individual star distances depended on
triangulation. In July the earth is

opposite to its orbital position of Janu-
ary. This immense change of position,
186,000,000 miles, produces a slight shift
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of the apparent position of the nearer

stars against the background of the more
distant ones. But even the nearest

stars are so tremendously remote that

this shift is extremely small, and the
tedious and difficult measurements of

many astronomers have thus far only
given us the distances of a few hundred
stars. The new method of Adams can
furnish many determinations for each
night of observation, and, what is of

more extraordinary value, it is applica-

ble to stars of extremely great distance,

for which the method of triangulation

utterly fails.

This method of measuring star dis-

tances by the aid of the spectroscope is

based on the fact that the brightness of

each star decreases as the square of its

distance increases. A star may look
bright to us either because of the un-
usually great amount of light it gives

out, or because it is relatively near the
earth. If all the stars were equally
distant from the earth they would ex-

hibit their absolute range of brightness,

which may be quite different from their

apparent brightness. The apparent
brightness of a star is its absolute bright-

ness modified by its distance from the
earth. Dr. Adams found that in stars of



FIG. 2.—DIRECT SOLAR PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN AT MT. WILSON

The white disc in the lower right corner represents the size of the earth

types not too dissimilar to the sun, cer-

tain spectrum lines vary in importance
with the absolute brightness.

So close is this relation that if the

astronomer knows the absolute bright-

ness of a star he can predict the peculiari-

ties of the sensitive spectrum lines; or,

what is more to the purpose, when he
sees the peculiarities of the spectrum
lines, he can tell what the absolute
brightness will be. If, then- fort-, we
know the apparent brightness of the star

and the "absolute brightness" as de-

termined by the spectroscope, the dif-

ference between them stated in miles

instead <>f in degrees of brightness will

represent the distance of tin- star from
the earth. This correlation Dr. Vdams
expressed by a numerical formula, which
lu- tested on all the stars whose distances

were accuratel) known bj triangulation,

and found it well substantiated. There-
fore, he is now abb to state the absolute

brightness for every star whose observed
spectrum contains the sensitive lines.

This method is applicable to all stars

whose spectrum type lies between F
and M, and whose light is sufficiently

bright for producing a good spectrum
photograph. That is, we can determine
the distance of stars whose spectra con-

tain the sensitive lines with high degree
of accuracy, no matter how far away they
may be from the earth. Thousands of

stars, hopelessly out of reach by triangu-

lation methods, will soon have their

distances determined in tins way.
But the stars are not the only inhab-

itants of the heavens; they are accom-
panied by great numbers of nebulae.

Some of these an- faintly visible to the

naked eye, but most of them can only be

seen through the telescope. In form

they range from shapeless, cloudlike

mass* s to beautiful spirals suggestive of

tin [May of nicest mechanisms. Some
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constellations of stars, notably the Ple-

iades, are wrapped in a mantleof theform-

less nebulosity thought to be the stuff of

which stars are made. The seeming star

at the base of the blade of the sword of

Orion is in reality a great, angry-looking

nebula, and not a star at all.

The spectroscope gives a partial indi-

cation of the materials composing form-

less nebulae, and shows that they are

gaseous. Their spectra consist of a few
bright lines, some of which apparently

do not belong to any of the known
chemical elements, though hydrogen is

conspicuously shown. Among the spiral

nebulae, on the other hand, the spectro-

scope reveals many similarities to the

solar spectrum. It has long been felt

that these spiral forms could only be
maintained by motion of revolution

about the central condensation. But
so immense are all these spirals, and so

immensely distant are they from us, that

in the twenty years since they have

been accurately photographed not the
slightest motion of revolution has been
detected telescopically. 1

But quite recently it has been an-
nounced from Lick Observatory that
motion of revolution has been found by
means of the spectroscope in several

nebulae. This motion was discovered by
the same method used by Keeler in

1895 to prove the revolution of the rings

of Saturn, not as if they were solid

appendages, but as if they were made
up of innumerable particles, each travel-

ing in its own orbit around the planet.

Keeler adjusted the slit of his spectro-

scope to cut the telescopic image of the
rings on a diameter. He found the spec-

trum lines all distorted at one end,
showing displacements toward the red,

due to the motion of the particles there
1 Just as this goes to press it is announced by

Van Maanen that Ritchey's photographs of cer-

tain spiral nebulae, taken five years apart, give
just barely measurable displacements along the
arms of the spirals.

FIG. 3.—SPECTROHELIOGRAM OF THE SUN TAKEN ON THE SAME DAY
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away from the earth; there were gradual
increasing displacements nearer the sur-

face of the planet, denoting swifter rota-

tion there, and on the other side of the

ring displacements to the violet, decreas-

ing from a maximum at the inside of the

ring, where the velocity of the particles

is greatest. The spectrum of the ball of
the planet shows the effect of the gradual
change of motion, with respect to earth,

from edge to edge. The lines are dis-

placed toward the red on one side, tow-
ard the violet on the other, and undis-

placed in the center.

If the computed velocities at which par-

ticles might revolve about Saturn accord-

ing to Kepler's law are compared with
the actual velocities of rotation as-

certained by Keeler, it will be found that

the solid planet lags behind the com-
puted velocities of rotation, but the

rings follow them at all points. It is a

similar displacement of the lines in the

spectra of certain nebulae—toward the

red at one side, toward the violet at

the other—that have given proof of the

revolution to the astronomers at the

Lick Observatory.

Something of the chemical composi-
tion and motion of even the illusive

nebulae the spectroscope has given us.

What does it tell us of our near neighbor
the sun?

Nearly fifty of the chemical elements
found on the earth have solar-spectrum

lines. One element, helium, was identi-

fied in the solar spectrum more than a

quarter of a century before it was dis-

covered on the earth. As helium is

known now to be a product of the disin-

tegration of uranium and radium, its

presence on the sun leads to the suspi-

cion that radium may be a solar element,

though the spectrum lines of radium
have never been observed in sunlight.

The elements exist in a gaseous con-

dition On the sun. for otherwise they
would not show their spectrum lines.

I his points at once to a high tempera-
ture, and by the aid of the spectro-

scope we can get some idea of how high

it is. I here is an inst rument called the

bolometer which was invented h\ Lang-
ley tor use in measuring the intensity o(

thedifferent parts of the solar spectrum.

This instrument is reallv an electrical

thermometer so sensitive that a rise of
one-millionth of a degree of temperature
is registered by it and measured by the
march of a little spot of light on the
scale of a sensitive galvanometer. Ex-
posed to the successive colors of the
prismatic solar spectrum the bolometer
grows warmer and warmer as it moves
from beyond the visible violet spectrum
limit successively into the violet, blue,

green, yellow, and red, and even slightly

beyond the end of the red; then it cools

down as it passes to the deeper infra-

red, far beyond the visible limit of the

red spectrum. If, however, the spectrum
is formed on a uniform scale of disper-

sion so that equal spaces along it cor-

respond to equal increments of wave-
length, and the readings are corrected

for losses in the earth's atmosphere, we
find that the hottest part of the solar

spectrum as it would be outside our
atmosphere is in the blue. All bodies

give off rays. The eye sees only those

of wave-lengths from 0.40 to 0.80 mi-
crons—a micron is a twenty-five-thou-

sandth part of an inch—which cor-

respond to the extreme red and the

extreme violet, respectively. When the

blacksmith heats his iron, at first it does

not glow, for, though the rays are there,

they are not visible. Presently dull red

appears. If a spectroscope could be

employed, one would see the yellow,

green, blue, indigo, and violet come out

and grow to greater and greater intensi-

ties as the iron gets hotter and hotter

and becomes at last, as we say, "white
hot." There is a close connection be-

tween temperature and the relative

intensity of the spectrum colors. Care-

ful studies have given us the mathe-
matical law of it. 1 he w ave-length of

maximum intensity for the "perfect

radiator" is inversely proportional to the

temperature. Several other laws con-

nect temperature ami radiation.

Applied to the solar spectrum the

radiation laws show that the sun's tem-

perature is not less than o,ooo° centi-

grade, and is quite probably as high

as 7,000°. The temperature of the

electric arc-light, in which carbon, our

most refractory element, vaporizes, is

only about ;.;oo° centigrade. So far

as we cm see, therefore, the sun must

be entirely gaseous. Slight markings



FIG. 4.—SPECTROHELIOGRAMS TAKEN AUG. 3, 5, 7, 9, I915, SHOWING
A GROUP OF SUN-SPOTS GRADUALLY APPROACHING THE SUN'S EDGE

comparable to rice grains are seen upon
the sun, but these are probably merely
differences of brightness caused by local

differences of temperature, and do not
imply, as was formerly believed, cloudi-

ness on the sun.

About sixty years ago Carrington's
observations of the sun-spots showed
that the sun's surface rotates faster at

its equator than at higher solar latitudes.
In recent years the sun's radiation has
been studied closely by the aid of the
spectroscope. As the plane of the sun's
equator is not very far from that of the
earth's orbit, one edge of the sun is

always coming toward us and the other
receding. Hence, if a device is employed
for reflecting the light from opposite
ends of a diameter of the sun's image
simultaneously into a spectroscope, the

lines of the two spectra will be displaced,

relatively owing to this effect of the
sun's rotation. In this way it appears
that a complete solar rotation takes
longer and longer the nearer the ob-
served region is to the sun's poles; that
the different chemical elements, owing
to the different levels at which they lie,

indicate different rates of rotation; and
finally it is probable, though not yet
entirely certain, that the sun's rate of

rotation changes from year to year.

It is possible to make spectroscopic
observations of the area comprised in

sun-spots, and the lines on these sun-
spot spectra have been found to differ

greatly from those of the ordinary spec-

trum of the sun. Several compounds,
including titanium oxide and calcium
hydride, give lines in the sun-spot spec-
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trum, but not ordinarily in that of the

sun. And various solar lines are

strengthened, while others are weakened.
All of these differences have been found
to indicate lowering of temperature in

sun-spots. It is extremely significant

that the sun-spot spectrum differs from
the ordinary solar spectrum just as the

spectra of stars of class K differ from it.

From this we may safely draw the con-

clusion that a G-type star, like our sun,

would become a K-type star, likeAldeba-

ran, if it were cooled off. There is one

step in stellar evolution!

Careful measurements of line displace-

ments have shown that the sun-spots

are whirlpools in which the heavier ele-

ments, like iron, are rushing upward
and outward in spiral whirls, and the

lighter ones, like hydrogen, are being

sucked downward into the central part

of the whirl. The different elements

show these motions in different degrees,

and St. John has been able thereby to

arrange them according to their levels

in the sun, as if he had sounded the

solar depths and assigned one level to

hydrogen, another to magnesium, an-

other to iron, and so on.

Pressure also produces marked effects

on spectrum lines, displacing some tow-

ard the red, others toward the violet.

Considerable study of the solar spectrum

from this point of view seems to indicate

that the spectrum lines are produced

where pressures exist which are of the

order of intensity of those in our own
atmosphere. No one doubts, of course,

that deeper down in the sun the pressures

are higher and indeed enormous.

A special form of spectroscope called

the spectroheliograph was invented by
Hale about iS^o for the purpose of

ascertaining the distribution on the sun

of special gases like hydrogen or calcium.

It depends on the fact that within a

simple spectrum line a single solar gas

is preponderating^ effective. 1 He in-

strument, therefore, is essentially a

screen which enables us to Study the

sun in the light of a single spectrum

line and s<» to map out tin- distribution

of a single gas on the sun's suit. ice.

Fig. : is .1 direct solar photograph r.iken

at Mr. Wilson July ;o, 1906, ami shows

the earth's size .is compared with tin

sun-spots, km.
)

is .' spectroheliogram

taken on the same day through a spec-

trum line, which shows only the cal-

cium gas on the sun's surface. Fig. 4
shows in marvelous detail how the

hydrogen gas on the sun's surface is

disturbed and heaped about in the

vicinity of a family of sun-spots gradual-

ly marching over the sun's edge.

Studies such as these of the sun have)
immediate application to the stars, fori

the sun is but a star so near us that we*
can examine some details which are!

hopelessly beyond investigation in the I

other heavenly bodies.

It is through the spectroscope that we'
are able to imagine what may prove to

be the life history of the stars. Through
it we discover that the formless, gaseous,

|

unrevolving nebulae contain elements

,

which have never been discovered on the

;

earth—possibly remnants of the stuff of

which the stars are made. We see

other great nebulous spirals of more 1

familiar gases showing the first faint

tendency to swing upon some still un-|

stable axis. At immense distances, far

out on the edge of the Milky Way,
[

young stars are launching themselves I

slowly into the heavenly procession;
1

and scattered uniformly through the uni- .

verse stars in their prime, like our sun,

with their dependent systems, whirl

swiftly by. In these the gases havei
assumed temperatures we can measure,

'

the elements have taken on forms we
know, their distances and their courses

in the heavens can be measured and
charted, the rich cipher message of their

spectra is clearly to be read by those
1

who know the code. And faster still

come stars that have passed their

zenith, cooler stars like Aldebaran

—

which forecasts what our sun will be i

when sun-spots shall have completely

dimmed its face—and still older stars

like Antares, whose spectra have lost

the lines by which we measure distance,

hut which still rush on in an increasing

fury of speed. There are derelicts

anions: them, dead suns, perhaps, trail-

ing dead worlds, hut these the spectro-

scope only registers h\ the swing they

give to living spheres, from birth to

death we cm watch the stars, for the

spectroscope has opened the windows
of heaven ami we are learning to look

through them .it tin- universe .is it is.



Louquier's Third Act
BY KATHARINE FULLERTON GEROULD

OUQUIER had been
crossed in love. The
old phrase covers his

case. The girl does not
matter, the circum-
stances do not matter;

nothing matters except

! that Louquier had fallen in love, and
that the lady had not reciprocated—not

at least effectively, to the point of mar-
i rying Louquier. She does not come into

j

the story in her own person; only as a

i cause. She affected Louquier; and his

state is responsible for what happened.
: Of course Louquier's own temperament

I

counts largely; other men might have

|
been affected differently. Louquier,

crossed in love, was a very special hu-
man formula.

Louquier was cursed with a small

patrimony that made it entirely unnec-
essary for him to work, so long as his

tastes remained simple. The lady apart,

he had no ambitions; he was, I regret to

say, the sort of obsolescent fool who
thinks that it is more lovely to be than
to do, and that your most serious task
in life is to adorn and beautify your
personality. If he had been up to it, he
would have been a first-class dilettante.

He would have loved rejecting (like

Walter Pater) exquisite cinerarias of the
wrong color, or leaving a concert-hall
because Beethoven was too vulgarly
romantic. But he could never have done
either, for the simple reason that his

good, garish taste would never have
given him the tip. His way did not lie

through Art. He was too easily pleased.
He loved Beauty even when it was
merely pretty. No, his way did not lie

through Art.

Louquier knew something of all this
and wisely did not try for instincts that
he did not possess. But he had his own
way of being a highbrow. He could first

isolate and then appreciate an emotion
or a sensation—either in himself or in
others. He loved the quiet dramas that

take place within an individual nature;
he could scent psychologic moments
from afar. The twist of a mouth or the
lift of an eyebrow meant to him unut-
terable things. He would carry home
with him a gesture, a phrase, a twitch
of the mask, and before his comfortable
fire sit as in a parquet-box watching a
gorgeous third act of his own creation.
It should be said here that Louquier
was usually right about his third acts
and seldom mistook a curtain-raiser for
a play. He had a flair. He rejected, at
sight, the kind of human being to whom
no spiritual adventures come; and could
recognize hysterical imitation a mile
away. He despised emotion for emo-
tion's sake. It might be as slight as you
liked, but it must be the real thing. He
was perfectly sincere in his own amorous
misadventure; he suffered as naively as
a boy of eighteen. His heart was ver-
itably broken, and when he withdrew
from the world it was to nurse a real
wound.

Louquier had brown eyes, brown hair,

brown skin, the lean figure that best
sorts with that general brownness and
half presupposes an eye-glass. He did
not, however, wear an eye-glass; and he
had large, white, tombstone teeth—not
the teeth of his type. He was a good
fellow, and popular with men. You
see, he never told any one about his

passion for other people's crises; he kept
it very shyly and decently to himself.
Moreover, no one ever brought first-aid

to the emotionally injured more prompt-
ly than Louquier, so people told him
things. Yet as he had no business, and
had wandered a good deal (in the most
conventional ways), he had no fixed circle

of friends. At any given moment, in

any given place, he was apt to be rather
solitary.

That is enough about Louquier's per-

sonality. If you can't "get" him, I can
hardly give him to you.

Louquier withdrew, as I say, into
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himself—retreated to a house that, by
accident of a cousin's investment, now,
the cousin being dead, belonged to him.

He had hitherto rented it, for the few
years that he had owned it; but the

lease had expired, and it struck Louquier
that he had never lived in a house of his

own. That in itself might give him a

sensation — a conventional one, but

worth experiencing. As he couldn't

marry and had no religion, perhaps it

was as near as he would ever come to

feeling like a pillar of society. It was
really that sense of the curious value of

living under one's own vine and fig-tree

which drew him. His natural instinct

would have been to retire to mountain
fastnesses, or discover some Ravens-
woodish ruin in which to shiver. You
can see that he was very hard hit, and
that he was not a subtle person.

The villa was at least remote from
the scene of his discomfiture. It was a

smallish, comfortable, rather ugly man-
sion on the bank of the Assiniboine, one

of the older houses on Wellington

Crescent, Winnipeg, Manitoba. Girdled

by a high wall, its best rooms arranged

at the back, facing the river, to which its

tangled garden sloped negligently down,

"Whitewood" had a wholly English

flavor of privacy and comfort. It was
at once modest and sturdy; it lived to

tself, and asked favors of no one—least

of all the favor of looking into its neigh-

bors' premises. That suited Louquier

perfectly; he saw at once that a British

tradition was there to offset the newness

of Winnipeg. Of course, being officially

an American, he couldn't well taste the

essence of being "Colonial," but he

thought he could be secluded and yuinclr

and middle" with the best. It quite

suited bis present temper, and be estab-

lished himself. Good servants sprang

miraculously into being on the spot

probably because be was a bachelor.

The Vssiniboine was a noble stream;

tin- wall round his garden was \
•( t\ high;

it was delightfully incongruous of bun
to be there at all; In- was pleased with

himself for having had tin courage t<>

come. I le f< It more ste< p< d in fon ign-

ness than ifhe had don< something more
exotic, lb- saw no one, except forneces-

sary business, lie did not wish to force

tin not< . 1 h rather liked subj< cting

his dramatic sense to local color. Still,

he never forgot the girl, for he had been
very hard hit. At this stage of Lou-
quier's life he even shrank a little from
encountering a woman.
Then—it was hard to say just when,

for his experience was very gradual—he
began to be uncomfortable; he could
not precisely say how or why. He had
mapped out for himself a course of read-

ing that included some notorious modern
Frenchmen. (This wras all before the
war.) He hoped, I fancy, to get a sen-

sation out of reading Huysmans on the

banks of the Assiniboine. Certainly any
effect that Huysmans and Catulle

Mendes could succeed in producing, in

Winnipeg, would be a real effect, not

meretriciously aided. The long evenings
were a good time to read. During the

day, he wandered about out of doors or

went about the slow business of regen-

erating the interior of the house. One
of his concessions had been to buy furni-

ture in bulk, on the spot; but there

were still gaps to be filled and rearrang-

ing to be done. His library was disfig-

ured by a hideous stained-glass window

.

He was always planning to have it re-

placed; but in the end he kept it because

he thought the Indians would have liked

it. You can see how unworthily Lou-
quier amused himself. The fact is that

he was very tired of it all

—

" it all "• being

life. He was bored with his own depres-

sion; but he simply could not bestir him-

self for an antidote. For a long time hi

felt, peevishly, that it was up to Well-

ington Crescent to be the antidote.

I he spring came early that year, and,

as I said, Louquier spent a good deal

of time out of doors. Once, driven forth

by this curious mental discomfort whicl

had begun in the late winter, he took .

train to Calgary. He returned almost

immediately, and while he found that hi

was glad to get back, still, Calgary hac

not done for him what he hoped. Cal

gary was nauseous in retrospect withoui

making him feel that Winnipeg wa
heaven. The fact is, Winnipeg was n«

place for Louquier. Hut his discomfort

was of that peculiar kind which op
il<K s not run away from. At first It

showed itself in mere inability to keei

his mind on his hook or on anything el*

Louquier took a blue-pill and hired :
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horse to ride. But still he could not, in

the evenings, keep his mind on anything.

Then he wondered if the stained-glass

window were not responsible: he hated

it so. Even with the curtain drawn
across it at night, he was conscious of it

behind his back. The stained glass was

not a picture, and was a design only by
courtesy. It looked like what one used

to see through an old-fashioned kaleido-

scope; or, rather, it looked like circum-

stantial evidence of a lunatic's having

'been turned loose in a kindergarten.

! Yet the weeks went by, and he did not

|

replace it. A morbid indolence was
gaining the secret channels of his soul.

i
His mind seemed as complicated an or-

ganism as the body, and it felt as your

J

body feels when you have a bad case of

!
grippe—he seemed to have mental hands
and feet and vital organs, all of which
ached and were tired. Yet he was still

perfectly capable of admiring the tech-

nique of "En Menage"—when he could

I
pay attention to it. That was the trou-

jble: he could not concentrate. Each
'thing refused to hold him and passed

!
him on to another. He was a shuttle-

|

cock among a thousand battledores. He
I
was not consciously averse to any of the

|

physical facts of his life, except the

stained-glass window. Finally he took
'to keeping the curtain drawn across it

tall day; but when the sun struck it, it

]
spotted and dashed and figured the pale

I

silk curtain. That was dreadful—to

!
think that it had power to make over

!
something else in its own indecent like-

|

ness. Louquier did rouse himself to get
a heavy drapery of red rep hung over
it. He felt that life would be better
after that; but then the almond-smell
began.

Louquier was never able positively to
account for the odor of bitter almonds
'that beset him in the late spring. It

;had nothing to do with the vegetation

;

at "Whitewood." He sniffed every
i

flower, shrub, and tree to find out. It

was not merely in Louquier' s mind, for

:

when he went in to town or rode about
the environs of Winnipeg he escaped it

utterly. Nor was it the natural effluvium
of the Assiniboine River. Besides, it was
noticeable only in the house. He re-

marked it at first without suspicion, with
a languid curiosity. He was almost
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happy, the one or two days that he spent

sniffing. It gave him something to

think about, for a few hours; something
to do for its own sake. When he had
proved the innocence of nature, he in-

vestigated the house. He crept down
into the kitchen one afternoon when
both the servants were safe elsewhere,

opened canisters, and peeped into cup-

boards. He could find no source for the

odor. The almond-smell surrounded him
faintly in the kitchen as it did every-

where else, but there was no sharp in-

crease of it in any corner to guide him.

So he eliminated the kitchen from his

conjectures, but he did not get rid of

the smell. It was not unpleasant in

itself, but it was too constant. To sit

in the library day after day beside the

red rep curtain and smell bitter almonds
was too much—just too much.

Louquier had, of course, questioned

the cook in the beginning; but she had
disavowed completely all culinary use of

almonds. At last, however—he had
sniffed all the furniture by this time, and
he was convinced that no upholstery or

varnish was responsible—he decided to

get rid of the cook. The odor had not

been there when he settled in the villa,

and that he did not carry the scent upon
himself was proved by the fact that only

in his own house were his nostrils op-

pressed by it. Of course he had sniffed

through his whole wardrobe. It might
be that his cook was an almond-carrier,

as some people are typhoid-carriers.

Getting rid of her meant getting rid also

of his capable man-servant, for the two
were united in the bonds of matrimony.
It was a great nuisance, for they served

him well; but in the end he did it.

Louquier could not bring himself to put

to the woman a straight question as to

whether any of her toilet accessories

were almond-scented. He had attested

the fact of the pervasive odor and shown
that he objected to it; if she used

almond soap or anything of the kind, it

was up to her, on that hint, to change

her cosmetic habit. But there was no
sign of her making any such concession

to his prejudices. He shrank from active

discussion of so personal a matter. He
had given hints enough, and his hints

were disregarded. Either the woman
wasn't responsible, or, being responsible,
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she chose not to reform. There was only

one way out: he sacked them both.

The almond episode had no real se-

quel, but it had two important results.

In the first place, the servants were not

easily replaced. They left their " situa-

tion," undoubtedly spreading tales.

Louquier was probably the victim of a

servile boycott. At all events, he could

not find their equivalents, and he had no
friend among the Winnipeg ladies to

turn to for counsel. It reduced itself to

his getting on with a charwoman who
came to get his hreakfast and departed

after cooking him an early and unspeak-

ably English dinner. An old Scotchman
pottered about the garden for a few

hours each day. This domestic discom-

fort was one result of the almond nui-

sance. The other was a serious impair-

ment of Louquier's nervous condition.

The mental discomfort became acute.

That he was not the easy prey of obses-

sions is shown by the fact that he really

did, within a week or so after the ser-

vants' departure, cease to notice the

almond-smell. Had he been a nervous

wreck, it would have been only too easy

for him to invent the odor for himself;

and that he did not do. It was really

gone, and his nostrils bore unimpeach-
able witness to the fact. I do not offer

Louquier's refusal to shut up the villa

an 1 leave Winnipeg as an evidence of

sanity. To leave would have been the

most sensible thing he could do. But
there his mortal indolence came in. He
could go about sniffing, but he could

not go about packing. He simply stuck

on, the worse for wear. Louquier also,

of course, had the universal male illu-

sion: namely, that he was a practical

person. It was much more sensible to

stay on a few months more and rent, if

he could, in the autumn: no one would

rent in the spring, anyhow; it would

be a bad advertisement to leave so soon;

and, besides, Ik was saving money.
Everything, you sec, combined to keep

him there. Early in May he heard from

a kind friend that the lady had an-

nounced Ik i engagement. That dis-

posed of any wandering notions he

might have had of departure. It would

be to insult his own heart to pretend it

was .1 casino when it was really a tomb.

Meanwhile the mental discomfort grew

and grew like a secret malady. It is

only fair to say that Louquier did not
in the least enjoy his own drama. He
would have given the world and all to

be happy.
By mid-May, Huysmans, Catulle

Mendes et Cie
- were flung aside. Lou-

quier simply could not stand literature.

He took to American fiction, which again
shows his sanity. The novels disgusted

him, but for a time they worked; even
the love-making did not depress him,
for it was very badly done. But after a

fortnight the charm failed. He found
himself idly inverting all the situations

—

making the characters (when there were
any) sardonically and plausibly do
something quite different. His running
marginal gloss turned the most ridicu-

lous and optimistic plots into the most
logical and depressing horrors. The hero
ceased, for Louquier, to rescue the hero-

ine; the heroine walked not unscathed
through her vicious context; the villains

flourished like the green bay-tree, refus-

ing either to reform or to perish. He
stopped reading our serious contempora-
ries and took to the humorists. But he

soon found that one cannot laugh indefi-

nitely alone.

By June Louquier was really in a bad
way. If he had not tried to be sensible,

he would have done much better; but he

was busy adorning his personality with

an iron will. At that stage of the game
an iron will was about as useful to him
as the red curtain over the stained-

glass window. He ought, in the inter-

ests of health and happiness, to have
wobbled a little; to have seized on Fal-

staffian wisdom and run awray. His

brown face wras growing white with his

effort. But Louquier was perfectly sin-

cere in not seeing it that way. Remem-
ber, too, that his chosen diversion was
failing him. A recluse on the banks of

the Assiniboine, he had no third acts to

divine. His flair, disused, became tem-
porarily lost to him, and he found the

Winnipeg streets barren of drama. He
could not even reconstruct the tragedy

of his own charwoman, though obviously

every charwoman must have had one.

The Scotch gardener was as impene-

trable as a Scotch mist. Louquier gave

Up riding; he gave up his blue-pills; he

stuck to his own vine and upas-tree. If
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he had not always expected to leave

Winnipeg in the autumn, I think he

would have gone under. But he did not

—quite.

By June Louquier was afraid. Up to

that time he had not experienced fear;

his condition had stopped at acute dis-

comfort. It was very like a bodily ail-

ment, not serious, for which people try

home remedies. The home remedies

had not worked, but he was not going to

a specialist for a malady that seemed to

attack him in one spot as much as, and

no more than, in another. He would,

you might say, hardly know whether to

choose an aurist or an orthopedist. His

broken heart, his indolence, and his

iron will combined to keep him passive;

and he called it being sensible. Thanks
to the girl, flavor had gone out of life

like the taste out of honey; it was a

thick, insipid glue. It was wearing; it

was disagreeable; but it could be borne,

since other men had borne it. Then, as

I say, fear came.
Louquier was sitting alone in his

library—the time was June—trying to

read. The charwoman had left a few
hours since; the gardener, of course, long

before that. Quite suddenly he realized

that he had a new fact to reckon with.

He laid his book down very softly on the

table, rose, by the aid of his iron will,

from his chair, and walked slowly across

to the corner of the room between the

fireplace and the built-in book-shelves.

A light chair that stood in his way he
moved, first passing his hand across its

satin seat. Then he took his stand in the

exact corner of the room, facing out-

ward, arms truculently folded. He stood

there for about five minutes, his eyes

glancing hither and yon. Then he
walked back, lugged his easy-chair over
by the fireplace and set it with its back
to the wall. Before leaving it, he passed
his hand carefully down the wall behind
it. Then he moved the table, with the
lamp, over beside the arm-chair. Thus
the chair was hemmed in between the
square table on one side and the jutting

chimney-breast on the other. Behind
it was a windowless wall. Louquier then
sat down and took up his book again.

He knew as well as if he had seen it with
his eyes or heard it with his ears, where
the thing was that disturbed him, but

he refused to treat it as anything more
than a manifestation of impudence. He
trusted that by putting it, as it were, in

its place, he could teach it manners

—

perhaps discourage it finally. The pres-

ence was perceptible to no sense; it

flowed from spot to spot as quietly as

air; but Louquier knew at any given
moment where it was. He knew, too,

whether it faced him or turned away;
and he was more comfortable when it

turned away. He kept his eyes on his

book; he turned over pages; he even
lighted and smoked a cigarette. He
put up a brave front to the beastly thing.

All the same, he knew that if it did not
go away he should have to sit there all

night. He was not going to turn his

back to it, to pass through the door;

and he would not, positively would not
(here was the iron will), back out of the
room. Besides, if the thing followed him
up-stairs, it would be worse. He could
not switch on the up-stairs lights from
below. It was very curious, how much
he seemed to know about the thing—its

size, for example, and the measure of its

gait as it moved. He had even a vague
impression of its shape, though his eye
could not detect the faintest alteration

in the look of the spot where it so defi-

nitely stood. He had as yet no means of

knowing whether it was malevolent or

not, but he loathed it. Occasionally he
looked up from his book, oriented the

presence, and looked directly at it with
bored and scornful eyes. That was all

he could do—get up again he would not.

Nor would he speak to it. He had a

curious conviction that that way lay

madness. No; he would meet it on its

own ground. It moved, and he might
move; it directed itself in some un-
namable way toward him, and he would
stare at it insolently; it occupied its

place, and he would defiantly occupy his

own. But he would not speak; he would
not probe the laws of its being further

than itself announced them. The
merest visual sign would have been an
immense relief to him—a devil with
cloven hoof, a ghost draped in white,

would have been child's play. Then he
could have trusted his eye or his ear;

as it was, he had to depend wholly on
this nameless sense which placed his

enemy for him. That nameless sense
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must not get blunted. He must keep

very wide awake lest his enemy steal a

march on him. Above all, he must not

pretend to be unaware, and at the same
time must pretend not to be frightened.

How much intelligence the thing had, of

course he did not know. It might be

laughing at his bluff, but at least he

would keep it up. He hoped he should

not grow sleepy. He had long since

given up coffee and other stimulants.

Louquier had become a man for whom
there is absolutely no sense in keeping

awake.
After an hour, during which Louquier

turned over just forty pages—he kept

careful track of his intervals—the thing

departed by the door open into the hall.

Louquier felt it go. He had a very

pretty problem to face then: whether to

follow it or not. If he did not, it meant
sitting all night in his library—a great

nuisance and a craven act. It would
prove to the thing that he was afraid of

it, and that would be exceedingly un-

fortunate. He ought, of course, to pre-

tend that he was tired and wanted to

go to bed—and to go. On the other

hand, it was going to be a difficult busi-

ness to blow out the lamp, walk into a

dark hall, and mount the dark stairs to

his bedroom. True, he could not see

the thing, even in the lighted room; but

he doubted if, in the dark, he could place

it at all. It could be lived with only if

it could be placed—delimited, as it were.

He would not answer for his perfect con-

duct if the thing turned out to be lurk-

ing in the hall. He had no clue whatever
to the intelligence of this besetting pres-

ence; but he felt, somehow, that it

gauged him by the visual signs he gave.

It might, if he stayed there, know that

he was afraid of it; still, it might not be

clever enough to make that inference.

Whereas if he rushed out into the dark-

ness, he could not answer for what he

should do—something, very likely, that

would show beyond question how terri-

fied he was. I le might even blunder into

the thing itself, in the dark. He was by
no means sure that it was perceptible

even to the touch, yet he dreaded the

thought of such an impact as though it

had been certain death. There was
nothing for him to do but stay— though,

for all he knew, the thing might already

have wandered out into the night. He
would not even get up and shut the door.

How did he know whether doors were
an obstacle to it? And if it should elect

to come back, through the closed door,

he would be more mocked than ever

—

to say nothing of the sense he would
have of being shut in with it, without
redress. No, there was nothing for it

but for him to stay—and to fend off

sleep somehow. If he should drowse and
it should return, he would be left to its

unclean mercy. Louquier was angry.

First, the girl; then the stained-glass

and the bitter almonds; then the recog-

nized but unadmitted stupidity of his

whole Winnipeg idea; the acute discom-
fort—and now this.

Louquier got through the night with-

out mischance. Toward dawn he grew
so sleepy that nothing but sleep seemed
to matter; his stupor blunted all his

nerves. He fell asleep in his chair, in-

deed, and woke up with the streaming
light of morning. The room was clear

and free; you would never have guessed

that anything save the commonplace
had inhabited it. Naturally, Louquier
took the line of wondering if he had not

eaten something that oppressed him;
though why boiled lettuce should intro-

duce you to the supernatural— ! The
memory was vivid, however, and he saw
a man about installing electric switches

below - stairs — one inside the library

door, and one in the hall outside. The
business took a day or two, and until

it was done Louquier went straight from
his dining-room to his bedroom, locked

the door, and read there. He did not

sleep very well on these nights. For one

thing, he was acutely ashamed of being

up-stairs behind a locked door; for an-

other, he had a very definite conception

—though he had no corroborative

"sense," of it—of the thing's ranging

about below in unholy and unlawful

occupation of his, Louquier's, premises.

No man really likes to pull the bed-

clothes over his head while- the burglar

is frankly stealing the plate below, even

though he may wisely choose to do so;

and that is precisely what it seemed to

Louquier that he was doing. Still he

was not going, for any consideration of

mere dignity, to risk another encounter

until he had guarded his exit with elec^
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tricity. With the lights properly in-

stalled, electric switches marking his

natural line of progress from after-dinner

coffee to bed, he returned to his habit

of spending the evening in the library.

The fact that there was nothing he really

wanted to read

—

ergo, no joy to be had

in sitting there, anyhow—tipped all his

plans and precautions with irony. Still,

a man has to assume that his routine

—

whatever it may be—has an unimpeach-
able reason for being, or he has given

up the game completely. Louquier was
not ready to destroy his convention and
let life depart.

The next fortnight, to Louquier, was a

long, cumulative agony. There would
be no point in making a diary of it;

given the initial facts, psychic and phys-

ical, which I have tried to make clear,

one has only to let logic deal with the

situation. Each day became, in its turn,

a new irritation as well as a fresh irritant.

Night after night he faced the thing in

his library. Its hours of appearing and
disappearing differed slightly, from even-
ing to evening; it chose, apparently,

not to work like an automaton or a

mechanism, but to create to the end its

impression of individuality, of volition.

It kept its appointment irregularly, as

though it had other engagements; but
it always kept it.

Of course, in the long, irrelevant, sun-
lit hours, he balanced in his mind the
possibilities of the thing's getting at his

sanity. But he took his sanity objec-
tively, too. If his body was the citadel

that must not crumble, his healthy mind
was the garrison within that must, if

possible, live on, and live on without
surrendering. He did not want to crawl
out by any subterranean passage, and
then make a hopeless running fight of it.

Not he! He stood on his rights; but
he stood even more, soldier-fashion, on
his counted ammunition and the state
of his supplies. You could not truthfully
say, however, that the wall was un-
breached. There were some nasty little

breaks in it here and there—as if the
girl, the stained-glass, and the almond-
smell, the unaccountable discomfort of
all the months, had been spies doing
effective work within while awaiting the
real coup. Louquier was not, nervously,
all that he might have been. Already,

after a fortnight, he felt less able to
combat the thing. If it had appeared
irregularly, so that Louquier could have
held it, to any extent, dependent on
outside causes—the weather, his diges-
tion, anything—it would have been
easier. But whatever else might come
or go, and though it chose its precise
hour to suit itself, it never failed him.
"Old Faithful," he jeered silently to
himself once. Sometime between dusk
and dawn he could be sure of it. In the
third week of his siege he began defi-

nitely to fear that he could not keep up
his bluff much longer. He had a horrid
vision of some surrendering gesture—of
his speaking to it, or going on his knees
to it. He loathed it almost more than
he feared it. It seemed a dishonorable
enemy for a man to be up against. He
would not be treated like a soldier and a
gentleman, if he did surrender.
Then came a night when Louquier

walked from dining-room to library, pre-
ternaturally grave. He felt so sapped
and shrunken that he wasted no gestures
in bravado. He let himself walk like a
tired man—which he was. He put his

tobacco beside him; he piled up his

books; he passed his hand over the hol-
low of the chair before seating himself;
he shook the lamp a little to see if there
was oil enough to last out the night, if

need be. All that was mere ritual—and
how tired he was of it! If the thing
would only let up on him for once—give
him a rest, a chance to revictual himself
and bury his dead ! This inevitable vigi-

lance was like a cancer, eating daily
further into his vital tissue. Should he
never again be able to live carelessly, as
other men do ? In an hour, or two hours,
or three, he would look up from his book
and be aware of its entrance; would
diagnose its actual mood and select his
mask accordingly; would go through the
same difficult and wearisome ordeal.
When its whim was spent, and it took
leave of him, he would go up-stairs to
bed. Toward morning he would sleep.
He had never shut the door against it,

judging that his state of mind would be
worse if, to his knowledge, it came
through a closed door. He left the portal
hospitably open, and it entered like any
human through the passage provided.
Good God! how bored he was!
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He did not have to wait long to-night.

It came as early as if it had rushed

straight from dinner. Immediately he

knew how it placed itself—in a Morris-

chair opposite him, beside a French
window that led into the garden. There
was something jaunty and flippant in

its manner. Absurd though it may
sound to speak of the thing's manner, it

is quite within the facts as Louquier's

mind registered them. He was aware,

as I have said, of its gait; some stir of

the displaced air where it moved in-

formed him. He perceived, though by
none of the five senses, mass and co-

herence in this creature, just as some
hitherto useless convolution of his brain

registered its temper. It breathed its

humor to him to-night in some exact,

unnamable way. Louquier leaned his

head back and waited. Perhaps it would
go early; perhaps it had merely looked

in to remind him, and would presently

be off, having other Stygian fish to fry.

He hoped so, for he was very tired. He
even felt drowsiness coming on before

its time, and Louquier had no spur to

prick him awake. None but fear; and

its sharp edge was blunted with much
roweling of his own flesh. He closed

his eyes occasionally for an instant, as

one does to push sleep out with the firm,

sudden gesture of opening the eyelids.

And at last, in one of those lightning-

brief intervals, the thing moved toward
him. The event was all too quick for

Louquier to think, to diagnose afresh

its mood. He knew only, as he had never

known before, that he must have done
with it. He had reached the point known
to all of us—though, thank Heaven, in

Other contexts—when ennui becomes a

passion like hatred or blood-lust, when
weariness turns from a sigh to a shriek.

And with that sense he knew that the

nv was at last in the citadel. His

sanity was threatened. He dared wait

no Longer for its moment. Louquier

caught up a light chair that stood near

and brought it heavily down on the

spot where the thing stood. 1 he slim

chair rocked on its broken legs, and sank

down in a mass of splinters. For the

first time Louquier turned his back on

the presence ami fled from the room.

He did not care; he was not afraid any
more as he rushed up the stairs; he was

only passionately excited and conscious

of relief at having at last acted, in how-
ever mad a way. All his sanity had
gone into the blow; it was Louquier's

protest, the protest of the whole of him,

of the integral man, against the sly and
foul attack on his integrity. That was
what the thing had desired—to resolve

his integrity, to riddle his ego, and shred

up his very soul; to leave him incapable

of saying "I" with conviction. It had
wanted to disintegrate Louquier, to

smash his singleness into bits, to turn

him to a loose agglomeration of mental
dust—so that no man again should be

able to say, "This is Louquier." Lou-
quier knew as well as any of us that you
do not combat the psychic fact with
physical weapons, yet the violent ges-

ture had seemed his only way out.

Though he could not hope to destroy

the thing, he could perhaps prove to it

that he was not a mere puddle of fear.

Practically, it was as silly as trying to

stab a ghost; yet it had counted to

Louquier himself. He had no notion

that he had hurt the thing, but he had
shown that his muscles were still at the

service of his hatreds. Just before he
rose, he had felt himself going; the very
marrow of his nature oozing away
through unguessed channels. By that

one gesture the faithful flesh had saved
him.

Or, at least, so he thought, standing

in his bedroom, erect and panting, facing

the door w7ith clenched hands. A trickle

of blood across one knuckle elated him;
it showed that he had put forth strength,

that the chair had really crashed and
splintered under his hands. Within him,

the blood pumped through his heart;

he felt its healthy, impatient motions

through his body. Would the thing

rush up the stairs to avenge itself? He
did not care. Let it come. It might
kill him, but not, now, before he had
made his gesture; not before he had let

it know how he loathed it, and how-

little it had mesmerized his spirit. He
could at least die a free man, over-

matched, but not cowed. For the first

time in months Louquier felt genial, like

a man playing an honest part in a world

of other men. All the last weeks he had
seemed to himself isolated, shamefully,

as a criminal is isolated, because he is
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not worthy to associate with others.

All the things that had happened to him

had seemed chosen and selected for the

purpose of showing him that he was

small game of a very dirty sort.

Louquier, standing there, triumphant

over the unreal, with blood on his

knuckles from a smashed and splintered

chair, is an absurd figure to the inward

eye. He was more like a silly and com-
placent drunken gentleman than a hero

who has fought with the powers of dark-

ness. I am aware of that. But Lou-

quier, to whom, aforetime, a lifted hand
or a reverence de la cour could seem, for

reasons, an epic gesture, did not see

himself in that light. He was conscious

only that for the first time since he had
said good-by to the girl, he had expressed

himself. Hanging the red rep curtain,

for example, had been the mere pout of

the esthete. Sacking the cook was a

weak artificial gesture. But now he

walked into his dressing-room and
washed the blood—it was only a drop
or two—off his knuckle with the beau-

tiful physical simplicity of a navvy. It

was an honorable wound; and honorable
wounds got in the day's work you stanch

as quickly as you can.

Louquier' s sense of the presence had
never worked, away from it. H* did

not know whether it remained below
or had departed from his house. It had
not followed him, and after half an hour
he realized that it did not mean to leap

to its revenge. He mused a little,

strategically. It seemed possible that
his enemy, insulted by a mere thing of
flesh, might bide its time—wait for him
to sleep and then pursue him. He fan-

cied it very angry; so angry, perhaps,
that it would not leave his roof before it

had struck back. Note that Louquier,
on reaffirming his independence, in defy-
ing his terror, had no sense whatever
of stepping out from under an obsession.

The thing was not an obsession; it

was real, and it had been—perhaps still

was—there. His conception of facts

had not been false; his attitude to them,
only, had been wrong. He realized, for

example, that he must watch until

morning, for he still did not wish to
be helpless in sleep before his enemy.
So far as he knew, the only power that
could prevail against it was the sov-

ereign sun. Still the practical man, he
made with alert and vivid gestures his

preparations for the night: drew an easy-

chair under the light, put on a comfort-
able dressing-gown, set a pitcher of cold

water on the table beside him, and
took up one of the humorists. Tobac-
co was not forgotten. It was an hour
or more, though, before he either

smoked or read; for quite that length of

time he waited for a sign. The silence

of night ebbed and flowed around him.
External sounds — a voice, carriage-

wheels, the stir of an animal in the
shrubbery—fell across it occasionally;

but every now and then he would seem
to reach some central pool of stillness,

and then that sense in him which per-

ceived the presence would be strain-

ingly on its guard. No sign came, how-
ever—none at all; and after an hour he
relaxed a little and lighted a pipe.

The hours that followed were singu-

larly monotonous. Suspicion, reassur-

ance, false alarms and quick reactions

followed one another interminably. Lou-
quier was perfectly sure that something
would happen before morning; that his

enemy, having perfected its plan, would
mount in search of him. Thence re-

sulted a curious ignorance of how time
was passing. He had covered his watch
with a cushion so as not to hear its

ticking, for though the straining of that
sense was not listening, it was more like

listening than anything else. The dawn,
when it came, was incredible to him;
it seemed impossible that the thing
should not have struck before fleeing,

though the dim. light on the waters of

the Assiniboine proved to him that he
was safe. Louquier, still half-dressed,

threw himself on his bed and slept.

He dreamed, a chain of dreams, about
the girl, and woke jaded.

The disapproving charwoman had set

out his breakfast in response to his ring

from above - stairs. Louquier went
straight to the dining-room and ate.

His first cigarette he took outside in the

garden; there was time enough, in all

conscience, to revisit the battle-field.

To him, among the flower-beds, ap-

peared the charwoman, twisting her

apron in red, wet hands. She had found
the heap of broken wood, and all the

self-righteousness of her clan was in
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arms. She had not touched nothing, so

help her; she had looked in with her

mop and all, before breakfast, and—she

had seen what she had seen. She had
not gone in; she had left things as they

was for the master to see with his own
eyes. Louquier, standing on the thresh-

old of the garden door, his back to the

light, realized swiftly that there were
three possibilities—to affect not to be-

lieve her, to admit that he had done it

himself, or to say that it was very

curious and perfectly incomprehensible.

It does not matter which one he chose,

for it is plain to see that with charring

easy come by, to say nothing of plenty

of places nearer 'ome, and her with

three children to leave all day by their-

selves—it is plain to see that all three

must inevitably have led to the same
conclusion. Either she had been called

a liar, or Louquier drank, or he couldn't

keep other people from playing the

monkey with his property. The char-

woman, of course, gave notice, to take

effect after dinner that evening. Lou-
quier thought for a moment of asking

the gardener if he could cook; but what-

ever the gardener could have cooked,

Louquier knew certainly he could not

have eaten. Nor would he for the

twentieth time consult an employrrfent

agency in vain. It was a dog's life, and
he wouldn't live it. He would go to a

hotel.

You are not to think that Louquier
intended even then to run away. He
formed, during* the day, a somewhat
complicated plan. Mingled with the

relief of his decision to sleep and eat

elsewhere—the charwoman, showing a

proper pride to the last, burned every-

thing she cooked for him that day—was

the annoyance of realizing that he must

also stick by. He must not really leave

the house; he must .spend much of his

day there. Uso and this was most

important of all he must be at his

post during the long evening. If the

thing returned, it must find him on
tin spot. Mis relation to it had become
to Louquier the most important present

fact of life, the fact he could hast

ignore, [fit did not come well, after,

saw three nights, he might honorably

assume that it did not intend to return.

Then he could shut up the villa and

leave Winnipeg, if he liked. The prac-

tical man could no longer insist that he
was saving money by living in his own
house if he was sleeping and eating at

an inn. He could tell the agent that he
found it hard to get satisfactory ser-

vants; that wouldn't give the house a

black eye. The practical man, absolved
and justified, could go anywhere he
liked, having done, in perfect dignity, l

with his Winnipeg adventure. You may
infer from all this that Louquier was a

different man after dealing, in however
absurd a way, with his enemy. But he
was not precisely different; he had mere-
ly, as it were, rearranged the furniture;

a number of things had gone into the

attic. His mind was in no sense a new
house, or even a refurnished one. To
prove this, I have only to tell you that

Louquier felt his enemy, if anything,

more actual, more dangerous, than dur-

ing the long vigil in his bedroom the

night before. It had not perished. Was
a mock-Sheraton chair ever knowm to

destroy an elemental being? The fact

that it had delayed its revenge seemed
to Louquier significant and appalling,

and reinforced his conception of it as a

creature of complicated intelligence. It

was not a mere evil impulse, to spend
itself in windy, ungoverned ways. It

could control itself, hold off, plan

—

achieve, probably. It is no exaggeration

to say that Louquier looked forward to

the evening as being very probably fatal

to him. If his will had not already

been made, he would, I fancy, have
made it that day- You are to realize that

Louquier did not feel himself strong; he

only felt himself decent. He had hit

back and proved himself normal. What
gesture he should find to meet it with

again, he did not know—perhaps none.

For that matter, it might bring seven

other devils with it when it came again.

Louquier was very tired, and his domes-
tie arrangements and disarrangements

did not make him less so. At the end

of the afternoon he flung himself down
in his hotel bedroom and slept, waking

only in time for a late and hasty dinner,

lu dressed for dinner, too, which eut

his margin down. As he got into a cab

and gave his own address to the drives

he had all the sense of being late for an

important engagement. He distinctly
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wanted to be first on the ground. Be-

sides, he had to light up the house and

fling open the windows—to say nothing

of arranging the library, as usual, for

the encounter.

First on the ground he was. He had

plenty of time to make his preparations

to the last detail. He was more tired

than he remembered having been at all;

but he had taken coffee and did not

fear sleep. He thought with irritation of

the tourist crowd he had left in the hotel

—a mob with suit-cases, ready to go on

I

to Banff and Lake Louise. They had
been very irrelevant to his own situa-

tion—or was he merely irrelevant to

theirs? Sitting in his library, he recalled

their fantastic hats and voices. Suppose
he had kidnapped one or two of them,

and chucked them into his library there

above the Assiniboine! He felt injured;

he almost wished he could have.

The evening lengthened; and still

Louquier sat there, back against the

wall, flimsily barricaded as usual. The
thing was late, very late. Ten o'clock,

and still it had not come. He read a

little, or pretended to, then at last lit

a cigarette. And as if the striking of

the match had been a signal, his enemy
entered. Louquier' s heart sank; he

|

knew then that all day, beneath his

certainty, he had nursed a frail hope
that it would not return; that it had
had enough of him. Just as always, his

sense placed it for him, showed him
where it moved and how it felt. It

moved haltingly, jerking from corner to

corner, as if the anger in his famous
gesture had maimed it. But it did not
sit down. It moved about the room in

odd curves and tangents, limping ever a

little nearer to Louquier. Louquier
could not stir; he could not even, this

time, rise. Never had the thing so
concentrated its emotion on him; it

focused him as with straight glances
from its invisible eyes. He had not
dreamed that he, that any man, could
be hated like that. The thing was hate,
as God is love. It came swerving
toward him like a drunken doom. Lou-
quier sat braced in his chair, his right
hand, with the lighted cigarette, shaking.
There was no redress for this; the thing
had stripped itself of manner and of all

hypocrisy. It was coming; it was on
Vol. CXXXIII.—No. 797.-86

him. Intenser than a physical touch,

it covered him, pushing him back against

the cushions until the chair strained and
creaked. His head bent backward over
the rim of the chair—his neck felt like

to break. Had it been human, its breath
would have suffocated him, so close was
its invisible countenance to his. He
could not move his legs or feet, or his

left arm, but his right elbow, pushed out
across the wideish arm of the chair, had
a little margin still. He drove his elbow
out farther, then strained up a tense

forearm and dug the lighted cigarette

into the air directly in front of his own
face. So complete was his consciousness

of this terrible imponderable thing that
he expected it to feel pain. He held
the cigarette there implacably, not
three inches from his own nose. In
about ten seconds the lighted end went
out. Yet he held it there, as if the dead
cigarette could still brand his enemy.
Slowly, very slowly, he got the sense of the
thing's slipping from him, of its weakly
pulling away. It seemed to withdraw, a

loose and diminished being, out into the
room. He could lift his head again; he
could lean forward, could stir his legs

and feet. It was still there, but its

hatred seemed weaker, like the hatred of

a sick man. Louquier's eyes never left

it, but he threw away the cigarette

stub and reached out to the box at his

left for another, which he lighted and
began to smoke. His neck ached shock-
ingly, and he was limp from the pressure
of his antagonist—that curious, weight-
less pressure on his body, as of air on
the lungs. As he smoked, he watched it.

It drew farther and farther away, pro-
ceeding now with indecision, different

indeed from the angry lurches by which
it had approached him. It seemed
vaguer, weaker, almost helpless. For
an instant it seemed to Louquier that
the thing was groping for the door and
could not find it—as if he had blinded
it. Then it disappeared utterly, flowing
aimlessly, feebly, across the threshold.
He was aware of it to the last—knowing
even the moment of its crossing the
threshold and the instant when there
was no vestige left of it.

For a half-hour Louquier sat on in his

library, smoking, but not pretending to
read. The thing would not come back
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that night, he knew; it had gone with all

the gestures of defeat. He left the house

then, though he took the precaution of

leaving the light in the hall to burn on
until daylight. He wanted no ambushes.

Walking through the garden to the

street was perhaps the worst moment
Louquier had ever had, for the night was
at his back. Safe in his bed at the

hotel, he fell instantly asleep, and did

not wake until the sun was high.

Louquier had been tired many times

in Winnipeg—during the last month
almost continuously so. But his weari-

ness on this day was such a weariness of

the body as he had not hitherto known.
He felt sick, as if he had drunk deep the

night before; he had all the sensations

of recovering from orgy. His face in the

mirror frightened him. Positively, it

was a marvel that he had stood out

against his enemy as he had. He had a

desperate desire to send the keys to

his agent and to fling himself into a

train; but after a day of conflict, during

which all his food tasted fever-soaked,

and his feet seemed cunningly wrapped
in lead, he decided that he must go back

once more to Wellington Crescent. Af-

ter that, he would be free. Louquier'

s

ardor had ebbed; the magnificent phys-

ical rage that had enabled him to smash
the chair down upon his enemy, and

then rush past it up the stairs, even

the tense and quiet determination with

which he had pushed the lighted ciga-

rette into its face, were gone. He
was very clear as to what had happened.

The thing had nearly had him; his

mind was just on the point of surrender-

ing before its advance, and the stupid,

loyal flesh had stepped in and saved him.

Twice his arm had been lifted, by no

conscious volition of his own, when his

brain had accepted defeat. What he had

feared the first time was madness; the

second time he had feared only death.

Still, even from that lesser catastrophe

it was his body that had defended him,

ami with no orders from him. The
body had done enough; he ought to

give it rest, let its noble instincts relax

and recuperate. Suppose he went again:

would it not be too much to ask of the

taxed flesh? He had no reason to sup-

pose that if he spent another evening

in his unloved library, anything what-

ever would "happen." He fancied the

thing was tired of the game. Yet he

could not promise that; and he knew
that, should it reappear, he could not
combat it with mind alone. Never, for

example, could he focus his weary emo-
tions sufficiently to meet its hatred with
like hatred—if, indeed, anything human
could. This thing carried no useless

baggage; it could give itself entirely to

its business of hating; and its capacity

was one of the well-kept secrets of the

universe. No; if he met it again, he
would have simply to hope that his

body would make another effort. He
had done nothing, really, except regis-

ter his attitude to the presence; but
that only his body had been capable of

doing. He had expressed himself to

it only in two wild, instinctive gestures.

Would there be strength enough there

for another, if another were needed?
How could he go?

Yet, in the end, Louquier went. He
could never have done with the enemy
until he had passed an evening in his

library unvisited by it. He longed

passionately to ask some one to go with

him. A bell-boy from the hotel would
do. But he knew such an evening

would be no test. He ordered a cab to

come for him at eleven, and told the

driver not to ring the bell, but to whistle

outside. When he reached the gate, it

seemed to him that he could not enter;

but something—the rusted remnant of

his iron will, perhaps—carried him in.

In his pocket he had a loaded pistol—

a

quaint notion, which none the less gave

him some comfort. Completely un-

corporeal as the thing was, it seemed to

understand his motions. He could not

speak to it; his silent spirit could not

communicate with its silence; he could

make it know what he felt about it,

apparently, only by the gestures of some
low fellow in a rage. Oh, it was a vulgar

beast!

Pistol cocked in his hand, Louquier

sat through his first half-hour, waiting.

There was no sign of its approach. 1 hen,

little by little, he became aware that it

was not going to come. So slowly did

this assurance gain on him that he knew

it only as a deepening peace, gradual as

the long Northern twilight. The room

was splendidly empty of the presence

—
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empty of it to all eternity. He could

fling his keys at the agent, and take a

train to-morrow. He had the definite

sense of having crossed something; of

being on the other side of a gulf; of

having emerged from a region of horror

and having left a big neutral space

between it and him. It even came over

him as he sat there, healthily lulled, that

he had, without knowing it, experienced

a third act of his own. Louquier's

enemy was at last, for him, behind foot-

lights. He had got his grip, and could

now deal with the episode as drama.
It" composed " for him: clear proof that
he was blessedly outside it; and that he
was again (as it had intended he never
should be) Louquier. His weariness be-

came pleasant, turned to a velvet drowsi-

ness. Not once, since the girl had re-

jected him, had he known such peace.

He could almost, with half-shut eyes,

envisage a future—a happy future that
he could build with patience and delight.

Louquier drowsed, sunk in his chair.

He knew now that it would not come,
and he felt safe as a child in its cradle.

He was too dog-tired to mind the dis-

comfort ofhis position. Presently he slept
profoundly, his head on his curled arm.
The cabman's whistle sounded in the

late evening, and Louquier came up
through layers of sleep to greet it. In
that waking instant before the pattern
of life is wholly clear, he jumped, star-

tled. His cramped, unconscious fingers

closed tight on the trigger of the pistol,

and he fired, as neatly as if he had meant
to. Louquier was even spared the
knowledge of what he had done, for the
bullet, knowing what it was made for

and knowing nothing else, went straight.

For he had won his moral victory;

and there was nothing left his baffled

enemy but to stoop to physical accident.

At last the impatient cabman's ring

pealed through the house, but no one
answered it.

To a Hero

BY OSCAR C. A. CHILD

WE may not know how fared your soul before
Occasion came to try it by this test.

Perchance, it used on lofty wings to soar;

Again, it may have dwelt in lowly nest.

We do not know if bygone knightly strain

Impelled you then, or blood of humble clod
Defied the dread adventure to attain

The cross of honor or the peace of God.

We see but this, that when the moment came
You raised on high, then drained, the solemn cup—

The grail of death; that, touched by valor's flame,
The kindled spirit burned the body up.



We Discover the Old Dominion
BY LOUISE CLOSSER HALE

PART III

'ND pepper and salt!

pepper and sa-a-a-lt!"

This is a very undig-

nified way to begin an
article on Virginia. And
in spite of the nature of

the demand, unseason-

able for early morning. It was W
ordering our lunch who thus awak-
ened me at Covington, pepper and salt

being an afterthought, and called through

the transom as the waiter made his way
down the hall. Possibly it was to hu-

miliate me that the burden of the com-
missary was assumed by him.

It was to be another day among the

mountains, and the hard-boiled-egg in-

dustry was heavily taxed before we
started. It made a delay, which pleased

me greatly, as my three sandwiches had
been ready far in advance. There was
a great deal of running up and down
stairs and opening of doors, one young
man at the Hotel Collins gladly speeding

mv departure. I walked into his room
three times in twenty minutes, varying

my third apology by an attack upon
him for not locking his door. And while

he made no reply, he was evidently ter-

rified, for I heard him barricading the

entrance with a tabic-, probably lacking

a lock and a key.

I breathed more freely when we were

in the fields again, running along a mild

river with tracks of wagon-wheels
branching off the highway and inviting

us down to the water's edge, as much
as to say, "Aw, come on in," like dear

Skinnv on the funny page. At one entic-

ing little set of ruts we were hailed from

across the way by an agonized voice cry-

ing, "Step! look ! listen!" We con hi not

believe this to be a railroad-crossing

come to lite, ami it was not the place

for comic opera of some such modem
name. Hut we did all three things while

the- blond young man who had hailed

us came to the edge of the bank opposite.

"I had to say something quick," hi

explained. "I've tried making a pi

lite start, and the machines keep a-hik-

ing."

The young man went on quite a*

foolish in his way as I was in mine, and
greatly endearing himself to me. He
had forded his car across the stream and
he had got stuck, for his carbureter was
low, so that horses had to pull him out.ll

And now it wouldn't go. In the most
charming and apologetic fashion he be-B

gan to wonder—he took a long breath

—

if he waded across to us, and then stood

up alongside our carbureter, in this man-'
ner measuring the water's cruel height

on his trousers with the height of our
carbureter, and if our carbureter was
higher than the high-water mark on his

trousers, would we then ford the stream
so as to find out why his car didn't go.

"Because," completed the delightful

youth, "we-all are perfect greenhorns

about a c'yar."

We took a chance and motored over,

reaching the other side without horses,

though with a high-water mark of our

own. Putting the car through its simple

tests was a forlorn hope speedily aban-
doned. Like the vehicles of the gipsies,

the magneto was undoubtedly wet, and
there was little to do beyond wheeling

the car about where the kindly sun

would dry it out in time-.

As soon as we turned to the right

after Longdate Furnace we began the

six-mile ascent of North Mountain. We
approached it with a good deal of curi-

osity, tor we had been variously advised

as to this climb over tin- highest and
the steepest of the Virginia mountains.

In garages, where talk is limited to the

feats ot the motor-car, preferably the

car ot" the talker, there w.is such divi

information that one would have to

make the ascent if only to hnd out tor

himself. We were told that the road

was perfect there was no road— it was

j
3
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all mud—no, all stone—a child's veloci-

pede could do it—no motor could make
it

—

ad libitum, ad infinitum, and all those

other things.

Higher and higher we climbed, wind-

ing back and forth like the lacets of the

Alps, and more and more abundantly

the earth spread itself to our vision. No
wonder great men are benevolent in

their view toward mankind. From their

height they see clearly our little mental

farms, know the poor ground from the

rich soil, recognize those who toil un-

ceasingly and the lazy, pompous ones

sleeping in a shade which lavish nature

has unworthily bestowed upon them.

By afternoon we were in the far reaches

of the Shenandoah Valley, sliding away
from the Appalachian Range and slip-

ping toward the Blue Ridge. Between
the two lies Lexington, containing the

university of Washington and Lee, or

Washington College, as it was called be-

fore General Lee was made its president

after the war. If I do say it, I am some-
thing of a connoisseur on Lexingtons, but
I found the Lexington of Virginia more to

my taste than any of the other towns
,

(admitting that I am unfamiliar with
Lexington Junction, Mo.). To be
sure, there was a contest between the

Illustrator and myself over a choice of

composition. He wanted to do the

!

church where Stonewall Jackson taught
his darkies' Sunday-school class, and I

wanted the back of Dr. White's house.

!
I thought it should go down to posterity,

as the back door is even lovelier than
;the front, like a fine soul in an ugly
body.

I do not know Dr. White; all this was
told me by a student who also said that

:

the nagroes (he elegantly pronounced it

i
so) were taught by General Jackson.
The pronouncer of nagro said he lived

in Greenwich Village of New York City,

,

but, when I challenged his accent, ad-
mitted that he was born in Georgia.
He conducted us on a little pilgrimage to
the grave of Robert E. Lee, who rests

with the Lee family, and as we left the
town we passed the cemetery where
Jackson is buried, his monument rising
above the others.

t

We achieved Natural Bridge with no
sign of anything when we arrived there
but an unnatural hotel, charmingly

situated, which didn't take dogs. One
of the women guests pleaded that he be

allowed to remain, and upon Toby prom-
ising that he would not steal the towels

we were all accommodated. This was
real country again, the doors of the

rooms opening directly upon a long

veranda on the ground floor. I should

say it was the safest hotel in the world,

for a large sign in the Illustrator's room
read, "Fire-escape on back porch."

"Lilacks am right nice," said the

waiter, as he placed the blossoms on our
supper-table; and it was all very nice

indeed until we thought we would take

one look at the Natural Bridge before

going to bed. I bounced in on W
as he and Toby were getting ready to

view the marvel of nature by moonlight.
" It costs a dollar a head to see the

bridge be natural," I shouted. We de-

cided to wait until morning.

We are like all Americans: we grum-
ble at impositions—and accept them.

After we had made ready the baggage
the next morning we swelled the coffers

of the gentleman who farms Natural
Bridge and went to view it. I never saw
such radiance as that May morning!

I had a very definite picture in my
mind of Natural Bridge, due to my
father's Cousin Laura's stereopticon

views with which I was always enter-

tained in my youth when our family took

Sunday-night tea with her. These views

formed my taste for scenery, setting a

sort of standard. Since then I have
visited many of the marvels of nature,

but so excellent were her pictures to

my child's mind that I have frequently

been obliged to say to the mystified

guide, "Not so good as my father's

Cousin Laura's." However, Natural
Bridge, with its glory of young color, was
admitted without question as "better

than my father's cousin Laura's," and
I suppose if anything is better at thirty-

seven than it was at seven it is worth
a dollar. (Note.—I'm older than thirty-

seven, but I did want to work in a seven

for the value of the repeated word, and
I couldn't say forty-seven, which would
be too far from the truth.)

I had hoped to go over the top of the

bridge as we left for Lynchburg, but we
never got a snip of it, reaching Glasgow
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only to get lost in the smallest of all

hamlets. It was hard to believe that the

main road over the last of our moun-
tains could run along a tow-path of a

disused canal, becoming more remark-
able as it starts over the mountains. The
tow-path is abandoned, and, entering a

farm-yard, the rocky way begins di-

rectly behind a pigsty. We could not
believe this, and had no one to ask, as

all the family had gone to church with
only the live stock in the front yard eat-

ing up the peonies. But a weary-looking
automobile issued from the pass and
told us to go on but to look out. We
did "look out," which was the only way
to forget a narrow, tortuous road har-

rowed bygullies that madeTobysea-sick.
Somehow or other we got over those

fearful mountains. We even crossed a

car coming our way, which we had said

couldn't be done. There must be a

special providence for good automobiles

—one will notice that the dreaded meet-
ing of a narrow way is generally made at

a turn where the width is sufficient.

Once more upon the highway, with
Lynchburg twenty miles ahead, we found
the road finely macadamized and heavily

tolled by armless men. The engine

was inclined to whiz, but the chassis

was inclined to sag, although this was
disputed with cheery optimism by our

driver. Optimism is like a certain re-

ligious belief—it cannot mend a bone.

Nor can it mend a spring whose leaves

are undoubtedly snapped. "Broken; I

thought it," said the Illustrator, as we
reached the Carroll Hotel in Lynchburg.

I had the best of it. The clerk at the

Carroll, hearing we would be delayed,

offered me a comfortable room to rest

in, and refused compensation beyond
the modest price of a Sunday dinner.

I was in the lobby long enough to

buy some illustrated postal cards of the

old houses in the vicinity, but the news-

dealer said that they had no stock any
more and his customers of late had
developed "just a natural distaste for

them/ It may be that a postal card,

even with an old church on it, no longer

placates wives left at home. One of the

very young men in the lobby who I

didn't think could have a girl, much
less be married, went out with W
to send a night-letter to his wife,

w- • was sending a night-letter also,

not to his wife or, I hope, to the wife of
any one else, but—much more melan-
choly business—to a motor agency for

a new spring, Lynchburg contributing

but a rubber buffer, that we might at

least limp on over the red roads among
the green pines to sleep—Somewhere in

Virginia.

While I did not tell those of a me-
chanical turn of mind, I was glad that

we began " sagging" again before Ap-
pomattox, as I wanted to spend the

night there. I wished to go to the

McLean house, where Grant met Lee.

But the town itself was discouraging;

the whites stood on one side of the street

and the blacks on the other, as though the

old feud might break out at any mo-
ment. It was well that we stopped to

ask more definitely of the McLean house.

Since I had found a postal card of it at

Lynchburg, I might have written very
touchingly of a visit to the old place,

and of carrying away some jasmine or a

magnolia blossom. A very respectable

colored man told me that the house
had burned down some time ago and
there was very little to see.

Regretfully we left Appomattox; not

that beauty held us, but that we had
not enjoyed the sensation for which we
had long been preparing. There was no
sensation at all except to find a hotel

before the axle became permanently
bent. We were now in a country with-

out sign-posts and with more forks in the

road than were ever laid on a table.

In time we came to Pomplin, a village of

some two hundred odd inhabitants, most
of them colored people going to church.

A very promising darky—promising

to weigh about three hundred when
she was of age—told us the hotel was the

"grea' big house on yondah," which
was so encouraging that the throttle was
opened with an idea of sweeping up
very stylishly to the automobile en-

trance. In two minutes we were firmly

in the open country again, all three of

us with our hearts cleansed of broken

springs and full of the humor of the

situation. A perfectly strange gentle-

man then appeared from nowhere, and,

stepping on the running-board, offered

to take us back to the grea* big house

which we had missed; but if ever three
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travelers, "to say nothing of the dog,"

had arrived inopportunely, we were that

party.

The furnishings of the hotel had been

auctioned off on Saturday and the

trophies carried away. The new pro-

prietor had taken possession fifteen min-

utes before our arrival, and our appear-

ance had unfortunately been made a

day before that of the new proprietor's
rurniture. But the lady who was going

DUt and the lady who was going in put

their heads together, and the result was
two beds in an empty room with staring,

unshaded windows for W and me,

and half a bed for the chauffeur in "Mr.
Fells's room."
After a while (a long while) we all

drew around the board—father, mother,

land daughter of the new regime drinking

bowls of black coffee with enthusiasm.

Since the most important event in the

world to them was the running of their

;frrst hotel, we talked of nothing else.

The host had but one regret: he had
installed an acetylene plant on his farm
and he must leave it. "You just turn on
the gas and there you are/' he told us

softly and often. "I shall suhtainly

miss mah acetylene." While we didn't

say so, we wondered how this moving
into a town of such minute proportions
could be a gain in any way, and we fear

there is a tragedy behind the abandon-
ing of the farm with the gas. But as

there was only a gentle complacency in

the eyes of the man, so there was only
resolution in those of his pretty wife,

and in the eyes of the daughter a lively

interest in whatever lay before her. How
wonderful to be seventeen with all life

bottled up and waiting for us on a far,

high shelf! How terrible if we knew at
seventeen the contents of the bottle!

We ate at the second breakfast, after
the day-boarders from the railway had
gone. There was cold pork, fried eggs,
hot biscuit, jam, and conversation at
the next table. The daughters of the
past and present menage were compar-
ing notes on life. They were crisply
dressed girls, with no country airs about
them, but almost pathetically naive.

In confiding their ambitions to each
other, the departing one admitted that
hers was to play golf. She didn't know
why; she had never seen a golf game or

a golf-ball. "Though, of course, I would
know a golfer by his golf-bag." It was a

poor way of recognizing a golf-player,

but this thought only dipped into my
mind. Occupying all my cerebral facul-

ties was the deep admiration for this

girl bred so far from the dalliance of life

that she has never heard the click nor
whir of the soaring ball, yet her manner
possessed the unostentatious assurance
of an old civilization.

I don't know whether the warm friend

I made at Farmville was a chauffeur or

the rich young man of the town. It is

hard to tell in the South, where they are

all so well-mannered. This one went with
me up the street after we had left the
car with an accommodating smithy to

see if a certain kind of a map could be
found. We went into a clothing-store

to get the map, and the proprietor said

he would run home and bring his for me
to look at, but he doubted if I could
buy one this side of Richmond. As I

didn't wish to see a Southern gentleman
run, but liked very much to hear him
talk, I persuaded him to remain by
the ribbon-counter. Here, of all places

in the world, I learned that Farmville
was as historic, Civilly War speaking, as

any place we could visit, and that right

over the present show-window was still

the small cannon-ball which had been
fired at General Grant.

This hurried me into the hotel next
door to be introduced by my strange,

new friend to the proprietor, Mr. Chick.
And in that way I found myself soon
afterward in a large upper room writing

at a table where Grant had written,

where he planned his last strategical

move before he rode on to face Lee at

Appomattox. So, after all, the sensation

was mine of which I had been robbed by
the burning of the McLean house. Mr.
Chick was sorry that he wasn't older

(which was most gallant, even for a

Virginian), so that he could remember
Grant.
The old waiter at dinner could have

told us more, I am sure, but he was so

deaf that I feared to rouse the peaceable
citizens at the little tables by stirring

up old wounds. I did ask once if he
remembered Grant, but he replied that
it was hard to get the chicken-livers, as

they were used for the gravy, and as
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some of the citizens snickered I wasn't

going to gather any more data if nobody
buys the book.

We were among the Southern farms

all afternoon, and I could not write my
mother encouragingly of the crops.

The lovely woods also troubled me, for

they now carried a sign of "Posted" on
the trees as though the forest were a

bad club member, its remissness exposed

to the world.

We asked Henry Hobson about
" Posted." He was a very old darky driv-

ing an ox to a cart, and possessing a fund

of general information; he told us that

the sign meant "cain't do no huntin'."

His real lack in knowledge was his home
address. He didn't know where he lived;

at least he couldn't decide when we
asked for his post-office address that we
might send him what he admitted to be

his first picture. He finally hit upon
some place where a letter would be likely

to reach him, but for once the dialect

baffled us. It had never occurred to me
before that darky dialect was difficult

to understand. I remember in London
looking at an Englishwoman with veiled

contempt who remarked, after hearing

a young American girl in plantation

songs, "I don't get a.word she says, and
I presume she is singing in the negro

language." And now I am as a Briton!

It was late afternoon when we came
to Petersburg, Petersburg of the Bloody
Crater, where action followed by inac-

tion occasioned the useless sacrifice of

thousands of lives. We had but a few

moments ago left the ox-carts of the

road, the strings of mules and the horses,

three abreast to a cart, guided by a

postilion". We came to a town of paved
streets with a something at the crossings

under a canopy of khaki, a something in

a uniform on a little throne, like a king

on a dais, who turned a lever and,

behold! the traffic was told to Go Go,
while those at right angles were urged

to Stop Stop. It was a Southern traffic

cop secure from sunstroke, controlling

the little army of North and South as

opposed to those of East and West.

I had barely time to dress myself be-

fore dinner with so much splashing of

Toby in the bath that the chambermaid
was declaring to goodness that the tank

"am ran over." She was a knowing one

in other directions. When I asked for

some plain white soap, ostensibly wav-
ing a soiled chiffon scarf, she was not
at all deceived, returning with a lump
of indigo as well, which she said was
mightily good for bluing them white
dawgs. We left him all but starched
and stiff to go to the grill below.

A grill has a gay sound. I did my best;

to add to the spirit of the scene, ordering

a Tango salad, and, while I am no
rounder, I think I was better than a

phonograph which stood in a balcony all

by itself crying to go back to Tennessee.
We went out with our blue dog to

wire my maid for more shirts. The maid
was from Virginia, and I didn't want to

tell her we had broken a spring on ac-

count of the uneven disposition of her

roads, but it was a night letter, and I

had ten words unused even with "Love
from Toby." So I lingered at the tele-,

graph-office, and the courteous Southern
clerk let me have the message back
twice while I added, "Better clean if

not cleaned," and, later, "Tie box with

strong string."

The hotel was still alive before we
were gladly abed. I doubt if it is ever

quiet, for Petersburg is more like a

mining town than one of southernmost
Virginia. It is not under siege, yet the

stir of the street is still from men to

whom powder is no stranger. But they

do not ram it down old flint-locks or

pack it into muskets of heavy bore and

long barrel. They make it, thirty thou-

sand strong, in a town not far away.

In two years' time this town grew from

fields of buttercups to thirty thousand

souls. All the shops of Petersburg ex-

press a willingness in the windows to

cash Dupont checks, and from beyond

the doors of every gin-mill brawlers

were availing themselves of the offer.

There is no sweetness in the main street

at all, only prosperity.

And the name of this new, strange

town where gun-cotton is made tor

gasping nations is I [opewell.

Before we reached the Crater the next

morning we found the most interesting

church in all Virginia—Old Blandford,

which gleamingly restored, is now serv-

ing as a Confederate Memorial Chapel.

Every state of the Confederacy is rep-

resented by a window in glass. As I
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stole about reading the inscriptions,

it occurred to me that nothing could

be more fitting for the emblem of a

soldier than these deep reds, glorious

purples, and soft, pallid shades of death

dyeing a substance that can shatter, can

splinter, can be crushed into atoms, but

cannot be utterly destroyed.

The old custodian said there

were still bullets found in the

churchyard, relics of the severe

fighting in the effort to seize

Petersburg. A few yards be-

yond rise the earthworks of

the two opposing armies.

The Crater is now softly

covered with green, Time's

healing hand for the torn

earth. We can only grow
philosophy for the wounds of

the heart.

We found a heroic effort to

reach the people by notices

which the Virginia Health De-
partment has tacked upon the

treeslikeOrlando's love-letters.

They give some grim statistics

about tuberculosis with so easy

a preventative that one would
think the natives could keep
their windows open. Yet (I

can argue on both sides with
perfect ease) it's all very nice

to have your windows open
if you are well covered, but
consumption of the future
seems much less uncomforta-
ble than the immediate pos-
session of a shivering body. I

have two ideas of eternal pun-
ishment, both of which keep vi/ *

me as good as I can possibly
manage. One is a continual
restaurant in a basement full

of smoke, noise, and a big
band above which you have to be en-
tertaining to pay for your supper; and
the other is to "sleep cold."

All through Virginia, both by the
many Agricultural Stations and in the
many placards, there shows a fine dis-

position on the part of the state to take
care of its children, old and young;
and if the children themselves didn't
have such a "natural distaste" for keep-
ing up the roads, this atmosphere of
good will which continually surround-
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ed us would make it a motoring

paradise.

When we reached Courtland we
met a new sign forbidding us to turn

corners any faster than eight miles an

hour, and, fearful of whizzing around too

rapidly, we held to a straight line until

THE NATURAL BRIDGE

we reached a hotel. It was past the

lunch hour, but I walked through to

the dining-room and found two ladies,

vague sort of hostesses, still talking it

over. The Southerners have the, mag-
nificent hospitality of the peasant and
the grandee—if you will take what is

there you are welcome to it.

I walked across to the jail-yard which
lay across the street. They were having
a very pleasant time in the jail, where we
could hear loud, black laughter (mean-
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ing the laughter of blacks), but ;i man
who was making a house- next door said

they were only just pretending, as no-

body was ever really happy in jail. lie

ought to know, for he had spent the night

there, and was set to work upon his

return to the world through the philan-

thropy of a builder who was short-

handed. 1 his I learned from our chauf-
feur, ot whom he had tried to borrow the

price ot .1 drink for the reason that both
ot them were from tin- North. IK- knew

littK- of Courtland, as he had fallen

off a freight-train and, presumably, the

water-wagon at the same turn-. He
should have looked from his jail window-
to enjoy the cannon that was installed

tlu-n- alongside a monument to the Con-
federacy. It, too, was a Northerner,
and had also fallen off a train w hilt- going
farther South with Union troops during
tin- Civil War.
We waited in Suffolk for a freight-

train to make- up its mind. It is unkind
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I
to a coquette to liken her to a freight-

train, but I don't suppose the freight

\
objects to being likened to a woman.
If it does object, there is simply no pleas-

I ing it. But the way they both giggle and

J
cough, run one way, then the other, and

' always so the whole town can see it

—

! back and forth across Main Street—is

j

enough to start a scandal.

The Illustrator would not encourage

I

the ogling cars by even looking at them

j
(an attitude which I trust he maintains

when coquettes are blocking his way),

;
but went down in a cellar after Toby,

j
who had gone off with a select circle of

i

Suffolk dogs. I hurried away to send

I
surreptitiously a telegram concerning his

slippers (the master's slippers, not To-
by's), which I had left behind in Peters-

|
burg, and the chauffeur solemnly ex-

|

changed cards with a likely looking

; colored boy who wished to come to New
York to be a chauffeur. He had no

j training for the job be-

I yond the mastery of
' shoe-blacking, but he
thought it would be

mighty nice to ride

around.

Somewhere along this

way W m a d e a

sketch of the upper end
of the Great Dismal
Swamp while I fought
off small embryo chills

and fever which were
trying to bite him. The
mosquitoes come early

in Virginia, although
the hotels were so well

screened that the guest
is not troubled with
them. They were eery
swamps through which
one could paddle for

forty miles or more, the
trees having a sort of
elephantiasis of the
trunks, which isn't so

remarkable for trunks
considering the animal
most addicted to them.
We came upon Tide-

water shortly afterward,
represented by a spur
of the James River
which had made a short

cut through Virginia to greet us expan-
sively at the sea-level. Between this

point and Norfolk is an interesting sec-

tion of the country to those who like

early vegetables. Most of those we get
in the New York markets come from
here; early pease on the night of the
2d of May were being shipped from the
vines to reach your table May 4th. We
found something very personal in this,

and wished to pin a note on one of the
pods to see if it reached any of our
friends. We were bidden by one gar-
dener to ask of the turn when we
reached the Masonic Lodge for colored
people, whose emblems we would recog-
nize. We found this easily enough, al-

though the building possessed a more
striking guiding-mark. The basement
was a place of worship which some la-

bored chalking on a blackboard ad-
mitted to be "Church of God and
Saints of Christ."

A NOTTOWAY COUNTY ROAD—APPROACHING PETERSBURG
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Several very ebony saints were sitting

on the steps chanting melodiously. It

was a shame to stop them to ask for

anything so trivial as Portsmouth, but

they stopped of their own volition, not

so much to tell us of the way, but for

the reason that a piercing and more
lovely note than even their sweet voices

cleft the air. We were all very still in

this lonesome little settlement, the dar-

kies with their heads uplifted while they

whispered, "Sho' enuff— huccome that

bird hya so soon!"

And "sho' enuff'
,

it was the first

nightingale of the season, which had also

managed to give us a welcome to Tide-

water, Virginia. I suppose it is really

the mocking-bird, this Southern song-

ster, with some very fine foreign notes

which it must have acquired by hearing

that popular phonograph record of the

Italian nightingale.

W was especially enthusiastic

over Norfolk, as his aunt Mary Ann had

lived her kind and useful life there, and

a number of kin were still about with

whom he was remarkably friendly. We
did not hunt them up on arriving at

the Monticello, for he wished to take me
out to a magnificent restaurant which he

had visited when a lad, where the fish

were the finest in the world, and the

people assembled there the cream of the

city. I got into my dinner-dress, fearful

that it wasn't good enough, and we
walked past the old court-house, where

I found a nice yard evidently built for

hotel dogs. The cafe of his youth was
not as far off from lure as he hadexpected

it to be, nor was it as Large nor in as

wide a street. And the patrons assem-

bled there I should not call the Mower of

Virginia. They were not eating the

fish of Chesapeake Hay. for there was

none on the menu, but they had some
lobsters from Maine, clams from Little

Neck, and a boiled New England dinner.

1 ordered cold salmon, which was tinned,

ami the Illustrator had Delaware' River

shail. more hill of bones than usual.

"It's changed," he kept repeating,

"it's changed." 1 doubt it it was ever

any better it was just youngness, al-

though 1 cannot think that the blindness

of youth is preferable to the keen eye of

experienced years,

Norfolk is such a fine old city, newly

decorated, that I should give its history

instead of taking space to admit that

our first morning there began with a dog
fight. Yet it throws a side-light on the
character of the citizens to say that they
enjoyed the fight, and had to scrape up
their gallantry with an effort to save the
lady's dog. I went off with him to have
his wounds dressed, he very astonished

at the quickness on the trigger of his

Airedale opponent, saying every now and
then to himself, "Mercy! Can't a feller

growir But it wras commendable that in

all his excitement he used only the

sweetest of little swears, which ought to

have been, but was not, an example fori

his master to follow.

The Illustrator had gone ofTwith onei

of his family when I returned, and I was
relieved to learn that the cousin had no
Airedale with him when he called. A
canine Capulet and Montagu situation

would have been too hard to treat diplo-

matically, no matter how much one
may like a husband's relatives. There
was a note left for me—not beginnings

with "Darling" or anything—just, "Send
out wash; spring hasn't come." This
was a phrase which I at first took as re-

ferring to a season fully arrived in Nor-
folk; then I recalled our fallen leaves,

which more resembled an autumnal con

dition. He looked rather autumna
upon his return, although luncheon re

stored him to his rightful heritage o

years.

It was not only food that cheered

us, but the behavior of the personne

after a very inebriated patron had
gathered up all of his change, piece h\

piece, while his waiter's face kept length-

ening like a day in June. Abetted by
the Illustrator, the waiters worked them-
selves into a state of hysteria over their

comrade's loss of his tip, ending in the

sudden shower of a dish of small oyster-

crackers on the floor about me. In a

snickering panic they attempted to

SCOOp them up as the burly figure of the

captain darkened the horizon, and, to

my surprise (a surprise instantly con-

trolled I, tin- dish w as placed at my elbow
with a patient smile, as though I hail

knocked them ofl myself.

There is only one incident of quick-

wittedness more- magnificent than this,

the wits being exercised by a very
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bacchanalian gentleman whom the Illus-

trator was visiting. It was the Illustra-

tor's aim to get him past his wife's door
without exciting suspicion, but the man

I fell full-length in front of the severe

i

hostess's portal. Yet though the legs

i faltered, the mind continued active.

Even as he lay sprawling, he exclaimed,
sternly: "Walter, I am surprised at you.
Get up!"

It was war again that day, not any
reliving of the Civil or Revolutionary
War, but an actual living of the present
struggle. We drove over to Portsmouth
to pay our compliments to a friend at
the navy-yard, and, accompanied by

an officer, went over to the bare point

beyond the great shops and the shining

officers' quarters, wThere the two in-

terned German raiders were anchored.

I had formed no picture whatever in my
mind of the appearance of this cloistered

community of a thousand souls, but my
wildest imaginings could have conjured

up nothing as fanciful as what was pre-

sented to us. The two former passenger-

ships stood high out of the water, the

gray of their war paint worn down to a

sort of red rust. Between the water's

edge and the circle of American marines
armed with short muskets who mounted
guard over these aliens was a strip of
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waste land. Perhaps I should say it had
been waste land—the scrap-heap of the

yard. Hut the United States comman-
dant had given the men permission to go

ashore upon this dreary strip, to do what
they pleased with it, to use—since they

singularly begged for the privilege—the

hits of wreckage, old sail-cloth, old bar-

rel-hoops, old timbers, which added to

tin- mournfulness <>f tin- scene.

\nd now a Spotless down stands on

the reclaimed land, a little town for chil-

dren to play in which children never

see— built by those able hands which

cannot keep unemployed. I lure were

struts and streets of little houses, not

much higher than a man's head, made of

frame, covered with canvas and painted

on the exterior after the fashion of their

fatherland. Red-canvas chimneys rise

from each house, wooden storks Stand

upon the roof-trees or sit upon painted

wooden nests. Each house has .1 little

yard, and the wooden storks look down
upon live ducks swimming; in miniature

lakes, upon strutting cocks, upon goats

carefully tethered far from flowering

plants. Und die Gdnse! Ach Gott ! du

Gdnse! standing in frontof the motor.im
hissing at us as they had hissed on

German roads.

As we repassed through the navy
yard our flag slid down at half-mast

We stopped to inquire, and learned that

one of the strangers in a strange land hac

just died in our naval hospital. Some-

thing more than an appreciation o

their efficiency possessed us as we turnec

our hacks upon the ( rermans. They wen
costing us an unexpected sympathy.

We left Norfolk the next afternoon

after a full evening the night before—

relatively, not alcoholically speaking

We were going on to \\ llhamshur;

still springless, as tin- Farmville smith'
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lamp held. A bank president had taken
' p the matter of reforwarding the spring

Id Richmond, where I was also hoping
10 find the Illustrator's slippers. Owing
o his activities he had not as yet missed
hem. While a bank president got us

tarted, a girl driving a big car kept us

oing. She found us mooning about the

ieautiful new part of Norfolk, which
night have been Detroit or Cleveland
pr all the Elsie Dinsmore houses it

possessed.

! Even so we missed the ferry, and I

took ofF my hat, as we waited for an-
other boat, to trim it with new flowers

purchased at a five-and-ten-cent store

for twenty-five cents a bunch. An old
lady in the ferry-house admired the
posies, and talked of the poor prices

that must be paid the makers of such
inexpensive goods. But she said it was
the way unskilled workers had to learn,

and she always found that good labor
could command good prices. It made
me feel much more comfortable over
my modestly priced decorations, and

GERMAN SEA-RAIDERS " PRINZ EITEL FRIEDRICH " AND
" KRONPRINZ WILHELM " — INTERNED AT PORTSMOUTH



Washington's headqi meters the wythe house, on palace green, Williamsburg

when they faded From rose to gray in an

afternoon I lost all compunction over

the investment. When the ferry came
she wnii into the negro cabin. I had

thought her a tanned farmer's wife,

which I trust will give no offense to the

Southerner of quality, for she was very,

mi V w hite.

There was distraction on the boat

above it, rather aeroplanes and hy-

droplanes were dipping all around us,

and I felt suddenly uneasy, as though

the ft 1 1 \ might be an enemy to them.

I he Curtiss 1- 1\ ing School is near the

ferry-slip in Newport News. I had not

seen one since we visited the 1- arm an and

Voisin schools at Mourmelon eight years

ago the Mourmelon that has been shat-

tered by the ( Jerman guns. It was si

o.i\ there then! Flying was a sport, as

fashionable as a new dance step and as

dangerously enticing as a fair, wicked

woman. \t New port News
<

that da)

evei \ staccato stab of tin- engines abovt

us w as as the beat of a martial drum.

'The turn at the right for Fortress

Monroe and ( )K1 Point Comfort carried

us through I [ampton, where there is a
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lurch which every one should see and

) which we paid no attention. The
eninsula over which we were travel-

ig is the same pleasant green land

lat met the straining eyes of the Lon-

on Company when Captain Newport of

ngland made his way up the broad

ver and founded the first settlement

lat endured. John Smith—who, I have

aad, entered this new country in shac-

les—dubbed the strip of land adjacent

3 our present Fortress Monroe, Old

'oint Comfort. But this last christen-

ig was in 1608, after he got out of irons

nd began making things hum in the

I olony.
' The point of land couldn't have
wrought him much comfort at the time,

•ut a discoverer must be gifted with a

ision far beyond his century. He must
iave foreseen what a comfort it was
:;oing to be to those running down by
|)oat from New York, or up by boat from
(he southern points, and what a delight,

lis well, to the young girls with all the

officers coming over from the fort to

ittend the dances.

This far end of the peninsula is under
nilitary rule, a condition which did not

ill me with horror as it always does in

Germany. We drove about the interior

)f the fort, the Illustrator pointing out
ittle rooms in the old fortifications

vhere he had dined at the officers' mess.

'An awful name—mess—in common par-

ance, but rendered neat when applied

o the military, as though their discipline

:ould "red" up even a table d'hote.)

:>ome of the quarters were also in these

makelike mounds, the people living un-
der the sod as though buried alive. Not
until we again reached Newport News
were we out of military atmosphejre, and
the salt of the sea stayed deliciously

with us.

It was a piscatorial afternoon for our
companions of the road. We were con-
stantly passing men and women with
shining bunches of fish at their sides

like silver chatelaines. It seemed most
unfashionable to be without fish, and we
determined to have some at Williams-
burg, although we would not be carrying
them about so noticeably.

Williamsburg was so dimly lighted

that we might have taken it for a fire-

fly and gone past, but a mysterious voice
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as welcome as Elijah's ravens called out
to go to the left, which we did, passing

down a broad street with meadows flow-

ering up to the wheel-tracks. The old

Colonial Hotel was at supper, and it was
difficult to get it on its feet to show us

our rooms. I sat in a long drawing-
room, full of magnificent English Shera-

ton, while a boy in white socks talked it

all over with the proprietor.

I went to sleep with the bell of Bruton
church chiming a decently early hour,

a lovely bell into whose casting must
have gone the hatful of silver which
Queen Anne is said to have contributed

toward its making. Some time in the

night the " house guests" came clumping
up to their rooms. Once before, in a wild
mountain town of Sicily, I had slept with
my door unlocked, failing on that night

as on this one at Williamsburg to have
a key, and on both occasions bewildered
gentlemen have "made to enter." Each
time I bitterly reproached °them, and
each time the gentlemen have run hur-

riedly away, but in Tidewater, Virginia,

there was no cry of "Scusa, signora,

scusa!" as they hastily "beat it."

It makes little difference what you
draw in Williamsburg, for every house
is historic and every one is a composi-
tion. If an artist is doing the old Pow-
der Horn from which Lord Dunmore
purloined the powder that blew the

cannon-ball into St. Paul's of Norfolk,
he is fearing he had better hasten to the

old Wythe house where Washington
once lived. If he begins on the Wythe
house, he is itching to get at Bruton
church next door, and while he works
upon Bruton he prays the creator of
good architecture to keep the Poor
Debtors' Prison from falling into dust
before he gets around to it.

01d~ Bruton church faces Palace
Green, restored to its form of 1715.
The slave gallery has been torn
down, but the one at the rear is still,

according to mandate, "assigned for

the use of the College Youth," to
which there is to be "put a door with a

lock and key; the sexton to keep the
key." I don't know whether it was to

lock the students in or out, but they
carved their initials on the wood of the
pews in front of them with the vandal-
ism of youth, and, doubtless, watched
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the minister shift the pages of his ser-

mon from one side to another until, oh,

fearful joy! there were more on the

finished side than on the stack yet to be

thundered aloud.

Lord Dunmore also sat in that gallery

as the Revolutionary storm gathered,

and the governor's big, square pew be-

came an uncomfortable resting-place to

a man who was undoubtedly plotting

against the parishioners as he listened to

the Good Word. As a family who served

its country well, our hotel landlord's

name is on a bronze tablet of the pew
next to the governor's ; and, while I

should appreciate the honor of occupy-

ing one of these conspicuous boxes, I

should prefer Lord Dunmore's latter

place among the gallery gods for com-
fort. These seats of the mighty face the

congregation, and it would be impossi-

ble to take forty winks without render-

ing myself liable to a fine of five shillings

for "sleeping in ye Church."
At the far end of Duke of Gloucester

Street stands William and Mary Col-

lege, the second oldest institution of

Learning in America, from which such

able men have been graduated that it is

hard to believe they were ever boys like

those of to-day, going about the grounds

v . ith or without white-flannel trousers

(you understand me, of course). I

viewed them respectfully. "Presi-

dents?" I asked myself. If they had un-

derstood and returned, "No; good me-
chanics," it would have been quite as

impressive an answer.

Even though I was happy on Will-

iamsburg Greens (there are a number of

them), I was anxious to hunt up our

landlord and make sure that George

Washington had wooed the Widow
C 'list is in Williamsburg. I did not find

the proprietor making up our account,

as the note] very amiably took care of

itself. Me was standing at an old disk

in a loom where the young people had

been dancing the night before.

My host not only verified the story

of the Six Chimney Lot, but claimed

that Williamsburg witnessed George

Washington's other hotly plied sun. 1

stopped him. One ran never believe

that his or her father lias ever asked any

woman but his or her mother to be his

wife, and, short on history as I am, I had
not heard that the Father of our Country
had loved or thought of loving any one
but Mistress Custis. I was shocked.
"Yes," continued our landlord, rub-

bing up the mahogany a bit, "he may
have made love at this very desk, for

it was Mary Cary's."

Now I didn't know who Mary Cary
was, but it was the dearest of names,
and I wished to hear more of her. I

took up a little piece of chamois and
rubbed away at my side of the desk,

too, and a glow came to the surface

which, if I had not been so sick of

metaphor, I would have said was "like

a blush." For Mary Cary was a lovely

girl when Washington came visiting to

Williamsburg, and she had other articles

beside the desk, for they were a proud
family of name and wealth. They were
so proud that Mary Cary didn't think

much of a Washington named George
offering his hand in marriage. He was a

young man, a surveyor, very nicely

connected, still—not a Cary.
So George went away leaving Mary

alone with her desk. But one day he

came back, only this time he was not

surveying anything, not even his chances

at Mistress Cary's hand. He wore a

three-cornered hat and a brave uniform,

and he was riding at the head of his men
—his country's men and his. Mary Cary
was standing in the crowd. She had not

expected him. She had not thought of

the surveyor and the brilliant young
officer as the same man. Possibly she

did not even wear her best gown. And
then I asked our host what she did when
she saw him.

There was only one thing for her to do
under the circumstances. You may not

agree with me. You may think that

my idea of gentility is more fitted to

women of the Middle Ages or more
graceful in the period and costume of

young Queen Victoria, but I feel that

there was just one thing for Mary Cary
to have done. And the most excellent

Southern gentleman did not fail me. He
told me when she s.iw her lost lover

going by in all his splendor.

"Mary Cary swooned away."

[TO BE CONC1 UD1 D.]

I



The Right of Selection

BY LEILA BURTON WELLS

iNN LEE was possessed

with a great fear. She

was like a man who,
failing to make good in

his profession, stares so

persistently at the word
"failure" that uncon-

sciously he induces the very efFect he

would avoid. Ann was afraid with a fear

that neutralized her every thought and
motived her every action. She was
afraid of not getting married!

She had never had, if the truth must
be told, a proposal of marriage. A few

men had paid her attention, of course,

but they had never quite come to the

point. When they drifted away, she told

her family that they had proposed and
been rejected.

As the years passed, she watched other

girls who had men following in their

trail, and wondered. Her two sisters

had married as soon as they were pre-

sented. Clara's husband was thick-set

and coarse of visage—slept over his

paper in the evening, and his only form
of endearment was a facetious pulling

of an ear or tweaking of a strand of hair.

Clara endured this rough handling as

uncomplainingly as she could, for had
he not given her a "Mrs." to put before

her name? She was married and pro-

vided for. She was of consequence.
Some man had wanted her!

Tom, Nellie's husband, was an over-
worked business-man, nervous and ir-

ritable. His conversation at home con-
sisted mostly in discussing the value of
different proteid foods and the condi-
tion of his digestive organs. He suc-
ceeded in making Nellie feel that it was
a subtle favor to her for him to pay
the laundry bill or clothe the children.
But he was a man. He was capable
of admitting Nellie into the great pro-
fession. She was a wife. All stigma of
failure had been removed from her for-
ever!

Ann had recognized these things in-

articulately for a long time, and, recog-

nizing them, had hoped on reasonlessly,

like a man running a losing race. Now
she was thirty-one years old and was
on the eve of taking a rather listless trip

to the West to visit an aunt. She was
not keen about the trip, but it seemed
more advisable to go than to stay. It

was a new field! And she could see her
family snatched eagerly at the straw of

hope it offered.

She was standing now, hatted and
coated, outside the library door, which
was half ajar. Under her close-fitting

hat the shiny bands of tafFy-colored hair

showed, and the amber pallor of her skin.

She was struggling with a refractory

clasp on her glove. Twice she drew it

toward the fastening. ... A voice was
speaking inside—a light, complacent
voice.

Ann started, like a patient under the
hand of a surgeon. Every nerve tight-

ened and recoiled. A voice was saying,

commiseratingly, "Poor Ann!" That
"Poor Ann" was an eternal tenant
in her own consciousness.
"... She's too big, I guess," the voice

hazarded, "and too serious—3/ou know
what Tom said

—

"

Clara spoke. "No, my dear. What
did he say?" Ann could visualize the
curious bending forward of the head
and shoulders. There was the sound of
whispering, and then Clara's voice pro-

testing, deprecatingly, "I don't think
that was a very nice thing to say of
his own sister-in-law."

There was an obligatory reproach in

the retort that Nellie hastened to refute.

"Neither do I, my dear," she defended,
"and I told him so, but you know Tom

—

lobster always disagrees with him, and
we had lobster for dinner, and he said

—

Well, it's not as if she were like the rest

of us, but poor Ann— Tom said he
couldn't understand it, for goodness
knows we had plenty of suitors—you
know I was engaged to Kenyon Knox
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when Tom—not that Kenny was much
. . . but poor Ann— " sighing

—"Ann
never had anybody. Tom says if any-

thing happens to father and mother"

—

sighing again
—

"we'll have to take turns

in giving her a home—for of course

she'll never marry now."
"Oh, never, my dear!" concurred

Clara,* dolefully. "Never in the wide

world. Poor old Ann!"
How smug the voices! How com-

placent the regret! Ann felt herself

tingling from heel to head. She thrust

the door quickly open with her elbow

and entered. Her face was paper white,

her eyes without expression; only her

mouth

—

She spoke with an effort. "The taxi's

here," she said. "I'm going."

"Going?" Her sisters jumped to

their feet. They moved as if on springs,

^heir voices gushed simultaneously.

Nellie, uncomfortably sensible of that

last "Poor Ann," explained, clumsily,

"We—we were just pitying you your

—

long trip. ..." She threw, as she

spoke, a veiled glance at her partner in

iniquity for confirmation of her hope

that no more of the conversation than

that last sentence had been overheard.

Clara's face was not reassuring, but

Ann's voice was impassive, though her

honest inner scorn was too deep for

dissimulation.

"Mother has a headache," she said,

quietly; she isn't going to the train, and

I said good-by to father before he went
to the office. ..." She paused, looking

from one sister to the other.

Clara and Nellie started, self-con-

sciously. They had counted on their

mother's taking upon herself the weari-

some duty of seeing her eldest daughter

to the station, and had hoped to make a

less troublesome adieu.

"Don't both come," said Ann, facing

them, straight and tall ami unsmiling.

"One will do
—

" She thought of adding

"to preserve appearances," bur, because

of the innate sweetness of her nature,

withheld the reproach.

Her sisters, touched with remorse,

leaped into the silence with noisy prot-

estations, and ended by both going.

Ann was relieved when they all squeezed

into the taxi waiting at the curb, and she

watched John, the butler, heave her

suit-case up beside the driver. Sh<

breathed a little sigh of relief as h<

handed her her trunk checks anc

stepped aside, slamming the door of th(

vehicle.

As the taxi wound in and out along the

crowded street, she leaned her strong

supple shoulders back against the cush-

ions and tried to listen to the incessant

voices of her sisters. They babbled
ceaselessly, as if they feared the moment
when their light voices would cease.

Ann had but one desire—that the per-

functory leave-taking should be over and
done with. Through the light web of

the conversation she caught only one

thought wave. It went round and round
enveloping all, and its substance was
—pity.
The train was made up when she

reached the station. The porter had de-|

posited her luggage in her berth. Clara

had bought some magazines, and Nellie

tentatively suggested a box of candy

—

though, as she never had any superfluous

pin-money in her purse, she would have
been put to embarrassing shifts had Ann
accepted the offer; but instead of grati-

tude she had only a primitive desire to

push her sisters off the train with her

two hands, to end their emotionless

irresolution with one vigorous action.:

The convicting conventionality of their

words nauseated her.

Nellie was formulating a sentence

with a mechanical coquetry of voice and

eyes and perfunctory arms around
Ann's waist. Both sisters were smiling

consciously, but avoiding the inter-'

change of glances. She caught the words
"bring back" and "a nice, enchanting

husband," and "don't dare to come
home without

—
" and suddenly she

flung her hands out in front of her as if

to rebuff an insult. "Oh, don't!" she

said. "Don't— /" It was her first open

acknowledgment of her position. Up to

this time she had answered the rallying

persiflage with a protective pretense.

Always before .she had ki pt on "playing

the game," pretending, deceiving.

Now she paled proudly. Her sisters re-

coiled. They hesitated looked at each

other—kissed her—hesitated again, and

were mme!
" Don't'" said Ann, whispering to her-

self. "Don't, don't, don't -please!"
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She put her hands to her flaming

heeks and glanced guiltily around her,

taring some one might have heard her

oeak, but her fellow-travelers were oc-

upied in leave-taking. She was of no

onsequence.

;
She scarcely knew when the train

ulled out. She took no cognizance of

I

erself or her surroundings. The prob-

;m of her life weighed large upon her.

J J.he thought with difficulty because

hought was not her native element.

Her mind moved from one fact to an-

other with a large solemnity. One
hought suffused her consciousness—

jebellion against the injustice of her

ate.

The conductor came and asked for her

icket, and she looked at him with the

mseeing eyes of a sleep-walker, as she

groped for it and asked, as mechan-
cally as her mind registered the impres-

sion that induced the question, "Why
Is the train making such a long stop?"

The conductor murmured something
ibout "waiting for the governor's car to

pe attached," and, though utterly unin-

cerested in his answer, she offered him an
absent-minded "What?" He repeated

his information with a touch of asperity.

She was grateful when he passed on.

The train was moving now. It sped
and sped and sped, and ever the fields

and valleys ran beside it like silent com-
petitors in a race. The landscape
showed but indistinctly, for evening
was breathing in the tree-tops and mist-
ing the atmosphere with the fog of
twilight.

Darkness came at last, and the lamps
were lighted. People began to stray
noisily toward the dining-car, but Ann
had no desire to eat. Her bodily senses

were in abeyance.
She listened to what two men in the

seat in front of her were saying. She
saw only the backs of their heads and
parts of their shoulders, but their voices,

aggressive and self-confident, lured her
attention. What slick little bullet-

shaped heads they had, these men ! The
hair was already beginning to thin at
the crown. She caught snatches of their

conversation. They were talking of men
who had succeeded in making good
through sudden changes in economic
conditions induced by the war. She

listened to some of the unfamiliar
phrases. "An' he said," grunted one
of the voices, "that the first time he
saw him he was a barefoot boy in a

mountain hamlet near Altoona, and the
next time he saw him he was riding in

his hundred-thousand-dollar private car.

. . . Arrived, that's all—sheer grit—for

ten years put every ounce of his vitality

into steel. Couldn't fail, that's all

—

wasn't in him. Throw him in the gutter
and he'd crawl out. Markham's same
proposition, . . . grabs his opportunity
every time. Damned if he wouldn't lick

failure into a cocked hat. Some hustler!"

Ann suddenly caught her wandering
mind as she would have caught a
naughty child napping over a lesson.

"Licked failure into a cocked hat!"
They were talking of the governor of the
state now. . . . She listened avidly to
what phrases she could catch. "Worked
on a farm by day and read law by night.

. . . Didn't have a chance in the world
of ever being anything if he had con-
sidered conditions, but, by the Lord
Harry, conditions were never anything
to him except something to conquer."
Ann caught the words "cleaned the
state of dirty politics" and "perhaps the
next Presidential nominee," and then,

with startled eyes, she saw the two men
arise and walk toward the dining-car.

As they passed she looked in their faces.

They seemed ordinary men to have said

so much that was vital. They did not
even see her.

Berths were being made up all about
her. The people had returned from the
dining-car. They were shifting around
and moving luggage. They passed like

drab ghosts. The porter asked her
if she wanted her berth made down, but
she shook her head, and he went away.

Voices were still now. There were
human creatures all around her going to

sleep, but they had nothing to do with
the lonely world of her consciousness.

She was not going to sleep; she was
waking up. She sat straightly in her
seat, looking at the shiny surface of pol-

ished mahogany that interposed itself

between her and the next berth. Her
thoughts were growing clearer. They
were ordering themselves. Like troops
of children falling obediently into line in

a school drill, they moved here and there
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and then straightened out. Restless

they were, but in line!

She seemed to understand. Those
men whose stories she had listened to

had dominated and controlled their des-

tiny. They had started with an over-

powering thought heritage, the thought
heritage of a dominant sex. They had
succeeded by a tremendous belief in

their divine right to success. Failure

suggested to them no compromise with
lesser things, but a struggle toward
greater. Each obstacle in the way but
inflamed them with a fresh desire for

effort. They were men—nothing was
impossible; while she

—

She tried to remember when the fear

had first come to her that perhaps she

might not—please. Had some one said

she was too big, 'way back there?

She had been taller than most of the
boys at dancing-school. Was it there,

perhaps—there, that she had first feared?

And had it gone on from there—the

struggle—the awful struggle against los-

ing odds? The struggle to win—to

win . . .

With an absolute unconsciousness she

stirred her muscles, stretched and re-

laxed. How big she was, and strong!

Why should she be passive? Why
should she creep through the years like a

beaten mongrel snapping at the cast-off

titbits of life? Those men who had
fought and struggled for their ideal were
not better than she. A great light glim-

mered in her. The slumbering indi-

viduality that had been prisoned in the

catacombs of her flesh woke and tugged

to be free.

"Some one has to begin," she whis-

pered. "Why, it is wonderful, . . . won-
derful!" She looked down at her beau-

tiful hands and wrists, so strong, so

supple, so white. She had a sensation

of joy in her mere physical strength. A
little tremulous smile quivered on her

lips. She leaned closer to the reflection

in the polished mirror by her side. A
vague outline of the proud head, with its

shining masses of t a fry-colored hair

wound close to the temples, of the long,

densely white throat, and dark eyebrows

curving above the eyes, came to her.

"You silly thing," she whispered, diz-

zily, "to be afraid. Why, you have

work to do
—

" And instinctively in a

mechanical whisper she found herself

repeating the name of God. She was not
religious save by instinct; she had found
the dogmatic observances of creeds un-

inspiring, but now, with a mighty desire

to reach toward some power beyond
self, she found herself whispering as

to a presence. "God!" she prayed.

"Please, God! ..."

She was never able to calculate after-

ward to what spot in oblivion she had
carried that word—where her thought
ended and the feeling of suffocation

began. Whatever crash there was had
been so overpowering and so sudden that

it had annihilated consciousness for an

instant. She had stopped thinking as

instantaneously as if an electric button
had been turned off in her brain.

All her life she had had a horror of

lying in her coffin—a dread of that close,

narrow binding; that airless compres-
sion around, about, above, to left and
right; that careful, economical fitting.

. . . Was this death? This heavy dark-

ness that pressed down like a falling

avalanche? . . .

She heard sounds now—coming from
everywhere—cries and groans. "Stop!"
she begged. "Oh, stop! ..." She
tried to put her hands up to her ears,

but she was bound fast. She began to

fight and struggle. "Let me up!" she

choked. "Let me— " She pressed with

her hands against something solid. Her
mind focused. Her hands came in

contact with wood. She pushed against

it—glass! It shivered over her hands.

Her thought gave her a word. She

repeated it over and over, shrinkingly.

"Accident!" she whispered. And then

she heard one of those sickening cries

quite close. It whimpered toward her.

It was almost at her ear. . . .

She tried to turn herself and lean for-

ward with the predominant instinct of

her nature—to succor—but she was
pinned securely beneath some heavy
weight of wood. She moved her arms
and again felt the sting of raw glass. A
faint breath of night air played above

her face. She understood. The window-

she had been sitting beside had been

broken by the collision and she could

crawl through. The glass might cut,

but she could crawl through if this
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ching—this thing that was pinning her

—

:ould be removed. She set her teeth and

beat at the wood. She heaved upward

with all her superb strength. The thing

swayed and shifted. There was pain.

She beat the wood yet harder—crouched

and strained again. "Let me up!" she

choked. "I'll suffocate — don't you

see? Won't somebody please let me
out? . .

." She raised her voice in

appeal.

Her cry was obliterated in the blended

sound of many voices. There was no
individuality in it; it seemed to come
from one monstrous throat. She made
another effort; found that she could

crawl like a crouching animal—out,

out, out—crawl even as she might have
crawled out of a coffin had one end been
wrenched away.

She got to her knees; got her head up
at last—lifted her hands. The window
again. The voice that had been at her

ear was still whimpering. "I'll come
back," she whispered to it, scarcely

knowing why she whispered. " I'll come
back." She was feeling the window
now—the lopsided square showed dimly,

like a broken picture-frame. Her hands
were already pricked by the glass. If

she tried to crawl through she might
cut her face—disfigure herself—sever an
artery. Had she better wait?
A cool rush of night air beat against

her cheek and a flood of exaltation
swept over her being. She raised

her head and laboriously drew herself

crouchingly nearer to the window

—

thrust her head and shoulders through.
. . . There was earth beneath—not so
very far away. Blessed, safe earth.
Substance! Surely some one was alive

out there.

Her mind began to conceive. She
doubled herself up and unhooked her
dress-skirt, pulling it down over her
feet. Her trembling hands moved slow-
ly, awkwardly. She wrapped the heavy
serge in a pad and laid it carefully
across the window-sill. Then she caught
the sill with her hands and thrust her
body through. Fear lent her strength.
The glass cut at her and tore at her
clothes, but she clung to the padded edge
of the window-sill and let her body swing
out — let herself down, down, down.
There seemed nothing but an abyss be-

neath her, but anything was preferable

to the coffin she had left. She hesitated,

trembled, let go of the sill with her

hands, and—dropped.
The ground was nearer than she had

imagined. Soft earth crumbled beneath
her feet. She fell to her knees, her

hands digging into gravel. She tried to

draw a breath, to throw off the oppres-

sion on her lungs, but the air was thick

with rolling train-smoke. She got to

her feet. Was she alone? Nobody else

living ? .

A black mass lay along the tracks, or

what she supposed were the tracks—

a

jagged outline as shapeless as a deformed
human body. It sprawled over the
earth in a masslike formation belching

yellow smoke. And from it came sounds,

sounds dreadful to hear.

Ann raised her voice and screamed

—

screamed uncontrollably, with the pas-

sion of a thing trapped. As her voice

lifted, the moaning around her became a

clamor. She had a blind instinct to get

away from it— to turn and flee. She
swayed, hesitated, and then ran wildly

into the darkness. The smoke was
in her face, her lungs. Her hands
were over her ears, her voice raised.

She stumbled along, possessed with
one unreasoning desire—to flee from
sound.

Her body came up with a swift impact
against something in the darkness, some-
thing solid! She caught it, clung with
both hands, screaming.

" Hello !" said a voice, a voice that hes-

itated as if in surprise. "A woman—

"

Ann dug her fingers into the rough
cloth she had touched. There was flesh

under it, living flesh! She clung to it

with a desperation of which she had not
believed herself capable.

"A woman," repeated the voice, re-

flectively. Then, as Ann hung, still

trembling, "Are you hurt?" Hands
came out of the darkness and touched
her.

"No — yes —" moaned Ann. "Oh,
listen! ..."
"Damn it!" cursed the voice, with an

impotent protest against unalleviated
pain. "Confound this darkness! Where
are the train-hands?"
Ann was shaking and stammering.

"We must get them out," she whim-
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pered. "They are back there—hun-
dreds . . . people crying ..."

"Steady!" said the voice. Fingers
found hers, and pressed them almost
brutally. "It doesn't do any good to get

excited. Stop crying, for God's sake!"

A cry reached them—close, insistent!

Instinctively they turned toward the
twisted mass of wood and shadow on the
tracks. Ann had a dim outline of the
man's huge figure that took two great

strides and began to tug at the wreck-
age. In an instant she was beside it.

They found a great beam and heaved
at it—strained and strove until Ann felt

the cords bulge in her wrists.

"Again," growled the man. "Again."
With a concerted effort they dragged

the beam aside. It rolled down to the

sandy earth below. Indistinctly they
made out a figure with an upturned,
bleached face. Together they lifted it.

Ann staggered slightly at the unaccus-

tomed weight and then straightened

herself. They found their way down to

the level ground and laid their burden
down.

"Is he dead?" demanded Ann, in an
awful whisper.

"I don't know." He was bending
over, striking a match. The little flame

flared up, flickered, steadied.

With an ungovernable curiosity, Ann
looked not down at the face of that that

they had rescued, but straightly and in-

stinctively to where the voice had come
from. She had a fleeting glimpse of a

rugged face, and of tossed, dark hair,

before the mother instinct of her nature

drove her to her knees, her hands grop-

ing for the human heart in the twisted

form beneath her. They came in in-

voluntary contact with other hands,

hands strong and capable.

"Not a beat," muttered the man,
laconically. He raised himself and
pulled her up from her knees. "Come
on," he said.

"Come on?" Ann stared at him with

a great revulsion of feeling. "Aren't

you going to do anything?" she de-

manded.
"There are— others." He strode

toward the wrecked car. "Others,

living perhaps! There's no time to

waste."
A cry welled up from Ann's heart.

She hesitated, looked back, wrung her
hands. "I can't leave him—here," she
moaned. "It's too—too—brutal."

The man's voice cut like the crack of

a whip. He was bending over the
twisted debris. "Get hold of this!" he
shouted, tossing the command at her

as if she were another man. He tugged
at a piece of warped steel. Instinctively

Ann bent toward him.
The man straightened his shoulders.

"I'm glad," he muttered, speaking as

if to himself
—"I'm glad I've lifted loads

all my life," he was panting, "glad I

know how to—work."
" Know—how—to—work !" repeated

Ann in the darkness. She turned her

face to his; her breath came with a little

shock of surprise from her lips. "Are
you a—workingman?" she demanded, in

surprise.

A short laugh answered her. "Yes,"
said the man, with a ring of exultation

in his tone, "I'm a workingman; I've

been a workingman all my life. . .
."

He strained at another board. "It's a

pretty good thing to be—at a time like

this—a workingman! Look out there!"

A shivering of splintered wood pow-
dered their hands. He caught Ann
roughly by one arm and pulled her aside.

Then he bent over and lifted something
in his arms. Very carefully he stepped

down and laid what he held on the soft

earth. "A woman," he said, gently.

Ann knelt down. "Light!" she said.

A lantern bobbed in the darkness.

The man sent a shout ringing toward it.

A figure came toward them, and sud-

denly the yellow light swung in their

faces, showing a trainman's face. A
jagged wound tore its way down hii

cheek. His coat was half ripped oft.

One arm hung useless. . . .

"Smashed into a freighter," he ex-

plained, laconically. "Didn't know any
one was alive! It's hell hack there!

Village two miles away off to win foi

help." His shout came back through

the darkness: "Got to git headquan
Governor was on the train

—

"

Ann lifted her hands dripping with

something warm. She shook them in

impotent revolt. "As if that mattered,"

.she moaned. "As if he mattered any

more than thi

The man knelt beside her. Suddenly
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lis voice was gentle. "Nobody mat-

ters," he said, in a moved voice, "un-

ess they can—serve!"

"Serve?" repeated Ann, uncompre-

hendingly.

His hands were feeling for the injured

woman's heart. "There's something in

her arms," he said. He fumbled for a

match.

Ann bent down. A cry escaped her.

She undid the hands of the woman,
close clasped, close locked. "A baby!"

|she whispered, her voice sighing from her

I

lips. She reached out diffident hands
and gathered to her a bundle, soft and
helpless. She staggered to her knees,

to her feet—stood upright, feeling, above
all earthly sense, that fragile life that lay

sagging against her breast. A sharp
! pain shot through her—and a supreme
ecstasy! She turned like a tigress as

the man stepped to her side, shielding a.

match-flame with his hand. "Not
dead!" she cried. "Don't say it! . .

."

Her eyes sought his.

He bent over and drew the covering
away from what she held. She shrank
back from his touch, clasping the tiny

body closer, stammering, "Don't take
it away!" Her voice was a heart-

broken plea. The match fell from his

! hand. He had a glimpse of a majestic
figure with a lifeless atom of humanity
clasped to its breast, of quivering lips

and hungry eyes—of shining bands
of hair. "Dead?" questioned Ann,
slowly. '

He nodded.
"Nothing—we can—do?"
"Nothing." He came closer and

sought to undo her arms, his hands
groping for hers in the darkness. She
repulsed him passionately. The strain
of the long day had told. She trembled
and gave way utterly. "I've never
had anything," she cried, tragically.

"Never, never! Everything

—

dead!"
"Hush!" The man was shaking her

arm.

"I wanted this!" wailed Ann, un-
heeding, forgetful of all things but the
overmastering passion of her soul. She
looked down at the silent little form in
her arms. "Just this. ..."

"Listen!"
Ann lifted her head. The insistent

cry of human pain that had seemed so
Vol. CXXXIII.—No. 797.-89

terrible to her when she had first been
conscious of it was still rising to the sky.

In the last half-hour it had merged into

a necessary horror, and she had been
forgetful of its import. There were
creatures but a stone's-throw away as

helpless as this tiny being she held.

"Do you hear?" urged the man.
"This is no time to be thinking about

—

yourself. Wake up!" He shook her
arm roughly.

"Don't," she said, drawing herself

away, but without indignation. She
stepped over and softly laid the baby
down beside the unconscious form of the
woman. "I am ready," she said, obedi-
ently.

Ann had no idea how long they
worked together. She didn't know
whether it was half the night or only a
few minutes— an hour. She was half

conscious of people who came to help
them, of the ceaseless shifting of wood,
the ceaseless laying down of bodies, the
ceaseless straining and lifting with ma-
chine-like regularity, the suffocation of
smoke, the damnable darkness, the
eternal noise and confusion, and pain,

pain, pain, that lived with her and about
her, that she could not get away from

—

for a machine must go on bending and
lifting and succoring, and bending and
lifting and succoring again.

She was conscious of others, but al-

ways more of him—of that personality
strong and dominant. At times men
came and drew him away, but always he
returned to work beside her. Once he
asked her if she were tired, and she re-

plied "no" in a mechanical tone, and
then added: "Except of hearing. . . .

It's awful to hear—isn't it?"

"Don't listen." He was lifting

something, and carrying it away in his

arms.

The relief train had come. The black-
ened wreck swarmed with human beings
—the air with shouts and outcries. The
moon was shedding a wistful light over
the world, a cool and blissful light, not in-

tended to light misery, but to kiss young
love. Lanterns swayed and bobbed.
A reporter murmured at Ann's elbow.

"I don't know," she said, apathet-
ically. "Ask somebody else." She
had seemingly lost consciousness save
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of her arms; the pain of intense fatigue

was there, an exquisite pain, almost

sinking into paralysis. When she felt

the man at her side again she relaxed

instinctively.

In the queer, flickering light, half flame

and half shadow, she saw his face clearly

for the first time. She had heard and felt

him. She knew ;he touch of his hand,

the strong roughness of his skin, the vital

atmosphere of his being. She had felt

that, but his face—she had never seen

his face, and now they had fixed so

many lights that one could see quite

plainly.

Why, he was an older man than she

had dreamed—or was it only stranger?

A great shock of dark hair swept back

1 an immense forehead, a forehead

that overhung frowning between the

And the eyes— Perhaps the

toilers of earth all wore this look of sav-

omprehension of life's marrow!
"Do you know what they are saying

about you?" :'sked the man. Then he

paused a moment and looked into her

s almost on a level with his, as if he
were shocked and surprised at the

he saw. "They are calling you a

ine!"

"It doesn't feel much to be a heroine

--does it?" she said. "There are so

many dead. Perhaps" — she smiled

>hal rhaps it will feel better to-

morrow." She turned patiently toward
the wreck.

He caught her arm and pulled her

y. " \ ou've had enough of this," he
said, dictatorially. "We can't do any

now. I In v have trained workers
and nurses, too. They are

sending the people to the village.

1 le 1< d her away, and she heard herself

mechanically, asking if there

thing m done listening

ked mechan-
ck.

n't think of it," he said, impa-
" ^ ou only v. aste ( nergy.

rh( »nly a few miles off.

you there. You can
until morning. The railroad people

will attend t thing no
Ann roused herself from the h

physical lethal ping over her.
" And you

:"

"I?" said the man. "Oh, I have to

get out to-night—get back to my work."
"To-night?" Ann repeated blankly,

and was surprised at the protest in her

own tone. Her feet struck a length of

track and she stumbled. The man
stretched out a guiding hand. She clung

to it. How intimate and well-known
and usual this hand seemed to her—this

hand that had come out of the darkness

of the night. Her mind fluttered this

wray and that. She caught at a thread

of thought, only to lose it. She seemed
to be incapable of pursuing any process

of reasoning to its logical conclusion.

However, with an absolute understand-

ing her mind approached the idea of

separation. Of course there must be

separation. Two lives, each flowing a

different way, touching and drifting

apart. This strange man that had met
her in darkness and disaster must go on
his wTay.

As he guided her along beside the

track,, people stopped them and spoke
to them. One woman cried, "God bless

you!" and several men removed their

hats. With a little flush, Ann remem-
bered that he had said: "They are call-

ing you a heroine!"

Never before had she had deference

shown her; never before had she seemed
of such moment. And now as she

walked by the side of this workingman
the people cried out to her, made way
for her to pass.

She began to tremble. "I didn't do
anything," she stammered. "I wish
they wouldn't."
"They won't—long!" comforted the

man, with an amused laugh. "Don't
bother. Take care—there's a lot of

splintered glass here."

He held her back, pressing her arm
against his side as if to steady her, and
suddenly Ann was conscious that for

all the hours of this night there had been
nothing in her consciousness but this one
man. Alone they had been, with the
world outside. Things had moved and
stirred and spoken around them, but
they had remained together in a ghost-
like isolation.

He halted her before a muddy road at

the side of the track where many men
were congregated about two rickety
motors. The crowds parted again as
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they approached, and hands held lan-

terns aloft. Ann saw an old farmer

huddled in the front seat of one of the

machines, the collar of his coat turned

up, his weather-beaten face peering at

her kindly.

A cool wind was eddying through
the atmosphere as if to herald dawn,
and Ann shivered. She had a sudden
sensation of loneliness and of tragedy.

She thought of her baggage—her clothes

—that she had no money about her.

She turned, as if to petition her com-
panion, but he was speaking to the men
who were standing before the second

machine. He gave some directions curt-

ly, and then came to her side and helped

her into the tonneau. She heard the

farmer say something about a blanket

or rug— and then the chugging of

the engine. The car thumped and
backed.

Her mind pricked her, prodding at the

inertia that was creeping over her body.
"Was not this a strange and unconven-
tional thing to do? This getting into

a machine, and driving off, she knew not
where, with this man—this strange man ?

Would it not have been more advisable
to wait—to go with some woman ?"

She turned to him, flushing in the
darkness. "Were there

—
" she began,

and hesitated. "Wouldn't you— I

mean, couldn't we have waited and

—

and brought one of the other women in

that vacant seat?" She was ashamed
that her voice sounded so intensely self-

conscious.

He bent down and pulled the blanket
over her knees, but did not answer. She
felt his eyes on her, and turned her head
slowly. Through the half-light she
peered at his face. His lips were twist-
ing. At first she could hardly classify

his expression, and then she asked,
disturbedly, "Why do you smile?"
He shrugged his shoulders, as if for a

moment he was uncertain whether to
answer or not; and then he said, with a
flicker of something very like contempt
in his voice, "I was smiling at your—
shall we say reverence for the conven-
tionalities at a time like

—

this" He
laughed.

Ann's consciousness flared at the re-
buff, even while she acknowledged its

justice. Why, in this man's world the

things that had made her meat and drink
had no existence.

He had spoken of conventionality.

She shivered again. Conventions —
ways of thinking— laws— how little

they all seemed when they could be
overturned in an infinitesimal part of a

second by a relentless and unseen force.

The blood surged through her tired

body; she felt something of the stirring

exaltation she had felt when she had sat

alone in the car. And since then she had
proved that she was strong, able. She
had worked beside a man, bent her back
and strained her arms, and—not cried

out! This man beside her had talked
about service. Well, she could serve,

too. She could begin to serve her sex.

Some one had to begin. She could be-

gin to break down the thought heritage

of years. She could begin to preach.

"One is conventional from—habit,

sometimes," she said, excusingly, de-

fending herself, and in some way quite

sure in spite of the long silence that he
could catch the drift of her thought.
"I don't think I meant to be—conven-
tional "—diffidently

—
" but it takes some

time to—to break a habit that you have
been brought up with— I

—
" She

paused and clenched her hands together
under the rug. "I despise convention,"
she stammered. "I would like to be a

—

a—reformer!" taking a long breath at

the last word.
"A reformer!" echoed the man, and

he laughed. "So you want to be a re-

former!" he said.

Her head came up at his tone and,
though he could not see it, the blood flew

to her cheeks. She pulled the rug higher
about her knees. " I would like to reform
things that are unjust to—to women,"
she said. "I am going to reform things
that are unjust to women. Don't laugh."

"I wasn't laughing," returned the
man quickly, and she felt him lean

toward her in the darkness. "I'm some-
thing of a reformer myself—in a small
way," he admitted, the note of amuse-
ment still in his voice.

Ann regarded him with a little com-
prehensive smile on her lips. Then she
adjusted the caste distinction of her
tone nicely as she inquired: "W7

hat

—

is

—your—if you don't mind telling me

—

what is your line of—work?"
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"My work?" He laughed again, and

instinctively the great hand on his knee

clenched and knotted. "Oh, I don't

mind telling," he said; and though his

eyes were on the rolling stretches of

country, Ann felt that he smiled in the

darkness. "I reform—rather badly, I

admit, specific conditions—when I can;

but you
—

" he hesitated, turning his

eyes to hers
—

"you, I take it, want to

make over the whole scheme of the uni-

verse— That's what you women want
to do, isn't it, when you talk about your

rights? You want to do men's work,

don't you, and vote, and turn things

upside down generally?"

Ann flushed. A burning desire to

speak her mind for once in her life over-

whelmed her. And why should she not

speak the thoughts that were hammer-
ing in her brain—explode them all, as it

were, here in the darkness? Here where
no one could see. Why shouldn't she

empty herself of her secret inflaming

thoughts?
She turned. "I'm not ashamed!" she

stammered, passionately. "I do want
my rights, and I'm going to have them,
but I don't want the vote and to do
nun's work, and turn the universe up-

down. I want to be married; that's

t 1 want. I want a right marriage;

ant a home and children of my own!
I want—love— She stopped, her

iroice breaking, her face and throat a

tortun d it d. ' NO man has ever wanted
to marry me." she said, calmly. "You

I 1 am not attractive to men!"
stammered the man.

I here was an appalled embarrassment in

tin short exclamation. "Not—attrac-
tive to men ' he repeated, his voice
dropping as if abashed at the uncon-
ventional sound of the sentence.

" I've t ri< d to be," said Ann, calmly,
f stating a mathematical equation.

"It isn't because I haven't tried. I've

made myself look as nice as I could,
and tried to please to entertain for

—

rs. • • • I've I've done the best I

could t*> get married."
>d In a\ i culat( (1 tin- man

in, and sin- Kit his uncomfortable
turn toward her presence, knew the

>nish( d n peering at her in

the darkness. "Well, really " he re-

ted, his voice as flat .is his vocabu-

lary. He seemed as appalled as a scien-

tist face to face with some hitherto

undiscovered fact of creation. "Ex-
traordinary!" he murmured under his

breath.

"No," said Ann, still calmly, "not
extraordinary. The only extraordinary

thing is that they've made us ashamed
to say these things. Why, if we come to I

thirty and are not married, they tell us

to say we didn't want marriage. That
is the right thing to say, the—the mod-
est thing to say; it's—it's usual, but it

isn't true! It isn't! It isnt /" struggling

amid the chaos of her emotions to ex-

press her naked thought. "All women
want to be married; all women want
love! It's part of them—it's natural

—

it's human! Oh, I know it's—it's

strange to say these things—but I

couldn't say them if you weren't a

stranger. Why, you can't even see my
face. . . . But don't you understand,

even you—a man who has had little

time to think— who has worked all

his life—don't you see that even if a

woman wins success in a career, that se-

cret pain, that feeling of being cheated, is

always there?" She paused an instant,

as if the surge of her emotion were
stemmed for an instant by the vast sur-

(

prise she felt around her. Then, as if

driven by an emotion greater than she

was capable of handling, she stammered
on, desperately: "Why, don't you see

how unjust it is? Men always have the

right to have love in their lives—work
and love, . . . and yet love isn't as much
to them as to women. It doesn't mean,
can't mean as much. . . . Yet they
have the right of selection. They can
seek love always. They can never be

utterly without love in their lives—ifthey
choose—while women— Oh, don't you
see the world doesn't give us a fair

chance to make happy marriages—right

marriages? They say marriage is a

failure, but women haven't a fair chance
to make it a success."

1 he man was silent. His dense mas-
culine calm stung Ann as nothing else

could have done. She felt him turn in

the darkness to look at her, and though
she could not see his face, she heard
tin amusement stir in his voice.

"I see," he said, "you're not a re-

former; you're an—anarchist!" And
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suddenly he threw back his head and
laughed.

Ann's resentment—deep, hurt resent-

ment—showed in her tone. "Men don't

laugh/' she asserted, indignantly

—

"they don't laugh if laws or customs
hamper, choke their lives — they go
about to change them; but the thoughts
and customs that are unendurable to

women have never been changed be-

cause men had the power and they have
—just laughed."

"Well, in Heaven's name," demanded
the man, in intense amusement, "what
are you going to do about it?"

"Begin," stammered Ann, and she

was almost frightened at the energy of

her own voice. "Begin," she repeated,

"to stop myself being ashamed to say
these things. Begin to try and take
what I want from the world the way
men take it. To be—be brave enough
to ask for what I want when I see a

chance to get it."

"Oh, I see," comprehended the man.
"You are not going to be a reformer;

you are going to be a crusader."

"That's right," said Ann; " laugh on.

I am not afraid of being laughed at.

I'm going to stop being one of the poor
Anns of the world."
"What will you do"—he made the

query whimsically
—
"go about the world

asking men to marry you? You might
be refused, you know, and you wouldn't
like that."

Ann started and quivered. "I'd at

least have a chance," she said, doggedly,
'a chance to be married to a

—

man.
I wouldn't choose of my own free will

a—weakling."

"Ah!" he exclaimed, comprehending-
ly. He was intensely amused. "I un-
derstand," he nodded. "You would fly

high while you were about it—hitch
your wagon to a star, so to speak. By
the way—what do you call a—man?"
"A man!" repeated Ann, dreamily.

Her mind recoiled at the definiteness of
the question. It was difficult for her
floating thoughts to be defined concrete-
ly. She hesitated, groped for a moment
amid conflicting emotions, and then
turned like a flash. "I'd call you—

a

man," she asserted, passionately. "I
mean I feel you would

—

could be one if

you could get out of—of your class!"

The last words slipped from her in-

stinctively.

He was silent for a moment. A great
vacuity gaped between them. He
laughed again, but this time there was
little amusement in the note; it was
surprised and contemptuous. "I see,"

he said; "I can't be a man in my

—

class. My class precludes manhood.
. . . Pardon me if I say I fear you will

never be a reformer."

"Oh, you don't understand," stam-
mered Ann in agony. "I—I didn't
mean that. I was unconsciously think-
ing of myself—of some one I could

—

could—you understand, don't you? I

know that real—the real men are from
your—that you are— Oh, please under-
stand! From the people, I mean!"

"I quite understand," said the man.
"I understand perfectly." Something
had gone out of his voice that had been
there before. He spoke casually. "In
spite of being a workingman, I under-
stand. I don't know much of women.
I haven't had time for them, but I un-
derstand. . . . However, I repeat again,
I'm afraid you'll never be a reformer."
Ann clasped her hands in her lap. A

strange pang settled about her heart.

The machine was bumping along the
road. She felt the wind of dawn in her
face. The voice of one of the men in the
car behind came on a chance breeze.

"It is," said her companion, "a pretty
big bill, you know—to reform, and you

—

Well, back there when you were work-
ing over the wreck, heaving and lifting

with those wonderful arms, I thought
you were pretty big, but now— " He
paused, and for the first time since he
had come out of the night to her Ann
felt a sense of aloofness in him. He
seemed to be an alien individual. "No,"
he said, "I'm afraid you're too—little.

You may screw up courage to ask some
man to marry you just to solve your
individual problem—if you want him.

badly enough—but it takes something
big, a great democracy of heart, to
change the thought processes of the
world. He suddenly pointed to some
clustering lights ahead. "We've come
to the parting of the ways," he said.

"The parting—of—the—ways," re-

peated Ann, mechanically, and for a

moment she was conscious of nothing
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but the rattling of the wheels of the

machine -the whir of the old engine

—

the sight of the huddled farmer in the

front seat the vast, speechless night

around about; of the moment lived

—

and escaping. Here beside each other,

in a strange intimacy of thought and

physical being, they were sitting this

instant and soon it would be past.

This night would be but a past to look

to, a memory to con over.

lie was saying something perfunc-

torily about "it having been a pleasure

i<> meet," and, with an emotion of acute

pain, Ann put out her hand. "Don't

say those things, please!" she begged.
" I'm not that little.

"

The automobile bumped up to a

wooden platform crowded with people.

Ann caught a glimpse of a puffing engine

on the track with a single car attached,

of bobbing "lights and excited faci

The other automobile, following, slid

up to the platform, and the occupants

ded "lit and came forward. Ann's

face paled. Her lips quivered and she

hesitated, but as she Stepped down from
the car the crowd moved back respect-

fully. Sin- looked bewildered at the

tcited ques-

tions. Reporters were hemming them
in, and again she heard the man's im-

patient, "J have nothing to saw" as he
w ; ved them back.

She heard tin station agent's voi

al, hurried, asking the olel ques-

tion, I b i.\ mam f I low man} : I low
man\ d ! low many live s lying

stilled? \nn again bit a sudden puck
nt rition tb.it those lives mean:

little to I

vial her past perplexities,

med in the- vastm ss <»t this

lust a short time ago she' had
1 <>f "«

'

Not a duai ter of an

hoi 1 1 hail si emed a big thing

that sn< ntleman's daught< r

ami the living He di that had worked he-

sul ll< el a workingman.
"Why, id Ann, unconsciously

1' m sn't matter at all,

" W hat I In man
at '• nd then, as sin

mad with a - -i t ol

blunt te nd. I w ill take you •

hous( hi for< I l< ai i . if

you are ready." He touched her arm
with his hand as he spoke.

She looked up at him. Seen in the

bleak light of the station-room his face

looked more rugged than ever—gaunter.

What was it that made him seem so big?

His hands were grimed as hers were,

and his short, dark hair covered with

fallen splinters of wood. She looked in

his eyes. "I am ready!" she said.

As they crossed the platform beside

the puffing locomotive with its one lone-

ly car attached, again the crowds parted

before them, standing aside. She
glanced at the locomotive almost in fear.

"You have to go—to-night?" she

asked, uncertainly.

"Yes," said the man. The laconic

speech, the lack of any conventional

explanation, was disconcerting. He
stretched out his strong hand and helped

to guide her down the steps on to the

muddy road. They picked their way
along in silence. She longed to ask a

thousand questions—intimate, curious

questions about himself, about his life,

his people, his thinking—but even with

the desire there came over her an ex-

quisite silence. It seemed somehow
cheap to inquire—a seeking to snatch at

a decent personal reticence.

Across the muddy country road which
ran close by the station platform a

square of dark building showed, twin-

kling with meager lights. Ann viewed it

wanly. The man was silent and in a

measure' aloof from her. He was close

and \ et far.

They picked their way in silence over
to when a rickety wooden fence showed.

I he man helped her from the road up
on to the board sidewalk. They stood for

several moments in silence-, a strange,

indefinite silence. 1 hen he rather awk-
wardly removed his hat. He held out
his hand. Ann put he is into it. Their
fing< is v losed ami locked.

id, and then the man said,

rather heavily, and with evident em-
barrassrm nt. "

I must go -"

1 heir fingers loose n< d, clung, and then
fell away. He opened the gate, stepped

back, h< mi it< d again ami held out his

ban u bow , shook it and
the n t nine el me \oi ably aw ..

\nn watched him in an amazement oi

the soul' lb couldn't go like this, so
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easilv—as softly and inevitably as those

people had died there. Why, it wasn't

possible.

She took a step forward, quickly

—

reached for him—touched his sleeve,
" Please," she said, and then, meeting his

turning face, "Wait, please
—

" She
laughed nervously. "The day is break-

ing," she whispered, irrelevantly. "See!

It is daylight!"

He turned his grave face to the sky.

Hill's and trees, shapes and semblances
were coming out of the darkness. The
old feeling of lethargy was creeping over

her. It was so pleasant to stand here

and watch the dawn—so hard to speak.

Would it be better to let him go? She
would be safe then. It was hard to

speak. Her lips trembled. She twisted

her hands together, and then turned
away her head. A cool morning breeze

was floating up. She was grateful, as

for the comforting caress of a mother.
So far from her this man was, and so near.

She said in a whisper, her eyes

dropped down to where a faint stubble

of grass was pushing its way through
the boarded sidewalk, "I—I am begin-

ning—now."
''Beginning? Beginning what?"
"To—to be a reformer!" she whis-

pered in agony.
He made a quick, surprised turn tow-

ard her. "A reformer?" he questioned,
uneasily.

She pressed one hand over the other,

and then took it away and put it shakily
on the gate-post. "'You—you are

—

"

she said, shrinkingly
—"you are—the

kind of a man I could—I could like

—

would like—to know—better
—

"

There was an appalled silence. A mon-
strous silence it seemed to her. She suf-

fered. She did not look at his face. She
did not move a muscle, but she was as

utterly conscious of him as if her eyes
had been wide on his. She forced her-
self to go on, her hands clenched, her
hot face turned away. "It doesn't mat-
ter," she gasped, "that I am a gentle-

man's daughter and you are—you are

a—workingman. It doesn't matter at

all. It came to me suddenly -as I stood
there and heard them asking about those
lives—those little lives we pulled out

from the wreck. I saw it didn't matter
at all. It—it wouldn't be shameful at

all, would it, for you to say you—you
hoped you would see me again—that it

was hard to let me go out of your life?

There wouldn't be any disgrace in that,

would there? But for me— Oh, don't
you see how unjust it is? I'm human,
too, even if I am a woman. I don't know
what you are, except that you have told

me you are of the people, but I do
know that you are a—man. I may be
ashamed, I may cover my face and 3Ae

of shame to-morrow when I think of

what I have done, but perhaps even if

you are not—not interested in ever seek-

ing me again, you may care to know that

you seemed—seemed fine to me; that

you are the kind of a man I could like

even if you are a workingman."
Something in her voice, something

deep and pure and virginal, crystallized

a wavering intention. The man hesi-

tated—turned toward her and caught
her hands. Surprised, half awed, he

looked into her face—deep into her eyes

he looked. His hands trembled and a

thrill passed from his hands to hers—

a

strange, elusive thrill unlike anything

else on earth, and yet strangely and
universally like everything on earth and
in heaven. He pulled her toward him,

astonished, abashed; and then sud-

denly he threw back his head and
laughed. His laugh rang over the morn-
ing meadows up to the rosy sky. It was
the rare, full-throated laugh of a great

heart, heavy with humanity's care, yet

childlike before the gift of young hope.

"So you could like me even if I am a

workingman?'
3

he cried, gaily; and just

at that instant, as they stood with

locked hands and wondering eyes seek-

ing acquaintance, a figure emerged from

the shadow of the roadway. It ap-

proached and stood deferentially with

bared head. A voice spoke.

Ann caught the words "Albany,"
"special," " Governor."

But the man would not let go of her

hands or take his eyes from her eyes.

"Even if I am a workingman!" he

cried, boyishly.

And from that time forward Ann be-

came to her sisters " Dear Ann—

"
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tables with eatables for sale—betel-nut,

ghee or melted butter, strange-looking

cakes, and hot pans filled with frying

things, smelling of grease and pouring

off blue smoke. The natives throng
about the tables, buying greedily, bar-

gaining with loud voices. The question

of a fraction of an anna brings forth a

burst of yells. The native Hindu lives

to bargain. Sometimes he strives to

bargain for his ticket. He does not
realize that the price to ride upon the

British railway is unalterably fixed.

I remember a station in Rajputana.
The platform had been filled with na-

tives that had been waiting for the
train. They were gorgeously costumed.
The turbans of the men were orange and
vermilion. Their coats were vivid blue,

bedecked with flowers. Their slippers

were embroidered with silver. Many
carried long, curved swords with inlaid

hilts. The skirts of the women were
trimmed with gold. Their bangles
flashed and jangled. Their toe-rings

glittered. With the piping whistle from
the engine all scrambled on board the
train. Doors slammed. At the last

moment there came the sound of an ex-

cited voice. At the ticket-window a

native, evidently new at railway travel,

was trying to bargain with the clerk.

He was fat and well-to-do, dressed in

silk, and wore a chain of turquoise beads.

With the toot from the engine, with loud
vociferations, he threw down the full

price of his ticket and came running
across the platform. He was too late.

The doors were closed. The train was
moving. He ran after it, his turban
flying, shouting and whirling his arms.
From the windows of the train lines of

dusky heads gazed back at him.

Upon the Indian railway there is no
roar, no towering locomotives rush head-
long with whirl of wind and cinders,

vomiting billows of black vapor. The
trains of India sit low upon the tracks,

jog complacently across the sun-baked
country, half hidden in a haze of heat

and dust. The crew of an Indian train

consists chiefly of the engineer. There
are no brakemen in blue cloth and brass

buttons, no pompous conductor, no ob-

sequious train-man with ticket-puncher

to work his way along the running-

board. A rather sorry-looking indi-

vidual with bare legs, a tattered coat,

and a dilapidated cap which has slipped

down upon his ear, who goes for the

lack of a better name by that of guard,

is occasionally to be seen sauntering

aimlessly along a station platform; but

he speaks no English, and if you need

information, and question him with aid

SOME OF THE MULTITUDE OF TYPES AMONG INDIAN TRAVELERS
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of your native servant, you find that he

has no ideas and will only gaze at you

blankly, or else tell you to wait for the

next important station where you may
ask tin- station-master. The engineer

himself is generally a Hindu. Some-
times you see a Mohammedan at the

throttle with his fez and tassel, hut for

the most part the

engine-driver wears

a turban and a caste-

mark adorns h i s

forehead.

I lis caste-mark is

vital tothe engineer.

Once at the low li-

st. ition of Benares

—tin- Kashi station

at the bridge w here

the lailw ,i\ crosses

tin- river my train

was kept waiting

whil e the engine-

driver had a new

design painted <>n

his hrow the old

one h a ving bee n

o h 1 i t e i a t e il h\

steam ami soot. At

this station 1 had

,i final vision of tin-

It s .is late afternoon, tin- sun was set-

ting, ami the sk) was golden. The
( ;. nges reflected the sunlight like a

mirror, ( to the west hank rose the jum-

ble of the cit) . 1 could see the flights

oi ghats descending to the river and the

throngs bathing in tin- hoi} water.

From the burning ghai a column oi

smoke rose straight into the air, then

spread, hanging in thin la) ers above the

temple spires. \s at most stations, the

platform was filled with waiting natives;

this mm it w.is .i pilgrimage homeward
hound. The) wen a dish« veled lot,

clad in ever) soi t oi rag or gai im nt,

< a< h person gi asping a pot or b< »ttle

filled w ith ( rang* s w at< r. !• akirs and
hol\ men mingh d in tin crowd, daub* d

with sandalwood paste, with th< ii conch-

sin IK and tin ii h« ads, and their long

hair in knots and tangh s. I \ i i \ one
w.is .it List aboard, but still tin train

stood motionless. I In i ngin< w aited

panting, st< am hissing. I hi i ngin< i r

w.is not yet n ad) , 1 le had his turban

ofF, and was on his heels In ton a halt-

HINDI WOMAN WITH NOSE ORNAMENT

I [indu's holy city.

clothed priest who with his thumb was
scooping a bright-red substance from a

bowl, and with wide sweeps of his arm
was describing flamboyant lines upon
the forehead of the engineer—lines sa-

cred to the great god Siva.

The job of engine-driver is a trying

one for Hindus. There is always danger
of running down
somesacred animal.

I remember once
my train was steam-
ing across a waste
of yellow sand.

Suddenly there was
a shriek from the

engine, the brakes

g ro u n d upon the

wheels, and we came
to an abrupt stop.

The doors flung

open. Everybody
got out and stream-
ed forward to the

head of the train.

A cow was lying on
the track, a zebu,

one of the white,

humpbacked cattle

of India. It was a

poor, hollow-ribbed creature which must
have- strayed from a village to become
lost upon the desert. The engineer bent

over it. He was a tall Rajput with an im-

mense- turban stained with oil. He had
had a narrow escape. The cow is the

most sacred of all animals, and had he

not seen this one in time and had run it

down, In- would have had to expiate his

ciinic, \M) doubt, with many uifts and

feasts to Brahmans. With pulls upon
its horns and tail tin- cow was gotten to

its feet. A woman passenger draped

marigolds about its neck, and then the

engineer and another fierce-whiskered

Rajput, each grasping one of the ani-

mal's horns, led it gentl) awav from the

railwa) track. The passengers climbed

back mto tin cars, the whistle blew, and

we moved on, lea> ing tin animal stand-

ing motionless looking after us across the

desei t

.

I he Indian locomotive is alw ays tak-

ing w .iti i . \t ever) station there is a

t.ink. and while tin train is standing at

the platform, above tin- noises and cries
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of the people, you hear the gush of

water, and, if you look forward, you see

the heturbaned engineer busy with a

dripping water-pipe. The tanks are

usually supplied from a well or near-by

river, but in the desert lands rivers are

few and wells are not always to be

trusted.

At one village where we stopped the

tank was empty. Its well had gone dry.

The engineer and station-master con-

sulted together. There was another

well, the station-master said, a mile far-

ther down the road. It belonged to a

farmer, and still had water in it. There
was yet steam enough in the engine's

boiler to carry the train a mile or so,

and soon we had drawn up in a sandy
stretch of country where only a few

yellow patches of grass were to be seen,

and where a lean, black Hindu was
rhythmically bending and rising above
a well, pouring out little bucketfuls of

water upon the parched surface of his

\\A.\ A 11 KB \Nl.D HINDI"

field. The lean Hindu was the farmer,

and for one rupee he agreed to sell

enough water to carry the train on to the

next station. The engineer came down
along the train, calling upon the pas-

sengers for help, and soon was formed a

line of dark-skinned figures stretching

from the engine to the well. The farmer

had two shallow pails. These went back
and forth along the line, and little by
little, drop by drop, the water of the

well passed into the tank of the locomo-
tive. When the train resumed its jour-

ney we were three hours late.

As I left Rajputana and got farther

north into the provinces, the types of

natives changed. The gaudy costumes
disappeared—the flowered coats, the

voluminous skirts. The women now
wore trousers. Sikhs were to be seen

—

towering men, with tightly curled

beards; Afghans, too, from the Khyber
Pass; slanting-eyed Mongolians from

Tibet and the Himalayas.
Then, farther east beyond
Delhi, I began to see folk

from Calcutta way—the

Bengalis. These had a

mixture of European and
Asiatic dress. They wore
frock - coats or cutaways,
closely fitting, beneath
which emerged loose dhoti

cloths and long, bare legs.

Upon one individual with
abnormally long, lean legs I

saw a derby hat.

At one country station

a snake-charmer came be-

fore my door, looking up
at me with visions of bak-
shish. He had large, bony
joints and a yellow caste-

mark which ran down from
his forehead alongthe bridge
(A his nose. He squatted

on the platform, undoing
the ropes from his basket

and spreading out its con-

tents. 1 here w as a pot

with a cobra emerging from
it, ;i giant lizard, a sort of

Gila monster, scorpions of

various siz< s. and an as-

sortment of whistles and
curious-looking bottles. A
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crowd gathered as the man
began to blow upon his pipe,

watching me with one eye,

his swaying cobra with the

other. But he had hardly

started before the station-

master had come up, followed

by a native policeman.
Snake-charmers were not

allowed to display their

zoological collections upon
the platform, and he was led

away, protesting volubly,

through the station gates.

The station-master is lord

of the Indian village railway

station. He is the sole official.

He is ticket-agent, telegraph-

operator, baggage-master,

i n f o r ma t i o n clerk, lamp-
man, trackman, man-of-all-

work. He is usually an easy-

going Englishman, rather

bored with life, becoming
somewhat indolent from the

effects of Indian sun. Braid

glitters on his helmet, and
among the villagers his word
is law. Sometimes he serves

as justice of the peace, and
the village folk are brought
before him with their squab-
blings and their fallings-out.

Then you see him, on the

platform, in the shadow of

the station, leaning back lazily in

his folding-chair, his hands clasped be-

hind his head, his legs stretched out,

hearing and settling the disputes of the

wide-eyed, gesticulating, loud-tongued
natives.

When an English army officer takes a

train, all other passengers fall back into

insignificance. After all, it is for him
the trains are run. He is generally tall,

his eyebrows bushy, his face scorched
by sun. He is dressed in khaki and
wears a medal on his breast hanging
from a strip of many-colored ribbon.

He drives up to the station late, with
clatter of hoofs and swirls of dust. As
he steps through the gates the station-

master hurries up with bows, and
escorts him to the compartment which
has been reserved for him. The officer's

baggage fills the platform. His servant,

}#

A SNAKE-CHARMER AND HIS OUTFIT

perhaps a Hindu from Madras, his long

hair tied into a knot, strides about giv-

ing orders to coolies who stream to and

fro staggering beneath trunks and boxes.

The van is soon choked with baggage,

the compartment heaped with bundles.

There are portmanteaus and creaking

hampers; crates of bottled water; va-

lises and bulging carryalls; enormous
rolls of bedding; a rubber bath-tub and

a queer-shaped hat-box; a folding-table,

a cage with a noisy bird in it; a doll

and a child's perambulator; polo-sticks,

knapsacks, and guns. It is long past the

scheduled hour of departure. Every-

body else is long aboard. From the

third-class cars Hindu faces lean out

watching. As the last box is lifted to

the back of a groaning coolie, again is

heard a clatter, a rattle of wheels, and
the officer's wife drives up. She walks
across the platform swiftly, her long veil
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blowing out behind. An ayah follows,

shrouded in white, with two children by

tlx hand, k ho in tui n are l< ading .1 to}

1 l, phant "ii w In t Is .mil .1 h isking puppy-
I h< 11 1 "mi s .1 bursl of English

vroio s, of barks and 1 hildn n's trebles,

1 Us From coolies as the servant poms
1 opp< 1 s in tin 11 han Is. I he station-

masti 1 lo<»ks inquiring^ .it the office i

,

w ho nods .md steps into 1 he car. I he

last dooi slams. The station-master

Waves liis .mns .md Mows Ins whistle.

I ti< k is .in answering toot from the

< ngine, and, .is the coolies diop ex-

hausted on the platform, the train be-

gins to ino\ e.

I 1 mi ( onnections are poor

YOU I ll.ilILM (.lis

oht n. .md now
.md again you

find \ oursi Ii at

11 igh t St 1. unit (I

upon .1 junction

p 1 .1 t t o I 111 to

await F01 hours

the < " in 1 n u ot

anot In 1 t 1 .1 1 n.

\ t night tli*

st. t ionsan bla< k

and silent ,
I he

CI >W (Is. >t t lit (1.1 I

h 1 \ ( vanish* d.

I he hot sun has

to a

I
. iK trating< lull.

.111(1 \ Oil (1 I .1 W

\ "in 1 I < • .1 k in

. |( isi about \ 1
'ii

I h . 1 « .ii. no
lll'llt S S.| \ ( . Hl.|\ -

\ ( 1 \ now
.md t h ( 11 t h<

evei wakeful
St.lt 11.11 111 lt( I

st( .ils stealthily

about, throwing
elimmei s from
his l.nit( 1 n. \ .

you go up .md
th< plat-

form \ou stum-
ble ovei h« aps

hun-
dl( s uiid( 1 dim
w hite cov( 1

emerg< through

111 huh. 1.

w \ n k-iii 11 \l . >l - \\|. DARK-SKINNED FIG-

fl 'II IN 1 Hi I I
ih »D1 l> KK 1 -l l! I DS

the gloom. Perhaps if you collide with
one it moves and grunts, and yon find it is

a native enveloped in his hi .inker, hi inched

up against the cold. From the end of the
pl.it foi 111 \ on look out into a world of

blackness. No signals wink upon the

tracks. Only the stars twinkle. Their
li^ht shimmers faintly on the rails. At
tin right, maybe, a ghostly temple
looms, and through the night there

comes a high-pitched chant a Hindu
calling upon Rama.

I remember the small junction station

at Chitorgarh, not far from Udaipur,
and the long wait I had there one night.

My car had been side-tracked to be

attached to another train. I had had
my evening meal there in the ear.

Lakhshman had
gotten out the

tiffin -basket,
had lighted the
alcohol - stove

or Etna, as the

1 nglish call it

had m a d e tea

and boiled an

egg. It w as da 1 k

in the car. I he

flicker from the

lamp in the roof

gave less light

t h .1 n had the

small, blue alco-

hol flame. The

tiffin-basket had
now been put

a w a v. I h a d

strode about

outside beneath
tin- stars until

tin cold had pcii-

( 1 1 ated hem at li

in\ cloak, and
now in the cat I

Sat huddled in a

1 in;. I he hoins

di agged by.

I remembe 1 it

was just before

dawn and 1 was
halt' ash ep v* Inn

I akhshman .\\'-

pean d suddenly
iu fore \iu\ " Sa-

hib! sahib!*' he

exclaimed m Ins

\
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guttural, which seemed to well up
From his heels. "Come!"

I climbed down from the car,

following him oil into I he dai k

ness down the tracks, stumbling
<>v( i i ies and rails, to a place

where ;i s;iiulv ro.id crossed ( he

railway. Mere we Mopped and

waited, and all al once there came
;i jijow ol Ii^Ih, the sound ol

vokcs, the tread ol heavy feet,

and ;• row ol elephants came oul

ol the blackness and crossed the

tracks, trumpeting. I hey towered

and swayed againsl i lu- night.

White-clad figures rode upon
then backs, grasping torches

which dared and spluttered and
threw vast, inky shadows. The
h^lu leaped from figure to figure,

from howdah to howdah. I saw
gold upon the trappings, painl

upon the elephants' heads, and
made oul in t he shadows ol t he

ground other figures upon fool

wiih poles and glinl ol guns and
spears. Upon the tallesl ol the

elephants a single figure rode.

The lighl of a torch fell full

upon him. I saw the blackness
ol his beard and caughl the

glitter of jewels about his neck. fields, where,

When all had gone by, and the too Iks ready in the < «nly

had been swallowed hy the night, I light, water-bui
turned inquiringly to Lakhshman. and naked, dark skinned

" Maharana,
9

he replied, "tigei hunt." figures toiled.

I Ik i i.i 1 1 1 rolled on.

The last stage of my journey was l>y The mists melted rapidly. Thesunwas
night to Calcutta. I awoke in the quickly growing hot. Signs of civiliza-

morning to .1 country thick with misl tion began to show themselves modern

through which ih<- first rays of the sun buildings, a factory, a well paved high-

were penetrating. Palms towered through way. Lakhshman appeared and began

the mist; there were Ion sis of bamboo, to roll up my bedding. We were neanng

Then came clearings and Hooded rice- Calcutta.

A ROW 01 ELE
rn A n is CAME our or

THE BLACKNESS and
< i<( I9SED 1 HE 1 RACKS



Nicholas Woodman
BY ALICE BROWS

[NE December night the

school - house where
Louisa Lovett had
taught for three years

burned to the ground,

and Louisa, who board-

ed at the Soules,

stood at the window with Almira Soule,

both muffled in shawls over the wrappers

they had hastily donned, and watched it

burn. Louisa felt almost as if it were

her house, because it had been her home
and battle-ground ever since her mother
died and Lit her quite alone, save for

Great-aunt Hannah, at Deer Pond. But

she was a little startled at herself now
to find she was not sorry to see the

school-hi She was even glad, in

a queer, excited way. Almira Soule, a

little, sandy-haired woman frowning

above- near-sighti d i yes, felt differently.

She was more or less afraid for her hus-

band who, with the other men of the

in igkborhood, had gone to the fire; he

mig&t risk himself, or a beam might fall

on lim. She stepped hastily to the

Stove and put another stick on the tire

she had Started up, and she rattled the

furiously in her haste to get

r<i tin window.
"Who d' you s'pose set it:" she in-

guired, again at her post, while the

names ran high.
•

: amp." said Louisa. " Maybe
tarted up a fire and then went off to

sleep, and some <»f the coals tumbled out.

1 hai • l< n 'V alv. .

'•« w itched."

"I don't know what good the nun-
folks thought they could do, flockin' i

there." s.ud \lmira, dropping tin shawl
from her shoulders, now the room had

n to pul

"Oh, well," s.nd Louisa, "let 'em go.
• hey liki

they'll sing a diffen nt

when the town has

build another," s.ud Almira
they'll laugh "ut o' t'other side o' their

mouths."

Louisa wondered if she ought to be
laughing out of the other side of her own
mouth instead of looking on in this

excited pleasure. She had never seen a

fire. It seemed to her worth while to

build a school-house, if only to let it

burn. She, too, dropped her shawl, and
stood there in an unconsciously heroic

pose. She was a handsome, robust

creature, with brown eyes and hair alive

to its curling tips, and, watching the

flames, she unconsciously breathed fast-

er and threw out her firm chest in long-

ing and delight. She wanted to be
nearer, either fighting them or rejoicing

with them.
"What do you s'pose they'll do?"

asked Almira, absently. "The men-
folks, I mean. D' you s'pose they'll set

up a school in the meetin'-house?
There's nowhere else."

"I don't know," said Louisa, reck-

lessly. "Whatever they do, they won't
get me to keep it—not for one spell."

"Why, Louisa Lovett," said Almira,

bending her frowning eyes on the dark-

ness between them, "I never thought

you'd want to give up keepin' school."

"I don't know 's I do," said Louisa,
" for good. Hut seeing it burn up makes
me feel as if I'd got to do something
different myself. Maybe it's glad it's

burning. Maybe it had to, 'twas so

tired of doing the same things."

"My sakes!" said Almira. "You do
have the queerest noti-.ns." But she did

not omit to watch. She had far more
interest in the burning school-house

than in Louisa's notions.
"

I believe," said Louisa, " I'll start

to-morrow and <:<» over to Deer Pond
and make Aunt I lannah a visit."

"D<.n't you do any such thing," said

Almira. " You h< re and help

me with little Llvin's clo'es. You'll

more 'n pay for what you eat."

Louisa knew that. She was an excel-

lent seamstress. Through the vacations

she had gone out dressmaking for a dol-
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lar and a half a day, and it seemed to

her if she kept on ten years or so, until

she was a little over thirty, she could

buy back the farm and save something
besides.

" No," she said ; "I guess I better go."

But in her heart she was not thinking

of Aunt Hannah and Deer Pond, but of

the fun it would be to break off her life

here for a little while and join it on some-
where else. Here she had hardly looked

up from her task, and with every gay
spurt of the school-house flames she

realized more and more how much she

wanted to see other faces and another

sky. Louisa was full of the force that is

life itself, and perhaps that had made
her work so absorbedly. Perhaps, too,

she had to work, to keep her mind from
traveling back to the days when father

and mother were alive and the farm had
not been sold.

"It's cold as Greenland over to Deer
Pond," said Almira. "They're all

snowed in. You stay here and work
'round; and as fur as the school goes,

give the men-folks time to look about
'em and see what they can do."

"No," said Louisa, still with her soft

obstinacy that often seemed about to

yield but never did; "I guess I'll go. I

feel as if I was pretty much worked out."
The next day, not waiting to walk

down with the other women to look at

the school-house ashes and wonder what
the men would do, she packed her trunk
and took the stage for Roads End, and
there she took the train for Long-
meadow, the nearest station to Deer
Pond. It was a gray day, and when she
got out at Longmeadow little frosty
pellets of snow were stinging through
the air. She knew Aunt Hannah's house
was four miles off, but it had been a long
time since she had been there, and she
had forgotten whether a stage ran that
way or not. There was no stage, the
station-master told her. He was a short,

stout man, with a black, roundabout
whisker and face blue-black in the tract
covered by the razor, and he was jug-
gling with battered milk-cans.
"No," said he, "you'll have to hoof it

unless you can ketch a ride. What 'd

I tell ye! Here's Nicholas Woodman.
You could ride along with him."
A tall man with a rawboned horse

Vot, CXXXITI.—No. 797.—91

came driving up in his pung. He
stepped out and began to collect milk-
cans. He had powerful shoulders, and
his brown eyes were kind. His fine, large
nose and sturdy chin made Louisa think
she had seen somebody like him, and
she concluded it was the pictures of
Colonial heroes in the history-book.
She thought he must be a distinguished
person, perhaps a representative. The
station-master asked him if he wanted a
passenger down to Hannah Lovett's,
and he seemed at once to want the
passenger very much. He could take
the trunk, too, he said, and chuck in the
cans in front. After these details he
looked at Louisa with a shy motion
toward his hat. But he didn't take it off.

It almost seemed as if he wanted to,

but found the conventional motion hard
to accomplish. But he helped her in,

with a sober gallantry, and they drove
swinging off through the spraylike snow.
Soon they were pelting along a straight
road between bare trees with beautiful
branches, and the snow was coming
more and more. Louisa loved it. She
loved the fields on each side, great
meadow mowings, for Deer Pond was a
flat country, and for the last few years
she had been shut in by hills. Here, she
felt, was space enough. You could see

the sky, and the sun would rise as soon
as you could expect him to, not come
dawdling up late behind a hill.

"So you're goin' down to Hannah
Lovett's?" Nicholas remarked. He felt

that he had, in decency, to make some
talk.

"Yes," said Louisa, speaking from the

shrouding collar of her coat. "She's my
aunt."
"Oh!" said Nicholas. Then he added,

after five minutes perhaps, while the

slabsided horse went swinging along at a

great pace, now and then throwing up
a clod of snow, "You tell her I'm comin'
to see her one o' these days."

"Why," said Louisa, innocently,
" can't you see her to-da3^ ? I guess she's

at home."
Nicholas did not answer for a moment,

and Louisa looked at him. His mouth
was set and his eyes were frowning. He
looked very stern. But immediately his

face broke delightfully into a smile, and
he turned to meet her, look for look.
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"You tell her," said he, "I'll be along

some day."
After that they did not talk much,

the snow made such a blur about them
and had such a persistency in hanging

on their eyelashes and sifting into their

necks. When they drove up to Aunt
Hannah's little yellow house behind the

two tall pines, and Nicholas stepped out

and held a hand to her, Louisa gave a

little laugh of pleasure.

"Oh," said she, "I've had a lovely

ride!"

His face lighted again in that won-
derful way. "Have you?" said he.

"Maybe you'll go sometime when it's

fair."

"Oh," said Louisa, feeling bold, "I'd

be pleased to."

Aunt Hannah came to the door, slen-

der and strong, quavering of voice, but

gently positive in opinion, looking, the

neighbors always said, as if the wind
would blow her away, but wiry enough
to last forever.

"My soul!" said she. "Louisa, this

am r you r

"Yes, it is," said Louisa. "I've come
to make you a visitation."

Nicholas Woodman had lifted out her

trunk and set it on the steps. Then he

took It gently in, end for end. He had
propet respect for painted floors.

" Y, here '11 ye have it ?" he asked Aunt
Hannah, who had shut out the storm
and now opened the best bedroom door,

the >ne our (A' the parlor.
u
Right in here," said she.

Louisa, in an agitation of shyness,

pulled out her purse. But when he came
back she could only dumbly take a

step toward him, the purse in her hand.
Whether he saw ir or nor, she did nor

know. lie walked hastily past her,

her the pl< asani smile again, and
shut the door ^n himself softly. Louisa
ran to the window and saw him gather
up the nuis and speed the rawboned,
horsi

"Oh," said she, as Aunt Hannah,
having touched a match to the kindling
of the air-tight stove in the lust room,
came out to speed up the kitchen fire,

"
I didn't pay him. I didn't know how/ 1

"Law, no!" said ^unt Hannah. "You
don't want to pay him. He'd been real

pur our. 1 [< "s .i neighbor."

Louisa returned her purse thought-
fully to her hand-bag, and they both sat

down to enjoyment of the fire. Aunt
Hannah's cheeks had each a red spot,

and her eyes burned a bright, pale blue.

She was exceedingly glad Louisa had
come.
"You 'ain't told me how you managed

to get off," she said, "term-time so.

You 'ain't lost your school?"

"No," said Louisa, turning up her
dress, as she saw Aunt Hannah doing, to

warm her knees. She went on and told

the story of the burning school-house,

and Aunt Hannah listened in the great-

est interest. "So I thought," said

Louisa, "I'd come over and see you. I

don't know 's I shall ever want to go
back, there's so much sky here."

"Sky?'; said Aunt Hannah. "Well, I

guess we've got all the sky there is.

No, you can't outstay your welcome.
You better conclude to make this your
home. I should admire to have you."
"Aunt Hannah," said Louisa, sud-

denly, "isn't that a funny man?"
"Who?" Aunt Hannah inquired.

"The one that brought me. hje told

me to tell you he was coming to see you,

and there he was on the way to this

house. And when he got here he didn't

speak a word except to ask where to

put my trunk."

''Oh," said Aunt Hannah, comfort-

ably, "he didn't mean see me that way.
He meant he was comin' 'round to pay
me for the hay."
"What hay?"
"Why, he bought my standin' grass,

and he 'ain't paid me for it. That's

what he means."
"Not since he cut it?" said Louisa,

opening her eyes. "Not since last July:"
"June ir was," said Aunt Hannah,

smoothing her skirt down over her knees,
" the thirteenth <>' June."
"Why, I never heard of such a thing,"

said Louisa. "1 shouldn't have thought
he w as that kind of a man."

"Oh, Nicholas Woodman's as good as

gold," said Aunt Hannah. "I'd as soon

have his word as his bond."

"Then win don't he pay you?"
"Win

,
1 -/pose In- 'ain't got 'round to

ir."

Louisa was persistent, she never
could see win- it wasn't best to do a
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thing in the right way. "But why
shouldn't he get 'round to it?" she

demanded.
"I dunno," said Aunt Hannah, in a

mild reflection. "The Woodmans are

easy-goin', set as they be, and I s'pose

he kind o' lets it slip. When he has the

money in his pocket he ain't comin' by
this way, and when he's comin' this way
he don't happen to have the money."
"You don't suppose he can't afford

to pay?" said Louisa. Instantly she

was sorry for him.

"Mercy, no," said Aunt Hannah.
"Nicholas Woodman's got money in the

bank."
"Have you asked him for it?" per-

sisted Louisa.

Aunt Hannah looked at her in a blank
amazement. "No, I guess I 'ain't. If

I asked him for it he never'd pay me in

the world."
Now Louisa stared back, incredulous.

"Why not?" asked she.

"Why, I dunno. He wouldn't, that's

all. The Woodmans are terrible odd.
Sometimes it don't crop out in 'em till

they're goin' on into middle life. Some-
times it don't at all. But they're odd."
"You could send him a bill," said

Louisa, with the air of having hit upon
a cheerful solution.

Aunt Hannah stared at her as if she
could not believe her ears. "Louisa,"
said she, "I should think you was crazy.

Now you set right here and I'm goin' to

get you a cup o' tea." As she stirred

briskly about the stove, she delivered

what she intended for the last words of
the discussion. "But I never should
think the worse o' Nicholas Woodman,
never in the world. Some day it '11

come into his head, and he'll stop at the
door and pay up."

Louisa wanted to make herself agree-
able to Aunt Hannah, yet she, too,

could not resist a last word.
"But," said she, "he stopped at the

door to-day. And he came in and
brought my trunk."

"Well," said Aunt Hannah, with dig-

nity, "maybe he didn't have his wallet.

It's a matter o' thirty dollars. Very few
folks keep so much money by 'em.
You like oolong or a pinch o' green?"
The next day was full of sun-shining

on the snow, and Louisa continued hav-

ing a beautiful time. She and Aunt
Hannah cooked more than they could
eat because they both loved to try olJ
recipes. Aunt Hannah said it didn't
pay to cook for one, and she had the
same things day in day out, being alone
so. In the afternoons they sat by the
front windows and sewed. Louisa won-
dered if she should see Nicholas Wood-
man go by with the tall horse. She hoped
he would stop and pay his debt. It

quite hurt her to find him so negligent.

"Does Mr. Woodman live on this

road ?" she asked one day when she and
Aunt Hannah were turning sheets, sew-
ing over 'n' over.

"Yes," said Aunt Hannah, "a matter
o' three mile toward the gulch. He's got
a great barn of a house, but it's fixed up
complete. His housekeeper 's colored,

but she's neat as wax."
"Doesn't he go by here to carry

milk?"
"Oh no; it's nearer to go by the

gulch road. You ain't thinkin' o' that
thirty dollars, be you? If you be, you
better take your mind off and think o'

suthin' else."

Louisa made no answer. She was
really thinking of that and something
else so mingled that it was hard to sepa-

rate them. Why didn't he come and
take her sleigh-riding? That was the

second thing. "But there!" she said to

herself, "I don't suppose it ever came
into his head again."

There were not many neighbors on the

Deer Pond road, and very soon Louisa

had renewed acquaintance with them
all. One day she came in triumphant
from a call on Eliza Ann Parks, who
went out dressmaking and kept track of

all the news.
"Your Nicholas Woodman isn't so

much to blame as I thought he was,"

said Louisa, warming her hands at the

kitchen stove, while Aunt Hannah, sew-

ing by the window, looked benevolently

up over her glasses. "That is, he's to

blame, but not any more now than he

has been for all these months. His

uncle's died, and he's been away."
"You don't tell me old Uncle Si Wood-

man's gone at last?" said Aunt Hannah.
"Well, I thought he'd live to bury us

all. Nick '11 come in for suthin' hand-
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some there, or I'll miss my guess. Silas

Woodman never spent a three-cent piece

without lookin' at it twice. Fur 's I can

Nick '11 have the whole."

"Then," said Louisa, obstinately, "he

cm pay you your thirty dollars."

Rut Aunt Hannah looked severely

down on her work and would not speak.

It was this same night that the great

wind came up and blew down five

lengths of the front fence. Aunt Hannah
watched it from the window, and once

sin took off her spectacles and wiped

away the tears.
' That fence has been here ever since

mother was," she said. "Seems if I

couldn't bear to see it go."

"Never mind," said Louisa. "You
can have another just exactly like it.

Twon't take it long to weather, and

you'll forget 'tisn't the same one."

"I don t know," said Aunt Hannah.
" Fences cost money."

All that forenoon Louisa went about
with her lips tight shut. Once when she

passed tin- window and saw the wrecked
fence-lengths lying on th<> crust she did

speak, though only to herself. "I call it

a shame," said she.

"What M you say?" inquired Aunt
Hani .ih. She had Kit poorly ever since

the t agedy, and she w as heartening her-

self & it h a cup of pepper tea.

"Oh, nothing," said Louisa. "I was
just talking t«> m\ si If, that's all."

Tut tli.it afternoon, when Aunt 1 l.m-

nal was feeling .i little calmer, Louisa
s.n down at the kitchen table with pen
and ink, .uul in her best hand made out

a bill. She it LMi.h J it st i iously for a

it and tin n can ied it to Vunt

II. inn. ih. again by the window, sewing.

Hut it was tin side window this time.

Aunt 1 1.mu. ih could ii"t bear to l<>ok at

her i trim d f« m i

.

"Wb.it is it:" she asked, and Louisa
held fiit the paper without a word.
Aunt I Lmn. ih looki d at it fYow ningly.

Louis. i's handwriting always did trouble
lit i. but tins w as w in t< n larg< and plain.

'Nicholas Woodman,'" she read, '"to
1 Lmn. ih Lovett, d< btor.' < >h, Louisa,

you mustn't si ml that, m \ < r m the

world ! I couldn't l< t \ ou."
Louis. i did not speak, and Vunt I lan-

nab looki d up .it her and hi i h<

quailed. So Louisa's father had some-

times looked when he had borne a great

deal and had decided to bear no more.
It seemed to Aunt Hannah a bitter thing

to have so much to endure in one day

—

the loss of her fence and the discovery of

that look on Louisa's face.

"It's perfectly ridiculous," said Lou-
isa, firmly, "a great, strong man like that,

selling milk and inheriting money, and
your fence blowing down and you having
to stop twice to think whether you can
build it up again."

"Why, bless you," said Aunt Hannah,
"you can't build fences till the frost's

out o' the ground. You couldn't dig the

post-holes."

"I don't care whether you could or

not," said Louisa. Her eyes brightened,

and Aunt Hannah, at that dauntless

signal, was almost afraid of her. "Any-
way, it '11 be a comfort to know you've
got the money to build it when you do
want to."

"Well, I have got it," said Aunt Han-
nah, weakly

—
"as good as got it. It

couldn't be safer anywhere in the world

than 'tis with Nicholas Woodman."
Louisa took the bill and folded it,

Aunt Hannah watching her with plead-

ing eyes. She tucked it into the en-

velope she had addressed in her fair,

large hand and sealed it with a serious

care.

"There!" said she. "Now I'll run in

to Li/.v Ann's and ask her to mail it.

She's going to the street this afternoon."
41

( )h, forever 1" saidAunt Hannah, wild-

ly. "You can't do that. By night it '11

be all over town."
"She won't know it's a bill," said

Louis. i, getting her hat and coat.
" What do you s'pose she'll think 'tis ;"

"< )h, I don't know. A note, maybe,
asking him to take me to rule." Louisa

laughed here, but it was, she told her-

self, at In i ow n foolishness.

Vunt I lannah saw nothing to laugh at.

" \1\ soul!" said she. "
I should think

\ .hi \\t it CI .i/i d."
"

\ll right," s.ud Louis. i. " I won't

give it to Li /\ Ann. I'll walk over to the

street mys< 11."

Aunt 1 1.mu. ih groaned. "1 never

In .iid of such a thing in my life," said

sin. "Walk way over there, two mile

and a quartt r, to si nd a bill that hadn't

ought to Li sent anyw

a
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But Louisa, with a quiet and settled

dignity, was drawing on her gloves. She

took the envelope from the table and
turned away, but at the door she stopped

and looked back. She stood there,

arrested by the helpless misery of Aunt
Hannah's face.

"Don't you look like that," said

Louisa. "Of course I won't mail it if

you say not. It's your business, any-

way.
"It ain't the bill," said Aunt Hannah,

miserably: "It's what Nicholas Wood-
man '11 think. He's terrible odd."

ouisa. "Well, I

I'll be odd,
Is that all?" said L

don't care what he thinks,

too.

So she walked out, holding the en-

velope in plain view, as if she defied all

possible eyes to challenge it, and went
along the winter road to the street. But
she did not have to mail the bill. At
the post-office she saw the rawboned
horse, only now he was harnessed into

a shiny red sleigh with an abundance of

robes, and coming down the post-office

steps was Nicholas Woodman himself.

He was "dressed up"—Louisa could see

that—freshly shaved, and with a fine

great-coat and soft felt hat. His loose

blue tie was carefully arranged. He
stopped. The smile she remembered
ran over his face. Even his eyes crinkled

"Hullo!" said he. "You here? Can't
I give you a ride ?"

Louisa felt a sudden drop in the degree
of her satisfaction. It came over her at

once that she could not send him a bill

mysteriously likely to rouse his oddity
and then expect him to take her home.
It did not occur to her until later that
she need not deliver the bill at all. Aunt
Hannah didn't want her to. Nicholas
Woodman was hardly likely to wish it.

But some undaunted justice within her
still cried aloud to be fulfilled. So she

stepped a pace nearer and tendered him
the envelope.

"No, thank you," said she. "I guess

I better walk. Here's something for

you."
He took it, and Louisa turned away

and went down the street. She walked
along to the dry-goods store and went in,

resolved nor to come out again until

Nicholas Woodman had driven the raw-

boned horse away. An attentive clerk

came to her, and she bought pins, and
took a long time selecting them, and
when she went out there was no sign

of a red sleigh anywhere in the street.

She walked home rather listlessly. The
day had not changed, but she found the
distance mysteriously longer, and when
she got home Aunt Hannah, by the
window knitting, noticed at once the
slowness of her step.

"I guess you've overdone," said she.

"You feel as well as common?"
"Yes," said Louisa, soberly, unpinning

her hat, "I feel well enough."
Aunt Hannah waited until Louisa had

put her things away and taken up her

own work by the window.
"Well," she said then, " 'd you mail

that bill?"

"No," said Louisa.

"Well," said Aunt Hannah, "I'm
proper glad. I was in hopes you
wouldn't, come to think it over."

The next forenoon Louisa heard the

rapid clash of bells, and ran to the

window to look out. It was Nicholas

Woodman, and the color sprang to her

cheeks. She felt victorious already. He
was coming to pay the bill. But Nicho-

las drove by at a swinging trot. He did

not even look toward the house. Aunt
Hannah was up-stairs getting a mince-

pie from the chest under the eaves.

"Who's that?" she called. "Sounds
like Nicholas Woodman's bells."

The red burned deeper in Louisa's

cheeks. Somehow she felt it was a

definite slight to her, his driving by so

fast.

"A man," said she, "in a red sleigh."

In an hour or so the clash of bells

came again, and she knew he was driving

back. This time Aunt Hannah was at

the window.
"Why, that must ha' been Nicholas

Woodman," said she. "Here he is goin'

back. And he ain't so much as looked

up at the house."

Louisa said nothing, but two tears

sprang to her eyes. She seemed to her-

self unjustly punished. There was

nothing criminal, she thought, in send-

ing a man a bill.

Next morning the work was done up

early, and Louisa, feeling a little dull at

last, though this was Deer Pond and a
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change from teaching, sat down again

:it lur task of turning shifts. And sud-

denly her listlessness broke, and the

hand that held the needle stopped in air,

for she heard the sound of hells in a

Swing and rhythm she knew.

Aunt Hannah knew, too. " I believe,

m\ sold," said she, "'hat's Nicholas

Woodman again. What's he goin' by
bo much for? lie always used to go the

gulch load. You nod to him out o'

your winder and I will, too. Me al'aVS

looks up SO kinder pleasant. Now, if he

ain't drove by without tinuiu' his head!"
"

I le can il he wants to," said Louisa,

with spirit. I lii" cheeks were- a rich

rose, and she held her head high and

B< i firm, ( \ en st itches w ith a snap.

"Why, vis," said Aunt Hannah, in-

noa m l\ ;

" 'course he- can."

In perhaps an hour he drove by again,

and again he looked straight ahead.

Now Louisa understood. He was angry,
and this was his wa\ oi telling her SO.

lie was telling her, too, that no power on

earth outsidi (us own will should induce

him t<> paj a debt until he chose-. She
knew, too, that he- would drive by the

next day and the- next, in an endless

succession of winter days, whirling past

the bouse ami never turning his head.

\« \: morning it did begin to happen as

ht i mud ton told. I le did drive past,

and in about an hour he drove back
n; and so it was the next day and

t he m \t . ( mce In- took his furious

course through an eddying snow, and
I ouisa dio|>|>c-d her work and started to

h< i feet to w.iti h him as far as she could
sin w as soi i \ for him l hat day, he

tied so d( solate in his i age, w it h the

fting ove i him.

1 1 had lasted ten (\.w s, pet haps, this

1
1

i ious scourging of L< »uisa, and one
< arl) aft< i no< >n, dazzlingl} bi ight, \ et

w it h .1 sli.ii p nip in t In air, she made up
her mind she had b'oi ne ( nough. She
t lu< w d<>w ii her woi k.

"
I 'm going tow alk," said she.

\imt I [annah looked up mildlj from
t he sh( II she w as knit t ing foi a quilt

.

"If 3 ou'n goin' into I i/.\ Vnn's, she
said, "mebb< I'd put on m\ hood and

"N<.. ' said I ouisa. She w .is t hiow ing
on In i hat and ( oat. " I'm not goin

Lizy Ann's. Don't you look for me. I

don't know when I shall he back."
She hurried out into the path, blue-

lined with shadow, and took the road

that led to Nicholas Woodman's, and
Aunt Hannah, in a mild perplexity,

watched her over the little rise until she

disappeared between the- pines. It

Seemed tO Louisa she had newer walked
so desperately in her life, and yet she
could not cover the ground fast enough.
Her breath hurt her throat, but she
would not ^ivc- way to it, and once she
broke into a little run. The road wound
Up-hill all the way, and there- were sw e< t

vistas of a far-off line of hills. This
Louisa learned afterward. To-day she

Set her face- Straight forward and pelted

on. At length she heard tin- sound of an

ax, and stopped to look up the cart-

path leading to a grove <»n a near-by
knoll. Something told her who it was
that chopped so furiously. There he was,

cutting poplars out of the grove. She
walked rapidly up the path. She had
time to think, before he saw her, how
magnificently he swung his ax, almost
as if he were- in a rage against even the

Innocent trees. He- turned and saw her,

and instantly his face seemed to set in

a disconcerting way. They were con-

fronting each other, and she had te>

Speak. Nothing, she knew, would tempt
him to begin. She called up all her

angers of the last ten days to support

and urge lnr.
44

I should like to know," said she,

''what you're SO mad about."

Nicholas Woodman set his'ax carefully

against a large stump, the relic of a cut-

ting Ions; agO< He looked serious, even
^i ieved.

"What makes you think I'm mad?"
he asked.

Then Louisa reali/.ed she had no i< a-

son to give. How could she say, 'Be-

cause you drive bj everj forenoon at

I. n o'clock, and \ou never turn your
In. id": If she were to gain anything,

it must be b\ a bravado <>t assault.
"

'I ) \ on get my bill :" she- inquired,

K i kl< ssly.
"

I hen 'tw as \ our bill
:
"

"
I w rote n. if that's wh.it \ ou mean."

"
'I ) \ our aunt tell \ou to"

" No. She told me not to."

11ns seemed to ^ive- him a gloomy
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satisfaction. "I knew it," said he. "I
said to myself, 'Hannah Lovett never in

the world would ha' sent a neighbor in

a bill for standin' grass."'

"For mercy sake, why not?" inquired

Louisa. She was exasperated, with the

gloom of his handsome face, and his un-

reason, and her own mysterious offense.

"Why not?" he repeated, in a re-

proachful wonder. "Well, if you don't

know I can't tell ye."

%"But don't you have bills?" Louisa
persisted, unhappily. "Doesn't anybody
ever send you one?"
"Why, yes," said Nicholas, "I have

bills. I pay 'em, too."

"Then why under the sun can't you
pay Aunt Hannah's?"

"She's a neighbor," said he, doggedly.

"She hadn't ought to sent me a bill."

"She didn't send it. I told you so. I

sent it."

"That's it." He made a little sound
that was almost a groan. "You wrote
out that bill, and you come yourself and
put it into my hand."

Louisa looked at him for a long mo-
ment, and he looked solemnly back at

her. Then she leaned against a poplar
at her side and began to laugh. She
laughed so hard she cried a little, too.

And all the time he looked at her in a mild
reproach, like a dog unjustly beaten.

"I never," said Louisa, as she wiped
her eyes, "heard anything so ridiculous

in my life. I s'pose that's what they
mean by being odd."
A spark leaped into his eyes. "'D any-

body tell you I was odd?" he asked.
Louisa nodded.
"I s'pose they said all the Woodmans

were odd," he commented, bitterly.

"Yes," Louisa answered, "that's what
I heard. And now I can see with my
own eyes."

Nicholas turned away from her, put
his arm on the trunk of a tree, and bowed
his face on it. She saw his shoulders
heave with deep-drawn breaths, and fear
quickened her own heart, a maternal
pang. She took a step toward him and
laid her hand on his arm.

"Don't," she said. "I know how you
feel. I keep school. I've seen boys act
just as you do now. They can't help it,

not till they get the upper hand of them-
selves."

He lifted his head and turned slowly
to look at her. His face was blurred and
tremulous. "Yes," said he, "I s'pose
I am odd. All the Woodmans are odd,
but it never come over me before, so 's

I couldn't fight it down."
"Well," said Louisa, comfortably,

"now you know it, you can see it never
happens again. I'm odd, too. I'm just
as obstinate as you are, only it's in an-
other way. I made up my mind you
should pay Aunt Hannah that money,
and nothing she could say would stop
me. But if you're so odd as all that, I

guess I don't care. Tisn't my business,
anyway."

"It is your business," cried Nicholas,
in a loud tone. " It's more your business
than 'tis hers. You don't understand,
for all you keep school. I wanted you
to like me better 'n anybody else in the
world, and when you thought I didn't
pay my debts and you'd got to send me
a bill—"

Louisa stood staring at him with wide
eyes. He was startling the truth out of
her, and she spoke it, not quite knowing
what she said. "I do like you better 'n

anybody."
"Why," said Nicholas, "you can't."

"No," said Louisa, "I s'pose I can't.

I've hardly seen you more 'n once or

twice, except riding by when you
wouldn't turn your head. There! we've
said more 'n enough. Good-by." She
turned away and hurried down the path.

There was a sound behind her. She
thought he was softly and irresolutely

following. But she did not turn her head.

Just as she left the cart-path for the road

he spoke, quite near, and then she knew
he had been following.

"All is," said he, and his voice sound-

ed furious, whether with her or with
himself she could not tell

—
"all is, I

sha'n't pay for that grass a day sooner

'n I meant to pay."
"All right," said Louisa, coldly. "I'm

not going to make you. I'm ashamed of

being odd. I should think you'd be."

She walked home very fast and got

there in time to ask Aunt Hannah to

go in and make Lizy Ann a little call.

"You done well to go by yourself,"

said Aunt Hannah, admiringly, as she

got her hood. "Your cheeks are red as

a rose.
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The nexi morning Lour,., was pai Aunt Hannah did not count them.

ticularly brisk, and the work was done "I guess they be," she said. She pulled

Up « arly. A little before ten she brought out the little drawer of the old secretary

l 1(
| coa1 an(] l, it it by the kitchen stove, and tucked them in.

"You goin* OUt?" Aunt Hannah Nicholas had t urncd to Louisa. "It's

r | (( l

a nice day," said he. "What if you

"Yes" said Louisa, "I thought I should come for a little ride?"

might. 'Anyway, I thought I'd warm up "All right," said Louisa. "I'll get

and see." m V things."

\, tcn prei isely Nit holas i ame in the- While she- was in the kitchen, slipping

,,,l sleigh with the rawboned hoist, on her coat in a joyous haste, Aunt

ll (
. walked in without knocking, and Hannah came and managed, while she

threw them a brief good morning, laid Louisa's collar straight, to drop a

Meantime h< was laying back his coat triumphant word:

and pulling out his long wallet. Hetook "What MI tell you? There ain't a

from u three ten dollai bills and handed Letter man in this town."

themtoAunt Hannah. "No," said Louisa, in a triumph of

'('
it 'em over," said he, carelessly, her own, "nor in the whole world,

"I ,Mi< v. that's right." either."

The ( iods Remember

BY FLORENCE EARLE COATES

THE (iods remember always. We forget,

But t hc\ forget n«>t : every debt

I [owe'er We palter and evade,

Maturing, must be paid.

The} pit.3 us, the Gods, bitf naught forgive,

I ( st \\ e, w ho sl<>\\ l\ It .ii n to h\

e

Children scarce wiser in our age than youth
Should ionic to doubt their truth!

I <>\ ins t Ik ln.i\ ( w ho st t ive and w ill not \ ield

I hough Inn t and fallen on the- field,

I lie \ tt a< h us not from death to fly,

Lest we, inde< d, should diel

Foi I is t Ik ii w ill the soul shall 1 1 st

Vbovt its eart hl\ ag( »nies:

I i iumpham i is< , as I rom the p\ re

\ phoenix, h inged b} firel



A Soul in Prison
THE POEMS AND LETTERS OF X 107

With an Introduction by LORIN F. DELAND

HEN I first saw X 107
she was serving a two-
year sentence in a

prison and chafing

against a temporary
refusal of the authori-

ties to admit her to

parole, although the time for parole

privilege had arrived.

From the moment she helieved I was
trying to help her she was, as she ex-

pressed it, absolutely square with me.
She took the chance that the very de-

fenselessness of voluntary and complete
confession would outweigh the disgust

and despair it was hound to excite. She
answered my questions unreservedly,

and often with appalling frankness. At
my request she harcd every detail of her
career, although she knew that the
greater part of it I could never discover

myself. From first to last she never lied

to me.
To better understand her case, T got

into personal touch with the places and
people among whom she had lived. Tn

the city of her exploits there is a criminal
quarter about four blocks long and five

blocks wide, which is the "tough" sec-

tion of the city. The police decided upon
making a vigorous effort to clean up this

section—not that it could be eliminated,
but it might be improved. They fixed

upon X 107 as the spot where the clean-

Up" should begin. As they expressed it,

she "dominated" the underworld there,

and she must be gotten rid of at the very
start. This was accomplished by a
method familiar to all who know tin

worst side of police possibilities. She was
trapped by three or four men, them-
selves criminals, as the price of tin sir

own immunity from prosecution for

various petty offences they were; known
to have committed. Tn taking this

course the authorities felt entirely justi-

fied. The Department of Public Safely
told me they believed her to be the; most
vicious and degraded woman they had
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encountered in a thirty - years' experi-

ence. When they learned that I was
interested in securing her parole, they

"hoped it would not be granted," and
asked me to tell her that she could never
again set foot in that city without in-

stant arrest. As one expressed it,

"We'll arrest her first, and find the com-
plaint afterward."

It struck me that this attitude was
singularly revengeful, till one of them
showed me a new viewpoint, lie said:

"I was called down by the chief for the
disorder on my division. It was a case

of stop it or lose my job. I said to

myself, 'It's her arrest or my discharge/

Well, 1 got her, and I'll get her again if

she comes back. I can 'fix' her any
tune.

ft was toward the end of her imprison-

ment thai she began to write verse,

apparently for the pure relief of expres-

sion. She was indifferent to its recep-

tion, and took little pride in it. In

certain moods she Wrote with great ease.

But the characteristic of her mind that

interested me from the start was its un-

expectedness. She never gave the an-

ticipated answer. Her mental processes

had Strange orbits, and forecast was

impossible. When she appeared before

the Parole Hoard her answers were like

so many jolts to those long accustomed

to conventional replies. "I suppose

your mother was discouraged with you

at this time," asked the grave chairman

of I Ik; board.

She weighed the; question judicially.

"Should you say 'discouraged'? I think

'disgusted' would better express it."

Let me better illustrate this quality of

her mind by a single incident : In prison

I once asked her this question, "If you
went given absolute; freedom to spend

oik; night in the; great city, wholly un-

controlled, where would you go—to tin;

theater, to a dance;, or when;?"

After a moment's thought she replied:

"I would choose a warm night after a
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rainy day, a night when all the electric

lights wore halos round their heads and

everything was foggy. I'd go to the

Park and walk for an hour up and down
the paths, where I could sec the reflec-

tions of the misty lights in the wet stone

pavements. Then I'd like to go to some
quiet place where I could hear organ

music for another hour. 1 hen I'd go to

bed satisfied. Hut before I got into hed

I'd open and shut my door for five

minutes steadily. Vd want to know that

isn't bolted!"

I have said that her poems were out-

lets of emotion, rather than efforts at

literature. This is well shown by an

incident. On one of her Sunday visits

we were crossing the fields to a point

where she could rake her home-hound
trolley, when she flew into a violent pas-

sion over my reproofs and freed her mind
in hi r abusive way. 1 hen she hoarded
the Crowded car for a three hours' ride.

I he first mail on the next morning
brought me the poem "Forgive," writ-

ten on the back of an old envelope and
•marked from a village down the

hue just two hours after she had left me.
She had composed it standing in that

crowded trolley-car, where the mere
effort ot clinging to a swaying strap

seemed the limit of one's powers! The
mental detachment and concentration

uzzling.

I h< s well as the exi racts

from her letters, chosen wholly at ran-

dom, are printed without any attempt at

< dit
•

N I . Deland.

VPRIL WEATHER
I UD, in the night, 1 shall smile no more,

For m emed deep, and my I

>ke w h< n the sun ; my lips,

\nd I tingled down to my fin

d, a lilting I;

i \ p i i 1 sky on an April ,.

FORGIVE
P)1 1

I me "ii the \ est< rd

Winn meadoward we took our way,
the hand that lifted up

parched lips life's brimming cup?
me tlu n I i

g, didst thou veil thine -

I

;

it
. add< ned, paint d surpris

Or was it planned that such as I

Must know a thousand deaths? Then die

Ere I have grasped the prize?

Didst see me on the yesternight

When sickened soul was black with blight?

Dread quivers of despairing shame
Scorched my poor body like a flame.

Didst see me then—at night?

Upon my heart a little ring

Of whitened scars, that burn and sting,

Remind me that I struck the hand
I hat led me to a promised land.

How long doth Memory cling?

WHY?
QWEPT in by the tide, and cast on Life's

bosom,
Unwanted, uncalled for, an atom of chance

Groping and cursed by the sins of another,

Hopelessly watching the gray years ad-

vance.

Swept on by the tide, in its merciless surging,

Battered and lashed by black Poverty's

wave;
A plaything of Fate, by Fate ill-begotten,

Wind-driven derelict, marked for the

grave.

Swept out by the tide to the land of surmises;

Questions unanswered, naught learned

but a cry;

Crushed by the strife of an unsought ex-

istence;

Hack to the Nowhere, murmuring " Why ?"

SPRING IN THE CITY
Oil! Spring in the city! It sets my heart

beating!

It goes to my head like the tang of the sea!

When down the wet pavements young
March flings her greeting.

With wild, whistled songs of hoidenish

Oh, blue is her bonnet, with plumes soft

and cloudy I

\nd gray is her gown with a silvery she< n,

And through tin long rent, where she tore

it, the rowdy,
Peeps our her bright petticoat, emerald

en.

She skips through the Common, the winds
follow aft( r,

\ow coaxing, beguiling, wherever she

go< s:

\ml up to the bishop she dances with

laug

\ml knocks his staid head-gear atilt on

his nose.
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Her cry-baby sister has loaned her the

flowers

That drop from her gown in her wild,

merry race;

The violet and crocus, from April's own
bowers.

She saucily tosses in mother Earth's face.

Oh! Spring in the city! It sets my heart

beating!

It soes to my head like a draught of old

wine;

Stay, March. I implore you! Oh, be not

so fleeting.

For. witch that you are. you are wholly
divine!

MY SONG
T CANNOT help but sing. I said.

For joy hath lately found me!
When friendly stars shine overhead,

I cannot help but sing, I said:

Wouldst have me weep: The past is dead.

And kindly friends surround me.

I cannot help but sing, I said.

For i'ov hath lately found me!

IF SUCH LOVE CAME
TF Love should come to me some day?
And I should sadly to him say.

Before he pressed his first warm kiss,

I have done this, and this, and this,

Confessing sins of human clay;

And he should coldly turn away:

—

I would not sigh, nor weep, nor moan.
Nor worship Grief on purple throne;

But rather would I softly say.

If Love should come to me, some day,

—

'"'Tis better so. Adieu,—we part!

This thing you nurtured in your heart
\\ as never Love; for Love forgives,

And understands, forbears, and lives!"

And gladly would I go my way.
If such Love came to me some day.

The first of the letters which follow

was written in response to Mr. Deland's
question asking N 107 how it was pos-
sible to reconcile her love of beauty and
appreciation of goodness with her career
as a criminal.

\ ou ask me how I reconcile a love of
poetry, an appreciation of "sweetness
and light," with my career as a criminal.

^ ou once quoted Montaigne as saying
he "loved stout expressions among gen-
tlemen," and your use of direct words
is as much a delight to me. I can some-

how talk to you straight from the shoul-

der, and I'll try not to spare myself now.
In earlier days I always thought that

I was subject to moods. But as the years
went by, and I watched other people, I

suddenly realized that the strange con-
tradictions in my nature were not moods,
but something far more mystifying and
dangerous. 1 here was an inner some-
thing that dragged me from the com-
fortable, pleasant surroundings of sim-

ple, church-going people, and was never
satisfied until it had plunged me into the

depths of indecency and kept me wal-
lowing there.

At first these attacks came at long
intervals, and were of short duration,

and the reaction was almost unbear-
able. The tortures of hell were tame
compared with my sufferings. It left

me sick to the soul, and so shaken that I

was sure of nothing in heaven or on
earth but one thing, and that was that

this thing would come again. I was
depressed for weeks, and filled with an

agony of shame for my actions, but did

not know how to prevent them.
This would gradually wear off, but

when I felt most assured that I had the

thing by the throat, it would suddenly
rise up and knock down all the barriers

of good that I had built around it. and,

absolutely against my will, my inclina-

tion and common sense, I would do its

bidding and sink into the depths again.

This began to happen so frequently

that I became alarmed, and grew super-

sensitive. I finally had to arrange for

separate homes for these two selves of

mine. I cast off all friends and relatives,

and disappeared, giving myself up solely

to the task of appeasing the craving of

both the black and the white part of me.

A clean little room, whose windows
looked out on a green lawn dotted with

old-fashioned flower-beds, was one place

of refuge, where I came and went at will,

or remained there until the other self

rose up and smothered all the "sweet-

ness and light." when I hastened to the

other home, the home of thieves, gam-
blers, gunmen, jailbirds, and dope fiends.

The lowest types of the underworld

were there, and I fitted into the sur-

roundings and company as it I had lived

there before, and had been away on a

iournev, and had just returned to a life
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that seemed perfectly natural to me. I

needed no coaching, and seemed no dif-

ferent than the others, for their plots

and intrigues were discussed before me,

and my advice often asked. All the

crime, sin, filth, and beastliness did not

shock nor horrify me, and I never

noticed the beautiful. Here it never

bothered me. There was no ecstasy at

the sight of a woolly lamb cloud, as there

is now. The sky was merely a place to

tell whether it was to be fair or cloudy.

I had no dislike for certain colors, as my
other self had. I was like a cat who
purrs and dozes in front of a huge fire,

half awake and half asleep, but per-

fectly satisfied and very comfortable.

Only once did I notice flowers, and
that was when I flew into a rage and
scratched and bit one of the gamblers
because he threw some pansies out of the

window, and used the glass that had
held them for his liquor.

1 find myself wondering how pansies

came into that room. I don't know who
put them there; one of the women who
came there, I suppose, Whoever it was,
she probably had some memory, green

in spite of her present life, that prompted
her to give them a drink of water out
ol the nearest thing at hand—a sticky,

broken whisky-glass.

I wonder now whether those pansies

had not pressed the button and made
some spark leap into those instincts of

beauty lying dormant and smothered
under those evil appetites.

Vfter scenes like this the place would
suddenly grow disgusting, the filth and
cursing nauseating, and the whole atmos-

• e unbearable. 1 would then take my-
self of} to my Other home, where 1 would
be ill for days with remorse, humiliation,

and anger at the knowledge that 1 had
again allowed this inner thing to drag me
through the mire. I called it nanus,
and begged it to leave me alone, and

prayed about it. The sight of the

beautiful filled me with unutterable
longing, sadness, and seemed to re-

proach me. 1 «

\

( n contemplated suicide.

Hut the good part rebelled at leaving
undi 1 beauties, and there was
always a faint hope that this would be
the last time that the black inner thing
would overpower me. In my bettei

moments 1 was deeply religious, and

shrank from coarseness in any form.
Does that seem like hypocrisy? It was
not meant as such. It was simply
natural.

Finally I surrendered. The black part

was too strong, and I was weakened with
continually fighting it. So, with my
eyes wide open to the consequences, I

went back to the den of thieves to stay.

I made up my mind to fight the thing

with its own weapons. If it craved sin,

I would give it all it wanted, and more.
I would stuff it, as one does a fancy bird,

until it dies from overgorging. But I

did not find the life hard. Nothing
mattered but evading the law. I had
no regrets, and woke in the morning
eager to be at it again. All decent
feeling was numbed. No remembrance
of other days haunted me, but I always
seemed to be waiting—for what I did

not know.
Then came my imprisonment. How

I got there, and what I was there for, I

could not tell. From the time that the

judge sentenced me until I reached

the prison I was like a person in a

stupor. I was taken there in a motor,
for they classed me as a dangerous
criminal, who might try to make a get-

away on the cars. A matron sat beside

me, and the deputy who sat in front

watched every movement of mine in a

reflecting mirror.

Inside the prison doors, I waited for

some time on a long bench in a large hall.

At intervals officers passed by and gazed

at me curiously, and several asked my
name. Then I was taken to the receiv-

ing-room and turned over to the re-

ceiving matron. Piece by piece my
clothing was taken from me and thrown

into a heap. When 1 was ordered to

bathe in full view of this matron, 1 was
so filled with an agony of shame and

indignation that 1 made up my mind to

gi t even with them, for to my mind

they were worse than the people I had

left.

Even when I had put on the- coarse,

clean clothing, I felt more naked than I

had ever done before, and I felt so de-

graded that the last remnant of respect

1 had ever had for myself seemed Co

have been snatched away from me.

Another simple little thing maddened
me. 1 In shoes ware three sizes too
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large, and when I left the receiving-room

I scuffled along the hall, admonished by
the matron to step lively. I lost one

shoe, and as I picked it up I was filled

with an almost uncontrollable desire to

hurl it at her head. But I thought bet-

ter of it, and it's good for me that I did.

I said to myself that it wouldn't hurt

her to have given me a word of good
advice. If she had I probably would
have worshiped her.

I was next handed over to another

matron, a motherly-looking woman, who
proved in after-days kind and thought-

ful, and who now unlocked two heavily

barred wooden doors and put me into a

fair-sized room, and left me there. I sat

down on a little wooden stool, and
watched her as she left the room. I

wished she would say a kind word to

me, but it didn't come. I listened as

she locked and bolted the doors and the

jingling of her keys ceased, and then I

realized that I was alone, and this was
the end, for I believed that I was going

to do my whole sentence in that awful

room.
My heart was like a heavy stone, and

a feeling of utter isolation swept over
me, like a child wakening suddenly in

the night to find itself alone in the dark.

I had a shuddering, sickening sense of

clipped wings, and I started wildly up
and rushed madly around the room,
from the heavily shuttered window to

the double wooden door through which
no sound could come, in a perfect agony
of fright. I beat madly on the door, tore

my hair, and pulled the clothes from the
cot-bed and stamped on them. I raged
up and down for hours like a caged
beast, with only one wish in my mind

—

to go mad and forget. Something said,

"Pray." But I laughed at the thought.
As the hours passed I became ex-

hausted, and, looking at the bed, it

suddenly came to me that here at least

I could sleep. A breathless sense of safe-

ty swept over me. Perhaps, bad as this

was, it might save me from worse. And
far, far down was the thought that here,

at least, though the Beast might tear me,
it could not drag me in its own slime.

There was a comforting sense of security,

and, strangest of all, the waiting feeling

had suddenly left me; and, sobbing and
moaning, I crept into the bed and slept.

Never in the long time I was there did
I think that it was I that was there.

It was the one who lived with gamblers
and such like, and of course she de-
served to be there. She was a terrible

creature. But of course she had nothing
to do with me, for the real I was out-
side the gate, sending in messages of
beautiful things, of April skies, of slant-

ing silver rains, and of birds twittering

in a blushing apple-tree. Night after

night I would toss in my narrow bed,
and talk to the black thing within. It

was as if it was another person in the
room with me. "Well, you've had your
way," I would say; "you've got me
where you wanted to, and now you've
gone your limit, and you'll stay here.

You'll die here, for you'll never go out
with me!" It filled me with glee to

think I could fool it. My other self

would join me at the gate—that much
I was positive of—and we would go
away together and leave the other one
dead inside of the prison. But God
alone knows what would have happened,
or whether I would have been able to

carry out this plot of mine, if I had been
put to labor that was not interesting to

me. Very likely I would have ended in

the dungeon in handcuffs, like other

poor devils whom the authorities can-

not understand, and who cannot under-

stand themselves.

I began to read as soon as I was put
in a cell where there was a light, and I

cannot describe the joy that swept over

me when I found that a veil had been

torn from my eyes, and I saw, not only

the printed words, but the exact mean-
ing that was behind them. An apt

phrase or a chance line of poetry so

delighted me that it brightened my gray

days like a burst of sunshine after a

thunder-storm. Rhymes danced in my
head, and I was obsessed with beautiful

ideas. It quieted, soothed, and refreshed

me, and I often fell asleep at night re-

peating lines that had come to me during

the daytime. Do you wonder now at

my passionate love for poetry? It was
my salvation, my beckoning star. It

purified me, and lifted me out of the

depths onto the heights. It was the mes-

sage, as I said before, that the other part,

waiting outside the gate, sent in to me.

All the while I was growing inside. A
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What I said I don't remember. What
you said I lived on for weeks. Still, I

must confess 1 was rather suspicious.

No one had ever clone anything for me
without some come-back for themselves,

and I could not quite figure out what
you were going to get out of all the

trouble you were taking.

1 lad I been a very young girl and good
to look upon, as youth always is, it

would have been different; but being

very ordinary-looking (I'd rather be

uglv any day than ordinary looking

—

it's more individual!), I was nonplussed.

Can you answer, right off the reel, what
the happiest moment in your life has

been? 1 can beat you to it! Not when
they called me from my work to be

dressed for my release-. No; I couldn't

be happiest when I knew there were a

hundred pair of eyes, wistfully watching
me- leave the- room, wishing they were

going, too. You can't say good-by. It's

a house- of silence-, anel there's a stifled

sob in your throat, and you are almost

sorry to leave the companions of so

many long, long days. Not when the

me w;is pushing its way into the

light. I became absorbed in studying

the different characters with whom I

I. Here all were thrown together.

( ) 1 c 1 - 1 i m m i S who have spent the greater

part of then lives in prison were mingled

with the tnst offenders. It's bad. W hat

the first offenders don't know about

crime, the- old-timers teach them. A
cottage system is badly needed. Then,

too, for the tnst five nonths one is in a

Cell without a light. ( me can't read, anel

thinking is enough to drive one cra/y.

All these things need money, but, oh,

it would In- so worth while-. ^ on learn

no trade- while- in there-, anel when you

come out you are- handicapped. It is

like BO much time- lost out of your life-.

'I he gnls <m> out of eloois more, anel it is

sueh a ble-ssmg. The sweetness of

such hours out of doors lasts for days

and leaves the women in a much better

frame of mind ami easier to handle.

I suppose you are- thinking of those

th.ir . .m't read. I here is ;i s< hool, but

I wish that there was some way of send-

ing m v rochetn otton ami crochet-nee-

dles. Those who have money can, of superintendent shook hands with me at

the door and bid me godspeed, and

admonished me- to be- true. No; I

wanted to cry then. Hut it was when
you gave- tin order for the motor to go

ahead, and we shot out into the open

road, and I left all the- old life behind.

Moments like that are lived but once.

Riches suddenly bequeathed me:— the-

thrill would be- tame- beside- it. A medal

pinned on my coat In the- highest of

hiLdis; not momentous at all; a mere

nothing compared t<» it. I chattered of

this, of that. <A~ anything at all. Do you

remember! What a bundle of nerves

you must have- thought me! Hut I

apologize. I was too e xcited to be polite,

ami 1 hadn't talkeel foi such a long time.

I wanted to say everything at once, and
ii, ami to make- all sorts of

promises. Hut I saw everything. 1
hat

ride, that rich I I shall never forget it.

I w anted it ne \ ei f" end, but to ride,

mt.. the- heart of the- setting sun. Ami
- dusk began to sh.ike out net silvery

veil we drew up in front of the- quaint

little old-fashioned house, where you

iad arranged that I should stay during

a part ^\ my probation.

I have m vei been able- to tell \^u how

COUrse, buy these things; bur those- who
have neither friends nor money are de-

nied t he- pleasure which sueh w«>ik brings

t«i m my. I was int. resti d in my work,

1 loved t.. create. Vs the months
went by tin only bitterness in my CUp

the fact th.it I had n<> one t<> take

in. I was ;is alone- as Robinson
Cn s< m b< fore he found I nd.i\ ' No
home, no friends, no mone) . I he- only

tion tin- authorities can find a girl

is housework, ^s each mil was taken
out by friends, my heart gre^ heavier

and he.i\ i. i

.

mot her came
ild lu- p.issed along

the- line. < >r thi brother, or that

one's father or husband. I t ried to be

glad foi them, and wondered if my time
would ever come. I was becinninj

despair, and th< i da) s to di ag,

wh< n out <>f the now here \ i »u emu-.

nt to the- office in feai and t rem-
blin thought I had broken a rule.

1
• walking on air. I w .is on an

equal footing with the- others. 1 had a

fnendl >
i ou know you are thought \

lit 1

1

f<ie oi among your reilow-prison

\ ou don't have .it least one \ isiti »r. V< >u

• .i nobod . ial circles.

f 1
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that little house impressed me. You
never told me anything about it. Even
to this day I never make a move to shake

hands first. There are those who
wouldn't care to shake hands with a

former criminal. And so when those two
ladies came out on the lawn and took

me by the hand, I was theirs to do with

as they wished, and I knew that it would

be the right thing always. After you
had gone I felt timid, and although I

wanted to thank them and tell them
that I meant to do my best, I was clumsy
about it, and stumbled and stammered
over words that would not come. But
once in the beautiful old library, with

its red-brick fireplace and huge, comfy
chairs, I felt more at ease, and here they

told me that I was to be as one of them,
and that from then on none of us was to

refer to the past. Think of it! I was
to be put on an equal footing with cour-

teous, well - bred, intellectual people,

with no slurs or flinging up of past deeds!

They put me to work at once out in the

fields. We worked side by side, sharing

alike in all labors, which became a perfect

joy to me. Do you recall asking me on the

way down what I wanted to do the most
of all things ? I said I wanted to go to my
room, and shut the door, and then open
and shut it just as many times as pleased

me. Well, I did it! I never slept in a

locked room when I could help myself. I

planted potatoes, hoed, hilled, gathered,

and ate them. All day long I was out of

doors, w^here the winds swept over the

meadows and brought new life to me.
Every one was kind to me, and at night,

when the lamp was lit in the living-

room, throwing shadows on the beautiful

old sofa where Whittier, Longfellow, and
other poets had once sat, and on the
antique furniture and quaint, old dishes,

we would read together, and discuss the
leading questions of the day. Such
wonderful, scent-laden nights! Such
wonderful gardens! And oh, what sun-
sets! I was so happy that the days were
never long enough. I tried to please,

first because you put me there, next
because they were kind to me, and last,

but not least, because I wanted to be a

decent woman and a good citizen. And
when at last they said that I was trust-

worthy, my cup was overflowing. Yet
underlying all this ecstasy was a dull

ache for the comrades I had left behind.
There is to-day, and always will be.

So, dear friend, this brings me up to
the present time. I really never got my
poise until I got back to the city and
had to rub elbows with the business

world again. Of course it is hard for me
to get any sort of a situation where long
experience is required. Two years are

gone from my life that I can't account
for. So every once in a while finds me
up against it. But oh, it is good to live,

and live clean. I have no intimate
friends, but I have some books, and
every once in a while a letter from a very
dear lady whom I know. I sometimes
get tired of Mr. Wall and Mrs. Wall and
the two little Walls, but then my room
is cozy, if small, and I can open and shut
the door when I like.

Do not think that I do not mix with
the old crowd of sin because it would
get me into trouble. That isn't it. I'm
clean, and I'm going to stay clean, so

that I can look the whole world in the

eyes, and not have to hang my head.

Besides, if you must have the truth, I

have no appetite for such things. The
thought of it fills me with loathing and
disgust. Did I tell you that one of the

matrons met me the other day, and as I

am quite fond of her I went up and made
myself known. She said she never would
have known me, I have changed so.

Who knows but what, if I keep on
changing, I'll become a beauty!
Stranger things than that have hap-

pened, and one of them is that my penu-

rious landlady hasn't tacked twenty-five

cents extra on to my room rent for the

gas I have burned while writing to you.

Good night. I'm off now to indulge in

my greatest dissipation

—

mailing letters.

EXTRACTS FROM OTHER LETTERS

September 2.

When I think sometimes that my
identity may be discovered, I turn sick

with fear. It is a dreadful secret to carry

around. R , whom I knew five years

ago, wonders at the improvement in

me, in speech as well as looks, and is so

interested in my verses that I am im-

mensely flattered. Anyhow, thanks to

you, I find myself picking much wiser

associates, and I think they will be my
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salvation. I am still out of work, but

I am helping out in a lunch-room from

eleven to h,alf-past three, which keeps

the proverbial wolf from coming to life.

This is only temporary, but I think I am
lucky, for it means one square meal a

day at least.

Oh, such a crowded, lonesome city!

It is a very dangerous thing to be unem-
ployed where there are lights and laugh-

ter and music, and one is alone. It has

given me a good idea for a magazine
story, but it is so hot in my "two by
four" that I can't write. I will get along

somehow, and, if looking will bring me
work, I shall get it surely.

I read in the paper that has

been arrested for shoplifting. That poor,

foolish girl! Only twenty-one years

old, to ruin herself again for the sake of

pretty clothes! I love pretty clothes,

too, and hate to look as if I came out of

the ark, as badly as any one I know of;

and I know it must have been a great

temptation. But, oh, what a price she

paid for them!

October iy.

I am very joyous this-evening. I have
had a g-reat treat in the form of a letter

from . Her letter is always like a

little white posy to me. For the last

thre^ years I have saved them very
carefully, until now I have a beautiful

bouquet. 1 ler kindness in writing to me
is < ne of the bright spots in this navy-
blue life. It makes me think of a day

n I had been in prison only a few
ks, and 1 was down on my knees

scrubbing my part of a lon<j; hall. I had
1 locked for some time in a cell with

a dark window, and so any occupation

welcome. We were not allowed to

l<".k up :it any one who passed through
the hall, and an officer stood at the end
oi the corridor watching us. My back

aching, my wrists were sore, my
knees throbbed from the unaccustomed
position, and 1 was so tilled with rage ;it

my humiliation that I longed to knock
tin- buck< t of dirty w ater over, and then
roll in it and scream and yell for sheer
relief when some one tapped me on th<

shoulder. 1 looked up with fear, for I

thought 1 was going to be reprimanded,
but Instead a woman bent over me and
handed me one small flower: and when

she smiled I could have kissed her feet,

and I felt all the anger die away, and
my throat ached, it was so full. It was
as if I had stepped into a sanctuary, but
could not pray. That woman was

, and I worshiped her from that

moment. When they locked me in

again, I took the flower from my dress,

and forgot where I was; the flood-gates

were loosed, and I was given—one of

those things they can't take away from
us—sleep! That is the curious part of

it. We suffer all the untold agonies of

mind, and then we sleep, and sometimes
dream of daisy-fields. But nowT the situ-

ation is reversed. I sleep and dream
that I am back again, and trying to get

out. I wake myself up trying to scream,

and in those few moments I live all over
again the past horror and hopelessness.

The very sight of a cot bed turns me sick

— its shape and width suggest so much.
I believe I said I was joyous. This

does not sound much like it. Still I am.
Am so glad to have Henley's book to

browse over at odd moments.

October 20.

Thanks for the little photograph. To
think that I have been acquainted with

myself so long, and didn't really know
until now just how I looked! I shall

take your advice and send it to my
mother. If anything serious happens,

please take the blame. You must not

pay any attention to what I say in this

letter, for I have soared so high to-day

that I have ridden on the tip end of a

cloud; and such a sunset! A blood-red

sun in an opal sky, and all reflected in

a still river of molten silver. No artist

could ever paint it. What an artist God
must be! No two sunsets alike, infinite

variety, each succeeding night more
beautiful than the last! I love it, and

revel in it, but find words too common
and gross to express the beauty of it all.

October 2;.

At last I have found a place. I am to

start work this afternoon at two-thirty,

and work until ten o'clock to-night at

tin munitions factory. This is the place

1 spoke of to you, and although it is a

dumpy it will help a great deal at the

present time. 1 cannot sit down like Mr.

Micawber and wait for something
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turn up. I only hope that I may be able

to stand it. It is horribly dirty, I am
told, but the money is clean. It is a

place of nations, for all sorts of foreign-

ers are working there. It is like having

one's soul hit with a knout to have to go

to such a dreary place, away from the

sunshine, but we cannot have all we like

in this life, and I doubt if it would be

good for us if we did.

Well, I'm off to help blow up the Ger-
mans—if I don't get blown up myself
first. Are you still of the same mind
about the poems? I hope so—oh, so

much!
I wish I could thank you in the way I

wish.

October 2j.

Here I am again. This time I simply
had to write to you to tell you what I

am up against. Before I went to the
new job, which is making shells for the
British Government, I heard reports

that the plant was threatened, and that
it was to be demolished some time this

week. I couldn't make up my mind
which was worse—being blown up by
dynamite or being blown up by an irate

landlady!

But I went in at half-past two. Ye
gods! What a place! No brains are

necessary, just brawn. We work seven
and a half hours, with fifteen minutes
for lunch! . . . Every moment, at some
unexpected noise, the girls will scream,
and all lights outside are kept burning,
and an extra force of guards patrols the
building. The war never seemed so real.

It is like working on the top of a rum-
bling volcano.

The accommodations for the women
are indescribable, and this in cultured
Massachusetts. The firm holds back
three days from my pay, which is an-
other bad feature. The only good feature
about the whole affair is that if I do
get blown up, my remains will be so

scattered that my loving family will be
spared the expense of my burial.

Our clothes are intermingled in an
unkempt mass, and the odors are some-
thing weird. However, one must live,

and as long as there are no other places
for girls, some one is ever ready to take
the risk, like

Yours sincerely,

Vol. CXXXIII.—No. 797.-93

November g.

. . . The munition work goes merrily
on, and each night I discover some new
noise to add to the torture. All the sins

I ever committed really should be
washed from the slate, for this work is

penance. When you step into that filthy

place, reeking of lard oil, and the bell

rings that starts that long line all work-
ing together like a machine, I feel like

hammering on the closed door and get-

ting out somehow; but then the hot
wave of anger gradually dies when you
wonder how long it would be before you
found another place, and you feel rather
ashamed that you have rebelled even
inwardly at conditions that seem to your
co-workers perfectly satisfactory.

Ah, the man that wrote "Where igno-

rance is bliss" knew human nature,

didn't he? The girl next to me had half

a chicken for her lunch yesterday, and
she confided in me, saying that "the
guy she was keeping company with
knew the chef at the Hotel, who
swiped half a broiled chicken for him
every once in a while, and her steady
passed it along to her." That poor
chicken! What travels! Where he
might have been served on a silver plat-

ter to some fastidious guest, he is instead

toted around in the "steady's" pocket,

to end ignominiously as the 'piece de

resistance of a cold lunch in a munitions
factory. That chicken must have led

a very sinful life, brief as it was, to have
to suffer such a fate.

Thanks be that to-day is Friday, for I

detest night work, and I am next door

to being broke, which of late seems to be

a chronic state with me.
I figured up last week and found that

I spent more for car-fares and accessories

than I did for what I ate. If I tide over

this Week I think I shall be all right.

Next Wednesday I shall be able to eat

properly.

Did I thank you for all your trouble?

No, I never do. It makes me sort of

ache, you are so good to me. Why is

it? I have often wanted to ask you, but

hesitate, for fear it might be as I sur-

mised.

December 29.

writes that she hopes I will

some day give up concealment and let
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An Escape from Freedom
BY WILBUR DANIEL STEELE

iT was well after seven,

but the sun still re-

clined on the western

dunes, its horizontal

rays touching distant

objects with an extraor-

dinary fire—the spun-
copper of shrouds on fishermen moored a

mile away on the quiet, sky-colored

harbor; and, still farther out, the weirs

foul with golden weed. Even the scows
about the unfinished tip of the break-
water had their moment of transfigura-

tion and became vermilion beetles cling-

ing to a pinkish twig, one of them with a

derrick-arm lifted in horror of the deep.

Up-shore the sanguine beams gave back
from the roofs of old houses, weather-
polished like mirrors, and trumpeted
judgment-day from the little windows in

the front street. Down-shore they tried

to do something heroic with the beach
cottages, and failed. Only the blatant
names lettered across the pasteboard
things—" Billow Crest," " Harbor Cliff,"

"Ocean Nest," and the like—helped
themselves to the abundant loveliness

and blared the louder.

The solitary person on the porch of
the "Ocean Nest" jumped up and paced
about, driven by an unaccountable
sense of oppression. This was the first

time he had ever seen the sky or the
water. He had accepted these elements
as he accepted bolts of invisible cotton-
goods, on the evidence of samples; a

strip of sky-goods, full of smoke and
wires, displayed between lofty cornices;

a strip of sea-material laid out between
city docks, cluttered with straw and
peelings. But this raw, uncrowded ra-

diance . . .

"This is grand," he muttered to him-
self, uncertainly, and, turning away,
sought refuge in the concrete. "Thrown
together like a packing-case," he grum-
bled, clapping a toothpick pillar with his

hand. 'OceanNest'—my hat! But I bet
they've caught other suckers with that

bait before me. Well, I guess she likes

it, anyway. She hasn't said anything to-

day, and all her letters have seemed to
like it. I'm glad I could get it for her."

His mind dwelt for a moment upon
the fact that, by working Sundays and
Saturday afternoons, he had been able

to give her this summer by the sea. A
year ago he couldn't have done it. Yes,
he was getting ahead. A faint frown
moved his brow, and he fumbled for his

watch. "I wonder where she is." He
bent to peer through a window into

the dim, boxlike interior. Sitting down
again and propping his feet on the rail-

ing, he watched the lazy tide crawling
in across the flats till that made him
nervous

aWhy, it's dark ! Where can she

be? She just ran over to the Pooles'

a second. Where's the Pooles', I won-
der?"
He hated to have to be impatient

with her the very dayhe had come down.
"But she said

—
" he justified himself,

sulkily. Wandering to the rear of the

cottage, he sat on an old dory filled

with sand and one weedy nasturtium,

and stared along the row of cottage-

backs with moody eyes. The dark

was kinder than the light had been, wip-

ing out the ugly furbelows and leaving

only the pure spot-lights of windows.
For a moment his impatience was re-

placed by an odd feeling of loneliness,

a sense of something irretrievably left

out of his life. He discovered himself

listening with an uneasy heart to the

tinkle of a mandolin somewhere down
there, young voices harmonizing in fugi-

tive melody, a subdued scream of ham-
mock-rings. Beach cottages! He had
never had time for beach cottages, or

for youth. His own voice surprised him:

"I never had a chance to be worth-

less, did I
?"

"I wonder which one is the Pooles',"

he speculated after a moment. "I could

ask." He got to his feet, and then sat
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down again in grim rebellion. I> "Oh, she'll l»« l>.n k in .1 minute/'

smacked too much <»i ili« mendicant, Pcrrj put in, hurriedly. I<» avoid an

il, r .
1

m;- h.. 111 houst to 1
1

'

»ii« <»ili« 1 sill nee he began i<» tramp up and
\ part) came along th< walk on the down, talking desperately. He had seen

othei sid( ol tht street, laughing, chat so-and-so last week* 1 1 had been tei

nun:', looming in dim holiday lumpers riblj hot in the city, .nnl foggy, which

and blazers Perry's eyes followed tl . made it worse. Business couldn't b<

.111,1 when opposite thi yard, on< Inn better in his line; the war was booming
shadow detached itself from th( rest and 1 Inn;"., Ik had to work like a slave. , , ,

..mi, hurrying acrosi 1 li< bi rt « 1 . h< got Look here, he exclaimed, wheeling

11 1 > wnii .hi uncommon tightness in his suddenly. "I wish you d go on i«» youi

throat, 1 1< struggled with an impulse dance, I >< > 1
. Really Id feel better."

i,. forgiveness; n< was afraid he was Sht studied him foi an instant with

it over with a laugh, as he unexpectedly solemn eyes; then, turn

alw .1 \ •. did. mgi vt alkt *l an >und 1 he 1 01 nei <>l 1 he
14 Why, hullo!" cam* the voice. "I cottage without a word. Perry sat down

thought it was you. When did you com< and listened i<> 1 li< ticking «>i l li< watch
Mi knees let him down on tht dor) in his vest pocket. Winn it had ticked

again. Ii wasn't she, aftei all, but onl) so long, he jumped up again, \\<nt into

ill, Pooh youngstei "Red Head" Dot. the house, lit a lamp, and b) its amok)
1 .mi, forward, sticking hei hands light wandered .il><»ui picking up thing!

deep in ih< pockets ol li< 1 blazer, straightening the cushions on tht sofa,

"Isn't this perfectly fin< shi went on reaching beneath it f«>i the ridiculously

in girlish enthusiasm "Oh, I bet tht high heeled pumps, which ht threv. into

II tickled hall to |u<<<- Vnd aftei ili< .1 closet with a sore vehemence, remov
w .i\ • Im 1 ilked I must Bet her." ing strays ol feminine apparel from the

Perry's back straightened with a slight backs ol chairs. He looked into the

jerk Isn't sh< at youi house?
1

kitchen, and, seeing ili^ suppei things

*"\\|i\, no. Isn't sht hen scattered around] .ill unwashed, he

Ii, had i" run out on an ei slammed the door, extinguished the

rand "
I In need "I caution struck him, light, and went out <»n the porch again.

; foi .1 second," ht added It was .1 long timt before he heard the
<

>li. I'm going to wait. Ma} I hat I. * 1
* >»

> 1 latch lifted furtively.

r, 1 1 \ fidgeted and cast about foi " I'm out here," he called in a colorless

pretexts "1 I 'ro al 1 aid you wen go voict

omewhere. Pleasi don't let I l>< latch 1 *
-

1 1 back again, and foot

"No, no; "iil\ to tht dance, and I steps came around b) the outside. She

don't can if I am late, rhere's nobod) seemed a little breathless that was one
In n this year, 1 "im around on tin o( tht things which made it always so

porch; tht mosquitoes will get you here, hard that, and .1 waj <>i putting hei

Don't you it down hen shi hand to hei heart in wonder,

demanded, when she was perched on tht "Don't get up," sin implored. "Ill

railing "Pleas* sit down I'd rathei b< sit on the railing here.

1 1 1 w as st 1 .in: 1
' lifw the st .11 light l"\ t d

Pen murmured, "No, thanks," and hei In tht faint, queer light her hail

remained standing in an uncompromis was .1 luminous mist, and hei sum,
1

;

, IK had an awkward vision perching figun seemed more than <\*i

ol tin homt neighborhood in Roxbury, irresponsiblt and childlike,

and ol "Ma Poolt shaking hei head "(Jh, isn't it lovely, Perry?" sht ex

next wintei .nnl wondering about this claimed, returning the stars' affection

out loud I li« conversation, lop-sided, with an ineffable gesture. 'But I can t

bed ci md I must 1 un. Imagint

\ti, 1 .1 w lull I )ot jiunped down and 1 l»< dishes haven't been done. I didn t

t hei I n t v\ nli light hand ha> i t imt

tlu 1 "Why, I wondei when sht I In venom of hours, or of weeks and

iht speculated, years, lni»k< out, "You nevci have

"And vour first evening here, t< time, do you
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Her hand fluttered over her heart, and
she looked at him with wondering eyes,

never able to understand how he could

speak so. Then she solved the whole

trouble by smiling brilliantly.

" Trying to be a bear," she fluttered,

gaily. "And the very day you come."
He got up and paced toward the other

end of the porch, his hands clasped be-

hind his back. He spoke over his shoul-

der: "Where have you been?"

"Oh, I ran over to the Pooles, just for

a minute, and the time
—

"

"Mother!" he cried. And then, "Dot
has been here."

A traitor hand sought her heart, and
she turned her eyes to the harbor, mur-
muring how beautiful it was. "Perry,"
she asked, with one of her bewildering

shifts, "don't you like Dot? I mean

—

Oh, you know what I mean."
" Dot ?—-Poole ? That—infant ?"

She gave him no time to see through
the trick. "Infant? Perry, Perry! And
they won't let you vote yet, you solemn
boy. Dot's nearly eighteen."

"I wish you wouldn't joke, mother;
not just now." He began to recollect

where they stood. A frown of self-

accusation gathered on her face.

"I must do those dishes, mustn't I?

I'll run."

He followed her into the kitchen by
and by, his face still darkened.
"No, no," she cried, when she spied

him in the doorway. "You can not

help. Now you run up to your bed like

a good boy. You must be tired."

She reached up a hand, damp with
dish-washing, drew down his head,

and kissed him. He wondered what
made her eyes and cheeks so bright to-

night.

They went for a sail next afternoon in

Dot's catboat— that is, he and Dot
went for a sail. Perry had supposed his

mother was going with them, as a mat-
ter of course, but when he called in from
the porch, "We're ready, mother, when-
ever you are," she came to the door with
her hands lifted in frank amazement.

"I hope you're not expecting me to

go puttering around with you two vaga-
) onds. The idea! And the Poole tribe

ig here for supper!" She turned
/t with an expression of whimsical
ration. "Isn't he killing? I be-

lieve he thinks suppers grow on bushes,
like beach-plums."
The expedition did not turn out well

at all. The afternoon was calm, almost
breathless; for endless hours, it seemed,
they drifted through pellucid vacancy,
hanging without perceptible motion be-
tween the turquoise hemispheres. Dot
tried valiantly, but her vivacity died
at length for want of support, and she
dreamed over the tiller, seemingly con-
tent. The sunshine poured down out of
a hard sky. Perry, who had never known
any silence beyond the half-tone of a

city night, was unspeakably oppressed
by time and space, but to his stirrings and
mumblings Dot only raised her lids and
murmured with a lazy sweetness, "We'll
have a breeze before long, Perry

—

before long now."
It put the little craft on its beam-

ends when it did come, whipping the
world black in a breath. It was lucky
that they had drifted down very close to

the working-end of the breakwater, for

the girl had to manage single-handed.

Perry clung to the combing, ducking his

head before the oblique cataracts of the

rain, and grew sick. Preoccupied with
his awful anguish, harried by water and
panic, he scarcely knew what he was
doing till the boat rode suddenly easier

in the lee of the red work-scows, and
Dot, drenched and triumphant, and try-

ing heroically to keep from laughing at

the green torment of his face, bent over

to cry in his ear: "If you only could.

Perry, you'd feel better. . . . Here;

climb on the scow!"
He obeyed dumbly, crawling across

with the help of her strong arm, and,

getting to his feet unsteadily, staggered

off across the gently heaving scows, one

hand over his mouth, the other over his

stomach. A crowd of laborers, driven

to shelter in the engine-house under the

great derrick, waved invitation with the

graphic gestures of the Latin, but he

shook his head and passed on, avoiding

chains and blocks of granite with the

luck of a drunkard, leaped to the face of

the rocky wall, clambered up and sat on

a wide capstone with his back to the

open sea. By and by an Italian came
after him and plucked his shoulder, wav-
ing at the sky and then at the engine-

house, jabbering, "Heem rain—rain!"
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"
1 1 '11 quit/

1

Perry heaved his shoul- down 1 1 »
<

• rock and leaped to I In bi ow,

and th( man scuttled back. "Whats the matter? ( >h, all right

It was quitting already. Overhead thi stay there, thenl 1 1< waved Ins arms
rain-banks gave waj very suddenly, ai and disappeared within the engine-

ter the fashion of squalls, leaving onlj .1 house. K. sound of roaring was audible;

veil to soften thi radiance of the sk) and workmen debouched from every open-
bathe the harboi world in .1 weird light ing; chains began to rattle, booms
oi resurrection. Perrj felt .1 littli bettei creaked, .1 fiv< ton block of granite

and began to think about th( Bhore. mounted the air and hung there over the
in. (I .1 long waj then in th< eery n< w born industry of men, buoyant

light, looking along th< narrow cause- gull. Vfter a short time the foreman re-

way, milky with breakers on thi weathei appeared, shifting ;• hot can from one
ride. 1 1< n«»i«<l with .1 stii "I miui'.i hand to thi other.

Hi. it others had been caught out bj "Drink that I" he commanded. He
ili« iquall. I In \ were hall way to the stood with arms akimbo and .1 medita-
.li>. 11 . retreating along thi wall Bum tive twist to his head while Perr) sipped
in. 1 folki l>\ tneii dress; thi man in the bittei stuff. "Feel better, eh?'
khaki trousers and a garish Bhirt; thi "I Bhould Bay. Thanks!" Perry

woman, 01 girl, wrapped in a long lilai rubbed a palm across his damp brovt and
< .i|x with a hood. Iln Bun-shot vapors looked .il><>nt him. "You don't mean
boiling down thi wind played Btrangi to sa) you live in therel" He nodded
pranks with tin., fugitives, bringing toward thi engine-house,

them back close and cleai om instant, I he man threvt back his head and
and thi next whirling them "II to float laughed. "Hardlyl We'n princes in

in .1 i.n.iw.i\ nimbus ol pearls. this business. Sec!" He waved toward
"I'll walk,' Pern told himself. 1 1< the shore-where a cluster of rusty shacks

got up with an idea ol shouting to Dot, sprawled ovei the shouldei ol .1 dune,

but her] mind had outstripped his, and
(

Tin Can Hill I I hi castli at thi top is

ill. Intl. craft was already .1 hundred mine. I havt a piazza.'
1 The strange

yards, away, canting sweetly against the felloe chuckled and looked down at

tn w l>lii. Id ought not to have W\w with humorousl) squinted eyes,

watched iln triumphant march of thi "But does Perry broke off in con-

whit caps brought disaster, and he fusion. He had started to .isk H the

flopi . d down again in .1 h< ap ol woi , his ladj of the lilai 1 apt grace d that sheet

head between his knees II* was iron "castle/
1

bul thought bettei oi it.

aroused afte 1 .1 time bj .1 hail and .1 slap " rhis is .1 pretty still
J*'!

1 to swing, he

on thi shoulder, and looked up to find said instead.
on. ol tin fugitive returned, lit was Iln man looked out ovei the bev) ol

not .1 '-111111111
1 person, aftei all. I In scows with a sober pride, almost youth-

khaki trousers were gray with rock dust 1 ul. "Mmmm Yes. Sometimes.
I the red w orl hu 1 la) ope n .it 1 In Some 1 ime

* .'ll.11 to show the cords ol .1 n< . k hard "I knew a man in the firm, and that s

ind weathei browned what hi says, rhey'n losing mone} on
"Well I :\ demanded, scowling it. But it's .1 good '.id/ hi says.

91

itly, "( »li
r

*

I lu mail's i ornt i\\ we glance
I In man did not answei immediately, was half startled, half en stfallt n. Col 01

but v .'in nun d to regard him with .1 sug mounted his cheeks. "Oh, that's what
n .'I amusement, moving thi coi you mean. I I thought you meant
if his mouth. Phcrc was more than Well, good-by. Hope you'n better.

.1 touch ol thi Garibaldian about tin II. tmn.il and descended to the scow,

squan figure and tin grizzling haii and his squan shoulders drooping evei so

iln ardi nt m. lodrama of tin shii t . but lit tie

.

tin :;i.i\ ( \
,

•. looking out ol silver- Peri*} arrived .it the "Ocean Nest

rimmed spectacles almost spoiled tin- b) tin short way, tired and wretched,
t with Ins sogg) clothing and the fire

"What you need is coffee," In mused, about his neck when tin sunburn bi

on!" crambled to tell. Hearing voices around on tin-
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porch, he let himself in by the kitchen

door. His mother turned a face rosy

with cooking.

"Oh, you poor, poor boy!" she cried,

dropping a spoon into a saucepan and
reaching up to pet his shoulders with

that gushing tenderness of hers.

Sinking into a chair, he leaned his

head in his palms and allowed her to

make the most of him. "I'm all—all

right," he mumbled, and was comforted

by her redoubled compassion. "Oh, but

I'm hungry!"
He looked up to find her patting her

heart, her face stricken.

"Dear, dear, you'll not have much to

eat to-night, you poor lad." One could

see that she was tired to death; her

shoulders drooped and her lips quivered
pathetically. "Such an afternoon, Per-

ry. Everything has turned out wrong;
I've had to throw everything away. And
now I've come down to scrambled
eggs
—

" She darted to the stove with
a. little shriek and lifted the saucepan
from the flame. "Nearly burned that!

Imagine! Scrambled eggs for a party!"

She was on the edge of tears.

"Why, mother darling, don't take on
so." He was on his feet now, comforting
in turn. He patted the golden hair in a

passion of remorse and pity. "It's all

right," he protested. "Nobody's going
to mind. You just look your prettiest

and talk your wittiest and nobody '11

know what they're eating, anyway."
He held her off at arm's-length. "You're
a wonder, mother!"
"And you're a darling." She re-

warded him with a rapturous smile.

"Now you change your clothes. You'll
have to do part of the 'looking.'

"

He skipped up-stairs, whistling, and
for a time could be heard shaking the
frail rafters with his tread. He came
down by and by at a slower pace and,
coming out into the kitchen, spread a

damp garment over the towel-bars.

"It will dry better here." His voice
was heavy and unresilient as lead.

"That's something new, isn't it?" He
rearranged the folds of the lilac cape
with a dull hand. His face was gray.

"Oh, dear, I know what you think.

But it was terribly cheap, really." She
was extraordinarily busy over her ket-
tles and could spare him time only for

an enchanting pout. "Dear me, I

suppose I've squandered awfully."
"Not at all!"

Perry turned away from her, rigid,

tight-lipped. In the front room he threw
himself down on the couch and hid his

eyes in his hands, deaf to the voices
droning on the porch. "My mother is

a liar," he groaned between his fingers.

"A liar! Liar!"

All through the meal he sat in a kind
of stupor, smiling a wooden response
now and then to the festivity of the
Poole tribe. Afterward there was an
interminable season of nothing on the
darkening porch. "Pa" Poole, an in-

veterate high-school teacher, recited ex-

amination blunders with a zest un-
dimmed by repetition, while "Ma"
Poole rocked kindly, ponderously, and
in silence. Dot remained almost invis-

ible in a corner, sitting on a cushion
with her knees clasped in her hands and
a pucker between her brows. She caught
Perry's glum eyes once in passing, and
smiled, as much as to say, "I don't

know what the matter is, but I'm very,

very sorry." He avoided her after that.

His mother watched him from another
corner, holding her lower lip tightly be-

tween her teeth. By and by she slipped

over to stand beside his chair and' touch
his hair with tentative fingers. "Poor
lad," she whispered. " You're not feel-

ing well, are you?" And both of them
grew whiter at his involuntary recoil

from her caress.

"I'm looking at that light out there,"

he whispered, nodding toward the star

on the water where the night-gang's

torches flared over the breakwater.

"Yes, yes," she fluttered. "How
beautiful!" And, slipping back to her

corner, she continued to watch him, the

pupils of her eyes unusually large.

Ultimately the Poole tribe had to go

home. Perry and his mother walked
with them along the beach, both shrink-

ing before the moment when they should

be left alone together, both glad to

stave it off now by any kind of dawdling.

At the Poole steps Perry even discovered

an interest in "Pa" Poole's conversa-

tional stock, and plucked at his sleeve,

demanding, "What was that one about

Oliver Cromwell again?"

"Oh yes!" A naive delight illumined
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" What an •. ou doing ihe

,,,. i i, ,in< .I '( >U I iideburn ' from the pant< <l. "Are you ci I n< n

I,, ih brok< "II and looked at ing his blank white Face, she cried \s i r

h

r, i ,
'g hi. >i in i with eyes ol •>• istful difl a sudden flare ol petulance, "I wish I

appoint in- in were home, I do!"

lh, I can't go in," ah< vz i < i ing. " I wish you were," he said in a queei

hen it's 10 wonderful." She monotone, his eyes looking through hei

clapped her hands at th< itars, and then, and beyond. "I w ish to God you wen
darting to catch Dot bj th( hand, called She was pathetically young. Sinking

bad to "Ma" Poole: "Dot > foi back against a tree-bole, ihe stared at

,i 1 1 f r I . walk with us, i an't ihi I hat's him, iho( ked and dumb and \tn *pr< is

., d< ii i 'in- on, Pt n iblj Forlorn. Aftei a moment big, round
II,,, |.i , ... ,| ilong in lilence, once tears ran down her cheeks.
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.t ill. in .i little wild « • d, the third mered. Ami then, .it sight <>l his d< sola

i,,,,l it was Dot who rebelled tion, something happened to her and she

after a half-mile or so, halting fiercely. rushed to him, crying, "Perry! You
11 Win 'I" we walk io Fast

"
irn de poor, pool Perry 1" She took his hands

in hi. i. ,| I., i ... ii wondi i and suspii ion and shook them up and down in a t< m
"Wh-why" Perry's mother sank pest of compassion. 1 1 ill me, Pel i \

n ..ii .i tuft "i sod beneath a little you must tell me what's the matter*,

pine, holding h< i heai i
"' w h) do > I ell mel I < II meP

ihe panted *' Vren't we Funri Young as she was, he was youngei

Pcrr) paced to and Fro, .1111111111!' the itill, Foi he had nevei had anj adoles
1 iand "i the trail, his hands deep cence. His knees crumpled, letting him
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1
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SHE DROPPED ON THE SAND TO REST, AND PERRY SQUATTED BESIDE HER
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her, but because she liked the pretty

lady on the wrapper. And when I

showed her what it was, why, she clapped

her hands and said 1 was perfectly won-
derful, and poured the stuff* down the

sink—and yet I hadn't touched her,

really, inside, any more than 1 could

touch the moon. That's the way with

everything, Dot. I guess that's the way
she got married tO my lather. I\an away
at sixteen. Think of it. Butterfly!

That's how she went about giving me a

father

—

me! And don't think it hasn't

told. It's better now, but when I

started I had to pin myseli down like a

rock-breaker. I liked pretty things, too,

Dot. ... 1 suppose she got unmarried
the same way. I've never found out.

The minute I mention it, there she goes,

off beyond the moon. lie may have
robbed a bank, or just forgotten to tall

her a pet name one evening. I really

think they would have amounted to

much the same thing with her. . . .

But I—1 could have done with a little

more schooling, Dot." The tone and
gesture belonged to his mother, though
he didn't think of it.

Dot, flung down at his feet, lifted his

hand and patted it softly. " I'm so sorry,

Perry. Hut I should have thought sin

would get some some money I rom him.
Don't they make them give you know

alimony
I've asked her, and she talks about

something else. Probably she never

'had time' to And out about it. Or
maybe she refused it. She wouldn't be

beyond that on one of her tangents. . . .

Hut never mind!" Me got to his feet

and rubbed a hand across his brow with
a gesture of erasure. "I've been willing

to work, Dot. It isn't that. It's tins,

now. Dot, I tell you I'm frightened.
I don't know what to look for. See
here!" lb turned bis eyes with a

suspicious jerk, suddenly conscious of
how far his confession had brought him.
Dot, you understand this is between

you and me, ab-so-lut c-ly !"

She scrambled to her feet before sbe
spoke. "Why, Perry /{arrows! You
didn't think I'd tellr
They shook hands with a grammar-

school solemnity.

"Well," he said, "I guess the best
tiling we can do is to go liome."

V<.i, C\ \x |||._No. 7!>7.—<)l

They stalled off decisively and
thrashed through fifty yards of thicket

before it occurred to them that (hey
might be going in the wrong direction.

( )nce conscious of being astray, city-bred
Perry lost his head completely, and it

was Dot who had to lake command.
"If We keep going toward the surf,"

sbe said, "we're bound to come out on
the beach, somewhere or Other."

I le let her lead the way. They could
not have been more than a quarter of a

mile inland, but what with swamps and
bull-brier thickets to work out of, it

was more than an hour before poverty-
grass stung their ankles and the naked
sweep ol a shore-dune lilted before them.
"We must be 'way down," Dot specu-

lated, and then, as a light opened above;

the dim crest: "A house! Why, where
can we be, Perry? Oh yes," she ex-

claimed a moment later. "It's where
the breakwater people live. See the

sham ies running all down the other side,

and there's (he light on the break water
out there. Whew! Some walk, wasn't

it ?" She dropped on the sand, cross-

legged, to rest and breathe, and Perry

Squatted beside her.

"So that's his 'castle,' is it?" Me
peered at the squat, ugly box, with its

stove-pipe and its vague, improvised
"piazza and its solitary window, lop-

sided, with a wad of something Stuffed in

a broken pane. "Do you understand

how anybody can exist in a hole like-

that?"

Dot shook her head. "No, I don't.

It seems awful."
"

I le's probably used to It. Or maybe
he hasn't any idea of anything better.

'That class of people— S-s-s-sh !"

The door of tbc shanty had opened,

a blight rectangle in the night almost

Idled with the silhouette- of a man. I le

remained there- a moment, leaning

against the crazy jamb, his head tipped

slightly back as though he Studied t he

sky. The two could bear his voice quite

distinctly, absorbed and sedate:

"Powdered with stars; a road

whose'— No; hold on! 'A broad and

ample road, whose dust is gold and pave-

ment stars.' That's the hang of it." I le

bent over the face of his watch. "It's

a mortal sin to have- to go out there on

a night like- this, isn't it
?"
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There was a stir inside the cabin, and

another silhouette stood in the- doorway,

the- figure of a woman with a halo about

her head where the hack-light struck

through the golden mist ol h< r hair.

Her voice was warm
with rebellion. "No, no, pit

She laughed in a que r minor strain

and darted out a hand to cover the

h, and the man. catching it in his,

her unstrnggling into his an

Out there in the curious dark Dot

turned her head till she could see Perry

from the corners of her eves. He re-

mained squatting as he had been, with
••_ falling down between his

n, had not changed

n. She reached out and touched

him with a compassionate hand, and he

d Ins lips and groaned.

The woman in the light pushed hen
back with a little gulp of panic. '*\\ hat

that
:"

'"What was v. hat?" The man held

her at arm's-length. "Oh, but you're

lovely. Did you do that to set me still

I
- 11 m< . woma

Sh< taken back,

half laughing, half sobbing. "I'm so

I'm fright< r

Ihc. lining to watch."

OU think I can look out for

\ on :"
1 hi • >uch ot bora

at it, quite forgivabl nu ." he

n; "tin a half-

houi already, and Pollack has to sleep."

lie pulled tin- door shut and urged her

u<ntlv with his arms. [Tiey moved
>wly, one shadow, down through

I In i!

:

it I and impassii >n< d, hung in the

..ii . now one, now the other, now
mingled in confused harmony, as though

thousand thoughts to crowd
tru ir last mom< nts.

ambled to her feet and

d in front of Perry, her arms barring

i ou mustn't !" she cried in a

Pei

He walked past her, rather slowly,

nk in his neck and his <

to the darkn
lull. ( hia ped In side a sh

ick up a piece of iron pipe; a tew

•id he turned to face the

d in little terror-stricken

"Von will stay here. Dot." His voice

sounded shallow and monotonous. He
sighed and walked on again, leaving her

standing among the shanties, an appeal-

ing shade.

There was a lantern at the beach end
of the breakwater, hanging high on a

cross-piece nailed to a post. It occurred

to Perry that it was singularly like a

gibbet. He almost laughed; it seemed
a joke. He sat down on the higher

ground above them with a sudden wave
of lassitude and watched the two trying

to give each other up under the lantern.

Poor, undertrained, tragical boy, the

half-finished product of something-or-

other, or of nothing-in-particular—and

vet civilization had done something for

him, after all. In the thirteenth century

he would have had to kill them both;

in the twentieth he need kill only the

man. He ran his tongue over his dried

lips and smiled. Would they never

come to the end of their hand-clinging :

His mother's voice floated out to him:
"No, not vet!" He saw her dart past

the man with a girlish flash (^ body and

a flicker of high laughter. ''I'm going

out part way to-night." she called back,

defiantly. The man laughed, too, deep

in his throat, and turned to follow her.

"Oh, there' Oh. there'" Perry was

up on his toes, crying after him in an

rd soprano. '"Wait! You there!

Wait!" He came down into the lan-

tern's ring with wooden gesticulations.

The two had stopped, and he could see

their faces in the half-gloom beyond.

The man's was touched with red; his

mother's was dead gray, and her lips

moved as if sin- were trying to speak.

The man came back a f<

"What's up?" he demanded in frank

irritation. He stood with his rists on his

hips, examining the disheveled intra

His ( \ ; s sh. v. ed a gran ing relief. *'( Hi,

that
1

it
: Look here, you'n

young to eli ink that stuff. Now run on

home. 1 U I
that pipe-"

He advanced, holding out his hand.

lick down at it with a cra/v

swing. "Damn you P* he screamed. He
j

.it the- air without aim,

to kill you— I m
i

The OtTK Ted before him. sllil-

ehnlv sobered and wary. The dying
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bow-wave of some vessel out there in the

dark, caught between the beach and the

wall, broke in the air, gray-white, and
deluged the pair with fi lie points of

spray. The older man's foot slipped in a

crevice; he clawed wildly for balance

and fell on one knee. An animal sound,

like a primitive yodel, came out of

Perry's mouth; lunging forward, he

thrashed with his poor, bedeviled mus-
cles. Then, somehow, the pipe was gone

from his hand, sailing end over end in the

air, and an intolerable pressure clamped
his waist, squeezing the breath out of

him. Something broke in his heart. He
lay there, sobbing weakly into the breast

of the red-flannel shirt.

He heard the man's voice, close and
loud: "The water will do him good.

It's not deep here; I'll throw him in."

And then his mother's voice, thin and
high with horror: "Perry! Perry!

Don't, Perry!— don't! don't!— Oh,
don't!"

The boy lifted one heavy lid and saw
her staggering forward over the rocks,

hands outflung in wild imprecation; he
saw her lips open and shut in the feeble

light. Long afterward, it seemed, her

voice reached him: "Perry, wait! It's

Perry! It's your boy, Perry!"

The pressure went away from his

waist and he was sitting on a granite

block, staring giddily at the face of the

man wTho kneeled in front of him.

"Are you my father?" he asked after

a long idle time.

The man reached out and pinched his

shoulder with fingers that shivered in a

curious way. "Yes," he said. "Yes,
yes!

"Ah!"
Perry got to his feet and walked un-

steadily to the beach. On the sloping

sand beyond the light he came upon Dot,
standing with ecstatic hands clenched

under her chin and teary eyes glistening

at him.
"
I heard!" she cried. "Oh, Perry,

isn't it too romantic!"
He stared at her, preoccupied. Then

he wheeled and stalked back again to

face them. They had not changed atti-

tude, save that his mother had put out
a hand to rest on his kneeling father's

shoulder.

"I suppose you will get married?"

He stood in a quaint, schoolmasterly
pose, with his hands clasped behind him.
His mother went rosy at the question,

became breathless, and patted her heart
in the old, cornered way.

" Perry boy," she fluttered her confes-

sion, "I—I never had time—I—I never
could seem to find time to—to get un-
married. I had it on my mind so long,

but—I— He's coming home, Perry!"
"Look here, son!" The younger

Perry felt his hand imprisoned strongly

and noted with wonder that the brown,
square face before him was scowling
with emotion and that big, comical tears

ran down the sides of the nose. "Perry,
old fellow," the man stammered, pump-
ing the hand up and down.

Perry got it back, walked ashore
without a word, and turned to the west-
ward through the darkest night of his

life. Suddenly, with no word of warning
given, he found himself alone. He, who
had been so profoundly essential, was
unessential. His feet went thump,
thump, thump on the road-metal; he
stopped so that the thumping would
stop, and stood brooding seaward over
the blank water. For a moment he was
very old, looking at youth. For a

moment he knew what it is to be free;

the kind of freedom vouchsafed a mother
when her last-born faces the world,

leaving her hands free—and empty.
It would not have been quite so ter-

rible could it have taken him in the

familiar crowded streets or the close

chambers of trade, but here in this alien

world of beach cottages and silence and
space he had nothing to lean upon.

Something touched his elbow, and he

heard a voice beside him:
"It's splendid, isn't it, Perry? Now

you'll have time to play a little—and for

the schooling you wanted."
He turned his head stiffly and stared

down at the girl. Her shallowness cut

him like a knife; in the gloom he could

not see how gray her face was, nor how
deep her teeth were set in her lower lip.

"You don't understand," he murmured
in a colorless voice, and was turning

away from her when his eyes fell on a

deeper patch in the shadows down the

road. His father and mother had fol-

lowed him, and, like culprits, they had
stopped when he had stopped.
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He said nothing, but he walked faster

now. Dot lagged a few paces behind,

her face grayer and her teeth sharper in

her lip. Presently he heard a little

scream, and when he jerked about,

alarmed, he found her huddled on the

ground beside the road, perfectly quiet.

''Dot!" he cried, with a touch of

sharpness. He started toward her.

"Dot! What's the matter, Dot?"
"I've sprained my— ankle." Her

voice scarcely reached him, she was try-

ing so hard not to whimper.
He stood still, quite helpless in the

face of this concrete disaster. " Badly ?"

he stammered. "What will we do?"
Dot did not answer. He ran, bent

: her, lifted one of the limp wrists.

"Dot!" he cried. "Dot! Dot!"
He was no longer alone. He had

( scaped from freedom. Dot had fainted

at a twinge of pain. Yesterday her
buoyant vitality had somehow oppressed
him; now her essential frailty, discov-

ered, sent the blood pounding to his

head. Forgetting other things, he
straightened up.

"Mother!" he called back along the
':. "Mother! Dot's fainted!"

1 he\ came hurrying toward him,
r and self-conscious as children,

who will construct a whole forgiveness

out of a single word cast in their direc-

tion.

. char, char!" his mother flut-

!. thinking of many things.

His father, swinging his strong amis,
cried. "Here, I'll carry her along, old

mai
"Carry her! Y oil Perrv had the

Up in his own arms in a wink. "I'll

her," he told them, with a

keen flavor of defiance. "If yen two
will run along and have something ready
for us at tin coti " he added.

It w;is only dimly, as he watched them
hui' . that he realized the sig-

nificance ot the pattern into which his

fall* n. 1 In not even
trying to hide their elation. The illusion

of their youthfulness became more- than
ighant, because- dawn v. .is on

tin make and the night-blue was al-

• • >ubh el by the mystery of n sur-

>n.

•ramped along the road thump,
thump, thump—clasping the slender

dead-weight to his breast. He was be-

ginning to feel very queer inside.

"'That infant!'" he heard himself

casting bac:_ into memory, out loud.

It surprised and unsettled him. His eyes

went clown to the face against his shoul-

der.

"Dot!" he whispered. "Dot! Dot!"
The eyes opened and looked up at

him through the weird light, and the

lips moved slowlv, close to his own.
"What, Perry?"
What? How was he, who had never

had time for such things, to know what?
A most preposterous question: "What?"
He felt the fire on his cheeks and saw

the answering flame, suddenly, on hers.

Then her eyes left his: lying there in

his arms she turned to face his mother,
who had stopped a little way off. It is

hard to tell what they said to each other

in that moment of silent interchange,

but it was about Perry, and they were
women, and it was settled.

Perry had a moment of vision. He
seemed to be standing over there where
his father was, beside his mother, looking

back at those two children on the morn-
ing road, with all the things before them
that he had lost by the wayside—the

things which he and Perry's mother
could get back now only by an act of

supreme illusion and crowded in an hour.

"I'd like to tell him something,"
Perry thought. "Good luck or some-
thing." His arms were trembling.

Dot turned her face. "You're awfully

tired, Perry. Let me down."
He obeyed, still in the mists. And

then, remembering of a sudden, he

caught her hack and cried: "Your ankle,

Dot! Dumbhead— I forgot!"

"My—my ankle:"

Her face went crimson, and, with a

ire so familiar to him, a guilty hand
fluttered over her heart.

i hen you — Dot — Dear — you
q'i really

—

"

He wouldn't let her <:<>. It seemed in-

credible, for the- moment, that "that
nt" had known enough to lie to him.

lit opened and closed his lips several

times, hut all the words he could think

emed absurd. In the end he had a

spl< ndid id<

"1
! )"t— I want you to meet mv

father!"



The Mysterious Stranger

A ROMANCE

BY MARK TWAIN

PART VI

LEEP would not come.
It was not because I

was proud ofmy travels

and excited about hav-
ing been around the

p big world to China,
jj^n^j and feeling contemptu-

ous of Bartel Sperling, "the traveler,"

as he called himself, and looked down
upon us others because he had been

to Vienna once and was the only

Eseldorf boy who had made such a

journey and seen the world's wonders.
At another time that wTould have kept
me awake, but it did* not affect me now.
No, my mind was filled with Nikolaus,

my thoughts ran upon him only, and
the good days we had seen together at

romps and frolics in the woods and the

fields and the river in the long summer
days, and skating and sliding in the

winter when our parents thought we
were in school. And now he was going
out of this young life, and the summers
and winters would come and go, and we
others would rove and play as before,

but his place would be vacant; we should
see him no more. To-morrow he would
not suspect, but would be as he had
always been, and it would shock me to

hear him laugh, and see him do light-

some and frivolous things, for to me he
would be a corpse, with waxen hands and
dull eyes, and I should see the shroud
around his face; and next day he would
not suspect, nor the next, and all the
time his handful of days would be wast-
ing swiftly away and that awful thing
coming nearer and nearer, his fate clos-

ing steadily around him and np one
knowing it but Seppi and me. Twelve
days—only twelve days. It was awful
to think of. I noticed that in my
thoughts I was not calling him by his

familiar names, Nick and Nicky, but

was speaking of him by his full name,
and reverently, as one speaks of the
dead. Also, as incident after incident

of our comradeship came thronging into

my mind out of the past, I noticed that
they were mainly cases where I had
wronged him or hurt him, and they
rebuked me and reproached me, and
my heart was wrung with remorse, just

as it is when we remember our unkind-
nesses to friends who have passed be-

hind the veil, and we wish we could have
them back again, if for only a moment,
so that we could go on our knees to

them and say, "Have pity, and forgive."

Once when we were nine years old

he went a long errand of nearly two miles

for the fruiterer, who gave him a splen-

did big apple for reward, and he was
flying home with it almost beside him-
self with astonishment and delight, and
I met him, and he let me look at the

apple, not thinking of treachery, and I

ran off with it, eating it as I ran, he fol-

lowing me and begging; and when he

overtook me I offered him the core,

which was all that was left; and I

laughed. Then he turned away, crying,

and said he had meant to give it to his

little sister. That smote me, for she was
slowly getting well of a sickness, and it

would have been a proud moment for

him, to see her joy and surprise and
have her caresses. But I was ashamed
to say I was ashamed, and only said

something rude and mean, to pretend

I did not care, and he made no reply

in words, but there was a wounded look

in his face as he turned away toward his

home which rose before me many times

in after years, in the night, and re-

proached me and made me ashamed
again. It had grown dim in my mind,

by and by, then it disappeared; but it

was back now, and not dim.
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Once at school, when we were eleven,

1 upset my ink and spoiled four copy-

books, and was in danger of severe pun-

ishment; but I put it upon him, and he

got the whipping.
And only last year 1 had cheated him

in a trade, giving him a large fish-hook

which was partly broken through for

three small sound ones. The first fish

he caught broke the hook, but he did

not know 1 was hlamable, and he re-

fused to take back one of the small

hooks which my conscience forced me to

offer him, but said, "A trade is a trade;

the hook was bad, but that was not

your fault."

No, 1 could not sleep. Those little,

shabby wrongs upbraided me and tor-

tured me, and with a pain much sharper

than one feels when the wrongs have
been done to the living. Nikolaus was
living, but no matter; lie was to me
as one already dead, the wind was still

moaning about the eaves, the rain still

pattering upon the panes.

In the morning i sought out Seppi

and told him. It was down by the

river. His lips moved, but he did not

say anything, he only looked dazed and
Stunned, ami his face turned very white,

lb Stood like that a few moments, the

tears welling into his eyes, then he

turned away and I locked my arm in

his and we walked along thinking, but
not speaking. We crossed the bridge

and wandered through the meadows and
Up among the hills ami the woods, and
at last the talk ca\u( and flowed freely,

and it was .ill about Nikolaus and was a

[ling ol the hie we had lived with
him. \nd every now and then Seppi
said, as it' to himself:

lwrl\ e days! K ss than twelve."
W e s.nd we must be w ith him all the

time; we must have all of him we could;

the days were precious now. Yet we did

not go to seek him. It would be like

meeting the dead, and we were afraid.
W i did not say it, but that was what we
were feeling. \ml so it gave us a shock
when we turned a curve and eam< upon

»laus \\i<\ to (.id . 1 h shouted, gaify :

"
1 M -hi! What is the mattei : I la\ e

you s t ( n a ghost
:"

We couldn't speak, but then was no
ision; he was willing to talk for us

all, for he had just seen Satan and was

in high spirits about it. Satan had told

him about our trip to China, and he had
begged Satan to take him a journey,
and Satan had promised. It was to be
a far journey, and wonderful and beau-
tiful; and Nikolaus had begged him to

take us, too, but he said no, he would
take us some day, maybe, but not now.
Satan would come for him on the 15th,

and Nikolaus was already counting the
hours, he was so impatient.

That was the fatal day. We were al-

ready counting the hours, too.

We wandered many a mile, always
following paths which had been our
favorites from the days when we were
little, ami always we talked about the

old times. All the blitheness was with
Nikolaus; we others could not shake oW
our depression. Our tone toward Niko-
laus was so strangely gentle and tender

and yearning that he noticed it, and w as

pleased; and we were constantly doing

him deferential little offices of courtesy,

and saying, "Wait, let me do that for

you," and that pleased him. too. I gave
him seven fish-hooks—all I had—and
made him take them; and Seppi gave
him his new knife and a humming-top
painted red and yellow—atonements for

swindles practised upon him formerly, as

I learned later, and probably no longer

remembered by Nikolaus now. These
things touched him, and he said he

could not have believed that we loved

him so; and his pride in it and grateful-

ness for it cut us to the heart, we were
so undeserving of them. When we
parted at last, he was radiant, and said

he had never had such a happy day.

As we walked along homeward, Seppi
said, "We always prized bun, but never

SO much as now, when we are going to

l<>sf bun."
Next (\ay and every Aa\ we spent all

i^\ our spaie time with Nikolaus; ami
als,» A(\d ( d to it time which we (and he)

Stole from work and other duties, and
this cost tin three of us some sharp

scoldings and some threats ^\ punish-

ment. Every morning two of us woke
with a start and a shudder, saying, as

tin days thw along, "Only ten days

left"; "only nine days left"; "only

eight "; "only si vi n." Always it was

nai lowing. Always Nikolaus was gay

and happy, and always puzzled because
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"Oh, it is all over—poor Nikolaus!
Why, oh, why did she let him get out

of the house!"
"Come away," said Seppi, half sob-

bing; "come quick—we can't bear to

meet her; in five minutes she will know."
But we were not to escape. She came

upon us at the foot of the stairs, with her

cordials in her hands, and made us come
in and sit down and take the medicine.

Then she watched the effect, and it did

not satisfy her; so she made us wait
longer, and kept upbraiding herself for

giving us the unwholesome cake.

Presently the thing happened which
we were dreading. There was a sound
of tramping and scraping outside, and
a crowd came solemnly in, with heads
uncovered, and laid the two drowned
bodies on the bed.

"Oh, my God!" that poor mother
cried out, and fell on her knees, and put
her arms about her dead boy and began
to cover the wet face with kisses. "Oh,
it was I that sent him, and I have been
his death! If I had obeyed, and kept
him in the house, this would not have
happened! And I am rightly punished;
I was cruel to him last night, and him
begging me, his own mother, to be his

friend!"

And so she went on and on, and all

the women cried, and pitied her, and
tried to comfort her, but she could not
forgive herself and could not be com-
forted, and kept on saying if she had
not sent him out he would be alive and
well now, and she was the cause of his

death.

It shows how foolish people are when
they blame themselves for anything they
have done. Satan knows, and he said
nothing happens that your first act
hasn't arranged to happen and made
inevitable; and so, of your own motion
you can't ever alter the scheme or do a
thing that will break a link. Next we
heard screams, and Frau Brandt came
wildly plowing and plunging through the
crowd with her dress in disorder and
hair flying loose, and flung herself upon
her dead child with moans and kisses
and pleadings and endearments; and by
and by she rose up almost exhausted
with her outpourings of passionate emo-
tion, and clenched her fist and lifted it

toward the sky, and her tear-drenched
Vol. CXXXIII.—No. 797.-95

face grew hard and resentful, and she
said:

"For nearly two weeks I have had
dreams and presentiments and warnings
that death was going to strike what was
most precious to me, and day and night
and night and day I have groveled in

the dirt before Him praying him to have
pity on my innocent child and save it

from harm—and here is His answer!"
Why, He had saved it from harm

—

but she did not know.
She wiped the tears from her eyes and

cheeks, and stood awhile gazing down
at the child and caressing its face and
its hair with her hand; then she spoke
again in that bitter tone: "But in His
hard heart is no compassion. I will

never pray again."

She gathered her dead child to her
bosom and strode away, the crowd fall-

ing back to let her pass, and smitten
dumb by the awful words they had
heard. Ah, that poor woman! It is

as Satan said, we do not know good for-

tune from bad, and are always mistaking
the one for the other. Many a time
since then I have heard people pray
to God to spare the life of sick persons,
but I have never done it.

Both funerals took place at the same
time in our little church next day.
Everybody was there, including the
party-guests. Satan was there, too;

which was proper, for it was on account
of his efforts that the funerals had hap-
pened. Nikolaus had departed this life

without absolution, and a collection was
taken up for masses, to get him out
of purgatory. Only two-thirds of the
required money was gathered, and the
parents were going to try to borrow the
rest, but Satan furnished it. He told

us privately that there was no purga-
tory, but he had contributed in order
that Nikolaus's parents and their friends

might be saved from worry and distress.

We thought it very good of him, but he
said money did not cost him anything.

At the graveyard the body of little

Lisa was seized for debt by a carpenter

to whom the mother owed fifty groschen
for work done the year before. She
had never been able to pay this, and
was not able now. The carpenter took
the corpse home and kept it four days
in his cellar, the mother weeping and
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imploring about his house all the time;

then he buried it in his brother's cattle-

yard, without religious ceremonies. It

drove the mother wild with grief and

shame, and she forsook her work and

went daily about the town cursing the

carpenter and blaspheming the laws of

the emperor and the church, and it was

pitiful to see. Seppi asked Satan to

interfere, but he said the carpenter and

the rest were members of the human race

and were acting quite neatly for that

species of animal. He would interfere

if he found a horse acting in such a way,

and we must inform him when we came
across that kind of horse doing that kind

of a human thing, so that he could stop

it. We believed this was sarcasm, for

of course there wasn't any such horse.

But after a few days we found that

we could not abide that poor woman's
distress, so we begged Satan to examine
her several possible careers, and see if

he could not change her, to her profit,

to a new one. He said the longest of

her careers as they now stood gave her

forty-two years to live, and her shortest

one twenty-nine, and that both were

charged with grief and hunger and cold

and bain. The only improvement he

could make would be to enable her to

skip i certain three minutes from now;
and be asked us if he should do it. This
was such a short time to decide in that

we weni t<> pieces with nervous excite -

ment, ami before we could pull ourselves

together and ask tor particulars he said

the time would In- up in a few more
seconds; so then we gasped out, "Do
it!"

"It is done," he said; "she was going

around a corner; I have turned her back;

it has changed her can er."

linn what will happen, Satan?"
"It is happening now. Sin is having

words with Fischer, the weaver. In his

i I im in r w ill straight* a\ do what
he would not have done but tor this

d< nt. I [e w .is present when she

d over hei child's body and uttered
those blasphem
"What will In dor"
'lb- is doing it now — betraying her.

In three days she will go t<. tin stak<
."

We could not speak; we were frozen
with honor, tor if we had not meddled
with In

: sin would have In I n

spared this awful fate. Satan noticed

these thoughts, and said:

"What you are thinking is strictly

human-like—that is to say, foolish. The
woman is advantaged. Die when she
might, she would go to heaven. By this

prompt death she gets twenty-nine
years more of heaven than she is en-

titled to, and escapes twenty-nine years
of misery here."

A moment before we wTere bitterly

making up our minds that we would ask

no more favors of Satan for friends of

ours, for he did not seem to know any
way to do a person a kindness but by
killing him; but the whole aspect of the

case was changed now, and we were
glad of what we had done and full of

happiness in the thought of it.

After a little I began to feel troubled

about Fischer, and asked, timidly,

"Does this episode change Fischer's life-

scheme, Satan?"
"Change it? Why, certainly. And

radically. If he had not met Frau
Brandt awhile ago he wTould die next

year, thirty-four years of age. Now he

will live to be ninety, and have a pretty

prosperous and comfortable life of it,

as human lives go."

We felt a great joy and pride in what
we had done for Fischer, and were ex-

pecting Satan to sympathize w7ith this

feeling; but he showTed no sign, and this

made us uneasy. We wTaited for him
to speak, but he didn't; so, to assuage

our solicitude we had to ask him if

there was any defect in Fischer's good
luck. Satan considered the question a

moment, then said, with some hesita-

tion:

"Well, the fact is, it is a delicate

point. Under his several former possible

lite-careers he was going to heaven."

We were aghast. "Oh, Satan! and un-

der this one
—

"

"There, don't be so distressed. \ ou

were sincerely trying to do him a kind-

n< ss; let that comfort you."

"Oh, char, dear, that cannot comfort

us. You ought to have told us what we
were doing, then we wouldn't have

acted so."

But it made no impression (^n him.

I le had in vet felt a pain or a sorrow, and

did not know what they were, in any

n ally informing way. I [e had no knowl-
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edge of them .except theoretically that

i.', to say, intellectually. And of course

that is no good. One can never get any
but a loose and ignorant notion of such

things except by experience. We tried

our best to make him comprehend the

awful thing that had been done and
how we were compromised by it, but he

couldn't seem to get hold of it- I lc

said lie did not think it important where
Fischer went to; in heaven he would
not be missed, there were "plenty
there." We tried to make him see lh.it

he was missing the point entirely; that

Fischer, and not other people, was the

proper one to decide about the impor-

tance of it; but it all went for nothing;

he said he did not care lor Fischer

there were plenty more Fischers.

The next minute Fischer went by on
the other side of the way, and it made
us sick and Faint to see him, remember-
ing the doom that was upon him, and
we the cause of it. And how uncon-
scious he was that anything had hap-
pened to him! Yon could see by Ins

elastic step and his alert manner that he
was well satisfied with himself for doing
th.it hard turn for poor Frau Brandt.
He kept glancing hack over his shoulder
expectantly. And, sure enough, pretty
soon Frau Brandt Followed after, in

charge of the officers and wearing
jin^lin^ chains. A mob was in her wake,
jeering and shouting "Blasphemer and
heretic!" and some among them were
neighbors and Friends of her happier
days. Some were trying to strike her,

and the officers were not taking as mu< h

trouble as they mi^ht to keep them From
it.

"Oh, stop them, Satan!" It was out

before we remembered that he could not
interrupt them For a moment without

changing their whole after-lives. He
puffed a little puff toward them with
his lips and they began to reel and stag-

ger and grab at the empty air; then they
broke apart and fled in every direction,

shrieking, as if in intolerable pain. He
had crushed a til) of each of them with

that little puff. We could not help
asking if their life-chart was changed.

Yes, entirely. Some have gained
years, some have lost them. Some Few
will profit m various ways by the change,
but only that few."

We did not ask if we had brought poor
Fischer's luck to any of them. We did
not wish to know. We fully believed

m Satan's desire to do us kindnesses,
but we were losing confidence in his

judgment. It was at this tunc that our
growing anxiety to have him look over
our life-charts and suggest improve-
ments began to fade out and give place
to other interests.

For ;• day or two the whole village

was ;i chattering turmoil over Frau
Brandt's case and over the mysterious
calamity that had overtaken the mob,
and at her trial the place was crowded.
She was easily convicted of her blasphe-
mies, for she uttered those terrible words
;i^;un and Said she would not t;ike them
back. When warned that she was im-
periling her life, she said they could t;ike

it and welcome, she did not want it, she-

would rather live with the professional

devils in perdition than with these imi-

tators in the village. They accused her

of breaking all those ribs by witchcraft,

and asked her if she was not a witch?
She answered scornfully:

"No. If I had that power, would any
of you holy hypocrites be alive five

minutes? No; I would strike; you all

dead. Pronounce your sentence and let

me go; I am tired of your society."

So they found her guilty, and she was
excommunicated and cut off from the
joys of heaven and doomed to the fires

of hell; then she was clothed in a coarse

iobc and delivered to the secular arm,
and conducted to the market-place, the

bell solemnly tolling the while. We saw
her chained to the stake, and saw the

first thin film of blue smoke rise on the

still air. Then her hard face softened,

and she looked upon the packed crowd

in front of her and said, with gentleness:

"We played together once, in lon^-

gone days when we were innocent little

( reatures. For the sake of that, I for-

give you."
We went away then, and did not see

the fires consume her, but we heard the

shrieks, although we put our fingers in

our ears. When they ceased we knew
she was in heaven, notwithstanding the

excommunication; and we were glad of

her death and not sorry that we had
brought it about.

One. day, a little while after this,
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did his murder with a club; the Hebrews
did their murders with javelins and
swords; the Greeks and Romans added

protective armor and the fine arts of

military organization and generalship;

the Christian has added guns and gun-

powder; a few centuries from now he

will have so greatly improved the deadly

effectiveness of his weapons of slaughter

that all men will confess that without

the Christian civilization war must have

remained a poor and trifling thing to the

end of time.

'

Then he began to laugh in the most
unfeeling way, and make fun of the hu-

man race, although he knew that what
he had been saying shamed us and

wounded us. No one but an angel

could have acted so; but suffering is

nothing to them, they do not know what
it is, except by hearsay.

More than once Seppi and I had tried

in a humble and diffident way to convert

him, and as he had remained silent we
had taken his silence as a sort of encour-

agement; necessarily, then, this talk of

his was a disappointment to us, for it

showed that we had made no deep im-

pression upon him. The thought made
us sad, and we knew then how the mis-

sionary must feel when he has been cher-

ishing a glad hope and has seen it

blighted. We kept our grief to ourselves,

knowing that this was not the time to

continue our work.
Satan laughed his unkind laugh to a

finish; then he said: " It is a remarkable
progress. In five or six thousand years
five or six high civilizations have risen,

flourished, commanded the wonder of

the world, then faded out and disap-

peared; and not one of them except the
latest ever invented any sweeping and
adequate way to kill people. They all

did their best, to kill being the chiefest

ambition of the human race and the
earliest incident in its history, but only
the Christian civilization has scored a

triumph to be proud of. Two or three
centuries from now it will be recognized
that all the competent killers are Chris-
tian; then the pagan world will go to

school to the Christian—not to acquire
his religion, but his guns. The Turk
and the Chinaman will buy those to
kill missionaries and converts with."
By this time his theater was at work

again, and before our eyes nation after

nation drifted by, during two or three

centuries, a mighty procession, an end-
less procession, raging, Struggling, wal-
lowing through seas of blood, smothered
in battle-smoke through which the flags

glinted and the red jets from the can-
non darted; and always we heard the
thunder of the guns and the cries of the
dying.

"And what does it amount to?" said

Satan, with his evil chuckle. "Nothing
at all. You gain nothing; you always
come out where you went in. For a

million years the race has gone on mo-
notonously propagating itself and mo-
notonously reperforming this dull non-
sense—to what end? No wisdom can
guess! Who gets a profit out of it?

Nobody but a parcel ol usurping little

monarchs and nobilities who despise

you; would feel defiled if you touched
them; would shut the door in your face

if you proposed to call; whom you slave

for, fight for, die for, and are not

ashamed of it, but proud; whose exist-

ence is a perpetual insult to you and
you are afraid to resent it; who are

mendicants supported by your alms, yet
assume toward you the airs of benefactor

toward beggar; who address you in the

language of master to slave, and are

answered in the language of slave to

master; who are worshiped by you with

your mouth, while in your heart—if you
have one—you despise yourselves for it.

The first man was a hypocrite and a cow-

ard, qualities which have not yet failed

in his line; it is the foundation upon
which all civilizations have been built.

Drink to their perpetuation! Drink to

their augmentation! Drink to
—

" Then
he saw by our faces how much we were
hurt, and he cut his sentence short and

stopped chuckling, and his manner
changed. He said, gently: "No, we
will drink one another's health, and let

civilization go. The wine which has

flown to our hands out of space by de-

sire is earthly, and good enough for that

Other toast; but throw away the glasses,

we will drink this one in wine which has

not visited this world before."

We obeyed, and reached up and ic-

ed" ved the new cups as they descended.

They were shapely and beautiful gob-

lets, but they were not made of ;iuy
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material that we were acquainted with.

They seemed to be in motion, they

seemed to be alive; and certainly the

colors in them were in motion. They
were very brilliant and sparkling, and

of every tint, and they were never still,

but flowed to and fro in rich tides which

met and broke and flashed out dainty

explosions of enchanting color. I think

it was most like opals washing about in

waves and flashing out their splendid

fires. But there is nothing to compare

the wine with. We drank it, and felt a

strange and witching ecstasy as of

heaven go stealing through us, and

Seppi's eyes filled, and he said, worship-

ingly:

"We shall be there some day, and
then—"
He glanced furtively at Satan, and I

think he hoped Satan would say, "Yes,
you will be there some day," but Satan
seemed to be thinking about something
else, and said nothing. This made me
feel ghastly, for I knew he had heard;

nothing, spoken or unspoken, ever

escaped him. Poor Seppi looked dis-

tressed, and did not finish his remark.

The goblets rose and clove their way
into the sky, a triplet of radiant sundogs,

and disappeared. Why didn't they

stay? It seemed a bad sign, and de-

pressed me. Should I ever see mine
again? Would Seppi ever see his?

[to be concluded.]

The Final Star

BY MARION COUTHOUY . SMITH

MEN, holding mastery over steel and stone,

Dreaming of gain alone,

Raise giant towers in challenge to the sky,

And set proud lights on high.

Beauty they seek not; but her royal sway
Returns like conquering day.

On cold, dark shafts, where shrouding vapor clings,

Her iris veil she flings,

Giving them tender outlines, many-hued,
In the air's solitude.

Those mighty temples, set for sordid power,

Wait on lur changing hour,

And wear, in pageants of the day and night,

I It i variant robes of light;

The} worship, as at heaven's very bars.

Her priestly, marching stars;

And in her velvet darkness musing stand

1 <> guard her magic land.

Time is her friend, and wills not to destroy

1 It. i morning gleam of joy.

Rum itself reads laughter in her eyes,

Ami finds a fairer muse.
All crafts, all projects, hut her vassals are,

Aiul she their final star.



The Perfumes and Perspectives of Grasse
BY HERBERT A I)AMS GIBBONS

i?S)

@^?0R several months I

•-'*] yf had been seeing Grasse
every day. The atmos-
phere of the Midi is so

clear that a city fifteen

miles away seems right

S^\SkM^t at hand.
_

You can al-

most count the windows in the houses.

Against the rising background of build-

ings every tower stands out, and you
distinguish one roof from another. From
my study window at Theoule, Grasse was
as constant a temptation as the two
islands in the Bay of Cannes. But the

things at hand are the things that one is

least liable to do. They are reserved for

"some day" because they can be done
"any day." Since first coming to

Theoule 1 have been a week's journey

south of Cairo into the Sudan, and to

Verdun in an opposite corner of France;.

Mentone and St. Raphael, the ends of

the Riviera, had been visited. Grasse,

two hours away, remained unexplored.

I owe to the Artist the pleasure of be-

coming acquainted with Grasse. One
day a telegram from Bordeaux stated

that he had just landed, and was taking

the train for Theoule. The next evening
he arrived. I gave him my study for a

bedroom. J he following morning he
looked out of the window, and asked,

"What is that town up there behind
Cannes—the big one right under the
mountains?"

"Grasse, the home of perfumes," I

answered.
"I don't care what it's the home of,"

was his characteristic response. "Is it

old and all right?" ("All right" to the
Artist means "full of subjects.";

"I have wtver been there," I con-
fessed.

1 he Artist was fresh from New York.
"We'll go this morning," he announced.

f rom sea to mountains, the valley be-

tween the Corniche de i'Ksteral and
Nice produces every kind of vegetation
known to the Mediterranean littoral.

Memories of Spain, Algeria, Egypt, Pal-
estine, Asia Minor, Greece, and Italy
arc constantly before you. Bui there is

a difference. The familiar trees and
bushes and flowers of the Orient do not
spring from bare earth. Even where
cultivated land, wrested from the moun-
tainsides, is laboriously terraced, stones
do not predominate. Earth and rock
are hidden by a thick undergrowth of
grass and creepers that defies the sun
and draws from the near-by mountain
snow a perennial supply of water. Olive
and plane, almond and walnut, orange
and lemon, cedar and cork, palm and
umbrella-pine, grape-vine and flower-
bush have not the monopoly of green.

It is the Orient without the brown, the
Occident with the sun.

The Mediterranean is more blue than
elsewhere because firs and cedars and
pines are not too green. The cliffs are

more red than elsewhere because there is

no prevailing tone of bare, baked earth

to modify them into brown and gray.

On the Riviera one does not have to

give up the rich green of Northern land-

scapes to enjoy the alternative of brill-

iant sunshine.

As we rode inland toward Grasse, the

effect of green underground and back-
ground upon Oriental foliage was shown
in the olives, the dominant tree of the

valley and hillsides. It was the old

familiar olive of Africa and Asia and the

three European peninsulas, just as

gnarled, just as gray-green in the sun,

just as silvery in the wind. Hut its

colors did not impress themselves upon
the landscape. Mere the olive was not

master of all that lives and grows in its

neighborhood. In a landscape where
green replaces brown and gray and pink,

the olive is not supreme. Its own foliage

is invaded — for frequently rose ramblers
get up into its branches and shoot out

vivid flashes of crimson and scarlet.

There is also the yellow of the mimosa
and the inimitable red of the occasional
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Judas-tree. Orange-trees blossom white.

Lilacs and wistaria give the shades be-

tween red and blue. As if in rebellion

against too much green, the rose-bushes

put forth leaves of russet-brown. It is

a half-hearted protest, however, for

Grasse rose-bushes are sparing of leaves.

Carefully cultivated for the purpose of

bearing to the maximum, every shoot

holds clusters beyond what would be

the breaking-point were there not arti-

ficial support. Nature's yield is limited

only by man's knowledge, skill, and

energy.

As we mounted steadily the valley,

we had the impression that there was
nothing ahead of us but olives. First

the perfume of oranges and flowers

would reach us. Then the glory of the

roses would burst upon us, and we
looked up from them to the flowering

orange-trees. Wherever there was a

stretch of meadow, violets and daisies

and buttercups ran through the grass.

Plowed land was sprinkled with mustard
and poppies. The olives had been like a

curtain. When it lifted as we drew
mar, we forgot that there were olives

:it all!

Thfe Artist developed at length his

favorite theory that the richest colors,

the >weetest scents were those of blos-

soms that bloomed for pure joy. The
most delicate flavors were those of fruits

and berries that grew without restraint

<>r guidance. ''Nature is at her best,"

he explained, "when you do not try to

exploit her. Compare wild strawberries

and wild asparagus with the truck the

farmers give you. Is wistaria useful?

What equals the color of the Judas-tree
in bloom? Do fruit blossoms, utilitarian

embryo, compare for a minute with real

How cis? Just look at all these flowers,

born for the sole purpose of expressing

themseh All the while we were
sniffing orange-blossoms. I tried in vain
to get his honest opinion on horse-

chestnut blossoms as compared with

apples and peaches and apricots. 1

called his attention to the fact that the
ailantus lives only to express Itself,

while tin- maple gives sugar. Hut you
can never argue with the \rtisl when he
is ^n the theme of beauty for beauty's
sake.

From the fairyland ^\ the valley we

came suddenly upon the Grasse railway
station, from which a funiculaire as-

cends to the city far above. Thankful
for our carriage, we continued to mount
by a road that had to curve sharply at

every hundred yards. We passed be-
tween villas with pergolas of ramblers
and wistaria until we found ourselves

in the upper part of the city without
having gone through the city at all.

We got out at the promenade, where
a marvelous view of the Mediterranean
from Antibes to Theoule lies before you.
The old town falls down the mountain-
side from the left of the promenade.
We started along a street that seemed to

slide down towTard the cathedral, the top
of whose belfry hardly reaches the level

of the promenade. Before we had gone
a block we learned that the flowers

through wrhich wTe had passed were not
blooming for pure joy. Like many
things in this dreary world of ours, they
wTere being cultivated for money's sake

and not for beauty's sake. Grasse lives

from those flowers in the valley below.

We had started to look for quaint

houses. From one of the first doors in

the street came forth an odor that made
us think of the type of woman who calls

herself "a lady." I learned early in life

at the barber's that a little bit of scent

goes too far, and some women in public

places who pass you fragrantly do not

allow that lesson to be forgotten. Is

not lavender the only scent in the world

that does not lose by an overdose?

The Artist would not enter. His eye

had caught a fourteenth-century cul-de-

sac, and I knew that he was good for

an hour. I hesitated. The vista of the

street ahead brought more attraction to

my eye than the indication of the per-

fume-factory to my nose. But there

would still be time for the street, and in

the acquisition of knowledge one must
not falter. 1 knew only that perfumes

wire made from flowers. But so was

honey! What was the difference in the

process' Visiting perfumeries is evi-

dently "the thing to do" in Grasse,

for 1 was greeted cordially, and given

immediately a guide, who assured me
that she would show me all over the

place and that it was no trouble at all.

Win is it that some of the most deli-

cate things are associated with the pig.
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wash-stands, with shining nickel spigots

labeled "
I [of

" and "Cold." These must

be intended foi the * illas of the environs,

foi mim l\ no home m this old tow n COUld

house .1 bath-i n. Where would the

hot and cold water come from? \nd

where would it go after \ ou opened the

in is. They do nor obtrude. They do
not suggest zinc or tin. They were

a mud-gray color :i long timepainted

ago.

After lunch

Boulevard du
way street. In

ii reUut there are sewers, or .it least

drains, on the hillside. Grasse has pro-

gressed beyond the gare-d~reau stage of

municipal civilization. Before \ oui t) es

is the e\ idence I hat j ou no longer have

to listen for that ci \ and duck the pot

or p. nl emptied from an upper w indovi

.

Pipes, with branches to the windows,

comedown the sides of the houses. I hey

an of generous size, as in cities oi North-

ern countries where much snow lies on
the roofs. Since wall-angles are many,
tin- pipes generallj find a place in cor-

Ballon is

The other

1 ill v II VR( I I \l -Hi KM R

we strolled along the

eu-de-Ballon, the tram-
old French towns the

words boulevard and tramway are gen-

erally anathema. I hey suggest a poor

imitation of I *.i i is, both in architecture

and animation, in a street outside the

magic circle of the unchanged that holds

the charm of the town. Rut sometimes,

in order to come as near as possible to

the center of population, the tramway
boulevard skirts the fortifications of the

medieval city, or is built upon their

emplacement. It is this way at Grasse.

One side of the Boulevard du Jeu-de-

modern and commonplace.
side preserves in part the

b uil di n g s of past ages.

i [ere and there a bit of

tower remains. NO side

st reet b re a k s the line-.

You go down into the city

t h r o u g h an occasional

arched passage.

We stopped for coffee

at the ( iarden-Bar, on the

modei n side of the boule-

\ .ml. I he curious hodge-

podge o p p o s i t e, which
nouses the Restaurant du
Cheval Blanc and t h e

Cafe clu ( ilobe, had Calight

the Art is t's e \ e. ihe

building, or group of budd-
ings, is si\ stories high,

with a sky-line that re-

flects the ranee of moun-
tains uinlei w huh ( Ii asse

nestles. W in do^ s of

d i ffe rent sizes, placed

with o u t s\ mmet t \ or

alignment, do not ( \ en

harmonize with the roof

.iho\ e t h e m. Probably

there was oi iginallj a

nai low house i isin«^ direct-

ly above the dooi ol the

( !h< \ al Blanc. W hen the

St i net uti- w a S w nl< in d,

uppi i flooi so! single rooms
\\( re built on

I In w indow s eh e tin ( lue

to t Ins < \ olut ion, foi the



MARKET-DAY IN G?

waU has been plastered and white-

washed uniformly to the width of over

a hundred feet, and there is only one

entrance on the ground-floor. W orking

out the staircases and floor-levels is a

puzzle for an architect. We did not

even start to try to solve it. The
Artist's interest was in "the subject."

and mine in the story the building

told of an age when man's indivii

needs influenced more strongly his lite

than they do no v.-. We think of the

progress of civilization in the terms

of combination, organization, commu-
nis." interest, the centralized state. Vv e

have created a machine to serve us. and

have become servants of the machine.

When we thank God unctuously that we
live not as our ancestors lived and as the

"''uncivilized'" live to-day, we are dis-

ing the decay of our mental facul-

ties. Is it the Arab at his tent door,
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looking with dismay and dread at the

approach of the Bagdad Railway, who
is the fool, or we?

Backed up .it right angles to the stoop

of the Ch< val Blanc was a grandfather

omnibus, which certainly dated from the

Thud Empin . Its sign read: "( Irasse

St. Cezaire. S< rvice de la Post( ."
I he

canvas boot had the curve of ocean

waves. \ pert little hood stuck our

ov< i the driver's s< at. The l< an pair

of horses one black, the othei white

stood with noses turned toward the

tramway rails. The Artist was still gaz-

ing skylineward. 1 grasped his arm

and brought his eyes to earth. No word

was needed. He fumbled for his pencil,

but to our horror the driver had

mounted and was reaching for the reins.

1 got across the street just in time to save

the picture. Holding out cigars to the

driver and a soldier Inside- him on the

box, 1 begged them to wait

—

please to

wait just five little minutes.
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"There is no place for another pas-

senger. We are full inside/' he remon-
strated.

But he had dropped the reins to

strike a match. In the moment thus

gained I got out a franc and pressed it

into his hand.

"Your coach, my friend/' I said, "is

unique in all France. The coffee of that

celebrated artist yonder, sitting at the

terrace of the Garden-Bar, is getting

cold while he immortalizes the Grasse-

St. Cezaire service. I beg of you to de-

lay your departure ten little minutes."

The soldier had found the cigar to his

liking. "A quarter of an hour will do
no harm at all," he announced posi-

tively, getting down from his place.

The driver puffed and growled. "We
have our journey to make, and the hour
of departure is one-thirty. If it is not
too long—fifteen minutes
at the most." He pocketed
the franc less reluctantly

than he had spoken.

The soldier crossed the

boulevard with me. Know-
ing how to appreciate a

good thing, he became our
ally as soon as he had
looked at the first lines of

the sketch. When the

minutes passed, and the

soldier saw that the driver

was growing restless, he
went back and persuaded
him to come over and

.

have a look at the draw-
ing. This enabled me to

get the driver tabled be-

fore a tall glass of steam-
ing coffee with a petit

verre.

Soon an old dame, wear-
ing a bonnet that ante-

dated the coach, stuck

out her head. A watch
was in her hand. Surely

she was not of the Midi!
Fearing that she might
influence the driver disad-

vantageously to our inter-

ests, I went to inform her

that the delay was un-

avoidable. I could not

offer her a cigar. There
are never any bonbons

in my pocket. So I thought to make a
speech.

"All my excuses," I explained, "for
this regrettable delay. The coach in

which you are seated—and in which in

a very, very few minutes you will be rid-

ing—belongs to the generation before

yourself and me. It is important for the
sake of history as well as art that the
presence in Grasse of my illustrious

artist friend, coincident with the St.

Cezaire coach before the door of the

Cheval Blanc, be seized upon to secure

for our grandchildren an indelible mem-
ory of travel conditions in our day. So
I beg your indulgence."

Two school-girls smothered a snicker.

There was a dangerous glitter in the old

dame's eye. She did not answer me, but
a young woman raised her voice in a

threat to have the driver dismissed.

*2?^I

THE ST. CEZAIRE OMNIBUS CERTAINLY DATED
FROM THE THIRD EMPIRE
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Bur enough time had been gained. Hie

Vrtist signified his willingness to have

the mail leave now for St. Cezaire.

Off went the coach, white horse and

black horse clattering alternately hoots

that would gladl} have remained longer

IN llll. COl Kl OF 1 HI
-

IM Kl l Ml 1 U l"KY

in rep -
. I h< - >ldi< r saluted. The

driver grinned. W e waved to the old

woman with the poke-bonnet, and lifted

our glas al pretty girls w ho
appeared at the coach door for the first

time in order that they might glare at

us. I am afraid i must record that it w.is

Our friendly salutation was

not answered. Hut we had the sketch.

That is what really mattered.

We were half an hour late at the

rendezvous with our carriage-man for

the return journey to Cannes. But he

had lunched well, and did not seem to

mind. Americans are

s C a r c e this season,

and fo rtt-s pourboirrs

few and far between.
On the R i v i e r a

—

as el s e w h e re—you
benefit by your fellow-

countrymen's generos-

ity in the radiant cour-

tesy and good-nature
o\ those who serve

you until you come to

pay your hill. 1 hen
you think you could

have got along pretty

well with fewer smiles.

\\ e k n e w that our
man would not risk

his pourboire by op-

posing ns, so we sug-

gested with all confi-

dence that he drive

round the curves alone

and meet us below by
the railway station
" in h a 1 f an hour."

\\ e w a n t e d to go
straight dow n through
the city. The
looked at his watch
and thought a minute.

He had already seen

the Vrtist stop sud-

denly and Stay glued

on one .spot, like a cat

patiently w aiting t o

spring upon a hud. 1 le

had seen how often

oblivion totimecomes.
The lesser ^\ two i \ lis

w .is t,» ki i p usin sa<:ht.

he proposed with

a sigh w hat we could

never have broached to him. "Perhaps
we cm drive down through the city

—

win not?" '"Win not?" we answered,

msly, in unison, as we jumped into

the victoria.

Down is down in Grasse. 1 think our

rdid not realize what he w as getting

into, or he would have preferred taking
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his chances on a long wait. He cer-

tainly did not know his way through the
old town. He asked at every corner,

each time more desperately, as we be-

came engaged in a maze of narrow
streets which were made before the

days of victorias. There was no way of

turning. We had to go down—precip-

itously down. With brake jammed
tight, and curses that echoed from wall

to wall and around corners, the cocker

held the reins to his chest. The horses,

gently pushed forward much against
their will by the weight of the carriage,

planted all fours firm and slid over the
stones that centuries of sabots and hand-
carts had worn smooth. The noise

brought every one to windows and doors,

and the sight kept them there. Tourist
victorias did not coast through Grasse
every day. Advice was freely proffered.

The angrier our cocker became, the more

frequently he was told to put on his

brake and hold tight to his reins.

After half an hour we came out at the
funiculaire beside the railway station.

"How delightful and how fortunate!"
exclaimed the Artist. "That certainly
was a short cut. We have saved several
kilometers !" I thought the cocker would
explode. But he merely nodded. Far
be it from me to say that he did not
understand the Artist's French for short
cut. Perhaps he thought best to save
all comment until the hour of reckoning
arrived. He did not need to. The ride

back to the sea was through the fairy-

land of the morning climbing, enhanced
a thousandfold, as all fairylands are, by
the magic of twilight. One never can
make it up to hired horses for their work
and willingness and patience. But we
did live up to local American tradition in

regard to the cocker.

Homeward Bound

BY RICHARD LE GALLIENNE

ACROSS the scarce-awakened sea,

With white sail flowing

And morning glowing,

I come to thee—I come to thee.

Past lonely beaches
And gleaming reaches,

And long reefs foaming,
Homing—homing

—

A-done with roaming,
I come to thee.

The moon is failing,

A petal sailing,

Down in the west
That bends o'er thee;

And the stars are hiding,

As we go gliding

Back to the nest

—

Ah! back to thee.
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The Rotational Tenants: A Hallowe'en

Mystery
BY W. D. HOWELLS

HEN the summer cot-

tagers of the neighbor-

hood began to go, the

keenest pang of parting

was inflicted by the

p
fi?* 1(

;

ad
,

°{
trunks

gft^ _M which the local express-

wagon carried to the station. The cot-

disgorging the trunks was a large

one, and had been idled to the attic by

all sorts of people, young and old. It

w .is a family especially beloved by every-

body in spite of the wealth and fashion

which it could not keep from sticking

our. The- mother, earlier in the season,

had made her brags that she was going

to stay into the fall as long as the fine

• he lasted. After the whiz and

bang oj the summer it would be lovely to

settle down for a long, quiet rest, and
draw a full breath. She just loved that

cottae :, she said, and could not bear the

thought of cramping into a city house
with no place for the children to play

I

t tin Park ; it w as some consola-

tion to be so near the Park. She grew
It cided about st aj ing on through

>ber, after the frost thai followed

the lint-storm in September. I he
•her mellowed again, but her resolu-

tion had received a shock, and she was
the first in the neighborhood to take her

family back to town.

I hi n had 1m gun to w ane even
r< ' h< ( nd ol August. 'I he rush and

will! of the motors on tin toad from the

cliffs up between the cottages had sen-

sibly diminished; their tamps glared

seldomer through the early dusk; their

shapeless squawks no longei alarmed the

pedest nan 1>\ day. The dimu rs of the

place wen by this sign no long* i of
d.ul\ occurn m <

; .1 final Sunday parade
on the beach w .is not of the lust< 1 of the
earlier

|

\\ huh sharplj follow* d

morning ^< 1 \ ice in the churchi s.

When the Erlcorts saw no lights in

the cottage of that largest, lovablest

family, the first night after its going,

they could not bear it, and pulled down
their blinds. But when the next family

went they suffered less. They said,

''Well, they re gone," and as one cottage

darkened after another, if it had not

been for a certain quality of the blood-

red sunsets, they would not have felt

lonely at all. It was only when the

windows had all blackened round them,

and not a soul was left in the cottages

of their neighborhood, that a sense of

their desolation "shot light horror

through their pulses." The selectmen

had thriftily put out the street-lamps;

the dim light in the window of a remote

native alone pierced the darkness. But
the skies above were splendid with stars,

fixed or flying, icy-clear and frosty-keen,

when before they switched out their

lamps the Erlcorts opened their door

and looked up into that immeasurable

geode, that world-wide cup, "hollow

and lined with crystals," and tried to

draw faith and comfort from it and

from the moral law within them, twin-

proof with it of their immortality. They
had a great deal of the moral law within

them, nearly as much as Kant himself

when he looked up into the starry

heavens, and they ware proud of it.

They were rather an elderly young

couple - he invented the name and she

agreed sadly who had married a lew

\ ( .us h< fore for the convenience of going

to Europe together. She had been an

artist, and had not specifically renounced

her art, though she no longer painted

pictures. As a rule nobody used to

want her pictures, or .it any rate wanted

to buj the m, and this made it 1 asu r,

win n n cam* to the point, for her to

gi\» herself to consoling him for his

Failure in a Critical Bookstore which he
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had established in New York to satisfy

a long-felt fancy of selling the public

only the literature he thought good for

it to read. The enterprise succeeded

commercially, but it left him bankrupt
in the taste-pride which had urged him
to undertake the censorship of the

public's choice in reading. He was in

fact a very diffident person, and when
he realized what he was doing, he sold

out to a friend who applied the principle

of universal suffrage to the business by
inviting his customers to vote whether
he should put this or that book on his

counters. The behavior of the moral
bankrupt had so wrought upon the

imagination of the elderly girl whom he
had been reciprocally in love with for

some time that she immediately married
him, and from the moment they sailed

(by the Southern route) she devoted
herself to coddling him with all a wom-
an's resolution. She found her account
in this, for, without knowing it, she had
always wanted to coddle somebody, and
he made her observe in vain that he was
the only person on board who was not
seasick. They would have been willing

to stay abroad indefinitely, but they
thought that they ought to come home,
though they could not have said why,
and they came back early in the spring

of the third year of their absence. Both
their heads were now beginning to show
grizzled in a strong light, but their hearts

still occasionally leaped young in their

breasts; and then it seemed as if the

whole process of growing older had been
reversed in them. Their love for each
other did not exclude a tenderness for

the rest of the human species, and there

was no kindness they would not have
done if it had come their way. They
took their cottage at Sea Woods (the

rent rather made them hop when first

asked) after coming down to look at

it on an April day, when the dull, warm
sun tempted the bees out to taste the
sap oozing from the holes which the

woodpeckers had made round the
throats of the maples, and they tossed
like children on the dead leaves heaped
in the little hollow, after they had
lunched on the coffee in their thermos-
bottle and the sandwiches which she
had brought. It would have been in the
American nature of things for him to

send her down alone to look at the place,
but they liked to take life in common as

much as possible.

In noting to her at the end of the
summer how much less he felt each suc-
cessive departure of their neighbors, as

the cottagers day by day and week by
week abandoned their habitations, he
experienced a kindly contempt for them,
and the motives for going which they
falsely alleged. He knew that they were
feebly departing because they were
scared at being left after the season, or

were afraid of being caught by a cold

snap. The Erlcorts, with their furnace
and their fireplaces, were afraid of noth-
ing, not even of being left after the sea-

son; but as he sat at a westward win-
dow one evening when the shrinking
days went out one after another in a

glory of crimson sunsets almost through-
out that wonderful October, suddenly
he felt his own heart bleed with the

dying day. "Oh, this is dreadful, but
it's divine," he called to Margaret, fuss-

ing at the fire behind him. "It's Heine's

hochst angenehmer Schmerz; it's what
that awful old hymn calls the 'lovely

appearance of death." She turned and
pulled down the window-shade between
him and the ensanguined sky. "Oh,
what did you do that for?" he lamented.

"But, yes, yes! You're right! In an-

other minute I should have died of it."

In the succession of these sunsets

there came the evening of the day when
the last cottager's family left the neigh-

borhood, and all the cottages that were

in sight blackened round them in outer

and inner darkness. In the thickening

dusk there was no sound but the sea

raving on the beach, and the waves
dragging the pebbles at the foot of the

cliffs, snarling and fighting to be free of

their clutch. He bore it as long as he

could, and then he ran in, pulling the

door to behind him with a slam.

"For Heaven's sake, Margaret, switch

on all the electrics and heap the fire with

all the logs there are; break up the fur-

niture and throw it on so that we can

keep out a little of this blackness of

darkness."

"Why, Fred," she entreated, "you
said you wanted to outstay everybody,

and have nature to ourselves before you
left it."
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"We must trust each other's senses,

then. Listen! The electric lights seem
to be singing together like so many
morning-stars."

There came from the cottages a sound
not only of singing, but laughing and a

joyous racketing, as of people dancing,

and of thumping their feet to accentuate

the phases of the figures.

"Oh, / know!" Erlcort shouted in

self-derision for not having thought of

it before. "It's Allhallowe'en, and
they're keeping it. I had forgotten

what day it was!"
"Why, so it is!" Margaret shouted.

She had got on a warm dressing-gown,

and she hurried into his room, so as to

look out of the same window with him.

"Isn't it fun?"
A glittering line which lengthened as

it passed each of the cottages, from the

one farthest east, beyond which the

breakers on the beach showed their

white in the collective splendpr, to the

one nearest the Erlcorts', from the

verandas the inmates came successively

in fantastic frolic of dress and pace, car-

rying pumpkins cut in masks, with
light flaring out through eye-holes and
mouths. Old and young were footing

onward and singing—gappers and gam-
mers, fathers and mothers, and children

of every size and age. They shouted
the loudest and capered the wildest as

they came closest to the Erlcorts', who
exchanged glances of wonder.
"Not our summer neighbors, I think,"

she said. "They were very nice, but
they hadn't the happy look of these
people, had they? They didn't look as

if they could do things, though they cer-

tainly gave nice lunches and were as

friendly as could be. But these— What
do you make of them, dearest?"

"It's perfectly simple. They're the
winter tenants. The natives have taken
the hint from our talk, and have made
an out-season rate to these people. I

wonder we didn't think of it at once.
Oh, good heavens, Margaret! I hope
they're not expecting a speech from me!"
"No, no! They 11 want to do the

speaking. You need only just bow and
perhaps say Heartfelt thanks! or some-
thing. Isn't it too charming!"
The lantern-bearers had formed a line

in front of the assembled cottagers, each

with an electric lamp m his pumpkin
connected with the house currents by a

carbonic filament; and now m front of
all there stood forth a frolic sire who
took off his Hallowe'en hat (Erlcort in-

stantly recognized the pattern) and
bowed toward the window. He said he
and his neighbors had to thank the
Erlcorts for calling them into being in

circumstances so surprisingly sympa-
thetic.

"He has to thank you, my dear,"
Margaret said. "1 should never have
thought of it."

'Sh!" Erlcort silenced her.

There was only one drawback to their

happiness, the frolic sire continued, and
he hoped that the founders of their col-

ony would add to its perfection by prom-
ising to remain through the winter and
keeping on imagining it.

Margaret could not be prevented from
throwing up the window and shouting
out, "We never dreamed of going!

1 '

ami
Erlcort felt that this was perfectly true.

"Well, then, that's all right," the

spokesman said. "It only remains for

us to account for ourselves as the Rota-
tional Tenants."
"Oh yes, wTe have heard of you,

1 '

Margaret eagerly assented. "Dear," she

said to Erlcort, "you remember about
the Rotational Tenants?"

"I should think so. I invented them,"
Erlcort said, stiffly.

"Of course, dear," Margaret assented,

"with your idea about those nice houses

in town standing empty the whole sum-
mer long. But you hadn't thought out

the details, had you? Wouldn't it be

interesting to know about the practical

working of your idea? Just how did it

begin?" She turned to the frolic sire,

who was now sitting comfortably down
with them in their parlor at afternoon

tea. He had taken off his Hallowe'en

hat, and showed himself a serious repre-

sentative Rotational Tenant.
"It was perfectly simple," he said,

"when the owners heard who we really

were. Our being unemployed didn't

count against us when it came out that

we could each do something."
" How ' do something' ?" Erlcort asked,

with a clearing of his throat which
sounded grudging to Margaret; she

knew that he did not like having had the
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"Well, wt simply acted upon that

principle..

Erlcort began to feel strangely drowsy,

and he dozed oil; hut he was going to

frame an objection when he heard M.n
garet saying: "A demonstration? (Hi,

just Mkc the Folk Dancing ai Stratford-

upon-Avon l"

1 1 1 -i < is the idea, the Rotational

assented, Me now stood hospitably be-

side their chairs where they sal looking

out from the cottage oi thai richest fam-
ily which had been the first to go in

September at the young people leaping

and stamping the light snowfall on i lit*

[awn in ilu- figures oi the Morris Dance.
The hells .it their knees jingled like

sleigh-bells, and wrought in Erlcort's

brain -i sweet confusion oi the moment
with the times when he used to follow

that music in .1 swift cutter over the

country roads* I he dancers came am
bling forward in the joyous advance of

Morris On, and danced nil they spent
(Ihii strength and lagged drooping away
in the ret reat of M01 ris ( )ff, tneii heads
wreathed in the clouds <>l vapoi blown
from their panting lungs. The circle of

those whose singing had been the music
foi theii dance parted laughing, and
they .ill came in foi afternoon tea

through the red evening light wlneh the

morning sun threw over the snow. I >l

cort leh that the tea oughi to have been
served in his own cottage, and he in-

stantly found himseli offering cups of
m which Ins wife was pouring. Under
these circumstances, he was not sui

prised to have the first cup accepted by
oneoi the natives who owned most of the
cottages .it Sea Woods and who had let

1 hem i<> 1 he Rot ai ional Tenants.
N<> perceptible time had passed, hut

the tenants were no longei any of them
pr< sent, and 1 he oldest of the nat ives,

who was known to Ins neighbors as being
hard as nails, and was always spoken oi

as the Old Sir, was saying: '
I don't

hold wnli the genera] idee much, a*nd

I want the first to give in when (hey

came round offerin' • tenth 0' the sum-
mer rent. ' But here/ I says to my wife,
1

11 s bet tei to have 1 he cott ages lived in

and look care oi foi next to nothing
than to lay empty all winter; especially
I

I

the Rotationals agrees to git out before
(he snnnnei folk8 begins tO eonie down

and look foi places. I don't believe
but what we hadn't ought to begrutch
-i good action to others when we see it's

gom to help us at the same time.
I )on'l know .is I should \u for it if it

wouldn t, he ended, conscientiously.
"A selfish motive is at the bottom

ol every rood action," Erlcort remarked.
44

I don't see why you say th.it," l\l.n

garet protested. I'm sure I often act

unselfishly from an unselfish motive."
Erlcort heard «i buzzing in his brain

as 01 angry bees, which he recognized as
the noise always made by conflicting

ideas; he had often been of Margaret's
experience, and he was now striving

against it. But it was somehow not to

In i that he spoke. " \\ hat is I he use of
taking that ground?" he demanded, and
it was the old Sir who said: "It's the

only way to get youi rem out oi 'em."
It seemed to be the Rotational I enant

who had suddenly reappeared; and who
added foi t he ( lid Sir, The highei t he

rent the surei you are oi it; the size oi

t he debt appeals to t heii sell respet t

."

44

1 1 would," the ( lid So assented,
41

d

the debt was any size -it all. But with
i he ragtag and hoht.nl that you Rota
tionals have sublei the cottages to at .<

cut i-ii< oi oik tenth ol youi own wintci

rent, the debt comes to next to nothing*

'

I 1 1< oi i looked (Mit .nid saw i hat i he

cottages were swarming with the lowest

oi the pool, who bulged hom the doors
.nid windows, .nid infested the land

scape. A wild rout, preceded by a line

oi wretches bearing what seemed masks
cut hom pumpkins went straggling by.
44
()h, come!" Ericori protested, we

• an'i have t his son oi t hing all ovei

again. We can't have two riallowe ens

in i went \ foui hours

"Oh, look, Fred!" Margaret cried.
41

I hey're not pumpl< ins!

I h looked -nid saw I hat t he lanterns

were skulls through which the electrit

lights gi inned and glared.

"This soil oi thing ought to be

stopped," Ei Icon declart d. "
1

1 s an

(»ni i age." At t he same t ime he made
i Ik reflection,

u
It's like the moving pict

ures, the way il>< things come and

go," .i iul Margaret said, as d he had

spoken io her,
4t

Yes, exat t ly like the

movit s

The Rotational Tenant ignored the
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irrelevant passage. "Why outrage? It

is the logic of events. It is the inevitable

conclusion from the premises."

"Oh, premises!" Erlcort said. "What
will be left of the premises when they're

done with them?"
"The premises that I mean will be in

as good shape as ever they were. The
real property, as you call it—though

there is nothing so unreal—may suffer

some deterioration."

"I should think so," the Old Sir

whimpered in his quality of typical land-

lord. "There won't be hide or hair of

the cottages left when they're through."

Erlcort's sympathies began to veer

to the new tenants. "What sort of prem-
ises have you in mind then?" he asked

the Rotational who had assumed the

Old Sir's place.

"Your own doctrine that when any
human being comes into the world
naked, hungry, and homeless he has a

right to have his material wants sup-

plied by the civilization which, as Fiske
proves, his prolonged infancy has estab-

lished."

"And do you mean to say that you
have turned yourselves out of doofs,

and put these paupers in possession of
your larders and wardrobes in illustration

of a principle?"
" Not quite. We've taken most of our

provisions and all but our best clothes
away with us to the Summer Palace
Hotel, so as to be near and watch the
result of the experiment. The natives
will supply them with food and fuel,"

tin- Rotational explained. "They can't
let them starve or freeze."

"It doesn't seem a solution," Erlcort
demurred.

44

1 never said ir was," the Rotational
Tenant replied. "But I say it's a con-
clusion from the premises. We can't
stay here looking after them. Our lease

of the cottages only runs to May ist,

and we've got to get back and look after
our summer rents in town; people will

be leaving their pleasant houses."
I hat's very well," Erlcort put in.

" But where is it to end
:"

"I don't know," the Rotational said.
" Hut you ought to. You began it."

" / began it
:" Erlcort felt Ins temper

rising, and Margaret, at the angry note
in his voice, tried to soothe him.

"Now, now, Fred dear!"
"Yes, you! Didn't you imagine us,

when you saw these great, pleasant

houses standing empty, and thought
what a shame it was such people as we
should not be in them at a nominal
rent?" Erlcort dimly recalled some such
mental specification. "We were very
well, where and as we were. We were
not very comfortable, but we were not
unhappy, and we had our little outings,

down the bay and into the country by
trolley on Sundays; some of us camped
a few weeks in the woods and on the

beach, or took farm-board. But when
you bettered our condition, you obliged

us to better people of worse condition.

We immediately imagined the poorest

of the poor in the housing we had aban-
doned. It was the same here. They are

subtenanting our cottages, almost rent

free, and we have gone to co-operative

housekeeping in the Summer Palace

Hotel, which we have got practically for

nothing; the landlord and his family

haven't got back yet from Florida?"

"I see," Erlcort faltered, but he

felt his responsibility. "Well, I accept

your theory of my initiative. What are

you going to do about it?"

"Then you think you don't owe us

any reparation?"

"Reparation? For what?"
"For the stress of conscience you put

us to in possessing us of houses which
we didn't own. If they had been ours,

we shouldn't have minded misusing

them; but as tenants at will—goodwill

—

we had to be more careful of them than

if they had been ours."

"Well, you can put your subtenants

here to the same stress."

"Would that be any compensation?
Besides, we don't know that they have

consciences. They may be as indifferent

to the property rights of the natives as

to the claims of our kindness."

"Then what is to be done about it?"

"Nothing that I can see. We have

gone the length of our tether, at your

suggestion. There is nothing for it now
but charity in its most forbidding form;

a step beyond, and we shall have the

millennium at our throats."

"The millennium? Oh, horrors!" Erl-

cort was aware of groaning aloud. He
had a vision of the world as it might he
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when its people had all things common,
and shared equally without regard to

their quality or merit, in food, shelter,

and raiment. His inferiors jostled him
at every turn as he was used to being

jostled by his superiors, and he could

not despise them, or even pity them, as

he sometimes did his superiors. They
seemed very happy, but they were repul-

sive. Charity, with her conditions and
restrictions, had gone; there rose a blind

figure, bearing a sword and balance, be-

nign enough, but with no apparent re-

spect to persons.

In what followed, Erlcort perceived

that if the moving pictures ever came to

operate instant changes of mind, as they
now operated instant changes of scene,

the effect would be something like the

bewildering fluctuation of opinion be-

tween himself and the Rotational Ten-
ant, who said, "Besides, I now see that

your notion derived from a totally mis-

taken conception of creation."

"What do you mean?"
"I mean that it didn't take account

of the creative principle, of waste or ap-

parent waste. Look up at this heaven
full of worlds! All lifeless and solitary

for the conditioning of life here ! It is the

same in the moral, the economic uni-

verse. Waste, waste, waste! To those
who have it shall be given. Those beau-
tiful houses stood empty in obedience to

that principle. They rightfully belonged
only to the people who wasted them, but
you came along with your petty idea of

use and you see what it has led to."

"But I deny—I deny that the planets

are not inhabited," Erlcort protested.

"Besides, who chose the people whom
those beautiful houses should be wasted
on ? Who chose the wretches whom their

waste should leave unhoused?''
The Rotational Tenant laughed. "Oh,

you're supposing choice! In this uni-

verse things are not chosen; they hap-
pen.

"But I deny that," Erlcort shouted.
"I deny your whole position. I deny
that there is a waste of the many for the
few intended by the Creator. I deny that
there is any waste in the universe, mate-
rial or spiritual. Everything within me
and without me denies it. The starry

heavens are full of life which declares

the glory of their Maker. The moral
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law within me affirms His concern for

all His creatures. He did not create

the poor for the conditioning of the
rich."

"No," the Rotational assented; "in
this universe there are neither rich nor
poor by the divine purpose. But people
get what they are fit for, not what they
have a right to; and they inhabit pal-

aces or hovels according to that law."
"But who are you, anyway?" Erlcort

demanded. "You pretend that you are

an esthetic person, an artist or an arti-

san, a landscape-painter or a painter and
glazier, or something of that sort. But
your sentiments—I don't call them ideas

—prove you a mere parasite of pecuni-

ary prosperity, a political economist in

disguise. I believe you are really a cap-

italist. Are you a capitalist?"

"Search me," the Rotational replied,

and he seemed to waft himself away in

a gale of derision and leave Erlcort look-

ing out into the night.

"What in the world are you doing

there, Fred?" Margaret called to him.

"I thought I saw a light in one of the

cottages."

"Then it's tramps; or, more prob-

ably, it's in that native's house. Some-
body's sick. But we can't do anything."

"No, thank goodness! not to-night.

We can telephone in the morning."
In the morning they walked out in the

mild October sun, under the yellow hick-

ory leaves and red oak leaves; the grass

was still green; a clump of cosmos was
in flower at a corner of the house.

The native went by in his rattling and
snuffling third or fourth hand motor.

"Anybody sick at your house?" Erl-

cort asked. "I saw a light."

"Nope. Maybe the boys left their

Hallowe'en lantern in the window. Go-
in' to take this cottage next year?"

"I thought of buying it," Erlcort said.

"Well, I should think twice, myself,

the way prop'ty's goin' at Sea Woods.
But you're the doctor."

The native had got out to crank his

crazy machine, and now he got in and
clattered away without further parley.

"Had you realized that it was Hallow-

e'en last night?" Margaret asked.

"It seems to me I didn't realize any-
thing last night," Erlcort said.
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must be invited to your home as your
guest. It would not be wise, I take it,

for your wife to be informed of my busi-

ness.

"It would not," said Mr. Crabb, "be
wise—for you."

"I presume," said I, rising, "that
you wish me to undertake this matter
at once. I am ready. My bag is always
packed. Let us proceed."

Mr. Crabb escorted me to an auto-

mobile which stood at the entrance to

the building. It contained a chauffeur,

so I knew at once that my client was a

person of means, and I at once made a

mental note to increase my fees. We
drove beyond the limits of the city for

a distance of some twenty miles into the

rural district. There we approached
and drove between high brick gate-

posts from which swung wrought-iron
gates. Presently we arrived at the
house itself, and stopped. The house
was imposing. I made a second mental
note with respect to my fees.

On a bench, beside a Japanese-lily

pool, sat a portly lady, with an auburn-
haired dog on her lap. At her feet

coiled a grayhound. A few feet to the
right the white creature which Mr.
Crabb had likened to a fountain dis-

ported itself with the lady's hat, which
seemed to afford her quiet amusement.
There were other dogs, but my atten-
tion was distracted from them by a

young woman who sat beside Mrs.
Crabb. Notwithstanding an expression
which I took to be one of discontent, or
rather sadness, she was, I do not hesi-

tate to affirm, pleasing to the eye.

Mr. Crabb conducted me toward
them.
"My dear," said he to his wife, "I

have brought home with me an old
friend. You have heard me speak of
him often. It is Mr. —," Here he
hesitated and eyed me malevolently,
as though I had rendered him an ill

service; then he fumbled in his pocket
and brought out my card. "It is Mr.
Edwy Peddie," said he. "He will stay
with us as long as his business will per-
mit."

Mrs. Crabb eyed her husband briefly,

then turned and extended a plump hand.
"You are welcome, Mr.— I'm afraid I

failed to catch your name."

^Edwy Peddie," said I.

"Mr. Edwypeddie," said she, "my
daughter, Jane."

I bowed. "Two names, please,"
said I. "First name, Edwy; family
name, Peddie."

"It's not a bit worse than Crabb,"
said Miss Jane.
"What's the matter with Crabb?"

her father demanded, with heat. "It
used to suit you. You never saw any-
thing wrong with it till you took it into
your head you wanted to change it.

Well, young woman, Crabb is your
name, and Crabb it will stay for some
time. Anyhow, it will never be Coppy.
Coppy"—he uttered this name wither-
ingly

—
"sounds like a pet name for a

policeman."
I gathered that the family was not

altogether in harmony. They seemed
to differ on the subject of dogs, of names,
and, if I were not grievously in error,

on the subject of a certain young gentle-

man.
At that instant a small dog of the

terrier type appeared, dragging the re-

mains of a white chicken fully as large

as himself. He gave evidence of pride;

indeed, he seemed overweeningly vain.

Mr. Crabb swore. I say this without
fear of contradiction. He made use of

a profane ejaculation. Also, he moved
with belligerent intent toward the dog,

but Mrs. Crabb intervened.

"Now, dear," she said, soothingly.

"It's another of Wilkins's," said Mr.
Crabb, chokingly. "He claims they're

prize chickens. Every one that con-

founded yapper kills is a prize-winner.

If he's bound to kill chickens, why
doesn't he pick out common, ordinary

Plymouth Rocks or something, eh?

Fifteen dollars the last one cost me."
The dog edged away from Mr. Crabb's

vicinity. It showed a degree of intelli-

gence.

"That's only one to-day," said Mrs.
Crabb, "and the dear little fellow gets

so much pleasure out of chasing them.

I really think we ought to buy a few
chickens to play with."

Mr. Crabb uttered an inarticulate

sound and kicked a concrete bench.

This seemed to give him comparatively

little satisfaction, for he turned and
walked rapidly away from us, muttering
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in his throat in a truly baleful man-

ner.

Suddenly the expression of Miss Jane's

face changed. She smiled. It was a

joyous, winning smile, but tinged with

wistfulness. With pardonable curiosity I

followed her eyes and perceived a hand-

some young man in a large automobile,

which proceeded at a rate slower than

it has ever been my good fortune to see

a handsome young man traveling in a

large automobile. One might say ve-

raciously that the car crawled.

The young man leaned as far toward

the Crabb estate as safety permitted,

and smiled most ingratiatingly at Miss

|ane. It was a continuous and admir-

ing smile. In addition he waved his

hand.

Mrs. Crabb spoke sharply to her

daughter, and then addressed me.

"Would you believe it, Mr. Pettie,"

she said, pursing her lips and elevating

her ample chin, "but that young person

has passed our house to-day not less

than twenty-four times; I have counted."
" You missed one, mamma," said Miss

Jane. "There were twenty-five."
" For excellent reasons he has been

forbidden the place," said Mrs. Crabb,
"but 'he persists in obtruding his un-
welcome presence at—er—at long range,

so to speak. He is a person of no taste."
"1 am led to believe," said I, with a

bow to Miss Jane, "that in one respect

his taste may not be impugned."
For the first time Miss Jane smiled

at me in a manner indicating some
fVi( ndliness.

"He does nothing but drive back and
forth in front of this house all day,"
complained Mrs. Crabb. "It is a public

thoroughfare and we have no redress."
" It must be a great expense to him,"

said [, "with the price of gasolene so
high."

"His name," said Mrs. Crabb, "is

Coppy."
"Indeed!" said I.

\t that juncture .1 bell sounded in the

house, which Mrs. Crabb informed me
signified that dinner was ready. We
were escorted to the dining-room by
numerous dogs of assorted ancestry.
One had to step carefully. At the door
Mrs. Crabb picked up a diminutive
brown puppy with .1 bored expression

and floppy ears, and at the table held

it precariously on her lap. Mr. Crabb
was there. He glanced at the puppy
and nodded to me with a significant

scowl.

The meal began in silence, but pres-

ently Mrs. Crabb turned to address an
inconsequential remark to me. Mr.
Crabb interrupted vehemently.
"Hey, Maggie," he shouted, "that

insect's eating ofF your plate!"

I looked. It was so. The puppy was
partaking calmly of Mrs. Crabb's po-

tatoes.

She was in no wise irritated. "Poor
'ittle ducksy," she said. "Him's hun-
gry. Can eat off mother's plate if him
wants." She then addressed her hus-

band. "I want you to understand,"
she said, "that he's as fit to eat off my
plate as anybody. He had his bath
this morning, and his little mouth all

washed out with listerine."

"Huh!" growled Mr. Crabb. "Did
he gargle his throat, too?"

I perceived that my task was to be

no simple one. When I left my office

I had thought that I might persuade
Mrs. Crabb to give up her dogs for her

husband's sake, and that this might be

brought about by presenting arguments
in that logical and courteous manner
which is so characteristic of myself.

But events proved me to be wrong.
Without doubt I should earn my re-

tainer in this case.

Mrs. Crabb treated her husband with

a haughty coldness during the remainder

of the meal; on his part, he glared at

the puppy and made grumbling sounds

in his throat. Miss Jane appeared ob-

livious to the situation, and seemed to

be listening constantly. four times

during dinner an automobile passed the

house and honked three times sharply.

This seemed to give her acute pleasure.

After dinner 1 found opportunity to

take Mr. Crabb aside. "This case,"

said I, "presents baffling features. I

may say, 1 continued, "that in all my
career as a scientific humanitarian I

have never been retained in one more

difficult." This was, of course, true.

It was not only the most difficult, but

also the first, but professional men are

obliged to have recourse to such in-

nocent means to aggrandize, so to speak,
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their importance in the eyes of their

clients. "I have collected a mass of

data already," said I, "but I must ob-

serve further. Just now I must seek

seclusion to arrange in coherent form
and digest what I have already seen. I

find my mind—which you have already

perceived to be of no usual caliber-^-

works best while my legs are in motion.

"

"Maybe it's nearer your legs than

most folks'," said Mr. Crabb, sourly.

I made no retort. I left him and
passed out into the road, assuming what
the dullest intellect would have recog-

nized as a thoughtful, studious pace.

From time to time I removed my hat

and clutched my head as one does dur-

ing arduous brain toil. To be successful

in any profession one must not neglect

to impress observers.

I was so engrossed in study, my mind
was so perfectly concentrated, that I

did not observe the approach of an
automobile. At least I gave its occu-

pant that impression. He was obliged

to stop in order not to run me down.
It was none other than Mr. Coppy.
"Hey!" he shouted, "can the Aris-

totle stuff! Peripatetic ratiocination

became perilous with the advent of the

motor-car."
Though I am not familiar with Amer-

ican argot, I understood the word "can"
to signify "eliminate."

"I am not," said I, "a philosopher of

the peripatetic school. On the contrary,

I am a man of action and resource. I

am the sole member of a unique pro-

fession."

"The profession of putative sons-in-

law?" he asked, ironically.

"I do not follow you," said I.

"You are a guest at the Crabbs',

aren't you?"
"After a manner of speaking," said I.

"Hasn't Father Crabb picked you
for a son-in-law? You're about my
idea of what he would pick."

"No," said I, "I am there profes-

sionally—with relation to dogs, I may
say without betraying professional con-

fidence."

"Not with relation to Jane?" he
asked, suspiciously.

Dogs," said I, "are my sole mission."

Vetennary
"Indeed not! I am," said I, with an

impressive air, "a scientific humani-
tarian. My card." I handed him one
with grave dignity.

"Ah," said he, "I see. Something is

vexing the little doggies, and you're
here to alleviate them, eh? Dogs seem
despondent. Mrs. Crabb worried to

the brink of collapse. Calls in expert.

It's as clear as day."
"I am not," said I, "retained by

Mrs. Crabb, but by her husband; nor
am I here to nullify any suffering on
the part of her pets, but on the part of

Mr. Crabb. In short," said I, "it is my
task to eradicate the dogs."

"And I'm barred out," he said, with
anguish in his voice. "I can't be there

to see it." Suddenly an idea seemed to

illuminate his face. "Say, Mr. Edwy
Peddie, does this card mean business?

Are you a professional brightener of

hearts and lightener of destinies?"

"I am," said I, "for a suitable re-

tainer."

"Observe me, Mr. Edwy Peddie. My
heart is torn by grief. I am a human
sponge saturated with woe. Can you
dry-clean me? Can you make me
happy, care-free, buoyant again?"

Though I did not follow him exactly,

I did scent a possible client, and as-

sured him of my competence in such

matters.

"Are you in a position to accept a

retainer from me?" he asked.

I considered cautiously, for it is never

well for a professional man to seem
eager to obtain a client. He must grant

his services as one bestowing a favor.

"I think," said I," that my engagements

will permit the acceptance of one more
case at this time."

"Splendid," said he. "Here's my
ailment. I am heartbroken, lovelorn.

I am forbidden to approach, converse

with, cast fond eyes upon, or in any
manner communicate with the young
lady upon whom my affections are cen-

tered, and whose affections, in return,

are centered upon me. There is but one

cure. I must have that young lady.

Do you take the case?"

"Miss Jane Crabb?" I asked.

"The same," said he.

"Very well," said I. "I will study the

conditions. You may look forward

without dubiety to satisfying results."
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"Mr. Peddie," said he, fervently,

"for this assurance I thank you. Mean-
time 1 shall continue to pass and repass

the prison-house of my laHy, reassuring

her from time to time with merry honks

upon my horn. ( rood evening.

I now had tWO clients and tWO plans

to formulate. Hut 1 di 1 not despair.

1 felt my energy and intellect to be

amply able for the task.

On my return 1 made marked prog-

ress. 1 reasoned .is follows: It you
want an individual to do a certain

thing, there are two ways to go about it.

You may reason with him and persuade

him, or if his mental attitude toward

tin- action be such as to make this im-

possible, you may resort to what may
be termed a stratagem to bring about

the desired end. No common mind
would have achieved this piece of rati-

ocination in one short walk

!

rherefore, .is it was manifestly im-

possible to reason with Mrs, Crabb and

persuade her to consent to the elimina-

tion of In i dogs, and as it was equally

futile to attempt m that manner to

bring about the happiness tA Miss Jane
and Mr. Coppy, 1 determined to invent

some subtle artifice which could not

fail of success, Io man} tins would
have seemed difficult

.

"Well?" said Mr. Crabb, as 1 re-

entered the gate.

"Sir." said [, "it is as immhI as done."

'/When?"
"Within the wink." said 1, with per-

fect confidence.

"Excellent, it true," said he, some-
wh.it skeptically. " ly\ the way, you
don't w alk in \ our ship, do \ ou

:"

It is never wise to make an admission

until you are full) informed of tin- rea-

\ u ning the inquiry. 1 w .is, con-

sequently, non-committal. "Win do
\ <>u ask :" said 1.

"Because," said he, with a malevo-
lent gleam in Ins eye, "it ain't safe

around here, t OU saw that man Copp}

.

Will, we're guarding the house against

him. llv's unprincipled. We fear he
will attempt to take away our daughter
by force. Yes, unhid. Oi that the

influence he seems to have acquired
; hei w ill induce hei to st« al out to

him. She is not, .is \ ou m.i\ h.i\ e ob-
sei \ id, allow id to h a\ e tlu pla

Hut why should 1 not walk in my
ship?" 1 asked.

"From nine till twelve the gardener
and the chauffeur patrol the grounds;
from twelve till three the hutler and
the under-gardener are on the job; from
three till six the dairyman and one of

the farmer's sons keep an eye peeled.

And they're there for business."

"Urn!
1

said 1, somewhat taken ahack,

for this complicated matters decidedly.
"( rood night," said he.

1 met Miss Jane in the hall. Wishing
to inform her that she had, all unknow-
ingly, a true and dependable friend at

hand, 1 put my linger to my lips and
assumed an expression denoting secret \ .

Also 1 whispered the illuminating words,

"Do not despair!"
She was much affected by the dis-

closure, lor she Uttered a cry that was
almost a shriek, clutched her throat,

turned and sprang through a door which
1 heard her lock after her. 1 went to

bed with a feeling of warmth about my
heart. It is indeed true pleasure t<>

bring joy and relief to others.

Next morning, as I descended to

breakfast, 1 overheard Miss Jane say
to her father, "Is the man right in his

mind :"

lh.it." said her father, "remains toI' i

>e seen.

1 wondered whom they could he

speaking ^\. 1 had lain awake for a

considerable time, permitting my brain

to dwell, with its accustomed fertility,

upon my problem, and before I slept

a plan presented itself. The ordinary

man would have made two plans, a

dog-plan and a Jane-plan. 1, however,

made hut one to accomplish both ends.

Tun- science is economical. At break-

fast 1 began to put m\ stratagem into

effect.

1 his weather," said 1, in a courteous

tone, "is tin verj sort to cause an out-

break (A' rabies—-the so-called hydro-

phobia."
Mis. Crabb screamed and dropped a

cup ot cofn e,

1 changed the subject. "Miss Jane."

said [," if you were going on a wedding-
journey how many trunks would you
earn "

" I'm not going on a weddinj

journey," she said, instantly tearful.
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" But if you were?" said I, endeavoring

to convey a hidden meaning. "I do not

ask from idle curiosity."

"F-four," said she, sniffling.

"Excellent! Splendid!" said I, really

delighted, for no number could have
been better suited to my designs.

"Rabies!" said Mrs. Crabb, in a weak
voice.

Outside, an automobile horn sounded
three times, and Miss Jane brightened

perceptibly. Mr. Coppy was taking up
again his daily labor of passing and re-

passing the house.

"I'll—I'll fill the road with broken
bottles," said Mr. Crabb.
"Do you think he cares for tires?"

said Miss Jane, scornfully.

"Rabies!" said Mrs. Crabb a third

time. Her tone wras tragic.

Miss Jane got up abruptly and went
into the garden. I followed her in a mo-
ment. When she saw me coming, for

some reason which was not clear to me,
she seemed to meditate flight.

"Wait," said I, "I have an important
disclosure to make."

She backed away from me in the
queerest manner. I wondered if all

were well with her mentally.

"Have you," said I, "ever w7orn over-
alls like the chauffeur?"
"What!" she gasped.
"Because if you haven't," said I,

"you'd better get some and practise

in your room—good greasy ones."
She retreated a fewr steps and seized

a rake which the gardener had left

there. "What—what do you mean?"
she panted.

'"Sh-sss-sh!" Again I put my finger

to my lips. "I am a scientific humani-
tarian. My business is to eradicate
woe and suffering. Mr. Coppy is in a

condition of extreme anguish because he
is deprived of you, and has retained me
to cure him, so to speak. In other words,
I am here as a professional man, to re-

store you, as it were, to Mr. Coppy's
yearning arms."
"Honest?"
I nodded. "Are you prepared to put

yourself without reserve into my hands
and to obey without question? Other-
wise I shall retire from the case."

"Yes," she said, breathlessly.

"Then," said 1, "I shall notify Mr.

Coppy to provide a means of conveying
four trunks away from here to-morrow
night. Four was the number, was it

not?"
She nodded.
"Remember," said I, "the overalls.

Greasy ones. Practise walking like a
chauffeur. I will give you other direc-
tions later."

I left her and walked down the road.
When well screened from view 1 waited
for Mr. Coppy to appear. To him I

outlined my plan and directed him to
arrange for the carriage of Miss Jane's
trunks.

"We'll make for Europe," said he.

"I'll engage passage for the day after

to-morrow. There's a sailing. The
trunks can go directly to the pier."

"Good," said I. "Between twelve and
three. It seems more advisable to act
during the wTatch of the butler and the
under-gardener. Butlers are notably
timid, and under-gardeners are seldom
men o( action." 1 paused to give im-
pressiveness to my next request. "Bring
me to-morrow a bit and brace," said

I. "A bit that will bore a good-sized
hole. Do not forget. Everything hinges
on the bit and brace."

"You shall have it, Edwy," said he,

affectionately calling me by my given
name. "A whole chest of tools if you
like."

"A bit and brace only," said I, with
dignity, for one may not be otherwise

than dignified when acting professional-

ly. Clients must be impressed.

When I returned to the house I found
Mrs. Crabb in the garden with her

daughter. 1 simulated excitement and
some fear.

"Mrs. Crabb," said I, "I have just

encountered a dog which acted—to

state the matter without exaggeration

—queerly. He made noises which quite

unnerved me. I would not want to go
so far as to say

—

"

"Rabies!" ejaculated Mrs. Crabb, and

sank into a seat. "Oh, my little darlings!

My precious pets! What shall I do?

Advise me, Mr. Peddie. How shall

1 protect them from that awful

beast?"

"In your place," said I, with judicial

gravity, "I should quarantine the dogs

—each and every one of them; I should
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confine them in the kennels. Tims they

will be protected from dangers which

link w ithout, and you and your family

will be safe should it proye to be a fact

that anj one of them has been infected

w ii h the dread disorder."

"It shall be done .it once," she said.
4l

I shall give orders myself. Rabies!"

Sin- hurried away as rapidly as her

weight and conformation permitted.

The kennels, let me make clear, ad-

joined a small building used as a dairy

down-stairs and as a trunk-room Up-

stairs. Perhaps it will not he clear at

this time why I desired the dogs to he

confined in juxtaposition, as it were, to

the trunk-room, hut my reasons were

excellent. My plans were working splen-

didly.

"Have \ on your overalls?" 1 whis-

pered to Miss Jane.

"GreaSJ ones," she whispered hack.

\t midnight to-morrow," I said.

"Be ready."

She nodded. "Mow will I get my
things OUt to pack my trunks?"

"You have the balance ol to-day and
to-morrow," said 1. 'Tarry out your

things piecemeal, concealed under the

garments you are wearing, [fyour par-

ents evince an interest in your visits to

the trunk-room, tell them you are think-

ing of devoting your life to art. You
paint in w at er colors, do you not? Tell

tlun you are considering remodeling
t lu t runk-room into a st udio."

\e\t morning 1 sought out Mi.

Coppy, whose car had continued to

p itrol the icad before tin- house, and
made mv final ai i angements w ith him.

Uso I received from him the important

and hi.u i

\s for Miss Jam-, she made innumer-
able journeys between her wardrobe and
the trunk-room, but her explanation
about the turning of hei heart from Mi.
Copp) to art not onlj reassured, but de-

lighted her parents. It was a little

thing, but skilful.

low .ud six o'clock a small motor-
truck stopped before the house, having
developed trouble with its motor. For
a couple of hours the driver \aml\
tried to set it going again, and then
entered Mi. Crabb's grounds, mopping
Ins Imow disgustedly. He accosted Mi.
Crabb.

"Say, mister," said lie, "the blasted

thing's busted down. Can't see to

tinker it to-night. Mind if we push it

in on to your driveway. I hate to leave

it standin' out in the road all night."

Mr. Crabb granted the permission,

and the driver, with his helper and some
aid from the gardener and the chauffeur,

pushed the truck into the grounds and
rolled it along until it stood on the drive

between the garage and the building in

which the trunk-room was located. "We
got blankets," said the man, "and we'll

just roll up and sleep in the truck."

1 did not retire with the family, but
as soon as they went up-stairs I entered

into conversation with the chauffeur

and gardener, who were on guard. I

explained to them that 1 was troubled
with insomnia and thought I would
walk about in the moonlight. Presently

1 sauntered away, rounded the house,

took my bit and brace from the bushes
where 1 had concealed it, and cautiously

mounted to the trunk-room.

Perhaps two bouts were consumed by
what I bad to do there. \\ hen 1 came
down I passed the truck and said to the

driver, in a low voice, "Ready."
Then I returned to the front of the

house where the guards kept their care-

ful vigil. It was now eleven o'clock. I

had not been there long when I heard the

engine oi' the motor-truck.

'They must have succeeded in start-

ing it," said 1, and the three of us walked

over to see. It was a fact; the truck

was moving out o( the yard, and the

driver called to us:
" Pound the trouble by accident-hke.

Wire busted inside the insulation. Much
'bilged."

M\ heart beat high with excitement

and pride, for there, inside that truck,

proceeded Miss Jane's four trunks.

Promptly at midnight the under-

gardener and the butler appeared to

take' up their watch. As tin- change o(

sentinels was being made, 1 heard, faint-

ly, far down the road, three honks of an
automobile-horn. It was Mr. Coppy's
signal that he was in readiness. 1 knew
lu- would run close to tin- house now
with his lights off— and there wait for

lane.

1 had told Miss Jane to come down to

the side-entrance at midnight. And I
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now walked, as though aimlessly, around
the corner of the house to give my aid

in this last crucial moment of her de-

livery. As I rounded the corner of the

house, I saw a figure in overalls stand-

ing carelessly in the open, and made a

mental note to rebuke her tactfully

when it should be safe. Of course, it

was dark, but one should never take
unnecessary chances. It is not scientific.

I walked up to her rapidly and took
her arm. "All is ready," I whispered,
stealthily. "Come," and I led her tow-
ard the gate. We passed close to the
butler and the under-gardener, but they
suspected nothing, taking the chauffeur

with his greasy overalls for granted.

Jane and I walked slowly up the road,

though the temptation to run was well-

nigh overpowering. We walked some
hundred yards when Jane spoke:

"Say, sport, what's the idea?"
I stopped, nonplussed. The words

were not such as a young lady would
use; the voice was undeniably bass.

"Well," the voice said again, "we're
on our way, but where to?"
"You—you aren't Miss Jane?"
"Do these pants look like I was?

Say, sport, that insominy of your'n don't
affect the noodle, does it?"

"But," said I, "there's some mistake.
You ought to be Miss Jane."

"Say, what's goin' on, anyhow?
What's Miss Jane got to do with it?

Where is Miss Jane?"
"I would give," said I, fervently,

"as much as five dollars to know."
"Somethin's wrong here," the chauf-

feur said, grimly; "you come along with
me back to the house. This needs
lookin' into."

He gripped my arm in fingers of un-
believable strength, and glared at me
with ferocity. "Don't cut up no capers
now, or I'll drop somethin' hard on your
bean. Come gentle, pal."

In this plight I re-entered the grounds
of Mr. Crabb's estate. The butler and
the under-gardener were doing their

duty, for we did not pass them unno-
ticed.

"Say, Dick," said the butler to my
captor, "what you flittin' around so
much for. First you go off with this

gentleman. Next—and I dun'no' how
you done it— you come skedaddling
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around the house there and make off
across the lawn like you was bein'
chased. Then here you come back
again 'fore you've had half time to git
where you was goin'."

"You're seein' things," said Dick.
"I guess I got eyes," said the butler.
"I seen you, too," said the under-

gardener.

At that moment the lights of a car
flashed on us, a motor-horn tooted thrice
derisively, and, startled, we looked up to
behold Mr. Coppy, in his big roadster,
speeding past, and at his side sat an
individual clad like a chauffeur, but the
figure was hatless, and longhair streamed
out behind. I recognized Miss Jane.

The events I have described are now
upward of a week old. It will not aid
to describe how I effected my escape
from the corn-crib in which the chauf-
feur and the under-gardener and butler
incarcerated me, expressing emphati-
cally their opinion that I had aided Miss
Jane to escape. But escape I did, and
reached my office in safety.

I have not sent Mr. Crabb an addi-
tional bill for services, regarding his ini-

tial retainer as ample remuneration. I

have not desired to communicate with
him at all.

As for Mr. Coppy, he has reason to

be grateful to me, and I shall render
him a supplementary invoice, but not
until later. At the present moment,
doubtless, he feels some small irritation

toward me—not, as you may suppose,
because I mistook the chauffeur for

Miss Jane, but for another reason alto-

gether. The reason is this: They have
with them aboard the steamer bound
for Liverpool, not four trunks filled with
Miss Jane's clothing, but four trunks
containing seventeen dogs, mildly under
the influence of chloroform. I removed
Miss Jane's garments from the trunks,

perforated them with many holes, using

the bit and brace Mr. Coppy supplied,

and put four dogs in each, excepting the

fourth, which contained five.

So I am successfully launched in my
profession. Scientific humanitarianism
has proven lucrative, and I can refer

skeptical clients to Mr. Coppy and Mr.
Crabb. Both will have to admit my
efficiency.



W. D. HOW-ELLS

THK fourth year brings round that

civic turmoil, peculiar to our re-

public, which involves the choice

of our chief magistrate. By what magic
this is incident with the privilege which

equals woman with man in one of the

most dramatic prerogatives of life we
should be very far from trying to say,

though probably we could say if we
tried hard enough. We are richly con-

tent with the phenomenon itself, and

have no ambition to explore the reasons

why the year of our presidential election

should always be coincident with leap-

year. !t is a pleasing conjecture that

tlit Fathers of the Republic may have
wished to pay a graceful duty to the

Motln is in choosing for the quadrennial
(hction of our president thai year out

of the four when each or any woman
ma} demand tin man of her preference

m marriage. Hut this conjecture may
be too fond; the fathers may have had
no such notion; tiny may not have
thought of it; or if they did, they may
have recognized the coincidence in a

of afterthought, ;is ;i joke which the

mothers would enjoy with them when
they saw it; in th.o kind of domestica-
tion which is pre-eminently characteristic

i t our commonweali h thej ma \ have
i \|>i cted to laugh it over w ith them.
In .1 I nt i ation, tin mystical
i oncurn nee of l< ap-3 < ar and tin pn s-

id< ntial 3 ear w .is probablj lost to the

political consciousness, as it has ever
1
in. nut d forgotten until our con-

are had, most unt \p( i ti dly w ith

ourselves, pierced to it, though few of
our broth* 1 .md sist« 1 psj chologists w ill

be w illing to allov th< fact.

I lu n is .1 t'u it ht r inquir} which we
w ill not puss, but w ill men \\ off< 1 fa
tin genera] pursuit. It is quite possible

that n was within tin- intention of tin

founders of tin commonwealth t«> build
it upon the wisdom <A' the citizens of

both sexes, and not lopsidedly leave it

toppling upon the uneven judgment of

the male citizens. It does not seem too

much to suppose that they esteemed the

female citizens equally worthy of public

trust, and that in the fullness of time,

say after the lapse of nearly a century
and a half, they meant their intention

to appear. At any rate, it is remarkable
that now, in the thirty-first or thirty-

second presidential campaign, none of

the political parties propose to fight it

without the help of the female citizens,

unless the anti-sufFragists have a cham-
pion in the field, who will of course be a
man. The Progressives were pledged to

the cause of the equal vote four years
ago, in out-and-out terms; and in their

reunion with the Republicans they have
been able to imbue that party with their

ideal. We are not sure that an ideal

can be employed in imbuing anything,

but we are supposing it can- and we are

sorry that we have not a like figure to

represent the like effect with the Demo-
cratic part}', which also has declared

itself for the same principle. To be sure,

both of these elder organizations have
declared forthe suffrage conditioned upon
its adoption by the States before accept-

ing it nationally. One of the candidates

has already gone farther and offered his

prefer* nee for a change in the Federal

Constitution. Both parties might see

their waj out of fulfilling their promise,

if necessary, but they will not see their

way out if the women can bind them
to it, or if they can keep them in mind
of the fad th.it thej already hold some
millions t^' votes m the equal-suffrage

St.ites which they can cast this way or

th.it. If tin Fathers of the Republic

meant equal suffrage- by adopting leap-

\ 1 .11 as the presidential year, tin- grand-

daughters will t.ikt care th.it they do
what tiny meant in due course of

time.
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It is difficult to divine from the system
of other republics just what they do or

did mean. There are now some eighteen

or twenty American republics in the two
continents of our hemisphere, beginning

with ourselves, and counting southward
through Mexico, Yucatan, Guatemala,
Honduras, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Pana-
ma, Cuba, Venezuela, United States

of Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Chile, Ar-
gentina, Paraguay, Uraguay, and Brazil,

Hayti, and Santo Domingo. In the Old
World there are more republics than one
would suppose, beginning with the Span-
ish republic of Andorra and the Italian

republic of San Marino, both common-
wealths of the greatest antiquity, to say
the least of them, and then advancing
through Continental history with Portu-
gal and Switzerland to the most demo-
cratic of all, our foster-mother and
younger sister, France. Our memory
does not serve as to Africa, except in the

sole instance of Liberia, but a few years
ago Great Britain destroyed two there. In
Asia we are sure of the youngest of the
family, and of the twenty-sixth republic,

in the vast, bland, pacifist common-
wealth of China. She, with feet un-
bound, takes her place in the glorious

rank of the peoples whom God gave

into their own keeping when he said:

. . . "I am tired of kings;

I suffer them no more."

She is perhaps not all yet that we could
wish her to be, but she is as like our-
selves as she can be at such short notice,

and whether her president is quadren-
nially elected, or whether her presiden-
tial year is coincident with leap-year, we
cannot be so sure as we should like.

The president of the French Republic
is septennially elective, and in his suc-
cession leap-year cannot be kept account
of; but in Switzerland, where the chief
magistrate is chosen every second year,
every other election may fall on leap-
year. In our fair, massive sister Brazil
the election is quadrennial, like Our
own; but as to the Spanish-American
republics we prefer to leave the reader
in ignorance as dense as our own. What
we know is that the day of equal suffrage
must be dawning in Chile and Argentina,
as it is with us, and that the daughters
of the republic there will keep round

after the sons and see that they observe
the promises which they might willingly

break.

Upon the whole we are very well satis-

fied with the outlook in the republican
world. Mexico, indeed, is not that
peaceful scene which we should like;

but we do not think at the moment of any
monarchy which is an image of secular

repose, and we must remember that
Mexico has had more good advice from
us—not to say active medicine—than
any body politic could well digest. The
other republics are doing very well, and
we are approaching our quadrennial
choice of a prince with much more dig-

nity than the impious peoples manifest
who forget that God is tired of kings.

We know that this will be a hard saying
for all romantic-minded persons, idola-

ters of tradition, lovers of titles and
other baubles; but a little reflection,

such reflection as they are able to sum-
mon to their help, will teach them its

truth. They may suppose from what
they have been told by the story-books,

or have had handed down to them from
father to son, that there is something
very august and noble in the succession

of a born ruler to another born ruler,

but this is often attended with mortify-

ing difficulties. In the first place, with
all the frequency and fertility of royal

marriages it is difficult to get just the

rightful ruler born to the satisfaction of

his subjects. It will never do to explore

the annals of monarchy to its most in-

timate moments, and the republican

muse shrinks from mentioning the

presence of official witnesses to the

authenticity of the royal heir in the

birth-hour. Even then distressing doubts
persist; suppositions of supposititious

infants remain, and poor Mary of Mo-
dena, the second wife of James II., was
followed to her grave and beyond it by
the misgivings of so many of her hus-

band's subjects that it is still question-

able whether an actual princess of

Bavaiia is the rightful heir of the English

throne, as so many devout Jacobites

believe. As for that family question of

the Spanish Succession which once
drenched half of Europe in the blood of

nations unconcerned in it, we must not

recur to it, for that way madness lies.

But why is not a Bourbon of some sort
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now on the French throne, instead of

that good M. Poincare, who certainly

was not born to the presidential chair?

There are plenty of Bourbons, and to

spare, and there is now a perfectly good
Braganza (as Braganzas go) knocking
about Europe somewhere, who was duly

witnessed and certified as the babe born
to rule over the Portuguese people.

Since that graceless nation has decided

to rule over itself, there is a king out of

a job, and in the shuffle of Central
Europe during the present war there

are several other kings, good, bad, and
indifferent, who are wanting work, as we
should say if kings ever worked. Per-

haps there will be others yet; there has

already been talk, but no very lively

hope, of a German Republic. We do
not insist, and all this about the unem-
ployed princes is beside the question

whether the chief magistracy of a state

is better acquired by birth or suffrage.

Most Americans believe that suffrage

confers it with greater dignity and jus-

tice, and even in the heat of a presiden-

tial campaign we venture to think that
the choice of a candidate for the succes-

sion bv means of delegates to a national

convention chosen by primary election,

and then roaring through a week of dis-

cussion, of trading votes and using every
stratagem possible under the rules or

over them, is a finer and nobler and
honester thing than having an heir-

apparent born and bred to the job of
tlty.

The monarchical superstition dies hard,
as .ill the other phases of romanticism
do. What we are saying, and even saying
over, is that our elective succession is a
more wholesome, honest and dignified,

method of handing on the power of the
utive than the monarchical method.

It we are \\ rong in anything, and we are
probably wrong in many things, we are
wrong in giving too much power to the

1 he presidency, as we in-

vented it when Washington refused a
crown, was .m image of the kingship;
we had got no further than that; and it

n mains an image ofthe kingship, though
smirking and dodging at times in tin

keeping of the cleverer politicians, and
trying to look al\\a\ s like an expression of
the popular will. In the French Republic
the presidential election is not so popular

as with us in form or in fact, for our
electoral college apparently refines, but
does not really refine, upon the popular
choice. In Switzerland the president is

merely the clerk of the legislative body;
they get on in Switzerland without even
the presidential effigy of a prince, and
probably it is so in Andorra, though
we are not so sure about Liberia or the
Spanish - American commonwealths.
These may have forms more like ours and
less like the French, which has not taken
us for an ideal so much as we suppose in

considering our priority. In his Spirit

of Laws, Montesquieu anticipated Jef-

ferson in that famous passing of the
Declaration of Independence when he
said that all men were born equal, and
this subject of an absolute monarchy
divined and pronounced the truth con-
cerning political conditions in saying
that under a despotism favor ruled;

under a constitutional king, honor; but
in a republic, virtue. It does not always
seem so with us. Possibly at this mo-
ment there are those of the Republican
party who deny any sort of virtue to the

Democrats, and Democrats who are

willing to remain in power with the con-

viction that the Republicans are alto-

gether vicious. Yet somewhere in the

commonwealth virtue resides and keeps

it sound if not sweet. Upon the whole it

is better than the favor which sustains

the subjects of a despotism, or the

honor that keeps the lieges of the con-

stitutional monarch in heart and hope.

Yes, virtue is better than those, and the

great matter is to make sure of it even
in the chief magistrate.

One way of doing this, perhaps the

easiest and promptest way, is to deny
its existence in the different candidates.

This puts them on their mettle and
obliges them to manifest it, which is

harder for the head of a republican state

than it is for a despot to show favor, or for

.1 constitutional prince to behave as the

fountain of honor. In fact we are dis-

posed to rest in supreme content with

our system, and to deny that it has any
defects, at hast serious ones. One thing

in its working, however, is a thing of

rather modern dan-, is the custom of the

presidential candidate taking the sf

ill his own behalf or that o{ his p

Such a thing is not imaginable of M
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ington, or of either Adams, or even of

Jefferson, and we doubt if Jackson open-

ly espoused the cause of the Jackson
party. The first Harrison did not, and

probably could not—being more used to

speak by the cannon's mouth, as Taylor

was. Clay, indeed, spoke in his party's

behalf, but Clay spoke so easily and elo-

quently. He was beaten, and so was
Cass, who was famed for a campaign
speech in which he excused himself from
trying to declare his position on the

slavery question because the noise and
confusion would prevent his being heard.

General Scott's gift, like Taylor's and
Harrison's, was arms rather than letters;

his one brief oration praising "the rich

Irish brogue and the sweet German ac-

cent" did not win him hyphenated votes

enough to save him from defeat at the

polls. Lincoln, who had spoken so much
and so well before his nomination, was
silent afterward till he read his inaugural

address. He seems to have thought with
Washington that he had said enough in

words and deeds; but very likely he

would not have been as critical of presi-

dential candidates on the stump as we
fancied ourselves to have begun by
being.

We say fancied, forwe seem to have been
working silently round to another and a

better mind about them. We find our-

selves asking ourselves, why not? If it

is what the people want, why not give it

to them? What does it matter whether
or not the French candidate or the Swiss

stumps the legislative body which elects

him? The candidate in San Marino is

too busy in his vineyard; let the people

come there to hear him if they want to

know what he thinks on the tariff and
the other burning questions. Shall we

let Brazil, or even China, determine our
custom in this matter, especially if we
are not sure they are not merely waiting
to follow our example ? At first we were
inclined to think stumping the country
for one's party was undignified, but was
it really undignified, or more undignified
than listening to the stump speeches, as

the candidates' fellow-citizens do? Is it

better to campaign the country as the
Mexicans do with the arms which we
have furnished the candidates and their

followers ?

In our other and better mind about
our custom (it has become our custom)
we think the great point is that the

stump speeches of the presidential can-

didates should be not only interesting

and able, but perfectly sincere—as sin-

cere as the attitudes of their listeners

and fully as intelligent; or, if that is

expecting too much, as intelligent as

that of the journalists who will comment
on them the next day, and will make no
such secret of their convictions as the

Easy Chair is now doing in the like case.

Why it is doing this, we could not ex-

actly say, but it is perhaps to preserve

an impartial or at least a judicial atti-

tude. Our notion of the judicial atti-

tude is that it is the effect of a mind so

absolutely free that no facts against the

ruling of the courts can have any effect

with it; and who knows what the ruling

of the great popular court, the court of

last appeal, will be in the actual in-

stance? It is for the majority to say,

and the voice of that majority is so

often the voice of the minority in

our presidential elections that we
cannot wait too patiently, too rever-

ently, for its utterance before conform-

ing to it.
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DURING the last twelvemonth a

book has appeared, unique in

character; remarkable for its ab-

solute competence in the expression of

all it attempts to express—including

many of the most elusive phases of

nature and of human nature; note-

worthy also for its dramatic values,

though up to this moment we have seen

no notice of it. Perhaps its length

—

over seven hundred closely printed pages
—has proved formidable for the casual

novel reviewer; but, as it is hardly
longer than some of De Morgan's vol-

umes of fiction, more likely its singular

divergence from the ordinary lines of the

modem novel has deterred recognition.

We do not purpose to review the book
—if, indeed, book-reviewing were prop-
erly one of the functions of the Study
—but we feel impelled to follow the
prompting of certain, suggestions which
this novel, Wood and Stone, by John
C\>wper Powys, an English writer hith-

erto known rather as a brilliant essayist

than as a novelist, has aroused in us

—

suggestions that have an important
bearing upon all artistic expression in

literature.

After what we have said of this au-
thor's faculty of expression—we might
c all him the master of Explicitness, who
still holds to the Implication closely

enough for the purposes of art—we
should confidently expect of him a per-

fectly lucid accounting for his own situa-
tion, with reference to the theme of his

undertaking, and to the implied neces-
sity of a concrete presentment of it

—

that is, <>f the essayist's suddenly turn-
ing novelist. What< ver disappointment
the novel itself may hold for us here ;it

least, in accounting for himself and for
his purpose there should he no disap-
pointment.

Usually a novel needs no preface; hut
here, in one (^ five pages, the author,

instead of giving his readers an entrance
to the edifice he has evoked from "airy
nothing," reaches forth to compass the
whole complex structure within a single

view—a comprehensive summation of
its meanings.
We see that the novel is a thesis—

a

synthesis resting upon interpretative

analysis. The theme—to get to the
bottom of the world-old struggle, re-

cently so startlingly obtruded by the
writings of Nietzsche, between the "well-
constituted" and the "ill-constituted."

"In other words, is the secret of the

universe to be reached only along the

lines of Power, Courage, and Pride? Or,

on the contrary, is the hidden and basic

law of things, not Power but Sacrifice,

not Pride but Love? ... In a universe

whose secret is not self-assertion but
self-abandonment, might not the ' well-

constituted ' be regarded as the van-
quished, and the 'ill-constituted' as the

victors? In other words, who, in such

a universe, are the 'well-constituted'?

"But the difficulty does not end here.

Supposing we rule out of our calculation

both of these antipodal possibilities

—

both the universe whose inner fatality is

a striving towards Power, and the uni-

verse whose inner fatality is a striving

towards Love,—will there not be found

to remain two other rational hypotheses,

either, namely, that there is no inner

fatality at all, that the whole thing is a

blind, fantastic, chance-drifting chaos;

or that the true secret lies in some subtle

and difficult reconciliation, between the

will to Power and the will to Love."
So far as to the theme; no hint as yet

of a story, of anything concrete. Only
the essayist at work. In speculative con-

templation. Now, for the dramatic pro-

cedure— its scene, motive, and method,
:is involving esthetic interest and the

corresponding transformation of the es-

sayist into an artist
—

''the writer feeling
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that, . . . where the elusiveness of hu-

man nature plays so prominent a part,

there is more hope of approaching the

truth, indirectly, and by means of the

imaginative mirror of art, than directly,

and by means of rational theorizing. . . .

"Art, alone—that mysterious daugh-

ter of Life—has the secret of following

the incalculable movements of the Force

to which she is so nearly akin. A story

which grossly points its moral with fixed

indicative finger is a story which, in the

very strain of that premature articula-

tion, has lost the magic of its probability.

The secret of our days flies from our

attempts at making it fit such clumsy
categories, and the maddening flavor of

the cosmic cup refuses to be imprisoned

in any laboratory.

"At this particular moment in the

history of our planet it is above all im-

portant to protest against the prosti-

tuting of art to pseudo-science. It must
not be allowed to these hasty philo-

sophical conclusions and spasmodic eth-

ical systems to block up and close in

. . . the large free horizons of humor
and poetry. The magic of the world,

mocking both our gravity and our flip-

pancy, withdraws itself from our shrewd
rationalizations, only to take refuge all

the deeper in our intrinsic and evasive

hearts. . . .

"The pivotal point of the ensuing nar-

rative might be described as an attempt
to suggest . . . that the hearts of * ill-

constituted' persons,—slaves, Pariahs,

cowards, outcasts, and other victims of

fate,—may be at least as interesting, in

their bizarre convolutions, as the hearts

of the bravest and gayest among us.

And interest, after all, is the supreme
exigency of the esthetic sense."

The author justly criticizes the many
modern writers who, "in their earnest

preoccupation with philosophical and
social problems, grow strained and thin

and sententious, losing the mass and
volume, as well as the elusive-blown airs

of the flowing tide." He thinks that the

deplorable thinness and sententiousness
may be due to the fact that, in the excite-

ment of modern controversy, these en-

terprising writers have no time to read;

and, in contrast with these, he refers to

Mr. Thomas Hardy as of all recent

English writers "the only one who brings

with him an atmosphere of the large,

mellow, leisurely humanness of the

past." To him he has dedicated the

novel, intimating that "one could hardly
have the audacity to plant one's poor
standard in the heart of Wessex without
obeisance being paid to the literary over-

lord of that suggestive region."

Here—in the sandstone quarries of

Leo's Hill, presided over by their self-

made Napoleonic owner, Mortimer Ro-
mer, and in the opposing eminence of

Nevilton Mount, With its Christian as-

sociations dating from the discovery of

the Holy Rood of Waltham—this novel

finds its title, Wood and Stone; also its

gigantic metaphor resting upon these

eminences as representing the two con-

flicting mythologies of Power and Sacri-

fice. Into the details of the human
drama—in which the struggle goes on
between the Pariahs of various types

and the powers that be, as well as fateful

circumstances—we cannot enter here,

but certainly the reader who wholly

submits himself to the currents of the

drama will agree that Mr. Powys has at

least succeeded in making it esthetically

interesting, and in some chapters

—

notably the one entitled "Auber Lake"
—cumulatively tense and impressive.

This is one of the books that beginning

writers may most profitably read as a

study in expression, and it is mainly on

this account that we have directed at-

tention to it—not for itself alone, but

even more for the class of books to which

it belongs. There is no school or system

of training by which one can be inducted

into the literary art. The critic detects

at once the difference between a writer

of fiction whose only preparation for his

art has been the reading of fiction and

one whose dilection for the representa-

tion of life has been the result of direct

sympathetic observation.

But the writer who has not been an

avid reader, fresh as may be the charm
and flavor of life drawn from its direct

assimilation, has had a limited pastur-

age, and has been cut off from the large

humanistic fraternity. The modern
masters of fiction have been wide and

discursive readers. This is true even of

one as realistic as Mr. Howells, whose

charm of manner has been enriched by
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the distinctively humanistic affiliations

thus cultivated. But the masters of

fiction we have now especially in view

are not thus realistic, nor, being classi-

cists, can they, on the other hand, be

termed romanticists. Their peculiarity

is the speculative range of their creative

imagination. By reason of this large

detachment they escape confinement to

the actualities of any limited time or

place; yet nothing human is alien to

them.
If we were to name the writers of the

last century who have most inspira-

tionally stimulated the imagination of

young prose writers in England and
America, we should include very few of

those primarily recognized as novelists

—

perhaps only Thomas Hardy, George
Meredith, Henry James, and Joseph
Conrad.
Of these four, Hardy stands alone, as

a creative genius in the interpretation

of man and nature as well as in their

blended dramatic embodiment. It

would be as difficult to define his influ-

ence upon other writers—though we see

it illustrated in Mr. Powys's novel—as it

would be to fix the order of his genius

in any classification. Conrad seems
more nearly akin to him, though all at

sea, than any other. Both are at home
with the elements, natural and human;
both, in their detachment from the ordi-

nary actualities of life and in the tension

of their art, recall the masters of Greek
tragedy; neither was first known as an

ist, as is usually the case with the

ly speculative modern novelist.

Indeed, within the limits we have set,

those <»f the last century, we should
fust of all, for the stimulation of the

i reative Imagination, commend to young
writers that master essayist, Thomas
De Quincey, whose nearest approach to

anything in tin shape of a novel was in

Klosterheim, but who in almost any
otlnr of his characteristic writings—as
in Joan of Arc ami, most of all. in Ins

•ssions English Opim -/

—showid vasth greater powerof \ lsuah-

n and Impressive dramatic imper-
I hough in diction he is an ( \-

ample of what any writer of fiction

should avoid, yet any novelist who is

also a humanist should find in the deep
wells of his impassioned sensibility in-

exhaustible resources of power. For
something of the same kind of stimula-

tion we might go back two centuries

earlier to Sir Thomas Browne.
How many of our college undergradu-

ates, we wonder, are now reading Jean
Paul Richter or Goethe's Wilhelm Mei-
ster, as we were sixty years ago. But
they certainly do still nourish their

imaginative powers by the reading of

Coleridge's essays and of ''The Ancient
Mariner," of Keats, Shelley, Words-
worth, Tennyson, and Browning, and of

Carlyle, that other great essayist, who,
if he did not attempt fiction, gave us

Sartor Resartus and interpreted the

French Revolution. These great human-
ists are never outworn. They still are

our mighty metaphor-builders, uplifting

for us in illuminating mirages a past

humanity.
It is not expected of all writers of

fiction that they should be humanists
in this large, leisurely, and masterful

fashion. We recall but a few besides

those we have already mentioned who,
even in a lesser degree, have served as

torch-bearers of human culture: such

writers as Bulwer-Lytton, Thackeray,
Charles Reade, William Smith—the al-

most forgotten author of Thorndale and
Gravenhurst—and the late Samuel But-

ler. With the exception of George Eliot

—in her later fiction—and Mrs. Hum-
phry Ward, the writers who, since

Richardson, have made fiction freshly

and directly representative of contem-
porary life—and the larger proportion

of these have been women—could not,

as to the content of their fiction, be

styled humanists. Not even the divine

Jane. Doubtless, if they were worthy of

this designation, they would not so well

have- served either the vital mission of

their art or for the entertainment of their

readers.

Nevertheless, for the nurture and de-

velopment of Imaginative vision and

faculty, the great humanists—whether
(ssa\ists, novelists, or poets—have had

their larger place and service.



Shopping*
(A MONOLOGUE)

BY MAY ISABEL FISK

yf TIRED-LOOKING woman wearing

s^-l an anticipatory expression, slightly

^L -JL tinged with apprehension, stands

waiting patiently among the baby-car-

riages, dogs, and dripping umbrellas, at the en-

trance of a large department store. The babies

cry, the dogs yap, and the umbrellas drip. It is

all most depressing. She shifts from a con-

gealed foot to its companion, and as the mo-
ments go by her look changes to

one of obstinate resignation.

One feels she would resolutely

endure a hair shirt if convinced

it was her duty to do so.

Presently the Waited - For
arrives, rather exploding than |4|

walking through the outer plate-

glass doors.

My dear Helen, so you're first

—as usual. I can't think how you
do it—you are so maddeningly
punctual. I hope you haven't
minded waiting. . . . Three-
quarters of an hour! Not really?

Well, anyway, it's given you a
nice rest—you look a bit tired

—and we shall have a good long
day of it. I thought I never
would get off—and then, at the
last moment, there were so many
things I forgot to remember

—

you know how it is. And just

as I was coming out Mary
started in—a list a yard long.

I've told her and told her she
must stop it, but it's not a bit of
use; she only looks impertinent
and says she can't be expected
to cook proper meals if she has
nothing to do it with. So what
am I to do? And then she looks
superior, and I could kill her

—

only it isn't allowed. And of
course it had to go and rain.

Why it always has to rain the
very day I select for shopping

I don't know. If you'd had a telephone it

would have been different. . . . No, no—

I

didn't mean that; I meant I could have
'phoned you and changed our plans. It al-

ways puts me in a temper when I go shopping
even under the best conditions, and this

morning everything has upset me. But I

want you to have a pleasant day; I thought
you would enjoy it.

THREE-QUARTERS OF AN HOUR! NOT REALLY?
WELL, ANYWAY, IT'S GIVEN YOU A NICE REST

* Stage and Platform Rights Reserved by the Author

Vol. CXXXIII.—No. 797.—100
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I wish you wouldn't look like that; it's

just the expression Alec puts on sometimes

when I'm talking to him—precisely the same.

I sha'n't be horrid to you—I just feel dis-

agreeable inside; it never comes out on the

surface, and I never show my feelings any-

way—no matter what they are. And when I

saw how it was pouring I wore this old coat,

and I said to myself, " I know I'll meet every

one I know this morning." Sure enough, I

hadn't but just gotten to the bottom of the

steps when Mrs. Little came along—she gets

huger every time I see her. I can't bear her.

I wouldn't trust her around the corner—
she's so everlastingly good-natured, and
never says a nasty thing about anybody.

It's so unnatural. I'm sure she's a hypocrite.

But I was so glad you could come to-day.

I positively loathe shopping alone—any-

thing rather than being by myself—if it's

only the dog with me. But I'm having such

a time with Karl—Carlo. You see, I thought
we oughtn't to call him by that name until

the war is over, so I've changed it to Carlo

—

and Alec thinks that dog is so intelligent, but

I don't. He doesn't seem to understand a

bit, and the other day he stood stock-still

in the middle of a store while I shrieked

" Carlo" until I was ready to faint. And he

wouldn't budge, but just walked to a woman
who said, "Nice doggie," and wagged his

tail. I was furious. So I can't take him
again until he knows his new name—so I

have to leave him at home.
Talking about the war— I think if a few

of tin m had the things I have to go through
with every day they wouldn't mind a few
bullecs and those hand-trenches they throw.

And I've done my share, I think. I've nearly

finished a muffler, but I cannot make out
why it's so strange; none of it looks like

Itself except for a few inches at a time—and
I'm- been so careful - but it's all full of holes

and lumps and different widths all the way
up or down —whatever you choose to call

it Some one said something about lost

stitches, but I've looked and looked, and
can't find our only holes. Alec was too

id about it; he said tin- soldier who had
t<> wear that would probably get pneumonia.

I've given it to Carlo to sleep on, but he
bites u. 1 never did like that dog, although
Mec thinks so much of him. He growls so

and sometimes his expression is scarcely hu-
man. Still, I can't help it.

My dear, will you tell me why we stop

here talking in this damp, sloppy place? . . .

Well, I'm sure it \\asn"t my idea to stand
here. I suppose we must check our urn-

brell; , boy, In- sure we get back our
own. . . . Excuse me,my dear; they do they
try to change them for ..hi ones if you don't
look out. 1 don't know how tin > do it, hut

they do. I feel just as though every one was
going to be hateful and rude to me to-day.

I can generally tell. Come on.

... Oh no—nothing in particular. I

just thought we would shop to-day. I don't

expect to buy anything unless I strike a
bargain, so we will only look at the high-

priced things—unless I do take something.
Might—don't know. Oh yes, I do want to

get some samples. Alec's mother is making
us some kind of an awful and unearthly
quilt, and these pieces help out wonderfully.

It keeps her quiet, and we need never use it

—

so I don't mind.
My dear—I hadn't noticed before—why

did you wear that hat? It's most unbecom-
ing turned up that way. I like one that
covers more of your face. . . . Now, Helen,

it's very foolish of you to take it like that.

You know I wouldn't say anything unkind
for the world. I was only telling you—a very
different matter. Besides, it's just the brim
that doesn't suit you; it's too girli— Well,

it doesn't exactly go with your—what you
might call mature style—that's all. . . .

How can you say so? I know I should only
be too thankful to any one who would tell

me if a thing didn't look well on me. ... I

did not. I didn't say it wasn't becoming.
I said it was wwbecoming—quite another
thing. . . . Well, I'm glad you understand
—words have such delicate distinctions of

meaning. I remember our professor of some-
thing at school used to say so—or something
like it—I'm not clear which, but I know
what I mean. Anyway, here are the velvets.

Did you see that girl deliberately look the

other way when I tried to attract her atten-

tion? And she knows me perfectly well

—

I suppose I come in here on an average of

twice a week for samples—and then pretends

she doesn't recognize me! Really, I— Oh
yes, velvets, please. ... I don't know. It

doesn't matter—something cheerful to look

at. I mean— Wait a minute. Perhaps

gray—yes, gray. Helen, now what do you
think: I want you to give your opinion. I

thought if I took my gray cloth and let in

sort of side bits at the bottom, and at the

top put a bias band to let it out— . . .

What? Dear me, no. I'm not any stouter.

It isn't that. It's just a little snug for the

new styles, and it rather worries Alec it In-

thinks I'm the ha^t hit tight. Personally, it

doesn't make me uncomfortable, and I never
show it you know so many get rid in the

face hut it doesn't upset me. Still

—

... 1 hat's much too dark. It's nearly

black. ... 1 can't help it if it is called

gray. It looks marly black. Indeed, I

should say it was a light black! Haven't

you something brighter? . . .Oh yes, you

have—excuse me— What's that sticking
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out up there on that top

shelf? That's lighter. . . .

Oh, oh—is it? It seems a

very odd idea to mix up
silk and velvets like this.

Helen, this girl is deter-

mined not to wait on me
properly and won't get me
what I want. . . . Well, of

course I don't know exactly

what I want myself—but I

might see it. That's the

way with shopping. You
never know what you
mightn't see—if you're

shown it. But how can
you tell if you're not ? They
don't know what an easy

time they have of it com-
pared with what we have
to put up with—me, any-
way. Besides, I don't sup-

pose they have the same
feelings we have, and
wouldn't understand them
if they did. I'm sure I

would never be rude and
disobliging if all I had to do
was to stand behind a

counter and show things to

people all day. You would
think they would learn nice

manners just by coming in

contact with us and waiting

on us. But it doesn't seem
to have any effect on them.

. . . Oh no; that's much too light—it's

nearly white—a dark white. Really, I cannot

understand why you don't show me some-
thing I want. Oh, I don't think silk would
do. Do you, Helen? What do you think?

. . . You do? Well, I don't. But you
might show me some.

. . . Now I said to Alec only this morning

—

I said, "It isn't as though I asked you what
you want for dinner, but just give me a

hint"—an entirely different thing—when you
have to plan three meals a day, with the

children growing out of themselves every

other minute—and Teddy had no sooner

come down with a cold last week than Eva
insisted on having her hair up!—all in one
day. Breakfast I don't mind; that's easy

enough—something quick and slippery with-

out much chew to it. Alec only takes about
five minutes over his breakfast, and— Why,
that's satin! I thought you were going to

show me some silk? ... I know I said I

didn't think I wanted silk, but I would have
looked at it just the same. But satin is just

silk, anyway, with a shine on, isn't it? And
I think my mind is set on velvet, after all—
and you haven't what I want. So you'd

YOU WOULD THINK THEY WOULD LEARN NICE MANNERS JUST
BY COMING IN CONTACT WITH US AND WAITING ON US

better show me the satin—bring several more
pieces at once.

. . . "Well," I said to Alec, "you don't stir

out of your office all day long while I have a

million things to do." And if you'll believe

me, all he did was to snort! Yes, snort—
that's the only word to express it. I some-
times wonder if men really mean to be as

exasperating as they are, or if it's so natural

to them they don't notice it. Now I always
say— Do look over there! . . . Why, those

cushions—precisely the same as I paid two-
forty-nine for last week—and now one-

ninety-eight! Isn't that outrageous? You
would think the people who buy things and
practically support these stores had some
rights—but there you are.

Dear me, when you bring me so many
pieces at once it confuses me so and I sha'n't

know what I'm doing. . . . Yes, I know I

said to, still

—

Helen, this girl is simply hopeless as a

saleswoman. Here's a whole shopful of

things and she doesn't show me anything
I'm going to buy! . . . Nothing of the kind.

A good saleswoman is supposed to guess at

what you want before you know yourself,
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and make you take it whether you like it or

not. You know, the more I think of that

gray cloth the less I believe I will touch it at

all this year. No; I'll drag it through an-

other season just as it is. 1 could move the

hooks out to the extreme edge with a bow,

and put some braid over the seams where it

is beginning to strain; it's only a little snug.

Most women I know would consider them-

selves loose, but, as I said, Alec doesn't like

me tight. . . . No, you haven't shown me a

thing I'd take. ... Oh yes, I suppose you

have done your best, but it isn't my fault

you haven't sold me anything, is it?

... I think that was a most impertinent

remark for that girl to make to me. Really,

I was quite embarrassed. I told you I just

felt every one was going to be hateful to me
to-day. I can always tell.

Now what shall we look at next? . . . You
think so? Oh, I don't. I wish I hadn't seen

those cushions. They will be in my eye all

day now. I can't bear to think I've been

swindled. . . . What is the use of you try-

ing to excuse it: It's a swindle—a perfectly

audible swindle.

. . . Floor-walker, where are the shoes?

. . . Top floor? And the hats? . . . On the

floor below? Now, Helen, what do you
think of that

—

piling the shoes on top of the

hats! Hut that's just the way with these

people who make up stores. I don't suppose

they give- these things the least thought.

Ol , bother! I forgot the samples. I'll go

back and get them. I might change my
mini about the gray. You just keep the

th \ itor waiting until 1 come back. I won't

be long. We'd better start in with the

bargain basement and work our way up from
flo( r to floor. . . . No, I know they don't

keep anything decent there, hut I just want
t<> buy a few little presents to send away to

the country nothing but relatives. 1 hen

we'll spend some time in the shoe-depart-

ment. Nothing rests me more than trying on

shoes when I'm shopping. I want to get

these off; tin heels are beginning to tire me.

. . .Oh no! just try on. I'll he hack

shortly.

. . . My dear, I can't tell you how rudely

tliat -ill looked .it m< when 1 went hack and
asked her tor tin- samples simply glared,

ami just slashed right into tin goods [ike mad
and then fairly flunu them at me. But 1 got

much larger pieces th.it way. Wh.it about

the ru^s. .is long .is they are right here? It's

;i hit early, perhaps, to begin in tin- basement.
\\ . don't w .mi i > get through too soon. Oh,

Helen, why didn't you keep the elevatoi

waiting till I came back! . . . Yes, he would,
if you had been firm enough about it. . . .

\\ ell, never mind.
we'd better— Oh, do look at

those lovely shirt-waists for ninety-eight

cents! And silk at that! I believe I'll get

one if I can just elbow my way through this

crush. Here, hold my things till I come out.

It is absolutely unbelievable what women
will do when they are after a bargain. I

think I can squash my way in.

. . . Pardon me, madam, / had hold of this

shirt-waist first. . . . Well, I can't help

what you think. / know I had it first. Here,
miss, I'll take this shirt-waist. But wait a

moment. I don't like them so plain. Haven't
you one with a little lace or something on?
. . . Yes, that's better—but the lace looks

cheap. . . . Well, of course I didn't expect
real lace for ninety-eight cents—with a shirt-

waist attached to it! Haven't you any linen

or lawn ones? . . . Yes, that's more like it.

How does it fasten up? . . . Hooks? I don't

like hooks on a thin shirt-waist. No, that

won't do. Haven't you got any with but-

tons? Or, better still, anything with "hus-
band fasteners"? . . . You don't keep them?
Why, every up-to-date shop keeps them now!
I put them on almost everything; my hus-

band drags ofF all the hooks and buttons.

Even the clumsiest man can't fail to make
them hitch. They just seem to jump to-

gether at a touch.

Upon my word, the way these women
push is too disgraceful! There, I gave that

one just as good as she sent. I cannot under-

stand how they can act so.—Oh, that's the

linen one. Um-m-m! I don't know whether
I like that embroidery, now I see it, in the

flesh, so to speak. Would you mind trying

it on ? I can tell better. Let me see the back.

Your shoulder-blades poke out so it is rather

difficult to tell. I don't know . It seems a bit

too early to buy a thin shirt-waist, when you
come to think of it. The styles may change
before you have a chance to wear it.

Now, did you see the way she flounced off?

No matter how polite and considerate you

are to them, they are so rude. I told you I

knew every one was going to he hateful to

me to-day. 1 felt it in my hones. And they

generally are right. So I think we had better

look at the hats at once. A becoming hat

always cheers me up and, as a matter of

fact, I look well in almost anything.

. . . Here we are at last! 1 loathe those

oscillator stairways. 1 always expect to he

ground up in them. . . . ^ es, hats, please

—

and nothing cheap or tawdry something in

your newest modes. \nd 1 don't mind at

all about the price as long as it suits me.

Let me sec that one over there the one with

the what-you-may-call-it on one side and the

thingumbob on the other. ^ es, that's it.

Now 1 hke th.it yes, very pretty indeed!

How much is it? Oh- -oh— ! N-no, I don't

think I care for it. . . . Well, I've just
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changed my mind, that's

all.

. . . Y - yes — I rather like

that. If the grapes were moved
to the back and the bow
changed to this side and the
buckle put in the front, why, it

would look quite different, it's

true—quite a nice hat. . . .

No, I don't think I care for

that one with the autumn
leaves. I don't like the sugges-

tion, somehow. I think it's too

old for me. What do you
think, Helen? . . . Oh, you
don't? Well—

. . . No, I really don't know
what I want. I expect you to

find out. But it must be stun-

ning— something very stun-

ning and picturesque— not
bunchy, but spread out—with
feathers, perhaps—standing up— or lying down — not too

much of it, you know, but with
a good brim—drooping in

some places, but straight up in

others. I think you know now
just what I want.

. . . Well, of course it hasn't

all the things about it I de-

scribed, but still— Yes, I do
like it. . . . What? Very
girlish-looking? I'll try it on.

—Yes, it really is very becom-
ing indeed. What did you say about " young,"
Helen? Sometimes you don't speak dis-

tinctly. . . . You don't care for it? Well, I

do. I'll take this. But I think I'd better

have it sent home on approval first. Could
you just leave it for a day? My husband
won't be home until to-morrow night, and I

want him to see it. . . . Oh, you could send
it then? Yes, but I want my mother to see

it, too, and she is going back to the country
in the morning, so it would have to be there
by the first delivery. Send a special, will

you?
'Sh-h-h, Helen! I'm not going to buy it.

I want to have my picture taken in it to-

morrow, to go with my black velvet. They
never know it if you don't make hat-pin
holes in it. Mrs. Ridley did the same with
those gorgeous ermine furs. Didn't hurt

I LOATH THOSE OSCULATOR STAIRWAYS. I

ALWAYS EXPECT TO BE GROUND UP IN THEM

them a bit; sent them right back the next
day. . . . Nothing of the kind. It's only
clever, that's all.

. . . Now you will send it by a special,

won't you? . . . Thank you so much. Good
morning.

. . . Well, we have made a good beginning,
haven't we? What do you say to having a
bite of lunch somewhere—just a glass of milk
and a sandwich? I never feel like eating
when I'm shopping; it tires me so. . . .

Oh, my dear, I couldn't let you! This is my
treat to-day. I don't feel as though I

ought— Still, if you insist— Well, I don't
know, come to think of it, I believe I'm
rather hungry myself. Yes, perhaps, after

all, a good, hearty lunch would be just the
thing to start us in well for the afternoon.
Come on!

A Treaty

QMALL Elizabeth was visiting her grand-
mother in the country. Going from stile to

stile across a field one day, she had to pass
close to a ferocious-looking cow with long
horns and bloodshot eyes. Said she, arguing
with the creature and shaking her finger at it:

"If you'll let me alone, I'll let you alone!"

Mistaken Kindness

f ITTLE Rachel had arrived in the country
for the first time. In the yard she saw a

hen gathering her brood of chickens under
her wing for the night. Flourishing her
apron, she ran at the hen, exclaiming:
"Shoo! Shoo! You naughty thing! You

mustn't sit down on those pretty little birds."



Shi •:: "He sings the lullabies specially well."

Other: " Yes, but I am afraid he will wake every baby in the block."

He Couldn't Tell So Soon

T( ).MMY had been playing truant from
school, and had spent a long, beauti-

ful day fishing. On his way back he

met on • of his young cronies, who accosted

him with the usual question, "Catch any-

thin^:'

\r this. Tommy, in all the consciousness

of guilt, quickly responded:
' \in't been home yet."

A Shopper

QHE was charming to look upon, this young
c woman, as she entered the Chicago post-

office, and, after a moment's hesitation,

stepped up to the stamp- window. The
clerk glanced at her admiringly and expect-

antly, and she asked:
4 Do you sell stamps here?"

With his most courteous smile he assured

her that they did.
44

1 would like to see some,
please," came the unusual re-

quest.

In a dazed sort of a way the

clerk handed out a large sheet

of the two-cent variety, which
she examined carefully. Point-

ing to one near the center, she

said,
4>

I will take this one,

please.'
1

much older is he

u We

Reproved

r~^OOI) morning, Nora/
1

said

Mrs. Rogers. "W as the

grocer's boy impudent to you
again this morning when you
'phoned the order in

:"

"
I [e w as that," complained

Nora, "but I fixed him this

time. 1 sez: 'Who in blazes

do you think you're talkin' to?

I his is Mrs. Rogers."
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A Moonshine Wish

"THE concentration of troops in Hawaii
had brought together again some old

comrades of Indian frontier days, and one
of the good wives insisted upon gathering

them at her table to talk of Auld Lang Syne.

They had been talking of a comrade's splen-

did services and advancement up the ladder

of fame. All knew he was superstitious and
never hesitated to stake all on one chance
if he could see the new moon over his right

shoulder. The hostess summoned one of her

guests to the lawn to try his luck, and
said:

''You must hold this silver dollar in your
left hand, look at the new moon over your
right shoulder, make a wish, and it will come
true."

The thing was very quickly done, and
they rejoined the party. Later the host-

ess asked if the wish had been made, and,

upon being informed that it had, she re-

marked:

"Where is my silver dollar?"

"Oh!" replied the guest, "I wished that I

might keep the silver dollar, and it came
true."

A Utilitarian View

gOTH Mr. and Mrs. Knight were of a

very artistic temperament, and it seemed
to the mistress only natural that her maid,
who had been with them some months,
should have developed some love of art in

that time. One morning while Ellen was
dusting the living-room Mrs. Knight entered

and found her gazing at the Venus of Milo.

"Do you like her best of all, Ellen?"

"Sure, an' I do, ma'am. She may not look

quite so natural with her arms gone, but she's

so aisy to dust, I just love her."

Take Your Choice

A COUPLE of tourists driving in the pict-

uresque hills back of Santa Barbara
decided to take a short cut to the ocean front,

but were not quite sure of the road. The only

human visible being a ragged lad sunning
himself in the dust at the side of the road, the

driver addressed him.

"Say, boy, how do you reach the ocean
from here?"

Whereupon the boy, without batting an
eyelash, gravely responded:

"Well, which ocean do you want to go to?"

Not What He Preached

Well) well) well) now what
J

s the matter, little boy ?"

That er— Socialist feller over there speakin went an took the box off'n my wagon
to stand on. an' he wo?i

,

t give it back."
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seeing the horrified

explain. " Needn't

fresh one."

Mi band: " The acoustics oj thai church are remarkably good."

Wife: " Yes
y

etuyi the people in the hack could hear you

snoring/'

News 1o 1 1' i

A 'I R \VEUNG-MAN one night found him-
'* self obliged to remain in .1 small town
on account of a washout on the railroad

caused by the heavy rain, which was still

coming down in torrents. The traveling-

man 1 11 1 n e d to t h e

w .nt n ss w irli :

I us 1 « 1 tainly looks

lik< t H I lood."

I In w li.it
:

"

1

he I' l< "'d. You \ t

i< ad about t he I Lood, and
t he \i k 1 .1 n d 1 n e <»n

Mount Ararat, sure!)
."

Geel mi ter," she

M t nun d.

.1 papt 1 i' 'i

Strained

Tl [E c hick e n soup
which the native rook

w;is fond of serving to

the new missionary to

Burma seemed to be

thickened largely with

fe a t h e i S, which both

ff e n d e (1 and embar-

rassed the good man,

especially w h e n there-

were guests ;tt his table.

The "hoy " cook —was
given elaborate instruc-

tions in regard to strain-

ing the soup.

Accordingly at t h <•

next dinner party there

was chicken soup, minus

the plumage.
" An improvement,"

said the host in an un-

dertone, taking a gen-

erous spoonful.

"Yes," exclaimed the delighted "hoy,"
in a tone perfectly audible to all,

'

' I strained

him good through sahib's sock." I hen,

faces, he- hastened to

be mad; didn't take a

I am t seen

1 1
1

1 . < 1 1 . 1 \ .

!l\

/\A\m had iusi been
1 taken to call on

i'imu n-up * < n s 1 n s w ho

had recently built and
ited .1 1. 11 e< and
.tin in w h " 11 1

w it h w h 1 C h she w .is

mii( li impn ssed.

in M.11 \ \n\
I when

I In n I'm glad we'n
i( h. It must 1

1

I

nd thai

I
1: I 1 .
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Two Mid-Atlantic Isles

BY CHARLES WELLINGTON FURLONG, F.R.G.S.

N my boyhood I once
dreamed that some-
where in the vast sweep
of the North Atlantic

there bulged over the

horizon an island. It

was a beautiful, won-
derful isle, where I walked among
strange buccaneers who were kind to me.
It was a setting such as I afterward

learned to love in the drawings of How-
ard Pyle. Half a lifetime later, the port

mudhook of our little, black-hulled,

rakish schooner stirred the calm in the

protecting lee of my isle of dreams.
There was the chain's rattle to break
the stillness of dawn; there, too, the

wild sea-birds, startled shrill-crying from
towering cliffs, dark-seared by forested

ravines, and waterfalls silver-threaded

over the cliff edges. Yes, and the land-

ing-beach, the little town, and all.

To the voyager over great oceans the

experience of coming upon deep-sea

islands induces a thrill, subtle and inde-

scribable. The Kitty A 1 lay "at Flores

in the Azores," with twenty-two hun-
dred miles of ocean behind. That day-
light we had sailed by Lagens Light-

house, our beacon all the previous night.

Our anchorage was just south of the

island capital, Santa Cruz. Its quaint,

1 The Kitty A, fifty-three feet on the water-
line, was the schooner in which the "West-
African Islands Expedition" sailed from Newport
to the west coast of Africa, carrying out various
work in the Azores, Madeira, the Desertas, and
the Canaries. The expedition comprised Mr. Harry
R. Amory, Dr. William G. Erving, Prof. Charles
W. Furlong, a mate, three sailors, and a cook.

Copyright, 1916, by Harper &

white, rectangular house fronts with
black borders, like so many mourning-
cards stuck up on edge, were relieved by
red-tiled roofs as they echeloned gently
down to meet the sea.

Even the great cliffs are partly ter-

raced by the islanders; while Nature,
through the modeling-tool of time, has
soft-molded the friable lava soil and
given to Flores with her frequent rain-

fall and proximity to the Gulf Stream
the greatest richness and fertility of the
Azores. Cultivated lands spread out,

and, beyond, the undulating hill country,
punctuated by craters, culminates in

lofty Morro Grande.
Flores is an isolated part of the vol-

canic chain of the Azores—a stupendous,
nine-by-twelve-mile lava mass which,
eons ago, boiled up from beneath the sea.

Rimmed with towering walls, with no
harbors and but few fair-weather land-

ing-places, Flores is surrounded with a

chevaux-de-frise of rocks through which
swirl dangerous currents, often lashed

into fury by Atlantic gales.

At Santa Cruz a thousand souls have
set their dwellings on a sheet of verdure-
carpeted lava, beneath a juniper-

crowned hill. From this little town rise

the two Moorish dome-crowned towers
of its church—so spacious that half the
seventy-three hundred islanders could
worship together within its walls, but so

little used that grass finds entrance
through the crevices of its aisles. A
wireless station now gives Flores com-
munication with the outer world; other-

wise its only regular connection with the
Erothers. All Rights Reserved.
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i< si "I in. ml. iiwl is l>\ i In moni lil\ i -ill

i ,| i Ik old I'm i ugui si 1 1 ;imi i
/ a nt hal.

\\ Ik ii human eyes fii si gazi <l on the

pi i
i mi luxui ianl la> .1 pile ol V Ion s

In. 1,, 1 \ fails d< limit l\ to record, bul

1 k .In , n •. lii i sight in!- to 1 Ik l»«»l<l

^!3?S

( ORVO

I I » >KI S

'

iii ui rKKNM
I 111

n.i vigatoi \ .1 ndi rberg, nineteen \ 1

1 1 Ik dis< o\ u y of 1 hi ni w woi Id.

I J 1 1 1 iIk m idd I < o 1 th 1 fi fteenth centu r

3

. about 1 mm hundi < d and
ten 1 1 In soul In .isiw .11 d, had bi 1 n

! Ii ins iiiiili 1 \ .111 1I1 1 I laagi 11

Aboul [460 he was requested l>\ the

grantee, Maria de Haagen i\c Vilhema
oi Lisbon, t<> transport his colom t<»

I lores and its smallei neighbor, Coi vo;
hiii within seven years th<\ all trundled
back to Sao l<»i^« because <>l the diffi

cult} <>l colonizing "two such remote
.iikI stormy islands."

Perhaps it is the Flemish infusion

which gives i<> these rathei good-looking,

shori statured natives the slightly light-

er complexions than those or the inhab-

itants of Sao Miguel. Although Moorish
customs predominate, some are un-
ilouhu ill\ <»l Flemish origin, noticeabl}

the capote e capello> worn by the women
.1 long cloak oi dark blue, falling from

.1 large hood stiffened <»m h\ strips oi

whalebone to almost huh the face <>l the

wearer, us fore and .1I1 dimension i<><>

hi^ to permit passing broadside through
the smallei doorways.

Before the town had rubbed its eyes

awake, the officials' boat withSenhoi Don
Cesar, who latei rendered us many ser-

vices, pulled alongside. In this we soon

landed, through .1 dangerous archi

pelago ol colossal pinnacled cinders.

\lx.11i these weird scoriae, even in the

calmest weather, treacherous currents 01

the subtle breath oi the sea lushed and
gurgled, while gales produced an incon-

cei\ able mat 1st 1 om 1 hrough \\ huh no

b( mi * oulil pass.

I'hc 1 1 .iMs.n I. mi ic \ 03 age on oui In

1 le \\ in<l jammei had dc\ eloped in us

.ni acute condition oi "sea legs"; long

\ igils, buffet ings, and 1 h< o\ erst rain of

s< \ 1 mi ni il.n s had 1 hiMiu il us out , old

\ ( pi une h.i\ mil; exacted oi me .1 per

diem toll oi 1 pound oi flesh.

I Ik housi s, \\ it Ii 1 In 1 1 M001 ish st j led

\ . ik 1 1. in blinds <»\ 11 ln.i\ \ balconies,

w 11 < .mil ho oi old I'oi t ugal. I )on

1 escorted us to 1 he house oi Mi
|. mil s \l.11 k.n . Bi it ish Via ( onsul,

w hose k 1 in 1 1 \ In l|i to \ .11 ious m nl\

nationals has caused him to be known
1 Im lughout 1 he Vzores as "

I ht C "onsul

nl Europe," to which should be added,
" and 1 hi I niti d States "

1 1< appeared
ui .1 frock coat and t< >p hat 1 he onh
oni I s.iw ui Flores. During his foui

scon years and ovet In had left I ht

island but on< 1 In a< t idi nt Vmi 1 ican

w hali 1 s and long \ 1 13 agi \ 1 sst K I rom
,1 I (opi and 1 apt ! 101 n laj ofl hi re



MR. JAMES MACKAY, THE BRITISH VICE-CONSUL, AND HIS FAMILY

when short of provisions. During a

visit aboard one of these, a northwest

gale suddenly sprang up, making his

return impossible, and in ten days he

found himself in England, but in three

more he took the first vessel back, and
here he has been ever since.

Late forenoon found us heading down-
coast in our large dory toward a cavern

called Furna de Fernao Jorge, in an

unsubmerged portion of a crater ring

whose seaward side had been broken

away by storms. We rowed into this

great amphitheater, which had once vom-
ited forth a hell of lire and then sucked in

the waters of the Atlantic.

An ever-falling curtain of water from

the eaves of the great semi-domed cav-

ern ahead screened the mysterious dark-

ness beyond. Through this shower shot

the dory, bringing up on a steep-

shelving cave floor of large water-

rounded stones. From the arching wall

hung festoons of ferns, mosses and small

plants grew, reeking in wetness. Tiny
olive-green canaries flicked by and were

lost in the verdure or darkness. The
sputter of Erving's bird-gun, as he

brought down two specimens—the first

of our collection had an uncanny,

smothered sound; one almost expected

its report to bring the tremendous sus-

pended mass crushing down upon us.

''The dory's adrift!"

The subtle surge had worked it from
the steep beach into the fast-sweeping

current. With a flying leap and plunge

John fortunately recovered it, for the

lonely cavern was no place to be ma-
rooned at high tide.

Farther southward, we again left the

bright sunlight and steered into the

Furna dos Enchareos—a colossal gash

in the side of Flores. At first we rowed

in the darkness of night. Then the bases

of the arching walls, like the transparent

water, took on a peculiar ultramarine

—

daylight turned to shadow and oxidized

by nature. Cautiously for two hundred

feet we felt our way into the bowels of

the great cliff. Here the cave, narrow-

ing, terminated in an inner chamber.

The dory softly heaved to an uncanny,

subtle, under-sea motion.

"Back water! Look there!" came
from the bow. From the inner chamber
issued a peculiar rumbling; before the

dory could be backed out of the narrow
corridor it became a seething caldron.

From its center a geyser shot hissing into

the darkness, telescoped, then all was
still. We warily reapproached this in-

teresting phenomenon, which, after a

few moments' quiescence, recurred

again and again. That inner chamber
was a weird, uncanny sight, an impres-



Ill \\ \ Bl'LLOCK-CARTS CREAK Mil. IK WAN OVER Ml Mil. AZORES

sion of direci connect ion \\ ith another
world.

Preparations to cross the Island were

speedil} under way. rhere being no
interior villages, and tin- coast rugged

and Mountainous, transportation was
along the coast h\ fishing-boats. Mr.

Mackay secured for me tin only horse

on the island -a beautiful creature,

white and diminutive, too daint} to load
w ith tin hea\ \ packs. < >ur outfit com-
prised Erving, Vmory, myself, Medeiro

.1 \ oung Port uguese from Fayal . Jose

Susanna the guid< . Jose d< Soza the

horse-bo3 or arriero)^ and a littl< tagger-

"ii. Josi Cabral man} Josephs, I >u

t

with coats oi on( 1 1 >1< >i .

1 l.i\ ing left tin schoonei in i harg< i >f

tin- mate, .it 6 \. \\ i started out

through tin half-slumbering town. On
I In outskirts \\ < mi t countl \ people

coming in young women carrying wa-
tei -jugs oi green foddi i on tin ii h< ads,

old tinn and women bearing fagots.

I gre< ted one nona-
irian, tott< i ing b< n< ath a load bigg< i

than herself. Sin kiss< d tin sih i r-

e 1 placed in In i w ithen d hand, and
doing bit ss< d me and it

.

Climbing upward along the rough-
d, zigzagging 1 1 >ad, we passed

v v hullo* h as en A tin ir

slow-swaying ways over all the Azores.

The squeak oftentimes rises like- tin-

chorus of a thousand pairs of two-dollar
shots; in fact, some owners take pride

in cultivating varied squeaks, perhaps to

offset the silences of their isolation. But
these carros de buis, as the carts of

I lores are called, have each a certain

melodious resonance, which the} sing

over and over in slow. rh\ thmic cadence,

sometimes with a slight variation, liki a

high-strung note of a violin or a flute-

like tremolo ;i number from tin- island

orchestra, lln- song of the carros min-
gled with tin- matins of tin- birds of

the melro (a blackbird .tin petitewheat-
(.ii. canaries, and purple sandpipers.

Field and roadwa} . from tin schooner,

had appeared framed with broad, blue-

gra} walls of stone, which now proved
to be limitless hedges of h\ ili.nu

hortensia, the islanders call them, lln

blossoms, averaging a foot in diameter,
sinot Ik k (1 the hedg< s, oft< n t w elv< feet

high, m light-blu< \ iolet.

Not onl\ did tin \ foi in Ik dg< S, hut

uM.it masses flowed in streams of color

into tin \ .illi vs. Wen thi s< tl< >i al In au-

tiesof ti\ ( minutes' journeying undei th<

glass of .m American florist, In might
retire foi lift . yet thn >ugh such a profu-

sion of In .tut \ w« could travel f< »r dai s.
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I I ;u r, fai

men the island I Cor .

- miles northwar
with a swirl of clouds. From the r

gentle grade - ind dated in

verdant table-land. I he road dwindled
to a trail ov« ninhabited moor and

51 - " .amy. from whi< h

the truncated cones of the

craters . v hen hen and there the mol-

ten island had once bubble,: I the

bubbles, bursting, had left hardened
rims. We explored a number of these,

most of which ottered remarkable sj

taeles. their precipitous sides s

abruptly down to th< ig pal -cent

lakes. The tallest crater. 3,037 fee :.

Monro Grande, northeast of the island's

center, across which our course .

In late afternoon we came to where
the interior country abruptly ended, and
stood on the edg sheer, thousand-
foot drop.

. S /"mur-
mured S is nna.

Leaning cautiously from among the

I laurel-like shrubs fringing

the treachei is dg<

.

h d gr I

amphitheater, rimm< I dies

precipitous escarpment-. Southv
nestled the little village : Fajemzinha;
on the coast-edg that

5, walled

:lds,

S -

g st ning jet, s iged w itl surf

which merged through turquoise into the

It v as Floi ' [ark Twain
•

•

interest in is ck in the
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-

: s mding coun-
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In fertile pastures browsed cattle, which

give this valley its exporting products

live-stock and butter -some of the pro-

ceeds of which go to nil the cotters of

the overlords of Portugal.

At the village edge a swarthy, sinewy-

built young man approached me. "My
name is Francisco Pimeatel; I am a

friend of Mr. Mackay's. Mi case es sue."

( My house- is yours.

)

The picturesque inhabitants, follow-

ing along with us, blocked the eight-

foot highway as we halted at Pimeatel's

home. Rest and fodder for the pack-

horse was my first consideration. We
were then conducted to a large, second-

story loom with the customary sand-

scoured wooden floor, simply furnished

with chairs, a table, long lace curtains,

and a few pictures. From a window-
could be seen the flat, black, jagged

reefs, upon which broke a light surf.

"It is very Beautiful," I remarked to

Pimeatel's father, a keen and intelligent

man who had acquired English in the

I lilted St;0'^

"Si J but it can be very terrible.

Many a good sheep is here wreck-ed.
The biggest sheep was a big linere, the

Slavonia. She smash against a cleef

fai tin r south. But only seven weeks ago
.1 wonen here early in the morning she

see a 'tush man' [stranger]. He come

from the shore with a life-preserv-eer,

his clothes all tear. Soon it is light to see

the sheep a French bark—the Bipard.
1 he small boats put away from her,

when, queek she break and go down."
Susanna had pointed her masts out to

me when we came down the mountain.
"Well, a fair sea was running, 'about

like' [as it is now], and vairy cold. The
boats turned over; all our people run
to the shore; and the strongest men
with ropes go over the shoals into the
sea.

"Great combers dash the crewr
, torn

and bleeding, on the rocks—like dead
feesh. With much dangere, all the twen-
ty-two are rescued, but nine died from
beating on the rocks. The captain,

Brondell, all his clothes were gone, but

a woman queeckly put him her dress.

Everybody do what they can; some they
bring to my house."

" But, Senhor, 1 hear that vour son

was the hero."

"Well," and the old man's eyes lighted

with restrained pride, "of course he do
his part—he save fourteen."

Soon tea, island cheese, and unleav-

ened corn-bread were set before us by

Pimeatel's parents, who fully expected

us to remain overnight. Our sailing

schedule, however, prevented; so about

six o'clock we bade' our hosts farewell.

[NG DOWN ON FAI EM GRANDE
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Outside we were met by Padre Bisarra,

the village priest, and two other nota-

bles, backed by almost the entire popu-
lation, who trailed a while in our wake.
Then Pimeatel, following the old Portu-

guese custom of seeing a guest on his

way, merged his long shadow with ours

toward Fajemzinha, and we
fell to talking.

"Senhor, do you know
the little Senorita Irene?"

"Si, Senhor." And I re-

called the pretty, black-eyed

Portuguese lass of fourteen,

a member of Mackay's house-

hold.

"Ah! Men amigo! She is

muito form osa, muito sym-
pathetica, she is my futura

[betrothed]. But the law

—

it make it dous annos—two
years, Senhor, before we are

married."

It took but half an invi-

tation to induce him to

head with us for Santa
Cruz, and but half an eye to

see that the lithe young
Portuguese was an able

walker. As sunset mellowed
the fertile valley and saffron-

tinted the whitewashed
houses of Fajemzinha we
passed through its main
square. Then came, excited-

ly scurrying, nearly every
man, woman, and child of
the place to beset Susanna
with questions about

"
os

Americanos."
Darkness brought cloud

and storm; the trail became
more treacherous, causing
the party to somewhat string

out. So we planned to
keep well together, but as

the depressed trails muffled
sound, in case of separation
or difficulty two shots were to be fired.

The arriero, who carried my rifle, left

it at a spring a half-mile behind, so I

went back with him for it. In catching
up with the outfit, we came upon a lone,

dejected figure seated on a stone at the

foot of a steep climb. It was Amory,
nursing a strained hip muscle. The wild-

blowing wind and rain-gusts in their

sweep across the mountain slope was
the only response to the signal shots;

so the arriero was hastily despatched to

halt the expedition and bring back help.

"I can't walk; I'll have to ride the
pack-horse," murmured Amory.

Visions of a one-hundred-eighty-pound

THE MAIN THOROUGHFARE OF FAJEM GRANDE

Don Quixote astride a diminutive Rozi-

nante, on whom the hard day's journey

had already begun to tell, convinced me
that that was impossible until beyond
this steep, rough climb. After the party

located us, we managed in relays to half

carry the injured man, stumbling over

rocks and through tough, wiry shrubs, to

the waiting pack-horse. But he was a
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wise little horse, and had left for parts

unknown; he was, however, eventually

rounded up.

Distributing the packs among the

men. We ^<>t Anion on, and set off down
the steep slopes in darkness and down-
poui an arduous journe} even for an

unloaded animal. Oncehefell. Fearing

in i ii i \ to his rider, as well .is to assist the

game little creature, I led liim the next

four hours and a half with my shoulder

undei his javt

.

Down shrub-arched, narrow ravines,

over sharp rocks, large and small, we
slipped .ind slid in intense darkness, the

water squirging from our shoes, winch

worked like suction-valves at ever} step.

To avoid falling headlong down steep

declivities and pitfalls, we sent a man
ahead with mountain-stock to grope out

the trail; and a few treasured matches
assisted horse and rider down the most

dangerous rockfalls. Occasionally the

little animal trod on me; but he was so

light and delicate that it was not even

anno} ing, and we seemed to have a per-

fect undei st anding. I lour after hour
the courageous creatur* went steadily

on thus, struggling undei Ins heavy bur-

den.

The Poi t iii-iic s< , like .ill the hardy
\/<>u .ins, prov( d to be fast and enduring

walke s, w hilt Pimeatel's acquaintan< e

with this section of the island made him
m\ al&able .is .1 guidi , I inall} . d<>w n .1

long, steep slop( and fai .iw .i\ in .1 gap

oi th. coast) came the welcome gleam of

I .ilm ns light . and two hours later our

little i>.n t \ clumped w eat il\ through the

outskn ts of I ..ilm ns; 1 hen between its

. gra} and still in the mist}

night I'nni .itt I said t hen v\ .is no pla( (

t< 1 put up here, so In and \1« d< iro dis-

app( ared d< w n .1 In w .1 to n >ut out

Ik 1 mm n to taki \m< -1 \ h\ boat

to tin A /.

\t t h< \ illag( center, to his 1 1 lit f and
t h.it ol 1 Ik In t h If ii 1 . \in< >n dis

mounted. \\ 1 appt d in I 1 \ ing's w ai m
P< mi\ h< '. Ik < ns< « >nc< d hims< ll

on .1 low w .dl w lu re w« anxii >usl}

it< d Tiiik atel's o turn. I lalf fam
islu tl .is wt were, t Ik small pit c< ol un

« tl hu ad I had sh<>\ ( d into tin

I m ( 'i and( lm\ c us some-
iniin.itt 011.

I Ik tislu t nit 11 i! t Ik \ C( >iik
."

remarked Medeiro as they returned.

"Conn, we wait in the case; eet is to a

friend of Senhor Pimeatel." And he led

the way to a little drinking-tavern.

A rap; a candle glimmered within,

where the boatmen soon joined us. It

was a rough, swarthy crowd that

grouped itself on kc^ and counter. The
candle's glow, reflected from wet and
oily cheeks in flickering high-lights,

gleamed from shifting eyes or scintillated

from tin mugs oi aguardente. This raw

drink, with some tough bread, was
brought out to us.

It was nearly midnight before a bar-

gain was culminated with the capitao

of the five fishermen. Anion's injury

required Erving's medical attendance,
and the majority of the part)' decided to

£n> with them. Susanna, the arriero, and

the little pack-horse were to continue to

Santa Cruz along the coast, and with

them 1 cast my lot. "Good lucks" were

exchanged, and we set out again, heading
north.

I his east-coast "going" was the worst

yet. The nanow trail eternally twisted

and zigzagged across valleys and down
and up precipitous gorges.

"('.unlade! Senhor, cuidadef" (Have
a care!) constantly reiterated Susanna.
\s we stumbled in almost total darkness
l>\ tlu black nothingness which now and

again gaped beside us, from one ol these

nether worlds came the roar of a rain-

swollen torrent on its mad dash to the

sea. Our crossing was aided by rocks

which, wet and slippery, and often ;i

foot or more under the swift-rushing

current, were sounded out with the

guide's mountain-stock.

Rozinante vanished in the gloom
swept .iw .i\ , I feared. Splash ! the

arriero followed suit . into .1 deep-swirling

hole; thus in shunning Sc} II. 1 we fell into

Char} hdis. \ good footing, fortunatel}

.

e nabled me to drag him out \t List we
k u Ik tl t Ik otlu 1 suit . and there found

horse and packs safeh awaiting us.

( )n t Ik 1 idg< .iho\ e C 'abeiro Point we
t ntt u tl .mot Ik 1 h.mde t about

J
V.M.

Men w 1 stopped .it t he home of <»ne ol

Susanna's numerous cousins,who seemed
to t m. hi. it. from tin soil .is prolificall}

.is did tin hortensia. \ resounding

knock In tin arriero,
" \\ hi 1 1
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"Amigo" (friend). " It is Susanna,"
answered my guide from a distance in

the roadway; "with me is the cavalleiro,

um Americano. Lend me a lantern; it is

hard traveling." From within he made
answer, likewise his wife, who was with
him in bed; and without bestirring

themselves from
their respective

vantage - points,

a detailed con-

versation as to

the journey took
place. These in-

formalities over,

he arose and
gave us the
light, because he
was our friend.

As we dropped
down into the

extensive valley

beyond Cabeiro
Point, far ahead
the riding and
cabin lights
of the K i 1 1 y A
gleamed like yel-

low pin - points.

We knew all

were safe aboard,

for hundreds of

feet almost di-

rectly below us,

slow-moving on
the dull light of

the sea, we dis-

cerned a tiny
dark speck—the

returning fisher-

men's boat.

Dawn - break
found us slowly

crawling out of

the beautiful
Cabeiro Valley,

fresh -reeking
with the spent rain of the night. On
grass and trees glittered diadems of dew.

From this fairyland the first sweet

matin of a bird mingled with the purling

of brooks. Below us. violet mist-rivers

drifted slowly seaward and lifted from
the upper heights over which we toiled.

As we wearily dropped down the slope

into Santa Cruz the sun rose out of its

bars of crimson and another day burst
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upon the world. It was five-thirty when
the arriero and I unloaded the staggering

pack-horse. From sunrise to sunrise the

faithful little creature had journeyed,

heavily burdened, through storm and
darkness, gorge and flood, up and down
thousands of feet of steep mountain wall.

having covered

fifty miles of rug-

ged and rock-
strewn traveling

m twenty -three

and a halfconsec-

utive hours.

Before dawn
next morning the

schooner was
holding toward
Corvo, smallest

and northern-
most of the
Azores. Longer
grew our tur-

quoise wake,
higher ranged
the reef-rimmed
island before us

—o n e beautiful

green slope, cul-

minating in a

single stupen-

dous crater,
called by the

islanders Cal-

deron—t h e cal-

dron.

The entire
island is one
enormous extinct

volcano, shunt-

ing a half-mile

skyward from
its fan - shaped,

ocean- washed
base. In a break
in its t w e n t y -

mile, clifF-encir-

cling dado, nestled Villa Nova da Corvo.

the only settlement. Notwithstanding

the official census of seven hundred
and forty-six souls, the story persists

that Corvo'' s population is an unfluctuat-

ing even thousand, for when some one

dies there is always a birth.

Picking an anchorage ofF its rock-

studded coast was difficult; our large

dorv was headed cautiouslv toward the
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nearer of i he two i hai ti <l landing-places.

Cries wen faini l\ boi m ' dow n w ind
"

I rom . group oi gi I ii ulat ing figures,

i linginc uki bai na< les to a rock} penin-

sula. 1 1 w .is well tli.n t Ik \ mot ioned us

.1 round i In point . to w hat w .is now i he

onl} I n.liii" plai e, foi i \ en in i his c< >rn

parat rvel} mild weat hei I hi si .1 surged
dang into 1 his po< k< t, .it w hi >! 1

rocl ittered 1 nd it broke in .1 smot hi 1

ol fo 1111.

Mm mi 1 (I iest < >nl< »ok( 1 1 limbed d< w n

.-II c 1eft

,

Here! here! 1 hoi used
tin excit 'I 1 landi 1 as t he} judged t he

\\ < bai ki 'I ( .nit iousl} in

on tin htt .ind fall of thi hi .<\ j sui

"Hold hi 1 I" I hi ".M
i bi nt as t he

sailors In U < >n thi ri 1 ol .1 combei foi

a briel m< >m< nt; two ol us spi ang ovei
t he gunwale and wen di agged 63 thi

1 landi 1 up thi rock. I hi doi \ «i 1 • >pp< .1

tut' 1 .1 w .i\ i In »ll.»w . shi »t l>\ . w .1 aga in

J out .ind t he sami procedun r<

1 d unt il all, w it h kits, n landi d

I In hull \ Con cm pilot . with best

it, bent 1 'ti .1 visit to t In s< h< m mi 1

.

took .1 ll\ inc K ap from .mud 1 Ik i

nto th. .l.-i \ . II, 11t.11n1l1.il

this New

England coast craft oik resentful twist

on its part, ;i splash, ;i gurgle, and ;ill hut

the pilot's broad-brimmed straw hat

disappeared, out" two sailors nearly fol-

lowing suit. LJnceremoniouslj the}

hauled him in, dripping and bedraggled,

then pulled lot the schooner, the warmth
ol the forecastle, and ;i sun of the mate's
( l< it Iks.

\\ < labored across ;i reach of rough
1 1 ii i.e. to w Inch ;i lot of barefooted

youngsters adhered. Hiese sea-urchins
followed us through .1 rock passagewa}
into .1 unique and to} like hamlet, most
of w hose streets one could span with out-

si ret ( Ik (I arms. I Ik houses of \ olcanic
1 indei s, smoot hed di »w n .1 hit, w ei

e

most l\ ( .11 1\ eight* tilt 1 1 cent III \ . ( Jut-

id' t .1 11 lead t" t he h\ ing qua 1 ters

usualh on t he second story, t he low ( 1

fli " M Im ing used .is .1 store-house and
Mil. il t( I foi t"\\ Is. piLT-. "I ( .it t l( .

I Ik si 'mix 1 ^1 .1 \ ol t he \ ill. ilk w .is

Im cdit( iK d b} t Ik earl} sunlight pl.n ing

"\ ( 1 it s pictun sque 1 ambli . and en-

livened h\ warm-tiled roofs and tin

colorful dn ss 1 •( it s inhabit .mi s, w ho
t in ind out ii- 'in ( \ ( 1 \ noi >k and d< m ii

w.i\

I Ik Port ugu eminent steamer
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calls but quarterly, and the Kitty A was
the only foreign craft to land here for at

least four years. Not only has lack of

ports and distance from the other isl-

ands caused Corvo to he neglected by
its home government, but even nature,

by furious gales and tremendous seas,

has isolated it from the rest of the world
for five months at a time.

Many Corvoans have made round-
the-world voyages, have culled wealth
from the cranberry bogs of Cape Cod or

the fruit vales of California and returned

to stay a spell in little Villa Nova. But
the only habitable world for most of its

people is the sides of its extinct volcano,

whence they look only on sea, sky, and
distant Flores, some occasionally jour-

neying in small craft to their metropolis,

Santa Cruz.

Thus Corvo has two classes, ihose

who go away and those who never go
away, but according to Don Cesar they
resolve into one big class

—

os pobres (the

poor). However, if we concur with the

philosopher that a man's wealth consists

in the fewness of his wants, how rich are

these people—each with his house, such
as it is, a cow or a pig, and a few fowls.

When Corvo was first visited is as

obscured in the mists of time as the
island itself when enshrouded in its veil

of cloud. But about 1460 and later the

Flems touched here, Moroccan captives

were exiled to work its land under
Portuguese overseers, and, though in

the throng about me a blonde stood out
conspicuously here and there, the pre-

vailing dark - haired, regular - featured

type, with rich olive complexions and a

pink tinge to the cheek, bespoke the

Moor. A half-century ago there was not
a glass window or a chimney in the place;

the only pair of shoes belonged to the

priest, affectionately known as " Father
of the Island." His was the only watch
—the town clock—preserved in a stout

leather case which reposed in numerous
linen bags.

From all appearances os pobres who
crowded about us did not lack nourish-

ment, notwithstanding their staple diet

of corn-bread, milk, and potatoes.

Strange to say, they do not seem to care

much for fish, which abound; and though
milk is plentiful, they make no butter,

preferring cheese. The island delicacy,

their specialty, is smoked pigs' tongues.

Nearly every family may indulge in pork
two or three times annually, but some
eat meat but once a year—on the Festa

Espirito Santo. At this time the popula-

tion gathers about the church in the

heart of Villa Nova on a Saturday.

A THRESHING-FLOOK OI CORVO IN JUL MKAK'I <)! VILLA NOVA
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Emma Blair

BY KATHARINE FULLERTON GEROULD

)WAS excited and de-

; pressed, the last night

j >. our excited because at

raj, dawn we should lift

1 -,< thai wondrous head-

land of which I had
heard; depressed be-

cause I was looking for health, and

health, which is the most decent thing in

the world to possess, is the least decent

thing in the world to look for. ( )r, at

least, so I've always felt. Travel for

pleasure, for gain, for idleness, for re-

venge .ill those motives arc- plausible.

But to craw] about, expecting the planer

to resolve itself into a pill no, that's

not done. It jaundices the beauty of

high heaven. \ sick man should stop

in his hole. But, like every our else, I

had obeyed physicians; and there I was.

The \ ast, inhuman w astes ol t he Pacific

were supposed to be tome, and even
more t,omc the haven where I should

presen l\ be. I am not prepa red to sa)

i hat t he Pacific \\ as not tome, but t hat

night here was lever ill me. I spent the

long houis on deck, lullv dressed; and
hi ton d.iw n I had fought m\ disgust to

.1 finish sent It to t he mat in a bloody

crumple. I would not pretend t hat mj
illness was interesting, but I would fight

F< >i > Kceeding fit ness. I hen 1 would fold

m\ .ii ms and nod, comrade-vs ise, at the

iders ol nature. I would mix in

crow ds again and shrink from no man.
W i landed in i he ver) eai l\ moi ning,

and I found mj self liking it almost as a

health) man ma) . Never mind t he

island or the port . it \ ou'll pei mit me,
I'll I

i aphicall) \ ague. i ou mai
think of me .is am w here het w een th

equatoi and the tropic of ( !api icoi n.

I aim i, Samoa, i i ji, i he i '< >ok Islands

anywhere will do. Plain, seaworth)
little stc.niH pj f*o to .ill of t hose pla

"I, know
. | betook m\ 'It to the

hott |. and .i \n\ decent place it \\ as

small, ami h\ no means vacuum-cleaned,
but ible and ail \ and ext remeh

well victualed. It was kept by a French-
woman, the widow of the late landlord,

who had been, I believe, a British sub-

ject—with a touch of the tar-brush. The
place had improved, I was told, since

his death. I do not know whether my
destination had been guesswork on the

part of my physician. If so, it was a

guess of genius. After three nights I

began to sleep under my mosquito-bar
as m many a long month I had not slept

at home.
Curious what the tropics do to you!

[f you know that you don't have to stay

forever, that is. As an interlude they

are very convincing. I found myself

ready to recline on the bosom of Nature
in almost Wordsw oi tluan fashion,

though before long I began to under-

stand . . . and I sat up straight very

quickly. Of course, if Wordsworth had

ever seen the tropics, he would have run

away at once. 1 1 is easier, you see, to find

God a little above Tintern Vbbey than

in Polynesia if only because He was
put there a long time ago. I soon realized

that my favorite poets had met Nature
only at afternoon tea, and that it w;is

too idiotie of them to pretend to know
her character. I ler character, I have
come to believe, is ver) unsavory. 1 hat

is why I said, just now, that the tropics

were all tight it \ oil knew \ oil weren't

going to st.i\ if you didn't intend to

make it a pei manent rel.it ion. \\ hite

men have arrived in the South Seas;

the) have even lingered then.-; they

have left strange and touching monu-
ments to themseh es; but the) Ra> e not

b< i n there long or numerously enough to

tinge the atmosphere. Nature is still

dominant, and she is no more to be

1 1 listed than I he obscure \ inns ol the

Hollo* Hill.

I hat is a dign ssion, ol course. \ml

\ et it isn't, w holK . Ill had not come
to in\ .ul\ in t no b) just 'In- w .i\ s I took.

u would h.i\ e t.istcd differentl) to me.

I tut I know . I w .is e\ entuall) i ipe foi
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the encounter with an old acquaintance don'i agree w 1th me. Copra and trepang
—two, you might say, excepl thai I were the rest of it.

never, thank Heaven, reall) encountered h didn't, a; I say, tak< nn man)
him. weeks to feel thai I had exhausted the

Sleep soaked me through and through, resources oftru capita] >. hausl i d l hem,
1 hen turned me over to the sun to satu thai Is, aj fai as on< of m) U mp< rameni
rate me again. For days and weeks I and condition was able to. And, though
walked about, heav) with sun and sleep. I distrusted Nature, I thought that,

I hen the buoyanc) oi m\ reviving bod) forearmed b) nr, distrust, I could rn i

made me eager, alert. I began to casi haps afford to see hei a little more mti-

an eye on humankind. I was no longer mately. The town was lovely; bul il

content to lie- in a palm-grove on the was a pen. a trading-center, and there
beach, idl) filling and refilling nr, lungs were too man) mongrel faces and voices,

with the trade. I became curious once I wanted to push on into the interior
more. [ had not been curious for a ver) ol the island, find an enchanted gorge,

long time. I he native idiom intrigued and pitch m) camp above a rainbow
me, and 1 bribed men to step mending torrenl with p< rhapi a palm-smothered
their nets and talk to me. I grew adept village to hum a few hundred feel below
m Polynesian beauty, disdaining to me. The climate made hardship ven
watch an) girl over fifteen. I dined out improbable. I applied foi aid and ad-

with consuls, and gathered in the news vice to the man mosl likel) to help

that beats about such ports as this He put his back into il and made excel-

opera-bouffe news, a lot oi it, bul true, lenl arrangements. He named the gorge,
Ir was always one oi two donnees the the torrent, and the village for me,
comic one ol the brown man trying to dragged the town for a couple of natives
be white, or the tragic one ol the white to make up m) little caravan, and dis-

man trying to be brown. As stories, covered, engaged, and haled to mj feel

they went off into nothing, because they a weazened, one-eyed Chinaman who,
were too absurd. But some of them were he said, could cook and wa anxious, foi

exciting enough, to a semi - invalid, reasons of his own, to flee temptation.
Never, though, did I get a hint of this The proud possessor, for a term, b)

story. I had to discover thai for my- contract, ol these mixed dregs oi hu-

self. I stood beach-combers to drinks in manity, I started form) waterfall. Hie
villainous bars, and followed conch island is small, of course; and,whatevei
shells at dusk to the outskirts of festival. happened, I should noi b< too far aw a)

1 he lovely, frows) little town became from whal called itself civilization. 1 h<

known to me in detail. I hen. human- w onder w as that, I
v. i nt) milei from the

fashion, I began to eel tired oi it. I he capital, I
i hould be abl< to find the

natives were incredible; and in so far lonel) gorg< <>\ m) do. en Bul I wa .

as the few white people conscientiously \ll known indolence i hectii com
stayed white, they were permanently pared with the life I lived for a week
pro vi in ial alw ays thinking of th< litth on the uppei slop< ol m] canon. I had
European towns the) had come from, onlytoli* amongtln fern and look, look,

IheonK people who tried to understand look until th< world swam into a parti-

were the missionaries, and the) wen colored blur. Sleep? i have never
rat her a scratch lot. When a missionar) ! now a sleep like that. I descended into

doesn't manage to und< rstand, he is the il as into a bath oi - ool v in< . w aking into

poorest compan) in the world. 01 an .m head) with flowers and fruit,

course I ran into the usual sleel Sydne) Mon than ono [scrambled dow n to the

trader, bul he wasn't a ver) interesting 'M'u)n and bathed ai dawn, then clam
I treed excepi ;e, there is alw ays drama bered bacl and plaited mysell a cap oi

to be had when a man v. doing a little fern stucl ovei with orchids, all befon
business in pearls on the side. I always breakfast. A green parrol in the pan
kept awa) from pearls and talk aboul danu tre< abov( m) teni rooi creeched

pearls, because I expected to need all to th< sun while I dranl m) coffee, f

my money for an infirm old age; and had no greal use foi m) two natives

the thine; th< mall tradei drinks after I had once arrived, and as I failed
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to inveni an) services foi them, the) refrain to the sunset, and for a few

often crept awaj into the fern on busi- moments I stayed on lazily where I was.

oj tin ii own. They brought fruits, I had do hurry to reach the ramp before

and things foi the Chinaman to cook the undergrowth should trip me in the

fowls for which I paid through the nose, dusk. I s.iw the ashy glow oi a forsaken

;ind fresh watei fish foi which I thanked fire in the cooking-place, but my own
them with elaborate facial contortions. tent was dark. So, too, was the little

Excepl foi foraging, though, then was shack the natives had put up. I hunted

little foi them to do, and I believe they about for the cook, and found him, at

spent quite half their time in the village last, dead drunk among the fern at a

below. Sometimes I could feel a dozen discreet distance. By match-flare, he was
eyes peering at me out of the foliage, a horrid sight with a trickle <>t what

and thru I knew that the) were exhibit- had once been food From the corner of

ing me to friends. I did my best, on his month and I left him where he was,

such occasions, to show oil properly, then proceeded to cook my supper. I

without noticing them. The Chinaman, had never learned the secret of cooking

true to type, asked nothing better than over hot stones, and 1 let it ^o at tea

to woik, .ind he took the sole can- of me. and eggS. I was thoroughly disgusted

His name-, amusingly enough, sounded with Chink, and, as I splashed myself at

like nothing but "Chink," and "Chink" dessert with mango juice-, I greatly

I called him. Nature herself lightened wondered.

his tasks considerably; it was impossible There were no spirits in the- camp,
to complicate hie \ci\ tnueh. I'oi .1 except lot a flask ol whiskey which at

week 1 moved in a restricted and perfeel that moment 1 drew forth from my
dream. I sought no othei vistas; I did pocket sale- and undepleted. kava, of

ma even m.ike my \\.i\ to the head ol course, and probably square-face, were

the gorge, <-.• yet n.iss back again along going, down in the village near the stream,

tin ti.nl up whieh we had come. I hut I knew t hat Chink did not share my
hollowed myself a fragrani retreat about natives' habit <>f descending to collogue

a hundred yards from the- camp, and with the- villagers. I kicked about in

there I drowsed and la) foi long hours, the- grass oi the little- clearing, by torch-

m\ whole heart fallow to the sun. I li^ht, but I found nothing that could

knew what Nature's tender moods were have held strong dunk. I could have

wort 1; but while thej endured, I was rifled the man's shapeless garments
readVj like an) othei male, to flirt. while he slept, but a complete and per-

( )' course it could not last. Such an feet repugnance prevented me-. I lay

experience is unreal, an artificial gesture cradled in the- fern outside- m\ tent all

on the part ol life. I have nevei believed the evening, face upturned, hunting the

those men who pretended that the) had stars through waving banana-fronds,

reall) prolonged such an existence. I In I he- native boys returned, softly chat-

goats horns and the cleft hool always tering, and soon slept in then absurd

gleam through theii accounts at some- hut. loward midnight there was still

point "i othei. Whereas m\ relations no sound from the- cook; I judged him
with Nature were perfectl) innocent, safe then to sleep it off and wake sober,

\o, of course it could not last. \1\ and I turned in. I had brought no hre-

paradise was bound to be shattered ovei anus into Eden, and I wanted to be

m\ head. < hn night in m\ second week quite sure.
1 m m\ retreat aftei the sun had Chink's weazened face, as he served

gone down. Mm crimson crash "I Ins mem) breakfast the next morning, was
setting was m\ dinnei gong; but sonu impassive and shameless. line, I do

I waited foi Chink's sibilant echo not know what emotion would have
before I mad< foi m\ tent and dinner. been powerful enough to woik upheaval

I he- tropic twilight, .is you know, hardl) among t hose seculai features. Me might

night is rung down like .1 quick have been the cunning eneim ol dino-

curtain; and I had jusi tim< to pee saurs, one who had survived then defeat

m\ hundred yards between sunset and and his own prime, rhere was no point in

(hi the m Chink uttered no expecting expression to prick through
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that hard, yellow glaze. He intimidated

me; it was so inconceivable that my
opinion of him and his opinion of me
should ever encounter each other. And
of course I had only pidgin-talk to

probe him with. I couldn't get at the

situation, and I am ashamed to say

that, with the morning well advanced,

I still had made no beginning—not the

first word of a reproach. I poked about

for a cache with large, exploring ges-

tures, but I found nothing. Luncheon
came, and still I said no word to Chink.

My rest-cure, so far, had been no prepa-

ration for the kind of scene I ought to

make. If it had been merely the drunken
sleep I could have ignored it; but the

failure to cook my dinner I could not

ignore. Before night I must assert my-
self and tell that grotesque creature he

was a sinner. I assure you Chink's con-

duct and my own pusillanimity black-

ened the day for me.
A nap after luncheon was part of my

ritual, and I turned in conscientiously.

I did not sleep very long, though; and
when I woke, the sun, which by rights

should have been high in the heavens
and still torrid, was temporarily ob-

scured by clouds. I came out of my
tent and saw Chink busy, with a mon-
strous industry, over pots and pans.

Of course I must speak to him. No shaft

of mine could reach his soul, which was
at least a thousand years away; but I

must register for him the fact that I

knew I had had to cook my own dinner.

He was a creature who might have
waited on you in a dream; he had noth-

ing to do with life. Yet there we were,

on the map, you might say; and lati-

tude and longitude, our eternal masters,

forbade the plausible dream hypothesis.

I must reprove and question him—now:
my conscience told me.
My reply to conscience was to turn

my back on Chink and strike off through
the bushes toward the head of the gorge.

I had never gone in that direction

before, though a trail of sorts snaked
through the trees. After I had put
twenty minutes between myself and
Chink I stopped and reflected, sitting

on a rotted tree-trunk. What should I

do then? I had stuck out my tongue at

my conscience, and I might as well get

any benefit I could from my impudence.
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The trail wound on and on ahead of me,
leading, I inferred, to the waterfall at

the head of the gorge. Probably a re-

ligious trail, I mused—trodden by men
and women bearing queer little vegetable
gifts to some unpronounceable god. I

knew already something of their habits.

Well, I decided to follow it up myself
and see what the head of the gorge was
like. Probably at the end the trail

would wind down, and perhaps I should
find a rock pool beneath the fall to

bathe in. Chink would simply have to
wait, focusing his single eye upon the
pots and pans.

After half an hour of very slow walk-
ing—for of course the path was con-
stantly impeded by the irrepressible

jungle growth—I reached a point where
the trail forked. I could see nothing
through the thick fern, like green jal-

ousies let down on every side of me;
but the trail itself turned downward
among bamboo clumps, while there was
unmistakably a little smear going off in

an easterly direction, higher up the

slope. The trail would take me to the

waterfall, I felt sure; indeed, I could

hear a faint, watery- rumble off there to

the northwest, where the fall must be.

But somehow I wanted to follow the

slug-track, up. So I embarked on the

sketchier path, beating the fronds and
stalks away from my face with my out-

stretched hands — an awkward swim-
ming motion that was very tiring. After

about fifteen minutes of slow climbing

I found the path widening. Nor had it

been widened only by the passage of

bodies; the growth had been lopped off

by a knife or a hatchet. I pressed on-

ward, much intrigued.

Suddenly I heard something that

made me turn; I could not have identi-

fied the sound; I almost more felt it

than heard it. I was only aware, and
sharply, that it was something other

than the constant little stir of vegetable

life. It had a direct human clumsiness.

I caught a glint of blue about twenty
yards behind me; it wriggled once in

the streaky light and then was motion-

less.

At that instant, drama entered into

my experience. Chink, for reasons of

his own, was stalking me. I cared little

enough what became of Chink, either
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in this world or the next his adventures
could probably be neither phrased by

my language nor conceived by my brain.

Bui none the less that little blue wriggle

among the Fei n seemed to me part less

ol ( Ihink's life than of mine. Y1\ own
spine wriggled in sympathy. I hen I felt

something nearei home than Clunk's

illegal presence; and I looked down to

i in , pig * aroming off my left ankle.

\ \\w steps more, and the path w idened

into .1 clearing, within which, about fifty

! - ahead of me, I perceived a house,

half wood and half thatch, boasting a

rude veranda. Dirty chickens pecked

round it, and there were more pigs on
the veranda. Indescribable heaps of

junk lay about the compound things

half decayed, half rusted, or half torn.

'I here w .is .1 1 ude outdoor oven near a

spring, and dirty white curtains .it the

windows of the house. A hw ch;iirs

huddled together on the veranda, in the

unsociable attitude of furniture that ;i

slatternly maid has flung about while

sweeping. Various little plots ;it the

outi 1 edges <>t I in clearing were under
cultivation and showed the uneven green
tops of 1 hen differ* nt crops.

I hardly knew, after the hist survey,
wh.i to do whether to turn in my

forward and wait among
the pigs and poult 1 v until I could have
spei 1 h w nh the occupants. I decided

nt .1 fi v. moments, anyhow, and
( dunk tune to < v.uh inc. I had

no d< lire i'» make t he ret urn joui ney
w u h C !hink. So I halted rc here I w .is,

etching th.it seen* of complicated deso-

»n <>n my mind. I he hens squa^ ked
in 1 heii universal tongue, and t he baby

paid no at tent ion to me w hat<

pt w hen tin \ collided \\ ith my ft 1 l

.

I hej ran about like blind things. I

did not quite w ant to sit dow n w lure I

not did I want to go up on the
nda I in.dlv I tolled myself .1 ciga-

and stood w it li my ba< k against
.1 tree, politely 1 \ blue smock
came round the coi net of the house, and

rted. By what devious way had
(dunk got to the back of the housi :

I he blue smock, w huh had 1 \ idently
hem making foi the spring, w ha l< d

rph .11 sight of me, and ducked
1 h« hind tin- house. I had JUSt tune

that it w as .1 foot talh 1 than

Chink and therefore not he, when it

disappeared. I settled myself com-
fortably down into my drama, but
rather wished I had something better

than a slight stick to play my part with.
I do not know why two one-eyed China-
men are so much more than twice as had
as one, but the green patch over the left

eye of this apparition turned me quite
sick. I decided to go away; to get hack
to my friendly, feckless Polynesians.
I hey might be devils, though I didn't

believe it, but they were at least good-
looking. I do not know what inward
impertinence moved me to pick a cus-

tard-banana off a near-by tree and eat

it before I went; but at all events it

gave time to Chink's compeer to carry
his news within the house. Just as I

flung the peel away and started to go, a

woman came out on the veranda and
down the steps tow aid me. That, of

course, stopped me in mid-flight. My
feet seemed to have entered the earth

and changed into roots.

The woman was tall, with stooped

shoulders. So much of her figure only

could I make out, for all the lines of her

body were heavily hidden by one loose

garment of no cut or mode. She looked

as if a pink calico curtain had been
hung round her. Chinese Straw sandals

flopped on her white-stockinged feet.

I lei hair was a straight, faded yellow,

and she wore it in a frowsy plait

Over one shoulder a kind of parody of

pre-Raphaelite tresses. As she moved
across the disheveled compound toward

me I saw th.it she was naturally of an

almost Scandinavian fairness, though
her features were those of om own race.

I he pink cuit. iin th.it hid her body from
the world was \ii\ dirty, but she had
nngs on her lingers a wedding-ring,

and guarding it I think an emerald.

She did not Speak foi a moment, as

she WnrA me; nor did I And any word

jreet hei \\ ith. M y tongue se< med
suddenly to have turned \ eget able like

m\ body. For one thing, I had no

notion, foi all she look* d so like a mis-

used compat riot, w hat language to try.

I 01 another, I had a tortured sense ol

having seen hei before, and not in a

dream, noi 5 et in a previous 1 xisti nee.

I hose features, I could not but belu \<

,

w 1 re know n to me; that mouth had
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spoken to me; yet I could not place her

anywhere within my experience of space

or time. My shadowy memories wheeled

about in a confusing, batlike nutter.

Whether she belonged to my childhood

or to my maturity, I could not have
told; yet I was sure that I had seen her,

somewhere across the world, in the flesh.

Meanwhile her opaque blue eyes

searched my face.

Desperately I decided on French, and
began to apologize for my intrusion.

She cut me short. "You are English,

aren t you r

"No. American.

"

"Oh, American."
"I am camping down near the mouth

of the gorge. I somehow think my Chi-

nese cook comes up here to see yours.

In fact, I believe he has followed me this

afternoon. He was very drunk last

night—I don't know on what. But I

mustn't trouble you. I stumbled on
your place—didn't dream it was here.

I'll be going now. Very sorry to have
intruded."

My speech, which had begun firmly

enough, ran out in a little, ineffectual

trickle of words. She was appalling in

her degeneration, her familiarity, her
silence.

"It's all right." And she turned her
back on me.

I lifted my hat and turned, then,

resolute if ever. Luckilymy feet politely

consented to move. I would go back
to camp, pack up my kit, and leave on
the morrow; and I would never, never
speak to Chink about his misdemeanors.
I felt curiosity to be as dangerous as

pearls. I had got perhaps ten paces
out of the clearing when a voice behind
me pulled me up short.

"Mr. Kirwin!"
My own name, ringing out of that

unkempt compound on the edge of the
world ! What was a guilty blue smock in

the fern, to that? I wheeled, of course.

I came back into the clearing almost at

a run. Against the significance of that
cry my mere will was about as powerful
as a bent bodkin.

I came close to where she stood, look-

ing into her face. Her arms were folded

tensely across her breast. Her stooped
shoulders gave her a crouching look.

She spoke at once, almost in a whisper:

"I knew you at once, of course. I

didn't mean to let you know, but when
I saw you going—going off, away—I had
to bring you back. I must talk to you."
"But how do you know me? Where

did you know me?" At a gesture from
her I brought my eager voice down to
an explosive whisper. "Your face— I

know I've seen it; but I can't place you.
You must forgive me. I knew I knew
you; that was why I stood and stared
like a stuck pig."

"You really don't know me?" Her
face was so close to mine that I could
hardly make out the features. Why
were we whispering intimately to each
other in all that tropic emptiness? "You
don't remember?" Her low murmur
was as tragically hurt as though she
were Helen of Troy.
"No." I was ashamed, but I stuck

to the truth.

"Then I will talk. I will have it out.

You shall remember!" Her voice
seemed torn in her throat. Then she
flung her arms wide and looked down
the length of them to her hands; sur-

veyed the dirty, pink wrapper, the flap-

ping sandals, the white stockings—with
a hole in one of the toes. I was still

struggling among my memories—search-
ing the ground at my feet as if I could
find her name written there.

"Of course, of course," I muttered.
Nothing in the litter underfoot gave
back her name to me.
"Look >at me!"
Stupidly I lifted my chin and looked

at her.

"You don't remember? Look hard."
I looked hard. My eyes bored obedi-

ently into her peevish, thrust-out coun-
tenance, though that 'dirty sallowness

still said nothing to me. Her mouth had
gone slack, but the nose was very beau-
tiful. Surely one must remember such
an aristocrat among noses. I looked at

it—focused my eyes on the high bridge

and the delicate nostrils. It brought
back no name, no scene, however; and I

could not stand there forever gazing at

a woman's nose, two feet from mine, as

if I were a beauty-doctor. I wriggled a

little, then wrenched my eyes away from
the lovely masterpiece of bone and carti-

lage, and directed them at her own
opaque blue ones.
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"No," I breathed, uncomfortably.

"Oh, it's too much—not to remember
me!" She seemed actually to speak of

herself with awe. Then she bit her lip

and changed her tone. I fancied then I

was hearing the voice that her one-eyed

Chinaman was wont to hear. "When
can I see you? Can you wait until I'm

a little more civilized? I can't talk to

you like this." She glanced scornfully

down again at her pink curtain and her

sandals.

"But why not?" I tried to suggest by
my own tone that she was, if she liked,

Helen of Troy.
She did not answer the direct question.

"Can you wait for twenty minutes?"

"I'm afraid, if I don't get back before

dark, I can't. It's not much of a trail

unless you're used to it."

"I am used to it. I'll take you back.

"Oh, thank you ..." And I now
had my turn at feeling that it was "too
much." But the matter was apparently

settled. "Does your Chinaman give my
Chinaman liquor, do you think?"

She shrugged her shoulders contemp-
tuously. "Very likely. Lung is a

vicious beast. But he cooks well. Only
it would be more likely to be opium,
I should think. Lung smokes it, I

know."
"No; my man was drunk. It wasn't

the black smoke. Besides, there was no
apparatus about. Perhaps he gave him
some to eat."

She shook her head. "They don't

eat it much, you know. But Lung
would have had plenty of square-face

—

or would have known where to find it

—

and he gets kava from the natives, I

imagine. He can stand any amount,
though. He's never really drunk,
though stupid, sometimes, afterthe black
smoke." She spoke very indifferently,

as it the subject were quite irrelevant.

But irrelevant to what: "If you are

going to be about here for some time,

I'll speak to Lung, it you like—tell him
not to give stuff to yours. Only, you
know, they are probably 'brothers' of
some kind. In that case, no interference

would do any good." The lady seemed
very bored afternoon-tea bored, within
her dirtv pink curtain.

"
1 shall strike camp as soon as 1 can

—

to-morrow, if possible. I only hired

Chink for a few weeks. He doesn't be-

long to me, thank God."
She started toward the house. "I'll

get a chair for you. Please don't come
up on the veranda."

But I was not going to have her fetch-

ing chairs for me, and I followed. She
looked at me, a little helpless for all her
truculence, and did not protest. She
only jerked a grass curtain across one
of the open doors, and handed me down
one of the light chairs. Then she leaned

over the rail. "I can't talk to you here.

We should wake my husband. Go over
in the banana-grove. I'll come." And
she disappeared.

I fetched a second chair, averting my
eyes discreetly from the grass curtain,

and passed across to the indicated spot.

I do not know how long I sat in the

banana-grove, waiting. Long enough,

anyhow, for plenty of lurid conjectures

to take up their abode within me. I no
longer wondered who she was, for I knew
that she would presently tell me, and I

gave up trying to think. But I was
very curious about the sleeping husband.

She hadn't the air of a woman who has

married a native. Still ... if he had
been a white man, shouldn't I have
heard of him, down yonder, with my
consuls? Anyhow, he was not expected

to assist at the conference. He was

—

asleep. Then suddenly, from behind a

banana-tree, Chink appeared, salaam-

ing. Here was my chance for a scene.

Chink's wickedness, however, was no

longer so very important to me. There
was other drama afoot. Matched up
with the mystery inside the house

—

Caucasian, and a woman — he had

shrunk into a vague, yellow blot. Within
twenty-four hours I hoped to return

Chink politely to the temptations of the

capital; meanwhile I was not going to

wrestle either for Chink's soul or for

my own dignity. Doubtless \ could have

got comedy out of it by keeping him

on for a few moments; but the immi-

nent hint of tragedy sours the laugh in

one's mouth. I looked at him contemp-

tuously and waved him away. He slob-

bered a little, inarticulately, then made
off behind the house to join, I suppose,

bis one-eyed brother. It was a hectic

life for a semi-invalid, and I was feeling

a little tired.
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The lady did not keep me waiting,

certainly, beyond the twenty minutes
mentioned. Presently I saw her come
out of the house and down the veranda
steps, toward me. I rose and faced her

as she approached. The pink curtain

was gone, and the sandals; in their place

she had donned slippers and a garment
of faded blue that looked like a long-

superannuated tea-gown. It was creased

and spotted, but both the creases and
the spots looked to be of very ancient

date. The dress linked itself to none of

my recent memories of female attire. I

know nothing of fashions, but it looked
quaint; it might have been something
she was in the habit of wearing at the

unremembered period when I had
"known" her. Her hair was dressed

high on her head and skewered through
with imitation jade hair-pins such as low-

caste Chinese women wear. She looked
singularly battered; more so, I suppose,
because she was now unmistakably an
American woman, though a shoddy and
shabby one. Nothing, probably, could
give her back beauty—or neatness; but
at least she looked extraordinarily out of

place in that filthy clearing at the hidden
head of that exotic gorge. She turned
and gazed at me silently as she sat

down. Evidently she thought that, once
more in the garb of her class, I should
know her. But I didn't, though scenes

began to shape themselves vaguely be-

hind her—rooms full of people, and city

streets, mistily encroaching on bamboo
and palm. I shook my head, and the
tears came into her eyes.

"Of course I never knew you well, but
I am Emma Blair. I used to see you at

your cousin's—Gerty Fox."
Emma Blair! I cursed myself then

with more than orthodox fervor. No
wonder! no wonder! Of ail the brutal
things my merely average personality
had ever achieved, this was the most
brutal. Not to have recognized her

—

it was the Urdummkeit, no less. Perhaps
I blamed myself at the moment too
much. It had been ten years since I or
mine had set eyes on Mrs. Blair, or heard
of her. Still, it was hard on her. In a
state of contrition that would almost
have sufficed for Lucifer, I laid my hand
on hers, though I stared straight ahead
of me into the cluster of banana-trunks.

"Mrs. Blair! How could I? But
I've had many misfortunes. I've been
out of the world, wandering in my own
inner jungle. I've lost touch with them
all/' '

They were poor words, but they
seemed to hearten her. She put a shy
and stealthy hand up to her hair,

straightened one of the fantastic hair-
pins. "Then you think others may not
have forgotten?"

Indescribable, the fanatic eagerness of
her voice!

'They've forgotten what your hus-
band did, I believe."

I meant it, Heaven knows, for reas-
surance—what kinder thing could one
say to Blair's wife than that the world
had forgotten Blair's crime?—but it did
not have that effect.

"Forgotten? Why, people can't for-

get a thing like that—forging, and then
absconding! Or do you mean that they
think my husband is dead? I hope they
don't think / am dead."

I remembered so much, now—com-
ments, gestures, the expressions of
frowning, averted faces, social and moral
attitudes publicly struck, a coruscating
heap of detail. Incredible that, up to
the utterance of her name, I should have
had that visual aphasia. Out of the heap
of detail, one fact glimmered most
brightly—that never, at any moment,
from her marriage on, had Mrs. Blair

pretended to care the snap of her finger

for her husband. That she should leave
the country with him had been the
breath-taking fact— not that Rupert
Blair should have done any one of the

thousand things that aren't "done."
There were those who had said that

she had stuck by him when the crash

came, for the loot. They had soon found
out, however, that there couldn't have
been much loot; and it was then that

Mrs. Blair's accompanying him in his

flight had turned to a nine-days' wonder.
A few dowagers had praised her nobility

into one another's ear-trumpets, but
most of them were dead by this time.

Other people had given it up and gone
on to other things. You can't be in-

trigued forever, if there is no promise
of the riddle's being solved. If a person

goes down at once, and never rises again,

that is. . . .
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"People forget everything. And, as it

happi M-. il 1 remember rightly no one

i uffered mu< h who couldn't afford to

Miff' I

."

" Perhaps not. 'I hat's one thing /

have forgott* n." She smiled bitterly.
1

But it was a dirt y, disgrai eful a< t,

dirtily and disgra< efully d< ne."

1 1 v. as not a ph asant line for her to

take, and I hardly km .. how to meet her

Is.

"You haven't forgiven him even

"Forgive n linn ? What do von m< an ?

Sun ly i" ople don't l hinls that of me!
|)o I look as if I would forgive that

boi ' of t hing .

;
'
,,

She looked pace the unforsetable

vision "I hei as il she would forgive

.-hi', t hing ; as if the sun had corrupted

hei i" it a '»•.. ii indifferent ism. So I only
m .linn. < n d.

" Aii'l y< i
" -.In •.•.< nt on, " that was no

e i nan a dozen other t hings, foi his

v. ife. U •/. as no n v< lal ion to me. I [e

r,i."

I he " I" ast," please rem< mber, was
jusl ovi i

•. onder, in the house, hidden
from ' h< \ i i anda b) a g i ass cui l ain

Dulled i< ross a door.

"Do . ou in' :m t li.it you always hated
him?"

\l \ ;i\ .. I didn't happen to 1"- in

lovi nli am om < Isi , but I cei i ainly
i pret( nd( d to be in love with him.

II

\ N
Ii'. didn't you divorce him '."

Blaii dr< •••
» he loot e, fad( 'I folds

ol I around her, then let them
I. ill aero hei I n< •

. I not iced again
the l>« .mi iful 1 1

1

m r.l hei no
"

( )im has to st and b) t h( < ards, don't

I in. ii i n -I foi v. Ii.it I < ould
i

'in ol it
. Of course, il I had
this" hei voic< h a rshened

a littli v nli dii "
I shouldn't have

in. Bui il \ "u pl.i\ i h( garni
,
you

• must n't \ ou :

I i nought
Ii iend i< .ili/« 'I Vgain t he qu( st ing

man \ ou'n plaj ing w ith

( hi .it ."
I .in .:-.

i red,
"

( m, i In l.iw ! I'm t .ill. ing about
in. ii i iagi

" ^ <»ii mi .in you : Inn! n ' .i sa< i .i

m< i

•

i n about t h( sa< t ami nt .

I'vi en one. I

mean that I was brought up to be a

sport."

'I he words fell oddly from her lips;

I can hardly explain how oddly. They
didn't sound spontaneous. Theywerent
vivid; they might have been an old

formula dragged our of a trunk like the

creased tea-gown. The formula was
stale on her dps. It had been invented
years ago lor a moment that never
fame. When tin- moment did come,
there was no time to furbish and freshen.

Her phrase was musty and not clean.

. . . Ibis is important, for the whole
situation was Emma Blair's. Except
hers, there was none. My coming there

at all, my ill-health and the doctor's

guess, my little "affair" with Nature,

my troubles with Chink, were only part

of Iki delayed fate. I assure you I felt

all that, very humbly, as I sat there be-

side this terrible person. It was perhaps
her greatest misfortune yes, her great-

est that when her bi^ scene came
she couldn't put it through any better

t ban she did. I he foot lights only picked
flaws in her make-up. Or shall I say

that her obsession had gnawed her into

an impossible shape? Hut I had to go on.
" You were magnificent."
" Was [? Is that what they say of

me?" She crossed her hands on her

boast and breathed hard. I tell you

hi i eagei ness was not decent. No one
has a right to want anything even

good report for himself with such a

i.d mtensit y. I began to see my
difficult pan in it all. I'oi the t ruth was

that no one said anything, any longer,

and t he n>< nt ion ol Emma Blair would

awake only yawns. No; a nine-d;

v. ondi i must n't ape immoi l alii y.
41

I tell you I'm "in of the world. Hut

that is w hat the) did saj . It was \

fine oi you to stand b\
, Vnd finer than

ever, v In n one considers I his." I lashed

If into admii at ion, looking round
.it i In d< solate dii t im ss oi hi i home.

She drank in my words, lips wide

apart ovei hei yellow teeth. "They
don't know, I suppose, w hat has I" i ome
ol tin ." she p. mi

i d.
1

No, of coursi not. I \ en t he people

in I I mi ni i"ix (1 t In * apit al "1

t h( an hip< Iago "didn't i« II me there

v bin folk up Ik re. You've kept it-

all .iw lull V <|UH t

."
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"We never go down." And again

her voice dropped to indifference.

"Lung does our buying. That is—he

gets the square-face and the brandy.

Otherwise, we live on the land." She
crooked a scornful finger at the fuzzy

crops that girdled the compound.
"They've forgotten about us down
there, I don't doubt. It must be years

since either of us has crossed the island."

"What do you find to do?" And in-

deed my curiosity on that point was
vivid.

"I live." With a turn of the hand
she shut off my curiosity, pressed it back
to its source.

"But—"
I got no further, for then Emma Blair

began to talk, like a resuscitated actress

of the old school. Her tones and gest-

ures had been learned long ago, and the

world had gone on. I cannot reproduce

for you her harangue—all her out-dated

phrases and her occasional old-fashioned

slang. Points of view don't change
much—the blessed old world has always
held them all. You can't out-date trag-

edy, but a given expression of it can be

laid on the shelf. The real tragedy of

Emma Blair was her belief in her own
heroism. She didn't mind suffering in

her apathetic way, if her name were
only a sacred symbol in certain drawing-
rooms of our Atlantic seaboard. I made
it all out, sooner or later; and her false

stresses, her bad (artistically bad) ego-

tism, were, you might say, smelly
torches to light me to the truth. There
had been a glimmer of a fine idea in the

beginning—that of "standing by the

cards"; of sticking to a disgraced hus-

band whom she detested, because she

had taken him originally for what she

could get out of it. The trouble was
that the fine idea hadn't been genuine.

She hadn't really conceived it to be her
duty; she had only conceived it to be
a showily beautiful act. If you choose
to object that she had at all events really

done it, for whatever reason, and that
she was really "paying" — well, I

can't deny that. But she was counting
very heavily on praise. She was a senti-

mentalist, and you can't be more rotten

than that. She was stiff with histrio-

nism still. I dare say, more than once,

in the years, she had wished that she

hadn't originally burned her boats. But
now and then, in a phrase, 1 saw the
secret ambition that had kept her alive.

She expected, sooner or later, to lay

him in six feet of disgusted earth, and
return to find her shrine waiting. With
a moral pre-eminence like that, losing

her looks wouldn't count. She would
have stolen a march on her contempo-
raries who, when their looks went, would
have no striking moral beauty to show.
I don't say she had worked it all out
when she left hastily by night, with
Blair, for parts unknown. Working ir

out had probably been the one solace of
her unspeakable days. Unlike her hus-
band, she had abstained from square-
face, and refreshed herself from this hid-

den spring. Once or twice she said the
most overweening things—as if she ex-

pected people to model her in marble
and set her in a public square with an
appropriate inscription. (How was I to

tell her that they would be much more
likely to put her in an old-ladies' home?)
She had hoped that people talked of her
constantly; she had held her breath
across the world, in her leafy retreat,

imagining what they were saying. And
I had frightened her terribly by not even
knowing her; not knowing her even
when she had put on real shoes and done
her hair on top of her head. That, she

just couldn't bear. It all came out, pell-

mell—what she had expected of her

friends at home, and what she felt about
them if they hadn't lived up to her ex-

pectations. Her moral beauty was
about as real as the sapphires in a fifty-

cent bracelet. But one thing was real

enough—her idea of her moral beauty
and of what it merited. People who
didn't appreciate it, feed on it as gospel,

were serving the devil; they would
get no quarter from her.

There were moments, as I sat there

listening to her, when I loathed her.

She was a model of idealistic greed. I

wanted to break in, to tell her that no
one gave a hang for her; that I hadn't

heard her mentioned for years; and that,

if I spoke of her on my return, the sub-

ject wouldn't last twenty minutes. But
on the heels of that desire came always

a horrified wonder at what she had actu-

ally borne, in however bad a cause. And
on the heels of that came the fear that
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she would have it all out of me before I

could leave the enchanted gorge behind

me. A sentimentalist can usually be

put off with a lie; but she was greedy,

too, and the greedy man knows whether

his mouth is filled or not. She had bro-

ken down, you see, before my insulting

failure to recognize her. Her myth had
been stabbed. ... I don't suppose she

really thought her old acquaintances

were forever tiptoeing round the earth,

hoping at each instant to surprise her in

her hiding-place—not really. But I am
sure she felt that to discover her would
be a climax to any adventure. Well,

it was a climax, Heaven knows, to mine!
1 was very tired.

With that sudden weariness, I realized

that I must be getting back. The sky
was being hastily prepared for sunset.

I didn't know where Chink was; and,

in any case, had not Mrs. Blair said that

she would accompany me? I would
much rather have taken my chances
alone in the fern, but I did not expect to

be let off. I rose at last.

"I've got to get back, Mrs. Blair. Is

there anything in the world I can do for

yon?"
She got up, too. "Nothing, thank

you. I am afraid I can't give you the
pleasure of meeting my husband. He's
alwayfe drunk in the afternoon. He's
drunk now—up there. She nodded at

the house.
1

^But—but what a life!"

"You may well say it. But it won't
last much longer. He has delirium
tremens, I believe."

'Couldn't a doctor do anything?
M here's a decent one down yonder."

"It's not very easy to get a doctor
up here. Ami I'm sure he would hate
being cured. What is there left in life

for him hut drink? I tell you it won't
last much longer."

" But you— I low hideous—how dan-
is for you

!"

She shook her head. "
1 stay our of

the way when it's bad. Lung is very
ng. I [e looks after him. If Lung is

one with the black smoke, 1 simply
hide in the hush until it's over. 1 don't
intend to be killed in that way. It's not
as it 1 had t ver loved him."

'No, ol course not," 1 stammered.
"Does he love vou

?"

She stopped, with one foot on the
lower step of the veranda. "Are most
people at home as stupid as you are?"

I met her in like temper. "Just about,
I think."

"There used to be quarrels. There
aren't, any more." Leaving my ques-
tion thus quite unanswered, she passed
into the house. I tiptoed up on the ve-
randa and listened—I did not look

—

through the grass curtain. There was
no doubt that Blair was within.

"Your man has gone." Mrs. Blair's

voice sounded sharply in my ear. "I'll

see you home."
I protested, with all the fervor my

shaken nerves could muster. But it was
of no use. Mrs. Blair kilted up the soiled

folds of her dress and led the way. I

gave one look back at the clearing and
the house, and then we started out, in

full sunlight, with a lighted lantern.

In the gloom of the trail it was not use-

less, and before half an hour dusk was
upon us and we picked our way only by
its light.

Mrs. Blair walked ahead, carrying the

lantern. She was shapeless as some
monster there ahead in the gloom—

a

monster with a blue skin, as you could

tell from the occasional patch of her that

the swinging lantern illumined. Our
conversation was very slight and quite

scrappy. I ventured once, "This is a

heavenly beautiful place."

"Is it?" She did not turn, and her

words came to me muffled. It seemed an

interminable walk. I was dripping with

sweat and aching in every sinew; and
how I longed to be out of her custody!

The trail to the clearing behind me, the

jungle on either side, and the swaying
blue monster in front of me— Never
was a man more vilely imprisoned than

that. Toward the end of our journey

it became too much for me.
"I know it's not very far, now. Please

don't go farther. 1 really can get there

safelv. Unless you'll come all the way
and have supper With me, then let me
send some one hack with you?"

I fancy she, too, had had enough of it.

She turned to me. "Well—if you can

find your way." And we stood there

for a moment, facing each other in the

narrow path.
"< )f course' I can. And 1 can't tell
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you 1 searched desperately foi .1

fitting final word, but it was noi easily

conic by.

She sw 111112, the lantern back and forth

viciously. 01 course 1 you can't tell

me," she broke out suddenly. "Who
could? Even 1, getting my chance alter

all these years, can't tell you"
"You don't need to. Think of what

you've put through." ^ es, she had put
through unspeakable things, and 1 must
keep my mind on that fact. 1 could see

her beautiful nostrils quiver faintly as

they met that incense.

Then, abruptly, she held out her hand.

"Good-by. I've done what no other

woman in the world has ever done and

it hasn't been worth it. 1 haven't even
a child to be proud of me."
"May 1 tell them at home about it ?"

"Someday I'll tell them myself. Hut

you can tell them what you like. Only
if they are all like you they'll never

understand. Why, you had forgotten

me »

"
1 never shall again."

"No?" There was irony in her tone
and yet a last little spent eagerness, too.

Then she passed me in the narrow trail

and faced homeward. "Hut it would
take a great genius to understand me

—

to explain. People like you forget."

Without another word she started up
the trail. 1 watched the blue glimmer ol

her figure until, in the near distance, the

path took a turn. Then I stumbled on
home, infinitely glad to be vu\ of her,

convinced that she was a little mad,
my pity mitigated by the knowledge
that no one would ever pity her for the

right things. For the more obvious
blows of circumstance, Emma Blair had
developed a kind of anaesthesia though,
no doubt, she bled inwardly from Strange
wounds.

The rest is nothing much. I made
up my mind, in those last Strides down
the trail, not to question Chink. Me had

prepared for me a remarkable dinner. I

ate it appreciatively, but in silence; then

announced to my caravan that we
should leave on the morrow. Impossible,

they said. On the day after, then, at

dawn; and to that they agreed. Chink,
so far as I know, did not journey back
to his fellow-countryman at the head ol

the gorge; and, certainly, all the long
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day no word came down t he trail for me.
1 do not suppose thai Mrs. Blair told
her husband of my visit. It would not,
at least, have been m character.

I was in twenty minds as to whether
or not to make inquiries when I got back
t<> I . It w .is 1 .11 he] si lipid of me,
I think, to decide nol to; but ;it (he
tune I did nol ie.ill\ crave more liiloi m.i

Hon than 1 had. I held my tongue about
the Blairs and praised the beauty of my
camping-place. Before many weeks I

st arted lor home.
Ol course I brought my nine-days'

wonder oul on t he In si possible occasion.
1 had been even more nghl than 1 knew.
I found that unless I was prepared to

lie about Emma Blair I could nol make
her the t;ilk i)\' the town. The women
Wanted to know how she looked; 1 he
men yawned when I s.iid I had not seen

Blair himself. If I could have painted a

grande passion in an enchanted valley, I

might have brought a lew tears to the
gentlesl eyes. Bui my memory was in-

exorable. I could nol force in\ false

splendors into my phrase. The pigs, the

poultry, the junk-heaps, and the sordid
haired thai brooded over that com-
pound got in my way. Only my cou-
sin, Gerty box, made any practical sug-
gestion. She spoke vaguely of sending
paper dress-patterns lo poor Emma. I

doubt, though, if she ever did. I was
never able to hold any one for more than
hall an evening with the tale. To be
sure, 1 did nol have a chance ;il ,in\

greal genius.

Blair may nol yel be dead, for Mrs.
Blair has never turned Up. When she

does, she will do her own work better

than apparently I can do ii for her. Yel
as the years go on and she doesn't

appear, I cannot help suspecting that

she has renounced her reward. Blair can't

have lasted so long as (his nol if she

spoke the truth, linn I am stabbed
w ii h fear fear lesl ii should really have
been I who spoiled her life, for I had
noi been reassuring aboul her fame.
There may, <>l course, have been sonic

hideous Oriental debacle at the end.
Yet I some! lines wish I luicl lied belle r

for though she may have been ;i liille

mad, it was a very discouraged monsle r

(hat laded away from me in I he gloom
of 1 hat hidden t rail.



The Adventure of the Many Dishes
/>') FERDINAND REYIIER

iphs by Underwood & Underwood

) MET Djari Bey on the

- Hist Berlin-Constanti-

|/ nople express, which 1

/\;> had hoarded at Sofia.

I \\ ith three American

| newspaper men whom I

had met in Germany,
he was making the initial journey under
the guidarite of a Herr Hauptmann, for

this hist Balkanzug via Serbia was a

ceremonious occasion. Djari Bey was
.1 fairly tall, very heavy rather than
stout Turk, twenty-five years o{' age,

who had studied law in England. He
had a sense of laughter, a timely gift

for absent-mindedness, and a slight

squint. Whenever you became very
much Interested in explaining anything
t<» Djari he would fix pou with mediocre
attention and think o{ something else.

Indeed, my most definite expression of

Djari Bey is that lie was thinking o\

something else.

He lad a penchant for importance.
In St. mboul, at tin- reception to the

travel rs on that historic train -every

one knew it was historic before it left

Berlin among the soft splendor o\' the

ext raordinary carpets laid from the tracks
to the- waiting-rooms transformed into

.in Eastern dream of wall-hangings and
silk rugs, and .i Mecca ^\ pastry, Turk-
ish cigarettes, champagne punch, sand-
w icln s. /'

• n , admirals, pashas.

journalists, and bad air, 1 caught sight
•

I )jari for the hist time m character-
istic executive Rashes. He looked .i foot

taller and man} diunis more imposing.
Ht seemed to be arranging the whole
performance, and 1 became acquainted
with his irritable, famous "Come along!"
which w.i.s the command for me t<> In

presented to important men. \t tin

butter we met in more human relation-

ship several t im
For some <\.w s 1 s.iw little ^( Djari,

although we lived in the same hotel.

One afternoon 1 met him in the utter

confusion o^ karakeuv, the Galata
threshold of the Outer Bridge, as 1 was
hurrying to meet a friend at the re-

nowned mahelibi shanty in a little alley

off" Karakeuv. He grew hungry imme-
diately and made me wait with him until

a tardy journalist arrived, and we went
together to the dim little cafe. We sat

at a wobbly table outside and ate

mahelibi, a firm, white pudding, said to

be made of the pulverized white meat
of fowl, delectable sweetened and ulti-

mately sprinkled with rose-water. Ma-
helibi gets a curious hold on the stranger.

You find yourself drawn to the little

cafe at unexpected moments, and mak-
ing preposterous detours to pass it.

^ on eat two portions, and an hour later

you wish to return for more. It was the

first Turkish dish I ate in Djari Bey's
company, but it was not until a few
days afterward,when Stetson came down
to Constantinople on the second Bal-

kanzug, that the Adventure o{ the Many
Dishes began in earnest.

Stetson and 1 were at dinner when
Djari came through the dining-room.

1 le had not dined, and did not want to

dine. When 1 ordered some pastry,

however, he proposed that we go to a

real Turkish c-\\v and eat some national

sweets. We walked up Great Pera

Street and past many places that were
too clean to be genuinely 1 urkish, Djari

s.iid.

"It is true," he went on. earnestly,

when 1 laughed. "You cannot git the

lust Turkish things in those cafes where
i \ i i \ oin goes."
"0( course- not." said Stetson.

Djari motioned with his head at me.

"lie is always laughing. 1 have nevei

si en such a boy
!"

We .ami' to a little shop with m.irble

tables and red-plush wall-sofas and

eh. liis. took si .its .it a corner table, and

allowed Djari to order. linn was
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brought a crisp and brown, thin-scaled

pastry, very sticky and candied, and
filled with chopped nuts. No sweets

in Europe can compare with the Turk-
ish, where candy and cake meet as the
East and the West are supposed to meet.
"This is wonderful stuff, Djari Bey!"

I said, gratefully.

"I can eat many pieces of this," said

Djari, grinning. "We must have some
more—yes?"
We demurred—it was very filling and

very sweet—but Djari insisted.

"Oh, you are a bad boy. Do you not
like this?" he complained.
He had some bottled water brought.

(You must pay for all good drinking-

water in Constantinople.)

"I shall have another piece," said

Stetson, after drinking a glass of water.

"Will you not have more?" Djari
asked me.

"Yes," I said.

At last Djari had eaten all the pastry
he could manage, and he paid, and told

us how much we owed him. As we went
toward the door we had to pass the

counter and shelves where in round, low
pans the pastry stuck and swam in its

own juice. There was a variety which
we had not tried.

"It is very good," said Djari, with
equal regret and hope. "Do you want
to eat some of that—yes?"
"Not now!" we said, panic-stricken.

"Another time

—

sutra! to-morrow."
As we walked back to the hotel, he

told us a few of his projects. He in-

tended to start a grenade factory, be-

cause the Germans were charging the

Turks entirely too much for munitions;
he was going to open and manage a

genuine Turkish restaurant, and build a

modern hotel that would charge reason-

able prices, because there was none in

Constantinople; he would continue

editing his paper, I-K-Dam, and corre-

sponding for the Leipziger Zeitung; he

had undertaken to make moving pict-

ures of the Turkish Empire; and he

THE ENTRANCE TO THE SUBLIME PORTE
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proposed to organize a strictly pro-

Turkish party. ll< was built on the

heroic scale and was really a demon for

work, keeping about half of his ambi-

i ions abreast of <»m another.

The nexl morning Djari came upon

Stetson and myself some time before

noon, and we were told thai we were

speedilj due at the office of Hikmet Bey,

Chief of the Censor Bureau. We must
be thereon the minute, for Hikmet Key

was .1 \ ei \ important man, one oi I he

most important in the government. But

Djari had a short German note to write,

.mil asked Stetson to help him. It would
onl\ take ten minutes, then we should

still have I ime to have a bite to eat at

some indisputably Turkish restaurant in

Stamboul before we went to Hikmet
Bey. I sit in a comfortable chair in a

far cornei of the writing- room and

waited. Aft< i I had read all the news-
papers and recem magazines, and then

the magazines ol six and seven months'

antiquity, I moved suggestively closer

to the table where Djari and Stetson

were composing the "short note." I [ere

I went comfortabl} into a prolonged
do/. . Suddenly 1 )jai i woke me.

"Come along!" he said, impatiently.

"We are verj late!" \s though it were
.ill n \ t.nilt

.

"What aboul rood:" I asked, weakly.
"'i is, wh.it aboul food?" agreed Stet-

son.

"We must eat aftei we have seen

I [ikmet Be) ! ( >h, h<>w late it is! After-

ward we shall go to a real Turkish-res-

taurant in Stamboul. Come along!

It is n. a ssai \ we hui i

j

!"

\\
. i ushed into I he st reet . There w as

no car.

m. along !"
I )ja ri dashed dow n

( in .ii Pera Street tow ard the Tunnel,
which I. .ids from the lull ol Pera almost

to 1 he »|u.i\ s of ( I. il.n. i. I he w hole tune

.nit d aboul out tardiness. I likmet
'I. \ w .is . \p, ( t ing ns .it w hat time I

I n< 'i tlis. .»\ . i exc< pt t hat I )jai

i

•ltd us t he tune w as long past . I' oi

pari , h.i\ ing on principle an .i\ ei sion

nt i \ uw s. 1 could «miI\ t hink ol nu
i in.it h, and ant iphonall} re-

nded to Djari's "We are so ven
w i! h " W h. n .n . we i" ting to eat

:
"

"Yes, 1 should hkt to eat som< t King,

said Stt tson i
I

"Come along!" ordered Djari; "Hik-
met Hey is very important man!"

Should we get «• fiacre?—No, they
were too slow. Could we take a car?

—No, there were none. Was it worth
while to telephone?- No, it was not.

We raced across the Valideh Sultan Keu-
prisi, the Outer Bridge, and were in

Stamboul, turned to the left and toward
the Sublime Porte.

"Oh, these wonderful shops! Look!
look at that pastry!" I moaned.

Djari stopped before the windows of

one or two of the little-, dirty shops.

"There's where you get the best ba-

klava" or "There's where you get the
most famous Rahat locoom," he would
say. "Let's go in!" I proposed, prompt-
ly. "Come along! we have no time!"

answered Djari, more promptly, and
hurried on.

Suddenly Djari Bey turned in his

tracks and headed the other way.
"Come along!"

"Where are you going?" Stetson and
1 asked.

"You must have some caviar!" re-

plied Djari, fiercely.

"Caviar!" 1 ejaculated, faintly.

"Would you like some eaviar?" he
asked the straight-faced Stetson, ignor-

ing me. And Stetson the shameless,

without a twitch in his countenance,
answered, firmly

:

"Yes, 1 think 1 should like some
caviar I"

The first three shops either did not

conform to Djari's ideas ol caviar shops,

or had not yet attained that ripe appear-

ance of outward decay that was neces-

s.n\ to convince Djari that there you
could buy things ol an original quality.

Finally, on a narrow, crowded, cobble

street of Stamboul we' came to an open
shop. I \ ei \ thing in it w .is oily. There
were small kegs of dried hsh, dried fish

on shelves, and strings ol dried fish, vast

caviar cheeses from which they sliced

\ ou off an} measure, caviar that Looked

like axle-grease in tins, solidified hsh

. squash} black oln es. I )jari began
.i violeni conversation in Turkish with
tin shopkeeper.

" \\ hat tlot s he s.i\
: " w e asked.

Djari mentioned a price which the

\ i How tints, caviai cost. "Would you
hkt souk : " he asked.
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"Yes," said Stetson, "I think I should

like some. You can get what you think

is enough."
The shopkeeper laid two dried leaves

on the counter.

"Do you eat it this way?" asked
Stetson.

"Oh, you shall not eat it now—you
must save it for
breakfast. It is very

fine and cheap, and
you will not have to

go out your room in

the morning."
After Stetson

received his spike of

saffron caviar in the

dried leaves and pa-

per wrapping, Djari

said something else

in Turkish, and the

man brought down
a handful of green-

black things about
the size of clothes-

pins, shaped like
stunted and warty
bananas. They
were the famous fish

eggs, and Djari had
the man slice a few
crumbs to let us
taste. They tasted
exactly as salted
shoe-leather might
be expected to taste.

But Stetson bought
a fish egg. Abruptly,
while sticking his
wedge of caviar in

a trousers pocket,
Djari bethought
himself of Hikmet
Bey, and with a

"Come along!" we
were again swept in

a mad dash for the
Sublime Porte, with long, resilient

wedges of pale-yellow caviar and the
vulcanized fish egg in our pockets.
We walked without stopping for two

blocks, then the comedy of the thing
became too much, and to relieve my
feelings I took refuge in renewed lamen-
tations for real food. Stetson inquired
if it wasn't possible to get a cafe Turc?
Stetson was always wanting coffee. But

Djari was inexorable. We had our
caviar, Stetson had his fish egg, we
were late for the important interview

—

"Come along!" Humorously resigned
that eating was all a myth, positive that
we should never get a bite again, we
followed—Stetson serious-faced and eyes
twinkling, I complaining. Suddenly

FROM THE GALATA BRIDGE LOOKING TOWARD STAMBOUL

Djari turned again and ran back from us.

He disappeared through a door, and a

moment later emerged with a bundle
which he unfolded and divided some
objects that looked like pale, unsalted
pretzel rings.

"Eat!" commanded Djari, brusquely.
"Come along!"

The rings were simit, a kind of potato
bread, and they tasted flat, but at that
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particular moment good. Of course he

had got them at the most famous and
dirty simit bakery in Stamboul, and
''were they not finer"

Djari had tasted food and was relent-

ing. A block farther and we were in a

dirty room with wooden deal tables, a

waiter with a dirty apron, and beside the

street window the inevitable dirty coun-

ter and above it the shelf with many
little crocks and pots with white stuff

in them. We ate yaourt, a milk curd.

and youghourt, a kind of sweetened rice-

thick milk-junket, which we ate with

caviar and simit rings. And then at last

we were seriously on our way to the

long-waiting Hikmet Bey.
Ir was my first visit to the Sublime

Porte, and the faded yellow build-

ings, the dilapidated walls, the untidy

mounds, and the slouching portier-

guards were anything but sublime.

Djari did a gicut deal of inquiring, and
we entered a long, three-storied, yellow

building through a corridor hung thickly

011 both sides with overcoats. We came
into a longer hall that grew dimmer as

we progressed. What followed in the

next half or three-quarters of an hour is

not clear. Indeed, the only thing which
remains at all distinct in my memory of

our raids upon the Sublime Porte are the

things we ate and the shacks in which we
s.ii In Stamboul before and after seeing

min sters.

lust Djari asked a great many ques-

tions ot a great many cavasses, and ulti-

mately 1 recall we went through a little

pantryway decorated with crowded
clothes-trees «and more cavasses. Djari

blocked us in the vestibule before one of

the clothes-trees and hissed with not so

much suppressed excitement .is sup-

pressed rag '"lake off your coats!

i them off
!"

He never wore an overcoat and he

never put on his gloves, in addition to

which b ' fez which need never be

doffed, out or inside of a building. He
went in first. It was inspiring to

Djari enter chambers of state, beauti-

fully erect from the lines of his gray-

ed trousers to tin soft edge of his

dark-red fez, his chest well thrown out,

bis gloves clasped in one hand, moving
ard until he caught the- im-

portant man's eye, and then bending

slightly with no touch of obsequity in

the graceful, rhythmic bow of greeting.

When the three of us entered a room
together, Djari would always throw a

hardly noticeable glance over his shoul-

der, as though to see whether Stetson

and I were keeping a straight line.

In the first room we entered Djaii

presented us to a group of Turks; we
shook hands all round, and sat down.
Djari said something in Turkish; there

came replies, and abruptly Djari rose

and said, "Come along!" We shook
hands all round, bowed awkwardly in

imitation of his grace, tagged foolishly

out after him, had our overcoats shoved
upon us by cavasses, and found ourselves

in the dark main corridor again. A
cavass had been sent with us, however,
whom we followed, and Djari had just

time to say: "Hikmet Bey! He waits

for us!" when we found ourselves in a

small trapezoid vestibule among more
clothes-racks.

"Take off your coats!" breathed

Djari, angrily, and we followed him into

a large, red room.

A slender man sat behind a long table.

We paused a moment, and Djari pre-

sented us to Hikmet Bey, who half rose

and extended a limp hand with courtly

languor. I do not remember much of the

interview in that mulled room, except

that 1 sat cozily in my chair, smoking the

excellent cigarette which had been of-

fered to me, regarding the heavy, reel.

gold-bordereel hangings whose shabby
folds kept most of the sunlight out, and
coveting a beautiful green-glass pen-

holder with which Hikmet Bey toyed.

We had been informed that he was

ill: that he had risen only to grant us

this interview; and, indeed, the sallow

man. not shaven for several days, did

not look well. Th< >f his health

seemed to recur until it was almost a

refrain. Hikmet Bey spoke only Turk-

ish and French and, .is Djari was with

us. very little French. But the whole

interview was charged with suppressed

hilarity as 1 thought of our sitting with

those resilient wedges of caviar in our

pockets before the- man who was con-

trolling the public opinion of the lurk-

ish Empire, and who was expected to

control the outer world's opinion of

Turkey. Vgain we- were- bowing in order
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to Hikmet Bey's small, static bend, and
we departed with an elaborate wish for

his speedy recovery.

In the corridor Djari asked us if

Hikmet Bey were not all he promised us

he should be? I replied:

"Well, now can we eat?"

"Eat!" exclaimed Djari. "No! We
must see

—
" he rushed on. "Come

along!" he ordered, peremptorily, and he

mentioned somebody else important to

whom we must be presented. Djari

would never stop at one minister a day.

Eventually, after questions and in-

quiries, we found ourselves in a kind

of anteroom information office where
seven or eight fezzed men were sitting

on chairs and tables, smoking and drink-

ing coffee. The man whom we were to

see was not in his room. Was a certain

other important man there? One of the

men telephoned. After a wait we were
sent to another building, the first and
oldest of the Sublime Porte. We came
into a new maze of corridors and front

and side stairways, cavasses, cafe Turc,

cigarette odor, shabby hangings, and

dust. We got as far as the antechamber
of an elaborate suite, were met half-way

in a long reception-room, and informed

that the important man either could not

see us or was not there. We came down
by other corridors and stairways, passed

a barefooted believer kneeling on a fine,

faded carpet in an open corridor room,

halted until a saka (water-peddler) could

pour us some clear, cold water from his

jug, and came out again, freed for one

day of Djari's ambition to meet the

important. He did make a few more
feints to hunt up somebody else, but

they were all false starts, and soon we
were walking down the Bab i Ali

Dschaddissi to the kindlier level of the

Stamboul of simit and caviar.

With commendable directness we
made for a restaurant, and Djari Bey
looked into only two or three before he

found one sufficiently dirty to be un-

questionably Turkish. We ate a mem-
orable ragout, and fasoulia pilakui, a

half-cooked, white-bean salad, soggy

with oil. Could we get some beer? No,
the Turks never used alcohol, but we

A CONSTANTINOPLE VEGETABLE MARKET
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could have some raki. What was raki?

w as bad absinthe, supplied Stet-

C 'ollld We l).i\ i some sweets? No,

indeed, t his w as no pla< e foi sweets;

we must go to another shop. Stetson

wanted coffee. He must w ail ; there

anol In i shop foi coffee also.

\\ ( went out of the lovs ceilinged, dark
i« t. mi. nit and came to a compromise
* .i| ( w Ik re w e < ould g< I I he best ba-

, iu Stamboul, and also cafe Turc and
t i sian tea. held out for some

and
The
w ith

shredded pastr} diamonds, brown
i andied, and l<>i Persian tea.

pa it i \ \\ .is d( licious, and I )jar

souk uup.it i. ik ( consented to tell me it

w.is tel kadif, and spelled it. [t was diffi-

cult t<> gel infoi mat i<>n out of I )jari.

I he \\ ait( i event u.ill\ brought Stetson

his * offee, and set a cup of coffee before

mi also.
" But I order* d tea."

I Ik \ ha \ e no tea ; you must di ink

that," said I )jai i, absent l\ , and added,

in .i ton* oi uttei hopelessness, "Oh,
you an a I"

13
!"

\\ e sat foi .i \\ hile rest ing and watch-
ing .i group oi links .it .i cluster of

adjoining i ables making much <>l one of

t Ik u numbei , w ho I )jai i informed us

had iu ;t n t in ik d I rom < lallipoli. \\ hen
t Ik S< ldi( I I « >SI tO U«> lie shook hands
w ith .dl but two of the others, \\ horn he

< mbi aced and kiss< d on both cheeks.

I Ik iinpk Ik ,ii t iik SS of it w .is put t y
I Ik n I )jai i had a com ei sation

w ith t Ik wait* i . and ult imately infoi med
us that we would h.i\ e to p.i\ three t imes

mon foi oui past i \ no^ i han il we had
n u .1 \ ( .11 and .1 half ago. \\ i paid,

and, w it li t Ik ex< < pt i< >n 1 »l .1 It w side

Hun k s .11 s< 'in« sh( >ps t h.ii never led

w u Inn t Ik m. n a< h< d and < ros »( d the

bridge. \\
» looked into the mahelibi den

on pi in* ipli . but n w .1 s * lost d. Ovei
hi< 'D d st( aks, pi 1 c* d* d In

souk i <\ ! Ik e.i\ 1. 11 w liieh h.id gone with
• I IiI.uk t Bey, and t he pet 1 ifi* d fi >h

w hich w e sh* IK d and sliced like

• >n and I concludi d I h<

\d\ ( nt nil of t Ik Main I )ish< s.

I Ik next da) I wandered earh over
tamboul. In th* faint drizzle that

n t Ik aft* 1 noon b< cam* .1 st< ad}
dow npour, I w .dk» d up and d«>w n t In

1 nun. . loaf* d about Balik 1. 'hai -

the tish - m. 11 ki t .nnl alone the

streets of the rope-makers, the silver-

smiths, (handlers, cobblers, and pro-

vision merchants, dodging reckless

horsemanship and hernials pairs of

ridiculous human legs under impossible

burdens. I went again through the
( de.it Bazaar, which every one describes,

and no one can describe, by itemizing its

contents and talking about this from
Damascus and that from Samarkand,
cataloguing its variegated junk, and I

wondered why no one has ever men-
tioned the- fascinating little restaurants

at the broader cross-paths of the Bazaar.

To read most travel books one- would
never think that the human race has a

stomach. Little chopped mutton pegs

rebat sizzling on the ends of thin, black

sticks; kibobs on skewers, things that

looked like swimming fried liver; fried

picti and plaki, and mullet and sword-

hsh, and the eternal pastry with kaimak,

a small roll of solidified milk, rich and

creamy tasting; shira, a pink combina-
tion of cider and weak wine; and the

very excellent mahelibi, of course, with
its sprinkle of rosc-w ater.

In the evening I met Stetson. 1 le bad
fallen earh into the kindly clutches of

Djari, and had had a marvelous day
behind him. After the customary prel-

ude of "short notes" which Stetson was
to help Djari write in German, and re-

sponded to on this occasion b\ similar

notes which Stetson wished Djari to

write for bun in Turkish, they had set

out, hours late, to keep an appointed in-

terview with "one of the most important

m* n in tin government," the Minister of

Education. Ibis meeting had assumed
solid proportions. The} had received

much dubious information, and whin
t Ik \ left the minister presented them
eitnei with ends or promises to visit

.dl the schools in [\irkey, 1 \ en the lower

girls' schools. Djari was incited to work
b) this interview, and onl} b\ theunfort-

unate proximity of some dirt} little

shops w.is prevented from immediately

hailing .1 cab and di i\ ing back to the

hot* I, -a hen the} wer* instanth to b< gin

.1 ji unt si iks of .nt icles On the i duca-

t ional aspects of the I ui kish 1 mpire in

W .11 I I UK .

"(
>h, R e must go .it nini to the hot* I

and writ* this urn 1 \ k w !'

I Ik
j start* d. but th* dii 1 \ little shops
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intervened with their irresistible lure of

baklava and tel kadif. Djari would go

long periods without food, postponing

dinner, breakfast, supper—compensat-

ing himself eventually by myriad excur-

sions up blind alleys of Stamboul where
the originals of famous national dishes

were to be had. And so they ate. But
it was the fez-blocker who proved their

complete undoing.

Djari had bought himself a new fez a

few days before, and if you knew Djari,

you would comprehend the perfect logic

which led him to want the fez reblocked

on the first rainy day. Stetson had a

kalpac, a fur cap which passed for a fur

Vol. CXXXIIT.—No. 798.—105

fez in Constantinople, but Djari was
ambitious to have him purchase a red
fez. There was one fez-blocker whose
shop .we had passed several times in

Stamboul, and each time Djari had hesi-

tated a moment before it. On this fatal

day, as Stetson and Djari came dashing
in the rain toward the bridge and a trol-

ley to take them to the hotel where they
were to write up the important inter-

view, the shop proved too much for

Djari, and he stopped short. First he
wanted Stetson to buy a fez, and, as

Stetson gratefully demurred, Djari de-
cided to go in and have his new fez

blocked while they waited.
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" Hut you just bought it! It does not

need reblocking, does it?" asked Stetson.

"Anyway, why have it reblocked when
v. e must go out in the rain again

?"

With his subtler sensing of seemingly

remote relationships. Djari only replied

that this was his fez-man, and he had

bought the fez from him. So they went

in and sat down.
One- of tin- fez-men took the fez and

first soused it in a hot stew, then it was

crushed and ironed out, made to look

almost as new as it really was, restewed.

recrushed, reironed. There were several

more thrilling processes in which every-

thing was done to the fez except to chop

it into fine bits.

When it ultimately emerged, Djari

tried it on. "How does it look?" he-

asked.

"Very fine," said Stetson; "almost

like new."
"It stems a little large," said Djari.

thoughtfully.
"] do not think so." Stetson hastily

assured him.

Hut Djari thought the fez had gained a

little, so the whole melting, mauling.

smoothing process was repeated.

In the mean time another man had
conn in, carrying a hat-box. Djari en-

d the man in a lonLr conversation.

\t length he turned to Stetson.
*" N o\v what do you think is in that

box :" he asked.
"

\ ft
/." said Stetson.

" \ fez! Not at all. Cheese!"

I hi i nother interlude of t nig-

matic 1 urkish.
'"

I )• > you want to tast< some?" asked

D in.

" \ • n v. . I >jari Bey," protested
•

. »n, g< nth ;

" after a while, perhaps."
" Rut it ; gi K)d," iumvTv (1 Djari.

Just then tin fez emerged from the

last of the second situs of the macerat-

ing process of reblockinj in Djari

1 it on. aid ask Stetson,

he w as v< hi mently assured that now the

tit was perfect; that indeed it could be

n that before it was to., large, but

now now it was magnificent. Djari,

coir • • /-man. and went out

with his new and reblocked fez into the

The next day was my red-letter da\

with Djari.

1 had been leisurely breakfasting and
looking out on Great Pera Street

through the cafe window, and about
ten o'clock came into the lobby. There
stood Djari in pensive distraction.

"Where is that Stetson? Have you
seen that Stetson: Where is he?" he
asked me.
"No, I had not seen him that morning.
"Oh, this is awful! \\ hy does he run

away like this and leave no word where
he can be? This is very bad!"

Djari had received a reply to a note

written to Talaat Bey for an interview,

and at half-past one we were to be at

the Sublime Porte. For two hours we
waited; rather Djari Bey waited and I

watched him wait for Stetson, asking

the portier innumerable times if he had
said where he was going, if any one knew
where he had gone, if he had telephoned
or was likely to telephone. Djari fumed
and fussed.

"Oh, what a man!" he said. "He
must not go away like this! It is impos-

sible for him to do this! What does he

think :
"

"But he did not know that Talaat

Bey would appoint an interview this

afternoon."

"This is terrible! But he should know.
To go from his hotel like this and never

come back' It is impossible for me to

do anything if he behaves like this. I

shall not arrange for him again!"

"But Djari Bey! Be reasonable—-"

"It is awful! Oh. that man Stetson!

Ibis is so ver-ry important, and now
after I arrange for him he is not any-

where'" \ moment later he added, with

renewed vexation, "And there was also

another very important meeting with

the Minister of Education again to-

day!
It came noon, and we decided to eat

something. Djari left complicated in-

structions with the portier, that

amounted to fettering Stetson, should he

show himself. We would be back in ten

minutes.
I hurried after Djari, who flew ahead

without overcoat or fez to a small, com-

paratively neal restaurant on Great
|\ tree! I here Djari solemnly

handed me a Turkish menu: I stabbed

blindly at something, but Djari canceled

it. I le CanC4 li d a few niofe of niV IgnO-
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rant desires, and I finally fell back on

pilov—rice and chopped meat cooked

together, the Turkish national dish.

Then, although our ten minutes were up,

he had the waiter bring us a tray of

small fish out of the window. We se-

lected two, and six or seven minutes

later I had the oppor-

tunity of tasting ous

kournri, surely one of

the finest fish in the

world, and prepared in

this little Turkish eat-

ing-roominamannerto
rival the most skilled

planking of the fresh-

est Delaware shad.

After the fish and
the bean salad, Djari

was so elated by my
sincere approbation of

his choice of dishes

that he bustled me out

of the little restaurant

with a "Come along!"

and into a pastry-
shop. Here I was re-

warded with boghat-

cha, a sort of warm
cheese pastry. And
then Djari simultane-

ously thought of Ta-
laat Bey, Stetson, and
the Minister of Educa-
tion, and we bolted for

the Tokatlian. No
Stetson. Djari was
miserable with indig-

nation now.
"Never will I ar-

range! This is terrible

—to go a whole day
from his hotel and not

return! What does he think? I never

saw such a man, no!" he exclaimed in his

high voice.

Finally, with twenty minutes left to

reach the Sublime Porte, which was over

a half-hour's automobile ride away, we
left with more involved instructions to

the portier. We stood for a moment
waiting for the tram-car, which was
about a hundred yards distant. "Come
along!" said Djari, unable to bear the

agony of delay any longer.

"It '11 be here in a minute!" I called

after him.

He turned and brandished his gloves

at me: "Come along! It is too slow!"

He plunged down the street, between the

tracks and the curb, I after him. Four
cars passed us before we reached the

Tunnel. Djari was frenzied. "We are

so late ! Oh, this is very bad !" He flung

IN THE HEART OF THE BUSINESS QUARTER OF STAMBOUL

some coins down and pushed me on.

"Go in! Be quick! We are so late!"

Irt the Tunnel train Djari met a friend.

He never could turn without meeting

some one he knew. There took place

the usual whir in Turkish. When the

train stopped, Djari and the other, still

talking, came slowly behind me. In

the street he took a long and voluble

farewell from his friend. They shook
hands and then stood with hands
clasped, still chatting. Suddenly Djari

laughed; the other laughed; theypumped
hands vigorously; Djari said something
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to him, and he shook hands with me;

then Djari shook hands with him again,

.Mid then he seized me by the arm.

"Oh!" In- cried in despair. "How
latel This is horrible! Conn- along!"

And we bolted for the bridge and past

tin white-aproned toll-collectors, who

I in i \m. U - MOSQ1 I 01 ST. SOPH] \

shout( d w< .iU\ aft< t us. < In the other
side of the bridge Djari dodged behind
t he toll house into the In tl< open place

where cabs wait, and began .1 volleying

interpellation ol four oi five araba
di i\ u s .it once. I he dii 1 u si and oldest

di i\ 1 1 of the din i< si and oldest \ ehicle

tm.ilU won I )jai 1. and in w< ( Latti n d.

Round two coi n< rs tin an< i< ni steed

hobbled, and tin n al t In b< ginning of

the long incline that leads to the Sub-
lime P«w t< n setth d into .1 g< ntle back-
and - foi th rocking v\ hich rattled the

antique receptacle in imp* ret ptibh milli-

meters forward. Djari grew tense with
impotent wrath. He shouted something
terrific at the driver, who never deigned
a sign or reply, and then Djari Bey, late

of Inns o' Court, Paris and Berlin, set-

tled into his corner in crushed inactivity

and j ust waited, nervously jerking his

knees, biting his fin-

ger-nails, and crum-
bling his gloves. After
an incredibly long pe-
riod we reached the
top of the hill and the
Sublime Porte. I dis-

entangled myself from
the debris in which we
had arrived, and Djari

kicked himself out af-

ter me; he reached in

his pocket and gave
the man a coin. We
turned and fairly ran
toward the building
before us. Suddenly
from behind there
sounded something
appalling and piercing

—the wildest, eeriest

Oriental shriek I have
ever heard. At the
first sound of it Djari

Bey's face relaxed,
and he laughed freely

and happily. I turned
and looked hack. The
patriarchal jehu was
wobbling up in the
crow's -nest of his

w ice k , holding to
nothing hut his rage,

shaking a fist and cut-

ting tin' whip at us,

tin- picture of mad-
ness, futility, rags, and senility, shout-

ing mammoth profanities. . . . The
door closed and tin maledictions ol the

cabman w< re cut off, and on Djari Bey's

face tin benign ami pleasant grin faded,

and onl\ once In' clinked tin extra

piastres in Ins pocket significantly.

Now followed a fantastic speeding

t hi * >i 1 llH mazes of corridors ami ante-

rooms, encounters with cavasses ami

secretai i< s, ami ever} moment Djari

Be} and myself, although rushing along

sid< b) side, seemed to be sweeping fa r*

tlni and farthei apart, tor 1 never could
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discover whom we were going to see at

any particular time, whether the Min-
ister of Education, the Secretary of the

Sublime Porte, or the Minister of In-

terior and Finance, or all of them at

once, because when we arrived, two
hours behind the time of our appoint-

ment with Talaat Bey, Talaat Bey had
not yet come. Neither had the Minister

of Education; so Djari Bey, undaunted,
rounded up some lesser potentates, and
the confusion of names, personalities,

time, places, and purposes became for

me chaos hopeless of order. Suddenly,

like a clarifying bolt, Djari stopped me
impressively in the corridor after a

mystic conference with a short, dark
man with a smooth, spacious face, and
informed me I had just interviewed

—

Talaat Bey!
I waited a moment. "Talaat Bey!"

I said.

"Yes," answered Djari, seriously.

"Talaat Bey—!"
With no appreciation of the immortal

humor of the situation in which I had
"interviewed"—that is to say, shaken
hands, nodded, sat down, and almost
gone to sleep in the same room with
Talaat Bey; risen, shaken hands, and
gone out of the presence of the man who
in many respects is the most important
figure in Turkey to-day—without know-
ing who the man was, Djari began to

impress me with the international sig-

nificance of this meeting.

"You must write of this."

"Yes," I said, meditatively
—

"yes, I

am now qualified to write up an inter-

view with Talaat Bey. For"—here I

appealed to Djari
—"have I not seen

him?"
"Yes," Djari recklessly agreed, and

went on: "You must write a fine inter-

view. It is very important."
Through an imposing weathered gate

we entered the Seraskerate and the great

drill-grounds which lie before the War
Ministry. Four companies of soldiers

were drilling in different parts of the

field, kneeling, presenting arms, batter-

ing one another with wooden lances,

marching. A trio of tall German officers,

with long, clean, gray capes, stood at one
side watching two companies goose-

step. One of the officers wore the ver-

milion collar of the General Staff. I

wanted to watch the soldiers, but Djari

became impatient at once.

"Why do you stand there? There is

nothing to see."

We entered the bare dinginess of the

War Ministry. Soldiers stood round on
guard, but no one challenged us. We
went up the great, dirty stairway and
round the broad landing corridors that

skirt the wide court. There were old and
dirty guards and cavasses everywhere,
and seemingly there to little purpose,

because Djari went from one to the other

with the same questions. We were to

see some officers—whom or for what
purpose Djari avoided informing me.
We went into many rooms, then I was
left outside of many rooms, and ulti-

mately Djari and I were conducted to

the reception-room of Enver Pasha.

I pushed after Djari through a tiny

cubical chamber choked with attendants

and wraps into a great, square room that

flung itself instantly upon you with
mellowed magnificence, and was really

impressive to the point of being startling.

The dominating colors were faded scarlet

and old gold. In the center stood a long

table, marble - topped and ornately

carved, with large red-and-gold chairs

backed to it. On one side of the room
a dark-wood cabinet reaching from floor

to ceiling was filled with old, dustily

gleaming armor and weapons. Round
the other sides were chairs and sofas.

Near one of the distant corners stood the

desk of Enver Pasha's adjutant, a slim,

smooth-faced young officer, neat as a

girl. The room seemed toned down,
weathered; there was an old, softening

touch of gray dust upon everything, and,

big and impressive as it was, it was
strangely comfortable, and the yata-

ghans, kandjars, and lances in the glass

cabinet anything but fearsome.

But the most brilliant spectacle in the

room was a line of Arabs seated along the

wall opposite the adjutant's desk. On
the farther end were five boys, perhaps

eleven or twelve years old, swathed in

the glorious robes of princes, sitting with
unchildlike poise and solemnity, in-

curious of what went on about them.
At each end of this courtly line were two
dark men, grand in pale-green and saf-

fron stuffs, with the black scrolls of their

swords lying on their knees. Apart from
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this group sat, immobilel} grave, thm
chieftains of the highest rank, leaders in

every fold of their imperial garments

and ever} glance of their streaming,

small black eyes. In deep arm-chairs,

on< on each side of .1 wide sofa, sat the

young sheiks; in the center of the sofa,

occupying it as a throne sat a superb

old sheik, wildh gorgeous beyond words
in his purple and green, saffron and gold,

with his curled, intense!} red dyed
beard ami heavily jeweled simitar.

The} were come to pa} their respects to

Enver Pasha. I hen were many others

in the room: nun in fezzes ami the sad

monotony of Western clothes; busy,

puffy little men with papers and gesticu-

lations. 1 hail kept my overcoat on.

Djari having given me no time to leave

it in the vestibule. It worried him son l\

now. "Wh} did you not take it off:

1 on should

\ cavass had entered, and now the

adjutant said something t<> Djari. I

rose at his "Come along!" and left with
mon than ! al n gn t th< magnificent
room and that Arabian feast for the e} e,

following him withoui enthusiasm to

another important somebody. We came
to the pffic< ofamajor. Vfter the cus-

tomarj nodsand bowsand hand-clasp-

ings 1 s.it m\ self upon a soft sofa and
listened to the busy muddle of Djari's

I in ki di.

\\ hen we returned t<> Envt r Pasha's
it 11 ption-room 1 he Vrabs w 1 re gone.

Djari went after somebodj else impor-
tant . and I n in. mi; d on .1 sofa b< sid< tin

adjutant's disk. IK had not been u<>m

a minute when Stetson came in. and in .1

tVw valuable minut< s I pn pared him for

th< worst. It appeared he had n a \\ 1 d

a lettei from Envei Pasha that morning
and had come foi an inn n hu . I lardlj

had Sti tson been calh d awaj b} a

. and I w .is composing m\ s ( It' to

a spill of openn \ 1 d somnolence . w hen
tin American ambassador and tin first

g< milm 1 nti ii d. \\ hen tin ambas
and the adjutant talked, tin young,

slender officer always backed with an

1 from 1 ach step of tin am-
.aid his conversation was

• ;

' I J>. I xc< ll< nz! V m. Excel-

m d. and in a few minutes
" W In u win j ou

:

Why were \ ou not at the hotel this

morning? You missed such important
interview I arranged!" began Djari, hut
he was silent when Stetson told of his

being called to Enver Pasha's, and, it

seemed to me, thoughtful.

\\ e came out on a clear, washed even-
ing sky with great, golden Eastern stars

already pricking through the satiny-

blue whiteness. We stood undecided in

the great open place between the gates

of the Seraskerate and the Mosque of

Sultan Bayrsid, when suddenly Djari

asked, "Would you like some soup?"
We walked aeross the place; I remem-
ber we passed two thinly veiled girls, the

most beautiful I had seen— one in a

clinging purple dress, tin- other in a kind

of brown silk, tripping with mincing
steps in their extraordinar} high heels

and tight-fitting skirts. We came to a

narrow street of shops, where a trollev-

Ime ran, and walked until we reached

quite the most wretched hovel we had
yet looked into.

"Here you git the Inst soup!" said

Djari. hut even he paused.
"Will, shall we go in?" I asked,

finally.

We squeezed into the narrow room.
1 Inn were two tables, at each ot which
six people could sit. In back was a little

open closet where two young fellows had
wedged themselves .mil now spoke softly

And grinned at us. On the right, f\\ the

door, was .1 counter behind which a pair

of fezzed, ruffianly - looking gentlemen
chopped up those parts of fowls and

beasts we generally throw away, and

dropped them into large boiling kettles

in which a licorice-gra} concoction with
wlnti splotches bubbled and steamed.
W 1 s.it .11 tin farthei table, and thm
how Is of SOUp and thii 1 larg< ,

hard.

shapeless crackers were brought to us.

I hen followed the worst moments of my
lift . D1.11 1 w .is absorb* d in the rapid

despatch of his soup, but 1 sipped and
gulped miserabl} on the inexhaustible

contents ol each spoonful and kept m\
ey< on Stetson's howl. Stetson his ey<

on mine. 1 hav< n< v< 1 i ncount< red any-

thing so difficult to make an impression

upon .is that soup. I strangled on six 01

si \ 1 n spoonfuls; I looked at Stetson's

howl, that was just as full .is mine; tin

two boys in the closet watched us and
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grinned; T strangled again, and the con-

glomerate tide never went down a milli-

meter on the sides. A little, knotted
workingman opposite me finished his

howl with a smack and a scrape and
called something to one of the men be-

hind the counter. Another howl was
brought to him. F

strangled and stopped,
tied with Stetson, who
stopped also.

"Do you not like-

it ?" asked Djari in as-

tonishment, almost to

the bottom of his
howl.

"Oh yes, it is very
fine!" said Stetson;
"but, you see, I ate a

big lunch and am very
satisfied."

"Soup! No; candy," said Djari.

We crossed and stepped down into the

shop, which was a tiny, squalid place
consisting of a window-shelf, a block
counter, and a little wall closet. Two
large, gray cheeses Jay on the window-
shelf. Djari and the man conversed,

M;irvelous soup
I said. "Totally dif-

ferent from anything 1

ever tasted."

"But why do you
not finish?" demanded
Djari.

"Well, you see, 1

expect to eat a big

dinner, and—well, I

do not want to eat too
much now."

Stetson and I went
out. \ here was a vol-

uble commotion he-
hind us that lasted
some moments while
Djari and the soup-
men argued ahout the
price. Djari rejoined

us, setting his fez a

little firmer.

"That was very
fine soup," he said, gravely.

We could not go hack through the
Great Bazaar, for the entrance was
hoarded up and locked. We walked
down a dark street lighted only by the

poor, yellow lamps of occasional semi-

subterranean shops. Across the street

from one of these Djari stopped.
"\ here," he pointed; "he sells one of

the finest things in Stamboul. It is very
good; you must have some—yes?"
"What is

Soup?"
it?" I asked in dismay.

TYPICAL HOUSES [N THE RESIDENCE QUARTER

and one of the cheeses was taken out.

With a great deal of vocal reluctance the
man sliced off two tiny pieces and al-

lowed Stetson and myself to taste. A
powdery, brittle sweet which tasted as

cream cheese might taste were it candy
instead of cheese. But it was very
agreeable stuff, with a buttery, melting-
away quality.

The next evening Djari, Stetson, and
I went to a Turkish drinking-den on
Mesarlyh Street. It was a Long room,
with a single line of tables on each side
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with wall benches and wooden chairs. We ordered more raki. Another song

.iimI .in aisle between. I h( large streel was played and sung; and the uts, a kind

windows were painted white, and behind "I mandolin, quavered and quivered

ill, in hung dirty red curtains. I Ik with sensuous yearning,

plastei walls had been colored a kind of "This is .1 famous love song," said

ba< I ft no gre( n, divided by panels I )jai i.

paint( il "ii in brown, and .1 little above Stetson sui Iced .11 the bulbous mouth-
1 1

1
' middh 1. in. 1 festoon of Italian gar- piece of the narghile until his clucks

lands and Grecian pottery streaked on must have ached, and attained tiny, in-

111 reds and yellows. In th< real was a consequent puffs of thin, blue smoke. A
door, and to one side oi ii .1 platform, on sallow youth who sat againsl the oppo-
\. In. Ii six men sal playing string, reed, site wall blowing furnace discharges

and concussion instruments without .it the ceiling smiled superiorly, and the

notes, lit' ail was heav} with chibouk fingei cracking genius snapped Ins fin-

.iikI cigaretti imoki and .1 thin, spued, gers with suggestive abandon,

oil} smell. \nd somehow, m.ikin^ The i<h and flutes and castanets

everything vibrate, quivered the low, swung into an eerie, timeless croon—

a

minoi drom .nxl h\iI<\\ thrumming oi song ol homesickness, said Djari.

flutes .nxl zithers and tin- erratic clap- The finger-cracking person broke out

pin!- <>l wooden surfaces. into ;i sudden solo in which it was im-

One touch of Saturday night makes possible to tell whether Ins fingers ac-

the whole world kin, and all the tables companied Ins singing or Ins voice Ins

wert occupied with nun, heav} eyed fingers. The sallow youth blew smoke
I. in quiti erect, fezzed, and with coats straight at us now. In the midst of a

thrown open showing chains Inn:' li<>m whining, half-syncopated ballad Stet-

waistcoal pockel t<> waistcoat pocket; s<>n looped the recalcitrant narghile

111,11 withoul collars and with their about itself; we paid and went out.

shirts spread apari .11 th( neck, smoking As we almost reached the hotel en-

1 rvii, 11, s, pi 1 Hi nv .1 1 hibouk, "i su( king trance .1 strange, Oriental, medieval be-

.1 narghil( between drinks. There were ing came toward us, swinging ;i ti<

no women. W 1 attracted no particular mendous lantern and carrying a tall

.itt, ition. I he < nd musit ian, .1 n sp( < metal can on his head, singing ;i melo-
i.ihl looking man in .1 yellow brown dious cr} to dark Greal Pera Street and
suitS who plucked a guitai absently and the Eastern stars. It was the ketan

watched tni room/was most interested helva vender. We boughl a little papei
in us. But th< Oriental is essentiallj horn <>l silk helva, .1 needly candy that

incurious. looks lik( cotton, indescribably weight-

\\ , ordered raki, and Stetson wanted less, and melting in the mouth as ;i

a narghile. 1 1< had smoked one at I l.n shooting stai melts in the sk\

.

\ 1 1 (I, .nid wished to show us h« >\\ ii was I wo days later I saw Djari for the last

dont II" waitei brought .1 greal 1 1 .i\ time. I had to hum up rlikmet Be} at

oi hitl, dishei with whiti oil sogged the Sublime Porte again, and asked

bi in hazel-nuts, tin} blocks of raw Djari to go with me, But he was at last

fi Ii. squash} bla< I. oliv( s, .1 fuzz} 1 i< ss ai his articles foi the Leip iger Zeitung,

.1 l.id. and small dominoi s < 'l bn ad. I ht 1 ulinaril} long-delayed, and was slet pil}

came, and finall} an unoccupied dictating in English to a little stenogra-

hili was brought, with .1 faint glow phei who w.is typing in German. I

still in 1 1 1 < hall ashed tobacco in th< regretted that ht could not accompan}
tup. I in \ played anothei Oriental me. He regretted also; he half thought

i-liiii" rising, suddenly falling, no, he reallj must finish these articles,

iircli music, with a peculiai >e< which were very important, and should
"ii,l tuioi wail i" which tht musicians havt been sent awai oh, so long ago.

chanted .1 nasal accompanimeni and th< I did not set Djari U< \ that night, and

drinkers clapped ana well, next morning as tht sunrist was turning

\cross from us a little man snapped his tht Bosporus to crimson I left Con-
fingers, and ing onged in an ofl kt \ stantinople, 1 1 u I \ tin epicure's most

1 hat \\ as oddl} p g< >ldt n coi put opia,



The Things that arc Caesar's

BY FLETA CAMPBELL SPRINGER

,ii oneejS§)T had got aboul
s^^^SS that the new druggist

I

mid his wile were musi
cal. She had remai L < < I

quite casually to Mrs.
id Mrs. M;is-

J terson, who dropped in

;ii the stoic while they were settling

things on the shelves, thai she was
"lost" without her piano. Of course,

she said, Mr. Hurrfe had carried his

violin with him when he came. And he,

dusting his hands together, had turned

from his [adder to say, with ;i smile, thai

"yon couldn'1 imsi that to the railroad

companies.
M

Mrs. Rainey had received this infer-

ence <>l their accomplishments with .1

remark which was to assume later in

the pool' lady's mind the proportions

of having actually vouched for the

I [urrles being taken in.

"( )h, you'll be quite an addii ionl"

Surely not an unnatural thing t<> s.-iy,

since their social position mighi have
been said t<> be already established In

vii iik of their business position. Mr.

Ford, who had had the drug-store be-

fore, had been ;i greal social favorite,

hm he had, t<> the regrel of everybody,
involved himself in some kind <>l finan-

cial difficulty which forced him t<> give

up the store and l< lave Burton on rather
shoii notice. And it w;is, perhaps, be-

cause of 1 he social graces <>l theii prt de
1 ( ssor 1 h.it 1 he Mum !< s were looked

upon hy those who :,.iw them the d.iy of

their .11 1 iv. il as ;i kind oi disappoint
num. Bui once I he word had gone oui

thai they were people " wit l» t.d< nt,"

there seemed to spi ing up 1 h< hope 1 hai

they mighi make up in an artistic way
for wh.it 1 Ik y lacked in well, in ap
pearance. Foi that, al first, was all

there was to judge 1 hem hy.

A In t le si 11 went 1 ound .it 1 he news
for ih< advt ni <>f two simon pure musi-
cians amounted t<> news in Burton a

stiffening of the artistic backbone, .1

Vol e.\ win n,, 70S —100

preparing among the followers of the
muse to look to theii laurels. F01 thev
were impressed from the beginning with
the familiar w.iy in which the Hurries
talked aboul music; particularly Mr.
Hurrle, who used technical phrases
which no one, it seemed, bui .1 simon-
pure musician would know how to use-

I he (ld(i Miss Holmes, who owned
and played upon the more distinguished
ol Burton's two violins, gave, upon being
led by Mr. Hurrle al their very firsi

meeting into musical waters entirely

beyond hei depth, .1 mosi heroic imita-
tion oi swimming gracefully along .11 his

side. And Miss Holmes, because of thai

experience, came last to acknowledge
what every one else made n<> show of
denying after 1 hey had heard the Hurries
pl.iy.

Alter all, nothing could have been
more unfortunate for the Hurries, for

their future in Burton, lh. in I Ik w.iy in

which circumstances seemed t<> build up
for their music ;i kind of suspended in-

terest, and i<> make of their firsi public

appearance ;i son <>l dramatic entrance;

so much more hanging upon n than if

there had been no suggestion, n< > innu-

endo.
h w.is Mrs. |ik1( Pierce, whose hus-

band owned the bank, and who liked

music, as she Said, without known)!' one
thin!'; really aboul it, who heard them
In st. F01 t h< social fabric is woven of

the same pal tern in Bui i<>n as in 1 he

metropolis. Certain financial opera-
1 ions .in entailed in the cai 1 ving on of .1

<h uggist 's busint ss an at < oum musi
be placed somewher< and Mr. Jude
I'm k e, sii 1 ni!- .11 supper one evening, in -

quired casually ol his wife whethei she

had been t<> call upon M 1 s. Hun l< ; and
she, with th.it perfed understanding
which had made oi theii mai 1 iage su< h .1

shin in;' success, announced her intention

of doing so the very next day. During
the course <>{ this visit M rs. Pierce aski <l

Mis. I Iiim l< lo hi in;', Mr. I liirrle over
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the following evening, with his violin

—

they had a piano, and would enjoy hear-

ing some really good music. Mrs.
Hurrle showed her pleasure quite un-

reservedly, and said they had been
starving to get at their music again.

They went, and the next day Mrs.
Jude Pierce, stopping for a moment at

Mrs. Rainey's side-gate, mentioned their

having been there the night before.

"Oh, and how do they play?" asked
Mrs. Rainey.

Mrs. Pierce was not ordinarily cryp-
tic, and this lent to what she said all

the force of her usual obviousness:
"Well, my dear, of course / don't

know — but I just want you to hear
them!"

Mrs. Rainey, who knew about music,
took it for unrestrained praise, and it

was not until afterward when the dic-

tum, of th< town had gone forth, that
she recalled the words and seized upon
them as a sort of final corroboration of
her own opinion. For if Mrs. Jude
Pierce, with no preconceived notion at

all to go on, could see it, then it must in

all reason be so.

1 he 1 lurries' household goods followed
their) shortly, and when they were in-

stalled in the cottage they had rented
at the end of the little main street within

distance of the store, they brought
on their two children, a girl and a boy,
from wherever it was they had been

ing with some relative of Mrs.
Hi nil's. The- boy, undersized and fair

like his father, was a sullen little fellow,

considered stupid by the boys of his

I he girl, about eight—four
ng( I han her brother was an
gay little creature, with her

mother's black eyes and wilfully curling
hair, and a great deal more robust than

r of her parents. They w< re, both
of these children, at just the formal

1 when they could shed no li

whatever upon the two who had broughl
n into the world. This did i

'

prevent Burton's judging them
by 1

1

ndard, using, when th \

wanted proof, the things they disliked
in the child] ridence against the

"That boy, you knov , Is sim-
ply n " md "sin "

• fen in

m rt for wor I

1 his, ire, came about long

ward, and only at the last, when the
good people of Burton felt the need of
some sort of justification.

The very night they unboxed the
piano, Mr. Hurrle hastened home from
the store at nine o'clock, and they
played—he standing upright after his

long day's work, holding his violin ca-

ressingly, lightly, she at the piano, until

half-past eleven. And Miss Holmes and
her sisters, who lived within hearing,

came out on their porch to listen. And
they listened in a queer kind of silence,

until Miss Holmes after a long time ex-

claimed, with a look of amazed illumina-

tion: "Why, it's Chopin! But you'd
never in the world recognize it !" But she,

still under the spell of Mr. Hurrle's
superior knowledge, said nothing what-
ever about it. Her escape had been so

narrow that even Mrs. Masterson's as-

surance at the time that "the easiest

thing in the world was to talk learnedly"
had no effect whatever upon her.

For Mrs. Masterson, who had been
about more than any one else in Burton,
and consequently was in a position to

know people better, had, almost on first

sight, seemed to perceive in the Hurries
something which no one else was able

to see; something which had its outlet

on the very day when she had gone into

the store and had heard for the first time
their mention of music in a remark made
to Mrs. Rainey, when they came out, to

the effect that the Hurries didn't look

like musicians. To which Mrs. Rainey
made the reply that you couldn't really

tell by that—a statement which Mrs.
Masterson admitted willingly enough to

be true. But a moment later Mrs.

Rainey, troubled perhaps by tin vague-

ness of her friend's remark, asked what
tin n she thought they did look like.

She received an answertypically quick and

typically concise: " // looks like- nothing

in the world but a drug clerk, to me/
"Which isn't," said Mrs. Rainey, "so

strange, considering the fact that w *s

always been in it. lie told some one

—

n w ho now, but som< one of

the men that his father was a druggist

before him; he was brought up in the

atmosphere, .md hi nt away to

>ol of pharmacy when he was fif-

ridiculous age, in order to

be able to In lp out at home."
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"If that's true," exclaimed Mrs. Mas-
terson, scarcely waiting for Mrs. Rainey
to finish, "when did he have time to

study?"
And since there had been apparently

no information vouchsafed upon that

subject, Mrs. Rainey had no light to

cast upon it, and so could only acknowl-
edge, by walking along in silence at her

friend's side, the shadow in which the

matter lay.

They were asked, little by little, other

places—one by one others heard them
play. "Have you heard them yet?"

came to be the question invariably asked

by those who had just had that puzzling

experience; and, except for a definite

reservation of judgment—a reluctance

which seemed to possess every one equal-

ly to express even so much as the faintest

opinion—one might have thought they
had passed muster, had been already

accepted. Whenever two people met
who had heard them, and the subject

came up, there was sure to be one pair of

raised eyebrows, and one enigmatic,

"Well? What did you think?" But it

remained for Mrs. Masterson, whose
opinion was always accepted on matters
of art, to come out flatly at last with the

truth. Her position would permit later,

if she wished, of a change of front.

"Why, good heavens, they can't play

at all!"

This was after a certain musical even-
ing at Mrs. Rainey's, to which the
Hurries had come bearing a whole port-

folio of things to play, and had declared

that they felt at home for the first time
since they had come to Burton. They
had missed, they said, more than any-
thing else the music club to which they
had always belonged; and every Friday
night, at the hour they had been accus-

tomed to go to the club, they had
suffered such attacks of homesickness
that they had begun to wonder if they
should ever really become reconciled to

Burton. But this

—

this was delightful!

They hadn't known there were so many
musical people in Burton. What was to

prevent their having a club themselves

—

they knew exactly how to go about the

organization. There was something al-

most pathetically enthusiastic about
them—a quality of emotion new to Bur-
ton. And the others had been so affected

by it as to become for a few moments
enthusiastic themselves. All this, how-
ever, took place before the Hurries had
played. Miss Holmes had played, and
Mrs. Masterson, and there had been
talk in between, but the Hurries had
held off with a rather nice sense of defer-

ence, enjoying, it seemed, the atmos-
phere of so much talent to a really

touching degree. Certainly nothing
could have been truer than the thing
Mrs. Rainey said to Mrs. Masterson in

the seclusion of the dining-room, where,
by the most obvious chance, they en-
countered each other directly after the
performance: "You can't say they
pushed themselves." But Mrs. Master-
son, with the enigmatic look on her face

which all Burton had come to dread,
came back more than promptly with:
"No, indeed! They knew better than
that!" For if Mrs. Masterson's position

permitted of a change of front later, it

did not permit of any hesitation what-
ever in the formation of her opinions.

It was this definiteness, this never wait-

ing for any one else to deliver an opinion,

which had gained for her her reputation.

The Hurries had, upon being asked in

the height of their enthusiasm, gone at

once to the piano, and while he tuned
his violin to her repeated sounding of the

key, they consulted together about what
they should play. Then, quite suddenly,

without announcing their decision, Mrs.
Hurrle had set up a bound volume of

music before her, opened it at a page
marked "Opus 64," and they had be-

gun to play; had dashed into what
appeared to be the very middle of some-
thing with a tremendous effect of having

done it just that way often before, al-

though, as Mrs. Rainey afterward said,

it didn't seem possible they could ever

have done it exactly that way twice.

Every one sat gazing straight at the

Hurries, or looking down at their own
feet, making, according to the degrees

in which they were puzzled, painful

efforts to maintain upon their faces ex-

pressions which would commit them to

nothing whatever. No one had the

temerity to ask, when they had finished,

what it was they had been playing.

Miss Holmes asked Mrs. Masterson
afterward if she knew, and Mrs. Master-

son merely gave Miss Holmes one of her
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looks, and said that it "didn't seem to

make much difference to the Hurries

what it was."
But the silence which greeted the end

of the composition translated itself to

the Hurries, and it would certainly have
done to any person looking round upon
that entranced circle, as the subtlest of

appreciation; for Mrs. Hurrle had turned

a beaming face upon them, and plunged
them still further in darkness by saying,

in a voice that fairly thanked them for

not applauding, "We're so fond of all

of his things." And when, by the way
they smiled at her, and Mrs. Rainey's
nervous little "Yes, indeed!" they had
admitted not only their knowledge of

who "he" was, but had conveyed the

impression to Mrs. Hurrle that they,

too, shared her fondness, she turned
a page or two and, with a little nod
of her head to her husband, struck the

opening chord of another of "his" com-
positions. Near the close of this selec-

tion Mrs. Masterson was felt to shift

slightly in her chair; and the others,

glancing surreptitiously in her direction

in the hope of some sort of cue, were
rewarded by that lady's slightly lifted

eve •brows above the keen, amused ex-

pression of the eyes themselves, and
resp uisibility in the matter of the
Hurries fled at the sight of her bored
lirrl • yawn, ironically suppressed under

ips of her ringers.

he relief of knowing at least which
way tbt.' wind might be expected to blow

1 itself when the music came
abruptly to an end a moment later in

a clapping of hands and a general shift-

ing of uncomfortably strained positions.

Ami Mrs. Hurrle, without turning
round, and with the air of a concert
singer coming down from a difficult aria

in ;i foreign language to an encore of

-ill Lainit ," broke into "Anitra's
in which Mr. Hurrle join. d.

thing they all knew.
s 1 lolmes played it. and Mrs. M..s-

»n, and even Mrs. Rainey. And n\'

course ir was the test. And Mi's.

herself had to admit that she
had] i tly suit .it first that it

" \nitr;i's Dane* .*' \nd surely, if

could play at .ill, they could man-
that. It had owed u -

i its

simplicity.

At the end of this Mr. Hurrle laid

down his violin, she rose from the
piano, and there was a general moving
about. It was at this point that Mrs.
Masterson left the room and went into

the dining-room, whither she knew Mrs.
Rainey would follow her shortly, and
where, a few moments later, she de-

livered her ultimatum.
"But what," said Mrs. Rainey

—

"what about the club they belonged
to?"
"Why, / don't believe," said Mrs.

Masterson, "they ever belonged to a

music club!"

They were recalled almost precipitate-

ly at that moment by the sound of

Mrs. Hurrle attempting to accompany
Miss Holmes, a gallant experiment on
both sides, abandoned at length with
the suggestion on Mrs. Hurrle's part

that they must "get together and prac-

tise." At which Miss Holmes had re-

ceived from Mrs. Masterson across the

room a glance of open commiseration.
What was most remarkable about the

whole thing was that the Hurries, who
might be said to have already laid claim

to certain fine sensibilities, appeared to

be wholly unconscious of the atmosphere
which had grown up about them, and
in the end they went away with the

plain conviction that the evening had
been for them the complete initiation

into the circle in which they were most
at home. And what happened had been

so obvious that the least sensitive

among those others, after the Hurries

had gone happily off together, under-

stood that judgment had been brought
in against them, and that from that

judgment there was no appeal. It was,

to be sure, the judgment of one class, of

the initiate alone—a judgment which

they might have survived so far as the

town was concerned, had their hist

public appearance not been o\" a par-

ticular nature to bring out at once to

the very dullest the sadness of their

deficiencies.

Before, however, this lower court had

brought in its verdict. Mrs. Hurrle had
made known her intention to take a

few pupils; and there were those among
the townspeople who, impressed by the

variety and volume of sound which
issued nightly from the Hurries' cottage,
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gave over their young daughters to Mrs.
Hurrle's tuition. And if the pupils

themselves saw little in the endless

scales and exercises which she immedi-
ately imposed upon them, their elders

continued to be swayed by her talk of

"a thorough foundation which should

stay with them forever." These were,

of course, the uninitiate, except for Mrs.
Jude Pierce, who had at the very first

sent her Flora, and saw no immediate
way to withdraw her. Flora had sulked

through the first few lessons until, on
the day after the Hurries' unfortunate
public appearance, overcome no doubt
by the force of public opinion, and ex-

ceeding her mother in the art of diplo-

macy, she cut her finger to the extent
of not being able to practise, and solved

the question herself, as when the finger

healed the subject of going on with the
lessons was not even broached.
The community spirit could never

have been said to flourish in Burton.
As nearly as it had come to expressing

itself at all, it was in the allegiance they
paid to the High School's Saturday-
Night Dancing Club. Oh, they were
very modern in Burton! This allegiance

involved a gratifying kind of patronage
which included the decoration of the
assembly-hall and the volunteer fur-

nishing of music for the dancing. Inci-

dentally, too—and this may or may not
have been the loam at the root of their

loyalty—they diminished in this way
the problem of entertainment for the
younger members of their own families.

Miss Holmes and Mrs. Rainey had been
unflagging in the matter of music, and
Mrs. Masterson had contributed dash
and her brilliance as a pianist whenever
it suited her mood to enjoy the role of
patroness. She was always, for some
reason, looked upon as the person who
gave most.

It was for one of these occasions, the
week following the affair at the Raineys',
that the Hurries volunteered their ser-

vices for the music. They said that it

seemed to them the brunt must have
fallen rather heavily upon a few, and
they wanted, now that they had come
to Burton to live, to do their share.

They could go up directly after nine,

when Mr. Hurrle closed the store.

Perhaps Mrs. Jude Pierce, who was

indisposed that night and so allowed
Flora to go under the chaperonage of
Mrs. Masterson, had from her daughter
upon her return home the most unvar-
nished and consequently the most truth-
ful account of what happened.

"Well, dear," she said, looking up as

Flora came into the room and let her
cloak fall petulantly across the first

chair, "did you have a good time?"
"A good time!" Flora repeated.

"Those Hurries played!"
"Well?" said her mother, with a sud-

den feeling of dismay and of knowing
that something unpleasant was coming.
"We simply couldn't dance, that's

all."

^You couldn't dance? Why?"
"They can't play!" said Flora, as if

they had offered her an effrontery she
would never forgive. "They can't keep
time! Every one was furious

—

"

"Furious?" Mrs. Pierce broke in with
an air of alarm. "They didn't show it

—

they didn't
—

"

"Oh no—we kept on trying to dance
—but the boys and girls all said they'd
not go next time if the Hurries were go-

ing to play."

"Who did they say it to?" Mrs.
Jude Pierce seemed seized with an awful

idea that there had been some sort of

disgraceful scene.

"They said so to one another."

Mother and daughter remained silent

a few moments, then Mrs. Pierce asked,

suddenly, "Wliat did Mrs. Masterson
say?"
"She wouldn't say anything — only

laughed. We made her play the last

dance, though. I hope they saw."

"Flora! It was nice of them to offer,

you know. Maybe they haven't played

much for dancing. They'll do better

next time."

"We won't have them," said Flora.

And they didn't. When they offered,

as they did several times after that,

there was always some one present to

say that some one else had been good
enough to promise for this time. When
this had occurred for the third time, the

Hurries ceased their offers, If they saw
anything beyond the mere statement of

fact, they gave no visible sign.

And people began, in presence of the

Hurries, to avoid any mention of music.
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It put upon those who had taken them
up in the beginning a kind of restriction,

so that they were almost reduced to

playing, for a few days, behind closed

doors—playing at least more softly—so

that they should let them down easy,

shouldn't appear to be needlessly flaunt-

ing their own—well, their own superior-

ity, in their poor faces. They wondered
at first if the Hurries really knew they

were being left out, and the hope even

presented itself that they might think

people were a bit awed, a little afraid to

ask them to give such extraordinary ser-

vices as theirs. Their attitudes seemed
almost unsuspecting enough for that.

They were not asked again into any
one's home—that is, any one who mat-
tered at all. They were not asked again

to play in public. It seemed the only

thing to do, and by common consent

every one seemed to arrive at the con-

clusion that it would be better to avoid

all future awkwardness by "letting them
down" at once, as easily, of course, as it

could be done, but firmly, and in a way
which should leave no doubt as to their

intention.

And Mrs. Masterson and Mrs. Rainey
and Mrs. Jude Pierce and the others

—

because there was still some element
about it they had not in their own minds
been able to fathom, an element which
touch (1 upon the Hurries' reason for

what they had done—buried the subject

as if the Hurries had been guilty of some-
thing reprehensible of which they did

not care to speak even among them-
selves. They could not bring them-
selves even to utter what was in their

minds—how decent the Hurries had
really been about it, how little trouble

they had made. It would have seemed,
somehow, to put upon them some cul-

pability, and of that the Hurries' amaz-
presumption hail certainly absolved

them. I hey preferred, when it crept in

unaware, to laugh it ofi and dismiss it as

an amusing but not at all important
little incident in the history of the town.

And they assumed, unconsciously, when
they went into the store, a slightly

patronizing air toward tin 1 lurries, from
whose manner it would have been impos-
sible to say whether they were bewil-

dered by such treatment or merely
callous.

Not that they possessed in any degree
the grand manner, or even, for that
matter, poise. Indeed, Mr. Hurrle
seemed to make rather extraordinary
efforts to be agreeable, so that he came
to be spoken of in the weekly newspaper
as "our genial druggist." He never
failed to have ready for each one of his

customers a little joke or an anecdote
of the kind one might cut out of funny
papers or magazines, and he gave them
out, one with each purchase, like little

souvenirs to attract trade. Sometimes
the jokes were good, and sometimes they
were dull; but he seemed to have set

himself the curious task of not telling the

same one twice. Among the farmers
who came in to trade he was considered

a fine fellow and a very great wit.

At noon every day she came, crisp

and clean in her freshly laundered
dresses, to see to the store while he went
home for his lunch. And again at sup-

per-time in the evening.

And every night from behind the

drawn curtains of the little cottage at the

end of the street, beginning at half-past

nine and continuing sometimes until

midnight, there issued the sound of that

strange, inexplicable music, without
rhythm, without time, yet unaccounta-

bly blending, piano and violin. And it

came after a while to be like one of the

natural sounds of the night—no more
breaking the monotony, no more noticed

than the rush of the ten-three express

or the creaking of the nursery windmill

back of the town.
After all, it seemed the final proof of

their inferiority that they showed no re-

sentment. But there was more than one

day that first summer when Mrs.

Hurrle's eyes bore the unmistakable sign

of tears bathed away in cold water.

Perhaps it was because of the children

they stayed, for the drug-store paid

—

they had chosen well, for the fust time

in tluir lives, as to that. Perhaps it was
because of what it would bring them for

tin future; perhaps they were- able to

live, those two. in the future as the very

old live in tin past.

\nd there had grown up between

them and the town a sort of provincial

noblesse oblige — a compromise they

hiade with the town; they would carry

i^n tluir busline, give the besl possible
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merchandise lor the money, do .ill they openly, which they <li<l in .1 pitying lav
could for (In- trade <>l the place, and in and then they forgot her. And they

return tney asked only thai (In- people forgot him, i<><>, sleeping there in the

do as well .is they mighi l>\ them in cornei <>l tl>< little neglected cemetery
whatevei way they found compatible north of the station.

with their dislike, with their sti ange dis

approval. Ii was three years afterward that

For two years both sides kept the there occurred, at • meeting of the Bui

bargain. And 1 hen one day, before Hie ion Music Club, a 1 1 1
;

*. which had upon
town knew he was seriously ill, and after certain <>l the members there present the
only three days absence from the store, effect <>! an apparition.
Mi. Ilmile died. And it was n<>i until The club hid been formed iw<> and >

then that people recalled how white Ins lull years before, and the membership
face had been lor the last few months included all of ill* musical talent of

in the perpetual gloom of the drug-store, Burton. A piano-teachei from Parks
and 1 hi 1 ol late he h.nl joked .1 good deal ville had .1 weekly class in Burton, and in

about having 1 headache* three lessons the pupils were playing
I he undertaker came from the nexi regular pieces; it wis perhaps the ad

town and, in response to Mrs. Hurries vent «>l (Ins stimulating personality

toneless, "Whatevei there is to be done, which hid brought about the organiza
. . . I don't know," look charge ol the tion oi the musit club. The young peo
funeral. The Reverend Mr. Oatman pie were taken in- They had had Grieg
preached one <>l Ins short, stereotyped afternoons .md Macdowell afternoons

funeral sermons foi non members. Lhe .md Beethoven afternoons; they sub
lit 1 1** church was more than I1.1II filled, scribed to the Musu Review, th< club
Mrs. Rainey played the organ, and Mrs. was 1 tremendous success.

Masterson sang. And through M dl rhis afternoon had been Wagner, and
Mis. Iliiule, in black, sat with hei < 1 1 1

1

s<> far, as the president said, 'he pro

dren beside her, and nevei once during gramme had been an especially interest

the service did she take hei eyes from ing one. Miss Holmes and one <d the

the spot where hei h nsh.i ml \\ hody I i\ yoiin/»ei memhei:. weie playing i SeleC

They buried him in the little cemetery tion from "Lohengrin*; Mrs. [ude

north of the railroad station. Pierce, wit h the ail oi 1 person under the

I here was, it seemed, some insurant e; delusion that so much sound had rendered

not much, to !>•• sure, !>m wit h that, and hei invisible, was turning ovei the pages

the price Mr. [ude Pierce, two days oi the article which, in lieu <>i actual

after ih<- funeral, offered hei foi <li< musical performance, •!'< read aloud ai

business, Mrs. Hurrie packed and stored each meeting from ih< /l///w, Review

hei furniture ready foi shipment when She had determined upon the pronun
sh< should need ii, .md hi i Burton with ciation ol dl oi the unusual and foreign

hi two children on the south hound words, and had gone on to read a column
afternoon train, withoul saying • word oi "Notes and Comments" which '<>!

to .my one as to where she was going. lowed. Suddenly, and with 1 movement
Ii was learned, aftei a few weeks, that that was almosi a jerk, she brought <h<"

she had sent foi hei things. She had journal up from her lap to an angle from
wi 11 ten direi 1 ions i<> the station master, whit l> she could eliminate "II possibility

and it was through him that it came out ol trickery on < L part ol hei eyes

she had gone to the city. They won And after she had remained fixed in thai

dered what she would do there; look foi position l«>i a 1 nent there came into

;i place m .1 drug-store, probably, since hei face an expression ol alarm, as >i

she knew the stock, After all, they said, from ili« page before hei .1 ghost had

the city was ih< best place foi 1 woman stared suddenly out. Without waiting,

alone there were so many li<< things and as ii wishing <<> rid herseli ol it, she

to I" taken advantage oi foi il>< < In! abruptly passed the journal, open, across

dren. Yes, altogether she had been very to Mis. Masterson, pointing out with .1

vi.
1 i;id foi efingei .1 partii ulai plat e upon

They could talk of hei now quite the page. And Mrs. Masterson, receiv-
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ing it passively, let her eyes fall languid-

ly upon the indicated paragraph. She
seemed then to struggle for an instant

with an expression which, if not exactly

like the one which had taken possession

of Mrs. Jude Pierce, was at least akin to

it. She permitted, however, this in-

vasion to get no further than her eyes,

and over these she immediately drooped
her lids while she perused for a second

time the paragraph. The music, stop-

ping suddenly, found her still in her

attitude of intense concentration; and
it may have been that abrupt cessation

of sound which brought to its focus a

deliberation which had been going on in

the back of her mind as to whether, since

it was certain some time to come out, it

would be better to pretend she had not
seen it, or take the bull by the horns
and be the first to announce the discov-

ery. Urged, perhaps by the idea that

to read it herself would at least relieve

her for the moment of any other expres-

sion, she decided apparently upon the

latter course, and, as if she had been
waiting only for the music to cease, she

looked up and about, including every
one there, and asked, in that crisp, slight-

ly harsh voice of hers:

"II ive you seen this—in the Review ?"

They gave her, as they always did,

their immediate attention, and, drop-
ping her eyes at once to the page, she
read aloud:

''lit aid for the third time this season,

Fanny Hurrle cave fresh proof of the dis-

tinguished quality of the work of her hus-
band, Edward I lurrle, whose untimely death
is a matter of increasingly poignant regret

among musicians. Mrs. Hurrle played from
manuscript two hitherto unheard composi-
tions written during the last few months of

Ins life, and in each of these she revealed that
remarkable sympathy which must have- ex-

isted between them, for in no one else could
he h 1 so tender, so worthy an inter-

r of that genius which, however bizarre
its note to stranger ears, nevei for one mo-
ment loses its leaping, flamelike quality—

a

flame fanned now and then by winds whose
source we shall never know—a flame, alas,

blown out too soon, hut not. we are thankful,
before it had caught tire in the soul of the

' little woman who thrilled us from the
moment th.it strange rhythm broke

upon our ears in the midst of her first con-
ventional programme, which also bore in her

hands the impress of his personality. It

seems almost incredible that Edward Hurrle
had no other teacher than his father, who,
like his son, was a chemist and, like him,
spent his life behind the prescription counter
of a country drug-store, combining all day
long those mysterious elements for the cure
of bodily ills, and combining at night, after

his day's work was done, elements more
mysterious still for the cure of the soul."

Mrs. Masterson ceased, and looked up
to encounter in every face that same
expression of fright, of alarm, as if the
ghost which had stared out at Mrs.
Jude Pierce a few moments before had
become visible now to them all. It held

them, breathless and overcome, so that

no one thought at first of speaking. And
there seemed to creep into their expres-

sions presently a sort of horror, as if the

apparition had been an accusing one.

It was the new music-teacher, to

whom the name had meant nothing, who
spoke first.

"Who are they?" she asked, mystified

at the effect of the paragraph.
Mrs. Rainey's voice, after an interval,

automatically answered, "The drug-

gist."

"Here? In Burton, you mean?" Ex-
citement ran her question up in a little

crescendo.

Some one nodded.
"Then why, why haven't you talked

about them?"
It was Mrs. Jude Pierce who suddenly

brought forth out of her agitation the

only answer that could have been given,

an answer which gained for her the

instantaneous gratitude of the others.

"They played so little in public while

they were here—we had no chance to

know."
"Oh, exclusive!"

And at this half-interrogation, half-

exclamation, there was strangely an in-

voluntary little chorus of noes as if

forced out by so many consciences

weighed down already with more than

enough to bear.

The music-teacher looked about for a

moment as if at a loss to understand

what they could mean, and then, dis-

missing such intangible evidence, put a-

new question.
"How long ago was it

: " she asked.

"When (.lid they move away:"
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This time it was Mrs. Rainey who,
after the same interval, answered, "He
died, about three years ago, and she

went away."
"Died here, you mean? Here in

Burton?"
"Yes," said Mrs. Rainey, hesitated as

if she were about to add something
more, and then stopped altogether.

Again the little crescendo of excite-

ment: "He's not buried here, is he?"

And again some one merely nodded.

But it was enough for the vigorous per-

sonality which expressed itself through

the new music-teacher, always in action.

She burst out at them in a perfect fever

of enthusiasm, thrusting out both hands
dramatically and half rising, in her de-

light, from her chair.

"We'll give him a monument—the

club—before any one else thinks of it!

What do you say?"
What they said was so little, and so

much in the nature of what a class of

hypnotic subjects might say at the sug-

gestion of the hypnotist, that they found

themselves swept, within half an hour
after Mrs. Masterson had read the para-

graph, into not only pledging themselves
individually to give certain amounts
toward the price of a suitable monu-
ment, but actually into going to look

for their purses and giving into the

hands of Miss Evans, the teacher, those

sums in cash, according to her highly

efficient policy of " doing it right away

—

first, you know—-and doing it right."

She had skipped, with a mental agility

more like an athlete's than a dancer's,

all those lesser considerations of the re-

lationship of the Hurries to the town,

and had stood firmly upon the main fact

that Burton had a genius and some-
thing must be done about it. It was
something worthy of her peculiar talent,

and she went about it as directly, with

as little loss of time, as she had plunged

her pupils into classical music. She

even found time to discuss, and to

discuss at what seemed to the others

unconscionable length, what epitaph

should be engraved upon the monument,
and the kind of marble they should

select. And she herself made finally the

motion to adjourn in order that every

one might go home and look up quota-

tions. She thought there was one of
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Moore's or somebody's which went, "So
angels walked unknown on earth, but

when they flew wen recognized."

They left in a kind of thankful daze,

under cover of Miss Evans's enthusiast LC

orders. Mrs. Masterson had gone,

rather hurriedly and alone-, as soon as

the motion to adjourn had carried, as if

she had already stayed too late and had
something important to see to.

Miss Holmes and Mrs. Rainey walked

home together, and for a block and more
they found nothing to say. One might
have said they were suffering some ex-

traordinary embarrassment, had there

not been something so childlike, so

awed, and so chastened in the thing

Miss Holmes did presently find to say.

"You remember," she said, breaking

the silence as if she had not been con-

scious of it at all, "those jokes he used

to tell?"

"Yes," said Mrs. Rainey, "I remem-
ber them. Why?"
"Well—" Miss Holmes began, and

then seemed to find something difficult

in what she had been about to say.

"Do you suppose—he could have been

trying—in that way—to come down—to

bring himself down to us?
"

Mrs. Rainey looked straight before

her with widened eyes, as if the ghost

had again appeared on the path before

them.
"It may be," she said, "that he was."

They had turned, without a word to

each other, a block out of their way into

the path which ran along the corner of

the cemetery. And it was precisely at

the same instant that their eyes sought,

with a little uncertainty, for they had

almost entirely forgotten, a spot in the

most weed-grown corner.

"It was under that smallest pepper-

tree over there, wasn't it?"

Miss Holmes spoke as if they were
coming into a Presence.

"No—not under a tree; I remember
those lots were all taken. But it was
somewhere near." Mrs. Rainey was
looking intently, but with little, furtive,

backward glances, as if she feared the

town might be spying upon them.
"Shall we?"
The other nodded, and they turned in

at the broken gate, and, holding their

skirts away from the brown, tangled
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grass, picked their way among the

meager graves until, halting together,

they looked first about, and then at

each other. I hey stood there for a mo-
ment, and then Mrs. Rainey uttered a

strange little cry, and started so sud-

denly forward that she looked as if she

were about to fall.

'"Look!" she cried out, her voice

strained and sharp. "He's gone!"

! It friend followed then the direction

of her pointing ringer to where, not more
than ten feet away two long mounds of

baked brown earth bordered an empty
grave. And the walls of the grave were
baked and brown, and a little caved in,

so that it was plain it had had no tenant
for a long time—for months at least,

perhaps for a year. Lying near, and
half concealed under one of the piles of

earth, an undertaker's plain, pine head-
board showed in half-obliterated, black-

painted lettering: "Edward N. Hurrle.

Died May 24, 191 2. Aged 36 y'rs, 4
mo's, and 10 days."

"When," said Mrs. Rainey, after a

moment, and as if she were speaking

through some vision moving before her

—

"when did she take him away?"
Miss Holmes made no answer, for she,

too, was seeing the vision—the vision of

a slender, black-eyed little woman in

mourning, and workmen, on some late

afternoon, or perhaps early morning,
while the town went blithely about its

affairs, coming to take him away.

Thy Hands

BY LOUISE WINTER

THY hands are lilies, fragrant, fair:

I bow before thy tender hands
Folded above my head in prayer.

Oh, let them rest a moment there,

—

1 hy supplicating hands.

I hv hands are lilies, fragrant, sweet:

I h< ;. weave a skein of many strands,

I h< \ weave it firm, and when complel
r.itch my straying feet,

—

Thy mystic weaving hands.

I Ir. hands are lilies, pallid, fair.

With fragrance culled from many lands

I hey beckon to me in the night,

rhey build a palace of delight,

—

i hy wonder-building ban
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The Band
B ) EDWIN .

I S TAN TON BABCOCR

I IE mi road was heavy

i
, .

w n Ii sand. I he horse s

i< i made spong) m n

< o|).ii ion ;ij;;nnsl I In
'

t
i drone <>f the sea. As

J the narrow, high wagon
( m< red the moor hol-

lows, the lanti i n underneath it threw

si mblam e "I anothei wagon, spe< tral,

bom , i ntangling tin wheels.

I o i In Inn (I man's obsei vai ions, so

< iably thrown out, his three i ompanions

made no answei ing spe< uiai ion. While

id. moon like .1 \\ Kite ship breasted the

bla< k waves oi 1 he mooi s, and evei v

breath ol 1 he Island was s< .1 promise and

imp sei ret, thi \ progn ss< d stonily,

embedded in an habit ual < om rete, a

\ < 1 1 \ isi "l indifl erenci

I he hired man, howevei , went on

supplying topic s. 1
1 he dr< w his blood

from so( ially unment ionable sources, it

had been l>\ \\ idely opposite * hannels.

An anoint m< nt hi knew not oi was on

1 1, list ing 1 hat "
1 he hull island was

1 \ l.\ now 1 hat 11 \\ as more 1 ind( 1

1 km ,in\ 1 hing 1 Is* , Ik huggi d his km 1 s,

devouring tin monotony around him
1 1< took out .1 towi I lilci handki n hi( f,

.i|)|»l\ ing 11 tot he insidi oi his di 1 l»\ hat

,

44

1 swi at ," hi n in .11 ked, obsi 1 \ ingl} ;

1 hen, as ii 1 hirst ing foi 1 ommon si nsa

t ion, " I'll Im 1 1 hi in pini bai I on II u< kli

ben (
1 mon is .1 smol in' \ < 1

!
Now

vho "ii hi in fires! \ ladj gat hi 1 ing

hi 1 rooms in 1 h< pasti 1 tolt m< it

1 hum rei in don< it ' misi reent

1I1. H .-. hat shi « ill- -I 11 , but I told

Ik 1 I "ii. ed som< l»"<l
j

just ln>\ « <low n

.1 mat ii 1 'in- .' Ii- 1

'

I In < an> as hat ted drivei i< 1
k< <l the

two I'Im I Im • led figui ' s "ii

the I 1 madi no 1 "nun- nt W hai

n Hi- 11 inin-l ai 1 hi gaunt
: ground it s slov 1 u hing

1 l-iii and Im y, v rlati

ii im, first "in and hard, thi n dr) and
1 1 1 1|». ning mi-, juii j humoi

oi refreshing speech. Something grim
and niggard expressed itseli in then very

shoulders. I his somei hing, ii appean d,

was directed toward the summer night,

wavy l<m e 1 ails glimmei ing, <lnn

reachi s oi 1 < 1 rospei 1 ive moors.
II tin- hired nun seemed determined

in his < M"i ts toward personal intei

( om se, it was l>< « ause in his nai row head
on \\ Im Ii i he large black dei l>\ quivered

was the sense oi excursion. Things he

ignored afool or in tin day's work he
now pointed out as objei 1 s oi interi st

1 1( cast .1 1 liinnl) ovei his shouldei ai

barren fields nebulous with the lacy

growt Ii oi wild cat lots.
4l

()l<l Miss Footsei II have some trou

hi* to < leai out In 1 land," was his

s< ii nt ill- si atement .
"( )nct 1 hem w 1 1 1

1
<

saucer flowers takes ahoit and they'll

eat land. Eat it ? I [eai me! I hey'll

gnaw 11 to t he bone!"
I he driver ;it nn nt ion oi I In n.mn

roused himsi II Mi^Im ingly. " El 1 hey d

eat hei 1 he} M ^,0 fui 1 hei and fare

wui se," \\ as his sui i\ w ii 1 i< ism. I lis

bushy e\ ( l)iow s were foi bidding undi 1

.1 soili d < an\ as hat ; his gnarled hand 1

1 w im hed and flapped the i< ins.

A lasi 1 .it 1 1< around .1 stony cut ve in

ill- road brought the wagon down .1

slopi , I rom vs Rich could l>< seen t he

lighi s oi 1 In island town crescented in

di li< ate band down to the iewel "I

.1 lij-lii house "ii 1 he poim . I his w;is ;i

sight .it w Im Ii t here would ha \ e b< « n

no • -.iiiiik in among 1 he 01 < upant s oi

1 he \ 1 hit l< Ixit loi t he hired hand.
" Watch t In in ele< tries jump ? I'll bet

1 hat plant 1 ost 1 \n to^ n h< a> \ and

all don< f"i 1 In summi 1 p< opli
."

"Well, there' not hin too good foi

1 Im hi 1 1I1- i-
' inquin -I the dn\< 1

,

sarcastically.
4,

'|
li< \ 'II 1.1I - 1I1. I.< st -di right,"

ii,, 1 on< 1 i"n " W • Hi I" .11 i> •

" th(

hin d man corrected him • Ifi mi 1 ii u

lough . "II '1 '' .i'ii'i foi lli' Miiinin 1

|, ( opli
"

hi spoki 1 if -.I .1 dist in< 1 rac(



mi- BAND

of Vpaches it of Persians
u
ef*twa*n*t wagon clattered Nv, a face peering

fol the summei people, we wouldn't be from the single lit window drew the

gpin' down to the town to night, foi cold oi its oc< upam .. bui \n ; «

there wouldn't be no Band t* listen ter." quickly withdrawn, vt this thej

"Who says so
" demanded the farmer, commented.

Grasping the dwarf pine branch, "Spyin
1

out, hey?*
1

remarked the

lecting from it a few needles, the hired hired man,

man chewed them meditatively, "Herb "Then runs back to set on hei

Prindle an
1 me was a talkin

1

about that money."

here movin* picters they .til run ter, " Misers don't want no company.**

Herb says the summei people brought IThey tittered; the soui and subservi

Vm. Herb says you can see, ef you look ent laughtei of the kitchen help being a

into it, that the summei people brought very good imitation oi hei misti

the made-ice and the hotel work and the raucous amusement, until the wagon,

salt watei bathin*, and 1 dun*no* what rattling ovei the uneven cobbles oi the

all, They'll bring ottermobiles soon, Island streets, was silhouetted

Herb says; they ain't nothin' they won't the white and gray sides oi the town

bi ing once they set I heii minds to it
." hou

\t the descent into marsh tracts fi im 1 he Band, grouped with the exact!

which -i night heron Bew up, one of the of chessmen in its circulai pavilion,

closely enveloped figures in the back shone brightly ready, Planted with

Beat -.In.mk mn.ihlv. "Drive faster, brazen frankness under powerful electric

can't ve, \lnl-" a querulous voice lights in the centei oi the old cobbled

urged. "That damp creeps right "\i<> square, this off-Island Band seemed to

ni V bones.*
1

defy all austere traditions oi Puritanism

\t this the othei gaunt figure drew and estheticism, it was flatly, commei

hei shawl ovei hei mouth; speaking cially, modernly, exactly what it repre

sideways through it, she turned a con sented itseli to be a brass-band come

jectural face to the black m oak to the Island foi certain solid financial

and pine where soft lights of honey considerations to discourse a purely

ball and clethra glimmered, d\r>, proei immeoi populai music, tt

"Nowadays they say any kind ofaii was said oi the Band that it had powei

is healthy," tin-, figure heroically volun to open reluctant purse strings; that, in

teered, rhe pinched, interrogative face short, it knew how to hypnotize the

leaned anxiously toward its neighbor, summei people into freer, less discnm
*

I read it into my Sunday Searchlight; mating spending, Whethei oi not this

(fine's real old folks goes out now in was true, froin the Band itself emanated

automobiles onto the mainland. Km like a great light such wondrous parti

kind oi air, the new doctors hold olorecTvibrations of music that far back

i than being boxed in like." on the Island the beauty starved ind

"1 I, huh?" rejoined the othei i she listless inhabitants oi mooi farms ( aught

did ii"i argue the question, but merel) faint, luminous i iderces and v.imh-

hawked and Bniffed in the disparaging grudgingly and furtively, like dull

mannei of the professional inv ifid. Su I
moths, to lingei neai its glowing heart,

denly she leaned forward, scrutinizing Notwithstanding a promptness, a

the mooi hollows paved with a curious somewhat deadh willingness and em

silvei radiance. Mj sakesl look it ciency, the stiff, hot uniforms, the black

that pizen fawg lyin' in the hollers like mustaches waxed on red, impassive

soui milk, ( !an't vou hurry the ho .

.

faces this B ind was i I
"',1 oi mtui

noni " tions and innovations, Vmong the

is the state road revealed its conven bands of the earth with pedigree and

tion il ribbon unrolling toward the town, ti idition it took it i place firmly in the

.) single dai k ga ble by I he w a vside flung sun

back fix- hooi beats, Vn unp tinted \i night, through the h 'It dark, cob-

hou le, bl k i. in M . sh irp lines, a fi
i

^ bled undei the hoary old elms

in its weed-crown vard, icemed almost screening the stars, this Band had its

to float forth in the moonlight Vs the saj , it drew its listenei i with a keen,

Voi <.-.•.
1 1 1

• , v >-.
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crude magnetism of a practised stump-

speaker; it voiced both the frank, glow-

ing dreams of a husk, modem world

;md the soft, lace-like memories of a

world gone by. The Band played not

only to 1 1 1
<

- amiably indulgent "sum-
m< i " persons whose money had paid

foi it, bul to their hired men and maids;

to their restless, fantastic young people;

to the few old captains left nodding in

the ^ : i i I <> i n
' club; and to that new Island

generation keen, sensitive, tentative of

enterprise, which, t hough t racingits blood

hack to those who dared the sea, yet

looks wistfully and without initiative

upon the blue water hemming it in.

Into the kaleidoscopic color and hum
of the town diove the high wagon. Its

quartette with sunburned faces sat stol-

idly and distrustfully, looking coldly

upon the movement of the streets, the

frivolous signs and displays oi the little

town shops. No Bicker of eyelash be-

trayed interest or curiosity over the

groups <>f young girls in sotr, bright jer-

oi delicate-hued capes; or over the

athletic youths, each with his little peg

of .i cigarette adding inconsequence to

an indeterminate month.

From the four, Sitting stolid as Ind-

ians in this spontaneous display of all

the Rummer's legitimatized absurdities,

then was hut one thing that drew im-

pulsive comment; this was a superb

young person riding home late from a

gall >p on the moot, followed bv bet

in. and clad in the tiouscnd and

booted slimness of correct riding-ap-

pan I.

\t sight of her spirited face and figure

tin hired man struck his knee with a

t >rce I
bit again unset tied tin large

derby. "Well, I'll be horn-swoggledl"
He turned his gaunt neck, staring after

tin indiffi nut \ oung i idei . "It s like

the I ii CUS," t hi' Inn d m. in i i.iculatcd,

"yet ain't it nat'ral
:

It's like the Bible,

with the policeman riding round the

walled cit \ ; it's like ' but the nit i-

lu. it* metaphoi seenn d to elude bun.
W ith the Island instinct for shelter

and inconspicuous posts oi obs< rvation,

the cam as-hatted fai m< i drove to a

»treet and paus< d in front of a

toba '. spapei , and rx anut shop
directly fat ing I he band stand, ["here,

in th< shadow ol a mossv elm. with eves

roving glassily in the apathetic, sun-
burned faces, they waited. Then was
the time for manifestation of dissatis-

faction on the part of the rheumatic
figure on the back seat, who, speaking
with elegant indifference, volunteered,
"Now I'm here, I dun'no' is the boss

equal to it, nose onto the band-stand so."

Hut the canvas-hatted driver had not
traversed those miles of rut road for

nothing. "So, ye want to git onrestlcss,

do yer?" he observed, vindictively. " It's

fer me ter say, ain't it, whether that boss

will stand or whether he won't stand;

if yer ain't satisfied, ye can set, or ye
can git out; I ain't stoppin' yer."

I he rheumatic figure mumbled resig-

nation; her gaze suddenly diverted to

the band-master, who, ascending the

platform, stood, seriously jaunty, a focus

for the eyes of the crowd.
Now a band-master is necessarily :i

person of psychological methods; not

only are his men invariably well-fed, but

their very buttons look nourished; then

fat, white fingers have the appearance of

being, like fashionable women, carefully

massaged and tonicked. Their instru-

ments are so dazzling as to cause the

unsophisticated - like Moses and Aaron
in the presence of divine splendor—to

veil the face.

Such innovations as playing the favor-

ite airs of the nightly throngs this par-

ticular band-master had made his fetish,

and it would be impossible to say how
many sentimentalists ol both sexei

dropped into the glass salad-bowl placed

conspicuously in the tobacco-store their

anonymous, but fervent, appeals for
" Mice, where art thou?" "Then
you'll remember me," and "Killarney."

I hese requests, nightly renewed, v

always granted, so that through the gin-

gery effervescence of one-step .'.nd tango

walked the sweet, drooping ballad-

maidens the old, clean romanticism of

anothei age, a simpler, less artificial

hum. nut \ .

It was part of the band-master's in-

stinct for effi ct that caused bun to have

Ins men assemble, just as the bell in the

old clock towet rang eight slow strokes.

I In n. baton connoting the seventh and

eighth beat, the attack on some popular

march was made. It was like drawing
tin cork from an effervescent bottle ot
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music—a bottle that poured joyously

forth.

It was inevitable that, at the opening
crash the bony farm-horse should start

violently and, with dramatic clatterings

of hoof, rear and back up on the side-

walk. With a sort of theatric agility

quite foreign to his usual movements,
the hired man sprang out of the wagon
and ran to the horse's head, and under
vigorous anathema from the canvas-

hatted driver sought to sooth him. Be-
cause of this little flurry, several heads
turned that way, and the moment was
given a certain intoxication as of the

lime-light, so that his blood, suddenly
leaping, stirred by the bright energy of

musical rhythm, fired the hired man.
He looked with quick patronage at his

rigid companions in the back seat, then
to such mysterious, soft-faced damsels as

stood by. With one gesture he assumed
the instinctive masculine role, reassuring

the entire feminine world.

"Nee'n' ter be afraid," quoth the
hired man, loudly. His large black
derby settled farther down upon his

small, narrow head; his little eyes glit-

tered excitedly upon this feathery, silken

multitude. "Nee'n' ter be afraid!" he
roared. Under the spell of the bright,

cold music, he held on to the moment's
vague unintelligible sweetness. As the
march ceased and the rather perfunctory
applause from the encircling seats con-
cluded, so by some dubious racial strain

did the hired man recognize a fleeting

glory. In his unshaven face, devoid of
everything but the marks of uncon-
querable imagination, came the light of
one who had suddenly seen himself
transfigured. With swashbuckling ef-

fect of gallantry, such as he himseif
could hardly understand, he undertook
to reassure first his immediate female
companions, then such of the unfathom-
ably unmoved ladies as stood by.

"There," remarked the hired man,
benevolently; "there! now he'll stand.
He ain't used to tunes" he explained to
the dazzling woman-world evidently
hanging on his words, "but he'll stand
now." He stroked the horse's head, not
because he felt tender, but because that
was what he had once seen a pink-and-
white circus-rider do; then he laboriously
climbed back into the high wagon. If

he felt distinction, he successfully con-
cealed it, except that his air was one of
indifferent subordination to the canvas-
hatted farmer.

"Take them reins," growled the lat-

ter, "and see to it that he don't shy
ag'in; ef he won't stand, kick her in the
stomach. I got ter git some terbacker."

This grim social factor being for the
moment removed, the women, finding
their tongues, gloried in reviewing the
episode of the rearing horse. '

"Did yer see me? After the first

jump I was all like the horse, a-shiverin'
and a-shakin'."

" Is that so ? Fer me, I wouldn't have
knowed if I had broke my neck; I never
once set my eyes off that stick the gen-
tleman was wavin'; looked like he Was
whippin' eggs, beatin' the music up
like." Then, with that criticism which
is the instant product of artistic experi-
ence, "Them chancy march pieces makes
you feel good, but give me a tune"

This last suggestion was caught by
the hired man, who, eyes fixed upon the
swarms of people drifting by, appeared
dazed. "A tune," he repeated, solemn-
ly. He was trying to comprehend a
young girl in a gauzy white gown, her
sunburned neck and arms showing dark
against a boa of white fur. The hired
man aroused himself with difficulty to

his role of man of the world. "A tune?"
he remarked, with knowing conviction.

"When you get through with this here
band-playin' you'll be so full er tunes
you won't know 'em apart! There ain't

no tune they can't play; they own about
every tune that's worth owning."

This was true. As the canvas-hatted
farmer reappeared, bearing his can of

tobacco in one hand and in the other—
astounding proof of his condescension

—

a small bag of white peppermints for the

ladies, the Band, by some change of mood
common to its nature, began a delicate,

maidenly soliloquy, a song so pensive

and pure that one gazed with wonder
upon the solid, beefy specimens and
brass rotundities from which it pro-

ceeded. The thing was ended and be-

gun in a complete hush. True, various

small, gum-chewing urchins continued
mastication and ice-cream-cone licking

with the facial contortions peculiar to

their kind. But the very shoeblack
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came out of his saturnine pavilion, the

fruit-man left his dubious arrangement

of tubercular peaches; even the butcher,

after .1 p< nsive sharpening of his cleaver,

laid it down on the block with a sad air

of finality.

rhe women on the back seat of the

high wagon folded their arms on their

flat bosoms; with heads dropped to one

side, they gave themselves to luxury of

dolor. the hired man, his derby now
engulfing him, s;it very still; his face,

mon wooden than ever, betrayed no

feeling, but under a reddish stubble the

adventurous upper lip of the half of his

origin he would never know suddenly

closed firmly down on that under

lip bequeathed him by an ill-starred

mother.
It was only the canvas-hatted farmer

who preserved his aplomb. "So you
e.dl that a turn ?* Without saying

more, he tilled his pipe, lit it, and

plunged into contemptuous detachment.

The evening wore on in tin- tinkling,

vacillating fashion of a summer resort;

the music, a very fountain of melody,

sprayed into the air, drops of it floating

down into old Island gardens or to the

light-Stained harbor. At last the church-

bell t died curfew; the Hand, with the

elan (fall brass-bands, splurged forth in

final national airs, and the concert was

In the rickety farm-wagon they

aroi Mil themselves, sighing, from their

I he bind man solemnly blew
into tin empt) peppermint-bag; he

popped it with bis tist. "I done that

when I was knee-high to a grasshopper/'
In explained to tin- lulus, whose laces,

for the turn- softened into something like

lis. smiled gap-toothed un-

derstanding. \s tin \ left the half-lit

town behind them and the mist from the

moor mads touched tin n foreheads, they
till mto that contented reminiscence

which is tin most precious <>t human
communions.

1 hat mil tune, where tin feller was
workin' tin brass rod up an* down
now a tune lik< th it ain't music; it's too

maugerlike," criticized the bind man.
1 le pan- - King for some metaphor

ling sadiu ^. "It's more bki a

dawg with a tin c\n tied on to his tail,"

hi concluded.

Fhe women were sympathetic; they
said that particular tune was like paint
with no drier into it—too sleazy, like

faded cotton goods. They agreed that a

tune, to be a real tune, must be some-
thing you could lay hold of—like steps

on the stairs or knots on a rope.

The kitchen help said seriously, how-
ever, that there was more to it than
that—more to it than she could see into

—but she wrould, she averred, die happy
if she could play any of them tunes with
one finger. Only, with a little freedom
quite unlike the kitchen help's usual

self, " if any one was to ask her what she
called a tune, why give her, she said,

"The Last Rose of Summer."
"That's more of a ladies' tune than

a free-for-all," commented the hired

man; but the kitchen help, with re-

markable spirit, challenged this state-

ment. She sat on the back seat, nodding
emphatically, explaining how, when they
played that there tune, why, the hull

Island was all roses for her, winter and
summer, and then suddint-hke she could

see just that there rose, the last-like,

hanging so in the cold!

"Get up!" snapped the canvas-hatted

farmer. He, it seemed, had no particu-

lar sensations to record. His mind, col-

orlessly crowded with dry meannesses,

with hopeless financial considerations,

based upon the shifting uncertainties of

crops, chickens, and pigs, felt no touch

of romance; and though he allowed the

conversation to run its course, he with-

draw completely and finally from its

lations.

The others, for the moment spiritually

released, hail much to exchange; as the

high wagon followed the rut road still

faintly silvered w ith moonlight, and once

moi d the lonely house, they

noted that the single light was gone.

Some vague new sense <>t its solitary

inmate came to them. It was tin rheu-

matic figure who tried to voice this new
feeling. "Ain't it comical," sin averred,

askance upon the lonely dwelling

—

ain't it comical how it was her I was

a-thinkuV of as I listened to them tunes.

'She's lonesome,
9
said 1 tomyself 'she's

lonesome; her mone} ain't nothin' to

Int. She lives all stark alone; she's

. ril-take-her-a-<:lass-of-heach-

plum-jeUy, I says, keepki' time to the
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music—and blest if there wasn't tears restored them to their wonted antag-
rollin' down my face!" onisms.
"Gee-dap!" growled the farmer. The hired man, however, did not go
"Like me an' my blue necklace I lost at once into the gray lean-to where his

once," said the kitchen help. "I hain't rickety bed waited, He was slow at
thought of it since, until to-night when his work of unharnessing the horse;
the music was a-playin' I seen that neck- when he finally went to the bars to put
lace plain as—my! I wanted it like when them up he was absorbed in thoughts
you're dry and can't get no water." that took no shape. He stood looking
The wagon turned into the farm-land into the moor hollows, listening to the

hidden behind the bleak dunes, and the sea. Under that night dirge the hired
two men made unwonted and clumsy man heard a voice strangely like the
pretense at helping the women out. voice of the music. Baffled, shaking his

They all walked consciously, strangely head, he tried to comprehend it. At
ashamed of gentleness, until at the last he turned slowly away, and the
house door some domestic altercation only life he knew reclaimed him.

The Star Dreamer

BY ALBERT BIGELOW PAINE

HE always loved the stars—to him
The tiny spark, remote and dim,

Was filled with life and super-man

—

So far his speculation ran.

Oh, more to him the night's array
Than all the pageantry of day!
The far-lit citadel of space
Than earth's supreme abiding-place!

What joy to build the viewless stair

That finds Arcturus or Altair

—

To fling a far and filmy span
To Algol or Aldebaran!

What ecstasy of soul to him
To seek the last horizon's rim

—

To find in some vast cave of space

The vagrant comet's hiding-place!

Where now is he? I think, maybe,
His shallop sails the ether sea,

In happy search of some bright star

Where ancient dreams as substance are.

I think, with soul a-drowse, by day
He anchors in some amber bay

—

And on such radiant nights as these

He drifts among the Pleiades.
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common sense and with any eye for

essentials rfassed by their deliberations

with something like derision. Mankind
must indeed he irreclaimable if it does

not emerge from this war somewhat
saner than it was before. But nowhere
are balance and perspective more needed

than among those deluded Pacifists who
imagined they were doing anything to

abolish war with then incredible Uto-

pias, their annihilating solutions, and
their imperviousness to the passions that

move the eommon run ol men.
There was another ceremony at The

Hague which some Macaulay of tin

future will use to point the contrast be-

tween the swelling hopes of August,

[913, and their sequel less than a year

later. I mean the dedication, in the

presence of representatives of all na-

tions, of the Palace of Peace. It was an

occasion that would have delighted no

one more than those generous and aspir-

ing spirits who in the middle of the

nineteenth century dreamed ol "I he

Parliament of Man, the Federation of

the World." It was almost the fashion

in the 'fifties and 'sixties for statesmen,

in France particularly, to "proclaim"
the United States 01 Europe. Victor
Hugo embraced the ideal with an en-

thusiasm that had a ready response
among the republicans of the Conti-
nent. Men spoke openly, joyously, of a

time when the frontiers of Europe would
he abolished and the peoples of all

nations would fraternize anel co-operate
in unity. Ne>r hael the: visiem wholly

departed even up to the very outbreak
of the: war. Only a few years age) the

Emperor William held up the "Yellow
Peril" as a elange;r that would e>ne- elay

force the: vane>us nations of Europe to

ce>ml)ine: for self-protection. Count
Goiuchowski, in the Opening year of the:

present century, pointed to the- agri-

cultural anel industrial competition of
the United States of America as a men-
ace that could only he: successfully re-

sisted if the: I\>we:rs of the- Old Wen lei

agreed upon a (oiniiioii fiscal policy; and,

more recently still, M. Leroy Beaulieu
insisted em the- economic necessity of
se>me: such development. I am by no
means persuaded thai these- eminent
authorities wen light in the ii diagnoses,
or that the: "Yellow Peril" was, or is,

e>r ever will be, either as a military e>r an
economic fence-, epnlc so formidable as

the Emperor imagined, en that the
Austro-Hungarian Foreign Minister did
not exaggerate when he pictured Europe
as "mine el" by the Unite el States. Hut
the- point te> not < is that in each case the

prescription was the: same- some sent

of union 01 federation or compact among
the Powers of Europe in the presence ol

an emergency affecting them all alike.

'I he- idealists of the- 'fifties, hael they
hveel te> take note of these anel similai

phenomena, anel to assist at sueh a

ceremony as beguiled The Hague in

August, [913, might easily have: been
misled into thinking that Europe was
ripe for the- fulfilment of then dream.

There- would indeed have, heen abun-
dant excuse lor their miscalculation.
The- profound changes which, within the

past half-century, have: transformed so-

ciety anel our daily routine ol life anel

our habits of mind have- all tended to

promote-, if not international union, at

any rate: international uniformity. In

all the: principal nations of Europe the

mass e>f the: people: receive te>-day an

almost identical education, have: a sim-

ilar fait h or lack of it , enjoy more or less

equal access to knowledge anel political

power, read the- same- kinds of papers,

anel think anel feel practically alike.

Before the- war eme: might have- said

there was hardly sueh a thing as a

foreigner nowadays. I he citizens of one

countrj? visit the citizens ol other cotin-

tries, read about them, anel (onic \o

know them fir more intimately anel

intelligently than was possible even a

generation age>. Daily, and without any
sense: of marvel, we: eat in one- hemi-

sphere what has been giown in another,

anel watch laborers year after year cross-

ing and re-crossing the: Atlantic, earning

hy a few months' work in America or the

Argentine e nough to maintain them for

the: rest of the year in their Italian

homes. Kvciy writer or thinker of real

note may he: sure- to-day, whatever his

nationality, of an international audience.

An impartial flood of publicity has

swept ovci the- world. 'I he economists

of Socialism address millions where for-

merly they could only reach hunel reels.

Labor every year becomes a little more
organized, not only within the: houn-
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daries of each nation, but as between

country and country. Science has al-

ways despised boundaries, but it is only

now that the means exist of bringing

its discoveries to the instant knowledge

of mankind. There never was a time,

in, when the Leading peoples of the

world so readily exchanged not only

their arts and letters and inventions, but

their social habits, their sports and
amusements. The international flavor

permeates pretty nearly everything we
do and think and enjoy; we have come
naturally to look for it, and we miss it

when it is absent. International con-

gresses of all kinds, the multiplication of

clubs and societies in all lands for the

study of foreign literatures and foreign

conditions, and the ever-expanding ma-
chinery for making the researches and
experience of each individual country
universally available, all testify to in-

terests and instincts that stretch far

beyond frontiers.

And while the bonds that link nations

and peoples have grown, and keep on

growing, both in numbers and in

strength, many of the influences that

used to separate them have as steadily

dwindled. I he questions, in particular,

of k ligious faith and observance that

once divided men divide them no longer

with the old sharpness. It is only in

the souther,? of Jairope, where the

Greek and the Roman < hurches still

pursue th( ir an haic feud, that the theo-

logian is nov, able to sow strife between
kingdom and kingdom. Even Islam has

bei n touched by the Zeitgeist; and the

Sultan's proclamation of a Holy War is

to have raised barely a rip-

ple in the once tumultuous waters of

Vlohammedan fanaticism. In nearly

ipital, moreover, the Ji w, a cos-

mopolitan by hered it v, instinct, inn r-

:
•

I toi k h i hange, domi-
t In m .'. spa pi i s and the theati i s,

and i
, an increasing power in politics.

I h.it -n .it r< um< < t ion of women as an
rid political force, which is,

perhaps, the mosl r< mai kable m<
nil nt of <>ur age, has indua d a

hich b! tverrides

the limits of nationality. I )emo< i

.

li >umi more than level class< s; it

is leveling boundary b. It has start* d
a sympathetic emu nt that p< net i

everywhere. There is hardly a political

problem in any country that is not re-

produced in another; and there are a
dozen problems—all those, for instance,

that we compendiously group together
under the name of "The Labor Ques-
tion"—which, with whatever local dif-

ferences, are equally insistent in all

countries and betray a common restless-

ness and a common sympathy under the

pressure of common burdens. Political

ideas, nowadays, rush through the na-
tions like measles through a school; and
the bonds of commerce and especially of

finance and credit have been so infinitely

interwoven, and vibrate so speedily to

the slightest disturbance, that nothing
can now harm one country without in-

juring its neighbors. And so one might
go on, showing by instance after in-

stance how vastly more interdependent,

physically, intellectually, politically, and
economically is the world to-day than
was the world of a few decades ago.

Gazing on these portents, an enthusiast

of the middle of the nineteenth century,

could he but have seen them, might well

have exclaimed, in the early months of

1914, that his work was accomplished,

and that Europe stood on the verge of

becoming a united commonwealth.
That he would have been wrong we

are all now but too bitterly aware. But
the question why he would have been
wrong is at once more important and
more difficult to answer. Where was the

error in the calculation? With all these

variegated and powerful influences pull-

ing, as it seemed, in one direction toward
one broad mark, what was the counter

tendency, mightier than them all put

together, that checked, debated, dis-

persed them in blood and flame? What
was it at bottom that, at a time of ap-

parently unparalleled international com-
munion, hurled the nations at one an-

other's throats? Some will say it was

Germany or Russia or Great Britain or

souk other government; that it was dy~

tic ambitions or armaments or bun-

gling diplomacy. Hut I think for the

K.ot cause of this appalling convulsion

lull have to look deeper if we wish

to find the comprehensive source which

it must be tin business of Pacifists in the

future to dam. This root-eause, this

compn hensive source, I take to be noth-
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ing less than the fact and sentiment of

nationality. It is one of the paradoxes
of our times that as the world of science

and literature, finance and philosophy,

grows smaller and more uniform, each
unit or group of nations seems to grow
more self-conscious and more eager to

maintain and assert its own individu-

ality. Patriotism or nationality—it does

not matter which you call it—was never
a more stubborn or more jealous fact

than it is to-day when all the old land-

marks, thanks to the upthrust of the

forces I have roughly enumerated, might
seem on the very point of submergence.
It rears itself like a rock above the flood

of science, reason, invention, intercourse,

and knowledge. All international poli-

tics reduce themselves to the proposition

that I am a Frenchman or a German or

an American, and that you are some-
thing else. That difference remains,
unaltered and perhaps unalterable. It

colors everything and diversifies every-
thing; and it receives its political con-

summation in the principle of national-

ity. Whether it is in conformity with or
in opposition to the spirit of the age and
the ultimate trend of things, it endures.
Men think and speak of themselves as

the subjects or citizens of such and such
a Power, and not at all as units in a
great brotherhood. They are born and
reared in a certain atmosphere, acquire
a consciousness limited to their fron-

tiers, accumulate various ideals, modes
of life, customs and characteristics, dis-

tinctive ways of looking at things, and
so on; and all these acquisitions become
intensely dear to them, become, indeed,
a part of themselves and intertwined
with their highest emotions and their

most sacred associations. They are ever
ready to defend them and their unity,

and the material interests which are the
symbol and the product of that unity,

against all assailants. It leaves the ordi-

nary man quite unmoved to reflect that
he is a member of the human race. It

passionately stirs him to know that he
is a fraction of some narrower and more
tangible community to which whatever
he has of pride and love and self-sacrifice

irresistibly goes out. Thus far, but no
further, have men in the bulk developed
through the centuries that corporate
sense which manifested itself in the now
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outworn loyalties of the group, the tribe,

and the clan.

It is this arrangement of mankind in

nations, this spirit of patriotism that no
merely intellectual solvent seems able to
disintegrate, which accounts for arma-
ments. Men will always take the most
effective means at their disposal to de-
fend what they regard as their highest
good; and to most of them the highest
good they know is that restricted total-

ity which they call their country, and
the noblest aspiration that moves them
is to serve its interests. That is why,
although the peoples of Europe for the
past four decades have been steadily

declaiming against war and the accumu-
lating expenditure needed both to wage
and avert it, no nation has dreamed of
disbanding its naval and military forces,

no statesman has pointed to any real

possibility of limiting them by agree-

ment, no publicist who did not blind

himself to the facts was ever able to hold
a valid hope of escape from the vicious

circle. By common consent the nations

of Europe seemed resolved to bleed

themselves white rather than back out
of the game, believing, and no doubt
rightly, that the first one to throw up
the sponge would blot itself from the

roll of the Great Powers and expose its

territory and national life to the preda-

tory ambitions of wealthier or less

scrupulous or more steadfast neighbors.

What nerved them to endure in time of

peace an expenditure on naval and mili-

tary preparations that for the six leading

Powers of Europe amounted to #5,000,-

000 a day, and is now not far short of

twenty times that sum, was simply their

resolve to guard the treasure of their

nationality. Everything at last comes
back to that. Armaments were the life-

insurance policies taken out by each

nation for the protection of its highest

possession. It was useless to point out

that armaments merely bred arma-

ments; that no Power really believed

that other Powers were equipping them-
selves for defense alone; that each sus-

pected itself to be particularly menaced;
and that the spectacle of these gigantic

preparations, while unquestionably it

acted as a deterrent, did much also to

foster apprehensions and ill-will and
mutual recriminations until an atmos-
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phere was propagated of such heated

antagonisms and detonating fears that

ii war came to seem preferable as ;.

relief to the excruciating tension. It was
useless, too, to argue that by accumulat-

ing the means of strength in a world from

which faith had vanished, the nations

were accustoming themselves to worship

strength and to use it with a more than

medieval disregard for right or wrong;

that the conscience of mankind was being

rapidly blunted by the idolatry of force;

that international politics had drifted

from their moorings, such as they were,

in law and morality, and resembled

nothing so much as a series of floating

mines. All this might be admitted and
deplored, but still from country after

country came the passionate, despairing

response: "We must be ready to defend

and preserve our national life. Nothing
matters so long as we do that."

To those, therefore, who believe in and
dream of and work for a coming time

of universal peace 1 would saw "Nation-
ality, there is th< enemy." From what
I have seen of their labors I do not

imagine that many of them have yet

looked at it in that light. 1 hey seem to

think that some purely mechanical de-

vice can insure peace without disturb-

ance to the human background and
motive of all wars. liny have never

zed the fundamental antinomy be-

and patriotism. I hey have
r, m consequence, taken the true

measure of then enterprise or mastered
that first principle of strategy which

.i concentration of forces at the

isive pomt. 1 he essential problem
In in is to supersedt tin- appeal

of nationality , w hich is by its very
nature a partial and a In llieose appeal,

by setting before the world and drilling

mto us consciousness some higher and
more i mbracing ideal. I here is, unlet d,

mceivably shorter road to tin ir goal,

but it is one the} are debarred from
mmending. If. as 1 hav< said, some

one Power w< re to dominate tin- modi m
world as Rome dominated tin ancient,
it might foi perhaps a century or two
imp n absolute ct ssa-

tion <>f strife. Hut Pa< ifists in gen< ral,

1 apprehend, are not prepared to wel-
come or t" further any such solution.

1 here remains for them, then, tin slow.

endless, heart-breaking effort to substi-

tute for this instinct or tradition of
patriotism the bond of a wider union; to

set up against the claim of nationality
the superior claim of humanity; to en-

large and broaden the vision of men till

they see in frontiers and boundaries
nothing but hampering restrictions that

obscure the view of the vaster brother-

hood beyond. \\ hen men cease to think
of themselves as belonging to this coun-
try or to that, but simply and naturally
as citizens of the world, and when they
rise into the clearer atmosphere that is

unvitiated by prejudices of raceor speech
or national bias, then the impulse to

wars will have spent itself. Some men,
a great many men, in part at any rate,

do this already. A British scientist

learns of the achievement of a brother-

scientist in Germany without in the

least feeling that his own country has

suffered an intolerable humiliation. He
gladly and impersonally adds the new
discovery or the new invention to his

sum of knowledge and counts it as one
more gain to be utilized for the service

of mankind. Artists and authors and
scholars never allow a frontier to come
between them and their appreciation of

good work wherever done. They par-

take of it, benefit by it, and enjoy it

with a most unpatriotic frankness. It

never occurs to them to take up a nig-

gardly national attitude and clamor

for a war on German metaphysics,

Italian painting, Russian novels, and

French philosophy. What, therefore,

has to be done by the Pacifists is to make
this large habit of mind universal, and
to inoculate- with it in particular tln.se

who concern themselves with political

and governmental affairs, lor these are

tin- fields in which mankind so far has

most hideously blundered. Politics and

government remain to-day as they al-

ways have been, tin- most lagging ami

impervious of the "sciences," the most

empirical and at the same tune tin-

most reactionary, tin least illumined by

tin Jow of big aims and comprehensive
ideas. Ami it is m their political capac-

ity, of course, that men find tin- sharpest

expression of their sentuin-nt of na-

tionality, and the freest ami most mis-

chievous exercise ^\ all those qualities

and emotions, at once- noble and debas-
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ing, that the confused prepossessions,

the baseless suspicions and the volcanic

attachments and repulsions induced by
the purely national conception of society,

implant in them. To raise the states-

man and the voter to the serene air of

the chemist and the scholar, where
boundaries are a meaningless irrele-

vance, is no small part of the task ahead
of the Pacifists. Its magnitude may be

judged from the fate that has overtaken
the "Internationalism" of the Socialists.

For half a century and more the "work-
ers" of Europe have been adjured by
their leaders, prompted thereto by a

class spirit that nevertheless was con-

scious of wider obligations, to discard

patriotism in their own interests and in

those of mankind. What happened? At
the first blast from the war trumpet
the old Adam of nationality proved too
strong and the "comrades" in all the

belligerent nations set out with enthu-
siasm to prove on one another's bodies

the perfection of their brotherhood.
This education of the generality of

men in the precepts of a patriotism

transcending seas and frontiers and em-
bracing the whole universe impresses one
as likely to prove a well-nigh intermi-

nable process. It is only, indeed, with
the eye of optimism that one can detect

the first faint beginnings of it in the
rough understanding that Great Britain

and the United States have arrived at

that war between them is impossible
and unthinkable. While nothing changes
so rapidly as the face of international

politics, one can say of this understand-
ing that, such as it is and for what it is

worth, it does seem to point to the
dawn of an international consciousness.

But to reproduce the essence of the very
special relationship that exists between
these two countries and to make it

the common form of intercourse among
all nations is an undertaking to be
measured not by decades or centuries,

but by millennials. Yet that alone, as

I see it, is likely to herald an age of

universal peace. But while nothing less

than a complete transformation of man's
outlook and ambitions will in the long
run suffice, a Pacifist movement that
really knew its business and never lost

its sense of history and perspective

might in the mean time work with some

effect along humbler, but not contra-
dictory, lines. It would start with the
encouraging feeling that after this war,
and for some time to come, the world
will have had its fill of fighting and that
a sober campaign against war may be
assured of a cordial response. It would
seek to undermine the old idea of nations
as separate and isolated units. It would
dwell upon and strive to reinforce all

the factors that are tending toward a

cosmopolitanism of mind and vision and
interests. It would install in its proper
place the tremendous importance, as a
stepping-stone to the restoration of in-

ternational confidence, of the scrupulous
observance of treaties and their obliga-

tions. And, above all, it would address
itself to the task of resolving the per-

plexities of the average man when he
tries to evolve a philosophy of war, to

determine what he really thinks of it,

and to settle its place and functions and
prerogatives as a force in human history.

Every one for years past has declared,

and declared sincerely, and when the
present convulsion has subsided will re-

iterate with a passionate conviction,

that peace is "the greatest of blessings";

and every one has been, is, and will I

suspect continue to be, ready to fight

to prove it. Humanity is in a muddle
on the subject. Its cultured sensibilities

are at odds with its primal instincts. It

proclaims war to be immoral, econom-
ically wasteful, and a crime against civ-

ilization, yet it has a more or less sneak-

ing admiration for it as a healthy and
purging exercise. In the abstract, war is

always wrong; in every specific case it

is always right. Appeals to his reason,

and even the clearest demonstration
that most of the supposed advantages to

be gained by a victory over a modern
Power of the front rank are illusory, do
not affect the average man. Something
that has nothing to do with reason or

self-interest, and is more powerful than
either, keeps him a militarist. He likes

to indulge in visions of universal peace,

and he likes to have his statesmen
negotiate arbitration treaties; but the

peace he declaims about must be a

peace accompanied by justice to himself

and his nation, and, if justice is not
forthcoming, out whips his sword; and
he never really intends to arbitrate any
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absolutely vital question. Would a

world without strife be a world not only

without strength, but predestined to

anemia and decay? Is war more costly

in misery and degradation than modern
industrialism? That war braces char-

acter, evokes fortifying qualities of the

utmost utility, and bequeaths heroic

memories Is admitted, I should hope, by

every Pacifist. Could anything else,

could a diversion and concentration of

nun's thoughts and energies in some
other direction, produce the same quali-

ties? What, if war is to disappear, is to

take its place as a moral equivalent?

War is .in evil, but is it the worst of

evils? Peace is .1 blessing, but is it the

greatest of blessings? Armaments an- a

burden, bur are they the least tolerable

and the most injurious of the many
afflictions that beset all modern socie-

I low (lose is the sequence of cause

and effect between armies and navies

and soei.d poverty and industrial \m-

1. st ? The spokesmen of labor see these

v.ist sums withdrawn year after year
from tin service of social reform, and

squandered on guns and ships that are

obsolete almost as soon as finished, and
the} raise .1 student protest. Hut docs

th.it quite cover all the ground?
" Enough of t his folh ," cry out the

workers in ev< 1 \ land. "
I f you have

this mou: \ , w huh, after all, is largely

mop. \ of our making, to spend, spend
u on us. Make the liv< s of the nine

hundred and ninet \ -nine ;i little more
spai ions and comfort able. ( Ji\ e us some
ol t he It isure and the amenil ies that

hit hei to b< en n set s t d <.nl\ lor an
'n;i. ant fi act ion of mankind." But

is t hit dt mand quite conclusive : I )oes

not t Ik .1 rgument on \\ hi< h it r< sts omit

as much as, it not mort than, it con-
tains '

< )n t Ik ;e and ;i score of similar

P«»mts t he .i\ 11 age in.m is in .1 quandai \

,

and .1 pi ace m«>\ , ment w huh und< r-

i the nature of its mission would
1 1

Mum. and answ< 1 tin m
tor him.

fai the most interesting, and in

. S t h« most efft er 1 \ e, .itt.n k

tli.it h.is been made on w ar dui ing n c< nt

th * 1, mpt to show that us
benefits are imaginary . M r. Norman

II h.is won .1 desei vedly w ide name
for himself b\ the sin< erirj and th( \

great ability with which he has striven

to drive this home. More than any
other man he has succeeded in putting
Pacificism on an economic and con-
vincing basis. He demonstrates that
the prosperity of* nations does not de-

pend upon their political power or upon
their armaments; that most of our pres-

ent vocabulary of international politics

is a survival of an order of things that

has long since passed away; that nations

cannot now "own" countries in the old

sense—the sense of extracting an exclu-

sive profit from them; that it is an

economic impossibility for one nation

to seize or destroy the wealth of another,

or for one nation to enrich itself by
subjugating another; that an addition of

territory is not an addition to the wealth
of the nation owning it; that interna-

tional finance and commerce form so

complex a web of mutual interests that

confiscations, indemnities, and the seiz-

ure of property are economically futile,

being in reality as injurious to the

conqueror as to the conquered, and of

no benefit to either; and that a war
undertaken with the idea of making it

pay or of snatching from it some tangi-

ble advantage is simply an optical illu-

sion. Moreover, he strongly insists that

human nature does change, and that,

just as mankind has got rid of cannibal-

ism, slavery, religious persecution, and
dueling, and has, indeed, ceased verv

largely to rely upon physical force in

private life, so there is nothing to pre-

vent such a modification of its old

instincts and emotions as will make an

end of war. By showing that aggression

deb ats itself in our mode rn world of

credit and universal trading, and l>\

elucidating the real principles of" inter-

national relationship, he has undoubt-

ed^ done a great deal to set nun's

minds in a new and sanei direction.

Hut I confess to .1 doubt as to h<>\\ far

.1 propaganda th.it pla) s so largelj on

tin single st ring of st If-interest w ill a\ ail

in abolishing a habit which rests on

somet Inn:- l.n del pel ami w id< 1 than the

pursuit of material advantages. Sla\ 1

;is w< can .ill s< < to-d.i\ . whatever it

m.i\ have been for the slavt . was disas-

trous for the sla^ e-ownei ; but could it

t \ « 1 have hi « n abolished by t\ en the

amplest proof that it did not pay, and
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that every one who owned slaves was
economically the poorer? It is the vul-

gar*, st of errors to suppose that self-

interest is the decisive and determinant
factor in human life, and that men will

desist from a course of action merely
because it is demonstrated to be un-

profitable. War is the collapse not alone

of the reason, but of the higher nature

of humanity. It is sound work to show
how completely it denies and departs

from reason, but it would be infinitely

sounder and more excellent to show, if

that be possible, that it is a violation of
what is best in mankind. When there

is a great reform to be accomplished it

is not the minds of men, but their hearts

and consciences that will carry it

through; and the Pacifists who rely

mainly on the economic argument and
the appeal to reason merely convict

themselves of ignorance of the deeper
sources of human action. To what he
calls "this great modern gospel that
war does not pay," Mr. H. G. Wells,

carrying with him, I am convinced, the

predominant sympathies of mankind,
has aptly enough retorted that "that
is indeed the only decent and attractive

thing that can still be said for war."
Nor do I believe that much ground is

gained by dwelling on the brutalities and
horribleness of war or by rousing the

finer sensitiveness of the age to the more
obvious forms of suffering. You might as
well hold up a painter's palette to the
unjudging public gaze and tell them
"This is Art!" as attempt to pass off
the bestialities of the battle-field as a
true representation of war. There is an
obstinate suspicion that there must be
more in it than that; there is a not less

obstinate conviction that, mean as the
world may be, it would be meaner still

if the notion once obtained that the
flesh was not made for sacrifice. As
for arbitration treaties and schemes for

limiting armaments and those ingenious

and ingenuous proposals for Leagues of
Peace, with which so many American
journals appear just now to be full—as

though there were any device on which
history had written a flatter condemna-
tion of failure than this—all one can say

of these untutored expedients is that

they betray a grotesque misapprehen-
sion of the real problem to be faced.

Universal peace may come as the result

of a world-wide despotism, through the

undermining and destruction of the sen-

timent of nationality and the substitu-

tion therefor of a patriotism co-extensive

with humanity, or by means of a trans-

formation in the moral values, judg-

ments, and instincts of mankind; but

in no other way.

When I Am Very Old

BY RICHARD LE GALLIENNE

WHEN I am very old and none there is

To lift her lips to mine, .a flower's cup,

When I have drunken all life's vintage up,

And none shall find me good to see or touch,

And only Death shall find me good to kiss;

I think I shall not sorrow overmuch,
So long as April bares her flowering breast

In secret woodlands, and, with eyes of dew,

Lies to the others as once to me and you!



The Mirror of Silence

BY MARY HEATOX J'ORSE

e)0\V that the house was
at last read}' for them.

Virginia sat quietly in

£ the oval drawing-room

H which gave on the rose-

V; garden. She was con-

^> scions oi a depression

that grew and grew until from a vague,

uneasv pain it became heartsickness. At
first she tried to deceive- herself into be-

lieving that this was because she was
tired, but the real truth came and stood

before her. refusing to be ignored.

The reason she was heartsick was be-

cause in a moment Crystal Ballard,

and all-pervasive, would take

Thorn House from her. Ever since the

Ballards had bought it and she had over-

its repairing and putting in order,

Virginia had had the phantasmal feeling

that the house was hers. For the first

time in her life she knew what home
meant; and she had laughed at herself

that she should have selected Thorn
House with its mellow grandeur to call

by the name of home.
A; best tlu- Vanes had never been

mote than comfortably off. and for the

after her father and mother
died and it turned out there was no more
money, she had earned her own living.

She had done this by living with the

Ballards and helping al order her

chaotic, .swift-moving life. Rut though
Crystal was \ irginia's school friend, no
place in which they had lived had

ned home to her—-or to them. It

though theii . full o\ rare

thin. ther people, wi

department store in which
lived instead ^i bought. lhei.

much of everything -so many rooms
many servai many motors. 1

flow me impersonal, they w< i

perfect and the: s i many of them.
Since Crystal had with what to Vir-

emed indecorous offhanded:
bought 1 horn House, its park and box

and then whisked off to

leaving Virginia in charge, she had been
perfectly happy. She felt as if she had
been left on guard to watch a perfect

and precious thing from being defaced.

It seemed to her as though this house
contained in itself some intangible treas-

ure which could be taken from it, and
which without her would inevitably have
been removed by sacrilegious hands.

She had seen to it that none of the golden

mellowness oi time which years had
given it had been stolen from it by care-

less workmen. Now she walked from
one room to another on the pretense of

seeing once more that everything was in

order. It was like a place enchanted

—

there was perfect quiet everywhere, and
vet it seemed to Virginia that the place

was peopled. Mrs. Pollock, the house-

keeper, joined her, also bound on a tour

ot inspection.

"I think everything's in order, Miss
Vane," she said. "Do you suppose

they'll like it:"

She spoke wistfully, but of the source

ofher wistfulness Virginia was not sure

—

whether it was she was anxious to please

her new employers or whether she re-

gretted the past.

Virginia asked her. "How do you like

it yourself, Mrs. Pollock?"

The old lady clasped her hands to-

gether. " It's beautiful. Miss Wane. The
months I lived here alone, and the years

that they were so feeble and, do the best

1 could, neglect gaining on the house

all the time, it seemed to me as if the

light had gone out of it, as much as it

could out of a house like this—a house

that has a heart of gold. Now it's all lit

II, [t's . Jad thing. Miss \ ane,

to watch the light of life burning dimmer
and dimmer in those you love. And did

you ever notice when people who've

lived long in a home are dying, the house

When Miss Julia wasn't

intei my more in the garden it

* she herself had really died, al-

though she continued to live for a while."
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Impulsively Virginia said to her, "It

sometimes seems to me that this house

belongs to you so much more than to

any one else."

"When I thought it was to be taken

from me," she answered, "for a minute
it seemed to me as if I couldn't live.

Then I realized they couldn't quite take

it from me, for I had my memories, and

I could look at it and go and walk in the

park. But when I knew I was to stay,

Miss Vane, I knew I had been comfort-

ing myself but poorly. And then when
I saw you I knew everything would be

all right—with the house, I mean—and
when I saw what an interest you your-

self took in the Annals! Will they keep

on with the Annals, do you think, Miss
Vane?"

"I think the Annals of the Thorn
House stopped with the Thorns," said

Virginia.
"Why so ?" the old lady asked. " It

would be a nice idea, I think, if each
house had its Annals as it passed from
owner to owner—though, of course,

there is more interest when the ladies of

one family write it from generation to

generation, as they have done for Thorn
House."

Virginia smiled, and there was a little

irony in her smile; Mrs. Pollock had so

little knowledge of this swift-moving
age, and of women like Crystal.

They looked out of the window where
in its beauty lay the garden.

"It's Thorn House's high season,"

Mrs. Pollock said. " It looks as if it were
ready for a wedding." Virginia shivered

a little. She was thinking:

"Good-by, Thorn House! You don't

know what's going to happen to you
any more than Mrs. Pollock does."

Her ear caught the purr of a motor at

high speed. In a second they were com-
ing to take it away from her, and she

realized what she had been realizing

more definitely from day to day—that it

was not only from herself that they were
going to take it, but that they would
take from it its own personality. They
would spill into its restful and hospitable

spaces all the extravagance and all the

noisy and monotonous variety of their

lives.

When the motor stopped at the car-

riage porch Virginia wondered again if

the proud old place had ever gotten used
to the purr of machinery and the inde-
cent noise of automobile horns. Godfrey
Ballard got out alone.

"I thought I'd be the advance-guard
of the invasion," he told Virginia, and
then he walked through the length of
one of the rooms with her in silence and
turned to her with: "What peace! I

didn't know such peace existed in the
world."

She looked at him curiously. Peace
was not the thing she associated with
Godfrey Ballard. "Don't you want to

see it all before the others come?" she
asked.

It was the last thing she had expected
to find herself doing—showing Godfrey
the house in this way. As they walked
through quiet rooms, his enthusiasm
grew until Virginia found herself telling

him its legend and its history. She even
showed him Thorn House Annals, which
ended touchingly with Miss Emily
Thorn's fine, trembling hand writing,

"Sister was not able to see the white
lilies in their glory."

At random Godfrey took up another
volume and opened it at a handwriting
all dashes and periods. There was hu-

mor in the phrases, characterization of

guests, touching little entries of births

and deaths. This one writing filled al-

most a whole book, and romance and
tragedy and death were in its pages. It

was the chronicle of a generation told

by a witty, high-hearted, impatient

woman.
Godfrey dipped into it here and there,

and there came to him an emotion of the

past that was like some sweet perfume.

He turned a bright look on Virginia.

"Is there a portrait of her?" he wanted
to know, and, without waiting for an

answer: "Do you know what I wish?"

he went on. "I wish that Carrington

and I had come on a week ahead."

It was a tacit acknowledgment that

the house had put its spell on him, and

also that he, too, realized that, once

peopled as it would be, some essential

virtue would be taken from it, and that

of all his friends Carrington alone would

have understood it.

"Is Carrington coming?" she asked.

"By train, later. A lot of people are

coming by train," he supplemented,
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idly. "Your lovely old house won't be

peaceful long."
" Your house, you mean," she cor-

rected him, " and you wouldn't like it to

be peaceful."

He shot an odd little glance ;it her.

"People are very glib in deciding what
one would like and what one wouldn't.

One gets to doing one thing after an-

other so fast as .1 means <>l escape. It's

like drunkenness. You ought to under-

stand things like that."

Virginia felt oddlj reproached.

They had been so engrossed that they

hadn't heard the motors until they

drove up.

"Good-by, peace!" said Godfrey,
turning his ironic little smile on her.
"

I w ish they hadn't come yet, don't 3 ou,

Virginia? You wish they wouldn't come
at all, don't \ on ?"

1 le smiled at her

w it h mocking Friendliness.

Crystal dashed in through the door.

"Hello, Virginia, lamb!" Her voice

had a high, piercing quality. "Hello,

Godfre} ! Oh, bui we are smothered in

dust. Lead me to the tub, Virginia!

But for that providential road-house we
would have been choked with thirst by
n«>w . I [quids all kinds w it li in and
w uh >ut !"

\ ui her st named Mit/i kreisler,

whose lovel) light soprano and engaging
D< i "ii. ilit \ had made her t he idol of

1 01 L and Vmy Nicholls and her
husband. Mitzi had sat down at a piano
and lifted her light, birdlike voice.

"( lood In .i\ ens!" ci ied c !rj stal,

'Mitzi can't enter a house without see-

ms w h.it its acoust ic propel 1 ies an ."

"
I told j

ou," Mitzi fluted back at her,

her sleek, black head on one side, "that
I must work Inn if I came just a

little."

Vnother motoi load st reamed in.

" I'm not going to sta] to sa} 'I low

do \ ou do?' t" even one. Win should
(

'1 \ stal asked ( rodfrej .
" You and

in.
1 do 11

. Poor Cr) stal's got to

ha\ e .1 bath. Iln ic .in que* 1 people
w ho'll w .nit tea in m

llii \ W at eln d hi 1 go up tin st ,iirs

with some vague dissatisfaction with her
stirring in his soul. She had not gh en
the house a passing glance. I In n

talgia In- had sometimes felt for anoth< r

1 ud w it hin him. In the

midst of hie he had starved—something
essential to happiness had forever

escaped him.

It was with an ever-growing annoy-
ance that he had welcomed his guests
and later had tea with them upon the

terrace, lie wanted time to walk
through the gardens with Virginia. He
Tilt that he eould not stand this sort of"

a house-party, with all its noise ami all

its undercurrents. Not one of his guests
had looked at the Thorn House; they
had entered it as a superior sort of hotel,

each one intent upon his own personal

im rigues.

Dinner that night was dull and noisv.

The voices of the company rose louder
and louder. Their laughter grew more
and more shrill. Conversation with

Crystal was an endless sequence of

humorous anecdotes which always got
an easy laugh.

Mitzi Kreisler had more wit and more
malice; she was as noisy as Crystal. She
won her exquisite manners as an)' pretty

peasant girl might wear a dainty bor-

rowed eoat. Among friends she became
the peasant. Her easy familiarity was
that of .1 waitress in a country inn. She
was saved from vulgarity by the ex-

quisite daintiness o\' her person and by
the perfection of her gestures. Had she

been a big woman thru would have been
a en tain grossness about her.

\ sense i)\' unreality possessed Vir-

ginia. Suddenl} all these people seemed
to her as if tin \ were people o( two di-

mensions only mere surfaces moving
mysteriously and noisily through life.

Through her months of solitude life had

crowded in on Int. Thorn House had

witnessed the spectacle of life; the mys-
teries of bil th and death, of tin- union <A'

two people in marriage, had idled us

days and had peopled it with living

memories. In it life had had dignity

and, above all things, reality, these

people had nothing hut au instinct for

speed speed and spending, liny went

SO fast and the] made siieh a noise as

tin \ \\i nt th.it they had no chance to

nn I t life. I In 11 li\ 1 s win- stall' and

fl.it, and tin \ masked this staleness from

themselves by their restlessness. Iln-

noise of tin ii chatt< 1 increased to babel,

.is though tin \ win 1 1 \ ing to drown
the quiet ^\ the spacious room and
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leave the echo of their voices forever

resounding through it. Above them the

clock struck solemnly and sedately. Its

bell was not loud, but there was a per-

ceptible pause after each stroke. It

had a curious, warning sound. Then
suddenly, like a lamp extinguished, con-

versation failed. There occurred one of

those complete silences which made
Crystal's high-pitched voice trail off in

the midst of an anecdote. The silence

lasted second after second. Mitzi gig-

gled, and Amy Nicholls, seated at God-
frey's side, turned to him as though
asking him to speak, as if she could

not break through this quiet that had
so suddenly encompassed them.
A little movement went around the

table like that of cattle stirring uncom-
Vol. CXXXIIL—No. 70S.—110

fortably in their stalls before a storm.

Yet no one could break through it.

They all seemed to be searching des-

perately in the depths of their conscious-

ness for something that would loosen the

tension, and yet no one seemed to be

able to drag from those depths a single

word. Servants stood quiet and atten-

tive about the room, watching the com-

pany with fascinated eyes. Silence had

come down on them suddenly like a

storm. It had extinguished their gaiety

as a snuffer extinguishes the light of a

candle. It endured phantasmally. At
last, after what seemed an eternity,

Crystal spoke. All she said was:

"What a ghastly clock."

The sound of her voice in this strange

quiet was like a sudden shot. Every one
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iiii)i|x <l. Mitzi burst out laughing.

I Ik n Hi. \ .ill laughed, and theii laugh

i.i was woi s< i Ii.hi i In M silent e, foi n

had n< ith( > gai( > \ noi < elief, and it held

j he madn< ss <»l In stei ia. Each one
l>< gan tall ino i agei l\ to his neighboi

,

.Hid l»\ c ommon i on-,<ni i Ik \ ignored

i Ik Mm omfoi t able en< hant meni t hat

had In Id them.
\h< i (Iiiiik i Can ington, ( iodfrey, and

\ irginia 8a I ti get hei .1 1 1 >m end ol the

iiiir.K loom, away from the others.

I In k were < (i 1 .mi * ross i hi rem s and
h k ndships in 1 his < ompan} 1 hat were

taken foi granted. Now suddenly theii

understandings and theii minii.il foi

beat am es seemed to ha \ < been 1 .1 ken

,iw .1 y I lom 1 hem. I hey had ah* 1 \ s

amused one anothei before; the} had

had -I ( ei 1 ain hai mom and mm ual

foi beai an< e. \nd now suddenl} there

w as none !>! 1 his. I here w as in 1 he

.11 mosphere somet hing un< omfoi 1 able,

as though there were depths within them
w In. h some uns( en 1 hing l».i<l dist ui bed.

At l.isi Paul < leei bui st <»in ,

" For
I leaven's sake, Mitzi, sing I"

"I don' 1 feel like it, said Mitzi,

pei 1 1\ . "Not millions could m. 1 k< me
.in:' w hen I don't feel likt it ."

" Ah. do .in:'. M it /1 1 I li.n e nostalgia

i.» n ght," Ann \n Lolls urged with !'« n

1 li n :is, M 11 /i shot .1 glance at hei

.

I Ik re w as bet w een 1 hem 1 he 1 1 1
<

in .p.. 111 \ oi |>i( d.iioi \ w « urn 11 w hose
|>.ii lis do n< »i loin li.

" Foi you I n\ ill," she a< quies< < d. She
arose and included all the men in tin

r< >< »m in Ik 1 pei 1 , d< ii.nn gaze. 1 1
w as

as 1 1 1< > 1
1

:

• 1 1 sh( said, " Foi .1 woman I

ill hiii not t< 1 night foi m\ enenrrj

,

m.m !" She w < in to 1 he pi. mo.

( Jeei , \\ li<> usuallj .M < ompanied hei

.

n . In*. I. et sullenl} , 1 1< sat dow n

at 1 Ik piano w it li t li< air < »1 « »i n w Ik 1 sa \ s,

'li you w ouldii 1 ui!' i<ii mc, I don t

v 1I1 \ on n. sing l< 'i .m\ < .ik

Mitzi shot .1 look that held both
11 md dislik* I In n w as bi >nn 1 hing

hi I ui" t< • .ill 1 Ik 11 '.i about 1 h< naki d

ii' - -I Ik 1 i mi »i n ui IIk pei S( 'ii li .1 st

(ii itivi i" 1 In m<" ids "I "i h( 1 s 1 < > 1 1 1 * I

1 I1.1t in anot In 1 5( I "lid 1 Ik |m .1 ..ml

111 In 1 would li.i\ < 1 lx upp< 1 hand and
w

1 "tild Imm .1 into .1 i«'i 1 1 m ol abusi

Ik Mm \ ok i soan d up likt

tin r< li .11 "I .1 j-.n . bi ight i oli.u d bird

from ;i cage. I hen, on the In^li note
sin flat ted lamentably, li w.is oi .1 dis

sonance t<> m.iki one clap one's lm mis

over one s ears, li had the effect on hei

as on .1 skatei who lus fallen <>n the ice.

Six 1 in in d angi ilv to ( leei

I hat \\ as \ 0111 fault," she said,

shai ply. " Begin again I"

Mr did not reply, but looked sullenly

.11 the keys. Hiis time hei voice soared
w 11 li 11 s usual 1. 11 iln \ . I hen suddenly
one became aware 1 1 1 :i 1 she was « > f I the
li \ Mitzi, whose intonation \\;is fault-

less! Geei turned his head from the

music lull questioningly, and vet she

sang. li was intolerable. No <>n»

stirred. I ln\ listened ;is though frozen

to this extraordinary thing that had
happened.

( me could not tell l>\ her manm 1

whethei <>i not she was doing this delib-

erately, because she wished i<> affront

tin ears «>l those \\ln> listened t<> her.

rhen, incredibly, hei voice broke. There
was .1 second silence, and then Mitzi, hei

face white with anger, her small fist

clenched, ci ied t<> I'.ml ( leer:
" Voil \ mi

I"

I he social surface without which soci-

et \ 1 annot exist was rent . Paul, \\ it li

the insolence <>f .1 cei tain t \ pe ol man
toward -i woman whom he considers

dri|)l\ his inferior, rose from the piano

and lounged aw .n .

Mitzi's anger dissolved into stormy
tea 1 b. I n ;i moment ( 1 \ stal had hei

.urn around Mitzi's neck, comforting

hei
" Why, Mitzil What bi utes we were

in .1 sk vou to sing when vou were tired I

She was .it hei sweetest now. " \nd,

besides, the acoustics <>! this house an
pei li * 1 1\ dreadful <>l 1 his room, .nn

w .n
!"

Mitzi, .1 sob <»l angei in hei voice,

dri I.m (I Mm mil} :

"
I II ni \ 1 1 sing here

again I Nevei never!" \nd then, li< 1

.ui:-. 1 again fot using itst II on Paul,

\nd never, nt \ ei w it li
j ou foi an

accompanist," sh< cried, flinging out tin

ba< k of li< 1 hand w it li 1 l>< g< st un ol one

insi 'l< m l\ -ii iking anot l>< 1 in 1 li< fa< 1

\m\ \k IioIK dropped dow n in .1

1 hail ('.ni ington, \ irginia, and < lod

l n \ w alked li.iw .ml and began t«» m.iki

i <»n\ 1 1 sat ion w it h tin others. W it l>

tin 11 coming the tension lessened. Out-
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wardly the situation ^rew more normal.

Before the party broke up they managed
to regain a precarious foothold on tin-

surface of things.

Next morning Virginia rose early. As
she went down the staircase it seemed to

her that the house,

glad with flowers and
flooded with sunshine,

welcomed h e r. She
w o n d e r e d how the

nightmare of the even-

ing before could have
happened. The wide-

spaces of the rooms
seemed so adapted for

conversation, for the

most harmonious sort

of social life.

She sent for Mrs.

Poll o c k to put in

order some of the de-

tails of the house. She
looked at Virginia
with her old eyes full

of intelligence, as

though there were a

thousand things she-

wished to say to her,

but which her sense

of decorum would not

let her utter. Her
face, yesterday so at

peace, was drawn and
pale.

She went, and pres-

et ntly Ca rrington
lounged in thro u g h

the rooms. His eyes lighted as they

fell on Virginia.

"I didn't expect to find you up'" In-

cried in joyful surprise, and his greeting

was as though he had met an old friend

in an alien country. I hey had seen each

other often before, but it had been as

though there was some transparent but

impenetrable wall between them, which

Virginia had sometimes tried to pene-

trate, and again it had wounded her

deeply that Carrington had been so

stupid as not to remove this invisible

barrier himself. Now, all of a sudden,

they had become old friends.

He was an odd one for this galley,

with nothing in common with them, for

he was both a man of action and a stu-

in-dent. It was his indestructible and i,

explicable friendship with Gqdfrey that

brought lum. lie smiled at Virginia.

/Can't we have coffe< together," he

asked, "and on the terrace?" He looked

around him. "
1 1 mak< s 11 hai d to

believe in last night, doesn't it? fou

I LL NJ'-V EB SING HERE AGAIN ! NBVEB E \ EB !

'

know I've the oddest feeling of there

being only ourselves in all the bouse as

if others just wererCti I almost wish I

weren't going."

"Going!" Virginia echoed, stupid!..

"Oh, why are \ou going?" She hadn't

meanl to sa} it. Her impulsiveness was
contrary to anything Carrington had

ever seen in hei

"Well," he replied, with equal frank-

ness, "it's not as restful as it might be

the atmosphere, I mean." She looked

at him with a forlorn sort of helpless-

ness. "And by myself 1 feel as if 1

were some poor little futile barricade

which was to stave off Heaven knows
what."
He walked to the end of the terrace
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and back again. The white peacocks

were silhouetting themselves against the

dark green of the boxwood hedges. 1 he

air was sweet, with the garden in full

bloom. It was peaceful and harmonious

beyond everything he had dreamed.

He smikd at Virginia and held out his

hand. " I'll see you through," he said.

There was a pause rilled with an un-

derstanding there had never been be-

tween them. At last Carrington spoke:

"We've become friends overnight,

and all the others have become enemies."

"What happened to us all last night:"

Virginia asked him.

"I know what happened to me," he

answered. "In that strange silence I

saw you for the first time. Maybe that

happened to them, too. Maybe they

all saw one another, too, and couldn't

bear what they saw."
During the day even' one tried to

atone for the night before. Toward
sundown the terrace became animated;

fast motors deposited guests from other

great houses in the neighborhood. Out-
wardly everything there was full of color

and animation, but in spite of the new
elements, in spite of every one's effort,

the discomfort of the night before, the

unbelievable thing that had happened
was there—it hung about them like

some poisonous gas which permeated
everything.

They all overdid their virtuous parts;

they resembled little boys and girls,

washed and starched to a point beyond
all natural conduct. As they sat around
in the big hall before dinner, they wrere

as uncomfortable as though they had
suddenly been transported into the so-

ciety of those ladies and gentlemen of

former generations whose portraits deco-

rated the walls. It was as though they

*H*t*<«

ECOM1 FRIENDS OVERNIGHT, Wl> \l l ill! OTHERS 11 \\ I BECOME ENEMIES
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were in the company of people who,

without judging them, forced them to

measure themselves hy some higher

standard from which they fell short.

Conversation became difficult, and as it

died down the animosities that had

been let loose the evening before came
trooping back. One could almost see

the ugly horde of them lying in wait,

ready to destroy the hardly won but

fragile compromise which they had ef-

fected. In spite of their efforts no breach

had been healed, none of the old friend-

ships had been re-established. Paul and
Mitzi chaffed each other, but contempt
and dislike peered out behind their

gaiety. At last Crystal sprang to her

feet.

"I can't sit in this hall with those

tiresome people staring at me," she

cried. "Have them carted away some-
where, Godfrey. They're not my ances-

tors! I want 'em taken away, and the

clock in the dining-room—they spoil the

talk!"

"Especially handsome Madame
there," said Mitzi, pointing to a por-

trait over the mantel. "Handsome
Madame, I shock you—yes? You laugh

at me—yes?" She arose and made a

courtesy. "Then why not withdraw
where therewill benoopera-singers—yes,

and no nouveau riche—and no parve-
nues!" She looked mockingly from the

company to the picture.

There was a breathless silence, so that

Virginia's voice saying to Godfrey,
"That's Diana Thorne, whose writing

you liked," was audible throughout the
room.

"So, Madame Diana Thorn," Mitzi
went on, "mes adieux before you are

retired from our contaminating pres-

ence!

She might have been speaking to a

real person. They all watched her si-

lently. It was as though she taunted
this other woman with her loss of power,
as though she were saying to a real

presence: "Yes, here I am, a common
little comedian. I and my friends are

here in your great house, and what are

you going to do about it?"

Servants lighted lights, and suddenly
the face of Diana Thorn leaped out of

the dark as vivid as Mitzi, delicate,

beautiful, humorous, and for a moment

they faced each other, Diana Thorn's
eyes searching Mitzi to the bottom of

her gutter-snipe soul. Some one turned
the light that fell on the portrait, and
Mitzi sank down in her chair with a

sigh. There had been an odd sense of
strain in the absurd histrionic scene.

Under cover of the chatter Godfrey
said to Crystal: "This is fantastic.

'I here's got to be an end of this. Come
into the library with me. 1 want to

talk to you." He shut the library door
and turned to her. "

I say, Crystal, let's

cut the whole thing."

"How do you mean, cut it?"

"Cut it out—let's give it up. You see

for yourself that this party's gone badiy
from the start, and Mitzi won't give it

a chance."

"I can't send them away, can [?"

Crystal inquired.

"You could find some way out of it,

if you felt like it. You always do," he-

insisted.

Crystal paused reflectively. "I don't

want to find what you call a way out.

I want to fight it out and make it end
right," she finally pronounced.
He tried another tack. "I'd so like it

here awhile just with you," he said,

wistfully. "I'd like a chance to feel it

was our own house and not a hotel. We
haven't got a home to our name,
Crystal; we don't live in homes, but in

institutions."

"Oh, I wouldn't be here without peo-

ple for anything!" Crystal exclaimed.

"It gives me shivers to be here alone a

moment. It's a queer house. It's been

shut up so long it does queer things to

us. It's been silent so long that silence

is in its w alls; it's as if it were there just

around the corner ready to pounce on us

—and I'm going to chase it away."
Godfrey stared at Crystal curiously.

The beauty of Thorn House wasn't there

for her. It had given him its message.

From the fruitful past it spoke of the

fruitful future. It spoke of love and life

and accomplishment. It had been built

and maintained by the faithful service

of those who lived in it. Never before

had it been in the hands of wasters. It

had made Godfrey feel that he had been
inclosed in a luxurious prison, and that

until now he hadn't known the real

world and its possibilities. But to his
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wife Thorn House was a hostile and

silent place which she wished to conquer.

She caught his look of amazement,
and put her hand lightly on his arm.

"Poor old boy!" she said. "They have

gotten on your nerves, haven't they?

But I'll fix 'em for you, as soon as I get

those hateful portraits away. I'll go

and do it now." She started for the

door.

There came to Godfrey a clear vision

of Crystal's invasion of the house—of

her trail over it, until there remained
only a shell of itself. He couldn't bear

it. When he had spoken so wistfully of

wanting to be alone there, he had wanted
Thorn House to possess Crystal, and
now she had told him that she intended

to possess it. He wanted to cry out,

"You're trying to kill Thorn House;

you're trying to kill beauty and reality

and dignity," but he only said, quietly:

"I don't think I'll have those pictures

moved."
Crystal stared at him in astonishment.

She smiled at him, then pouted. "Poor
Crystal hates them so!"

"I'm sorry," he said. He wasn't used

to disputing her will, and it embarrassed

him.

"But, Godfrey
—

" she began, mildly,

as though reasoning with a child.
"

I tell you, it would spoil the room,"
Ik repeated. "And I can't do that—you
can't want me to." He spoke cheerfully

and evenly.

Crystal stared at him; then, as she

s.iw a complete gravity under his pleas-

ant manner, her <>\\n face hardened.

They stood opposite each other, hostile

and alien. It was as if they had never
looked at each other before, and now
what each one saw was incredibly dis-

pleasing.

Then Crystal said, slow [y:
"

1 his

house has been silent and empty too

long. W'e'w been for two days like

people living in a haunted place. It

needs life and noise and gaiet} and new

things. It needs to be made hospitable

once more. Vs it is. we can't talk here.

Things an as dull as .1 cemet< 1 \ .
I'm

going to have people and people. I'm

going to begin with an impromptu flower

fete to-morrow, and have people from

rywhere and then more parties and
more and more, and end with a great

masquerade. I shall have a Midsummer
Fete like nothing that has ever been
seen!

She had talked herself into good
humor again. She looked at him for

approval, but Godfrey was standing
staring at the floor.

"Why don't you answer, Godfrey?"
she asked, sharply.

Again they measured each other with
hostile scrutiny.

"I don't understand your attitude,"

Crystal continued. "You might say one
pleasant word." Then, as he didn't

answer, she shrugged impatiently. "The
others '11 be sympathetic," she said,

and with her departure there swept over
Godfrey a feeling of desolation. It was
as if she had linked herself definitely

with the enemy of his peace.

The others took up Crystal's plan

whirlwind wise. Ever since they came
they had been waiting for something, it

seemed, and this was it. They needed
to forget that strange and disintegrating

evening and the disquietingly dull and
orderly day. Life and more life they
wanted, things moving faster and even
faster. It was as if they had tacitly

agreed that there must be no empty
moment in their lives and no instant of

silence—especially no silence.

The next two weeks Virginia and Mrs.
Pollock spent every morning in bringing

the house back to its calm serenity,

effacing the presence of these noisy

aliens— a forlorn guard over an invisible

treasure—and Godfrey and Carrington

helped them. More and more Godfrey
had taken refuge with them, for the mis-

understanding between himself and

Crystal became every day more irrecon-

cilable.

Yet it w as as though the company was
fighting some unseen enemy rather than

amusing themselves, as If they were

fighting for their very existence, and as

if tins enemy linked in the quiet of the

house; and during this an ever-increas-

ing madness gnu in them, while under-

neath the tumult one could feel the

animosities <> f the first evening were

there, stifled but waiting their moment.
There win- not excitements enough in

the world to blind them to it.

On the day of the great masquerade,
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time dragged, time stood still, and per-

petually silence lurked about them,
ready at a moment's pause to come down
upon them and extinguish them. They
kept it at bay until the confusion of the

guests' arrival helped them. As they

descended the stairs it seemed as if every

far corner had been ran-

sacked for saffrons and
greens, for deep orange

and poignant blues. As
every new group ofpeople

entered the house the

uneasy madness of those

who had been living
within its walls seized

them, and with the shift-

ing of the noisy and
brilliantly colored crowd
the personality of t h e

house seemed to recede,

to become a lovely and
dim background. Alone
by itself it had always
seemed full of color and
to speak of life, but now
of a sudden it had grown
dim and gray and sad

—

an inconspicuous back-
ground for a riotous
pageant. Yet all the

various animosities and
jealous rivalries were
strangely on the surface,

as though they might be
tossed ruinously to the

surface at any moment.
Crystal, absorbed in

the details of the masque,
Midsummer Madness,
had left the guests to

Virginia, and as the even-
ing went on they gave
her the effect as though
they were all rushing on to some inevi-

table shipwreck. What it was she feared

she could not tell. The sense of some-
thing fantastic and mysterious swept
over her.

"Where's Godfrey?" Carrington asked

at last. "He's got to come and help out

with this. It's as if we were in a night-

mare."
"I'll go and get him," Virginia said.

She found him alone in the library.

What she had to tell him was so vague

that she found herself talking incohe-

rently about her own sense of deep dis-

quiet. He looked at her strangely.

"Don't you know what's happened?"
he said. "This house is poison to us!

It hates us! It's done a terrible thing
to us. It's stripped us bare of our little

HANDSOME MADAME, I SHOCK YOU—YES?'

agreeable fripperies of the spirit and has
shown us to one another as we are. In

the silence that comes over us we are

mirrored partly to one another; we see

ourselves, and so we hate ourselves and
are one another's enemies. Without our
little social make-up we're all of us one
another's enemies."

At Virginia's passionate gesture of

dissent:

"All of us," he repeated, "Crystal
and myself most of all. We haven't one
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common meeting-place with which r<>

make .1 life together. 1 love this" He
made a gesture toward the <]iiH-r walls
<>f the library. He walked up and down
and paused ;ir the door. "You belong
lure," In- cried.

"" Ihis is your house!
Ir lows you. When I come through
these qui( t rooms and see you s i r r 1 1 1 ll

writing, it is as though you were inclosed
in peace. I In- place is only empty and
meaningless when they're .ill here. 1

rdl you tin- house hates us, Virginia!
Its silence has fought us since we came/ 1

Ifn \ . you're mad."

"( >f course I'm mad," lu- cried. " \\ hy
shouldn't I be? I can't have the thing

I love, I can't have the life 1 want;

money can't buy ir any more than it

could buy this house. 1 know you don't

love me, Virginia; I know I shouldn't

tell you I love you, hut 1 can't keep
m\ self from it. 1 can't have w hat I lo\ e

and I hate what I have. It seems to me
that this house hates nu- most of all."

1 1 seemed to \ irginia that all tin

things sin- had learned at I horn House
crow thd around her.

"Poor Godfrey," she said, kindly.
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"It's not me you love; it is this other

thing that all of them won't let you
have—the reality of life."

She was not thinking of herself at all,

but all at once the realization of her po-

sition came over Godfrey. He buried

his face in his hands. In his moment of

madness he had made her position in his

household an intolerable one; and Vir-

ginia, instead of blaming him, looked at

him with complete and pitiful under-

standing.

Outside there was a pause before the

masque. At either side of the staircase

were groups of half-naked girls, bac-

chantes and dryads, awaiting their signal

to begin. Suddenly the lights were
turned low; Crystal, Mitzi, and Amy
Nicholls stood before the audience

dressed like three glittering birds—three

white peacocks amid the color about
them. A faun and two other nymphs
stole forward and stood beneath the old

portraits and talked to them in panto-

mime, and in pantomime they indicated

that in this presence they could not

dance. Then Crystal raised her hand,

and footmen took down the portraits

from the wall and moved up the stairs,

two by two. They moved with exag-

gerated solemnity, as though walking to

the strains of a funeral march. A little

uneasy rustle went through the audi-

ence.

The last portrait was at the top of the

stairs when a forlorn little black figure

emerged from the brilliant crowd. It

was Mrs. Pollock. She was oblivious of

them and of the commotion she caused,

sunk completely in her own grief. Like
a stricken woman she followed the por-

trait up-stairs. She moved very slowly,

as though between morning and after-

noon very old age had overwhelmed her.

She walked so slowly that it seemed an
eternity before she reached the top of

the stairs, and while she went up no
one spoke. Age and dignity and grief

were in her face, and there was the lassi-

tude about her of some one whose heart

had been broken and whose body has

suffered with its heart. Breathlessly

they watched her little, aged figure toil

up the stairs in the wake of the pictures.

Silence had gotten them. Silence that

had stalked them since they came, that

they had defied and beaten back, had
Vol. CXXXIII,—No. 798.—Ill

gotten them at last. The empty, dis-

colored spaces on the walls looked down
on them like dreadful blank windows
that looked out at nothingness, and still

the little, prim figure toiled up the stairs,

and still they sat as though frozen.

Mrs. Pollock disappeared, and still

silence held them. They seemed as

though turned to stone. Moment after

moment passed and no one stirred.

Finally in the midst of this silence the
music began a macaber ragtime. In the
face of the motionless audience it was
grotesque, fantastic, and yet no one
stirred; they sat as if awaiting some in-

visible summons. Then Mitzi's laugh-
ter crashed out above the music, loud,

hysterical, and at her laughter the music
stopped.

" I'm going !" she cried.
"
I won't stay

here! Come, Nicholls, come!"
Jealousy—never far below the surface

with Amy Nicholls—flamed out with
cold intensity. Speechless, she con-
fronted Mitzi. They faced each other in

the magnificence of their white peacock
plumes like actors in some hateful

pageant, hate and cruelty in both their

eyes.

Nicholls strode forward. "Come on,

Mitzi," he said, roughly. He had the

air of a man who will pay any price to

end a scene.

At this Amy Nicholls screamed, and
Crystal led her from the room.
Again the company sat quiet and

waiting.

"What's happened? Where have they

gone?" No one, except those nearest

had heard anything except Mitzi's

laughter and Amy's cry. It happened
like something rehearsed. The musi-

cians looked helplessly at one another,

awaiting some one to give the signal for

the music. The lovely, half-naked girls

waited restlessly for the cue which would
not come. A little sighing ripple ran

around the room, not more than a sigh,

but it brought fear with it. People in

the back part of the room began ebbing

from the room quietly, almost timidly,

as though leaving the scene of some dis-

aster. They ebbed out as quietly and
inevitably as sand from an hour-glass.

Each little sound that they made echoed

menacingly in the unnatural quiet. In

the silence one could hear the rain on
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the terrace outside. The rush of people

grew and grew. Then one of the dancers

screamed.
"Come on, come on!" she cried.

"They're going! They're going! Some-
thing's happened!" And at this, panic

broke loose. They streamed out of the

house; they swarmed out of the win-

dows; and with incredible cries and con-

fusion they crowded in waiting motors

as though escaping from some horror,

while high above the staircase Mrs.

Pollock watched them in stupefied

amazement, and Virginia, with Car-

rington's arm around her, crushed her-

self into a corner to escape the stampede.

Then Crystal, pale as her own white

costume behind her make-up, ran in.

"Virginia," she cried, "what can I do?
What can I do? Godfrey's left! He's

gone for good. And I—I accused him of

caring more for Thorn House and you
than for me. I don't know what I did

—

I went mad for a moment; we're all

mad to-night. I told him I wanted you

to go, and to send away that walking
conscience, Mrs. Pollock. And he didn't

answer a word, but looked at me as if

he hated me; and he's gone—and I'm
going! I won't stay here!" She swept
on through the disordered room.

Still Carrington and Virginia stood
together. Silence had fallen on Thorn
House, and with silence instead of dis-

comfort had come peace. Mrs. Pollock

approached them, and, as though speak-

ing to those whom she had served for

years : "Unless you have orders I'll see to

putting everything to rights. I'm sure

you're tired." They looked at the name-
less disarray left by the flying guests.

Mrs. Pollock turned to Virginia; her

voice rang out in a sort of stern triumph:

"Thorn House has turned them out.

It refused them from the night they

came. You made it yours, and it

wouldn't be taken from you. Thorn
House hated them and turned them out!

Thorn House, you wouldn't have them,

and you drove them from you."

The Door-Harp

BY GRACE HAZARD CONKLING

YOU went. There drifted back to me
The last breath of a melody,

Diffused ^Eolian loveliness

Too fugitive to calm or bless.

1 wonder human ear could know
i.iith of music fading so;

Ir left no footprints on the wind,

Nor even memory behind.

\\ .is it some solacing swe< t air,

( h cadence of a soul's despair?

I he small harp quivers on tin- door
'1 hat ) on have closed forevermore,

But v. ill not breathe tin lyric cry

I have forgotten; ami its sioh

W In n others u<>, is only pain

B< cause j on do not come again.



The Mysterious Stranger

A ROMANCE

BY MARK TWAIN

PART VII

iT was wonderful, the
mastery Satan had over
time and distance. For
him they did not exist.

He called them human
inventions, and said
they were artificialities.

We often went to the most distant

parts of the globe with him, and stayed

weeks and months, and yet were gone
only a fraction of a second, as a rule.

You could prove it by the clock. One
day when our people were in such
awful distress because the witch com-
mission were afraid to proceed against

the astrologer and Father Peter's house-
hold, or against any, indeed, but the

poor and the friendless, they lost pa-
tience and took to witch-hunting on
their own score, and began to chase a

born lady who was known to have the
habit of curing people by devilish arts,

such as bathing them, washing them,
and nourishing them instead of bleeding
them and purging them through the
ministrations of a barber-surgeon in the
proper way. She came flying down, with
the mob after her howling and cursing,

and tried to take refuge in houses, but
the doors were shut in her face. They
chased her more than half an hour, we
following to see it, and at last she was
exhausted and fell, and they caught her.

They dragged her to a tree and threw a

rope over a limb and began to make a

noose in it, some holding her, meantime,
and she crying and begging, and her
young daughter looking on and weeping,
but afraid to say or do anything.
They hanged the lady, and I threw a

stone at her, although in my heart I

was sorry for her; but all were throw-
ing stones and each was watching his

neighbor, and if I had not done as

the others did it would have been no-

ticed and spoken of. Satan burst out
laughing.

All that were near by turned upon him
astonished and not pleased. It was an
ill time to laugh, for his free and scoffing

ways and his supernatural music had
brought him under suspicion all over
the town and turned many privately
against him. The big blacksmith called

attention to him now, raising his voice
so that all should hear, and said:

"What are you laughing at? Answer!
Moreover, please explain to the com-
pany why you threw no stone."

"Are you sure I did not throw a

stone ?"

"Yes. You needn't try to get out of

it; I had my eye on you."
"And I—I noticed you!" shouted two

others.

"Three witnesses," said Satan:
"Mueller, the blacksmith; Klein, the

butcher's man; PfeifFer, the weaver's
journeyman. Three very ordinary liars.

Are there any more?"
"Never mind whether there are others

or not, and never mind about what you
consider us—three's enough to settle

your matter for you. You'll prove that

yo*u threw a stone, or it shall go hard
with you."

"That's so!" shouted the crowd, and
surged up as closely as they could to the

center of interest.

"And first you will answer that other

question," cried the blacksmith, pleased

with himself for being mouthpiece to the

public and hero of the occasion. "What
are you laughing at?"

Satan smiled and answered pleasantly:

"To see three cowards stoning a dying
lady when they were so near death
themselves."
You could see the superstitious crowd

shrink and catch their breath under the
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sudden shock. The blacksmith, with a

show of bravado, said:

"Pooh! What do you know about it?"

"I? Everything. By profession I am
a fortune-teller, and I read the hands of

you three—and some others—when you
lifted them to stone the woman. One
of you will die to-morrow week; another

of you will die to-night; the third has

but five minutes to live—and yonder is

the clock!''

It made a sensation. The faces of the

crowd blanched, and turned mechani-

cally toward the clock. The butcher and

the weaver seemed smitten with an ill-

ness, but the blacksmith braced up and
said, with spirit:

" It is not long to wait for one of your
predictions. If it fails, young master,

you will not live a whole minute after, I

promise you that."

No one said anything; all watched the

clock in a deep stillness which was im-

pressive. When four and a half minutes

were gone the blacksmith gave a sudden

gasp and dapped his hand upon his

heart, saying,
4

'di\t me breath! Give
me room!" and began to sink down.
The crowd surged back, no one offering

to support him, and he fell lumbering
to die ground ami was dead. The people

stand at him, then at Satan, then at

one another; and their lips moved, but
no words came. Then Satan said:

"1 hire saw that I threw no stone.

Perh ips there are others; let them
speak."

It struck a kind of panic into them,
and. although n<> one answered him,

many began to violently accuse one
another, saying, "You said he didn't

throw," and getting for reply, "It is
1

a

he, .mil I will make von tat it!" And
so in a moment they were in a raging

ami noisy turmoil, and beating and
banging one another; ami in the midst
w.is the only indifferent one—the chad
ladj hanging from her rope, her troubles

»1 1 1 n. her spirit at p< ace.

So we walked away, ami I was not at

,
hut was s.i\ 1 1

1

lz t.> myself,
u

I le told

them he was laughing at them, hut it was
a lie he was laughing at me."

I hat made him laugh again, ami he
said, "its, I w.is laughing at you, he-

cause, m fear ofwhat otrn :rs might report

about you, you Stoned tin woman when

your heart revolted at the act—but I

was laughing at the others, too."

']Why?"
" Because their case was yours?"
^How is that?"

"Well, there were sixty-eight people
there, and sixty-two of them had no
more desire to throw a stone than you
had."

''Satan!"

"Oh, it's true. I know your race. It

is made up of sheep. It is governed by
minorities, seldom or never by majori-
ties. It suppresses its feelings and its

beliefs and follows the handful that

makes the most noise. Sometimes the

noisy handful is right, sometimes wrong;
but no matter, the crowd follows it. The
vast majority of the race, whether
savage or civilized, are secretly kind-

hearted and shrink from inflicting pain,

but in the presence of the aggressive and
pitiless minority they don't dare to as-

sert themselves. Think of it! One kind-

hearted creature spies upon another, and
sees to it that he loyally helps in iniqui-

ties which revolt both of them. Speaking
as an expert, I know that ninety-nine out

of a hundred of your race were strongly

against the killing of witches when that

foolishness was first agitated by a hand-

ful of pious lunatics in the long ago. And
I know that even to-day, after ages of

transmitted prejudice and silly teach-

ing, only one person in twenty puts any
real heart into the harrying of a witch.

And yet apparently everybody hates

witches and wants them killed. Some
day a handful will rise up on the other

side and make the most noise—perhaps

even a single daring man with a big

voice and a determined front will do it

—

and in a week all the sheep will wheel

and follow him, ami witch-hunting will

come to a sudden end.

"Monarchies, aristocracies, and re-

ligions are all based upon that lame

defect in \ our race the individual's

distrust of" Ins neighbor, and his desire,

tot safety's or comfort's sake, to stand

wall in his neighbor's eye. Muse insti-

tutions will always remain, and always

flourish, ami always oppress you, af-

front you, ami degrade you, because you

will always be ami remain slaves <»t

minorities. There was never a count t v

where the majority of tin people were
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in their secret hearts loyal to any of

these institutions."

I did not like to hear our race called

sheep, and said I did not think they
were.

"Still, it is true, lamb," said Satan.

"Look at you in war—what mutton you
are, and how ridiculous

!"

"In war? How?"
"There has never been a just one,

never an honorable one—on the part of

the instigator of the war. I can see a

million years ahead, and this rule will

never change in so many as half a dozen
instances. The loud little handful—as

usual—will shout for the war. The pul-

pit will—warily and cautiously—object

—at first; the great, big, dull bulk of the

nation will rub its sleepy eyes and try

to make out why there should be a war,
and will say, earnestly and indignantly,

"It is unjust and dishonorable, and there

is no necessity for it." Then the handful
will shout louder. A few fair men on
the other side will argue and reason
against the war with speech and pen, and
at first will have a hearing and be ap-
plauded; but it will not last long; those
others will outshout them, and pres-

ently the anti-war audiences will thin

out and lose popularity. Before long
you will see this curious thing: the
speakers stoned from the platform, and
free speech strangled by hordes of furi-

ous men who in their secret hearts are

still at one with those stoned speakers

—

as earlier—but do* not dare to say so.

And now the whole nation—pulpit and
all—will take up the war-cry, and shout
itself hoarse, and mob any honest man
who ventures to open his mouth; and
presently such mouths will cease to

open. Next, the statesmen will invent
cheap lies, putting the blame upon the
nation that is attacked, and every man
will be glad of those conscience-soothing
falsities, and will diligently study them,
and refuse to examine any refutations

of them; and thus he will by and by
convince himself that the war is just,

and will thank God for the better sleep

he enjoys after this process of grotesque
self-deception."

Days and days went by now, and no
Satan. It was dull without him. But
the astrologer, who had returned from

his excursion to the moon, went about
the village, braving public opinion,

and getting a stone in the middle of
his back now and then when some witch-
hater got a safe chance to throw it and
dodge out of sight. Meantime two in-

fluences had been working well for Mar-
get. That Satan, who was quite indif-

ferent to her, had stopped going to her
house after a visit or two had hurt her
pride, and she had set herself the task
of banishing him from her heart. Re-
ports of Wilhelm Meidling's dissipation

brought to her from time to time by old

Ursula had touched her with remorse,
jealousy of Satan being the cause of it;

and so now, these two matters working
upon her together, she was getting a

good profit out of the combination—her
interest in Satan was steadily cooling,

her interest in Wilhelm as steadily

warming. All that was needed to com-
plete her conversion was that Wilhelm
should brace up and do something that

should cause favorable talk and incline

the public toward him again.

The opportunity came now. Marget
sent and asked him to defend her uncle

in the approaching trial, and he was
greatly pleased, and stopped drinking

and began his preparations with dili-

gence. With more diligence than hope,

in fact, for it was not a promising case.

He had many interviews in his office

with Seppi and me, and thrashed out

our testimony pretty thoroughly, think-

ing to find some valuable grains among
the chaff, but the harvest was poor.

If Satan would only come! That was
my constant thought. He could invent

some way to win the case; for he had
said it would be soon, so he necessarily

knew how it could be done. But the

days dragged on, and still he did not

come. Of course I did not doubt that

it would win, and that Father Peter

would be happy for the rest of his life,

since Satan had said so; yet I knew I

should be much more comfortable if he

would come and tell us how to manage
it. It was getting high time for Father
Peter to have a saving change toward
happiness, for by general report he was
worn out with his imprisonment and the

ignominy that was burdening him, and
was like to die of his miseries unless he
got relief soon.
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such a spirit in his eyes and face, and
Wilhelm looked so depressed and de-

spondent. We two were comfortable

now, and judged that he would testify,

and persuade the bench and the people

that black was white and white black,

or any other color he wanted it. We
glanced around to see what the strangers

in the place thought of him, for he was
beautiful, you know—stunning, in fact

—but no one was noticing him; so we
knew by that that he was invisible.

The lawyer was saying his last words;

and while he was saying them Satan
began to melt into Wilhelm. He melted
into him and disappeared; and then

there was a change, when his spirit began
|o look out of Wilhelm's eyes.

The lawyer finished quite seriously,

and with dignity. He pointed to the

money and said:

"The love of it is the root of all evil.

There it lies, the ancient tempter, newly
red with the shame of its latest victory

—

the dishonor of a priest of God and his

two poor juvenile helpers in crime. If

it could but speak, let us hope that it

would be constrained to confess that of

all its conquests this was the basest and
the most pathetic.

"

He sat down. Wilhelm rose and said:

"From the testimony of the accuser
I gather that he found this money in a

road more than two years ago. Correct
me, sir, if I misunderstood you."
The astrologer said his understanding

of it was correct.

"And the money so found was never
out of his hands thenceforth up to a

certain definite date—the last day of

last year. Correct me, sir, if I am
wrong."
The astrologer nodded his head. Wil-

helm turned to the bench and said:

"If I prove that this money here was
not that money, then it is not his?"

"Certainly not; but this is irregular.

If you had such a witness it was your
duty to give proper notice of it and have
him here to

—
" He broke off and began

to consult with the other judges. Mean-
time the other lawyer got up excited

and began to protest against allowing
new witnesses to be brought into the
case at this late stage.

The judges decided that his conten-
tion was just and must be allowed.

"But this is not a new witness," said
Wilhelm. "It has already been partly
examined. I speak of the coin."

"The coin? What can the coin say?"
"It can say it is not the coin that the

astrologer once possessed. It can say
it was not in existence last December.
By its date it can say this."

And it was so! There was the greatest
excitement in the court while the prose-
cutor and the judges were reaching for

coins and examining them and exclaim-
ing. And everybody was full of admira-
tion of Wilhelm's brightness in happen-
ing to think of that neat idea. At last

order was called and the court said:

"All of the coins but four are of the
date of the present year. The court
tenders its sincere sympathy to the
accused, and its deep regret that he, an
innocent man, through an unfortunate
mistake, has suffered the undeserved
humiliation of imprisonment and trial.

The case is dismissed."

So the money could speak, after all,

though one lawyer thought it couldn't.

The court rose, and almost everybody
came forward to shake hands with Mar-
get and congratulate her, and then to

shake with Wilhelm and praise him; and
Satan had stepped out of Wilhelm and
was standing around looking on full of

interest, and people walking through
him every which way, not knowing he

was there. And Wilhelm could not ex-

plain why he only thought of the date

on the coins at the last moment, instead

of earlier; he said it just occurred to him
all of a sudden, like an inspiration, and
he brought it right out without any
hesitation, for, although he didn't ex-

amine the coins, he seemed somehow to

know it was true. That was honest of

him, and like him; another would have
pretended he had thought of it earlier,

and was keeping it back for a surprise.

He had dulled down a little now; not

much, but still you could notice that he

hadn't that luminous look in his eyes

that he had while Satan was in him.

He nearly got it back, though, for a

moment when Marget came and praised

him and thanked him and couldn't keep
him from seeing how proud she was of

him. The astrologer went off dissatisfied

and cursing, and Solomon Isaacs gath-

ered up the money and carried it away.
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It was Father Peter's for good and all,

now.
ran was gone. I judged that he had

spirited himself to the jail to tell the

prisoner the news; and in this I was
right. Marget and the rest of us hurried

thither at our best speed, in a great

state of rejoicing..

\\\11. what Satan had done was this.

He had appeared before that poor

prisoner, exclaiming, "The trial is over,

and you stand forever disgraced as a

thief—by verdict of the court!"

The shock unseated the old man's
reason. When we arrived, ten minutes
later, he was parading pompously up
and down and delivering commands to

this and that and the other constable

or jailer, and calling them Grand Cham-
berlain, and Prince This and Prince

That, and Admiral of the Fleet, Field

Marshal in Command, and all such
fustian, and was as happy as a bird. He
thought he was Emperor!

Marget Hung herself on his breast and
cried, and indeed everybody was moved
almost 'to heartbreak. He recognized

Marget, but could not understand why
she should cry. He patted her on the

shoulder and said

:

"Dfon't do it. dear; remember, there

are witnesses, and it is not becoming in

the I rown Princess. Tell me your trou-

ble—it shall be mended; there is noth-
u Emperor cannot do." Then he

looked around and saw old Ursula with
her apron to her eyes. He was puzzled
at that, and said, "And what is the

matter with you
:"

rhrough her sobs she got out words
explaining that she was distressed to

see him- "so." He reflected over that

a moment, then muttered, as if to him-
^ular old thing, tin- !)<>v

.

Duchess—means well, but is ah

a and never able to tell what it is

about. It is bee

.

doi sn't kn

fell (m W'ilh elm. "Prince ^\

Indi aid. " I divine that it is you
that th n Prina ncerned

t. Hei hall be dried; I will

no 1 tand between you; she shall

shan ; and between you
!

1 inherit mine. There, little

c I done wdl: You can smile,
•

'-
it

He petted Marget and kissed her, and

was so contented with himself and with
everybody that he could not do enough
for us all, but began to give away king-

doms and such things right and left, and
the least that any of us got was a princi-

pality. And so at last, being persuaded
to go home, he marched in imposing
state; and when the crowds along the
way saw how it gratified him to be hur-

rahed at, they humored him to the top
of his desire, and he responded with con-
descending bows and gracious smiles,

and often stretched out a hand and said,

"Bless you, my people!"

As pitiful a sight as ever I saw. And
Marget and old Ursula crying all the

way.
On my road home I came upon Satan,

and reproached him with deceiving me
with that lie. He was not embarrassed,
but said, quite simply and composedly:
"Ah, you mistake; it was the truth.

I said he would be happy the rest of his

days, and he will, for he will always
think he is the Emperor, and his pride

in it and his joy in it will endure to the

end. He is now, and will remain, the one
utterly happy person in this empire."
"But the method of it, Satan, the

method! Couldn't you have done it

without depriving him of his reason?"

It was difficult to irritate Satan, but
that accomplished it.

"What an ass you are!" he said. "Are
you so unobservant as not to have found
out that sanity and happiness are an
impossible combination: No sane man
can be happy, for to him life is real, and
he sees what a fearful thing it is. Only
the mad can be happy, and not many of

tho^e. 1 he few that imagine themselves
kings ni' gods are happy, the rest are no
happier than the sane. Of course, no

man is entirely in his right mind at

any time, but I have been referring

the extreme cases. I have taken from
this man that trumpery thing which the

a Mind; I have replaced

his tin life with a silver-gilt fiction; you
the result—and you criticize] I said

I would make him permanently happy,
and I have done it. I have made him
happy by the only nu.iib possible to

his race—and you are not M!"
I le- h . .: discoui gh, and
" It seems to me that this race is hard to

pie.:
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There it was, you see. He didn't

seem to know any way to do a person a

favor except by killing him or making a

lunatic out of him. I apologized, as well

as I could; but privately I did not think

much of his processes—at that time.

Satan was accustomed to say that our
race lived a life of continuous and un-

interrupted self-deception. It duped
itself from cradle to grave with shams
and delusions which it mistook for reali-

ties, and this made its entire life a sham.
Of the score of fine qualities which it im-

agined it had and was vain of, it really

possessed hardly one. It regarded itself

as gold, and was only brass. One day
when he was in this vein he mentioned a

detail—the sense of humor. I cheered

up then and took issue. I said we pos-

sessed it.

"There spoke the race!" he said; "al-

ways ready to claim what it hasn't got,

and mistake its ounce of brass filings

for a ton of gold-dust. You have a

mongrel perception of humor, nothing
more; a multitude of you possess that.

This multitude see the comic side of a

thousand low-grade and trivial things

—

broad incongruities, mainly; grotesque-

ries, absurdities, evokers of the horse-

laugh. The ten thousand high-grade com-
icalities which exist in the world are sealed

from their dull vision. Will a day come
when the race will detect the funniness of

these juvenilities and laugh at them—
and, by laughing at them, destroy them?
For your race, in its poverty, has un-

questionably one really effective weapon
—laughter. Power, money, persuasion,

supplication, persecution — these can
lift at a colossal humbug—push it a

little—weaken it a little, century by cen-

tury; but only laughter can blow it to

rags and atoms at a blast. Against the

assault of laughter nothing can stand.

You are always fussing and fighting with
your other weapons. Do you ever use

that one ? No; you leave it lying rusting.

As a race, do you ever use it at all? No;
you lack sense and the courage.

We were traveling at the time and
stopped at a little city in India and
looked on while a juggler did his

tricks before a group of natives. They
were wonderful, but I knew Satan could
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beat that game, and I begged him to
show off a little, and he said he would.
He changed himself into a native, in

turban and breech-cloth, and very con-
siderately conferred on me a temporary
knowledge of the language.
The juggler exhibited a seed, covered

it with earth in a small flower-pot, then
put a rag over the pot; after a minute
the rag began to rise; in ten minutes it

had risen a foot; then the rag was re-

moved and a little tree was exposed,
with leaves upon it and ripe fruit. We
ate the fruit, and it was good. But
Satan said:

"Why do you cover the pot? Can't
you grow the tree in the sunlight?"

"No," said the juggler; "no one can
do that."

"You are only an apprentice; you
don't know your trade. Give me the
seed—I will show you." He took the
seed and said, "What shall I raise from
it?"

"It is a cherry seed; of course you
will raise a cherry."

"Oh no; that is a trifle; any novice
can do that. Shall I raise an orange-tree

from it?"

"Oh yes!" and the juggler laughed.

"And shall I make it bear other fruits

as well as oranges

"If God wills!" and they all laughed.

Satan put the seed on the ground, put

a handful of dust on it, and said, "Rise!"

A tiny stem shot up and began to

grow, and grew so fast that in five min-
utes it was a great tree and we were
sitting in the shade of it. There was a

murmur of wonder, then all looked up
and saw a strange and pretty sight, for

the branches were heavy with fruits of

many kinds and colors—oranges, grapes,

bananas, peaches, cherries, apricots, and
so on.* Baskets were brought, and the

unlading of the tree began; and the

people crowded around Satan and kissed

his hand, and praised him, calling him
the prince of jugglers. The news went
about the town, and everybody came
running to see the wonder—and they

remembered to bring baskets, too. But
the tree was equal to the occasion; it

put out new fruits as fast as any were
removed; baskets were filled by the

score and by the hundred, but always

the supply remained undiminished. At
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I,., a foreignei in white linen and nun- to live, and has been yearning to see him

helmet arrived, and exclaimed angrily: and persuade him to j^> back with hei

from herel Cleai out, you next year. She will die without knowing
il,, tret is "ii my land and ii he can't leave that place."

He won't tell hei ?"

II,. natives put down theii baskets "He? Il< will not trust tli;it secret

<lll( | made humble obeisance. Satan with any one; he will reflect that it could

,,,.,,1, humble obeisance, too, with his be revealed in sleep, in the hearing pi

fineers to his forehead, in the native way, some Portuguese guest's servant '.ohm
.1 "

.iH'i saiti me «>i <»t ii< i

.

"Please let them have theii pleasure "Did nont ol those natives und

foi .hi hour, ii only that, and no stand what you said to him ?"

longer. Afterward you may forbid them; "None or them understood, but he

and y0U will Mill nave more fruit than will always be afraid that some ol them

y(M , and i Ik state togethei < an consume did. I hat feai will l>< ton me to him, for

in , irear." he has been ;• harsh master to them.

I In-, made «li<' foreignei very angry, [n his dreams he will imagine them chop-

and he cried out, "Who are you, you ping his tree down. That will make his

rabond, to tell youi betters what they days uht omfortable I have already ar-

do and what they mayn'tl" and he ranged foi his nights."

,i ,u, I Satan with his cane and followed It grieved me, though not sharply, to

r hi. i n.,1 with .: kick. set him take such a malicious Batisfat

The fruits rotted on the branches, and tion in his pl.nr. l«»i this foreigner.

,1,, leaves withered and fell. The for- "Does he believe what you told liim,

eignei gazed at the bare limbs with the Satan?

lool "I <>m- who is surprised, and not "He thought he didn't, but our van-

gratified. Satan saidi ishine helped. The tree, where there

II, good care "I '!>< tree, foi its had been no tree before that helped,

health and yours are I". und together. The insane and uncanny variety <>l

h wil: nevei beai again, bul ii you tend fruits the .sudden withering all these

n w(ll it will livt long. Watei its roots things are helps. Let him think as Ik-

oik • in each houi every night and do may, reason as he may, one thine is cei

it yourself; it must not be done by tain, he will watei trie tree. Hut be-

proa , and to do it in daylight will n<»t tween this and niehl he will begin his

ei Ii you fail only once in any changed career with a very natural pre-

night, the 1 1< e mil die, and you likewist

,

* aution foi him.

I)., not go homt to youi own country "What is that I

an j more you would not reach there; " He will fetch a priest to cast out the

no business oi pleasure engagt tree's devil, xou are such a humorous
in, no. which require you to g< tside race and don't suspect it.

ii, at night you cannot afford "Will l»< tell th< priest

thi risk; do not rent or sell this plact "No. He will say a iugglei from

.,,1,1 |„ injudicious." Bombaj created it, and that he wants

I Ik foreigner was proud and wouldn't tht juggler's devil driven out oi H

luit I thought Ik lool • d as ii he that it will thrive and l>< fruitful again.

11,1, to Wliil. h< , /Mr- .ii I h. priest's incantations will fail; then

inished awa) and landed in the rortuguest will give up that scheme

,n and !•< i his w at< i ing pot n ady.

I i iorn foi that man; sorrj Satan "But thi priest will burn th< tree,

hadn't been nis customary self and kitted I know it; h< will not allow it to remain.'

hi i hi.kI. Inm .i lunatic. Ii would "Yes, and anywhen in I uropt he

havt been a mere) Satan overheard would burn the man, too. But in India

Hi. thought, and laid: th< peoplt an civilized, and thest things

I ould havi done it but for his wife, will not happen. Hie man will drive the

n t offended m< Sht is coming priest away and take can "I tht trt

to him presently from theii nativt land, I reflected a little, then said, "Satan,

Portugal. I" > well, but has not long you have given him a hard life, I think.
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"Comparatively. It must not be mis-

taken for a holiday."

We flitted from place to place around

the world as we had done before, Satan

showing me a hundred wonders, most of

them reflecting in some way the weak-
ness and triviality of our race. He did

this now every few days—not out of

malice—I am sure of that—it only

seemed to amuse and interest him, just

as a naturalist might be amused and
interested by a collection of ants.

For as much as a year Satan continued

these visits, but at last he came less

often, and then for a long time he

did not come at all. This always made
me lonely and melancholy. I felt that

he was losing interest in our tiny world

and might at any time abandon his

visits entirely. When one day he finally

came to me I was overjoyed, but only

for a little while. He had come to say

good-by he told me, and for the last

time. He had investigations and under-

takings in other corners of the universe

he said that would keep him busy for

a longer period than I could wait for his

return.

"And you are going away, and will

not come back any more.
,,

"Yes," he said. "We have comraded
long together, and it has been pleasant— '

pleasant for both; but I must go now,
and we shall not see each other any
more."
"In this life, Satan, but in another?

We shall meet in another, surely?"

Then, all tranquilly and soberly, he

made the strange answer, " There is no

other."

A subtle influence blew upon my spirit

from his, bringing with it a vague, dim,

but blessed and hopeful feeling that the

incredible words might be true—even
must be true.

"Have you never suspected this,

Theodor?"
"No. How could I? But if it can

only be true
—

"

"It is true."

A gust of thankfulness rose in my
breast, but a doubt checked it before it

could issue in words, and I said, "But
—but—we have seen that future life

—

seen it in its actuality, and so
—

"

"It was a vision—it had no existence."

I could hardly breathe for the great

hope that was struggling in me. "A
vision?—a vi

—

"

"Life itself is only a vision, a dream."
It was electrical. By God! I had had

that very thought a thousand times in

my musings!
"Nothing exists; all is a dream. God

—man—the world—the sun, the moon,
the wilderness of stars—a dream, all a

dream; they have no existence. Nothing
exists save empty space—and you!"

"I!"
"And you are not you—you have no

body, no blood, no bones, you are but a

thought. I myself have no existence;

I am but a dream—your dream, creature

of your imagination. In a moment you
will have realized this, then you will

banish me from your visions and I shall

dissolve into the nothingness out of

which you made me. . . .

"I am perishing already—I am failing

—I am passing away. In a little while

you will be alone in shoreless space, to

wander its limitless solitudes without

friend or comrade forever— for you will

remain a thought, the only existent

thought, and by your nature inextin-

guishable, indestructible. But I, your
poor servant, have revealed you to your-

self and set you free. Dream other

dreams, and better!

"Strange! that you should not have
suspected years ago—centuries, ages,

eons ago!—for you have existed, com-
panionless, through all the eternities.

Strange, indeed, that you should not

have suspected that your universe and

its contents were only dreams, visions,

fiction! Strange, because they are so

frankly and hysterically insane—like all

dreams: a God who could make good

children as easily as bad, yet preferred

to make bad ones; who could have made
every- one of them happy, yet never

made a single happy one; who made
them prize their bitter life, yet stingily

cut it short; who gave His angels eter-

nal happiness unearned, yet required His

other children to earn it; who gave His

angels painless lives, yet cursed His other

children with biting miseries and mala-

dies of mind and body; who mouths
justice and invented hell—mouths mercy

and invented hell — mouths Golden

Rules, and forgiveness multiplied by
seventy times seven, and invented hell;
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We Discover the Old Dominion
BY LOUISE CLOSSER HALE

PART IV

§)HE luggage was put on
immediately after the

noon meal at Williams-
burg, with the idea

of running over to

Jamestown—which has
ceased to be a town

—

retracing our steps, and going on to

Richmond—-a simpler process for reach-

ing the settlement than was employed
in 1607.

The run of seven miles has a sort of

end-of-the-road air which suggests the

discontinuance of life, but Jamestown is

a very good place to go if you care to feel

young by contrast. That is, if you do
not count the chapel which has been
joined recently to the old church tower.

The A.P.V.A. put it up, which would
sound like a Fenian society if the V.
were out, but transpired to be mostly
ladies who had formed themselves into

an Association for the Preservation of

Virginia Antiquities.

There are two fine monuments in

Jamestown. One is a statue of John
Smith. It may not resemble him, but it

is looking as he ought to have looked,
anyway. It is a glowing thought that
this sturdy captain of the plain people
forged ahead of his aristocratic mates
by sheer merit. He is our most con-
sistent American as we measure a man
in this day. Across the field rises the
obelisk the United States has erected

in commemoration of this settlement.
With the exception of the Washington
monument, and that of Bennington,
Vermont, it is more satisfactory—to me,
at least—than any in this country. The
shield of the United States is the only
form of decoration. We are spared
allegorical sculpturing around the base;

wounded soldiers, loyal Indians, weep-
ing mothers, and comforting babies are

withheld.

After a half-hour of the deserted
village, one cannot countenance the

thought of a present existence in any
other form. A moving-picture house
opposite John Smith's statue would have
been too dreadful to entertain. This
abandoned fragment of land on the edge
of the wide river served its time and its

purpose. The settlement dug its toes
into the soil of America and held on. The
tide of the James rolled in with more and
more boats as the century grew, and the
first Virginians, having secured foothold,
found the land to be firm beneath them,
and marched onward and inward.

"Skoal! to the Northland, skoal!"

Yet the Southern sands on the way to

Richmond paid us the graceful compli-
ment of attempting to retard our de-

parture. We were slowing around in the

midst of it when we met another car

which we were passing without any
great exchange of confidence until each
party discovered simultaneously the

other's New York number. Then we
burst into speech as though we had
never seen a New York number before,

telling things that I am sure we would
never have given away had we not

been reduced to complete friendliness

by the Southern examples all about us.

Little tingles of longing for I knew
not what were engendered by that cream
background and blue lettering. Yet it

saddened me to realize that we were
seeing the last of the ox-teams, the last

of the postilions—of the mule strings.

The smoke-houses for the pigs had dis-

appeared. There were no more sheets

tacked down over what I learned at

Williamsburg had been little private

stocks of tobacco-plants. The dogwood
was still blooming among the old pine-

trees like children at a grown-up party.

Blue forget-me-nots— a very pretty

pour prendre conge—made their appeal

unnecessarily, and young holly with its

prickles all soft green reminded us that

the South would again be with us at

the snowy holiday time.
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The entrance to the city of Richmond
is like the entree to its fashionable life

—

heights to climb, then a wide, extending

welcome. Unfortunately the Jefferson

Hotel remains conservative, no matter

what letters of introduction you may
carry. You may have a crest on every

piece of silver, and a First Family on your
right and on your left, but if you have a

dog on a leash you will have to move on.

The Illustrator advised my trying to

"breeze through," but I could breeze no
further than our names on the register.

It was uncomfortable, as his shirts had
been sent there. Even as they were
vigorously erasing our infamous ap-

pellations, I was asking timidly for a

parcel.

It was handed to me! The box,

owing to the brutality of the parcel

post, had almost entirely disappeared.

Sleeves and shirt-tails floated in the

wind that my rapid exit created.

"Here is your laundry," I said to

W , throwing it at him. "If these

shirts had come by the express company
in which I have stock I wouldn't have

been so humiliated."

The Illustrator was perfectly undis-

turbed, as he found all the shirts there,

liking their designs, and asked where
wen the letters. I had forgotten to ask

for he letters. I was inclined to reply

thai there weren't any, but bethought

me to advise him to "breeze through
"

himself and see how he liked it. He did

this, the lofty air with which he must
have approached the desk still sticking

t< him upon his reappearance like a coal

or" shellac, lb- said they were very

courteous to him, and at this I roared

back if they were so courteous he could

return to the desk once more to ask for

the slippers which I had wired to have
forwarded from Petersburg. I h< n all

the courage went oul <»f bis eyes. He
said it w.is an Imposition on the hotel.

I le said he never liked the slippers, any-

way. 1 had given tin m t<» him for

Christm;

The chauffeur finall} went afterthem.
1 have n't said \n\ much about tin-

chauffeur of lat< , .is In- was a young man
and I have been dealing chiefly with

antiquities. Hut we had found, .is time
went on, that there was an advantage in

J.i iver w ho w .is more i mo-

tional than mechanical. If he had not
recognized the wild flowers, the birds,

the people, and the weather signs, he
would have been unconscious of the
emotional storm which threatened to

dampen the spirits of his employers.
With maddening sweetness he went for

the slippers, remaining away so long that
we both had time to regret our bad
manners. As often before, I deplored
the free airing we give our grievances in

the presence of those who are serving us,

while they keep their affairs from us like

a sealed book.

We were to put Richmond to a new
test. We were to see it this time without
a circle of soft-voiced friends surround-
ing us. With a control that was mighty
the Illustrator kept away from a certain

famous club in a wide Colonial mansion;
and it was very comfortable for me to

know when he went out that he would
undoubtedly return. I limited myself to

wralking past a fine old house where my
friends were sitting on the front steps

after the manner of the South and the

West. A mellow voice reached me, the

owner of it talking away airily as I had
first heard him from a steamer-chair

next to mine a long time ago. I remem-
ber he was telling some one of his mother
taking the entire family of children to

London, and of the attention they com-
manded in Wydc Park as they, walked
with their old colored mammy, lie was
a big enough boy to recall, but not to

understand, the severe expression of the

Londoners when the old blaek nurse,

upon interrogation as to her charges,

would admit, proudly, "
I )ey am Miss

Ellen's chil'ieu."

When we were in the ear the next day,

we drove hist to St. John's Church, w here

Patrick I U nr\ asked t<> be given libei ty

or drath. It should have been a serious

mission, but it was not. It was \ < i v

relieving to run up and down the wrong

hills without fear of "sagging." It was

\ c i \ jolly to stop b\ standers granted

th.M you can stop anything th.it is

standing to ask of th< i hun h, for the

h\ stanch is themselves were in .i holiday

mood. We an i\ < d .it tin old. white,

frame church and passed through the

j ard to hunt up the custodian.

I b had Hist c .it* n his dinner. I his

was unfortunate .
Its, ems when
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just eat your dinner it is very hard to

go into the church and deliver Patrick

Henry's speech. He said he always pre-

pared for the speech when he orated

before conventions—he had an egg in

the morning. He said the speech was
four feet long, ten inches wide—in pencil,

but small writing. We asked him if he

had committed it, and he withered us.

It seems an oration, necessitating both
hands free for gestures (he was of Italian

extraction), was always learned by heart.

I said I learned all my speeches, too

—

but he did not pay any attention to me.
The Illustrator, wishing to get into it

also, now said something about the lect-

ure he gave at Huntington, Long Isl-

and, last winter on France in war-time.

He was trying to urge the guide to recite,

not through the employment of my sym-
pathetic tactics, but by opposition. He
said he had been obliged on that rare

occasion in Huntington to eat a large

dinner beforehand or offend the hostess.

They all ate so much in fact that they
were very late for the lecture, yet he got

through all right—not to say, very well

indeed.

His entering the arena drew the custo-

dian's attention. At least he looked at

him and then remarked to me that it was
too long a recitation, dinner or no dinner,

to be expended on just one person. I

have never referred to this before, and I

presume the Illustrator still thinks he
was the one. Indissolubly, however, we
went into the church, the endinnered
one going with us, telling of the men
who had shed tears over his speech—and
women, too, when they were allowed to

come.
"I shed tears when I hear good

speeches," I hurried in, conscious of
our opportunity. W admitted that
he cried like a baby. It was too much
for the dear old orator. "Get into

Patrick Henry's pew," he said, briefly.

We got. "Sit down." We sat. I'll

give you a little of it."

After a great peroration of elocu-

tionary art, he licked into the end:
"I know not what course others may

take, but as for me, give me liberty or
give me death.' I shouldn't 'a' et my
dinner."

The three of us went out to sit upon
the steps of the church, all a little ex-

hausted, and after he got his breath he
told us of some incidents of the battle of
Seven Pines, which we had passed the
day before. The soldiers were piled up
thick, he said, but he was a little boy
and didn't appreciate they were dead

—

just sleeping, and in no need of the but-
tons which he cut from off the uniforms.
Wounded men were everywhere, too,

and there didn't seem to be any Red
Cross—everything was a mix-up. They
were leaning against trees, crying, "Wa-
ter! water!" for a wounded man gets

mighty thirsty. Only nobody gave them
any water. Sometimes they would fall

down "kerplunk" and not get up again.

Union soldiers were raiding around for

food, and the women in the houses out-

side the Confederate lines would throw
them out the keys from the upper win-
dows, too scared to go down. And then
the Yanks would get their fill.

"Did the men of the North or South
ever hurt women?" I asked.

"Never," said the old custodian.

"That ain't war. That ain't real war.
They don't need to do that to fight."

He ran across some Rebs finally who
told him to "git," and he ran away, but
he never saw his two older companions
again. "Nabbed 'em, I guess," said

our old friend. "In those days, if they
caught a fellow, it was 'Hold up this

gun,' and if the boy's arm didn't waver
holding out the heavy musket, he went
into the army. He was old enough to

fight."

There stands on a boulevard in Rich-

mond a great, gray building of stone,

known by the people as Battle Abbey,
which is to serve as a museum and a

memorial to the Confederacy. It has

been nobly conceived and ably executed.

It rises among cultivated gardens invit-

ing to the public. It is finished. Yet
the great bronze doors are closed, and an
old Confederate soldier bars the entrance

with more of dignity than of strength.

We told our story and made our plea

for entrance. We said that we knew
the young French painter, Charles
Hoffbauer, who was working upon the

mural decorations when the war broke
out. I had been one of the guests at his

dinner the night before he sailed on the

Sant
9 Anna—almost two years ago. He

was very jubilant then. He had dropped
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there th mid tell

him oi "in pilgi i >k fumbling-
mii the ••• .'H .i

i

1 I r '>

( ..li v to him. I

•

me.
'I he em ithei

n

foi "ii the i irdboard is tin

.

I ill be i
"Mi-

•ii R i. h

i remembei
th( penalt)

the mind
t like tn< •

I blank

.... ...

ind bl( fin '..'li h

I

!

i

but 1 ed that the
I Uusi ratoi i me. W • >me

upon the old gentleman bly.

I round to the oi oi Ins

itiful old hotel, foi I knevi it had a

and there i i more histoi I the

dooi than fin- front like the in

oi (""(' I he old gentlei

nvitinj it rj i hi< k into the
mi in 1 1 1. 1 kitchen foi ening m<

• to flunk of if. he w ai the

third oi foui th ni< t pci >n I n

lookinj ii poultry

i .in be .i single i hi< I:.

I [e admitted that it had be* n "
h<

quai tei i, "his" headqu hile he

had planned fin- battle i oi this i i< u

he had ilepi in one oi the great r< i

that he meant I
•

« '.in ie. I li-- old gentleman ••• aan't run-

ning the li' -f -I f lien. II-
i ml

.

teen, and h< i ing n

the Blobdj \ngle. I Ie had stayed
In . mothei foi .' • hile, but he i oul

endure it ,
I In in the com

that Shei id; i I, and aftei h

• them f Ik- b I into the .mm .

I the Y.in-

." he told m< •
• gent

meal foi the little i hi( k.

"
I 'd • - ling the night b< I

that re in foi it, bo I li

the ba< i m ind fin- ham and fin- I

•
•

• n the flooi and fix- < tiling

oi the i ""in I

if hid a I In ifanl :

- lied n.

:n- rth< i laid it n't be*
•

h< i brok< n dish*

'V lauch( 1 i ight

I

,

l-l\ about f In

in. in

ii.. ball to sit on tl

rch fli- bulh
•

in the I

j|| around u I he old man l« I hin
...

"
I hat .'in • n

1

.i

the

but I

• the

n th*

• in- n It ird
'« m

•

i the

ii the lim

lie
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wouldn't stop long enough to get 'em a

canteen of water. But he fought. Lin-

coln knew. ' I can't spare this man—he

fights/ he said. Grant didn't go round

breakin' a woman's china."

He paused. I was silent. Some
negroes laughed in the little "cala-

boose " opposite. An order

was painted over the jail

door: "No talking with

prisoners allowed under

penalty of law." Children

passed in a farm-wagon
with jingling bells at the

mules' heads. "He's gas-

sing about the war," one

of the girls said. They
knew his weakness— or

mine.

"No, when a man died

in battle the enemy who
killed him took an equal

chance," the old man ram-
bled on. "There wasn't

no bitterness afterward.

But when your mother's

house is sacked or your
wife's little keepsakes
pitched out as though they

was dirt, a fire burns in

you that is along time dy-
ing down. . . . Grant was
the South' s best friend

—

him and Lincoln."

A half- hour later we
descended Ma rye's
Lleights into Fredericks-

burg, the Princess Anne's

Inn offering us comforta-

ble rooms with as lovely a

view of roof-trees as one
can ask for. When the

dinner proved excellent 1

suggested that we remain over Sunday.
ButW— — , although liking the hotel pic-

kles to the verge of tears (pickles which

were made by a "private colored man," so

i he waiter told us), wanted to get it over

with. By "it" 1 knew he meant the

strip of bog through which we must toil

to reach tin- ambition of every American

•Washington, D. C. It loomed ahead

of him like Christian's Slough of

Despond; vet, like Christian, In- knew
that he' must go through it. As ;i pil-

grim of meaner metal, I should have re-

mained in Fredericksburg, hoping that
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fair weather would dry up the slough—

a

cheery theory which never occurred to
Christian.

During the evening a voice came
through the fourth-ste)ry window, as

close te> me as though Peter Pan were in

the branches of the great tree outside.

BRUT0N CHURCH—DUKE OF GLOUCESTER STREET, WILLIAMSBURG

It was so near that I thought I must be

under .observance ;is well, and regretted

the loosening of my hair. The vevice

bade me "Hurry! hurry! hurry! The
second act will soon begin. Pretty girls,

latest songs, high kicking, and funny

comedians.

"

The possibility of a comedian who was
funny carried me te> the window. Over
the tree-tops, beyond the respectable

church towers, I could see the old theater

on Main Street, with the little* balcony

on which the* manager was haranguing

through a megaphone. "Hurry! hurry!
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VI liK h w C must .ill St i llggll' l>< fore

we reach tlu winning post t>l out high
dt mi CS< Sot LSllll • pollt u .ill\ . in. in t .i'ms

to I he road I ft finds it easj . he
finds it i ough 1 le finds it i ough
where he would have thought it eas\ .

he strikes good going when ht was
pi i pai ing to bt dit i ht d \lt hough
i ailing aga nisi ngu res ol spet ch in a

preceding chapter, 1 find mysejl no\^

deep in tht m again It set ms impossible

to .in old i hem Vnd pt i haps l hat is

anothei thing we discovered nil prog
1 1

• s s in I ife mental, spiritual, o i just

going .i long a road is inalt >gou •• i
;

* h

to t he ot In i

Certainh I was a pooi pilgrim when
w e i eached t he s^ amp I In w a \ sud

nicely. 1 did not recall until latei that fronted us, stands foi tht despaii through
it was Sinnl.M . and that such mishaps as

have befallen us have generally occurred

on the Sabbath daj . 1 believe no^ that

motoi cars are deeph religious One
may observe in tin- \londaj morning
papers the harvest ol accidents oi the

day before. It must be verj painful to

.] highh moi al mot oi cai to ca 1 1

j

around a lot ol jov riders who ought to

be in church growing better, 1 suppose

when the occupants become too joyful

foi the day, the cai bucks and throws

them out, oteering-geai goes wrong,

read the newspapers but the othei

mot 01 s know !

We brought up at a farm called

Pleasant View. It was a very pleasant

vieWj indeed; the gentleman farmei

pointing out to us a nice but distant denl^ revealed itself to us It was not

prospect ot the fine highway from which a way
?

it was not a swamp; it was like

we had strayed. He said it was no the extinct cratei ol a volcano oi a

trouble toget back to it

just t ake a I iny (almost

unboi n) i oad back to his

bai n. \\ e t hanked him,

not having seen tin- se

lect ed it inei a i \ tint il we
got behind t he bai n, N\ e

did not meet w it h Ins

household again, and 1

suppose i hey t hought v\ e

wei e skimming a long on
the highway while we
were still two huridred

feet away from them be

hind the large house foi

then kine, shoveling the

m n d ofl i he i unning
lx>.i ul. It nevei ent ei ed

the head of tin- cordial

pi opi ietoi o t Pleasant

\ n w t hat (Ins road was
bad enough foi even .i

mild cautioning) and .is

we made oui w.iv <>m

\\ delivered what \

suppose is .i problem;
"

1 1 .i \ irginian n\> ( s not

considei this ( »»u pa l h

somet hing a v\ I u I, hov\

awful will be the way
ahead «>l us which .ill

\ n ginians admit is nn ell

nigh impassable P

M

I like to think that the

bog, which presently con i\ rm capitoi grounds Richmond
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d, verted 1 1 « in h aftei the < urtain of fire.

Broad, solitary, il seemingly stret< hed

, lliinit.il.lv ahead oi us, although there is

l,ni mx miles of it. The ruts were ;< xl<

deep, -"id the mud holes bottomless.

W got out to walk ahead and dire* I

the < hauffeur, keeping him out of the

wheell i.h ks and .is much -«' possible

on the ridges between the gullies. I ^<>t

out to w.ilk ahead, too cowardly t<> l<><>k

ba< k n|)"i> the tugging engim , but strain

in;' witli 1 1
1 v spine as mea^ei assistant e.

'I here may have I
><

-

<
- 1 1 wild fiowei b to

I, [ghten oui path, but I didn't notice

them, and I think il tin- chauffeur had

< in <l out " Briai rose" oi "
I lumming-

|)iid," W would have buried him

d< < |> in .i mud hole. The murdered man

would not have been without articlt

foreign to the l>o^ as himself. I in ^;»so-

lene < am. were in these holes, rocks drag-

ged from ;i distance, madly uprooted

pine-trees, and Inf. of chain which had
undoubtedly groaned, then, snapping,

unfulfilled then mission. Frayed ropes

were tied to the trees which told of the

resorting to "Dutch windmills/' and an

empty Hask now and then spoke elo-

quently of the List resort of the dis-

tracted motorist. Thanks to the care-

fully |)t< ked route of the Illustrator's,

and to a hj-'ht cat with ;i good engine,

we did not sink so deep but that our
own power carried us out; and just ;is I

felt that there was no end .it .ill, we saw
i he end ahead.

I \ \ R I I
I
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A DESERTED MILL AT OCCOOUAN

the greatest trial was v ( • to come,
for another strip ol ground, admitted l>v

the Virginians ;is <|mi< impassable, was
before us, and we had been told that this

time ;i detour w;is necessary. We must
not miss this deviation the whole
Princess Amu Hotel had been very <<i

linn ;il)oiii that. I>n( the Princess Anne
went further; she said we couldn't miss

it, I (lon'i know why she said that;

ii aroused all that was antagonistic hotli

in motor and man. We could miss any
tiling especially .» good turn on ;< Sun
da v-

This new perambulation held only

the gloomiest prospects. After twenty

yards it grew worse than our first U>^y
wading, [t grew unbelievably worse. It

w;is so wide ;iikI yawning. A fallen wire

nearly cut oil our heads. I marveled
that ;i wlntc man could ever li;iv<- been
m t hat localit y to st i ing it up in > lie first

place. Yel we saw the beautiful faces of
two wlntc men before we had <|mi<- gone
around the globe time and space were
immeasurable, yon understand. And
yet, again, I would rathei n<>i have seen

those faces. I Ik v were nol murderous
01 sodden wil Ii v i« e. They were < > i < !

I

M.ii \ fa< es wit l» must a< hes; l heir eyes
sticking out rathei queerly from tlic

gloom oJ .1 canopied automobile.
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lifted a

THE WHITE HOUSE FROM THE LAWN

looking, no doubt, as ours did. My
distaste for their countenances was their

famili iritv. I had seen them somewhere
before. I had seen them—the two cars

continued rocking, plunging, skidding
toward each other, but ere we were
abreast I asked them from whence they
came.
And they were coming from Fred-

ericksburg! I had seen them in the

hotel. They had chosen the detour
which we had avoided. We were going

back over tin greater of two evils to the

place from which we had started. J hey
told us we had almost covered the de-

tour. At this point one can employ all

the similes at one's command. to tind

elves in life going backward after

we have struggled so bravel} to go for-

ward! 1 o have to turn about, be it ev« r

so difficult to turn, and do it over again.

In this fashion unlamenting we
lurched again toward Washington. 1 he

nel detour was so amiable in its

miction by comparison- that we
found a disguised blessing in earlier

trials. And that. I Ik- twisted

into metaphorical fancyings. For the

last time we ate our luncheon under the

shade of trees, with a brook to cool the

motor's wheels, frightening the trout

from out their rock}- castles, and leaving

them apologetic bread-crumbs for their

return.

At Occoquan we were politely received

by a road so excellent that we felt our
troubles to be over, and with something
of the assurance of the man who has

made his fortune we took time for the

enjoyment of the town. The mill along

the water's edge had none to ruin pict-

uresquely. What is in the Illustrator's

sketch as attractive desolation from the
water-side was. at the top of the high

bank along which ran the main street,

a neat little garage for small cars. The
town was very bus)-, as time, tide, and
hsh wait for no num. A meat school of

godless herring had gone with the tide

on a Sunday excursion up Occoquan
Cr< e k. and with doubtful hospitality the

citizens had prevented their departure
with alluring nets. 1 hey were now em-
ployed sitting along the- stream skinning
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the visitors. On the whole, our punish-

ment had been less severe, and I am cer-

tain ancient Occoquan would "skin"

no journeying motorist.

Since Virginia had not seen fit in two
centuries of travel over the main road to

adopt some measure of filling up that

swamp, we should not have expected a

more impressive path.leadingto the house

of the Father of our Country. Yet we
found ourselves surprised when, after

leaving the pike, we sank into a mud-hole
just before reaching Mount Vernon, and
for the first time on our trip could not
muster the power to get out of it.

But neither of us took the situation

with any degree of tortured anxiety for

the inexplicable reason that we were
enjoying it!

I was certainly amused when I reached

the near-by farmer's. He saw me from a

distance swinging my
motor-hat and goggles

at him, for there was a

surrey in front of the

house, and I was afraid

he might go off in it be-

fore my arrival. He did

go off upon discovering

my advent, disappear-

ing behind the house
to return before I had
explained my mission
to his wife. He was
dragging several feet
of chain. "Which
one?" was all he asked
as we climbed into the
surrey. It proved to be
the second one.

We have since learned
that these bottomless
pits are on a part of the
estate once comprising
Mount Vernon, and
very aptly designated
on Washington's own
map as "Muddy Hole
Farm." Possibly the
Association forthe Pres-
ervation of Virginia
Antiquities has kept the
land as it was, prevent-
ing any restoration, so

that the holes may re-

main in their quaint old

colonial form.

We were very friendly by the time we
had "surreyed" to the second mud-hole,
and I was feeling sorry for the Illustrator,

who was not enjoying the drive with
Mr. Campbell and his nice family as

was I. Yet we found him agreeably
engaged with Mr. Mann and family,

who had also ventured "like little wan-
ton boys that swim on bladders," and
were halting their huge car until we
could get out of the Virginia antiquity

so that they could get into it. Small
cars had also joined the fray, compan-
ions in distress, for we stood between
them and Mount Vernon like dogs in the

manger. It was Mr. Campbell who
dealt us our last blow for Sabbath-
breaking. Mount Vernon, he told us,

was never opened on the Lord's day.

So it was all for nothing save the mak-
ing of new friends.

THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT AT BALTIMORE
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Mr. Campbell furnished the chains,

and Mr. Mann's big car pulled us out

backward, pulled us away from Mount
Vernon and its quagmires for the unre-

generate. We all shook hands. The
surrey departed in the direction of the

highway, the big motor backed up the

road also, the lit-

tle cars flopped in

and out of the
mud and went

J

home. With care

we retraced o u r

steps as well, and
in two minutes we
came upon the big

car again (sur-

rounded by the lit-

tle cars, attended

by the surrey),

itself deep in the

mire! Again the

chains, again the

fluttering of the

little cars, again

the applause as

our car pulled Mr.
Mann's car from
out m u d - h o 1 e

number one.

On the highway
once more, city

infli ences w e r <.

felt, Even before

we reached the

bri Ige across tin

P i to mac the
W ashington Mon-
ument beckoned
us on. \\ e steered

by it anil found
us permanence
satisfying t<> tin

m a r l n e r. W e

bumped upon tin bridge which took us

out of the Old 0< minion with tin. same
that we bumped into the state.

"Good-byj Virginia," sang \\ ;

"with all thy ruts I love thee still!"

We approached tin hotel through
Elysian Fields pierced In the high walls

of \mt lira's real bulwarks the sky-

scraping business blocks. For the sec-

ond rime Toby and I. clay-incrusted,

approached the disk of a great hotel .is

members In good standing of "Sons and
Daughters oi the Soil."

PRIN< I TON - GK \\

MANDING GREEN

We scrubbed Toby; we dressed; we
dined. A little table had been reserved
for us in the midst of the gay company.
Great names were paged. Plain women,
badly gowned, sipped water nervously.
A Congressman demanded a high-chair
for his baby. From all the roads that

lead to Washing-
ton they had come.
1 his was the pot-
pourri of the coun-
try. Field flowers

were blended with
gardenias. Put me
down as one of the

wall-flowers in the

jar.

1 he three of us

went for a walk
with the aimless

strolling of those

whose tasks are

done. The Illus-

trator was more
than satisfied, but
I was still uneasy,

for I had not found
my heart's quest.

1 had found no
mansion as satis-

factory as Elsie
Dinsmore's. And
yet I had not lost

my faith that

somewhere was a

great housegleam-
ing w h i t e, with
gardens and an
avenue, and dar-

kies singing hap-
pily, which would
hi! the vision i^\

my youth. "You
will find it," said

I have to draw it

cardboard." He

OWERS
1 R 1 E -

COM-
rops

w dly if

w hitefor you on

halted as he spoke, pricking up the ear

that the chills-and-fever warning hail

left in working order. "Listen/ he con-

soled;
*'

it's the dark H s singing happily."

It w.is not the magic of moonlight

which lent enchantment to the little

circle standing under an electric light to

sun; because they could walk no farther

without singing. They wore high collars

and pointed shoes, "nobby" clucked

.suits, .ind carried canes. 1 heir hats
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were on the back of their heads— Pana-
mas, not the brown derbies of their

Southern kin. They sang "Good-by,
Girls, Good-by," but their voices were
oi' the plantation.

We lined up at the curb, for they
were opposite, and as I placed myself in

a position to see them plainly I saw past

them. Behind them was a great house
in a great park, with an avenue, and
gardens profusely distributed about.

The house was oi' the desired Colonial

architecture. The roof was Mat. and
there were pillars, and it was big enough.
Under the brilliant lights carriages were
drawing up before the wide door. Ser-

vitors assisted the visitors to descend.

The}' mounted the steps oi the porte-

cochere—the enormous porte-cochere

—

and passed within the mansion. It was
better than Elsie's, more purely Greek
than Elsie's, more richly encircled than
Elsie's. I had found it at last. I had
found it at the end oi' the road. The
end of all material desires, visions of the

soul, ambitions of the mind. Yet in the
confusion of new buildings since my last

visit to Washington the mansion was
strange to me. It was humiliating, but
I turned to W to learn whose house
this was.

"It's just the house it should be," said

W ; "it's the White House."

One could travel very well over the

road to Baltimore dressed in tulle, for

there was no dust, and the smoothness oi'

the way invited us to a forbidden speed.

\\ e were to have this sort oi' a dancing-
floor from Washington on. Many will

enjoy just such motoring, asking for no
other thrilling denouement than that
of reaching a given point with as much
ease as possible. I like it myself. But
you will notice that things do not
"happen" when the road is very good,
and in the peopled, well-paved country
you will be something oi' a cipher, no
matter how luxurious your car. You
will no longer be an event. You will not
add to your experiences or to those oi'

others—but you will be comfortable.
That is, you will be comfortable until

you strike the cobble-stones oi' Balti-

more. They appear to rise up and hit

you with the same violence exercised

when they wore thrown by the Balti-
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more mob at the Federal troops. If
Mandand was on the side of the North,
its greatest city was largely Southern
in its sympathies, and it has remained SO
even to the paving. We saw its towers
from a distance in a late sun, and, as

always before when approaching the
city, 1 thought of Rome. There is no
reason for this, and the association of the
two must be an intangible religious in-

fluence, tor Rome is to Europe what
Baltimore is to our States.

1 here are no benches placed along the
strip of green which divides Monument
Street. The fountains play, and one
must stand to enjoy them. The flowers
bloom, but you must not kneel upon the
grass to sniff their fragrance. " Dogs are
not allowed except in leash." Charles
Street, however, which intersects Monu-
ment, the two becoming Mount Vernon
Place for a square either way, is more
generous to that portion oi' the public
who would most appreciate the beauty
oi' a green open space. The splendid
shaft to Y\ ashington is surmounted by
his graven image. 1 don't remember
which way he is looking, but I hope that
it is not up snobby Monument Street,

but down bonnie Charles, where the

people sit under the shade of the trees,

and with lovers always going up and
down the stone steps which break the

slope. And the fountain is so inviting

that straightway one thinks oi soda-

water and pleasant modern things.

There was some difficulty in finding

the ice-cream soda, although the more
we heard the chalice-like fountain splash

the more frantic we became for the

desired chocolate flavor. The search

grew so vital to us that we felt suddenly
as young as when an ice-cream soda

meant a good deal in one's life. The most
remarkable part of this hunt for nectar

of the gods was its taste when we at last

traced it to its hzzly source. It was as

good as we had expected, and this had
nothing to do with the flavor; rather

could it be traced to the chief reason for

including Baltimore as part of our
itinerary.

Some years ago we had gone to Balti-

more cm our wedding-journey, and
stopped at the hotel where we were Stay-

ing now. We had walked in Mount
Vernon Place, just as we were doing in
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to do with tradition than education,

they did even stop their ball-game by
the roadside to swing wide a farm-gate.

We drove in and out with no one to

molest us save several conventional

calves who bawled to their mothers that

some one had come to take a picture of

them—such is the vanity of the very
young. The birthplace is very good, and
the estate most impressive, for the aver-

age actor boasts no such pretentious

beginning. But this makes little differ-

ence. It is fitting that Fountain Green
is the name of the locality which shel-

tered the youth who gave to our country
an ever-verdant art.

We rushed on through a country
wisely marked at the dangerous turns

by a skull and cross-bones painted on
high, white fences, and our speed, con-

trolled at times by these visions of a

future state, brought us to Havre de
Grace for early luncheon. We stopped
there, for we were loathe to quit Mary-
land, and the inn on the river was so

soothing to the exterior man that we
thought the interior individual might
take a chance at a bad meal. But our
dinner was both decorative to the eye

and satisfying to that side of us which,

having a restricted view of life, takes

small interest in the beauties of nature
unless they are well cooked.

There were fresh green peas and as-

paragus, and each expression of gratifi-

cation from us was repeated in a loud

voice by the handmaiden as soon as she

got beyond the swinging door into the

kitchen. "They like the sparrowgrass,"

she announced, "but he don't eat no
veal." The other guests grew very
quiet in the dining-room as the report of

our doings continued. "They keep
askin' about their dog," she shouted.

"Take him round to the back door,

Katie, and feed him till he busts." And
at the end of the meal: "He 'ain't got

enough money, an 's asked her for some.
They come in a machine, too."

One could tell Delaware by the

abrupt leaving of the perfect road, yet
it was a good "home" road. I mean
by that as "home cooking" is good,

which is never quite what we pretend it

to be. The buzzards left us as prompt-
ly as they had begun way over at the

western end of Maryland, but Colonial

beauties in architecture were still

ours.

It was a pleasant sign that on the last

run of both our trips in America we have
come across particularly interesting
taverns. They are like little tendrils
which hold you to your love of the road,
promising comfort with charm if you will

come back and not forget what the
broad highway has to offer.

Upon the outskirts of Philadelphia we
plunged into domesticity so heavily that
it looked as though no one on the globe
was living in hotels or flats or boarding-
houses. Thousands of neat little homes
attended us on either side the streets;

millions of front steps led to rocking-

chairs on porches equally numerous. I

immediately became a housekeeper, and
hinted to the Illustrator of a long night

run to New York. But this was not
encouraged, and the best that I could do
was to arrange mentally the furniture in

these little houses:

"The couch must be there, the lamp
by the window—two bookcases on either

side the chimney, and
—

"

W turned to look at me quizzical-

ly. "You've stopped looking about,"

he said.

It was true. I had stopped regarding

the road in the arrangement of furniture.

I was nearly "home."
We did none of the things in Phila-

delphia that I hope you will accomplish.

In preference to a lecture on foreign

travel, we went to the theater to see

an indifferently acted play. At supper

afterward one of the actresses stopped

at the table which we were sharing with

friends. She admitted that they were

tired of the "road." I listened to this

complacently, for I knew that
_
they

would rest for a while, then a longing to

get back again would come twitching at

their hearts. They, too, are of that

band of explorers who know the wander-

lust.

What haste W felt about reach-

ing New York the next day he did not

crystallize into speech, but he was fairly

acrid for an amiable man when I was

very late ordering down the bags. I had

been running up and down the most

delightful feature of Philadelphia—its

little back streets, chasing Mr. Toby.

He had given up all thought of ever stay-
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Barbara Buys a Bonnet
BY ELOISE ROBINSON

lARLY in the season I

told mother what kind

of a spring hat I

wanted. The idea came
to me one day when I

was looking at the fun-

ny page of the paper,

and after that I planned about it until

I knew exactly what I wanted. I even

drew a picture of it so there would be no
mistake. It was a military model, which
is very stylish now on account of the

war. The brim curled up in a darling

little edge, like a man's hat, and the

crown was to be at least fifteen inches

high. It was to be made of straw, with

little picot ribbons running around it

—

cerise and peacock blue and mustard,
and there was a wide black velvet to go
over the chin. But the stroke of genius

was three shaded ostrich plumes to

match the ribbons—a cerise, a peacock-

blue, and a mustard-colored one—that

nodded in a bunch from the very top

edge of the crown. The reason I liked

the hat was because it was so simple and
plain, with no fussy flowers and fruits

and things. Yet no one could ever say

it was ordinary-looking. Probably a hat

like it had never been made before. And
stylish! It fairly sizzled with style.

I told mother if I could have only one
spring garment I wanted it to be that

bonnet. I could do without anything
else, but I felt that my esthetic ego de-

manded that hat.

Maybe the reader does not know what
the esthetic ego is. I did not know,
either, until Fidenia Jacocks came to our
school. Fidenia is the motherless child

of a doting father. Every one knows
how men are. Your father will let you
have anything you want—well, nearly

anything—if you manage him right.

It's your mother who makes things hard.

Well, Fidenia had an esthetic ego. That
is something that you either have or you
haven't, a kind of conscience that makes
it right for you to want wonderful

clothes and jewelry and things like that.

When Fidenia wanted anything real ex-
pensive she just said her esthetic ego
demanded it, and it was her duty to get
it, and then, of course, she had to have
it. As soon as Fidenia told me about it

I decided that I was one of those who
have an esthetic ego. I could feel it

working inside of me just as plain! It

demanded like everything that I have
that hat.

And you know, according to Fidenia,

it is really wrong to deny your ego.

But there was mother. It is very hard
to have an ego when you also have a

mother. From the very first I could see

she had a prejudice against the bonnet.
I thought the wisest way was to act as

if the matter was all settled, and I kept
talking about "when I get my hat"
every chance I had. After all that,

what did mother do but buy me the

measliest little thing—a kind of blue

bowl with bunches of apples around it,

just the sort all the children are wearing
this year. I can never describe how I

felt. Unless a person has an esthetic ego

of her own she would not understand. It

was one of the greatest disappointments

of my life—and I have had many.
The first day I had to wear the hat

mother bought me to school, I talked

the whole thing over with Fidenia.

"Just look!" I said, holding the horrid

thing as far away from me as I could.

"What ever was more dowdy?"
"It isn't what you might call over-

powering, exactly," Fidenia admitted.

"And yet that is what I have to wear!

I feel that my esthetic ego is utterly

crushed"
"Never!" Fidenia contradicted, in

determined tones. "Never, Barbara!

Your esthetic ego must rise above petty

annoyances. It must flourish in spite of

such things."

I bitterly replied, "I'd be willing to

wager that your esthetic ego wouldn't

flourish on a hat like that."
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"I didn't say it would," Fidenia an-

swered, calmly. "No one's could.

But"—here her voice sank to a thrilling

whisper
—

"there is a way."
"What?"
"Buy another hat. Keep this one to

satisfy your mother, and buy the other

to nourish your esthetic ego."

Wasn't that a wonderful way of put-

ting it? I would never have thought of

anything so poetic as nourishing my
esthetic ego on a hat. Still, I didn't see

that it helped me any. I didn't have
any money to speak of, and I thought

I'd better not charge anything. I'd

done that once before, and—well, I

thought I'd better not. Then there

seemed to be things in the way of my
wearing it if I bought it—my family,

for one, who had been prejudiced against

that hat from the start.

But Fidenia went on to explain, and
after a while I began to think the thing

could be done. Fidenia had a milliner

who was awfully nice. Fidenia said she

would be glad to make the hat for me
and wait for the money till I could

scrape it together. She would consider

it a debt of honor. Fidenia knew, be-

cause there were times when her father

got cranky and decided Fidenia had
spirt too much money, and wouldn't

let l.er have any more till next allowance

time, and then Fidenia had to make a

debt of honor. Madame Louise was
always perfectly lovely about it.

I finally decided that was what I

would do. I telephoned and asked
mother if I might go over to Fidenia's

I felt better, though, after we had
each had two angel's delights—a per-

fectly thrilling kind of sundae they have
at Melaine's—and had seen Madame
Louise. She was sweet about the hat
after Fidenia had explained the circum-
stances to her and she knew who I was,
and she seemed to understand perfectly

what I meant when I described to her
what it was I wanted. She said it was
a perfectly marvelous design, and she

didn't see how I'd ever thought of it.

When I asked her how much it would
be, Madame Louise was too dear for

anything. She told me not to worry
about that; she would make it just as

cheaply as she possibly could. She
couldn't tell exactly, because of the war.

You could see that she was trying to

make it easy for me because of my finan-

cial position. I certainly did appreciate

her delicacy.

I could hardly live until the bonnet
was finished. Finally Madame Louise
sent it to Fidenia's. I can't describe it

better than to say that it was all I had
expected it to be. When I put it on
Fidenia was simply speechless. She said

she had never, never seen anything so

absolutely stunning. And, honestly,

when I looked at myself in the mirror

with that hat low on my forehead, the

velvet band covering my chin, and those

three shaded plumes waving proudly in

the air, I was almost frightened. I

looked positively majestic.

Most of the afternoon was spent try-

ing the hat on. We both said it was
worth the price. In fact, we didn't

house after school, and then we went^ see how Madame Louise had made it

n-town in Fidenia's roadster. It

wasn't a story, though, because we did

go to Fidenia's first after the car.

I don't see why I can't have a ma-
chine of my own. Sixteen isn't a bit

young to drive. Fidenia has a

darling—gray, with red-leather seats,

and her own initials on the door. It's

one of those big, chunky ones that make
you look humpbacked if you slide down
in the s< at a little. Only your hat
shows above the edge. Of course I

didn't get much pleasure out of it, be-

cause my hat was only a mean little

blue thing with apples on it. 1 suppose
people thought Fidenia was taking her

little sister for a ride.

so cheaply, with the war and all, and
then those three shaded plumes. The
bill had come with the hat and it was
only #27.50. Just think, a paltry $27.50
to make my esthetic ego blissfully, rav-

ingly happy. Besides, I had already

saved up fifty cents, so that made only

Well, of course, knowing my family,

I felt that I could never take that hat

home and put it in my closet. Delphine

—that's mother's maid—would be sure

to come snooping around, pretending

she was tidying things up; or Kit or

Elizabeth, my two sisters who aren't

married, would happen in at the wrong
time; or maybe mother would take it
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into her head to look through my clothes.

I can never have a bit of privacy. Be-
sides, how could I get in and out with

it? No, I had a much better scheme
than that.

We have three cars. One is a run-

about, and Dad uses that to go to busi-

ness in every morning. Then there are

mother's electric and the big car. It's

the big car that takes me to school every
morning and any place else I am ever

allowed to go, which isn't much of any-
where. It just happened that once
when I was poking about I discovered

that the panel under the seat of the

big car came out and made a little

closet. I had never mentioned it to

any one. Not that I was keeping it

secret for any special reason; I'd just

happened not to. Now I saw that it was
the hand of Providence guiding me, for

that cubby was the very place to keep
my hat. You see, I could start off in

the morning in that miserable blue

thing, but as soon as the car turned the
corner I could change to my beauty, and
put the blue one under the seat till I was
nearly home in the afternoon. I had to

take Conrad— he's the chauffeur

—

into my confidence, but he's really quite

a superior man, and he promised on his

word of honor not to give me away. It

was all quite safe and happy.
No one can possibly imagine, unless,

as I have said, she has an esthetic ego
of her own, what a satisfaction that hat
was to me. I could start off in the morn-
ing and feel that I had one really thrill-

ing thing on, anyway. The first time
I wore it to school I made a sensation,
I can tell you! The girls were simply
wild about it, and even the teachers
stared. I acted as if I had been used
to that sort of thing all my life. But
later I took a few of my best friends into

my confidence, especially Sarah Delle
Sherwin, who lives next door to me.
We often go to school together, so I had
to tell her. In the afternoons, as often
as mother would let me, Fidenia Jacocks
and I went out in her car. Then I felt

simply grand. None of me showed but
my hat, and I imagine every one thought
I was at least twenty and a debutante.

I hadn't had my bonnet so very long
before I met Al Wiggers. He was a
friend of Fidenia's, and she introduced

him to me once when I was staying all

night with her. He was really a grand
fellow, captain of the freshman football
team at the university, and wonderful-
looking.

^
I was crazy over him, and I

was crazier still when Fidenia told me
what he said about me. He told her
that I was terribly attractive; he just
loved girls that were daring. He said
he'd bet I was awfully independent and
a "handful to manage," and he wanted
to know if she thought I'd let him
take me to a ball game some Saturday.
Fidenia told him sure thing I would, but
that my parents were terribly queer
about letting me do things, and she
didn't know whether I'd be allowed to
go or not. Al said he would try, any-
way.

It's a wonder to me now how mother
ever said I could go. Al got his aunt,
whom mother always speaks of as "Miss
Field of Grandin Road, you know," to
introduce him to mother, and then he
came to call on us both, and asked
mother instead of me, and finally he
really got her to say I could go if Con-
rad would take us in the car and call for

us when the game was over.

You must know I was just thrilled

over going. I had never been to a ball

game before; to be going with a won-
derful man like Al was simply blissful.

No need to say I planned to wear my
new bonnet. My spring suit wasn't
much—of course it wouldn't be—but I

thought I could quietly borrow one of

Kit's waists, and with my beautiful hat
I'd not be so bad. I wouldn't have been
so happy if I had known all that was
going to happen.

I always sleep late on Saturday morn-
ing. I feel that I need the rest. That
morning, though, it would have saved

me a great deal of trouble if I had risen

earlier. When I came down a little after

eleven, mother told me that Kit and
Elizabeth had gone out for luncheon,

and somewhere afterward, she didn't

know where. This shows how unjustly

I am treated. I am never allowed to go
anywhere unless mother knows all about
it. I have to account for myself every

minute. The awful part was that they
had taken the big car—and my hat with

the shaded plumes under the seat!

It made me fairly sick. "Gone with
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1
1 11

'

" I w ailed. "
1 1 s so In 1 l< and

stuff) I"
"

1 1 is .1 \ < 1 \ Itc.nii ii ul car, said

mother, "and many girls would be only

too happy t<> have anything as nice t«>

go in
"

\wA ii ' bo slow I" I went <>n, in

d( spaii .
" We won't l>< 1 here in 1 ime.

\l isn't t oming unt il 1 wo, and we can

nevei make it in li.di an houi in the

(let III*."

" Ii. 11 1). 11. 1, v<>ii are absolutely im-

1 ( asonable," said m<>i hei , mi|>.ii ient ly.

I don't see why people always end

everj argument l>v telling me that I am
unreasonable. Il<»w d<> they know but

that I have .'.<>mc p< 1 fet 1 lv good plan

I li.ii 1 hey don't know anyt hing about ?

Just .is 1 had this time <>nlv I couldn't

tell mothei aboul the hat, now, could I ?

"
1 1 you don't want t<> go in 1 he ele<

I

I

ii
," mot hei went <>n, "

\ «>n and M ma \

just -i ay here, I m not vei \ pai 1 i< ulai

about \ "in going, am w .1 \

.'

\\ Ik n she said 1 hat I saw I would I1.1 vt

to bi carei ul. I>m I simplj had i<» have
m\ hat.

" Mayn't I telephone and ask K it ii

sh< w ants 1 Ih t ai 1 his aftei noon i " I

1 oax( d.
' No, you m. 1 \ not . I know 1 he g ii Is

do w .1 in ,1 I Ik \ .nt io 1 ake .1 pai 1 \

•01 nt w Ik n . Now, Barbara, not anothei

word. V. I said, ii you t an't * ontent
\ 0111 s< Il w 11 Ii 1 Ik t It ctrit \ on m. 1 \ just

1
.1 \ .11 homi

I w as brokt n heai ted. I would almost
11 hi st

1 ) home as go in 1 hat nast \

little blue hat, \\ hat would VI think of

me \ !>iow n man doesn't w ant to go
out w ith .1 IviIm . He 1 bought I w as

< ightt t n, In caust Ik told I id( nia so, but

ii he saw me in 1 hat hat not hing 1 ould
persuade him thai I was ovei ten. It

simply ruined my whole afternoon. I

was so mad I w< nt up st airs and beat
iiiv pillows 1 ill I )elphine t ame in t<> see

what on earth was the matter. I told

hei I was ail ing my bed, .m<l she went
away <|nn< pleased to think I was get

ting to be so thoughtful. Whenevei I'm
good and mad .11 anybody I just go and
beal the pillows and pretend they re the

pei son I ni m. id .11 .nid 1 I1.1t 1 'm hit 1 ing

the soft, squashy pan oi them, 1 1 makes
me feel a l< »t better.

Then I sal down <>n the ll<><>i to tliink.

I remembered ridenia's words, thai you
must nevei lei yom esthetic ego be
I

I

ushed; ii must 1 ise and conquer ;ill

petty annoyances. Bui I didn't see how
it was going to rise, until I thought
maybe I could go and get my hat <>nt ol

the cai il I could find <>m where the

girls were. I didn't dare ask mother,
after the scene which had just taken

place, so I inquired casually <>l Delphine
il .Ik knew, but she didn't. I was per-

lt 1 1 1\ in despaii unt d I 1 bought ol t he

telephone pad.

Whenever Elizabeth goes <>m now,

.•.lie has taken to writing <>n the t<l<

phone pad, "II any one calls me, I can

be rea< hed .it — . L. V."

Elizabeth nevei used to l>< so particular.

I have discovered ilut .1 man named Mi.

Paul Melish Vising frequently calls

Elizabeth during these times. From this

and from othei things I have noticed I

have de< ided thai Elizabeth and Mr.

Paul Melish Vising .n< engaged, though
when I mentioned ii <»ik day Elizabeth

said \\ lu on eai 1 Ii did I have such silly

notions, .mil mothei 1 < I «
1
me I must

undti no circumstances sa} such a thing

to .1 11 \ cut I not it 1 d n< 11 Ik 1 oneol t hem
said straight out it wasn't s<>; still, u

ni.i\ be 1 hat Bhe's onl] neai l\ >k ,( him
and doesn't w ant t<> lose him. \n\ w .1 v,

1 his habit of E lizabet h's helped me out,

bt 1 ausi , in* enough, 1 here w as .1 note,

"II I .mi wanted, t all Won
1 j

\z.—
I V."
So I called Won 1.342. I said, " is

this Mr, Smith's on Bakei Street
"

I Ik maid answert d, just as I knt w

•.Ik WOUld, " No, in. 1'. 1111, i his is M

1

M.n 1 \ n I hompson's on ( lifton \\ e

nut
."
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"Oh, beg pardon, they've given me
the wrong number/' I said, and hung
up.

I'd never been to the Martyn-1 homp-
sons', but I knew where Clifton Avenue
was. [f I hurried I'd have time to go
over before lunch. I told mother my
head ached a little and I thought I'd go
our for a walk in the fresh air. Mother
said that was sensible, after warning me
nor to go on any ol the business streets.

I am not allowed to ride on the si reet-

car by myself, but this time I had to.

f rook ten cents out of my drawer for

car fare, which I hated to do, because I

needed every bit I could scrape to-

gether to pay for my li.it with shaded

plumes. I had had two notes from
Madame Louise asking when I could

pay. fr seemed to me that the last one

Wasn't very cordial. I had only $4.90,
and for perfect ages I had gone without

lunch ar school, and I hadn't had a

single sundae except when some one

treated me. Srill, this was a case of

necessity.

That trip just proves that mother
sometimes misrepresents things, though
of course she may not mean to. It was
as easy as rolling off a lo^ to find the

place, and no one was ''familiar" with

me, and I didn't meet any "objection-

able characters," but only some poor

people; and I think we all ought to

associate with rhe poor and not be

snobbish, or how can we elevate them ?

Our car was parked in front of the

Martyn - Thompsons' house. No one

saw me when I walked up to the side

next rhe street, climbed in and got my
hat. I took it home, going in the back
way, through the garage, so I could

leave ir in the electric. I went in to

lunch with a comfortable, virtuous feel-

ing, thinking how I had saved myself.

Luncheon was nearly half over when
mother said, casually : "Oh, \>y the way,
Barbie, I'll rake you and Al down to the

hall-park myself. Mrs. Wade Jenkins
has just telephoned that the Milk Com-
mission is to inspect the new building

rhis afternoon, so I'll have to have rhe

car, but 1 can take you to the game
first."

That was a terrible moment for me.
f could see my whole afternoon again

falling into little pieces.

V<.,. CXXXIIL—No. 798.—115

(
'.ni'i

< an't we go on the si reel -

i ii ?" I stammered ai fast

.

"Go on the street i ai I" said mother.
"A yoim,<< girl like you with a poung
boy un< nap< ronedl Why, < hild, what
are yon thinking oi

?"

"Al isn't a poung hoy; he's nineteen,"
I reminded her.

Mother didn't seem mu< h Impressed.
She looked at me suspiciously toi fully

half a minute. "
fust what r. the mat

ter with you, Barbara?" she asked.
"Yon are a< ting very queerly. What ob
jection can you have to going with your
mother? You're not ashamed of her,
are your

'I his last remark was sar< asm, be< ause
I have nevei known moih.i tO forget
that she is a Kittredge married to a

Vane, and considered "one of our hand-
somest and most ( harming women." I

saw I had gone tOO far and would have
tO retrieve myself. So I opened my
i
-y< -s vei y wide and inno< ent and said,
in a kind of baby way I can put on when
I want to:

" I- was just thinking that it would
make you fate, mother, and that would
delay the meeting. You know they're

never able tO begin without you."
Mother tried not to look pleased. "It:

will make me late, that's true," she said,

wrinkling up her brows. "Still, I prom-
ised you you might go to the bail game,
and you shall go. The Commission can
wait." She smiled at me what was
meant to be a dear-little-daughter anile,

but with all I had on my mind it re-

minded me of a fox.

"Well," I said, weakly, because there

wasn't anything else to say, "if you
don't mind All the time I was
thinking, "What shall I do?"

It was -i horrible meal, during which
I had to appear happy and gay when all

the time 1 was being eaten by secret

anxiet y.

But afterward I thought of a way out
su< li an easy way that I don't see why

it hadn't o< cui red to me before. I just

(ailed (if) Mrs. Sheiv/in and told her

both of our cars were busy, and mother
wanted to know would Mrs. Sherwin
mind taking her down to the Milk

Commission. Mrs. Sherwin said she

would love to; besides, there were sev-

eral things she wanted to talk over with
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mothei before the meeting. This mes- down with the aid of a manly hand not

I si in to mothei l>\ Delphine, so Com. id's, either and walked alone by

ih.it I would not be connected with it. Al, making my skins flip, and looking

I did not mention thai I had suggested up archly from undei my eyelashes

the idea to Mrs. Sherwin, naturally. wnile the three shaded plumes nodded
M \ mind easy once more, I weni up to gaily above our heads. Several persons

look 1 1 1 1 < >

i

i^l i the girls' blouses, to see turned to look after us. Probably they

which I'd wear. I finally chose a blue- thoughi I was a debutante.

.Hid white crepe of Kit's, with a stunning Just then we reached the gate and I

lemon colored collai and fluffy frills had the shock of a lifetime. Right ahead

down ili< front. It looked better on me of us, just going in, were Kit and Eliza-

than it did on Kit, anyway. I also hot- beth. The Martyn-Thompsons were

rowed some long white gloves and some there, tOO, and Paul Mclisli Vising and

flesh face powder. II mother would some other men. lalk aboui being

onl\ let me have these things myself I seated. Mv knees shook so I could feel

>,li«»uld not be forced to borrow. the three shaded plumes waving as if

I w.is quite surprised t<> hear that then- were a storm coming. I knew if

mothei was going to tin Milk Commis- Kit turned around she would recognize

sion with Mis. Sherwin, l>m I bore up her blouse immediately; then she would
bravely undei the disappointment, and see me, and the hat and all would be

told In i not to worry, (om. id would lost. Fortunately I thoughi to tell Al,

t.ike care of me. Mothei warned me "Let's walk around to the other gate,"

II,, t to Ix late, and I told In i I was all and pulled him hack quiek. Me didn't

ready but my blouse, which I thoughi see why <>n earth I wanted to go 'way

bettei not t<> put on until after mother around there our seats were on this

had gone. side. Hut I told him I had never been

Thus the readei ma} see that by de- there before, remember, and I wanted

termination I had twice saved myself to see everything, so we went round

from ili« disgrace of having to go to and I was saved for the time being.

tin ball eam< in a shameful Rat. when W hen we were inside I felt quite sale.

Vlcame I was feeling prett} good. There were so many seats and such

The lemon-colored collai and frills crowds of people I thought the girls

so i ol hid the plainness of m} coat, and could nevei spot me. We walked along

when I put on m\ li.it with the shaded the promenade at the top of the benches,

plumes \l gazed at m< in astonishment and I kept a sharp lookout, hut Kit .ind

.iid admiration. I could see that he Elizabeth weren't to be seen. They
didn't know what to say. I knew how weren't sitting near us, that was oik-

Ik felt; I i<li the same wa} the first thing Bure probably they wen on the

time I siw n myself. othei side, and the} couldn't recognize

Did you evei notia what an effect me from there. 1 thow .ill can from

environment has upon a person! I have, mi mind and prepared to enjoy myself,

and so have man} eminent psycholo Hie third time my esthetic ego was pre-

< >ii( oi them lectured at oui school served from nun.

I didn't sec much point to wh.it I he game was simply wonderful. I

id about heredity, except that it's nevei knew how thrilling ball games
\..in parents' fault d you're not made are, I hen- was one player, Griffin, I

right. Ih.it seemed reasonable. I wish was simply wild about. Nomatterwhat
mothei and dad had heard it. The awful balls the pitchei would throw, he

environment part I have felt mani would always nil them. He made a

times in my own experience. Now if J home run the only man who did. He
»ni anywhere with mother I would was dandi looking, and Al said he was
crept "in «.i Mi. electrii with that an awful!} nice fellow, too, which

blue h.it squatting miserabl) on tru showed h< must have had a strong chai

i p (1 | in\ Ik ad likt a hall grown at ti i amidst .ill the temptations ol that

chicken, and followed her about, smiling kind of life. Oui home team won and
.i milk and watt i smilt and h< ing a om one stamped and yelled and whis-

little lady. Vs it was, I leaped ligntlj tied, and I did, too. I had a grand time.
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owed t<> elo

1 am going

When I (.oinc out unci am :i

what I want if 1 ever am
to ever]? ball game there is.

After it was .ill over there was .i ter-

rible crowd, but that made it more ex-

citing as we went down to the gate.

And then, all at once, there were the

girls coming down to the central aisle

from the other side. I couldn't get oui

or turn back for the crowd, and 1 knew
in just about half a minute one of them
would he sure to see me. Quickly I

pulled my hat off and hid it behind me.
1 wasn't a minute too soon, either, be-

cause just then Kit looked up. She
smiled and waved to me; then she

caught sight of the collar and frills <>f

her blouse, and a cold, stony look came
into her eye. She raised her hrows in ;i

very disagreeable way. However, I

kept smiling and nodding to her and to

Elizabeth just as innocently as if nothing
were the matter. All the time, though,
I kept hanging back and letting myself
be caught by tin 1 crowd so that the girls

would be out of the way by the time we
reached the gate. This necessitated

keeping Al's mind occupied, too, so he
wouldn't notice how we were being
pushed hack. A man just hates to have
any one get ahead of him in a crowd.
Have you ever noticed? I thought we
had lost them until I saw that they were
waiting for us at the gate. Nearly all

the people were out, now, and then was
no escape. So I bent a little and gave
my beautiful hat with the shaded plumes
a gentle kick under the nearest seat.

"Hurry up, Barbie," Kit called,

sweetly—too sweetly to he natural.

"We'll take you home with US."

"Oh, thanks," I said, jauntily, coming
down the steps, "but Conrad is waiting

for us."

Before Kit could answer, Elizabeth
broke in, "Where's your hat, Barbie?"
"My—my hat?" I asked in surprise,

and felt my head as if I were amazed
not to find it there. "Why—why—

I

must have lost it in the crowd."
"Well if you aren't the most careless

child!" said Kit.

"I'll go back," said Al. "It's prob-

ably where we were sitting."

"Oh, never mind," I said, we:ikly.

"Why, of course, let him get it," said

Elizabeth.

"Well, don't wan," 1 answered.
"We'll he righl along in the electric."

"< )h," said Kit, "we just saw Conrad
and told him to go along. We said we
would hi ing you.
Now Wasn't thai the lowest, most

miserable thing you ever heard of? I

can just imagine the scene there would
be if I plaj ed Kit .i trick like th.it when
she had ;i suitor. Of course I s.iw why
she had done it ; it was to gel ( \ en w it h

me for Wearing her old waist. I had
now only one hope lift that \l

Wouldn't find tin hat. Bui he did. 1 le

came down w ith it just then.
"That isn't Ha.h'.e's hat!" Elizabeth

gasped.

"I should s t \y not!" Kit chimed in.

"My goodness! whin did you ever find

such a thing?"

"Barbie's was a little blue straw with
apples on it."

"Oh—I am sure
—

" stammered poor
AL
"I—I can wear this one home, any-

way," I thoughl to saj .

"Wear it home?" Kit cried. "What
ever are you thinking of, child? You
don't know whom it belonged to! You
might catch some terrible disease."

"But—but this is Barbie's hat. Isn't

it, Barbie?" said Al, turning to me. " It's

the one she wore down, I know it is."

Kit gave a little gasp as if she ware
going down for the third time, and every
one looked at me. I could not deny my
esthetic ego.

"It is my hat," I said, with great

dignity, taking it from Al ami putting it

on. "I am sorry you took such an un-

warranted liberty as to send the electric

home, Katherine. It has seriously inter-

fered with my plans. However, since

you have been se> officious, there is

nothing for us to ele> but go home in the

car with you."
1 walked majestically away, Al fol-

lowing. As I went I saw Elizabeth give

one look at me and turn away to hide

her face in her handkerchief.

That was anything but a pleasant

ride. Kit looketl as if she had been
eating nails as a steady diet for some
.time, and Elizabeth kept crowding her

handkerchief over her mouth and look-

ing away from me. She would ce>n-

trol herself and turn around and at-
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tempt mcthing, but tin instant carefully, talking around on every tide*

•!,< looked at nv ,}i< would l,< ',fl
. igain b ouching i

f

I don't "At leant ^ougot ^ur money'* worth,

M di/ln'i know ivhat to malu oi it didn't youV h< laid to nn I thought

.ill, naturally I ivaith* ''I then tfas a faint gleam of admiration in

I kept f ight on tall ing in rn / bi m bin i /»

I f tool no notice "Do yow mean to "II me," mothei
,,l if,, girl* at -'II managed to bring out at last, "that you

mh at out hou* that n rt that that atrocity to tht ball

unph ' ant "'pi' ol eonvci at ion vhall

l,< ;,,« rn i',/i< 'I .it r hi i
.1 U< •/, I l< h iafi "i

though doubtful ol th( future* until "Wli«»« did you get it?"

aftei dinnei When "' iven through I think I can answet that, put in

I tartcd up-stairs at ona fathei "I have here a communication
Oh, U.'il.M conn into tin library!" from ah consulting a lettei which

uiid I it
'"' took from his pocket "ah Madarm

i
<

,
i n * ",< n all / I laid I ouom

tired and I am going right I law that all wai lost

to bed/
1

I
' '• rn ' dh •• to hai row thi f< * lingi ol

| n r .. minute." mothei told mi tnt readci by recounting tht painful
"!>', eoim into thi library I havt cent that followed, but tht end "I it

rj rcrnbn a traged / that I muit
( < laid lather, "1 ha n ^cal it I 1 •* rcadei will then undei

\ 1 , 1 1

,

:
i to Barbara a lfo» fid bet tei / bat I havt to end u

n

I had to
" W< will decidt later," Maid mother,

i ually pcopli i In ii I '-in libra r) in a "what pout punishment is to bi

.• .- 1 1' n then ii you may taki tht hat and put it on tht

,i In < in i hi big fireplace, ai th fin

i -, night, but it looked barren to mt "Oh, mother I 1 cried My beautiful,
" Wl<y don ct '"•' " ' hang beautiful bonnet 1

I id "I hi •• an perfect!) 1 1 aid mot ht

«

(Ijurri - '»li I ll 'I-- anything but not that

'

" W< .-.ill discus* that at anothci Mease I" I don't set bo •

• ht art "I bi

Mm' crcd mothei itiffl) "Bai could cm' m) agonized toi

did yo 1 1 hcrwin to takt "
I am wait ing I

i.,« o ili< Mill ( ommi ion in bei I hen nothing cist to 'I" I Im

elect i powen of darkn< ere too it rong foi

{( rn [answered the Christian ma rtyn ol old and
I i hinl I leno h ( d, dryly they utterly ci usht 'I my «

» hi » i< i go

ippos< ^ou ho mothei I endcrly ' carried tht bonnet and
r n< h put it on the fin I watched it while the

II I 1 1 1
<

, 1 1 1 < i .ill . 1 1 < 1 1 in .i 1 1
.i 1 1 1

- - 1
1 1 1 < < I 1

1

1 - around • 1 1 i darling

minutt " Wli.i t h little bi im and crept ovei thi ci

" A 1 1
i

1
1

< 1 1
i .

i

- -
1 1 1 1 n -

1 . i ii > 1
1

< i <
" along th ( cc r i s< ind peaeoe I I • I • i i i n

d

in replied Elizabeth thoking mustard-colored ribbon But vhen
in they mounted to the crown and briveled

I ithei im« iik in moth ind Might < >\ thi thrci f
I
iff

, . nodd
I . .| in. haded plumi I could endure no mon .

I'll 1 1 >
i l , 1 1 - , it |

I 1

1

. 1 1 1 | I 1 1 1 1 | - .I . < . I 1 1
1

;
-

1 1 1 1 1 I 1
1

| < 1 I i » . 1 1 1 I 1
1

1

ted urn il in'. i In i in i'li im get H i«» >m
I I i el bi ,

i ii ill bonnet vith th< l^oni in the (

Ii i«l' -I |»lniii< -.ii tin i ibli Moth( i // ij th< futun ii ill darl to m< ind

ide her < • Kliza » hi hi ipi ol m out h lii in ruin

beth buried hci faci in th< pillov ""I I ma Ii i to bi in old old voman,
ct inn I 1 1. ml i Ii ii I. hi Ik 'i ii< .i i;- i in Ii ill I I" bold

girl i n't '|iin< light I ithei '""I out m) beautiful bonnet vith thi nhadcd
In md looked it • hi lM>nm » plumi



They Also Serve
BY THOMAS EDGELOW

iT has been set down by
the philosophic but pes-

simistic Mr. Schopen-
hauer that the world
contains more suffering

than joy, in proof of
which he invites con-

templation of the feelings of two animals
—one of which is engaged in eating the
other.

Although no pessimist—and it is even
to be doubted whether Peter Cunning-
hame had ever opened one of the late

philosopher's books — Peter at times
wondered whether his love for June
brought him greater joy than sorrow, for

he loved June, his wife, with a love sur-

passing the ordinary affection of hus-
bands. Even after six years Peter loved

—loved with all the tenderness and pas-

sion of the first year of married life

—

only, perhaps, the tenderness was the
controlling emotion of his idle life.

For Peter was idle, and the long hours
lay heavily on his hands. Two years
after his marriage and four years before

these happenings became of much in-

terest from your point of view, Peter sat

in his office in Wall Street, going through
his morning mail. Even then, when the

joy of partnership had lost some of its

novelty after a half-dozen years, Peter

rejoiced in his work. Now to rejoice in

anything is good, but, always excepting
the beauty of the one woman, to rejoice

in one's life-work is the best of all-

—

and. so Peter rejoiced.

The firm of Kitson & Cunninghame,
Promoting Electrical Engineers, owed
much to Peter. True, the capital had
been Kitson's, but Cunninghame truth-

fully, if a little boastfully, told himself

that the firm owed its present prosperity

to him and to him alone.

Peter paused before finishing his mail

to take up a photograph of June which
stood upon his desk, frankly to worship.

How miserably inadequate was the cam-
era to reflect June's charm! It ignored,

for example, the wealth of golden-brown
that was her hair, the deep blue of those
tender eyes that looked at Peter with
such a trusting love and with such an
unqualified admiration.
That was the keynote of the whole

situation—June Cunninghame admired
her husband even as much as she loved
him. Not only, mark you, did June
admire the physical Peter, though that
was natural enough, for Peter was tall

and lithe, and gave the impression of
muscular strength, while his gray eyes
held for the most part a kindly twinkle
for the world at large which changed
automatically at sight of June into some-
thing that lies deep in the eyes of men
only for the one woman. Yes, the phys-
ical attraction was natural enough on
June's part. But it went deeper. June
intensely respected her husband. She
reveled in his business success, in his

power of taking from the world by the
brains in his well-formed head and by
the strength of his two brown hands that
which the world, by the poverty of
earlier circumstances, had fought so hard
to withhold from him. She admired his

pulsing activity and his soaring ambi-
tion.

"See," she would croon to her then
six-months'-old baby, "what a daddy!
Oh, what a daddy for a little son! And
little Peter must grow up into a 'nor-

mous man and do great things like the
big Peter!"

Only that morning some such scene
had occurred, and June's very admira-
tion acted on Peter as a spur as he put
down her photograph and turned to his

letters with renewed activity. He must
do even better in the future, he decided.

As yet no provision had been made for

June and little Peter. Still, time enough
for that. With health and strength he
should amass a comfortable fortune dur-
ing the next ten years. Altogether,
things looked rosy in his affairs. Only
one cloud lay on Cunninghame's busi-
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ness horizon—his relations with Kitson

had been none too cordial of late.

June, of course, was the primary cause

of this, for the two partners had met her

while on a business trip to the West, and
—well, June had chosen Peter, not,

however, without some heartburning on

the part of the older and more prosper-

ous Kitson. A fat, pursy little man was
Kitson, and he had not lightly taken his

defeat at the hands of Cunninghame.
Indeed, secretly he regretted the third

share of his business to which Peter's

partnership entitled him, though not

forgetting that it was Peter's brain that

had caused the business to take so up-

ward a curve. In fact, it was the over-

whelming truth that Peter's power and
efficiency had so benefited the firm

that had added so much to Kitson's

resentment.

And Cunninghame noticed it, al-

though the older man did his best out-

wardly to cloak his jealousy. Vague
plans began to form in Peter's mind of

how he could raise the capital with

which to buy out the senior partner,

although, if it came to that, Kitson had
hinted sufficiently forcibly of late that he

would be glad himself to repurchase

Peter's share in the business.

But this is not a business story—for

Peter's career as a business man was
near its termination. That very morn-
ing in April, some two years after

Peter's marriage, a life-insurance agent

—in some manner known only to gentle-

men of his trade—gained audience with

Peter, who listened patiently enough.
( Jraphically the agent—whose name was

ns—dwelt on the obligations of a

husband.
"Supposing"—Mr. Owens was always

supposing
—

"that I went out with a

rope and roped off the street until I had
corralled a thousand men. Supposingthe
mayor came along and ordered seven

nun out of that thousand to be shot

immediately, and for lots to be drawn
as to who should go. And supposing I

offered to insure ;ill those nun before

they dr . and you were one of

them. Would you not take out a policy

atonc< ? Mr. Cunninghame"—and here
Mr. Owens's voice became very grave
indeed— »u know v<>u would, and yet

that absurd case just about illustrates

the chance you have of eating another
Christmas dinner. Mr. Cunningham,
you owe it to your wife!"

Peter was thinking, and hardly heard
the rest of Mr. Owens's impassioned
appeal.

"What right have you, Mr. Cunning-
hame, to make no provision—as you
admit that you carry no life insurance

worth talking about? If you had a ma-
chine that would break down eventually

and could not be replaced, as a business

man, you ..."
So he talked on. The fellow was cor-

rect, Peter admitted inwardly. What
would happen to June?
"Would you take a long trip to Eu-

rope, Mr. Cunninghame, and leave those

dependent on you without funds? And
yet"—here Mr. Owens's voice was al-

most suffocated with emotion
—

"for all

you know, you may be called on to start

on a far longer journey to-morrow—to-

day—at this very hour!"
But Peter's hand had already reached

out for his fountain-pen.

So it befell that on the afternoon on
which Peter visited the insurance

company's doctor his whole life was
changed, for there was no policy to be

had for Peter. It appeared that there

was no immediate danger to Peter's life

—none whatever as long as Peter at once

stopped all work and retired from busi-

ness to laze gently and placidly through

the years that might lie before him.

Peter must be careful not to lift any
heavy weights, not to excite himself over

anything, and in future he must smoke
but one cigar a day. His heart, it

seemed, was as uncertain as a faulty

engine in that it might stop at any
moment; on the other hand, it might
not.

Coolly Peter faced the situation. By
selling out his share to Kitson, and by
investing the money so gained together

with his own small savings, he would be

possessed of an income amounting to,

roughly, six thousand dollars a year.

Little enough—only about one-fourth of

the income he had been making—but at

least it would continue on for June's

benefit after his heart had fulfilled the

doctor's prophecy. Bitterly Peter real-

ize d that there was no alternative.

( )f course, he was not content with one
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opinion, but after the greatest heart

specialists in New York had confirmed

his fears—and for once the doctors

agreed—Peter acted on this, his own
problem, as energetically as before he

had handled the affairs of his firm.

Within a month Peter had severed his

connection with Kitson, and the capital

so raised had been judiciously invested

so that coupon-cutting would prove a

regular, if rather inadequate, form of

livelihood.

There remained the chief problem of

Cunninghame's existence. Should he

tell June? How complete would be her

sympathy, how all-embracing the ten-

derness with which she would cover him!
But—and for Peter who loved this was
the most important point—what of

June's happiness?
There was, for instance, the case of his

friend Carr, for, curiously enough, Carr,

like Peter, had discovered suddenly that

at any moment a failing heart might
fail altogether. Bitterly had Carr re-

proached himself when talking over his

affairs with his friend Cunninghame.
Deeply did he regret that he had con-

fided in his wife, for she had never-known
another moment free from anxiety. If

Carr were ten minutes late in returning

home, Mrs. Carr pictured the worst.

Did he but exert himself to open a door
or to move a chair, his wife was con-

sumed by fear. Lately Carr had gone,

suddenly and painlessly as he had ex-

pected, and the tragedy lay in the fact

that a great and peaceful calm had de-

scended upon his widow. The strain of

waiting—the dread of what might be-

fall at any moment—was removed by
Carr's death, and Gladys Carr was a

different woman.
With all his strength Peter Cunning-

hame decided that June should be spared
all this—that he would bear his burden
alone. It should not be for June to

wait, to watch, to fear. At least his love

for her was unselfish enough to carry

this thing alone and to keep from her all

hint of what was impending.
It followed, therefore, that shortly

after Peter had wound up his business

affairs and had definitely retired at the

age of thirty-six from all form of activity,

June and he settled themselves in

a bungalow that lay in the shadow of

those hills that rise above the Hudson in

Westchester County. To state baldly
that June was astounded at her hus-
band's retirement is hardly emphatic
enough, but her love found innumerable
excuses for his inexplicable action.

Peter could not be himself, she argued.
He had been working too hard, and was
suffering from some kind of breakdown.
Also, had he not spoken to her of his

strained relations with Kitson? Of
course, Kitson was in the wrong, for was
not Peter always in the right? Equally,
of course, as June was nothing if not
wholly feminine, she could not find it in

her heart to be altogether unsympa-
thetic to the erring Kitson, for had it not
been her unwilling fault that Kitson's
life had been so embittered for him?
Still, as regards Peter, he had earned a

holiday, and doubtless after a year's rest

his ambitions would reawaken.
Somewhat strenuously June at first

objected to Peter's buyingthe property to

which they had retired, but on realizing

that he really wanted it, and just as a

mother will at times give way to some
childish and unexplained whim, so June
withdrew her opposition from the

scheme. They could always sell the

place when Peter returned to his life-

work, or they could keep it as a week-
end cottage.

On Peter's explaining that business had
been so uncertain of late that he had
thought it safer to sell out, and that in

future their mode of life must be of a far

more economical nature—that his in-

come amounted only to about a quarter

of what he had beforetime earned—June
had agreed with outward composure to

her altered circumstances. Enough for

her that Peter wished it, and really it

would be quite amusing to economize for

a year. Later, when Peter was back on

some new scheme, she would appreciate

her former luxuries all the more for a

little abstinence, and June was not the

wife to allow her extravagances to be-

come a burden to her husband.

But as year followed year, when a

baby daughter had added to Peter's re-

sponsibilities and he still seemed content

to potter in his rose-garden, June's heart

began to wonder. Was it possible that

Peter, her wonderful, world-conquering

lord, was content much longer to laze
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That misguided but painstaking vouth
has about all he can handle .is it is."

" Anyway, wait till it's cooler," begged
Peter, hut June an. is already away, and
.1 moment later the buzz oi the machine
filled tin- drowsy summer air.

Gaily enough did June start in on her

self-appointed task, lor really the grass
was far too long, and June had only been
waiting lor the new machine. And the

satisfaction of a new lawn-mower! I low

cunningly the sharp blades flung the

cropped grass into the white canvas bag!

Really it was .) pleasure the machine
went so easily. Down one side ami up
tin 1 otlur went June, making lines of
two shades of green which, when she

looked hack on her handiwork, suggested
strips of velvety green carpet. And yet,

it was rather hot ! Tiny heads of perspi-

ration stood out on June's forehead.

She stopped under the maple-tree on a

return journey to dab daintily at her hot

self with a ridiculous wisp of a handker-
chief. She could see Peter in the cool

depths of the porch just a hit of him
hall lying, hall sit ( ing in his comfort able

wicker chair. Well, some people took

life easily; others had to work. It was
Impossible to leave the lawn with only a

tiny hit ol it cut. And there was such a

lot Kit! Perhaps she had been a silly

not to wait until the evening, or to

"let George do it." June toiled on.

Meanwhile" Peter had dozed off tO the

pleasant humming sound of the mower.
Suddenly he awakened. June' had flung

herself panting on a chaise-longue beside

him.

"What! Finished already?" Peter

asked on the' very moment of his awak-
ening. One's tact is not always awake
at the' precise moment of one's body.

"Finished? No, of course I haven't

finished," replied June', almost hysterical

liom fatigue. She' mopped herself vig-

orously w it h her sillv lit t le handkerchief.

My darling, you look so hot!" blun-

dered Peter.

Now a self-respecting woman can
Stand many things: she can hear with

equanimity the Information that her hair

is coming down, provided thai the tone

conveys the' Idea thai such a condition is

wholly becoming; she delights in being
told how cool she looks, hut let some'

thoughtful person experiment and re-
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mark that his beloved looks hot, anel

then let him note the k suit

.

"
I lot ! I should think I woulel look

hot
! Boiling, scalding, infernally hot,

pushing that horrid old lawn-mower
about in this sun! So would you look

hot, and feel it, too, if j oil had been
doing it instead of sleeping on a nice,

cool porch in the shade!
"But I begged you to wait or to

leave u to ( leorge," Petei persisted.
14

l e\s," stormed June, \ iciousl} ,
" '

let

( Jeorge do it'! That's
j on i whole atti-

tude in life 'let George do it' let

June' elo it let .mi bodj do u but Pet< r

Cunninghame! ( )h, I'm sick of it tin d

oi the' whole' thing! I'm sick of this

place, and you know quite well thai

George is not enough to run it proper!}

.

We ought to ha\ e another man. You
knowweought. No, don't interrupt me
and tell me we can't afford it. Of course
we' can't afford it on about li\ e hun
dred miserable dollars a month. I'm

sick o( it, I tell \ on utterlj tired of the
whole thing tired iA' i\\c count i \ , tired

of this perpetual poverty, disgusted with
hie- as you compel me to live it ! And
you used to he' so different so utterl}

different! Ami yei in these lew shod
years you've changed into a complete^
different man. You are not the' Peter I

married the- strong, active, ambitious
Peter; but a poor. Weak, lazy thing that

lies anel sleeps in the shade. Aim other
man woulel he' ash.mud to let his wife
mow the- lawn. lie would go and elo it

himself, hut 3 on Oh, oh!" . . . She
broke into a torrent oi' weeping.

Peter, stunned at her outburst, put

out protesting hands. June', brushing
them aside, sprang up and Heel into the-

house 1

.

There came' to Peter the' added agon]

of doubt. After all, had he been wise in

hiding his physical condition from his

wife? Would it not he- better, after all,

to tell her to explain away that which

to her seemed so unexplainable? But
how impossihh June had behaved ! Mow
utterh unjust were' the- gibes that she

had Hunt; at him e>n the' score of his

in. let i\ if
J

! And \ et w as she le.ilh

unjust? Surely, from the false view

point which his \'ei\ silence h.ul <o\

en her, his mode ol hie- must seem
altogether contempt ihle-.
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An hour later, June, fresh from her

shower, and in a cool, white dress, was

back again on the porch, and so pathetic

was the distress she read in Peter's eyes

that her heart melted within her at

sight of him.

"Was I a nasty, cross, hateful wife,

then?" she whispered from the back of

his chair, and so the incident ended in

mutual love and forgiveness, to be fol-

lowed by a riotous tea with the children

in the orchard.

And so passed many such scenes until,

as is the immemorial custom of scenes,

they became more frequent and yet more
frequent. To Peter it seemed that every

day widened the breach between him
and June.
At regular intervals Peter would go

up to New York—ostensibly to look

after his investments, but really to see

his doctor—and on each occasion he

would return home with the injunction

to continue his placid mode of existence.

If anything, his heart had improved by
the quiet of his country life, but the

doctor could hold out no hope that

Peter might ever return to an active

business career.

Sometimes Peter would be torn by a

great desire to thaw the increasing cold-

ness of June's demeanor by a full con-

fession, and as invariably he would be

held back by a species of pride. His

health had denied him the battle of life,

the joyS of conquest and even of defeat

in the outside world of affairs. His fight

must be fought in the silence of his

porch, in the perfumed loveliness of his

ro^e-garden, before the glowing logs of

his winter fire. Well, he had undertaken
to see this thing through, and somewhat
grimly he would push aside all thought
i f explanation with June to pick up his

burden of silence again. After all, some-
times it is so milch harder to live for the

beloved's sake than to die- in the same
cause, and Peter realized this with all

intensity of a man who has time- on

His hands in which to think".

Suddenly tin- little Peter was nine

—

nearly ten and June, who was inclined

to In- English in her ideas of education,

wished him to go to a boarding-school.

1 lure arose the question of money, and
Peter found that he could barely afford

the ultra-expensive academy which June

had chosen for her son. Indeed, the

voicing of that opinion led to yet another
scene. With more than usual bitterness

June dwelt on the inadequacy of their

income. She herself was more than
ready to make the indispensable per-

sonal sacrifices which Peter's early re-

tirement necessitated. But—and this

was a particularly large and strenuous
hut—when it came to the sacrifice of her

children, that was an entirely different

affair!

It was about this time that the little

Peter thrust his first dart into his father's

sensitiveness.
" Daddy," he said suddenly, with his

frank young eyes raised expectantly to

Peter's, ''shall I work—be something, I

mean, when I am grown up?"
"Why, of course you will have to

work, old man," Peter began, and then

stopped. Too well he guessed what lay

in the boy's mind.
"Because," the little Peter continued,

gravely, "I think I wouldn't like to be

nothing. And you used to be a 'normous
success—weren't you, daddy? And I

want to be what you were."

The bitterness of the past tense which
the boy had employed seared Peter as

with a branding-iron. So even his boy
was beginning to pity him!

From the porch he caught a glimpse

of June at the far end of the lawn. The
little Peter saw her, too, and ran off to

join her. An infinite tenderness arose

again within Peter, and all thought of

telling June left him for the time. His

sense of protection was too great. Why
should she be worried — perhaps re-

morseful—just for his peace of mind and
so that he could re-establish a right to

her respect? No, now it was too late.

He would carry his burden on to the end.

The little Peter's schooling proved
more expensive than Cunninghame had

expected, and the failure of one of his

securities added financial worry to his

other troubles, chief among which was

June's attitude toward himself. Of late

she had barely consulted him on any-

thing, while before she had run for his

counsel on the most trivial decisions

—

the shack- of tin- new curtains, the exact

quantity of wheat for her chickens.

It w.is during that fall, after the little

Peter hail made the small house silent
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;jy his going, that June went up to New
V^ork twice in one week. Quite casually

i;he informed Peter that she had en-

countered Kitson in a Fifth Avenue
>tore, and he had insisted that she should

! unch with him. Peter, who had seen

lothing of his former partner during the

ikears of his idleness, asked if he had
|:hanged much, and the mystery of

(June's smile as she replied that he was
uist as he had always been awoke the

flires of jealousy within Cunninghame.
The following Sunday, just before

lunch, Kitson motored down. He
|>eemed to the jealous Peter to exude
prosperity and worldly success from
pvery pore. The smartly liveried chauf-

feur in the big touring-car looked dis-

dainfully at the tweed-capped and over-

jilled George.

June was right. The passing years

had hardly changed Kitson at all. A
hrifle stouter, a little more pompous, but

I :he same old Kitson, with the same ex-

pression in his eyes when he looked on
ijune. Peter saw it all—every minute
detail. To be sure, what had Peter left

:o him but to observe? He noted, for

example, the prosperous appearance of

jKitson's clothes, that certain pinky-red
complexion that seems to be the monop-
oly of the rich and care-free.

Of course, Kitson was asked to lunch,

tndeed, he stated frankly that he had
motored down on the chance that they
Ptould be in.

Peter wondered what solution Kitson
bave to his retirement, as he had not
ponfided to him his reason for selling out.

Df course, Kitson put him down as a

'man devoid of ambition. He— But
jKitson was talking.

"Yes, I met Mrs. Cunninghame the

bther day. So reminded of old times
ithat I thought I must just run down and
look you up. Charming little place you
pave down here . . . Lucky dog! You
did well to clear out and leave us poor
jdevils to go on slaving."

Perhaps Peter imagined it, but there

seemed to be a trace—only the merest
suspicion—of a patronizing pity lurking

in Kitson's tones. June laughed, and
lagain Peter thought he caught a hint

pf something hard and metallic in her

laughter. But June hard? Impossible!

And yet had she no reason?"

For the rest of Kitson's visit June
chattered almost feverishly. Only once
did Peter have definite cause to wince.
After lunch they were speaking of the
boy's school, and the conversation
turned naturally on Babs.

Kitson, with the little girl on his knee,
said: "You won't send this little lump
of trouble away, I suppose? If I had a

daughter I would never let her go to
school. I'd have her brought up in the
atmosphere of home. I should get her
a really good French governess. If a
girl can speak two or three languages,
that's all she really needs."
"We have already been thinking of

one," June responded.
"That reminds me," interrupted Kit-

son. "You remember the Griddletons,
Mrs. Cunninghame? Of course you do.

Well, I was dining there last week when
Mabel Griddleton happened to mention
that her French governess is leaving
them. Their little girl is going to

Europe. They've had this governess for

years, and swear by her."

"Is she an expensive luxury?" asked

Ju"e *

"Expensive? I'm sure I don't know.
I suppose she is, as Griddleton is a pretty
generous employer. Not that he can't

afford to be. Wait a moment, though.
I believe Mabel did mention that she

was paying her seventy-five a month.
Now you wouldn't call that dear, would
you? The funny thing is that people

pay their chauffeurs far more to look

after their cars than they do the people

who educate their children."

"But we couldn't possibly pay any-
thing like seventy-five a month!" ex-

claimed June. "It's all we can do to

afford Peter's school."

"Really? Oh, well, you know, chil-

dren are expensive luxuries—aren't they,

young lady?" He pulled at Babs's curls.

Then, with a too-obvious tact, Kitson

began to speak of the condition of the

roads, but not before he had glanced

half pityingly at June.

Instantly the thought forced itself on
Peter's consciousness: Was it possible

that June regretted her choice? Had
she taken Kitson there would have been

no question of ways and means.

Later Kitson emphasized that point

by referring casually to his possessions.
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Not only was the firm doing well with

the new partner, but Kitson had pulled

off one or two lucky deals on the stock-

exchange. Quite recently he had set up
a small steam-yacht. Would it be pos-

sible to persuade the Cunninghames to

run down to Palm Beach on it about

Christmas time ? Or they might go over

to Jamaica—wherever Mrs. Cunning-
hame wished.

June seemed charmed with the idea.

Really there was nothing to stop them.

Then they must come up to New
York for a theater, Kitson insisted.

Adopting a jovial tone, he maintained

that Peter was growing into a regular

old hayseed. He must come up and
bring Mrs. Cunninghame and let them
see if New York possessed anything fort-

unate enough to amuse her.

Peter responded courteously but in-

definitely. Perhaps later on. Very kind

of Kitson to suggest it, but both he and

June were regular country cousins by now.
So the long afternoon wore away, and

Kitson, refusing supper, motored off

importantly in time to keep a dinner

engagement at the house of a famous
financier.

The moment the big car had purred

softly out of sight June went up-stairs,

ostensibly to read to Babs before her

lx dtime. Peter was left alone. He
1< nged to call June back, to pull her

down on his knees and to press her head
against his shoulder while he told her the

whole thing, but as usual he decided

finally against it. Cunninghame ex-

pected that June would refer to Kitson's

evident prosperity, that she would point

out all that Peter had missed in life, that

she would dwell on the might-have-

beens. Instead, Peter suffered the bit-

terness of her silence. It was as though

June- accepted his failure' in life as readily

as she accepted the' rain or the- telephone.

It was June who decided that they

should go and live in Italy, where with

their remaining four-thousand-odd a

i they could be more than com-
fortable. Peter welcomed the- idea of a

change. Perhaps in Italy, in totally dif-

e n nt surroundings, he mighl bridge the-

gulf that yawned between him and

June.

The first thing to b< done was to ^e 11

their place, and the property was listed

with the local real-estate agents. Early
in April, June decided that it would be
as well to let a New York firm try what
they could do, and it was arranged for

some one to run down and inspect the
property.

It was June who happened to open the
door to his ring. The man entered and
handed her a card. Peter came out into

the hall from his den, and June, glanc-

ing at the card which she held in her
hand, introduced its owner. Peter, who
had failed to catch the name, was trying

to place the face. Where had he seen it

before ?

"Why, Mr. Cunninghame, you're
looking fine," the man began quickly.

"Now you just prove what I have al-

ways said. Many a man has been given

up by the doctors for heart trouble, but
if he will only quit work and lead the

simple life—why, he may live to any
age. And here you are, looking great!

How's the heart? You remember me,
don't you? Yes, Owens—Philip Owens.
I got out of the insurance business and
took up real estate."

Peter, shaking hands with him, was
looking beyond into June's face. Re-
morse was there and amazement.
As one who has been blind and now

sees, June groped her way to him with

outstretched hands.

"Peter," she managed, hoarsely, "tell

me quickly—is there any danger?"
"None," he soothed her; "none what-

ever, as long as I keep quiet."

"And that was the reason?"

"Hush," he said, and June, turning,

realized that a stranger was present.

Peter, looking at her, felt as one exalted,

for again shining in June's eyes was the

old look of admiration.

When Owens, lunched, feted, and
made much of by June, had driven con-

tentedly away, she came to Peter in his

den and knelt by the side of his chair.

"Oh, Peter," she crooned, "why did

you :
( )h, why eliel you ?"

"You remember Carr?" he explained.

"I thought I should be a coward to tell

you. 1 could not bear you to suffer, hut

perhaps itwould have been bettertotell."

June got up and sat em the arm of

Peter's (hair. Resting her cheek against

his. she whispered: "You a cowarel,

Peter mine? my hero coward!"



Industrial Efficiency and Political Waste
BY CHARLES P. STEINMETZ

Consulting Engineer of the General Electric Company

>UR nation has been
fairly prosperous and
successful heretofore, in

spite of our previous

and present method of

dealing with social, in-

dustrial, and political

problems, which is no method at all, but

mere muddling. However, we have had
no serious foreign competition to meet;

we have had at our disposal the vast and
untouched resources of a virgin conti-

nent, the intellectual equipment of the

Old World, and a continuous supply of

skilled and unskilled labor in the

despised immigrant who, after all, has

made America what it is to-day. The
most desirable immigration from Eng-
land, Germany, Ireland, Scandinavia,

practically ended years ago, and now, as

the result of the war, all immigration
threatens to cease, except, perhaps, that

from the least desirable nationalities.

Intellectually, our nation has now ad-

vanced so far and on a path so divergent
from that of Europe that we cannot
expect much further help. The natural
resources of our continent, which ap-
peared inexhaustible to the early settlers,

are practically exhausted, and the time
is nearly here when we shall have to stop
living as a parasitic nation, consuming
what we have not produced, and we
shall have to live on our income—put-
ting into the soil as fertilizer what we
take out as crops, planting and raising

the trees which we cut down for lumber,
raising the food which we feed to our
sheep and cattle, and this with a re-

organized and highly efficient Europe in

competition.

In our industrial age the essential

requirements of an efficient national
organization comprise: Continuity, com-
petency, and responsibility of the ad-
ministrative organization.

In our complex civilization it usually
takes years before any work undertaken

by an administrator is completed, many
more years before its results are seen.

Thus where the administration changes
frequently, as in our political offices,

constructive work is done blindly,

started by men who can never follow the
work to completion, behold the results

as they appear, and direct or modify the
plans to secure the desired results most
effectively; or men are called upon to
continue and complete work which they
have not started, which they possibly
only incompletely understand, or with
which they are out of sympathy. It is

only in those side lines of our political

government, where the office is held
more continuously, under civil-service

rules or because the office is not suffi-

ciently important to warrant its inclu-

sion in the " distribution of spoils," that
constructive work is accomplished, as in

the building of the Panama Canal, the
reclamation work by the federal gov-
ernment, some of the supervisory work
by state commission, etc., and even in

these there is the continuous danger of
political interference, of the work of
many years being undone or perverted
to vicious purposes by some temporary
political influence. It is so much easier

to destroy than to construct; it takes

so long a time to accomplish construc-

tive work and so short a time to destroy

the labor of many years. Thus there

can be no efficiency without continuity

of administration.

That competency of the director of

the work is necessary for the success of

any work is so obvious that nobody
would think this even a subject of dis-

cussion, but as a matter of course in

legal matters everybody employs a com-
petent lawyer; in matters of health, a

competent physician; in matters of ad-

ministration, an administrator. But,
strange to say, as soon as we come to

the consideration of political offices, we
disregard all these obvious and self-
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evident truisms, and have no hesitation

in placing in charge of the business man-
agement of the municipality a man who
has failed in every business he under-

took, or a man who cannot run his own
household, in administrative charge of

the community.
If, then, continuity of office in the

hands of competent men is necessary for

the efficiency which is the fundamental

requirement of successful co-operation,

there must be an effective responsibility,

at least until the time when all men are

angels, or at least sufficiently many that

all offices can be filled with men who are

and remain unselfish, industrious, pro-

gressive, and beyond the possibility of

being perverted by the power of office.

What, then, are the structural ele-

ments in our American nation from
which a continuous, competent, and re-

sponsible government could develop by
evolution—a government such as is

required for the efficient industrial co-

operation of all citizens in the interest of

all under democratic principles?

In such organization there can be no
industrial competition; but by the co-

operation of all producers duplication of

work and all waste effort are eliminated.

The production is controlled to corre-

spond with the legitimate demands for

tie product, and all production for mere

I
rofit, without regard to the demand for

the product, ceases, and with it all

organization for the purpose of creating

a demand where it does not exist. As a

matter of course, this eliminates the

periodic fluctuations of production,

which give rise to the successive periods

of business depression and business pros-

perity, and which are the bane of our
present chaotic industrial system. In

engineering, architecture, design, etc.,

instead of a number of men doing the

same work independently, and neces-

sarily in an inferior manner because of

the limitation of each individual, and
then having some one select one of the

propositions—often one who himself has

not the professional qualifications to

judge which is the best—one proposition

would be made up by the co-operative

effort of all the men competent profes-

sionally, and so embodying the collective

experience and knowledge of all. In-

stead of having a number of separate

and competitive sales organizations,

each describing and representing—or

misrepresenting — their product, with
the result that the prospective user gets I

little reliable information, one organiza-
j

tion will supply complete and correct

informat'on, as there is no further reason

to misrepresent, no reason to dwell ex-

tensively on the favorable features and
omit altogether, or skip lightly over, the

unfavorable features, but every interest

is toward correct representation of all

features.

Competition between industries would
cease. Thus, in transportation, the

country's waterways would be used to

the fullest extent in combination with

the railroads, and no interest would tend

to deflect to the railroads what could

more economically be carried by water,

or vice versa, and both forms of transpor-

tation would become much more eco-

nomical by co-operation.

There would be no desire to graze

cattle on lands adapted for wheat-rais-

ing, nor attempts to raise wheat on
farms unsuited thereto; nor would forest

growth be destroyed by sheep-raising,

nor the value of the river valleys, of the

country's water-powers, be destroyed by
reckless deforestation of the headwaters.

With the same interests controlling all

these activities, it is obvious that no
activity would be permitted which does

more harm in one respect than it profits

in another, and no interference would be

allowed between the different industrial

activities beyond that incident to human
imperfection and thus unavoidable.

All this is not a mere impracticable

dream, but it has long been an estab-

lished fact. It has been the operating

principle within all the more progressive

large industrial corporations. All that

is necessary is to extend methods of

economic efficiency from the individual

industrial corporation to the national

organism as a whole.

Thus there will be competition be-

tween water transportation and railway

transportation, to decide which in each in-

dividual instance is more economical con-

sidering quality of the transported mate-

rial, distance, time, etc.— while now the

waterways may stand idle for lack of a

railway connecting with them, or for

lack of transfer facilities, or hundreds of
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millions are wasted in the construction

of waterways which can never econom-
ically pay for their cost, but the only

legitimate purpose of which is to keep
the railroad freight-rates down by their

competition.

There will be competition whether
gas-engine or electric motor is to be

used, whether a local steam - turbine

plant is to be installed or power bought
from a long-distance transmission sys-

tem. But the decision will be made on
the basis of the relative economy of the

various propositions uninfluenced by
commercial or financial considerations

alien to economy.
Financial manipulation for the mere

acquisition of more money, without
regard to constructive economical or-

ganization, necessarily must be impos-
sible. There must be an active co-opera-

tion between all producers, from the

unskilled laborer to the master mind
which directs a huge industrial organiza-

tion. Such active co-operation presup-

poses that everybody feels personally in-

terested in the industrial economy. This
presupposes that the fear of unemploy-
ment, of sickness and old age, has been
relegated to the relics of barbarism, and
everybody is assured an appropriate

living, is assured employment when able

to work, and protected against want,
maintained in his or her standard of liv-

ing when not able to work—not as a

matter of charity, but as an obvious and
self-evident duty of society toward the

individual.

This can be done, as it has been done
in other countries, by effective social

legislation. It has been discussed and is

being actively considered within our
industrial corporations as well as by the

public at large. Some work in this direc-

tion has been done by legislation, more
still within many industrial corpora-

tions, and the development of this social

activity would probably have progressed

still further in our corporations if the

disorganization by legislative interfer-

ence had not hindered here, as in most
other directions, the progress of industrial

organization.

It is obvious that "industry" here

means not merely the manufacturing in-

dustries, but equally includes transpor-

tation and communication, agriculture,

the animal industries, dairying, etc.—in

short, all the human activities which
deal directly or indirectly with the neces-
sities of life.

The economic development of the
world, accelerated by the world's war,
has made such a co-operative industrial

organization of our nation a necessity
for self-preservation.

As a structural foundation, on which
to build such structure by evolution in

correspondence with our democratic na-
tional temperament, we have our polit-

ical governments— federal, state, and
municipal—our large national societies,

and our industrial corporations. Of
these, the political government is the
only one which is all-embracing, is con-
trolled by and responsible to all citizens,

at least nominally. Therefore, while its

constructive power may be practically

nil, due to its form of organization, it

has a vast inhibitory power far greater

than any other power in our country.

We have seen this, and continuously see

it in the action toward corporations in

the national conservation movement,
even in the power exerted by subordi-

nate governmental bureaus.

Thus no organization which does not
include the political government as an
essential part of the structure can hope
to succeed. The natural suggestion,

then, would be to have the federal gov-

ernment, with its subordinate state and
municipal governments, organize, con-

trol, and administrate the country's

economic-industrial system.

Thus the political government would
acquire and operate all means of trans-

portation and communication— rail-

roads, canals, pipe-lines, mail and ex-

press, telegraph and telephone. It

would supervise and control all corpora-

tions and their relations with one an-

other and toward the public. It would
control the relation of employees within

the corporations by mandatory arbitra-

tion, by unemployment, sickness and

old-age insurance; it would control the

hours of work and working conditions,

etc.

There is a considerable sentiment in

favor of this organization, and this senti-

ment is growing in strength. It can be

done because it has been successfully

accomplished abroad in Germany, where
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Day of Wrath
BY HOWARD BRUBAKER

|| HE reign of the dog-star

was heavy upon the
dusty town, and the

barefoot citizens who
were mistreating Mr.
Webber's outer lawn
were racked with dis-

cord. It was too hot to fare forth out of

the maple-tree oasis, and all sedentary

occupations had been used up. Mumble-
peg had collapsed under quarrels, the

mild pleasure of whistling upon grass-

blades held between the thumbs had lost

its flavor, and blowing dandelion seeds

to see whether your mother wanted you
was abandoned because the thing kept
coming out wrong. "Fatty" Hartman,
without lifting his head, spoke vaguely
of finding some sour-grass to eat. Tom
Rucker wished that the street were the

lake, but he was sharply informed that

if you went swimming in dog-days you
would get sick and die.

"You would not"
'You would, too. ionI betcha a mi

dollars," said Bud Hicks.

"Yeah, you 'ain't got a million dol

iars.

And so the talk went sliding down the

intellectual plane until all hands were
feebly discussing what they would do if

they had a million dollars.

"I'd put it in the haymow," said Bud,
"an' ever' time I needed some candy

—

"

"You couldn't get a million dollars in

a haymow." This ill-natured objection

was made by Ted Blake.

"You could, too!"

"Could not!"
If Ted Blake and Bud Hicks had

stood upon their heads then and there,

the value of the assets falling from their

pockets would not have exceeded three

cents yet so irritating was the weather
and so frazzled the state of the public

nerves that they fell to fighting over the

possibility of getting a million dollars

into a haymow. The dog-star must have
snickered upon his throne. In the dis-
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cussion Bud fell underneath, and Ted's
economic theories were marching on to
victory when he felt the sharp point as
of a parasol sticking into his ribs. He
looked up into the strong and intelligent

face of Mrs. Thompson.
"What's all this fighting about?"
Mrs. Thompson was built upon a

rather generous plan, and her question
had an official sound as something com-
ing from the court-house. The bellig-

erents only glared at each other, so the
labor of explanation fell upon that in-

nocent bystander and knee-scratcher,
Randolph Harrington Dukes.
"We're all the time fighting," said

Ranny, gloomily. "Whenever we try to
have a little fun, we get into fights."

If Mrs. Thompson had not herself

piloted two youths through potential

homicide to law-abiding manhood, she
might have said that it was wicked to

fight, and that little children should love

one another—and gone her righteous

way, leaving Ted and Bud to resume
their cat-and-dog life at leisure. But
Mrs. Thompson was a practical idealist

as well as a lover of peace, so she ad-

dressed Ranny, choosing her words care-

fully as one opening a new chapter of

history.

"I know a good plan. All you boys
club together and agree to this: when-
ever two of you have any trouble, wait
a certain length of time. Then, if you
still feel that you have to, fight."

"You mean get up a kind of a club?"

asked.Ranny, who had lately acquired a

taste for holding office.

Mrs. Thompson belonged to that class

of people who conceive of conversation

as an intermittent monologue. She an-

swered questions, if at all, only when
time hung heavy upon her hands.

"I think ten days would be about
right," she said.

. Ted Blake was the first to catch her

meaning. "Too long," he muttered, with

a covert glance at his half-licked enemy.
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" We will call it the Friends of Peace,"

continued Mrs. Thompson. "I can get

the badges."

"What would we have to do?" asked

"Fatty" Hartman, the prominent re-

cliner.

"Well, good-by, hoys. I'll let you

know w hen the buttons come."
"

I don't know if we
41

I think blue and white would he

nice." Mrs. Thompson's farewell ad-

dress not only CUt Ranny down in the

midst of an important remark, but also

left the whole group more or less wabbly
w it h astonishment.

liml Hicks, who had passed away at

the first appearance of the lady, now

came to life and said: "Thai wouldn't

be any good, la's don't do

His sentence found it self without vis-

ible means of support, fol Ted Blake was

making demonstrations.

"You eouidn't belong if you wanted

to," said Ted.
"\\ 'hat \e you got to say to it

?"

"Wh.it \c 1 got to say to it? Listen

to that. I'm goin' to be pres'dent.

That's all 1 got to say to it."

" First 1 heard of it," replied Hud,

weakly.
Ted indulged in his favorite practice

of bunching up his muscle. I he sleeve

of his shut had been torn in the late- un-

pleasantness, and through this informal

show-window one could see- his biceps

enjo} ing an attack of cramps. Ted w as

elected president without a dissenting

.-I assenting voice.
"

I'll be sec .n a i \ I" cued Ranny,

\ll present now seized jobs by the

\ U al or round-ball method, with the

result that se> eral ladies of the neighbor-

hood ( ame out upon theii front porches

and looked distressed. The} would have

b< en surprised to heai the name of the

n that was being organized so

loudly.

When evei \ bod} . including \ ice-

President I licks, had an office, it seemed

f.nil\ cei tain that th< re would be a club.

Rann) meditated upon his new position,

his eyes sean hing tin landscape foi in

spirat ion. I he} found it in the sulphur-

i olon d house ol Mr. W< bber, the n li

able di uggist
"\\ .in h. re," he cried. "

I gotta gel

somepin. I )on't nobod} go aw a\

.

Me hurried off to his own home near
hy and returned with a memorandum-
hook and a sad-looking lead-peneil. The
hook had been lavished upon him by Mr.
Webber—hence the inspiration. It con-

tained a number of ruled pages, a calen-

dar, a list of the nicknames of all the
states, and reading-matter indorsing an

all-healing medicine, the- whole hand-
somely illustrated with pictures of ladies

and gentlemen in pain.

"This here is the seeatary's book."

To prove his statement, Ranny printed

upon its outside cover, " Freinds of

I)
»»

cacc.

"What 're you goin' to write- in it?"

asked "Fatty," who had secured the

easy office of assistant treasurer.

"'S all right," saiel Ranny. "1 know,
all right."

While he was floundering around in a

mental vacuum, trying te> think up
something te> put in his hook, the

patched-up peace between the president

and vice-president broke down. Ted
maintained that the vice-president had

no rights, duties, or reason for existence .

"I'll lick the stuffin' outa you," he

shouted, with appropriate gestures.

"You can't do that," said Ranny,

earnestly. "It's against the rules of the

club. You gotta wait ten days." He did

mental arithmetic over the- calendar in

his hook. "That 'II he the twenty-hrst

of August.','

"Aw, what's the- matter with ya?"
Ted looked around for moral support,

hut did not find any. "Well," he- con-

ceded, "I'll lick the stufhn' outa ya on

the twenty-first of August."

"All right. You can do that." Ranny
was generous with other people's con-

tents.
" Yeah, I'd like to see \ oil t I \

," said

Bud.
I lc ire

" Fatt \
" became the victim of

interna] amusement.
"S'posin' they'd forgit th<\ was mad

at each other," he- chuckled, "an' go

aroun' bein' good friends.

It was in this lowly quarter that

Rann} found the elusive idea. "I'll

write it down in the- hook," he cued.
" \\ hat j "u s'pose the secatai \ 's for?

1 got to put down all the tights."

The idea met with instant appro\ al,

and Ranny, though not excessively mus-



"what's all this fighting about?"

cular, became the central figure of the

Friends of Peace. In fact, it soon looked

as if he were the only friend that peace

had in the world, for the club members,
anxious to make use of the new ma-
chinery of violence, promptly picked

quarrels with one another and had Ran-
ny record them in his book. As time

went on, Ranny got into little disputes

in connection with his bookkeeping
duties, and was able to set down a few
undying hatreds of his own. Mrs.
Thompson might have chosen as the

society's motto some such sentiment as,

"Stop! look! listen!" but the unofficial

slogan of the Friends of Peace was,

"I'll lick the stuffin' out of you on the

twenty-first of August."
A delightful feature of the organiza-

tion meeting was the advent of Clarence

Raleigh, arrayed in green linen, and
walking sedately in shady places.

"Hey, Clarence!" shouted Ted Blake.

"Want to join the peace club?"

Clarence must have thought that the

dove of peace had fallen into strange

company, for he backed up against the

fence and asked, "What is it for?"

"You look like a bush," said "Fatty,"
who was punched to silence in the inter-

est of the higher ridicule.

"The objeck of the club," announced
Ranny, striving to be official, "is, if you
get mad at somebody, an' he says

—

now—you know—s'posin'
—

"

"Ya gotta wait ten days," said Tom
Rucker, leaping over Ranny's prostrate

sentence.

"An' nobody must have fights," said

Ted, shrewdly.

This, at least, seemed to convey some
idea to Clarence. "Why, yes," said he,
" I'll belong if my mother will let me."

Before the poor neophyte could collect

his puzzled wits he had contracted live

engagements to have his "stuffin"' re-

moved on the 2 ist of August. His

hurried departure left the pacifists almost

helpless with mirth.

"Le's go 'round and git new mem-
bers," said Ted. "C'm'on ever'body."

"Frogtown first," Ranny yelled.

"They's loads of fighters there."

So the mystified mothers of the neigh-

borhood were treated to the spectacle of

a group of boys, a short time ago pros-
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trated by the climate, running at full

speed in the blazing sunshine of mid-

afternoon.

This league to enforce peace swept

through Lakeville like a tropical plague

—down narrow alleys bordered with

dusty ragweed, upon foot - blistering

Hfe

Ml in LONG 11 m MOHIKR W 11 L LEI ME

board sidewalks, over railroad - ties

broiled in oil, and along the mafsh road

with fine powder shooting from beneath

he feet), to where
u Frogtown" lay gasp-th

ing in an atmosphere of wilted sedges

and half-baked mud. "Frogtown" paid

its toll of hum.m life. Even "Sausag<
"

Buckly, once convinced of the club's real

nature, became .1 Friend of Peace, and

signed articles of <nmn\ .ill around.

Back of the pickle-works a group oi

theoretical ball-players, l\nm in the

shade of the cucumber-shed, sum ndered

in .1 boch . < >ul on B( n \ Street, .1 boy

who was sprinkling the road with a

garden-hose joined the society—but not

until he had drenched its officers in his

ignorance of the rules. The propaganda
spread eastward as far as the home of

"Tug" Wiltshire, who, desperate for

reading-matter, was studying a harness-

maker's catalogue. "Tug"
stopped improving his mind
long enough to join the as-

sociation and make a limited

number of appointments
for the day of wrath. His
quarrel with R a n n y was
over the alleged misspelling

of the word "Freinds."
The proceedings had be-

come crystallized into a

formula; life was one long

succession of crises and res-

olutions. Ted Blake, ac-

companied by his secretary,

approached the prospective

member, insulted him, and
was counter-insulted. If it

were not for his member-
ship in this club, Ted then
pointed out, he would punish

the person then and there

for his obnoxious traits.

Ranny now explained the

object of the organization,

and the new member's
n a m e, together with any
atrocities he cared to have
committed upon him, were
duly set down. The minor
officers acted as spectators,

guards, and boasters, but

it was a 1 w a y s Ted who
breathed violence. He was a

pacifist with the accent on
the last syllable.

But rumors of the new movement
went even further than its founders, and

in a different direction. They followed

the sun into the fastnesses of the West
Ward, a region of gruff, two-fisted peo-

ple' who had never heard the word peace.

Inevitably the news reached the ears of

"Butch" Willet, a boy of local impor-

tance \\h<> was spending the day in the

lake. Hastening into his simple, two-

piece costume, "Butch" jumped upon

iiis bicycle, and before his hair was dry

encountered the officers of the Friends

of Peac< returning from the day's work.
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"Hey, Blake!" cried this muscular
barbarian, "I heard you got up a fight

club. I'll belong."

The president had not thought of

"Butch" in this connection. In his

relations with the West-Warder Ted had
been more bullied against than bullying.

"I don't know if you'd like it," said

Ted.
"The objeck of the club

—
" It was

no time for Ranny's set speech, for

"Butch" was singing the hymn of hate

and demanding membership. Slowly,

almost drop by drop, the idea was in-

serted into the simple western mind that

the Friends of Peace pledged themselves
to weak arbitration for ten days and
that free white -and -blue buttons de-

pended upon this provision. All made
damaging remarks about their club. A
person of a more sensitive nature would
have seen that he was not wanted.
"These here fights can't be till the

twenty-first of August," said Ranny,
displaying the archives. He only wanted
to show the part he played in the club's

affairs, but putting the thing into

"Butch's" hands was a mistake. In a

moment it was clear that this was
"Butch's" favorite book. His relish of
the thing seemed almost morbid.
"Put me down for fights with all

you fellas"—his eye swept around the
circle, compelling silence

—
"I'll knock

you into the middle of next week."
"They ain't room for any more

names," said Ranny. His generous, up-

hill hand and the day's brisk trading

had used up all of the writing- space.

But "Butch" swept away technicali-

ties, and compelled the secretary to set

down his fights on margins and among
calendars and testimonials.

"You see that fella," said he, pointing

out an unhappy person labeled, "Before
Taking." "That's how Ted Blake will

look when I git through with him."
"You think you're awful smart," Ted

replied. He actually said this aloud,

but it is a significant fact that he did not

say it until "Butch" had mounted his

wheel and was half a block away.

"What 'd ya have to go to work an'

show 'im the book for?"

"We don't hafta tell 'im when we have
our fights, do we?" Ranny replied.

HE DRENCHED THE OFFICERS OF THE PEACE SOCIETY IN HIS IGNORANCE OF THE RULES
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"We could go off somewheres, if it's

a nice day an' ever'thing," suggested

Bud Hicks.

"Boggs's woods," said Tom.
"Le's take our dinner," said "Fatty."

Before they parted for the night it

was agreed that, weather and parents

permitting, an important portion of the

human race would abolish itself in

Boggs's woods by the lake, with inci-

dental swimming and feasting, on the

2ist of August, and that only the

pleasanter and less muscular people

would be invited. They would tell

their parents about Mrs. Thompson, but

they would not tell Mrs. Thompson
about the picnic.

Through the intervening days the

pride of authorship marched with Ran-

dolph Harrington Dukes. The book

attended his gettings-up and his lyings-

down; it went with him about his dusty

August duties, a hip-pocket library of

ready reference. By the second day it

had lost its pristine beauty, and by the

fifth its cover. When the fatal day

approached, it was a stained and ragged

bundle. There had been no attempt to

start a new volume of mutual dislikes.

If half of the promises for the 2ist

were to be kept, history would have

nothing to do for the rest of time.

The parents of the Friends of Peace

fel easy victims. Ranny' s father chuc-

kled a little, for no good reason, but any

doubts mother may have had were re-

moved by a telephone talk with Mrs.

I hompson. This society was not the

tnst to discover the value of a respec-

table figurehead.

The weather also permitted—for the

2 1 st dawned tine and clear, a beauti-

ful day for destruction and desolation

—but to the supersensitive it might

have appeared that L. J. Boggs did

n.>t. At least ;i sign m his name at the

entrance to his lakeside grove halted the

dozen or more exclusive characters,

laden with paper parcels and shoe-boxes,

with .1 cordial invitation not to enter

under the penalty of the law.
" \\\. who's afraid of <>1' Boggs}

:
"

said Ted Blake. "CWon, le's go in."

Bud llieks showed how little he

trembled by hurling a stone .it the sign

and almost hitting it. So with co-

operative bravery the society moved on
toward the pebbly shore of the lake.

Clarence Raleigh, though he had been

invited with suppressed snickers, had
not turned up at the meeting-place.

Ranny, impressed by the large

amount of work the society had before

it, pulled out the book of ancient

grudges and proposed that the exer-

cises begin at once. I'll read off the

names," he said. "One fight at a time."

"No; le's have our dinner first," said

"Fatty." It was already ten o'clock,

and "Fatty" had taken no nourishment
since breakfast except three apples.

The Friends of Peace debated the

question of fighting vs. eating, and com-
promised by going swimming just east

of the no-bathing sign. This was done
in spite of Tom Rucker's statement that

all would get sick and die. Tom could

argue brilliantly on either side of this

question.

"The first thing we know," said

Ranny, "it'll be night an' we won't
have no time for them fights."

Nevertheless, after a pleasant session

in the deadly waters, every one was too

hungry for hostilities. After dinner

there was an era of good feeling that

Ranny found distressing.

"I work hard an' write down all them
names," said Ranny, "an' now nobody
fights. What kind of a club is this,

anyhow?"
"It's a peace club," said "Fatty."

His remark was greeted with the disdain

which it deserved.

Presently there was a game of catch

with a yarn ball, and three members
fell into the lake—Tom Rucker purpose-

ly, because of his desire to entertain his

fellow-boy. But finally all excuses were

exhausted, and Ted Blake and Bud
Hicks were advised to get into a hostile

frame of mind toward each other. There

were to be no rules to interfere with the

free play of brutality, though up to the

last tin president insisted that the vice-

president was not allowed to bite his ear.

At this crucial point history, after its

eccentric fashion, repeated itself.

The phenomenon appeared as the

sound of wheels and Mrs. Thompson

driving her reliable family horse. Be-

side her, sitting in polite elegance, was
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s-slf

discovered Clarence Raleigh, who had
obviously adopted Mrs. Thompson as a

shield against violence. One of the

chickens of the Friends of Peace had
come home to roost.

"Why, boys! you're not having a

fight, I hope. My goodness!" Mrs.

Thompson added, taking

a closer look at the bel-

ligerents, "are you at it

yet?"
"We're—we're havin'

a meeting," said Ranny,
helpfully.

"Well, let's come to

order." Mrs. Thompson
seated herself upon a

stump. "Who is the

president?"

Ted Blake dropped his

fists and took up the

duties of his office. But
here another of the peace

club's chickens came
home to roost — L.J.
Boggs, making demon-
strations.

"You kids get out of

this woods," he cried,

flourishing a stick.

"Every last one of—of

—

Oh, how do, Mrs.
Thompson. I didn't
know you was here with

the boys."

"We're having a little

meeting of our club,"

said the patroness. "I'll

see that the boys do no
harm."

L. J. Boggs's collapse

was almost pathetic

—

quite as if Mrs. Thomp-
son's husband's bank
held a mortgage upon
that very woods.
Ranny now took the center of the

stage. "We haven't been fightin'," he

said, "an' whenever we had any trouble

we put it down in this here"—business

of digging in pockets
—

"in this here

fight-book. An' now it's ten days an'

you said we gotta fight in ten days.

An' so now—it's ten days."

Mrs. Thompson did not take the

official records in her hands, but she

poked them as one inspecting garbage.

"But we don't have to fight just be-

cause the ten days are up. We could
burn the book and declare peace."
"We—we couldn't burn up our seca-

tary's book," Ranny protested.

"We'll make a kind of ceremony of it

—like a little play."

C%

V
v

^

PUT ME DOWN FOR FIGHTS WITH ALL YOU FELLAS "

"No, ma'am." Ranny was fighting

for the work of his hand and brain. "I

don't think
—

"

What Ranny did not think was not

immediately forthcoming, for he beheld

Ted Blake trying to convey an idea by

the sign language. He was to turn

around and look at the lake. Still an-

other peace-club chicken had come home

to roost. This one might more properly

be called a duck, for it came by water.
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Only a face was visible—a scowling face

registering baffled rage. "Butch" was

evidently dressed more for pugilism than

for the society of ladies.

"Well, all right, " said Ranny. "I

gotta be the burner."

It took all of the officers to accomplish

the ceremony, As-

sistant Treasurer v
Hartman's p a r t

being purely ad-

visory. M r s

.

Thompson made
well-chosen re-
marks predicting

the end of all war,

and closed by pin-

ning upon every

chest present the

white- and - blue

button of the

cherished order.

"I must Ik- go-

ing now," she said.

"Coming, Clar-

ence r

Ted took an-

other look at the

lake. "Butch"
was standingneck-
deep,, waiting for

a chance to come
ash< re and make
pinole look like

chronic sufferers.
" Le's go with

Mis' Thompson to

the gate," he said.

"Fall in, ever'- " Y0 , kids gei 01 i

body. Forward,

march!"
"Butch" must have decided to follow

.it a discreet distance, for when Ranm
looked back he beheld one of the most

charming sights of a life that had fallen

in pleasant places a boy dressed in

bathing-trunks hastening toward tin

water, pursued by that enraged kind-

owner, L. J. Boggs.

\t tin highway tin societ} parted

from Mrs. Thompson with ;i salvo of

cheers. Mter this sweel sorrow tin

I riends of Peace gave themselves up

to anarch} and pleasure. I In u wen
tom fights not official, but plain fights,

quick t<> come and go lit-* summei
showers. There was .1 green-apple bat-

tle with certain East-Warders, during

which Ted transformed himself from
president to general, and gave stern

orders which nobody obeyed. There
was informal stone-throwing; one game
of round-bal

was broken
I, flourishing in a side-street,

up. It was late afternoon

when the five orig-

inal members and
officers reached
their own neigh-

bo roood. Tom
Rucker looked
like a Friend of

P e a c e who had

< 'I I III- woods!'

been left out in

the r a i n over-

night; there was
an assortment of

sunburns and
mosquito bites and
a stone- bruise or

two; and upon the

person of "tat-
ty" Hart m a n

what promised to

be an a musing
case of poison-ivy.

As t h e y limped
down the home-
stretch they gently

tripped and poked
one another, and
r u b h e d one an-

other's heads with
knuckles, and felt

a kingship o v e r

all created things

—full of dust and

joy and oxygen.

Pacifists returning

from the chase.

"Le's have another one nex' week.

They won't know the difference."

Bv "they" Ranny was understood to

mean the gullible adults who took the

Friends of Peace at face value.

At dusk, Ranny was not so sure.

Father had been giggling over an item in

tin evening Bulletin. "Isn't it fine to

have hun home safe and sound?" he

asked mother. As was so often the case,

there was no point to father's joke, tor

.ill tlu paper had to say w ;is this:
*'

\ bn\ s' organization, the Friends of

Peace, held ;i picnic meeting in L. J.

Boggs's grove to-day. All w ill recover."



The Children's Isle

BY FRANCIS MEDHURST

THERE is an isle, so legends say,

Set far and far from any land,

Where roses bud and bloom for aye,

Upon whose blossom-haunted strand

The dear, dead babies run and play

Or wander idly hand in hand.

Remote across the seas it lies,

This little isle so fair and far,

Wherein the souls of butterflies

The playmates of the children are,

While sweetest songs imparadise

Its waving woods from bar to bar.

The strains of long dead nightingales

Whose music here on earth is dumb
Make magical the hills and vales,

As over deeps no man may plumb,

Borne softly on the sable sails

Of ships of stars, the babies come.

Across those still and haunted seas

No mortal keel may hope to steer,

For none but ghostly argosies

To that enchanted isle draw near.

In dreams alone its mysteries

To longing mothers' eyes are clear.

The limpid laughter time has stilled,

The tiny hands that clutch and cling-

None but the heart that these have thrilled

Can guess the healing balm they bring.

Thrice blessed she whom God hath willed

To glimpse the babies pleasuring.

What beacons flare to guide the bark

To that far isle, no man may say.

No pilot's chart, no leadsman's mark

Has mapped those lonely leagues of spray.

Alone of all that thread the dark

The souls of children know the way.
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govei nment oi general Btafl govei nment
t< >

.nl..
i itute i he i nl<- oi t he masses as

we ha v< it f ( )ik < .in hope t<> be oni oi

t lie massi • om 's si II, but noi easily <»f

the < lub < lassi b oi I li< general Btafl

(I.e.
11

But isn't i hat i ather ;i pei sonal

\Kw ; " oui vi\ not asked, 1 1 j ing bo lend

to be i < ha i ai tei I hat l>< almost su<

< i < d< d

.

'Nothing, we returned, axiomat
k all} ,

"
is \ ital I hal is not pi i sonal, It

i i pity t hat an) \mei ii ans ha \ e ceased
in ha \ e a pei sonal pn fi n ni e foi t he

i
i tenci of thi republii I hi I" >un< « oi

out \ oungei da j w as i idii ulous, l>nt it

ip m
i onti mpt ible like i he languid

n<. n ass< 1
1 ii "i i '• i hesi latei I imi

I )i.ln'i
J

mm \ ..in BI II l<(l I .it In I .ell. inn (I

of oui waiting for Great Britain to ret

ni/« i In Port ugui « Ri public befoi e we
owned li« i i ter?'

"I d< 'Hi h m m ,"
t he ix >ndi bi i ipt sa id,

"
i li H I 'in Ik k in ,i n pn bi nt ative

capacity, I mi r< \\ wished to express my
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pleasure in what I supposed the delicate

irony ofwh.it you said about republics.

Bui if you really meant it—
"Really meant it!" we cried, with a

violent agitation of all our substance.

"Why, you know that your attitude

is so often ironical."

"Is it? Well, if you like irony, sup-

pose we try a little of it on the mon-
archies. Who is it has stinted the present

little 'game of kings,' as Emerson calls

war? Don't say royalty of any sort,

when there are so many democracies to

blame for it! Don't you know that

San Marino and Andorra, and Switzer-

land and Portugal combined with

France in her attempts to save herself

from the benevolent assimilation of the

cultured despotism which proposed, at

the instance of the Deity, to spread

civilization through her territories?"

"Oh, you've got it all wrong!" the

nondescript crowed. "It was England
and Russia that formed the entente with

France."
"What? The same powers that joined

with her in forbidding Greece the re-

public which the; Greeks wanted when
those allies tardily helped them free

themselves from the Turks in 1828?
France was then one of those provisional

monarchies which are an example to all

short-lived republics, and the three de-

cided that a king would be; much better
for the Creeks. Hut why mourn for

spilt milk, or at least for milk spilt so

long ago? It is notorious that Norway
desired to be a republic when she broke
with Sweden four or five years since;

but the united sentiment of monarchical
Europe willed her a throne, though
there is no Norwegian nobility to rest

the throne upon, and her whole con-

stitutional frame is as democratic as

ours, or more so. Why were the repub-

lics which witnessed this forcing of the
popular desire so shamelessly diffident ?

We might have excused ourselves on the

ground that we were not a European
power; but where were France, or

Switzerland, or San Marino, or Andorra ?

If virtue, as Montesquieu holds, is the

distinguishing quality of republics, mod-
esty certainly seems the defect of that

quality
—

"

" But, hold on ! Wasn't the Norwegian
king chosen by a popular vote?"

"Apparently. Hut de> yon suppose it

was from a popular initiative? The
choice was well enough, since it fell upon
a prince of thai amiable joyal family of
Denmark which has supplied kings-
consort and queens-consorl to half Eu-
rope; but what the democracy of Nor-
way really wanted was a republic.

When the elay of reckoning comes, as all

men of gooej-will hope it may, in the
event of peace on earth, not only the
thwarted republics will be established,
but the subverted republics will be

stored. It is scarcely a hundred years
since the Dutch Republic was turned
into a monarchy to supply the long-felt

want of a crown for one of Napoleon's
reluctant brothers. It is e>nly a little

longer since the republic of ( renoa ceased
te> be. Within a generation the free

cities of Germany, some of them, still

preserved a shadowy republican auton-
omy. What may have- become of t hem
in the actual condition e>f things one
canne>t say, but ten or fifteen years ago
I lamburg was jealous e)f the- presence of

imperial troops, and had her own senate.

Frankfort was an independent common-
wealth till [866, when she: was formally

joined to Prussia for the crime of having
taken part with Austria; and then, there
are the three' llanscatic towns, besides

Hamburg, of Bremen, Liibeck, and

Luneburg, ne>t te> mention others."

I [ere we- fell into a reverie which lasted

so long that the nondescript was moved
to ask. very politely, very deferentially,
" Wenilel yoi\ mind saying just what you
are driving at?"

"Not the- least," we replied, with

a genial laugh. "We were just indulging

e>ne of the>se little dreams common to

many e>ther political topographers who
are ne>w more or less rearranging the-

map of Europe, in view of that eventual

peacei We; were: thinking how many
republics could be- const 1 ucteel out of t he

German Empire and incorporated in

the Federation of the World. Hut our

fancy did not stop at the demand upon
the Prussian monarchy and its affiliated

monarchies. We- were- thinking how
handsome it would be- for Great Britain

to restore- the- Orange Free State- and

the Transvaal Republic to tin inde-

pendence she so lately robbed them of.

She might even concede the- inch pen-
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• n Irish republic, or two Irish

granting Ulster rate

nomy. At the same time we our~

ould, with apologies and the

promise of a powerful protectorate,

gnize the Philippine Republic which

ncouraged the Filipinos to hope for

| h ; rii;i rds our.

"It is a bright dream/1

the nonde-

>l remarked witli a satirical inflec-

tion.

ha Vi n't known its full efful-

gent replied. "Of course

couldn't expect a restoration of the

Cromwellian Commonwealth in Great

Britain; that is a little too long ago;

and ii would be too much to expect of a

people who illing, after getting

nd of Charles tin First, to lapse in

obedience to Charles the Second and

sink back from citizens to subjects. We
• nor expect the rehabilitation of

the Venetian and Genoese republics

from Italy; they also are too long past,

and the I Italian commonwealths
are quite out of the question, though it

i n't impossible that all Italy may join

the Federation of the World in republi-

( an form."
• W! Rus ia?"

"Well, Russia has historically noth-

ing to render to the republican ideal.

: nmentally Asiatic; bui

Mi't forget that Christianity is A i-

tnd that the ( Commune after ( hrist

imagin< d by Asiatics. I he Russian

Mir. the ba ti i of thai peasant

ire, may be the survival ol the i arrj

munistn ideal. Bui we won'i count

I imong the more zealous pro-

mot* i "t the republican r< habilitation.

We I

h.it the will wish to

do afa r having ingulfed Austria, (

many, and the Balkan I
It will

not to him v her <1il'< stion u tth

ecture."
" \ixl I our visitor pursued.

P< rhaps there won't b< an) I urk<
j

But if then in Armenian n public

n demand of hi i , f rom
hall warn ba< k the f lun-

p iblic of i

i
.

mil from
t he Roman republic of the same

** Wouldn't rh.it lx in< onv< m. nr for

Italy supposing the Italian monarchy

"Yes, it would/1 we magnanimously
owned, "and we must not push the case

iny of the republics of '48 too far.

We can do very well without them."
I hen just what is your idea:"

"What is our idea.'" we asked, and
we were aware ofglowing with the vision

through all our fibers as with some divine
phosphorescence. "Well, first of all,

when the federation of the World has

been established on a republican basis,

which shall include the vastly greater

number of the civilized states, we would
have this commonwealth of ours, as the
chief and prime exemplar, purge and
live cleanly—put away graft and lust of

the pork-barrel in ever}' form, and try

to be worth}- of her primacy. It will be

hard, but not impossible; and think

what a great chance it will be for the

Chinese, with such an example, to be as

collectively as they are individually

honestr
-

"Now," the nondescript said, "you
are giving way to your mocking pro-

pensity. Will you never be in earnest?"

"We are quite in earnest now; but

when we think of the world fellow-citi-

zenship which will prelude the human
brotherhood, we experience a gaiety of

heart which would smile away all of the

difficulties in thewayofthe ultimate com-
munis. Yet, if you prefer, we will join

you in rejoicing over some advantages
of the actual monarchical systems."

"Ah, I am glad you are fair enough
to recognize them," the nondescript ex-

claimed, and now we began to believe

that we had before us one of those

quaint Americans who think it would be

well for us to have our chief magistrates

born to rule over us. " You can't d

that the royal intermarriages have
t< nd( d to cem< nt the friendship of the

peoples and preserve peace between the

nations."

"Do you mean the present situation,

pp< a ranee of hostility, but

r< al .unit :
'

( )h
j es, the ( rerman Kaiser

is lust ((.iisin of the English Kinc. and

he was pr< s< nt r ith his

mothei .it th< wedding of King George'i

fathei . K ussia and < iermany have long

b< . 11 unit. .1 b) th. 1 1. s of matrimony be-

n th. ir prin< < 1\ .md imperial fami-

I ti- I.mpt roi of \usMia and the

King of [talj an cousins of we forget
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just what degree. The King and Queen
of Belgium are hound by close ties of

blood and affection to the Prussian and

Bavarian royalties. The Queen of

Greece is sister of the Kaiser, and the

King derives from the prolific royal fam-

ily of Denmark. Thai remarkable prod-

uct of the Orleans family, the Czar <>{'

Bulgaria, is a Bourbon, and he is related

to nearly all the legitimist families of

Europe. Ir is said that the Haps
burgs cither looked down upon lum be-

fore he avenged Austria on Servia for

the murder of the imperial crown-prince,

Hut what is this feeling as compared
with the love which otherwise binds all

the 'thrones, principalities, and powers'

together? If it were not for their kin-

ship we might now see Europe a scene

of havoc unparalleled in history. But

these fathers and mothers in law, these

brothers and half-brothers, with then

'sisters and their cousins and their

aunts,' have held that continent in

peace by the sheer force oi family affec

tion. Is that what you mean V*

"Something like that," the nonde-
script faltered.

" You mean if Europe were mainly
republican as it is mainly monarchical,
we might have seen It.incr plunging in

a ruthless drive at Berlin and devastat
ing Belgium for offering to stand in hei

way, and spreading murdei over every
kind and sea ;

Well, everything is pos

Bible, and it is to be said on your side

that a republican Europe has not been
tried yet. We are rather- eurious to see

how it would work, and we are willing to

chance it."

" It wouldn't be so very ludicrous, 01

noi more ludicrous than the s< ttlenu nt

of the royal . if th< wai had
got them twistt d up. B< iid< th<

elections n< edn't all take pla< « at on< i

;

or they might b< sol( mmz< d by b( ing

held in the chui th( y an imu in

Switzerland. ( >r, if it would give tin m
dignity, th< y i ould .ill be h( Id on I- ap
year, as they are with us. 'I hat would
be .1 univ( i sal ti ibute to i nfran< h

womanhood."
I he nondesci ipt attempt* d a final

sarcasm. "1 he politi* i

a great I ime."

'Well, we should nm grudg< it to

them. I he polit i< i not b<

bad .is we like to l hinli them. \\ \ ar<

all politicians on elect ion day. I h<

monarchies have them, and in I ngland
where the king can do no wrong, h<

makes I hem his means of doing right

.

( )nly, he docs not call su< h in it i um< tit i

polit icians; he calls them statesm< n."

I he nondesi i ipt was silent i momi nt

before he asked, "
I hen, why is it that

the subjects of kings are so proud oi

being subjects
'"

" Well, we will tell you. But it

secret ; let it go no further, tt is one of

i he st rongest pi inciples in human n it ure.

You know how in the hideous old

slavery I im< ro was proud of be

inn owned l>\ one of the qualit y :
It

m ide him feel that he was of con ;e

quence himself. So it is with the sub-

ject of a king, [f he has a divin< ly ap

pointed fellow creat ure to i ule ovei him,

v. it h a lot of lords between them to

make him feel the weight more s< n

The nondescript was silent, as char- sibly and bow him lower, he i reoi

acters are in novels when the authors being souk! ^ow in a republic,

are trying to think of son., thin- foi with nobody but fellow-citizens around,

them to say. Then he asked, "But all as common as himseli Well,yoi

those presidential elections taking place "Yes, I see," the nondescript said;

at once, that way --" but we doubted him.



HENRY MILLS ALDEN

HUMANITY is realized in its inte-

gration, but a human communal-
ity is something we can conceive

of as possible only under primitive

conditions of absolute provincialism. It

is broken up in the first stage of any
social order not entirely dependent for

its coherence upon the close natural

bond of kinship, and is broken up more
and more in the increasing complexity of

the social system.

Progressive civilization brings man-
kind nearer together into visible unity,

and promotes apparent uniformity. But
this coercive system, mechanical as it

seems, is an indispensable condition of

humanism—of the culture that cannot

be imparted, but must grow from its own
living root and have the quality of life.

Civilization aggregates humanity into

a confluent stream which forever seeks

its level; humanism gives it an invisible

integrity, through expansion in which
the attraction is the reflex of repellences,

and in which the accordant harmony is

the resolution of discords without con-

fusion of distinct strains. Not equality,

but selective distinction is characteristic

of all creative specialization.

Freedom is therefore the very atmos-

phere of humanism. The modern ten-

dency toward the development of na-

tionalities on racial lines has promoted
the free play of the human spirit in

Christendom. The expansion of sym-
pathy as a dynamic principle, a motive
power in society, art, and faith, has

given flexibility to collectivity, prevent-

ing its crystallization into the hard shell

of conformity, inspiring tolerance of

spontaneous variation and divergence

—

a habit peculiarly distinctive of modern-
ism.

Therefore- we need feel no apprehen-
sion as to the future of art and literature,

as likely to suffer dissolution or diminu-
tion from the advance of civilization in

any direction, even in that of the me-
chanical progress which has brought
mankind into neighborhood. Mr. George
Moore, the novelist, has asserted that

the dissolution is already an accom-
plished fact—that somewhere about
1880 all art was killed by the locomotive
and that we are now living in an age
which he picturesquely characterizes as

"The Dusk of the Gods."
An announcement so startling as to

seem sensational and, at least to some
of us, quite fallacious would merely
arrest our attention, escaping serious

consideration, if there were not so many
critics constantly beating their tom-
toms in consternation because of the

eclipse of art, either as an approaching
or already completed catastrophe. Usu-
ally these critics are of that academic
order which with inflexible conservatism
resists all innovations, and, therefore, in

the constant renewals of our modern life

finds on every side abundant occasion

for dismay and deprecation. Mr. Moore
has shown himself too modern, both as

novelist and essayist, to willingly ally

himself with that order. He does not

complain of modern tendencies—toward
democracy, free-thought, social justice,

or any other form of emancipation—but

of a condition, brought about by
mechanical progress, an amalgamation
of mankind which, on philosophical

grounds, he regards as destructive to art

and literature.

The premise of this philosophy is that

segregation is a condition not merely

favorable, but essential, to the genesis

and development of art—a premise that

cannot be intelligently tolerated unless

we define segregation paradoxically

—

that is, as implying some sort of social

community. Society, in the distinc-

tively human sense, is not merely an

aggregation of units. It is a living or-

ganism which from the first, in some
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form of rhythmic exaltation, manifests

psychical transcendence of its physical

environment and physiological function-

ing. Religion and art are inevitable in

every stage of social development.

Community in a progressive civiliza-

tion is, as we have seen, a departure

from primitive communality, to which it

can never return—that is, as to the same
state. The old communality was not

exactly provincial, as we use that term;

it had, rather, an insulation like that of

an instinct, being inclosed within the

close sheath of natural kinship. Being

human, it had within itself the seeds of

expansion beyond that insulation and,

hence, a premonition of religion and art

in the overtone of its rhythmic manifes-

tations. Else there could have been no
departure, any more than there ever is

from the absolute conformity of an

animal herd. Once the departure, there

is no return to the original starting-

point.

Even history, as a record of human
experience, does not repeat itself. Expe-
rience is in good part spiritual, especially

in what escapes record, and is ever be-

coming more spiritual. The mechanical
term "cycle" fails to express its course,

which is not roundabout but expansive,

with ever new and widening horizons.

We say we learn by experience, but that

is past lore, which of itself alone too

readily foreshortens into conclusions.

Experience guides and illumines only as
*

it moves on into new and incalculable

prospects and has thus a prophetic side.

This teaching is knowledge in the mak-
ing, the light of an unfolding life, never
closing in—open, free, creative.

This expansion, while it is inseparable

from social community, invisibly makes
for a dynamic separateness, for large

individualism, for a kingdom within man
that embraces seclusions and positive

solitudes impossible to merely local seg-

regation—a kingdom of the soul, with

powers and capacities open to, and deep-

ened and reinforced from the source of

all life. When we say that the law of

this kingdom is the law of sympathy,
we do not mean the extinction of

inequalities, antagonisms, and revolts.

Every new expansion shows new repel-

lences whose reflexes are new affinities.

It is because of the advanced growth

of this invisible kingdom that its fruits

are more manifest in modern than in

ancient and medieval society. The spir-

itual power and sensibility developed
sustain and give buoyancy to the im-
mensely complex visible fabric built up
by modern progress, so vitalizing it that
even in its vast array of mechanics it

seems less statically mechanical than
the ruder fabric of old civilizations.

Complexity perfects simplicity in all the
economies of living, harmonizing their

varied interests, thus lifting them into

the region of a humanism whose tran-

scendency has become an immanence.
That progress which is the condition,

though not the ground, of this evolu-

tionary integration of humanity, cannot
be inimical to art or literature any more
than to faith, save as it becomes unvital,

reducing humanity to a formal and static

communalization.
Modern science, which has given us

our mechanism, from the locomotive

to the wireless, has assumed offices

proper to creative imagination, seizing

upon the hidden mysteries of Nature

—

her subtlest forces and rhythms—so that

the human community has a kind of out-

ward communication corresponding to

that of its transformed art and litera-

ture, which, while it mainly concerns the

contemporary scene, yet—and especially

in literature—operates at a distance, as

from deep to deep, dispensing with that

actual contact which was of old neces-

sary to all communication. Dynamic
segregation is more potent than visible

congregation.

It is always "The Dusk of the

Gods." But new gods arrive when old

gods go; and with every emergence of

new gods that spark of divinity which

is in man is caught into a more luminous

flame. No outward fabric man has built

has changed as this theophany within

him has. In that region which we know

as his psychical kingdom, the transfor-

mations of art have been as surprising as

those of faith. Those which are to come

we cannot precalculate as to form or

character.

The plastic arts, objectively impress-

ive and never immediately a reflection

of life, have suffered recession, while

music and literature have advanced, be-

cause in modern psychical evolution the
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scope of their possibilities is unlimited.

The general diffusion of education

among the people has vastly enlarged

the province of literature not merely for

popular entertainment, but in the inter-

of a deeper humanism. It is not all

creative literature, but while writers of

pre-eminent genius are comparatively

few, the number of those showing a high

older of selective taste, good feeling,

charm, and humor— in a word, the sym-
pathetic quality of genius—is greater in

each new generation of them.

Home and the relations based on
natural kinship have been exalted by the

larger interest we feel in all that lies

beyond these; their own boundaries,

once so narrow, have been enlarged un-

til within them is room for the living

world. Literature has been the chief

vehicle for bringing home treasuries of

spiritual wealth, of beauty, of knowl-
edge, and of entertainment that in for-

mer ages the people went forth to find

—

to the temple, the cathedral, and the

theater. We go forth still, especially for

the sake of sociableness in our enjoy-
ment of these riches; but not, as the

illiterate peoples of old did, from sheer

exigence, having no alternative afforded

thn ugh an infinitely hospitable indi-

vidualism entertaining guests of an am-
ple, though invisible, fellowship.

We see, then, why fiction to such an
nt has usurped the place formerly

given to the older forms of art which,

with the exception of music and paint-

ing, attained perfection in ages and
among peoples to which they were indis-

pensable. We collect the relics of these

into museums and cherish them, because-

we are sensible to their beauty <>r be-

cause they appeal to our historic sense,

which is and ever must be inseparable

from our humanism. In whatever de-

any generation may have, within

the scope of us own immediate activities

and interests, such abundant and varied

urces th.it it seems self-sufficing, its

deeper culture will in the- same degree
li back to include- the human past

within the range- of its speculative in-

fo rpretation.

I bus there will always be a distinct

order of fiction like that so well rep-

resented in our day by Aiiatole France

—

which, transcending present conditions.

will have something of the detachment
of ancient art, without loss of modernity.
Indeed, the masters in this kind of fic-

tion, in the treatment of modern themes,
may as in the case of a Hardy or a

Conrad—show this speculative detach-
ment; and, while they may not have so

wide an appeal to the contemporary
audience, may outrank and outlast most
of the masters of modern realism.

The masters of either of these orders
of modern fiction do not owe their dis-

tinction to any objective grandeur or
impressiveness, or to imitation of older
masters. To those who will recognize

greatness only by its outward earmarks,
the beauty and glory of art seem to have
departed. But those to whom the un-
truth of art to living reality seems its

only possible dejalliance cherish an as-

sured optimism.
General literacy did not create the

modern literary art, but only gave it

opportunity, diversified appeal, and an
enlarged prospect. 1 he art had existed

in spite of general illiteracy—in stage-

representations before there could be

printed fiction. The first poetry was
created when poets could not write nor
their auditors read. On the other hand,
ignorance was never the mother of art,

which from the beginning was the off-

spring of humanism—of some real cult-

ure.

As early English drama, before Peele,

Greene, and Marlowe led the way for

Shakespeare, was mainly an industry for

the entertainment of the illiterate, be-

sides being the means of religious and

moral instruction, so, for a literate com-
munity, modern fiction, besides serving

many useful social ends, has been largely

and increasingly a profitable amuse-
ment industry rather than a creative

;nt. In their competition for popularity

and as a relief to their mediocrity, when
their resources for sensational effect

have been exhausted, writers in this in-

dustrial and commercial literary prov-

ince- resort to eccentricities and to inno-

vations merely for the sake of novelty

—

a tendency as reactionary to genuine art

as the opposite one- toward cherishing an

old fashion simply because it is old.

True art, as creative and evolutional,

suffers no such reactions, and its larger

future- is secure.



The Quarrelsome Club
BY ELLIS PARKER BUTLER

" AND instead of each applicant for

L\ membership being proposed by a

1 * proposer," said Scott, "he will have
to be opposed by an opposer—by

some one who really objects to having him
in the club, and can give a good reason for it."

We were on the eight-fifteen, going to

town, and Scott had dropped into my seat

just as the train pulled out of the Westcote
station. I can honestly say that of all the

men in Westcote, Scott is the one I most
thoroughly detest. He irritates me beyond
measure; he is a self-centered, egotistical

donkey, with a head like an empty peanut

—

but there! I can't talk about him. I always

lose my temper when I do. Not another
word about him!

I always read the morning paper on the

way to town. I consider the opportunity to

read the paper on my way to town the one
redeeming feature of suburban life. I have
told every one so and, thank goodness!
every one understands how I feel. Scott

knows this as well as any
one. I have told him a

hundred times, but he is

such a consummate jack-

ass, and so full of his own
conceit. You know what
I mean— he's forever
thinking that what he has

to say is more important
than anything in the
world. He comes with
his idiotic ideas and sits

beside a man and talks

and talks and talks! But
—there! It's no matter.
Forget him.
This morning I had just

opened my paper and be-

gun to read when Scott
entered the car and, see-

ing only forty or so empty
seats, made a bee-line for

the vacant one at my
side, as the infernal nui-

sance always does. I

can't understand the man.
Vol. CXXXIII.—No. 798.— 119

I've shown him in every way possible that
I don't like him and that I don't want his

company and that he is a nuisance, but he
is always bothering me. I think he is thick-
headed or something. He seems bright
enough, too, to know better. But I won't
talk about him. It drives me mad!

I snubbed him, of course. He came up
with that cheerful business of: "Well, old

man! and how is the boy this morning?"
and I said, "Urn!" and went on reading.

He offered me a cigar, and I said: "No!
smoke it yourself. I smoked one of those

once!" You can't be too plain with a man
like Scott. He has no tact, or whatever you
call it. Brazen-faced, insistent, annoying

—

No matter. Least said soonest mended.
"Well, we've got the grand idea at last,"

Scott said. "Some of us talking about it

last night. A new kind of club. It's to be

the Quarrelsome Club. Rogers
—

"

I put down my paper for one moment.
"Now, listen to me!" I said. "I don't want

HE CAME UP WITH THAT CHEERFUL BUSINESS OF:
" WELL, OLD MAN! AND HOW IS THE BOY THIS MORNING?"
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THEY ANNOUNCE THAT THEY WILL RESIGN IF THE OPPOSED CANDIDATE IS ADMITTED

vote on the candidate. If enough think he

is not fit to associate with gentlemen—think

he is ugly of disposition and quarrelsome,

and sure to make trouble in the club—he is

blackballed."

"Of all the nonsense
—

" I began, but
Scott wouldn't stop.

"It's going to be an interesting club," he

said. " I expect the steward will resign every

day. We can't hope that the quarrelsome-

ness will amount to fist-fights every night,

but we can count on that frequently. The
house committee will have a delightfully

frightful lot of trouble. We got it going last

night—drew up the constitution and by-

laws, and started with a dozen charter

members."
"Umh!" I said, and picked up my paper

again.

"Your name came up almost immediate-
ly," Scott said.

"Umh!" I said again.

"Quite a number of us opposed it quite

violently," said Scott in that irritating,

cheerful way of his.

"I don't care what or who— " I began,

with some spirit.

" You were unanimously blackballed,"

said Scott, with what I felt was a coo of

triumph. I turned and looked him full in the

face.

"Scott," I said, "you needn't think you
are angering me by coming to tell me this.

I'm a good-natured, peaceable man, and you
needn't think you can anger me by telling

me you and your gang of cheap suburbanites

don't want me to associate with you. I

don't want to associate with you, if you care

to know it. You can blackball me and be

hanged! If you think I care that you have
kept me out of your club

—

"

" But we haven't," said Scott. "The rules

provide that no one is admitted to member-
ship unless he is unanimously blackballed."

"Oh!" I said.

I think— I don't know what to think.

I've been thinking all day. Scott is clever in

some ways. He has some unusual ideas that

are pretty good. It would be just like Scott

to get together a lot of good fellows and

organize them in some way that would be

unusual and what you might call chic. Of
course they would want me with them, I am
so good-natured and easy-going and all that.

They'd all want me in their club, of course.

But some men have such mean dispositions

—

some men like Scott are such sore-heads and

so vindictive—there are some men in West-

cote so stubborn and quarrelsome—fellows

like Rogers and Grieg and Harkins.

"Unanimously blackballed."

Huh!



Lady Philanthropist: "Why don't you make companions of your children?"

A Compliment

A LARGE manufacturing concern sent fre-

quent and urgent demands to a certain

delinquent dealer, and, being unable to get
so much as a response, sent a representative

to personally wait upon him.
"\j hy haven't you paid your account, or

at least written us concerning the matter?"
the cepresentative asked.

"My dear sir/' responded the delinquent,

smilingly, "those collection letters from your
firm are the Inst I have ever seen. I have
had copies made and am sending them out
to the trade, and it's wonderful the number
of old accounts I have been able to collect.

I haven't paid my bill, as I felt sun- there
was another letter in the series. I have
some hard customers to deal with and I need
that last letter."

Poor Patrick!

AN old but sturdy Irishman, who had made
a reputation as a gang boss, was given

a job with a railroad construction company
at Port-au-Prince, Haiti. One day when the
sun w.is hotter than usual his gang of black

I lain.ms began to shirk, and as the chief

engineer rode up on his horse the Irishman
hi .ltd to shout:

—you sons of -mis " Then,
turning to the engineer, he said, "

I curse the
day I iver learned their languaf

No Names!

[
1 1 TLE Bessie was sent to school for the
first time, and the teacher asked her the

name of her father. The little girl sat very
thoughtful, but seemed unable to think
what it was. Finally, teacher decided to
help her out, if possible, and asked:

"What do you call him, dear:"
"Why," replied the child, promptly, "I

call him father."
" 1 es," smiled teacher, '"of course you do.

Hut what does your mother call him?"
For a moment the child was silent, and

then she answered

:

"Why, she doesn't call him anything

—

she likes him."

A Bad Job

A MIDDLE-AGED Englishwoman, who
came from Canada a few years ago to

New Haven, Connecticut, is now running a

boarding-house for 1 ale students in that
ami was recently remarking upon the

t.i. t rh.it the birthdays of two distinguished

Americans come pretty mar together in the
month <»f 1 i binary.

"I cm understand," she declared, ear-

nestly, "why they celebrate George Wash-
ington's birthday, hut 1 never could sec why
they make such a fuss over Abraham Lin-

coln. He never did anything but free the
coons, and they arc absolutely the worst

help I ever tried to employ!"



The Age of Chivalry

BY ./. DOh AID DOl GLAS

LTOW pleasant are the knightly years described l>\ Mi. Malory,
When you might ride about in tin upon .1 fien horse,

And when you sav> .1 lady screened behind .1 latticed gallery,

You vowed t Ii.it you must own hei if it had to be In lone.

It didn t m. liter il you were repulsive tarn comparison,

The lady must adore you, qi you'd know the reason why!
And s<> you broke into hei house, and slaughtered .ill the garrison,

Including father, mother, must, and even 1 >.i 1 > \ by.

You sprang with your appointed bride upon youi equine bicycle,

And tola her that you loved hei as the flowei loves the sun;

And though the lady first appeared obdurate as an icicle,

She nulled into rapture soon: you kne^\ that she was won.

I low pleasant are the knightly years described 1»\ Mi. Malory!

You took youi wife to your demesne, and started keeping house:

You didn't have to tod and sweat to earn .1 scanty salary,

You simply stole your ducats, and you spent em in carouse.

That every mans your brother was .1 kind ol poppycockery
Which gentlemen like you were not too eagei to accept:

You greeted all such silly thoughts with disconcerting mockery,

You were not your brother's keeper: .dl your views were quite correct!

Your wife must stay at home and spin, while you and youi atrocit)

Made red the fields with slaughter ^i the heathen and the poor;

And il she begged for love: th.it was only hei verbosity

No gentleman would spend his evenings kissing like .1 boor.

I low pleasant are the knightly years described by Mr. Malory,
When you might be .1 knight .11 .inns and ride about in tin,

Indulging in your drinking and your blood-infested valorj

The devil take ihe hindmost in youi holocaust ol sin!

Mk. Elephant: " Come, my dear, Pvt waited an hour; what hav been doxngf

Mrs. Elephant: "Do be patient, John, Vve only been powdering my nose,
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She Couldn't See How
"jyiAGGIE, how was it that

I saw a young man talk-
ing with you in the kitchen
last night:" asked the mistress
of her cook.

The girl pondered for a few
moments and then answered,
"Faith, an' I can't make it

out mesilf; you must have
looked through the keyhole."

A

Alone in the Desert

Coals to Newcastle

THE woman of the house answered the

knock at the door of the tumble-down
home.

*'H >w do you do:" said the visitor. "I
am Miss Smith, the school nurse, and I have
come to give you a few suggestions on child

welfare."

"Aw, swan," answered the mother, cheer-

fully. "Wot d'ye know about kids? Haven't
1 had ten, and ain't four o' them livin'?"

An Unhappy Inference

SIT DENT assistant, en-
gaged in reading the

shelves at the public library,

was accosted by a primly
dressed, middle-aged woman
who said that she had finished

reading the last of Laura Jean
Libby's writings, and that
she should like something just

as good.

The young assistant, unable
for the moment to think of
Laura Jean Libby's equal,

hastily scanned the shelf on
which she was working and,

choosing a book, offered it to

the applicant, saying, "Perhaps you would
like this, A Kentucky Cardinal!''

"y*o" was the reply, "I don't care for

theological works."
"But," explained the kindly assistant,

with needless enthusiasm, "this cardinal

was a ;

irdi
"

"That would not«recommend him to me,"
said the woman, as she moved away in

search of a librarian who should be a better

judge of character as well as of Laura Jean
Libby's peers.

Unfair

A LIT 11-1. boy of six was much interested

in a conversation between his mother
and tlie older children of the family about a

wonderful circus which they had attended

some > ( ars In tore.

After a time the little fellow inquired of his

mother: "Why wasn't 1 there: Where was
Tr-

ills mother replied, "(Mi, you were not

"Where was I?" again the child asked.

His mother looked at him, hesit.md a

moment, then said, *M Mi. you were in heaven

with ( lod and the angels.

'

"Gee! mother," exclaimed the indignant

youngster, "do you mean to say you left

me in heaven all day with God and the

angels while you and the rest <>( the family

to the circus.
:
"

A Hard World

"MAMMA," asked seven-year-old Maude,
"if 1 get married when 1 grow up, will

I have a husband like Daddy:"
"Why, yes, dear," smiled mother,"looking

down into the earnest e\ es of the child, "it

vou marry vou will have a husband like

Daddy."
"And if 1 don't get married, will I be an

old maid like Aunt Sallie?" pursued the

child.

"its. dear," laughed mother, "you will

be an old maid if you don't marry; but
what ever put such thoughts into your
head?"

Hut little Maude didn't laugh; she only

looked very grave and finally said, in a most
eh ie cted tone

:

"Well, it's a pretty tough world for us

women, ain't it. mamma:"



Ballad of the Wandering Umberell

BY ALBERT BIGELOW PAINE

ALONO the park the lights are blurred and dim;
** The winter clouds are sodden, low, and gray:
Here in a lonely nook, sad-eyed and giim,

I watch the rain that curtains round the day.

But, lo! my vagrant fancy will nor stay

It hastens here and yon in futile flight

My home is in the suburbs, far away

—

Where is my wandering umberell to-night?

Ah, well and sadly, now, do I recall

The- dollar twenty-three that I did pay

To own that umberell—the price seemed small

When weeping heavens drenched the fields of May:
'Tis not the price- I'm thinking of, oh nay!

'lis not the price—that part of it's all right!

The thing itself is what I want: then, say,

Where is my wandering umberell to-night?

Perhaps in some abandoned ash-heap laid

By ruthless hand of that benighted jay

Who reft me of mine own (to he repaid,

When comes at last the final fire-display)

Perhaps in some smug holder, brass or clay,

Unused it stands, my chattel and my right:

Ah me! why thus conjecture and inveigh?

Where is my wandering umberell to-night?

I 'Envoi s

Prince, take this lay -bring back my umberell!

Leave me no longer in this sorry plight!

Relent, repent, in pity prithee- tell

Where is my wandering umberell to-night?

•A$n^JUJEHi_ n- AC

The Optimist: " Thanks, awfully. I never would have caught my train if you

hadnl chased me.
} '



Wife of Early Settler (aboard Mayflower) " Now, William, don't forget to put

on record family history, that I sat at the captain s table this trip

Flyin' Away

TN dis lonesomest place Fs slow-walkin';

Hyar de wood—dar a field—dis de road;

Dey be jes' a hid-bird da's low-talkin',

An' hit speak lak hit sorry hit growed.

LiT bird, liT bird, why yo' hidin' away?
An' wha' fo' yo' tellin' o' sorrer to-day?

Is yo' missin' de rose f'om de gyarden?

Does yo' feel de cold winter-time come?
Is yo' steered dat yo' soon mus' be flyin'

Away—fur away f'om dis home?
Is yo' tellin' 'bout lovin' an' wantin' ter stay,

Now yo's seein' yo' happy home flyin'

away

Does yo' feel de chill push thoo de sunshine?

See dahk night creep up inter de day?

An' dem leaves turnin' yaller an' fallin'

What was green an' breeze-dancin' las'

May?
Li'l' bird, I is old. All you says I done sayed.

Now 1 waits a sweet journey—mah home's

flied ahaid. Sara Lynch.

Looking Into the Future

[ ITTLE Dorothy adored her older brother
^ John; m fact, was his abject slave. Hut

one day John was guilty of some misde-

meanor for which Ins father thought a

spanking was tin- only adequate punishment,

and proceeded to administer it.

Dorothy witnessed it with little hands

tightly clenched; then she turned to her

mother, ami between s.»hs exclaimed:

"Oh, mother, I'm so sorry that cross man
is going to be the grandfather of my chil-

dren."

Surprised

A PLEASURE -LOVING young mother
who had, for the first five years of his life,

turned over to trained nurses and a gov-
erness the care of her only child, was fright-

ened by her physician into giving him some
personal attention.

"Dearie," she cried, clasping the child to

her breast, "mother is going down South for

her darling baby boy's health."

Baby boy gazed at her with big, serious

eyes. "Mudder," he asked, "are you going

to take me wif you ?"

Reductions

LJER husband came home a few weeks after

the honeymoon, and in distressed accents

told his wife:

"I am terribly discouraged. My salary

has been cut down fifteen per cent."

''Never mind, dearie," said the bride,

cheerfully. "All. the shops are advertising

perfectly lovely things cut down twenty-five

per cent."

Well Posted

f
111 LI". Jack's mother took him to Sunday-
school for tin- first time, and, thinking

In- would In- shy and nervous, stayed through

tin- lesson with him, hut, having been

taught some Bible stories, and happening
to be familiar with tin- morning's lesson,

lack promptly and with assurance an-

swered all tin- questions. Winn the lesson

was over ami they had started home. Jack

looked up at his mother ami said:

"I l.u ha! tiny couldn't till me anything
about tin Lord, could they?"



Motoring Along the Apache Trail

By WILLIAM HEMMINGWAY
HEY were mighty war-
riors who fought in the

old days along the lofty

Arizona trail between
Globe and Phoenix.

The thousands of mod-
ern travelers to or from

California who enjoy the smooth motor
trip of 1 20 miles through what were once
impenetrable rocky fastnesses have the

history of oldest and newest America
spread before them in vivid contrast.

The thrilling pageant is staged in a

setting of mountains and buttes and
chasms all ablaze with glowing red and

gold and purple, the distant, cloudless

horizon now steely blue, and again

melting in the tender violet mists that

only this magic country can create. For

a whole day the voyager is lifted out of

himself, carried as on a magic carpet

across the dark backward and abysm of

time and through the glories of the

primeval world.

Through the ancient red medicine-

men the myth of the creation of this

weird country has been handed down
from generation to generation. In the

beginning the land was fertile and well

watered. Rain and Wind offended Chief

FOR COUNTLESS AGES APACHE LAND HAD BEEN CRYING TO THE GREAT SPIRIT FOR WATER.

ROOSEVELT DAM, WHICH WILL IRRIGATE 236,000 ACRES, IS ANSWERING THE CRY

8 HARPER'S MAGAZINE ADVERTISER



MOTORING ALONG THE APACHE TRAIL

TOURING THE APACHE TRAIL

Morning Green (the Creator), and he
drove them out of this paradise. Their
friend Thunder heaved up the moun-
tains, whose perpendicular walls still

stand. Also he hurled fire at Morning
Green, who overwhelmed him and all

the rest of the world in a flood. This
passed, after stripping the world of living

things, though the fire still remains in

the rocks, the sand, the cactus. It is re-

flected in the golden vegetation of the
lan.l.

Joining Green took mud and made
new men. Some stayed in the plains, and
the}' were good men, hut those who took
to the mountains were the Apaches,
cruel, treacherous, al-

ways seeking blood and
loot. If any one doubts

the legend, let him look at

Mountain of Foam: its

peak is still white with

the froth of the flood.

Scattered near by are the

tribesmen of the rebels,

blasted by lightning into

pillars of stone. \ml

whether among the cold

hearths of the Little Peo-

ple or the grim reminders
of the irk ntless red men,
one rolls placidfj along

a smooth highway thai

.1 ble engine< i s h a ve
thread< d over seeminglj

Impassable mountains i^\

slashed thrmu-h tin

jutting sides of canyon
walls. It is the most
wondrous highway in

America.
From a modern Pull-

man car, perfect in all its

appointments for safety
and luxury, the traveler

steps into an automobile
at Globe, Arizona, and
sets forth upon the
Apache Trail. There is a

swift flight past smoky
copper smelters and the

scrambling houses in the

outskirts of the town;
then the road sweeps
back into the mountains,
and the car swings up-
ward past surging slopes

of sapphire rock blent with crimson
and gold in extravagant, riotous

color. It seems a magic land made
of precious stones. If all these colors

are true—and there they are to drive

away doubt—why may not one believe

the myth of the region? The throb-

bing motor climbs steadily through an
enchanted land of astounding contrasts,

now plunging into the black shadows
of a narrow canyon, again wheel-

ing into golden sunlight on the edge
of "a cliff.

The crest of the divide rolls back
beneath the flying car, and far below lies

Apache Land, bathed in exquisite tints

ROWNJ

UAL



MOTORING ALONG THE APACHE TRAIL

: the magic
There are the butt s m I

domes and pinnacles, melting in a

Tableau such as

ould dai

ans too beautiful to be
-

rs unchanged, then :

and : combina-
F f rm a I c as the mo-

it into th

I Tonto Basin, <

:hrough the shad ws : I fty

the -..-. : s. the

giant :. sri : the iesert.

the westward lies Roos
Lake, a vast in f fresh

water _- thered by the hand of

man. Six miles from its shore the

Trail .-_ ins a rapid icserar.

than 30c :-: in each mile. Sud-

denly ur gaze is :i.rv::ed to the

f the clifl f; : the Trail.

We look up. and :ar sight travels

back act -5 . hundred centuries;

we beh Id the :::.:::::: homes )f

the Tittle People high :~ the cliff

ver as. Enter. The ceilings are

Mily four feet above the floor: the

doors but tw :-: high and eigh-

teen inches wide. The tiny win-

: still bear their flat, stone lin-

tels, ana the walls are t nilt f flat 1

:: stone, laid in mud and plastered

within and with : a:, i here is d : gl

a:"C~£::t :i: dwellings see a .1 .

five square miles, 28c fee: ieep at the

:::: Roc sevelt Dam, w b

t h r : w a boldly across the

s in a wall o: ry 1,125

long.

I he business :: this inlac

make the desert blossom like the

a sound in the place. The very air smells rise. Its waters are distributed among
ages -i. 'Jar i-.f the spirits : : the

vanished race hovering near, trying tc

tell of their last lays, :: their stealthy

night journeys down the long ladders tc

fete a Lter from the river, :

their flight upward, pursued by the ter-

rible men :: the valleys, :: the st

they pushed jver the brink : the ::~

that battered the evil nes fFint

There are seven :: these colonies in

:ae Four Peak Range. Those who do
not care : leave the a::::r-:^r can sra.

: e-r much :: the cliff-dwellings from the

Trail.

Tae car again in flight soon brings us

to the edge ::" Roosevelt Laiae: we
have swi lg zk from tae primev;
the most modern. it mani-
kins gat rater ia ii:

- In

Uairea States engineers

have gathered water in a mas ft enty-

square miles :: land that used to

grow nothing but mesquite and

tus, but now is r: with I

vrs. Incidentally, tar the

it : : gamy black :

After luncheon in the Lodg
eirr resumes the flight to Pf aow
8c aaiies awav, lown through many a

ayon. . takes the

ere is time for a

glance back at rat gigantic era: nearly

: -_: 2 ad with the

ce waters boiling through the great

saaie either e twin N .. g-

aras intc t ia e chasm reiow. Presently

the route crawls upward among the

gloom] s of

Creeia Canyon, the road draa

ribbon-like, along a it e cliff, ye: but-

tress -ar.

From the top we look down upon a

:{.^?.?l iZIXI



MOTORING ALONG THE APACHE TRAIL

scene of ineffable

grandeur. Here is

tin- workshop in

which Morn in g
( Ireen made great

domes and turrets

of gaudy rock, then

cast them aside and
built the mighty
mountain ranges far

be) ond. Nearer at

hand stands "Ar-
row head," hammer-
ed out of solid rock

by Chief ( me Eye,

so Apaches say.

Soon we discern his

misshapen form,
turned for all time

inl o solid rock,

glowering at usfrom
the heights* Soon

we come to i [ell's

Canyon, which seems a bottomless

pit; then the dizzy Whirlpool Rock,

whose whirling strata confuse the eye,

and so across Bl ick Canyon toward

Superstition Mountain, still bearing the

foamy record of the deluge on its white

top. All too soon the miles fly by, and

we loll past tin- purple hills against their

violet sk\ and presently into the tree-

lnu d st in ts of Phoenix. 1 [ere the wait-

ing Pullman is boarded Tor the overland

ride into California.

The Southern Pacific Lines offer the

only convenient means of reaching the
u

frail," and through tickets over these

THE FROWNING SIDES OF DEVIL'S CANYON

lines in either di-

rection will be hon-
ored for the trip

upon payment of

$15 a d d i t i o n a 1.

This expense in-

cludes all railroad

transportation and
the auto trip be-

tween Globe and
Phoenix. An exten-

sion of ten days

will be allowed on
tickets held by
passengers making
the side trip.

Through Pull-
man Sleeping Cars

in connection with

the " Sunset Lim-
ited" are operated
from El Paso,
Texas, and Globe,

Arizona, every Sunday, Tuesday,
and Friday. Globe is the Eastern ter-

minus of the "
1 rail." This new service

adds greatly to the comfort and pleasure

of the trip. The westbound tourist may
now arrive in Globe in a through Pull-

man Sleeping Car in time for breakfast,

and immediately thereafter step into the

waiting automobile for the "Apache
Trail" trip to Phoenix. The eastbound
traveler arriving from Phoenix may en-

ter the Pullman Sleeper at Globe in

the evening. At Phoenix, through Pull-

man service is maintained to and from

Los Angeles.

HOI. BRSTITIOl >W IN AN
ARIZ

HARPER'S










